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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This Response to Comments document has been prepared by the Santa Margarita Water District
(SMWD) as Lead Agency, in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
as amended (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.) and CEQA Guidelines (California
Administrative Code Section 15000 et seq.). This is the first of three volumes of the Response to
Comments document that have been prepared to accompany the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (Draft EIR) on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
(Project). This Response to Comments document contains copies of comments received from the
public and government agencies on the Draft EIR and provides responses to those comments. The
Draft EIR (Volumes 1 through 4) together with the three volumes of this Response to Comments
document (Volumes 5 through 7) constitute the Final EIR on the proposed Project, pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines (section 15132).
As described in sections 15089, 15090 and 15132 of the CEQA Guidelines, the Lead Agency
must prepare and consider the information contained in a Final EIR before approving a project.
The purpose of a Final EIR is to incorporate into the EIR: a) comments and recommendations on
the Draft EIR; b) a list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft
EIR; c) the Lead Agency responses to comments made by the public and agencies; and d) other
information added by the Lead Agency.

1.1 Organization of the Final EIR
The Final EIR consists of the following three (3) volumes.
Volume 5 (Chapters 1 and 2) consists of this introduction (Chapter 1) and all the comments
received during the comment period (Chapter 2). This chapter presents all comments received by
SMWD during the 100-day public review period of the Draft EIR (December 5, 2011 through
March 14, 2012) and at the public comment meetings on January 24, 2012 and February 1, 2012.
Comments received after the close of the public review period are also included in this section.
Volume 6 (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) consists of the responses to comments received on the Draft EIR.
Chapter 3 contains master responses, which provide a detailed discussion of issues that were
raised repeatedly by numerous commenters. Chapter 4 contains the individual responses directed
to each specific comment. Chapter 5 contains a compilation of text changes to the Draft EIR
identified as a result of the comments and staff-initiated changes; this chapter includes revisions
to the Draft EIR that represent minor changes or additions in response to some of the comments
received on the Draft EIR and additional edits to provide clarification. Changes to the Draft EIR
are shown with strikethrough text for deletions, underlined text for additions. These changes do
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
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not add significant new information that would affect the analysis or conclusions presented in the
Draft EIR.
Volume 7 contains revised and new appendices supporting the responses to comments.

1.2 CEQA Environmental Review Process
In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15085, upon completion of the Draft EIR, a Notice
of Availability (NOA) as well as CD copies of the Draft EIR were submitted to the California
State Clearinghouse, Governor’s Office of Planning and Research for distribution to State
Agencies. On December 5, 2011, SMWD initially circulated the Draft EIR on the Cadiz Valley
Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project for public review and comment (State
Clearinghouse No. 2011031002). The public review and comment period for the document was
initially a 70-day review period from December 5, 2011 through February 13, 2012. To
accommodate requests for additional time to review the Draft EIR, on February 9th, SMWD
extended the comment period to March 14, 2012, for a total review period of 100 days. During
the 100-day public review period, SMWD received approximately 125 written comments (25
additional comments arrived after the close of the comment period) sent through the mail or by
hand-delivery, fax, or email as well as approximately 62 oral comments made at two public
meetings. A court reporter was present at each of the public meetings, transcribed the oral
comments verbatim, and prepared written transcripts. Public meetings were held on the following
dates and at the following locations:


January 24, 2012 at the Santa Margarita Water District Administration Office,
26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688



February 1, 2012 at the Joshua Tree Community Center, 6171 Sunburst Street, Joshua
Tree, CA 92252

Comments received at both of the public meetings and during the public review period are
presented in Chapter 2 Comments and responded to Chapters 3 and 4 Responses. For additional
information regarding public notification, see Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

1.3 List of Commenters
Table 1-1 lists agencies, organizations, and individuals that submitted comments on the Draft
EIR during the comment period.
TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Federal Agencies Submitting Comments
US Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management
California State Office

02/13/2012

James G. Kenna
Director

US Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation
Lower Colorado Regional Office
Resources Management Office

02/02/2012

Valerie E. Thomas
Chief
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Federal Agencies Submitting Comments (cont.)
US Department of Interior National Park Service
Mojave National Preserve

02/13/2012

Stephanie R. Dubois
Superintendent

US Marine Corps
Marine Air Ground Task Force Training Command
Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center

03/19/2012

Colonel J.P. Granata
Assistant Chief of Staff G-4

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe

03/14/2012

Charles F. Wood
Chairman

Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians of California

03/15/2012

Darrell Mike
Chairman

California Department of Fish and Game
Inland Deserts Region

02/28/2012

Michael D. Flores
Sr. Environmental Scientist

California Department of Transportation
Division of Transportation Planning, MS-32
Office of Community Planning
Local Development – Intergovernmental Review Branch

12/08/2011

Terri Pencovic
Chief

01/03/2012 and
03/21/2012

Greg Holmes
Unit Chief

Native American Tribes Submitting Comments

State Agencies Submitting Comments

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program
Native American Heritage Commission

12/07/2011

Dave Singleton
Program Analyst

State Water Resources Control Board
Inland Streams Unit

12/14/2011

Katherine Mrowka
Chief

Coachella Valley Water District

02/23/2012

Mark Johnson
Director of Engineering

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Environmental Planning Team

03/12/2012

Deidre West
Manager

12/16/2011

Tracy Walters
Lead Air Quality Planner

12/20/2012

Alan J. De Salvio
Supervising Air Quality
Engineer

City of Needles

03/01/2012

Edward T. Paget
Mayor

County of San Bernardino (via Downey Brand Attorneys LLP)

03/13/2012

Christian L. Marsh

County of San Bernardino Public Works
Environmental Management Division

02/07/2012

John Schatz, AICP
Supervising Planner

01/31/2012

John Cole
Mayor

03/08/2012

Daniel L. Mintz, Sr.
Councilmember

Local Agencies Submitting Comments

Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (2 submissions)

City of Twentynine Palms (2 submissions)
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Organizations Submitting Comments
Ameron International Corporation

03/09/2012

Dennis E. Shearer, PE
District Sales Manager

Best Western Colorado River Inn

01/26/2012

Philip C. Crouch, CHA
General Manager

BNSF Railway Company

02/10/2012

David T. Rankin
Senior General Attorney

Joseph E. Bonadiman & Associates, Inc.

03/13/2012

Joseph S.C. Bonadiman,
Ph.D., PE

Center for Biological Diversity

03/14/2012

Adam Lazar

Desert Cycle Works

03/08/2012

[signature illegible]

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms

01/25/2012

Rob Fleck
Director of Sales
Thomas Goodspeed
President

Goodspeed Distributing Inc.

03/09/12

Layne Christensen Company

03/09/2012

Robert C. Minella
Regional General Manager

Los Angeles Salad Company

03/08/2012

Robert Hana
CEO

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America LaborersLocal Union 783 (2 submissions)
Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association

12/12/2011 and
01/11/2012

Richard Drury and
Christina Caro
Attorneys for Local 783

01/24/2012

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Land Trust

03/09/2012

Nancy Karl
Executive Director

Morongo Basin Regional Economic Development Consortium

03/09/2012

Alan Rasmussen
Chair

Shady Myrick Research Project

12/06/2012

John Lightburn
Project Director

Submitted on behalf of:
Center for Biological Diversity:
National Parks Conservation Association
California Wilderness Coalition
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Sierra Club Desert Committee
Mojave Desert Land Trust
Sierra Club
Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Defenders of Wildlife
Desert Tortoise Council
Sierra Club Desert Committee, San Gorgonio Chapter, and
National Organization
Southern California Watershed Alliance
Desal Response Group
Desert Survivors

03/13/2012

Seth Shteir
California Desert Field
Representative
National Parks Conservation
Association, et al.

Native American Land Conservancy

03/14/2012

Michael J. Madrigal
President

02/01/2012 and
02/27/2012

National Chloride Company of America (2 submissions)
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Organizations Submitting Comments (cont.)
Needles Chamber of Commerce

01/12/2012

Jeff Williams
President

Northwest Pipe Company

02/14/2012

Gary Stokes
Sr. VP, Sales and Marketing

Office Supplies Plus

undated

Dee Richhart
President & CEO

Orange County Coastkeeper

02/06/2012

Colin Kelly
Staff Attorney

Pacific Institute

03/13/2012

Dr. Newsha Ajami

2/12/2012,
03/12/2012 and
03/13/2012 (2)

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Roscoe Moss Company

03/07/2012

Robert A. Van Valer

Salt Products Company

03/14/2012

Nael Bratt

River Archaeological Heritage Association of the
Lower Colorado River (4 submissions)

Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife

undated
03/14/2012,
03/16/2012 (2),
03/27/2012,
04/03/12

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker, LLP
(6 submissions)

H. Marie Brashear
President

Robert S. Bower

02/24/2012

Dennis Nakata
Paralegal

Twentynine Palms Chamber of Commerce

12/15/2011

Maggie Chaffer
President

The Wildlands Conservancy

03/14/2012

Frazier Haney

Willits & Newcomb, Inc.

03/12/2012

Jackie Maxwell
President

Zepeda Labor Contracting, Inc.

03/09/2012

Elena Zepada Cota

Individuals Submitting Comments
Leigh Adams

02/14/2012

Kristie and James Bise

03/12/2012
03/06/2012 and
03/13/2012

Myron L. Black (2 submissions)
Rob and Kate Blair

undated
02/02/2012,
02/10/2012 (2)

Helena Bongartz (3 submissions)
Craig Brainard

02/10/2012

Chris Brown (2 submissions)

03/13/2012 (2)

John C. Brown

03/13/2012

Charles T. Collett

03/12/2012

Debbie Cook

03/14/2012

Linda DeLuca-Snively

02/21/2012

Kyle Detwiler

02/11/2012
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Individuals Submitting Comments (cont.)
Robert R. Dunn

01/30/2012

Bob Ellis

02/07/2012

Mary Ann and Darrell Finstad

03/13/2012

Valerie Finstad (2 submissions)

02/06/2012 and
02/13/2012

William J. and Susan L. Garvin

01/17/2012

Andrea and James Gutman

02/11/2012

Janis Hatlestad

02/29/2012

Norma J.F. Harrison

02/10/2012

Steve Iverson (3 submissions)

02/10/2012 (3)

Paula Jeane

03/14/2012

Paul Limon

undated

Christopher Lish

02/12/2012
undated,
02/26/2012 and
03/12/2012

Richard MacPherson (3 submissions)
Norman Meek

12/30/2011

Shell McIntosh

undated

Jean McLaughlin

03/11/2012

Ramon Alviso Mendoza

undated

Ted & Karen Meyers

03/14/2012

Chris and Bob Mills

02/11/2012
undated
02/06/2012
02/08/2012
02/19/2012 and
03/13/2012

Ruth Musser-Lopez (5 submissions)

Sterling Perkes

02/11/2012

Drew Reese

02/11/2012

C. David Renquest

03/10/2012

Catherine Robinson

undated

Joe Ross

02/10/2012

David Sabol

01/09/2012

Dianna Sahhar

02/14/2012

Karen Scheuermann

02/12/2012

Sidney Silliman

02/13/2012

Julian V. Simeon

02/10/2012

Calvin Sisco

03/08/2012
02/22/2012 and
02/23/2012

Fred Stearn (2 submissions)
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Individuals Submitting Comments (cont.)
Gary Thompson

02/01/2012

S. Tott

03/14/2012
02/03/2012 and
02/21/2012

Karen Tracy (2 submissions)
Victoria Williams

03/13/2012

Judy Wisboro

02/11/2012

Parties Commenting at the Rancho Santa Margarita Public Meeting
Tony Beall

Individual

Curt Stanley

Individual

Tom Hume

Individual

John Whitman

South Orange County Regional Chamber of
Commerce

Jim Leach

South Orange County Regional Chamber of
Commerce

Michael LaBroad

Northwest Pipe Company
(additional submissions in Section 2.3)

Marvin Floyd

Ameron International Corporation
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Sherri Butterfield

Individual

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Beth Apodaca

Individual

Wendy Bucknum

South Orange County
Regional Chamber of Commerce

Jim Thor

Individual

Mike Phillips

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Larry Robinson

Individual

Bob Ereth

Layne Christiansen Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Paul Lanhardt

Individual

Ron James

Individual

Floyd Wicks

Individual

Dave Stefanides

Orange County Association of Realtors

Donna Varner

Individual

Leigh Adams

Individual

Emily Green

Individual

Joe Kelly

Orange County Coastkeeper
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Linda Feather

Los Angeles Salad Company
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Individual
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Parties Commenting at the Rancho Santa Margarita Public Meeting (cont.)
Charles T. Collett

Individual

Russell Woodruff

Individual

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Individual

Ramon Alviso Mendoza

Individual

Bruce Akana

Individual

Robert R. Dunn

Individual

Parties Commenting at the Joshua Tree Public Meeting
Rob Fleck

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms

Dennis Shearer

Ameron International Corporation

Tom Beeghly

National Chloride Company

Leigh Adams

Individual

Tom O’Key

Individual

Andrew Stone

Individual

Phillip Smith

Individual

Seth Shteir

National Parks Conservation Association
(CBD et. al)

Helena Bongartz

Individual

Bob Minella

Layne Christiansen Company

Doug Watson

Individual

Chris Brown

Individual

Dave Fick

Individual

Bill Garvin

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company

Brendan Hughes

Individual

Sequoia Smith

Individual

Pat Flanagan

Individual

Almut Fleck

Individual

Jean McLaughlin

Individual

Emily Green

Individual

Conner Everts

Individual

Tom Askew

Individual

Stacy Doolittle

Individual

Debbie Cook

Individual

Karen Tracy

Individual

Kathy Phelan

Individual

Ron Bowers

Individual

Claudia Saw

Individual
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TABLE 1-1
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIR
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Comment Letters Received after Deadline
Commenter
Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce

04/12/2012

Joe Schumacher
Chairman of the Board

Larry Witt, Individual

04/26/2012

–

NPCA-CBD et al.

05/04/2012

Adam Lazar

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker

05/07/2012

Robert S. Bower

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

05/14/2012

Joseph Vanderhorst
Sr. Deputy General Counsel

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America LaborersLocal Union 783 (4 submissions)

05/23/2012 (2),
05/25/2012 and
06/22/12

Christina Caro
Attorney for Local 783

Diane Allison, Individual

05/24/2012

–

MC and Lorenzo Hagerty, Individuals

02/24/2012

–

Anthony Nicolau, Individual

05/24/2012

–

Jean Marie Naples, Individual

05/24/2012

Danielle Bower, Individual

05/25/2012

–

J. Capozzelli, Individual

05/25/2012

–

David A. Brunetti, Individual

05/26/2012

–

undated

–

Steve Jacoby, Individual

undated

–

Heather Hahn, Individual

5/29/2012

–

Benjamin and Jennifer Valentine, Individuals

05/29/2012

Center for Biological Diversity

5/31/2012

Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney

Pam Nelson, Individual

6/01/2012

–

undated

–

Anuj Shaw, Individual

06/20/2012

--

The Wildlands Conservancy

06/24/2012

Claudia Sall

Phyllis Jacoby, Individual

Greta Loeffelbein, Individual
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CHAPTER 2

Comment Letters
2.1 Overview
Chapter 2 includes copies of mailed letters and faxes, printouts of emails, transcripts of oral
comments received at the public comment meetings, and copies of comments received after the
public review period ended. All comments are coded and numbered to correspond to the
responses provided in Volume 6.
In some cases, comment letters included extensive attachments. All attachments are acknowledged
and have been considered during preparation of the responses. If the attachments contain direct
comments on the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft EIR, they are included along with the comment
letters in Chapter 2 and responses have been prepared. However, in other instances the attachments
provide generic information supporting some aspect of an agency or organization’s mission (e.g.,
description of a city’s conservation program and activities) and are not directly related to the
adequacy or accuracy of the Draft EIR; those materials are not reproduced in this document but are
available for review at the SMWD Headquarters. The attachments received with a particular letter
are indicated at the end of each comment letter in Chapter 2.
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2.2.1

Federal
TABLE 2-1
FEDERAL AGENCIES SUBMITTING COMMENTS

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

US Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management
California State Office

02/13/2012

James G. Kenna
Director

US Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation
Lower Colorado Regional Office
Resources Management Office

02/02/2012

Valerie E. Thomas
Chief

US Department of Interior National Park Service
Mojave National Preserve

02/13/2012

Stephanie R. Dubois
Superintendent

US Marine Corps
Marine Air Ground Task Force Training Command
Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center

03/19/2012

Colonel J.P. Granata
Assistant Chief of Staff G-4
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Instruction Memorandum No. 2012-038
Expires: 09/30/2013
To:

All Field Office Officials

From:

Assistant Director, Minerals and Realty Management

Subject:
Interim Guidance Relating to the Scope of a Railroad’s Authority to Approve Uses within
Railroad Rights-of-Way Granted under the Act of March 3, 1875
Purpose: The purpose of this Instruction Memorandum (IM) is to provide interim guidance in light of the
release of Solicitor’s Opinion M-37025 on November 4, 2011, which withdraws those portions of Solicitor’s
Opinion M-36964 relating to the scope of a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize uses within
railroad rights of way (ROW) under the Act of March 3, 1875 (1875 Act). Additional guidance that will
address proposed and existing uses on public lands within 1875 Act ROWs will be developed and issued
shortly.
Policy/Action: Based on a review of Opinion M-36964, Proposed Installation of MCI Fiber Optic
Communications Line within Southern Pacific Transportation Co.'s Railroad Right-of-Way of January 5,
1989 (the 1989 Opinion), the Solicitor recently issued a new Opinion, M-37025, that withdraws that part of
the 1989 Opinion addressing a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activities within railroad
ROWs granted pursuant to the 1875 Act.[1] A copy of Opinion M-37025 is attached.
Opinion M-37025 concludes that the findings in the 1989 Opinion regarding the 1875 Act are erroneous
because a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activities within an 1875 Act ROW is limited to
those activities that derive from or further a railroad purpose. Determining whether a particular activity
derives from or furthers a railroad purpose requires a case-by-case evaluation. The guidance below
broadly describes how such evaluations for uses proposed within 1875 Act railroad ROWs should be
conducted.

A_BLM
z

If, however, the BLM concludes that the proposed activity does not derive from or further a railroad
purpose, the proponent of the proposed use would have to submit an application to the BLM that
would be processed in accordance with applicable laws, regulations and agency policies. Applications
processed for uses within 1875 Act ROWs will be subject to the same fees and requirements that
would be normally required for such use of public lands under applicable laws, regulations and
policies, including but not limited to, cost recovery fees (processing and monitoring), rental fees and
bonding requirements. As noted above, approval of any such use by the BLM within an 1875 Act
ROW across BLM-managed public lands will require coordination with the railroad ROW holder to
ensure such uses do not interfere with railroad operations.

State Offices should contact the Washington Office, Branch of Rights-of-Way (WO-350), for assistance with
evaluating whether activities proposed within an 1875 Act ROW located on BLM-managed public lands
derive from or further a railroad purpose, and therefore do not require authorization from the BLM.
Subsequent Guidance
Additional guidance will be issued addressing the evaluation of both proposed and existing uses within
1875 Act ROWs located on BLM-managed public lands.
To assist in developing this guidance, all State and Field Offices should conduct an in-office assessment of
the BLM records by ensuring ROWs authorized under the 1875 Act are accurately recorded in LR2000 to
facilitate WO-350 retrieval of records and identify the following, if known:
1)
The types of existing facilities (water pipeline, fiber optic lines, power lines, etc.), names of
the facility owners, and related BLM serial numbers (both for facility and railroad), within 1875 Act
ROWs located on public lands;
2)
Any proposed facilities and proponent names, within 1875 Act ROWs located on public lands;
and
3)
Any other relevant information that could inform the future policy.
For the identification of proposed facilities and proponent names, State and Field offices should rely on
recent inquiries or other publicly available information, such as phone calls received, public meeting
notices, or newspaper articles.
The results of the in-office assessments should be compiled by each State Office and a single response for
each state transmitted to Lucas Lucero, Branch Chief, Rights-of-Way, in the Washington Office of the BLM
no later than 90 days after the issuance of this IM.
Timeframe: This information and interim guidance is effective immediately.
Budget Impact: There is expected to be a minor budget impact, depending on the number of proposals
that need to be evaluated for railroad use and the amount of work involved with information gathering
related to existing uses of 1875 Act ROWs.

Uses Proposed Within 1875 Act Railroad ROWs
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) retains authority over proposed uses within 1875 Act ROWs across
BLM-managed public lands which do not derive from or further a railroad purpose. Therefore, proponents
of uses within an 1875 Act ROW that are not derived from or in furtherance of a railroad purpose will need
authorization from the BLM.[2] Most, if not all, of such authorizations would fall under Title V of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act or Section 28 of the Mineral Leasing Act.
Thus, in those situations where a use is proposed within an 1875 Act ROW located on public lands, the
BLM must first evaluate whether a railroad purpose will be served by the proposed use. To assist in that
evaluation, the BLM will, among other things, solicit the input of the railroad holding the subject 1875 Act
ROW. The BLM will additionally consider the following: 1) courts have interpreted “railroad purpose” to
include activities incidental to train operations that also have a separate commercial purpose as being
within the railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize;[3] and 2) a railroad has the exclusive right to
utilize the entirety of its ROW for the purposes of operating a railroad. Therefore, any activity undertaken
or authorized by a railroad cannot otherwise interfere with railroad operations.
z

If the BLM concludes that a railroad purpose would be served by the proposed use, then no further
action would be required by the agency.

http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/info/regulations/Instruction_Memos_and_Bulletins/national_... 2/15/2012

Background: On January 5, 1989, the Solicitor issued Opinion M-36964 which, among other things,
concluded that railroads possessed “what is tantamount to a fee interest in [their] 1875 Act rights of way”
allowing them to undertake or authorize any activities within these ROWs regardless of purpose. As a
result of further review of the 1875 Act and applicable judicial decisions, the Solicitor issued Opinion M37025 on November 4, 2011 withdrawing that part of Opinion M-36964 concerning ROW issued under the
1875 Act. As Opinion M-37025 explains, railroad companies have the authority to undertake or authorize
activities within an 1875 Act ROW if those activities derive from or further a railroad purpose, while the
BLM is responsible for authorizing activities that do not serve any railroad purpose.
Manual/Handbook Sections Affected: This IM transmits interim policy that amends and will be
incorporated into the BLM Right-of-Way Manual Series 2800/2880 during the next revision.
Coordination: This IM was developed in consultation with WO-100 and coordinated with the Solicitor’s
Office and affected State Offices.
Contacts: If you have questions or need additional information, please contact me at 202-208-4201, or
your staff may contact Kim Berns, Division Chief, Lands, Realty and Cadastral Survey (WO-350) at 202912-7350; Lucas Lucero, Branch Chief, Rights-of-Way at 202-912-7324; or Beth Ransel, Linear ROW &
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Master Agreements Lead at 202-912-7213.

Signed by:
Timothy Spisak
Acting, Assistant Director
Minerals and Realty Management

Authenticated by:
Robert M. Williams
Division of IRM Governance,WO-560

2 Attachments
1 - Solicitor’s Opinion M-37025 (13 pp)
2 - Q&As Pertaining to M-37025 (3 pp)
[1] Opinion M-37025 does not modify the findings of the 1989 Opinion relating to railroad ROWs issued
under other railroad ROW statutes.
[2] Uses proposed within an 1875 Act ROW cannot interfere with a railroad’s use of its ROW.
[3] An example might include a telephone line that is located within an 1875 Act ROW that provides both
station communication and general commercial use.
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1.

2.

3.

The Project appears to be unsustainable from the perspective of a sufficient supply of water and power. It appears that the two most important aspects of
this project, water and power, do not exist in sufficient supply at the site to support a “sustainable” project. The power supply involves consumption of natural
gas and/or upgrade and installation of transmission lines (whose environmental effects are not considered), while the water supply involves removing
groundwater from storage (mining). Given the amount of recoverable groundwater that the Project is seeking to extract from these two watersheds, the NPS is
concerned that the proponent is substantially overestimating the amount of natural precipitation recharging the groundwater basins in these two valleys. The
project proponent’s estimates of the annual recharge (and discharge) for the Cadiz project watershed in the range of 30,000 AFY are not reasonable and should
not even be considered. The recharge estimates provided in 2000 by the USGS in its technical review of the former Cadiz Project, which were computed by a
variety of methods, ranged from 2,000 – 10,000 AFY. These values, computed by a scientific agency with no financial stake in the proposed project, peerreviewed and made available to the public, provide a reasonable range of recharge estimates for the Project area. This range of values should be used to guide
evaluation of the proposed Cadiz Project. For both of these resources, the project appears to be unsustainable.
It is inappropriate to conclude “a priori” that all springs in the watershed area are hydraulically discontinuous with the target aquifer. The SMWD
presents a brief reconnaissance study in the Draft EIR of potential effects on springs and seeps from groundwater pumping by the Project concluding,
unsurprisingly, that springs are not connected to the target aquifer and thus will be unaffected by the Project. Available evidence indicates that some springs
within Mojave National Preserve likely are hydraulically continuous with the aquifer that is the target of the subject groundwater development, and that other
springs within the Preserve likely are not hydraulically continuous with this aquifer (written communication from William Van Liew, Hydrologist, NPS Water
Resource Division, February 10, 2011). In the absence of more conclusive, site-specific studies, it would be inappropriate to conclude “a priori” that all springs
in the area are hydraulically discontinuous with the target aquifer. To resolve this uncertainty, the NPS requests that a study of selected springs within Mojave
National Preserve be a component of any proposed Monitoring and Management Plan.
An alternative Project scenario that limits pumping in the watersheds to the perennial yield amount would likely increase the conservation efficiency of
the Project, decrease adverse impacts in the project watersheds, and allow Cadiz to achieve most of their Project objectives and “Green Compact”
stewardship principles. The EIR describes a groundwater mining project, where in all scenarios groundwater is pumped in excess of the most optimistic
estimate of recharge. The only factor preventing long-term dewatering of the aquifer is the assumption that the project will end in 50 years and natural recovery
will occur afterwards. Pumping in excess of the perennial yield of the basin under the currently proposed project increasingly exacerbates mining of
groundwater, as evidenced by the three pumping schemes that were simulated where 18,000 to 45,000 AFY of groundwater would be mined annually.
Conservation efficiencies (defined by the NPS as the ratio of water conserved to water mined) for the Project over the 50-year pumping period currently range
from an efficiency of 1.2:1 to 1:10. Capture of groundwater that is ultimately destined for the dry lake areas could likely be achieved through a less aggressive
-1-
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4.

5.

6.

7.

pumping scheme that would not withdraw groundwater in excess of the perennial yield of the basin, if the current objective of trying to maximize the retrieval of
fresh groundwater that is already down-gradient of the proposed wellfield is abandoned. This alternative should be evaluated further under the Alternatives
Analysis in the Final EIR.
Clarification is needed on how the “Green Compact” Stewardship Principles will be incorporated into the Proposed Project. Under the “Green
Compact” agreement with the Natural Heritage Institute (NHI), Cadiz has committed to manage their property and develop projects in accordance with several
Stewardship Principles, some of which appear to be associated with the Proposed Project being evaluated in this draft EIR. The NPS respectfully requests that
the SMWD provide more details about how these Stewardship Principles will be incorporated into the Proposed Project. In particular, the NPS would like more
details presented on the following Stewardship Principles: Long-term Sustainability Pledge, Renewable Energy Commitment, Groundwater Banking,
Groundwater Management Principles, Independent Resource Evaluation Study, and Local Priority of Water Use.
The hydrologic analysis in the EIR is technically deficient with respect to constraining the Project recharge estimate through physical measurement
and quantification of groundwater discharge from the playa areas. This project is predicated on the capture of groundwater “wasted” to evaporation. This
assertion is repeated at least 13 times in the first three chapters of the EIR yet very little convincing data are presented to show that this discharge actually exists.
On the other hand, data are presented that indicate extensive evaporation from the playa is unlikely. This includes reports of depth to water beneath Bristol Dry
Lake ranging from 8 to 12 feet at salt production trenches to 35 feet (Appendix F4), and water levels on the northeast edge of the playa greater than 85 feet.
Thus the project proponents need to show how evaporation from the playa could be occurring from a capillary rise of this magnitude. The draft EIR weakly
demonstrates through use of NDVI analysis and extrapolation of playa evaporation rates generated from nearby studies that groundwater may be discharging
from the dry lake areas on the order of 6,000 to 42,000 AFY. However, these methods do not compensate for the contribution to soil evaporation from the dry
lakes due to surface water runoff, and therefore, likely over-estimate the amount of discharge that might be occurring. The NPS has demonstrated through
extrapolation of results from a USGS study of groundwater discharge rates in Death Valley (which compensates for the effect of surface water runoff to soil
evaporation) that total groundwater discharge from the dry lakes is probably on the order of 4,650 to 7,750 AFY at best. In any case, estimates of groundwater
discharge need to be verified through physical measurements of soil evaporation at the dry lake sites and groundwater levels beneath the dry lakes, which was a
recommendation by the USGS in its review of the former Cadiz Project, and requested by the NPS in its scoping comment to the current Cadiz Project. To date,
physical measurement of groundwater discharge has not been performed.
The hydrologic analysis is incomplete with respect to providing plausible, additional lines of evidence that support the recharge estimate presented in
the EIR. The analysis has neglected to provide additional lines of evidence that would support the optimistically high recharge estimate. In addition to
verifying the recharge estimate through physical soil evaporation measurements and groundwater level measurements at and beneath the dry lakes, other lines of
evidence that might help to support or refute the proposed recharge estimate include performing a chloride mass balance of precipitation and groundwater to
estimate recharge, and isotopic age-dating analysis of the groundwater to estimate whether groundwater recharge has occurred in recent or ancient times. Both
of these methods were attempted under the original version of the Cadiz Project, but were incorrectly applied leading to questionable results. Based on
corrections applied by the USGS to these methods at that time, recharge estimates using the chloride mass balance approach were calculated to range from 1,700
to 9,000 AFY. Original results of carbon13/carbon14 age dating analyses from the Fenner Basin indicated uncorrected groundwater ages ranging from 11,500 to
14,000 years before present, while corrected ages presented by the USGS ranged from 5,500 to 10,600 years before present. Similar isotopic age-dating of
groundwater from surrounding basins indicate uncorrected ages ranging from about 3,000 to 32,000 years before present. Results from these other analysis
methods all suggest a much lower recharge rate for this portion of the Mojave Desert than is proposed in the EIR. The SMWD should assimilate these earlier
lines of evidence and/or require the project proponent to conduct follow-up supporting studies, and discuss the results in the final EIR.
The hydrologic analysis ignores important considerations about the hydrologic setting in the Project watersheds. The SMWD has elected not to quantify
the amount of recharge assumedly coming from the western, southern and eastern portions of the Bristol and Cadiz watersheds, which is also expressed in the
watershed and numerical modeling analyses, as these areas have been excluded from the model domains. The SMWD explicitly states that only partial recharge
estimates are being used in the modeling analyses, and that this unaccounted recharge may be substantial enough to reduce the predicted drawdown in the current
-2-
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simulations. The NPS views exclusion of these other watershed regions and recharge sources as a serious flaw in the current hydrologic analysis and respectfully
requests the hydrologic influences from these areas to be accounted in the watershed and numerical modeling simulations, and the results discussed accordingly
in the EIR document. The SMWD should also endeavor to better understand the hydraulic connectivity of the carbonate rock unit encountered in the subsurface
at the Fenner Gap with carbonate rock outcroppings occurring throughout the rest of the watershed. Given statements that the full extent, potential yield and
storage capacity of the carbonate aquifer has not been fully quantified at this time, additional hydrogeologic investigations need to be conducted and the results
need to be discussed in the final EIR document to better resolve these uncertainties, especially since Project pumping is targeted for the carbonate aquifer.
The Project over-estimates the area contributing recharge to Fenner Gap. Recharge is estimated for the entire Fenner watershed, which includes the New
York Mountains, and assumes that all of this recharge flows south to Fenner Gap. The modeling report also cites a USGS Water Resources Investigations Report
by Freiwald, D.A. (1984. Report 83-4082) but apparently disregarded its conclusions. The Friewald Report (Plate 1) shows groundwater in the southwesterly
portion of Lanfair Valley flowing eastward towards Piute Gorge and not south to Fenner Gap. As a result, the project overestimates the area contributing
recharge to Fenner Gap since, according to the USGS report, recharge in the New York Mountains, Woods Mountain, and Hackberry Mountain discharges to
Piute Spring and does not flow to Fenner Gap. The NPS’s analysis of water level data in the NWIS database supports this conclusion.
The distributed parameter watershed model may be over-estimating recharge in the Project watersheds by a factor of 2 to 10 times. A recent USGS
study near Joshua Tree, CA utilized an earlier version of the INFIL3.0 distributed-parameter watershed model and a numerical flow model, along with several
field techniques such as the installation of instrumented boreholes in washes to measure recharge by stormflow infiltration, and isotopic water analyses to
determine the likely age of the groundwater. Results of the distributed-parameter watershed model indicated most of the recharge in the study region likely
occurs from periodic infiltration of stormflow runoff, and that physical and geochemical data collected away from stream channels show that direct areal
infiltration of precipitation to depths below the root zone and subsequent groundwater recharge did not occur in these areas. It was concluded the simulated total
annual recharge by stormflow runoff estimated by the watershed model was 2 to 10 times greater than the measured total annual stormflow runoff. Based on the
results of the nearby Joshua Tree area study, its close proximity to the Cadiz study area, and the Cadiz Project’s over-reliance on the INFIL3.0 watershed model
results without additional supporting field data to constrain the recharge estimates, it is likely that the Cadiz project’s recharge estimates using INFIL3.0 could be
over-estimated by a factor of 2 to 10 times. Based on this USGS study, the NPS also suspects that the Fenner Basin watershed model may be under-estimating
the amount of ET and surface water runoff occurring in the basin, all of which contributes to an over-estimation of the amount of water infiltrating past the root
zone.
The ability of the numerical groundwater flow model to accurately simulate groundwater discharge by evapotranspiration is questionable. It is unclear
in the discussion whether or not the maximum ET rates reported for the model represent the ET rates prior to simulating Project pumping, a constant ET rate
used throughout the modeling simulations, or if the ET rate varies as water levels decline (as would be expected). If these maximum rates represent constant,
pre- pumping ET rates, then they would seem to generate too much ET discharge from those portions of the model domain setup to accommodate ET discharge.
Conversely, model water balance results suggest that the model is not producing annual volumes of ET discharge equivalent to the amounts of recharge going
into the model. The NPS estimates that discharge by ET at Year 117 in the model (full recovery) would be 24,641 AFY, which is approximately 76% of what
Cadiz stated should be occurring (i.e., 32,425 AFY). Without starting water balances to confirm the amount of pre-pumping ET occurring in the model
simulations, this observation calls into question how well the model is able to simulate the natural flow system. The NPS is also concerned with how the model
estimates ET discharge as water levels approach and drop below the assumed extinction depth. It appears in the model that the existing pre-pumping depth to
water (18 feet) beneath Bristol Dry Lake already exceeded the extinction depth of 15 feet prior to simulating any of the pumping/recharge scenarios.
Furthermore, the USGS has also shown in a study from nearby China Lake that the annual rate of evaporation from bare soil decreased to negligible amounts at
water-level depths of more than 7 feet below land surface, thus calling into question the validity of the extinction depth established for the model. If this is
correct, the NPS does not see how the model could simulate discharge of groundwater by ET from the Bristol Dry Lake area of the model.
The SMWD has failed to adequately consider inclusion of monitoring and mitigation measures developed under the earlier Cadiz Project, and to
adequately demonstrate the effectiveness of certain current mitigation measures proposed to address pumping-related impacts. The SMWD should
-3-
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consider the relevancy of the mitigation measures that were developed and proposed under the former Cadiz Project and determine which measures might have
utility to this EIR. The NPS recommends that the principal features of that plan be adopted, including a participatory role for the potentially affected parties (like
the NPS), an array of “early-warning” monitoring wells between the proposed project pumping and Mojave National Preserve, and “action criteria” to trigger
consideration of mitigation measures as effects are observed over time. With all the inherent uncertainty that exists on groundwater projects such as this, it is
imperative that the project proponent practice adaptive management of their project, with coordination and input from their neighbors, the potentially affected
parties. Additionally, the NPS is not convinced that the SMWD has sufficiently demonstrated the effectiveness of several key mitigation measures to be able to
conclude that the direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and surface water resources would be less than significant with mitigation and would not be
cumulatively considerable. Implementing corrective measures such as a reduction or cessation in pumping, redistribution of pumping locations, or an injection
and/or extraction scheme to manage the migration of hyper-saline water from the dry lake areas may be ineffective or not as effective as originally presumed.
The SMWD needs to devote more analysis and discussion on the groundwater level recovery analysis conducted and its implications on determining the potential
effectiveness of corrective measures such as reduction or cessation of pumping. The SMWD also needs to better demonstrate and discuss the potential
effectiveness of these important corrective measures in the EIR document using existing and/or additional groundwater modeling simulations that test these
corrective measures. If the existing and/or additional modeling simulations reveal that these mitigations measures are ineffective or less effective at addressing
adverse drawdown and water quality impacts than originally presumed, then the SMWD cannot claim that direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and
surface water resources would be less than significant with mitigation and would not be cumulatively considerable.
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1-4

Sect. 1.2.3

PWR

2-5

Sect. 2.3.2

MOJA

2-5

Sect. 2.3.3

PWR

Closed basin – the northeast boundary of the Fenner watershed passes through the alluvial basin of Lanfair Valley. The very probable
flow of groundwater across this boundary through the alluvial sediments of the Lanfair Valley basin would invalidate the closed basin
assumption.
In the sentence, “The proposed conservation (capture of evaporation) is not dependent upon future rainfall, snow pack or the needs
and demands of others: the groundwater is already in storage” the EIR appears to confuse two fundamental aspects of groundwater
hydrology – storage and flow.
“…long-term sustainable operations.” How is it that a project to extract more groundwater by pumping than is replaced by recharge
and that would result in a declining water table can be termed “sustainable”? In addition, how does the term “sustainable” apply to
the use of natural gas to power the pumps?
1st paragraph: It is stated that “participating entities may join the Project at any time until the established Project capacity is reached.”
Please define what the established Project capacity is (50,000 afy, 75,000 afy?) as part of this discussion.
Rational for not triggering NEPA – The document cites a DOI Solicitor opinion that no further authorizing is needed “as long as new
activities derive from or further a railroad purpose” but does not explain how groundwater extraction and conveyance infrastructure is
either derived from or furthers a “railroad purpose” other than to say that the railroad has signed onto the project.
On the surface, the “Green Compact” that Cadiz and the Natural Heritage Institute (NHI) signed in 2009 is commendable, but it is
unclear from the discussion what the nexus is between this Green Compact and the Proposed Project. Under this agreement, Cadiz
has committed to manage their property and develop projects in accordance with several Stewardship Principles, some of which
appear to be associated with the Proposed Project being evaluated in this draft EIR. The NPS respectfully requests that the SMWD
provide more details about how these Stewardship Principles will be incorporated into the Proposed Project. In particular, the NPS
would like more details presented on the following Stewardship Principles:
 Long-term Sustainability Pledge. How does long-term sustainability apply to the groundwater development being conducted
under the Proposed Project? It would appear the Project is removing an annual amount of groundwater from storage that
would substantially exceed the estimated perennial yield of the aquifer system, thus creating a long-term, unsustainable
overdraft condition in the aquifer.
 Renewable Energy Commitment. In the press release by Cadiz for this pledge, it is stated that “Cadiz will make up to 20,000
acres of land available and provide a reliable water supply for the development of photovoltaic and solar thermal
technologies,” which is different from what is stated in the draft EIR. If this is true, what is the source of the water supply
(existing agricultural water, Proposed Project water, other water) that will be provided by Cadiz? If solar thermal
technologies are being considered, this could potentially represent another substantial demand on the groundwater supply in
the project area. Please clarify this Stewardship Principle and its relationship to the Proposed Project.
 Groundwater Banking. In the press release by Cadiz, it is stated that “Cadiz will seek to develop a groundwater banking
operation for irrigation, solar, municipal water supply, environmental restoration, and other beneficial uses,” which is
different from what is stated in the draft EIR. Is this groundwater banking pledge related to the Imported Water Storage
Component of the Proposed Project or separate? Please provide more details on this particular aspect of the Green Compact
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pledge, how it relates to the Proposed Project, and how it will be achieved.
Groundwater Management Principles. This Stewardship Principle was identified in the press release by Cadiz, but was not
included in the list of Stewardship Principles presented in Section 2.3.3. In the press release, it is stated that “Cadiz will
promote the optimal, long-term, and sustainable use of its water resources and manage the groundwater supply in a manner
that will not result in environmental harm. Through its water bank, the company will promote restoration of unrelated
aquatic ecosystems currently impaired by water development.” Please provide more details on this particular aspect of the
Green Compact pledge, how it relates to the Proposed Project, and how it will be achieved.
 Independent Resource Evaluation Study. Please replace the description of this Stewardship Principle in the draft EIR with
the more detailed description presented in the press release by Cadiz, which states that “Cadiz will complete a study of
available water resources including precipitation, aquifer recharge, total quantities of groundwater in storage, and the safe
quantity of dewatered storage that may be made available for a conjunctive use project without harming the underlying
aquifer system or ecosystems that depend upon it.” The more detailed description provides the reader a better understanding
of studies to which Cadiz is committing under the Green Compact pledge. With respect to the more detailed description,
why was an evaluation of the amount of natural discharge from the aquifer omitted from the study? Characterizing the
natural discharge from the aquifer is critically important to constraining the aquifer recharge estimate and characterizing the
“safe quantity of dewatered storage that may be made available for a conjunctive use project without harming the underlying
aquifer system or ecosystems that depend upon it.”
 Local Priority of Water Use. Please replace the description of this Stewardship Principle in the draft EIR with the more
detailed description presented in the press release by Cadiz, which states that “the highest priority of water use will be given
to reasonable and beneficial uses on the overlying property, including but not limited to agriculture, domestic, environmental
or solar power uses.” Based on this description, it appears the thrust of this Stewardship Principle is to give priority to the
use of the groundwater on the overlying Cadiz property, which seems at odds to the stated purpose of the Proposed Project –
exporting an average annual amount of 50,000 acre-feet of groundwater from the project basin to be used in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area. Please provide more details on this particular aspect of the Green Compact pledge, how it relates to the
Proposed Project, and how it will be achieved.
3rd paragraph: In the discussion at the end of this paragraph about “carry-over storage,” please clarify if there are any limitations on
how much water can be carried-over and for how long. In the event that all of the participants elect to forego their entire annual
water delivery for one or more years, how will this affect the operation of the groundwater extraction wells? Will the system be shut
down during such a period?
4th paragraph: At the bottom of page 3-2, it is stated that “Withdrawal of water for this Project component would be limited to a
maximum of 75,000 AFY of water in any given year…” Please clarify if this amount takes into consideration the delivery of carryover storage that might be used in a given year.
4th paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph focuses on the potential use of one or more unused natural gas pipelines that exist in
the Project area that may be converted for use as a water conveyance facility under the Imported Water Storage Component of the
Project. Please indicate whether or not these unused pipelines cross federal lands and if so, whether their use as a water conveyance
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facility instead of a gas/oil conveyance facility precipitates an environmental review under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), since this was not their intended use. Additionally, please clarify if these pipelines have been used in the past to convey
natural gas or oil. If so, please speak to the possibility of contaminating any water that might be conveyed through them under the
Project and how this concern would be addressed in this discussion and the one presented on pages 3-41 and 3-42.
1st partial paragraph: At the top of page 3-6, it is generally stated that 3 MAF of groundwater presently held in storage between the
proposed wellfield and the Dry Lakes will become saline and lost to evaporation over the next 100 years, and that by strategically
managing groundwater levels, the Project could conserve up to 2 MAF of this water before it is lost to evaporation. The NPS
believes this discussion to be incomplete and should also recognize the results of the two other recharge scenarios that were
evaluated. If annual recharge to the Project area is closer to 5,000 AFY, as many other investigators in the area have indicated, no
cumulative net water savings will be realized, but rather a cumulative depletion (mining) of storage of approximately 1.4 MAF will
occur over this 100-year period (see Table 4.9-11). As a result, the discussion on page 3-6 and elsewhere in the document should be
revised to recognize the possible range of water conservation and depletion that might occur from the Project, depending on which
estimate of recharge one believes to be more plausible.
The northwest boundary of the Fenner watershed with the Lanfair watershed (specifically the line that connects the New York
Mountains with Vontrigger Hills) is not a topographical boundary but appears to be approximately perpendicular to the elevation
contour lines. Thus it is incorrect to say that the watersheds are a “topographically-closed drainage system”. On 1-m NAIP imagery
surface drainages can be seen crossing the watershed boundary from the Fenner basin into the Lanfair basin, so likely groundwater is
as well.
3rd paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph mentions that “natural recharge in the Watersheds has been the subject of several
studies since 1970,” but no further discussion is presented summarizing the results from these earlier studies. Instead, the discussion
focuses solely on the most recent work by CH2M Hill, who was contracted by Cadiz for this Project. By focusing solely on one
study and neglecting other studies, the SMWD is biasing the EIR toward a specific set of results. Please revise the discussion on
page 3-9 and elsewhere in the EIR document to address this issue.
In the discussion under Section 3.3.3, the NPS requests that the EIR document address the possibility of interbasin groundwater flow
from Cadiz Valley into Chuckwalla Valley. This issue has come up in a couple of recent EIRs/EISs that have been conducted for
solar energy projects in Chuckwalla Valley. These EIRs/EISs have cited some sources that suggest groundwater may be flowing
from Cadiz Valley into Chuckwalla Valley, which would raise concerns about this groundwater being tributary to the Colorado
River, and other sources that suggest this interbasin flow is not likely occurring. The NPS requests that the SMWD further
investigate and discuss the possible hydrologic connection between these two valleys in the EIR document, and if necessary, conduct
additional field investigations to determine this possible connection, prior to finalizing the EIR.
3rd paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph focuses on the reasons why it is necessary to pump groundwater in excess of the
natural recharge rate. The NPS strongly disagrees with the SMWD’s evaluation that it is necessary to pump beyond the natural
recharge rate (i.e., perennial yield) of the basin to achieve the objectives of the project. Based on the two reasons presented in the
discussion, the NPS contends that proposed pumping beyond the perennial yield is largely needed to achieve the second objective,
which is to pull back and recover the fresh groundwater that is already down-gradient of the proposed wellfield and on its way to the
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dry lake areas. The NPS contends that pumping beyond the perennial yield of the basin does not outweigh the potential negative
trade-offs (e.g., increased drawdown and depletion of groundwater storage) that come with trying to retrieve the down-gradient
groundwater that “has already left the station” in all practicality. The NPS’s contention is largely supported by the information
presented at the end of the 3rd paragraph, which bears closer examination. While this excessive pumping might optimistically
“conserve” 1.36 MAF of groundwater destined to be naturally evaporated over a 50-year operational period, what is not mentioned is
that out of the 2.5 MAF of groundwater that will be withdrawn during this 50-year period, approximately 1.14 MAF of it represents
mining of other groundwater in storage. Comparison of the amount of groundwater conserved (1.36 MAF) to the amount of
groundwater mined from the aquifer (1.14 MAF) indicates a 1.2:1 tradeoff ratio of water conserved to water mined. This trade-off
comparison potentially worsens if the recharge is on the order of 5,000 AFY, as suggested in an earlier NPS comment for page 3-6.
Under this lower recharge scenario, only 221,000 AFY of groundwater would be “conserved” out of the 2.5 MAF of groundwater
that will be withdrawn during this 50-year period, meaning that 2,279,000 AF of this total pumped volume represents mining of
groundwater in storage. This represents a 1:10 tradeoff ratio of water conserved to water mined. In either case, the NPS is concerned
about the conservation efficiency of the Project (defined by the NPS as the ratio of water conserved to water mined) and requests the 34
SMWD to evaluate and discuss this in more detail in the final EIR.
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Capture of groundwater that is upstream of the wellfield and ultimately destined for the Dry Lakes could likely be achieved through a
less aggressive pumping scheme that would not withdraw groundwater in excess of the perennial yield of the basin. An approach that
limits total pumping in the basin to the perennial yield amount would likely increase the conservation efficiency of the Project, reduce
drawdown impacts in the basin, and allow Cadiz to achieve many of the Stewardship Principles they have pledged to meet under the
Green Compact, especially long-term sustainability. Additionally, by foregoing the objective of trying to maximize the retrieval of
fresh groundwater that is already down-gradient of the proposed wellfield and on its way to the Dry Lakes area, this same downgroundwater would help to act as a buffer to slow the possible migration of highly saline groundwater from the Dry Lakes toward the
project wellfield. The NPS requests that the SMWD investigate the potential positive trade-offs that this alternative approach
provides to the Project in the final EIR.
Regarding the last sentence on this page, “Over the Project’s 50-year operational period, greater pumping rates in excess of natural
recharge are expected to generally result in higher conservation benefits.” The NPS believes the more accurate term is “interception” 35
as in the interception of natural discharge by groundwater pumping. Nothing is “conserved” by water table drawdown, but any
evaporative discharge might be more efficiently intercepted.
The NPS is concerned that the statements made in the last paragraph on page 3-10 and the first paragraph on page 3-13 are not
corroborated by supporting information. As noted by the NPS in the preceding comment for page 3-10, the project does not appear to
be very efficient in conserving evaporating groundwater, when it was demonstrated that the amount that is conserved in the 50-year
operating period (1.36 MAF) is nearly equal to the amount of groundwater that was mined from storage (1.14 MAF) during this same 36
period. If additional groundwater modeling simulations were conducted to evaluate the maximum efficiency of “conserving”
groundwater in storage destined to be evaporated, please provide a summary of these results as part of this discussion, so that the
reader can verify the claims being made. If more detailed information is presented elsewhere in the EIR document to substantiate
-8-
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these claims, please provide a reference in this discussion indicating where this information is discussed. Additionally, the SMWD’s
definition of conservation efficiency has not been clearly established and appears to be based on maximizing the capture or retrieval
of groundwater destined for evaporation regardless of pumping impacts such as excessive water level drawdown and depletion of
aquifer storage. Please provide your definition of conservation efficiency in the final EIR document so the reader has better context
on which to evaluate the statements in these two paragraphs. The NPS strongly recommends adopting a definition and pumping
approach that optimizes retrieval of evaporated groundwater while minimizing groundwater mining and other the pumping-related
impacts.
The discussion in the second paragraph on page 3-14 focuses on several reasons why the proposed approach is greatly preferred to a
strategy of implementing the Imported Water Storage Component alone. The NPS is confused by some of this reasoning and
respectfully requests the SMWD to provide further clarification of the reasoning in the final EIR document in the following areas. In
the first reason presented, how much steeper would be the groundwater gradient resulting from artificial recharge mounding versus
the gradient of the cone of depression created by dewatering of the aquifer under Phase 1 of the Project, and has this claim been
substantiated by some form of analysis (e.g., groundwater modeling)? Intuitively, it would seem that dewatering would produce a
steeper gradient, thus accelerating the flow of the artificially recharged water down-gradient at a rate greater than the gradient
produced by the mounding. The second reason presented appears to be an extraneous argument, as Phase 1 of the Project presumably
will proceed even if Phase 2 doesn’t. Therefore, the conserved water from Phase 1 would be put to beneficial use regardless of
whether Phase 2 of the Project is implemented or not. In the third reason presented, if the groundwater gradient produced by
dewatering under Phase 1 is steeper than that produced solely by mounding of artificially recharged water introduced during Phase 2,
couldn’t the participants have the same problem of having to find a short-term beneficial use for this artificially recharged water if it
is migrating faster downgradient than just under mounding conditions? This would seem especially true during extremely wet
periods when artificial recharge to the aquifer would be expected to increase due to presumed availability of surplus surface water
supplies, coupled with reduced demand for the “conserved” groundwater resulting from the increased availability of remaining
surface water supplies that would meet demands during these wet periods.
3rd paragraph: The discussion at the end of this paragraph states that “Without the benefit of the drawdown in the proposed wellfield
and the resulting hydraulic control, the Storage and Recovery phase would face the challenge of incurring substantial losses.” Has
this “substantial loss” been quantified by the SMWD? If so, please provide an estimate of these losses. Additionally, assuming there
would be no Phase 1 to the Project, couldn’t these losses be controlled using the interceptor wellfield that presumably would be in
place to extract this water and recycle the water back to the infiltration basins for re-introduction into the aquifer? Presumably, the
interceptor wellfield would be designed to provide enough hydraulic control to assure the stored water isn’t lost to evaporative loss.
In the last paragraph on page 3-16, reference is made to a Technical Review Panel (TRP) that would be established to review data
reports and propose management refinements to the Lead Agency. Please provide additional discussion indicating whether this is a
hydrologic TRP that is envisioned and what stakeholders might comprise the TRP.
The NPS requests that the boundary of the Mojave National Preserve be represented on Figure 3-4 and all other appropriate figures in
the EIR document which illustrate lands included within the boundary of the Preserve. This helps the NPS and the public to
understand the proximity of the Project to the NPS park units. Additionally, please indicate the location of Bristol Dry Lake on
-9-
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Figure 3-4 and all other figures that depict this dry lake. Bristol, Cadiz and Danby Dry Lakes should be identified accordingly on all
relevant figures and maps to help the reader understand where the project is located relative to these features.
The discussion under this heading indicates that a total of 15 existing observation wells would be used to monitor groundwater levels,
but inspection of Figure 3-4 shows the locations at least 25 existing observation wells. Is the plan to only utilize a subset of the
existing observation wells or was this statement made in error? Additionally, the discussion states that four observation well clusters
would be installed. However, Figure 3-4 shows the location of five proposed monitoring wells, not including the two previously
mentioned proposed monitoring wells to be installed outside the Project area. Are only four of these five proposed monitoring well
locations going to be installed as well clusters, or is this statement in error? Please clarify these apparent discrepancies in the final
EIR document. This concern also applies to a similar discussion presented at the bottom of page 3-40 and the top of page 3-41.
The discussion indicates that the location of a network of 22 land survey benchmarks to be installed can be found on Figure 3-4.
Examination of the figure shows this network of benchmarks has not been depicted on the figure as stated in the text. Please correct
this discrepancy.

40
cont.

41

42

In the first paragraph at the top of page 3-26, it is stated that well pumps are assumed to operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
This operation would appear to contradict an earlier statement at the bottom of page 3-13, which states that pumping under Phase 1 of
the Project would be conducted over a period of 10 months each year (approximately 83% operational). It also contradicts statements
43
in Appendix H (Vol. 1, page 46) that assumed wells in Well Configurations A and B would be 70% operational. Please address and
make any necessary revisions to clarify the apparent contradictions in the expected operational capacity (100%, 83% or 70%) of the
Project wells.
It appears that there are unresolved issues in supplying power to the well pumps. On page 3-39 information is presented that indicates
three power supply options are being examined, with the preferred not yet selected. The first is all natural gas but the Power
Requirements Analysis (Appendix D, page 8 of 15) says that this option is unrealistic due to cost and maintenance. The second option
is a combination of on-site solar panels and natural gas engines. However, the Power Requirements Analysis (Appendix D, page 10
of 15) says that all of the electrical transmission would have to be installed at “full capacity regardless, as it would have to be
available when solar was not producing.” The third option is all electric power, requiring an upgrade of existing lines with possibly 44
construction of a new substation and, as mentioned in the Power Requirements Analysis (Appendix D, page 6 of 15), “an easement
through Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land from the pumping plant to the new pipeline alignment along the ARZC railroad.”
If upgrades to existing lines, substation construction, or a new easement to power the pumps require NEPA analysis by the BLM, the
project proponents would need to explain why this would not trigger NEPA for the entire project. Upgrades and construction
associated with powering the project are not included in this EIR and thus the cumulative environmental effects analysis for the
project is incomplete.
The discussion in the paragraph at the bottom of page 3-40 incorrectly states that Figures 3-6a and 3-6b identify the location of the
45
observation wells called out in the text. The locations of these wells are found on Figures 3-4 and 3-5. Please correct the text.
In the discussion in the paragraph at the bottom of page 3-42, please provide clarification to the reader whether or not the State of
46
California or the County of San Bernardino require the imported water that will be artificially recharged into the aquifer to be treated
- 10 -
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before its introduction underground. Some states and/or local governments in the western U.S. have laws that require such water to
be treated to prevent accidental contamination of the aquifer. If this is a requirement for this Project, how will this be achieved under
the current plan?
4th paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph describes the general operation of the spreading basins that will be used to artificially
recharge the imported water under Phase 2 of the Project. At this time, does the SMWD know what the expected infiltration rate(s)
might be for the spreading basins? If so, please provide an estimate(s) and how it was derived, as part of this discussion.
The text and the figure are inconsistent again in saying that Fenner is a topographically bounded drainage. You can clearly see from
the figure the watershed boundary perpendicular to the contour lines and from NAIP imagery you can see surface flow features
(arroyos) flowing out of Fenner and into Lanfair. Groundwater from Lanfair flows eastward to Piute Gorge, outflows at Piute Spring,
and into Piute Valley.
1st and 3rd paragraphs: In the discussions about the Fenner Watershed and the Orange Blossom Wash, the NPS requests the SMWD
to note in the discussion that much of the upland portions of these two watersheds are contained within the Mojave National Preserve,
and that the boundary of the Preserve be demarcated on Figure 4.9-1 and all other pertinent figures in the EIR document where the
Preserve would be represented in the field of view. This will make it easier for the public to understand that the Preserve represents a
critical resource to be protected and that the Project has the potential for impacting critical resources in the Preserve’s including water
resources.
The NPS requests expansion of the field of view presented in Figure 4.9-2 to include a view of all the project watersheds. It is
asserted in the associated discussion on page 4.9-7 that this map shows that annual precipitation ranges from 4 inches in the Cadiz
Valley (on the map) to 12 inches in the New York Mountains (off the map). As a result, the reader cannot independently confirm this
assertion by referring to the current figure.
The discussion under this heading refers to an observation by Davisson and Rose (May, 2000) that precipitation versus elevation is
higher east of the 116○ W longitude than west of it. The NPS is unclear as to the relevance of this observation to the Project, as it
seems that the SMWD is relying on estimates of precipitation generated from PRISM. Is this observation incorporated into PRISM
estimates? How much higher is the precipitation and how far east of this longitude do the effects become pronounced? Please clarify
in the discussion the importance of this observation by Davisson and Rose and its applicability to estimating precipitation (and
presumably recharge) in the Project watersheds. Additionally, please provide supporting data in the EIR document so that the reader
can substantiate this observation.
2nd paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph notes “mountain recharge of groundwater basins may decline due to thinning
snowpack and precipitation falling as rain rather than snow. In contrast, while mountain recharge may decline, much of this recharge
water may run off onto the region’s fans and basins and potentially increase recharge on fans and groundwater basin floors.” Please
clarify what is meant by these statements as they are somewhat confusing and contradictory. Is mountain recharge meant to be
different from the more commonly recognized term of mountain-front recharge? It is generally recognized by most hydrologists that
mountain-front recharge is the dominant groundwater recharge process in the Great Basin. Under this process, the amount of
snowpack accumulation in the watershed is largely the driver for determining the amount of water that will runoff and be recharged
on fans and groundwater basin floors. If snowpack will be thinned and precipitation falls more as rain instead of snow, it would seem
- 11 -
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the runoff would be more susceptible to direct evaporation (due to the presumed warmer temperatures) and uptake and transpiration
by vegetation that might normally be buried by the snowpack, and therefore, less runoff would be available to recharge fans and
groundwater basin floors.
The lower recharge runs of 16,000 and 5,000 AFY were done to account for uncertainty in present day recharge but in this section are
used again to account for recharge reduction due to climate change drying. It seems to be a poor form of analysis to use simulations
for one source of uncertainty to account for another as the sources of uncertainty are cumulative, not interchangeable.
The environmental setting for dry lake playas lacks discussion on natural groundwater evaporation rates that can be expected from
dry lake playas like Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The NPS respectfully requests that the SMWD provide additional context on this
subject by including additional discussion on reputable scientific studies in the area that have attempted to quantify the amount of
bare soil evaporation rate one might expect from these two dry lake playas. One of the biggest technical deficiencies that the NPS
sees with the hydrologic analysis presented in the draft EIR is that the recharge estimate proposed by Cadiz, Inc. (32,000 AFY) is
unconstrained by an attempt to physically measure and quantify the amount of natural discharge occurring as direct evaporation from
these dry lake surfaces. Including a discussion of existing studies in the region that have quantified such evaporation rates from dry
lake playa surfaces and extrapolating these results to these two dry lake playas would be a good start at trying to constrain the
proposed recharge estimate. There appears to be some discussion along this line that is buried in Appendix H (Vol. 2, Appendix A,
pages 4-9 & 4-10) that could be reprised in this discussion. In its earlier review of the former Cadiz Project, the USGS recommended
that contribution to soil evaporation from the dry lakes due to surface water runoff not be neglected, as it has been under the current
and former version of the Cadiz Project. One study that would have application to this discussion was a 1997 to 2001 study by the
USGS (Water Resources Investigation Report 2003-4254) which estimated groundwater discharge by evapotranspiration from the
floor of Death Valley. This study estimated, in part, the annual groundwater discharge rates from salt-encrusted playa areas (0.13
feet) and from bare soil playa areas (0.15 feet), which compensated for the contribution to soil evaporation from the dry lakes due to
surface water runoff. If one uses the Death Valley study number for the evaporation rate from salt-encrusted playa areas (0.13 foot
per year), and multiplies that by the estimated total area of the dry lake playa surfaces estimated by the SMWD (approximately
59,650 acres), the estimated maximum groundwater discharge by direct evaporation for the playa surfaces is 7,750 AFY or about
387,700 AF over the 50-year project period. If the described puffy surfaces on these playas represent the areas where capillary water
action (i.e., active evaporation) is occurring and these puffy surfaces occur on about 60 percent of the playa surfaces [see Appendix H
(Vol 2, Appendix A, Section 2.1.4 - Dry Lakes (Playas)], then the estimated groundwater discharge by direct evaporation for the
playa surfaces is reduced to 4,650 AFY or about 232,600 AF over the 50-year project period. Both estimates are considerably less
than the Project’s assumed discharge estimate of 32,000 AFY (1.6 MAF over 50 years) and therefore, calls into question the accuracy
of Cadiz, Inc.’s unconstrained recharge estimate.
These comparative study estimates of evaporative discharge should be further supported by physical soil evaporation measurements
at the dry lake sites and groundwater level measurements beneath the dry lakes, which was a recommendation by the USGS in its
review of the former Cadiz Project, and requested by the NPS in its scoping comment to the current Cadiz Project to conclusively
demonstrate the amount of groundwater discharge is actively occurring at these dry lake areas. The USGS noted in their previous
- 12 -
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review that the project proponent’s discharge estimate in their groundwater flow model (50,000 ac-ft/yr) was unreasonable on the
basis of the depth to water (estimated to be 10 feet or greater) and soil characteristics beneath the dry lake areas. The NPS has similar
concerns with the current groundwater, which are addressed in a later NPS comment. To address this concern, the USGS
recommended installation of multiple depth monitoring wells to determine the depth of water beneath the dry lakes, and the use of
energy-budget methods or salt crust accumulation methods to better quantify the water loss off of the dry lakes. Physical
quantification of water loss off of these two dry lakes is extremely important - this is the limiting factor on the amount of recharge
entering the closed flow system and how much recoverable water is available for the project. To date, physical measurement of
groundwater discharge has not been performed.
In the discussion under Springs, it is stated that there is no observed hydraulic continuity between groundwater in fractured granitic
bedrock where the springs exist and the regional groundwater table of the alluvial aquifer. It is stated later on page 4.9-31 under the
discussion about Aquifer Parameters that within the Fenner Gap area, the alluvial units and the carbonate unit are in hydraulic
continuity with each other. Given this observed hydraulic connection and the apparent intent to pump from the alluvial and carbonate
aquifers in this area, please provide additional discussion about the possibility of such pumping affecting springs in the watersheds
that might be sourced from the carbonate aquifer unit in the final EIR. One area of concern for the NPS could be springs and seeps in
the vicinity of Mitchel Caverns, which is a known karst limestone area located in the Providence Mountains within the Mojave
National Preserve and the Providence Mountains State Recreation Area. The SMWD should endeavor to better understand the
hydraulic connectivity of the carbonate rock unit encountered in the subsurface at the Fenner Gap with the carbonate rock
outcroppings occurring throughout the rest of the watershed and in the Providence Mountains. Given the statement presented on
page 4.9-23 that the full extent, potential yield and storage capacity of the carbonate aquifer has not been fully quantified at this time,
additional hydrogeologic investigations need to be conducted and the results need to be discussed in the final EIR document to better
resolve these uncertainties.
The hydrologic study area boundary on Figure 4.9-3 appears to be different from the watershed boundaries shown in Figure 1-1. In
particular, the western half of the Bristol Watershed boundary represented in Figure 1-1 appears to be excluded from the hydrologic
study area boundary represented in Figure 4.9-3 and several other subsequent figures showing the hydrologic study area boundary.
Please explain why there is a discrepancy between the watershed boundary and the hydrologic study area boundary, and correct this
discrepancy if it is in error.
In the discussion about Hydrogeologic Units, it is stated that there are three principal formations or aquifers in the study area capable
of readily storing and transmitting groundwater. One of these is a bedrock aquifer consisting of Tertiary fanglomerate, Paleozoic
carbonates, and fractured and faulted granitic rock, which appear to be in hydraulic continuity with each other. However, the
discussion on this bedrock aquifer unit only focuses on the carbonate rock unit and the granitic rock unit. Please provide additional
discussion concerning the water-bearing characteristics of the fanglomerate unit and its potential importance as an aquifer.
The discussion in the last paragraph under the heading Groundwater Flow Patterns and Depths focuses on the estimated depth to
groundwater beneath the dry lake areas, primarily the Bristol Dry Lake area. The depth to water beneath this dry lake is estimated
from reported water levels in trenches dug in the central portions of Bristol Playa that are related to the salt production operation. It
is unclear if the water levels in the trenches represent the static level of native groundwater or the free-standing level of water that is
- 13 -
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pumped into the trenches as part of the ongoing salt production and harvesting operations. As stated elsewhere in the draft EIR
document, pumping of the highly saline groundwater beneath the playa areas into these trenches followed by subsequent evaporation
of this water can seal the trenches with salts. As a result, the water levels observed in the trenches could just as easily represent
isolated, free-standing water instead of the static groundwater level. Direct measurement of water levels from wells completed within
the central portions of the playa areas would provide a more reliable indication of the static depth to groundwater beneath the two dry
lake areas. Are there any production wells or monitoring wells located on the two playas that could be accessed to collect this
information? Figure 4.9-5 indicates there are three wells that appear to be completed in the central portions of the Cadiz Dry Lake,
but no water level information has been presented or discussed for these wells in the draft EIR.
The discussion in the paragraph at the top of page 4.9-32 presents the range of hydraulic conductivity and storage coefficient
estimates for the three main aquifer units identified at the project site. It appears the hydraulic conductivity estimates are the result of
model calibrated data originating from several pump tests that were matched to the observed water level data near the Fenner Gap. If
this is the case, the NPS respectfully requests that the SMWD also provide in the final EIR the range of hydraulic conductivity and
storage coefficient estimates that were calculated from the aforementioned pump tests, so that the reader can easily compare the
pump test-derived estimates with the model calibrated estimates. Additionally, was there any attempt to calibrate the model to
existing water levels by generally maintaining the original hydraulic conductivity and storage coefficient estimates calculated from
the pump tests and adjusting the recharge amount in the model? The NPS is concerned that the project proponent has elected to
calibrate the model to the more uncertain model parameter of recharge by holding this parameter constant in the model and varying
the more reliable model parameters of hydraulic conductivity and storage, which were actually measured by conducting aquifer pump
tests. At a minimum, the SMWD should address this issue as part of model sensitivity analyses and present a summary discussion of
the sensitivity results in the main body of the EIR document. As part of this discussion, the SMWD should address the parameters to
which the model is most sensitive – hydraulic conductivity, storativity, recharge, etc.
Please clarify in the discussion under this heading whether estimated groundwater in storage (17 to 34 MAF) represents the total
water in storage or the recoverable amount of water in storage, as this is not clear from the present discussion. In other words, does
this estimate include groundwater contained within the interstitial pores of finer grain sediments such as clay and silt which is not
easily recoverable?
In the discussion under the minor heading titled Previous Recharge Estimates, a couple of studies from the 1960s are referenced in
the discussion, in which the reliability of these studies is called into question by the SMWD. However, no recharge estimates are
reported in the discussion, making it hard for the reader to independently confirm this conclusion. Given that one of the studies was
conducted by the California Department of Water Resources (CDWR), the NPS requests the SMWD to report the recharge estimates
from these studies in the EIR document for the sake of completeness. Even if the SMWD views these results to be less reliable than
later estimates, these results are still part of the knowledge base related to quantifying recharge in the project basins and should be
reported. In addition, the NPS respectfully requests that the SMWD also include in the discussion the annual estimates of recharge in
the Fenner, Bristol and Cadiz Valley originally reported in 1975 by the CDWR and still recognized by the CDWR in Water Bulletin
118. These annual recharge estimates are reported as 3,000 AFY for the Fenner Valley, 2,100 AFY for the Bristol Valley, and 800
AFY for the Cadiz Valley, all totaling 5,900 AFY for the three watersheds.
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In the discussion under the minor heading titled 1980 to 1984 Estimates, it is stated in the first paragraph that: “An estimate of
recharge as 1 percent to 10 percent of assumed average annual precipitation yielded results of 780-7,800 AFY. An estimate of
recharge as 10 percent of assumed annual precipitation at elevation above 2,400 feet yielded a result of 20,600 AFY.” It is unclear 62
from the discussion if these statements relate to the previously cited Cadiz-funded study by Geothermal Surveys or if they are related
to another study. If they are related to the Geothermal Surveys study, please provide more details on whether there was a scientific
basis for making these estimates, beyond an apparent random selection of some percentage of the average annual precipitation.
In the discussion under the minor heading titled 1995 to 1998 Modeling, it is stated on pages 4.9-34 and 4.9-35 that “the model is
highly sensitive to the parameter values of field capacity and soil thickness; uncertainty in the estimates of these values has a great
influence on the total recoverable water estimate. The model is relatively insensitive to values of soil moisture …” Please clarify as 63
to which model these statements are referring. Is this a reference to the previously mentioned MODFLOW model or the watershed
model on page 4.9-34, or some other model?
In the discussion under the minor heading titled 1995 to 1998 Modeling, reference is made in the second paragraph on page 4.9-35
about a comparative analysis to the previously described watershed model using a regional water balance for the same watershed
area. Please clarify if this regional water balance was a general water balance accounting or if it was conducted as part of a larger 64
numerical modeling effort (suggested in the next paragraph). If this was a general water balance accounting, please provide the
results of the analysis in the EIR document. The discussion in this paragraph is confusing relative to the remaining discussion under
this heading.
1st paragraph: Please delete the last sentence in this paragraph as it duplicates the preceding sentence.

PWR

1st partial paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph refers to several variables that CH2M Hill used in estimating the amount of
groundwater in storage, including volume of the aquifer, percent of aquifer saturated thickness expected to be an aquifer, and 66
estimated specific yield. In order to aid the reader in better understanding this analysis, please provide in the discussion the range of
values used for these variables in calculating the amount of groundwater in storage.
1st full paragraph: The last sentence in this paragraph states that by intercepting the groundwater flow coming through the Fenner
Gap there would be no reduction in groundwater storage. Assuming the recharge estimate of 32,000 is believable and there will be 67
50,000 AFY of pumping on average, this would equate to an annual reduction in groundwater storage of 18,000 AFY. As a result,
this statement is in error and should be corrected.
2nd full paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph claims that the annual recharge to the project watersheds estimated from the
USGS INFIL3.0 watershed model is 32,000 AFY and that over a 50-year period, approximately 1.6 MAF of this water would be lost
to natural evaporation from the Dry Lake areas. The NPS has serious reservations about the SMWD relying solely on the USGS
INFIL3.0 watershed model to estimate the likely annual recharge for the project basins, especially when Cadiz, Inc. and the SMWD 68
have not constrained the recharge estimate by an attempt to physically measure and confirm the amount of natural discharge from the
Dry Lake areas. It should be noted that other attempts to estimate recharge from desert basins in this region using the USGS
INFIL3.0 watershed model have indicated that these estimates are likely to be unreasonably high. In a 2004 study by the USGS
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(Scientific Investigations Report 2004-5267), the USGS INFILv3 watershed model was used as one of several methods to estimate
annual recharge for the groundwater basin around the Town of Joshua Tree, CA, located about 40-50 miles southwest of the Cadiz
Project area. In this report, the USGS cautioned that the recharge estimates generated by the INFILv3 model may be overestimated
by a factor of 2 to 10 times, when compared to the recharge estimates from some of the other physical measurement methods
employed in this study. Applying this observation to the Cadiz Project watersheds suggests the annual recharge generated from
CH2M Hill’s INFIL3.0 watershed model might more realistically range from 3,200 to 16,000 AFY, which is more consistent with
recharge estimates from earlier studies in the area (approximately 2,500 to 11,200 AFY). Additionally, why has there been no
attempt to confirm the actual evaporative discharge loss from the Dry Lake areas using physical soil evaporation measurements at
these sites and groundwater level measurements beneath the dry lakes? As noted in the NPS’s scoping comments to the EIR, this was
a major criticism of the former Cadiz Project from a decade ago. In their review of the Cadiz’s Draft Environmental Planning
Technical Report, Groundwater Resources, Volumes I and II (Draft Report) assembled during this earlier effort, the USGS noted that 68
the project proponent’s discharge estimate in their groundwater flow model (50,000 ac-ft/yr) was unreasonable on the basis of the cont.
depth to water (estimated to be 10 feet or greater) and the soil characteristics beneath the dry lake areas. The USGS recommended
installation of multiple depth monitoring wells to determine the depth of water beneath the dry lakes, and the use of energy-budget
methods or salt crust accumulation methods to better quantify the water loss off of the dry lakes. The USGS also recommended that
contribution to soil evaporation from the dry lakes due to surface water runoff not be neglected, as it was with the extrapolation of
study results to the Project study area under the former Cadiz Project and the current Cadiz Project. Quantification of water loss off
of these two dry lakes is extremely important - this is the limiting factor on the amount of recharge entering the flow system and how
much recoverable water is available for the project. If it is shown that the amount of soil evaporation occurring at the dry lake areas is
small or negligible, then the Project’s claim to being sustainable must be re-evaluated.
The NPS respectfully requests the SMWD to provide a summary table in the main body of the EIR document of the recharge
estimates derived from the previous and current studies that have been discussed on pages 4.9-32 through 4.9-38. This will help the 69
public to better understand the range of recharge estimates that have been discussed for the project area.
The NPS is concerned that the current recharge analysis does not incorporate additional lines of evidence that would support the
project proponent’s optimistically high rate of recharge for the Fenner Watershed. In its scoping comments to the EIR, the NPS
requested that the current estimate of annual groundwater recharge for the Project be supported by several independent lines of
analysis. This has not been accomplished based on the discussions presented in the draft EIR, and as a result, is a major deficiency
with the EIR. It is interesting to note that the analysis for the former Cadiz Project from a decade ago utilized additional lines of 70
evidence to support the recharge estimate proposed at the time, including the use of a chloride mass balance calculation and
carbon13/carbon14 stable isotope data to predict the age of the groundwater in the aquifers. The NPS respectfully requests that the
SMWD to assimilate these earlier lines of evidence and/or require the project proponent to conduct follow-up supporting studies, and
discuss the results in the final EIR. If the earlier chloride mass balance and carbon13/carbon14 isotope study results are to be
assimilated, additional studies may be necessary to address the concerns expressed by the USGS in their review of this earlier work.
In the case of the previous chloride mass balance study, the USGS noted the project proponent misapplied their approach in
estimating the amount of recharge to the flow system, as they assumed a much higher chloride concentration of precipitation than
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values used by other previous investigators in the area. In the case of the earlier carbon13/carbon14 isotope study, the project
proponent reported apparent groundwater ages ranging from 11,500 to 14,000 years before present, but suggested that rock-water
reactions had occurred and as a result, groundwater ages were younger than the apparent ages indicated. This claim can be verified or
corrected by (1) collecting aquifer material samples and analyzing for carbon13/carbon14 content so that site specific age corrections
can be made, or (2) estimating corrected carbon14 ages for the groundwater using data and rock-water reactions interpreted from other
studies. The USGS attempted the latter as part of its previous review and noted that corrected carbon14 ages ranged from 5,500 to
10,600 years before present, which suggests a very low current-day recharge rate. It’s also interesting to note that the 2004 USGS
study near the Town of Joshua Tree, CA (Scientific Investigations Report 2004-5267) collected similar isotopic data and reported
uncorrected carbon14ages ranging from 2,700 to 32,300 years before present. Recent groundwater sampling and age-dating by the
USGS in the Chuckwalla Valley near the town of Desert Center, located immediately south of Cadiz Valley, suggests an uncorrected
carbon14 age of 15,500 years before present (written communication with Michael Wright, Hydrologist – U.S. Geological Survey,
May 3, 2011). The earlier carbon14 data from the former Cadiz Project and the more recent carbon14 data from these two additional
studies from groundwater basins in close proximity to the Project basins strongly suggest that little water has been recharged in
“modern times” in these desert basins. This line of evidence would seem to contradict the current project proponent’s optimistic
recharge estimate of 32,000 AFY.
In the discussion under the minor heading titled Law of the River, what implications does the 2003 Quantification Settlement
Agreements (i.e., Interim Surplus Guidelines) have on the Imported Water Storage Component of the Project? Do these guidelines
increase or decrease the likelihood that there will be surplus Colorado River water supplies available for storage underground in the
Fenner Basin and can this be quantified or estimated at this time? If the goal of this agreement is to wean California from an excess
use of 800,000 AFY of Colorado River water supplies, it would seem there will be a decreased likelihood of surplus surface water
supplies being available to the Project participants for future storage underground. Please elaborate on this issue in the final EIR.
2nd and 3rd paragraphs: The discussion indicates that several pumping simulations were modeled using recharge values of 32,000 afy,
16,000 afy and 5,000 afy. However, in all three cases, an annual average groundwater production of 50,000 afy was modeled for
each simulation. Please explain why it was necessary to pump 50,000 afy for the two lower recharge simulations, if the premise has
been that 50,000 afy of pumping was necessary to establish hydraulic control under the 32,000 afy recharge scenario. Logic would
dictate that the two lower recharge scenarios should require lower proportional pumping (on the order of 25,000 afy and 7,800 afy,
respectively) in order to establish hydraulic control of the lower recharge amounts. Maintaining the 50,000 afy production rate for
these two lower recharge scenarios only serves to exacerbate the mining of groundwater from storage that the Project already
produces. Instead of mining 18,000 afy of water from storage under the 32,000 afy recharge scenario, the Project would mine 34,000
afy and 45,000 afy of water from storage under the 16,000 afy recharge scenario and the 5,000 afy recharge scenario, respectively.
3rd paragraph: The discussion states that the modeling did not include recharge that occurs west, south and east of the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes and therefore, the results are conservative as the inclusion of this additional unaccounted recharge from the other
portions of the project watershed would reduce the predicted groundwater level drawdown. This statement obviously cannot be
substantiated, as the SMWD has elected not to quantify the amount of recharge assumedly coming from the western, southern and
eastern portions of the project watershed. These statements concern the NPS from a couple of perspectives. First, they demonstrate
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that an incomplete hydrologic analysis was conducted, as the SMWD explicitly states that only partial recharge estimates are being
used in the modeling analyses, and that this unaccounted recharge may be substantial enough to reduce the predicted drawdown in the
current simulations. It should also be noted that if there is substantial recharge coming from these areas, it could act as an additional
hydraulic influence to drive hyper-saline groundwater toward the cone of depression created by project pumping. The NPS views
exclusion of these other recharge sources as a flaw in the current hydrologic analysis and respectfully requests the amount of recharge
from these areas to be accounted in the watershed and numerical modeling simulations and the results discussed accordingly in the
EIR document. Second, one could also conclude from these statements that the unaccounted recharge from the other portions of the
project watershed was negligible enough not to warrant inclusion into the numerical modeling simulations and subsequent discussion
in the EIR. If this is the case, then these statements are misleading, as this recharge would not significantly reduce the currently
predicted drawdown. In this case, the negligible recharge amounts should still be factored into the numerical modeling simulations in
order to remove doubts and concerns about the completeness of the hydrologic analysis performed for the EIR.
3rd and 4th paragraphs: The discussion in these two paragraphs indicates that two different well field configurations were utilized in
the groundwater modeling simulations to address the potential range in recharge estimates and the transmissivity variations of the
aquifer. Please clarify for the reader whether or not the two well field configurations were evaluated in each modeling scenario. If
both configurations were evaluated for each modeling scenario, the results for each configuration should be presented and discussed
in the EIR document. Additionally, please clarify how the well field configurations helped to address the range in recharge estimates
and the transmissivity variations. It is the NPS’s experience that most numerical groundwater modeling analyses establish the
recharge and transmissivity estimates as part of the model calibration process. These estimates are kept constant throughout
subsequent modeling simulations conducted to optimize well placement and pumping rates needed to achieve the desired hydraulic
control or production, and to evaluate resulting impacts from the pumping. Therefore, well placement should have no effect on
refining recharge or transmissivity estimates as these estimates are established during the model calibration process.
The discussion at the bottom of page 4.9-49 indicates that the maximum predicted migration distance of the saline water/freshwater
interface occurred under the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario. This result seems counter-intuitive, as one would expect greater
migration of this interface to occur under the 5,000 AFY recharge scenario, which resulted in a much deeper cone of depression and
steeper hydraulic gradients in the vicinity of the cone of depression (see Figures 4.9-12 to 4.9-14) when the same amount of
groundwater (50,000 AFY) was pumped in all three recharge scenarios. Please explain in more detail to the reader why the furthest
migration of this interface occurred under the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario, which produced the shallowest cone of depression and
associated hydraulic gradients out of the three recharge scenarios modeled. Furthermore, please provide additional discussion in the
EIR document noting the migration distance at the end of the 50-year pumping period and that the furthest extent of migration
occurred at the end of the recovery period (50 years after pumping ceases), which is reflected in the results presented in Table 4.9-5
but is neglected in the current discussion. Emphasis should be given that migration of this interface (and the cones of depression)
will continue to occur even after pumping ceases.
The NPS has concerns about the potential effectiveness of some of the corrective measures presented in Table 4.9-7 that will be used
to address induced flow of lower-quality water from the dry lake areas. In particular, the corrective measures described under the
fifth and sixth bullets may be ineffective or not as effective as originally presumed by the SMWD, based on the results presented in
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Table 4.9-5 related to the migration distances of the saline water/freshwater interface under pumping and recovery periods. In the
case of implementing a reduction or cessation in pumping as a corrective measure, the results in Table 4.9-5 indicate that intrusion of
hyper-saline water toward or into an existing well may not be mitigated for an extended period of time (possibly many years) as
migration of this hyper-saline water continues even after pumping is fully ceased. The NPS respectfully requests the SMWD to
devote more analysis and discussion in the EIR document on the groundwater level recovery analysis conducted and its implications
on determining the potential effectiveness of corrective measures such as reduction or cessation of pumping. This discussion is
currently missing from the EIR document. In the case of redistributing pumping locations to minimize or avoid water quality
impacts, the effectiveness of this measure is greatly constrained by the fact that the project proponents prefer to locate the pumping
within the confines of Cadiz-owned property. Given the limited space constraints associated with Cadiz-owned property, the
effectiveness of this measure is questionable. The NPS respectfully requests the SMWD to better demonstrate and discuss the
potential effectiveness of this measure in the EIR document using existing and/or additional groundwater modeling simulations that
test this corrective measure. Finally, in the case of implementing an injection and/or extraction scheme to manage the migration of
hyper-saline water from the dry lake areas, the EIR document lacks any demonstration or discussion that this corrective measure
would be effective. Where would the lower-TDS water needed for injection come from and where would high-TDS water that might
be extracted go to? The NPS respectfully requests the SMWD to better demonstrate and discuss the potential effectiveness of this
measure in the EIR document using existing and/or additional groundwater modeling simulations that test this corrective measure.
The groundwater model for this project provides a powerful tool for demonstrating the potential effectiveness of these three proposed
mitigation measures and should be utilized to its fullest extent in this EIR.
The fifth bullet (page 4.9-58) under the discussion about mitigation measure HYRDO-2 identifies several possible measures that
could be implemented until adverse effects are no longer present at the affected well(s). This description is similar to the description
of the two corrective measures presented in the fifth and sixth bulleted items in Table 4.9-7 (page 4.9-56). What is the difference
between the descriptions of these two similar corrective measures and why is only one of them represented under the discussion
about mitigation measure HYDRO-2?
The NPS respectfully requests the SMWD to provide more detailed summary discussion in this section on how they arrived at the
conclusion: “Less than significant with mitigation.” The current statement stands alone without any supporting data and discussion.
As noted in the NPS’s earlier comment for page 4.9-56 (Table 4.9-7), the corrective measures described under the fifth and sixth
bullets presented in Table 4.9-7 may be ineffective or not as effective as originally presumed, and that the SMWD needs to better
demonstrate and discuss the potential effectiveness of these corrective measures in the EIR document using existing and/or additional
groundwater modeling simulations that test these corrective measures. This concern applies to all other similar sections titled
“Significance Conclusion” throughout the rest of this chapter, which also appear to provide similar stand-alone statements that are
unsupported by accompanying data or discussion.
In the first paragraph under the impact analysis discussion on springs, a statement is made that “As shown in Figure 4.9-2, the
proportion of precipitation recharging the mountainous bedrock system is relatively small in comparison to the volume of
precipitation that migrates vertically downward through the rock formations eventually reaching the aquifer in the alluvial valleys
below.” Examination of Figure 4.9-2 shows it to be a representation of the precipitation isohyets of a portion of the overall study area
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watersheds (see earlier NPS comment for page 4.9-8 [Figure 4.9-2]), which leaves out some of the mountainous bedrock system.
Furthermore, this figure does not give the reader any indication of the proportion of precipitation recharging the mountainous bedrock
system nor the volume of precipitation that migrates vertically downward through the rock formations eventually reaching the aquifer
in the alluvial valleys, as it is only a representation of the average annual amount of precipitation that falls over the area. Please 79
provide another figure and/or a table that actually presents the volumes of water that the SMWD believes is recharged to the bedrock,
carbonate-rock and alluvial aquifers that are discussed in the draft EIR document, and provide supporting discussion on how these
recharge volumes were calculated.
The discussion in the first paragraph on page 4.9-62 provides an ambiguous definition of safe yield by the State of California as “the
amount of water that can be withdrawn without an undesirable result,” and states that this standard is not a rigid calculation of natural
recharge. Furthermore, it is stated that the California Supreme Court has held the concept of safe yield and overdraft must reflect
opportunities to increase the supply of groundwater from active management techniques through the concept of allowing for a
“temporary surplus.” Given these statements, how does the SMWD propose to determine whether or not an undesirable result has
resulted under this ambiguous description of safe yield? How are these concepts and the rest of the legal framework discussion tied
into the CEQA significance thresholds defined on page 4.9-59? In the case of these CEQA significance thresholds, how is
“substantially depleting groundwater supplies,” or “interfering substantially with recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume,” or “significant lowering of the local groundwater table level” defined with respect to evaluating whether or not
these thresholds have been exceeded by the Project? Finally, the discussion at the top of page 4.9-63 provides another definition of
safe yield established by the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater Ordinance. How does this definition of safe yield fit into
the overall legal framework discussed in the EIR document with respect to this definition superseding the State of California’s 80
definition of safe yield and the ability of the Project not to exceed the established significance thresholds?
The NPS is also concerned that the SMWD’s interpretation and application of the cited Court decision that would allow the Cadiz
Project to pump a quantity of water in excess of the natural recharge as a “temporary surplus” may be stretching the intent of the
original court decision on this matter. The NPS understands that this concept was developed for a situation in which artificial
groundwater recharge was done in an alluvial aquifer where there was a shallow depth to water. The concern was that if water was to
be artificially recharged under this condition, then might cause the water table to raise meaning some of this water could be extracted
by phreatophytic plants, and “lost” to the atmosphere as ET. As a result, the plaintiff was allowed to take some of the aquifer storage,
to make room for the stored “surplus” surface water in the aquifer. However, this is not the situation at the Cadiz site where the depth
to groundwater is several hundred feet and there is plenty of room to store the Cadiz Project’s imported water supplies.
In the discussion in the last paragraph on this page, reference is made to a 50-year term of Project operations, after which pumping
will stop and impacts are expected to subside. It is unclear whether or not the 50-year term is related to some undisclosed permitting
period, or if the participants actually intend to close the Project after 50 years, which seems to be the suggestion. Please clarify this in
81
the final EIR document. If the 50-year term is related to a permit period and the participants intend to operate the Project beyond this
timeframe, then the modeling simulations and the discussion in the EIR document should address the potential impacts over a longer
period of pumping (e.g., 100 to 200 years).
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The discussion in the second paragraph indicates that complete recovery of water levels to pre-Project levels is estimated to occur at
67 years after the Project pumping stops. The NPS requests that the SMWD provide additional discussion in this paragraph
referencing these results can be found in Table 4.9-10 and summarizing the water level recovery results for the other two lower
recharge scenarios for the sake of completeness. These results are also presented in Table 4.9-10 and indicate that complete recovery
of water levels under the 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios won’t be achieved for 103 years and 390 years.
The discussion in the last paragraph on page 4.9-66 focuses on the potential impacts to local water supply wells from the Project and
describes in general terms the possible wells that might be affected. The NPS recommends showing the locations of all local wells
that might be affected on the Figures 4.9-12, 4.9-13 and 4.9-14 (and all other pertinent figures showing drawdown) in order to aid the 84
public in understanding the degree of impacts that might be expected.
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Please clarify in the discussion how the cumulative change in volume estimates reported in the second and fourth columns of Table
4.9-10 were calculated and what these volumes represent. Do these volume estimates represent excess pumped water in storage
beyond the amount of natural recharge (or discharge) destined for evaporation from the dry lake areas (i.e., the amount of “temporary 85
surplus” that was produced by the Project)?
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Please clarify in the discussion how the cumulative reduction of evaporative loss estimates (column 3) reported in Table 4.9-11 were
calculated and what this volume represents. How can the cumulative reduction in evaporative losses exceed 100 percent of the 86
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The NPS suggests changing the first conceptual cross-section (i.e., Time 0) in Figure 4.9-11b to be consistent with the last conceptual
cross-section (i.e., Time 4) in Figure 4.9-11a. At Time 4, the cross-section shows a sufficient lowering in the water table beneath the
conceptual dry lake areas resulting in the cessation of evaporation from the dry lake surfaces. However, the Time 0 cross-section 82
does not show this same lowering of the water table. Both of these cross-sections should show the same conceptual features as they
essentially represent the same point in time, but for different illustrative purposes.
1st and 2nd paragraphs: The discussion in the first paragraph on this page makes reference to three figures showing the drawdown
results for the three recharge scenarios simulated. In all three cases, the average annual pumping simulated was 50,000 AFY. It is
unclear to the NPS why it was necessary to pump 50,000 AFY for the two lower recharge scenarios (16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY)
when the original premise under the largest recharge scenario (32,000 AFY) was that 50,000 AFY of pumping was needed to
establish hydraulic control and lower the water table beneath the dry lake area sufficiently to cease natural evaporation. Intuitively,
lower recharge to the flow system should require proportionately less pumping to establish similar hydraulic control and lowering of
the water table. If this is not the case, the SMWD should provide additional figures in the EIR document demonstrating the results of
simulations where lower pumping was attempted to establish necessary hydraulic control and water level reduction. Otherwise, the
reader cannot verify that this evaluation was conducted. As a result, the NPS must conclude that simulating 50,000 AFY of pumping 83
under the lower recharge scenarios serves only to exacerbate the mining of more groundwater from storage than may be necessary to
achieve the same results (see also previous NPS comment for page 4.9-46 – 2nd and 3rd paragraphs) and distorts the intent of creating
a temporary surplus.
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amount of recharge occurring over the 50-year period? Assuming 100% capture of recharge under the three different recharge
86
scenarios simulated, this would result in cumulative reductions of 1,600,000 AF, 800,000 AF, and 250,000 AF. Are the higher
cont.
amounts reported related to downgradient groundwater destined for evaporation that is pulled back and captured?
The discussion in line 2 on page 4.9-73 incorrectly states the average annual natural recharge as 50,000 AFY and should be corrected
to 32,000 AFY, as purported elsewhere in the EIR document. It should be noted that the NPS believes the 32,000 AFY estimate of
87
recharge is significantly over-estimated and is not confirmed by other lines of evidence.
The discussion on these two pages provides a programmatic evaluation of the projected water quality impacts resulting from the
artificial recharge of surplus surface water supplies into the groundwater reservoir. Most of the discussion centers on surplus water
from the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA), with occasional mentioning of surplus water from the State Water Project (SWP). The
NPS requests that the SMWD provide expanded discussion of the potential impacts associated with infiltration of the SWP water. If
this water source is being considered as a viable recharge source, additional information on the average water quality of this source
should be provided in the EIR document (e.g., Table 4.9-8 or a new table) and discussed accordingly. The expanded discussion 88
should also focus on potential concerns with the introduction of hydrocarbon-based contaminants into the subsurface that might come
from using the previously mentioned abandoned oil/gas pipelines in the area as a means of transporting SWP water to the Project
spreading basins. Additionally, please provide expanded discussion on the whether California law allows artificial recharge of
untreated water into the subsurface.
Please correct the discussion in the first paragraph to show that I-95 roughly constitutes the eastern geographic boundary and not the
western boundary, and that the Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center, SR-247, and SR-62 through Yucca Valley roughly 89
constitutes the western geographic boundary and not the eastern boundary. This is confirmed by Figure 5-1.
2nd paragraph: The NPS is not convinced that the SMWD has sufficiently demonstrated the effectiveness of several key mitigation
measures to be able to conclude that the direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and surface water resources would be less than
significant and would not be cumulatively considerable. As previously noted in the NPS’s comments to pages 4.9-56 and 4.9-58, the
corrective measures described under the fifth and sixth bullets presented in Table 4.9-7 may be ineffective or not as effective as
originally presumed, and that the SMWD needs to better demonstrate and discuss the potential effectiveness of these important
corrective measures in the EIR document using existing and/or additional groundwater modeling simulations that test these corrective
measures. If the existing and/or additional modeling simulations reveal that these mitigations measures are ineffective or less
90
effective at addressing adverse drawdown and water quality impacts than originally presumed, then the SMWD cannot claim that
direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and surface water resources would be less than significant and would not be
cumulatively considerable. This concern is also tied into the SMWD more clearly defining the magnitude of the “significance
thresholds” that were previously described, as they are too ambiguous to be able to determine when these thresholds are exceeded
(see NPS comment for page 4.9-62 & 4.9-63). The NPS generally agrees with the SMWD’s assessment in the fourth and fifth
sentences of the second paragraph that “cumulative extractions from (the) groundwater basin would essentially be the condition
analyzed in this Draft EIR since other contributions to groundwater extraction is low.” However, these two sentences are somewhat
redundant and confusing as they are currently stated. To clarify this confusion, the NPS would recommend revising the discussion in
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“Given the amount of past, present and reasonably foreseeable groundwater pumping in the project watersheds is exceedingly
small in comparison to the amount of Project pumping, it can be concluded that Project pumping will contribute quite
significantly to the total direct and cumulative drawdown and water quality impacts to groundwater and surface water resources
in the project watersheds. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures to address these impacts indicates
that the direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and surface water resources (would or would not) be reduced to less than
significant levels and, therefore, (would or would not) be cumulatively considerable.”
Please explain why the evaluation of environmental impacts for the Reduced Project Alternative – 25 Percent Reduction in Proposed
Groundwater Withdrawal only addresses the 32,000 AFY and 16,000 AFY recharge scenarios and omits an evaluation of the 5,000
AFY recharge scenario. For the sake of completeness, the alternatives analysis should evaluate the same three recharge scenarios that
the Proposed Action alternative does, so that the reader can make an across-the-board comparison to see if the results for this
alternative are greater or less than those for the Proposed Action. The discussion should also present an evaluation of the expected
water level recovery similar to the Proposed Action so that the reader can confirm the SMWD’s claim that water levels would recover
quicker under this alternative than under the Proposed Action. Finally, the NPS requests that Figures 7-1 and 7-2 (and the new
Figure 7-3 for the 5,000 AFY recharge scenario) show the positioning of the saline-freshwater interface (pre- and post-pumping) so
that the reader can confirm if the expected water quality impacts will be greater or less than those for the Proposed Action.
The NPS believes the current EIR analysis has failed to substantiate the optimistically high recharge estimate of 32,000 AFY, as the
analysis has neglected to provide additional lines of evidence that would support this estimate. Most significantly, the current
analysis makes no attempt at physically quantifying the amount of groundwater the Project proponents claim is naturally discharging
(evaporating) from the dry lake areas, which would help to constrain this recharge estimate. When this was done by the USGS in a
recent groundwater study near Joshua Tree, CA, it was shown that an earlier version of the INFIL3.0 watershed prediction model
used by the Project proponents may be overestimating natural recharge rates in this part of the Mojave Desert by a factor of 2 to 10
times. Furthermore, the majority of previous hydrologic analyses conducted in and around the Fenner Basin area indicates the
average annual recharge rate for the Project watershed is probably on the order of 2,000 to 10,000 AFY. Based on the simulations
presented in the draft EIR, the only simulation that would be reasonable to use in evaluating the possibility of an irreversible and
irretrievable commitment of water resources is the recharge scenario simulating an average annual recharge rate of 5,000 AFY. As
shown by the results presented in Tables 4.9-9, 4.9-10 and 4.9-11 for this recharge scenario, pumping of 50,000 AFY over a 50-year
period, coupled with a 50-year recovery period, indicates a net deficit of nearly 2,000,000 AF of groundwater being removed from
storage. Coupled with the result that full recovery of water levels under this simulation would take nearly 400 years (approximately
16 generations) to occur, leads a reasonable person to conclude that the Conservation and Recovery Component of the Project is
likely to cause an irreversible and/or irretrievable commitment of water resources under a timeframe that most people can understand
and appreciate.
The Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan doesn’t appear to take into account the momentum of groundwater
aquifers. Corrective measures for deleterious impacts such as land subsidence, water level drawdown, and brine movement that
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involve changes to project operations appear to implicitly assume that changing operations will result in a positive response at the
monitoring location. But in fact the models will show that the deleterious impacts will continue to occur at the observation location
for a period of time after modification of operations that is related to the aquifer response time. The monitoring and mitigation plan
needs to account for this period of continuing deteriorating conditions. The monitoring network needs to be specifically designed,
using the models, to predict deleterious impacts and implement corrective procedures before damage is done.
The NPS has concerns that there might be a conflict of interest by having managers from the consulting companies conducting the
data analyses and modeling (i.e. Geoscience and CH2M Hill) also serving on the Groundwater Stewardship Committee. Likewise
with potential beneficiaries of the project (e.g. Golden State Water Company).
There appears to be a mismatch between the groundwater flow model and the model used to estimate recharge. The northern
boundary of the groundwater flow model is south of Woods and Hackberry Mountains (see for example Figure 5 of VOLUME 1:
REPORT Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis) whereas the area used for modeling recharge is the entire Fenner HUC
(see Figure 4.2 of VOLUME 2: APPENDIX A Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis). The implication that
groundwater recharge in the New York Mountains and Mid Hills all flows to Fenner Gap appears to be an assumption unsupported
by data, and in the groundwater flow model there is no way for this recharge to reach the project area as all of the cells north of the
northern boundary are no-flow.
An alternative hypothesis, that Tertiary volcanic rocks of the Woods Mountain volcanic center form a hydrogeologic barrier, suggests
that recharge from the New York Mountains, Mid Hills, and Woods/Hackberry may flow east towards Piute Gorge. Where are the
data shown that reject this hypothesis?
Most of the data collection, analyses, and modeling effort is directed towards estimating recharge and calculating if it’s possible for
that much water to pass through Fenner Gap without having to invoke unreasonable hydrologic parameters. But where is the
corresponding effort to quantify actual discharge – the water that the project hopes to capture? If the models and assumptions are
correct then it should be possible to collect evaporation data from the playas to demonstrate existing discharge in the equivalent
amount.
The discussion in the first paragraph describes four broad categories of geologic formations found in the Project watersheds. The
subsequent discussions address 3 of the 4 categories but neglects any discussion on the fourth category mentioned (i.e., fine-grained
sediments and evaporate deposits underlying the dry lake areas). Please correct this oversight by providing a discussion on this
geologic formation.
Please provide additional discussion in this section why large portions of the Bristol and Cadiz watersheds where left out of the
numerical model domain that was developed for the Project. In particular, given the importance of Cadiz Dry Lake as a discharge
area, this feature is barely represented in the model domain. Furthermore, as stated elsewhere in the draft EIR document, additional
recharge is assumed to occur west, south and east of the Cadiz project area within the Bristol and Cadiz watersheds that has not been
accounted or modeled. What uncertainties are introduced into the current modeling results by not including the rest of the Bristol and
Cadiz watersheds into the model domain?
The NPS has concerns with how some of the boundary conditions were established for the model domain and would like them
addressed with additional clarifying discussion presented in the final EIR. First, what is the basis for establishing such a large area of
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recharge in the middle of Fenner Valley, as shown on Figures 6 and 21? If this is related to the flow accumulation routing resulting
from the INFIL3.0 watershed modeling, please indicate this. Additionally, why was it necessary to establish this recharge area in
tandem with the higher flux boundary conditions shown on the east and west sides of Fenner Valley (see Figure 21)? Second, what is
the reasoning for establishing the small area of head-dependent model cells representing evapotranspiration (ET) from the Cadiz Dry
Lake area? This small area (compared to the actual size of Cadiz Dry Lake and Bristol Dry Lake) appears to be accommodating what
the SMWD expects to be a large amount of groundwater discharge by ET from this dry lake. What effects does the representation of
a very small ET area for Cadiz Dry Lake versus an ET area similar in size to the actual dry lake area have on the modeling results?
This concern is also related to concerns expressed in the preceding comment for page 28.
Please provide additional clarifying discussion in this section describing the basis for establishing a layer thickness of 10 feet for
Layers 4, 5, and 6 in the numerical model. This thickness appears to be arbitrarily selected and could pose problems of dewatering
these layers during simulation runs unless this is compensated for in other areas of the model (e.g., vertical leakance or hydraulic
conductivity).
The discussion refers to a Table 14 in the GEOSCIENCE 1999 report that presents hydraulic conductivity estimates for the alluvium.
Since this report is not readily available to the public or has been presented as part of the EIR, please reprise this table in this
appendix so the reader can substantiate the reported values. Additionally, what is the reason for establishing lower hydraulic
conductivity values for the alluvium in Layers 1-3 up-valley versus down-valley (see Figures 13-15)? Were there existing data from
the up-valley areas to confirm these values? Given that the up-valley area is generally nearer the mountainous areas that are shedding
erosional debris, one would normally expected higher permeabilities in the proximal areas where coarser-grained sediments are
deposited, with the permeabilities decreasing down-valley and toward the axis of the valley where finer-grained sediments are
normally expected to be deposited.
The NPS has concerns with the discussion on evapotranspiration (ET) in this section that it would like clarified in the final EIR. It is
unclear in the discussion whether or not the maximum ET rates presented in the table on page 37 represent the rates of ET prior to
simulating Project pumping, a constant ET rate used throughout the modeling simulations, or if the ET rate varies as water levels
decline (as would be expected). If these maximum rates represent constant, pre-Project pumping ET rates, then they would seem to
generate too much ET discharge from those portions of the model domain setup to accommodate ET discharge. For example, the
maximum ET rates for Bristol Dry Lake and Cadiz Dry Lake for the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario are estimated to be 240
inches/year (or 20 feet/year) and 613 inches/year (or 51 feet/year), respectively. When the constant pre-pumping ET rate of 20
feet/year for Bristol Dry Lake is applied over the total area for both dry lakes (estimated by the SMWD to be 59,650 acres) it results
in a pre-pumping annual discharge of groundwater by evapotranspiration of 1,193,000 acre-feet/year (59,650 acres x 20 feet/year),
which far exceeds the modeled recharge of 32,000 acre-feet/year. In order to accommodate this ET rate, the total ET area of the
model would have to be approximately 1,600 acres in size to generate a total discharge of 32,000 AFY (i.e., 1,600 acres x 20
feet/year = 32,000 acre-feet/year). Comparatively speaking, a constant pre-pumping ET rate of 6.4 inches/year (or 0.54 feet/year)
over the total area of both dry lakes would be needed to produce a total ET discharge of 32,000 AFY.
Conversely, model water balance results presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4 suggest that the model is not producing an annual volume of
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discharge by ET equivalent to the amounts of recharge going into the model. For example, in Table 2 the annual volume of discharge
by ET that has been re-established by Year 100 is 22,316 AFY. As noted in the discussion on page 53, full recovery is not expected
for another 17 years. Based on the average ET recovery rate over the last 17 years of this simulation and projecting this rate forward
in time, it is estimated that discharge by ET at Year 117 in the model would be approximately 24,641 AFY, which is approximately
76% of what Cadiz stated should be occurring (i.e., 32,425 AFY). Without a starting water balance at Year 0 in Tables 2-4 to
confirm the amount of pre-pumping ET occurring in the model, this observation brings into question how well the model is able to
simulate the natural flow system and the findings of the model simulations.
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The NPS is also concerned with how the model estimates ET discharge as water levels approach and drop below the assumed
extinction depth of 15 feet. Preferably, once the extinction depth is exceeded in a model cell, discharge by ET will cease. In fact, it
appears in the model that the existing pre-pumping depth to water (18 feet) beneath Bristol Dry Lake already exceeded the extinction
depth of 15 feet (see values reported in table presented on page 52) prior to simulating any of the pumping/recharge scenarios. If this
represents the shallowest depth to water in this region of the model domain, how could the model simulate discharge of groundwater
by ET from the Bristol Dry Lake area of the model? Furthermore, as noted by the USGS in its technical review comments to the
former Cadiz Project, it was shown in a study from nearby China Lake (Kunkel and Chase, 1969) that the annual rate of evaporation
from bare soil decreased to negligible amounts at water-level depths of more than 7 feet below land surface, thus calling into question
the validity of the extinction depth established for the model.
With respect to the discussion about what the recharge amount for Sensitivity Scenario 2, it is stated the natural recharge was reduced
to 5,000 AFY, which is the approximate historical production by Cadiz. What does Cadiz’s historical pumping have to do with
establishing and evaluating the lower recharge value of 5,000 AFY? A much better reason for establishing and evaluating this lower
recharge estimate is that it is representative of many of the earlier estimates of recharge within the Project watersheds.
There is a discrepancy between the average annual amount of pumping (50,000 AFY) being reported throughout the EIR document
and the amount of pumping represented for Wellfield Configuration A (52,500 AFY) and Wellfield Configuration B (51,000 AFY).
Please correct this discrepancy in the reported values for the average annual amount of pumping.
The discussion references Figure 57, which shows the initial TDS concentrations used in the numerical modeling simulations. The
concentrations shown in this figure are considerably different from the TDS concentrations shown previously in Figure 3. Figure 3 at
least seems to cover the upper range of TDS concentrations reported in the EIR (298,000 mg/L), but does not clearly demarcate the
saline-fresh water interface (1,000 mg/L) like Figure 57 does. Please correct this discrepancy for one or both figures in the final EIR.
4th paragraph: The discussion states that the dry lake areas have static groundwater levels at or near the playa surfaces, using
references from 20 or more years ago. Are there more recent data that can be presented substantiating the current groundwater level
conditions beneath the playa areas?

103
cont.

104

105
106

107

3rd paragraph: The discussion focuses on the carbonate aquifer unit and states that the full extent, potential yield, and storage
capacity of this aquifer have not been quantified at this time. The NPS is concerned that if the extent and character of the carbonate
aquifer is unknown at this time, then the potential impacts from pumping this aquifer cannot be fully evaluated, which is a deficiency 108
of this EIR. Given its stratigraphic positioning, it is likely that it will be a confined aquifer and therefore, pumping effects could
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potentially be transmitted greater distances. There has been no attempt at evaluating or discussing whether there are springs or wells
in the project watersheds that are sourced from this presumed regional carbonate aquifer, and what the potential impact might be to 108
cont.
such water resources from Project pumping.
The NPS has several concerns with the analysis and discussion presented for Section 3.0 (Groundwater in Storage) that it would like
the SMWD to clarify in the final EIR document, including:
 Please provide a summary of the groundwater storage estimates currently recognized by the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) for Fenner Valley, Bristol Valley and Cadiz Valley, and why the SMWD believes the DWR estimates
differ so significantly from those proposed by Cadiz, Inc. DWR Bulletin 118 currently recognizes the total groundwater
storage in these three valleys at 5,600,000 AF, 7,000,000 AF, and 4,300,000 AF, respectively, resulting in a total of
16,900,000 for all three valleys. This additional discussion should be provided in Appendix A and in Section 4.9 of the
main EIR document.
 In the second paragraph of this section, please clarify the statement that “These estimates are for groundwater in storage in
the alluvial aquifers and should not be taken as a total volume that could be pumped out of these alluvial aquifers.” What
should these estimates be taken as? If this means that pumping will actually result in lower volumes of recoverable water,
then the SMWD should provide what the likely amount of recoverable storage is and base all subsequent impact analyses on
the depletion of recoverable groundwater in storage and not total groundwater in storage. Do the lower DWR estimates
above represent the likely recoverable volume of groundwater in storage?
 With respect to Table 3-1, please clarify in the discussion how the estimates for the variables Percent of Saturated Thickness 109
which is Aquifer and Specific Yield were determined. Does the variable Percent of Saturated Thickness which is Aquifer
factor in such things as a maximum well depth which makes pumping economically feasible? It was stated in Section 2.3.1
that the thickness of alluvial sediments in portions of these valleys can exceed several thousand feet. If this is true, then
estimates of groundwater in storage should not include those portions of the alluvial aquifer(s) below a reasonable extraction
depth (for example 2,000 feet). Below depths of a few thousand feet in alluvial aquifers, one can likely expect the potential
volume of groundwater in storage to decrease significantly as the storativity (specific yield) and permeability of these
sediments are reduced due to compaction and cementation of the open pore spaces. This effect seems to be confirmed in the
significantly lower hydraulic conductivity estimates for the older Tertiary-aged alluvial sediments which are reported in the
draft EIR document.
 In the fourth paragraph of this section, it is stated that the groundwater storage estimates are very conservative, partly
because it does not include storage in the carbonate aquifer. The discussion continues with an attempt to roughly estimate
what this storage volume might be. The NPS believes this estimate is purely conjectural and should be removed from the
discussion as it is misleading. The SMWD admits in Section 2.4.1 of Appendix A that the full extent, potential yield, and
storage capacity of this aquifer have not been quantified at this time (see NPS comment for page 2-9 above). Instead of
guessing what the storage volume of the carbonate aquifer might be, the SMWD should require Cadiz, Inc. to conduct
additional field studies to determine the likely extent of this aquifer, so that the degree of impacts to this aquifer can be
evaluated in the EIR document.
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The NPS would recommend changing Figure 3-1 from a figure showing the depth to the base of the alluvial aquifer to a
figure showing the thickness of the saturated alluvial sediments. This would help the reader better understand how the
alluvial aquifer thickness changes in these basins. Additionally, does the base of the alluvial aquifer coincide with the base
of the younger or older alluvial sediments?
 With respect to Figure 3-2, please provide additional discussion clarifying how and why the various storage zones were
determined the way they shown in this figure. There is confusion as to whether these storage zones are based on
hydrogeologic information or are based on something else. For example, Zones 1 and 2a appear to be combined in Figure 32, but Table 3-1 shows different properties for both zones. Do these two zones overlie Zones 2 and 3, or do they extend to
the base of the alluvial aquifer?
The NPS requests that the SMWD provide a separate discussion on estimating evapotranspiration, similar to the discussions
presented in Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.6 for other important parameters in the INFIL3.0 model. Evapotranspiration (ET) is an
important parameter which is represented in the water balance equation presented on page 4-2, but is not discussed in any great detail,
except for a brief mention related to the model parameters SKYVIEW and RIDGE(36) presented under Section 4.1.2. Direct
evaporation of precipitation before and after this water infiltrates is known to be significant in the Mojave Desert, especially during
warmer months, and therefore, greatly impacts the amount of water that escapes the root zone and becomes recharge. Does
calculation of ET in the INFIL3.0 model include estimating direct evaporation of precipitation before and after this water infiltrates,
and before the infiltrated water is utilized by vegetation? What input values are needed and were used to calculate this parameter of
the water balance? Additionally, please discuss the results of ET estimated by the INFIL3.0 model, as the reader currently cannot
gage the potential accuracy of this portion of the INFIL3.0 analysis. The NPS is concerned that the amount of ET has been
underestimated in the modeling simulations, and therefore, the amount of net infiltration (recoverable water) has been overestimated.
The discussion presented in the final EIR should provide sufficient information to address this concern.
A reference is made to Hevesi (2008) at the top of page 4-4, but this reference is not include in the References Cited section at the
end of Appendix A.

109
cont.

110

111

1st full paragraph: The discussion in this paragraph focuses on the choice of input values for the model parameter IROUT and the
associated results for net infiltration and runoff out of the watershed. The NPS recommends that the SMWD report the more
conservative net infiltration and runoff results corresponding to IROUT = 0, as this scenario more accurately simulates the runoff of
water to the dry lake playa areas that have been observed and reported in the draft EIR (e.g., see Section 4.9.1, page 4.9-16). 112
Additionally, the estimates of runoff out of the watershed seem low based qualitatively on the combined size of the dry lake surfaces
(estimated by SMWD at 59,650 acres) and that standing water that has been observed on these playas at least once a year since 1991
(see Section 4.9.1, page 4.9-16). Failure to quantify the amount of runoff reaching the playas on an annual basis is another deficiency
of this EIR that should be addressed. Doing so would help to further constrain the amount of net infiltration occurring in the project
watersheds.
2nd paragraph: The discussion provides a rebuttal critique on the USGS review of the hydrologic analysis for the previous incarnation 113
of the Cadiz groundwater development and storage project, which focuses on the evaluation of the USGS’s critique by Davisson and
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Rose (2000), and tries to assert some kind of unique precipitation-elevation relationship that occurs east of the 116 W longitude. The
NPS contends this unique precipitation-elevation relationship is over-stated and doesn’t justify the expectation of higher precipitation
◦
east of the 116 W longitude. The NPS’s contention is supported by the results presented in the 2004 USGS study (Scientific
Investigations Report 2004-5267) in the Joshua Tree, CA area (located about 40-50 miles southwest of the Cadiz study area) by
Nishikawa et al., (2004), which is cited several times in this EIR. It should be noted that the watersheds for USGS study straddle the
◦
116 W longitude and have mountainous elevations similar to the Fenner Watershed. In the USGS report, an earlier version of the
INFIL3.0 distributed-parameter watershed model (INFILv3) and a numerical flow model were utilized, along with several field
techniques such as the installation of instrumented boreholes in washes to measure recharge by stormflow infiltration, and isotopic
water analyses to determine the likely age of the groundwater. A key conclusion that came out of this study is that the results of the
distributed-parameter watershed model indicated most of the recharge in the region likely occurs from infiltration of stormflow runoff
during anomalously wet periods, or even isolated occurrences of extreme storms, that are separated by relatively long (multi-year to 113
multi-decade) periods of negligible recharge. Furthermore, it was concluded the simulated total annual recharge by stormflow runoff cont.
is 2 to 10 times greater than the measured total annual stormflow runoff, indicating that the recharge values estimated using INFILv3
may be overestimated. Additionally, it was concluded that physical and geochemical data collected away from stream channels show
that direct areal infiltration of precipitation to depths below the root zone and subsequent groundwater recharge did not occur in the
Joshua Tree area. Given the close proximity of the Joshua Tree and Cadiz study areas and similarities in recharge elevations, the
◦
contention that precipitation and recharge should be higher east of the 116 W longitude is greatly weakened by the Cadiz project’s
over-reliance on the INFIL3.0 watershed model results, without additional supporting field data to constrain the recharge estimates.
Based on the results of the nearby Joshua Tree area study, one can argue that the Cadiz project’s recharge estimates using INFIL3.0
could be over-estimated by a factor of 2 to 10 times, making the likely range of recharge estimates more on the order of 3,200 to
16,000 AFY. The NPS respectfully requests that the SMWD recognize the Joshua Tree area distributed-parameter watershed model
results in the EIR document and state that without corroborating field measurements to constrain the analysis, it is possible that the
recharge estimates could be overestimated by as much as 2 to 10 times.
2nd paragraph: With respect to the discussion about the assessment of the occurrence of moist soils at Bristol and Cadiz dry lakes
using NDVI as qualitative evidence of groundwater discharge by evaporation, the NPS is not convinced that the presence of moist
soils beneath these dry lakes is solely due to shallow groundwater in the subsurface. Closer examination of Figures 4-17 through 422 and comparison of the timeframes represented in these figures with the simulation results presented for the same timeframes in
Figures 4-11 and 4-12 indicates that 3 of the 4 years represented in Figures 4-17 through 4-22 could be considered above-average to
exceptional wet years where more surficial runoff could be expected to accumulate at the dry lakes. The results in these set of figures 114
represent conditions in 1990 (Figure 4-17), 1991 (Figures 4-18 and 4-19), 1992 (Figure 4-20) and 2005 (Figures 4-21 and 4-22).
Results presented in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show that 1990 was a very dry year compared to 1991, 1992 and 2005. This trend
appears to be reflected in the NDVI results presented in Figures 4-17 through 4-22, where the results for 1990 show much lower
moisture conditions at the dry lakes compared to the results for 1991, 1992 and 2005. The NPS contends the wet soil conditions
reflected for 1991, 1992 and 2005 are largely the result of excess surface water that accumulated at the dry lakes during these wet
years. This is further supported by comparison of the results in Figures 4-17, 4-19 and 4-21 which shows NDVI results for a similar
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period of the year (i.e., May 1990, May 1991 and May 2005). As noted in an earlier NPS comment above, the NPS’s contention is
supported by statements in the EIR of standing water that has been observed on these playas at least once a year since 1991 (see
Section 4.9.1, page 4.9-16). Again, failure to quantify the amount of runoff reaching the playas on an annual basis is another 114
deficiency of this EIR that should be addressed. Doing so would help to further constrain the amount of net infiltration occurring in cont.
the project watersheds.
4th paragraph: The NPS requests that the SMWD also include discussion about the 1997 to 2001 study by the USGS (Water
Resources Investigation 2003-4254) which estimated groundwater discharge by evapotranspiration from the floor of Death Valley.
This study estimated, in part, the annual groundwater discharge rates from salt-encrusted playa areas (0.13 feet) and from bare soil
playa areas (0.15 feet), which compensated for by the effects of surface runoff to evaporative discharge from these surfaces. If one
uses the Death Valley study estimated evaporation rate from salt-encrusted playa areas (0.13 foot per year), and multiplies that by the
estimated area of dry lake playa surface (estimated by the SMWD to be 59,650 acres), the estimated maximum groundwater
discharge by direct evaporation of groundwater for the playa surfaces is 7,750 AFY or about 387,500 AF over the 50-year project
period. If the previously described puffy surfaces on these playas represent the areas where capillary water action (i.e., active 115
evaporation) is occurring and these puffy surfaces occur on about 60 percent of the playa surfaces [see Appendix A, Section 2.1.4 Dry Lakes (Playas)], then the estimated groundwater discharge by direct evaporation for the playa surfaces is reduced to 4,650 AFY
or about 232,500 AF over the 50-year project period. It should also be noted that in their discussion and use of the evaporative
discharge rates reported by Laczniak et al., 2001, the SMWD elected to ignore the potential effect that precipitation (i.e., surface
runoff) has on the total evaporative discharge rate that was measured, and therefore, chose to use the less conservative total discharge
rates, which would tend to over-estimate the amount of discharge occurring at these dry lake areas.
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I.

Water Systems, Jurupa Community Services District, California Water Service Company, and
the Arizona and California Railroad.

INTRODUCTION
A.

The Commenter

The Native American Land Conservancy (NALC or Commenter) is a 501(C)(3)
intertribal organization established in 1998 to preserve and protect natural and cultural heritage
sites, areas and landscapes. The NALC holds and manages 2,560 acres in a Preserve in the
eastern slopes of the Old Woman Mountains. The Cadiz hydrologic study area encompasses the
western slope of the Old Woman Mountains. The NALC offers the following comments to the
Cadiz Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR).
The Commenter requests that these comments, and all attachments be included as part of
the administrative record. The Commenter further requests that all documents, articles, and
reports cited in these comments and the attached expert reports and articles be included as part of
the administrative record of this action. See Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21167.7(e); County of
Suffolk v. Secretary of Interior, 562 F.2d 1368, 1384, n.9 (2d Cir. 1977) (addressing scope of
NEPA administrative record), cert. denied, 437 U.S. 1064 (1978); Silva v. Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282
(1st Cir. 1973) (same); see also Thompson v. United States Dep’t of Labor, 885 F.2d 551, 555
(9th Cir. 1989) (administrative record consists of all documents and materials directly or
indirectly considered by agency and includes evidence contrary to agency’s position). Finally,
the Commenter incorporates by reference the comments submitted on the 2001 Cadiz DEIR/S
and SEIR/S and all attachments thereto and further requests that those comments and their
attachments be included as part of the administrative record.
B.

Summary

The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Cadiz Project or
Project) is proposed primarily to provide an additional water supply for Southern Californian
Project Participants, to supplement or replace existing supplies and enhance dry-year supply
reliability. The Project has two components. The principal component is a groundwater
pumping program, under which an annual average of 50,000 acre-feet of groundwater would be
pumped from the basin over a 50 year period for delivery to Project Participants, with an annual
maximum of 75,000 acre-feet. Facilities for the first component include a well field, piping
system, and a 43 mile conveyance pipeline, monitoring features, other appurtenances and fire
suppression mechanisms. A secondary, less definite, component is a still tentative proposal to
potentially store imported, under which Project Participants could send surplus surface water
supplies to the project area to be recharged via spreading basins and held in storage until needed
in future years. This component proposes to store up to one million acre-feet. The second
component is only at the conceptual development design stage, and is analyzed primarily at a
programmatic level in the DEIR.

1

As explained in detail below, the proposed Cadiz Project poses a serious threat to the
groundwater system underlying the whole of the Cadiz-Fenner basin and the surrounding
environment. Among the harms likely to be caused by the Project is catastrophic depletion of
the aquifer that could take centuries, if not millennia, to be remedied. By pumping at a rate that
far exceeds the average annual recharge, the project would amount to an aggressive program of
groundwater mining that would substantially draw down the aquifer and dry out the moist lake
beds, or playas, of Bristol and Cadiz lakes. This would create a large area of dried out lake
sediment with an enormous potential to generate harmful dust emissions on a scale comparable
to Owens Lake, which ranks as one of the nation’s most conspicuous environmental disasters. In
addition, the draining of the aquifer could cause springs in the surrounding mountain ranges to
dry up, spelling extinction for the local populations of bighorn sheep. Perhaps even more
distressing, the vast area of fresh water spreading basins on the Cadiz Project site will be a major
attraction for ravens and other birds that will prey on the fragile desert tortoise population in
critical habitat areas within the basin. These are only some of the devastating potential
environmental impacts from the Cadiz Project, impacts that in practical terms will be permanent
and extremely expensive to even attempt to mitigate.
The DEIR does not adequately address these and other serious problems with the Cadiz
Project. Indeed the DEIR is woefully inadequate under CEQA and other state and federal laws.
Among its most glaring deficiencies, the DEIR is based on a patently deficient description of the
Project and the physical conditions and environmental resources in its vicinity, a grossly
inadequate assessment of the purpose and need for the Project, and a failure to examine the
Project’s feasibility and likely adverse environmental impacts. Rather than addressing these
issues directly and thoroughly, as required by CEQA, the DEIR simply attempts to sidestep all
substantive problems by proposing to defer the identification of problems and the decisions
about how to deal with those problems to a future date and to unaccountable committees
dominated by the Project Proponent, SMWD, under a vague and inadequate monitoring and
management plan. In all these regards, the DEIR fails to comply with CEQA, and for all these
reasons the SMWD should reject the proposed Cadiz Project.
II.
THE AGENCY HAS FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
A.

The Legal Requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act

Despite the fact that most of the Project infrastructure will be built and operated in, and
most of the impacts will occur in, San Bernardino County, the Santa Margarita Water District
(SMWD or Agency) has designated itself as the lead agency under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000 et seq. Project Participants include
SMWD, Three Valleys Municipal Water District, Golden State Water Company, Suburban

“The California Environmental Quality Act, Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000 et seq., is
a comprehensive scheme designed to provide long-term protection to the environment. In
enacting CEQA, the Legislature declared its intention that all public agencies responsible for
regulating activities affecting the environment give prime consideration to preventing
environmental damage when carrying out their duties. CEQA is to be interpreted to afford the
fullest possible protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory
language.” Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish and Game Comm’n, 65 Cal.Rptr.2d 580, 584
(1997).
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need for improving Project Participants’ supply reliability, and makes clear that improving
supply reliability means essentially increasing supply. In contrast, the DEIR does not
acknowledge that potential droughts make it just as clear that there is an even greater need for
aggressive implementation of conservation in the desert region that makes up its service area.
Similarly, SMWD claims that its studies of dry-year demand show the need to enhance water
storage and water transfers, but it fails to acknowledge the self-evident fact that the same studies
show an even more acute need to enhance conservation.

“The environmental impact report, with all its specificity and complexity, is the
mechanism prescribed by CEQA to force informed decision making and to expose the decisionmaking process to public scrutiny. The EIR is, as the courts have said repeatedly, the ‘heart of
CEQA,’ ‘an environmental alarm bell,’ and a ‘document of accountability.’ An EIR provides the
public and responsible government agencies with detailed information on the potential
environmental consequences of an agency’s proposed decision.” Planning and Conservation
League v. Department of Water Resources, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d 173, 187-88 (Cal. App. 2000)
(citations omitted).

Another example is the contradiction between the assertion that adequate storage is
needed to prevent and offset overdraft of groundwater basins and surface storage during
droughts, coupled with the failure to meaningfully address the high probability that the Cadiz
Project will result in a catastrophic overdraft of the groundwater basin underlying the Cadiz and
Fenner valleys. The bias betrayed in this unbalanced consideration is also evident in the DEIR’s
failure to acknowledge that increased conservation measures could more effectively protect
against such overdraft of groundwater basins and surface storage, and would do so more
sustainably than draining new basins.

The EIR serves not only to protect the environment but also to demonstrate to the public
that it is being protected. CEQA Guidelines § 15003(b). Thus, CEQA requires that the lead
agency identify and disclose all of the significant environmental impacts of a proposed project.
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.2. CEQA also requires the public agency to consider feasible
alternatives to the project which would lessen any significant adverse environmental impact.
Cal. Pub. Resources Code §§ 21002, 21081; Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d
at 188.
B.

The assessment of future demand also is deficient because it gives no consideration to the
opportunity to reduce consumption through the use of disincentives for unnecessary, wasteful
“discretionary” water usage by higher income households. Rather, the DEIR just passively
accepts such wasteful water use by the wealthy.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Describe or Assess the Objectives of the Cadiz
Project

CEQA Guidelines require that an EIR describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
proposed Project, and analyze those that could feasibly attain the objectives of the Project. See
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6.a, b. As described below, the description and assessment of the
project objectives, including the purpose and need for the project, is woefully inadequate and
riddled with omissions and inconsistencies.
4
1.

Water Demand

The DEIR contains little discussion of Southern California water demands. The DEIR
relies on a vague suggestion that supplies may decline and demand may increase, and proceeds
on the assumption that additional supplies are necessary. Without a full evaluation and analysis
of future supply and demand, it is not possible to evaluate the need for the project.
2.

Although the DEIR claims that Project Participants have embarked on an “aggressive”
program of conservation measures, the detail indicates far more modest past and planned efforts.
This is astounding given the fact that the Project’s service area lies in what naturally is a desert
area, the economic and environmental costs of importing water, and the availability of significant
additional feasible, and more cost-effective, conservation measures. While the DEIR fails to
provide adequate information for an adequate assessment of Project Participants’ past or planned
efforts in conservation, what detail is provided undermines the assertions that conservation has
been adequately explored or emphasized.

Conservation Measures

To begin with, the DEIR does not provide sufficient specificity regarding what
conservation measures have been, or reasonably can be expected to be, implemented, or how the
SMWD makes this assessment. Without this information it is not possible to assess the
reasonableness of SMWD’s future demand premise.
Throughout the discussion of the Project’s purpose, the DEIR betrays a bias in favor of
obtaining additional water supply rather than pursuing available opportunities for increased
water conservation within the Project Participants’ service areas, which would be more costeffective and more reliable than the environmentally unsustainable groundwater mining program
being pushed by SMWD and Cadiz, Inc. The DEIR invokes the potential of drought to show the
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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The discussion of current and projected water conservation measures is remarkably
incomplete and vague, again revealing inadequate consideration of this least environmentally
harmful and most sustainable approach to avoiding future shortfalls. The reality is that much
greater levels of conservation could be accomplished, eliminating the need for the proposed
project. Instead of engaging in an evaluation of the conservation alternative, the DEIR, without
any justification, simply accepts the notion that conservation cannot possibly eliminate the need
for the project.

5

Because reasonably available additional conservation measures are not addressed at all,
and because virtually no meaningfully detailed information is provided for the measures or plans
that are mentioned, it is not possible to assess the basis for the DEIR’s rejection of the
conservation alternative or need for the project. The sense that conservation has not been
thoroughly considered is also reinforced by the fact that figures for projected additional
conservation savings are not clearly attributed and are confusingly, and perhaps contradictorily,
thrown out.
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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3.

Water Recycling and Groundwater Recovery Programs

The purpose and needs analysis also fails to adequately describe or address the
opportunities to meet anticipated water demand through water recycling and groundwater
recovery programs. Specifically, the DEIR does not discuss the opportunities identified in the
Southern California Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse (CWRR) Study, a 6-year
comprehensive effort to identify regional water recycling systems. The study identified 34
regional projects and estimated that they have the potential to produce approximately 450,000
acre feet per year of new recycled water supply. Such a new supply might well obviate any
proposed need or justification for the Cadiz Project. Because these projects and the potential
additional supply they represent are not considered in the purpose and need analysis underlying
the DEIR, neither the Agency nor the public can make an informed decision regarding the actual
need for the Cadiz Project.
4.

1.

6

Most importantly, the analysis regarding projected storage supply is internally
inconsistent and does not support the assessment of need on which the DEIR is premised.
The DEIR Fails to Adequately Describe the Cadiz Project and the Physical
Conditions and Environmental Resources in Its Vicinity

A complete, adequate description of a proposed project and the physical conditions and
environmental resources in the project vicinity is an essential component of an EIR. CEQA
Guidelines §§ 15125, 15126.2, subd. (A); Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle, 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378
(2000); County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency, 76 Cal. App. 4th 931, 952
(1999).
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Deficient Description of the Groundwater Pumping Plan

The DEIR’s descriptions of the project are inconsistent. In places, the DEIR describes
the Cadiz Project as a water conservation project, which simply captures water that would
otherwise evaporate and suggests that “surplus” water would be captured. But the DEIR also
acknowledges that the proposed Project would pump stored groundwater far in excess of the
annual rate of recharge. These two descriptions are inconsistent with one another. The
unacknowledged reality is that the groundwater pumping proposed would amount to
groundwater mining resulting in catastrophic hydrologic and biologic consequences as described
below. Such a failure to acknowledge this unavoidable reality renders the DEIR’s analysis
woefully inadequate under CEQA.
2.

Storage Potential of Southern California's Groundwater Basins

In addition, the DEIR fails to adequately describe the available water storage potential of
groundwater basins in southern California. Because the DEIR fails even to accurately identify
the full scope of storage potential, neither the Agency nor the public can have any confidence
that potentially more cost-effective and less environmentally harmful water storage alternatives
have been considered. The Association of Groundwater Agencies’ guide to conjunctive use of
groundwater and surface water in Southern California has documented over 21.5 million acrefeet of additional groundwater storage available in southern California groundwater basins, only
one million of which comes from the Cadiz Valley. In other words, there are many places other
than Cadiz that offer additional groundwater storage capacity, which could eliminate the need for
extraction of indigenous fossil groundwater from the Cadiz-Fenner Basin. Because these
potential storage alternatives are not even recognized, let alone evaluated, in the DEIR, it is not
possible for the Agency or the public to make an informed judgment as to whether the Cadiz
Project represents a reasonable choice among available alternatives.

C.

A/T_29PalmsIndians
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Deficient Description of Recharge Rate

The DEIR fails to adequately describe the Cadiz Project because it greatly overestimates
the natural recharge rate of the groundwater system. It is commonly agreed that groundwater
development, or extraction, must not exceed recharge if the development is to be sustainable.
Accordingly, the estimate of recharge becomes critical in any analysis of how a groundwater
system will perform. The recharge rate estimate used in the DEIR is directly contradicted by the
recharge rate estimates of the USGS, Tim Durbin for San Bernardino County, and Dr. John
Bredehoeft, one of the leading authorities on groundwater hydrology or hydrogeology. It also is
contradicted by the more recent estimate contained in the Johnson Wright report described
below. Because the estimate of recharge in the DEIR is in error, the predictions of system
performance are also in error.
The proposed project DEIR and supporting documentation by Kenny Geoscience does
not adequately review hydrologeologic conditions nor adequately assess potential hydrologic
impacts of the project. The technical analysis has insufficient detail on key scope areas in order
to determine the nature and extent of project impacts. The conceptual model or the numerical
representation of the conceptual model is flawed in that it requires hydrogeologically
unreasonable parameters to calibrate the numerical flow model. See Johnson Wright Inc.,
Hydrologic Review of Draft Environmental Report, at 1, 15 (Feb. 1, 2012), attached hereto as
Attachment A. Johnson Wright estimated recharge of approximately 14,000 acre feet by
employing a discharge evaluation utilizing evapotranspiration rates. Johnson Wright, at 5. This
is substantially less than the 32,447 acre feet referenced in the DEIR. There is insufficient
documentation to support the figure in the DEIR and additional documentation, including the
documentation of the numerical groundwater flow modeling effort is needed. Johnson Wright, at
7. The analysis must address the deficiencies above.
The DEIR asserts that the CH2M Hill’s model provided an annual recharge estimate of
approximately 32,000 AFY, consisting of 30,191 AFY from the Fenner Watershed and 2,256
AFY from Orange Blossom Wash and on that basis suggests that there will be little or no adverse
impact on the groundwater system. However, the great weight of the pertinent technical
literature shows that the estimate of annual recharge used in the DEIR is an order of magnitude
too high. The DEIR uses estimates made by GeoScience, a consultancy employed by Cadiz,
Inc., which stands to be paid hundreds of millions of dollars if the Project is approved. Those
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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estimates stand in stark contrast to and are an order of magnitude higher than the range of every
other estimate of recharge. See John D. Bredehoeft, Comments on the Final EIR/EIS, Cadiz
Groundwater Storage Project Cadiz and Fenner Valleys San Bernardino County, California, at 8
(October 2001) (reviewing previous recharge estimates), attached hereto as Attachment B. In
2000 and 2001, John Bredehoeft estimated the recharge in the Fenner/Cadiz Valleys to be on the
order of 5,000 AFY. See id., at 3, 4, 8; John D. Bredehoeft, Revised Comments, Cadiz
Groundwater Storage Project Cadiz and Fenner Valleys San Bernardino County, California, at 11
(August 2001), attached hereto as Attachment C.
Thus, one of the most basic premises of the Project is seriously flawed. Factoring a more
realistic recharge rate into the analysis would make it clear that there will be dramatic drawdown
of the groundwater and adverse impacts to the surrounding environment from the proposed
Cadiz Project.

9

The over-estimate of the recharge rate is even more troubling considering the fact that
there is evidence that the basin is already overdrafted. A 1996 study by Boyle Engineering
concluded that water levels in the vicinity were declining due to existing pumping for irrigation
of Cadiz’s agricultural operations. Similarly, the court in Cadiz Land Company, Inc. v. Rail
Cyle, L.P., 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378, 389, 392 (Cal. App. 2000), indicated that the system underlying
Cadiz is already in a state of overdraft.
D.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess the Feasibility of the Cadiz Project

Consideration of feasibility is central to an adequate alternatives analysis under CEQA.
See, e.g., Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d at 192. However, the DEIR has
not adequately considered the feasibility of the Cadiz Project in several regards.
1.

California Groundwater Rights Law

California has a correlative system of groundwater rights. All land owners overlying a
common aquifer have the right to use the groundwater beneath their property. These “overlying
10
rights” allow a land owner to take groundwater and make reasonable beneficial use of it on their
property. Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, 5 P.3d 853, 863 (Cal. 2000). As between overlying
land owners, the rights are correlative. Therefore, in times of shortage each land owner is
limited to her “reasonable share.” City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra, 207 P.2d 17, 29 (Cal.
1949).
If a groundwater supply contains “surplus water,” this water may be appropriated by a
private party and transported for use outside of the watershed or basin. Barstow, 5 P.3d at 863.
However, “[p]roper overlying use . . . is paramount, and the right of an appropriator, being
limited to the amount of the surplus, must yield to that of the overlying owner in the event of a
shortage, unless the appropriator has gained prescriptive rights through the taking of nonsurplus
waters.”1 City of Pasedena, 207 P.2d at 28-29.

Under California law, there is a surplus of water only when the basin is not overdrafted.
The Supreme Court of California has defined overdraft in terms of the “safe-yield” of the basin.
The safe-yield is the amount of water that can be withdrawn annually from a groundwater supply
under a given set of conditions without causing a gradual lowering of the groundwater levels
resulting eventually in depletion of the supply. City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando, 537
P.2d 1250 (Cal. 1975). However, the court has stated that withdrawals may exceed the safe-yield
to the extent that the amount will create storage space for “temporary surplus” water normally
wasted in wet years. Id. Thus, overdraft occurs and there is no surplus for appropriation when
extractions exceed the net recharge rate of the aquifer plus any temporary surplus.
10
There have been prior findings that the groundwater system underlying Cadiz is already
in a state of overdraft. The 1996 Boyle study concluded that water levels in the vicinity were
declining due to existing pumping for irrigation of Cadiz’s agricultural operations. In addition,
the court in Cadiz Land Company, Inc. v. Rail Cycle, L.P., 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378, (Cal. App.
2000), observed that, “Although the CPC and Board conclude the rechargeability of the aquifer
water is relatively low and the aquifer is in overdraft, without knowing the volume of water in
the aquifer, it cannot be determined how soon depletion will occur.” Id. at 392 (emphasis
added). Thus, there is some evidence that there is an overdraft in the basin and that the county
has previously recognized this fact. If this is the case, then Cadiz is legally prohibited from
exporting any indigenous groundwater from the basin to the Project Participants. This would
render the “transfer” portion of the Project infeasible.
2.

Federal Reserved Water Rights

The California Desert Protection Act reserves federal water rights sufficient to fulfill the
purposes of the Act for each wilderness area designated by the Act. Pub. L. No. 103-433, §
706(a), 108 Stat. 4471 (1994). This includes five wilderness areas in the vicinity of the Project
— Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area, Clipper Mountains Wilderness Area, Old Woman Mountains
Wilderness Area, Sheephole Valley Wilderness Area, Trilobite Wilderness Area. These reserved
rights have a priority date of October 31, 1994. In addition the Act requires the Secretary of the
Interior and all other officers of the United States to “take all steps necessary” to protect these
rights. Id. § 706(b). Similarly, units of the National Park System, including Mojave National
Preserve are federal reservations that implicitly have federal reserved rights as of the date of the
reservation.
These reservations include surface and groundwater. The NPS and BLM have jointly
agreed to “participate in local government proceedings that authorize nonfederal parties to
withdraw percolating groundwater where such withdrawals may impact water sources within
their respective jurisdictions to which federally reserved water rights are attached.” Principles
Governing Federal Water Rights Under the California Desert Protection Act 2 (1995)
(memorandum of understanding signed by representatives of NPS and BLM). In addition, NPS
and BLM have agreed to “vigorously defend federally reserved water rights through the state of
California process.” Id. at 1.

1
Prescriptive rights are not at issue at this point because Cadiz has not yet begun to transport
water out of the basin.
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However, the draft EIR has not recognized the existence of federal reserved water rights
in these areas nor has it addressed the impacts of a potential drawdown of the aquifer on these
rights.

quantities they would be able to store), undermining the justification for this project.
Furthermore, the Interim Guidelines are only in effect for the next 13 years, and thus 50 years of
future storage are even more uncertain.

Further, the impact to reserved water rights in the National Park units would violate the
National Park Service’s Organic Act, which provides for unimpairment of park resources. The
National Park Service’s Organic Act, in part, charges the Service to “conserve the scenery and
natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein . . . in such manner and by such means as will
leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.” All of the alternatives
considered are likely to withdraw groundwater supplies to the detriment of the protection of park
flora and fauna. As explained in detail below, the monitoring system proposed to prevent such
impacts from occurring is inadequate and the public land managers are not permitted to provide
the oversight necessary to ensure the protection of federal resources.

The DEIR does not make any mention whatsoever of the potential for the Interim
Guidelines to prevent storage of surplus Colorado River water. Without considering this
reasonably foreseeable barrier to Cadiz Project operations, the Agency and the public are unable
to make a reasoned, informed determination regarding the Cadiz Project’s feasibility, and thus its
ability to fulfill its purported purpose.

3.

11

5.

The DEIR does not contain an examination of the Project’s cost-effectiveness. Rather it
merely assumes that the Cadiz Project is a cost-effective program. The complete failure to
consider this fundamental issue undermines the DEIR’s assumption of the Project’s feasibility.
Just as the 2001 iteration of the Cadiz project was demonstrated to be economically
irrational, see Pacific Institute, Economic Evaluation of the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry
Year Supply Project, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (July 16, 2001),
attached hereto as Attachment I, the current proposal is no more economically feasible. Since
the original proposal, projected project costs have risen substantially, casting even more doubt on
the project’s economic feasibility. The DEIR does not discuss the substantial risk that hundreds
of millions of dollars will have to be sunk in construction costs for the Project and millions more
will be paid up front for indigenous groundwater that might not be extracted at all if the
monitoring and management plan confirms the lower recharge rate that is supported by the vast
majority of the technical literature. The failure to acknowledge and consider this risk is irrational
and renders the feasibility assessment of the Project fatally deficient under CEQA.
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The Agency should be hesitant to rely on such a financially unsound company to operate
a Project that requires such substantial public investment up-front and that contains considerable
unascertained risks of potentially hugely expensive harmful environmental impacts. Certainly,
Cadiz appears to be completely unable to bear any of the additional substantial costs that may
necessarily be incurred to mitigate the Project’s potential impacts. Because it does not contain
any consideration of Cadiz’s tenuous financial status, the Agency’s assessment of the Cadiz
Project’s feasibility is uninformed and unreasoned.
E.

Second, additional costs will have to be incurred to treat the extracted groundwater for
chromium 6 and arsenic under the new standards that have been adopted by California’s
Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment and the
U.S. EPA, respectively. This has significant implications for the cost-effectiveness, and thus the
feasibility, of the Cadiz Project. But the DEIR does not even identify, let alone evaluate, these
foreseeable developments early in the life of the Project or their implications for the Project.
4.

Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and
the Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead

The Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and the Coordinated
Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead (Interim Guidelines) will govern how "surplus"
water will be declared and diverted for use by the lower basin states (California, Nevada, and
Arizona). It is not at all certain that Project Participants will be able to store the water (or what
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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Financial Viability of Cadiz, Inc.

The feasibility of the Cadiz Project is also thrown in doubt by the fact that the financial
solvency of Cadiz, Inc. appears to be extremely tenuous. As shown in Cadiz’s own SEC filings,
including its 10K and 10Q filings, the company has been losing money for some time now. This
indicates that Cadiz’s agricultural operations are fundamentally unsuccessful, a sham, and that
the company is hoping to save itself with windfall profits from the Cadiz Project. This
impression is reinforced by the fact that Cadiz has taken only minimal steps to carry out its
purported plan to expand its agricultural operations in the Cadiz Valley. Rather, since obtaining
initial approval to extract water for that expansion in 1993, Cadiz has almost exclusively sought
to export that water from the basin at great profit. Indeed, Cadiz, Inc. appears to be pushing for
this Project as a grand boondoggle to reward its speculative investors.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess the Project’s Cost-Effectiveness

13
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The DEIR Fails to Consider a Reasonable Range of Alternatives to the Cadiz
Project

The California Supreme Court has described the alternatives and mitigation sections as
"the core" of an EIR. Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal.3d 553, 564
(1990). The DEIR must analyze alternatives to the proposed project. “[A]n EIR for any project
subject to CEQA review must consider a reasonable range of alternatives to the project or to the
location of the project.” Id. at 566; CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6. “The lead agency is
responsible for selecting a range of project alternatives for examination and must publicly
disclose its reasoning for selecting those alternatives.” CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). The key
is “whether the selection and discussion of alternatives fosters informed decisionmaking and
informed public participation.” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal.,
47 Cal.3d 376, 404 (1988) (emphasis in original).

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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2012), http://hbfreshwater.com/news/santa-ana-regional-water-quality-control-boardunanimously-approves-hb-desalination-project (last visited March 14, 2012), attached hereto as
Attachment H. Alternative facilities like the SOCOD and HB Desalination Projects could have
the potential to make the Proposed Project unnecessary.

CEQA also requires the public agency to consider feasible alternatives to the project
which would lessen any significant adverse environmental impact. Cal. Pub. Resources Code §§
21002, 21081; Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal. Rptr.2d at 188. “It is the policy of
the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which would substantially lessen or avoid the
significant environmental effects of such projects.” Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21002; CEQA
Guidelines § 15021(a). The CEQA Guidelines specifically prohibit the lead agency from
approving a project unless all feasible mitigation and project alternatives have been adopted.
CEQA Guidelines § 15091.
The discussion of alternatives in the DEIR fails to consider a reasonable range of
alternatives to the Cadiz project. Thus, the discussion is inadequate for the purpose of providing
for informed decision making. In addition, the alternatives discussed fail to include any that
would avoid significant environmental effects, and therefore violate CEQA. As discussed above
in the purpose and need section, the DEIR has failed to include such reasonable alternatives as
conservation, water recycling and groundwater recovery, and storage alternatives. Instead, all of
the alternatives analyzed are just basic variations of the same project. This narrow focus does
not constitute a reasonable range of alternatives.
1.

15
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Desalination

The DEIR fails to consider opportunities to meet anticipated water demand through the
construction of more cost effective desalination facilities. In particular, forward osmosis
technology is likely to reduce energy costs associated with desalination by as much as 90%
within the next 10 years, possibly before the Cadiz Project will even begin to deliver water to
Project Participants. Such alternatives call the supposed need for the project into question. See
Forward Osmosis desalination articles attached hereto as Attachments D through F.
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Conservation

Finally, as described above, the DEIR’s analysis of the conservation alternative is
woefully inadequate, because it fails to meaningfully evaluate the effectiveness of current
conservation efforts or explore the potential for additional conservation measures that could
eliminate the need for the project. With no basis whatsoever, the DEIR simply dismisses the
conservation alternative as unworkable or ineffective. Without a meaningful evidence based
explanation of why the conservation alternative would not be effective, neither the public nor the
agency is able to seriously evaluate whether the conservation alternative has the ability to be
effective.
F.

Ward Valley

In addition, the DEIR fails to consider a Ward Valley alternative. Ward Valley has a
storage capacity of 14 million acre feet and is 10 miles closer to the Colorado River Aqueduct
than the Cadiz Project site. According to the technical feasibility report prepared for MWD in
May 1998, a Ward Valley alternative would be comparable in pretty much all other respects. At
that time, it was summarily disqualified because it was the proposed site for the low-level
radioactive waste disposal site. But that proposal was terminated permanently by the California
State Assembly in 2002. Because the proposed nuclear waste site for Ward Valley was dropped,
it is unreasonable for SMWD to have excluded it from their consideration of Colorado River
water storage alternatives.
2.

3.

The DEIR Fails to Evaluate Fully the Impacts of the Cadiz Project

The CEQA Guidelines provide that, in discussing the environmental effects of a project,
the EIR must include “a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision-makers with
information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of
environmental consequences.” CEQA Guidelines § 15151. When the failure to include relevant
information precludes informed decision-making and informed public participation, the
certification of the EIR constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Id.; Kings County Farm
Bureau v. City of Hanford, 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 712 (5th Dist. 1990). “Certification of an EIR
which is legally deficient because it fails to adequately address an issue constitutes a prejudicial
abuse of discretion regardless of whether compliance would have resulted in a different
outcome.” Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura, 176 Cal. App. 3d 421, 428
(1985).
“The core of an EIR is the mitigation and alternatives sections.” Citizens of Goleta
Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal. 3d 553, 564 (Cal. 1990). “The purpose of an
environmental impact report is to identify the significant effects on the environment of a project,
to identify alternatives to the project, and to indicate the manner in which those significant
effects can be mitigated or avoided.” Pub. Res. Code § 21002.1. “[T]he CEQA process
demands that mitigation measures timely be set forth, that environmental information be
complete and relevant, and that environmental decisions be made in an accountable arena.” Oro
Fino Gold Mining Corporation v. County of El Dorado, 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 884-885 (3d Dist.
1990). “Mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through permit conditions.” CEQA
Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(2) (emphasis added).

The DEIR also fails to consider the potential of traditional reverse osmosis desalination
facilities, such as either the South Orange Coastal Ocean Desalination (SOCOD) Project or the
proposed HB Desalination Project. See South Coast Water District, South Orange Coastal
Ocean Desalination Project Page, http://www.scwd.org/water/potable/oceandesal.asp (last visited
March 14, 2012), attached hereto as Attachment G; Poseidon Resources Press Release, Santa
Ana Regional Water Quality Board Unanimously Approves HB Desalination Project (Feb. 10,

“Where several measures are available to mitigate an impact, each should be discussed
and the basis for selecting a particular measure should be identified.” CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(1)(B). “A legally adequate EIR must contain sufficient detail to help ensure the
integrity of the process of decisionmaking by precluding stubborn problems or serious criticism
from being swept under the rug.” Kings County, 221 Cal.App.3d at 733.

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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of environmental assessment.” Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond, 184
Cal. App. 4th 70 (Cal. App. 1st Dist. 2010).

An agency violates CEQA if it approves a project as proposed when there are feasible
mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen any significant environmental
effects of the project. Pub. Res. Code § 21002; CEQA Guidelines § 15021(a)(2). A finding of
infeasibility cannot be supported simply because the alternative is more costly. “The fact that an
alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not sufficient to show that the alternative
is financially infeasible. What is required is evidence that the additional costs or lost profitability
are sufficiently severe as to render it impractical.” Citizens of Goleta, 197 Cal.App.3d at 1181.
1.

The “Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures” section of the DEIR
refers to the GMMMP to provide for the monitoring of the Project and its potential effect on
critical resources. The GMMMP “establishes a comprehensive network of monitoring and data
collection facilities combined with procedures for comprehensive scientific review of all actions
and decisions. The groundwater modeling analysis completed for impacts assessments provide
the baseline for future observations and actions.” GMMMP at 9. This reliance on future data to
identify potential adverse impacts calls into question the adequacy or comprehensiveness of
SMWD’s environmental analysis and mitigation measures set forth in the DEIR.

The DEIR Impermissibly Defers the Identification and Evaluation of
Potential Environmental Impacts and the Measures to Mitigate Such
Impacts

The Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) proposed in
the DEIR is inadequate because it impermissibly defers the identification and evaluation of
actual and potential environmental effects, as well as mitigation measures to correct such effects,
to some future date and to some other agency, specifically the Fenner Valley Mutual Water
Company (FVMWC). Such a deferral is inconsistent with the reviewing agency’s duties under
CEQA. In addition, the GMMMP is ineffective for several reasons. First, this approach does not
take into account the long-term response of the groundwater system to the Project. Second, the
three-member Technical Review Panel (TRP) created to make determinations and
recommendations with respect to the GMMMP and its purpose to identify and evaluate
environmental effects and mitigation measures is fundamentally biased and flawed. Finally, the
proposed remedial actions are illusory.
a.

19

By relying upon the GMMMP to identify, address, and modify the Project to eliminate or
lessen adverse environmental impacts, SMWD has deferred its present duties under CEQA to
address potential environmental impacts until they manifest themselves during the life of the
Project. This deferral of meaningful consideration of environmental impacts and establishment
of the critical issue of recharge violates CEQA.

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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Similarly, it is improper for a lead agency under CEQA to defer formulation of mitigation
programs by simply requiring some other body to conduct future studies to determine if
mitigation is necessary and feasible. Fairview Neighbors v. County of Ventura, 82 Cal.Rptr.2d
436 (1999). The FVMWC is responsible for (i) assessing whether the triggering of any action
criteria set forth in the GMMMP is attributable to Project operations, (ii) assessing whether a
measured change is a precursor or predictor of a potential adverse impact, and (iii) identifying
and implementing appropriate corrective measures. Therefore, SMWD is effectively deferring
its responsibility as the lead agency under CEQA to conduct appropriate evaluations of the
project, to identify impacts, and to adopt and implement mitigation measures. GMMMP 80.
Such deferral of analysis of environmental impacts to a future date and to another agency runs
afoul of the requirements of CEQA.

Deferral of Environmental Analysis

Deferring assessment of environmental impacts to a future date runs counter to the policy
of CEQA that requires environmental review at the earliest feasible stage in the planning
process. Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21003.1; Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino, 248
Cal.Rptr. 352, 358 (Cal. App. 1988). Environmental problems should be considered at a point in
the planning process “where genuine flexibility remains.” Mount Sutro Defense Committee v.
University of California, 143 Cal.Rptr. 365 (1978). Studies conducted after approval of a project
will inevitably have a diminished influence on decision making and, even if subject to
administrative approval, such studies are “analogous to the sort of post hoc rationalization of
agency actions that has been repeatedly condemned in decisions construing CEQA.” Sundstrom,
248 Cal.Rptr. at 358; No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 118 Cal.Rptr. 34 (1974). “[R]eliance
on tentative plans for future mitigation after completion of the CEQA process significantly
undermines CEQA’s goals of full disclosure and informed decisionmaking; and[,] consequently,
these mitigation plans have been overturned on judicial review as constituting improper deferral

As indicated in the GMMMP, “[i]f there are deviations from the groundwater modeling
projections, those deviations will prompt further investigation and assessment under [the
GMMMP], and if necessary, implementation of corrective measures so as to avoid potential
adverse impacts to critical resources.” Id. at 11. The GMMMP leaves undefined what threshold
levels of deviation are permissible and what levels will trigger the “action criteria” and
subsequent decision-making process. Therefore, the monitoring system proposed in the
GMMMP will ultimately prove ineffective to avoid undesired impacts as the standards and
action criteria are not clearly defined and are left to the discretion of the FVMWC.

20

In addition to deferring the analysis of environmental impacts to a later date, the
“corrective measures” developed in the GMMMP are illusory as they fail to require the SMWD
to (i) correct adverse environmental impacts and (ii) elaborate how such corrections should be
made beyond stoppage of pumping. This issue is further discussed below in the “Remedial
Action” section.
b.

Long Term Effects

The persistent dynamic response of the groundwater system to drawdown has profound
implications for the monitoring and management scheme proposed in the DEIR and GMMMP.
Indeed, it strongly indicates that the monitoring and management system will not work.
Curiously, the DEIR alleges the Project will avoid chronic overdraft and yet simultaneously
indicates the Project is intended to pump groundwater in excess of the recharge rate. In addition,
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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the DEIR states that the GMMMP will be used to ensure that the Project is managed to avoid
adverse impacts for the life of the Project. DEIR 3-16. Yet, the DEIR and GMMMP fail to
adequately address the long-term impacts on a groundwater system that is already in a state of
overdraft. The DEIR therefore falls short of adequately analyzing and presenting adverse longterm impacts that may result from Project operations.

they may be partially explained by natural or unusual climatic events and therefore preclude a
determination that such triggering action is attributable to the Project or decision to implement
appropriate corrective action. By 100 years, long after project operations and monitoring has
stopped the concentration of dissolved solids will have risen, and will still be increasing.
The slow migration of the drawdown from the Project may also impact springs in the
surrounding mountains, with the Marble Mountains most likely to be impacted. These
mountains are home to the largest population of bighorn sheep in this region of the Mojave, a
population that plays a critical role in sustaining other small sheep populations in the surrounding
mountain ranges.

There is insufficient information about the groundwater elevation change over time
which information is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of groundwater monitoring and
mitigation plan and its ability to achieve protective procedures for ground water elevation and or
spring flow protective measures. It is uncertain which model was used in the spring assessment
and discussion of geochemical sampling and a canvass and accounting of existing springs would
provide more beneficial information. See Johnson Wright, at 1, 8, 13, 15.
The likely long-term response to the groundwater system to the proposed extraction of
native groundwater has been analyzed by Dr. John Bredehoeft (August 2001 study attached).
Although the study was drafted based on the Project’s earlier 2000 iteration, its analysis is
premised on native groundwater extraction rates in excess of natural recharge rates (which is
what the project is intended to do) and highlights (i) the long-term impacts of such practice, and
(ii) the difficulty of monitoring and managing such impacts. Dr. Bredehoeft concludes that once
the groundwater system is perturbed, the effects of the perturbation from pumping will ripple
outward though the system slowly with great persistence. The drawdown from pumping will
migrate slowly outward from the area of the pumping wells and ground water levels will
continue to decline at some distance from the wells for many years, even after pumping has
stopped. Thus, the adverse impacts will persist for well over a century even if groundwater
extraction is stopped after 50 years or earlier. Consequently, even subtle indications of adverse
impacts will not be observed for several decades. As a result, once an adverse impact to the
system is observed by the proposed monitoring system, it will be too late to reverse the impact
by stopping the pumping. The impacts analysis in the DEIR and GMMMP is limited to 100
years and is therefore woefully inadequate. In addition, any subtle indicators of adverse impacts
that may be observable within the 50-year life of the Project may not trigger the action criteria
and necessary response.
An analysis of the groundwater system’s long term response to the proposed pumping, by
Dr. Bredehoeft, reveals that the impacts from the drawdown will persist well beyond 100 years.
At 100 years the drawdown beneath Bristol Lake will be more severe than it was at year 50 when
the Project is stopped. This drawdown will reduce or eliminate groundwater discharge from
major parts of Bristol Lake, which will tend to dry out the lakebed and lead to increased
generation of dust from the lake area. The drawdown from the Project operations will also cause
the brine to move from under Bristol Lake toward the cone of depression and the project site.
This will take time to occur because the cone of depression moves slowly outward from the
Project, but once the brine starts moving it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to stop.
The report analyzes the effectiveness of monitoring wells. At a monitoring well located
halfway between the lake and the project site, it is likely that only a slight increase in dissolved
solids will be observed during Project operations. Such slight increases may go undetected as
they do not necessarily trigger action criteria. Even if such increases do trigger action criteria,
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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As the project proposes to substantially reduce the volume of groundwater in storage and
reduce groundwater levels over much of a large groundwater basin, given the size of the project
and of the cone of depression and the fact that it continues to expand even after the life of the
project (50 years), by the time impact occurs, as noted by Johnson Wright, it will be too late to
make substantive changes in groundwater management to mitigate the problem. Also as noted by
Johnson Wright, with absence of a rigorous spring monitoring program, an observed impact will
likely be already too late to be protective of the spring and also important associated habitat
Johnson Wright, at 14. Thus, even if the extraction is stopped, the drawdown beneath the
northern part of Cadiz Lake in the vicinity of the Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area will continue to
increase for many years. The drawdown in this area will greatly reduce or eliminate
groundwater discharge to the wilderness area.

21

The long term nature of the impacts suggests that the early warning signs will be subtle.
In addition, the considerable up-front investment in the Project makes it unlikely that subtle early
warning signs will be heeded. As discussed below, implementation of corrective action is highly
unlikely given the structure of the TRP and the decision-making process, as well as the
substantial investment to build the required Project facilities. Close monitoring of water levels
and quality in the groundwater system may provide some early warning that the Project is
creating adverse environmental impacts even though these impacts may be impossible to stop.
These early warning signs of adverse impacts will be very subtle and small drawdowns due to
the Project could easily be confused with impacts of nearby pumping or unusual climatic events.
Because of the potential for long lasting effects, the Project would have to be halted very early
on in order to prevent the significant adverse impacts discussed above. Given the enormous
investment of funds necessary before project operations even begin, it is implausible to expect
that the SMWD will shut down the Project early in its life where indications of impacts are
subtle.
c.

Monitoring Committee

The DEIR and GMMMP essentially set up a system where mitigation decisions and
corrective actions are made by the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), a
company that will be formed to deliver water to its shareholders, which are the water companies
that will benefit from the Project’s native groundwater extraction and which have entered into
contracted water subscriptions ranging from 5,000 AFY to 15,000 AFY. The structure of the
GMMMP permits FVMWC action prior to review by SMWD. FVMWC has the primary
responsibility of collecting, collating, and verifying data. It is also responsible for (i) assessing
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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whether the triggering of any action criteria set forth in the GMMMP is attributable to Project
operations, (ii) assessing whether a measured change is a precursor or predictor of a potential
adverse impact, and (iii) identifying and implementing appropriate corrective measures.
GMMMP 80. During each of these stages, FVMWC will submit results of its assessments,
determinations, and corrective actions, as well as other notifications to the Technical Review
Panel (TRP), a three-member panel. The TRP will evaluate these items and within 30 days of
convening, will issue a written report to SMWD, which will make the final determination
regarding the assessments and actions already taken.
The makeup of the TRP virtually guarantees that no meaningful remedial action would
ever be taken. The three person panel is to have representatives appointed by the FVMWC and
the County of San Bernardino (County), with decisions made by 2/3 vote. There is an inherent
conflict of interest in this structure. The FVMWC has an interest in continued extraction as it is
comprised of Project Participants that have a financial interest in the extraction. It therefore has
an incentive to overlook or attribute deviations in groundwater levels or quality to non-Project
related factors. In addition, by the time the TRP reports to the SMWD, the FVMWC may have
already identified and taken action. If the SMWD disagrees with the FVMWC’s assessments or
actions, it may order alternative actions. Therefore, the SMWD only superficially makes the
final decisions relating to management, monitoring, and mitigation. The process of
acknowledging environmental impacts and deciding how to respond to such impacts has been
structured so as to favor continued extraction of indigenous groundwater. This is the case even
in the event FVMWC and the County cannot agree upon designation of the third member of the
TRP and the San Bernardino Superior Court appoints such an individual. The interests
represented by the TRP are inherently aligned with extraction and the continued progress of the
Project.

include changes in air quality that exceed baseline conditions over a five-year moving average
and changes in land subsidence rates and groundwater levels that are greater than projected by
simulation models. Inevitably, there will be changes and deviations, both slight and significant,
and unfortunately, these broadly-defined triggers provide the FVMWC and the TRP with too
much discretion to determine what changes and deviations from baselines and simulation models
warrant further review. In addition, as discussed previously, some changes will be subtle and
will not be observable during the life of the Project. Such changes will therefore fail to trigger
the action criteria and the adverse environmental effects will continue. A comprehensive and
thorough monitoring and management plan should include triggers and action criteria that
identify changes and deviations that are predictive of harmful environmental effects. This allows
the agencies to act in a timely manner to prevent the occurrence of such harmful effects.
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Courts have consistently held that approvals of applications or projects on the basis of a
mitigation plan will be upheld only when the mitigation measures significantly compensate for
the proposed action’s adverse environmental impacts. See Siskiyou Regional Educ. Project v.
Rose, 87 F. Supp. 2d 1073 (D. Or. 1999). The DEIR is flawed in its overriding assumption that
the Project will not cause significant adverse environmental impacts. It relies on the monitoring
network described in the GMMMP to collect and analyze future data which is to be used to
predict environmental impacts. It is therefore questionable whether the impacts analysis and
mitigation measures discussed in the DEIR sufficiently meets the requirements set forth under
CEQA. In reality, the long-term nature of the environmental impacts of the Project suggests that
the early warning signs will be subtle. This fact alone will preclude the TRP and the SMWD
from accurately assessing the Project’s environmental impacts, much less devising mitigation
measures that significantly compensate for such impacts. It is unreasonable to believe that the
GMMMP can establish appropriate mitigation measures based on subtle early warning signs that
may not appear until after the life of the Project.

The technical review panel overseeing the monitoring and mitigation plan should include
local stakeholders as technical representatives from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the
National Park Service, local landowners and local Indian tribes.
Finally, the GMMMP entrusts the FVMWC and the TRP with a challenging task to
gather and assess all data obtained from the monitoring network, as well as implement
appropriate corrective actions. The GMMMP provides that only $50,000 of TRP’s costs will be
borne by FVMWC per year (escalated by 2% each year). Given the limited funding available
and the conflict of interest discussed above, it is questionable whether thorough and adequate
monitoring, management, and mitigation can be achieved.
d.

Remedial Actions

The GMMMP does not contain adequate triggers, thresholds, or goals to ensure that
mitigation measures will be implemented. What is more, even where the DEIR includes
quantified triggers (termed “action criteria”) for some response, the only response provided for is
a process of review and evaluation by the TRP and other bodies subject to the control of SMWD,
the Project Proponent. While the GMMMP establishes some quantitative action criteria, many
are vaguely defined and therefore ultimately ineffective. The action criteria for the monitoring
and management of air quality, land subsidence and brine resources underlying the dry lakes
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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For each potential impact that is recognized, but insufficiently analyzed, the GMMMP
provides for vaguely defined potential remedial actions to be taken in response to vaguely
defined action criteria. The GMMMP takes for granted (i) that the “action criteria” are accurate
indicators of potentially adverse environmental impacts, (ii) that such impacts can be halted,
reversed, or corrected with or without impact to other environmental or critical resources, and
(iii) that the structure of the TRP will appropriately manage the project despite the potential
conflicts of interest.
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“Where several measures are available to mitigate an impact, each should be discussed
and the basis for selecting a particular measure should be identified.” CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(1)(B). The potential remedial actions or so-called “corrective measures” set forth in
the GMMMP are superficial and appear to be limited primarily to reduction or halting of Project
operations, rather than correcting adverse impacts. For example, the GMMMP lacks specifics or
concrete mitigation measures to address subsidence beyond the mere stoppage of pumping. Also,
the GMMMP does not discuss the basis for selecting a particular mitigation measure identified.
One of the primary corrective measures is modification of wellfield operations. This measure is
proposed to address subsidence, induced flow of lower-quality water from nearby dry lakes,
changes in groundwater or brine water levels greater than presented in model simulations, and
changes in air quality. Modifications include reduction in pumping, revision of pumping
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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locations, stoppage of pumping for a period necessary to correct the subsidence, or installation of
injection wells. This is the extent of the discussion pertaining to the wellfield modifications.
There is little guidance for the FVMWC or TRP to decide which modifications would be most
appropriate; rather, decisions are left to the discretion of those entities.

2.

The DEIR presents a woefully inadequate analysis of potential impacts to the aquifer
underlying the Project. For example, as discussed previously, the DEIR inadequately addresses
the recharge rate for the groundwater system. Thus, there is tremendous potential for drawdown
24
of the aquifer, the effects of which will be felt throughout the area. For example, as discussed
above, there may be brine movement toward the Project site. In addition, the water resources of
surrounding wilderness areas, national park units, and mountain areas may be affected. Finally,
drawdown of the aquifer is likely to lead to subsidence, which will result in the permanent loss of
an unknown but potentially significant amount of groundwater storage capacity from the aquifer
(or groundwater system). The DEIR fails to adequately address these impacts.

In addition, the GMMMP does not require the TRP or SMWD to select a measure that
will at least reduce or halt the adverse impacts. The TRP and SMWD have the discretion to
select one or more of the corrective measures presented. Not all of the offered measures lead to
elimination of the adverse impacts or correction of such impacts. For example, the TRP and
SMWD have the option to pay an impacted well owner for increased material pumping costs
(related to induced flow of lower-quality water from the dry lakes)—an option that does not
address the adverse impacts of such induced flow.
Courts have held that an agency must analyze mitigation measures in detail and explain
how effective the measures would be. Oregon Natural Desert Ass’n v. Singleton, 47 F. Supp. 2d
1182 (D. Or. 1998) (citing Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n v. Peterson, 795 F.2d
688, 697 (9th Cir. 1986), rev’d on other grounds, Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective
Ass’n, 485 U.S. 439 (1988). The GMMMP cannot explain whether and how effective the
mitigation measures would be because it does not yet have the data to support such discussion.
Although these measures would at least slow or halt continued subsidence and other adverse
impacts in a particular area in the wellfield, it is unlikely such modifications will correct any
adverse impacts that have already begun. The drawdown from pumping will migrate slowly
outward from the area of the pumping wells and will continue to decline at some distance from
the wells for many years, even after pumping has stopped. The corrective measures presented to
address induced flow of lower-quality water from Bristol or Cadiz Dry Lakes goes as far as to
make the assumption that these above listed modifications to wellfield operations will actually
reestablish the natural hydraulic gradient and background concentrations at the margins of the
lakes.
Although modification of wellfield operations would at least slow or halt continued
depletion of the aquifer and it is at least theoretically possible, it is not plausible that the TRP and
the SMWD would vote to discontinue pumping unless they were legally compelled to do so,
given their enormous up-front investment in the Project. In fact, there is actually no requirement
that adverse impacts be corrected. Even in the event the TRP and SMWD elect to halt wellfield
operations, as the vast majority of the scientific studies make clear, the rate at which the aquifer
would replenish itself is extremely slow. Thus, realistically, the best remedial action offered by
the GMMMP would do nothing better than allow nature to take centuries or millennia to reverse
the harm caused by the Project’s depletion of the aquifer. (As an added note, even over the
course of millennia, the aquifer will not be able to undo the effects of ground subsidence that
may be caused by extracting so much native groundwater.)
Finally, it is clear that the GMMMP and the composition of the TRP are structured so as
to minimize the chance of harmful impacts being acknowledged, let alone responded to, and that
the purported remedial measures that could be implemented are illusory.
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The DEIR Fails to Address Adequately Potential Impacts to the
Groundwater Basin Underlying the Project

3.

23

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts on Air
Quality

The DEIR does not contain sufficient data or analysis to allow critical decisions to be
made regarding the potential impacts to air quality from the Cadiz Project. Critical areas of
concern that have not been adequately addressed are: 1) the potential for drawdown of the brine
layer beneath Bristol and Cadiz lakes that will lead to increased dust emissions; 2) the failure to
consider the potential for dust emissions from the spreading basins; and 3) the failure to
recognize that the impacts to sand and dune areas are likely to expand and result in sand blowing
onto the playas of Cadiz and Danby lakes causing increased potential for dust emissions.
Further, the proposed monitoring system and mitigation measures are inadequate to
accurately detect dust emission processes or mitigate such impacts because: 1) the
instrumentation and measurements proposed are inadequate, 2) the time period for proposed
monitoring is too short to reveal potential impacts or compliance with National Ambient Air
Quality Standards, 3) the proposed plan for dealing with dust emissions, namely the assumed
ability to manipulate the level of the brine layer, is completely ineffective as a dust control
measure; 4) the management and monitoring program fails to explore an adequate range of
control strategies to mitigate the potential dust problem or to address the associated costs, and 5)
the monitoring plan is insufficient to address the impacts on the Mojave National Preserve.
a.

25
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Inadequacy of Analysis of Dust Emissions

The DEIR fails to adequately assess the potential for dust emissions from Bristol and
Cadiz lakes caused by the Cadiz Project. For instance, an analysis of the surface sediment
characteristics and the brine water chemistry of Bristol and Cadiz lakes is necessary for an
understanding of the potential for the lake beds to become susceptible to dust emissions.
However, there is little information regarding the chemical composition of the brine beneath
Bristol and Cadiz lakes or the surface crust on the lake beds.

27

The DEIR also completely fails to address potential dust emissions from the Project’s
spreading basins. The DEIR makes the conclusory assertion that the spreading basins will not
contribute significantly to dust emissions in the surrounding environment. In fact, there is a high

28
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probability of emissions from the spreading basins at levels significantly greater than the DEIR
suggests. First, the basins will regularly accumulate substantial amounts of sediment. The
removal and handling and storage of these large amounts of fine-grained sediments would
produce significant amounts of dust and raises concerns about how this material would be stored
to prevent it from becoming an additional source of dust.
Thus, estimates for the sediment yield in the spreading basins are critical to determine the
impacts on air quality based on the scale of the removal and handling operations and the actions
required to safely store this material in a manner that does not leave it susceptible to entrainment
by the wind. However, the DEIR does not provide any estimate of the amount of sediment that
would have to be removed from the spreading basins. Consequently, the assertion regarding the
impact of its removal on air quality is unsupported by factual information and arbitrary.

of saltation activity on the lake beds. Yet saltation is the key component of the dust emission
process, effectively driving most of the dust emissions. Further, the corrective measures
proposed in the DEIR to ameliorate potential impacts that lead to dust emissions are limited to
the wellfield modifications discussed above and are not adequate. None of the proposed
mitigation measures can provide the means to control a weather driven process like dust
emissions.

28

In addition, the statement in the DEIR that the basins will not contribute higher levels of
dust when they are not filled with water than the surrounding desert land is extremely dubious.
This is so because the fine-grained sediment that will have accumulated on the surface of the
basins will likely be inherently more susceptible to wind erosion and dust emissions than the
surrounding desert lands that are characterized by a degree of surface armoring. The spreading
basins also will be devoid of vegetation, which will make them more likely to omit dust at lower
wind speeds than surrounding desert surfaces. These factors have not been addressed in the
DEIR and are directly at odds with the conclusory assertion in those documents that the basins
will not emit significantly more dust than the surrounding desert.
Finally, it is clear from the DEIR that construction of the conveyance facilities for the
Project will both temporarily and permanently disturb significant areas within the Cadiz Dunes.
These sandy soil types are extremely sensitive to wind erosion and their disturbance can create
significant degradation of the local and regional environments. There is a high probability that
the disturbance will expand beyond the initial zone of disturbance as sand is blown by the winds.
Further, sand from the disturbed areas of the dunes will be susceptible to being blown onto Cadiz
and Danby lakebeds where it could cause significantly increased dust emissions.

29
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Before the Cadiz Project can be approved, the Agency must evaluate concrete mitigation
actions designed to minimize dust emissions from Cadiz and Bristol lakes. The actions presently
being carried out at Owens Lake appear to be the best and most obvious model for appropriate
measures to control dust emissions from the playas. The costs associated with an effective dust
control system on a playa are quite substantial; to date, the cost of a system to control dust
emissions at Owens Lake have come to approximately a billion dollars. The DEIR has failed to
consider the large potential costs involved in developing and implementing an effective system
for the management and control of potential dust emissions, or who will bear those costs.

4.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess Impacts to the Desert Tortoise
Population in the Vicinity of the Project

The DEIR fails to adequately address the impacts of the Project on the desert tortoise, a
Federal and State listed endangered species In addition, the DEIR fails to adequately address the
implications of § 7 and § 9 of the Endangered Species Act.

Inadequacy of Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan

The monitoring plan proposed in the DEIR and GMMMP is deficient because the
mitigation measures are inadequate to accurately detect dust emissions or mitigate such impacts.
First, the proposed instrumentation for the monitoring network is plainly inadequate. The
proposed exclusive use of nephelometers would assure high levels of uncertainty in assessing
particulate matter loading. Because compliance with air quality standards depends on actual
measurement of particulate matter, the plan should use instrumentation in accordance with
Federal Reference Method, or accepted equivalent, to ensure that it adequately monitors relevant
conditions on the playas. In addition, the monitoring plan does not provide for any measurement

30

Until these concerns are adequately addressed, the Agency cannot make a reasoned,
informed determination of the Cadiz Project’s potential to cause significant adverse impacts to
air quality and the potential future costs associated with the mitigation of those problems.

The failure to address these serious dust emission impacts was first raised in relation to
the similar, earlier iteration of the Cadiz Project over a decade ago. See Dr. John A. Gillies,
Review of Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement and Supplement
to the Draft EIR/EIS Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program (Jan. 7, 2001).
b.

In order to use the brine layer to mitigate the dryness of the lakebeds and dust emissions,
a management plan would have to be developed that would ensure the brine layer was effectively
contributing sufficient moisture to the surface layer when the lakebeds were most susceptible to
wild erosion. This has not been done. Further, the brine layer cannot be effectively manipulated
via the groundwater system to mitigate potential dust emissions because the groundwater system
cannot respond quickly enough. Even if pumping were stopped or fresh water were pumped into
the groundwater system, there almost certainly would be a time lag of months or years before the
desired response in the brine layer could be expected. Thus, these measures plainly would not be
effective in responding to weather conditions likely to cause increased dust emissions, which
would require responses within hours or a few days at the longest. Moreover, given the demands
for water extraction from the Project and the economics of maintaining a cost-effective water
delivery schedule, it is implausible that the corrective measures would be implemented.

31
30

The DEIR fails to mention the potential for increased predation of the desert tortoise due
to the addition of water sources that will attract ravens. Ravens are a significant predator for
juvenile tortoises. Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan 6 (1994). The Project
will result in the addition of hundreds of acres of spreading basins in the project area. The Fish
and Wildlife Service has recognized that “artificial sources of food and water help sustain more
individuals during times of resource shortage.” Id. App. D, at. 34. Thus, the addition of these
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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water sources will lead to increased raven populations in the Project area. In addition, the
recovery plan recognized that raven populations are already increasing in the Fenner Valley. Id.
App. F, at. 11. The increase in raven populations and the resulting increased predation on
juvenile tortoises is a significant impact that has not been addressed through the CEQA process.
5.

A/T_29PalmsIndians
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The BLM has designated several regional wildlife movement corridors connecting
occupied bighorn sheep habitat. As recited in the DEIR, movement corridors may provide
favorable locations for wildlife to travel between different habitat areas such as foraging sites,
breeding sites, cover areas, and preferred summer and winter range locations. They may also
function as dispersal corridors allowing animals to move between various locations within their
range. As shown in Figure 4.4-4 of the DEIR, these designated movement areas overlay the
Project area. According to the DEIR, a regional movement corridor connects occupied bighorn
sheep habitat between the Old Woman Mountains and the Iron Mountains to the south. Epps
cites historical evidence of movement by male and female bighorn sheep between the Old
Woman Mountains and the Iron Mountains to the south. Epps, Using Genetic Tools to Track
Desert Bighorn Sheep Colonizations, 523 (2010). This corridor crosses Danby Dry Lake and is
bisected by the ARZC rail line and Cadiz Rice Road. A larger regional movement corridor
connects the Iron Mountains and the Calumet Mountains to the west. The power transmission
line running north-south across Danby Dry Lake crosses suitable habitat at the southern edge of
the Iron Mountains. A movement corridor connecting occupied bighorn sheep habitat between
the Marble Mountains and the Ship Mountains to the southeast traverses the Project spreading
basin and well field areas. This corridor is bisected by the mainline of the BNSF, Historic Route
66 and other roads. Schulyer Wash, which occurs southeast of the Project spreading basins, is a
likely stopping point for wildlife that may be traveling between the Marble and Ship Mountains.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Address Potential Impacts on Bighorn
Sheep Populations in the Vicinity of the Project

The DEIR contains inadequate consideration of potential impacts to bighorn sheep from
the Project. Indeed, the DEIR considered only potential direct impacts to bighorn sheep from the
construction of facilities for the Project and in the specific areas where these facilities would be
located. The DEIR fails to acknowledge potential impacts from the Project drawdown of native
groundwater on springs in the mountains in the vicinity of the Project. The DEIR even goes as
far as to suggest that the project will have no impact whatsoever on the springs relied on by
bighorn sheep. The DEIR also failed to consider the Project effects on bighorn habitat and on
bighorn inter-mountain movement through wildlife corridors.
As recited in the DEIR, Nelson’s Bighorn sheep inhabit portions of the project area. The
Bighorn’s preferred ranges and habitat are within the higher elevations but they traverse the
valley through movement areas that connect these preferred range areas. The DEIR identifies
bighorn sheep populations in the Old Woman Mountains, the Iron Mountains, the Ship
Mountains, the Calumet Mountains and the Markham Mountains as well as intermountain
movement corridors between these (DEIR fig 4.4-4).
Surface water is extremely scarce in the Mojave Desert and consequently the bighorn
sheep are heavily dependent for survival on the few existing springs in the mountains
surrounding the Cadiz Project. Consequently, the potential impact of the Project on the
groundwater system that supports those springs has significant implications for the bighorn sheep
metapopulation in the region surrounding the Project site and possibly the adjacent
metapopulation to the north.
If the extraction of indigenous groundwater from the basin causes the springs in the
surrounding mountain ranges to dry up, or greatly reduces their flow, bighorn sheep populations
in those ranges can be expected initially to shrink to small numbers. The probability of
extinction increases with declining population size. Eventually, this is likely to head the collapse
of at least this portion of the South Central Metapopulation of bighorn sheep in the Mojave
Desert as the small local populations go extinct and are not recolonized because of the small
number of total sheep in the region.

attempting to bridge existing barriers Epps, Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat in California, (May
2011).
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The regulatory framework recognizes the importance of wildlife movement corridors, which
are considered an important ecological resource by various agencies (CDFG, USFWS, United
States Forest Service [USFS]) and under CEQA. Based on the CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G, a
project may be deemed to have a significant effect on the environment with respect to biological
resources if it would:
1. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFG or USFWS;
2. Have a substantial adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFG or
USFWS;
3. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or wildlife species or
with established native resident or migratory native wildlife corridors, or impeded the use
of wildlife nursery sites.

Bighorn sheep favor mountainous habitat that is often naturally discontinuous and their
population consists of a network of many populations connected through intermountain
movement. Epps identifies intermountain corridors for bighorn that are important stepping stones
of mountain habitat. Epps indicates that intermountain movement is essential for the persistence
of population by making use of vacant habitat and genetic diversity. Therefore, mountain and
intermountain habitat are of equal importance to the long term conservation of the sheep and
conservation will be dependent on prevention of further population fragmentation while

As recited in the DEIR, direct impacts to biological resources are considered to be those
that involve the loss, modification, or disturbance of natural habitats (i.e., vegetation or plant
communities), which in turn, directly affect plant and wildlife species dependent on that habitat.
Direct impacts also include the destruction of individual plants or wildlife, which is typically the
case in species of low mobility (i.e., plants, amphibians, reptiles, and small mammals). The
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collective loss of individuals in these manners may also directly affect regional population
numbers of a species or result in the physical isolation of populations thereby reducing genetic
diversity and, hence, population stability. Indirect impacts are considered to be those that involve
the effects of increase in ambient levels of sensory stimuli (e.g., noise, light), unnatural predators
(e.g., ravens, domestic cats, and other non-native animals), and competitors (e.g., exotic plants,
non-native animals).

wilderness areas that surround the project site, the Mojave National Preserve, and possibly
Joshua Tree National Park. The DEIR defers meaningful discussion of such potential air quality
impacts and their mitigation to the future and delegates decisions regarding the likelihood,
severity, and appropriate response to such impacts to the TRP that will be responsible for
implementing the Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan. This deferral and delegation by
the Agency violates CEQA and runs counter to the statute’s fundamental goal of ensuring
informed decisionmaking by agencies before a projects is implemented.

As noted in the DEIR under existing conditions, wildlife traverses the open valleys
unimpeded except for the linear transportation and utility corridors that traverse the valleys.
Movement corridors can be affected by linear structures such as highways, walls, and fences.
The DEIR analysis finds that open-space is crucial for the survival and movement of
wildlife species. The DEIR discussion indicates that the proposed Project would modify some of
the movement corridor land by constructing roadways and fenced well pads, but it would not
restrict wildlife movement within the area. The areas between well pads would be maintained to
provide unimpeded movement through the valley. The proposed pipeline route would result in
temporary impacts along the already existing ROW and adjacent to railroad tracks during
construction, but would not further restrict wildlife movement once construction is complete.
The DEIR posits that effects would be temporary and not impede movement as the pipeline
would be constructed in segments. Temporary exclusion fencing installed as mitigation would be
erected in segments and would not impede movement across the valley. According to the DEIR
once installed, no linear fencing would be installed that could impede wildlife movement. Well
field construction would be located near already existing agricultural practices and though the
well pads would be fenced, as described above, it would not inhibit wildlife movement. Also
according to the DEIR the proposed well field would be located within a BLM-designated
bighorn sheep movement corridor. Construction at the well field would involve grading roads
and wellpads, drilling wells, and installing underground electric and water pipelines. Electric
lines may also be overhead. The new 25-foot wide roadways would not be paved or fenced.

In addition, the Project is likely to cause impacts to water resources in these wilderness
areas and park units as discussed above.
7.

32

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts to Cultural
Resources

CEQA provides that a project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource may have a significant effect on the environment. Cal. Pub.
Resources Code § 21084.1. CEQA guidelines further provide that the lead agency shall
determine if an archaeological site is a unique archaeological resource, and if so, the lead agency
shall identify potentially feasible measures to mitigate significant adverse changes to the
resource. CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5 (b) (4).
To begin with, the scope of the cultural resources survey in the DEIR is woefully
inadequate. A cultural resources survey within the entire project area, including the wellfield, in
anticipation of the project must be conducted before a decision is made.
The present DEIR analysis of cultural resources is wholly inadequate and incomplete as
to cultural resources and the mandate of CEQA. A full Class I archaeological survey of the
project area should be conducted in order that the DEIR analysis consider determinations
regarding significant and unique archaeological resources including landscape level resources,
adverse effects and mitigation measures. The present DEIR indicates that it is expected that
cultural resources will be encountered, but does not make any attempt to discover them, deal
with associations and the general cultural landscape of the area, and provides no assessment of
what may be out there and what impacts the project will cause and how these may be mitigated.
There is no discussion of Area of Potential Effects (APE) for cultural resources. Certainly there
will be vehicle access, maintenance workers, etc. using the project area and the surrounding
region impacting cultural resources.

The DEIR finds that once constructed, the project would not impede wildlife movement,
and that there would be no significant effect. The DEIR analysis considers barriers to movement
but is deficient in that it does not consider how modification of the movement corridor would
affect corridor habitat. As pointed out above there is insufficient information to determine the
extent of hydrologic effects and resulting effects on springs and habitat. Specifically there is
insufficient information to determine impacts on vegetation and critical habitat for the bighorn
sheep and the effects on the bighorn’s critical intermountain habitat. There is likely to be a
significant adverse effect that must be addressed in the DEIR. Without such information, neither
SMWD nor the concerned public can make an informed decision. A plan should be developed to
monitor and mitigate if possible, the affect on Bighorn sheep habitat as the project progresses.
6.

In addition to impacts on unknown archaeological sites that are likely to be discovered,
there will be significant impacts to cultural resources in terms of cultural setting, view shed,
cultural landscape, environmental changes, and sequential effects on culturally important
animals, plants and landscapes. In fact, the affected area contains a number of sacred sites that
have had tremendous importance to the  and other Native American peoples whose
aboriginal lands include some or all of the area that will be affected by the project.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts on
Wilderness Areas and Mojave National Preserve and Joshua Tree
National Park
33

If the drawdown of groundwater dries out the lake beds and causes large scale dust
emissions, this is likely to cause dramatic adverse impacts to air quality in some or all of the five

The DEIR fails to even consider several important cultural resources and cultural
landscapes within the project and in the vicinity of the project. The Cadiz project will result in
significant adverse effects to the bighorn or mountain sheep and the desert tortoise, animals that
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are considered an important cultural resource by Native Americans. The Chemehuevi, Mojave
and Cahuilla as well as other tribes regard the bighorn sheep as a cultural resource.

Additionally, there are a number of errors and omissions in the introductory sections of
Part 4.5. of the DEIR.

  
 and in the Mojave Desert west of the River. Small Chemehuevi bands
traveled across the vast distances between the Colorado River and their villages, camps, springs
and hunting ranges in the Old Woman, Granite, Ship, Turtle, Maria, Paiute and Providence
mountains. Madrigal, at 39 (2008). The Cahuilla inhabited a vast area of the desert and
mountains to the west and south of the Chemehuevi. Bean, at 24 (1972). The Chemehuevi had
an intimate knowledge of the desert and mountains including the area in the vicinity of the
proposed project. Their Salt Songs celebrate the people’s spiritual connection to important
cultural places in the area. The songs are sung all night and recount a journey of three sisters
from the Bill Williams fork up the Colorado River, north to Las Vegas, then south passing just
west of the Old Woman Mountains, then running west to Twenty-nine Palms and south to the
Colorado near Blythe. Madrigal, at 40 (2008).

A.

B.
C.

D.
The Chemehuevi and Cahuilla also maintain an important connection to mountain sheep
and their ranges. The bighorn sheep was important in their life way as a big game animal that
was hunted. The bighorn sheep was also important in Native belief and ritual. The Chemehuevi
mountain sheep songs demonstrated an intimate knowledge of the landscape, plants and animals
as they described specific places and Chemehuevi hunting preserves and ownership boundaries,
which Chemehuevi said often included the land stretching from the top of a mountain range,
through the intervening valley to the top of the next. The song would traverse the rocky slopes of
a mountain and run down to the desert floor describing palo verde, mesquite, cactus and creosote
stands. Laird, at 12, 21 (1976).
The Chemehuevi shamans employed the mountain sheep (nagatutuguuvi) as one of their
principle familiars, a spirit animal who was their spiritual helper and who they summoned from
the mountains when practicing a healing ritual. As the shaman performed his healing ceremony,
and as he sang and danced, his shaman song traced the route by which his familiar was traveling
from its mysterious home in the mountains. Laird, at 32 (1976). The Cahuilla also sang
mountain sheep songs and recognized a sacred role of the bighorn sheep in their life way.
Pemtexweva, the Cahuilla animal master of hoofed animals, was the being given thanks when
mountain sheep, or deer were obtained. Bean, at 57 (1972). For Native Americans the
importance of the desert tortoise goes beyond protection of an endangered species. The
Chemehuevi sang a series of traveling songs which told of the indispensible role of the Desert
Tortoise in the desert and identified areas where the tortoise was to be found. Klasky, at 45
(1996). The Mojave Indians considered the desert tortoise a sacred teacher, who was once a
Mojave and served to educate the people how to survive in the desert. Klasky at 45 (1996).
Also the following observations regarding cultural setting and background are made: The
information on where and when the Chemehuevi were in certain places, is incomplete. The 1605
documents regarding where various groups were located at the time are important; however, the
Colorado River groups constantly moved about and changed alliances.

E.
35

F.

G.

8.

The DEIR does not distinguish between a permanent/semi-permanent
village site and a repeatedly used seasonal campsite (4.5-1); “temporary
campsite” infers minimal occupation.
There is no listing of Bighorn Sheep in the faunal list; this is and was an
important animal in the region (4.5-3).
In the discussion of the chronological periods and artifact complexes,
there is no discussion of the fact that Lake Mojave assemblages are
characterized by one type of stone used as weapons and another type of
stone used as other tools – this is an important characteristic of this Early
Complex (4.5-4).
Footnotes # 27 and #29 (4.5-8) are in error in reference to Oñate’s meeting
Mohave on the Colorado River in 1605 – the reference should read
Kroeber 1925:802.
Faunal list names “pronghorn sheep” – pronghorn are a type of antelope
(4.5-8)
There is a failure to mention that the Chemehuevi at the Oasis of Mara
shared the Oasis with Serrano (4.5-8) and that the Chemehuevi 160-acre
reservation was at Twenty nine Palms.
In general, only one or two information sources are used and there is an
apparent lack of understanding, in some instances, of what Sutton et al.
2009 said when citations are used.
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The DEIR Fails to Adequately Address Potential Impacts to Water
Quality
a.

Required Report Concerning Waste Discharges to
Groundwater Under California’s Porter-Cologne Water
Quality Control Act

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, CA Water Code §§ 13020-13983,
requires any person discharging or proposing to discharge waste that could affect either surface
or ground water quality to file a report with the appropriate Regional Water Quality Control
Board. Id. §§ 13260, 13050(e). The Act defines waste as “sewage and any and all other waste
substances, liquid, solid, gaseous, or radioactive, associated with human habitation, or of human
or animal origin, or from any producing, manufacturing, or processing operation, including waste
placed within containers of whatever nature prior to, and for purposes of, disposal.” CA Water
Code § 13050(d).
Because Colorado River Water contains substances that would be considered waste under
the Porter-Cologne Act, SMWD/Cadiz should be required to file a report with the Regional
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Board. The Cadiz Project will increase the TDS in the native groundwater in two ways. First,
the infiltration of Colorado River water will dissolve salts in the upper parts of the unsaturated
zone and transport them to the indigenous groundwater. Second, Colorado River water contains
much higher TDS concentrations than native groundwater and is expected to contribute many
tons of TDS over the life of the Project. Finally, the Project would introduce perchlorate, found
in Colorado River water, to the indigenous groundwater. Because the project will result in
discharge of these wastes to groundwater of the state, SMWD must file a report with the
Regional Board.

A/T_29PalmsIndians
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There is no evidence in the DEIR that SMWD has filed or intends to file this report. The
section of the DEIR that discusses permits and/or approvals does not mention this requirement
and is therefore incomplete.
b.

The Project Will Lead to Impermissible Degradation of the
Quality of Native Groundwater Under the Porter-Cologne Act.

45

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, CA Water Code §§ 13020-13983,
establishes a coordinated statewide program of water quality control overseen by the State Water
Resources Control Board and administered by nine regional boards. The Cadiz basin falls within
Region 7—the Colorado River Basin. The Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality
Control Board has adopted a Water Quality Control Plan (“Basin Plan”). The proposed
discharges of Colorado River water into the Cadiz basin violates this Plan and the policy of the
State Water Resources Control Board.
The State Water Quality Control Board has adopted a policy, which has been
incorporated in the Basin Plan, to protect waters that are of a better quality than required by
existing policies. The resolution states:
1. Whenever the existing quality of water is better than the quality established in
policies as of the date on which such policies become effective, such existing high
quality will be maintained until it has been demonstrated to the State that any
change will be consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State, will
not unreasonably affect present and anticipated beneficial use of such water and
will not result in water quality less than that prescribed in the policies.
2. Any activity which produces or may produce a waste or increased volume of
concentration of waste and which discharges or proposes to discharge to existing
high quality waters will be required to meet waste discharge requirements which
will result in the best practicable treatment or control of the discharge necessary
to assure that (a) a pollution or nuisance will not occur and (b) the highest water
quality consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State will be
maintained.
State Water Resources Control Board, Resolution No. 68-16 (1968). In addition, the Basin Plan
states that “[i]deally, the Regional Board’s goal is to maintain the existing water quality of all
nondegraded ground water basins.” Basin Plan, at 3-9.
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2.2.3

State
TABLE 2-3
STATE AGENCIES SUBMITTING COMMENTS

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

California Department of Fish and Game
Inland Deserts Region

02/28/2012

Michael D. Flores
Sr. Environmental Scientist

California Department of Transportation
Division of Transportation Planning, MS-32
Office of Community Planning
Local Development – Intergovernmental Review Branch

12/08/2011

Terri Pencovic
Chief

01/03/2012 and
03/21/2012

Greg Holmes
Unit Chief

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program
Native American Heritage Commission

12/07/2011

Dave Singleton
Program Analyst

State Water Resources Control Board
Inland Streams Unit

12/14/2011

Katherine Mrowka
Chief
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Project Purpose and Objectives
11

7-4, 2nd bullet

ES-4,
3-2, 3-4, 3-15

ES-2

4.7-24, Section
4.7.3, last
paragraph

This bullet describes a project purpose as reducing dependence on
imported water. This description incorrectly assumes that
groundwater extracted from the Cadiz Project is not “imported”
water. The project description makes clear that the groundwater
basin is located outside the service areas of each of the proposed
Project Participants, and the water will necessarily have to be
conveyed from outside Metropolitan’s service area through the
Colorado River Aqueduct. The description should be revised to
correct the mischaracterization of the Project’s water supply.
Different Project delivery rates are referenced throughout the DEIR.
These include 50,000 AFY on average over the 50-year term, and a
maximum of 75,000 AFY for the Groundwater Conservation and
Recovery Component, and 105,000 AFY upon Implementation of the
Imported Water Storage Component. The Project Description
chapter of the Final EIR should also identify the operating criteria for
delivery of Project water, e.g., how often and for how long would the
Project deliver water to the CRA and how many years out of the 50year term would the Project be expected to deliver water. The Final
EIR should identify the potential number of years in which capacity
would be available in the CRA to take delivery of Project water.
The DEIR indicates that the Project could augment current water
supplies for Project participants but some of the Project analyses
favor the assumption that the Project would be an alternative to
existing water supplies so that impacts can be considered less than
significant. This may not be accurate where the Project is providing
a new or additional water source. For example on page ES-2, the
DEIR indicates “Moreover, the conservation and resulting water
supply augmentation can be achieved independently from the
environmental and regulatory conditions that generally constrain the
importation of water to Southern California.” On the other hand, on
the same page the DEIR indicates “The Project would optimize the
reasonable and beneficial use of water within the aquifer system in a
sustainable fashion—conserving water that would otherwise be
wasted—to create a local water supply alternative for Southern
California water providers.”
With respect to the sentence, “The additional storage provided by the
Project would make up for the lack of water supplies during drought
periods when other water supplies are unavailable,” what volumes
were assumed for the lacking water supply, and does the Project have
sufficient capacity to convey the supplies necessary to make up for

12

13

14

15
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Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

the “lack of water” during drought periods?
6-10, Section,
6.2.1, Paragraph 3

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

15

The percentages cited for multi-year wet or dry periods do not
correspond to the Department of Water Resources’ 2009 Delivery
Reliability Report; please clarify what multi-year wet or dry period is
being cited.
The reliability of the State Water Project (SWP) system is shown as
ranging from 71 to 93 percent in a 2-year wet period and 36-38
percent in a 2-year dry period according to the 2009 Delivery
Reliability Report.

equalization reservoir from the CRA.
3-34,
paragraph 4

16

3-34 and 3-36

The text indicates the maximum annual volume of water available for
export, but does not discuss any potential limitations imposed by
CRA capacity availability.

17

3-5, section 3.1.2,
paragraph 2

The statement that all Project facilities will be constructed on private
land is incorrect. The Project includes facilities located on land
owned by Metropolitan, a government agency.

18

3-5,
paragraph 4

The proposed intertie with the CRA is upstream of the Freda Siphon,
which is about 3/4-mile easterly of the railroad. Thus a portion of the
pipeline (and all of the intertie facilities) must be constructed on
Metropolitan property. To provide adequate setback from the CRA,
the Project may require construction on undisturbed land.

3-15,
paragraph 1

20

3-15,
paragraph 3

The duration of the operation of the first phase to make the second
phase viable should be indicated.

21

3-34,
paragraph 4

In Option 1, the only pumps indicated to convey water to the CRA
are at the well head. Since the conveyance pipeline has an
intermediate high point near Chubbuck, which is at a higher elevation
than the CRA tie-in point, a pressure-control structure must be built
in conjunction with the afterbay to match the hydraulic grade line of
the CRA and ensure that the CRA is not overtopped.
The water conveyance pipeline should not be connected directly to
the CRA and discharge directly into the CRA. A stabilization
reservoir must separate the CRA from the conveyance pipeline, and
include valves/gates which allow complete isolation of the

22

23

Page 2

The description of the two options for connecting the Project to the
CRA both state that they will provide for two hours of flow at 250
cubic feet per second (cfs); but one is a 5,000 square foot (sq. ft.)
reservoir holding 10.7 million gallons, and the other is a 25 acre
reservoir holding 32.8 acre-feet. The document should explain how
both can hold the same two hours of flow at 250 cfs given the
disparity in size; or provide a correct description of the holding
capacity of each facility.
A 5,000 square foot forebay will not hold the indicated 10.7 million
gallons, unless the sides of the forebay were in excess of 275 feet
high. The much larger forebay indicated in Option 2 would be
required.

19

A pump station at the tie-in with the CRA will require an
equalization basin to buffer flows between the Project and the CRA;
a direct tie-in between the CRA and the indicated pump station will
not be acceptable to Metropolitan's CRA operations.

3-34,
paragraph 4

24

The Project should include operational procedures and facility
designs to accommodate water within the conveyance pipeline
(storage) if the CRA pumps downstream of the intertie facilities
shutdown unexpectedly, such as in a power loss.

Project Description
3-2, paragraph 5

In the event of operational failure of any Project facility or Project
element, fail-safe mechanisms and constructed safeguards should
exist to preclude any impacts to the CRA. Necessary design and
operational safeguards to protect the integrity of the CRA should be
addressed.

23

3-47, paragraph 3

The construction of the forebay (equalization basin) will be required
and should be described.

3-54, paragraph 5

Additional Metropolitan approvals would involve planned operation
and coordination protocols for the Project as well as emergency and
contingency protocols. Metropolitan would also need to review and
approve the design of any modifications to the CRA.

3-13 and Appendix Section 1.5.1, last sentence of the 1st paragraph indicates that Project
B-1, page 17
participants can carryover their annual allocations by storing their
water in the basin for later extraction and delivery as part of Phase 1.
This feature is not described as part of the Groundwater Conservation
and Recovery Component in the Project Components section of the
Executive Summary.
Appendix B-1,
page 28

Table 2-2 includes only select constituents from a single agricultural
well on the Cadiz property and Table 2-3 provides data from single
samples from four additional wells. A greater characterization of
groundwater quality showing multiple well locations and full Title 22
California Code of Regulations constituent list must be provided.

25

26
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Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

The text notes that some treatment may be required for hexavalent
chromium before the groundwater is introduced into the CRA. The
Final EIR should identify and discuss the environmental impacts of
the construction and operation of treatment facilities that would need
to be included to ensure that the Project can be operated.
Appendix B-1,
Chapter 6

The Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan
(GMMP) is proposed for monitoring specific criteria that would
trigger review of changes in conditions and identify corrective
measures that would be implemented to avoid adverse impacts. In
addition to total dissolved solids (TDS), the GMMP should include
monitoring of multiple constituents that are regulated or potentially
regulated for drinking water supplies.

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

3-36, paragraph 5

Option 2b requires that the intermediate pump will operate 8 hours a
day, 365 days a year. This presumes that the CRA will always be
available as source water for the Cadiz Project conveyance pipeline,
which may not be consistent with Metropolitan operations.

36

It is indicated that construction traffic for the tie-in facilities would
cross the CRA over the Frieda Siphon. Analysis of potential impacts
to the CRA as a result of this traffic is needed, as is identification of
measures to avoid or minimize impacts. Heavy equipment may
require additional protections to be constructed to avoid damaging
the facility.

37

Option 2b indicates that water would be pumped from an
equalization storage reservoir to the CRA 8 hours per day. This
option is not feasible as this would impact Metropolitan's operations
and require the pump plants to turn on and off their lift pumps every
day to chase the flow changes. The operational analysis should be
based on delivery to the CRA on a continuous basis for the time
period required to deliver all the Project water in any year.

38

Based on the statement on page 3-26 that well pumps are assumed to
operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the proposed annual
pumping scenario of 50,000 to 75,000 acre-feet would require inflow
to the CRA of 83 to 125 cfs for 10 months.

39

3-34,
paragraph 2

The proposed operational strategies are not consistent with
Metropolitan’s current CRA operational practice of maximizing flow
at a set number of pumps.

40

3-34, Option 1a

Copper Basin inflow reduction would be difficult to achieve. Canal
levels are controlled by operators, rather than automatic SCADA
controls. The proposed Project inflow point is approximately 45
miles from the Copper Basin Gates. Operators lack the continuous,
daily, precision, quick-start-and-stop water control to be able to
compensate for increases and decreases in flow originating 45 miles
downstream. The CRA is not designed to control frequent large
quantity flow changes.

41

29

3-50,
paragraph 1
30

3-36, Option 2B

CRA Operations
4.7-20, W-3

3-22, paragraph 3

3-22, paragraph 5

3-34, paragraph 4

3-36, paragraph 2

In the third paragraph it is stated that the Project will utilize "excess
CRA capacity when available." There is no information provided on
how likely the "excess capacity" would be or for how long it would
occur. It is stated on page 3-13 that pumping would occur 10 months
out of the year. It is unclear if any excess capacity would be available
for such long periods or how many years during the term of the
Project that excess capacity would be available.
The CRA is not pressurized in the area of the planned intertie with
the planned conveyance pipeline. Exported water deliveries into the
CRA must be compatible with the hydraulic grade line of CRA. A
pressure control structure at the CRA tie-in must be included in the
first project phase to ensure that the hydraulic grade line of the CRA
is not exceeded since it is expected that the conveyance pipeline will
be operated under pressure. An equalization reservoir will also be
needed at the CRA intertie for the first phase of the Project.

31
3-14, 3-15, 3-26

32

A pump station at the tie-in with the CRA will require an
equalization basin; a direct tie-in between the CRA and the indicated
pump station will not be acceptable for Metropolitan's CRA
operations.

33

Operational and control facilities needed to ensure coordinated
operations between the CRA and the Project conveyance pipeline
should be addressed.

34

Either Option 2 scenario will require the construction of a pressurecontrol structure in conjunction with the equalization reservoir to
match the hydraulic grade line of the CRA and ensure that the CRA
is not overtopped.

3-34, Option 1b

35

Page 4

Pump Discharge Gates Throttle. Pump plant head gates do not have
the capacity to throttle such a large input of water as proposed under
this scenario. Instead, three downstream pump plants, Iron
Mountain, Eagle Mountain and Hinds, would have to start and stop
pumps in attempts to synchronize with flow increases and decreases
associated with starting and stopping the flow of water from the
Project into the CRA. The pumps are not designed for frequent starts.
Pump wear and tear would be significant.

42
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Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

Criterion C
Table 4.7-4
3-36, Option 2

3-50, paragraph 4

It is not clear how the proposed small equalization reservoir would be
able to consistently equalize flows along the 60 mile length of canal
from Copper Basin to Iron Mountain Pump Plant.

43

The tie-in to the Project facilities with the CRA will require at least
one shutdown of the CRA. Shutdowns for the CRA typically occur
in February. The Project construction schedule needs to consider this
constraint.

44

Cultural Resources
4.5-25

As noted in the DEIR, the CRA has been determined to be eligible
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). As
such, Metropolitan is concerned that any work in the vicinity of or on
the CRA not materially impact characteristics of the CRA that
convey its historical significance. Metropolitan will require that
materials and aesthetics of new facilities over which it has approval
be consistent with those used in the CRA.

45

4.7-20,
4.7-22, 4.13-17

Energy Usage and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
4.7-21, paragraph
1

4.7-22, paragraph
1

Greenhouse Gas Emissions are discussed. It is indicated that the
Project would have direct emissions of over 28,000 million metric
tons of CO2e (MTCO2e)/year. The proposed solution is to purchase
carbon offsets to reduce the amount to 10,000 MTCO2e/year. It is
unclear from the DEIR whether the Project, as a generator of
electricity with direct emissions, would be able to solely use offsets
as the emission compliance mechanism. Discussion is needed in the
Final EIR whether the Project would have to acquire allowances as
other electricity generators are required to do under Cap and Trade
(AB 32 of 2006, California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006).
The Draft EIR states that the energy required for the groundwater
recovery project is 3,112 kWh/MG (1,017 kWh/acre-foot), less than
half of the energy required for the SWP West Branch (2,500
kWh/AF). This is the amount of energy needed to move the water
from the Project wellfield and into the CRA. The water ties into the
CRA prior to the Iron Mountain pump plant and therefore must be
conveyed through the Iron Mountain, Eagle Mountain, and Hinds
pump plants. Considering lifts of each pump station, then the Project
water would require an additional 1,270 kWh/AF (63% of the CRA
energy requirement) to be conveyed through the CRA. This equates
to approximately 2,290 kWh/AF or nearly that of the SWP West
Branch.

46

47

Page 6

The Project is justified as being more energy efficient than the State
Water Project (SWP) (7,672 kWh/MG). However, analysis does not
consider the CRA pumping that would be required to deliver the
Project water to Metropolitan’s service area. The value provided,
3,112 kWh/MG, only considers the energy needed to convey the
Project water to the CRA. Project water would have to be pumped
through three CRA pumping plants for an additional 3,763 kWh/MG
to reach Metropolitan’s service area to be able to displace SWP
water. The total, 6,875 kWh/MG is about 90% of the stated energy
requirement for SWP water. This value, 6,875 kWh/MG, is what
should be utilized when comparing Project energy efficiency to the
SWP. In addition, the SWP supplies about 50% of the SWP energy
requirements from large hydro and other renewables. If the Project
utilizes natural gas generators for its power, there may be a higher
greenhouse gas contribution from the Project than from the SWP,
even if the SWP requires 10% more energy for the same amount of
water.
The Draft EIR makes the erroneous assumption that the water could
be conveyed without increasing the energy required to operate the
CRA. Metropolitan operates its system as efficiently as possible and
avoids unused capacity in its system. Regardless of which of the
proposed tie-in options (p. 3-34 to 3-36) would be built, the
additional water will require additional energy to be conveyed. If
Metropolitan reduces flows from Copper Basin to accommodate the
Project water, additional energy would be required to convey the
displaced Colorado River water at a later time. If the pump discharge
gates are throttled, the Draft EIR acknowledges that more energy use
would be required. If the Project is designed to provide a single
pump flow to be conveyed with any available pump, the energy for
that pump is energy that Metropolitan would not otherwise use.
The analysis of energy use and GHG emissions also uses the SWP as
the only comparison for the impacts of using Project water. Energy
use and GHG emissions should be compared to Other Supply
Sources identified in Section 7.4.5, and Metropolitan’s 2010
Regional Urban Water Management Plan.

48

49

Geology and Soils
3-34,
paragraph 3

The long-term stability of a large forebay reservoir adjacent to the
CRA must be provided; the failure of an adjacent reservoir could
undermine and compromise the CRA. It is questionable if an earthen
reservoir only lined with hypalon will provide the necessary longterm stability and durability required.

3-47,
paragraph 2

Since the conveyance pipeline will also be constructed adjacent to the
CRA, construction methods for new structures and facilities that do

50

51
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Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

not impact the CRA will be required and should be addressed.
Impacts would include induced loads on CRA facilities, induced
ground settlement of CRA facilities, and stability of the CRA due to
adjacent excavation. In addition, existing drainage facilities that
currently protect the CRA and are removed for construction must be
rebuilt and/or reconfigured.
3-47, paragraph 5

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

4.13-21, paragraph
10
51

52

4.6-35, paragraph
6

The impact analysis does not evaluate any potential Geology and Soil
impacts for the intertie facilities or the pipeline portion along the
CRA; impacts are only discussed for the well field facilities and
conveyance along the ARZC right-of-way.

53

4.6-35, paragraph
6

The impact analysis does not evaluate any potential Geology and Soil
impacts for potential leakage from the necessary equalization basin
adjacent to the CRA. Such impacts from leakage would include
induced hydroconsolidation and soil collapse potential, erosion
potential, and ground saturation potential.
The impact analysis should include drainages that will be modified in
the area of the tie-in facilities between the CRA and conveyance
pipeline, including the pumping plant.

ES-24, paragraph
1

Since the pipeline and facilities related to the intertie will likely
require modification of existing storm flow diversion berms upslope
of the CRA, this mitigation measure should be expanded to include
the approval of Metropolitan.

4.13-16, paragraph
2

Potential impacts to the existing CRA by the construction of the
pipeline and intertie facilities should be addressed.

4.13-19, paragraph
10

Impacts to Metropolitan's existing drainage berms should be
addressed by additional construction at the intertie facility to
accommodate the Imported Water Storage Project Component if it is
considered in the Final EIR.

Please clarify how impacts to groundwater would be less than
significant with mitigation if the Project is drawing down the water
table? It is not clear how the proposed measures would mitigate for
the identified impacts. Additionally, please include discussion of any
effects on Metropolitan’s CRA water supplies that might result from
implementation of these measures.

60

The Final EIR should include discussion of the impacts of pumping
and artificial recharge on the water quality of the groundwater basin
(i.e., leaching of constituents from subsurface deposits, changes in
groundwater chemistry) and subsequent water quality effects of
pumping into the CRA.
Hydraulics
In order to fully evaluate the hydraulic impacts to the CRA, a detailed
operating plan and steady-state hydraulic analysis is required,
accompanied with a Hydraulic Plan & Profile for the proposed
conveyance pipeline and system when pumping water from the wellfield to the CRA.

54

55

56

3-13,
paragraph 6

57

58
3-26,
paragraph 5
Page 8

61

In order to fully evaluate the hydraulic impacts to the CRA, a detailed
operating plan and transient analysis is required for the proposed
conveyance pipeline and system when pumping water from the Cadiz
well-field to the CRA.

4.9-78, paragraph
5
4.13-12, paragraph
2

59

Groundwater

Although no imported soils are indicated to be required, to ensure
proper construction and reliability for the portion of the pipeline built
near the CRA, proper bedding and backfill around the conveyance
pipeline will be required. To ensure that this occurs, standard
pipeline construction practice typically uses processed sandy soils for
bedding and backfill. It should be confirmed that suitable soils that
can be processed to create these materials exist along the conveyance
pipeline alignment.

4.9-74, paragraph
6

Potential impacts to the existing CRA by the construction of
additional intertie facilities to accommodate the Imported Water
Storage Project Component if it is considered in the Final EIR should
be addressed.

The stated objective is to convey up to a maximum of 75,000 acrefeet/year during a 10-month delivery schedule from the Project well
field to the CRA for the 50-year life of the Project. Assuming
continuous pumping (24/7) during the 10-month delivery schedule,
the calculated flow rate delivered to the CRA from the Project well
field will be approximately 125 cfs. The CRA is typically shutdown
for approximately one month every year for maintenance and repairs,
therefore the aqueduct will need to have sufficient capacity above
normal deliveries to accommodate the proposed flow delivery yearround. It is not likely the CRA can accommodate such a pumping
scheme.
The proposed 43-mile pipeline would consist of a single barrel with a
nominal design flow capacity of 250 cfs and a pipeline diameter

62

63
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between 54 and 84 inches. It is not clear during what period of the
year a flow rate of 250 cfs would be pumped from the well field to
the CRA. For a flow rate of 125 cfs, the flow velocity would be
approximately 7.8 feet per second (fps) for a 54-inch diameter and
3.2 fps for a 84-inch diameter pipeline. For a flow rate equal to 250
cfs, the flow velocity would be approximately 15.7 fps for a 54-inch
diameter and 6.5 fps for a 84-inch diameter pipeline. The 15.7 fps
velocity is too high for normal operation and would not be
acceptable.
3-34,
paragraph 4

3-36,
paragraph 2

3-34 to 3-36

3-24 to 3-26

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

Water Quality
63

CRA Tie-in Option 1 includes a small 5,000 square-foot forebay that
would be constructed to stabilize and meter flow into the CRA. The
approximate capacity of the forebay would be 10.7 million gallons.
To accommodate such a small surface area and such a large volume,
64
the forebay would be required to be approximately 286 feet deep.
The proposed design is not feasible. Additionally, the DEIR states the
sizing of the forebay is based on storing a flow rate of 250 cfs for up
to two hours. This translates into a volume of approximately 13.5
million gallons and not 10.7 million gallons as stated in the DEIR.
CRA Tie-in Option 2 includes an equalization storage reservoir of
approximately 25 acres and a capacity of 32.8 acre-feet that would
be constructed to store a flow rate of 250 cfs for up to two hours. The
reservoir surface area and capacity would translate to a depth of
approximately 1.3 feet. It will not be practical to operate the facility
with such a shallow depth. Additionally, the 32.8 acre-foot capacity
is equivalent to approximately 10.7 million gallons. A flow rate of
250 cfs for two hours will produce a volume of approximately 13.5
million gallons and not 10.7 million gallons as stated in the DEIR.
This option proposes pumping water to the CRA eight hours a day,
365 days a year, at a flow rate between 125 and 220 cfs. The CRA
cannot accommodate such a year-round pumping scheme.
Neither Option 1 nor Option 2 of the CRA tie-in Options addresses
the possibility of pump trips along the CRA and the need to be able
to contain and/or reject the full flow being pumped from the well
field to the CRA.

3-53, Last
paragraph

Since source water will be impacted by the Project, Metropolitan
recommends that the California Department of Public Health
(CDPH) be included on the list of agencies whose approval is
required for the Project.

4.9-40, paragraph
2; fn. 182

The Draft EIR cites the Vallecito Water District as the source of data
on the salinity levels in water delivered through Metropolitan’s
Colorado River Aqueduct. The salinity figure should be 630 mg/L,
rather than 650 mg/L. The correct figure is the long-term average
stated in Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management
Plan at page 4-3.

69

The Draft EIR calculates potential water quality impacts to
Metropolitan’s Colorado River water supplies based on the delivery
of up to 75,000 af of groundwater being only 6% of the total volume
of water that can be carried in the CRA. This is an incorrect
calculation of the potential impact in the event that the CRA is not
operating at full capacity. For example, in recent years Metropolitan
has conveyed less than 750,000 acre-feet, meaning that a full delivery
of Project water would equal or exceed 10% of the CRA flows. The
maximum percent of Project water would be 50%, when the
maximum Project flow and the minimum CRA flow are considered,
rather than the maximum Project flow and maximum CRA flow.
The Final EIR must consider whether water quality impacts may be
significant in years when a full delivery of Project water would be
added to lower flows of Colorado River water in the CRA.

70

3-12,
Figure 3-3b

Time 4 indicates excess pumping will result in brine near the dry lake
moving towards the pumping well. This is a water quality concern
for Metropolitan that needs to be addressed in greater detail.

71

4.9-39

Greater water quality characterization is needed beyond just TDS and
general minerals. Discuss specific constituents of concern such as
inorganic contaminants (i.e. arsenic, hexavalent chromium, etc.) and
radionuclides.

72

4.9-40, last
paragraph

TDS levels in Colorado River have on occasion exceeded 600 mg/L
since 1985 (e.g., see Table 4.9-3 which indicates 2007 values of 647
to 673.8) contrary to the statement that TDS levels have been reduced
to below 600 mg/L since 1985.

73

4.9-48, paragraph
1

The environmental impact analysis should include an assessment of
the Project’s impacts to CRA water quality, which should also be

74

4.9-55, Last
paragraph

65

68

66

Neither Option 1 nor Option 2 of the CRA tie-in options addresses
the fact that because of the elevation difference between the wellfield
and the CRA, it is likely that a pressure regulating/control structure(s) 67
may be required to break excess head before discharging water into
the proposed forebay or equalization storage reservoir when
delivering flow to the CRA.

Page 10
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summarized in Tables ES-1 and ES-2 .
4.9-55, paragraph
2 & 4.9-57, Table
4.9-8

4.9-58

Appendix B-1,
Table 2.3

4.9-55

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

74

This table shows only 8 of the 180 regulated constituents. Water
quality for all constituents should be shown. Also, a section should
be included to discuss projected Project water quality and potential
impacts to CRA water quality.

75

Hydro-3 appears to address only issues that are experienced by local
landowners. Impacts to water quality can be difficult to reverse. The
mitigation measure should include a comprehensive monitoring
program by the Project proponent to ensure no impacts to water
quality.

76

Chromium 6 levels are 14-16 µg/L, well above the Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) Public Health
Goal (PHG) of 0.02 µg/L. The Project water quality would not be
acceptable for pumping directly into the CRA without treatment. The
Final EIR must identify and analyze the environmental impacts of
constructing and operating the treatment facilities required to
introduce the Project water into the CRA.
The water quality analysis in part relies on faulty reasoning. The
Draft EIR assumes that “all of the water would be further treated at
the water purveyor’s treatment facilities,” however, deliveries are
made from the CRA to other groundwater basins without treatment
(e.g., Metropolitan delivers Colorado River water to Coachella
Valley Water District by releasing water for storage in groundwater
basins in the Coachella Valley).

3-40,
paragraph 6
3-48, paragraph 5

80

The staging area identified within the CRA right of way at the south
end of the Project facilities would probably include disturbance of
currently undisturbed land.

81

3-49, paragraph 2

The staging area identified adjacent to the CRA at the south end of
the Project facilities could include a temporary housing facility. The
environmental effects of such a facility must be analyzed.

82

3-51, paragraph 2

The diversion structure for the Imported Water Component will
require a large equalization reservoir between the pump house and
the tie-in with the CRA. This facility should be included in the
construction discussion, including construction grading required.

83

77
4.13-12, paragraph
4

The forebay/equalization basin at the tie-in location will be required
and the air quality analyses should include construction of this
facility.

84

4.4-39, paragraph 3

The discussion of impacts, including land disturbance, for the
pipeline construction only refers to the portion on the ARZC right-ofway. The text should also describe the anticipated impacts to the
pipeline and tie-in portions of the Project that will be constructed
within the CRA right-of-way.

85

The table should include impacts that will occur on the CRA right-ofway.

86

78
4.4-40, Table 4.4-2

Additional Analyses
1-8, Jurupa

Additional uses of Project water such as washing railcars and
controlling vegetation could result in erosion and runoff impacts to
source water. Please provide analyses for these proposed uses.

PHASE II Comments
The Jurupa Community Services District is not identified as an
agency that purchases water from Metropolitan; so it would appear
that additional water connection facilities would be required for the
Project water to be delivered through Metropolitan’s CRA to JCSD.
Those facilities should be described, and the environmental impacts
of their construction and operation analyzed in the Final EIR. The
JCSD 2010 Urban Water Management Plan cited as the source for
the description of this Project participant notes that JCSD is
“pursuing an option” to construct a water delivery connection to
Western Municipal Water District, a Metropolitan member agency.
(JCSD 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, p. 29). If that
connection is to serve as the delivery point for Project water
deliveries to JCSD, the Final EIR should consider the environmental
effects of construction and operation of that connection.

Project Description
2-10, 3-15

79

Page 12

The Draft EIR does not identify a source of imported water that any
potential participants would utilize to implement the Imported Water
Storage Component. Rather, the Draft EIR notes that the two
potential sources of such water (the State Water Project and Colorado
River) are facing reductions in deliveries. The purpose and need for
the storage component of the Project must include a discussion of
whether, and to what extent, water supplies from these two sources
would be available for storage and what other alternatives for storage
of these supplies are available that may have lesser environmental
impacts. The Draft EIR acknowledges the complete lack of
information as to “the sources of imported water, the possibility of
banking both Colorado River and other water, and the potential
quantity and schedule for spreading, storage and extraction.” There
is simply insufficient information to consider the storage of imported

87
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water as a component of the Project at this time.
3-4, paragraph 3

3-41,Paragraph 4

3-42, Figure 3-13

The Imported Water Storage Component proposes to store up to 1
million acre-feet at any given time, yet the purpose of the
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component is to capture
and export waters that are currently being lost to evaporation and/or
mixing with saline waters. Since it must be presumed that sufficient
waters will be exported (assuming available CRA capacity) to make
room for import and storage, the text should indicate the
necessary/intended delay between Project components to make the
import phase valid, if the Imported Water Storage Component is
considered in the Final EIR.
The text indicates that the pump station for the Imported Water
Storage Component will pump water directly out of the CRA. An
intermediate forebay to buffer withdrawals from the CRA will be
required. The Project proponent could consider designing and using
the equalization reservoir necessary for the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component for this purpose if the
Imported Water Storage Component is considered in the Final EIR.
The inclusion of the potential to store water imported from the State
Water Project is not sufficiently described in the Draft EIR to allow
informed decision-making. For example, the existing natural gas
pipelines that would be used to convey the water to the Cadiz
property are described as extending to Kern County, but the map of
the pipeline only extends to Barstow in San Bernardino County
(Figure 3-13). In order to determine potential environmental impacts
from the use of these existing pipelines, there should be a discussion
(as there is for imported water from the Colorado River) of the
required pumping facilities and power demands required to convey
the water from the SWP to the Cadiz property. It is not clear from
the Draft EIR whether any of the existing pipelines are in proximity
to any SWP facility, what distance and topography would be crossed
to connect to the SWP facility, and what amount of power would be
required to convey the water over the intervening distances and
heights.

Metropolitan Water District
Specific Comments on the Cadiz Draft EIR

87

1-3 to 1-4, 2-10, 315, 3-22

88

The description of the Imported Water Storage Component states that
no participants for this component of the Project have been identified,
but that such participants must have either Colorado River or State
Water Project water rights. Santa Margarita Water District has
neither. It is inappropriate for the lead agency for this document to
assume the role of lead agency for a project in which it may not be a
participant. As lead agency, Santa Margarita would be making
decisions about the impacts and appropriate mitigation for the
facilities (e.g., spreading basins, pump station) that would be
constructed solely for the storage component. The proper lead
agency for such analysis of the storage component facilities would be
the County of San Bernardino, which has stated in its Land Use
Services Department comment letter on the Notice of Preparation that
it should have the lead agency role for the Project. (App. A, Attach.
5)

93

89
Project Need and Objectives
2-10

90

4.13-22, Last
paragraph

The Imported Water Storage Component is described as returning up
to"105,000 150,000 AFY" of previously stored water. Should this be
105,000 AFY?

91

ES-4

The Project proposes to use existing unused natural gas pipelines
formerly used for oil and natural gas conveyance. Please describe
how the natural gas lines will be cleaned prior to use for drinking
water, and the environmental effects associated with doing so.

92

Page 14

In the discussion of the purpose of the Imported Water Storage
Component, the Draft EIR makes an assumption that there is “needed
water storage space for southern California water providers” and “the
ability to store up to 1 million AF of water would greatly enhance water
supply reliability.” There is no citation or discussion to support this
assumption. Since the potential environmental impacts of the Project
must be weighed against the available alternatives, the Final EIR must
include an analysis of the available water storage capacity for southern
California water providers. (California Environmental Quality Act
[CEQA] Guidelines, sections 15124(b), 15126.6) The Draft EIR fails to
include any such data, which is readily available for both Colorado
River and State Water Project supplies.

94

In 2007, Metropolitan published a survey of groundwater storage within
its service area (available at:
www.mwdh2o.com/mwdh2o/pages/yourwater/supply/groundwater/GW
AS.html). This survey showed the available storage capacity was 3.2
million acre-feet in 2005. In November 2011, Metropolitan updated this
information with a report presented to the Water Planning and
Stewardship Committee of its Board of Directors, showing that
available in-service-area groundwater storage capacity had increased to
3.6 million acre-feet. (Available through the Archived Meetings link on
the Metropolitan website at:
http://www.mwdh2o.com/mwdh2o/pages/board/videostream/.) In
addition to this in-service-area storage, there is out-of-service area
storage available as well. For example, in 2007 the Bureau of
Reclamation adopted guidelines allowing storage of Colorado River
water in Lake Mead by contractors including Metropolitan (called
Intentionally Created Surplus), with a cumulative total of 1.5 million
Page 15
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acre-feet of Extraordinary Conservation Intentionally Created Surplus
capacity for California. (73 Fed. Register 19873, 19887 (April 11,
2008).) As of 2010, California had only utilized 179,240 acre-feet of
this storage (Extraordinary Conservation Intentionally Created Surplus).
(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2010 Colorado River Accounting and
Water Use Report, p. 44.) Metropolitan estimates that as of December
31, 2011, California has utilized less than 325,000 acre-feet of this
storage for Extraordinary Conservation Intentionally Created Surplus
based on preliminary information available at:
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/hourly/forecast11.pdf. In
addition, under an arrangement with Desert Water Agency, and
Coachella Valley Water District, Metropolitan can deliver water in
advance to those agencies, permitting the storage of 800,000 acre-feet in
the Coachella Valley groundwater basin. As of January 1, 2012,
191,000 acre-feet was in storage. These reports show that there is
significant unused surface and groundwater storage for imported water
supplies that would be available to serve southern California. The
assumption stated in the Draft EIR that additional water storage is
needed requires further analysis to support the purpose and need for the
Imported Water Storage Component of the Project.

A_MWD
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energy use notes “approximately twice as much energy” as would be
required for the groundwater recovery component. This assumes that
the elevations of the CRA and the Project wellfield are the same.
However, if the CRA is at a lower elevation, more energy will be
required to pump the water from the CRA to the Project wellfield. The
analysis of energy use must be more thorough than the unsupported
assumption used in the Draft EIR.
The Draft EIR also fails to include any calculation of the energy
required to convey the Project water through the CRA. Instead, the
document assumes that the water would be moved using no more energy
than the CRA would use in moving the existing Colorado River water
supplies. This assumption is unsupported by any analysis.

94

The greenhouse gas emissions analysis includes a statement that the
storage component would use twice as much energy, but fails to
quantify what GHG emissions would result from this energy use.
Instead, the analysis makes a comparison of this energy use to that
required to deliver water through the SWP or to build new surface
storage. These are false comparisons. First, the alternatives to the use
of the Project for storage are not delivery of SWP supplies or
construction of surface storage. As already noted, the document fails to
consider other available water storage options that may use significantly
less energy and create significantly less GHG emissions than the Project
would.

Alternatives
In the absence of identification of actual participants in the Imported
Water Storage Component, the Final EIR cannot properly identify and
analyze feasible alternatives. The discussion of alternatives makes this
clear, as alternative storage sites are rejected for analysis because “it
involves identifying other programs to satisfy storage needs” (p. 7-50.)
That is the purpose of the CEQA requirement to consider feasible
alternatives. As previously noted, Metropolitan has documented the
existence of over 3 million acre feet of available storage capacity within
its service area. Contrary to the unsupported assumption stated in the
Draft EIR, it is not reasonable to conclude that there would be greater
impacts from utilizing groundwater storage within Metropolitan’s
service area compared to the pumping facilities required to be
constructed and operated to convey water from the CRA to the Cadiz
property, the basins required to be constructed and maintained to allow
that water to be infiltrated into the groundwater basin, and the power
and potential water treatment required to return the water to the CRA
for pumping into Metropolitan’s service area. The statement that other
groundwater storage programs have the potential for greater impacts
than Phase 2 of the Project is simply incorrect and unsupportable.

To make proper comparisons with other storage options, the energy use
and GHG emissions of the storage component should be properly
calculated and compared to those options.

The energy use and related greenhouse-gas emissions analyses are
inadequate for the Imported Water Storage Component. The analysis of

Although the delivery of water imported from the SWP is identified as
an element of the storage component, there is no data given or analysis
of the energy use and greenhouse gas emissions related to conveying the
water through the identified abandoned natural gas pipeline. Again,
there is so little information provided for this element of the proposed
Project that it should not be included in the Project description in the
Final EIR.

95

Geology and Soils
4.6-40,
paragraph 2

Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
4.12-22

96

The impact analysis does not evaluate any potential Geology and Soil
impacts to the CRA due to the construction of the intertie facilities for
the Imported Water Storage Component.

97

The DEIR states with respect to the Imported Water Storage Component
that up to 1 MAF would be stored. Clarify how the volume of pumping

98

Groundwater
96
Page 16

3-15,
paragraph 4
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for the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component (Phase 1)
compares to the volume of pumping for the Imported Water Storage
Component (Phase 2) and the Conservation and Recovery Component
combined and would the Phase 1 and 2 pumping combined affect the
groundwater table and whether it induces the migration of brine into the
freshwater source?

Suggested Revisions and Corrections to the DEIR
98

1. On page ES-2, paragraph 2, insert a footnote providing a reference to the specific federal
regulations (or guidelines) that may “unlock additional complementary storage opportunities,
both within the Basin and in Lake Mead”.

102

2. On page 1-6, paragraph 2, the Draft EIR indicates,

Water Quality
4.9-76, 2nd bullet

4.9-77

The 2nd bullet indicates that "CRA or SWP water…. Would have
slightly higher TDS concentration (about 500-600 mg/L)". This is true
of CRA water but SWP water TDS is lower (~200-350 mg/L).

“In Southern California, Golden State serves customers in cities throughout San Bernardino,
Riverside, Los Angeles, Orange and Ventura counties (see Figure 1-3).”
However, Figure 1-3 does not show a Golden State service area in Riverside County.

A much more detailed water quality analysis should be provided to
support the conclusion that impacts are less than significant with no
mitigation measures required.
As indicated in the DEIR, the Project will be subject to agreement
with Metropolitan and its rules, regulations, and fees. Metropolitan
would require that the Project not degrade CRA water quality or put
responsibility on downstream treatment to address specific concerns.

103

99

100

The Final EIR should include discussion of the impacts of pumping
and artificial recharge on the water quality of the groundwater basin
(i.e., leaching of constituents from subsurface deposits, changes in
groundwater chemistry) and subsequent water quality effects of
pumping into the CRA.

3. On page 1-23, the Area of Use Assessment shown in Figure 1-4 does not encompass the
California Water Service Company service area in Ventura County.

104

4. On page 2-6, paragraph 3, reference is made to the “2010 California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) California Water Plan Update”; however, the footnote for that sentence, 14,
cites the California Water Plan Update 2009, Integrated Water Management, December 2009.

105

5. On page 2-6, paragraph 4, the Draft EIR indicates that the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta
is also known as the Bay Delta. Please note that the State Water Resources Control Board refers
106
to the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary as the Bay-Delta at
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/bay_delta/.
6. On page 2-7, Figure 2-1, branches of the California Aqueduct, including the West Branch, are
missing from the figure.

Additional Analyses

107

7. On page 2-8, paragraph 1, revise the sentence:
The DEIR does not address CRA operational issues or whether
capacity exists to release the water for the Project’s Imported Water
Storage Component. In order to fully evaluate the hydraulic impacts
to the CRA, a detailed operating plan and steady-state hydraulic
analysis is required, accompanied with a Hydraulic Plan & Profile of
the proposed conveyance pipeline and system when pumping water
from the CRA to the Project spreading grounds.

“Between 1990 and 1994, DWR had greater difficulty meeting demand because several years
were very dry.”
to read: “Between 1990 and 1992 and in 1994, DWR had greater difficulty meeting demand
because these years were very dry.” Also, revise the sentence:

101

108

“In recent years, the SWP has been able to deliver full amounts only in wet years;”

In order to fully evaluate the hydraulic impacts to the CRA, a detailed
operational plan and transient analysis is required for the proposed
conveyance pipeline and system when pumping water from the CRA
to the Project spreading grounds.

to read: “Between 2000 and 2011, the SWP has been able to deliver 100 percent of the
contractors’ allocations only in 2006, a wet year;”
8.

On page 2-8, paragraph 1, revise the following sentences: “DWR’s most recent reliability
estimates indicate the system will have 60 percent reliability for delivering Table A requests,
depending on hydrologic and environmental factors15. DWR currently estimates 60 percent
reliability in the future.”

Page 18
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to read: “DWR estimates the system will have, on average, 60 percent reliability for delivering
Table A requests, depending on hydrologic and environmental factors15. DWR estimates 60
percent reliability, on average, in the future.”

109

9. On Page 2-8, Section 2.4.2, paragraph 2, revise the sentence: “SWP deliveries began in 1972.”
110
to read: “SWP deliveries to Metropolitan began in 1972.”
10. On page 2-9, line 1, after the phrase “available surplus water,” insert the phrase, “and any water
apportioned to but unused in the states of Arizona and Nevada, made available by the Secretary
of the Interior.”

111

11. On page 2-9, paragraph 1, revise the sentence:
“Since 2003, Metropolitan has developed agreements with other Colorado River water rights
holders to convey water through the CRA.”
to read: “Since 1988, Metropolitan has entered into agreements with other Colorado River water
rights holders to conserve water to permit the Secretary of the Interior to make such water
available to Metropolitan for diversion through the CRA.”

112

14. On page 2-9, the values shown in Table 2-1 do not represent Metropolitan’s net diversions of
Colorado River water from Lake Havasu as amounts stored have been deducted as indicated in
note 2 of Table A. 2-1 of the source document. Also, the value shown for 2010 in the source
document was a preliminary estimate. Metropolitan’s net diversions as reported by the Bureau
of Reclamation at http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html are the following for the
years shown in Table 2-1:

1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010

113

115

15. On page 3-2, a sentence in the last paragraph indicates:
“Water would be distributed to Project Participants via the CRA.”
on page 3-5, a sentence in the third paragraph indicates:
“The water would be conveyed from the Project area to the service areas of the Project
Participants shown on Figures 1-2 and 1-3 via the CRA.”

116

and on page 3-15, a sentence in the second paragraph indicates:
“Whether the imported water comes from the Colorado River or the State Water Project, when
needed, previously stored surface water would be withdrawn from storage, conveyed to the CRA
and delivered through the CRA delivery system to Project participants.”

13. On page 2-9, footnote 19, revise the sentence:
“Twelve of the QSA agreements are currently the subject of an appeal pending in the Third
District Court of Appeal for which oral argument will occur on November 21, 2011.”
114

As the CRA terminates at Lake Mathews, it would be necessary for arrangements to be made
with Metropolitan and its respective member agency serving a Project Participant to allow for an
exchange of water from Metropolitan’s distribution system for water discharged into the CRA.
16. On page 3-15, a sentence in the first paragraph indicates:

2


acre-feet
817,147
1,269,526
1,214,971
994,373
1,300,014
875,252
1,099,061

Also in 2010, Metropolitan created 100,864 acre-feet of Extraordinary Conservation ICS, storing
water it otherwise would have diverted in Lake Mead.

to read: “Metropolitan executed the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA) in 2003, a key
component of California’s Colorado River Water Use Plan, providing for the transfer of water
from the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) to the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA)
and providing a reliable mechanism for additional agricultural to urban water transfers benefiting
Metropolitan. Execution of the QSA restored the opportunity for Metropolitan’s access to
special surplus water to be provided under the 2001 Interim Surplus Guidelines. The QSA set
aside several existing disputes between California’s Colorado River water agencies, allowing for
the cooperative development of additional Colorado River water supply programs.”

to read: “On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation District v. All Persons
Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation District et al., and County of Imperial v. Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the cases were remanded to the
trial court for further proceedings consistent with the Court of Appeal’s opinion”, and insert it
after the second sentence of the footnote.

114

to read: “The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented.”

112

12. On page 2-9, paragraph 1, revise the sentence:
“Metropolitan approved the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA) in 2003 that provided
for additional transfers from agricultural agencies that use Colorado River Water such as the
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) and the Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) to San
Diego.”

Also, revise the third sentence of the footnote: “The QSA agreements continue to be
implemented while the appeal is being decided.”

3
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“When water is available by direct delivery or exchange, such as surplus water in wet years, a
Project Participant could convey water from the CRA to the Project site via the water
conveyance pipeline that would be constructed under the first phase of the Project.”

“Approval of aspects of the Project/CEQA”
117

And right column, insert the sentence:
123

It should be noted in the Final EIR that the CRA delivers water from the Colorado River and
none of the Project Participants hold a contract with the Bureau of Reclamation for delivery of
Colorado River water.

“CEQA Responsible Agency pursuant to California Public Resources Code section 21069,
Metropolitan would evaluate potential environmental impacts within its boundaries and on its
facilities”

17. On page 3-21, paragraph 2, revise the sentence referring to California Water Service Company:
“Its 24 separate water systems serve 63 communities from Chico in Southern California to the
Palos Verdes Peninsula in Southern California.”

118

to read: “Its 24 separate water systems serve 63 communities from Chico in Northern California
to the Palos Verdes Peninsula in Southern California.”

23. On page 4.1-4, paragraph 2, revise the characterization of Metropolitan lands from “private
property” to “water district property.”

124

24. On page 4.5-13, paragraph 5, revise the text: “to the Los Angeles metropolitan Area” to read “to
the Southern California coastal plain.”

125

25. On page 4.9-10, the last sentence regarding the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Regional Study on
climate change should be revised as it appears that there are words missing from the sentence:

18. On page 3-34, paragraph 1, revise the sentence:
“The water conveyance pipeline would terminate at the CRA, a 242-mile water conveyance
facility that delivers water from the Colorado River at Parker Dam to water suppliers in Southern 119
California.”

26. On page 4.9-11, paragraph 1, please clarify the geographical area associated with the variation in
precipitation discussed in the sentence:

to read: “The water conveyance pipeline would terminate at the CRA, a 242-mile water
conveyance facility that delivers water from the Colorado River at Lake Havasu to Lake
Mathews.”
19. On page 3-34, paragraph 5, revise the words “Copper Mountain” to “Copper Basin” in Option
1a:

126

“However, these trends have many variations and need to consider more at a regional level, as
discussed below.”

“The data shows large annual variations (less than 9 to more than 20 inches).”
120

127

It is not clear whether the area referenced is the Colorado Basin, referenced earlier in the
paragraph or another area.
27. On page 4.9-12, revise the sentence:

20. On page 3-53, in the second to last row, right column, revise the sentence:

“Capture of snowmelt runoff traditionally has occurred during thelate spring and early summer
seasons.”

“Regulatory authority over Golden State and Suburban, the CPUC has approval authority over
Golden State's and Suburban Water's agreements if rates are affected.”

128

121
to read: “Capture of snowmelt runoff traditionally has occurred during the late spring and early
summer seasons.”

to read, “Regulatory authority over California Water Service, Golden State and Suburban, the
CPUC has approval authority over California Water Service’s, Golden State's and Suburban
Water's agreements if rates are affected.”
(based on information at http://www.calwater.com/rates/set_rates.php)

28. On page 4.9-40, paragraph 2, revise the sentence:
“As a result of the Salinity Management Policy, TDS levels in Colorado River water sampled
just below Parker Dam have been reduced to below 600 mg/L since 1985.”

21. On page 3-54, in the third to last row, center column, revise the sentence:
“Agreement to convey water through the CRA”

122

To read: “Agreement to exchange water from the distribution system to a Metropolitan member
agency for receipt by a Project Participant”
22. On page 3-54, below the third to last row, center column, insert the sentence:

123

129
to read: “With implementation of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program, TDS
levels in Colorado River water sampled just below Parker Dam have varied from 620 to 680
since 2005.”
Also revise the sentence in footnote 183:
5
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“U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin, Progress Report No. 22,
2005, Appendix A, page 69.”
to read: “U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin, Progress Report
No. 23, 2011, Appendix A, page 76.” found at
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/pdfs/PR23final.pdf.

129

to read: “In contrast, much of the Project infrastructure would be installed underground (43 miles
of water conveyance pipelines, possibly power distribution facilities and interconnected wellfield
pipelines), on private and water district property (Cadiz Property, ARZC ROW, Metropolitan
lands), and in remote areas not generally accessible by the public.”

29. On page 4.9-44, paragraph 3, revise the sentences:
“Presently, California is receiving waters unused by other states. The 2003 Quantification
Settlement Agreements created California’s “soft landing” by reducing California’s Colorado
River water usage from 5.2 million AFY to 4.4 million AFY in a normal year over 15 years
through the conservation and transfer of water from agricultural to urban uses in San Diego
County Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s, and Coachella Valley Water District’s jurisdictions,
through quantifying the agencies’ priority water rights to the River and allocating water in times
of shortage. This effort was called the “Interim Surplus Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus
Guidelines adopted rules for deciding when there was surplus water in the Colorado River, and
how such a surplus could be used, as California wound down its excess use.”
to read: “Presently, California is not receiving waters unused by other states. While the 2003
Quantification Settlement Agreement contemplated a California “soft landing” by reducing
California’s Colorado River water usage from 5.2 million AFY to 4.4 million AFY in a normal
year over 15 years through the conservation and transfer of water from agricultural to urban uses
in San Diego County Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s, and Coachella Valley Water District’s
jurisdictions, the California agencies reduced their use to 4.4 million AFY, less the payback of
certain amounts of water used in 2001 and 2002, and inadvertent overruns beginning in 2003.
Agreements relating to the Quantification Settlement Agreement quantified Imperial Irrigation
District’s, Coachella Valley Water District’s and Metropolitan’s priority water rights to River
water and allocate water in times of shortage. In addition, execution of these agreements restored
the agencies’ ability to utilize special surplus water, when available in accordance with the 2001
“Interim Surplus Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus Guidelines adopted a methodology for
deciding when there was surplus water available from Lake Mead, and for what purposes surplus
water could be used”.

“In contrast, much of the Project infrastructure would be installed underground (43 miles of
water conveyance pipelines, possibly power distribution facilities and interconnected wellfield
pipelines), on private property (Cadiz Property, ARZC ROW, Metropolitan lands), and in remote
areas not generally accessible by the public.”

33. On page 6-3, last paragraph, revise the sentence: “The facilities proposed for Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component of the Project include construction of a wellfield and
manifold (piping) system to carry pumped groundwater to a new 43-mile conveyance pipeline
that would be constructed along the ARZC ROW, and tie into the CRA, which would distribute
water to Project Participants.”

133

134

to read: “The facilities proposed for Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component of the
Project include construction of a wellfield and manifold (piping) system to carry pumped
groundwater to a new 43-mile conveyance pipeline that would be constructed along the ARZC
ROW, and tie into the CRA.”
130
34. On page 6-8, footnote 10, revise the words “Business and Professional Code” to read “Business
and Professions Code”

135

35. On page 6-9, footnote 13, revise the reference to Section 775120 of the California Public
Resources Code as there is no Section 775120 of the Code.

136

36. On page 6-10, paragraph 2, revise the sentence:“Metropolitan imports water from the Colorado
River via its CRA and from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta via the SWP.
137
to read: “Metropolitan imports water from the Colorado River via its CRA and receives water
from the California Department of Water Resources which imports it from the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta via the SWP.”
37. On page 6-10, paragraphs 2 and 3, revise the sentences:

30. On page 4.9-77, paragraph 1, should the second reference to “CRA water” be revised to
“groundwater” in the sentence: “The CRA water would have higher TDS concentrations than the
CRA water, whereas the sodium and chloride (salt) concentrations of the CRA water would be
slightly lower than the current concentrations in the groundwater in the alluvium in the Fenner
Gap area.”?

131

31. On page 4.13-7, footnote 20, revise “Rive” to “River”.

132

32. On page 5-28, paragraph 2, revise the sentence:

“Metropolitan’s water supplies and supply reliability are described in more detail in below but,
in summary, Metropolitan is taking several steps to address reliability issues associated with both
of its imported supply sources.
“On the Colorado River system a multi-year drought coupled with the need for Metropolitan to
permanently reduce its level of imports, along with litigation over the negotiated multi-party
settlement agreement intended to reduce California’s reliance on the Colorado River….”

133
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to read: “Metropolitan’s water supplies and supply reliability are described in more detail below
but, in summary, Metropolitan is taking several steps to address reliability issues associated with
both of its imported supply sources.
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138

“On the Colorado River system, litigation over the negotiated multi-party Quantification
Settlement and related agreements intended to reduce California’s reliance on the Colorado
River….”
38. On page 6-10, last paragraph, revise the sentence: “Metropolitan works with local agencies to
implement projects to recover and use contaminated groundwater.”
139
to read: “Metropolitan works with local agencies to implement projects to recover and treat
contaminated groundwater to meet potable use standards prior to use.”
39. On page 6-16, paragraph 3, revise the clause: “(see further discussion o Metropolitan supplies
and reliability issues in Section 6.2.7, below)”
140
to read: “(see further discussion of Metropolitan supplies and reliability issues in Section 6.2.7,
below)”
40. On page 6-19, paragraph 5, with respect to the sentence: “SMWD is pursuing
participation in the proposed Project as part their efforts to address the uncertainties arising over
the long-term reliability of, and to offset the need for, imported water.”: Project water would be
imported water.
41. On page 6-31, Table 6-14, revise footnote a by inserting: “Valley” to read “Upper San Gabriel
Valley Municipal Water District.”
42. On page 6-42, paragraph 3, revise the sentence: “Metropolitan’s service area covers six counties
in Southern California region: Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and
Ventura counties.”

141
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Also, revise the sentences: “Of California’s 4.4 MAF apportionment from the Colorado River,
3.8 MAF, or 86 percent, is delivered to the Imperial Valley and, to a much lesser extent, the Palo
Verde Irrigation District near Blythe, the Yuma Project, and the Coachella Valley Irrigation
District. The water rights held by these irrigation districts are called “present perfected” rights –
they predate the 1922 Colorado River Compact and thus entitle them to receive their water
allocation in all years – dry or wet – over other lower priority users, including Metropolitan.”
to read: “Of California’s 4.4 MAF normal year apportionment from the Colorado River, up to
3.85 MAF, less transfers and use of up to 14,500 acre-feet by holders of Indian and
miscellaneous present perfected rights holders, is delivered to Imperial Irrigation District and, to
a much lesser extent, the Palo Verde Irrigation District near Blythe, the Yuma Project, and the
Coachella Valley Water District. A portion of the water rights held by the first three of the
entities listed are called “present perfected” rights – they predate the 1928 Boulder Canyon
Project Act and thus entitle them to receive their water allocation in order of their priority date
over other lower priority users, including Metropolitan.”
45. On page 6-54, paragraph 1, revise the sentences: “California has historically drawn more than its
basic apportionment of Colorado River water; its annual use has varied between 4.5 and 5.3
MAF over the last ten years77,78 with water supplies above California’s entitlement of 4.4 million
acre-feet typically coming from unused portions of Arizona’s apportionment and surplus water
on the River in wet years.”
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to read: “California has in the past drawn more than its basic apportionment of Colorado River
water; its annual use has varied between 4.32 and 5.37 MAF over the last ten years77,78 with
water supplies above California’s normal year apportionment of 4.4 million acre-feet typically
coming from unused portions of Arizona and Nevada’s apportionment and surplus water.”
46. On page 6-54, footnote 77, revise: “Aquifonia, The Colorado River,
http://aquafornia.com/where-does-californias-water-come-from/the-colorado-river,
accessed October 12, 2011.

147

143
to read: “http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html.”

to read: “Metropolitan’s service area covers portions of six counties in the Southern California
region: Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties.”
43. On page 6-53, footnote 73, revise the sentence:“The transfer is implemented via Metropolitan
infrastructure, whereby Metropolitan receives the IID water and conveys the same amount of
CRA water to SDCWA.”

144

to read:“The transfer is implemented via Metropolitan infrastructure, whereby Metropolitan
receives the IID water and exchanges it for an equal amount of water delivered to SDCWA.”
44. On page 6-53, paragraph 3, insert a footnote providing a reference for the statement
“Metropolitan projects that 16 percent of its total water supply in 2035 will come from the
Colorado River.”

145

47. On page 6-54, paragraph 1, revise the sentence: “However, in recent years, increased use by
upstream water users (within their allocated rights) has reduced the amount of surplus Colorado
River water formerly available to Metropolitan, a 10-year drought in the Colorado River
watershed has decreased storage levels in Lake Mead and Lake Powell below 50 percent, record
dry conditions in Southern California have reduced groundwater basins and local reservoirs, and
consecutive dry years in northern California reduced Lake Oroville (at the starting point of the
SWP) in 2008 and 2009 to its lowest and third lowest operating level since the reservoir was
filled.”
to read: “However, in recent years, increased use by upstream water users (within their allocated
rights) has reduced the amount of surplus Colorado River water formerly available to
Metropolitan, a 10-year drought in the Colorado River watershed had decreased storage levels in
Lake Mead and Lake Powell below 50 percent before their recovery in 2011, record dry
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conditions in Southern California had reduced groundwater levels and local reservoir storage
before recovery in 2011, and consecutive dry years in northern California reduced Lake Oroville
(an SWP reservoir) in 2008 and 2009 to its lowest and third lowest operating level since the
reservoir was filled.”
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48. On page 6-54, paragraph 1, revise the phrase: “Thus, while California’s apportionment of water
has priority over Arizona and Nevada,”
149

to read: “As part of the agreement, the State has agreed to bear responsibility for funding
mitigation in excess of the $133 million to be funded by IID, CVWD, and SDCWA, collectively.
Specifically, the QSA and related agreements committed the parties to implementing eight long153
term transfer and supply agreements that will shift up to 36 MAF from agricultural to urban use
over the life of the agreement and allocate the use of conserved water from the All American
Canal and Coachella Canal Lining Projects.”

to read, “Thus, while California’s apportionment of water has priority over a portion of Arizona
and Nevada’s apportionment,”

53. On page 6-55, paragraph 2, revise the sentences: “An appeal was filed and a temporary stay
immediately granted, which was later made permanent pending outcome of the appeal. The stay
allows the QSA water transfers to continue while the QSA parties appeal its invalidation.”

49. On page 6-54, paragraph 4, revise the sentence: “Metropolitan may receive this additional water
from unused apportionments, water supplies unused by agricultural districts, supplies unused by
the states of Arizona and Nevada classified as Priority 6, and as Intentionally Created Surplus or
supplies stored from previous years’ extraordinary conservation and efficiency improvements to
the operations of the Colorado River system, which are classified as Priority 3(a).”

to read: “On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation District v. All Persons
Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation District et al., and County of Imperial v. Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the cases were remanded to the
trial court for further proceedings consistent with the Court of Appeal’s opinion.”
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to read: “Metropolitan may receive this additional water from water supplies unused by
agricultural districts, supplies unused by the states of Arizona and Nevada, and as Intentionally
Created Surplus-- supplies stored from previous years’ extraordinary conservation and efficiency
improvements to the operations of the Colorado River system.”
50. On page 6-55, paragraph 1, revise the sentence: “Although this amount is reasonably expected to
be available over the next 20 years, water supply reliability is an increasing concern due to
increased water use by other states and persistent drought conditions, which are reducing
available supply to lower-priority users such as Metropolitan.”

151

55. On page 6-57, paragraph 2, revise the sentence: “Meanwhile, higher-priority users are beginning
to take their full apportionment of Colorado River water, which could eventually reduce the
amount of water available to Metropolitan to 550,000 AF, which is its fourth priority right, plus
what water can be made available from conservation programs with the IID and other
agricultural-to-urban water transfers.”
to read: “Meanwhile, Arizona and Nevada have in the recent past used more of their
apportionment of Colorado River water, and California has reduced its use, with Metropolitan
using its basic apportionment, plus the amount of water made available from conservation and
land fallowing programs with IID, CVWD, and PVID, the storage program with the Central
Arizona Water Conservation District, and delivery of Intentionally Created Surplus, minus the
use of water by holders of Indian and miscellaneous present perfected rights in excess of 14,500
acre-feet and the creation of Intentionally Created Surplus.”
56. On page 6-57, paragraph 3, revise the sentence: “The operational constraint is that this water
needs to be blended with SWP supplies to meet the target salinity of 500 mg/L of TDS.”
to read: “While this water is blended with SWP supplies in portions of Metropolitan’s
distribution system to meet a target salinity of 500 mg/L of TDS, the salinity of Colorado River
water is not a constraint in Metropolitan’s diversion of Colorado River water.”

153

57. On page 6-58, paragraph 2, revise the sentence: “The guiding principle of the WSDM Plan is to
encourage storage of water during periods of surplus and work with its member agencies to
minimize impacts of water shortages during periods of shortage.”
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to read: “The QSA and related agreements are a set of agreements among IID, CVWD, San
Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), Metropolitan and others intended to reduce
California’s reliance on the Colorado River. Essentially, the IID-SDCWA transfer agreement
calls for Imperial Valley farmers to fallow land and make voluntary efficiency improvements
and for IID to make conservation improvements and transfer the conserved water to SDCWA.”
52. On page 6-55, paragraph 2, revise the sentences: “As part of the agreement, the State has agreed
to bear responsibility for the restoration of the Salton Sea. Specifically, the QSA committed the
parties to implementing eight long-term transfer and supply agreements that will shift up to 36
MAF from agricultural to urban use over the life of the agreement and authorize the All
American Canal and Coachella Canal Lining Projects.”

155

to read: “The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented.”

to read: “This amount is reasonably expected to be available over the next 20 years.”
51. On page 6-55, paragraph 2, revise the sentences: “The QSA is a set of agreements among IID,
CVWD, San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), Metropolitan and others intended to
reduce California’s reliance on the Colorado River. Essentially, the QSA calls for Imperial
Valley farmers to make voluntary efficiency and conservation improvements and transfer the
conserved water to San Diego.”

54. On page 6-55, paragraph 2, revise the sentence: “The stay allows the QSA water transfers to
continue while the QSA parties appeal its invalidation.”
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to read: “The guiding principle of the WSDM Plan is to encourage storage of water during
periods of surplus and for Metropolitan to work with its member agencies to minimize impacts
of water shortages during periods of shortage.”
58. On page 7-7, paragraph 1, revise the sentence: “Additionally, Metropolitan in collaboration with
Metropolitan Water District of Orange County (MWDOC) and other Metropolitan member
agencies is in the process of developing a Long Term Conservation Plan, which seeks an
aggressive water use efficiency target in order to achieve a 20 percent reduction in per capita
water use by 2020 for the entire Metropolitan service area.”
to read: “Additionally, Metropolitan in collaboration with the Municipal Water District of
Orange County (MWDOC) and other Metropolitan member agencies is in the process of
developing a Long Term Conservation Plan, which seeks an aggressive water use efficiency
target in order to achieve a 20 percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020 for the entire
Metropolitan service area.”
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2.3 Organizations
TABLE 2-5
ORGANIZATIONS SUBMITTING COMMENTS
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Ameron International Corporation

03/09/2012

Dennis E. Shearer, PE
District Sales Manager

Best Western Colorado River Inn

01/26/2012

Philip C. Crouch, CHA
General Manager

BNSF Railway Company

02/10/2012

David T. Rankin
Senior General Attorney

Joseph E. Bonadiman & Associates, Inc.

03/13/2012

Joseph S.C. Bonadiman,
Ph.D., PE

Center for Biological Diversity

03/14/2012

Adam Lazar

Desert Cycle Works

03/08/2012

[signature illegible]

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms

01/25/2012

Rob Fleck
Director of Sales
Thomas Goodspeed
President

Goodspeed Distributing Inc.

03/09/12

Layne Christensen Company

03/09/2012

Robert C. Minella
Regional General Manager

Los Angeles Salad Company

03/08/2012

Robert Hana
CEO

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America LaborersLocal Union 783 (2 submissions)

12/12/2011 and
01/11/2012

Richard Drury and
Christina Caro
Attorneys for Local 783

Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association

01/24/2012

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Land Trust

03/09/2012

Nancy Karl
Executive Director

Morongo Basin Regional Economic Development Consortium

03/09/2012

Alan Rasmussen
Chair

Shady Myrick Research Project

12/06/2012

John Lightburn
Project Director

Submitted on behalf of:
Center for Biological Diversity:
National Parks Conservation Association
California Wilderness Coalition
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Sierra Club Desert Committee
Mojave Desert Land Trust
Sierra Club
Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Defenders of Wildlife
Desert Tortoise Council
Sierra Club Desert Committee, San Gorgonio Chapter, and
National Organization
Southern California Watershed Alliance
Desal Response Group
Desert Survivors

03/13/2012

Seth Shteir
California Desert Field
Representative
National Parks Conservation
Association, et al.

Native American Land Conservancy

03/14/2012

Michael J. Madrigal
President

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012

2. Comment Letters

TABLE 2-5
ORGANIZATIONS SUBMITTING COMMENTS
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

02/01/2012 and
02/27/2012

Tom Beeghly

Needles Chamber of Commerce

01/12/2012

Jeff Williams
President

Northwest Pipe Company

02/14/2012

Gary Stokes
Sr. VP, Sales and Marketing

National Chloride Company of America (2 submissions)

Office Supplies Plus

undated

Dee Richhart
President & CEO

Orange County Coastkeeper

02/06/2012

Colin Kelly
Staff Attorney

Pacific Institute

03/13/2012

Dr. Newsha Ajami

2/12/2012,
03/12/2012 and
03/13/2012 (2)

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Roscoe Moss Company

03/07/2012

Robert A. Van Valer

Salt Products Company

03/14/2012

Nael Bratt

River Archaeological Heritage Association of the
Lower Colorado River (4 submissions)

Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker, LLP
(6 submissions)

undated
03/14/2012,
03/16/2012 (2),
03/27/2012,
04/03/12

H. Marie Brashear
President

Robert S. Bower

02/24/2012

Dennis Nakata
Paralegal

Twentynine Palms Chamber of Commerce

12/15/2011

Maggie Chaffer
President

The Wildlands Conservancy

03/14/2012

Frazier Haney

Willits & Newcomb, Inc.

03/12/2012

Jackie Maxwell
President

Zepeda Labor Contracting, Inc.

03/09/2012

Elena Zepada Cota

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012
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Because life is good.

Additional Documents and Comments Re Cadiz Water Project DEIR
March 14, 2012
Page 2 of 3

Recommendation:
Staff has concluded that material changes have occurred since the Cadiz
Project was approved for investigation. Staff’s recommendation is Option #2,
and that further board action on the project be deferred for the following
reasons:
1. Uncertainty over the availability of surplus water arising from unexpected
hydrological conditions and the near term and potentially longer term
threat of suspension of the Interim Surplus Guidelines.
2. The growing realization that significant quantities of native groundwater
may not be available for export from this project as a result of public
opposition and the limitations of the groundwater monitoring and
management program. This adversely affects previous estimates of dry
year water availability and project water supply costs.
3. The demand for Colorado River water supply for our blend treatment plants
to maintain compliance with the new federal disinfectant by-product
standards. This regulatory compliance imperative, over the next 10 years,
may reduce our flexibility to store Colorado River water in the planned
Cadiz and other off-aqueduct storage programs.
4. Increased capital costs above the $150 million estimate, as verified by
independent consultant Black & Veatch requiring further time for
negotiations with Cadiz Inc. should the Board desire to move forward.
5. The money that is planned to be spent on the Cadiz Project may be needed
elsewhere to acquire water supplies that are not dependent upon surplus
Colorado River water and the availability of disputed local groundwater
supplies.
6. The position of our outside counsel and our Chief Financial Officer, that
the proposed contract as negotiated places substantial financial risk on
Metropolitan due to: increased capital and operating costs; higher per unit
water supply and storage costs due to the uncertain native and surplus
water supplies noted above; increased potential for environmental
compliance cost and/or environmental litigation; and the difficulty of fully
insulating Metropolitan from a Cadiz default.
[…]

VIA email
March 14, 2012
Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
FAX: 213-599-4301
Email: cadizproject@esassoc.com
RE: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft
Environmental Impact Report State Clearinghouse #2011031002
Request to Include and Review 2000-2002 Cadiz EIR/EIS, MWDSC Board Disapproval,
and Related Documents
Dear Mr. Barnes,
As the Santa Margarita Water District considers its decision whether or not to approve the
Cadiz Water Project pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), it is
important that the District and the public be made fully aware of the history of the project in its
previous iteration. A previous version of this project was strongly criticized by local, state and
federal leaders, then disapproved by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(“MWDSC”) on October 8, 2002, and cancelled shortly thereafter. See the October, 8, 2002
MWDSC press release, attached.
As a result, we ask the Board to include in the administrative record, and to review in making
its CEQA approval, the following information:
1
1. The complete EIR/EIS for the previous version of the project, available at
http://www.pacinst.org/reports/cadiz/, as well as all related comments and supporting
documentation submitted for the DEIR/EIS.

See 2002 Board Meeting Agenda, Attached. The BLM notice of cancellation is also included. I
have also attached an editorial, applauding MWDSC’s cancellation of the project, from the
Sacramento Bee, and two additional articles summarizing the project’s 2002 disapproval by
MWDSC Board and “a key committee” from the Los Angeles Times. Thank you for
consideration of these additional materials.
Sincerely,

2. MWDSC decision to disapprove and cancel Cadiz project.
As a part of this review, we request consideration of the following recommendations
made by the MWDSC staff regarding this project, as indicated on Item 9-5 of the October 8,
2002 MWDSC meeting agenda, attached and copied in part below:
9-5 Review Record of Decision and action on the right-of-way grant for the
Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program. (WPQ&R)
Arizona • California • Nevada • New Mexico • Alaska • Oregon • Minnesota • Vermont • Washington • Washington, DC
Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney • 351 California St., Suite 600 • San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 436-9682 x320 • Fax: (415) 436-9683 • E-mail: alazar@biologicaldiversity.org

Adam Lazar
Attachments

1

Supplemental Cadiz DEIR Comments, Attachment 1
O_CBD

O_CBD

Additional Documents and Comments Re Cadiz Water Project DEIR
March 14, 2012
Page 3 of 3
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Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MWDSC Board Meeting Agenda, October 8, 2002
MWDSC Press Release, Cadiz Project Cancelled, October 10, 2002
BLM Newsbytes: Storage Project Cancelled, October 2002
Los Angeles Times, MWD Cancels Desert Storage Project, October 9, 2002
Los Angeles Times, MWD Told Mojave Plan Is All Wet, October 8, 2002
Sacramento Bee, Dead In the Desert (Editorial), October 10, 2002
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ADVERTISEMENT

He reminded the board that the federal government had given its final environmental approval to the
project Aug. 29, after five years of costly environmental studies.
"Do we really want to throw the baby out with the bathwater less than 60 days after we received all those
federal approvals?" he asked.
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But responses from several board members suggested that they had become weary of debating a project
about which too many environmental questions remained unresolved, along with new questions about
the practicality of the proposal.
"The Cadiz program doesn't represent reliability at this point," said Timothy Brick, a board member
representing the city of Pasadena. "It represents risk."
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MWD Cancels Desert Storage Project
Board: The complex plan to keep Colorado River water
underground is seen as risky, opposed by environmentalists.
The vote is a blow for Davis backer and his Cadiz Inc.
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October 09, 2002 | MICHAEL A. HILTZIK | TIMES STAFF WRITER
The Metropolitan Water District Tuesday canceled the controversial Cadiz program, a multimilliondollar project to store water under the desert that was once seen as a key to Southern California's water
supply future but had become an environmental and political lightning rod.
The narrow vote by the district's Board of Directors provoked a brief round of applause from a
boardroom audience that was heavily populated by environmentalists and public-interest activists who
had made the proposal a statewide issue.
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Over the last two years, however, a severe drought on the Colorado has sharply reduced the district's
expectations of the surplus it will receive over the next 12 to 15 years, making it uncertain whether there
will be enough water to store at Cadiz to justify the project's expense. Continuing environmental
opposition could also have slashed the volume of ground water that could have been extracted from the
site.
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"It's great when a public agency actually does the right thing and turns down a project like this that
would have been very unsound," said Simeon Herskovits, an attorney for the Western Environmental
Law Center. The Taos, N.M., organization represents a coalition of environmental groups opposed to the
project.

March 19, 1995

Also in the audience was the project's main sponsor, Keith Brackpool, a leading financial backer of Gov.
Gray Davis and an advisor to the governor on statewide water issues.
MORE STORIES ABOUT
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Brackpool's company, Santa Monica-based Cadiz Inc., stood to earn $500 million to $1 billion in revenue
over the 50-year term of the project, but now faces a doubtful future.

Environment
Utilities
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Critics had argued that ground water extraction on the anticipated scale threatened permanent damage to
the fragile desert ecosystem. Although the Interior Department ruled in August that a proposed network of
testing wells around the site would deliver adequate warning of impending damage, few environmentalists
agreed.

In any event, the district's enthusiasm for the project had ebbed markedly since it was first presented to
the district in 1997. At that time, the MWD was just beginning to grapple with the implications of a
looming cutback in the water it received from the Colorado River. Any program to husband the Colorado
resources seemed promising.
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The company also stood to earn a profit by selling the MWD as much as 1.5 million acre-feet of indigenous
ground water already flowing through the aquifer. The MWD and Cadiz were to share the $150-million
capital cost, most of it devoted to construction of a 35-mile pipeline between the MWD's Colorado River
aqueduct and the Mojave site.

Among the strongest critics was Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), who said she feared that the project
would threaten the nearby Mojave National Preserve and who asked the MWD to reject the proposal.
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The innovative and complex project envisioned storing up to 1.5-million acre-feet of surplus Colorado
River water in an aquifer under a Mojave Desert tract owned by Cadiz for extraction in dry years.

Tuesday's vote represents a personal embarrassment for Brackpool, a British-born investment
professional who made his public reputation in California by proselytizing about the need for new
approaches to the state's water supply crisis.
Davis, who received more than $235,000 in campaign contributions from Brackpool and the moneylosing Cadiz, placed Brackpool and other Cadiz officials on statewide advisory panels on natural
resources.
In one last personal appeal Tuesday, Brackpool strove to assure the board that the numerous lingering
environmental and economic questions about the project could be successfully addressed.

The deteriorating financial condition of Cadiz, meanwhile, undermined its suitability as a business partner
with the district.
"At a minimum, it is simply not timely for us to be making a decision to proceed with this project," MWD
Chief Executive Ronald R. Gastelum told the board before its vote.
The motion to cancel the program passed with 50.25% of the board's weighted votes in favor, a razor-thin
margin over the 50% needed, with the largest bloc coming from Los Angeles County board members. Cast
in opposition were 44.22% of the votes, including votes from San Diego and Orange County members. The
balance of the votes were held by board members not in attendance. Under the MWD system, the 37 board
members are entitled to weighted votes based on the size and valuation of the 26 local and municipal water
districts they represent.
The motion prevailed over a single alternative: a plan, favored by Gastelum and the district's professional
staff, to defer approval of the project indefinitely. That vote failed 47.11% to 47.36%.
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MWD Told Mojave Plan Is All Wet
Resources: Committee recommends killing the Cadiz storage project for Colorado River water.
October 08, 2002 | MICHAEL A. HILTZIK | TIMES STAFF WRITER
In a surprise development, a key committee of the Metropolitan Water District board recommended Monday that the district kill the controversial Cadiz water
project, a $150-million plan to store surplus Colorado River water under the Mojave Desert.
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The full board, made up of 37 members representing more than 26 local and regional water districts, will take up the question at its regular monthly meeting
today.
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The MWD's Water Planning, Quality and Resources Committee voted 6 to 3 to recommend that the district's full board "not proceed with the project." The
vote went further than a recommendation from the MWD staff, which had only proposed that the district indefinitely defer the project.
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Whether the board will follow the committee's recommendation is unclear. The board is not obligated to accept the committee's recommendation. Moreover,
while each board member has a single vote on the committee, their votes on the full board are weighted according to their districts' original investment in the
MWD infrastructure. Two of the committee votes to kill the project, however, came from representatives of Los Angeles County, which has the largest weighted
vote on the full board.
A board rejection would deal a mortal blow to the project, which has been under consideration for five years but has generated fierce opposition on
environmental and fiscal grounds.
After the vote, Santa Monica-based Cadiz Inc. urged the board to continue considering the project.
"Given the need for reliable water supplies and given that the program has received all federal approvals, we respectfully suggest that the public interest is best
served by an open, public review of the environmental documentation prepared by MWD staff and consultants," the company said in a prepared statement.
"A great deal of public and private resources have been expended. To not complete the evaluation and review would not best serve the public interest."
Cancellation of the project would be a serious defeat for Cadiz's chief executive, Keith Brackpool, a key financial supporter of Gov. Gray Davis and an advisor to
the governor on state water policy. Brackpool conceived the water project and ushered it through five years of state and federal environmental reviews.
Under the project's original plans, Cadiz and the MWD would share the cost of constructing a 35-mile pipeline to carry water between the MWD's Colorado
River Aqueduct and Cadiz's storage site in the Mojave Desert north of Palm Springs.
Under the tentative partnership terms, the MWD was to deliver an upfront payment of more than $54 million to Cadiz upon final approval of the project.
The plan called for the MWD to store as much as 1.5 million acre-feet of surplus Colorado River water in an aquifer under the site and would have given the
district the right to buy from Cadiz another 1.5 million acre-feet of naturally occurring groundwater from the aquifer. Cadiz stood to earn $500 million to $1
billion from the plan over 50 years. One acre-foot is roughly enough water to serve two average households for a year.
On Aug. 29, the Interior Department gave environmental approval for the sale to the MWD of the 35-mile right of way needed to build the pipeline.
But opponents have raised numerous questions about it. Water district sources have said that cost estimates for the project have risen, which would require
further negotiations with the company.
Environmental critics contend that extraction of groundwater on the scale that Cadiz projects could subject the delicate Mojave Desert ecosystem to
irreversible damage. Among those who have called on the MWD to cancel the program are U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) and Rep. Jerry Lewis (RRedlands), whose district includes the site.
The most potent argument against the project recently has been that the continuing drought has rendered the availability of sufficient surplus water to fill the
storage site doubtful. That was one of the main reasons that MWD Chief Executive Ronald R. Gastelum cited last month when he recommended that the board
indefinitely defer the project.
Because of the drought, MWD officials say their expectations of available surplus over the next 15 years--even under average rainfall conditions--have been cut
to 4 million acre-feet from as much as 9 million. That's not enough to justify the construction of major storage project, MWD officials say.
Gastelum also said that Cadiz's uncertain financial condition increased the financial risks that would be borne by the MWD.
District officials have long been concerned that the funds that MWD paid to Cadiz could be attached by the company's creditors, leaving the company without
the wherewithal to meet its partnership obligations.
When Gastelum recommended to the board that the project be deferred, he said that one of the unresolved issues in the district's negotiations with the
company is "the difficulty of fully insulating Metropolitan from a Cadiz default."

Copyright 2012 Los Angeles Times
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March 9, 2012
Mr. Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Blvd Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Dear Mr. Barnes:
I support the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage
Project. This project is a good investment in the high desert economy and can
be built without harming the desert.
R.E. Goodspeed and Sons Distributing is a third generation family owned
company that has been in business in Hesperia for over 35 years. We have
been through good economic times and bad. Just like California has wet
years and dry years, we know you have to hope for the best and plan for the
worst to make it over the long haul.
The Cadiz water project will help residential and business water customers
have stable prices and reliable water supplies whatever weather and the
economy bring. California needs to plan ahead for dry years. We need to
make good use of the water that’s available locally. We can get through the
next drought by storing water from wet years. The Cadiz project will help
make that possible.
In the high desert, the project will create jobs and improve the tax base in
San Bernardino County.
We support the job creation and economic
development aspects of this project and we ask you for your support in
permitting this project.
Sincerely,

Thomas Goodspeed
President
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O_MDLT

61732 29 Palms Hwy, Joshua Tree, CA 92252

Ph 760.366.5440

Fax 888.869.4981

www.mojavedesertlandtrust.org

Mr. Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
SUBJECT: Comments on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft
Environmental Impact Report State Clearinghouse #2011031002
Dear Mr. Barnes:
Thank you for this opportunity to submit comments regarding the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project (“project”) Draft Environmental Impact Report (“DEIR”).
I am writing on behalf of The California Desert Land Conservancy, dba Mojave Desert Land Trust (MDLT), a
501(c)(3) conservation organization. MDLT’s mission is to protect the California Desert’s ecosystems and
its scenic and cultural resource values through land acquisition, volunteer stewardship, restoration,
education and outreach, as well as collaboration with federal, state and local agencies and organizations.
Our conservation and habitat restoration work includes partnerships with the National Park Service, the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the California Department of Fish and Game, the Department of
Defense and private foundations.
MDLT is a major stakeholder and owner of lands within the California desert. MDLT has invested more
than $18,000,000 to acquire 37,000 acres of land for conservation. These conservation investments
include:

•

•
•

The purpose of our work is to remove development threats and other incompatible uses, and to
preserve the biological, scenic and cultural resources of sensitive desert ecosystems. Through
conveyance of these lands to the United States, our investments also provide more efficient ecosystem
management by their respective agencies (National Park Service and the BLM).
In consideration of our investments, and the private and public donations given to us to protect these
lands, we are compelled to question and comment on the significant impacts of the Cadiz project.

March 9, 2012

•

O_MDLT

23,600 acres within three (3) desert national parks (most of which is located within the Mojave
National Preserve)
6,300 acres within dozens of designated Wilderness areas managed by the BLM (including Old
Woman Mountains, Turtle Mountains, Sheephole Valley, and Cadiz Dunes which surround the
project area)
3,300 acres within the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) – critical tortoise
habitat
2,100 acres within wildlife linkage areas to protect connectivity between these large natural areas

Page 1 of 3

We believe that the volume of water planned for extraction out of the California desert would far
outweigh any “benefits” this project may claim to provide. Furthermore, the benefits claimed by the
project proponents would not even be provided to residents of San Bernardino County, yet these same
residents, stakeholders, and agencies would bear the permanent brunt of those impacts, which are not
sustainable but irreversible.
The biological resources impacted by the project would reach far beyond the project area that could
include the Mojave National Preserve, the surrounding Wilderness areas managed by the BLM, and the
connectivity or wildlife linkages connecting them that listed species require to survive. The potential
impacts to natural water resources beyond the project area are too severe to ignore, given the fragile
and sensitive nature of natural springs and seeps even without a significant and long-term water
extraction.

1

The DEIR does not adequately nor appropriately analyze impacts to groundwater and other biological
resources. The impacts to the threatened desert tortoise and big horn sheep should be seriously
considered. That consideration should also expand to include the cumulative impacts of the massive
take of habitat from renewable energy development at the same time.
The project’s location within important linkages between Mojave National Preserve and several
designated Wilderness areas is problematic. In addition, it is nearly adjacent to a recovery unit (DWMA)
containing critical tortoise habitat. The air quality, water availability and quality, and wildlife habit
values would not be able to be sustained by the fragile ecosystem due to the impacts of this project.

2

The DEIR fails to include updated studies for several special-status wildlife species, including: the Mojave
fringe-toed lizard, (DEIR, p 4.4-47,) burrowing owl, (DEIR, p. 4.4-47,) and American Badger. (DEIR, 4.448.) The DEIR fails to provide adequate baseline information for a number of wildlife species and
therefore is unable to adequately evaluate the impacts to them.
Project proponents claim that the project is “sustainable” yet the arid environment of the desert is
clearly not able to recharge an aquifer. This claim of “sustainability” simply does not make sense,
especially in light of the fact that the water extracted from San Bernardino County would not benefit San
Bernardino County, but would benefit Santa Margarita Water Agency (SMWA), Three Valleys Municipal
Water District, Suburban Water System, Golden State Water Company, Jurupa Community Services, and
California Water Service Company.
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3

O_MDLT

The project’s lead agency should not be the same agency that will obviously benefit from the project’s
completion. San Bernardino County should be the lead agency in permitting and reviewing this project,
and public hearings held in San Bernardino County should determine the outcome and mitigation
providing the public with input into what will be a significant and long-term take of their resources.

3

The project proponents claim that water is “saved” by the project because it might reduce evaporative
losses when water ponds on the surface during some wet periods. Yet, it is precisely this water that local
ecosystems rely upon for survival.

4
Water in the desert is a rare thing, and the desert pools, ephemeral seeps, natural springs, and playas
support delicate ecosystems dependent on the ability of groundwater to reach the surface. This project
would draw down that groundwater, leading to the inevitable disappearance of surface water with
highly uncertain, poorly understood, but almost certainly negative ecological consequences.
As a major landowner and business paying significant property taxes, land management costs, and
generating dozens of jobs through our conservation work, and as a conservation partner to state and
federal agencies, we believe that this project would affect and negatively impact our investments and
our future work. The project would affect the quality of air, water and wildlife habitat for many miles
beyond the project area, and that fact significantly affects our investments, our donors, and our ability
to receive future donations and grants for our work. The quality of wildlife habitat and its biological
resources weigh heavily on our ability to qualify for grant and other funding for our work which provides
a sustained and significant public benefit.
Our precious water and other biological resources must not be allowed to be taken for short-term gain.
A complete CEQA/NEPA review is required. The earlier Cadiz project was rejected 10 years ago after
undergoing a combined CEQA/NEPA review. It was a bad idea then, and it’s an even worse idea now
given climate change affects on the desert, and a massive renewable energy take of tortoise and other
sensitive species’ habits at the same time.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our comments. We look forward to a much improved and
proper approval and review process for this project.
Sincerely,

Nancy Karl
Executive Director
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O_Myrick Research Proj
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Miller, Michele
Tom Barnes; Nicolle Ianelli Steiner
FW: Request for Cadiz EIR
Tuesday, December 06, 2011 11:41:55 AM

Hi,
Just received this request. I can follow up with Mr. Lightburn’s request and mail him one of our
copies we received.
Also, I will keep a list of folks from whom we receive requests.
From: john lightburn [mailto:shady_myrick@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 11:24 AM
To: Miller, Michele
Subject: Request for Cadiz EIR

Michele, I am with the F. M. "Shady" Myrick Research Project, located at
Goffs. By way of this communication, we are requesting that we be sent a
hard-copy of the Cadiz Project EIR and all other related materials.
Please send to:
John Lightburn
Shady Myrick Research Project
c/o Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
37198 Lanfair Rd. #G-15
Essex, California, 92332-9786
We would also like to be added to you mailing lists as an interested party
wishing to comment on this project.
Please send all correspondence, informationals, and notices to this email
address:
Thank you to your response to our request.
John Lightburn, Project Director
310-220-5752

1

O_NPCA-CBD et al.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.

Dear Mr. Barnes:

On behalf of the Center for Biological Diversity (“CBD”), the National Parks
Conservation Association (“NPCA”), the California Wilderness Coalition (CWC), San
Bernardino Valley Audubon Society, Sierra Club Desert Committee, the Mojave Desert Land
Trust, the Morongo Basin Conservation Association, Defenders of Wildlife, the Desert Tortoise
Council, the San Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club, Southern California Watershed Alliance,
Desal Response Group and Desert Survivors, we appreciate and welcome the opportunity to
comment on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (“Cadiz Water
Project,” “Proposed Project” or “Project”) Draft Environmental Impact Report (“DEIR”).
For the reasons set forth below, commenters request that a new DEIR be prepared for the
Proposed Project under the lead agency of San Bernardino County. Also, the right-of-way
(“ROW”) for the Proposed Project requires Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) approval, and
the Proposed Project, therefore, requires full review under the National Environmental Policy
Act (“NEPA”), 42 U.S.C. section 4321 et seq. We urge the appropriate state agencies to
coordinate with the appropriate federal agencies to prepare a joint EIR/DEIS for the Proposed
Project that complies with both state and federal law.

VIA email and FedEx
March 13, 2012
Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
FAX: 213-599-4301
Email: cadizproject@esassoc.com
RE: Comments on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report State Clearinghouse #2011031002

Submitted on behalf of:
Center for Biological Diversity:
National Parks Conservation Association
California Wilderness Coalition
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Sierra Club Desert Committee
Mojave Desert Land Trust
Sierra Club
Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Defenders of Wildlife
Desert Tortoise Council
Sierra Club Desert Committee, San Gorgonio Chapter, and National Organization
Southern California Watershed Alliance
Desal Response Group
Desert Survivors

NPCA is a non-profit organization whose mission is to protect and enhance America’s
national parks for present and future generations. NPCA has 450,000 members nationwide and
over 45,000 California members, and works with elected officials, the media, and communities
to foster stewardship of our national treasures. NPCA has three offices in the Mojave Desert:
Joshua Tree, Barstow, and Las Vegas.
The Center for Biological Diversity (“CBD”) is a national, nonprofit conservation
organization with more than 320,000 members and online activists dedicated to protecting
endangered species and wild places. Due to the proposed project’s significant impacts to deserts
and to the development of suburban sprawl, CBD has followed the proposed project closely in its
various iterations through the years, and has utilized its staff biologist to review the relevant
impacts on plants and wildlife.
The California Wilderness Coalition (“CWC”) protects the natural landscapes that make
California unique, providing clean air and water, a home to wildlife, and a place for recreation
and spiritual renewal. With 3,000 members, CWC is the only organization dedicated to
protecting and restoring California's wild places and native biodiversity on a statewide level.
Since 1976, we have empowered local communities and conservationists to be the voice for wild
California.
The San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society (SBVAS) is a chapter of the National
Audubon Society, which has about half a million members nationwide. The chapter itself has
approximately 1800 members who reside in the inland empire. Audubon members regularly
visit the Mojave desert for birdwatching, photography, and the appreciation of nature.
The Sierra Club is a national nonprofit organization of approximately 1.3 million
members and supporters dedicated to exploring, enjoying, and protecting the wild places of the
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earth; to practicing and promoting the responsible use of the earth’s ecosystems and resources; to
educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human
environment; and to using all lawful means to carry out these objectives. Sierra Club’s Desert
Committee includes members that focus on conservation of deserts of the southwest, including
California. The San Gorgonio chapter focuses on conservation issues throughout San
Bernardino County, California.
Mojave Desert Land Trust conserves land with important biological, cultural and scenic
values. Our work helps to secure the biodiversity, beauty, and integrity of healthy desert
ecosystems for future generations to enjoy. We have 1,300 land trust members, and as a major
landowner in the California desert, we have acquired more than 37,000 acres of important desert
habitat through acquisition, restoration, land stewardship and strategic partnerships with state
and federal agencies.
The Morongo Basin Conservation Association (MBCA) advocates for a healthy desert
environment that nurtures our rural character, cultural wealth, and economic well-being. We
have over 400 members and supporters.
Defenders of Wildlife (“Defenders”) is a national environmental organization with 1.1
million members and supporters in the U.S., including 109,000 in California. Defenders is
dedicated to protecting all wild animals and plants in their natural communities. To this end,
Defenders employs science, public education and participation, media, legislative advocacy,
litigation and proactive on-the-ground solutions in order to prevent the extinction of species,
associated loss of biological diversity, and habitat alteration and destruction.
The Desert Tortoise Council is a private, non-profit organization comprised of hundreds of
professionals and laypersons who share a common concern for wild desert tortoises and a
commitment to advancing the public’s understanding of this species. Established in 1976 to
promote conservation of tortoises in the deserts of the southwestern United States and Mexico,
the Council regularly provides information to individuals, organizations and regulatory agencies
on matters potentially affecting the desert tortoise within its historical range.
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work, Desert Survivors leads free backpacking trips and car camps for people of all levels of
skill and fitness, as well as offering courses in beginning backpacking. Desert Survivors has
700+ members, primarily in California and Nevada
Dr. James Andre is an individual with 19 years experience in desert ecology in his
position as Director of the UC Granite Mountains Desert Research Center.
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The DEIR for the Proposed Project falls woefully short of meeting the core requirements
of CEQA. We also have serious concerns about the Proposed Project’s potential to degrade
federally protected National Park Service (“NPS”) and BLM lands, and the region’s fragile
desert ecosystem. Unfortunately, these concerns remain largely invisible in the DEIR.
The DEIR fails to comply with CEQA in many important respects, including:
Improper Lead Agency
Santa Margarita Water District (“SMWD”) is not the proper Lead Agency for the
Proposed Project under CEQA. SMWD neither designed nor plans to build the Proposed
Project, and the location of the dry lakes forming the heart of the Proposed Project—and thus
many of its major environmental impacts—are in eastern San Bernardino county, well outside of
SMWD’s boundaries in Orange County. In fact, the precise scope of SMWD’s ownership and
operational roles are entirely unclear (see our comments on Chapter 1 below). Nor does SMWD
provide any project “approval” beyond that of the other project participants (other than approval
of the EIR itself). Moreover, SMWD does not have the requisite regional perspective and broad
expertise to weigh the interests of the Proposed Project proponents, including SMWD itself,
against the interests of the diverse stakeholders potentially adversely affected by the Project,
particularly San Bernardino County, where most of the direct impacts are located. That SMWD
will also be a beneficiary of Project water further undermines its status as an objective judge of
the DEIR’s adequacy.

Desert Survivors is a non-profit organization with the mission of experiencing, sharing
and protecting desert wilderness. Recognizing that the places they love to explore will not
remain wild unless they give others the opportunity to experience them, Desert Survivors is
committed to actively monitoring and preserving desert wilderness. In addition to its advocacy

Since the vast majority of direct impacts will be experienced in San Bernardino county,
and since San Bernardino county is responsible for either issuing a groundwater permit or
approving an exemption, the County is the proper lead agency under CEQA. The missing
memoranda of understanding and suspect payments between SMWD, Cadiz and San Bernardino
county create the frightening prospect of approving up to two million acre-feet of groundwater
extraction from the County without so much as a hearing in that County-- a woeful abdication of
authority. As it stands, citizens of San Bernardino county are most likely unaware that they are
on the verge of issuing an exemption to a permit for withdrawing up to 2 million acre-feet—a
fatal oversight on the County’s part. The County’s secondary approval as a “responsible
agency” of a groundwater management plan that will effectively exempt this project from
permitting is likewise unacceptable. Even then, the County is not even listed currently as a
responsible agency—it is a mystery how the County could “approve” the GMMMP as a nonparticipant in the project. Nor is any mention made in the DEIR of the fact that the County is
being paid by the Santa Margarita Water District to carry out its CEQA duties, which remain
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The Southern California Watershed Alliance works on steelhead restoration, dam
removal, and jobs through water conservation programs with community based-organizations
throughout the Southern CA Bight, from Point Conception to southern point south of Ensenada,
Baja CA, Mexico.
The Desal Response Group works on the environmental response to ocean water
desalination proposals in CA and northern Baja California by promoting the alternative portfolio
of water reclamation, onsite water reuse, serious water demand programs, stormwater and urban
runoff capture and treatment, rainwater catchment, and greywater.
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largely invisible in the present EIR. What, exactly, are these duties, and why is the County being
paid for them? The County must be held accountable for the loss of so much water in its
jurisdiction and the associated impacts; having the County act in its proper role as CEQA lead
agency for this project is a first, critical step.
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4

Omission of Responsible Agencies

Likewise, the DEIR’s claim that exported water will be “beneficially used” appears to be based
on the theory that consumptive use is the highest and greatest purpose of any water supply; this
claim reflects an utterly incorrect understanding of the “beneficial use” concept and is grounded
in neither law nor common sense.

7

Inadequate Alternatives Analysis

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Regional Water Quality
Control Board are agencies with discretionary permitting authority over this project, and both
should have been considered responsible agencies in this EIR. Overall, the EIR appears to have
randomly chosen three small water districts as the lead and responsible agencies; the inclusion
and exclusion from this EIR of agencies appears to be arbitrary at best.

5

Similarly, the Proposed Project’s objectives are so narrowly framed that a meaningful
alternatives analysis is impossible because “conservation” as a project objective is only achieved
through water exports. The DEIR fails to adequately discuss alternatives that would meet the
meaning of the “conservation” element of the Proposed Project’s title without exporting tens of
thousands of acre-feet of water, or the stated objective of providing “sustainable operations”
without massive drawdown of the aquifer.

8

Misleading Project Objective and Description
The DEIR’s flawed project objective and description deprive the public and decision
makers of the informed participation and decision making required by CEQA. The project has
been divided into two components, but only one component, the groundwater export component,
is adequately analyzed in the DEIR. Leaving the recharge/storage component at a less thorough
“project level” of analysis than the export component violates CEQA’s requirement to accurately
describe the proposed project, to adequately evaluate all reasonably foreseeable impacts, and to
include the entire scope of the project in the review. The Proposed Project’s fundamental
premise—that mining water at rates three to ten times the estimated aquifer recharge rate is
sustainable, and in fact amounts to water “conservation”—is upside down, misleading, and
wholly unsupported by data and analysis included in the DEIR. By its own design, the Proposed
Project will pump an average of 50,000 acre-feet per year (“AFY”) (approximately 16.25 billion
gallons per year) for 50 years. Even describing the project as exporting an average of 50,000
AFY appears to be arbitrary, as there is no firm limit, by statute, regulation, or binding
agreement, on what the project could export. The result would leave the aquifer with a deficit of
between 1.1 and 2.1 million acre-feet of water. Labeling this massive withdrawal and export of
groundwater as “conservation” is without basis in law or policy and stretches the limits of
credulity.

Failure to Describe Potential Impacts to Water Supply, Water Quality, Waters of the U.S.,
Wildlife, and Air Quality and “Piecemealing” of the Proposed Project

6

Beyond the errors of omission and inconsistency explained below, the DEIR
misrepresents the true nature of the Proposed Project. The actual project goal—aggressively
mining water from a desert aquifer—is hidden behind green buzzwords like sustainability,
conservation, and beneficial use. The Proposed Project exchanges a constitutionally-protected
public good for private gain. Until the project objective matches the true project purpose, the
DEIR will remain fundamentally flawed under CEQA.
Misapplied Concepts of “Conservation” and “Beneficial Use”
The DEIR claims that this project furthers the California Constitution’s emphasis on
water conservation and beneficial use. However, mining an aquifer and leaving it with
significantly less water than when the Proposed Project would start, and causing major
environmental impacts in the process, is not a reasonable understanding of “conservation.”
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Finally, the Proposed Project’s potential impacts, particularly with regards to
hydrogeology, air qualify, and wildlife, are inadequately discussed in the DEIR. The water
impacts are systematically underestimated. Hydrologically, the cone of depression would be a
major impact created by 50 years of pumping during the Proposed Project’s lifetime, and would
continue to expand well after pumping stopped—possibly for decades. Due to the long-term
cone of depression, major project impacts, including subsidence and airborne dust, could not be
arrested once pumping stopped, making mitigation largely ineffective. Likewise, major impacts
to water quality from the storage/recharge component of the Proposed Project are given only
cursory treatment in the DEIR. The DEIR also provides insufficient discussion of the impacts to
sensitive plants and wildlife, and fails to sufficiently account for a likely significant increase in
dust pollution due to the drying-out of Cadiz and Bristol dry lakes.

9

10
11

The DEIR assumes that the project will have no effect on waters of the U.S., but this is
not true. The revised jurisdictional delineation of Cadiz and Bristol dry lakes erroneously
changed the jurisdictional status of these dry lakes and found them to be non-jurisdictional.
That jurisdictional delineation is unsupportable and should not be relied on by the project
proponent. In fact, these dry lakes and their tributaries are jurisdicational waters of the U.S. and
the impacts of the project on these dry lakes and their tributaries is subject to Clean Water Act
permit requirements and Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction.

12

The DEIR also systematically avoids analysis of the impacts on water quality of
importing turbid, highly impure Colorado River or State Water Project water, and intermingling
it with pristine groundwater, even though this project component is highly likely and has been
studied at length. The only way to estimate the impacts of this imported water on existing water
quality is through testing of the three sources and providing a detailed side-by-side comparison
to evaluate the potential for groundwater degradation. This has not been done, which is a glaring
and unacceptable flaw in the EIR. Degradation of groundwater is prohibited by the state
antidegradation policy, State Resolution 68-16, which this project appears to violate. The
omission of groundwater quality analysis is incorrectly excused by classifying the

13
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import/recharge component as a “program-level impact”—a misguided and critically flawed
interpretation of CEQA that has caused illegal “piecemealing” of project components and
impacts in the DEIR. Even if the import/recharge component is only “reasonably foreseeable,” it
should have been thoroughly evaluated in the DEIR, but was not.

13

Failure to Describe Indirect, Cumulative and Growth-Inducing Impacts
This project proposes to mine 50,000 acre-feet of water per year and deliver most of it to
suburban Los Angeles and Orange County. At the standard rate of .5 acre-feet per year for a
household of four, that amount of water is enough for 400,000 people, or 100,000 additional
households. Assuming a very high rate of 1,000 homes per development, that’s enough water for
at least 100 new subdivisions in LA and Orange Counties. However, the far-reaching impacts of
providing 100 new subdivisions-worth of water are largely ignored in the DEIR. The impacts
within the recipient water districts on new developments are indirect, cumulative and growthinducing, and should have been properly analyzed in these different sections accordingly. A
proper analysis would break down the impacts by project participant of the likely new projects
that will use this water supply for each participant, and the subsequent environmental impacts of
those new projects, including but not limited to the projected impacts to wildlife, noise, air
pollution, and climate change caused by those reasonably anticipated developments. Along these
lines, any project that has already identified the Cadiz water project as its proposed water supply
must be identified in the EIR, along with anticipated impacts caused by such a project.

14
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A. Santa Margarita Water District Is Illegally Acting As Lead Agency for the Proposed
Project

The DEIR is fundamentally flawed because it was prepared under the supervision of the
improper Lead Agency under CEQA and California Law. As such, any approval of this EIR is
unlawful. As the county with the greatest direct impacts from this project, and as the only
agency with primary permitting authority over the groundwater extraction, San Bernardino
County is the proper lead agency for this project. San Bernardino County may not approve the
DEIR’s groundwater management plan, and thereby exempt the project from its primary
permitting authority, by approving the plan as a responsible agency for this project—that
responsibility necessarily lies with the lead agency. Santa Margarita Water District is nothing
more than a project participant and, at best, a responsible agency: the agency lies far from the
primary impact zone and has no primary permitting authority, and it will not implement, manage
or carry out a significant portion of the project.

17

Further, both the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board, who supervises and must
certify water quality, and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, who played
and continues to play a central role in the project, are improperly excluded as a responsible
agencies under CEQA.

18

B. San Bernardino County is the Proper Lead Agency for the Project
A second indirect effect is the impacts for the recharge pipes: a contract has been firmed
for a natural gas line to transmit water, yet the impacts from this pipeline are also absent from the
DEIR.

15

Non-Compliance with Groundwater Management Ordinance and Statute
In addition to the above CEQA violations, the Groundwater Management, Monitoring
and Mitigation Plan does not comply with the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance § 33.06552, or the state groundwater management statute, California
Water Code § 10753 et seq. The GMMMP does not comply with county and state law for
reasons including but not limited to: inadequate notice of its publication, inadequate public
hearings, the inability of the GMMMP, as implemented, to adequately monitor groundwater and
to adhere to the “safe yield” and “aquifer health” limitations; failure to sufficiently analyze and
to provide sufficient monitoring and mitigation for the storage and recharge component of the
project; failure to include a specific funding program for mitigation and monitoring; the plan’s
allowance for groundwater quality degradation; and providing insufficient information regarding
the relationship between the expected storage/recharge component of the project and how this
component contributes to the management of the groundwater basin. (Cal. Water Code §§
10753, 10753.2, 10753.4, 10753.5, 10753.6, 10753.7; San Bernardino County Code §§
33.06552, 33.06553). As such, the document fails to qualify as a legally adequate GMMMP
under law.
II. PROPER LEAD AGENCY
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Role of Lead Agency
The lead agency is defined at Public Resources Code § 21067 as “the public agency with
the principal responsibility for carrying out or approving a project which may have a significant
effect on the environment.” The CEQA Guidelines provide detailed criteria for choice of lead
agency: for a private project such as Cadiz, lead agency is the one with the greatest responsibility
for supervising or approving the project as a whole. (14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15051(b); Eller
Media Co. v. Community Redev. Agency (2003) 108 Cal. App. 4th 25, 38). Further, where a
project proponent is a private company or other non-governmental entity, the “lead agency will
normally be the agency with general governmental powers, such as a city or county, rather than
an agency with a single or limited purpose such as an air pollution district . . . .” CEQA
Guidelines § 15051(b)(1).
Both of these legal requirements mean San Bernardino County must act as lead agency
for this project.
Role of San Bernardino County
The project proponent is being sponsored by a private enterprise, the Cadiz Corporation.
Pursuant to CEQA Guideline § 15051, the lead agency should therefore be a general agency with
broad scope and powers, such as a city or county, and not a specialized district. Under § 15051,
San Bernardino County is the clearest choice for lead agency, because of the participating
agencies, San Bernardino County is best characterized as the agency with broad scope and
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powers to approve this project, which will impose wide-ranging impacts on the dry lakes of
eastern San Bernardino County, the Mojave National Preserve (“Preserve”), and nearby
wilderness areas.

project., However, it is unclear what conditions are to be studied by whom, and perhaps more
critically, what export and import limitations, if any are included in the MOU. Until the MOU
and cost sharing agreement approved by SMWD and San Bernardino County are included in the
record, and thoroughly discussed in the EIR, the document lacks crucial information allowing the
public to make an informed decision and is legally flawed under CEQA.

Under the same CEQA guideline provision, San Bernardino County is the proper lead
agency because it has the principal responsibility for approving the project. This is because of
all the agencies with permitting authority over this project, only San Bernardino County has
primary permitting authority, that is, the discretion to approve or disapprove the export of the
groundwater, through its Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance, San Bernardino County
Code § 33.06551 et seq. The Ordinance’s authority implements, supplements and augments the
groundwater management authority provided to the county under the Groundwater Management
Act, Cal. Water Code § 10750 et seq. Between these two laws, only San Bernardino County has
the ability to prohibit the drilling and operation of this project, making it the agency with the
primary responsibility for approving the project.
Under the County’s Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance, the pumping of
groundwater in the project area requires a county-issued permit. (§ 33.06554 and DEIR 4.8-45)
Despite the promised extraction of up to 2 million acre-feet of groundwater, the County appears
to be intent on exempting the project from its permitting authority, by entering into a
Memorandum of Understanding with the project proponent and approving a groundwater
management, monitoring and mitigation plan (DEIR 4.8-45; Appendix B-1, Groundwater
Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (“GMMMP”) at p.15, § 1.4.3.) .) It is unclear
whether the County has entered into an MOU at this time, but if it has not, then the project must
apply for a groundwater management permit. If there has been an MOU, then its absence and
lack of description robs the public of a key piece of decision-making information. In order to
provide the public with sufficient decision-making background, all MOU’s between the
participating agencies related to the Cadiz project should be included in the administrative
record.

Further, San Bernardino County has construction permitting authority on the project.
This permitting authority is omitted from the list of permit approvals required in DEIR Section
3.8, p. 3-54. If the project is approved, even assuming the groundwater ordinance exemption,
this authority would be another primary project approval after groundwater permitting or
exemption. Under both groundwater management and permitting authorities, the County is
clearly the proper lead agency with the requisite scope over project approvals under CEQA.
There are further policy reasons for choosing San Bernardino County as lead agency.
The County, and its elected officials, should have the primary decision-making authority over
whether to allow their public groundwater resource to be extracted and profited from on a
massive scale. As it stands, the County will not even hold a hearing on the project that promises
to export 2+ million acre-feet from the area and make millions from a public resource. That
water belongs to the people of San Bernardino, and they deserve a right to control the conditions
of the transfer through the use of the County as the lead agency for the project.
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C. SMWD Is, At Best, A Responsible Agency
Role of Responsible Agency
A responsible agency is defined at Public Resources Code as a “public agency, other
than a lead agency which has responsibility for carrying out or approving a project.” (Pub.
Resources Code § 21069). Thus the definition of responsible agency is one of omission:
agencies with permitting authority and/or responsibility for carrying out the project, but not with
the expertise, broad scope, or primary permitting authority of the lead agency. As such, SMWD
is, at best, a responsible agency and not the lead agency for the project.

Despite its having primary permitting authority, San Bernardino County is not even listed
in most of the DEIR as a responsible agency,. Not having the County even as a responsible
agency is an obvious, fundamental flaw of the EIR. The only indication that the County is a
responsible agency is on Page 15 of the GMMMP, which indicates that the County’s approval of
the GMMMP is discretionary and subject to CEQA approval “with the County acting as a
responsible agency.” (GMMP § 1.4.3) Yet even if the County ultimately participates as a
responsible agency, such relatively minor participation constitutes a legally flawed role; with
primary permitting authority, including the primary authority to exempt the project, the County
must act as lead agency for this project. The County cannot abdicate its role as primary
permitting authority by acting, at best, as a responsible agency for the project.
Missing MOU and Cost-Sharing Agreement
It appears from the language of the DEIR and GMMMP that at least one MOU has
already been entered into, although there are conflicting reports for what purpose. This view is
supported by a SMWD memorandum referencing the MOU in October, 2011. The existence of
at least one MOU suggests that San Bernardino County is going to be paid $135,000 for
reviewing technical data, even though it is not listed as a responsible or lead agency for the

20

Role of Santa Margarita Water District

20

22

In contrast to the primary permitting authority and broad scope of interests represented by
the County of San Bernardino, SMWD is a small agency with no apparent primary permitting
authority beyond this CEQA approval. Further, SMWD has neither the requisite perspective nor
expertise to assess the far-reaching environmental impacts discussed in the DEIR, or the ability
to properly balance the interests of the Proposed Project proponents (including SMWD itself)
against the interest of protecting the diverse ecosystems and communities that the Proposed
Project would affect. Nor can this local agency properly analyze the regional impacts to air
quality caused by the prospect of 100,000 new households that may be created by this water.
Even if it did have primary permitting authority (which it does not), without broad perspective
and expertise SMWD cannot meet CEQA’s requirement for a lead agency capable of neutral,
unbiased decision making and broad perspective.
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SMWD’s strongest argument for lead agency status is that it has already entered into an
Option Agreement for the “largest portion of water supply” that the Proposed Project would
provide. (DEIR, p. 1-9.) That SMWD will act as the project’s largest customer is irrelevant for
determining which agency has primary permitting authority or sufficient scope and expertise to
act as lead agency. While San Bernardino County has broad jurisdiction over the area which
receives the majority of direct impacts from the proposed project, as well as primary permitting
authority over groundwater extraction and construction, SMWD has none of the above.
Missing MOU Hides Critical Information from Public Review
Further, SMWD is also apparently sharing CEQA costs with Cadiz. (DEIR 1-9) The
DEIR provides inadequate information about the nature of this relationship as well as SMWD’s
ownership interest and operating role in operating the Proposed Project . The DEIR’s lack of
transparency regarding the nature of SMWD’s MOU and Option Agreement and the CEQA costsharing agreement raises serious concerns. SMWD must disclose the nature of its ownership
interest, what operational role it would play, the nature of the Option Agreement, and the
conditions under which CEQA costs are being shared with and/or reimbursed by Cadiz. In
addition, these key documents, including all cost-sharing agreements and transfers of funds for
project-related purposes, should all be publically available and included in the EIR’s
administrative record.1

22

1. Executive Summary
23

Role of Colorado River Regional Water Quality Control Board

Role of Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (“MWDSC”)
MWDSC was the original project proponent in the project’s previous iteration, and shares
primary responsibility for conception of the current project as well. MWDSC’s infrastructure
and participation facilitates both delivery of the water from the project, and importation of the

24

Failure to Sufficiently Analyze the Natural Gas Pipelines that Would Be Used for Water
Conveyance in the Imported Water Storage Component (“Phase II”)
Pages 1-11, 3-41, 3-42: The DEIR does not adequately analyze the water conveyance
portion of the Imported Water Storage Component (“Phase II”), including particular components
that have been identified outside the DEIR process in detail beyond the descriptions provided in
the EIR, such as Cadiz’s intent to purchase specific natural gas pipelines for water conveyance.
See Cadiz Press Release, Cadiz Advances Plans to Convert 300 Miles of Natural Gas Pipelines
for Water Conveyance (Feb. 29, 2012) (available at http://cadizinc.com/2012/02/29/pressrelease-cadiz-advances/) (“Cadiz Natural Gas Press Release”). The DEIR asserts that the
Imported Water Storage Component is “still under conceptual development.” (DEIR, p. 1-11.)
However, the potential means of water conveyance seems to have advanced beyond conceptual
development. Cadiz acquired an option to purchase specific gas pipelines in September of 2011,
including a 220-mile pipeline owned by El Paso Natural Gas (“EPNG”). See Cadiz Natural Gas
Press Release. The DEIR asserts only that there are various natural gas pipelines that could be
used for conveyance in the Imported Water Storage Component, yet does not mention the option
agreement to purchase any of these pipelines. (See DEIR, pp. 3-41, 3-42.) On February 28 of
2012, Cadiz made a $1 million payment to EPNG to extend the terms of the option agreement
through March of 2013. See Cadiz Natural Gas Press Release. In light of the option agreement,
and the recent payment to extend its terms, the EIR must analyze in detail the water conveyance
portion of the Imported Water Storage Component. Cadiz’s actions indicate that the intended
use of natural gas pipelines for water conveyance is not speculative and must not be analyzed at
the programmatic level, but rather at the project level. Along the same lines, all tentative
proposals and agreements with MWDSC or other water agencies to import and store water
should be disclosed and analyzed for impacts.

Commenters are in the process of submitting public records act requests for all Memoranda Of Understanding
between Cadiz, SMWD and San Bernardino regarding the project, as well as the relevant cost sharing agreement and
a record of all transfers of payments between these agencies. All such documentation must be publically available
and part of the decision-making record for the EIR. 

In addition, the revised DEIR must explain whether the natural gas pipelines for which
Cadiz has the option agreement are intended to be used as part of the Groundwater Conservation
and Recovery Component (“Phase I”). The Cadiz Natural Gas Press Release does not explain
when the pipelines would be used nor for which Phase of the Proposed Project Cadiz intends to
use them. If the pipelines would be used in Phase I, either in addition to or instead of the
Colorado River Aquaduct, then the Phase I environmental analysis in the revised DEIR must
analyze the potential environmental effects of such pipeline use.
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III. SECTION-BY-SECTION COMMENTS

Other Agencies Should Be Included As Responsible Agencies

By the terms of the DEIR (3-54), the Colorado River Regional Water Quality Control
Board must provide a variety of permits for the proposed project including water quality
certification and waste discharge requirements. These approvals are discretionary approvals, so
that the RWQCB meets the definition of “Responsible Agency” under CEQA. Further, the
proposed project attempts to get CEQA approval through approval of the current project EIR for
the storage/recharge component of this project as a “component level,” without proper analysis,
even though the storage/recharge component will unquestionably impact existing water quality
in the aquifer, regardless of source. As a result, the Colorado River RWQCB should have been
named and consulted as a responsible agency on the project, and consulted accordingly. Without
the Regional Board as responsible agency, the EIR approval will be invalid.

water from the Colorado river aqueduct for the recharge/storage component of the project. Even
if the water comes from the State Water Project, MWDSC is the only agency affiliated with the
project who is an SWP contractor, again making MWDSC’s role central. MWDSC played and
continues to play a vital role in the planning, coordination and eventual implementation of the
project. As such, MWDSC should have been included as a responsible agency under CEQA for
the project, and the failure to have MWDSC participate and approve as such means the EIR
approval will be invalid.
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Cadiz-owned property in keeping with the Green Compact.” (DEIR, p. 2-5.) However, the
DEIR fails to adequately explain, that NHI’s role is purely advisory and subject to attracting
necessary funding.2 NHI may well work hand-in-hand with Cadiz throughout the entire
Proposed Project as suggested in the DEIR, but the “Green Compact” itself provides no such
assurances. Misrepresenting the enforceability of the “Green Compact” is misleading to the
public and the agency decision makers, and thwarts the informational goals of CEQA.

Failure to Provide Consistent Data on Amount of Water to Be Extracted
Page ES-2: The DEIR states that the Proposed Project would retrieve up to 2 million
acre-feet of stored water. However, page ES-3 states that the Proposed Project would extract an
average of 50,000 AFY for fifty years—a total of 2.5 million acre-feet. The EIR must explain
this half-million acre-foot discrepancy.
26
It is also unclear what permitting requirement would limit the water exports to 50,000
acre-feet per year. The EIR must identify what binding permit requirements would limit this
export amount to the level indicated in the DEIR, or to any amount, for that matter. Without
such information, the DEIR appears to be setting an arbitrary export level and one that may be
far below actual anticipated exports.

The EIR must explain that the “Green Compact” is an unenforceable document and that
NHI’s role is purely advisory and dependent on funding. As the “Green Compact” has been in
force since 2009, the EIR should also explain what, if any, actions Cadiz has taken and will take
as a direct result of the “Green Compact.”
Chapter 3 – Project Description

Failure to Specify Duration of the Proposed Project Beyond 50 Years
Page ES-3: The DEIR states that the Proposed Project term may be extended for a limited
time to allow the Proposed Project operator to comply with water delivery contracts. This
limited time appears indefinite Without a 50-year limit, there is no constraint to prevent such
contracts from becoming an end run around the 50-year duration of the Proposed Project.
Without a firm 50-year limit, the evaluation of impacts in the DEIR is arbitrarily limited and
constrained, and must be revised to correspond to the actual period in which the project may
continue to operate. Conversely, in order to rely on a 50-year analysis, the EIR must specify the
legal basis for a maximum time frame beyond which water delivery contracts are
void/unenforceable, and justify how this time frame was determined.

27

Page ES-3: The DEIR states that the “fundamental purpose of the Project is to save
substantial quantities of groundwater that are presently wasted and lost to evaporation by natural
processes.” This description misuses the word “save,” which typically indicates that a resource
will not be used now, but rather set aside for later use. “Save” also implies that some future
harm is being presently averted. First, stating that this water mining project’s purpose is to
“save” water—when it would leave the aquifer with a deficit of 1.1–2.1 million acre-feet of
water over 50 years—is misleading. Second, claiming that water is “saved” because evaporation
is inhibited implies that evaporation itself is a harm, which requires a logical connection not
supplied in the DEIR.

Failure to Properly Characterize the “Green Compact” as an Unenforceable Instrument
Page 2-5: The DEIR refers to the MOU between Cadiz and the Natural Heritage Institute
(“NHI”) as a “Green Compact” to “ensure sustainable management of approximately 70 square
miles of Cadiz Property . . . .” However, the DEIR appears to mischaracterize the enforceability
or binding nature of the MOU. In fact, the MOU appears to be an unenforceable instrument that
in no way “ensures” sustainable management. As an initial matter, the EIR must accurately
represent the character of the MOU and its inability to “ensure” sustainability.
Next, the DEIR explains that “NHI has committed to assist Cadiz in designing
groundwater banking projects, identifying Project Participants, and auditing the management of

The project description is insufficient because the DEIR inaccurately describes the
Proposed Project one with primary goals of “conservation” and water “savings,” rather than
water extraction; the roles of the FVMWC and Metropolitan are insufficiently described; the
electrical power component is inconsistently described; and the project objectives are
misleading. These failings hinder the public’s ability to analyze and comment upon the
Proposed Project’s potential impacts.

28

The “Fundamental purpose” of this project is described as “to save substantial quantities
of groundwater that are wasted and lost by evaporation to the natural process.” However, this
does not appear to be the primary purpose of the project, because the very next paragraph
provides what does appear to be the fundamental purpose: “The Project makes available a
reliable water supply for Southern California Project Participants, to supplement or replace
existing supplies and enhance dry-year supply reliability.” This second purpose actually appears
to be the primary purpose of the project, because there would be numerous means to satisfy the
primary alternative besides the Cadiz export-recharge scheme, and because the purported project
2

SeeCadizPressRelease,CadizSigns‘GreenCompact’withNaturalHeritageInstitute(May14,2009)(availableat
http://www.nhi.org/whatsnew/pressitem/select_category/7/article/naturalheritageinstituteandcadizsign
greencompact.html?tx_ttnews[backPid]=217&cHash=5aca3543db).
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Failure to Properly Characterize the Proposed Project’s “Fundamental Purpose”

Chapter 2 – Project Background
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The project’s multiple parts should be evaluated as a single project under CEQA, with a
single EIR that evaluates the full impacts of the entire project at the “project level.” The DEIR’s
deferring or “tiering” analysis of impacts is only permitted for secondary impacts, such as “to
evaluate or formulate mitigation for ‘site specific effects such as aesthetics or parking.”
Environmental Protection Information Center v. Cal. Dep’t of Forestry and Fire Protection
(2008) 44 Cal. 4th 459, 503. The impacts being deferred in the present case are not these types
of small, isolated impacts; rather, the impacts comprise the entire second half of the same project
being deferred—and in fact, constitute one of the largest environmental impacts of the entire
project. This failure to evaluate all impacts equally and consistently by excluding highly likely
project components constitutes illegal “piecemealing” of the project under CEQA.

purpose would not be pursued absent the water supply for Project Participants. This last point is
evident because Metropolitan Water District previously withdrew its support for the project in its
previous iteration, and the project itself was put on hold—not because it could not “conserve” the
water in some other way, but because the impacts from the project were too great. See, e.g.,
Appendix B, comments by Western Envrionmental Law Center, on the impacts of the project as
previously proposed by MWDSC.3
Further, to “save” groundwater by exporting does not appear to be a legally valid
definition of “saving” groundwater. There is no precedent, legally or intuitively, for the concept
of conservation-by-use, except in the upside-down world of this DEIR. Nor do any of the project
participants claim that when they receive the water they will “save” it either. To the contrary,
the presumption is that the water to be directed to the participants’ customers for “beneficial
use.” The concept of “saving” the water by pumping it to water districts for customers’
consumption is contrary to law and common sense.

30

The new EIR must revise the Proposed Project’s “fundamental purpose” to indicate that
the overall goal of the Proposed Project is to mine the desert aquifer and sell that water to
Southern California water providers. Similarly, the EIR must make clear that the water that
would be stored is for the purpose of selling it to Southern California water providers. This is
also one of the main contentions of expert hydrogeologist John Bredehoeft.

The Cadiz Water Project has always featured two parts in its various iterations: one part
for groundwater export and the other for imported water storage and recharge. However, the
DEIR claims that the proposed project is actually two components that can be evaluated in this
EIR at different levels of detail under CEQA. According to the DEIR:

As stated, the DEIR divides the proposed project into a “project-level” component and a
“program-level” component, and then argues that the second component need only be evaluated
in detail after the first component is implemented. (1-3) In doing so, the Cadiz DEIR fails to
evaluate the project at the required level of detail under CEQA.

3

TheDEIRhasalsomadenoattempttoexplainhowthemanyseriousflawsinthe2001EIR/EIShavebeen
correctedinthe2011iteration.SeeWELCComments,AppendixBformoreinformationonproblemswiththe
previousEIR.
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The recharge/storage component will self-evidently impose major water quality impacts
on the aquifer, while the import and conveyance facilities will all carry impacts of their own.
These water quality impacts must be discussed in detail and assessed against the state policy
against degradation of high-quality waters. Of course, the EIR does evaluate the
recharge/storage in various limited contexts, just not in terms of their environmental impacts.
The EIR cannot have it both ways: either the recharge/storage component is an integral part of
the project and requires full, “program level” CEQA review in the present EIR, or it is a separate
project that requires a separate and complete CEQA review. Demotion of the components’
status does not exempt it from adequate environmental review under CEQA.
The Proposed Project Objective to Support ARZC Operations Is Speculative

Failure to Include Analysis of Groundwater Storage/Recharge on the Project Level

“The Project has two components that would be implemented by the
FVMWC. The first component—the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component—is ready for detailed analysis and implementation. The second
component—the Imported Water Storage Component— is under development
and would be implemented following completion of the first component. The first
Component, analyzed in this Draft EIR at a “project-level,” is required to set the
stage for proceeding with the second Component, which is analyzed at a
“program-level.” (1-3)

O_NPCA-CBD et al.
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Page ES-3: The DEIR states an objective, to “Support operational water needs of the
Arizona and California Railroad (“ARZC”) in the Project area.” That this objective appears to
be included in the Proposed Project’s stated objectives solely to avoid federal approval to locate
the pipeline within the ARZC right-of-way (thereby avoiding NEPA and other federal
environmental review) is concerning. As discussed in greater detail in the Land Use & Planning
section of this comment letter, it does not appear that Proposed Project operations depend on
providing water to the ARZC, and the pipeline could be constructed without the provision of
such services. Further, it is dubious whether the proposed fire hydrants actually qualify as a
“railroad purpose” because most fires in such circumstances could not be extinguished by
application of pure water. Beyond obtaining the BLM NEPA exemption, the future ARZC need
for the Proposed Project’s water is highly speculative and inadequately supported in the DEIR.

32

Failure to Provide an Accurate Project Description By Not Explaining How the Word
“Conservation” in the Project Title is Consistent with the California Constitution’s Water
Conservation Goal
Page 3-4: The DEIR quotes the California Constitution:

33

“[B]ecause of the conditions prevailing in this State the general welfare requires
that the water resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of
which they are capable, and that the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable
method of use of water be prevented, and that the conservation of such waters is
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circumstances of each case. (See, e.g., People ex rel. State Water Resources Control Bd. v. Forni,
54 Cal. App. 3d 743, 750 (Cal. App. 1st Dist. 1976.)

to be exercised with a view to the reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the
interest of the people and for the public welfare.”

Most fundamentally, the “beneficial use” of the water is not in the least bit at issue in the
EIR because “beneficial use” is a threshold question to be determined by the State Water
Resources Control Board for permits allowing the appropriation of surface water rights. The
requirement for reasonable and beneficial use of a water right is set forth in Article 10, Section 2
of the California Constitution and Cal. Water Code § 100. Therefore, “beneficial use” in the
traditional sense is irrelevant, because the DEIR lack sufficient analysis of what projects the
water will be used for.

California Constitution, Article X, Section 2 (emphasis added in DEIR).
The DEIR improperly emphasizes the goal of putting state waters to their fullest
beneficial use, without specifically noting that the “unreasonable method of use of water” is to be
prevented, and that water “conservation” is an equal goal. The Proposed Project’s name, “Cadiz
Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project” places conservation first. By
claiming that the Proposed Project’s goal is “conservation”—here, simply extraction and sale by
another name—and consistent with the state’s constitution, the DEIR mischaracterizes the
Proposed Project. The DEIR does not explain how, if at all, the word “conservation,” as used in
the state constitution, contemplates the extraction and sale of groundwater at a pumping rate far
beyond the aquifer’s estimated recharge rate. “Conservation” is not a synonym for “extraction”
or “sale.”

34

Failure to Adequately Explain the Role of the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company
(“FVMWC”)
33

The Proposed Project’s title is a key aspect of the project description. CEQA requires
that project descriptions be accurate and not minimize the environmental effects of a project.
Describing the Proposed Project as being fundamentally about conservation is inaccurate and
masks the effect of leaving a more than one million acre-foot water deficit.
Only through an accurate view of the project may affected outsiders and public
decision makers balance the proposal's benefit against its environmental cost,
consider mitigation measures, assess the advantage of terminating the proposal
(i.e., the "no project" alternative) and weigh other alternatives in the balance. An
accurate, stable and finite project description is the sine qua non of an informative
and legally sufficient EIR.

Page 3-14: The DEIR provides only a brief description of the FVMWC, stating that it is
an unregulated, non-profit California mutual water company that would deliver water at cost to
its shareholders. The use of a non-profit to deliver the Proposed Project water creates the
implication that the entire Proposed Project is a non-profit enterprise. The DEIR does not
explain whether the FVMWC shareholders would in turn sell the water, and whether they would
do so at a profit, nor does the DEIR contemplate the impacts of running the project as a profitmaking enterprise. That Cadiz seeks to make a profit is certainly understandable; that this
objective may be hidden behind a non-profit mutual water company has the potential to mislead
and prevent the public and decision makers from reasoned, informed review. The entity
responsible for delivering Proposed Project water is in fact a key component of the Proposed
Project. An incomplete or inadequate description of the FVMWC has the potential to taint the
project description and preclude meaningful analysis of environmental impacts, project
alternatives, and mitigation measures.

35

County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles, 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 192 (1977).
Failure to Consistently Describe the Proposed Project’s Electrical Power Component
The EIR must explain precisely how the conservation goals of the California Constitution
are met by the “conservation” measures included in the Proposed Project, particularly how
pumping water at a rate that leaves a water deficit in the aquifer is in fact water “conservation.”
Improper Application of “Beneficial Use”
A similar problem occurs with the DEIR’s casual use of the term “beneficial use.”
“Beneficial use” as required by both the California Constitution and Water Code is an official
Water Board determination required to issue appropriative water rights. In the present context,
the DEIR presumes the water will be used “beneficially” because otherwise some of it would
evaporate. By this definition, only the water that would otherwise evaporate would be
considered beneficially used; since only a fraction of the total would in fact evaporate, the
remainder would presumptively not be beneficially used. However, “Beneficial use” is not
measured by its non-use, but by what it is used for. Water sitting underground is not in and of
itself a non-beneficial use, and conversely, the mere use of the water is not beneficial use without
knowing what that water is intended for. So in the sense that the term is used in water law, the
act of withdrawing the water from the ground is not presumptively a beneficial use. Reasonable
and beneficial use is not set by an absolute standard, but depends on the facts and the
Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR
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The project description must be accurate. See County of Inyo, 71 Cal.App.3d at 199. The
DEIR states on page 3-40 that power would be distributed to well pads either underground or on
overhead poles; likewise, page 3-23 states that “power lines would either be underground or
overhead.” (emphasis added). On page 3-26, the DEIR states that for well pads, “connecting
utilities, including electric . . . would be buried underground within the roadway easements.”
The environmental effects would be different under each scenario and this decision cannot be left
until a later design phase. Reasoned, informed public review and agency decision making is
precluded where such a fundamental element of the power distribution system—the location of
power lines—is left unclear or unspecified.

36

Failure to Include the General Economic Characteristics of the Project in the Proposed
Project Description
CEQA Guidelines section 15124(c) requires the project description to include the general
economic characteristics of a project. Although an economic analysis is included in the DEIR
appendices, it is misleading to locate all economic information in the appendix without a
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reference. Many readers and commentators would not be aware that the economic information is
in the appendices without a reference in the Project Description chapter. Moreover, Table ES-2
states that the socioeconomic impacts of the Proposed Project are “beneficial.” This claim is too
difficult to assess without a description of the general economic characteristics of the Proposed
Project in the Project Description chapter. Public review and accountability would be improved
and facilitated by including the general economic characteristics of the project in the Proposed
Project Description chapter.

The Economic Impacts Report is one-sided because it looks only at increased spending.
But the money comes from someplace and must be repaid. Even if it comes from global capital
markets, the buyers of the water must repay it, plus interest. That takes money out of a different
local economy, reducing spending for something else; and therefore creating negative direct,
indirect, and induced jobs in that other local economy (e.g., southern Orange County). The net
impact is what society should care about overall.
We are also critical of the cost from the anticipated evaporation of that recharge/storage
water would drive up costs of the project, were that water to evaporate at the same rate as the
water supposedly evaporating from the dry lakes’ surfaces. It appears that the evaporation rates
used to justify the “conservation” principle are different from those used to justify the efficiency
and effectiveness of the recharge/storage. If the same rates are used, the cost of the
recharge/storage component rises considerably. This increase is left unaccounted for.

The cost and benefit assumptions used in the DEIR and the Economic Impacts Report
provided by John D. Husing (DEIR Appendix I); is highly flawed for numerous reasons.
The Economic Impacts Report assumes 100% of expenditures stay in the local economy,
an excessive figure. Even if the pipe manufacturer, etc., is located in the county,
the manufacturer of the steel in the pipe, etc., is not. And even if the owner of the pipe
manufacturer is in the county, and every worker lives in the county, they will still buy some
things from outside the county or go on vacation outside the county or invest some of their
savings outside the county.
We do not know the appropriate 'local retention' of spending, but are suspect of anything
higher than 80%, and someone who uses IMPLAN regularly, such as Dr. Husing, would surely
know. The economic impact reports done for the Imperial Irrigation District to San Diego Water
Authority water transfer would be a reasonable comparison, and should have been reviewed.
These impact reports are incorporated here by reference as they are in the public domain and
should have been reviewed by the preparers of the DEIR for review committee for social
impacts of the transfer.
The study assumes that all the new facilities and underlying land will be privately owned
and therefore taxable, but the specific tax liabilities for the land are unknown, and the project’s
transfer of ownership to FVMWC which is apparently styled as a “non-profit” would appear to
exempt it from taxation. Likewise, tax liability does not appear to lie where some public
agencies are involved. This is a two-edged sword. If the proponents say everything will be
privately owned, then a private cost of capital will be involved, which is much higher than a
public investor would have to pay on the municipal bond market. For example, 17-23%
(private) versus 4-6% (municipal). So in order to justify tax revenue to the 'supplier' counties,
the proponents in essence have to defend a higher than necessary debt service cost to the
paying public entities on the 'demand' end. If they say the facilities or land will be partially or
entirely publicly owned, the debt service cost may be lower, but so also will be the taxable base
for tax revenue purposes.
The assumption that the taxable value of the new infrastructure will be equal to the
investment cost is worth investigating. Counties usually assess taxable value of real property
based on the market. So the value of these facilities will depend on whether there is a market for
them. That will only be the case if the water purchasing entities allow the investing entities to
sell the facilities without their approval, which they would be foolish to do. If there is no market,
because the facilities cannot be sold except under limited circumstances, the value of the
facilities will need to be determined in some other way (e.g., the present value of net cash flow).
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Finally, the assumption of zero opportunity cost for water from the Colorado River
Aqueduct (CRA) that is stored is wrong. The cost of that water is not just the cost to take it from
the Colorado River to the diversion point (or to get it from the Colorado to Cadiz), but also
includes the cost to the MWD and other recipients of replacing that water when it isn't
delivered. CRA water is fully used, so diverting it means other water for southern California will
need to be brought in from elsewhere. And that replacement water has a cost -- which is the
opportunity cost of diverting CRA water to Cadiz for underground storage.
37
Failure to Include an Assessment of the Proposed Project’s Costs to Ratepayers
Any final or revised Environmental Impact Report should thoroughly describe the cost of
the proposed project to ratepayers within the participating water districts. This should include
the initial cost of the project to ratepayers; long term costs and what costs ratepayers would incur
if project proponents are unable to deliver water according to the time frame or amount of
current agreements. There should also be an assessment of the cost of obtaining water for the
participating water districts from other sources, including an evaluation of ratepayer costs for
these different alternatives. Finally, the revised or final Environmental Impact Report should
assess the cost that will be incurred by homeowners whose wells may be affected by project
pumping and have to establish new wells or improve existing wells.

38

Failure to Provide a Lead Agency in the List of Responsible and Trustee Agencies
Page 3-53: SMWD is improperly listed as a project participant and responsible agency.
The DEIR should have listed SMWD as the Lead Agency, if SMWD still asserts that it is the
proper Lead Agency (see the comments above regarding SMWD’s role as Lead Agency).

39

Failure to Explain Which Agency Has Construction Permitting Authority
Pages 3-53, 3-54: The DEIR does not explain which agency has construction permitting
authority. The DEIR relies on compliance with the California Building Code (“CBC”) to assert
that some impacts, such as various seismic impacts, would be less than significant. (See DEIR, p.
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4.6-33.) The agency with construction permitting authority would be San Bernardino County. A
public agency must confirm that the Proposed Project facilities are designed in compliance with
the CBC in order to substantiate any claims that impacts would be less than significant. The EIR
must explain which agency would confirm compliance with the CBC, and which agency has
construction permitting authority over the Proposed Project.

40

Failure to Describe the Relationship between Metropolitan and SMWD
Page 3-34: The project description clearly explains that the use of the CRA, which is
owned and operated by Metropolitan, is a necessary component of the Proposed Project. In fact,
the Proposed Project fails without the ability to use the CRA. Nevertheless, the DEIR does not
adequately describe the relationship between Metropolitan and SMWD. The DEIR does not
specify whether any agreements are in place to permit Proposed Project water conveyance
through the CRA. Nor are preliminary arrangements, such as a term sheet or memorandum of
understanding, included or referenced. The DEIR’s claim that the Proposed Project would
provide a reliable water source for Southern California is unfounded without substantiation that
an agreement has been reached with Metropolitan to convey Proposed Project water through the
CRA. The EIR must adequately explain the relationship between Metropolitan and SMWD, in
particular any arrangements or agreements to convey water through the CRA.

41

Second, the DEIR’s analysis is flawed because it focuses only on short-term aesthetic
impacts. Specifically, the analysis fails to address whether the Proposed Project would have
long-term detrimental effects on the area’s aesthetics by potentially impacting the sustainability
of multiple resources, including vegetation, wildlife, and migratory birds within the Preserve and
other surrounding and adjoining regions. Indeed, the DEIR does not even mention the
potentially irreparable long-term effects the Proposed Project may have on scenic resources. The
same is true of the many scenic vistas within the Preserve and other adjoining regions. The
DEIR focuses on the short-term aesthetic impacts during construction and Project operations on
views to and from the Proposed Project area. The aesthetic impacts to vegetation and wildlife
that could result from the long-term drawdown of the aquifer are not analyzed. Yet these
potential direct and indirect impacts, within the Preserve, wilderness areas, and other
surrounding areas, could directly result from Proposed Project operations and, therefore, must be
analyzed in the EIR.

Failure to Explain Rationale for Average 50,000 AF Export
The “average export level” of 50,000 AFY is arbitrarily set as the appropriate measure
for measuring project impacts, even though there is no permit in place (or required in the future)
to limit the exports of groundwater beyond the physical capacity of the system. The DEIR
claims that the proposed project has an export system capacity of 105,000 AFY. (4.9-6) Since
there is no reason why the project cannot export this amount every year, this should be the
amount considered for impacts in the EIR. Yet the project evaluates withdrawals at an
“average” rate of 50,000 acre-feet per year. (4.9-5) The DEIR never explains why 50,000 would
be the yearly limit, as it does not indicate that the project is required to obtain a legally-binding
permit that limits withdrawals to this amount. The DEIR does note that “the State has defined
“safe yield” of an aquifer as the amount of water that can be withdrawn without an undesirable
result.” (4.9-62) This does not constitute a firm limit on exports. Given the probable recharge
levels are far lower than that estimated in the DEIR, even 50,000 AFY is not a “safe yield.” In
other words, there does not appear to be any set limit on pumping. If such a requirement exists,
and the project will be legally limited to 50,000 AFY, the DEIR should explain how and by what
permit, statute, regulation, MOU, agreement or otherwise limits exports to this level. In addition,
the EIR (and underlying studies) must be revised to evaluate impacts at a repeated withdrawal
level at system capacity of 105,000 AFY to evaluate the full range of impacts from the project.

42
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At a minimum, CEQA requires that the EIR include a more rigorous analysis of the longterm direct and indirect aesthetic effects the Proposed Project would have on the adjoining areas,
including the Preserve. It is essential to analyze how the Proposed Project would impact regional
vegetation, which is integral to the region’s natural aesthetic appeal. The DEIR’s analyses do
not support the claim that a project with such a dramatic effect on underground water levels will
have no impact on the natural aesthetics of the surrounding region without more specifically
analyzing how the Proposed Project would affect the surrounding and adjoining areas’ scenic
resources, scenic vistas, and existing visual character.
Failure to Adequately Consider the Potential Adverse Effects on Scenic Vistas
Page 4.1-15: As a result of the above-mentioned analytical flaws, the DEIR reaches the
unfounded conclusion that the impacts to scenic vistas would be “less than significant,” and that,
therefore, no mitigation measures are required. (See DEIR, p. ES-11, Table ES-1.)

Chapter 4.1 – Aesthetics
The DEIR fails to adequately analyze the potentially irreparable impacts the Proposed
Project would have on the natural aesthetics of multiple areas within the region, including but not
limited to the Preserve, the Yucca Valley, and five designated wilderness areas.

The DEIR’s analysis of aesthetic impacts is flawed in two key respects. First, the
analysis defines the affected geographic area far too narrowly. The DEIR performs an overly
limited analysis by focusing on the Proposed Project area itself and how the Proposed Project
may affect the aesthetics of that small area and the Cadiz Property. (See DEIR, p. 4.1-15, “The
analysis focuses on the visual character of the Project site and selected views from the
surrounding areas.”) That analysis is insufficient because it disregards the potential effects that
the Proposed Project may have on the sustainability of vegetation, wildlife, and migratory birds
within the Preserve, the five wilderness areas, and other surrounding and adjoining areas.
Consequently, the potential aesthetic impacts within these areas cannot be assessed because the
necessary underlying data are missing. For example, the DEIR does not include any
photographic documentation beyond several views to and from the Proposed Project area and the
ARZC ROW. (See DEIR, pp. 4.1-4 to 4.1-12.) The EIR must consider the impacts the Project
may have within the Preserve, the five wilderness areas, and other surrounding areas.

43

As the DEIR points out, there are five wilderness areas within approximately five miles
of the Proposed Project. (DEIR, p. 4.1-3.) The Proposed Project’s water reallocation would
have potentially irreparable long-term effects on the regional vegetation of these areas, as well as
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the vegetation within the Preserve. Adverse effects to regional vegetation would result in
significant diminution of the aesthetic beauty of countless scenic vistas throughout the region.
The EIR must adequately consider and analyze the long-term direct and indirect effects of the
Proposed Project on aesthetic resources within the Preserve and the five wilderness areas.

of night light and glare” in the Project area. (DEIR, p. 4.1-3.) In this largely
undeveloped context, any new night lighting has the potential to adversely affect
nighttime views. Mitigation Measure AES-2 is insufficient because wellfield lighting
could remain “on” indefinitely; some type of timer or motion sensor should be used. The
EIR must substantiate that the wellfield lights are controlled such that nighttime views
will not be adversely affected.

Failure to Adequately Analyze the Proposed Project’s Potential Adverse Effects on Scenic
Resources
Page 4.1-18: The DEIR concludes without sufficient analytical foundation that there will
be “no impact” to scenic resources, including but not limited to trees and rock outcroppings
within the Preserve. (See DEIR, p. ES-11, Table ES-1.) As a result of this error, the DEIR
prematurely concludes that no mitigation measures are required. (Id.)
According to the DEIR, “there are no designated State Scenic Highways in the Project
vicinity,” and “[t]he Project would have no impact on scenic resources within designated State
Scenic Highways.” (DEIR, p. 4.1-18.) Consequently, the DEIR concludes that the Proposed
Project would have no aesthetic impact and, therefore, no mitigation measures are required. (Id.)
However, as the DEIR points out, there are two eligible State Scenic Highways within close
geographic proximity to the Project: Interstate 40 and State Route 62. (DEIR, p. 4.1-14.) The
DEIR further points out that these highways, by definition, “[c]onsist[] of a scenic corridor that
is comprised of memorable landscape that showcases the natural scenic beauty or agriculture of
California . . . .” (Id.) By failing to consider the long-term aesthetic impact to these two
highways, the DEIR’s analysis is incomplete.

Chapter 4.3 – Air Quality

43

The DEIR’s air quality analysis is insufficient for multiple reasons. First, the
environmental baseline is not properly established. Second, the potential air quality
impacts on the Mojave National Preserve are not adequately analyzed. Likewise, the
Proposed Project’s air quality impacts resulting from population growth outside of the
Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (“MDAQMD”) plan are not properly
analyzed. The impact analyses also suffer from internal inconsistencies, reliance on
generalizations and assumptions, and inconsistent data sources. Finally, the mitigation
measures are insufficient because they either discover the problem once it is too late to be
mitigated or improperly shift mitigation responsibility to an unnamed third party. In sum,
these problems amount to substantial analytical deficiencies that deprive the public and
decision makers of the information required for proper participation and decision making.
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The failure to assess such regional impacts also supports our concern that SMWD is not
the proper Lead Agency for the Proposed Project. SMWD lacks the perspective or
knowledge to weigh the interests of the Project Proponents with the public’s broad
environmental interests as they related to the localized air impacts of the project.

Failure to Thoroughly Analyze the Proposed Project’s Potential Adverse Effects on the Existing
Visual Character of the Regions Surrounding the Proposed Project Site
Page 4.1-18: For the reasons explained above, the DEIR fails to address potential longterm degradation to the existing visual character/quality of surrounding and adjoining areas such
as the Preserve, the five wilderness areas, and other surrounding areas.

The following are detailed comments about the DEIR’s air quality analysis deficiencies:

The DEIR’s characterization of these impacts as “less than significant,” (DEIR, p. ES-11,
Table ES-1,) must be reconsidered in light of the possible long-term effects the Proposed Project
will have on vegetation, wildlife, and bird migration in the regions surrounding the Proposed
Project. The EIR must analyze the long-term direct and indirect effects to the visual
character/quality of surrounding and adjoining areas that 50 years of pumping the aquifer may
cause.

Page 4.3-16: This section states that FVMWC will install two nephelometers
pursuant to the GMMMP to establish a baseline data of visibility in the valley. CEQA
Guidelines section 15125(a) states that existing conditions, the “baseline,” are established
at the time the notice of preparation (“NOP”) is published. The EIR must explain why
the baseline for visibility was not established at that time.

Failure to Properly Establish a Baseline for Airborne Dust

46

Failure to Support the Location of the Nephelometers with Data About the Prevailing
Winds

Wellfield Lighting
We are concerned about impacts of wellfield lighting and request that any
permanent night lighting associated with the Proposed Project be shielded and controlled
by a switch or motion sensor so that the wellfield lights do not remain continuously
lighted. The CEQA Guidelines provide that new sources of substantial light that would
adversely affect daytime or nighttime views may constitute significant environmental
impact. See Guidelines, Appendix G. The DEIR states that “there are very few sources
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Page 23

Page 4.3-16: We are concerned that the location of the nephelometers is
insufficient. Two are provided, downwind from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The DEIR
does not provide adequate data to determine if nephelometers should also be placed in
locations not in the direction of the prevailing wind. The frequency of the prevailing
wind direction (e.g., 50% or 70%) is not included in the DEIR. The EIR should include a
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wind rose, or some other representation of wind direction and frequency, to justify
locating nephelometers only downwind from the two dry lakes.
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Failure to Analyze Air Quality Impacts in the Mojave National Preserve
Page 4.3-18: The DEIR does not adequately justify the 10-mile radius for
sensitive receptors. The Preserve is approximately 15 miles north of the Proposed Project
area. We are concerned that the Proposed Project may deteriorate the air quality at the
Preserve, an area visited by groups who are likely affected by air pollution. (See DEIR,
p. 4.3-5.) The DEIR should have treated the Preserve as a sensitive receptor and analyzed
the Proposed Project’s air quality impacts at the Preserve.
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Likewise, the DEIR relies on HydroBio’s report, Fugitive Dust and Effects from
Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino County, California
(Aug. 30, 2011), which makes general assertions and hypotheses regarding dust at Bristol
Playa. The executive summary admits that Bristol Playa produces fugitive dust erosion
by high wind. The report only hypothesizes that the severity of Bristol Playa dust will
diminish over time, and that changes in groundwater levels will “likely” have no effect
on the amount of fugitive dust. These conclusions are not absolute and leave open a
notable possibility that fugitive dust will increase due to groundwater level reduction.

Failure to Properly Analyze Proposed Project’s Impacts on Air Quality Management
Plans Outside of the MDAQMD.
Pages 4.3-10 to 4.3-11: This impact analysis is incorrectly limited to the
MDAQMD air quality management plan. An EIR must identify and describe direct and
indirect effects of the project in the area that is affected by the project. See Cal. Pub. Res.
Code § 21060.5; Guidelines § 15126.2(a). The Proposed Project is regional and the
affected area includes water service areas beyond the MDAQMD plan area. The EIR
needs to assess, in more detail than the DEIR in Chapter 6 and Appendix J, whether the
Proposed Project would cause significant population or employment growth wherever
Project water would be provided, and whether such growth would cause concentrations
of air pollutants and would be consistent with growth forecasts. The EIR must also
assess the Proposed Project’s potential cumulative impacts on regional growth and
corresponding air quality. While these impacts may be seen as indirect and/or
cumulative, their discussion also belongs in air quality. Once again, the scope of this
required analysis indicates that SMWD is likely not the appropriate Lead Agency because
its perspective and expertise is limited to a single sub-region of Southern California.

50
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The DEIR should also explain the relationship between the Proposed Project’s
effects on the Bristol Dry Lake and the description of the regional setting on page 4.3-4,
which states that periodic high wind events lift sand and dust from the edges of Bristol
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This DEIR section fails to properly describe the effects of the drawdown caused
by Proposed Project pumping. The text states that the “effect of the drawdown would
extend toward Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.” However, the effects would extend all the
way to the dry lakes, not just toward them. Evapotranspiration at the lakes would cease
altogether. Indeed, the fundamental purpose of the Proposed Project is to “save” water
from evaporation at the dry lakes.
The DEIR posits that two non-native plant species help to control dust, but the
HydroBio report overlooks the fact that the non-native plant species purported to have
changed the sand balance in the Cadiz Valley actually do not function as hypothesized.
All of the species identified (Mediterranean grass, Sahara mustard, filaree, red chess,
cheatgrass and Russian thistle are annual species and are not present throughout the year.
Therefore, while sand balance may be influenced by these species during their growing
season (spring), the movement of sand during the remaining seasons is minimally
influenced by these species because their biomass is no longer present. Additionally
annual plant growth in the California deserts is precipitation driven, and in some years
with inadequate rainfall, annual plants simply do not germinate or grow. Their absence
therefore does not change the sand balance.

Failure to Sufficiently Analyze the Potential for the Dry Lake Beds to Generate Dust
Page 4.3-15: This section makes an absolute statement that the “reduction in
groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lake would not alter the Dry Lake surface conditions
or increase dust emissions in the Valley.” However, this statement conflicts with two
statements in preceding paragraphs. First, the text explains that the salts on the dry lake
beds “tend to” form a hard crust. Merely tending to form a crust does not rise to an
absolute assurance that a crust will be formed. Second, the purported crust is described
as “generally resistant to wind erosion.” Again, this falls short of an absolute assurance.
Third, the surface crusting mechanism is said to “minimize[] airborne dust,” not preclude
it altogether. The EIR must explain how these general surface characteristics rise to a
categorical assertion that dust will not be increased in the Valley.

Dry Lake. That sand is the source of the Cadiz Dunes at the south end of Cadiz Valley.
Page 4.3-15 asserts that the surface of this same dry lake is resistant to erosion and will
form a crust-like surface when dry. The edges of Bristol Dry Lake are very likely the
driest portion of the lake under current conditions. If the surface of the entire dry lake
becomes like the edges now are, then it seems that periodic high winds would lift sand
and dust from the entire dry lake surface. The EIR must explain how the reduction in
groundwater levels will not lead to all of Bristol Dry Lake exhibiting the same
sandy/dusty conditions that the lake’s edges now suffer.
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Failure to Properly Characterize Potential Airborne Dust as PM10
Pages 4.3-15 to 4.3-16: This section describes airborne dust from the dry lakes as
only a visibility concern. We are concerned that the dry lake beds could become an
additional source of PM10 particulate matter. Table 4.3-2 shows that the Mojave Desert
Air Basin (MDAB) is in nonattainment for PM10 under federal and state standards. The
DEIR’s treatment of airborne dust as only a visibility concern inadequately addresses
potential effects of the dust to increase total PM10 particulates. The EIR fails to take into
account the potential cumulative effect of potential airborne dust from the dry lakes.
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Reasoned and informed review and decision making is precluded where potential effects
are improperly characterized.
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We are concerned that yearly inspections are insufficient. Given the everexpanding nature of the cone of depression, significant soil drying may occur in one year.
The EIR must justify the one-year inspection intervals.

Failure to Explain Why PM10 Declined in 2009 and 2010 in the Proposed Project’s
Vicinity
Page 4.3-5: This section states that PM10 declined in 2009 and 2010 in the
Proposed Project’s vicinity. Without providing any reasons to explain the decline, a
reasoned review of how the Proposed Project may affect PM10 levels, and the total
cumulative effects, is not feasible.
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Failure to Provide Consistent Ozone and PM10 Data Sources
Table 4.3-3: The DEIR provides data on ozone at Joshua Tree National
Monument and PM10 at Victorville, without explaining why two different monitoring
locations were listed. The EIR should explain why only one of the two listed locations
was used to measure both pollutants.
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Failure to Properly Mitigate Construction Dust
Page 4.3-17: We recognize the need for dust abatement during construction and
support suppression in an ecologically sound manner. However, the use of water in
conjunction with construction disturbance encourages the establishment of weedy exotic
vegetation and leads to possible invasion into other communities (especially such
naturally disturbed vegetation types as dunes and sand fields). When dust abatement is
performed, watering should not be used as a technique.
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Failure to Explain the Basis for Mitigation Measure AQ-3
Page 4.3-17: Mitigation measure AQ-3 promised that “idling engines shall be shut
down when not in use for over 30 minutes.” Allowing idling engines to run for 30
minutes is excessive. The EIR must explain how 30 minutes was selected, and why a
shorter time frame is not feasible.

Failure to Quantify the Cumulative Impacts on Air Quality from the Proposed Project and
the Department of Energy’s Planned Solar Project
Pages 4.3-20 to 4.3-21: Without any quantification, merely asserting that the
cumulative impacts during construction would be significant and unavoidable does not
provide sufficient information for public review or for agency decision makers to
determine whether to approve the Proposed Project with a Statement of Overriding
Considerations. See Guidelines § 17321. The revised EIR must estimate the cumulative
impact of the Proposed Project and the planned federal solar project on air quality.
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Page 4.3-16, Table 4.3-7: Because the Proposed Project would pump at a far
greater rate than the natural recharge of the aquifer, the impacts of the Proposed Project
could extend even after pumping stops. We are concerned that as presented, the
Proposed Project’s mitigation measures would only identify the problem after it is too
late to correct and damage is irreparable. Dust caused by dry soil would not be mitigated
by discontinuing pumping, for example, because the soil moisture would not be restored
until the natural recharge occurs, which could take decades. The EIR must adequately
explain how discontinuing pumping would mitigate a problem whose causes would not
cease to exist upon cessation of pumping.
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Failure to Properly Mitigate Potential Dust Omissions from Fallowed Fields
Page 4.3-14: This section provides that mitigation will be carried out by the
agricultural operator. If fields are fallowed as a result of the Proposed Project, then
mitigation must not be pawned off to an unnamed third party. Rather, mitigation
measures must be fully enforceable through conditions, agreements, or other means. See
Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(2). The EIR must include mitigation measures for potentially
fallowed fields and establish that the Proposed Project operator is responsible for
implementing the mitigation measures.

Failure to Properly Mitigate the Potential Impacts of Airborne Dust from the Dry Lakes

58

Failure to Properly Analyze Mobile Source Pollution
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In addition, the DEIR does not state who will perform the annual visual
observations of the soil. What qualifications must this person have? What criteria will
be used to determine the soil texture and susceptibility to wind erosion? The DEIR also
fails to explain the procedures and criteria that will be used during visual inspections.
The EIR should explain how FVMWC has the required expert knowledge to perform
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such inspections when the FVMWC does not include any independent experts, such as
representatives from NPS or USGS.

Page 4.3-13: This section makes the conclusory statement that daily emissions
from on-road vehicles would be substantially less than the significance thresholds
without any supporting data. The EIR must substantiate this claim with an estimate of
the number of trips per day and the pollution generated by each trip.
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Chapter 4.4 -- Biological Resources
The DEIR fails to adequately and appropriately analyze impacts to biological resources.
It fails to include updated studies for several special-status wildlife species, including: the
Mojave fringe-toed lizard, (DEIR, p 4.4-47,) burrowing owl, (DEIR, p. 4.4-47,) and American
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Badger. (DEIR, 4.4-48.) The Project’s proposal to conduct these surveys after the EIR is
certified (and sometimes only 2 weeks prior to construction) is unacceptable and stands as a
failure to adequately evaluate impacts under CEQA in the current EIR, given the sensitive nature
of these biological resources.
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project site north of Cadiz Valley, where only 16 desert tortoise were located on site9.
Population estimates were calculated to be 38 desert tortoise on the site for the purposes of the
“take permit” limits issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. In subsequent clearance
surveys, that limit was quickly exceeded and population estimates were recalculated to be in the
range of 368 to 1001 desert tortoise on site10.
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Wildlife
The DEIR notes that the well field and pipeline parts of the project are “adjacent to but
outside” federally designated desert tortoise critical habitat (DEIR at 4.4-19), however the
proposed water infiltration basins and a monitoring well are proposed wholly and inappropriately
within the boundaries of critical habitat. The DEIR fails to identify any avoidance of critical
habitat and instead defaults to impact and mitigation, contrary to CEQA.

The DEIR fails to provide adequate baseline information for a number of wildlife species
and therefore in unable to adequately evaluate the impacts to them.
1. Desert Tortoise
The desert tortoise has lived in the western deserts for tens of thousands of years. In the
1970’s their populations were noted to decline. Subsequently, the species was listed as
threatened by the State of California in 1989 and by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1990,
which then issued a Recovery Plan for the tortoise in 1994. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
recently updated the Recovery Plan4. Current data indicate a continued decline across the range
of the listed species5 despite its protected status and recovery actions.
The original and Updated Recovery Plans both recognize uniqueness in desert tortoise
populations in California. This particular subpopulation of tortoise at the proposed project site
lies mostly within the Colorado Desert Recovery unit along the boundary with the West Mojave
Recovery unit6. Recent population genetics studies7 confirm that the tortoises within the
northern part of the Colorado Recovery unit are genetically unique from other tortoises within
the same recovery unit (and tortoises to the west). While the proposed project site may have low
desert tortoise densities, this particular recovery unit has also been documented to sustain very
high declines in population in 2007 (-58%)8. The DEIR fails to identify the baseline conditions
of the status of desert tortoise on the proposed project site. It fails to identify the actual number
of desert tortoise estimated to be on the project site. The EIR needs to provide data-based
estimates of desert tortoise population on the project site. From that determination, the EIR then
needs to analyze avoidance opportunities, minimization of impacts and if impacts still can not be
avoided, the impacts and mitigation. These data and analysis should be included in the REIR
Basing impact analysis on sitings of animals and scat will woefully underestimate the
number of desert tortoise, particularly because of the fact that tortoises spend most of their time
underground. For example, recently, desert tortoise numbers were estimated on a different
4

http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/recovery_plan/RRP%20for%20the%20Mojave%20Deser
t%20Tortoise%20%20May%202011.pdf
5
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/reports/2010/2010_DRAFT_Rangewide_Desert_Tortois
e_Population_Monitoring.pdf
6
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/recovery_plan/RRP%20for%20the%20Mojave%20Deser
t%20Tortoise%20%20May%202011.pdf
7
Murphyetal.2007
8
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/reports/2007_Rangewide_Desert_Tortoise_Population_
Monitoring.pdf
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The DEIR mentions the Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs), but fails to
evaluate the effects of the proposed project on the Chemihuevi DWMA, which was established
by the Bureau of Land Management under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Plan specifically
for conservation of desert tortoise. The ARZC right-of-way is located only 100 feet from the
Chemehuevi Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA). Figure C1 notes that recent evidence
of fresh scat of adult tortoises were found within the right-of-way, on both the east and west side
of the tracks. (Appendix F-1, DEIR p. 18.) Additionally, a burrow was found within the ARZC
right-of-way, and the study concluded that tortoises are likely to make “occasional forays” into
the proposed construction impact area. (Appendix F-1, DEIR, p. 18.). The REIR needs to use
these data as the basis for impact analysis.
61
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The DEIR fails to evaluate the impacts of the proposed project site for desert tortoise. In
fact, the project appears to lie within a key connectivity area between the Chemihuevi and OrdRodman DWMAs and critical habitat units. In fact the proposed project appears to be located
within the USFWS-recommended Desert Tortoise Linkages between Critical Habitat/DWMA
Units.11 These connectivity areas for desert tortoise are crucial for the survival and recovery of
the species, because the Desert Wildlife Management Areas that have been established for the
species are inadequate in size to support the desert tortoise in perpetutity.12 In addition, the DEIR
fails to evaluate the importance of Schuyler Wash to the resident population of desert tortoise
and evaluate at the local level the impact of the proposed wellfield and potential spreading basin
in Schuyler Wash.
The DEIR recognizes that there are desert tortoise living on the proposed project site
(DEIR at 4.4-17), however no information is provided in the DEIR about population numbers
that will be affected (as discussed above) and, more over, relies on future development of a
“Desert Tortoise Avoidance and Protection Plan” (DEIR at ES-14). This “avoidance and
protection” plan needs to be available as part of the DEIR, because only then it is possible for the
9

http://www.pe.com/localnews/topics/topicsenvironmentheadlines/20110420mojavedeserttortoisefinds
curtailsolarsiteconstruction.ece
10
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/ca/pdf/needles/lands_solar.Par.71302.File.dat/ISEGS_Reinitiatio
n,%20Final%20BO.pdf
11
USFWS2011
12
USFWS2012
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spreading basin design processes, as it indicated that it is willing to do. (DEIR, Appendix F1,
Desert Tortoise Survey & General Biological Resource Assessment, page 41.)

public and decision-makers to evaluate “avoidance” and “protection” as well as the impacts.
Furthermore, for industrial facilities, the federal and state wildlife agencies typically require that
desert tortoise be removed from harms way off site via translocation. The DEIR is unclear if
translocation will occur, and only refers to translocation in Appendix F1 (at 43) stating “this
project may require that tortoises are moved out of harm’s way…”. We request that in addition
to the on-site desert population calculations (as requested above) that the DEIR clearly identify if
desert tortoises will need to be translocated. If so, a desert tortoise translocation plan will need
to be provided for public and decision maker review in the REIR. While avoidance of desert
tortoise and its habitat should be the proposed project’s first priority and is highly preferable
because translocation results in significant mortality even over the short-term13, only a well
thought out plan, incorporating the latest techniques can decrease mortality.

If tortoises are relocated or translocated, then the relocation and/or translocation areas
need to be clearly identified and secured for tortoise conservation in perpetuity. This provides
assurances that the animals will not have to be moved subsequently if additional projects move
forward on the relocation or translocation site(s). In other words, relocation/translocation areas
should be protected in perpetuity.
The DEIR’s analysis of the desert tortoise in the ARZC right-of-way area indicates that
the proposed project will affect desert tortoises. The ARZC right-of-way is located only 100 feet
from the Chemehuevi Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), an area designated in 1994
as a desert tortoise critical habitat. (DEIR, p. 4.1-3.) Figure C1 notes that recent evidence of fresh
scat of adult tortoises were found within the right-of-way, on both the east and west side of the
tracks. (Appendix F-1, DEIR p. 18.) Additionally, a burrow was found within the ARZC rightof-way, and the study concluded that tortoises are likely to make “occasional forays” into the
proposed construction impact area. (Appendix F-1, DEIR, p. 18.)
The DEIR’s analysis of the desert tortoise in the wellfield and spreading basin areas is
inadequate. In the wellfield and spreading basin areas, the DEIR indicates that there is a
“regional pattern of occurrence” of tortoises. However, protocol-level surveys were not
conducted in these areas. Cadiz must perform more detailed surveys along the wellfield and

The DEIR’s analysis of impacts to desert bighorn sheep is woefully inadequate. The
DEIR fails to identify the Bighorn Sheep Wildlife Habitat Management Areas as identified and
codified in BLM’s Northern and Eastern Colorado Plan14. The proposed project lies within two
important connectivity corridors for desert bighorn sheep: 1) the connection between the Ship
and Marble Mountains and 2) the connection between the Old Woman and Iron Mountains.
Maintaining connectivity between these identified habitat for desert bighorn sheep is essential
particularly in light of climate change. The region from a little north of Chubuck to a bit east of
Milligan is particularly concerning because currently sheep can travel freely in this area between
the Old Woman Mountains and the Kilbeck Hills and Iron Mountains. CDFG has reports
documenting a collared female bighorn sheep in the Old Woman Mountains that crossed over to
the Iron Mountains where she bore and reared a lamb and then returned to the Old Woman
Mountains. Epps et al. (2010) found that sheep from the Old Woman Mountains have been the
source of a natural colonization to the Iron Mountains15. The REIR needs to address the impacts
of the proposed project on the desert bighorn sheep connectivity.
Of further and perhaps greater concern is that the DEIR fails to evaluate the impact of the
proposed project on the hydrology of the crucial seeps/spring/water sources in the adjacent
mountains that are the lifeline to survival of the desert bighorn sheep especially during the hot
summer months. The proposed monitoring of ground water is wholly inadequate to evaluate the
impact of the proposed project on these irreplaceable resources for desert bighorn sheep and
other wildlife that rely on them. In fact, in the absence of any pre-project investigation and data,
by the time any effects of pumping are seen, it will be too late to prevent the dewatering. The
proposed activities could affect natural water sources in numerous mountain ranges including the
Marble, South Bristol, and Old Woman Mountains, yet this analysis is inadequately analyzed in
the DEIR. In fact as the DEIR acknowledges “There is no information demonstrating a physical
connection of those identified springs in the local mountains to groundwater in the alluvial
aquifer where Cadiz’s pumping will take place.” (DEIR at Appendix H3 at pg 1 or 2697 of pdf).
This lack of information is then wrongly used to conclude that “because there is little or no
hydraulic connection the Project will not likely have any impact on springs” (ibid), when in fact
no information is available. Additionally Appendix H4 – Spring fieldwork is not included in the
DEIR.
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Despite the scientific information that shows that the American southwest will be one of
the first places to see the effects of climate change16, and the effects will be a general warming
despite different climate change model scenarios17, and that warming and drying are already
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14

BLM2002.
Eppsetal.2010.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=desertsouthwestmaybefirst
17
https://www.bluego.org/documents/CEP/Homewood/Cayan%20et%20al%202006.pdf
16

Berryetal.2011.athttp://www.deserttortoise.org/abstracts/2011DTCSymposiumAbstracts.pdf
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2. Desert Bighorn Sheep

The DEIR claims that a Section 7 consultation will be required (DEIR at 3-53), but
absent a federal nexus which is not apparent in the DEIR, a federal “take” permit will be required
through Section 10 of the federal Endangered Species Act.
The proposed mitigation compensation ratio of 1:1 is inadequate, because the habitat is
currently occupied by desert tortoise and appears to lie within a crucial linkage area. Numerous
recent projects that impacted occupied desert tortoise habitat have been required by state and
federal agencies to mitigate at a 3:1 ratio for impacts to desert tortoise habitat, even though the
projects were located outside of critical habitat and DWMA. Therefore, in order to aid in
recovery of this declining species, at a minimum a 3:1 mitigation ratio should be proposed as
mitigation for the impact to desert tortoise habitat on the proposed project site.
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affecting the distribution of vegetation in the California deserts18, the DEIR incorrectly identifies
that “The effects of climate change on precipitation and recharge in the Bristol, Cadiz, Fenner,
and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds are uncertain” (at 4.7-6).

O_NPCA-CBD et al.
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Other desert industrial facilities currently under construction have had significant kit fox
mortality on site21 despite (or possibly because of) “passive relocation”. Additional measures
should be included to monitor the dispersal and survival of the kit foxes, to assure that “take”
does not occur. “Passive relocation” should not occur to occupied natal dens until after the young
have dispersed.

3. Mojave fringe-toed lizard/Sand dunes/Sand Transport System
While the DEIR recognizes that impacts will occur to occupied Mojave fringe-toed lizard
(at4.4-19), it fails to analyze the sand transport system and the effects that the project will have
on this important landscape scale process. Sand transport systems are critical in maintaining
sand dune systems which are crucial for a suite of rare and endemic sand dunes species including
the Mojave fringe-toed lizard. The project is located within a recognized sand transport
corridor.19
The lack of studies on the Mojave fringe-toed lizard is of special concern. It is a
California Species of Concern and a BLM sensitive species. (DEIR, p. 4.4-19.) Suitable habitat
is only present along the pipeline route east of Danby Dry Lake. (DEIR, p. 4.4-19.) Surveys for
fringe toed lizards along the ARZC right-of-way have not yet been conducted. Given the
proximity of the pipeline route to the loose, windblown sand of the sand dunes (only 100 feet at
its closest point), an REIR must include a thorough analysis and be available for public review
before the Project moves forward. (DEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-11.) The DEIR must be revised to
include an analysis of the direct and indirect effects of the Project, including habitat loss,
disruption of movements, breeding, and foraging that is available for the public comment.

strategy, the DEIR must evaluate if suitable habitat occurs nearby and is not already occupied by
existing kit foxes.
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5. Badger
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As with the kit fox, badgers were identified as using the proposed project site (at 4.4-43),
but the DEIR fails to provide data or an estimate of the number of badgers that will potentially be
impacted by the proposed project. Literature on the highly territorial badger indicates that
badger home territories range from 340 to 1,230 hectares22, therefore it is unclear how many
badger territories the proposed project will impact. Badgers are also “protected furbearing
mammals” under California Code of Regulations, Title 14, section 460 and may not be “taken”
at any time. . As such the DEIR fails to analyze the impacts to this species as required under
CEQA. The revised or supplemental DEIR should identify the density of badgers on the
proposed project site, including natal and other dens.
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Because passive relocation is identified as an avoidance strategy (4.4-48), the DEIR must
evaluate if suitable habitat occurs nearby and is not already occupied by existing badgers.
Additional measures should be included to monitor the dispersal and survival of the badger, to
assure that “take” does not occur. “Passive relocation” should not occur to occupied natal dens
until after the young have dispersed.

The DEIR fails to quantify how much habitat for the Mojave fringe-toed lizard would be
impacted, or how the project would interfere with the regional sand transport corridor. Likewise,
no mitigation is discussed. While Mojave fringe-toed lizards are proposed to be translocated
(Bio 8 at 4.4-47), no plan is proposed to be developed, much less included in the DEIR.

6. Burrowing Owl
The DEIR also fails to evaluate the impacts of the proposed project on Mojave fringetoed lizard outside of the project site. As Barrows et al. (2006)20 found, edge effects are
significant for fringe-toed lizards and, in addition, the increase in predators associated with
developed edges may also have a significant adverse effect on fringe-toed lizards and other
species.
4. Desert Kit Fox
The DEIR mentions the desert kit fox (at 4.4-8), but fails to provide data on the presence
or absence of the species on site or the locations of natal and other types of dens. Desert kit foxes
are “protected furbearing mammals” under California Code of Regulations, Title 14, section 460
and may not be “taken” at any time. As such the DEIR fails to analyze the impacts to this species
as required under CEQA. The REIR should identify the density of kit foxes on the proposed
project site, including natal and other dens. If passive relocation is identified as an avoidance
18

http://www.pnas.org/content/105/33/11823.full
19
Muhsetal.2003.
20
Barrowsetal.2006
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The DEIR notes that burrowing owls are located in the proposed project area (at 4.4-43).
Results from the recent statewide census identified that the southeastern California harbors few
Western burrowing owls23. Even more worrisome is the documented crash of burrowing owls in
their former stronghold in the Imperial Valley. The Imperial Valley has had a recently
documented decline of 27% in the past 2 years24, resulting in an even more dire state for
burrowing owls in California. Because burrowing owls are in decline throughout California, and
now their “stronghold” is documented to be declining severely, the burrowing owls on this
proposed project site become even more important to species conservation efforts. The
recirculated or supplemental DEIR needs to evaluate the potential impact of the proposed project
on this regional distribution of owls.

21

http://cdfgnews.wordpress.com/2012/01/24/dfginvestigatesfirstcasesofcaninedistemperinwilddesertkit
foxes/
22
Long1973,GoodrichandBuskirk1998
23
http://www.birdpop.org/DownloadDocuments/Wilkerson_and_Siegel_2011.pdf
24
Manning2009
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No habitat acquisition specifically for burrowing owls is identified in the DEIR. Mean
burrowing owl foraging territories are 242 hectares in size in uncultivated areas25, although
territories may be larger in arid desert regions. Therefore, additional mitigation acreage needs to
be required – calculated using the mean foraging territory size times the number of owls. Using
the average foraging territory size for mitigation calculations may not accurately predict the
carrying capacity and may overestimate the carrying capacity of the proposed project site. Lastly,
because the carrying capacity is tied to habitat quality, language should be included that
mitigation lands that are acquired for burrowing owl be native habitats on undisturbed lands, not
cultivated lands, which are subject to the whims of land use changes. The long-term persistence
of burrowing owls lies in their ability to utilize natural landscapes, not human-created ones.

70

Wildlife Connectivity
In addition to the desert tortoise specific connectivity identified above in desert tortoise
section, the DEIR fails to adequately evaluate general wildlife connectivity issues and the
potential project impacts to connectivity corridors and linkages identified in the propose project
area.. Recent desert connectivity studies identify the project area as a key linkage area between
the Stepladder Mountains and the Mojave National Preserve28. This important issue needs to be
thoroughly analyzed in an updated or supplemental EIR.

7. Golden Eagle

71

8. Cryptobiotic soils and desert pavements

25
26
27

USFWS2003
http://www.mdaqmd.ca.gov/index.aspx?page=214
Belnap2003,Belnapetal2003,Belnap2006,Belnapetal.2007
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While the DEIR notes that Stabilized or Partially Stabilized Desert Dunes and Stabilized
or Partially Stabilized Desert Sand Fields occur on the proposed project site (DEIR at 4.4-4), the
description of the species that occur in these communities suggest that they may indeed be rare
plant alliances as defined by the California Department of Fish and Game29, including the
Dicoria canescens - Abronia villosa (Desert dunes) Alliance. Numerous rare alliances that
include species documented on site occur under the broader category of Mojave Wash Scrub
(DEIR at 4.4-3 through 4.4-4), yet the DEIR fails to adequately describe the types of Mojave
Wash Scrub that occur on site, much less quantify the amount (acreage) as a basis for impact
evaluation. Because the DEIR fails to quantify and accurately describe the plant communities,
decision makers and the public can not evaluate the impacts to the common or rare plant
communities.

74

Protected Plants
While the DEIR recognizes the San Bernardino County’s Desert Native Plant Protection
Ordinance (at pg. 4.4-53), it fails to include all species covered under that ordinance. In fact the

28
29
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Plant Communities

Large-scale industrial projects in the California deserts are being required to apply for a
golden eagle take permit under the Bald and Golden Eagle Act. The proposed project should do
so as well.

The proposed project is located in the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District
area, which is already in non-attainment for PM-10 particulate matter26. The construction of the
proposed project further increases emissions of these types of particles because of the disruption
and elimination of potentially acres of cryptobiotic soil crusts. Cryptobiotic soil crusts are an
essential ecological component in arid lands. They are the “glue” that holds surface soil particles
together precluding erosion, provide “safe sites” for seed germination, trap and slowly release
soil moisture, and provide CO2 uptake through photosynthesis27.

72

Additionally, the DEIR does not discuss desert pavements which are another key surface
stabilizing feature of desert soils. The DEIR needs to quantify the acreage of desert pavement
that occurs in the proposed project area and then evaluate the impacts including to the air quality
from disturbance of desert pavement.

While “passive relocation” does minimize immediate direct take of burrowing owls,
ultimately the burrowing owls’ available habitat is reduced, and “relocated” birds are forced to
compete for resources with other resident burrowing owls and may move into less suitable
habitat, which may ultimately result in “take”. A Monitoring Plan for the passively relocated
birds needs to be included to assure that “take” has not occurred. Additionally if burrowing owl
burrows are destroyed, constructed burrows should be identified as mitigation. Typically other
projects in the California deserts have been required to construct two burrows for every burrow
destroyed.

Surveys detected golden eagle on the proposed project site in 1999 (at pg.4.4-19), but the
DEIR fails to evaluate the impact to the golden eagle territory(ies). While the project is not
likely to impact golden eagles nests, because golden eagles in the desert primarily utilize cliff
faces or trees for nesting, neither of which occur on the project site, the fact still remains that the
proposed project has the potential to impact foraging habitat. The impact is not analyzed in the
DEIR, and needs a thorough review in the REIR.

The DEIR mentions on-site cryptobiotic soil crusts (at 4.4-49) but fails to provide a
quantitative evaluation of them on the site. The proposed project will disturb an unidentified
portion of these soil crusts and cause them to lose their capacity to stabilize soils and trap soil
moisture. The DEIR fails to provide any avoidance or minimization measures. It is unclear how
many acres of cryptobiotic soils will be removed by the project. The revised or supplemental
DEIR must identify the extent of the cryptobiotic soils on site and analyze the potential impacts
to these diminutive, but essential desert ecosystem components as a result of this project. The
implications of cryptobiotic soil disturbance and the effects on air quality must also be analyzed.

http://www.scwildlands.org/downloads/DesertLinkageNetworkFINAL.pdf
https://nrmsecure.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=24716&inline=1
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ordinance30 incorporates the State Desert Native Plants Act31, which includes additional species
that were documented on the proposed project site (at Appendix F2) that require permits
including:
 All species of the family Cactaceae (cacti), except for the plants listed in subdivisions (b)
and (c) of Section 80072
 All species of the genus Cercidium (palo verdes).
 Acacia greggii (catclaw).
While we support the avoidance of plants protected under both the San Bernardino Ordinance
and the State Act, the DEIR’s Bio mitigation measure 17 states that if avoidance is not possible
the plants will be “moved or replanted” (at pg.4.4-53), and then based on this mitigation
concludes that the impact is less than significant with mitigation. There are fatal flaws in
DEIR’s conclusion. First, the DEIR fails to evaluate or identify the number of plants that will be
avoided versus the number that will need to be moved or replanted. Secondly, while little
information is available on transplantation of desert plants, transplantation of rare plants has over
a 90% failure rate.32 Revegetation of desert lands is notoriously prone to failure33, suggesting that
the mitigation to move and replant species will likely result in mostly mortality rather than
survival. Furthermore the potential for moving or replanting a creosote ring is unprecedented and
likely unsuccessful. Despite the fact that no inventory of the number of creosote rings was
provided in the DEIR, much less the number that would need to be moved or replanted, creosote
rings are large, ancient plants, ranging from hundreds to over ten thousand years old34 and
successful transplantation of these ancient deep-rooted species is unlikely. Therefore, based on
the mitigation proposed, the impact to these species will indeed be significant.

In addition, the proposed project site is located in an area of the California desert that
receives monsoonal precipitation during the summer, prompting germination and flowering of
unique summer and fall annuals, some of which are rare. Because the rare plant surveys were
only performed in the spring, none of these unique late summer/early fall annuals could ever
have been detected. State and federal wildlife agencies recognize the importance of these late
summer/early fall surveys and require them for other industrial developments in this part of the
California desert. Therefore the absence of botanical surveys in late summer/early fall renders
the data on rare plants incomplete.
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With incomplete data, the DEIR fails to evaluate the impacts to rare plant species. Absent
these essential and comprehensive surveys, the DEIR cannot accurately evaluate the impact to
rare plants without first knowing what is on site. These surveys must be performed and the
results of these surveys incorporated into the revised or supplemental DEIR.
Phreatophytes

Rare Plants
The DEIR appears to rely on a draft rare plant report where surveys were conducted
during a single three-day spring season rare plant survey in 2011 to evaluate the
presence/absence of rare plants (at Appendix F3). It is unclear from the draft rare plant report
(Appendix F3), exactly where the surveys occurred. In the summary it states that “The 2011 rare
plant surveys were concentrated within the proposed pipeline route and …… This area is
referred to as the “study area” throughout this report. <See comment gca3>” (Appendix F3 at
pg.1). In the Methods section of Appendix F3, it states that “The survey area consisted of 100
feet on both sides of the Arizona and California Railroad Company’s (ARZC) railroad tracks.”
(at pg. 10). No other survey data are provided for the remaining portions of the project site –
specifically the proposed well field area, much less the proposed infiltration basin site.
Therefore the DEIR fails to provide adequate baseline information on the status of rare plants on
the proposed project site.
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Desert phreatophytes are legendary for their deep-rooting, and can utilize groundwater up
to 40 feet to 200 feet deep, depending on the species. These phreatophytic communities often
occur on the margins of dry lake beds in the Colorado, Sonoran, Mojave, and Great Basin deserts
typically below 4,000 feet in elevation, but also along washes and other areas where consistent
groundwater is available. These groundwater-dependent plant communities are also sensitive
communities recognized by the California Natural Diversity Data Base (CDFG 2003) and BLM.
The DEIR fails to actually identify the plant communities that occur around the Bristol and
Cadiz lakes, instead focusing on just three plants species. Instead the DEIR relies on remotely
sensed analysis, that incorrectly assumes that phreatophytic vegetation is identified by “denser
growth, larger plants” (at Appendix F4), which is an incorrect assumption for desert
phreatophytic vegetation. Other known phreatophytes that are documented in the proposed
project area include the palo verde, smoke tree, and cat’s claw, yet these species are not included
in the groundwater effects analysis (at Appendix F4). Furthermore, it has been commonly
documented that decreasing water tables often result in plant water stress and reduced live
biomass in phreatophytes.35 Therefore the DEIR’s analysis of the impact of groundwater
pumping on phreatophytic plant communities is flawed because it is based on incorrect
assumptions about phreatophytic vegetation. The REIR will need to provide adequate field
surveyed data and base the impact analysis on more accurate modeling.

https://www.co.sanbernardino.ca.us/countycodes/pdf/8904.pdf
www.dfg.ca.gov/habcon/plant/cadesertplantact.html
Fiedler1991
33
LovichandBainbridge1999
34
Vasek1980
31
32
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The DEIR Fails to Provide Crucial Mitigation Plans for Biological Resources
Several of the mitigation measures in the DEIR call for future plans to be developed
including:
 Desert Tortoise Avoidance and Protection Plan (ES-14)
 A 5-year Maintenance and Monitoring Plan (ES-15)
 A Habitat Compensation Plan (ES-15)

30

76

Naumburg et al. 2005.
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activity, the impacts are minimized and fully mitigated, and the applicant ensures adequate
funding to implement and to monitor compliance with and effectiveness of the mitigation
measures. (Fish & G.Code § 2081 (a)-(b).) The DEIR fails to provide adequate information
about avoidance or minimization measures for the state threatened desert tortoise. Additionally,
it fails to provide clear mitigation in order to evaluate if the fully mitigated standard has been
met.

Sensitive-status species and sensitive habitat restoration plan (at ES-15)
Habitat compensation plan (at ES-15)
Waters of the State mitigation plan (at ES-17)

All of these plans are key components to evaluating the adequacy of the avoidance,
minimization and mitigation to biological resources by the proposed project. Their absence
makes it impossible to evaluate the impacts from the proposed project. Each of these plans needs
to be included with and thoroughly analyzed in the EIR.
In addition, other key plans are required but not addressed in the DEIR. They include but are not
limited to:
 Translocation plan for Mojave fringe-toed lizards;
 An avian and bat protection plan
 Transplantation plan for native trees;
 Desert kit fox and badger “passive relocation” plans;
 Burrowing owl relocation and monitoring plan;
 Raven reduction plan;
As above, without an opportunity for decision makers and the public to review the clear
avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures set forth in these plans, it is impossible to
evaluate the impacts and adequacy of any proposed measures.

Inadequate Analysis of Cumulative Impacts to Biological Resources
78

The cumulative impact analysis for biological resources is wholly inadequate. In
addition to the inadequate and inaccurate impact analysis of the proposed project as detailed
above, the cumulative analysis, while listing many of the current or reasonably foreseeable future
projects still concludes “the impacts of the proposed Project would not contribute considerably to
a cumulatively significant impact to biological resources in the eastern California deserts” (at 532). However, no quantitative analysis is provided upon which to base that determination.
Even with “mitigation”, industrial projects result in decreased habitat, and mitigation is not offsetting those impacts.36 Furthermore, “considerably” is unclearly defined. A much more
comprehensive cumulative impact analysis is needed in the REIR.
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Chapter 4.5 – Cultural Resources

The Project Must Comply with the Endangered Species Acts

Failure to Provide Adequate Information Regarding Field Survey

The project is subject to the Endangered Species Act (“Act”), and must fully comply with
the Act’s provisions. Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and Federal regulations
issued pursuant to section 4(d) of the Act, prohibit take of endangered and threatened species
without a special exemption. 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq. Section 7 of the Act requires Federal
agencies to consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”) should it be
determined that their actions may affect federally listed threatened or endangered species. Take
is defined as harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or attempt to
engage in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by USFWS to include significant habitat
modification or degradation that actually kills or injures a listed species by significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is
defined by USFWS as an action that creates the likelihood of injury to a listed species by
annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which
include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.
Private landowners, corporations, state or local governments, or other non-Federal
landowners who wish to conduct activities on their land that might harm species that are listed as
endangered or threatened should develop a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP), designed to offset
any harmful effects the proposed activity might have on the species.
The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) prohibits the taking of an endangered or
threatened species except in limited circumstances. Specifically, under section 2081 of the Fish
and Game Code, CDFG may grant permits (“ITPs”) allowing the taking of an “endangered
species, threatened species, and candidate species” if the take is incidental to an otherwise lawful
Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR
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Pages 4.5-22, 4.5-23: The DEIR outlines a field survey in which surveyors searched for
cultural resources by walking on either side of the railroad. However, the DEIR does not detail
if or how the surveyors determined whether any subsurface cultural resources exist. Given that
cultural resources may be hundreds of years old and easily buried in the desert environment, it is
unclear whether any attempt was made to identify possible cultural resources that are not readily
visible. The EIR must explain how the surveyors determined whether subsurface cultural
resources existed.
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Failure to Provide Analysis of Ineligibility of Cultural Resources

79

Page 4.5-23: The DEIR subsection entitled “Significance Evaluation of Cultural
Resources” identifies forty-one resources located or updated within the pipeline area during the
field survey. The DEIR proceeds to outline ten of these resources in Table 4.5-3, but dismisses
the remaining thirty-one because “they do not appear to be eligible for listing in the CRHR
[California Register of Historic Resources] and are therefore not considered significant under
CEQA.” The DEIR does not explain why these thirty-one resources are not eligible for listing in
the CRHR. The DEIR also misstates the law by stating that a resource not eligible for listing is
by default not considered significant under CEQA. While a resource listed in the CRHR is a
“historical resource” under CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5(a)(1), unlisted or ineligible resources
are not categorically excluded; a lead agency may choose to treat such resources as “historical
36

Moilanenetal.2009;Norton2008
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resources.” Id. § 15064.5(a)(4). The DEIR’s conclusory language and dismissal of the majority
of the affected cultural resources without explanation demonstrates a lack of a “sufficient degree
of analysis to provide decision makers with information which enables them to make a decision
which intelligently takes account of environmental consequences.” Guidelines § 15151. The
EIR must provide relevant information about all affected cultural resources, and explain the
criteria used to determine whether a resource is eligible for listing in the CRHR. If a resource is
not eligible, the EIR must explain why it was nevertheless not considered significant.

Cadiz-Parker Road’s eligibility for CRHR listing would not be affected by heavy machinery and
construction traffic.
82

Failure to Investigate Possible Cultural Resources in the Wellfield Area
Page 4.5-29: The DEIR provides insufficient and incomplete information regarding
cultural resources in the wellfield portion of the Proposed Project area. The DEIR details the
resources found in the pipeline area, but completely neglects the wellfield area. The DEIR
admits that “[l]ess than 10 percent of the wellfield portion of the project area has been previously
surveyed. . . . No archeological survey of the wellfield portion of the Project area was conducted
as part of this study . . . .” The DEIR continues to note that the condition of previously and
potentially eligible resources “have not been confirmed, nor has it been determined the number
and types of any cultural resources that might be present in the wellfield portion of the Project
area.” Without complete information regarding possible cultural resources in the wellfield area,
the DEIR has insufficient data to reach the conclusion that all the cultural resource impacts
would be “less than significant with mitigation.”
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Page 4.5-43: The DEIR has not identified the possible archeological resources that may
be affected by the Proposed Project and has instead deferred analysis of the issue, depriving the
public and government decision makers of the information needed to make informed decisions
about the Project. The DEIR explains that a portion of the Project area, including the wellfield,
has not yet been surveyed and would require “a survey and identification of cultural resources”
at a later time. An EIR may not “simply defer any statement setting forth a significant
environmental effect of a proposed project.” Stanislaus Natural Heritage Project v. County of
Stanislaus, 48 Cal.App.4th 182, 205 (1996). The DEIR recognizes that unidentified resources
may be affected. The EIR must identify and address the potential effects of the Proposed Project
on those resources.
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Failure to Use Appropriate Time Frame for Recovery Period
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Avoidance of Critical Analysis of Archeological Resources

The “Geology and Soils” analysis suffers from many of the same defects as the remainder of the
DEIR. The analytical models use inappropriate time frames and estimated water recharge rates.
Mitigation measures are described as effective when the problems they purport to solve, such as
subsidence, are by their very nature unsolvable by the time the problems are discovered. These
analytical deficiencies do not support the conclusions reached in this chapter and do not provide
support for reasoned and informed decision-making.

Page 4.5-40: The DEIR fails to adequately analyze impacts on the ATSF Railroad, Parker
Cutoff and the Cadiz-Parker Road that would result from surface and subsurface disturbance
during construction. On page 4.5-41, the DEIR notes:

However, the DEIR does not sufficiently consider these impacts when evaluating the Proposed
Project’s effects on the above-named resources. The DEIR states that the proposed pipeline
would be constructed “at least 50 feet” from the ATSF railroad, but then qualifies that statement
and admits that “in some areas the pipeline may need to cross under the railroad.” (DEIR, p. 4.540.) Additionally, the DEIR states that there would be “no significant impacts” to the CadizParker Road although that road would be used during Project construction. The dirt road dates to
1916 and the DEIR does not address that the use of heavy machinery and construction traffic on
the Road may have the potential to alter the Road’s integrity. The DEIR fails to support its
conclusions with adequate analysis. The EIR must specifically explain why using jack and bore
or directional drilling construction would not impact the eligibility of the ATSF Railroad, Parker
Cutoff for listing in the CRHR. The EIR must also substantiate the conclusory claim that the
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Chapter 4.6 – Geology & Soils

Failure to Adequately Analyze Impacts on Resource CA-SBR-9853H (the ATSF Railroad,
Parker Cutoff) and Resource CA-SBR-11583H (the Cadiz-Parker Road)

Potential impacts to significant cultural resources can include both surface
disturbance by vegetation removal and by the movement of large
construction vehicles and equipment and subsurface disturbance through
excavation or grading. Damage or destruction of significant historical
resources would be a significant impact.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.

Page 4.6-28: The time frame used by Geoscience in preparing its groundwater flow and
transport model is inadequate. The model assumes a recovery period of 50 years, which would
begin after the Proposed Project’s 50 years of pumping. The impacts from the Proposed Project,
however, would continue well beyond the 50-year recovery period. The cone of depression is
expected to continue growing even after 50 years of pumping. (See DEIR, Appendix H1A,
Geoscience Support Services, Inc., Volume 1: Report – Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, p. 49 (Sep. 1, 2011).) Recovery could take up to 400 years. Under California
law, “[d]irect and indirect significant effects of the project on the environment shall be clearly
identified and described, giving due consideration to both the short-term and long-term effects.”
Guidelines § 15126.2(a) (emphasis added). The model fails to account for “long-term effects.”
Accordingly, the EIR must justify the assumption of a recovery period of 50 years.
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Failure to Use a Reasonable Recharge Rate
Page 4.6-28: The Project Scenario unreasonably assumes a recharge rate of
approximately 32,000 AFY. Per the hydrology comments in this letter, the best estimate of
recharge is approximately 16,000 AFY. The EIR must recharacterize the 16,000 AFY
“sensitivity scenario” as the “Project Scenario.”
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Failure to Use Proper Annual Pumping Rates in the Groundwater Model
Page 4.6-28: The groundwater model used the average of 50,000 AFY of pumping to
determine the effects on the aquifer. However, the Proposed Project would pump between
25,000 and 75,000 AFY. The model’s conclusions are therefore unreliable because they do not
accurately reflect the yearly fluctuations in pumping. The maximum pumping rate is three times
the planned minimum, indicating that the Proposed Project’s effects on groundwater levels, the
freshwater-saline interface, and subsidence in maximum pumping years would vary considerably
from the effects in average and minimum pumping years. The environmental effects seem likely
to be proportional to the amount of water pumped. By using an average number, the DEIR fails
to account for these potential yearly variations, especially in years where significantly more than
the average would be pumped. Accordingly, the EIR must substantiate the use of the 50,000
AFY average in the groundwater model. In addition, the EIR must estimate the actual pumping
rate for each year of the Proposed Project to provide accurate geological data.
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Failure to Mitigate the Potential Impacts of Subsidence
Page 4.6-38: Mitigation measure GEO-1 incorrectly asserts that subsidence can be
arrested. First, subsidence in itself is an environmental impact. Repairing damaged structures
may cure one of the effects of subsidence, but does not arrest subsidence. Revising pumping
locations might also be ineffective because subsidence could occur as the result of overall
drawdown, not just in isolated areas related to well location. Finally, stopping pumping is
unlikely to arrest subsidence because the pumping rate is well beyond the natural recharge rate
and the aquifer would take decades to recover. Therefore, the mitigation measures—reduced
pumping, revision of pumping locations, stopping all extraction, and repairing damaged
structures—would be unlikely to arrest subsidence. Accordingly, the DEIR’s conclusion that the
impact of subsidence is “less than significant” may not be justified. The EIR must explain
precisely how these mitigation measures would arrest subsidence within a reasonable time frame,
individually and in concert.
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Pages 4.7-6 to 4.7-7: This section is internally inconsistent. It acknowledges that the
effects of climate change on precipitation and recharge in the Project area watersheds are
“uncertain,” (DEIR, p. 4.7-6.,) but the uncertainty is then unreasonably resolved in favor of the
Proposed Project. It concludes that the “total amount of natural recharge that occurs each year in
the basin should be relatively unchanged over the long-term.” (DEIR, p. 4.7-7.) That, however,
is inconsistent with the “general consensus” that “climate change is expected to shift
precipitation and snow melt patterns.” (DEIR, p. 4.7-6.) If more winter precipitation is in the
“form of rain, instead of snow,” it is likely that the seepage rate will also decline. Without
addressing the potential decline in seepage rate or discussing other scenarios, the DEIR
unreasonably states that “[c]urrent geological assessments of the aquifer system . . . suggest that
the Proposed Project’s recharge rate is unlikely to be materially affected by climate change.”
(DEIR, p. 4.7-7 (emphasis added).) Finally, the claim that “relatively little has been written
about the impacts of climate change on groundwater recharge” is also unsubstantiated. (Id.)
Given this uncertainty, the EIR should consider more than just one scenario as a result of climate
change than the one that favors the Proposed Project. Without a “good-faith effort,” the claims
of stability are unreliable and cannot inform public participation and decision-making.
Guidelines § 15064.4(a).
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Failure to Explain the Parameters of the Impact Analysis for GHGs
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Page 4.7-19: This section does not explain why only measures W-1 through W-5 were
selected for review. Although these are the only measures listed under the heading “Water” in
Table 4.7-2, other measures might also be applicable. Measure T-4, Vehicle Efficiency
Measures, could apply to construction and operation vehicles. Measure I-1, Energy Efficiency
and Co-Benefits for Audits for Large Industrial Sources, could apply to the natural gas turbines
used to power the wells. The EIR must explain why only measures W-1 through W-5 were
chosen for review and in the alternative, consider including other measures.
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4.9. Hydrology

Chapter 4.7 – Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions analysis is insufficient because it unreasonably
interprets uncertainty to the benefit of the Proposed Project and fails to explain the parameters of
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Failure to Consistently Describe the Effects of Climate Change on Precipitation and
Recharge

Failure to Properly Characterize the Feasibility of Correcting Geologic Impacts
Page 4.6-29: This section states that the action criteria are set for each impact area, “thus
insuring [sic] adequate time to implement the corrective actions and avoid significant impact.”
The DEIR fails to establish what constitutes an adequate time and the effectiveness of each
corrective actions. In addition, the DEIR is misleading because it implies that corrective actions
can in fact be taken. However, some geologic impacts cannot be corrected. Once subsidence
has occurred, it cannot be undone. Nor can a landslide or liquefaction be reversed. Because
some impacts cannot be corrected, it is impossible to ensure that adequate time even exists to be
able to correct the impacts. The EIR must explain how the “adequate time” will be calculated to
correct geologic impacts that may be uncorrectable by their nature.

the impact analysis, including which benchmark is adopted. Furthermore, it provides mitigation
options that are impossible to gauge in the absence of an adopted benchmark. Although the
CEQA Guidelines grant significant discretion to the Lead Agency to choose how to analyze a
given project’s GHG effects, the agency must “make a good-faith effort, based to extent possible
on scientific and factual data.” Guidelines § 15064.4(a). It is not in good faith to analyze only
one possible scenario, especially considering the uncertainty, to conclude that the Proposed
Project is necessary for reliable water delivery in Southern California.

92

The DEIR fails to provide an adequate analysis of the current hydrogeologic conditions
and reasonably foreseeable impacts of the Proposed Project. The technical models and analyses
underlying the DEIR rely to varying degrees on insufficient, unclear, and/or inconsistent data, an
opaque process, and improper analysis, which in turn lead to scientifically unsupportable
conclusions. The DEIR’s impact analysis and monitoring/mitigation planning, which depend on
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these scientific findings, are therefore unreliable. Further, impacts caused by the storage and
recharge components of the Proposed Project receive only cursory treatment. And, by not
providing sufficiently reliable information to foster informed public participation and decisionmaking, the hydrogeological analysis in the DEIR fails to meet the informational requirements of
CEQA.
The following comments are based on the commissioned expert reports of Dr. John
Bredehoeft, an exceedingly well respected hydrogeologist and a contributor of multiple reports
on the 2001 project (for 2001 reports, see Appendix B to these comments; incorporated in the
present comments by reference), and Andrew Zdon, Principal Hydrogeologist for Johnson
Wright environmental consulting. These reports were commissioned by NPCA to facilitate an
independent review of the water supply as assessed in the DEIR and underlying studies. Mssrs.
Bredehoeft and Zdon’s reports are both incorporated fully by reference, and related to the
contents of the DEIR below.
As a result of the widely differing accounts of groundwater recharge in the proposed
project, and the repeated habit of the project proponent to vastly overstate the recharge, a neutral
estimate of recharge should be provided by USGS and relied upon to judge impacts. USGS has
already provided such an estimate, in fact, and this estimate should be re-confirmed and relied
upon as a neutral, independent source. Due to its expertise in groundwater management and
estimation, USGS must be directly involved in the entire environmental review process and, if
the Proposed Project were to be implemented in any form, monitoring and mitigation.

and the preferred alternative, then the project is a resounding failure. For supposed
justification of the project, the use of a grossly exaggerated rate is unacceptable.
95
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Summary of Water Issues:
1. The estimation of recharge rates is fundamentally flawed because it is at least twice that
of any other recharge rate assessed by other experts. The recharge analysis further (i)
unreasonably characterizes other experts’ estimated recharge rates; (ii) uses old U.S.
Geological Survey (“USGS”) evapotranspiration data without explaining why newer data
is not used; and (iii) does not explain why it uses substantially different hydrologic
parameters than the other models. Both independent hydrogeologists contracted by
commenters estimated the actual recharge at between 14,000 and 16,000 AFY, and Dr.
Bredehoeft suggests that the actual rate may be far lower. With such low recharge rates,
both experts agree that the fundamental purpose of this project cannot be conservation
and must be considered groundwater mining and export

2. The evapotranspiration of water to be exported is grossly overstated; actual
evapotranspiration would occur at a small fraction of that estimated in the DEIR. This
poor measurement is important because the project’s primary stated purpose,
conservation, is supposedly measured by the amount of water exported that would
otherwise evaporate. Yet the evaporation rate is far lower than the DEIR uses as its rate.
If avoided evaporation is the main metric for judging the success of the proposed project
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3. The cone of depression is improperly measured; the cone caused by pumping will
continue to expand for over 100 years—long after pumping stops. The DEIR fails to
adequately account for the fact that this continued expansion of the cone of depression
will be uncontrollable by groundwater management or other proposed mitigation
activities in the basin, and does not adequately discuss or analyze the impacts created
from a long-term cone of depression.
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4. The monitoring and mitigation plan does not have sufficiently defined milestones and
decision points to overcome the uncertainty associated with the technical analyses. By
the time an impact is discovered, it will likely be too late to mitigate the problem through
groundwater management, particularly after pumping has already stopped. For example,
the monitoring of the springs is insufficient because visual inspection is unlikely to reveal
problems until it is too late to mitigate the damage.
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5. The monitoring and mitigation plan lacks sufficient independent oversight. Groundwater
management will be under the sole direction and control of the Fenner Valley Mutual
Water Company (“FVMWC”). Further, the Technical Review Panel does not have any
representatives from local stakeholders, such as the BLM or Mojave National Preserve.
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6. The Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area (aquifer testing) largely ignores
hydrologic data gathered over the last 20 years. Among our concerns are that: (i) data
from Cadiz’s own wells are largely excluded; (ii) the relationship of the new data to the
previously collected data is left unexplained; (iii) there is no evidence that the aquifer
testing was performed according to independent standards; (iv) the true static
groundwater levels are questionable; and (v) corrections to groundwater elevations for
barometric pressure changes are not explained. As a result, the data provided by this
aquifer testing are unreliable. Subsequent impact analysis and mitigation planning based
on this data and analysis is similarly unreliable and inadequate.
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7. The groundwater impacts analysis is flawed because the possible subsurface underflow to
the south of the upper Fenner Watershed (beneath Mojave National Preserve) is not
adequately explained. The projected effects of climate change—most notably reduced
rainfall—are not adequately addressed in the impact analysis. Moreover, model impacts
are not evaluated after 100 years—even though the cone of depression will continue to
expand after 100 years and groundwater storage may take up to 440 years to recover.

104

8. The impacts of the Proposed Project on springs are not sufficiently explained because of
missing data and confusing and incomplete analysis.

105

9. The DEIR fails to sufficiently acknowledge and address impacts from the imported
groundwater component mixing with the unadulterated groundwater. The DEIR does not
explain how this activity will comply with State Resolution 68-16.

106

1. Failure to Properly Estimate the Groundwater Recharge Rates
The estimation of recharge rates included in the report, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
and Storage Project ((CH2M Hill, 2010), presented as Appendix A in Volume 2 of Cadiz
Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR
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Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis (GSSI, Sep. 1, 2011), DEIR, Appendix
H1B), results in an unreasonably high estimate, more than double the estimate reached by
our two hydrology experts and others, that is not supported by the data and analyses in
the DEIR. The rationality of the entire Proposed Project depends largely on the
relationship between the annual pumping rate and the recharge rate. Without proper
support for the estimated recharge rate in the DEIR, the Proposed Project’s impacts
cannot be adequately predicted and could extend well beyond 100 years. The DEIR itself
posits that recharge could take up to 400 years using the lower recharge estimate. With
such a broad potential time span, proper monitoring seems impossible and the
effectiveness of proposed mitigation measures is largely speculative.

The following are more detailed comments on the recharge estimation report. All
citations are to Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project (CH2M Hill,
2010) unless otherwise indicated.
a. CH2M Hill’s analysis used old evapotranspiration rates when newer data was
available.
(Page 4-17 – Section 4.2.4, Discussion of Groundwater Flow Model Results)

As a comparison, the recharge volumes estimated in the DEIR are greater than the natural
recharge to the Coastal Plain of Orange County basin (29,000 AFY) (California
Department of Water Resources, 2004), and the combined recharge from stream flow in
the Bishop Creek to Big Pine Creek region (and inclusive of intermediate streams) of the
eastern Sierra Nevada (Danskin, 1991).

b. Total spring charge is improperly excluded from this analysis.
109
The EIR must explain why total spring charge was excluded.
c. This analysis misrepresents the work of other experts—Davisson and Rose

107

(Page 4-8 – Section 4.1.8.1, Comparison to Most Recent Recoverable Water
Estimates)
The text states, “INFIL3.0 simulation results compare favorably to GSSI (1999)
watershed water balance modeling results and the Davisson and Rose (2000)
Maxey-Eakin recoverable water estimate of 29,815 AFY . . . .” Davisson and
Rose presented a range of groundwater recharge estimates (referred to as
“recoverable water” in the CH2M Hill report) ranging between 7,864 AFY to
29,185 AFY. Personal communications between Mr. Zdon and Davisson
(January 18, 2012) indicate that a best estimate of groundwater recharge based on
their work would be closer to the regional precipitation-elevation curve of 16,214
AFY. The 29,185 AFY estimate was a maximum estimate. Therefore, the
estimated recharge rate developed by CH2M Hill (2010) and Geoscience Support
Services (1999) generally represents a two-fold increase in estimated recharge in
comparison to other estimates. The EIR must explain why Davisson and Rose’s
maximum recharge rate was not properly represented, and explain the impacts of
this misrepresentation on the findings and conclusions of the recharge analysis.
The EIR must also explain the impact of using the properly characterized
Davisson and Rose best estimate of recharge (16,241 AFY), particularly how the
findings and conclusions would differ.
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d. The groundwater recharge analysis is opaque and relies on non-disclosed
assumptions.
(Page ES-5, Validation of Recoverable Water Estimate, Paragraph 1)

111

The three-dimensional model described in the DEIR was constructed using the
USGS program MODFLOW. Given that calibrated hydraulic conductivity values
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The EIR must explain why it did not use USGS’s Death Valley data to determine
evapotranspiration rates in the Project area.

In 2010, CH2M Hill performed a modeling analysis using the USGS programs INFIL3.0
and MODFLOW to re-evaluate the estimated groundwater recharge that was previously
estimated by Geoscience Support Services (1999). Based on these efforts, the average
annual “recoverable” water quantities for the Fenner Watershed area are estimated at
30,191 AFY and 2,256 AFY for Orange Blossom Wash (32,447 AFY combined). Both
of the hydrogeologists contracted by commenters view this result as grossly overstated.
As part of the hydrogeologist Andrew Zdon’s review and analysis, he used a discharge
evaluation based on more recent evapotranspiration data than were used in the CH2M
Hill analysis. Continuous micrometeorological data collected over a four year period in
Death Valley were used to estimate evapotranspiration rates over the area evaluated
(DeMeo, et.al. 2003). Our analysis resulted in more consistent and generally improved
estimates of groundwater discharge than in previous studies (San Juan, et.al. 2004). The
resulting midpoint evapotranspiration rate estimates were 0.13 feet per year (ft/yr) for
salt-encrusted playa and 0.15 ft/yr for bare-soil playa. Assuming the 0.15 ft/yr
evapotranspiration rate, it can be assumed that there is 8,947 AFY of evapotranspiration
losses from the Bristol and Cadiz playas (based on the area in which evapotranspiration
takes place in the model). Taking our analysis one step further and adding the estimated
annual pumpage from the basin of approximately 5,000 AFY (and assuming that the
basin is in hydrologic balance or inflow equals outflow), an estimated recharge of
approximately 14,000 AFY (plus the volume of spring discharge) can be inferred from
the Johnson-Wright expert report. Of note is that total spring charge has not been
estimated in the DEIR. The estimated recharge of approximately 14,000 AFY plus spring
discharge is very similar to the best estimate of Davisson (2000, 2012). Dr. Bredehoeft’s
report estimates recharge at a slightly higher but similar level, 16,000 AFY. However,
Bredehoeft also believes the actual rate could be much lower.

107
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described appear to vary considerably from those calibrated hydraulic
conductivity values described in the Impact Analysis (Geoscience Support
Services, 2011), it is unclear on what assumptions the CH2M Hill numerical
model was based. The EIR must describe and explain these assumptions.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.

(Page 4-10)
111

Standard documentation of numerical groundwater flow modeling efforts, as
described by ASTM, Anderson and Woessner (1992), and others, is not provided.
The EIR must provide this standard documentation to enable the model to provide
substantive support for the estimated groundwater discharge.

e. The groundwater recharge analysis does not explain how evapotranspiration was
modeled.
(Page ES-5, Validation of Recoverable Water Estimate, Paragraph 1)

115

i. This analysis improperly uses geologic data from Texas instead of from the Project
area.
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(Page 4-17 – Section 4.2.4, Discussion of Groundwater Flow Model Results)

Evapotranspiration losses from the playas play a key role in the hydrologic
budget. The EIR must explain how playa evapotranspiration was modeled.

The EIR must describe why carbonate rock units from the Death Valley region,
which are correlative with those carbonate units in the Project area and which
have been extensively studied, were not evaluated in lieu of more distant
carbonate rocks from Edwards Aquifer in Texas.

f. The analysis improperly relies on substantial generalizations instead of performing a
sensitivity analysis, which enhances uncertainty and unreliability.

116

(Figures 2-10 through 2-12)
The figures indicate that for the purposes of the recharge evaluation, large areas
(in the hundreds of square miles) are assumed to have similar characteristics.
Given the local landscape, it is clear that substantial generalization is incorporated
into these figures and the resulting analyses. More detailed mapping of surface
conditions would not likely be feasible under typical project constraints.
Therefore, in order to account for these generalizations or unknowns, the
INFIL3.0 modeling must be subject to a sensitivity analysis of input parameters
(i.e., evaluate the effect of altering input parameters on model results) to evaluate
sensitive parameters that may have a high degree of uncertainty leading to overall
model uncertainty.
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(Page ES-3, Paragraph 2) The text states that “Total recoverable water, therefore, is equal to
the amount of recharge to the groundwater system in the Fenner Watershed, which is
approximately equal to the amount of groundwater flow through Fenner Gap through the alluvial
and carbonate rock units.” With respect to this statement, the total recoverable water would
actually be the amount of recharge to the groundwater system minus any evapotranspiration
losses from springs and spring vegetation. The EIR must explain why its calculation of the total
recoverable water does not consider evapotranspiration losses.

g. The groundwater recharge analysis fails to explain why two different models were
used—CH2M Hill and GSSI—and fails to explain why the hydrological parameters
of the models are substantially different.
(Page 4-10)
Referenced here is a numerical model developed by CH2M Hill that varies
substantively from that presented by the GSSI model previously discussed. The
EIR must explain the differences between the two models and why the CH2M
Hill model (which was apparently completed prior to the GSSI model) is reliable
given the substantial differences in hydrologic parameters used, results of
sensitivity analyses, and calibration. The EIR must explain the assumptions used
in the CH2M model and how they compare to the assumptions used in GSSI’s
model.
h. There is no evidence that the CH2M Hill Model was performed in accordance with
standard practice.
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2. Evapotranspiration is grossly overestimated in calculating the amount of recoverable
water and the related estimate of “conservation” of water that would otherwise evaporate

114

More importantly, the Johnson-Wright report provides extensive critique of the flawed use of
evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration rates “allowed to vary substantially between recharge
scenarios even though evapotranspiration would be unlikely to change.” (J-W p.10) According to
that report, “Evapotranspiration rates of greater than 50 ft/yr for Cadiz Dry Lake and 20 ft/yr for
Bristol Dry lake are “substantially” above the pan evaporation rate, and nearly five times the
evapotranspiration rate for Cadiz Dry Lake. “These are geologically unreasonable
evapotranspiration rates for use in the model….that the evapotranspiration rates had to be
increased to the extent described above indicates that there is a problem elsewhere in the model.”
(Johnson-Wright p.10)
Further points on evapotranspiration:

115



(JW-10) The EIR’s evapotranspiration rate is ten times the USGS evapotranspiration rate
from playa soils in Death Valley.



(JW-10) Cadiz dry lake is where most of the evapotranspiration is claimed to occur, yet
the evapotranspiration model did not include most of Cadiz dry lake. Using such a
rough (and, as it turns out, wildly inflated) estimate of evapotranspiration as a basic data
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recharge estimate. This symptom was present in the previous modeling (GSSI,
1999) where in lieu of the evapotranspiration rates being increased to the extent
they are in the current analysis, the discrepancy was resolved with an extinction
depth of 100 feet below ground surface (described in the current analyses is
geologically unreasonable37).

point to evaluate impacts in the EIR is unacceptable and a blatant failure to accurately
assess project impacts. If the model boundary actually included Cadiz dry lake, such
wild estimates could have been lessened or avoided entirely. On a related note, there was
no sensitivity analysis performed for
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The analysis used geologically unreasonable evapotranspiration rates:
The EIR must substantiate the evapotranspiration rates used in the model, and
explain why the rates are treated as variables for the purpose of calibrating the
model instead of as constants, or near-constants.

(Page 36)
The evapotranspiration rates used, greater than 50 ft/yr for Cadiz Dry Lake and 20
ft/yr for Bristol Dry Lake, are substantially above the pan evapotranspiration rate
(nearly five times the pan evapotranspiration rate for Cadiz Dry Lake) and
therefore geologically unreasonable. According to the text, “maximum
evapotranspiration rates used were based on model calibration results in order to
obtain a more reasonable evapotranspiration from the dry lakes and a better match
between the model-calculated and observed water levels.” GSSI Report (2011b),
p. 36. That the evapotranspiration rates had to be increased to the extent
described above indicates that there is a problem elsewhere in the model.
The text also states that “Results show an average of 19 inches/year over those
cells where evapotranspiration is occurring in this run which is a reasonable
average.” This is approximately ten times USGS’s estimated evapotranspiration
rate from playa soils in Death Valley.
The text states that, “For Cadiz Dry Lake, the maximum evapotranspiration rate
was adjusted by a factor of approximately 2.5 from the maximum
evapotranspiration rate of the Bristol Dry Lake due to the fact that most of the
Cadiz Dry Lake area is outside of model boundary.” This statement suggests that
the model grid was either not widespread enough (thereby improperly
constructed) or that there was a flaw in the logic behind evapotranspiration
calibration. Concentrating evapotranspiration discharge in one location as a means
to calibrate groundwater elevations when a substantial portion of the discharge
from evapotranspiration is not taking place at that location in which groundwater
levels are being calibrated is not appropriate. This would be analogous to a
hypothetical significant discharging production well at a distant location being
moved to this location in the model to assist with model calibration and suggests a
need to expand the grid to encompass Cadiz Dry Lake. The EIR must explain
why Cadiz Dry Lake was assigned an evapotranspiration rate 2.5 times the rate of
Bristol Dry Lake solely because Cadiz Dry Lake is outside of the model
boundary. The 2.5x multiplier is arbitrary as currently unsubstantiated in the
DEIR. The EIR must also explain why the model grid does not include Cadiz Dry
Lake since the evapotranspiration rates from this dry lake bear directly on the
hydrological resources and impacts of the Proposed Project.
The high evapotranspiration rates appear to be symptomatic of the amount of
water that is needed to be discharged from the playa based on the existing
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Finally, there is the issue of the relative evaporation rate of the recharge/storage water
when sitting in recharge ponds, and whether that water evaporates at the same rate as the water
supposedly evaporating from the dry lakes’ surfaces. It appears that the evaporation rates used to
justify the “conservation” principle are different from those used to justify the efficiency and
effectiveness of the recharge/storage. This discrepancy must be reconciled in the EIR.

119

3. Flawed Analysis of Cone of Depression
Cones of depression are only measured for immediate post-pumping and 50 years after
pumping ceases; the cones of depression should show how groundwater elevations change
over time given the proposed management regime, and should be illustrated for over 100
years as the cone will continued to expand (meaning that groundwater levels will continue to
decrease.) Given the cone of depression will continue to expand even after 50 years of
shutdown, “it will likely be too late to make substantive changes in groundwater management
to mitigate the problem.” (Johnson-Wright W-8; 12; 14)

118
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4. Failure of Monitoring/Mitigation Plan to Prevent or Reduce Potential Future Impacts
The Proposed Project proposes to substantially reduce the volume of groundwater in
storage and reduce groundwater levels over much of the groundwater basin. Given the
large scope of the Proposed Project, and the sheer size of the planned cone of depression,
it may take many years before groundwater level and/or spring impacts are identified. As
shown in the impact analysis by the cone of depression that continues to expand even
after 50 years of shutdown (at year 100), by the time an impact occurs, it will likely be
too late to make substantive changes in groundwater management to mitigate the
problem. This will be particularly true for those impacts that begin to arise after the
Proposed Project has already ceased pumping. The Proposed Project lacks needed
proactive groundwater management that would prevent unintended impacts from
occurring to surrounding land owners and sensitive receptors.
The absence of a more rigorous spring monitoring program with specified thresholds and
triggers for reduced or ceasing pumping is not appropriate. Visual observations of
changes in spring flow will only begin to be obvious when a significant impact to a
37

The current extinction depth used is 15 feet below ground surface.
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spring is already occurring. Given the time lag between shutting off pumping and the
growth of the outer edges of the cone of depression, an observed impact will likely be too
late to be protect the springs and their associated habitat. The DEIR and its
accompanying analysis fail to demonstrate that the proposed spring monitoring will
detect an impact in time to protect the springs and their associated habitat.
The groundwater and spring monitoring/mitigation plans must be re-evaluated and a
more in-depth investigation into the impacts on springs must be performed. In
particular, the sources of the spring water must be identified. Among the questions that
need to be answered are: (i) whether any of the springs are fed through fractures; and (ii)
whether the springs are only fed from surface runoff. The DEIR explains that the cone of
depression would reach the same elevation as Bonanza Springs. The EIR must explain
any effects on Bonanza Springs caused by the cone of depression reaching the same
elevation. The revised monitoring/mitigation plan must include specific measurable
conditions that would trigger specific actions to reverse and/or remedy any effects on
springs. The mitigation plan in the DEIR is insufficiently general and lacks effective
trigger points.
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A EIR should include important stakeholders in Proposed Project management
(monitoring and mitigation) and the Technical Review Panel, or explain why they were
excluded.

122

6. Failure to Properly Analyze Past and Existing Aquifer Conditions
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Geoscience Support Services, Inc. (GSSI) prepared a report on existing aquifer
conditions, the Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area (presented as
Appendix C of Volume 2 of the Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis
(GSSI, Sep. 1, 2011), DEIR, Appendix H1C.) That report is unreliable because there is a
lack of sufficient key data to adequately evaluate the interpretation of the aquifer results.
Without this data, any analyses that depend on the aquifer conditions as a baseline are
inherently suspect and presumably unreliable, and therefore insufficient for CEQA
purposes.
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The following are more detailed comments on the aquifer testing. All page citations are
to the Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area unless indicated otherwise.
o The report largely ignores hydrologic data gathered over the last 20 years.
(Page 5 – Purpose and Scope)

5. Failure of Monitoring/Mitigation Plan and Technical Review Panel to Include
Independent Oversight
FVMWC will manage the Proposed Project and implement the Groundwater
Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (“GMMMP”). The parties that comprise
FVMWC are the participating water providers (including SMWD), Cadiz, and the
Arizona and California Railroad (ARZC). (See DEIR p. 3-14.) Local stakeholders, such
as the Mojave National Preserve, BLM, local landowners, and Native American Tribes
and Land Trusts are excluded from the management/mitigation process. This lack of
stakeholder involvement means that there will be a lack of adequate independent
oversight over the Project operations and mitigation. Moreover, the Technical Review
Panel fails to include any technical representatives to represent these other stakeholders
(e.g., landowners, BLM, USGS, etc.). As presented, the Technical Review Panel will
consist of one member of FVMWC, one member from San Bernardino County (under an
MOU with FVWMC), and one member jointly selected by the County and the FVMWC.
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Substantial hydrologic work has been conducted at the proposed project area over
the past 20 years. This past work should be used as an existing data resource that
the new work can build upon. Instead, the DEIR’s geohydrologic assessment
appears to start the process anew, and provides little discussion as to how the
newly developed data fit into the overall framework of previous investigations
and results. A EIR must answer the following questions: Why was the hydrologic
data collected over the last 20 years largely ignored? Are the aquifer test results
conducted since 2009 consistent with previous test results in the area? Has the
conceptual model for the Fenner Gap area changed significantly or has the current
investigation simply confirmed previous information?
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o The report largely excludes data from Cadiz’s previously installed wells.
(Page 5 – Purpose and Scope)

This lack of stakeholder participation and exclusion from the Technical Review
Panel is particularly troubling in light of two important facts. First, most of the natural
groundwater in the Fenner Valley originates in the mountains located in the Mojave
National Preserve. See NPS Scoping Comments, p. 3. Second, the USGS has extensive
knowledge of the hydrogeological conditions of the Project area, the surrounding areas,
and the region. The USGS prepared extensive data to support NPS scoping comments on
this Project and performed extensive hydrological analyses concerning the prior Cadiz
project in 2000. The involvement of USGS and other stakeholders is necessary to ensure
that the Project’s effects on local and regional hydrological systems and dependent
ecosystems are properly monitored, understood, and mitigated where necessary.
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The exclusion of Cadiz’s previously installed wells is unexplained. A revised
DEIR should explain why the DEIR largely excluded the data corresponding to
these wells, and how those data fit with the models and conclusions included in
the DEIR.
o There is no evidence that the aquifer testing was performed according to
independent standards.

126

(Page 21 – Section 4.4, Analysis of Pumping Test Data)
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Providing testing results according to independent standards is standard practice
and should be reported for aquifer testing reports, as documented by ASTM and
other experts. (e.g., Kruseman and de Ridder, 2000.) Independent testing results
should be included in order to properly evaluate the Proposed Project and its
associated impacts, and in order for reasoned conclusions to be drawn. A EIR
must provide pumping rate data (which can be presented in graphical form) that is
sufficient to evaluate changes in drawdown characteristics as presented in the
aquifer test figures.

Figure 18 notes that groundwater elevations were corrected for barometric
pressure. The EIR must describe and explain the magnitude of these corrections.
126

o There are insufficient data to discern if Well TW-2 has fully recovered.
(Figures and Associated Text)
Late time recovery data analyzed for TW-2 appear to match the fully recovered
data, therefore resulting in a very high transmissivity estimate. Although the well
appears to be fully recovered, without the aquifer test data (even the hand
measured water level measurements typically collected for backup purposes), it is
difficult to discern if the well had fully recovered. Also, there appears to be a
typographical error concerning the date of the TW-2 recovery test in the table
summarizing aquifer test results.

o Insufficient detail is presented to evaluate the aquifer test data and results.
(Page 21 – Section 4.4, Analysis of Pumping Test Data)
The DEIR fails to provide any details regarding the actual operation of the aquifer
tests. Some of the questions that need to be answered in order to allow public
review of the aquifer test data and results are: At what distance away from the
discharging well or monitored wells did discharge take place and where did the
discharge go? Could percolation of discharged water have influenced
groundwater-level data, for example at MW-6, where according to Figure 8, there
appears to have been no seal emplaced other than the surface concrete pad?
Results of pumping rate monitoring during testing are not presented. How was
flow rate monitored, at what frequency, and within what parameters were
pumping rates to be maintained during testing? Were those parameters achieved?
For new wells, discharge permits are commonly required. Were any required or
obtained for this project? Without answers to these questions, proper analysis of
the aquifer test data is impossible, and conclusions are not properly supported.
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o The existing conditions in Fenner Gap are misrepresented.
127
(Page 4 – Photograph)
The photo shows a flowing stream on the floor of Fenner Gap. This flowing
water must have been derived from either pumped groundwater or surface runoff
immediately after a storm event as there is no flowing water typically on the floor
of Fenner Gap. The inclusion of the photograph without context is misleading as
to the typical conditions present. The EIR should include a caption that explains
the source of the water on the floor of Fenner Gap.
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o The hydraulic conductivity of fanglomerate is not sufficiently substantiated.
o The true static groundwater levels were not substantiated.
(Page 12 – Photograph)
(Page 6 – Section 2.4, Field Reconnaissance)
The purpose of the pumping that was ongoing as of November 11, 2009, is not
clearly explained. The EIR must clarify if there was an aquifer test ongoing. If
so, the results must be reported. The EIR must also clarify if periodic
groundwater monitoring was conducted on TW-1 and TW-2, and associated
monitoring wells, prior to the aquifer testing to assure that true static groundwater
levels were established prior to aquifer testing. This is crucial because full
recovery from the step discharge test run on TW-1 had not been achieved prior to
initiating the constant discharge test at TW-1 during 2009 (Figures 10 and 13),
and the use of an improper static groundwater level could affect parameter
evaluation.
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The photo shows that the fanglomerate has been lithified (evident by both the
competence of the core and the natural fracture characteristics presented). Given
the ragged nature of the sharp fracture visible, the fracture displayed in the
photograph does not appear to have been caused naturally. Rather, the fracture is
more likely the result of a break that occurred during the coring, or boxing, of the
core. If the material in the photograph is typical, it can be expected that the
hydraulic conductivity of the fanglomerate should be substantially less than
unconsolidated basin fill material. The EIR should describe and explain the
hydraulic conductivity of the fanglomerate in comparison to that of the basin fill
material.

132

o The permeability of the granitic rock is not sufficiently described/explained.
o The corrections in groundwater elevations for barometric pressure are not
explained.
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This section states “Granitic and metamorphic basement rock forms the
subsurface margins of the aquifer system within the project area (Freiwald, 1984).
This basement rock is generally impermeable but can have significantly increased
permeability along well developed fracture zones which are associated with the
numerous faults that cross Fenner Gap.” This is an important statement as the
figures depicting modeled hydraulic conductivities do not provide reference to
model zonation for aquifer parameters and in what areas for instance hydraulic
conductivity values represent specific hydrogeologic units. The EIR must specify
where the fractured granitic rocks of higher permeability are modeled as opposed
to other granitic rocks. This would allow for the appropriateness of model
zonation to be more readily evaluated given the absence of available model files.

accommodate the amount of discharge needed to calibrate the model given the estimated
recharge.

133

The EIR must discuss any other approved groundwater “conservation” or
“exportation” projects that had planned storage losses of this magnitude. The
existence of such projects would provide invaluable comparative data concerning
environmental impacts, project management, and mitigation.

The groundwater flow and solute transport modeling (Volume 1: Report – Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, GSSI, Sep. 1, 2011) is flawed and
unreliable because there is insufficient data about changes in groundwater elevation that
will result from the development of the cone of depression over the next 100 years.
Additionally, evapotranspiration rates are improperly treated as a variable to calibrate the
model, and the aquifer’s current inability to stabilize after only 5,000 AFY of pumping is
not explained. The model’s sensitivity analysis is flawed because it was not performed in
accordance with third-party standards. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis is misleading
because it was actually a series of separate recalibrated models rather than one collective
model. This improper and insufficient analysis provides unreliable data and conclusions
that cannot support the stated impact and mitigation analysis, thereby precluding
meaningful public participation and informed decision making.

Overall, the model software used, construction (with one caveat described below),
including discretization, and packages used were appropriate given the conditions
present. However, a problem arises with either the estimated recharge, or the aquifer
parameters (either in values or spatial representation), that results in the need for
unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to be required to calibrate the model. It
appears that these high evapotranspiration rates were needed to allow the amount of
water discharged from the Bristol and Cadiz Playas to accommodate the estimated
recharge rate. This issue was also apparent in previous modeling (GSSI, 1998), where in
lieu of high evapotranspiration rates, an unrealistic extinction depth (100 feet below
ground surface, which has been changed to 15 feet in the current analysis) was used to
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The following are more detailed comments on the groundwater modeling. All citations
are to Volume 1: Report – Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis (GSSI,
Sep. 1, 2011) unless otherwise indicated.
a. The analysis fails to provide comparative data from similar groundwater projects.

7. Failure to Properly Model Groundwater Flow and Solute Transport

Numerical groundwater flow and solute transport modeling was conducted for the impact
analysis of the proposed project (GSSI, 2011b). Numerical models are ideal tools to
evaluate transient, three-dimensional groundwater issues in that the complexities of the
groundwater system can be evaluated in detail, and assumptions of how the groundwater
system works can be tested for internal consistency. As is discussed in the detailed
modeling comments below, there appears to be a problem associated with the conceptual
model as highlighted by the numerical modeling effort.

134
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b. Insufficient groundwater data is provided for the duration of water table drawdown.
(Page 9 – Groundwater Elevations)

134

The presentation of the development of the cone of depression is overly limited
because data is only provided for the end of pumping and 50 years after pumping
ceases. Related groundwater elevations are therefore lacking. Well hydrographs
must be included that show how groundwater elevations change over time under
the proposed management scheme. The drawdown maps are sufficient. However,
the groundwater elevation maps are insufficiently detailed due to the 100-foot
contour interval. Given that drawdown continues to expand in areal extent after
100 years, the hydrograph timeframes should expand out to the timeframe at
which that condition ceases to exist. This is particularly important in evaluating
the effectiveness of the GMMMP and its meaning in relation to proposed project
groundwater pumping and the ability of the Proposed Project to achieve its stated
objectives or meaningful time-dependent groundwater elevation and/or spring
flow protective procedures. The EIR must provide hydrographic information that
shows how groundwater elevations will change for the duration of the Proposed
Project, as long as the cone of depression continues to expand, and as long as
water table drawdown will occur. Without this information, the effectiveness of
the proposed GMMMP cannot be sufficiently assessed.

136

c. The analysis does not sufficiently explain why the aquifer will be so slow to recover
after pumping.
(Page 9 – Groundwater Level Drawdown)
There appears to be a delay in the aquifer’s response to the proposed project
pumping. As shown on the associated figures of project pumping (Figures 64 and
65 for example – see northeast extent of drawdown), the reach of the cone of
depression is more extensive in the 100-year scenario (after 50 years of recovery)
than the 50-year scenario (at the end of project pumping). This is the case with all
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scenarios, which indicates that should unforeseen impacts occur as a result of
project pumping, and even if project pumping is halted immediately, the impacts
will continue to manifest for an extended period of time (greater than the length of
time pumping was conducted) before recovery begins to take place. Therefore, the
aquifer system will be very difficult to manage under the monitoring and
mitigation plan. The revised EIR must explain why the system is so slow to
recover in all pumping scenarios. The effectiveness of management and
mitigation depends largely on the aquifer’s ability to recover.

hydrographs is expanded substantially, making discerning groundwater level
trends difficult.
137

The EIR must explain if, when, and how the aquifer is expected to reach
equilibrium after 50,000 AFY average pumping when the aquifer is currently
unable to reach equilibrium after only 5,000 AFY of pumping. The EIR must also
explain whether groundwater level declines are expected to be permanent or
temporary. Finally, the EIR must decrease the vertical scale in the hydrographs
so that evaluating changes and fluctuations in groundwater levels is possible.

139

d. Evapotranspiration rates are improperly treated as a variable to calibrate the model.
f. The analysis provides inconsistent data concerning predicted storage losses.
(Page 36)
(Page 12 – Groundwater in Storage)
The evapotranspiration rate was allowed to vary substantially between recharge
scenarios even though evapotranspiration would be unlikely to change given that
the playa soils would remain unchanged, climate factors would be unchanged, and
assuming the groundwater levels would be above the extinction depth allowing
evapotranspiration to take place. The EIR must explain why the
evapotranspiration rate was not treated as a constant, or near-constant for
variations in local conditions.

138

e. The analysis fails to explain why the aquifer has not stabilized in response to current
pumping.
(Page 39 – Section 6.2, Steady State Model Calibration)
The text states that “Twelve water level targets located in the Fenner Gap area
were carried over from the Fenner Gap model (see Appendix A); however, a
water level of five feet was added to each water level measurement based on
transient water level data suggesting an approximately 5 ft. decline in heads in the
Fenner Gap from predevelopment conditions.” Given the limited pumping that
has occurred in the Fenner Gap area in the past, the implications of this five foot
groundwater level decline over a significant area must be discussed. The GSSI
Report (2011c) states that, “Therefore, the stresses caused by Cadiz agricultural
pumping have not created sufficient recharge (from vertical leakage or induced
recharge) to sufficiently stabilize water levels.” Therefore, the aquifer has not
been able to stabilize with only approximately 5,000 AFY of pumping. That the
aquifer has been unable to reach an equilibrium condition with this amount of
limited pumping is alarming, especially given that the proposed pumping is ten
times greater on average (50,000 AFY) and 15 times greater in peak pumping
years (75,000 AFY). The expanded pumping in the Proposed Project is very
unlikely to “increase recharge” and ameliorate the problem. This is illustrated by
the calibration graphs (Figures 32 through 34), which show groundwater level
declines over time in the Fenner Gap area as opposed to groundwater-level
declines that would temporarily occur as a response to pumping and would
stabilize as a new equilibrium is reached. Also, the vertical scale of the
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There appears to be some discrepancy in pumping or storage terms as presented.
The change in storage of an aquifer is equal to the groundwater inflow (recharge)
minus the outflow (pumping, evapotranspiration). In the case of the Proposed
Project’s two “sensitivity” scenarios, the outflow (assuming only pumping) would
be 50,000 AFY for 50 years. Based on the two scenarios (16,000 AFY of
recharge; and 5,000 AFY of recharge), the storage loss after 50 years then would
be a minimum of 1.8 million AFY, and 2.25 million AFY, respectively. These
figures are somewhat higher than the storage losses predicted by the model. The
storage losses presented above are minimums as the initial years of the Proposed
Project would include a period of evapotranspiration losses from the playas (and
to a lesser extent, from the springs) that would yield larger storage losses than
predicted by the model.

140

The EIR must discuss the change in storage described above in comparison to
model-predicted storage loss estimates of 1.68 million AFY, and 2.16 million
AFY, respectively. Without clarification, the discrepancy is indicative of a
significant data input error in the model with respect to either insufficient
pumping rate or an excessive amount of recharge. This issue could have been
evaluated if SMWD had made the modeling files available in electronic format.
g. The analysis presents conflicting data regarding predicted changes in groundwater
storage.
(Page 58 – Findings – Groundwater in Storage)
The predicted changes in storage produced by the Groundwater Equation (inflow
minus outflow equals change in storage) differ from those predicted in the model.
The EIR must explain why these data are different and which is correct.
h. The sensitivity analysis does not conform to standard practice and is misleading.
(Page 8)
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accordance with the method used for specific yield/storativity and vertical
leakance.

The text states that “The purpose of the sensitivity scenarios was to evaluate the
potential ranges of worst case impacts by (1) reducing the amount of available
natural recharge, and (2) increasing the distances between the wells within the
proposed project wellfield.” This “sensitivity” analysis does not represent the
form of a sensitivity analysis that is standard practice, as described in ASTM,
Anderson and Woessner (1992), and other references. Performing a sensitivity
analysis is a standard part of evaluating the calibration of a modeling effort. The
purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to evaluate the uncertainty in the calibrated
model caused by uncertainty in aquifer parameters, stresses and boundary
conditions. In a sensitivity analysis, these model parameters and conditions are
changed systematically to evaluate how changes in each result in changes in head.
The more a change in the parameter or condition causes a greater change in head,
the more sensitive the parameter is. Sensitive parameters for which there are little
ground-truthed information (for instance a sensitive hydraulic conductivity zone
for which there are no aquifer test data) will indicate greater uncertainty in the
predictive capability of the model.

j. The sensitivity analysis is mischaracterized as such and is actually a series of separate
simulations.
(Page 44 – Section 7.1 – Description of Model Scenarios)

141

The “sensitivity” scenarios involved changing model parameters which are not
sensitivity scenarios, but rather separate, recalibrated models or simulations. The
changes in model parameters will serve to minimize any effect of changing the
recharge or wellfield distribution of wells. The “sensitivity” scenarios must be
recharacterized as separate, recalibrated models, or simulations.
k. The hydraulic conductivity data of fanglomerate is inconsistent.
(Page 32 – Hydraulic Conductivity)

The DEIR’s sensitivity analysis is lacking and must be revised to comply with
standard practice, such as ASTM or Anderson and Woessner (1992), to evaluate
uncertainty. Proper sensitivity analysis assesses the sensitivity of all variables in
a model. To do this, one variable at a time is changed while holding all others
constant. The revised sensitivity analysis should follow this procedure or justify
why another procedure is appropriate.
Next, the sensitivity analysis as performed is problematic in that changes in model
results resulting from natural recharge are not comparable because the head
distribution is affected by changes in model construction (well locations), aquifer
parameters and evapotranspiration rates for the lower recharge scenarios. The
analysis therefore mixes results and assumptions. If two wellfield configurations
were to be evaluated, each configuration should have been tested against each of
the separate recharge scenarios. As these analyses currently stand, the
“sensitivity” analyses actually represent separate simulations based on differing
assumptions. Proper sensitivity analysis must be performed that tests the two
wellfield configurations against each of the recharge scenarios.
i. The sensitivity analysis, to evaluate model uncertainty, is not performed in
accordance with standard practice.
(Page 43 – Section 6.4 – Sensitivity Analysis)
The only parameters for which a typical sensitivity analysis was conducted were
for specific yield/storativity and vertical leakance, which in our experts’
experience modeling alluvial groundwater basins of the desert southwest are
commonly the least sensitive parameters in the flow model. Aquifer parameters
such as hydraulic conductivity (on a zonal basis), evapotranspiration rate,
recharge and other solute transport characteristics must be tested for sensitivity in
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The hydraulic conductivity value ranges used appear to be reasonable based on
aquifer testing, although based on the photograph of fanglomerate core, it is hard
to conceive that the fanglomerate in the geohydrologic assessment would yield
hydraulic conductivities of up to 60 ft/day. Additionally, the areal distribution of
specific hydraulic conductivities associated with specific aquifer units is not
readily apparent in the figures where zonation is instead represented by hydraulic
conductivity only. The EIR must explain the discrepancy between the photograph
and the value ranges used in the model and explain why zonation is represented
only by hydraulic conductivity.

142

l. The sensitivity analysis fails to account for the inconsistent hydraulic conductivity
value ranges.
(Page 32 – Hydraulic Conductivity)
Changes in the effect of natural recharge on the model results have been
minimized by recalibrating the aquifer parameters, thereby minimizing the effect
of the change in recharge. Essentially, instead of evaluating the model sensitivity
to recharge based on the calibrated numerical representation of the groundwater
system, three distinct numerical groundwater flow models with differing
conceptual models in relation to wellfield design, aquifer parameterization and
evapotranspiration have been developed. The EIR must explain why three
distinct numerical groundflow models were developed instead of basing the
model on the calibrated numerical representation of the groundwater system.

143

m. The computer modeling process suffers from a lack of transparency.
144

(Page 27 – Computer Code)
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The computer modeling platform is not disclosed in the analysis. The EIR must
explain which platform was used to develop the model, and whether it is
commercially available (e.g., Groundwater Vistas, GMS, Visual MODFLOW).
Proper analysis by the public is impossible without knowing the computer
platform used.

144

n. The uncertainty of the model has not been tested in an adequate manner.

occurring) may be too late to adequately be protective of surrounding receptors.
Additionally, increased hydraulic gradients upgradient from the project as a result
of expansion of the cone of depression will result in greater subsurface underflow
to the south out of the upper Fenner Watershed (beneath Mojave National
Preserve), the effects of which are not understood and/or adequately described.
The EIR must explain the effects of the subsurface underflow that is expected to
occur beneath the Mojave National Preserve.

146

p. The impact analysis fails to consider the reduced rainfall expected as a result of
climate change.

(Page 61 – Model Limitations and Uncertainty)
The use of programs such as MODFLOW2000 and PEST greatly simplifies the
sensitivity analysis process and it is unclear why this aspect of calibration
evaluation was neglected or not presented. Although the aquifer parameters,
including specific yield/storativity and vertical leakance, have been tested, the
more likely sensitive parameters such as hydraulic conductivity from individual
parameter zones, and evapotranspiration rate which were used as calibrated
parameters have not. Additionally, given the issues associated with the need to
use unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to calibrate the model and serve
as a mechanism to discharge sufficient water to allow the volumes of recharge to
enter the modeled domain and maintain calibration, there is a problem with the
conceptual model, or the representation of the conceptual model. Therefore, there
is substantial uncertainty associated with any of the predictive results provided in
the impact analysis. (See comments below.) The EIR must explain why programs
such as MODFLOW2000 and PEST were not used for sensitivity analysis, and
why the more likely sensitive parameters were not assessed in favor of less
sensitive parameters.

(Page 49 – Impact Analysis)

145

It can be expected that as less precipitation occurs as snowfall (as is predicted
over the course of the Proposed Project) less water will recharge the aquifer. The
EIR must account for projected reductions in rainfall as a result of climate change
as well as any corresponding reductions in recharge rates. Including climate
change in the data is particularly important because impacts on springs are
expected to last up to 500 years, as evidenced by studies of springs (e.g., CH2M
Hill, 2011). The EIR must explain why the impact analysis period does not match
the analysis period for the springs.

147

q. The impact analysis period does not sufficiently correspond to the time frame of
expected groundwater recharge.
(Page 54 – Table Regarding Groundwater Storage)
The text describing the table states, “The following table summarizes the
cumulative annual changes in groundwater storage at the end of 50 years (end of
project pumping) and 100 years (end of model simulation) for each model
scenario . . . .” Of note is that the table then presents time for groundwater storage
to recover after project pumping is stopped ranging from years 117 to 440. It is
clear then that the end of model simulation was not 100 years. The EIR must
explain why model impacts were not evaluated beyond 100 years, particularly in
light of the continuously expanding cone of depression after 100 years as shown
in the “sensitivity” scenarios presented.

7a. Failure to Properly Analyze Groundwater Impacts
The numerous failings of the groundwater flow and solute transport modeling described
above (Volume 1: Report – Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, GSSI,
Sep. 1, 2011) make any subsequent impact analysis unreliable and therefore an
insufficient basis to support informed and reasoned public participation and decisionmaking. The specific failings of the impact analysis are as follows:
o. The effects of subsurface flow from under the Mojave National Preserve are
insufficiently understood and described.

148

8. Failure to Properly Analyze the Project’s Effects on Springs
(Page 49 – Impact Analysis)
The outer limits of the cone of depression would likely still be expanding after
100 years. The cone is anticipated to extend to elevations approaching Bonanza
Spring, thereby potentially affecting this important spring. Decades after the
Proposed Project ends, additional impacts may still be identified as a result of
earlier pumping. If an impact is identified at a spring or for a surrounding
groundwater user, changes to groundwater management (if pumping is still
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CH2M Hill prepared the Assessment of Effect of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs ((Aug. 3, 2011), DEIR, Appendix
H3). That report does not sufficiently analyze the impacts of the Proposed Project on
springs because of missing data and confusing and incomplete analysis. As a result, the
significance of any impacts on springs cannot be properly assessed and the
appropriateness of monitoring plans and effectiveness of mitigation plans cannot be
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assessed. Without improved data and analysis, the type of reasoned and informed public
participation and decision making CEQA requires is not possible.

149

a. The analysis is missing key information.
Discharge at springs generally occurs as a combination of both free discharge of
flowing water and evapotranspiration from groundwater dependent vegetation and
evaporation from soil in the subsurface. Therefore, the discharge of a spring can
be substantially greater than the free flowing water observable at the surface.
Figures 1-15 are missing from the report. The text references Figures 1-15, yet
the figures in the document start at Figure 16. The EIR must clarify if Plates 1
through 15 are the missing Figures and, if not, include Figures 1-15.

9. Failure to Measure Impacts on Groundwater Quality
The imported groundwater storage and recharge component will negatively impact water
quality of the underground aquifer. This is because the groundwater is of a much higher water
quality than the imported water, either that from the Colorado river or the State Water Project.
The DEIR does not evaluate these impacts, nor does it explain how these impacts would not
violate the state anti-degradation policy, Resolution 68-16. This omission is a basic and
fundamental flaw in the DEIR’s analysis of the proposed project, and is legally deficient without
a thorough analysis of these impacts.

In sum, the DEIR’s flawed hydrogeological analysis undercuts the reliability of the remainder of
the DEIR’s analyses. The impact analysis is largely dependent on the difference between the
pumping rate and the recharge rate, which in turn depends on accurate baseline information
about the existing state of the aquifer. The design of the monitoring and mitigation plan likewise
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151
Chapter 4.10 – Land Use and Planning
The lands surrounding the Proposed Project site are owned and managed by BLM, the
State of California, NPS, and numerous private landowners including conservation
organizations. In addition, local Native American tribes regard certain lands in the Proposed
Project vicinity as sacred.

c. The analysis fails to include geochemical analysis to evaluate sourcing.
An assessment of the springs should have included a geochemical analysis of
springs to evaluate sourcing. The current analysis appears to spend more time and
resources identifying the dryness of the desert environment. Figures of a dry wash
with a bullet point identifying that no water is present, or photographs of dry
voids in carbonate rocks high in the Marble Mountains where no springs are
known does not contribute to the overall understanding of those springs present
and potential effects of the project on those springs. Of note is the absence of a
photograph of Bonanza Spring, the closest spring to the proposed extraction
wellfield. The results of the canvassing and accounting of existing springs in the
basin, including a discussion of the results of the geochemical sampling noted as
having taken place and a spring discharge estimate, would have provided more
beneficial information with respect to the groundwater budget and overall
groundwater flow system. The EIR must provide a geochemical analysis of each
spring in the basin to evaluate sourcing. The EIR must also provide a spring
discharge estimate for each spring in the basin. Lastly, the EIR should provide a
photograph of Bonanza Spring.

153
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b. The analysis fails to specify the source of key underlying data.
The analysis utilizes groundwater flow model results, but it is unclear (given that
this is a CH2M Hill report) whether the numerical model used by CH2M Hill for
evaluating underflow beneath Fenner Gap, or the GSSI model used to conduct the
impact analysis, was used in the evaluation. The description of the extent of
drawdown does not appear to match with the description in the impact analysis
(GSSI, 2011). The EIR must explain which numerical model was used by CH2M
Hill to conduct the evaluation of the springs.

depends on accurate identification of significant environmental impacts, as does the cumulative
impacts analysis. Project alternatives must be weighed in light of the impacts caused by the
proposed project in relation to the project baseline. For the reasons described above, we believe
that the hydrogeological analysis is insufficient to support a thorough analysis of the Proposed
Project’s impacts, and design of its monitoring and mitigation measures. The changes and
additions described above are necessary to support a reasoned analysis and to allow effective
public participation and agency decision-making.
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There are five designated wilderness areas located within a five mile radius of the
Proposed Project Area: the Trilobite, Cadiz Dunes, Old Woman Mountains, Sheephole Valley,
and Turtle Mountain Wilderness Areas. The Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area is located west of
and adjacent to the proposed water conveyance pipeline along an approximately five-mile-long
portion of the ARZC ROW. At its closest point, the Cadiz Dunes Wilderness is only 100 feet
west of the ARZC right-of-way. Given the close proximity of the Proposed Project to the
wilderness areas, the Proposed Project proponents must demonstrate that it does not impair the
nearby wilderness areas.
155

Impacts on Federal Reserved Water Rights

153

When Congress designated lands in the California desert as wilderness areas, the U.S.
expressly reserved a “quantity of water sufficient to fulfill the purpose of [the] Act.” See
California Desert Protection Act of 1994, 16 U.S.C.A. § 410aaa-76. The Act’s purpose includes
preserving the unrivaled scenic, geologic and wildlife values of the wilderness areas,
perpetuating their significant and diverse ecosystems, and protecting and interpreting ecological
and geological features. The DEIR has failed to adequately demonstrate that the Proposed
Project will not adversely impact the sensitive dunes areas, including their unique dune plants
and wildlife.
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The DEIR also fails to adequately address and quantify the impact of the Proposed
Project on the United States’ reserved water rights. To the contrary, as pointed out in the other
parts of this comment letter, the Project Proponents failed to engage the USGS, BLM, or NPS at
any stage of the environmental analysis. Their failure to partner with important stakeholders and
expert agencies leaves decision makers and the public without sufficient information to evaluate
the Proposed Project.
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involvement of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act.
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Chapter 4.11 – Mineral Resources
Failure to Provide an Accurate Baseline for Active Metals Mining

Inadequate Permitting for use of Right-of-Way over Federal Land
Page 4.11-2: The DEIR provides an inaccurate baseline by failing to include current data
regarding any active metals mining operations. According to the DEIR, “the USGS website for
tracking active mining operations identified no active metals mining operations as of 2003.”
(DEIR, p. 4.11-2.) The DEIR fails to account for the possibility that various metals mining
operations may have been initiated since 2003.

Page 3.53: The DEIR lists the agreements, permits, and approvals the Proposed Project
proponents believe are necessary to implement the Proposed Project. The Proposed Project
includes construction of a 43-mile pipeline running from the Cadiz wells to the Colorado River
Aqueduct. The DEIR indicates that Cadiz intends to build much of this pipeline on an ARZCheld right-of-way over federal land. The DEIR indicates that Cadiz has an agreement with the
ARZC to use this right-of-way, but does not intend to seek the federal government’s permission
to do so.

Failure to Provide Effective Mitigation Measures for Effects on Existing Salt Mining Operations

The agreement between ARZC and Cadiz Real Estate, LLC is cited in the DEIR, (e.g.,
DEIR, p. 1-8,) but is not contained in the appendix and its specific terms are not provided. The
document granting ARZC this right-of-way over federal land is also not included. Without
access to these documents, members of the public and decision makers are without sufficient
information concerning the DEIR’s assertions regarding the scope of ARZC’s right-of-way.
In addition, the DEIR incorrectly asserts that the Proposed Project escapes federal
environmental review because the full extent of the pipeline’s passage over federal land will be
within ARZC’s right-of-way, (DEIR, p. 2-5,) and the Cadiz project will further a railroad
purpose. In November 2011, the Department of Interior (“DOI”) issued Solicitor’s Opinion M37025, which explains that a “railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activity within” the
type of right-of-way the ARZC is allowing Cadiz to use, is limited to “those activities that derive
from or further a railroad purpose.” The “railroad purposes” identified in the DEIR include
access to power meters located along the tracks; fire hydrants; an access road; and speculative
future benefits such as water for passenger terminals that ARZC is “contemplating operating in
the future” and access to 10,000 gallons of water per day for vegetation control, washing rail
cars, offices, and “other contemplated improvements.” (DEIR, p. 2-4.) We do not agree with the
DEIR’s conclusion that such “purposes” are, in fact, sufficiently related to railroad use to qualify
as “railroad purposes” merely in order to allow the Proposed Project to evade federal approval
and NEPA review. The practical use of water fire extinguishers along the right of way, for
example, would be extremely limited to those rare instances where water would in fact
extinguish an oil or chemical-based fire—attempting to extinguish a chemical fire with water
may in fact exacerbate the situation and quite literally fuel the flames.
The purpose of the Proposed Project is clearly to mine the desert aquifer to provide water
to Southern California water districts. The “railroad purposes” identified in the DEIR do not
provide a legally sufficient basis for the Proposed Project to evade federal approval and NEPA
review. Before constructing a pipeline over federal land, Cadiz must receive the permission of
the DOI and/or BLM. Permission to build must be contingent on full review under NEPA,
including the preparation of an environmental impact statement (“EIS”), and would require the
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Page 4.11-10: The action items under Mitigation Measure MIN-1 are not sufficiently
described to assess their effectiveness. It is not clear that reducing pumping, revising pumping
locations, or even stopping pumping altogether would arrest the adverse effects of the Proposed
Project on the salt mines. The cone of depression is expected to grow for many years after
pumping stops, so stopping pumping seems unlikely to mitigate the impacts caused by pumping.
Injection wells may be effective mitigation, but there is insufficient detail about how such wells
would operate to assess their effectiveness. Compensation could be effective mitigation for the
salt mine operators, but insufficient detail is provided and the compensation is not part of an
enforceable agreement. The EIR must describe the implementation of the mitigation measures
with greater specificity. In particular, the EIR must explain (1) the process for determining how
much to reduce the pumping; (2) the process for determining where to relocate the pumps within
the wellfield; and (3) the process to determine the location and capacity of injection wells. The
EIR must also structure the compensation to salt mine operators as part of an enforceable
agreement that explains how the compensation amount would be determined and the time frame
for payments.

158

Chapter 4.12 – Noise
Failure to Substantiate Finding of No Significance
Page 4.2-10: This section improperly concludes that noise during Proposed
Project operations would have a less than significant impact. This conclusion is not
supported by any data about the noise generated by wells or the effectiveness of the
acoustical well covers.

159

Chapter 4.14 – Recreational Analysis
The DEIR’s analysis of recreational impacts is inadequate. First, the analysis fails to
estimate the number of visitors to wilderness areas surrounding the Proposed Project. Second,
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the DEIR fails to adequately analyze recreational impacts resulting from the Project construction.
Rather, the analysis assumes that no substantial impacts will occur from the initial construction
of the Project. In addition, the analysis assumes there will be no future construction, but that
assumption is inconsistent with the DEIR’s commitment to monitor and mitigate the impacts
from the Project. The DEIR also improperly concludes that the expansive vistas offered by the
natural area will mitigate the visual impacts of the project because the Project area will seem
small in comparison. (DEIR, p. 4.14-3 (“The expanded wellfield and spreading basin would be
visible from distant views but would not disrupt the expansive vistas from higher elevations . . .
”).) Finally, the DEIR fails to analyze whether any degradation to wildlife areas will have longterm social and economic effects, which are important in determining whether a project has a
significant impact on the environment.

would contribute to the significant and unavoidable growth impacts identified in the general plan
EIRs.
Chapter 7 – Alternatives Analysis
160

Chapter 6 – Growth Inducement Potential
The DEIR provides inadequate treatment of the indirect growth inducement potential of
the Proposed Project. An EIR must “[d]iscuss the ways in which the proposed project could
foster economic or population growth . . . , either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding
environment. Included in this are projects which would remove obstacles to population growth . .
. .” Guidelines § 15126.2(d).
The Proposed Project includes the export of 50,000 acre-feet per year, enough water to
support 100,000 households or 400,000 additional people each year. While the DEIR
acknowledges that the Proposed Project would contribute toward “significant and unavoidable”
growth impacts in the Project Water Area of Use, (see DEIR, p. 6-62,) the cursory and limited
explanations in Section 6.3 and Appendix J are insufficient to “[i]nform governmental decision
makers and the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of proposed
activities.” Guidelines § 15002. Table 6-34 incorporates by reference various city and county
General Plan EIRs, but these EIR’s could not have foreseen the impacts provided by the
proposed project because they were completed prior to the proposed project.38 The estimated
ability for the 50,000 AFY to support new communities and development in the water districts
which will receive the water must be analyzed, both in this chapter under growth inducement,
and in the previous chapter under cumulative impacts. The likely increase in development
within the recipient water districts as a result of the additional water exports should be accounted
for in both sections, but is not.
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The alternatives analysis is premised on the assertion that the Proposed Project’s
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component would have less than significant
impacts after mitigation to biological resources, hydrology, and water quality. (DEIR, p.
7-1.) As discussed above, the DEIR does not contain sufficiently accurate
hydrogeological data to allow an accurate comparison of the impacts of the various nonProject alternatives. Additionally, the rejected alternatives of conservation and phased
implementation must be fully considered, and the additional alternative of a sustainable
removal rate must be more thoroughly analyzed.
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One of eight central objectives listed in Section 3.2 of the DEIR is to “[l]ocate,
design, and operate the Project in a manner that minimizes environmental effects and
provides for long-term sustainable operations.” (DEIR, p. 3-6.) This goal is unattainable
under the current plan. As described, the Proposed Project has a working lifespan of 50
years, followed by anywhere from 60 to 400 years of inactivity to bring the aquifer back
to its pre-Project levels. That is not a sustainable project—it is a water mining operation.
Sustainability alternatives would include the no-project alternative, an agricultural
alternative that draws less water than is replaced, and a water conveyance project that
draws less water than is replaced. The EIR must fully consider each of these alternatives.
Failure to Consider What Further Conservation Benefits Could Be Obtained If Water
Agency Project Participants Funded Conservation Rather Than the Proposed Project

The DEIR also violates CEQA by failing to “state where the incorporated documents will be available for
inspection.” CEQA Guidelines § 15150(b). 

Pages 7-6 to 7-7: The water conservation alternative was rejected on the ground
that all of the water agency Project Participants are already implementing conservation
measures. But this reasoning does not address the possibility that further gains could be
realized if additional funds were directed to conservation efforts rather than the Proposed
Project. Further conservation efforts could substantially decrease demand for water
provided by the water agency Project Participants and have a net positive effect on the
environment—thereby achieving increased water supply reliability for Southern
California water providers without taking the substantial risks associated with depleting
the aquifer. The DEIR asserts that additional water conservation measures would lead to
water supplies that “would be less reliable and subject to shortages in dry years.” (DEIR,
p. 7-7.) But without additional information in the DEIR it is impossible to assess whether
this conclusion is correct. This deficiency in discussion of relative conservation
measures by the districts can be seen in stark relief by comparing the discussion of
conservation in this EIR with that in the 2001 EIS/EIR, as reflected in the comments
provided on the previous EIS/EIR by Western Environmental Law Center. See Appendix
B, Comments by Western Environmental Law Center, at 4-5 (incorporating the previous
EIS/EIR by reference.) Although the WELC comments were highly critical of
MWDSC’s attempts to justify its use of “conservation,” at least the district attempted to
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DEIR Appendix J purports to summarize the findings of the General Plan EIRs covering
the project’s water delivery areas, but its vague phrasing does not provide meaningful
information and is deficient as it only indicates which cities and counties have indicated that
direct or indirect inducement of substantial population growth is a significant and unavoidable
impact. (DEIR, p. J-3, 6, and 15.) The underlying analyses that support these significance
determinations are missing. The EIR must justify the significance determinations in Appendix J
and provide specific land use, air, and other environmental indicators that the Proposed Project
38
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quantify its efforts, while the water districts in the present DEIR have made no such
effort.
Beyond the omission of sufficient data, there are also other reasons to doubt the
DEIR’s findings with regard to the alternatives analysis. For example, the DEIR asserts
that long-term savings from the Three Valleys Municipal Water District alone will be at
least 19,200 AFY in 2020. (DEIR, p. 7-8.) It would be arbitrary and capricious not to
consider further conservation as a legitimate alternative in the EIR.
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See Guidelines § 15126.2(c).

Unwarranted Dismissal of the Phased Implementation Alternative
Page 7-39: As discussed at length above, the accuracy of the DEIR’s
evapotranspiration and recharge estimates is highly questionable. As such, the DEIR errs
in concluding that under the Phased Implementation Alternative, no “significant impacts
of the proposed Project” would “be avoided or lessened.” (DEIR, p. 7-40.) Drawdown of
the aquifer at the rate of 50,000 AFY or more could result in numerous significant
impacts throughout the watershed. A more complete Phased Implementation Alternative
could well be superior to the Proposed Project because potential negative effects could be
closely monitored and possibly mitigated before they become catastrophic. “An EIR is
an environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose purpose it is to alert the public and its responsible
officials to environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no
return.” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of California, 47 Cal.3d
376, 392 (1988) (internal quotation omitted) (emphasis added). To determine whether
the Phased Implementation Alternative would enable the Proposed Project’s impacts to
be discovered before reaching an ecological point of no return, the EIR must use accurate
evapotranspiration and recharge estimates.
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Page 7-40: Only the Reduced Project Alternative calls for a 25 percent reduction
in the total proposed groundwater withdrawal. This alternative allows for removal of
75,000 AFY for 25 years. Given that the DEIR’s high-end estimate for recharge is
32,447 AFY, (DEIR, p. ES-3,) and that as explained above, the actual recharge rate is
likely closer to 16,000 AFY, it is irrational to consider the Reduced Project Alternative to
be sustainable.
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Chapter 8 – Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources
Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires Project proponents to discuss any
significant irreversible environmental changes caused by a project, including the use of
nonrenewable resources. A project results in an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of
resources if it:
1. Involves a large commitment of nonrenewable resources;
2. Creates primary and secondary impacts that generally commit future generations to
Page 71

The DEIR characterizes the groundwater pumped from the aquifer as a renewable
resource that is naturally recharged on an ongoing basis, and asserts that without pumping it will
be “lost” to evaporation. (DEIR, p. 8-2.) Claiming that the water will otherwise be “lost”
enables the Project proponents to conclude that the Proposed Project involves no irreversible or
irretrievable commitment of groundwater resources. But the Proposed Project results in an
irreversible or irretrievable commitment of groundwater resources under every model calculation
or alternative analysis discussed in the DEIR. The Project would mine an average of 50,000
AFY. Even using the Project proponents’ most optimistic estimate of a 32,000 AFY recharge
rate, there will be an 18,000 AFY recharge deficit that will take more than a century to replace.
The discrepancy between the pumping rate and the recharge rate is further exacerbated in light of
the DEIR’s disclosure that the initial years of the Project is expected to pump as much as 75,000
AFY—more than double the DEIR’s most generous recharge rates—and as much as fourteen
times the lowest recharge estimate of 5,000 AFY. Groundwater should not be classified as
renewable when the estimates contained in the DEIR itself indicate that it could take anywhere
from 117 years to 440 years for the aquifer to return to its pre-project level. (DEIR, Appendix B1, Table 4-5.) This is not renewability on a meaningful human time scale.
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Climate Change Issues Related to the Project

There Is No Project Alternative That Provides For “Sustainable Operations,” Which Is
One of the Eight Avowed Project Objectives.

Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR

similar uses;
3. Involves uses in which irreversible damage would result from any potential
environmental accidents associated with the project; or
4. Proposes consumption of resources that are not justified (e.g., the project involves the
wasteful use of energy).
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NPCA’s scoping comments, dated March 29, 2011, requested that the DEIR include
assessments of whether: 1) it is realistic to assume that recharge rates for a desert aquifer will
remain constant over a 50 year period in light of climate change and the natural variability of
desert hydrologic systems; 2) how the increasing variability in precipitation in the Southwest,
drought, and increased evaporation due to higher temperatures that are predicted with climate
change might affect Project recharge estimates over a 50 year period; and 3) whether there will
be sufficient water available in the Colorado River for the Imported Water Storage Component
based on the natural variability of hydrologic systems, climate change, and the changing
demographics of the American West. The DEIR does not adequately address these concerns.
The DEIR acknowledges that there is a “general consensus that climate change will cause
general warming . . . a shift in precipitation and runoff patterns,” and that aquifer recharge can be
difficult to quantify due to variable factors including: precipitation, stream density, ambient
temperature, wind speed, and the amount of solar radiation. (DEIR, p. 4.7-6.) Yet the Project
Proponents maintain that the Proposed Project’s annual recharge rate is “unlikely” to be
materially affected by climate change since it is “reliant on seepage from the hard rock
formations underlying the mountain ranges rather than surface runoff or alluvial recharge.”
(DEIR, p. 4.7-7.) The DEIR fails to address where the seepage from the hard rock formations
originates, and whether that water flow would itself be affected by climate change. If some of
Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR
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the water seeping through hard rock formations originates as precipitation, then climate changeinduced shifts in precipitation levels could have substantial effects on the aquifer’s recharge rate.
The EIR must address the origin of the seepage and indicate whether or not climate change could
affect this source of recharge.

Proposed Project places the Mojave National Preserve and surrounding federally-designated
wilderness in harm’s way without adequately assessing the nature and significance of the risk.
Given the breadth of required additional analyses, the risks involved, and the number of
potentially impacted stakeholders, we believe that prudence and caution demand a return to the
beginning of the environmental review process. That process should include additional
stakeholders, including Native American Tribes, the National Park Service, BLM, USGS, and
others, and should include both a new EIR and an Environmental Impact Statement prepared by
the federal government.

The DEIR assumes that the aquifer will average a recharge of approximately 32,000 AFY
(see e.g., DEIR, p. 4.9-38.) However, as explained above, a more accurate estimate is that the
current recharge rate is actually around 16,000 AFY. The DEIR claims that even if the next 100
years were extremely dry and natural recharge were reduced by up to 85 percent, the Proposed
Project would still result in a less than significant impact to groundwater resources. (DEIR, p.
4.9-15.) But if the Project Proponents wish to claim that an 85 percent reduction in recharge
would result in a less than significant impact to groundwater resources, the DEIR should base
this estimate on the plausible 16,000 AFY baseline rather than the unlikely 32,000 AFY baseline.
This would require an analysis of the effects of a recharge rate of 2,400 AFY (fifteen percent of
16,000 AFY).
The DEIR also notes that the California Department of Water Resources (“DWR”) has
made a series of recommendations regarding how the state and local water agencies should
address climate change. Agencies are directed to:
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(a) provide sustainable funding for statewide and integrated regional water
management; (b) fully develop the potential for integrated regional water
management; (c) aggressively increase water use efficiency; (d) practice and
promote integrated flood management; (e) enhance and sustain ecosystems; (f)
expand water storage and conjunctive management of surface and groundwater
resources; (g) fix Delta water supply, quality, and ecosystem conditions; (h)
preserve, upgrade, and increase monitoring, data analysis and management; (i)
plan for and adapt to potential sea level rise; and (j) identify and fund focused
climate change impacts and adaptation research and analysis.

The Proposed Project must only proceed if approved by the proper lead agency and
utilizing a complete and thorough EIR. That is impossible under the present review process due
to an improper lead agency, an inaccurate project description, and repeated gross understatement
of impacts presented in the DEIR. There must be a new EIR prepared under the proper lead
agency, with all permitting agencies acting as responsible agencies, and USGS participating in
the analysis and providing a neutral assessment of groundwater recharge. Until these changes
are made and a new EIR is issued by San Bernardino County, the project’s approval will
prejudicially violate CEQA.

(DEIR, p. 4.7-7.) Rather than follow DWR’s recommendation to find more efficient use and
management of existing water supplies, the Proposed Project seeks to add a new (vulnerable)
water supply that is subject to the same climate change impacts as the Colorado River Basin and
the Bay-Delta. (DEIR, p. 4.7-7.) The EIR must address why the Project Proponents are not
taking steps to follow the DWR’s recommendations before attempting to extract valuable
groundwater supplies.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

DATE: March 13, 2012

CONCLUSION
Cadiz and SMWD have proposed an aggressive water mining project that should have
San Bernardino County acting as lead agency, and places a fragile desert ecosystem at great risk
of irreversible harm. The DEIR’s analysis falls well short of accurately describing the Proposed
Project and its impacts, or providing assurances that the Proposed Project is designed in a
sustainable way that minimizes environmental impacts. Instead, the analyses point toward a
future of uncertain effects that seem largely incapable of mitigation once discovered. The
Comments on Cadiz Water Project 2011 DEIR

Our precious water resources must not be traded for short-term gain without the
assurances of sustainability that a coordinated and fully inclusive CEQA/NEPA review would
provide. This Proposed Project has a troubled history; a nearly identical version was rejected 10
years ago after undergoing a combined CEQA/NEPA review. Many of the same problems
regarding problematic ownership, leadership, economic justification and funding remain with
this project, as laid out in the earlier news reports by Michael Hilzik of the Los Angeles Times
and the extensive policy advocacy provided by the Pacific Institute (See Appendix B.) The
present DEIR does not identify what has changed to justify the project now, beyond Cadiz’
taking over the federal component, which hardly seems like a justification at all. The problems
were so great in the previous version that Met nixed the project; given this troubled past, the
present iteration must not escape complete, thorough analysis, and the review and approval of
neutral, expert agencies that are financially independent from the Proposed Project proponents.
The goals of CEQA, as well as NEPA, demand as much.
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/S/
Seth Shteir
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Ileene Anderson,
Biologist/Public Lands Desert Director
Center for Biological Diversity

Kristi Davis, Executive Director
California Wilderness Coalition
P.O. Box 11094
Oakland, CA 94605

Drew Feldmann
Conservation Chair
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society

James M. Andre
Director
Sweeney Granite Mountains Desert
Research Center
University of California - Natural Reserve
System

Nancy Karl
Executive Director
Mojave Desert Land Trust

Laraine Turk
President
Morongo Basin Conservation Association

A. Hydrologic Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report, Cadiz Water Project, by
Andrew Zdon, Principal Hydrogeologist, Johnson-Wright Consultants, Inc. prepared for
National Parks Conservation Association (February 1, 2012)

/S/
Barbara Boyle
Senior Representative
Sierra Club

B. Comment on the Hydrogeology of the Cadiz Water Project by John Bredehoeft, Ph.D,
prepared for National Parks Conservation Association and the Center for Biological
Diversity (March 4, 2012)

Jeff Aardahl
California Representative
Defenders of Wildlife

C. Memorandum to Santa Margarita Water District Board of Directors from Dan Feron,
“Reimbursement Payment to County of San Bernardino per the Memorandum of
Understanding Concerning the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage
Project” (Excerpted from page 11 of October 26, 2011 minutes from Santa Margarita
Water District board meeting, dated October 26, 2011)
D. Press Release, “Cadiz Advances Plan to Convert 300 Miles of Natural Gas Pipelines for
Water Conveyance” (February 29, 2012)

Sidney Silliman
Board of Directors
Desert Tortoise Council
Desert Committee Chair
Sierra Club

ATTACHMENTS TO COMMENTS ON CADIZ 2011 DEIR
(Included on Separate CD-ROM, Sent by FedEx with Comments)
Appendix ‘A’: Studies and General References (non-Biological)

Appendix ‘B’: Documents from 2000-2002 EIR/EIS Review
A. Comments on 2001 Cadiz EIR/EIS by Western Environmental Law Center

/S/
Kim F. Floyd
Conservation Chair
San Gorgonio Chapter Sierra Club

B. Hydrogeology Study on Cadiz Project, Prepared by Dr. John Bredehoeft, Ph.D.
C. Air Study on Cadiz Project, Prepared by Dr. John Giles
D. Michael Hilzik, “Critics Raising Concerns About Cadiz Water Project,” Los Angeles
Times (May 19, 2002)

Conner Everts
Southern California Watershed Alliance
Desal Response Group
/S/
Gerry Goss
President
Desert Survivors

E. Pacific Institute, “Mojave Water Grab: Environmental and Economic Flaws Exposed”
(2002)
Appendix ‘C’: Documents Referenced for Biological Impacts
Barrows, C.W., J.F. Allen, and J.T. Rotenberry. 2006. Boundary processes between a desert sand
dune community and an encroaching surburban landscape. Biological Conservation 131: 486494.
Belnap, J., S. L. Phillips, J. E. Herrick, J. R. Johansen. 2007. Wind erodibility of soils at Fort Irwin,
California (Mojave Desert), USA, before and after trampling disturbance: Implications for land
management. Earth Surface Processes and Landforms 32(1):75-84.

/S/

Belnap, J. 2006. The potential roles of biological soil crusts in dryland hydrologic cycles. Hydrological
Processes 20: 3159-3178.
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Application of Ecosystem Response Modeling with an Emphasis on Great Basin Vegetation.
Environmental Management 36(6): 726-740

Belnap J. 2003. The world at your feet: Desert biological soil crusts. Frontiers in Ecology and the
Environment 1(5):181-189.
Belnap J., S. L. Phillips, M. Duniway, R. Reynolds. 2003. Soil fertility in deserts: A review on the
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Water Systems, Jurupa Community Services District, California Water Service Company, and
the Arizona and California Railroad.

INTRODUCTION
A.

The Commenter

The Native American Land Conservancy (NALC or Commenter) is a 501(C)(3)
intertribal organization established in 1998 to preserve and protect natural and cultural heritage
sites, areas and landscapes. The NALC holds and manages 2,560 acres in a Preserve in the
eastern slopes of the Old Woman Mountains. The Cadiz hydrologic study area encompasses the
western slope of the Old Woman Mountains. The NALC offers the following comments to the
Cadiz Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR).
The Commenter requests that these comments, and all attachments be included as part of
the administrative record. The Commenter further requests that all documents, articles, and
reports cited in these comments and the attached expert reports and articles be included as part of
the administrative record of this action. See Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21167.7(e); County of
Suffolk v. Secretary of Interior, 562 F.2d 1368, 1384, n.9 (2d Cir. 1977) (addressing scope of
NEPA administrative record), cert. denied, 437 U.S. 1064 (1978); Silva v. Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282
(1st Cir. 1973) (same); see also Thompson v. United States Dep’t of Labor, 885 F.2d 551, 555
(9th Cir. 1989) (administrative record consists of all documents and materials directly or
indirectly considered by agency and includes evidence contrary to agency’s position). Finally,
the Commenter incorporates by reference the comments submitted on the 2001 Cadiz DEIR/S
and SEIR/S and all attachments thereto and further requests that those comments and their
attachments be included as part of the administrative record.
B.

Summary

The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Cadiz Project or
Project) is proposed primarily to provide an additional water supply for Southern Californian
Project Participants, to supplement or replace existing supplies and enhance dry-year supply
reliability. The Project has two components. The principal component is a groundwater
pumping program, under which an annual average of 50,000 acre-feet of groundwater would be
pumped from the basin over a 50 year period for delivery to Project Participants, with an annual
maximum of 75,000 acre-feet. Facilities for the first component include a well field, piping
system, and a 43 mile conveyance pipeline, monitoring features, other appurtenances and fire
suppression mechanisms. A secondary, less definite, component is a still tentative proposal to
potentially store imported, under which Project Participants could send surplus surface water
supplies to the project area to be recharged via spreading basins and held in storage until needed
in future years. This component proposes to store up to one million acre-feet. The second
component is only at the conceptual development design stage, and is analyzed primarily at a
programmatic level in the DEIR.

1

As explained in detail below, the proposed Cadiz Project poses a serious threat to the
groundwater system underlying the whole of the Cadiz-Fenner basin and the surrounding
environment. Among the harms likely to be caused by the Project is catastrophic depletion of
the aquifer that could take centuries, if not millennia, to be remedied. By pumping at a rate that
far exceeds the average annual recharge, the project would amount to an aggressive program of
groundwater mining that would substantially draw down the aquifer and dry out the moist lake
beds, or playas, of Bristol and Cadiz lakes. This would create a large area of dried out lake
sediment with an enormous potential to generate harmful dust emissions on a scale comparable
to Owens Lake, which ranks as one of the nation’s most conspicuous environmental disasters. In
addition, the draining of the aquifer could cause springs in the surrounding mountain ranges to
dry up, spelling extinction for the local populations of bighorn sheep. Perhaps even more
distressing, the vast area of fresh water spreading basins on the Cadiz Project site will be a major
attraction for ravens and other birds that will prey on the fragile desert tortoise population in
critical habitat areas within the basin. These are only some of the devastating potential
environmental impacts from the Cadiz Project, impacts that in practical terms will be permanent
and extremely expensive to even attempt to mitigate.
The DEIR does not adequately address these and other serious problems with the Cadiz
Project. Indeed the DEIR is woefully inadequate under CEQA and other state and federal laws.
Among its most glaring deficiencies, the DEIR is based on a patently deficient description of the
Project and the physical conditions and environmental resources in its vicinity, a grossly
inadequate assessment of the purpose and need for the Project, and a failure to examine the
Project’s feasibility and likely adverse environmental impacts. Rather than addressing these
issues directly and thoroughly, as required by CEQA, the DEIR simply attempts to sidestep all
substantive problems by proposing to defer the identification of problems and the decisions
about how to deal with those problems to a future date and to unaccountable committees
dominated by the Project Proponent, SMWD, under a vague and inadequate monitoring and
management plan. In all these regards, the DEIR fails to comply with CEQA, and for all these
reasons the SMWD should reject the proposed Cadiz Project.
II.
THE AGENCY HAS FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
A.

The Legal Requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act

Despite the fact that most of the Project infrastructure will be built and operated in, and
most of the impacts will occur in, San Bernardino County, the Santa Margarita Water District
(SMWD or Agency) has designated itself as the lead agency under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000 et seq. Project Participants include
SMWD, Three Valleys Municipal Water District, Golden State Water Company, Suburban

“The California Environmental Quality Act, Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000 et seq., is
a comprehensive scheme designed to provide long-term protection to the environment. In
enacting CEQA, the Legislature declared its intention that all public agencies responsible for
regulating activities affecting the environment give prime consideration to preventing
environmental damage when carrying out their duties. CEQA is to be interpreted to afford the
fullest possible protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory
language.” Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish and Game Comm’n, 65 Cal.Rptr.2d 580, 584
(1997).
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need for improving Project Participants’ supply reliability, and makes clear that improving
supply reliability means essentially increasing supply. In contrast, the DEIR does not
acknowledge that potential droughts make it just as clear that there is an even greater need for
aggressive implementation of conservation in the desert region that makes up its service area.
Similarly, SMWD claims that its studies of dry-year demand show the need to enhance water
storage and water transfers, but it fails to acknowledge the self-evident fact that the same studies
show an even more acute need to enhance conservation.

“The environmental impact report, with all its specificity and complexity, is the
mechanism prescribed by CEQA to force informed decision making and to expose the decisionmaking process to public scrutiny. The EIR is, as the courts have said repeatedly, the ‘heart of
CEQA,’ ‘an environmental alarm bell,’ and a ‘document of accountability.’ An EIR provides the
public and responsible government agencies with detailed information on the potential
environmental consequences of an agency’s proposed decision.” Planning and Conservation
League v. Department of Water Resources, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d 173, 187-88 (Cal. App. 2000)
(citations omitted).

Another example is the contradiction between the assertion that adequate storage is
needed to prevent and offset overdraft of groundwater basins and surface storage during
droughts, coupled with the failure to meaningfully address the high probability that the Cadiz
Project will result in a catastrophic overdraft of the groundwater basin underlying the Cadiz and
Fenner valleys. The bias betrayed in this unbalanced consideration is also evident in the DEIR’s
failure to acknowledge that increased conservation measures could more effectively protect
against such overdraft of groundwater basins and surface storage, and would do so more
sustainably than draining new basins.

The EIR serves not only to protect the environment but also to demonstrate to the public
that it is being protected. CEQA Guidelines § 15003(b). Thus, CEQA requires that the lead
agency identify and disclose all of the significant environmental impacts of a proposed project.
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.2. CEQA also requires the public agency to consider feasible
alternatives to the project which would lessen any significant adverse environmental impact.
Cal. Pub. Resources Code §§ 21002, 21081; Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d
at 188.
B.

The assessment of future demand also is deficient because it gives no consideration to the
opportunity to reduce consumption through the use of disincentives for unnecessary, wasteful
“discretionary” water usage by higher income households. Rather, the DEIR just passively
accepts such wasteful water use by the wealthy.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Describe or Assess the Objectives of the Cadiz
Project

CEQA Guidelines require that an EIR describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
proposed Project, and analyze those that could feasibly attain the objectives of the Project. See
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6.a, b. As described below, the description and assessment of the
project objectives, including the purpose and need for the project, is woefully inadequate and
riddled with omissions and inconsistencies.
4
1.

Water Demand

The DEIR contains little discussion of Southern California water demands. The DEIR
relies on a vague suggestion that supplies may decline and demand may increase, and proceeds
on the assumption that additional supplies are necessary. Without a full evaluation and analysis
of future supply and demand, it is not possible to evaluate the need for the project.
2.

Although the DEIR claims that Project Participants have embarked on an “aggressive”
program of conservation measures, the detail indicates far more modest past and planned efforts.
This is astounding given the fact that the Project’s service area lies in what naturally is a desert
area, the economic and environmental costs of importing water, and the availability of significant
additional feasible, and more cost-effective, conservation measures. While the DEIR fails to
provide adequate information for an adequate assessment of Project Participants’ past or planned
efforts in conservation, what detail is provided undermines the assertions that conservation has
been adequately explored or emphasized.

Conservation Measures

To begin with, the DEIR does not provide sufficient specificity regarding what
conservation measures have been, or reasonably can be expected to be, implemented, or how the
SMWD makes this assessment. Without this information it is not possible to assess the
reasonableness of SMWD’s future demand premise.
Throughout the discussion of the Project’s purpose, the DEIR betrays a bias in favor of
obtaining additional water supply rather than pursuing available opportunities for increased
water conservation within the Project Participants’ service areas, which would be more costeffective and more reliable than the environmentally unsustainable groundwater mining program
being pushed by SMWD and Cadiz, Inc. The DEIR invokes the potential of drought to show the
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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The discussion of current and projected water conservation measures is remarkably
incomplete and vague, again revealing inadequate consideration of this least environmentally
harmful and most sustainable approach to avoiding future shortfalls. The reality is that much
greater levels of conservation could be accomplished, eliminating the need for the proposed
project. Instead of engaging in an evaluation of the conservation alternative, the DEIR, without
any justification, simply accepts the notion that conservation cannot possibly eliminate the need
for the project.

5

Because reasonably available additional conservation measures are not addressed at all,
and because virtually no meaningfully detailed information is provided for the measures or plans
that are mentioned, it is not possible to assess the basis for the DEIR’s rejection of the
conservation alternative or need for the project. The sense that conservation has not been
thoroughly considered is also reinforced by the fact that figures for projected additional
conservation savings are not clearly attributed and are confusingly, and perhaps contradictorily,
thrown out.
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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3.

Water Recycling and Groundwater Recovery Programs

The purpose and needs analysis also fails to adequately describe or address the
opportunities to meet anticipated water demand through water recycling and groundwater
recovery programs. Specifically, the DEIR does not discuss the opportunities identified in the
Southern California Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse (CWRR) Study, a 6-year
comprehensive effort to identify regional water recycling systems. The study identified 34
regional projects and estimated that they have the potential to produce approximately 450,000
acre feet per year of new recycled water supply. Such a new supply might well obviate any
proposed need or justification for the Cadiz Project. Because these projects and the potential
additional supply they represent are not considered in the purpose and need analysis underlying
the DEIR, neither the Agency nor the public can make an informed decision regarding the actual
need for the Cadiz Project.
4.

1.

6

Most importantly, the analysis regarding projected storage supply is internally
inconsistent and does not support the assessment of need on which the DEIR is premised.
The DEIR Fails to Adequately Describe the Cadiz Project and the Physical
Conditions and Environmental Resources in Its Vicinity

A complete, adequate description of a proposed project and the physical conditions and
environmental resources in the project vicinity is an essential component of an EIR. CEQA
Guidelines §§ 15125, 15126.2, subd. (A); Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle, 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378
(2000); County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency, 76 Cal. App. 4th 931, 952
(1999).
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Deficient Description of the Groundwater Pumping Plan

The DEIR’s descriptions of the project are inconsistent. In places, the DEIR describes
the Cadiz Project as a water conservation project, which simply captures water that would
otherwise evaporate and suggests that “surplus” water would be captured. But the DEIR also
acknowledges that the proposed Project would pump stored groundwater far in excess of the
annual rate of recharge. These two descriptions are inconsistent with one another. The
unacknowledged reality is that the groundwater pumping proposed would amount to
groundwater mining resulting in catastrophic hydrologic and biologic consequences as described
below. Such a failure to acknowledge this unavoidable reality renders the DEIR’s analysis
woefully inadequate under CEQA.
2.

Storage Potential of Southern California's Groundwater Basins

In addition, the DEIR fails to adequately describe the available water storage potential of
groundwater basins in southern California. Because the DEIR fails even to accurately identify
the full scope of storage potential, neither the Agency nor the public can have any confidence
that potentially more cost-effective and less environmentally harmful water storage alternatives
have been considered. The Association of Groundwater Agencies’ guide to conjunctive use of
groundwater and surface water in Southern California has documented over 21.5 million acrefeet of additional groundwater storage available in southern California groundwater basins, only
one million of which comes from the Cadiz Valley. In other words, there are many places other
than Cadiz that offer additional groundwater storage capacity, which could eliminate the need for
extraction of indigenous fossil groundwater from the Cadiz-Fenner Basin. Because these
potential storage alternatives are not even recognized, let alone evaluated, in the DEIR, it is not
possible for the Agency or the public to make an informed judgment as to whether the Cadiz
Project represents a reasonable choice among available alternatives.

C.

O_NALC
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Deficient Description of Recharge Rate

The DEIR fails to adequately describe the Cadiz Project because it greatly overestimates
the natural recharge rate of the groundwater system. It is commonly agreed that groundwater
development, or extraction, must not exceed recharge if the development is to be sustainable.
Accordingly, the estimate of recharge becomes critical in any analysis of how a groundwater
system will perform. The recharge rate estimate used in the DEIR is directly contradicted by the
recharge rate estimates of the USGS, Tim Durbin for San Bernardino County, and Dr. John
Bredehoeft, one of the leading authorities on groundwater hydrology or hydrogeology. It also is
contradicted by the more recent estimate contained in the Johnson Wright report described
below. Because the estimate of recharge in the DEIR is in error, the predictions of system
performance are also in error.
The proposed project DEIR and supporting documentation by Kenny Geoscience does
not adequately review hydrologeologic conditions nor adequately assess potential hydrologic
impacts of the project. The technical analysis has insufficient detail on key scope areas in order
to determine the nature and extent of project impacts. The conceptual model or the numerical
representation of the conceptual model is flawed in that it requires hydrogeologically
unreasonable parameters to calibrate the numerical flow model. See Johnson Wright Inc.,
Hydrologic Review of Draft Environmental Report, at 1, 15 (Feb. 1, 2012), attached hereto as
Attachment A. Johnson Wright estimated recharge of approximately 14,000 acre feet by
employing a discharge evaluation utilizing evapotranspiration rates. Johnson Wright, at 5. This
is substantially less than the 32,447 acre feet referenced in the DEIR. There is insufficient
documentation to support the figure in the DEIR and additional documentation, including the
documentation of the numerical groundwater flow modeling effort is needed. Johnson Wright, at
7. The analysis must address the deficiencies above.
The DEIR asserts that the CH2M Hill’s model provided an annual recharge estimate of
approximately 32,000 AFY, consisting of 30,191 AFY from the Fenner Watershed and 2,256
AFY from Orange Blossom Wash and on that basis suggests that there will be little or no adverse
impact on the groundwater system. However, the great weight of the pertinent technical
literature shows that the estimate of annual recharge used in the DEIR is an order of magnitude
too high. The DEIR uses estimates made by GeoScience, a consultancy employed by Cadiz,
Inc., which stands to be paid hundreds of millions of dollars if the Project is approved. Those
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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estimates stand in stark contrast to and are an order of magnitude higher than the range of every
other estimate of recharge. See John D. Bredehoeft, Comments on the Final EIR/EIS, Cadiz
Groundwater Storage Project Cadiz and Fenner Valleys San Bernardino County, California, at 8
(October 2001) (reviewing previous recharge estimates), attached hereto as Attachment B. In
2000 and 2001, John Bredehoeft estimated the recharge in the Fenner/Cadiz Valleys to be on the
order of 5,000 AFY. See id., at 3, 4, 8; John D. Bredehoeft, Revised Comments, Cadiz
Groundwater Storage Project Cadiz and Fenner Valleys San Bernardino County, California, at 11
(August 2001), attached hereto as Attachment C.
Thus, one of the most basic premises of the Project is seriously flawed. Factoring a more
realistic recharge rate into the analysis would make it clear that there will be dramatic drawdown
of the groundwater and adverse impacts to the surrounding environment from the proposed
Cadiz Project.

9

The over-estimate of the recharge rate is even more troubling considering the fact that
there is evidence that the basin is already overdrafted. A 1996 study by Boyle Engineering
concluded that water levels in the vicinity were declining due to existing pumping for irrigation
of Cadiz’s agricultural operations. Similarly, the court in Cadiz Land Company, Inc. v. Rail
Cyle, L.P., 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378, 389, 392 (Cal. App. 2000), indicated that the system underlying
Cadiz is already in a state of overdraft.
D.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess the Feasibility of the Cadiz Project

Consideration of feasibility is central to an adequate alternatives analysis under CEQA.
See, e.g., Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d at 192. However, the DEIR has
not adequately considered the feasibility of the Cadiz Project in several regards.
1.

California Groundwater Rights Law

California has a correlative system of groundwater rights. All land owners overlying a
common aquifer have the right to use the groundwater beneath their property. These “overlying
10
rights” allow a land owner to take groundwater and make reasonable beneficial use of it on their
property. Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, 5 P.3d 853, 863 (Cal. 2000). As between overlying
land owners, the rights are correlative. Therefore, in times of shortage each land owner is
limited to her “reasonable share.” City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra, 207 P.2d 17, 29 (Cal.
1949).
If a groundwater supply contains “surplus water,” this water may be appropriated by a
private party and transported for use outside of the watershed or basin. Barstow, 5 P.3d at 863.
However, “[p]roper overlying use . . . is paramount, and the right of an appropriator, being
limited to the amount of the surplus, must yield to that of the overlying owner in the event of a
shortage, unless the appropriator has gained prescriptive rights through the taking of nonsurplus
waters.”1 City of Pasedena, 207 P.2d at 28-29.

Under California law, there is a surplus of water only when the basin is not overdrafted.
The Supreme Court of California has defined overdraft in terms of the “safe-yield” of the basin.
The safe-yield is the amount of water that can be withdrawn annually from a groundwater supply
under a given set of conditions without causing a gradual lowering of the groundwater levels
resulting eventually in depletion of the supply. City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando, 537
P.2d 1250 (Cal. 1975). However, the court has stated that withdrawals may exceed the safe-yield
to the extent that the amount will create storage space for “temporary surplus” water normally
wasted in wet years. Id. Thus, overdraft occurs and there is no surplus for appropriation when
extractions exceed the net recharge rate of the aquifer plus any temporary surplus.
10
There have been prior findings that the groundwater system underlying Cadiz is already
in a state of overdraft. The 1996 Boyle study concluded that water levels in the vicinity were
declining due to existing pumping for irrigation of Cadiz’s agricultural operations. In addition,
the court in Cadiz Land Company, Inc. v. Rail Cycle, L.P., 99 Cal. Rptr.2d 378, (Cal. App.
2000), observed that, “Although the CPC and Board conclude the rechargeability of the aquifer
water is relatively low and the aquifer is in overdraft, without knowing the volume of water in
the aquifer, it cannot be determined how soon depletion will occur.” Id. at 392 (emphasis
added). Thus, there is some evidence that there is an overdraft in the basin and that the county
has previously recognized this fact. If this is the case, then Cadiz is legally prohibited from
exporting any indigenous groundwater from the basin to the Project Participants. This would
render the “transfer” portion of the Project infeasible.
2.

Federal Reserved Water Rights

The California Desert Protection Act reserves federal water rights sufficient to fulfill the
purposes of the Act for each wilderness area designated by the Act. Pub. L. No. 103-433, §
706(a), 108 Stat. 4471 (1994). This includes five wilderness areas in the vicinity of the Project
— Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area, Clipper Mountains Wilderness Area, Old Woman Mountains
Wilderness Area, Sheephole Valley Wilderness Area, Trilobite Wilderness Area. These reserved
rights have a priority date of October 31, 1994. In addition the Act requires the Secretary of the
Interior and all other officers of the United States to “take all steps necessary” to protect these
rights. Id. § 706(b). Similarly, units of the National Park System, including Mojave National
Preserve are federal reservations that implicitly have federal reserved rights as of the date of the
reservation.
These reservations include surface and groundwater. The NPS and BLM have jointly
agreed to “participate in local government proceedings that authorize nonfederal parties to
withdraw percolating groundwater where such withdrawals may impact water sources within
their respective jurisdictions to which federally reserved water rights are attached.” Principles
Governing Federal Water Rights Under the California Desert Protection Act 2 (1995)
(memorandum of understanding signed by representatives of NPS and BLM). In addition, NPS
and BLM have agreed to “vigorously defend federally reserved water rights through the state of
California process.” Id. at 1.

1
Prescriptive rights are not at issue at this point because Cadiz has not yet begun to transport
water out of the basin.
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However, the draft EIR has not recognized the existence of federal reserved water rights
in these areas nor has it addressed the impacts of a potential drawdown of the aquifer on these
rights.

quantities they would be able to store), undermining the justification for this project.
Furthermore, the Interim Guidelines are only in effect for the next 13 years, and thus 50 years of
future storage are even more uncertain.

Further, the impact to reserved water rights in the National Park units would violate the
National Park Service’s Organic Act, which provides for unimpairment of park resources. The
National Park Service’s Organic Act, in part, charges the Service to “conserve the scenery and
natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein . . . in such manner and by such means as will
leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.” All of the alternatives
considered are likely to withdraw groundwater supplies to the detriment of the protection of park
flora and fauna. As explained in detail below, the monitoring system proposed to prevent such
impacts from occurring is inadequate and the public land managers are not permitted to provide
the oversight necessary to ensure the protection of federal resources.

The DEIR does not make any mention whatsoever of the potential for the Interim
Guidelines to prevent storage of surplus Colorado River water. Without considering this
reasonably foreseeable barrier to Cadiz Project operations, the Agency and the public are unable
to make a reasoned, informed determination regarding the Cadiz Project’s feasibility, and thus its
ability to fulfill its purported purpose.

3.

11

5.

The DEIR does not contain an examination of the Project’s cost-effectiveness. Rather it
merely assumes that the Cadiz Project is a cost-effective program. The complete failure to
consider this fundamental issue undermines the DEIR’s assumption of the Project’s feasibility.
Just as the 2001 iteration of the Cadiz project was demonstrated to be economically
irrational, see Pacific Institute, Economic Evaluation of the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry
Year Supply Project, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (July 16, 2001),
attached hereto as Attachment I, the current proposal is no more economically feasible. Since
the original proposal, projected project costs have risen substantially, casting even more doubt on
the project’s economic feasibility. The DEIR does not discuss the substantial risk that hundreds
of millions of dollars will have to be sunk in construction costs for the Project and millions more
will be paid up front for indigenous groundwater that might not be extracted at all if the
monitoring and management plan confirms the lower recharge rate that is supported by the vast
majority of the technical literature. The failure to acknowledge and consider this risk is irrational
and renders the feasibility assessment of the Project fatally deficient under CEQA.

12

The Agency should be hesitant to rely on such a financially unsound company to operate
a Project that requires such substantial public investment up-front and that contains considerable
unascertained risks of potentially hugely expensive harmful environmental impacts. Certainly,
Cadiz appears to be completely unable to bear any of the additional substantial costs that may
necessarily be incurred to mitigate the Project’s potential impacts. Because it does not contain
any consideration of Cadiz’s tenuous financial status, the Agency’s assessment of the Cadiz
Project’s feasibility is uninformed and unreasoned.
E.

Second, additional costs will have to be incurred to treat the extracted groundwater for
chromium 6 and arsenic under the new standards that have been adopted by California’s
Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment and the
U.S. EPA, respectively. This has significant implications for the cost-effectiveness, and thus the
feasibility, of the Cadiz Project. But the DEIR does not even identify, let alone evaluate, these
foreseeable developments early in the life of the Project or their implications for the Project.
4.

Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and
the Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead

The Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and the Coordinated
Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead (Interim Guidelines) will govern how "surplus"
water will be declared and diverted for use by the lower basin states (California, Nevada, and
Arizona). It is not at all certain that Project Participants will be able to store the water (or what
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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Financial Viability of Cadiz, Inc.

The feasibility of the Cadiz Project is also thrown in doubt by the fact that the financial
solvency of Cadiz, Inc. appears to be extremely tenuous. As shown in Cadiz’s own SEC filings,
including its 10K and 10Q filings, the company has been losing money for some time now. This
indicates that Cadiz’s agricultural operations are fundamentally unsuccessful, a sham, and that
the company is hoping to save itself with windfall profits from the Cadiz Project. This
impression is reinforced by the fact that Cadiz has taken only minimal steps to carry out its
purported plan to expand its agricultural operations in the Cadiz Valley. Rather, since obtaining
initial approval to extract water for that expansion in 1993, Cadiz has almost exclusively sought
to export that water from the basin at great profit. Indeed, Cadiz, Inc. appears to be pushing for
this Project as a grand boondoggle to reward its speculative investors.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess the Project’s Cost-Effectiveness

13

13

The DEIR Fails to Consider a Reasonable Range of Alternatives to the Cadiz
Project

The California Supreme Court has described the alternatives and mitigation sections as
"the core" of an EIR. Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal.3d 553, 564
(1990). The DEIR must analyze alternatives to the proposed project. “[A]n EIR for any project
subject to CEQA review must consider a reasonable range of alternatives to the project or to the
location of the project.” Id. at 566; CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6. “The lead agency is
responsible for selecting a range of project alternatives for examination and must publicly
disclose its reasoning for selecting those alternatives.” CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). The key
is “whether the selection and discussion of alternatives fosters informed decisionmaking and
informed public participation.” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal.,
47 Cal.3d 376, 404 (1988) (emphasis in original).
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2012), http://hbfreshwater.com/news/santa-ana-regional-water-quality-control-boardunanimously-approves-hb-desalination-project (last visited March 14, 2012), attached hereto as
Attachment H. Alternative facilities like the SOCOD and HB Desalination Projects could have
the potential to make the Proposed Project unnecessary.

CEQA also requires the public agency to consider feasible alternatives to the project
which would lessen any significant adverse environmental impact. Cal. Pub. Resources Code §§
21002, 21081; Planning and Conservation League, 100 Cal. Rptr.2d at 188. “It is the policy of
the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which would substantially lessen or avoid the
significant environmental effects of such projects.” Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21002; CEQA
Guidelines § 15021(a). The CEQA Guidelines specifically prohibit the lead agency from
approving a project unless all feasible mitigation and project alternatives have been adopted.
CEQA Guidelines § 15091.
The discussion of alternatives in the DEIR fails to consider a reasonable range of
alternatives to the Cadiz project. Thus, the discussion is inadequate for the purpose of providing
for informed decision making. In addition, the alternatives discussed fail to include any that
would avoid significant environmental effects, and therefore violate CEQA. As discussed above
in the purpose and need section, the DEIR has failed to include such reasonable alternatives as
conservation, water recycling and groundwater recovery, and storage alternatives. Instead, all of
the alternatives analyzed are just basic variations of the same project. This narrow focus does
not constitute a reasonable range of alternatives.
1.

15
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Desalination

The DEIR fails to consider opportunities to meet anticipated water demand through the
construction of more cost effective desalination facilities. In particular, forward osmosis
technology is likely to reduce energy costs associated with desalination by as much as 90%
within the next 10 years, possibly before the Cadiz Project will even begin to deliver water to
Project Participants. Such alternatives call the supposed need for the project into question. See
Forward Osmosis desalination articles attached hereto as Attachments D through F.

17

Conservation

Finally, as described above, the DEIR’s analysis of the conservation alternative is
woefully inadequate, because it fails to meaningfully evaluate the effectiveness of current
conservation efforts or explore the potential for additional conservation measures that could
eliminate the need for the project. With no basis whatsoever, the DEIR simply dismisses the
conservation alternative as unworkable or ineffective. Without a meaningful evidence based
explanation of why the conservation alternative would not be effective, neither the public nor the
agency is able to seriously evaluate whether the conservation alternative has the ability to be
effective.
F.

Ward Valley

In addition, the DEIR fails to consider a Ward Valley alternative. Ward Valley has a
storage capacity of 14 million acre feet and is 10 miles closer to the Colorado River Aqueduct
than the Cadiz Project site. According to the technical feasibility report prepared for MWD in
May 1998, a Ward Valley alternative would be comparable in pretty much all other respects. At
that time, it was summarily disqualified because it was the proposed site for the low-level
radioactive waste disposal site. But that proposal was terminated permanently by the California
State Assembly in 2002. Because the proposed nuclear waste site for Ward Valley was dropped,
it is unreasonable for SMWD to have excluded it from their consideration of Colorado River
water storage alternatives.
2.

3.

The DEIR Fails to Evaluate Fully the Impacts of the Cadiz Project

The CEQA Guidelines provide that, in discussing the environmental effects of a project,
the EIR must include “a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision-makers with
information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of
environmental consequences.” CEQA Guidelines § 15151. When the failure to include relevant
information precludes informed decision-making and informed public participation, the
certification of the EIR constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Id.; Kings County Farm
Bureau v. City of Hanford, 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 712 (5th Dist. 1990). “Certification of an EIR
which is legally deficient because it fails to adequately address an issue constitutes a prejudicial
abuse of discretion regardless of whether compliance would have resulted in a different
outcome.” Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura, 176 Cal. App. 3d 421, 428
(1985).
“The core of an EIR is the mitigation and alternatives sections.” Citizens of Goleta
Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal. 3d 553, 564 (Cal. 1990). “The purpose of an
environmental impact report is to identify the significant effects on the environment of a project,
to identify alternatives to the project, and to indicate the manner in which those significant
effects can be mitigated or avoided.” Pub. Res. Code § 21002.1. “[T]he CEQA process
demands that mitigation measures timely be set forth, that environmental information be
complete and relevant, and that environmental decisions be made in an accountable arena.” Oro
Fino Gold Mining Corporation v. County of El Dorado, 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 884-885 (3d Dist.
1990). “Mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through permit conditions.” CEQA
Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(2) (emphasis added).

The DEIR also fails to consider the potential of traditional reverse osmosis desalination
facilities, such as either the South Orange Coastal Ocean Desalination (SOCOD) Project or the
proposed HB Desalination Project. See South Coast Water District, South Orange Coastal
Ocean Desalination Project Page, http://www.scwd.org/water/potable/oceandesal.asp (last visited
March 14, 2012), attached hereto as Attachment G; Poseidon Resources Press Release, Santa
Ana Regional Water Quality Board Unanimously Approves HB Desalination Project (Feb. 10,

“Where several measures are available to mitigate an impact, each should be discussed
and the basis for selecting a particular measure should be identified.” CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(1)(B). “A legally adequate EIR must contain sufficient detail to help ensure the
integrity of the process of decisionmaking by precluding stubborn problems or serious criticism
from being swept under the rug.” Kings County, 221 Cal.App.3d at 733.
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of environmental assessment.” Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond, 184
Cal. App. 4th 70 (Cal. App. 1st Dist. 2010).

An agency violates CEQA if it approves a project as proposed when there are feasible
mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen any significant environmental
effects of the project. Pub. Res. Code § 21002; CEQA Guidelines § 15021(a)(2). A finding of
infeasibility cannot be supported simply because the alternative is more costly. “The fact that an
alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not sufficient to show that the alternative
is financially infeasible. What is required is evidence that the additional costs or lost profitability
are sufficiently severe as to render it impractical.” Citizens of Goleta, 197 Cal.App.3d at 1181.
1.

The “Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures” section of the DEIR
refers to the GMMMP to provide for the monitoring of the Project and its potential effect on
critical resources. The GMMMP “establishes a comprehensive network of monitoring and data
collection facilities combined with procedures for comprehensive scientific review of all actions
and decisions. The groundwater modeling analysis completed for impacts assessments provide
the baseline for future observations and actions.” GMMMP at 9. This reliance on future data to
identify potential adverse impacts calls into question the adequacy or comprehensiveness of
SMWD’s environmental analysis and mitigation measures set forth in the DEIR.

The DEIR Impermissibly Defers the Identification and Evaluation of
Potential Environmental Impacts and the Measures to Mitigate Such
Impacts

The Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) proposed in
the DEIR is inadequate because it impermissibly defers the identification and evaluation of
actual and potential environmental effects, as well as mitigation measures to correct such effects,
to some future date and to some other agency, specifically the Fenner Valley Mutual Water
Company (FVMWC). Such a deferral is inconsistent with the reviewing agency’s duties under
CEQA. In addition, the GMMMP is ineffective for several reasons. First, this approach does not
take into account the long-term response of the groundwater system to the Project. Second, the
three-member Technical Review Panel (TRP) created to make determinations and
recommendations with respect to the GMMMP and its purpose to identify and evaluate
environmental effects and mitigation measures is fundamentally biased and flawed. Finally, the
proposed remedial actions are illusory.
a.

19

By relying upon the GMMMP to identify, address, and modify the Project to eliminate or
lessen adverse environmental impacts, SMWD has deferred its present duties under CEQA to
address potential environmental impacts until they manifest themselves during the life of the
Project. This deferral of meaningful consideration of environmental impacts and establishment
of the critical issue of recharge violates CEQA.
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Similarly, it is improper for a lead agency under CEQA to defer formulation of mitigation
programs by simply requiring some other body to conduct future studies to determine if
mitigation is necessary and feasible. Fairview Neighbors v. County of Ventura, 82 Cal.Rptr.2d
436 (1999). The FVMWC is responsible for (i) assessing whether the triggering of any action
criteria set forth in the GMMMP is attributable to Project operations, (ii) assessing whether a
measured change is a precursor or predictor of a potential adverse impact, and (iii) identifying
and implementing appropriate corrective measures. Therefore, SMWD is effectively deferring
its responsibility as the lead agency under CEQA to conduct appropriate evaluations of the
project, to identify impacts, and to adopt and implement mitigation measures. GMMMP 80.
Such deferral of analysis of environmental impacts to a future date and to another agency runs
afoul of the requirements of CEQA.

Deferral of Environmental Analysis

Deferring assessment of environmental impacts to a future date runs counter to the policy
of CEQA that requires environmental review at the earliest feasible stage in the planning
process. Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21003.1; Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino, 248
Cal.Rptr. 352, 358 (Cal. App. 1988). Environmental problems should be considered at a point in
the planning process “where genuine flexibility remains.” Mount Sutro Defense Committee v.
University of California, 143 Cal.Rptr. 365 (1978). Studies conducted after approval of a project
will inevitably have a diminished influence on decision making and, even if subject to
administrative approval, such studies are “analogous to the sort of post hoc rationalization of
agency actions that has been repeatedly condemned in decisions construing CEQA.” Sundstrom,
248 Cal.Rptr. at 358; No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 118 Cal.Rptr. 34 (1974). “[R]eliance
on tentative plans for future mitigation after completion of the CEQA process significantly
undermines CEQA’s goals of full disclosure and informed decisionmaking; and[,] consequently,
these mitigation plans have been overturned on judicial review as constituting improper deferral

As indicated in the GMMMP, “[i]f there are deviations from the groundwater modeling
projections, those deviations will prompt further investigation and assessment under [the
GMMMP], and if necessary, implementation of corrective measures so as to avoid potential
adverse impacts to critical resources.” Id. at 11. The GMMMP leaves undefined what threshold
levels of deviation are permissible and what levels will trigger the “action criteria” and
subsequent decision-making process. Therefore, the monitoring system proposed in the
GMMMP will ultimately prove ineffective to avoid undesired impacts as the standards and
action criteria are not clearly defined and are left to the discretion of the FVMWC.

20

In addition to deferring the analysis of environmental impacts to a later date, the
“corrective measures” developed in the GMMMP are illusory as they fail to require the SMWD
to (i) correct adverse environmental impacts and (ii) elaborate how such corrections should be
made beyond stoppage of pumping. This issue is further discussed below in the “Remedial
Action” section.
b.

Long Term Effects

The persistent dynamic response of the groundwater system to drawdown has profound
implications for the monitoring and management scheme proposed in the DEIR and GMMMP.
Indeed, it strongly indicates that the monitoring and management system will not work.
Curiously, the DEIR alleges the Project will avoid chronic overdraft and yet simultaneously
indicates the Project is intended to pump groundwater in excess of the recharge rate. In addition,
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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the DEIR states that the GMMMP will be used to ensure that the Project is managed to avoid
adverse impacts for the life of the Project. DEIR 3-16. Yet, the DEIR and GMMMP fail to
adequately address the long-term impacts on a groundwater system that is already in a state of
overdraft. The DEIR therefore falls short of adequately analyzing and presenting adverse longterm impacts that may result from Project operations.

they may be partially explained by natural or unusual climatic events and therefore preclude a
determination that such triggering action is attributable to the Project or decision to implement
appropriate corrective action. By 100 years, long after project operations and monitoring has
stopped the concentration of dissolved solids will have risen, and will still be increasing.
The slow migration of the drawdown from the Project may also impact springs in the
surrounding mountains, with the Marble Mountains most likely to be impacted. These
mountains are home to the largest population of bighorn sheep in this region of the Mojave, a
population that plays a critical role in sustaining other small sheep populations in the surrounding
mountain ranges.

There is insufficient information about the groundwater elevation change over time
which information is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of groundwater monitoring and
mitigation plan and its ability to achieve protective procedures for ground water elevation and or
spring flow protective measures. It is uncertain which model was used in the spring assessment
and discussion of geochemical sampling and a canvass and accounting of existing springs would
provide more beneficial information. See Johnson Wright, at 1, 8, 13, 15.
The likely long-term response to the groundwater system to the proposed extraction of
native groundwater has been analyzed by Dr. John Bredehoeft (August 2001 study attached).
Although the study was drafted based on the Project’s earlier 2000 iteration, its analysis is
premised on native groundwater extraction rates in excess of natural recharge rates (which is
what the project is intended to do) and highlights (i) the long-term impacts of such practice, and
(ii) the difficulty of monitoring and managing such impacts. Dr. Bredehoeft concludes that once
the groundwater system is perturbed, the effects of the perturbation from pumping will ripple
outward though the system slowly with great persistence. The drawdown from pumping will
migrate slowly outward from the area of the pumping wells and ground water levels will
continue to decline at some distance from the wells for many years, even after pumping has
stopped. Thus, the adverse impacts will persist for well over a century even if groundwater
extraction is stopped after 50 years or earlier. Consequently, even subtle indications of adverse
impacts will not be observed for several decades. As a result, once an adverse impact to the
system is observed by the proposed monitoring system, it will be too late to reverse the impact
by stopping the pumping. The impacts analysis in the DEIR and GMMMP is limited to 100
years and is therefore woefully inadequate. In addition, any subtle indicators of adverse impacts
that may be observable within the 50-year life of the Project may not trigger the action criteria
and necessary response.
An analysis of the groundwater system’s long term response to the proposed pumping, by
Dr. Bredehoeft, reveals that the impacts from the drawdown will persist well beyond 100 years.
At 100 years the drawdown beneath Bristol Lake will be more severe than it was at year 50 when
the Project is stopped. This drawdown will reduce or eliminate groundwater discharge from
major parts of Bristol Lake, which will tend to dry out the lakebed and lead to increased
generation of dust from the lake area. The drawdown from the Project operations will also cause
the brine to move from under Bristol Lake toward the cone of depression and the project site.
This will take time to occur because the cone of depression moves slowly outward from the
Project, but once the brine starts moving it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to stop.
The report analyzes the effectiveness of monitoring wells. At a monitoring well located
halfway between the lake and the project site, it is likely that only a slight increase in dissolved
solids will be observed during Project operations. Such slight increases may go undetected as
they do not necessarily trigger action criteria. Even if such increases do trigger action criteria,
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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As the project proposes to substantially reduce the volume of groundwater in storage and
reduce groundwater levels over much of a large groundwater basin, given the size of the project
and of the cone of depression and the fact that it continues to expand even after the life of the
project (50 years), by the time impact occurs, as noted by Johnson Wright, it will be too late to
make substantive changes in groundwater management to mitigate the problem. Also as noted by
Johnson Wright, with absence of a rigorous spring monitoring program, an observed impact will
likely be already too late to be protective of the spring and also important associated habitat
Johnson Wright, at 14. Thus, even if the extraction is stopped, the drawdown beneath the
northern part of Cadiz Lake in the vicinity of the Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area will continue to
increase for many years. The drawdown in this area will greatly reduce or eliminate
groundwater discharge to the wilderness area.
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The long term nature of the impacts suggests that the early warning signs will be subtle.
In addition, the considerable up-front investment in the Project makes it unlikely that subtle early
warning signs will be heeded. As discussed below, implementation of corrective action is highly
unlikely given the structure of the TRP and the decision-making process, as well as the
substantial investment to build the required Project facilities. Close monitoring of water levels
and quality in the groundwater system may provide some early warning that the Project is
creating adverse environmental impacts even though these impacts may be impossible to stop.
These early warning signs of adverse impacts will be very subtle and small drawdowns due to
the Project could easily be confused with impacts of nearby pumping or unusual climatic events.
Because of the potential for long lasting effects, the Project would have to be halted very early
on in order to prevent the significant adverse impacts discussed above. Given the enormous
investment of funds necessary before project operations even begin, it is implausible to expect
that the SMWD will shut down the Project early in its life where indications of impacts are
subtle.
c.

Monitoring Committee

The DEIR and GMMMP essentially set up a system where mitigation decisions and
corrective actions are made by the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), a
company that will be formed to deliver water to its shareholders, which are the water companies
that will benefit from the Project’s native groundwater extraction and which have entered into
contracted water subscriptions ranging from 5,000 AFY to 15,000 AFY. The structure of the
GMMMP permits FVMWC action prior to review by SMWD. FVMWC has the primary
responsibility of collecting, collating, and verifying data. It is also responsible for (i) assessing
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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whether the triggering of any action criteria set forth in the GMMMP is attributable to Project
operations, (ii) assessing whether a measured change is a precursor or predictor of a potential
adverse impact, and (iii) identifying and implementing appropriate corrective measures.
GMMMP 80. During each of these stages, FVMWC will submit results of its assessments,
determinations, and corrective actions, as well as other notifications to the Technical Review
Panel (TRP), a three-member panel. The TRP will evaluate these items and within 30 days of
convening, will issue a written report to SMWD, which will make the final determination
regarding the assessments and actions already taken.
The makeup of the TRP virtually guarantees that no meaningful remedial action would
ever be taken. The three person panel is to have representatives appointed by the FVMWC and
the County of San Bernardino (County), with decisions made by 2/3 vote. There is an inherent
conflict of interest in this structure. The FVMWC has an interest in continued extraction as it is
comprised of Project Participants that have a financial interest in the extraction. It therefore has
an incentive to overlook or attribute deviations in groundwater levels or quality to non-Project
related factors. In addition, by the time the TRP reports to the SMWD, the FVMWC may have
already identified and taken action. If the SMWD disagrees with the FVMWC’s assessments or
actions, it may order alternative actions. Therefore, the SMWD only superficially makes the
final decisions relating to management, monitoring, and mitigation. The process of
acknowledging environmental impacts and deciding how to respond to such impacts has been
structured so as to favor continued extraction of indigenous groundwater. This is the case even
in the event FVMWC and the County cannot agree upon designation of the third member of the
TRP and the San Bernardino Superior Court appoints such an individual. The interests
represented by the TRP are inherently aligned with extraction and the continued progress of the
Project.

include changes in air quality that exceed baseline conditions over a five-year moving average
and changes in land subsidence rates and groundwater levels that are greater than projected by
simulation models. Inevitably, there will be changes and deviations, both slight and significant,
and unfortunately, these broadly-defined triggers provide the FVMWC and the TRP with too
much discretion to determine what changes and deviations from baselines and simulation models
warrant further review. In addition, as discussed previously, some changes will be subtle and
will not be observable during the life of the Project. Such changes will therefore fail to trigger
the action criteria and the adverse environmental effects will continue. A comprehensive and
thorough monitoring and management plan should include triggers and action criteria that
identify changes and deviations that are predictive of harmful environmental effects. This allows
the agencies to act in a timely manner to prevent the occurrence of such harmful effects.
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Courts have consistently held that approvals of applications or projects on the basis of a
mitigation plan will be upheld only when the mitigation measures significantly compensate for
the proposed action’s adverse environmental impacts. See Siskiyou Regional Educ. Project v.
Rose, 87 F. Supp. 2d 1073 (D. Or. 1999). The DEIR is flawed in its overriding assumption that
the Project will not cause significant adverse environmental impacts. It relies on the monitoring
network described in the GMMMP to collect and analyze future data which is to be used to
predict environmental impacts. It is therefore questionable whether the impacts analysis and
mitigation measures discussed in the DEIR sufficiently meets the requirements set forth under
CEQA. In reality, the long-term nature of the environmental impacts of the Project suggests that
the early warning signs will be subtle. This fact alone will preclude the TRP and the SMWD
from accurately assessing the Project’s environmental impacts, much less devising mitigation
measures that significantly compensate for such impacts. It is unreasonable to believe that the
GMMMP can establish appropriate mitigation measures based on subtle early warning signs that
may not appear until after the life of the Project.

The technical review panel overseeing the monitoring and mitigation plan should include
local stakeholders as technical representatives from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the
National Park Service, local landowners and local Indian tribes.
Finally, the GMMMP entrusts the FVMWC and the TRP with a challenging task to
gather and assess all data obtained from the monitoring network, as well as implement
appropriate corrective actions. The GMMMP provides that only $50,000 of TRP’s costs will be
borne by FVMWC per year (escalated by 2% each year). Given the limited funding available
and the conflict of interest discussed above, it is questionable whether thorough and adequate
monitoring, management, and mitigation can be achieved.
d.

Remedial Actions

The GMMMP does not contain adequate triggers, thresholds, or goals to ensure that
mitigation measures will be implemented. What is more, even where the DEIR includes
quantified triggers (termed “action criteria”) for some response, the only response provided for is
a process of review and evaluation by the TRP and other bodies subject to the control of SMWD,
the Project Proponent. While the GMMMP establishes some quantitative action criteria, many
are vaguely defined and therefore ultimately ineffective. The action criteria for the monitoring
and management of air quality, land subsidence and brine resources underlying the dry lakes
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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For each potential impact that is recognized, but insufficiently analyzed, the GMMMP
provides for vaguely defined potential remedial actions to be taken in response to vaguely
defined action criteria. The GMMMP takes for granted (i) that the “action criteria” are accurate
indicators of potentially adverse environmental impacts, (ii) that such impacts can be halted,
reversed, or corrected with or without impact to other environmental or critical resources, and
(iii) that the structure of the TRP will appropriately manage the project despite the potential
conflicts of interest.
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“Where several measures are available to mitigate an impact, each should be discussed
and the basis for selecting a particular measure should be identified.” CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(1)(B). The potential remedial actions or so-called “corrective measures” set forth in
the GMMMP are superficial and appear to be limited primarily to reduction or halting of Project
operations, rather than correcting adverse impacts. For example, the GMMMP lacks specifics or
concrete mitigation measures to address subsidence beyond the mere stoppage of pumping. Also,
the GMMMP does not discuss the basis for selecting a particular mitigation measure identified.
One of the primary corrective measures is modification of wellfield operations. This measure is
proposed to address subsidence, induced flow of lower-quality water from nearby dry lakes,
changes in groundwater or brine water levels greater than presented in model simulations, and
changes in air quality. Modifications include reduction in pumping, revision of pumping
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
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locations, stoppage of pumping for a period necessary to correct the subsidence, or installation of
injection wells. This is the extent of the discussion pertaining to the wellfield modifications.
There is little guidance for the FVMWC or TRP to decide which modifications would be most
appropriate; rather, decisions are left to the discretion of those entities.

2.

The DEIR presents a woefully inadequate analysis of potential impacts to the aquifer
underlying the Project. For example, as discussed previously, the DEIR inadequately addresses
the recharge rate for the groundwater system. Thus, there is tremendous potential for drawdown
24
of the aquifer, the effects of which will be felt throughout the area. For example, as discussed
above, there may be brine movement toward the Project site. In addition, the water resources of
surrounding wilderness areas, national park units, and mountain areas may be affected. Finally,
drawdown of the aquifer is likely to lead to subsidence, which will result in the permanent loss of
an unknown but potentially significant amount of groundwater storage capacity from the aquifer
(or groundwater system). The DEIR fails to adequately address these impacts.

In addition, the GMMMP does not require the TRP or SMWD to select a measure that
will at least reduce or halt the adverse impacts. The TRP and SMWD have the discretion to
select one or more of the corrective measures presented. Not all of the offered measures lead to
elimination of the adverse impacts or correction of such impacts. For example, the TRP and
SMWD have the option to pay an impacted well owner for increased material pumping costs
(related to induced flow of lower-quality water from the dry lakes)—an option that does not
address the adverse impacts of such induced flow.
Courts have held that an agency must analyze mitigation measures in detail and explain
how effective the measures would be. Oregon Natural Desert Ass’n v. Singleton, 47 F. Supp. 2d
1182 (D. Or. 1998) (citing Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n v. Peterson, 795 F.2d
688, 697 (9th Cir. 1986), rev’d on other grounds, Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective
Ass’n, 485 U.S. 439 (1988). The GMMMP cannot explain whether and how effective the
mitigation measures would be because it does not yet have the data to support such discussion.
Although these measures would at least slow or halt continued subsidence and other adverse
impacts in a particular area in the wellfield, it is unlikely such modifications will correct any
adverse impacts that have already begun. The drawdown from pumping will migrate slowly
outward from the area of the pumping wells and will continue to decline at some distance from
the wells for many years, even after pumping has stopped. The corrective measures presented to
address induced flow of lower-quality water from Bristol or Cadiz Dry Lakes goes as far as to
make the assumption that these above listed modifications to wellfield operations will actually
reestablish the natural hydraulic gradient and background concentrations at the margins of the
lakes.
Although modification of wellfield operations would at least slow or halt continued
depletion of the aquifer and it is at least theoretically possible, it is not plausible that the TRP and
the SMWD would vote to discontinue pumping unless they were legally compelled to do so,
given their enormous up-front investment in the Project. In fact, there is actually no requirement
that adverse impacts be corrected. Even in the event the TRP and SMWD elect to halt wellfield
operations, as the vast majority of the scientific studies make clear, the rate at which the aquifer
would replenish itself is extremely slow. Thus, realistically, the best remedial action offered by
the GMMMP would do nothing better than allow nature to take centuries or millennia to reverse
the harm caused by the Project’s depletion of the aquifer. (As an added note, even over the
course of millennia, the aquifer will not be able to undo the effects of ground subsidence that
may be caused by extracting so much native groundwater.)
Finally, it is clear that the GMMMP and the composition of the TRP are structured so as
to minimize the chance of harmful impacts being acknowledged, let alone responded to, and that
the purported remedial measures that could be implemented are illusory.
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The DEIR Fails to Address Adequately Potential Impacts to the
Groundwater Basin Underlying the Project

3.
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The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts on Air
Quality

The DEIR does not contain sufficient data or analysis to allow critical decisions to be
made regarding the potential impacts to air quality from the Cadiz Project. Critical areas of
concern that have not been adequately addressed are: 1) the potential for drawdown of the brine
layer beneath Bristol and Cadiz lakes that will lead to increased dust emissions; 2) the failure to
consider the potential for dust emissions from the spreading basins; and 3) the failure to
recognize that the impacts to sand and dune areas are likely to expand and result in sand blowing
onto the playas of Cadiz and Danby lakes causing increased potential for dust emissions.
Further, the proposed monitoring system and mitigation measures are inadequate to
accurately detect dust emission processes or mitigate such impacts because: 1) the
instrumentation and measurements proposed are inadequate, 2) the time period for proposed
monitoring is too short to reveal potential impacts or compliance with National Ambient Air
Quality Standards, 3) the proposed plan for dealing with dust emissions, namely the assumed
ability to manipulate the level of the brine layer, is completely ineffective as a dust control
measure; 4) the management and monitoring program fails to explore an adequate range of
control strategies to mitigate the potential dust problem or to address the associated costs, and 5)
the monitoring plan is insufficient to address the impacts on the Mojave National Preserve.
a.
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Inadequacy of Analysis of Dust Emissions

The DEIR fails to adequately assess the potential for dust emissions from Bristol and
Cadiz lakes caused by the Cadiz Project. For instance, an analysis of the surface sediment
characteristics and the brine water chemistry of Bristol and Cadiz lakes is necessary for an
understanding of the potential for the lake beds to become susceptible to dust emissions.
However, there is little information regarding the chemical composition of the brine beneath
Bristol and Cadiz lakes or the surface crust on the lake beds.
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The DEIR also completely fails to address potential dust emissions from the Project’s
spreading basins. The DEIR makes the conclusory assertion that the spreading basins will not
contribute significantly to dust emissions in the surrounding environment. In fact, there is a high
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probability of emissions from the spreading basins at levels significantly greater than the DEIR
suggests. First, the basins will regularly accumulate substantial amounts of sediment. The
removal and handling and storage of these large amounts of fine-grained sediments would
produce significant amounts of dust and raises concerns about how this material would be stored
to prevent it from becoming an additional source of dust.
Thus, estimates for the sediment yield in the spreading basins are critical to determine the
impacts on air quality based on the scale of the removal and handling operations and the actions
required to safely store this material in a manner that does not leave it susceptible to entrainment
by the wind. However, the DEIR does not provide any estimate of the amount of sediment that
would have to be removed from the spreading basins. Consequently, the assertion regarding the
impact of its removal on air quality is unsupported by factual information and arbitrary.

of saltation activity on the lake beds. Yet saltation is the key component of the dust emission
process, effectively driving most of the dust emissions. Further, the corrective measures
proposed in the DEIR to ameliorate potential impacts that lead to dust emissions are limited to
the wellfield modifications discussed above and are not adequate. None of the proposed
mitigation measures can provide the means to control a weather driven process like dust
emissions.
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In addition, the statement in the DEIR that the basins will not contribute higher levels of
dust when they are not filled with water than the surrounding desert land is extremely dubious.
This is so because the fine-grained sediment that will have accumulated on the surface of the
basins will likely be inherently more susceptible to wind erosion and dust emissions than the
surrounding desert lands that are characterized by a degree of surface armoring. The spreading
basins also will be devoid of vegetation, which will make them more likely to omit dust at lower
wind speeds than surrounding desert surfaces. These factors have not been addressed in the
DEIR and are directly at odds with the conclusory assertion in those documents that the basins
will not emit significantly more dust than the surrounding desert.
Finally, it is clear from the DEIR that construction of the conveyance facilities for the
Project will both temporarily and permanently disturb significant areas within the Cadiz Dunes.
These sandy soil types are extremely sensitive to wind erosion and their disturbance can create
significant degradation of the local and regional environments. There is a high probability that
the disturbance will expand beyond the initial zone of disturbance as sand is blown by the winds.
Further, sand from the disturbed areas of the dunes will be susceptible to being blown onto Cadiz
and Danby lakebeds where it could cause significantly increased dust emissions.

29
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Before the Cadiz Project can be approved, the Agency must evaluate concrete mitigation
actions designed to minimize dust emissions from Cadiz and Bristol lakes. The actions presently
being carried out at Owens Lake appear to be the best and most obvious model for appropriate
measures to control dust emissions from the playas. The costs associated with an effective dust
control system on a playa are quite substantial; to date, the cost of a system to control dust
emissions at Owens Lake have come to approximately a billion dollars. The DEIR has failed to
consider the large potential costs involved in developing and implementing an effective system
for the management and control of potential dust emissions, or who will bear those costs.

4.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Assess Impacts to the Desert Tortoise
Population in the Vicinity of the Project

The DEIR fails to adequately address the impacts of the Project on the desert tortoise, a
Federal and State listed endangered species In addition, the DEIR fails to adequately address the
implications of § 7 and § 9 of the Endangered Species Act.

Inadequacy of Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan

The monitoring plan proposed in the DEIR and GMMMP is deficient because the
mitigation measures are inadequate to accurately detect dust emissions or mitigate such impacts.
First, the proposed instrumentation for the monitoring network is plainly inadequate. The
proposed exclusive use of nephelometers would assure high levels of uncertainty in assessing
particulate matter loading. Because compliance with air quality standards depends on actual
measurement of particulate matter, the plan should use instrumentation in accordance with
Federal Reference Method, or accepted equivalent, to ensure that it adequately monitors relevant
conditions on the playas. In addition, the monitoring plan does not provide for any measurement
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Until these concerns are adequately addressed, the Agency cannot make a reasoned,
informed determination of the Cadiz Project’s potential to cause significant adverse impacts to
air quality and the potential future costs associated with the mitigation of those problems.

The failure to address these serious dust emission impacts was first raised in relation to
the similar, earlier iteration of the Cadiz Project over a decade ago. See Dr. John A. Gillies,
Review of Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement and Supplement
to the Draft EIR/EIS Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program (Jan. 7, 2001).
b.

In order to use the brine layer to mitigate the dryness of the lakebeds and dust emissions,
a management plan would have to be developed that would ensure the brine layer was effectively
contributing sufficient moisture to the surface layer when the lakebeds were most susceptible to
wild erosion. This has not been done. Further, the brine layer cannot be effectively manipulated
via the groundwater system to mitigate potential dust emissions because the groundwater system
cannot respond quickly enough. Even if pumping were stopped or fresh water were pumped into
the groundwater system, there almost certainly would be a time lag of months or years before the
desired response in the brine layer could be expected. Thus, these measures plainly would not be
effective in responding to weather conditions likely to cause increased dust emissions, which
would require responses within hours or a few days at the longest. Moreover, given the demands
for water extraction from the Project and the economics of maintaining a cost-effective water
delivery schedule, it is implausible that the corrective measures would be implemented.

31
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The DEIR fails to mention the potential for increased predation of the desert tortoise due
to the addition of water sources that will attract ravens. Ravens are a significant predator for
juvenile tortoises. Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan 6 (1994). The Project
will result in the addition of hundreds of acres of spreading basins in the project area. The Fish
and Wildlife Service has recognized that “artificial sources of food and water help sustain more
individuals during times of resource shortage.” Id. App. D, at. 34. Thus, the addition of these
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project DEIR
Native American Land Conservancy Comments
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water sources will lead to increased raven populations in the Project area. In addition, the
recovery plan recognized that raven populations are already increasing in the Fenner Valley. Id.
App. F, at. 11. The increase in raven populations and the resulting increased predation on
juvenile tortoises is a significant impact that has not been addressed through the CEQA process.
5.
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The BLM has designated several regional wildlife movement corridors connecting
occupied bighorn sheep habitat. As recited in the DEIR, movement corridors may provide
favorable locations for wildlife to travel between different habitat areas such as foraging sites,
breeding sites, cover areas, and preferred summer and winter range locations. They may also
function as dispersal corridors allowing animals to move between various locations within their
range. As shown in Figure 4.4-4 of the DEIR, these designated movement areas overlay the
Project area. According to the DEIR, a regional movement corridor connects occupied bighorn
sheep habitat between the Old Woman Mountains and the Iron Mountains to the south. Epps
cites historical evidence of movement by male and female bighorn sheep between the Old
Woman Mountains and the Iron Mountains to the south. Epps, Using Genetic Tools to Track
Desert Bighorn Sheep Colonizations, 523 (2010). This corridor crosses Danby Dry Lake and is
bisected by the ARZC rail line and Cadiz Rice Road. A larger regional movement corridor
connects the Iron Mountains and the Calumet Mountains to the west. The power transmission
line running north-south across Danby Dry Lake crosses suitable habitat at the southern edge of
the Iron Mountains. A movement corridor connecting occupied bighorn sheep habitat between
the Marble Mountains and the Ship Mountains to the southeast traverses the Project spreading
basin and well field areas. This corridor is bisected by the mainline of the BNSF, Historic Route
66 and other roads. Schulyer Wash, which occurs southeast of the Project spreading basins, is a
likely stopping point for wildlife that may be traveling between the Marble and Ship Mountains.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Address Potential Impacts on Bighorn
Sheep Populations in the Vicinity of the Project

The DEIR contains inadequate consideration of potential impacts to bighorn sheep from
the Project. Indeed, the DEIR considered only potential direct impacts to bighorn sheep from the
construction of facilities for the Project and in the specific areas where these facilities would be
located. The DEIR fails to acknowledge potential impacts from the Project drawdown of native
groundwater on springs in the mountains in the vicinity of the Project. The DEIR even goes as
far as to suggest that the project will have no impact whatsoever on the springs relied on by
bighorn sheep. The DEIR also failed to consider the Project effects on bighorn habitat and on
bighorn inter-mountain movement through wildlife corridors.
As recited in the DEIR, Nelson’s Bighorn sheep inhabit portions of the project area. The
Bighorn’s preferred ranges and habitat are within the higher elevations but they traverse the
valley through movement areas that connect these preferred range areas. The DEIR identifies
bighorn sheep populations in the Old Woman Mountains, the Iron Mountains, the Ship
Mountains, the Calumet Mountains and the Markham Mountains as well as intermountain
movement corridors between these (DEIR fig 4.4-4).
Surface water is extremely scarce in the Mojave Desert and consequently the bighorn
sheep are heavily dependent for survival on the few existing springs in the mountains
surrounding the Cadiz Project. Consequently, the potential impact of the Project on the
groundwater system that supports those springs has significant implications for the bighorn sheep
metapopulation in the region surrounding the Project site and possibly the adjacent
metapopulation to the north.
If the extraction of indigenous groundwater from the basin causes the springs in the
surrounding mountain ranges to dry up, or greatly reduces their flow, bighorn sheep populations
in those ranges can be expected initially to shrink to small numbers. The probability of
extinction increases with declining population size. Eventually, this is likely to head the collapse
of at least this portion of the South Central Metapopulation of bighorn sheep in the Mojave
Desert as the small local populations go extinct and are not recolonized because of the small
number of total sheep in the region.

attempting to bridge existing barriers Epps, Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat in California, (May
2011).
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The regulatory framework recognizes the importance of wildlife movement corridors, which
are considered an important ecological resource by various agencies (CDFG, USFWS, United
States Forest Service [USFS]) and under CEQA. Based on the CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G, a
project may be deemed to have a significant effect on the environment with respect to biological
resources if it would:
1. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFG or USFWS;
2. Have a substantial adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFG or
USFWS;
3. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or wildlife species or
with established native resident or migratory native wildlife corridors, or impeded the use
of wildlife nursery sites.

Bighorn sheep favor mountainous habitat that is often naturally discontinuous and their
population consists of a network of many populations connected through intermountain
movement. Epps identifies intermountain corridors for bighorn that are important stepping stones
of mountain habitat. Epps indicates that intermountain movement is essential for the persistence
of population by making use of vacant habitat and genetic diversity. Therefore, mountain and
intermountain habitat are of equal importance to the long term conservation of the sheep and
conservation will be dependent on prevention of further population fragmentation while

As recited in the DEIR, direct impacts to biological resources are considered to be those
that involve the loss, modification, or disturbance of natural habitats (i.e., vegetation or plant
communities), which in turn, directly affect plant and wildlife species dependent on that habitat.
Direct impacts also include the destruction of individual plants or wildlife, which is typically the
case in species of low mobility (i.e., plants, amphibians, reptiles, and small mammals). The
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collective loss of individuals in these manners may also directly affect regional population
numbers of a species or result in the physical isolation of populations thereby reducing genetic
diversity and, hence, population stability. Indirect impacts are considered to be those that involve
the effects of increase in ambient levels of sensory stimuli (e.g., noise, light), unnatural predators
(e.g., ravens, domestic cats, and other non-native animals), and competitors (e.g., exotic plants,
non-native animals).

wilderness areas that surround the project site, the Mojave National Preserve, and possibly
Joshua Tree National Park. The DEIR defers meaningful discussion of such potential air quality
impacts and their mitigation to the future and delegates decisions regarding the likelihood,
severity, and appropriate response to such impacts to the TRP that will be responsible for
implementing the Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan. This deferral and delegation by
the Agency violates CEQA and runs counter to the statute’s fundamental goal of ensuring
informed decisionmaking by agencies before a projects is implemented.

As noted in the DEIR under existing conditions, wildlife traverses the open valleys
unimpeded except for the linear transportation and utility corridors that traverse the valleys.
Movement corridors can be affected by linear structures such as highways, walls, and fences.
The DEIR analysis finds that open-space is crucial for the survival and movement of
wildlife species. The DEIR discussion indicates that the proposed Project would modify some of
the movement corridor land by constructing roadways and fenced well pads, but it would not
restrict wildlife movement within the area. The areas between well pads would be maintained to
provide unimpeded movement through the valley. The proposed pipeline route would result in
temporary impacts along the already existing ROW and adjacent to railroad tracks during
construction, but would not further restrict wildlife movement once construction is complete.
The DEIR posits that effects would be temporary and not impede movement as the pipeline
would be constructed in segments. Temporary exclusion fencing installed as mitigation would be
erected in segments and would not impede movement across the valley. According to the DEIR
once installed, no linear fencing would be installed that could impede wildlife movement. Well
field construction would be located near already existing agricultural practices and though the
well pads would be fenced, as described above, it would not inhibit wildlife movement. Also
according to the DEIR the proposed well field would be located within a BLM-designated
bighorn sheep movement corridor. Construction at the well field would involve grading roads
and wellpads, drilling wells, and installing underground electric and water pipelines. Electric
lines may also be overhead. The new 25-foot wide roadways would not be paved or fenced.

In addition, the Project is likely to cause impacts to water resources in these wilderness
areas and park units as discussed above.
7.

32

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts to Cultural
Resources

CEQA provides that a project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource may have a significant effect on the environment. Cal. Pub.
Resources Code § 21084.1. CEQA guidelines further provide that the lead agency shall
determine if an archaeological site is a unique archaeological resource, and if so, the lead agency
shall identify potentially feasible measures to mitigate significant adverse changes to the
resource. CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5 (b) (4).
To begin with, the scope of the cultural resources survey in the DEIR is woefully
inadequate. A cultural resources survey within the entire project area, including the wellfield, in
anticipation of the project must be conducted before a decision is made.
The present DEIR analysis of cultural resources is wholly inadequate and incomplete as
to cultural resources and the mandate of CEQA. A full Class I archaeological survey of the
project area should be conducted in order that the DEIR analysis consider determinations
regarding significant and unique archaeological resources including landscape level resources,
adverse effects and mitigation measures. The present DEIR indicates that it is expected that
cultural resources will be encountered, but does not make any attempt to discover them, deal
with associations and the general cultural landscape of the area, and provides no assessment of
what may be out there and what impacts the project will cause and how these may be mitigated.
There is no discussion of Area of Potential Effects (APE) for cultural resources. Certainly there
will be vehicle access, maintenance workers, etc. using the project area and the surrounding
region impacting cultural resources.

The DEIR finds that once constructed, the project would not impede wildlife movement,
and that there would be no significant effect. The DEIR analysis considers barriers to movement
but is deficient in that it does not consider how modification of the movement corridor would
affect corridor habitat. As pointed out above there is insufficient information to determine the
extent of hydrologic effects and resulting effects on springs and habitat. Specifically there is
insufficient information to determine impacts on vegetation and critical habitat for the bighorn
sheep and the effects on the bighorn’s critical intermountain habitat. There is likely to be a
significant adverse effect that must be addressed in the DEIR. Without such information, neither
SMWD nor the concerned public can make an informed decision. A plan should be developed to
monitor and mitigate if possible, the affect on Bighorn sheep habitat as the project progresses.
6.

In addition to impacts on unknown archaeological sites that are likely to be discovered,
there will be significant impacts to cultural resources in terms of cultural setting, view shed,
cultural landscape, environmental changes, and sequential effects on culturally important
animals, plants and landscapes. In fact, the affected area contains a number of sacred sites that
have had tremendous importance to the  and other Native American peoples whose
aboriginal lands include some or all of the area that will be affected by the project.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate Potential Impacts on
Wilderness Areas and Mojave National Preserve and Joshua Tree
National Park
33

If the drawdown of groundwater dries out the lake beds and causes large scale dust
emissions, this is likely to cause dramatic adverse impacts to air quality in some or all of the five

The DEIR fails to even consider several important cultural resources and cultural
landscapes within the project and in the vicinity of the project. The Cadiz project will result in
significant adverse effects to the bighorn or mountain sheep and the desert tortoise, animals that
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are considered an important cultural resource by Native Americans. The Chemehuevi, Mojave
and Cahuilla as well as other tribes regard the bighorn sheep as a cultural resource.

Additionally, there are a number of errors and omissions in the introductory sections of
Part 4.5. of the DEIR.

  
 and in the Mojave Desert west of the River. Small Chemehuevi bands
traveled across the vast distances between the Colorado River and their villages, camps, springs
and hunting ranges in the Old Woman, Granite, Ship, Turtle, Maria, Paiute and Providence
mountains. Madrigal, at 39 (2008). The Cahuilla inhabited a vast area of the desert and
mountains to the west and south of the Chemehuevi. Bean, at 24 (1972). The Chemehuevi had
an intimate knowledge of the desert and mountains including the area in the vicinity of the
proposed project. Their Salt Songs celebrate the people’s spiritual connection to important
cultural places in the area. The songs are sung all night and recount a journey of three sisters
from the Bill Williams fork up the Colorado River, north to Las Vegas, then south passing just
west of the Old Woman Mountains, then running west to Twenty-nine Palms and south to the
Colorado near Blythe. Madrigal, at 40 (2008).

A.

B.
C.

D.
The Chemehuevi and Cahuilla also maintain an important connection to mountain sheep
and their ranges. The bighorn sheep was important in their life way as a big game animal that
was hunted. The bighorn sheep was also important in Native belief and ritual. The Chemehuevi
mountain sheep songs demonstrated an intimate knowledge of the landscape, plants and animals
as they described specific places and Chemehuevi hunting preserves and ownership boundaries,
which Chemehuevi said often included the land stretching from the top of a mountain range,
through the intervening valley to the top of the next. The song would traverse the rocky slopes of
a mountain and run down to the desert floor describing palo verde, mesquite, cactus and creosote
stands. Laird, at 12, 21 (1976).
The Chemehuevi shamans employed the mountain sheep (nagatutuguuvi) as one of their
principle familiars, a spirit animal who was their spiritual helper and who they summoned from
the mountains when practicing a healing ritual. As the shaman performed his healing ceremony,
and as he sang and danced, his shaman song traced the route by which his familiar was traveling
from its mysterious home in the mountains. Laird, at 32 (1976). The Cahuilla also sang
mountain sheep songs and recognized a sacred role of the bighorn sheep in their life way.
Pemtexweva, the Cahuilla animal master of hoofed animals, was the being given thanks when
mountain sheep, or deer were obtained. Bean, at 57 (1972). For Native Americans the
importance of the desert tortoise goes beyond protection of an endangered species. The
Chemehuevi sang a series of traveling songs which told of the indispensible role of the Desert
Tortoise in the desert and identified areas where the tortoise was to be found. Klasky, at 45
(1996). The Mojave Indians considered the desert tortoise a sacred teacher, who was once a
Mojave and served to educate the people how to survive in the desert. Klasky at 45 (1996).
Also the following observations regarding cultural setting and background are made: The
information on where and when the Chemehuevi were in certain places, is incomplete. The 1605
documents regarding where various groups were located at the time are important; however, the
Colorado River groups constantly moved about and changed alliances.

E.
35

F.

G.

8.

The DEIR does not distinguish between a permanent/semi-permanent
village site and a repeatedly used seasonal campsite (4.5-1); “temporary
campsite” infers minimal occupation.
There is no listing of Bighorn Sheep in the faunal list; this is and was an
important animal in the region (4.5-3).
In the discussion of the chronological periods and artifact complexes,
there is no discussion of the fact that Lake Mojave assemblages are
characterized by one type of stone used as weapons and another type of
stone used as other tools – this is an important characteristic of this Early
Complex (4.5-4).
Footnotes # 27 and #29 (4.5-8) are in error in reference to Oñate’s meeting
Mohave on the Colorado River in 1605 – the reference should read
Kroeber 1925:802.
Faunal list names “pronghorn sheep” – pronghorn are a type of antelope
(4.5-8)
There is a failure to mention that the Chemehuevi at the Oasis of Mara
shared the Oasis with Serrano (4.5-8) and that the Chemehuevi 160-acre
reservation was at Twenty nine Palms.
In general, only one or two information sources are used and there is an
apparent lack of understanding, in some instances, of what Sutton et al.
2009 said when citations are used.
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The DEIR Fails to Adequately Address Potential Impacts to Water
Quality
a.

Required Report Concerning Waste Discharges to
Groundwater Under California’s Porter-Cologne Water
Quality Control Act

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, CA Water Code §§ 13020-13983,
requires any person discharging or proposing to discharge waste that could affect either surface
or ground water quality to file a report with the appropriate Regional Water Quality Control
Board. Id. §§ 13260, 13050(e). The Act defines waste as “sewage and any and all other waste
substances, liquid, solid, gaseous, or radioactive, associated with human habitation, or of human
or animal origin, or from any producing, manufacturing, or processing operation, including waste
placed within containers of whatever nature prior to, and for purposes of, disposal.” CA Water
Code § 13050(d).
Because Colorado River Water contains substances that would be considered waste under
the Porter-Cologne Act, SMWD/Cadiz should be required to file a report with the Regional
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Board. The Cadiz Project will increase the TDS in the native groundwater in two ways. First,
the infiltration of Colorado River water will dissolve salts in the upper parts of the unsaturated
zone and transport them to the indigenous groundwater. Second, Colorado River water contains
much higher TDS concentrations than native groundwater and is expected to contribute many
tons of TDS over the life of the Project. Finally, the Project would introduce perchlorate, found
in Colorado River water, to the indigenous groundwater. Because the project will result in
discharge of these wastes to groundwater of the state, SMWD must file a report with the
Regional Board.

43

9.

There is no evidence in the DEIR that SMWD has filed or intends to file this report. The
section of the DEIR that discusses permits and/or approvals does not mention this requirement
and is therefore incomplete.
b.

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, CA Water Code §§ 13020-13983,
establishes a coordinated statewide program of water quality control overseen by the State Water
Resources Control Board and administered by nine regional boards. The Cadiz basin falls within
Region 7—the Colorado River Basin. The Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality
Control Board has adopted a Water Quality Control Plan (“Basin Plan”). The proposed
discharges of Colorado River water into the Cadiz basin violates this Plan and the policy of the
State Water Resources Control Board.

G.

45

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Consider Cumulative Impacts

CEQA requires that an EIR include an assessment of the cumulative impacts of a project
with respect to past, present, and probable future projects within the region. Cumulative impacts
are defined as “two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable
or . . . compound or increase other environmental impacts. CEQA Guidelines, § 15355. Such an
analysis is necessary because “’[t]he full environmental impact of a proposed . . . action cannot
be gauged in a vacuum.’” Whitman v. Board of Supervisors, 88 Cal. App. 3d 397, 408 (2d Dist.
1979).

The State Water Quality Control Board has adopted a policy, which has been
incorporated in the Basin Plan, to protect waters that are of a better quality than required by
existing policies. The resolution states:
44

In this instance, the Agency has failed completely to undertake a meaningful cumulative
effects analysis because they have made no attempt to quantify the level of ground water used or
needed to fulfill the purposes of the reservation on the wilderness areas in the Project vicinity.
In addition, the cumulative impacts discussion in the DEIR lacks meaningful detail
regarding other reasonably foreseeable water uses on private land. The DEIR also fails to
recognize or address the existence of significant paramount water rights in Chambless and the
existing plans of the owner of Chambless Station to use those rights both to establish a local
water company and residential complex.
1.

46

The DEIR Fails to Consider Climate Change

State Water Resources Control Board, Resolution No. 68-16 (1968). In addition, the Basin Plan
states that “[i]deally, the Regional Board’s goal is to maintain the existing water quality of all
nondegraded ground water basins.” Basin Plan, at 3-9.

The Native American Land Conservancy (NALC) has been involved for over a year with
the Desert Landscape Conservation Cooperative (the DLCC). This multi-agency cooperative is
working to identify and assess the impacts of climate change in large portions of the American
West, including the proposed project area. The NALC is on the Steering Committee as well as
the Science Working Group of the DLCC and has access to state-of-the-art research and
projections relative to climate change. It is therefore with some concern that we find the current
project fails to take into careful consideration the projected impacts of climate change that will
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The DEIR Fails to Adequately Consider the Fact That the Indigenous
Groundwater Contains Chromium 6 at Levels That May Cause
Public Health Impacts and Require Treatment

The presence of chromium 6 in the indigenous groundwater at concentrations that could
cause health impacts and require expensive treatment of groundwater before it can be used by
Project Participants was not addressed in the DEIR. Nor has there been consideration of the
additional costs for water treatment that is likely to become necessary within a few years, or who
will bear those costs. The DEIR’s failure to consider the presence of chromium 6 and associated
water treatment costs renders the impacts analysis fatally deficient under CEQA.

The Project Will Lead to Impermissible Degradation of the
Quality of Native Groundwater Under the Porter-Cologne Act.

1. Whenever the existing quality of water is better than the quality established in
policies as of the date on which such policies become effective, such existing high
quality will be maintained until it has been demonstrated to the State that any
change will be consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State, will
not unreasonably affect present and anticipated beneficial use of such water and
will not result in water quality less than that prescribed in the policies.
2. Any activity which produces or may produce a waste or increased volume of
concentration of waste and which discharges or proposes to discharge to existing
high quality waters will be required to meet waste discharge requirements which
will result in the best practicable treatment or control of the discharge necessary
to assure that (a) a pollution or nuisance will not occur and (b) the highest water
quality consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State will be
maintained.

Thus, the State and Regional Boards have an obligation to protect high quality waters. It
is clear that the native groundwater is of a higher quality with respect to TDS and perchlorate
than the Colorado River water. Therefore, the Regional Board cannot allow the Project to cause
degradation of the native groundwater source with respect to these wastes. In addition, the
Regional Board should impose waste discharge requirements that result in the best practical
treatment or control. The DEIR does not adequately address this requirement of California law.
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JOHNSON WRIGHT, INC.
Environmental Engineering, Hydrogeology, and Regulatory Expertise



February 1, 2012
Mr. Seth Shteir
California Desert Field Representative
National Parks Conservation Association
61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
Joshua Tree, California 92252
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The proposed monitoring and mitigation measures include inadequate milestones and decision
points needed to address analytical deficiencies and/or uncertainty, while being protective of the
environment as described in the DEIR.

In order to conduct our review, JWI requested a copy of the numerical model and associated files to
evaluate the numerical model, and run sensitivity or alternative scenarios as part of a quality assurance/
quality control aspect of our review. It is our understanding that access to those files was denied.
Therefore, the comments provided rely entirely on the DEIR and supporting documentation.

PROPOSE D PROJ E C T SU M M ARY
RE:

C adiz G roundwater Project, H ydrogeologic Review of D raft E nvironmental Impact Report

Dear Mr. Shteir:
Johnson Wright, Inc. (JWI) is providing the following comments concerning the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) described above. Overall, the supporting documentation concerning the structural
geology and stratigraphy of the project area (Kenney Geoscience, 2011) is complete and provides the
necessary foundation to base subsequent hydrogeologic analyses. Additionally, JWI did not provide
comments regarding the analysis of the potential for groundwater-dependent vegetation (HydroBio,
2011). 
                
scope, our detailed comments regarding the hydrogeologic documentation in the DEIR and our
conclusions.

JWI APPRO A C H

SU M M ARY O F F I N DI N GS
The Proposed Project is unique in its planned scope and magnitude. This is due to the planned reduction
in storage and associated planned development of a large cone of depression resulting from project
pumping. Among the purposes of the DEIR are the need to evaluate the potential of the proposed project
to impact desert springs, mining operations on dry lake beds, limited surrounding landowners, and several
federally-designated wilderness areas present in the area. To conduct such a project in this case is a high
risk activity given that per the analysis in the DEIR, should an impact occur to a spring or other sensitive
receptor, there are no means to prevent the condition from initially worsening, and recovery from taking
as long as a century or substantially more time. Therefore a project of this type demands a higher level of
confidence in the results of the analysis than is provided by the hydrogeologic impact analyses. Based on
 iew of the hydrogeologic analyses and monitoring and mitigation plan, insufficiencies with the
environmental review stem from the following fixable areas:





The comments provided by JWI are with the goal of identifying insufficiencies or asking for clarification
in the analysis wherever needed that materially affect the environmental analysis. Upon fixing identified
insufficiencies, and reevaluating the proposed project under that new light, informed decision making
regarding the proposed project can be made.   !            
analyses presented in both the DEIR and supporting documentation. JWI reviewed the following selected
sections of the DEIR and supporting documentation:





Either the conceptual model, or the numerical representation of the conceptual model, is flawed
based on it requiring hydrogeologically unreasonable parameters to calibrate the numerical flow
model;
Issues with the development of the numerical model may include the need to expand the grid in
the Cadiz dry lake area, and potential data input errors;
The report contains insufficient detail on key scope areas for a comprehensive evaluation; and,
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The proposed project, unique and size and scope, would extract approximately 50,000 acre-feet per year
(AFY) of groundwater over a 50-year period for export to various water districts/agencies in Southern
California. The estimated annual recharge based on the analysis provided by consultants for Cadiz, Inc.
(Cadiz, the project proponent) is approximately 32,500 AFY. Based on the documentation provided in
the DEIR and supporting documentation, it is stated that no significant impacts will occur as a result of
pumping as planned whether the natural recharge is the estimated 32,500 AFY, or as low as 5,000 AFY.
Based on these estimates, groundwater storage declines would range from 875,000 AF to more than 2.2
million AF depending on the recharge estimate used. As analyzed by the DEIR, the water use by the
proposed project has the potential to impact desert springs, mining operations on dry lake beds, limited
surrounding landowners, and several federally-designated wilderness areas present in the area. The upper
portions of the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash watersheds lie within the Mojave National Preserve.
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Groundwater Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino County, California
(HydroBio, 2011);
Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan for The Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project (Cadiz, 2011);
Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Operations on Springs (CH2M Hill, 2011);
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis (Geoscience Support Services, Inc. (GSSI),
2011)
GSSI Addendum to September 1, 2011 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis
(GSSI, 2011c);
Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project (CH2M Hill, 2010);
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Geological Structural Evaluation of the Fenner Gap Region Located Between the Southern
Marble Mountains and Ship Mountains, San Bernardino County, California (Kenney Geoscience,
2011);
Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area (GSSI, 2011); and,
Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required for the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation,
Storage and Recovery Project (GSSI, 2011).

R E VI E W O F T E C H N I C A L A N A LYSES
Comments Regarding Geohydrologic Assessment of the F enner G ap A rea
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initiating the constant discharge test at TW-1 during 2009 (Figures 10 and 13) and the use of an improper
static groundwater level could affect parameter evaluation.
4. Page 12 | Photograph
The photograph shows that the fanglomerate has been lithified (evident by both the competence of the
core and the natural fracture characteristics presented). Given the ragged nature of the sharp fracture
visible, that particular fracture does not appear to be a natural fracture but is more probably a break that
occurred during the coring, or boxing of the core. If the material in the photograph is typical, it can be
expected that the hydraulic conductivity of the fanglomerate should be substantially less than
unconsolidated basin fill material.

The following comments refer to GSSI (2011a). This report is very complete in terms of geologic
logging and well construction details. The report also appears reasonable with respect to calculation of
aquifer parameters as presented with one exception as described below. However, there is a lack of
sufficient key data (described below) to adequately evaluate the interpretation of the aquifer results. The
following is a list of general questions and comments regarding this geohydrologic assessment report and
associated aquifer testing that should be incorporated into the assessment.
1. Page 4 | Photograph
A caption concerning the photograph is needed here. The photograph shows a flowing stream on the
floor of Fenner Gap. This flowing water must have been derived from either pumped groundwater or
surface runoff immediately after a storm event as there is no flowing water typically on the floor of
Fenner Gap and the inclusion of the photograph without context is misleading as to the typical conditions
present.
2. Page 5 | Purpose and Scope
Substantial hydrologic work has been conducted at the proposed project area over the past 20 years, and it
should be used as an existing data resource that the new work can enhance, as opposed to recreating it.
However, this geohydrologic assessment appears to start the process anew, and provides little discussion
as to how the newly developed data fits into the overall framework of previous investigations and results.
Are the aquifer test results conducted since 2009 consistent with previous test results in the area? Why or
why not? For the most part, wells previously installed at Cadiz were excluded from the analyses. Why?
Has the conceptual model for the Fenner Gap area changed significantly or has the current investigation
simply confirmed previous information?
3. Page 6 | Section 2.4 Field Reconnaissance
What was the purpose of the pumping ongoing on November 11, 2009? Was there an aquifer test
ongoing (if so results should be reported)? Also, given that pumping was operating prior to the aquifer
testing that was conducted later in November, 2009, had there been periodic groundwater level
monitoring conducted on TW-1 and TW-2 and associated monitoring wells prior to the aquifer testing to
assure that true static groundwater levels were established prior to aquifer testing? This is particularly of
importance as full recovery from the step discharge test run on TW-1 had not been achieved prior to
February 1, 2012
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5. Page 16 | Section 4.2.5 |  Granitic and metamorphic basement rock forms the subsurface
margins of the aquifer system within the project area (F reiwald, 1984). This basement rock
is generally i mpermeable but can have significantly increased permeability along well
developed fracture zones which are associated with the numerous faults that cross F enner

This is an important statement as the figures depicting modeled hydraulic conductivities do not provide
reference to model zonation for aquifer parameters and in what areas for instance hydraulic conductivity
values represent specific hydrogeologic units. For example where are fractured granitic rocks of higher
permeability modeled as opposed to other granitic rocks? This would allow for the appropriateness of
model zonation to be more readily evaluated given the absence of available model files.
6. Page 21 - Section 4.4 Analysis of Pumping Test Data
There is insufficient detail presented to evaluate the aquifer test data and results. There are no details
regarding the actual operation of the aquifer tests. For example, at what distance away from the
discharging well or monitored wells did discharge take place and where did the discharge go? Could
percolation of discharged water have influenced groundwater-level data for example at MW-6 where
according to Figure 8, there appears to have been no seal emplaced other than the surface concrete pad?
Results of pumping rate monitoring during testing are not presented. How was flow rate monitored, at
what frequency, and within what parameters were pumping rates to be maintained during testing? Were
those parameters achieved?
}  !!   

    ~ !

 ~         

These are standard data that should be reported for aquifer testing reports as documented by ASTM, and
in other references (for example Kruseman and de Ridder, 2000). The pumping rate data (which can be
presented in graphical form) would provide key information for example to evaluate changes in
drawdown characteristics as presented in the aquifer test figures.
7. Figures and Associated Text
Late time recovery data analyzed for TW-2 appear to be matching the fully recovered data therefore
resulting in a very high transmissivity estimate. Although the well appears to be fully recovered, without
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the aquifer test data (even the hand measured water level measurements typically collected for backup
purposes) it is difficult to discern if the well had fully recovered. Also, there appears to be a
typographical error concerning the date of the TW-2 recovery test in the table summarizing aquifer test
results.
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With respect to that statement, total recoverable water would actually be the amount of recharge to the
groundwater system minus any evapotranspiration losses from springs and spring vegetation.
2. Page ES-5, Validation of Recoverable Water Estimate, Paragraph 1.   -di mensional
groundwater flow model of the F enner Gap area was developed for the purposes of validating the
30,000 A FY esti mate of steady-           ! "

It is noted on Figure 18 that groundwater elevations were corrected for barometric pressure changes.
What was the magnitude of those corrections?
Comments Regarding Recharge Estimation / I N F I L3.0 A nalysis
A modeling analysis has been completed by CH2M Hill (2010) using the U.S. Geological Survey
programs INFIL3.0 and MODFLOW to re-evaluate the estimated groundwater recharge that was
previously estimated by Geoscience Support Services (1999). Based on these efforts, the average annual
\   ! ~      }           -feet per year
(AFY) and 2,256 AFY for Orange Blossom Wash (32,447 AFY combined).
Estimating groundwater recharge in arid or semiarid regions can be a difficult and complex task.
Groundwater recharge in arid and semi-arid areas is dependent on a complex set of spatial and temporal
hydrologic parameters and processes dependent on local climate, land surface properties and subsurface
characteristics. Indeed, surface hydrology generating recharge in arid and semi-arid areas is complex and
extremely difficult to quantify using conventional methods of analysis (Wheatear, 2010). Because of
these difficulties, estimating recharge in desert environments can be more easily arrived at (for basins in
hydrologic balance) by estimating discharge. Discharge components are generally much more precisely
quantifiable.
As part of our review and analysis, JWI used a discharge evaluation in the comments that follow based on
more recent evapotranspiration data than were used in the CH2M Hill analysis. Continuous
micrometeorological data collected over a four year period in Death Valley were used to estimate
evapotranspiration rates over the area evaluated (DeMeo, et.al. 2003). The JWI analysis resulted in more
consistent and generally improved estimates of groundwater discharge than in previous studies (San Juan,
et.al. 2004). The resulting midpoint evapotranspiration rate estimates were 0.13 feet per year (ft/yr) for
salt-encrusted playa and 0.15 ft/yr for bare-soil playa. Assuming the 0.15 ft/yr evapotranspiration rate, it
can be assumed that there is 8,947 AFY of evapotranspiration losses from the Bristol and Cadiz playas
(based on the area in which evapotranspiration takes place in the model). Taking the JWI analysis one
step further and adding the estimated annual pumpage from the basin of approximately 5,000 AFY (and
assuming that the basin is in hydrologic balance or inflow equals outflow), an estimated recharge of
approximately 14,000 AFY (plus the volume of spring discharge) can be inferred. Of note is that total
spring charge has not been estimated in the DEIR. The JWI estimated recharge of approximately 14,000
AFY plus spring discharge is very similar to the best estimate of Davisson (2000, 2012). The Davisson
estimate will be discussed in more detail later in this document.

The three-dimensional model described was constructed using the U.S. Geological Survey program
MODFLOW. The description of model construction needs additional detail. Given that calibrated
hydraulic conductivity values described appear to vary considerably from those calibrated hydraulic
conductivity values described in the Impact Analysis (Geoscience Support Services, 2011) it is unclear on
what assumptions the CH2M Hill numerical model was based. For example, evapotranspiration losses
from the playas play a key role in the hydrologic budget, how was playa evapotranspiration modeled?
3. Page 2-2, Section 2.1.3., Vegetation.
This section does not appear to include riparian habitat at springs for example at Bonanza Spring.
4. Figures 2-10 through 2-12. Figures presenting soil characteristics.
As is indicated by the figures, and for the purposes of the recharge evaluation, large areas (in the hundreds
of square miles) are assumed to have similar characteristics. Given the local landscape, it is clear that
substantial generalization is incorporated into these figures and the resulting analyses. More detailed
mapping of surface conditions would not likely be feasible under typical project constraints. Therefore,
in order to account for these generalizations or unknowns, the INFIL3.0 modeling should be subject to a
sensitivity analysis of input parameters (i.e., evaluate the effect of altering input parameters on model
results) to evaluate sensitive parameters that may have a high degree of uncertainty leading to overall
model uncertainty.
5. Page 3-2. Comparison of Storage estimates.
In keeping with this presentation regarding storage volumes, the following recharge volumes are provided
to put in perspective the amount of groundwater estimated to recharge the Fenner and Orange Blossom
Watersheds:



1.



This is greater than the natural recharge to the Coastal Plain of Orange County basin
(29K AFY) (California Department of Water Resources, 2004).
This is greater than the combined recharge from stream flow in the Bishop Creek to Big
Pine Creek region (and inclusive of intermediate streams) of the eastern Sierra Nevada
(Danskin, 1991).

6. Page 4-8, Section 4.1.8.1 Comparison to Most Recent Recoverable Water Estimates. #$!#%&'
si mulation results compare favorably to G SSI (1999) watershed water balance modeling results
and the Davisson and Rose (2000) Maxey-*           +9<=> !?"

The following are more detailed comments on the recharge estimation report (CH2M Hill, 2010):
     
Page ES-3, Paragraph 2.              
to the groundwater system in the F enner Watershed, which is approxi mately equal to the amount
of groundwater flow through F enner Gap through the al         
February 1, 2012
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This section misrepresents the results of the work by Davisson and Rose. Davisson and Rose presented a
range of groundwater recharge estimates (referred to as recoverable water in the CH2M Hill report)
ranging between 7,864 AFY to 29,185 AFY. Personal communications (Davisson, 2012) indicate that a
best estimate of groundwater recharge based on their work would be an estimate closer to their regional
precipitation-elevation curve of 16,214 AFY. The 29,185 AFY estimate was a maximum estimate.
Therefore, the estimated recharge developed by CH2M Hill (2010) and Geoscience Support Services
(1999) generally represent a two-fold increase in estimated recharge in comparison to other estimates.
7. Page 4-10, Last Full Paragraph.
Evapotranspiration work by the U.S. Geological Survey is referenced for evaluating evapotranspiration
rates and associated discharge from Bristol and Cadiz dry lakes. However, more recent, follow-up work
by the U.S. Geological Survey is not referenced. See the discussion provided above for Page 4-13,
Section 4.2.2 Numerical Model Development
This section references a numerical model developed by CH2M Hill that varies substantively from that
presented by the GSSI model previously discussed. A discussion is needed concerning the differences
between the two models, why this model (which was apparently completed prior to the GSSI model) is
reliable given the substantial differences in hydrologic parameters used, results of sensitivity analyses and
calibration, etc. Standard documentation of numerical groundwater flow modeling efforts as described in
Anderson and Woessner (1992) or by ASTM and other references are lacking regarding this effort and
therefore do not provide substantive support for the estimated groundwater recharge. Therefore
additional information is needed to support the statements provided.
8. Page 4-17, Section 4.2.4 Discussion of Groundwater Flow Model Results
Please describe why carbonate rock units from the Death Valley region which are correlative with those
carbonate units in the project area, and which have been extensively studied were not evaluated in lieu of
more distant carbonate rocks (Edwards Aquifer in Texas) which may or may not have similar
characteristics?
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recharge rate. This issue was also apparent in previous modeling (GSSI, 1998) where in lieu of high
evapotranspiration rates, an unrealistic extinction depth (100 feet below ground surface which has been
changed to 15 feet in the current analysis) was used to accommodate the amount of discharge needed to
calibrate the model given the estimated recharge.
The following provide additional comments regarding the groundwater modeling and impact analysis.
Page 8, First Full Paragraph | The purpose of the sensitivity scenarios was to evaluate the potential
ranges of worst case i mpacts by (1) reducing the amount of available natural recharge, and (2)
increas                @   
\      
                 
modeling exercises such as this and as described in ASTM, Anderson and Woessner (1992) and other
references. Performing a sensitivity analysis is a standard part of evaluating the calibration of a modeling
effort. The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to evaluate the uncertainty in the calibrated model caused
by uncertainty in aquifer parameters, stresses and boundary conditions. In a sensitivity analysis, these
model parameters and conditions are changed systematically to evaluate how changes in each result in
changes in head. The more a change in the parameter or condition causes a greater change in head, the
more sensitive the parameter is. Sensitive parameters for which there are little ground-truthed information
(for instance a sensitive hydraulic conductivity zone for which there are no aquifer test data) will indicate
greater uncertainty in the predictive capability of the model. This is key area where this analysis is
lacking and should be completed to comply with standard practice.
Second, as conducted, the sensitivity analysis is problematic in that changes in model results resulting
from natural recharge are not comparable as the head distribution is affected by changes in model
construction (well locations), aquifer parameters and evapotranspiration rates for the lower recharge
scenarios therefore mixing results and assumptions. If two wellfield configurations were to be evaluated,
each configuration should have been tested against each of the separate recharge scenarios. As these
          \         
    parate simulations based on
differing assumptions.

Comments Regarding G roundwater Modeling and Impact A nalysis
Numerical groundwater flow and solute transport modeling was conducted for the impact analysis of the
proposed project (GSSI, 2011b). Numerical models are ideal tools to evaluate transient, threedimensional groundwater issues in that the complexities of the groundwater system can be evaluated in
detail, and assumptions of how the groundwater system works can be tested for internal consistency. As
will be discussed in the detailed modeling comments that follow in this document, there appears to be a
problem associated with the conceptual model as highlighted by the numerical modeling effort.
Overall, the model software used, construction (with caveat described below in Point #6) including
discretization, and packages used, were appropriate given the conditions present. However, the problem
arises with either the estimated recharge, or the aquifer parameters (either in values or spatial
representation) that results in the need for unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to be required to
calibrate the model. As stated in the impact analysis, these evapotranspiration rates were needed to allow
the amount of water to discharge from the Bristol and Cadiz Playas to accommodate the estimated
February 1, 2012
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1. Page 9 | Groundwater Elevations
Unfortunately the presentation of the development of the cones of depression are very limited (presenting
only end of pumping, and 50 years after pumping ceases) groundwater elevations. Well hydrographs
should be included that show how groundwater elevations change over time given the management
scenario. This is evident in the drawdown maps but not in the groundwater elevation maps due to the 100foot contour interval. Given that drawdown continues to expand areally after 100 years, the hydrograph
timeframes should expand out to the timeframe at which that condition ceases to exist. This is
particularly of importance in evaluating the effectiveness of the groundwater monitoring and mitigation
plan and its meaning in relation to proposed project groundwater pumping and the ability for the project
to achieve project objectives or meaningful time-dependent groundwater elevation and or spring flow
protective procedures.
2. Page 9 | Groundwater Level Drawdown
February 1, 2012
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A significant issue with the project appears to be the delayed response in the aquifer by the proposed
project pumping. As shown on the associated figures of project pumping (Figures 64 and 65 for example
| see northeast extent of drawdown), the extent of the cone of depression is more extensive in the 100year scenario (after 50 years of recovery) versus the 50-year scenario (at the end of project pumping).
This is the case with all scenarios. This indicates that should unforeseen impacts occur as a result of
project pumping, and even if project pumping is halted immediately, the impacts will continue to manifest
for an extended period of time (greater than the length of time pumping was conducted) before recovery
begins to take place. Therefore, the aquifer system will be very difficult to manage under the monitoring
and mitigation plan. Please discuss this issue and why the system is so slow to recover.
3. Page 12 | Groundwater in Storage
There appears to be some discrepancy in pumping or storage terms as presented. The change in storage
of an aquifer is equal to the groundwater inflow (recharge) minus the outflow (pumping,
                 ! \           ! 
entirely pumping) would be 50,000 AFY for 50 years. Based on the two scenarios (16,000 AFY of
recharge; and 5,000 AFY of recharge) the storage loss after 50 years then would be a minimum of 1.8
million AFY, and 2.25 million AFY, respectively for the two scenarios. These are somewhat higher than
the model predicted storage losses. The storage losses presented above would be minimums as there
would be a period during the initial years of the project where there would also be losses due to
evapotranspiration from the playas (and springs which will be a lesser quantity) that would increase these
storage losses. Please discuss the change in storage described above in comparison to model-predicted
storage loss estimates of 1.68 million AFY, and 2.16 million AFY, respectively. Without clarification,
the discrepancy is indicative of a significant data input error in the model with respect to either
insufficient pumping rate or an excessive amount of recharge. This is an issue JWI could have evaluated
prior to commenting had model files been available.
4. Please discuss any other groundwater \   \       !   
has been approved that had planned storage losses of this magnitude for comparison.
5. Page 27 | Computer Code
Please describe if a commercially available modeling platform (Groundwater Vistas, GMS, Visual
MODFLOW) was used to construct the model.
6. Page 32 | Hydraulic Conductivity
Hydraulic conductivity value ranges used appear to be reasonable based on aquifer testing although based
on the photograph of fanglomerate core; it is hard to conceive that the fanglomerate presented in the
photograph of fanglomerate core presented in the geohydrologic assessment would yield hydraulic
conductivities of up to 60 ft/day. Additionally, as described earlier, the areal distribution of specific
hydraulic conductivities associated with specific aquifer units is not readily apparent in the figures where
zonation is instead represented by hydraulic conductivity only.
The hydraulic conductivity discussion raises additional questions about the sensitivity runs in that again,
changes in the effect of natural recharge on the model results have been minimized by recalibrating the
February 1, 2012
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aquifer parameters thereby minimizing the effect of the change in recharge. Essentially, instead of
evaluating the model sensitivity to recharge based on the calibrated numerical representation of the
groundwater system, three distinct numerical groundwater flow models with differing conceptual models
in relation to well field design, aquifer parameterization and evapotranspiration have been developed.
7. Page 36 | Evapotranspiration
A summary of the comments associated with this section are provided above. Evapotranspiration rate
was a calibrated parameter and again, evapotranspiration rate was allowed to vary substantially between
recharge scenarios even though evapotranspiration would be unlikely to change given that the playa soils
would remain unchanged, climate factors would be unchanged, and assuming the groundwater levels
would be above the extinction depth allowing evapotranspiration to take place.
Of note is that evapotranspiration rates of greater than 50 ft/year for Cadiz Dry Lake and 20 ft/year for
Bristol Dry Lake are substantially above the pan evaporation rate (nearly five times the pan
evapotranspiration rate for Cadiz Dry Lake). These are geologically unreasonable evapotranspiration
                  \maxi mum evapotranspiration rates
used were based on model calibration results in order to obtain a more reasonable evapotranspiration
from the dry lakes and a better match between the model-           That the
evapotranspiration rates had to be increased to the extent described above indicates that there is a problem
elsewhere in the model.
The text a       \Results show an average of 19 inches/year over those cells where
                   This is approximately ten
     _                  soils in Death Valley described
earlier and remains high.
       \ For Cadiz Dry Lake, the maxi mum evapotranspiration rate was adjusted by a factor
of approxi mately 2.5 from the maxi mum evapotranspiration rate of the Bristol Dry Lake due to the fact
     XY Z [ %           [ This statement suggests that the
model grid was either not widespread enough (thereby improperly constructed) or that there was a flaw in
the logic behind evapotranspiration calibration. Concentrating evapotranspiration discharge in one
location as a means to calibrate groundwater elevations when a substantial portion of the discharge from
evapotranspiration is not taking place at that location in which groundwater levels are being calibrated is
not appropriate. This would be analogous to a hypothetical significant discharging production well at a
distant location being moved to this location in the model to assist with model calibration. This issue
suggests the need to expand the grid to encompass Cadiz Dry Lake.
The high evapotranspiration rates appear to be symptomatic of the amount of water that is needed to be
discharged from the playa based on the existing recharge estimate. This symptom was present in the
previous modeling (GSSI, 1999) where in lieu of the evapotranspiration rates being increased to the
extent they are in the current analysis, the issue was resolved with an extinction depth of 100 feet below
ground surface which as described in the current analyses is geologically unreasonable (current extinction
depth used is 15 feet below ground surface).
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8. Page 39 | Section 6.2 Steady State Model Calibration |     \ Twelve water level targets
located in the F enner Gap area were carried over from the F enner Gap model (see Appendix A);
however, a water level of five feet was added to each water level measurement based on transient
water level data suggesting an approxi mately 5 ft. decline in heads in the Fenner Gap from
      

Given the limited pumping that has occurred in the Fenner Gap area in the past, please discuss the
implications that five feet of groundwater level decline has occurred, and continues to occur over a
significant area.    _  \     sses caused by Cadiz agricultural
pumping have not created sufficient recharge (from vertical leakage or induced recharge) to sufficiently
   !    ~          !    
5,000 AFY of pumping. The aquifer has been unable to reach an equilibrium condition with this amount
of limited pumping. This is not an encouraging trend when the proposed pumping is an order of
             \            
problem. This is illustrated by the calibration graphs (Figures 32 through 34) which show groundwater
level declines over time in the Fenner Gap area as opposed to groundwater-level declines that would
temporarily occur as a response to pumping and would stabilize as a new equilibrium is reached. Also,
the vertical scale of the hydrographs is expanded substantially making discerning groundwater level
trends difficult. The vertical scale should be decreased to be more useful in evaluating changes and
fluctuations in groundwater levels.
Comments regarding model calibration described earlier apply to Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 (transient
calibration).
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project ceases pumping, additional impacts may still be identified as a result of earlier pumping. This
also indicates that if an impact is identified at a spring or for a surrounding groundwater user, changes to
groundwater management (if pumping is still occurring) may be too late to adequately be protective of
surrounding receptors. Additionally increased hydraulic gradients upgradient from the project as a result
of expansion of the cone of depression, will result in greater subsurface underflow to the south out of the
upper Fenner Watershed (beneath Mojave National Preserve) the effects of which are not understood
and/or adequately described.
With respect to climate change, it can be expected that as less precipitation occurs as snowfall which is
anticipated to be observed during the length of the proposed project pumping period, less of that water
will likely recharge the aquifer. This issue does not appear to be addressed in the impact analysis. This
rises in importance in that despite the reporting of the impact analysis being based on a maximum
simulation period of 100 years, simulations extending 500 years and greater have been conducted as part
of an assessment of springs (CH2M Hill, 2011).
12. Page 54 | Table regarding Groundwater in Storage
           \ The following table summarizes the cumulative annual changes in
groundwater storage at the end of 50 years (end of project pumping) and 100 years (end of model
   \       "\ Of note is that the table then presents time for groundwater
storage to recover after project pumping is stopped ranging from years 117 to 440. It is clear then that
end of model simulation was not 100 years. Please describe why model impacts were not evaluated
beyond 100 years, particularly in light of the continuously expanding cone of depression after 100 years
!  \        

9. Page 43 | Section 6.4 Sensitivity Analysis.
The sensitivity analysis (to evaluate model uncertainty) performed is not in accordance with standard
practice. The only parameters in which a typical sensitivity analysis was conducted were for specific
yield/storativity and vertical leakance which in our experience modeling alluvial groundwater basins of
the desert southwest are commonly the least sensitive parameters in the flow model. Aquifer parameters
such as hydraulic conductivity (on a zonal basis), evapotranspiration rate, recharge and other solute
transport characteristics should be tested for sensitivity in accordance with the method used for specific
yield/storativity and vertical leakance.

13. Page 56-58 | Findings | Groundwater Elevations, Drawdown, and Depth to Groundwater
In addition to the conditions described, groundwater elevations in the outer edges of the cone of
depression continue to decrease after 50 years of nonpumping (the 100-year scenario) due to continued
expansion of the areal extent of the cone of depression. This continued expansion of the cone of
depression will be uncontrollable by groundwater management activities in the basin.
As described earlier, the predicted changes in groundwater surface (and associated drawdown) suffer in
their reliability due to the modeling issues described earlier.

10. Page 44 | Section 7.1 Description of Model Scenarios
 \           !        
are separate, recalibrated models or simulations. The changes in model parameters will serve to minimize
any effect of changing the recharge or well field distribution of wells.

14. Page 58 | Findings | Groundwater in Storage
Please describe the differences in predicted changed in storage produced by the Groundwater Equation
(inflow minus outflow equals change in storage) and those predicted in the model as described in the
earlier comments.

11. Page 49 | Impact Analysis

15. Page 61 | Model Limitations and Uncertainty

The impact analysis suffers in reliability as a result of the modeling issues previously described. Of note
is the issue of the continuously expanding outer limits of the cone of depression after 100 years.
Additionally, the cone of depression is anticipated to extend to elevations approaching the head at
Bonanza Spring, thereby potentially affecting this important spring. This indicates that decades after the
February 1, 2012
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The uncertainty of the model has not been tested in an adequate manner. The use of programs such as
MODFLOW2000 and PEST greatly simplifies the sensitivity analysis process and it is unclear why this
aspect of calibration evaluation was neglected or not presented. Although the aquifer parameters
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including specific yield/storativity and vertical leakance have been tested, the more likely sensitive
parameters such as hydraulic conductivity from individual parameter zones, and evapotranspiration rate
which were used as calibrated parameters have not. Additionally, given the issues associated with the
need to use unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to calibrate the model, and serve as a mechanism
to discharge sufficient water to allow the volumes of recharge to enter the modeled domain and maintain
calibration, there is a problem with the conceptual model, or the representation of the conceptual model.
Therefore, there is substantial uncertainty associated with any of the predictive results provided in this
impact analysis.
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therefore, the lack of that stakeholder involvement will result in a lack of oversight over the
project operations and mitigation if necessary.
2. The project as planned proposes to substantially reduce the volume of groundwater in storage and
reduce groundwater levels over much of the groundwater basin. Given the large scope of the
project, and the sheer size of the planned cone of depression, it may take many years before
groundwater level and/or spring impacts are identified. As shown in the impact analysis by the
cone of depression that continues to expand even after 50 years of shutdown (at year 100) by the
time an impact occurs, it will likely be too late to make substantive changes in groundwater
management to mitigate the problem. This will be particularly true for those impacts that begin
to arise after the project has already ceased pumping. Proactive groundwater management is
lacking that would prevent unintended impacts from occurring to surrounding land owners and
sensitive receptors.
3. Given the serious issues raised in this letter concerning the hydrologic assessment of the project,
and the uncertainty of the impact analysis, the absence of a more rigorous spring monitoring
program with specified thresholds and triggers for reduced or ceasing pumping is not appropriate.
Visual observations of changes in spring flow will only begin to be obvious when a significant
impact to the spring is already occurring. Given the lag in time between shutting off pumping
and the growth of the outer edges of the cone of depression, an observed impact will likely be
already too late to be protective of the spring and associated habitat. The spring monitoring /
mitigation plan needs to be re-evaluated and more in depth investigation into the springs present
is needed. Current efforts have been inadequate.
4. The technical review panel should include technical representatives representing the local
stakeholders (i.e., landowners, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, etc.). As presented the
technical review panel will consist of one member of Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company, San
Bernardino County (under MOU with Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company), and a joint pick
between the County and the FVMWC.

Comments Regarding Assessment of Effects of the C adiz G roundwater Conservation Recovery and
Storage Project on O perations at Springs (C H2M H ill, 2011)
A spring assessment and associated modeling analysis has been completed by CH2M Hill (2011) using
the U.S. Geological Survey programs MODFLOW to evaluate the effect of project pumping on springs.
Discharge at springs generally occurs as a combination of both free discharge of flowing water and
evapotranspiration from groundwater dependent vegetation and evaporation from soil in the subsurface.
Therefore the discharge of a spring can be substantially greater than the free flowing water observable at
the surface. A number of figures are missing from the report (Figures 1 through 15 for example. Please
clarify whether Plates 1 through 15 are the missing figures. Geochemical results of spring sampling
appear to be missing as well.
The analysis provided utilizes groundwater flow model results but it is unclear (given that this is a CH2M
Hill report) whether the numerical model used by CH2M Hill for evaluating underflow beneath Fenner
Gap, or the GSSI model used to conduct the impact analysis was used in the evaluation. The description
of the extent of drawdown does not appear to match with those in the impact analysis (GSSI, 2011).
Finally, an assessment of the springs should have included a geochemical analysis of springs to evaluate
sourcing. Instead, the effort appears to spend more time and resources identifying the dryness of the
desert environment. Figures of a dry wash with a bullet point identifying that no water is present, or
photographs of dry voids in carbonate rocks high in the Marble Mountains where no springs are known
does not contribute to the overall understanding of those springs present and potential effects of the
project on those springs. Of note is the absence of a photograph of Bonanza Spring, the closest spring to
the proposed extraction well field. The results of the canvassing and accounting of existing springs in the
basin, including a discussion of the results of the geochemical sampling noted as having taken place and a
spring discharge estimate would have provided more beneficial information with respect to the
groundwater budget and overall groundwater flow system.

R E VI E W O F B ASI N PL A N F OR T H E C A D I Z GRO U N DWA T E R C O NSE RV A T I O N, R E C O V E RY &
ST ORA G E PROJ E C T

C O N C L USI O NS
As described earlier, the proposed project is unique in its planned scope and the magnitude of the planned
reduction in storage and associated planned development of such a large cone of depression due to project
pumping. To conduct such a project in this case is a high risk enterprise given that per the analysis in the
DEIR, should a significant impact occur to a spring, or other sensitive receptor, there are no means to
address the impact and recovery may take a century or substantially more time. As shown in the
supporting documentation to the DEIR, impacts will continue to propagate after pumping ceases.
Therefore a project of this type demands a higher level of confidence than is provided by the
hydrogeologic impact analyses. =   !the hydrogeologic analyses and monitoring and
mitigation plan, insufficiencies with the environmental review of the proposed project stem from the
following areas:

1. As a general comment, in all cases attributability of impacts, significance and changes in
groundwater management associated with the project will be under the sole auspices of the
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company consisting of the purchasers of the groundwater from the
project. Local stakeholders including Mojave National Preserve, U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, local landowners, etc., appear to be excluded from the management process and
February 1, 2012
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The conceptual model appears flawed based on it requiring hydrogeologically unreasonable
parameters to calibrate the numerical flow model;
The report contains insufficient detail on key scope areas for a comprehensive evaluation; and,
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Inadequate stipulation of milestones and decision points associated with monitoring and
mitigation measures needed to address analytical deficiencies and/or uncertainty and be
protective of the environment as described in the DEIR.

Based on the bullets listed above and as described in our detailed comments, the DEIR in its current form
does not provide an adequate review of the hydrogeologic conditions and potential impacts of the
proposed project. Further, by not providing explicit milestones and decision points as a basis for project
groundwater management and mitigation, there are insufficient proactive, protective means to overcome
the uncertainty associated with technical analyses as presented. Should you have any questions or
comments, please contact us at 925-403-4200. We appreciate the opportunity to assist with you with this
matter.
Sincerely,
Johnson W right, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
I have made three written comments to the Draft EIR/EIS for the Cadiz Groundwater
Storage Projects. The last of the comments was issued in August 2001, and was entitled:
“Revised Comments: Cadiz Groundwater Storage Project—Cadiz and Fenner
Valleys—San Bernadino County, California”. In each of these comments we tried to
point out the difficulties with the pumping of indigenous groundwater envisioned by the
project.
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In the earlier comments I made several points; I quote from our first report (December,
2000—this report is included in the Final EIR/EIS, v. III, G42):
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the estimate of annual recharge used in the Draft EIR/EIS is an order of
magnitude too high—it is probably only 5,000-6,000 ac-ft/yr;
2. using a more realistic recharge rate there will be adverse impacts to the
groundwater system and the environment; and
3. that once development has proceeded for a period of several decades simply
stopping the project, as implied in the Supplemental EIR/EIS, will not halt the
adverse environmental impacts—in other words, the groundwater system once
perturbed has sufficient persistence that adverse impacts will persist well
beyond 100 years, even though the project is stopped after 50 year or earlier.
These comments remain relevant; none has been adequately responded to in the Final
EIR/EIS.
THE RECHARGE RATE
In the Final EIR/EIS a Management Plan that includes an extensive monitoring network
was proposed; the Plan is intended to act as the “safety net” that will prevent harm to
federal resources. Neither of these strategies addresses the basic issue of concern: the
recharge rate of the aquifer—the annual rate at which the groundwater supply is
replenished from precipitation. The recharge rate is generally viewed as equivalent to the
upper bound of sustainable groundwater development. The estimate of recharge is
critical in any analysis of how a groundwater system will perform. If the estimated
recharge is wrong, predictions of the aquifer’s response, including injury to federally
protected resources such as air quality, water supply and quality, springs and wildlife,
will also be in error.
The design and implementation of the monitoring system appears to be an end run around
this more fundamental issue. In commenting on our concerns the authors of the Final
EIR/EIS stated:
“BLM and Metropolitan acknowledge that there are different opinions among
experts regarding the amount of recharge. Due to these conflicting opinions, The
Management Plan was developed as the basis for operating the project without
adverse impacts to critical resources.”
This leaves open the issue of how much indigenous groundwater is to be extracted.
2
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HOW MUCH INDIGENOUS GROUNDWATER WILL BE PUMPED
In the recently released Final EIR/EIS one of the stated objectives of the project is to
“Provide the maximum amount of indigenous groundwater consistent with the
Management Plan
However, nowhere in the document are projected or target levels of local groundwater
extraction indicated. The Management Plan replaces the various scenarios of
development envisioned in the Draft EIR/EIS, leaving totally open the question of how
much of indigenous groundwater is to be pumped. This is problematic, to say the least,
because it is impossible to assess the impact of the extraction of indigenous groundwater
without some estimate of the amount and timing of the groundwater to be extracted.
PROBLEMS WITH THE PROPOSED MONITORING AND CONTROL
As mentioned above, the monitoring system is unlikely to be a reliable safeguard. It will
be very difficult to accurately detect “early warning signals” of adverse impacts as they
are likely to be masked by feedback from project operations and/or natural groundwater
fluctuations. Clear, indisputable signs of an overdraft of native groundwater will not
occur until the project has operated for some time, at which point it will be too late to
prevent adverse impacts. Perturbing a groundwater system is like putting a freight train
in motion; once it has started moving it will be difficult, if not impossible, to stop the
system from responding to the overdraft.
We are all the more concerned about the efficacy of the monitoring system. The final
EIR/EIS defines what qualifies as an early warning sign. For the groundwater system the
early warning signs are: 1) a one foot change in water level in one of the designated
S-Series observation wells; and/or 2) a change in water quality of 25%. Should either of
these conditions be met an analysis is made of whether the change constitutes a precursor
to an adverse impact. In the analysis models will be used to project impacts into the
future. Models have an inherent degree of uncertainty. In this instance certain key data
such as the rate of recharge are highly uncertain. It is at this step that projecting future
adverse impacts will be a matter of judgment on the part of the analysts. The analysts
also will be subject to pressure because of the large up front investment in the project.
Adverse impacts are to be ameliorated by modifying the project operations including
stopping the project, and/or recharging the groundwater system with Colorado River
water (if it is available). Stopping the project may be a realistic last resort. Recharging
the groundwater system with Colorado River water at a future time of scarce water
supplies for human demands is implausible.
The Draft EIR/EIS suggested that perhaps as much as 2,000,000 acre-feet of indigenous
groundwater would be extracted over the 50-year life of the project. In order to make our
comments specific I did an analysis based upon a total withdrawal of 1,700,000 acre-feet
of native groundwater during the life of the project. That analysis is presented in our
earlier reports. In that analysis we showed that even though the project was stopped after
3

50 years significant changes in both water levels and water quality would continue to
occur after the project was stopped. In other words, stopping the project does not stop
adverse impacts; impacts occur as the perturbation caused by pumping migrates through
the groundwater system.
In responding to the concerns we presented in two earlier reports the authors of the Final
EIR/EIS stated “the results of the simulation do not reflect the project as it will be
implemented”—a response that was repeated more than 10 times. Again we make the
point—it is impossible to assess the impact of extracting local groundwater without some
estimate of the timing and quantity of extraction. In an effort to estimate impacts we
assumed a given development that was within the level of development indicated by the
Draft EIR/EIS. By dismissing our analysis the authors of the Final EIR/EIS failed to
acknowledge, let alone address, the important point that the perturbations of the
groundwater system will migrate slowly, but inexorably through the system.
A SCENARIO OF DEVELOPMENT
The stated objectives of the project are (from the Final EIR/EIS):
1. “provide delivery capability of up to 150,000 acre-feet of Colorado River
water annually;
2. provide a storage capacity of up to 1.0 million acre-feet at any one time;
3. provide the maximum amount of indigenous groundwater for transfer
consistent with The Management Plan; and
4. provide a recovery capability of stored or indigenous water at a rate of up
to 150,000 acre-feet per year for delivery to the Metropolitan service area
during dry years; and
5. enhance water quality in the delivery system.”
At the risk of being discounted once again, I am going to assume a scenario of storage
and withdrawal that is consistent with both the Draft and Final EIR/EIS. I am assuming
this scenario in order to illustrate how difficult, if not impossible, it will be to design and
implement a monitoring and control scheme that will prevent adverse impacts. Lest there
be some misunderstanding, let me stress the fact that even though the actual pattern of
storage and withdrawal which plays out under the project may differ from the scenario I
assume for illustrative purposes, it does not invalidate the point being made.
Groundwater Models
In our earlier comments I used groundwater models of both groundwater flow and salt
transport to make our comments more concrete. I patterned the parameters for the
groundwater flow model after the model used in the comment by Durbin (2000) on behalf
of San Bernardino County. I will use the same flow and transport computer models used
in my earlier analyses to make this analysis. The transport model is approximate in that it
does not include the effects of varying groundwater density within the model.

4
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To make the analysis specific I assume five equal periods of storage (5 years each); each
storage period is followed by an equal period of pumping (5 years each). During the
storage period I assume 100,000 acre-feet is stored annually. During the pumping period
I assume 150,000 acre-feet of groundwater is pumped annually. The scenario of storage
and pumping is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

situated between the proposed project storage ponds and Bristol Lake Playa (see Figure
2).

Scenario of annual pumping and storage.

During the 50-year life of the project, as envisioned in the Figure 1 scenario, the
operations result in:
Stored Water
Pumped Water

2,500,000 acre-feet
2,500,000 acre-feet of stored Colorado River Water
1,250,000 acre-feet of indigenous groundwater

These quantities are within both the stated objectives of the Final EIR/EIS for the project
and the amount of local groundwater that the Draft EIR/EIS indicated would be pumped.
(The Draft EIR/EIS suggested 2,000,000 acre-feet, or more, of local groundwater might
be pumped.)
Change in Water Quality
One of the criteria that trigger an analysis of adverse impact is a change in water quality
in one of the S-Series observation wells of more than 25%. I want to examine the
simulated water quality in observation well SCE 5. Well SCE 5 is an existing well
5

Figure 2.

Location map of observations wells.

Figure 3 is a plot of the simulated water quality in the SCE 5 observation well. Under
our assumed scenario of development the total dissolved solids (TDS) of the water
increases by more than 25%, the criterion for triggering action, in year 45. In our
simulation we stop pumping indigenous groundwater after year 45, and we simulate
6
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totally stopping the project after year 50. Nevertheless, the quality of water continues to
deteriorate for the next 50 years after stopping the project—out to year 100, as far as the
simulation was carried. The TDS exceeds 1000 mg/l in year 62. The increase in total
dissolved solids is an indication that the salt water associated with Bristol Lake Playa is
moving toward the area of pumping; it continues to move even though the project stops.

more than 25%, is met approximately in year 20. I simulated stopping the extraction of
indigenous groundwater after year 20; from that time through year 50 only storage and
extraction of Colorado River water is simulated.

Figure 4.
Figure 3.

Simulated change in TDS in well SCE 5.

The simulated increase in total dissolved solids violates the water quality standards
adopted by the State of California. The Basin Plan adopted by the California Regional
Quality Control Board for the region has as its goal to maintain the existing water quality
of all nondegraded groundwater basins. The State of California Department of Health
Services has identified a secondary water quality standard of 1000 mg/l for TDS in
drinking water.
The movement of salty water could be reversed by recharging water at the recharge
facility. However, it would take a quantity of recharge approaching the magnitude of the
total amount of local groundwater extracted in the 45 years of pumping (approximately 1
million acre-feet) to reverse the situation. This amount of recharge is outside the realm of
feasibility.
The Management Plan proposes that a set of observation wells be drilled between well
SCE 5 and Bristol Lake Playa. I have simulated the changes in water quality at a well 1
mile west of SCE 5, closer to the Bristol Lake Playa. Figure 4 is a simulated plot of TDS
in this hypothetical well. The criterion for triggering action, a change in water quality of
7

Simulated TDS in two observation wells near Bristol Lake Playa.

Again, stopping the pumping of indigenous groundwater does not stop the degradation in
water quality. At this location the deterioration continues to year 100. The TDS at year
100 exceeds 2000 mg/l. This scenario also increases the TDS level at well SCE 5 to
approximately 800 mg/l.
The two scenarios illustrate the impracticality of the proposed monitoring and control
system.
Changes in Groundwater Levels
I would like to illustrate the kind of slow response in a groundwater system that in many
ways resembles momentum in the system. The slow response leads to the fact that a
perturbation in the system caused by pumping will take a long period to work its way
through the system. I will use our same scenario of development (Figure 1) to illustrate
the point.

In this case we will examine the simulated water level changes for an observation well
near Danby (see Figure 2 for the location). Danby is situated up the Fenner Valley
approximately 12 miles to the north of the area of project operations. Danby is north of
8
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the Granite Mountains, east of the Clipper Mountains, and west of the Old Woman
Mountains. Springs in these mountains are of concern to the wildlife in the area. Water
level changes at Danby could be an indicator for changes in springflow in the adjoining
mountain ranges. Danby is one of the areas designated in The Management Plan for a set
of the S-Series observation wells.
Figure 5 is the simulated plot of the water level change in the well at Danby. In this
instance the change in water level only exceeds the trigger criterion of a 1-foot change in
approximately year 54; the project was stopped after year 50. However this is only the
beginning of the change; the water level continues to steadily decline to year 100.

O_NALC

A SUSTAINABLE PROJECT
Many of the objections to the Cadiz Project are based upon the analysis that the project as
proposed will mine a large quantity of indigenous groundwater. Given our current
understanding of the groundwater system in the area, only a project that pumped a
smaller quantity of local groundwater while storing Colorado River water could be
sustainable indefinitely.
As suggested above, there is disagreement among the experts about the recharge to the
Cadiz/Fenner valley aquifers. The current estimates range from a low value of 2,000 acft/yr to a high value of 30,000 ac-ft/yr. However, most of the estimates clearly favor the
lower range of values. Currentl y the Cadiz Company is pumping 5,000 to 6,000 ac-ft/yr
for irrigation. The current agricultural pumping has, or will capture the natural discharge
that probably occurred as evaporation from the dry lakes under virgin conditions. The
agricultural pumping has been going on for more than a decade and appears to have little
or no significant adverse impacts.
A Cadiz Project in which the quantity of groundwater pumped currently for irrigation is
acquired by the project, and not exceeded, is probably sustainable. This would entail
pumping for the project instead of for agriculture—the irrigation by the Cadiz Company
would have to cease.
Accordingly, I recommend a sustainable Cadiz Project in which the total pumping of
native groundwater from the Cadiz/Fenner Valleys be restricted to an average of 5,000
ac-ft/yr.

Figure 5.

Simulated drawdown in an observation well near Danby.

The point of this illustration is that it takes more than 50 years for the change in water
level to exceed 1 foot, but the decline continues to more than 7 feet in 100 years even
though the project was totally stopped. If we wanted to avoid the decline in water level at
Danby we would have to halt the project, or at least halt the extraction of indigenous
groundwater, long before the water-level change there reached 1 foot. One could
imagine adverse impacts to springs in the nearby mountains long after the project was
stopped.

9
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

ATTACHMENT C

From my analyses I have reached the following conclusions:
1. Recharge to the Valley aquifers is of the order of 5,000 ac-ft/yr, not 50,000 acft/yr as suggested in the Draft EIR/EIS.
2. Water table groundwater systems respond slowly to perturbations. Once
perturbed, impacts occur at long times into the future. This poses a challenge for
monitoring and control. The delayed reaction of the groundwater system
combined with the fact that the subtle indications of overdraft tend to be masked
or easily confused with fluctuations due to other causes will profoundly
undermine the early warning system that has been proposed.
3. The control measure to ameliorate adverse impacts is to modify the project
operations. For practical reasons the most feasible modification of operations is
to stop extracting indigenous groundwater. Recharging Colorado River water
with the purpose of mitigating adverse impacts, as suggested in the Management
Plan, is probably infeasible—the water will be needed to meet human demands at
that time. Our simulations show that after the project has operated for several
decades stopping the extraction of local groundwater will not mitigate adverse
impacts. Again, water table groundwater systems respond slowly to
perturbations; perturbations migrate slowly but inexorably through the system.
Impacts occur at long periods into the future.
4. Models are useful tools in the monitoring. The Management Plan envisions using
models to assess long-term impacts. However, future predictions made using
models carry a degree of uncertainty inherent in the analysis. Given 1) the fact
that a model analysis indicates an unwanted future adverse impact, and 2) the
uncertainty inherent in the analysis, the question arises will such an analysis be
sufficiently persuasive to modify or halt the mining of native groundwater—
especially given the substantial amount of public funds invested up front in the
project?

Comments of
The Native American Land Conservancy
on the
Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

5. The Cadiz Project could probably be sustainable if one limited the magnitude of
pumping of native groundwater to approximately the current rate of pumping by
the Cadiz Company—5,000 ac-ft/yr. In a sustainable mode the project would
acquire the irrigation pumping of the Cadiz Company—irrigation in the area
would cease. This rate of pumping of native groundwater is equal to 250,000 acft over the 50-year life of the project. It is my recommendation that the project
be made sustainable by restricting the pumping of native groundwater to an
average rate of 5,000 ac-ft/yr.

ATTACHMENT C
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OVERVIEW
I have prepared this supplemental comment in an effort to both clarify and elaborate on
points made in made in my earlier report on the proposed Cadiz Water Project. This
comment specifically responds 1) to assertions made by the project proponents, 2) to
measures that are reportedly being considered by the Agencies responsible for reviewing
the project as means of addressing, or avoiding, the concerns raised in my earlier report,
and 3) the critiques of other technical reviewers.
[
For example, it has been suggested the inefficacy of the monitoring system that I
addressed in my earlier report can be remedied by 1) better placement of the observation
wells, 2) by lowering the threshold at which a response would be triggered, and/or 3) or
by adjusting the models that are to be used to predict the future response of the
groundwater system. While this approach sounds superficially appealing, as I explain
below, it does not address the fundamental problem that the recharge is undetermined. It
does not address the fact that early warning signals will be subtle, and will be obscured
by the operations of recharge and pumping, and by natural fluctuations in water levels.
Monitoring for response and control has little chance of being effective.
In addition there is reportedly a proposal to treat the first five years of project life as a
pilot project, or trial period, to observe how the groundwater system is responding to
project operations. The idea is that magnitude of future extractions of native groundwater
would be based upon the aquifer response during the five-year pilot period. As explained
below this suggestion, while superficially appealing, is also fraught with problems and as
a practical matter probably unworkable.
In this revised comment I conclude:
1. The magnitude of the recharge is an order of magnitude smaller than that
suggested by the proponents of the project. The weight of evidence indicates it is
approximately 5,000 acre-feet annually (ac-ft/yr) rather than 50,000 ac-ft/yr as the
proponents suggest.
2. Monitoring for the purpose of avoiding undesired impacts and controlling the
project is unlikely to work because the early warning signals of impending
problems are both subtle and small, and will be obscured by the signals associated
with the operations along with natural water level fluctuations. The threshold
levels of what constitutes an early warning signal of adverse impacts are left
unspecified by the project. The remedial measures to stop adverse consequences
are also left unspecified.
3. The major uncertainty in assessing the long-term life of the project is the
magnitude of the recharge. A pilot project, or trial period, must stress the aquifer
sufficiently so as to give an indication of the impact of the long-term pumping of
large quantities of native groundwater. The pumping in order to be definitive
must be approximately an order of magnitude larger than the current Cadiz
Company pumping for agriculture—currently the pumping is approximately
5,000 ac-ft/yr. Pumping 50,000 ac-ft/yr of native groundwater in the first five
years of the project is in conflict with the practical consideration that surplus
3
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water from the Colorado River may only be available during the first decade or so
of project.
4. A sustainable Cadiz project is one in which the pumping of native groundwater is
restricted to the current rate of pumping by the Cadiz Company for agriculture—
approximately 5,000 ac-ft/yr. In a sustainable project the current agriculture
pumping would be acquired by the project. I recommend a sustainable project in
which the pumping of native groundwater is restricted to an average of 5,000
ac-ft/yr.

INTRODUCTION
Before embarking on the analysis, a brief recap of the principal features of the Cadiz
Water Project is in order.
The Cadiz Valley Groundwater Storage Project is proposed to serve three functions: 1)
store water from the Colorado River Aqueduct during periods when water is available, 2)
pump the water stored, and 3) pump a significant quantity of indigenous native
groundwater from the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys when Colorado River water is deficient.
The project facilities consist of a pipeline (approximately 35 miles long) through Cadiz
Valley from the Colorado River Aqueduct, at least one pumping station for the pipeline,
recharge ponds, and a well field. The recharge ponds are used to infiltrate Colorado
River water into the underlying alluvial aquifer where it is stored. The well field is used
both to pump out stored water as well as the native groundwater in the area. The
facilities are designed to recharge as much 145,000 acre-feet of water per year (ac-ft/yr).
Similarly the well field is designed to pump 145,000 ac-ft/yr of groundwater.
The project is proposed both to store water and pump groundwater. The proposal is to
extract more groundwater than that which is stored. One scenario of development
indicates the project will extract 1,700,000 acre-feet of groundwater in excess of the
amount stored during a 50-year period. Under this scenario 1,100,000 acre-feet of
Colorado River water will be stored during the 50-year period; however, the total
groundwater extracted will be 2,800,000 acre-feet during the period.
The argument put forward in the Draft EIR/EIS is that the 1,700,000 acre-feet of
indigenous groundwater pumped is somewhat less than the cumulative recharge to the
aquifers in the area during the 50-year period of project operation, and therefore will have
no adverse impacts on the groundwater system. The Draft EIR/EIS indicates that the
annual recharge is in the range of 40,000 to 50,000 acre-feet per year. It is on this basis
that the report suggests little or no adverse impact on the groundwater system. It is the
analysis of the impacts of pumping the native groundwater that creates great concern.
In my earlier report (Bredehoeft, 2000) I indicated that:
1. the estimate of annual recharge used in the Draft EIR/EIS is an order of
magnitude too high—it is probably only 5,000-6,000 ac-ft/yr;
4
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2. using a more realistic recharge rate there will be adverse impacts to the
groundwater system and the environment; and
3. once development has proceeded for a period of several decades simply stopping
the pumping of native groundwater, as implied in the Supplemental EIR/EIR, will
not halt the adverse environmental impacts—in other words, the groundwater
system once perturbed has sufficient persistence that adverse impacts will persist
well beyond 100 years, even though the project is stopped after 50 year or earlier.
In this comment I wish to elaborate on some of the points made earlier. In order that the
document stands by itself I am restating some of my earlier arguments.

The Hydrology of Valleys in the Basin and Range
Under natural conditions the alluvial aquifers that underlie the valleys are full of
groundwater. These systems have existed for geologic time. There were periods of
higher rainfall in the area during the Pliestocene ice ages. Under natural (virgin)
conditions before any development the recharge to the aquifers is balanced by the
discharge from the aquifers, or:
Recharge = Discharge

THE GEOGRAPHIC/GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Cadiz and Fenner Valleys are typical valleys within the Great Basin geographical
province. The valleys are situated between mountain ranges. The mountain ranges are
composed of older bedrock that ranges in age from PreCambrian through Mesozoic. The
mountain ranges were uplifted by the basin and range tectonics of the region. The valleys
are underlain by alluvial material that was eroded from the mountain ranges. Often the
alluvial valley fill is quite thick, commonly in the more open parts of the valleys several
thousand feet thick. The alluvial deposits beneath the valleys are good aquifers.
The valleys and surrounding mountain ranges are often closed topographic basins; the
closed topographic basins form closed watersheds. Precipitation that falls in the
watershed remains in the watershed. The discharge of water from these closed
watersheds occurs either as evaporation or as plant transpiration. This is a desert; the
precipitation ranges from a low of the 3 to 4 inches per year in Cadiz Valley to a high of
11 to 12 inches in the higher parts of the Granite Mountains west of Fenner Valley.

(under virgin conditions)

As suggested above, the discharge from the aquifers occurs in many of the closed valleys
in the Basin and Range as either evaporation from the playa, or by transpiration from
plants in the lower parts of the valleys that draw their water from the water table. (Plants
that draw water from the water table are referred to as phreatophytes.) Common plants
that draw groundwater from the water table are creosote bush, giant sage, and rabbit
brush. Very few of these plants are present in Cadiz Valley; groundwater in this area is
thought to discharge, before development, as evaporation from the local playas.
Pumping groundwater in one of these valleys constitutes an additional withdrawal from a
system that was in a natural state of balance under virgin conditions. In order for such a
groundwater system to reach a new equilibrium (a state of indefinite sustainability) two
things must occur: 1) the pumping must increase the recharge, and/or 2) the pumping
must decrease the discharge. Usually groundwater pumping has no impact on the
recharge; recharge is determined by climatic conditions—precipitation, etc. On the other
hand the pumping can decrease the discharge. For example, in Cadiz Valley pumping
groundwater can lower the water table beneath Bristol Lake playa and either reduce or
eliminate groundwater discharge as evaporation there.

Commonly a playa forms in the lowest parts of the valleys in the area. These playas are
ephemeral lakes. During periods of unusually high rainfall the runoff from the
surrounding area is sufficient that the playas become lakes for a period; however, these
events are infrequent. Most times runoff from the surrounding mountains is insufficient
to reach the playa. Typically the runoff from winter snowfall and from summer
thunderstorms 1) evaporates, 2) is held in the shallow soil where the plants transpire the
moisture, or 3) infiltrates to the underlying groundwater table (the water table).

In the parlance of the hydrogeologist, pumping can capture groundwater discharge. In
order for a groundwater system to be indefinitely sustainable the pumping must be
balanced by an equal capture of discharge. If the pumping exceeds the total amount of
the natural discharge from the system the system cannot be brought into a new balanced
state; in other words one will be mining groundwater—such a system is not indefinitely
sustainable.

Freshwater is supplied to the playas either as surface runoff in infrequent runoff events,
or by underlying groundwater flow. The water evaporates from the playa; as it
evaporates it leaves behind dissolved salts. The salts buildup naturally over time in the
groundwater associated with the playas. There is highly saline groundwater underlying
both Bristol Lake Playa and Cadiz Lake Playa; under Bristol Lake the groundwater is 7
times higher in dissolved salt than seawater. There are commercial salt works associated
with both these playas.

One rarely hears the discussion of groundwater sustainability put in terms of the capture
of virgin discharge. The usual statement is that pumping must not exceed the recharge
(in order for the system to be sustainable). In the discussion above I made the point that
the virgin rate of discharge in these systems equals the virgin rate of recharge. The
statement pumping must not exceed recharge is a round about way of saying that the
pumping must not exceed the virgin discharge—the presumption is that all the virgin
discharge can be captured by the pumping.

5
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Nevada Groundwater Law
The Cadiz and Fenner Valleys are comparable to the closed Basin and Range Valleys in
Nevada; they are dissimilar to much of the rest of California. For this reason it is worth
looking at how Nevada treats groundwater in similar valleys.
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discharge. If the proposed development is much larger than the recharge (or in other
words the virgin discharge since it is equal) one can never capture sufficient natural
discharge to bring the system to a new balance. Therefore, one hears the common
statement the development must not exceed the recharge if the development is to be
sustainable.

Nevada recognized in the early1900s that the water supply for many of the valleys within
the state would have to come totally from groundwater. The Nevada decision was to
attempt to make that the groundwater supply within these valleys sustainable. The
discharge in many of the valleys in Nevada is similar to Cadiz Valley where the
groundwater discharge is by evaporation from the playas and from plants that tap the
water table—the phreatophytic plants mentioned above. Nevada was willing to let the
groundwater pumping capture both the evaporation and the groundwater that went to
support the phreatophytic plants. This thinking led to the Nevada doctrine that
groundwater pumping must not exceed the recharge.

The estimate of recharge becomes critical in any analysis of how a groundwater system
will perform. If the estimate of recharge is in error then predictions of system
performance will also be in error. Thus, one cannot make accurate predictions of future
performance without a good estimate of the natural recharge. One cannot make a
defensible judgment about the impacts of withdrawing native groundwater without a
good estimate of recharge. I wish to examine the various estimates of recharge for the
Fenner and Cadiz Valleys that were referenced in my earlier report.

As an aside, it has been difficult for the water managers in Nevada to administer this
doctrine in places of heavy urbanization such as Las Vegas, even though Nevada law
codified the doctrine.

Table 1 summarizes the various estimates of recharge to the Fenner/Cadiz Valleys.

Nevada has systematically surveyed the entire state in an effort to investigate the
recharge in each of its many valleys. Many of the techniques of estimating recharge in
the Basin and Range Province have stemmed from efforts in Nevada. One of the widely
used methods of estimating recharge is the Maxey/Eakin Method. This is an empirical
procedure devised by Burke Maxey and Tom Eakin (1949) working for the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with the state of Nevada.

Methodology/Author

Even though the Maxey/Eakin Method is more than 50 years old it is still in widespread
use. It applicability has been evaluated in recent years. Avon and Durbin (1994)
published an evaluation of the method in which they showed that it gave good estimates
of recharge for valleys in the Basin and Range. The Maxey/Eakin Method, along with
other methods, indicates a much lower rate of recharge for Cadiz and Fenner Valleys than
the method that was used in the Draft EIR/EIS. The method used in the Draft EIR/EIS
continues to serve as the basis for overly optimistic projections of the quantity of native
groundwater that can be extracted on a sustained basis from the Cadiz-Fenner
groundwater system

Summary of the Recharge Estimates

Table 1.

A summary of the recharge estimates.
Estimate (ac-ft/yr)

1. Watershed Runoff Model—MWD & BLM (1999)
GeoScience Groundwater Model
2. Maxey/Eakin Method
USGS (2000)
Durbin (2000)
3. Fenner Gap Groundwater Flow
Friewald (1984—USGS)
LaMoreaux (1995)
USGS (2000)
4. Chloride Method (correctly applied)
USGS (2000)
Durbin (2000)
5. Drawdown Associated with Cadiz Co. pumping
Boyle Engineering (1996)

20,000-70,000
50,000
2,550-11,200
5,000
270
3,700
2,600-4,300
1,700-9,000
2,000
4,000

As discussed above, whether a groundwater system can be brought into a state of
indefinite sustainability depends upon whether the system can ultimately capture
sufficient natural discharge to balance the pumping. I indicated that under virgin
conditions, before development, in these systems the recharge is balanced by an equal
amount of discharge. If a proposed development is much larger than the amount of
potential discharge that can be captured the system will never be brought into a new
equilibrium—one will be continuing to mine groundwater. In other words one will be
draining the groundwater system.

Looking at Table 1, the only investigator that estimated the recharge as high as 50,000
acre-feet per year was GeoScience in their work reported in the Draft EIR/EIS Report.
This estimate was commissioned by the Cadiz Company and done in support of the
project. The other eight estimates performed using a variety of proven methods
indicated that the annual recharge is less than approximately 10,000 ac-ft/yr. While there
is a range in the estimates the most probable value for the annual recharge is 5,000 acrefeet per year—an order of magnitude lower than that used in the Draft EIR/EIS.

Let’s state these ideas in another way. Remember the virgin recharge equals the virgin

The Boyle Engineering (1996) report indicated that Cadiz Company was pumping
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approximately 4,000 ac-ft/yr for irrigation in 1996. Boyle noted small, continued
declines in the groundwater levels of approximately 1 foot per year; they suggested that
the recharge was less than the 4,000 ac-ft/yr pumped in 1996. The Cadiz agricultural
pumping has, or will capture the natural discharge that is thought to have occurred as
evaporation from the dry lakes under virgin conditions. The pumping for irrigation, now
approximately 5,000 ac-ft/yr, appears to have had little, or no significant adverse impacts
to date. The Cadiz Company has approval from San Bernardino County to continue their
pumping for irrigation.

INFEASIBILITY OF MONITORING & CONTROL

Apart from the GeoScience report there has been one other minority voice among the
technical reviewers of the Cadiz Project. Lee Davisson, a scientist at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, wrote a short letter that endorses the quantity of recharge
indicated by GeoScience. The Davisson letter suggested that his support for the
GeoScience estimate was based upon isotopic studies of the native groundwater. It is
difficult to assess the Davisson suggestion since his letter is brief; it does not contain the
usual scientific information—his method of analysis, his assumptions, his data, or his
results.

The Supplemental EIR/EIS—Monitoring and Control

The Supplemental EIR/EIS did not address the issue of how large is the recharge to the
local groundwater system. It sidestepped the issue of the recharge by proposing a
monitoring and control scheme. The idea is that the project operations would be
carefully monitored and modified to control adverse impacts as they were observed. This
proposal has two fatal flaws:

The idea put forward in the Supplemental EIR/EIS is that early signs of adverse impacts
will trigger modifications in the project operations. Exactly how the operations will be
changed is not specified. Nor is it specified what constitutes an early warning sign of an
adverse impact—what is the signal that triggers a modification of the project. The trigger
signals that indicate adverse impacts are also left unspecified.

1. The future impacts of the project cannot be projected at all accurately without an
up-front estimate of the recharge.
2. By the time an adverse impact is detected by the monitoring the groundwater
system will be sufficiently perturbed that even completely stopping the pumping
of native groundwater will not ameliorate the impacts.
The bottom line is that if a large quantity of native groundwater in mined from the
Fenner-Cadiz system it will cause water levels to drop below the dry lakebeds. This in
turn will result in an increase in dust from the two associated playas. An increase in dust
from a similar dry lakebed in Owens Valley has been a difficult and expensive problem
to attempt to ameliorate. In addition, saline water will move out from beneath the playas
and invade parts of the aquifer that currently contain freshwater. Springs in the nearby
mountains may be caused to dry up.
The connection between the springs in the nearby mountains and the pumping in the
valley is undetermined. The proponents of the project argue there is no connection.
However, there is insufficient understanding or empirical data to know what will happen
to the springs. If the springs do dry up as a result of the local pumping it will have a
severe impact on a local herd of Desert Bighorn Sheep.
The Cadiz Company does not seem to be concerned about these impacts. Once a large
public investment is made in the project, the pressure will mount to continue the project
including the mining of native groundwater.
9

The Cadiz project entails a substantial investment of public funds to build the facilities—
pipeline, pumping station, recharge basin, and well field. Monitoring the groundwater
system by observing water levels and water quality might reveal that the project
operation is creating adverse environmental impacts. However, the early warning signs
will be subtle, at best. The signals will be obscured by effects of the project operations,
both storage and pumping, and other natural water-level fluctuations

A number of individuals, in commenting on the Draft EIR/EIS suggested that the
recharge indicated the Draft Report was much too large—approximately an order of
magnitude too large. The Supplemental Draft EIR/EIS did not address this issue directly;
a different tack was taken. The Supplemental Report proposed extensive monitoring with
the idea that adjustments could be made to the project operation that would ameliorate
adverse impacts.

The problem with this idea is that once the project has operated for several decades the
groundwater system will be sufficiently perturbed that stopping the pumping of native
groundwater by the project will not stop the adverse impacts. Entirely stopping the
pumping of native groundwater is probably the most drastic corrective action that can be
taken. Clear signs of an overdraft of native groundwater will not occur until the project
has operated for some time. In the early stages of operation it will be easy to discount
early warning signs of adverse impacts as the result of project operations (storing water
and pumping stored water) or natural groundwater fluctuations
Once the groundwater system is perturbed, that perturbation will work its way through
the system at a rate dictated by the response time of the groundwater system. It is much
like a freight train put into motion; once it has started moving it will be difficult, if not
impossible, to stop the system from responding.
The traditional method of analyzing the impact of stopping pumping in a groundwater
system is:
1. to analyze the aquifer as if the pumping is continued; and
2. to superimpose a recharge well of opposite but equal magnitude at the site of the
pumping well.
This has the effect that the impacts of the pumping continue to migrate through the
aquifer even though the pumping has ceased. It takes some time for the impact of the
10
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superimposed recharge well to catch up with the impact of the pumping. The rule of
thumb is that the impact of the pumping after it is stopped persists for a time
approximately equal to the time of pumping. For example if one pumps for a year and
then stops, the impact of the pumping will persist for approximately another year—it
takes a year for the aquifer to recover. Therein lies the difficulty for monitoring; adverse
impacts persist within the system even after pumping ceases.
The problem of recovery of the system is compounded if a large quantity of groundwater
is mined. I made the point above that a number of investigators suggested that the
recharge to the aquifer in the area is probably 5,000 acre-feet annually (ac-ft/yr). This
estimate is an order of magnitude lower than the estimate presented in the Draft EIR/EIS
for the Cadiz Project; the project estimate was 50,000 to 60,000 ac-ft/yr. Let's assume for
the sake of argument that the project is operated based upon the higher estimate of 50,000
ac-ft/yr. Let's further assume that in 10 years of operation:
pumping indigenous groundwater
recharge
overdraft (groundwater mined)

10 years @ 50,000 ac-ft/yr
10 years @ 5,000 ac-ft/yr

500,000 ac-ft
50,000 ac-ft
450,000 ac-ft

Even if we stopped pumping indigenous groundwater after 10 years of operation we have
created an overdraft that will take at least 90 years to refill at a recharge rate of 5,000 acft/yr. This is without any other natural discharge from the system. Of course there will
be continued natural discharge or other extractions that the project operators will not be
able to control. By extension, if the project extracts groundwater at the proposed rate for
two or three decades as seems likely, an overdraft will be created that takes more than a
century or two to replenish.
If one is sufficiently alert there will be subtle early warning signs of trouble ahead.
However, the early warning will be sufficiently obscure as to not halt the mining of
native groundwater. As suggested above, once the project has operated for several
decades it will be impossible to halt the adverse impacts even if the pumping of native
groundwater is stopped. Let me try to illustrate my point further with results from the
earlier modeling.
Water Levels in Selected Observation Wells
Using a groundwater flow model I projected the drawdown at several observation wells
to illustrate the point about the difficulty associated with monitoring and control of the
Cadiz Project. In order to do the modeling one has to assume some schedule of project
operations. My assumed schedule of recharge and pumping is shown in Figure 1. Figure
2 is a map showing selected hypothetical observation well locations. Figure 3 shows the
model-projected hydrographs for the three hypothetical well locations.
Consider for example the drawdown in Fenner Valley as observed in the observation well
near Danby—see Figures 2 and 3. This well has almost no drawdown in 40 years of
project operation. The drawdown is approximately 3 feet in 50 years, but this is only the
beginning. The drawdown is 10 feet in 100 years, 50 years after the project was shut
11
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down, and the drawdown at Danby is continuing to decline. At 100 years the drawdown
is continuing to migrate up Fenner Valley to the north even though the pumping was
totally stopped 50 years earlier.
The monitoring situation is a bit clearer beneath Bristol Lake—see Figure 3. There is no
decline in the water table beneath the center of the lake out to 20 years. By 30 years the
drawdown is approximately 7 feet and by 50 years it is approximately 12 feet. Again this
is only the beginning, the drawdown goes to 20 feet in 80 years and remains at 20 feet to
100 years. Even though the project was stopped after year 50, there is no recovery in
water levels beneath the lake in 100 years.
Water Quality in Observation Well SCE 5
I ran a groundwater transport model to simulate the movement of the brine beneath
Bristol Lake. Observation well SCE 5 is situated approximately halfway from the
proposed project and Bristol Lake playa—see Figure 2. The total dissolved solids, as
observed in this observation well, are plotted in Figure 4. Notice that the dissolved solids
start to increase slightly in year 30. By year 45 it increases to 1,000 milligrams per liter
(mg/l); by year 50 the concentration is 1,300 mg/l. This water is still useable; but again
this is only the beginning. The concentration increases to more than 7,500 mg/l by 100
years, and it is still increasing—again the project was halted 50 years earlier.
The point shown especially by the brine movement is that we would have to halt the
pumping of native groundwater very early on in order for there not to be a significant
degradation in water quality at this location. I selected only one location to make my
point, but this is not an isolated location; the degradation in water quality between Bristol
Lake and the project will be widespread and continuing out to at least 100 years. The
groundwater flow into the cone of depression will still be significant at 100 years. The
groundwater flow from the region of Bristol Lake will bring with it brine from beneath
the lake. The outward flow of brine will render the groundwater unusable without costly
treatment. The modeling suggests an area more than 10 square miles will be impacted.
To make my point that adverse impacts persist I stopped the project after 50 years of
operation. To the reader this may suggest a worst-case scenario analysis. However, as
suggested above the same point can be made after a much shorter period. As indicated
above after a one-year period of pumping at any rate (for example 5,000 ac-ft/yr),
pumping impacts will exist in the system for approximately another year; after a decade
they will persist for approximately another decade; and so forth. The magnitude of the
drawdown created is a direct function of the pumping rate; for example, the drawdown
from pumping at 50,000 ac-ft/yr is ten times larger than drawdown from pumping at
5,000 ac-ft/yr. However, the rate at which the impacts migrate outward from the well
through the groundwater system are the same for both pumping rates.
Modeling as an Integral Part of Monitoring
Modeling is one of the tools that hydrogeologists use to assess impacts of development—
in this case recharge and withdrawal. Models have the ability to project the impacts into
12
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the future. The procedure in using a model is to fit the model output to empirical data.
This procedure is referred to as calibration, or in the petroleum industry history
matching. Once the model fits the observed data it is referred to as calibrated. The
calibrated model is then used to make predictions of the future response of the system.
Models are routinely calibrated based upon limited data sets. A steady-state model can
be calibrated using either a high or a low estimate of recharge. Usually the aquifer
permeability is adjusted to compensate for the high or low estimate of recharge. It will
take a period of sustained high pumping from the aquifer before the impact of the
recharge rate will be felt and a better estimate of the recharge provided by the modeling
or other analyses. The bottom line is that the long-term behavior of the aquifer cannot be
accurately estimated without a good upfront estimate of recharge.
During calibration what constitutes a good fit to the observed data is a matter of judgment
on the part of the modeler. Compounding the calibration is the fact that the data is never
sufficient to provide a unique model. The modeler adjusts the model parameters until an
adequate fit to the observations is achieved. However, the non-uniqueness arises from
the fact that another set of different model parameters could provide a similar fit to the
observations. In colloquial terms, there are too many knobs to adjust in the model to be
sure that the model is unique. Even so, once the model is calibrated it is used to make
predictions of aquifer response.
This leads to the fact that analysis of the future response using models, or other analytical
tools, has an inherent uncertainty associated with the prediction. The question is: in a
situation where one is controlling one’s actions based upon model predictions that are
uncertain, how seriously will the model results be taken? This question becomes more
important as the investment in the project increases.
Model uncertainty is likely to be used as an excuse for not taking warning signs predicted
by the model seriously. This is especially likely in a project like Cadiz where a very
substantial initial investment is made in the project before the model begins predicting
problems. The likelihood of discounting the early warning signs of a model prediction
are even greater where the decision to take remedial action is controlled by parties having
a direct financial stake in the production of native groundwater.

A FIVE-YEAR PILOT PROJECT
It has been suggested that concerns associated with the long-term impact of pumping
native groundwater can be resolved by using the first five years of the project as a pilot
project or trial period. Such a pilot project might give an indication of the potential longterm impacts of pumping groundwater; however, five years is a short period to reveal
how the long-term pumping of large quantities of native groundwater will impact the
system. In order to be at all definitive the pumping rate must be much larger than the
current Cadiz Company pumping for agriculture. There is an additional practical
problem; water for storage from the Colorado River is probably only available during the
13

first decade of project operation. This consideration will probably preclude pumping
large quantities of native groundwater during the first five years.
The major uncertainty in pumping native groundwater by the Cadiz Project is the
recharge—is it 50,000 or some larger figure, or is it 5,000 ac-ft/yr? A five-year project in
which a large amount of indigenous groundwater is pumped may provide an indication of
whether the proposed pumping is sustainable. The Cadiz Company is reportedly
currently pumping approximately 5,000 ac-ft/yr and has been doing so for more than a
decade. The impacts of the current pumping appear to be acceptable
At issue is what happens if the pumping of indigenous groundwater is increased
dramatically—up to the 50,000 ac-ft/yr of the projected recharge in the Draft EIR/EIS.
Unless the pumping in the pilot project is much larger than the current level of pumping
by the Cadiz Company, the pilot project will be inconclusive at best, and possibly
misleading. The pilot project pumping needs to approach the larger estimate of annual
recharge to be meaningful
A pilot project that calls for pumping so large a level of native groundwater is
inconsistent with the proposal to store large amounts of Colorado River water in the first
decade of the project when it is anticipated surplus water will be available from the
Colorado River. Beyond 2015 surplus water from the Colorado River may be quite
limited.

A SUSTAINABLE PROJECT
Many of the objections to the Cadiz Project are based upon the analysis that the project as
proposed will mine a large quantity of indigenous groundwater. Given our current
understanding of the groundwater system in the area, only a project that pumped a
smaller quantity of local groundwater while storing Colorado River water could be
sustainable indefinitely.
As suggested above, the recharge to the Cadiz/Fenner valley aquifers is probably of the
order of 5,000 ac-ft/yr. This is approximately equal to the quantity of groundwater being
pumped for irrigation by the Cadiz Company. The current agricultural pumping has, or
will capture the natural discharge that probably occurred as evaporation from the dry
lakes under virgin conditions. The agricultural pumping been going on for more than
decade and appears to have little, or no significant adverse impacts.
A Cadiz Project in which the quantity of groundwater pumped currently for irrigation is
acquired by the project, and not exceeded, is probably sustainable. This would be
pumping by the project instead of for agriculture—the irrigation by the Cadiz Company
would cease.
Accordingly, I recommend a sustainable Cadiz Project in which the total pumping of
native groundwater from the Cadiz/Fenner Valleys be restricted to an average of 5,000
ac-ft/yr.
14
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
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in the Draft EIR/EIS.
2. Water table groundwater systems respond slowly to perturbations. Impacts occur
at long times into the future. This poses a challenge for monitoring and control.
The delayed reaction of the groundwater system combined with the fact that the
subtle indications of overdraft tend to be masked or easily confused with
fluctuations due to other causes will profoundly undermine the early warning
system that has been proposed The weight of evidence indicates that the recharge
to the Cadiz/Fenner for the project. Furthermore, trigger levels of what
constitutes an early warning sign of adverse consequences have not been
specified. One is left with only verbal assurances that careful monitoring will
inform the project staff when bad consequences are anticipated. What triggers a
response and what the response will be is left unspecified.
3. Models are useful tools in the monitoring. They can be used to assess long-term
impacts. However, future predictions made using models carry a degree of
uncertainty inherent in the analysis. Given 1) the fact that a model analysis
indicates an unwanted future adverse impact, and 2) the uncertainty inherent in
the analysis, the question arises will such an analysis be sufficiently persuasive
to modify or halt the mining of native groundwater—especially given the
project investment?
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acquire the irrigation pumping of the Cadiz Company—irrigation in the area
would cease. This rate of pumping of native groundwater is equal to 250,000 acft over the 50-year life of the project. It is my recommendation that the project
be made sustainable with the pumping of native groundwater restricted to an
average rate of 5,000 ac-ft/yr.
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The Oasys system requires just one-tenth as much electricity as a reverse-osmosis system, McGinnis
says, because water doesn't have to be forced through a membrane at high pressure. That's a crucial
source of savings, since electricity can account for nearly half the cost of reverse-osmosis technology.
Not working with pressurized water also decreases the cost of building the plant—there is no need for
expensive pipes that can withstand high pressures. The combination of lower power consumption and
cheaper equipment results in lower overall costs.

Close Window

Published by MIT

The Oasys system will not help everyone. For example, it is unlikely to do much for farmers; although
they account for about 80 percent of fresh-water consumption, it wouldn't be cost-effective for them, in
part because farms are often located closer to aquifers and other water supplies than are large coastal
cities such as L.A. In addition, "there's a minimum amount of energy needed to strip salt ions out of
water," says Peter Gleick, president of the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment,
and Security in Oakland, California. "I don't think it will ever be cheap enough for irrigation." In
agricultural areas where water is scarce, he says, it's cheaper to switch to better irrigation practices.
Thursday, December 16, 2010

As coastal cities grow, however, so will their need for desalination services, says Kenneth Herd,
director of the water supply program at the Southwest Florida Water Management District. "It's not a
matter of if," he says, "but a matter of when."

Oasys Water says it will test complete, large-scale systems using forward osmosis early next year.
By Kevin Bullis

Copyright Technology Review 2011.

Oasys Water, a company that has been developing a novel, inexpensive desalination technology,
showed off a new development facility in Boston this week. The company, which has been
demonstrating commercial-scale components of its system in recent months, plans to begin testing a
complete system early next year and to start selling the systems by the end of 2011.
Currently, desalination is done mainly in one of two ways: water is either heated until it evaporates
(called a thermal process) or forced through a membrane that allows water molecules but not salt ions
to pass (known as reverse osmosis). Oasys's method uses a combination of ordinary (or forward)
osmosis and heat to turn sea water into drinking water.
On one side of a membrane is sea water; on the other is a solution containing high concentrations of
carbon dioxide and ammonia. Water naturally moves toward this more concentrated "draw" solution,
and the membrane blocks salt and other impurities as it does so. The resulting mixture is then heated,
causing the carbon dioxide and ammonia to evaporate. Fresh water is left behind, and the ammonia
and carbon dioxide are captured and reused.
Oasys says the technology could make desalination economically attractive not only in arid regions
where there are no alternatives to desalination, but also in places where fresh water must be
transported long distances. In California, for example, a massive aqueduct system now transports water
from north to south.
"The cost will be low enough to make aqueduct and dam projects look expensive in comparison," says
Oasys cofounder and chief technology officer Robert McGinnis, who invented the company's core
technology. The process could also require substantially less power than other desalination options.
"The fuel consumption and carbon emissions will be lower than those of almost any other water source
besides a local lake or aquifer," he says.
The key to making the process work was developing a draw solution with easy-to-remove solutes,
something that was done at a lab at Yale University. "Others have tried to develop other solutes for
desalination," McGinnis says, "but they haven't been successful so far."
The next-biggest technical challenge has been developing the membrane. The membranes used in
reverse osmosis are unsuitable for this process because they work best at high pressures. Forward
osmosis doesn't use high pressures, so water moves through these membranes too slowly for the
system to be practical. McGinnis and colleagues reëngineered the membranes, reducing the thickness
of the supporting material and increasing its porosity without changing a very thin layer that blocks
salts. These changes enabled water to pass through 25 times faster, McGinnis says.
The system uses far less energy than thermal desalination because the draw solution has to be heated
only to 40 to 50 °C, McGinnis says, whereas thermal systems heat water to 70 to 100 °C. These low
temperatures can be achieved using waste heat from power plants. Thermal-desalination plants are
often located at power plants now, but it takes extra fuel to generate enough heat for them. The new
system, on the other hand, could run on heat that otherwise would have been released into the
atmosphere.
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White Paper : Low Cost Seawater Desalination – Forward Osmosis Membrane Desalination
Research Area : Clean Energy, Water and Desalination
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Room N3-2b-42, School of MAE,
50 Nanyang Ave, Singapore 639798.
Collaborator : Han Hee Juan, General Manager, Ultra-Flo Pte Ltd
Summary :
Fresh water shortage in future will be unavoidable. At present, the oil rich Middle East countries and some
developed nations, includes Singapore, exchange of oil for water using desalination technologies which are
still very costly. The issues of global warming, depletion of oil reserve and the escalation of oil price, the
idea of exchanging oil for water will be unsustainable. In search of more efficient desalination processes
and attempting to use waste heat would be a long terms trend in desalination research and development.
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on the
Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

This proposal aims to explore the forward osmosis (FO) membrane desalination process using a draw fluid
with a high solute concentration. The FO process is to create a high osmotic pressure in the draw fluid on
one side of the membrane and draw the water from the saline water on the other side of the membrane into
the draw fluid. The draw fluid, diluted by water, is subsequently treated to obtain the pure water and the
solute is reused in the fresh draw fluid.
Research workers reported different chemicals as solute in draw fluid and different techniques to obtain
pure water from the water diluted draw fluid. So far no one had successful applied the research findings in
commercial scale desalination plant.
This project will explore different FO draw fluids, different method of removing solute from draw fluid,
cast dedicated RO membrane for FO process without the internal polarization and use energy efficient heat
pump for transporting heat of solute regeneration.
Objective :
The objective of this research is to explore the FO as low cost desalination processes. The approaches are :
(a) find a suitable draw fluid of high osmotic pressure; (b) cast a suitable RO membrane for FO process
with less internal polarization; (c) minimized electric energy input and (d) use waste heat or energy
efficient device like heat pump.
Motivation :
More than one out of six (1.1 billion) people lack access to safe drinking water. There are 26 countries do
not have enough water to sustain agriculture and economic development. A third of Africans live without
enough water as does most of the Middle-East. Within the next fifty years, the world population will
increase by another 40 to 50 %. This population growth - coupled with industrialization and urbanization will result in an increasing demand for water.
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The oil rich Middle East countries and some developed nations, includes Singapore, overcome their water
shortage through the exchange of oil for water using desalination technologies. The issues of global
warming and pollution, depletion of world oil reserve and the escalation of oil price, the idea of
exchanging oil for water will be unsustainable. In search of more efficient desalination processes and using
1
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the available waste energy for desalination would be a long terms trend in desalination research and
development.
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from the exothermic dissolution of gaseous solute into the concentrated draw solution. The only energy
input is for the heat pump, and its COP could be as high as 15 due to the small temperature difference
between the diluted and concentrated draw fluids.

Proposed research :
Topic : Forward osmosis membrane desalination process (FO)
The Forward osmosis (FO) process exploits the natural tendency of water to move in the direction of
higher osmotic pressure when two aqueous solutions having different salinity separated by a semipermeable membrane. Water flows across the semi-permeable membrane from a saline feed stream into a
highly concentrated “draw solution”, thus effectively separating the water from the saline feed water
stream.
Water is subsequently extracted from the diluted draw solution by removing the solute. In order to achieve
an effective FO desalination, the draw solution must have a high osmotic pressure and contain solutes that
are simple and can be easily removed and reused.
In an ammonia–carbon dioxide FO process, the draw solution is composed of ammonium salts formed by
the mixture of ammonia and carbon dioxide gases in an aqueous solution. A high concentration of
ammonium salts in water offers a solution of high osmotic pressure that is higher than that of the seawater.
When a semi-permeable membrane is placed in between the seawater and the draw fluid of higher osmotic
pressure, water flows across the membrane from the seawater feed into the draw solution causing the
dilution of the draw solution.
Fresh water is subsequently extracted from the diluted draw solution by removing the solute through
heating at low pressure. As a similar quantity of heat would be released when the solute is re-channeled
back and dissolved into the draw solution, a heat pump system could be applied to harvest the released heat
from the concentrated draw fluid as heat source for heating the diluted draw solution at higher temperature.
A system block diagram is shown in figure 1.

Some statistics from others :
1. Electrical energy – 0.25 kW-hr / cu M
2. Heat for removing gaseous solute – either waste heat or heat pump for heat reuse
3. Permeate flux – 2.1 to 21 gallon/sq ft per day
4. Recovery ratio – up to 75%
The advantage of this method is that it completely avoids the high mechanical energy needed to go against
the osmotic pressure in the RO process. The decomposition of the diluted draw solution could be done by
low quality waste heat at low temperature whose electric energy equivalent would be negligible. The heat
could also from the heat generated when the ammonia and carbon dioxide dissolved in the water though a
heat pump. The method could be applied to seawater and brackish water desalination and also equally
applicable to the extraction of water from treated sewer discharge.
Project plan :
The project will last for 36 months and the works to be carried out are listed as follows :
1st year : Select, develop and test suitable membranes for this application. Study the basic parameters that
affect the process. Study of using heat pump for the transfer of heat.
2nd year : Formulate and test other draw solutions and compared those with the Ammonia-Carbon dioxide.
3rd year : Construct and test a sizeable system using the technology.

Costing :
13 man-years of either PhD student/engineer/scientist
Cost of research hardware
Cost of a sizeable test system
Misc, travel, conference, patent and contingency
7% GST
20% NTU cost
Sub total

$864,000
$400000
$600000
$200000
$84,000
$429,600
$2,577,600

Total research grant applying = $2,577,600 (Two million five hundred and seventy-seven thousand and
six hundred dollars)

Figure 1 Block diagram showing a forward osmosis desalination system
In this proposal, work will based on ammonia-carbon dioxide water solution as draw fluid to study the FO
desalination process. Heat pump would be the new contribution to the work for recovering the solute
instead of using waste heat suggested by others. The project would also attempt to explore other solutes for
the draw fluid aimed to reduce energy consumption and better quality of the water from the process.
All the commercial RO membranes are designed for SWRO processes. The thick membrane structure
including the backing materials might not suit the FO application. It was reported that membrane internal
polarization hindered the permeate flux. This work also attempts to cast a new RO membrane that is
dedicated to the FO application.
The FO desalination does not require the high mechanical energy like the RO desalination process.
Theoretically, the energy for heating up the diluted draw solution to extract the water can be harnessed
2
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Oasys Water Commercializing Forward Osmosis
Membrane
* Reuters is not responsible for the content in this press release.
Mon May 10, 2010 8:00am EDT

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.--(Business Wire)-Oasys Water Inc., today announced the commercialization of a high performance
forward osmosis (FO) membrane as a next step towards the introduction of
disruptive, lower cost desalination and water reuse technology. Forward osmosis
is well known to be an emerging alternative for lower cost desalination, but
thus far two developments have limited its widespread adoption; a recoverable
solute and a membrane with both high flow rates and high salt rejection. Last
year, the company announced a solution for solute recovery; a patented ammonia
carbonate formulation producing high osmotic pressure which is recoverable using
low-grade heat. Today, the company is announcing that it is commercializing an
FO membrane developed by Yale University and is disclosing performance
specifications for the production of these membranes at full scale.
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This advancement now paves the way for commercialization of next generation
desalination products using the company`s patented Engineered OsmosisTM
platform. "We are excited about the performance of this first generation FO
membrane using thin film composite polyamide chemistry and we`ve tested modules
produced on existing membrane manufacturing lines without modifications. By
releasing performance specifications we are further encouraging the development
of new FO membranes and accelerating the deployment of lower cost desalination",
says Lisa Sorgini, Vice President of Markets and Strategy for Oasys Water.
A publication in this month`s Environmental Science and Technology (ES&T)
journal entitled High Performance Thin-Film Composite Forward Osmosis Membrane
authored by Professor Menachem Elimelech, Chair of Chemical Engineering at Yale
University, details the specifications and performance of the FO membrane.
Through an exclusive license and sponsored research agreement, Oasys has rights
to patented technology from Yale and is now expanding the collaboration to
further promote industry standards for forward osmosis.
"Yale continues to lead in the scientific understanding of forward osmosis and
we look forward to incorporating future developments into our products. We
believe that open collaboration with academia is critical to educating the
public on FO," adds Oasys Chief Technology Officer, Rob McGinnis.
About Oasys Water
Oasys (Osmotic Application Systems) is a Cambridge, MA based company developing
a suite of proprietary energy and resource recovery products to address the
growing, global water crisis. Engineered OsmosisTM (EOTM) is a platform for
reducing cost in the production of clean water, power and energy through more
efficient and sustainable utilization of resources. For information, please
visit: http://www.oasyswater.com.
Inquiries:
Lisa Sorgini, VP Markets and Strategy
LSorgini@OasysWater.com
or
Media:
BIGfishPR
David Gerzof, 617-713-3800
Oasys@BIGFishPR.com

Copyright Business Wire 2010
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Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board
Unanimously Approves HB Desalination Project
Huntington Beach, CA – Poseidon Resources today announced that the Santa Ana
Regional Water Quality Control Board (“SARWQCB”) unanimously approved
an amended National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (“NPDES”) Permit
for the Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Project (“Project”). SARWQCB
first approved
February 10th, 2012 in News, News Release, Press Release by admin No Comments »
Huntington Beach, CA – Poseidon Resources today announced that the Santa Ana Regional Water
Quality Control Board (“SARWQCB”) unanimously approved an amended National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (“NPDES”) Permit for the Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination
Project (“Project”).
SARWQCB first approved the Project’s NPDES permit in 2006 enabling the desalination facility to
operate in unison with the co-located Huntington Beach Generating Station (“HBGS”). The amended
permit allows the Project to operate in a “stand-alone” mode when the HBGS is temporarily shut
down; or when the HBGS is operating but its seawater discharge volumes are not sufficient to meet
the Project’s 126.7 MGD intake requirements.
“Poseidon Resources is grateful to the Regional Board and its staff for the thoughtful consideration
given to the Project,” said Poseidon Resources Vice President Scott Maloni. “The Regional Board’s
approval confirms that the Project’s stand-alone operation complies with all applicable state and
federal policies, laws and regulations, and the amended permit ensures long-term operational certainty
necessary to provide Orange County with a reliable, new drought-proof water supply,” he said.
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The California State Water Resources Control Board is the state’s prevailing regulatory authority on
water quality and was created by the legislature in 1967 to protect California’s waters. The Project’s
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stand-alone operations are regulated under California Water Code (CWC) Section 13142.5(b), which
requires new industrial facilities using seawater for processing to use the best available site, design,
technology and mitigation feasible to minimize intake and mortality of marine life. In approving the
Huntington Beach desalination facility’s temporary stand-alone operation the Santa Ana Regional
Board found the Project fully complies with CWC Section 13142.5(b).
The Regional Board’s approval of the Project clears the way for the California Coastal Commission to
consider approval of the final permit necessary before desalination facility construction can start.
Poseidon Resources has applied for a Coastal Development Permit (“CDP”) and a permit hearing is
anticipated later this year.
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“Poseidon is appreciative of the overwhelming support the community has expressed for the Project
over the past decade,” continued Maloni. “The Regional Water Board received dozens of letters of
support from the business community, local Huntington Beach residents, and all 14 members of
Orange County’s state legislative delegation. The enthusiasm for this project, which will bring both
water and jobs to Orange County, continues to grow,” said Maloni.
Over 2,000 jobs will be created during Project construction. Once completed, the seawater
desalination project will provide up to 50 million gallons of drinking water per day for Orange
County, approximately eight percent of the county’s water supply needs. For more information about
the project, log on to www.hbfreshwater.com.
Poseidon Resources specializes in developing and financing water infrastructure projects, primarily
seawater desalination and water treatment plants. These projects are implemented through
innovative public-private partnerships in which private enterprise assumes the developmental and
financial risks. For more information on Poseidon Resources and the company’s projects, visit
www.poseidonresources.com
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About the Pacific Institute
The Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment, and Security is an independent, non-profit center created in
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Economic Evaluation of the Cadiz Groundwater
Storage and Dry Year Supply Project,
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

1987 to conduct research and policy analysis in the areas of environment, sustainable development, and international security.
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The Pacific Institute
Economic Evaluation of the
Cadiz Project
July 16, 2001

Underlying all of the Institute’s work is the recognition that the pressing problems of environmental degradation, regional and
global poverty, and political tension and conflict are fundamentally interrelated, and that long-term solutions require an

Synopsis

interdisciplinary perspective. The Institute strives to improve policy through sound research and consistent dialogue with actionoriented groups from the international to local level.

This report summarizes the Pacific Institute’s economic evaluation of the Cadiz
groundwater storage and transfer project. The evaluation is consistent with and elaborates
on the analysis previously submitted by Professor Charles Howe of the University of
Colorado at Boulder, a highly experienced water resources economist, in response to the

About This Report
Proposals for meeting California water needs are always controversial, as are the analyses of the costs and benefits of those

draft Environmental Impact Report. It also updates the statements made by Gary Wolff,

Because the quantity of native

Principal Economist and Engineer at the Pacific Institute, in oral testimony before the

groundwater transferred is to be

Metropolitan Board of Directors on April 9 and 10, 2001.

determined by a groundwater

Our minimum mid-range estimate of the cost of water from the project is more than

proposals. One of the greatest uncertainties in studies of water is the cost of new water supply. Estimates of project cost depend on
a wide range of uncertain factors, including water yields, the cost of money, expected capital costs for construction, the amortization

45% higher than that estimated by Metropolitan staff because favorable assumptions were

reasonable values given uncertainty. Errors and omissions are often common as well, leading to unreliable or incorrect estimates.
Several historical and recent examples of inadequate cost projections should give those working in this field pause. Last year,
an economist at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers blew the whistle on biased cost-benefit studies for projects along the Missouri and

used by staff for four cost estimating inputs, rather than more neutral, middle of the road

Metropolitan is being asked to
invest at least $120 million in a

per acre-foot as opposed to a staff estimate of less than $600 per acre-foot. This is obviously

project that could be found, at a

important from a rate-payer perspective.

later time, to be economically

Perhaps more importantly, however, these adjustments imply that the cost of water

Mississippi rivers, leading to calls for reform of the process. Closer to home, the actual cost of the Diamond Valley reservoir was
considerably higher than originally estimated.
There is an old saying that there are few things more uncertain than the weather. Cost estimates might warrant that distinction.
Nonetheless, like the man with the imaginary chicken in the old joke — “I know the chicken is imaginary, but I keep it because I
need the eggs” — we continue to work hard at estimating the cost of water-supply projects, despite the uncertainty involved,

from the Cadiz project with 300,000 acre-feet or less of native groundwater take will
probably be more than $1,050 per acre-foot, far in excess of other storage projects available
to Metropolitan. That is, the project does not seem to make financial sense as a “storage
only” project.
Because the quantity of native groundwater transferred is to be determined by a

because of the importance of avoiding making inappropriate or unnecessarily expensive choices.
This report addresses a recent estimate of the cost of water from the Cadiz storage and water supply project. Using the same data
as project proponents, supplemented by generally available information, we offer an independent assessment of these costs. In
preparing this assessment, we found that the estimate prepared by consultants to the Metropolitan Water District made a number of
inappropriate or biased assumptions for at least four cost parameters. Changing these assumptions changes the range of cost
estimates for the Cadiz project quite significantly. We believe that there is a high probability that the cost of water from the Cadiz

groundwater monitoring program during implementation of the project, Metropolitan is
being asked to invest at least $120 million in a project that could be found, at a later time,
to be economically undesirable.

Method of Analysis

project will be significantly higher than the consultant’s estimate. This, in turn, should raise questions for policymakers and

Our analysis is based on information available in the public record or provided by

consumers about how to proceed with the project. What will be the ultimate cost of Cadiz water? The answer to this depends on

Metropolitan staff. A summary of the assumptions and calculations used in our analysis is

decisions still to be made, and on information that is still incomplete. We hope that this report will help to ensure that public policy

attached.

based on more accurate and complete information has a fighting chance.

(Contractual and business related uncertainties are also discussed in the report by Ernst &

Peter H. Gleick, Ph.D.
President

At least eight significant physical or economic cost factors are uncertain.

Young, described below). The significant physical and economic cost factors are:

1

These are: quantity of native groundwater taken, quantity of Colorado River water that can be stored,
the cost of obtaining water to be stored, and energy cost.

The research in this analysis was supported by a donation from the Western Environmental Law Center.-

implementation of the project,

assumptions. Our minimum2 mid-range cost estimate for the Cadiz project is about $850

1

period, and other factors. Often, the values chosen in analyses reflect the preferences and priorities of the analyst rather than the most

monitoring program during

2
We say “minimum” because two potentially significant cost factors — future environmental mitigation
and groundwater treatment costs — are not included in our mid-range cost estimate. These costs are
discussed, but are not appropriate to include prior to completion of the environmental impact statement.

undesirable.
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1.

Hydrologic uncertainty associated with historical variation in yearly and longer-term
weather patterns. This in turn affects the pattern of puts and takes that satisfies
Metropolitan’s operational opportunities and requirements.

Individual Cost Factors

2.

Future adjustments in the fair market value of native groundwater.

this section of our report. When a change in cost assumption from that used by Metropolitan

The Pacific Institute
Economic Evaluation of the
Cadiz Project

3.

Quantity of native groundwater that can be taken within environmental constraints.

staff or in our base case is appropriate, we describe the additional cost that results from

July 16, 2001

The eight cost estimating assumptions identified above are evaluated one by one in

changing only that assumption. The impact of combinations of changes in cost assumptions
4.

Quantity of Colorado River water that can be stored.

5.

The cost of obtaining water to be stored.

6.

The cost of electricity (approximately 90% of the estimated operation and maintenance
cost of the Cadiz project is for electricity).

7.

The cost of treating extracted water to satisfy stricter, future State or Federal water
quality standards.

is discussed in the next section.

1. Hydrologic Uncertainty
The usual and appropriate way to address uncertainty is to evaluate the range of

Metropolitan staff have estimated
that water from the Cadiz project
will cost, on average, about $200
per acre-foot more than the

8.

The cost of mitigating any environmental impacts that do occur despite efforts to
avoid such impacts. (Many water projects have had long-term environmental impacts
that were unforeseen initially, or occurred despite best efforts to prevent them).

favorable and unfavorable scenarios, and then to average them. This is precisely what

Annual water rate increases in the

Metropolitan staff did to address hydrologic uncertainty (e.g., the pattern and timing of wet

1990s in Southern California

and dry years). The staff estimate of $588 per acre-foot is the average of 77 hydrologic

exceeded inflation by about 3.5%.

scenarios.

In comparison, our mid-range cost

District is paying for wholesale
water today (around $400 per
acre-foot).

estimate for water from the Cadiz
Metropolitan staff and consultants have used reasonable mid-range assumptions for

2. Future Adjustments in the Fair Market Value of Groundwater

assigns reasonable mid-range values to cost items 3-6. We do not assign a mid-range value
to cost items 7 and 8 because doing so would be premature prior to completion of the
environmental impact report. That is, we present conservative results that are applicable even
if cost items 7 and 8 turn out to be insignificant. However, we discuss all eight cost factors,
below.
Metropolitan staff previously estimated a uniform unit cost of $588 per acre-foot for water
from the Cadiz project. Uniform unit cost estimates are the way economists compare the cost
per acre-foot of water from a project that will deliver water in different years at different prices
with the cost per acre-foot of water being paid today. The uniform unit cost estimate adjusts for
the time value (earning potential) of money. This means that Metropolitan staff have estimated
that water from the Cadiz project will cost, on average, about $200 per acre-foot more than the
District is paying for wholesale water today (around $400 per acre-foot). The staff cost
estimating procedure is documented in “Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry Year Supply
Program, Agreed Upon Procedures” (Ernst & Young, January 2001). Ernst & Young used the
draft Economic Terms and Responsibilities available in January, but subsequently stated that
their results also apply to the Economic Terms and Responsibilities approved in April.
Before examining the impact of realistic mid-range cost assumptions for items 3-6, we
created a base case economic analysis (spreadsheet attached) built around the assumptions
documented in Ernst & Young (2001), but updated to reflect the Economic Terms and
Responsibilities approved in April. Our base case cost estimate is $575 per acre-foot, very near
the staff estimate of $588 per acre-foot. This confirms that our analysis is an “apples to apples”
comparison with staff analysis. We emphasize, however, that our base case is used only as a
reference point. Calling it the “base case” does not imply that it is correct or likely to occur.

project -- in current dollars -- is
more than double (200%) the

items 1 and 2, but unreasonably favorable assumptions for items 3-8. Our evaluation
Staff and Ernst & Young investigated the impact of increases in fair market value
(FMV) of native groundwater. They investigated 3%, 5%, and 8% annual increases in the
nominal price to Metropolitan of native groundwater. These percentages include inflation
assumed at a rate of 3% per year: that is, they represent increases equal to the rate of
inflation, and 2% and 5% greater than the rate of inflation. The $588 per acre-foot estimate
is based on 3% inflation and a 3% increase per year in the nominal price of native
groundwater: That is, the estimate assumes Metropolitan’s contractual price for native
groundwater rises at the rate of inflation.
We compared these assumptions with historical water price and inflation data for
Southern California. Figure 3 of the 1999 Black & Veatch California Water Charge Survey
shows a Southern California rate trend that amounts to 5.5% per year, compounded, from
1991 to 1999. During that same period the change in the Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange
County Consumer Price Index (All Urban Consumers) was about 2% per year, compounded.
This implies that water rate increases in the 1990s in Southern California exceeded inflation
by about 3.5% (5.5 - 2.0).
These historical data indicate that the assumed inflation rate of 3% was unfavorable to
the project because the actual historic rate of inflation was lower (i.e., 2% is lower than 3%).
On the other hand, they also suggest that the assumption that 50% of the change in FMV is
equal to the rate of inflation was favorable to the project, because the actual adjustment in
FMV that would have taken place based on historic data is 0.75% higher than the rate of
inflation (i.e., 1/2 of 5.5% is 2.75%, which minus 2% is 0.75%) We analyzed a variety of
combinations of inflation rate and possible future changes in FMV, and concluded that the
staff assumptions for this cost factor were reasonable mid-range assumptions based on

current wholesale price of water.
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historical data. Of course, the historical rate of inflation and historical changes in water prices

full at present, any storage along the CRA requires additional water to be procured from the
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in Southern California may be a poor predictor of future inflation or future price changes.

State Water Project (or taken from other storage facilities).
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Historical data is merely the best data available at this time.

foot. This is the payment Metropolitan offers to large customers or member agencies that

3. Quantity of Native Groundwater that Can be Transferred
The staff estimate and base case assume 1.5 million acre-feet of native groundwater can be
transferred. This is not a reasonable mid-range estimate, but is at the favorable end of the range
of quantities of native groundwater that various parties have said may be available. We used a
mid-range estimate of 0.9 million acre-feet: the average of 1.5 and 0.3 million. This adjustment

Net take of native groundwater
requires that it be taken prior to
storage of Colorado River water or
after stored water is removed.
Operationally, net take of native
groundwater is therefore not
possible every year of the 50-year
project life.

A higher but equally valid estimate of the cost of the water to be stored is $154 per acre-

alone increases the estimated cost of water from the Cadiz project by about $45 per acre-foot. As
discussed in the section below, “Combinations of Cost Factors,” it has a much larger financial
impact than the impact in the Ernst & Young (January 2001) analysis of reduced transfer of
native groundwater.
We used 6,000 acre-feet per year as the lower end of the range of transfers: the amount
currently extracted by Cadiz for agricultural operations. This is also the sustainable yield estimated
from a variety of credible sources, as documented in comments on the draft environmental impact
statement. This amounts to no more than 0.3 million acre-feet over the 50 year time period. It
probably overstates the amount of native groundwater that can actually be taken once storage
operations begin, if 6,000 acre-feet per year is the sustainable yield, because recharge that occurs
during “storage years” will probably be lost at least in part to evaporation before it can be captured
for transfer.
We established the upper end of the range of native groundwater take as an average of 30,000
acre-feet per year; a total of 1.5 million acre-feet over 50 years. This figure is based on an operational
constraint that applies even if the 60,000 acre-feet per year sustainable yield estimate provided by
consultants to Cadiz, Inc. were accurate. Net take of native groundwater requires that it be taken
prior to storage of Colorado River water or after stored water has been removed. Operationally, net
take of native groundwater is therefore not possible every year of the 50-year project life. Our upper
end assumption of 1.5 million acre-feet is equivalent to 60,000 acre-feet per year in 25 of the 50
years of the project life (perhaps after Colorado River water has been stored and then removed).
Transfer of 1.5 million acre-feet of native groundwater is probably the maximum quantity of

Metropolitan cannot store water and meet current demands in any year without obtaining

Metropolitan avoids when demand decreases by an acre-foot. This is the same as the cost
of obtaining and delivering an extra acre-foot, which is essentially what is required when
an acre-foot is stored somewhere in the Metropolitan system, then brought back from
storage at a later time.
Consequently, we used the average of $90 and $154 ($122) for our mid-range cost

Members at the April 10th meeting,

assumption of $0 per acre-foot for the water to be stored. This adjustment alone causes the

the currently ongoing Integrated

cost of water from the Cadiz project to increase by about $33 per acre-foot. As discussed

Resource Planning (IRP) process --

below, it has a much larger financial impact as less native groundwater is available, because

if applied to the Cadiz project --

stored water becomes a larger percentage of total water from the project as the quantity of

might find that the Cadiz project is

native groundwater transferred declines.

not economically attractive

In addition, this cost will probably not affect alternative conjunctive use projects
equally. For example, the cost of obtaining water to be stored may be much higher for the
Cadiz and Hayfield projects as compared with the Arizona or Coachella Valley projects,
because the latter projects would not reduce water at the discharge end of the Colorado
River Aqueduct in storage years, and therefore would not require replacement water from
the State Water Project. Colorado River Water stored before it is placed in the CRA will
probably have a much lower cost than State Water Project water, an issue that apparently
has not been evaluated. As noted by several Board Members at the April 10th meeting, the
currently ongoing Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) process — if applied to the Cadiz
project — might find that the Cadiz project is not economically attractive relative to other
conjunctive use opportunities.

5. Quantity of water that can be stored
The staff and base case estimates assume 1,000,000 acre-feet can be stored. This is the

Feasibility and Facilities Report (Black & Veatch, November 1999). Storage capacity as
low as 500,000 acre-feet was also considered reasonable by Black & Veatch. A mid-range
estimate of 750,000 acre-feet3 is more appropriate than the assumption used, and in itself

$575 per acre-foot assume zero cost of the water to be stored. This is clearly inaccurate. Metropolitan

in wet years has been around $90 per acre-foot. Since the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) flows

As noted by several Board

estimate. This is much more realistic than the staff and Pacific Institute (PI) base case

additional water that year. The staff estimate of $588 per acre-foot and our base case estimate of

staff informed us that the minimum variable cost for additional water from the State Water Project

July 16, 2001

calculation of the avoided costs of conservation: that is, the variable cost per acre-foot that

upper end of the range identified in the Environmental Planning Technical Report, Project

4. The Cost of Water to be Stored

The Pacific Institute
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Cadiz Project

can reduce water use by at least 10 acre-feet per year. It is reportedly based on an internal

transfer that would be operationally possible, if recharge were 60,000 AF/ year, given that
Metropolitan plans to store as much Colorado River water as can be stored prior to 2017.

5

3
In fact, an as yet unpublished evaluation of storage capacity by John Bredehoft found that 750,000
acre-feet of storage was the maximum storage capacity, not the middle of the reasonable range. But we
use the middle of the Black & Veatch range because it is a credible source as well.

relative to other conjunctive use
opportunities.
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increases the absolute cost of water from the Cadiz project by about $35 dollars per acre-
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foot. As discussed below, this factor also has a much larger financial impact as native

July 16, 2001

groundwater quantity declines because the fixed costs of the project must be spread over
fewer and fewer acre-feet, total.
In addition, this adjustment makes the Cadiz project less attractive relative to other
conjunctive use projects. If storage capacity of the Cadiz project is smaller than 1,000,000
acre-feet, the cost estimates for other conjunctive use projects are unaffected. As noted by
th

several Board Members at the April 10 meeting, the IRP process could conceivably find
that the Cadiz project is not economically attractive relative to other conjunctive use
opportunities.

6. The Cost of Electricity

project.

chromium that are in excess of Federal and State drinking water standards that have already
been proposed. It is likely that more stringent standards for arsenic and chromium will be

July 16, 2001

adopted in the next few years. Over the 50-year time horizon of the project, it seems certain
that extracted water (whether stored or native) will require some level of treatment. The
staff and base case estimates, however, implicitly assume that any water treatment costs
during this period will be small enough to be borne by Cadiz, Inc., as required under the
approved Economic Terms and Responsibilities.

since stored water will commingle with native groundwater or may leach naturally occurring
minerals from soil and rock. Currently proposed standards might require reverse osmosis

of an acre-foot from the Cadiz
The staff estimate and base case assume electricity at rates that are no longer available

treatment: with current costs in the range of $500-$600 per acre-foot. Even if treatment by

in California: $0.045 per kilowatt-hour (kwh). Presumably this was realistic when Black &

RO were not required until 2017, the real cost of water from the Cadiz project would

Veatch estimated project costs in 1999, but it is not realistic today given that power for the

increase by $500 to $600 per acre-foot at that time.

Cadiz project must be purchased on the spot market (Black & Veatch, 1999) or generated by

Even though Cadiz is contractually required to pay for treatment of extracted water, a

Metropolitan in new energy production facilities. New electricity, at least in the next few

requirement for RO treatment — or any significant treatment requirement — would almost

decades, will not cost $0.045 per kwh. Consequently the staff and base case analysis are

certainly bankrupt the Cadiz corporation, shifting water treatment costs to Metropolitan.

unreasonably favorable.

Nonetheless, rather than arbitrarily selecting a mid-range or expected cost of treatment, we

It is difficult to estimate the long-term mid-range cost of electricity for the project.

omit this cost factor in our mid-range cost estimate. Given the enormous uncertainty about

Nine cents per kwh was a typical retail electric price prior to our current crisis. It is far lower

future water treatment costs, we felt it was better to present a conservative mid-range economic

than Metropolitan apparently paid recently for marginal kilowatt hours for pumps on the

analysis that does not quantify this cost factor. After all, less stringent chromium or arsenic

CRA (over $0.40 per kwh), and slightly higher than the ten to twenty year contracts for new

standards than those currently proposed may be adopted, and less costly treatment techniques

natural gas power plants signed by the State of California since the current crisis began

would then be feasible.

($0.06 to $0.07 per kwh, plus transmission and distribution costs). Since transmission and

Whether this cost factor affects the Cadiz project more or less than other conjunctive

distribution costs amount to well more than $0.02 or $0.03 per kwh, our assumption that

use projects depends on the quality of native groundwater and the nature of geologic

power could be delivered to the appropriate pumping station(s) for $0.09 per kwh may be

materials at other sites. It is certainly not true – as some Metropolitan staff have claimed —

too low. But because project economics are very sensitive to the cost of energy, we have

that all underground storage projects have the same financial exposure (risk profile) with

been careful to avoid a mid-range assumption that may be overly pessimistic.

respect to future water treatment costs.

Each additional cent per kwh, alone, adds about $25 to the cost of an acre-foot from the
Cadiz project. Since we used $0.09 per kwh as a mid-range cost estimate, the change in the

8. Mitigation of Environmental Impacts

cost of energy assumption, alone, increases the cost of water from the Cadiz project by
about $110 per acre-foot.
Again, this cost factor does not affect the Cadiz and other conjunctive use projects
equally. For example, higher electricity costs affect the Cadiz project much more than the
Hayfield project because Hayfield is much closer to the CRA; and therefore requires less
energy for pumping. This is yet another reason that the IRP process might find that the
Cadiz project is economically unattractive relative to other conjunctive use opportunities.

7
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Native groundwater in the Cadiz and Fenner Basins contains levels of arsenic and

This cost factor is potentially very large, and also applies to a storage-only project

Each additional cent per kwh,
alone, adds about $25 to the cost

O_NALC
7. Future Water Treatment Costs

The staff and base case analyses assume that environmental impacts can be mitigated
for $2 million, in total. This may be correct or incorrect. It is speculative at least until the
Environmental Impact Report is completed. However, it is worth noting the potential
environmental impacts that have been raised in comments and that could lead to significant
mitigation costs. These include air quality impacts, impacts to the threatened desert tortoise,
impacts on springs on which desert bighorn sheep depend, and water quality impacts from
outward migration of brine from under Bristol and Cadiz Lakes. While estimates for the
cost of most of these impacts cannot be made at present, it is useful to note that the cost of

Over the 50-year time horizon of
the project, it seems certain that
extracted water (whether stored or
native) will require some level of
treatment.
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mitigating airborne dust impacts from drying out of Owens Lake is currently estimated to

9
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be $60 million. Like the future cost of water treatment, the future cost of mitigation may be
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large.
Although reasonable estimates of mitigation costs cannot be made at this time, it is
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important to note that uncertainty in this cost factor affects the cost of the project
asymmetrically: good news cannot reduce project costs significantly, but bad news can
increase project costs significantly. Since environmental impacts and their mitigations are

Table 1: Sensitivity of the Cadiz, Arvin-Edison, and Semitropic Project Cost Estimates
to the Quantity of Native Groundwater Available at the Cadiz Site

very project specific, there is again no reason to believe that this cost factor for the Cadiz
project would apply equally to alternative conjunctive use projects.

project is probably economically
undesirable unless it includes
significant transfers of native
groundwater.

Combinations of Cost Factors
The sum of the cost impact of each point identified above is not equal to their impact
collectively. For example, less native groundwater increases the cost of the project, but
reduces the cost increase caused by upward movement of the Fair Market Value for native
groundwater. Our minimum mid-range cost estimate of about $850 per acre-foot accounts
for these interactions.
In addition, estimates of the cost of the project over the range of native groundwater
transfers – after combinations of cost factors are accounted for – differ significantly from
the estimates prepared by Ernst & Young in January 2001. Ernst & Young (January 2001)
analyzed the impact of more or less native groundwater using unrealistically low values for
the cost of procuring water to be stored and the cost of electricity, and an unrealistically
high value for the quantity of water to be stored. Once these three cost factors are adjusted
to mid-range values, the cost of water from the Cadiz project becomes very high – over

Figure 1: Sensitivity to Quantity of Native Groundwater Transferred

$1,000 per acre-foot – when native groundwater transfer is limited.
Table 1 and Figure 1 compare three estimates of the cost of water from the Cadiz project
at six levels of native groundwater take varying from 0 acre-feet to 1,500,000 acre-feet. The

$1,600

Ernst & Young (January 2001) and Pacific Institute (PI) Base Case estimates are very similar,

$1,400

-

$1,200

-

and give the impression the Cadiz project is competitive with the Arvin and Semitropic
projects. The much more realistic Pacific Institute mid range estimate, however, shows in
sharp contrast that the Cadiz project does not compare well with the Arvin or Semitropic
projects unless a significant amount of native groundwater can be taken. For example, at
900,000 acre-feet of native groundwater transfer the Cadiz project ($840) is estimated to
cost more than the Semitropic project ($797) and is much more expensive than the Arvin
project ($491).
At 300,000 acre-feet of native groundwater, we estimate that water from the Cadiz

Cadiz Project Unit Cost ($/AF)

Our analysis demonstrates that the

$1,000
$800

-

123
123
123

-

$600

-

$400

-

$200

-

1234
1234
1234
1234

1234
1234
1234
1234
1234
1234
1234
1234

1234
1234
1234
1234

1234
1234
1234
1234

1234
1234
1234
1234

only comparison with the Arvin and Semitropic projects — we estimate that water from the
Cadiz project will cost more than $1350 per acre-foot. Although Cadiz must turn over the

$0
0

PI Base Case
PI Mid-Range
Arvin
Semitropic

project will cost more than $1,050 per acre-foot, excluding future water treatment costs and
environmental mitigation costs. At 0 acre-feet of native groundwater — a direct storage-

E&Y

500,000

1,000,000

Quantity of Native Groundwater (AF)

1,500,000
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6,000 acre-feet of native groundwater it is currently using if necessary to provide 300,000
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acre-feet of transfer water to Metropolitan, the proposed contract also limits actual quantities
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of transfer water to those which are consistent with environmental protection. The
operational issue raised previously suggests that it is possible, and likely if 6,000 acre-feet
per year is the sustainable yield of the Fenner and Cadiz Basins, that less than 300,000 acrefeet of native groundwater will be available to Metropolitan for transfer.
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Appendix A: Summary of Cost Estimating Assumptions

Pacific
Institute
The base case assumptions were based on information in the Economic Terms and ResponsibilitiesThe
approved
in April;
the
Economic Evaluation of the

Environmental Planning Technical Report, Project Feasibility and Facilities Report (Black & Veatch, November 1999);
Cadiz
Cadizthe
Project
Julystaff.
16, 2001
Agreed Upon Procedures (Ernst & Young, January 2001); and staff reports or telephone conversations with Metropolitan
Key
assumptions are listed below, with their relevant source:
Base Case Assumptions

Source

Conclusions
The absolute cost of the Cadiz project is likely to be much higher than the $588 per
acre-foot estimate presented by Metropolitan staff because four unreasonably favorable
There is a good reason to question
the economics of the currently
proposed contract with Cadiz Inc.
absent a detailed, credible field
assessment of the sustainable yield
of native groundwater.

assumptions are embedded in that estimate. (Items 3-6 in the list of cost factors, above.) A

Put & Take pre-payments and payments

April Terms

Groundwater pre-payments and payments

April Terms

Capital and Equipment Replacement Costs

Black & Veatch

O&M Costs in Put, Take, and Idle Modes

Black & Veatch

Energy cost is 85-93% of O&M cost

Black & Veatch

Spot Market Energy cost of $0.045/ kwh (1999)

Black & Veatch

Discount Rate of 6%

Ernst & Young

energy cost, water treatment cost, and environmental mitigation costs. The relative

Inflation Rate of 3%

Ernst & Young

attractiveness of the Cadiz project and alternative projects may change significantly if they

Native groundwater transfer of 1,500,000 AF

Ernst & Young

are thoroughly compared and contrasted through the IRP process.

Groundwater price of $230/ AF

April Terms

FMV adjustment of 3%

Ernst & Young

reasonable, minimum, mid-range estimate of cost that uses appropriate values for cost
factors 3-6 is about $850 per acre-foot, or about 45% higher than the staff estimate.
Furthermore, at least five cost factors will not have an equal effect on the Cadiz project
and alternative projects: cost of water to be stored, quantity of water that can be stored,

Finally, if 300,000 or less acre-feet of native groundwater are available for transfer,
water from the Cadiz project is estimated to cost from $1,050 to $1,350 per acre-foot. This
is at least 2.5 times Metropolitan’s current average cost of water; at least 2.0 times the staff
estimate of the cost of water from the Arvin project; and at least 1.25 times the staff estimate

Storage capacity of 1,000,000 AF

Ernst & Young

Zero payment for water to be stored

staff

Mitigation costs of $2 million, included in capital cost

Black & Veatch

Extracted water treatment cost paid by Cadiz

April Terms

Mid-Range Estimate Changes From Base Case

Source

of the cost of water from the Semitropic project. There is good reason to question the
economics of the currently proposed contract with Cadiz Inc. absent a detailed, credible
field assessment of the sustainable yield of native groundwater, and analysis of Cadiz, Inc.’s
capacity to pay for future water treatment.

Because the quantity of native groundwater

transferred is to be determined by a groundwater monitoring program during
implementation of the project, Metropolitan is being asked to invest at least $120 million

900,000 acre-feet of native groundwater

Average of reasonable range (0.3 to 1.5 million acre-feet)

$122 per acre-foot for water to be stored

Average of two Metropolitan sources; staff on the marginal operating
cost of water from the State Water Project; and the avoided cost water
conservation payment available to large customers.

Groundwater storage capacity of 750,000 acre-feet

Middle of Black &Veach Range (0.5 - 1.0 million AF).

Electricity at $0.09 per kwh

Retail rate before the current crisis, and consistent with 10 year or
longer-term contracts signed by the Governor recently for electricity
from new natural gas plants. Note that the March 2001 staff report
shows spot market electricity for the CRA has increased 12-fold in
the last year.

in a project that could be found, at a later time, to be economically undesirable.

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052

2001
2002

Year

Cost Estimating Inputs:

Sum of Puts, 0 Loss
Sum of Takes, w/Losses, Nominal

Sum of Takes, w/Losses, Discounted

1.0000
1.0300
1.0609
1.0927
1.1255
1.1593
1.1941
1.2299
1.2668
1.3048
1.3439
1.3842
1.4258
1.4685
1.5126
1.5580
1.6047
1.6528
1.7024
1.7535
1.8061
1.8603
1.9161
1.9736
2.0328
2.0938
2.1566
2.2213
2.2879
2.3566
2.4273
2.5001
2.5751
2.6523
2.7319
2.8139
2.8983
2.9852
3.0748
3.1670
3.2620
3.3599
3.4607
3.5645
3.6715
3.7816
3.8950
4.0119
4.1323
4.2562
4.3839
4.5154

1.0000
0.9434

Inflation
Factor

0.8900
0.8396
0.7921
0.7473
0.7050
0.6651
0.6274
0.5919
0.5584
0.5268
0.4970
0.4688
0.4423
0.4173
0.3936
0.3714
0.3503
0.3305
0.3118
0.2942
0.2775
0.2618
0.2470
0.2330
0.2198
0.2074
0.1956
0.1846
0.1741
0.1643
0.1550
0.1462
0.1379
0.1301
0.1227
0.1158
0.1092
0.1031
0.0972
0.0917
0.0865
0.0816
0.0770
0.0727
0.0685
0.0647
0.0610
0.0575
0.0543
0.0512

Discount
Factor

Met Cap + Loan Exp
Electricity ($/kwh)
GW Price ($/af)
GW FMV Adjustment
O&M Put@150,000af
O&M Take@150,000af
O&M Idle (fixed)
Put Fee ($/af)
Take Fee ($/af)

Cadiz Base Case Uniform Unit Cost Estimate ($/af):

0
0

827,034

131,132
85,108
84,663
84,215
78,318
79,381
55,588
42,384
33,911
32,034
33,518
23,359
21,654
18,824
5,988
3,980
3,624
2,897
2,196
1,385
730
197
0
0
0
1,948
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Put (af)

$80,600,000
$0.045
$230
3.00%
$3,800,000
$8,000,000
$450,000
$50
$40

Appendix B: Economic Analysis Spreadsheet, Base Case

0
0

744,329

0
17,325
753
22,948
7,792
7,740
21,065
11,312
23,649
12,052
21,195
13,610
30,961
16,922
74,269
23,377
69,234
26,208
61,545
27,273
50,988
29,057
44,540
23,677
37,233
14,643
22,862
10,892
8,769
7,140
4,402
896
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Storage
Take (af)

0
0

1,499,983

0
25948
5735
26416
31247
30156
46351
36844
49883
40156
52078
41325
57883
46835
99558
46610
82026
40364
73364
47657
68605
53174
72423
46096
62654
50488
53253
49256
40105
34372
22840
21429
21429
16225
3951
1948
1299
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

GW Take
(af)

Water Treatment ($/af)
Environ. Mitigation ($)
Stored Water Procurement Cost
Native GW Take(af)
Cost of Funds
CPI for Put & Take Fees
Equipment Replacement
Loss of Stored Water
Max GW Storage (af)

0
0

2,244,312

794,320

0
34,878
5,079
35,173
26,972
24,688
40,976
27,834
39,739
26,868
35,361
25,118
37,926
25,897
65,503
25,123
50,567
21,137
40,146
21,239
31,773
20,767
27,787
15,705
21,138
13,202
14,443
10,900
8,357
6,701
4,153
3,251
2,955
2,111
485
226
142
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total Take
(Disc. af)

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052

$0
$0

Year

$6,900,000
$6,900,000
$6,900,000
$6,900,000
$6,900,000
$15,274,841
$15,733,086
$16,205,079
$16,691,231
$17,191,968
$17,707,727
$18,238,959
$18,786,128
$19,349,712
$19,930,203
$20,528,109
$21,143,952
$21,778,271
$22,431,619
$23,104,568
$23,797,705
$24,511,636
$25,246,985
$26,004,394
$26,784,526
$27,588,062
$28,415,704
$29,268,175
$30,146,220
$31,050,607
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

GW
Payments
($)

$0
$0
$0
1,499,983
6.0%
3.0%
$400,000
10%
1,000,000

$575

-$451,542

$1,343,960

$0

$744,118

$80,600,000

Capital & Eq.
Replacement
($)

100 (% of 1 mill.)

100 (% of 1.5 mill)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,223,941
$3,320,659
$3,420,279
$3,522,888
$3,628,574
$3,737,431
$3,849,554
$3,965,041
$4,083,992
$4,206,512
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$54,000,000
$0

Put & Take
Payments
($)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,425,162
$1,467,917
$1,511,955
$1,557,313
$1,604,033
$1,652,154
$1,701,718
$1,752,770
$1,805,353
$1,859,513
$1,915,299
$1,972,758
$2,031,940

O&M Idle
Costs ($)

Sum of Discounted Expenditures

$0
$0
$0
$2,521,897
$389,456
$3,052,075
$2,486,112
$2,485,723
$4,554,697
$3,351,075
$5,270,446
$3,854,298
$5,571,721
$4,302,608
$7,167,174
$5,297,671
$14,876,870
$6,169,485
$13,733,868
$6,225,835
$12,995,235
$7,434,233
$12,221,470
$8,655,466
$12,680,624
$7,791,422
$11,488,823
$7,715,988
$9,287,766
$7,559,611
$6,326,935
$5,535,111
$3,741,355
$3,158,047
$3,122,240
$2,434,929
$610,725
$310,145
$213,021
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

O&M Take
Costs ($)

$3,524,321
$2,355,995
$2,413,987
$2,473,249
$2,369,067
$2,473,258
$1,783,903
$1,400,972
$1,154,530
$1,123,345
$1,210,646
$869,021
$829,758
$742,955
$243,428
$166,651
$156,297
$128,691
$100,478
$65,272
$35,435
$9,850
$0
$0
$0
$109,619
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

O&M Put
Costs ($)

$10,424,321
$11,777,893
$9,703,443
$12,425,324
$14,979,120
$23,554,481
$25,491,965
$24,480,013
$26,744,781
$25,907,042
$28,339,649
$27,375,630
$30,867,053
$29,596,850
$35,050,500
$26,864,245
$35,034,117
$28,132,797
$35,527,332
$31,348,190
$36,054,609
$33,176,952
$37,927,609
$33,795,817
$38,273,349
$35,413,669
$37,703,470
$36,827,786
$36,473,155
$36,585,718
$3,741,355
$3,158,047
$3,122,240
$2,434,929
$610,725
$310,145
$213,021
$1,425,162
$1,467,917
$2,855,914
$1,557,313
$1,604,033
$1,652,154
$1,701,718
$1,752,770
$1,805,353
$1,859,513
$1,915,299
$1,972,758
$1,580,398

$134,600,000
$0

Total Ann.
(Nom. $)

$456,454,771

$9,277,609
$9,888,946
$7,686,036
$9,284,925
$10,559,689
$15,665,075
$15,993,974
$14,489,682
$14,934,146
$13,647,506
$14,083,937
$12,834,763
$13,652,527
$12,349,731
$13,797,499
$9,976,425
$12,273,985
$9,298,255
$11,077,590
$9,221,240
$10,005,338
$8,685,635
$9,367,306
$7,874,379
$8,412,866
$7,343,660
$7,375,935
$6,796,816
$6,350,346
$6,009,381
$579,751
$461,663
$430,593
$316,797
$74,961
$35,913
$23,270
$146,871
$142,714
$261,942
$134,750
$130,937
$127,231
$123,630
$120,131
$116,731
$113,427
$110,217
$107,098
$80,941

$134,600,000
$0

Total Ann.
(Disc. $)
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3151 Airway Avenue, Suite F-110
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Phone 714-850-1965
Fax 714-850-1592
www.Coastkeeper.org

February 6, 2012
Sent via U.S. Postal Service and Electronic Mail
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: (213)599-4300
FAX: (213)599-4301
Email: cadizproject@esassoc.com
RE: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft EIR
Dear Mr. Tom Barnes, ESA and Santa Margarita Water District,
Orange County Coastkeeper (“Coastkeeper”) is an environmental organization with the mission to
preserve, protect and restore the watersheds and coastal environments of Orange County. We write on
behalf of our collective membership to express our reservations with the Environmental Impact Report
(“EIR”) issued for the Cadiz Valley Water Project by the Santa Margarita Water District (“SMWD”),
which would result in water from the Cadiz Valley being distributed within Coastkeeper’s jurisdiction.
I.

Factual Inconsistencies and Misleading Conclusions within the EIR
A. The Project May Result in Serious Harm to Wildlife

The most essential element for a thriving desert ecosystem is water, and it is also the scarcest. Coastkeeper
understands that securing water resources for southern California is important. However, we must also
choose projects with the least amount of impact to delicate ecosystems. While the land surrounding the
Cadiz water project appears abandoned and barren to the naked eye, there are many unique species of
desert flora and fauna that reside in the region, and they will certainly be impacted by the removal of water
from this region. Although the EIR claims that the water that would be removed by the project would
1
otherwise simply evaporate1, the water, even when deep underground, actually plays an important role in
the desert ecosystem. The EIR does not account for the impacts of the water supply being diverted from
its natural course: evaporation through the soil. It is through this evaporation process that much of the soil
is kept packed together and plants and animals can utilize the water while it is on the surface. In other
words, the water does not evaporate instantaneously when it reaches the surface.
The Draft EIR incorrectly states that the project’s construction activities would not significantly harm
wildlife. According to the EIR, the project’s impact on plant and animal, “species identified as a candidate,

2

sensitive, or special-status species,” would be, “less than significant with mitigation.” 2 However, extraction
of thousands of acre-feet of groundwater would significantly lower the groundwater table throughout the
project area and the surrounding area. This could significantly impair plant growth in the region by
lowering the groundwater table to a level where the roots of some species of plants cannot reach. When
any species of plant is harmed in this way, it can affect the entire ecosystem, as the animal and insect
species that depend on that species of plant lose an important source of food and/or habitat, and the
animals that depend on these animals are affected, and so on through the food web. The EIR states that
observation wells would be installed to monitor the effects of the project on groundwater outside of the
project area. However, once these wells detect significant lowering of the groundwater table outside of the
project area, that damage could be permanent. Furthermore, while these wells would be designed to
monitor the project’s effects on groundwater outside of the project area, there is very little thought given
to the potentially harmful effects that a lowered groundwater table inside the project area could have on
wildlife.

2

In addition to the harm caused by lowering the groundwater table, the project’s construction activities
could also significantly harm wildlife. For instance, the EIR acknowledges that some plant and animal
species will likely need to be relocated outside of the construction areas. While the project describes this as
a mitigation measure, this would actually be extremely disruptive to these species’ lifecycles. For instance,
the EIR describes the installation of one way doors in the burrows of burrowing owls to keep them out of
their burrows within the construction area, presumably to prevent the owls from being killed or injured by
construction.3 Yet, despite the EIR’s description of that process as a “mitigation measure,” it would
actually force the burrowing owls to relocate away from Cadiz property. While this would lessen the
likelihood that owls are killed by construction, forcing the owls to find new habitat is not a suitable
mitigation measure. Even more dramatic measures will be taken to force American badgers to leave the
project area. The EIR states, “If the qualified biologist determines that potential dens may be active, the
entrances of the dens shall be blocked with soil, sticks, and debris for three to five days to discourage use
of these dens prior to Project disturbance.”4 This would effectively trap the badgers in their dens for
several days to get them to flee once the blockages are removed. As with the burrowing owls, the EIR
discounts the disturbance that would be caused to the animals by the “mitigation measures.” Coastkeeper
fundamentally disagrees with the notion that measures which force at-risk animals to relocate from their
favored habitat to other areas do not have a significant environmental impact.

3

B. Groundwater Extraction and Storage May Result in Serious Environmental and Economic
Harm to Neighboring Landowners
Lowering the groundwater table in the region could have a significant impact on neighboring landowners.
One potential problem involves the impact the project could have on nearby wells. The EIR acknowledges
that the reduction of available fresh groundwater could significantly increase the salinity of neighboring
wells.5 This could increase neighboring landowners’ costs by forcing them to acquire fresh water from
other sources. While the EIR lists several mitigation strategies for dealing with decreased water quality in
neighboring wells, landowners engaging in agriculture could suffer significant economic harm while the
mitigation measures are put into effect. Furthermore, lowering the groundwater table cold have the same
effect on wells that it has on plants: it could lower the groundwater out of their reach, forcing the owners
of neighboring wells to drill deeper to reach water.
2

Id. at ES-14, ES-17.
Id. at ES-16.
Id.
5 Id. at 4.9-53.
3
4

1

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft EIR at ES-2 (2011).
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Water quality could also be seriously affected by the Imported Water Storage Component of the project
because the water that would be brought into the area from outside sources is predicted to be more saline
than the water already in the aquifer. Furthermore, there is a risk that other contaminants could be brought
into the aquifer through the water storage phase of the project. While it is stated that the levels of
contaminants such as perchlorate, nitrates, or other unknowns will be monitored before recharged into the
system, it is unknown what will happen if the entire imported water storage system gets contaminated,
thus limiting the amount of water recharged into the basin.
In addition to affecting the quantity and quality of groundwater on neighboring owners’ land, the project
may cause subsidence of neighboring land because removal of water from the soil reduces the soil’s
structural integrity. In section 4.6-35, Geologically Unstable Area, the analysis lists scenarios under which
subsidence of the area surrounding the project will occur due to groundwater extraction. While there is
consideration given to the effects of subsidence on the nearby railroad, there is not significant
consideration given to the effects of subsidence of levels up to 2 feet on lands bordering Cadiz property,
even though Cadiz activities could affect groundwater levels in an area considerably broader than Cadiz’
property. The mitigation measures for subsidence near the project area involve the stoppage or reduction
of pumping in the project wells, but there are no remediation measures in effect for subsidence on
property that is not owned by Cadiz.

O_OCC1
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The project significantly impacts the groundwater table levels and two nearby dry lakes, where the
groundwater and surface runoff evaporates. The project area is in close proximity to both Bristol and
Id. at 4.9-14.

9

C. The EIR Fails to Adequately Consider Alternatives to the Project
The EIR fails to adequately consider more environmentally safe alternatives to the project. Two
alternatives in particular that we believe are preferable to the project because of their far less significant
environmental harms are the Other Supply Sources Alternative and the No Project Alternatives. All three
of these alternatives would avoid a number of the potential harms of the Cadiz project which are unique to 10
that project. These include the potential distribution of contaminated water, lowering of the water table,
disruption of the delicate desert ecosystem by removal of groundwater and habitat loss, ground
subsidence, and economic harm to both nearby landowners’ wells and the salt mines at Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes. The discussions of these alternatives are perfunctory and misleading.

7

Of particular concern are the omissions of potential benefits of these alternatives and the illogical reasons
each of these environmentally preferable alternatives has been rejected out of hand by the SMWD. For
instance, the Other Supply Sources Alternative would remove all of the numerous environmental harms
which are discussed above as unique to the Cadiz project. Yet, incredibly, the EIR suggests that the only
benefit of choosing this alternative would be the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. 7 This misleading
statement about the benefits of the alternative follows directly from the EIR’s repeated omission of
various serious potential environmental harms of the project. The EIR goes on to say that this alternative
was rejected because such a, “pursuit of other water supplies would likely occur with or without the
proposed Project.”8 This statement assumes that projects which are currently planned or still in the
planning stages would go forward even after developing the Cadiz project. However, it seems likely that, if
the Cadiz project does go forward, some of the other proposed projects would be shelved. Thus, the
development of other water sources is not guaranteed to occur, and therefore should be considered as an
alternative to the Cadiz project. Finally, the EIR’s discussion of the Other Supply Sources Alternative ends
by saying, “Nor does this Alternative meet several other objectives.”9 However, one of the objectives the
alternative supposedly fails to meet is, “Locate, design, and operate the Project in a manner that minimizes
significant environmental effects and provides for longterm sustainable operations.”10 We believe that the
Other Supply Sources Alternative would actually meet this objective more effectively than the Cadiz
project would.
Similarly, the No Project Alternative is rejected out of hand, despite its obvious environmental benefits.
The EIR states that the No Project Alternative was rejected because it would meet none of the project

8

7

Id. at 7-10.
Id.
Id.
10 Id. at 7-17.
8
9

6

8

6

The EIR also fails to account for the potential impacts of climate change. For instance, the impact
scenarios given in table 4.6-4 regarding subsidence do not give an adequate baseline because there is not a
worst-case scenario given (e.g. 0 AFY natural recharge). Ignoring this possible scenario does not give an
adequate idea of the impact of this project in the region. In light of this, there is not sufficient
consideration given to the relationship between subsidence and the replenishment of the groundwater
aquifer because the worst-case scenario is not discussed. By not considering the worst possible scenario,
the EIR improperly reaches the conclusion that there is a less than significant impact for the Imported
Water Storage Component of the project.
Furthermore, the EIR does not properly account for the potential impact of climate change on the
aquifer’s rate of recharge. The levels of water that are to be taken out of the groundwater system exceed
the amount that is recharged every year (32,000 acre-ft/yr(AFY)). Therefore, this is more of a watermining project than a sustainable water conservation project. At the current moment, Cadiz pumps 5,000
AFY of water for agricultural projects near the project area, and cite minimal impacts to the local
ecosystem. In order to make the proposed water project profitable, Cadiz is proposing an increase in the
amount of water extracted from the ground by an entire order of magnitude: 50,000 AFY. While this
project will last only 50 years, it will take at least 67 years for the water table to recover to present day
levels, and only if there is an absence of negative external factors. However, the EIR’s conclusion of “no
negative impacts” is based on the assumption that this ecosystem will not be altered during the 50-year
duration of the project or the 67 years following it. Yet, the draft EIR states, “decreases in spring runoff
and increases in evapotranspiration due to higher temperatures could reduce the amount of water available
for groundwater recharge.”6 While the EIR cites global warming and the associated decrease in
precipitation as a hazard for San Bernadino and Riverside counties, it does not discuss how the impacts of
decreased precipitation will harm the water table’s recharge rate.

Cadiz dry lakes, where surface water drainage and groundwater currently flows. Due to this project, the
normal flow into these dry lakes will not exist and this could lead to extensive drying of the area, resulting
in an increase in dust in the air, much like the change that has occurred at Owens Lake. We have seen the
environmental harms of the Owens Dry Lake bed over the past half century, sending toxic dust into the
air and costing millions in management and cleanup costs. While both Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes are
smaller in size, the loss of surface water to these lakes would have a significant impact on the air quality in
the region. This could negatively affect both agriculture and public health in the region. Furthermore, the
elimination of groundwater reaching these lakes would be extremely detrimental for the salt mines that
operate there. Those mines depend on the evaporation of water from the dry lakes to produce salt. The
loss of surface water in these lakes would eventually halt the production of salt at these sites, destroying
those businesses’ economic viability.

11
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objectives.11 However, the project is repeatedly described as a conservation project throughout the EIR.
Therefore, it seems logical that conservation would be one of the project’s objectives. Despite this seeming
importance of conservation, the only reason given for the No Project Alternative’s rejection is that,
“Domestic water supply reliability and storage would not be developed.”12 This ignores the important
consideration of wildlife conservation, an objective which would be furthered by the adoption of the No
Project Alternative.
II.

O_OCC1
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The EIR Does Not Meet the Legal Requirements for EIRs

EIRs are required by the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) 13. CEQA’s purpose is stated as
follows:
It is the intent of the Legislature that all agencies of the state government which regulate activities
of private individuals, corporations, and public agencies which are found to affect the quality of the
environment, shall regulate such activities so that major consideration is given to preventing environmental damage,
while providing a decent home and satisfying living environment for every Californian.14 (emphasis added)
CEQA also lays out the substantive requirements for EIRs:
(a) The purpose of an environmental impact report is to identify the significant effects on the
environment of a project, to identify alternatives to the project, and to indicate the manner in
which those significant effects can be mitigated or avoided.
(b) Each public agency shall mitigate or avoid the significant effects on the environment of
projects that it carries out or approves whenever it is feasible to do so. 15
California courts have elaborated on CEQA’s requirements for EIRs, frequently finding EIRs insufficient
when they do not meet certain thresholds. The EIR is insufficient because it fails to fully inform the public
of the potential harms of the project. “To facilitate CEQA's informational role, the EIR must contain facts
and analysis, not just the agency's bare conclusions or opinions… An EIR must include detail sufficient to
enable those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and to consider meaningfully the
issues raised by the proposed project.”16 As we have discussed above, the EIR fails to do this with respect
to a number of areas. Among the project’s potential harmful effects which are not adequately described by
the EIR are harm to delicate desert ecosystems, lowering of the groundwater table, contamination of
drinking water with perchlorate, economic harm to businesses both near the extraction site and near the
dry lake beds, and ground subsidence.
Failure to adequately discuss such serious potential harms of a project has been found by California courts
to be sufficient cause to reverse the approval of an EIR. In Save our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County
Board of Supervisors, the California Court of Appeal for the Sixth District held that an EIR for a proposed
residential development had been improperly approved, in part due to its failure to fully describe the
potential effects of the project.17 The court held that, “[t]he ultimate decision of whether to approve a
project, be that decision right or wrong, is a nullity if based upon an EIR that does not provide the
decision-makers, and the public, with the information about the project that is required by CEQA.” 18

The EIR is also insufficient because it does adequately discuss possible alternatives to the project that
would be less harmful to the environment. In Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, the Supreme
Court of California stated that, “[I]t is the policy of the state that public agencies should not approve
projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects….”19 In addition, “[t]he fact that
an alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not sufficient to show that the alternative is
financially infeasible.” 20 SMWD has not adequately addressed possible alternatives to the project.
Furthermore, the project’s potential harms to the natural environment and to the economic well-being of 14
the people and business in the area surrounding the project area are so great that simply refraining from
proceeding with project may be a preferable alternative to the project. The EIR states that, “The EIR must
briefly describe the rationale for selection and rejection of alternatives and the information the lead agency
relied on when making the selection… Alternatives may be eliminated from detailed consideration in the
EIR if they fail to meet most of the basic project objectives, are infeasible, or do not avoid any significant
environmental effects.”21 However, the Court of Appeal has stated that the project’s potential,
“alternatives and the reasons they were rejected ‘must be discussed in the EIR in sufficient detail to enable
meaningful participation and criticism by the public.’”22 The alternative measures discussed above are not
adequately considered in the EIR.
Coastkeeper recognizes the need for sustainable sources of fresh water to support the growing population
of southern California during a period of water scarcity. However, we have serious reservations about the
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project’s environmental impact. The potential
environmental harms of the project appear to be far more significant than the Draft EIR suggests.
Furthermore, we find the EIR’s reasoning for rejecting the more environmentally safe alternatives to the
project to be unsupported by fact and wholly unconvincing. For the reasons outlined above, we cannot
lend our support to this project, and we recommend that the EIR be significantly revised to reflect our
concerns.
Regards,

13
Colin Kelly
Staff Attorney
Orange County Coastkeeper

11

Id. at 7-19.
Id.
Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000 et seq.
14 Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21000(g).
15 Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21002.1(a-b).
16 Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California, 47 Cal.3d 376, 404–405 (1988).
17 87 Cal.App.4th 99, (Cal. App. 6th Dist. 2001).
18 Id. at 118.
12
13

19

52 Cal.3d 553, 565 (1990), citing Cal. Pub. Resources Code, § 21002 (original emphasis).
Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 197 Cal. App. 3d 1167, 1181 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1988).
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft EIR at 7-2 (2011).
22 Sierra Club v. County of Napa, 121 Cal. App. 4th 1490, 1504 (Cal. App. 1st Dist. 2004), citing Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v.
Regents of University of California, 47 Cal.3d 376 (1988).
20
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To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

O_River AHA1

office@riveraha.com
SupervisorMitzelfelt@sbcounty.gov; SupervisorDerry@sbcounty.gov; SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov;
SupervisorOvitt@sbcounty.gov; SupervisorRutherford@sbcounty.gov; cadizproject@smwd.com; Tom Barnes;
Cadiz Project
90-day extension request
Friday, February 10, 2012 4:11:49 PM
RiverAHA_request_extension_CadizProposal 2-10-12.docx

Dear San Bernardino County Supervisors and potential Cadiz water customer, Santa
Margarita Water District.
Thank you for the 30-day extension, however we really need a 90-day extension. See
Attached Correspondence.
Sincerely,
Ruth Musser-Lopez for
River Branch of the Archaeological Heritage Association (RiverAHA)

1
February 10, 2012

San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors via email.
Santa Margarita Water District
ȀMr. Schatz
General Manager,
Santa Margarita Water District
P.O. Box 7005,
Mission Viejo, CA 92690-7005

Via Email: cadizproject@smwd.org
RE: REQUEST FOR EXTENSION ON THE PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD OF THE CADIZ
PROPOSAL FOR THE USE OF MASSIVE WATER SUPPLIES IN SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
Dear San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors and Santa Margarita Water District:
We herewith petition the County Board of Supervisors to redress our grievances and intercede on behalf
of the Citizens whom they represent to direct Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) to cease and desist
as Lead Agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the so-called “Cadiz Valley
Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project” hereafter referred to as “Cadiz Proposal” AND to
extend by an additional 90 days, the period allotted for public comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) assessing the potential devastating direct and indirect irreversible and irreparable
impacts for the reasons addressed below.
The Archaeological Heritage Association (AHA) was
established in 2010 to preserve and protect natural and cultural heritage places and landscapes through a
program of documentation, monitoring and stewardship. Our River Branch of AHA (RiverAHA) located
in Needles, California (within the area of potential direct impact of the proposed project area) documents,
patrols and monitors the Lower Colorado River and the adjacent East Mojave Desert including the
proposed project area and has a standing stewardship relationship with cultural resources in the proposed
project area and vicinity many of which are linked to prehistoric, historic and contemporary springs and
lake shorelines.
First, we submit that the Cadiz Proposal has never heretofore been submitted to the San Bernardino
County Planning Commission and Department for review and approval as part of a countywide plan for
the disposal of important and valuable water resources. Clearly, the massive water disposal of water
resources which is under review by an outside jurisdiction, a water district from Orange County, is
rightfully within the preview and scrutiny of our county’s citizens via the planning department and
Planning Commission for prior identification as to the most appropriate and beneficial use for its own
Citizens of the identified water resource.

2

Second, the nature of the proposal would result in a massive reduction if not depletion of the water
supplies in the East Mojave and the area of potential direct and indirect impact is therefore, also massive.
On its surface, the current Draft EIR is written in a technical, methodical and seemingly empirical manner
and as a result, is very lengthy. Contained in its 4 volumes, 10 appendices, are +250 figures, tables, and
fold out maps, altogether totaling hundreds of pages with Volume 1 alone having 11 chapters. However,
the DEIR was distributed at a workshop in Joshua Tree 85 miles west of the proposed project site on

3
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January 11, 2012 and the public review period is said to close on February 13, 2012, thus the window of
opportunity, 30 days for public review is statutorily minimal even if it was a small, inert project, but for a
proposed project of this magnitude, a month to review the proposal and DEIR is not adequate by any
stretch of the imagination and violates the spirit of the law expressed in CEQA.

after carefully reviewing it 10 years ago, it should have been known to you and SMWD and Cadiz that
Ruth Musser-Lopez, one of our associates, had already submitted comments expressing strong objection
to a virtually similar proposal and should have been notified. Since none of our associates were notified
of the scoping and only recently learned of the revisit of of the Cadiz Proposal, this unfairly shortens the
period of time that we have to review the revisit of the Cadiz Proposal.

Third, this inadequate, debilitating review period is compounded by the fact that the distribution of the
DEIR never occurred in the proposed project area east of Kelbaker Road--one copy placed at the Needles
Public Library, 70 miles east of the proposed extraction area can hardly be said to be “distribution” to the
public most directly impacted by the proposed project in the East Mojave, east of Kelbaker Road and west
of the Colorado River along the I-40/Route 66 corridor. Many of the citizens who live in the proposed
project vicinity are economically impoverished, physically impaired and have no access to the internet
much less the economic means to be burdened with a 150 or so mile, three to four hour round trip to
Needles or Joshua Tree. Many of these people are farm workers who could potentially loose their job and
livelihood as a result of this proposal This constitutes inaccessibility under the American Disability Act.
Fourth, since the title assigned to the Cadiz Proposal as reflected on the cover of the DEIR is a ridiculous
misnomer and thus on its surface is a misleading characterization of the proposal as it is described in the
DEIR, our associates anticipate a biased document and have concluded that a thorough review of all
aspects of the document is necessary. We more accurately characterize the document as the “Revised
East Mojave Groundwater Depletion Proposal” –in other words, we need more time to review the Cadiz
Proposal to determine if our own understanding of the Cadiz Proposal on the outset is substantiated by the
facts presented or if SMWD can convince us otherwise. The problem for SMWD is that all the facts have
not been made available to us so the document is already fatally flawed, which brings us to the next
reason why there should be an extension.
Fifth, but probably the best reason for an extension on the review of the document is the withholding of
certain studies and information that we have reason to believe would, by their inclusion, lead to the
identification of impacts that could only be alleviated by implementing the “No Project” alternative. Since
the proposal is to remove massive amounts of water from the East Mojave aquifer, our most pertinent task
is to review the geology and hydrology component of the Cadiz Proposal. This task has been made
literally impossible because the Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD has withheld, from the
document, hydrologic data included in certain critical modflow files which should have been made part of
the record.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) encourages full public disclosure of proposed project
details so any environmental impacts can be adequately assessed and that measures to alleviate said
impacts may be identified. The withholding of these document defeats the purpose of public scrutiny as
provided in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This act is perceived as deceptive and
furthers our conviction that SMWD is a biased potential customer of the Cadiz Corporation with no real
statutory standing to be “Lead” on the environmental review under the authority of CEQA; AND our
further belief that the abrogation of your duties as County Supervisors to both plan for such a massive
proposed project in a vicinity larger than many states and to be Lead on the CEQA document as you are
bound to be in CEQA* is a violation of not only CEQA but potentially other laws including the Conflict
of Interest Act considering that at least one Supervisor Mitzelfelt was accepting campaign contributions
from Cadiz on or about the time around June of 2010 when a decision by the Supervisors was likely made
to turn over the Lead position on the CEQA document to SMWD who on or about that time entered into a
cost share agreement with Cadiz for the purpose of “complying” with CEQA.
Sixth, as the Cadiz Proposal is (with the exception of the location of the pipeline corridor to the MWD
canal) essentially the same proposal as was rejected by the Public, including our organization’s associates,
*

14 CCR § 15051 Cal. Admin. Code tit. 14, § 15051 (b) If the project is to be carried out by a nongovernmental
person or entity (IN THIS CASE, CADIZ), the lead agency shall be the public agency with the greatest responsibility
for supervising or approving the project as a whole.(1) The lead agency will normally be the agency with general
governmental powers, such as a city or county, rather than an agency with a single or limited purpose such as an air
pollution control district or a district which will provide a public service or public utility to the project.
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In summary, due to the perceived biased nature of the “Lead” agency SMWD, the bias reflected in the
name of the Cadiz Proposal and the bias reflected in the initial description of the Cadiz Proposal and the
fact that we still await pertinent hydrological models that have been withheld, an extension on the review
period is necessary for our associates to thoroughly review the existing document to assess whether all of
the potential impacts have been identified and potential means for alleviating those impacts have been
addressed, but also to receive the supplement data that was not included in the document for purposes of
performing due diligence of our fiduciary responsibilities as pertinent members of the Public.
The Santa Margarita Water District has expressed its commitment to make the draft EIR accessible to
diverse communities and stakeholders so that they may submit meaningful comments about its scope and
impact. The professional archaeological community and its advocates are stakeholders and have long
standing professional associations with the proposed project area and its educational, interpretive and
heritage values associated with its significant volume of sites, places and landscapes which stand to be
irreparably and irreversibly harmed by the proposed project if implemented. In summary, a review of the
potential impact of the Cadiz Proposal has resulted in a massive body of technical data, and you cannot
expect us to be able to adequately complete the task of reviewing, analyzing, processing and preparing
comments for a DEIR of this size, magnitude and proportion---more time is required than the statutorily
minimal amount you have allotted (typically reserved for smaller inert projects), in order for RiverAHA
to submit meaningful comments.
More time is needed to consider the consequences of this large-scale endeavor. The Cadiz Proposal has
potentially adverse impacts to regional groundwater and air quality and, even in the best-case scenario,
will affect aquifer water levels for over a century. The Cadiz Proposal if implemented could potentially
adversely impact federally-designated Bureau of Land Management wilderness areas, the Mojave
National Preserve, the Native American Land Conservancy Preserve in the Old Woman Mountains, a
historic railroad line and the Southern Paiute Salt Song trail and traditional collecting area. These
resources are of substantial regional and national concern. Interested parties must have sufficient time to
consider the Cadiz Proposal and provide detailed comments concerning proposed methods of alleviating
those impacts and weighing the consequences against the benefits to a single corporation if those impacts
cannot be alleviated.
Thank you for your time and consideration. By copy we herewith notice the Santa Margarita Water
District of our request for an extension and the supporting evidence included here. I look forward to
hearing from both you and SMWD before February 12, 2012, the date of the Public Comment period
close announced in the DEIR.

 ǡ
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Ruth Musser-Lopez
River Archaeological Heritage Association (RiverAHA)
c/o 420 E Street (mailing address)
Needles, CA 92363
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Ruth Arlene Musser-Lopez

ruth@riveraha.org
Cadiz Project
attention Mr. Tom Barnes, ESA - Request for Cadiz PROJECT Documents
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 7:52:49 PM
o Barnes-Request for documents.doc

AHA)

SANTA MARGARITA WATER DISTRICT
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
BY EMAIL: cadizproject@esassoc.com
March 13, 2012
Dear Mr. Barnes
I am requesting that you send me copies of Appendices D and E of the Appendix G1 "Phase I Cultural
Resources Assessment" of SCH#2011031002 (2011 Cadiz DEIR).
I intend to file some comments by the deadline tomorrow, but I would also request an extension on the
time allowed to me for the purpose of review of the Appendices D and E of Apendix G1 that was not
included in SCH#2011031002. I am requesting an extension of 20 days following my receipt of the
requested documents.
I am a professional archaeologist who has worked in the East Mojave area since 1978. I have a
current Cultural Resource Use Permit with the California Bureau of Land Management, am a member
of the Society for California Archaeology in good standing, have obtained a degree in Anthropology and
my experience emphasized archaeology. I am a former federal government archaeologist (BLM,
USFS, FWS). I am also permitted to conduct archaeological work in San Bernardino County under
permit which is filed at the San Bernardino County Museum. I wish to access the confidential
documents as a part of my firm's (River Archaeological Heritage Association's) review of the project
and the potential impact upon properties potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
including those properties which were found by your team to be not eligible.
Also, please provide me with a copy of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the County
Board of Supervisors, San Bernardino County and Santa Margarita Water District dated June 28,
2011, which pertains to the establishment of a Lead Agency. Also, please provide me with copies of
any correspondence, applications, permits, agreements or other binding documents made between
Cadiz Inc. and the County of San Bernardino or the Bureau of Land Management with respect to the
project or project activities or preparation of the environmental impact report and related
assessments/documentation for of the project referenced above and currently under review.
Please send the documents to RiverAHA, c/o Ruth Lopez 1747 Wilson Ave. Upland, CA 91784.
My phone number is 760/885-9374 should you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Ruth Musser-Lopez
temporary mailing address: 1747 Wilson Ave., Upland CA 91784
permanent mailing address: RiverAHA 420 E Street Needles, CA 92363
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and the County of San Bernardino or the Bureau of Land Management with respect to the project or
project activities or preparation of the environmental impact report and related
assessments/documentation for of the project referenced above and currently under review.
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Please send the documents to RiverAHA, c/o Ruth Lopez 1747 Wilson Ave. Upland, CA 91784. My
phone number is 760/885-9374 should you have any questions or concerns. Sincerely,

Ruth Musser-Lopez
March 12, 2012

temporary mailing address: 1747 Wilson Ave., Upland CA 91784
permanent mailing address: RiverAHA 420 E Street Needles, CA 92363

Santa Margarita Water District
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
BY EMAIL: cadizproject@esassoc.com
Re: Supplemental documentation requested for report refereced as SCH#2011031002 (2011 Cadiz
DEIR).
Dear Mr. Barnes
I am requesting that you send me copies of Appendices D and E of the Appendix G1 "Phase I Cultural
Resources Assessment" of the report referenced as SCH#2011031002 (2011 Cadiz DEIR).
I intend to file some comments by the deadline tomorrow, however I would also request an extension on
the time allowed to me for the purpose of review of the Appendices D and E of Apendix G1 that was not
included in SCH#2011031002. I am requesting an extension of 20 days following my receipt of the
requested documents.
I qualify as a professional archaeologist, have a current Cultural Resource Use Permit with the California
Bureau of Land Management, am a member of the Society for California Archaeology in good standing,
2
have obtained a degree in Anthropology and my experience emphasized archaeology. I am a former
federal government archaeologist (BLM, USFS, FWS). I am also permitted to conduct archaeological
work in San Bernardino County under permit which is filed at the San Bernardino County Museum. I
wish to access the confidential documents as a part of my firm's (River Archaeological Heritage
Association's) review of the project and the potential impact upon properties potentially eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places including those properties which were found by your team to be not
eligible.
Also, please provide me with a copy of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the County
Board of Supervisors, San Bernardino County and Santa Margarita Water District dated June 28, 2011,
which pertains to the establishment of a Lead Agency. Also, please provide me with copies of any
correspondence, applications, permits, agreements or other binding documents made between Cadiz Inc.

RiverAHA3

RiverAHA3
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Please send the documents to RiverAHA, c/o Ruth Lopez 1747 Wilson Ave. Upland,
CA 91784. My phone number is 760/885-9374 should you have any questions or
concerns.

ruth@riveraha.org
Cadiz Project
attention Mr. Tom Barnes, ESA - Request for Cadiz PROJECT Documents
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:44:42 PM
o Barnes-Request for documents.doc

Sincerely,
SANTA MARGARITA WATER DISTRICT
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
BY EMAIL: cadizproject@esassoc.com

Ruth Musser-Lopez
temporary mailing address: 1747 Wilson Ave., Upland CA 91784
permanent mailing address: RiverAHA 420 E Street Needles, CA 92363

March 13, 2012

Ruth Arlene Musser-Lopez

Dear Mr. Barnes

AHA)

I am requesting that you send me copies of Appendices D and E of the Appendix G1
"Phase I Cultural Resources Assessment" of the report referenced as
SCH#2011031002 (2011 Cadiz DEIR). Also please send me a copy of the
referenced report for the archaeological study in the well field area:
Applied
Earthworks, Inc. 1999:55 “Cadiz Groundwater Sorage and Dry-Year Supply Program
Environmental Planning Technical Report: Cultural Resources.”
I intend to file some comments by the deadline tomorrow, but I would also request an
extension on the time allowed to me for the purpose of reviewing the requested
documents above which were not included in SCH#2011031002. I am requesting an
extension of 20 days following my receipt of the requested documents.
I qualify as a professional archaeologist, have a current Cultural Resource Use Permit
with the California Bureau of Land Management, am a member of the Society for
California Archaeology in good standing, have obtained a degree in Anthropology and
my experience emphasized archaeology. I am a former federal government
archaeologist (BLM, USFS, FWS). I am also permitted to conduct archaeological
work in San Bernardino County under permit which is filed at the San Bernardino
County Museum. I wish to access the confidential documents as a part of my firm's
(River Archaeological Heritage Association's) review of the project and the potential
impact upon properties potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
including those properties which were found by your team to be not eligible.
Also, please provide me with a copy of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between the County Board of Supervisors, San Bernardino County and Santa
Margarita Water District dated June 28, 2011, which pertains to the establishment of
a Lead Agency.
Also, please provide me with copies of any correspondence,
applications, permits, agreements or other binding documents made between Cadiz
Inc. and the County of San Bernardino or the Bureau of Land Management with
respect to the project or project activities or preparation of the environmental impact
report and related assessments/documentation for of the project referenced above
and currently under review.
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Also, please provide me with a copy of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
County Board of Supervisors, San Bernardino County and Santa Margarita Water District dated
June 28, 2011, which pertains to the establishment of a Lead Agency. Also, please provide me
with copies of any correspondence, applications, permits, agreements or other binding
documents made between Cadiz Inc. and the County of San Bernardino or the Bureau of Land
Management with respect to the project or project activities or preparation of the environmental
impact report and related assessments/documentation for of the project referenced above and
currently under review.

RiverAHA3

Please send the documents to RiverAHA, c/o Ruth Lopez 1747 Wilson Ave. Upland, CA 91784.
My phone number is 760/885-9374 should you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
March 12, 2012

Santa Margarita Water District
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
BY EMAIL: cadizproject@esassoc.com

Ruth Musser-Lopez
temporary mailing address: 1747 Wilson Ave., Upland CA 91784
permanent mailing address: RiverAHA 420 E Street Needles, CA 92363

Re: Supplemental documentation requested for report refereced as SCH#2011031002 (2011
Cadiz DEIR).
Dear Mr. Barnes
I am requesting that you send me copies of Appendices D and E of the Appendix G1 "Phase I
Cultural Resources Assessment" of the report referenced as SCH#2011031002 (2011 Cadiz
DEIR). Also please send me a copy of the referenced report for the archaeological study in the
well field area: Applied Earthworks, Inc. 1999:55 “Cadiz Groundwater Sorage and Dry-Year
Supply Program Environmental Planning Technical Report: Cultural Resources.”
I intend to file some comments by the deadline tomorrow, but I would also request an extension
on the time allowed to me for the purpose of reviewing the requested documents above which
were not included in SCH#2011031002. I am requesting an extension of 20 days following my
receipt of the requested documents.
2
I qualify as a professional archaeologist, have a current Cultural Resource Use Permit with the
California Bureau of Land Management, am a member of the Society for California Archaeology
in good standing, have obtained a degree in Anthropology and my experience emphasized
archaeology. I am a former federal government archaeologist (BLM, USFS, FWS). I am also
permitted to conduct archaeological work in San Bernardino County under permit which is filed
at the San Bernardino County Museum. I wish to access the confidential documents as a part of
my firm's (River Archaeological Heritage Association's) review of the project and the potential
impact upon properties potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places including
those properties which were found by your team to be not eligible.
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March 13, 2012
San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors
Santa Margarita Water District Board Members
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone 213-599-4300
Fax: 213-599-4301
VIA EMAIL AT CADIZPROJECT@ESASSOC.COM
RE: Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report “Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery,
and Storage Project” State Clearinghouse: SCH#2011031002 which assesses the impact of a Proposed
San Bernardino County Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) in its
Appendix B. Review of Appendix G1.
Dear San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors and Santa Margarita Water District Board Members:
The Archaeological Heritage Association (AHA) was established in 2010 to document, preserve
and protect natural and cultural heritage places and landscapes in its service area through a program of
documentation, monitoring and stewardship. The service area of our River Branch of AHA (hereafter
“RiverAHA”) located in Needles, California, documents, patrols and monitors the Lower Colorado River
and the adjacent East Mojave Desert and has a standing stewardship relationship with cultural resources
in these areas many of which are linked to prehistoric, historic and contemporary springs and lake
shorelines. As RiverAHA assumed the business, entitlements and the identified service area of its
predecessor sole source proprietorship, PARDners Consulting, the standing relationship with the East
Mojave and Colorado River Valley region extends from 1986.
RiverAHA’s service vicinity is located within the Area of Potential direct and indirect Effect
(hereafter, “APE”) described in the “Draft Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project Environmental Impact Statement” (hereafter “DEIR”) assessing the potential environmental
impacts of an undertaking (hereafter, “Project” or “UNDERTAKING”) including a proposed
“Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan” (hereafter, “GMMMP-B”) included in
Appendix B of the DEIR. RiverAHA relies upon public water resources including springs and wells
within the APE of GMMMP-B for use during its reconnaissance and monitoring activities. The springs in
the APE are a natural component of many of the archaeological sites within RiverAHA’s service area and
as such, are monitored as an element of the archaeological sites in RiverAHA’s stewardship program;
springs are also included in RiverAHA’s multiple resource-monitoring program.
Issue 1: Objection to the UNDERTAKING, GMMMP-B and ALTERNATIVES analyzed in the DEIR;
Other Objections.
First of all, we object to the insufficiency of the DEIR to distinguish what is being reviewed: Is
it an UNDERTAKING of Santa Margarita Water District’s (hereafter, “SMWD”’s) to buy water from
Cadiz? Is it a review of the GMMMP-B? Is it a review of the ALTERNATIVES? We also object to the
insufficiency of the document to address an obvious alternative, the one which RiverAHA supports.
RiverAHA supports an alternative that was not proposed or evaluated in the DEIR for the PROJECT.
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The alternative that RiverAHA supports is “NO UNDERTAKING, NO GMMMP ” alternative. This
alternative calls for the Cadiz Agricultural Operations” to come into compliance with all current laws
including California and COUNTY groundwater laws and would outlaw Memorandum of Understanding
(hereafter, “MOU”) between San Bernardino County (hereafter, “COUNTY”) and Cadiz Corporation
(hereafter, “CADIZ”) and any other entity. This alternative would include no new projects and would
require a change in the current operations at the Cadiz Farms which would bring the CADIZ agricultural
operations into compliance with State of California (hereafter, “STATE”) and COUNTY law rather than
allowing CADIZ to operate under the current Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan
(hereafter, “GMMMP-A”) and MOU (hereafter, “MOU-A”) with the COUNTY.
We object to the UNDERTAKING AND GMMMP-B and the objectives of the UNDERTAKING
identified in the DEIR and oppose the approval of a new UNDERTAKING GMMMP-B since these plans
would enable CADIZ to engage in acts that are non-compliant with state and local groundwater law. The
approval by the COUNTY of the GMMMP-B would essentially waive the provisions of law that requires
safe yield, and make provisions for CADIZ to privatize the now public groundwater and deplete the
Fenner Valley groundwater aquifer for the purpose of corporate profit, violating the spirit and substance
of the COUNTY’s Desert Groundwater Management Act (hereafter, “ACT”) and implementing
ordinance (hereafter “ORDINANCE”). We object to the proposed UNDERTAKING and GMMMP-B and
enabling DEIR, since together they attempt to thwart the ACT’s purpose which is “to protect groundwater
resources within San Bernardino County” because it “is of utmost importance.” Further the ACT states
that “The public health, safety and general welfare of the people of the State of California and of the
County depend upon the continued availability of groundwater through ensuring that extraction of
groundwater does not exceed the safe yield of affected groundwater aquifers, considering both the short
and long-term impacts of groundwater extraction, including the recovery of groundwater aquifers through
natural as well as artificial recharge. The protection of the groundwater resource within San Bernardino
County also includes the consideration of the health of individual aquifers and the continued ability of
those aquifers to store and maintain water.”
We also object to all of the UNDERTAKING ALTERNATIVES identified in the DEIR, because
all of these would in essence result in either the privatization of presently non-adjudicated, shared public
East Mojave groundwater or violate the ACT and, or other laws, regulations, policies, and mandates as
identified and addressed herein since they incorporate the use of GMMMPs and MOUs to get around the
will of the People who voted and created laws AND are not sufficienty evaluated in the DEIR to
understand their potential impacts.
We concur with the findings of Johnston Wright, Inc. and incorporate these by reference, who in
summary state this UNDERTAKING is “a high risk enterprise given that per the analysis in the DEIR,
should a significant impact occur to a spring, or other sensitive receptor, there are no means to address the
impact and recovery may take a century or substantially more time. As shown in the supporting
documentation to the DEIR, impacts will continue to propagate after pumping ceases. Therefore a project
of this type demands a higher level of confidence than is provided by the hydrogeologic impact analyses.
Based upon JWI’s review of the hydrogeologic analyses and monitoring and mitigation plan,
insufficiencies with the environmental review of the proposed project.” We also assert that the proposed
monitoring locations to determine static water level drop in the Fenner Valley are not sufficient and
would yield ineffective trigger points, too late to stop or slow water extraction damage. In the words of
one resident of Fenner Valley “alluvium of the East Mojave acts like a sponge; during an infrequent rain,
more water runs out of the springs and seeps, but if the sponge is dried up, as Cadiz Inc. proposes, then
rainfall is not enough to recharge the sponge, thus the springs and seeps will dry up even though it may
rain periodically.” We also object to the volume of water proposed to be extracted as it has not been
shown to be unsustainable and that there is insufficient monitoring well data to show otherwise; and that
no mechanism is in place to protect property owners and the environment from profiteers who would
walk away from the Project after two years of extreme profits and extreme environmental damage from
massive water export.
We submit the following which was either not addressed or not sufficiently addressed in the
DEIR: that the well data from various studies pertaining to a proposed undertaking in Ward Valley which
was never approved for the “Low Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility” shows that modflow
patterns which connect the Cadiz aquifer with aquifers to the south toward Rice, California and Blythe,
California. Further that modflow patterns are east out of Fenner Valley via Paiute Creek and Homer
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Wash to Sacramento Wash then to the Lower Colorado River valley in the vicinity of Needles. Thus
approval of the UNDERTAKING, ALTERNATIVES, GMMMP-B in conjunction with the enabling
DEIR will potentially harm RiverAHA and our associates who rely upon the groundwater yield of the
East Mojave/Fenner aquifer to contribute to the groundwater in the Needles vicinity where our
headquarters are located.
Issue 2: Objection to LEAD AGENCY and RESPONSIBLE AGENCY. Failure to disclose APPROVAL
PROCESS and APPEAL PROCEDURE; Other Objections including objection to Malfeasance in Office.
We submit our further comments with the caveat that we do not presume that this DEIR is a
valid, legal document under the California Environmental Quality Act (hereafter, “CEQA”) or that the
current process is legal; on the contrary, we assert that the entire DEIR and process should be invalidated
since the COUNTY Board of Supervisors or Management (hereafter, “BOS”) and Santa Margarita Water
District Board or Management (hereafter, “SMWD”) entered into a Memorandum of Understanding,
(hereafter, “LEAD MOU”) dated June 28, 2011 in which the BOS in essence abdicated the statutory
responsibility as lead agency (hereafter, “LEAD”) under CEQA and the ACT.
Our objections to and comments on the DEIR is also made with the caveat that we object to the
presumption that the DEIR is a valid, legal document under CEQA since we assert that SMWD’s claim to
“Lead Agency” under CEQA “as the first public agency with a discretionary decision regarding the
Project” is improper on the grounds that any “discretionary decision” SMWD would make pertaining to a
Project is limited only to the approval or rejection of their own project to participate as a customer of
water and does not pertain to a public statutory obligation under any California State law or County of
San Bernardino law or ordinance pertaining to the GMMMP-B or the DEIR This assertion is supported
by the DEIR Table 3.8 on page 3-53 which states the approval authority is limited to “has discretion to
approve or reject its participation in the proposed Project” where participation is limited to having an
option to purchase water from Cadiz.
The public including our associates have spent considerable time and financial resources
unraveling who the truly responsible agency and lead agency is with statutory authority to make a
decision to approve, certify and adopt the DEIR and GMMMP-B and we object to the insufficiency of the
document to clearly and forthrightly state who or what government Agency has the authority over
approval, the approval process and appeal procedure for the DEIR. We refer to the comments of Ruth
Musser-Lopez, dated 3-13-12, to address this issue in more detail, however we will go on record as
objecting to the MOU (hereafter “LEAD MOU”) dated June 28, 2011 entered into by the COUNTY and
SMWD in which the COUNTY Board of Supervisors in essence abdicated the statutory responsibility as
LEAD agency which we assert should be investigated as a criminal act and malfeasance in office and we
object to the insufficiency of the DEIR which failed to include reference to this document which we
obtained through the offices of the COUNTY’s District Attorney’s Office of Public Integrity.
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Issue 3: We object to OMMISSIONS
We object to the omission, failure and apparent attempt to mislead the public throughout the
DEIR document by not clearly disclosing pertinent COUNTY legal requirements and that the purpose of
the GMMMP-B concealed in Appendix B of the DEIR is for the purpose of compliance with the
COUNTY’s ORDINANCE specifically Section 33.06552 (b) (1) and (2) for this PROJECT. Instead,
information on this ordinance is couched wrongfully in a section on “Existing Agreements and Permits”
in a section discussing the existing agreement for the agricultural operations. We refer to the comments
of Ruth Musser-Lopez, dated 3-13-12, to address this issue in more detail.
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Issue 4: We object that the proposed PROJECT has never heretofore been submitted to the COUNTY
Planning Commission and Department for review and approval as part of a countywide plan for the
disposal of important and valuable water resources and any cultural resources that may stand in harm’s
way of such exploitation.
Certainly, the massive disposal of water resources is rightfully within the preview and scrutiny of
our county’s citizens via the Land Use Planning Department (hereafter, “LUSD”) and Planning
Commission for prior identification as to the most appropriate and beneficial use for its own Citizens of
the identified water resource.
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Issue 5: We assert that the opportunity for public review of this DEIR is insufficient.
The nature of the proposal would result in a massive reduction if not depletion of the groundwater
supplies in the East Mojave and the area of potential direct and indirect impact is therefore, also massive.
On its surface, the current DEIR is written in a technical, methodical and seemingly empirical manner and
as a result, is very lengthy. Contained in its 4 volumes, 10 appendices, are +250 figures, tables, and fold
out maps, estimated at 3000 pages with Volume 1 alone having 11 chapters. However, the DEIR was
distributed at a workshop in Joshua Tree 85 miles west of the proposed project site on January 11, 2012
and the public review period, which was extended to March 14, 2012 from its initial close date on
February 13, 2012 is minimal for a project of this magnitude, thus the window of opportunity, even
though a few people had 90 days for public review, is statutorily minimal and violates the spirit of the law
expressed in CEQA.
This inadequate, debilitating review period is compounded by the fact that the distribution of the
DEIR never occurred in the proposed project area east of Kelbaker Road—not even one copy was said to
have been placed at the closest public library in Needles, California, thus the DEIR was not “distributed”
to the public most directly impacted by the proposed project in the East Mojave, east of Kelbaker Road
and west of the Colorado River along the I-40/Route 66 corridor, particularly in the Goffs/Essex/Fenner
Valley area.
We also object to the failure of the Lead Agency to distribute copies of notifications to those who
were on record as being concerned with the similar Cadiz proposal and DEIR in 1999. One of our
associates, Ruth Musser-Lopez was on record as being opposed to that project and should have been
notified of all public actions with regard to the current DEIR including notification of any action item
pertaining to the DEIR which was to be voted on by the BOS. We assert that the concerned public was
not provided sufficient notice that the BOS was to vote on the LEAD MOU to turn over the LEAD
position on the DEIR to SMWD.
We refer to the comments of Ruth Musser-Lopez to address the inadequacy of the review period
and opportunity for public comment on this project. We want to be placed on record as saying that
SMWD was misleading and deceptive in its characterization of the Project and omitted pertinent Project
description in the body of its notification including reference to the GMMMP-B as being critical to the
project and the need for an environmental assessment to review the GMMMP-B’s impact and that it
would be the COUNTY’s ultimate responsibility to approve the GMMMP and an MOU. Therefore, the
notification should be reinitiated and the review period restarted.
Issue 6: We object to the withholding or omission of pertinent documents from public disclosure in the
DEIR.
Withheld document may include as can be shown but may not be limited to 1) hydrologic data
included in certain critical modflow files critical to evaluating the sustainability of the massive
groundwater extraction program which is proposed in the PROJECT; 2) pertinent applications and
permits for construction of and, or use of monitoring wells or other activities on public and private land
made to, and related reports shared with, the Bureau of Land Management (hereafter, “BLM”) and, or the
COUNTY; 3) Memorandum of Agreement (hereafter, “MOA”) or Understanding (hereafter, “MOU”)
and other pertinent legal documents entered into with the BLM and, or COUNTY pertaining to this
project, particularly the MOU dated June 28, 2011, entered into by the COUNTY and SMWD (which we
object to) in which the COUNTY’s malfeasance in office is revealed by its abdication of its statutory
responsibility as LEAD agency (which we object to) in the environmental review under CEQA of the
GMMMP-B. We also object to the location of the GMMMP-B in an Appendix to the DEIR when it is
essentially the project under review. We refer to and concur with the comments of Ruth Musser-Lopez
for further discussion, objections and insufficiencies of disclosures made in the DEIR and the legal
implications of acts, which were hidden, from public.
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Comments on Appendix G1: Phase I Cultural Resources Assessment
Description. This is an 86 page document with large colored photographs, tables and a fewmaps which
do not disclose locations of cultural resources, unnumbered pages in the five appendices including two
appendices which were withheld from public review as confidential.
Issue G1-1: Insufficient documentation and failure to identify ownership of cultural properties. Other
objections.
We object to insufficient documentation and the failure of this assessment to evaluate or
sufficiently evaluate cultural properties on public land within the constructs of the National Historic
Preservation Act and failure to address the treatment of cultural properties in harms way, cultural
properties potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (hereafter,
“REGISTER”) or California Register of Historic Resources (hereafter, “STATE REGISTER”) or local
registers, all of which are included hereafter as, “ELIGIBLE”) properties or already listed properties
(hereafter, “LISTED”).
RiverAHA asserts that the activities associated with the GMMMP and some of the
ALTERNATIVES if implemented could potentially adversely impact significant cultural properties on
public land currently managed by the Bureau of Land Management (hereafter, “BLM”) and used by the
railroad under a Right of Way (hereafter, “ROW”) issued by the United States government which
properties are potentially ELIGIBLE. We predicate this objection with the citation from page ES-1. “The
Project, located on private lands…” We object to the sweeping statement that the Project is located on
private land. The pipeline between the well field and the canal is proposed to be located on public lands
granted under federal law as a ROW for use by a railroad company.

O_RiverAHA 4
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Issue G1-2 Eligibility of Resources in the Parker Cutoff Railroad District. Other objections.
Among the significant properties identified in the DEIR is a district of historic structures and
associated appurtenances associated with an early 20th Century steam engine railroad line and associated
water stops. First, we object to the exclusion of any of the isolated historic artifacts, features and sites
along the railroad as not significant or ineligible. The documentation must be supplemented and is
currently insufficient because these individual artifacts, features and sites must be evaluated in terms of
their association with, contribution and value to the historic Parker Cutoff Railroad District as a whole.
Issue G1-3 Objection to failure to use appropriate statutory criteria to evaluate the Parker Cutoff Railroad
District and other cultural properties.
While some of the historic structures and appurtenances may have belonged to the previous
railroad company or may have been transferred to the current railroad corporation is a moot question, the
land upon which these resources are located is public land under a current right-of-way (hereafter,
“ROW”) to Arizona California Railroad (hereafter, “ARZC”). The fact that a ROW exists upon public
land does not render the protection afforded to cultural resources located on public land to be moot. Both
the ROW and the cultural resources are on public land managed by the Bureau of Land Management
(hereafter, “BLM”). The cultural resources on public land are protected by law under the provision of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA), 16 USC 470, (hereafter, “NHPA”).
The Cultural Resource Assessment fails to address the provisions of NHPA and its implementing
regulations therefore it is fundamentally insufficient and must be revised or invalidated. The cultural
resources must be assessed under the framework of federal law including Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act, and the eligibility standards as outlined in 36 CFR Section 60.2.
Page 79, paragraph 2 “…The remaining 31 resources are recommended not eligible for listing in
the CRHR and are therefore not considered significant resources under CEQA.” ES-2 paragraph 5 “The
remaining 31 resources are recommended not eligible for listing in the CRHR and are therefore not
considered significant resources under CEQA.” This statement in two places reveals a fundamental
failure to evaluate cultural properties under statutory criteria; to say they are not eligible therefore they
are not significant is as senseless as putting a cart before the horse.
Issue G1-4 Objection to Non-Compliance with other Federal Law.
The assumption that the APE is located entirely on private lands constitutes a defect of the
Cultural Resources Assessment and the DEIR since cultural properties on federal public lands must be
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reviewed under an additional set of other federal laws, case law, Executive Orders, regulations, policies
and procedures. The railroad right-of-way is located on federal land thus must be reviewed under
NHPA and also the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, 42 USC 1966, Antiquities Act of
1906, 16 USC 431-433, Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, 16 USC 469,
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA), 16 USC 470, Executive Order 11593,
Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment, 1971, Historic Sites Act of 1935, 16 USC 461467 and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, 1990 (NAGPRA), 25 USC 30013013.
Issue G1-5 Failure to provide a treatment plan for ELIGIBLE properties and failure to evaluate the
impact of the treatment plan under NEPA guidelines and standards.
Further, any treatment plan for cultural properties considered to be eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places must first be submitted for review under , National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA), 42 USC 4321-4347. Though a Department of the Interior Solicitor opined that the
GMMMP-B or Project and ALTERNATIVES as a whole need not be reviewed under the National
Environmental Protection Act (hereafter, “NEPA”), no opinion was provided as to the statutory obligation
to review under NEPA the treatment plans developed under NHPA.
The NEPA review of the treatment plan must be made a part of the CEQA review of the project
in its entirety to be able to adequately assess the potential impact and cumulative impact that the
GMMMP-B or any of the ALTERNATIVES as a whole and cumulatively would have upon the
environment. The NHPA process and the NEPA process for the treatment plan for identified National
Register eligible resources must not be separated from the CEQA process, thus the DEIR is presently
insufficient and we object to these insufficiencies.
On page ES-2 paragraph 5 the assessment reads: “However, if the Project will impact any of the
10 recommended-eligible resources, a treatment plan that identifies procedures to reduce impacts to these
resources should be developed by a qualified archaeologist and implemented prior to the issuance of
Project permits.” We object to the inference that ESA archaeologists makes decisions and not just
recommendations as to significance of resources under CEQA. We object that no statement as to the
approval process and appeal procedure for a proposed treatment plan for potentially eligible resources
subject to impact including those that may be avoided. We object to the inference that a “qualified
archaeologist” makes the decision as to treatment and that the decision is in the hands of the
archaeologists at ESA as to the determination of significance under CEQA. ESA needs to be corrected:
they may make recommendation but they do not make the decision. We object to the disregard for the
role and recommendations of public interest, Native American concerns, SBCo Planning and Land Use
Department and the State Historic Preservation Office in the decision as to the treatment of significant,
potentially eligible cultural resources that would be irreversibly damaged or destroyed by PROJECT
activities.
A statement was also made: “The remaining 31 resources do not require further work as part of
this Project.” We object to ESA’s usage of the word “work” as it is undefined and we object to the
presumption that further treatment with regard to the identified 31 “resources” is unnecessary since
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office was not shown to have been completed and public
comments on this assessment have not closed. We object that ESA’s Cultural Resource Assessment
does not distinguish ESA’s recommendations from a bonified treatment plan approved by the government
agencies statutorily charged with review and decisions to deny or approve the treatment plan for cultureal
resources.
A statement was made: “A total of 43 resources were recorded or updated during the survey, two
of which are no longer located within the Project area.” Did they move? 43 Resources or 43 Sites or 43
Districts? We object to evasive language and reporting. Without an accurate statement of the facts it is
impossible to adequately review this document.
Issue G1- 6 : Objection to map in Figure 3 – Survey Areas. Location of well fields and areas submitted
to intensive field inventory of archaeological resources. We object to the map identified as “Figure 3”
and its obfuscation similar to that found throughout the entirety of the DEIR as to exactly where and on
whose land the wells are to be located. The map shows red blocks of land that have not been surveyed,
and does not distinguish between lands surveyed in 1999 and those not currently surveyed. While the
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assessment report discusses the findings of a previous survey, the public has no way to scrutinize where
that cultural resources inventory was conducted in the field. The map does not indicate who owns these
red blocks and the red blocks do not line up with the Green blocks said to be “Cadiz Property.”
Issue G1-7: Failure to identify Traditional Cultural Places.
While some cultural properties have been identified in the DEIR other properties known in the
literature and in Native American oral history were either ignored or unknown to the document preparers
thus were not identified in the DEIR which constitutes a deficiency of the DEIR. Apparently not utilized
for identifying Traditional Cultural Places (hereafter, singular “TCP” or plural “TCPs”) was the list on
file with the California Desert Conservation Area, Bureau of Land Management. Other published
literature, Leivas, Klasky, Fowler, Laird and that by Musser-Lopez on file at the Society for California
Archaeology’s website was not referred to and local knowledgeable people and Native Americans were
apparently not consulted.
Among the significant properties not identified in the DEIR is a TCP associated with the
Southern Paiute Salt Song trail and traditional collecting area. This resource is of substantial concern to
the Nuwuvi who have in recent years worked hard to preserve the remnants of this important traditional
cultural property that encompasses the salt collecting areas around Amboy, Cadiz and Danby Pleistocene
lakebeds. The pipeline portion of the project on federal public land bears directly through the TCP and
thus must be assessed, evaluated and treated under NHPA and NEPA and the other federal laws listed
above.
The DEIR is insufficient because the Salt Song Trail and traditional salt collection area has not
been identified, described or evaluated in the DEIR. Interested parties, particularly the pertinent tribes
and Native American individuals must be sufficiently informed and have sufficient time to consider the
Cadiz Proposal in the GMMMP and DEIR and provide detailed comments concerning proposed methods
of alleviating impacts to TCPs and weighing the consequences against the benefits to a single corporation
if those impacts cannot be alleviated.
Issue G1-8: Failed Confidence in findings—failure to disclose qualifications of personnel. Other
objections.
The Cultural Resource Assessment was completed by cultural resource professionals however
previous experience or published research pertaining to the East Mojave Desert was not shown.
Appendix A is a listing of individual projects participated in, large and small, but provided no critical
evidence of prior experience in the East Mojave desert and no known professional publications
concerning the area. The contextual background of prehistory provided in the assessment indicates a
fundamental lack of understanding of the basic dynamics of the interface between the Aha Macav and
expanding Numic speaking tribes in the eastern Mojave desert during the last 500 years and misrepresents
the continued role of the Aha Macav in the East Mojave and the project area throughout this period until
present; we object to this misrepresentation and the understatement of current theory. It does not mention
important new research on prehistoric trails and resource procurement that pertains directly to the project
area. The latest cultural overviews cited are dated and were published in the 1980s or prior.
Madalein Bray’s undergraduate studies in archaeology were in Minnesota and it is not reported
when she graduated from UCLA with an M.A. Her reported 10 years of archaeology experience includes
no experience in the East Mojave and only a very limited amount of work near the East Mojave, a) “Fast
and Furious 5” Project in Rice and Vidal (date and endurance unknown)--she assisted in preparation of
technical studies for a project area involving a Special Use Film permit; b) conducted archaeological field
survey at the project site of the Joshua Tree Water District Recharge Basin and Pipeline Project (date and
endurance unknown), conducted research, wrote and prepared cultural reports for environmental
documents for that project. Cadace R. Ehringer, RPA, Brian Marks, PhD., RPA, Monica Strauss, RPA,
report no relevant publications or experience in the East Mojave prior to this Cadiz Project.
On page 26, 27 an insufficient Field Survey methodology is described. We lack confidence in
and therefore object to the flawed cultural resources assessment on the grounds that ESA has not shown
that the field crew is qualified to identify or assess prehistoric cultural resources in the East Mojave
region, only new historic resource sites were recorded and the crew failed to complete an intensive
inventory of the entire APE. The ESA assessment failed to state the names and experience of the survey
crew led by ESA archaeologists Madeleine Bray and Cadace Ehringer and how many days were spent in
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the field by the crew, how many crew members total, how many person days total were spent and who
was performing the archaeological reconnaissance on each day in the field. The statement “In general,
two surveyors walked on either side of the railroad tracks” (on page 26, paragraph 3 of “Field Survey” )
gives pause for objection…we object to the term “surveyors” as we do not know if these are qualified
archaeologists, if a visual scan was made or if they simply “walked” along the tracks. We do not know if
they walked in a straight line or in some other pattern. Most importantly we object to the failure of ESA
to base conclusions concerning the impact of the UNDERTAKING upon cultural resources without a
complete survey and inventory of the entire project area since the well field and the CRA tie-in Options
2a and 2b were never submitted to a field inventory.
Issue G1-9: Insufficient analysis of Cumlative Effect.
Page ES-1 Paragraph 3 states, “certain elements of the second phase of the project are still under
conceptual development” making it impossible to analyze cumulative effect of the project and the
consequences of implementing or not implementing the proposed second phase recovery component of
the project. The CEQA analysis of the PROJECT is premature and must be invalidated because the
design elements for the Imported Water Storage Component of this PROJECT proposal is not available to
review
The impacts and the cumulative impact upon cultural resources in the APE cannot be determined
because the Cultural Resources Assessment is phased and only the impact upon cultural resources within
a portion of the APE of the first phase have been submitted to an in-field, on site, ground surface visual
inventory for cultural resources, thus the analysis of potential impacts to cultural resources is insufficient.
We object to the deficient description of the project design as stated in the cultural assessement, making
it impossible to determine the exact potential direct impacts of the project upon eligible cultural resources
in harm’s way. We object to the fact that we are not afforded an opportunity to review a proposed
treatment plan for the potentially eligible cultural properties that would be disturbed or destroyed by the
project and not avoided and that the treatment plan was not provided on the pretense that the details of the
project design are uncertain.
In Volume 1, page 5-3, the issue cumulative impacts are addressed, however the cumulative
impacts to cultural resources was not stated. The failure to state the cumulative impacts to cultural
resources is a deficiency of the assessment and the DEIR. The impacts and cumulative impacts to cultural
resources within the potentially eligible Parker Cutoff Railroad District could be quite significant
considering the future construction plans being considered in conjuction with the pipeline installation
along the railroad right-of-way (hereafter “ROW”): fire hydrants, railroad car washes, offices, power
lines and meters, passenger terminals, water delivery services “vegetation control” and “other
contemplated improvements.”
Cumulative impact should address isolated artifacts not considered eligible yet associated with a
potentially eligible district. We object to the insufficient analysis of the potential cumulative and
disconcerting impact of destruction, disturbance, alteration or introduction of new and foreign
characteristics to ELIGIBLE or LISTED Cultural and Traditional Places such as the Salt Song Trail and
Collection Area and the Parker Cutoff Railroad District with respect to the integrity of these resources
potentially being a part of and of value to the justification for Feinstein’s proposed Mojave Trails
National Monument which would link Joshua Tree National Park with the Mojave National Preserve and
13 wilderness areas.
Issue G1-10: Failed confidence in findings – unverified, expired or dated data.
We object to the reliance upon a plus decade old study (Applied Earthworks, Inc., 1999) for the
recommendations made with regard to areas not submitted to a field inventory (Class III inventory) for
the current undertaking. We object to all of the recommendations to exclude from potential eligibility any
of the recorded cultural properties and resources on the grounds that a thorough examination and
documentation (Class III inventory)for this undertaking has not been completed.
On page 19, concerning the Wellfield, we object to the insufficient characterization of the
cultural resources in the well field component of the APE. The assessment relies upon a 13 year old
document which was not verified for the present report. Ca-SBr-3243, a prehistoric site and CA-SBr3281H, a portion of the historic town of Cadiz was not evaluated for their potential ELIGIBILITY. We
object to the mischaracterization of the historic, early 1900s era town as a “camp.”
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Issue G1-11 Insufficient data, descriptions, characterizations.
On page 19, concerning the Wellfield, we object to the insufficient characterization of the cultural
resources in the well field component of the APE. The assessment relies upon a 13 year old document
which was not verified for the present report. Ca-SBr-3243, a prehistoric site and CA-SBr-3281H, a
portion of the historic town of Cadiz was not evaluated for their potential ELIGIBILITY. We object to
the mischaracterization of the historic, early 1900s era town as a “camp.”
The CA-SBr-9852 collection. We object that the findings of Inoway et al. (1999e) with regard to
CA-SBr-9852 are not included in this report. Obsidian was collected presumably to obtain an
approximate age for the site and inferences with regard to trade and travel. Formed tools were collected
presumably to analyze for similar reasons and to identify cultural affiliation. An update, including details
of the findings of the data recovery effort and the present status of the artifacts collected and their current
provenance should be reported particularly since the site was altered though the 1999 proposed Cadiz
undertaking was never approved.
While some of this information may be in confidential appendices that were not included in the
body of the report, we are unable to review that information because we do not have the appendices. We
have requested the confidential appendices and we request 20 days following receipt of the documents for
review.
In general, we object to insufficient description of the cultural properties excluded from the list of
ELIGIBLE properties and the failure to address statutory criteria for these properties, making it difficult
for the public to review significance.
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Issue G1-12 Failed Confidence. Lithics Specialist and Native American Monitor necessary.
We lack confidence in the in-field on-the-ground, visual cultural assessment and in the field
examination and the findings. Insufficient information was provided concerning the qualifications or
identification of all of the field Archaeologists. The assessment was insufficient because it was limited
only to the pipeline ROW. While one prehistoric site CA-SBr-9852 was previously recorded there in
1999, no update was provided in the current assessment. The present report states that only the formed
tools and obsidian was collected previously in 1999 as part of an effort to “exhaust the information
potential” thus lithic debitage of various materials must still be present. The site was not updated in Table
4, page 29. The failure to report on the status of the remains of this site is pause for concern with regard
to the field examiner’s ability to identify East Mojave prehistoric lithic materials for not just this site but
perhaps the entire pipeline corridor since only historic resources were recorded or updated. We object to
the survey of the pipeline corridor and the failure to survey the well field for the current undertaking and
recommend a resurvey with the presence of a qualified lithics expert and Native American monitor in
consideration of the undertakings location encompassed within a significant TCP.
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Issue G1-13 Unprofessional Structure of the Assessment.
Appendix B of appendix G1--correspondence, maps, etc. are on unnumbered pages making it
difficult to refer to. The report sections are not numbered making it difficult to review.
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Issue G1-14 We object that the pertinent tribes and Native American individuals have not been
adequately notified.
Correspondence dated 11-17-10 to pertinent tribes from Madeline Bray, Cultural Resource
Associate of ESA was misleading and deceptive in its characterization of the Project and omitted
pertinent Project description in the body of the letter to the tribes including reference to the GMMMP-B
as the UNDERTAKING and the need for an environmental assessment to review its impact and that it
would be the COUNTY’s ultimate responsibility to approve the GMMMP and an MOU. Further, we
object that the correspondence did not disclose that a TCP may be impacted by the Project.
APPENDIX B OF APPENDIX G1, correspondence to tribes on unnumbered pages referred to on
page ES-2 paragraph 1. We object to the description of the Project in the correspondence “…The Project
is a water supply and conjunctive use storage project that would actively manage the groundwater basin
within the Fenner Watershed in the Eastern Mojave Desert for the purposes of developing a new reliable
water supply and storage facility for the Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) and other participating
water agencies. Groundwater extraction wells would be constructed on land owned by Cadiz, Inc. within
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Fenner Gap area and a 44-mile pipeline would be installed…” We object to the mischaracterization and
misleading description of the project in the correspondence to the tribes and other pertinent parties
included in Appendix B of the Cultural Resources Assessment (CRA) that does not state how many wells
or how much water. The project is more correctly described as “privatization of San Bernardino County’s
now public unadjudicated groundwater and sell for corporate gain by a few which transfer of wealth is a
proportionate cost and loss to San Bernardino County’s now public resource holdings” along with an
accurate description of the action including facts such as size and location of well field, number of wells,
current ownership of the water, amount of water annually to be transferred, potential corporate profit,
potential public loss. The failure to state ownership of the water and the biased inference that the water
is private because some of the wells are to be dug on private land is a misleading PROJECT description
bordering on fraud and is at a minimum an omission and willful neglect to represent the truth by not
accurately characterizing the project. The effect of this mischaracterization of the project only in terms of
its benefit to SMWD and “other participants” is willful misconduct and an attempt to purposely mislead
pertinent members of the public into believing that this project is benign and should be of no concern to
them. We object to the representation in the DEIR that this letter to the tribes, dated November 17, 2010
and signed by the Cultural Resource Associate of Environmental Science Associates (ESA) with its
omissions, inaccurate portrayals, mischaracterizations, and inferences constitutes proper notification…it
does not. Certainly more than two responses would have been received as indicated in Par. 2, page ES-2,
from those groups and individuals listed by the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) as
pertinent, had an accurate description of the project area been included in the consultation letter. So
called “notifications” such as these misleading letters should be sanctioned, but at a minimum should be
invalidated and a proper notification process initiated.
Issue G1- 15 Mischaracterization of the UNDERTAKING, GMMMP and Alternatives.
Page ES-1 states “The Project….would develop a new reliable water supply and storage facility
for SMWD and other participants…The first phase involves the conservation and recovery of native
groundwater that is now lost due to evaporation.”
Characterizing the project as recovery of evaporating water in Appendix G1 and in the body of
the DEIR is misleading and fraudulent since evaporating water is not what is proposed to be extracted
from the ground. Extracting the water from the ground, putting it into a canal and on yards in Orange
County WILL CAUSE evaporation and we object that evaporation on yards in Orange County is not
identified as a negative consequence and adverse impact of the proposed Cadiz Project if approved. The
extraction of 2 million-acre feet of groundwater is not going to stop evaporation but promote evaporation
which goes against the purported objective of this project.
Diversion of water that would otherwise evaporate in the Cadiz Valley region will contribute to
global warming over a large area of San Bernardino County. By handing over the decision-making role of
lead agency to a external entity (Santa Margarita Water District), the County of San Bernardino has
abrogated its responsibility to abide by the “landmark settlement” with the State of California which
requires the County to adequately analyze the effects of land use decisions on global warming.
Point 1: CADIZ’ justification for taking and selling for their own profit, the East Mojave
groundwater is the unsound theory propounded in the DEIR prepared by ESA which states that “the
project would manage the aquifer and conserve water from nearby watersheds otherwise being lost to
evaporation in local dry lakes. Conserved water would be collected and delivered to SMWD and other
water agencies. The Cadiz Valley Project will capture and utilize billions of gallons of renewable, native
groundwater that is currently being lost each year to evaporation.” Really ESA? billions of gallons of
water evaporating from Cadiz Valley? where is the evidence of billions of gallons of water evaporating
in Cadiz Valley? If so, why would you suggest to put Colorado River water back into that valley for
conservation?
Point 2: Is water really “lost” when it evaporates? Can Cadiz prove that the current amount of
water evaporation is NOT a beneficial use? Last September, scientists from Carnegie's Global Ecology
department concluded that evaporated water from vegetation helps cool Earth as a whole, not just the
local area of evaporation, demonstrating that evaporation of water could have a cooling effect on the
entire atmosphere. These findings, published Sept. 14, 2011 in Environmental Research Letters, have
major implications for land-use decision making.
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Point 3: In 2007, then-California Attorney General Jerry Brown successfully sued San
Bernardino County to make reducing global warming part of its growth plan. Brown contended that the
plan, a blueprint for the physical development of land until year 2030, did not adequately analyze the
effects of development on global warming nor did it identify feasible mitigation measures.
SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Brown's global warming suit says county must rewrite growth plan
http://www.legalnewsline.com/news/193605-browns-global-warming-suit-says-county-must-rewritegrowth-plan
Brown Announces Landmark Global Warming Settlement
http://oag.ca.gov/news/press_release?id=1453
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San Bernardino Global Warming Plan Settles California Lawsuit
www.ens-newswire.com/ens/aug2007/2007-08-21-091.asp
Water Evaporated from Trees Cools Global Climate, Researchers Find
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/09/110914161729.htm
The Cadiz Valley Project
http://www.smwd.com/operations/the-cadiz-valley-project.html

To briefly summarize, the DEIR and its Cultural Resource Assessment fails, is insufficient and
does not identify, evaluate or provide a treatment plan for a significant Traditional Cultural Property, the
Salt Song Trail and Traditional Salt Procurement Area that has been identified for some time in the
anthropological and archaeological literature. Further significant cultural resources including an early
1900s historic steam engine railroad district complete with water stops, townsites, cemetery and charming
appurtenances providing a flavor of the past is in the path of destruction—yet its preservation and
protection is far more deserving than the Project proposed in this DEIR which should sensibly be
discarded.
Sincerely,

Ruth Musser-Lopez
River Archaeological Heritage Association (RiverAHA)
c/o 420 E Street (mailing address)
Needles, CA 92363
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

surplussalt@gmail.com
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Valley Project Response
Wednesday, March 14, 2012 9:24:08 AM

March 14, 2012

It has come to my attention about the Cadiz Valley Project. This is of a
deep concern to me and my fellow local miners. As you plan on drawing
down the water table the wells on Danby Lake as well as Bristol Lake will
be affected.
Salt Products is a small family owned business that was established on
the lake in 1961. It is located on the Danby dry lake and extends out to
the railroad tracks. The processing plant is next to the railroad tracks.
Salt Products Company uses Danby Dry Lake for it's underground brine
water source. We use both wells and trenches to draw from to
evaporate in ponds. The salt is then refined to size and sold to various
customers throughout the southwest. We base our entire operations on
the levels of our wells. You drawing them down in the dry years and
replenishing it in the wet years is going to cause erratic fluctuations in
our trenches. We also have a fresh water well near the railroad tracks
which we need for our brine operation which would also be affected. My
other concern is that Salt Products Company is the only one that
maintains the road between Cadiz and Hwy 62 off mile marker 102. It is
a constant struggle to maintain the longer highway with just the little
amount of traffic we have already. As this is the only road in and out,
your equipment would beat up the road further, thus driving up my
shipping costs and impacting us economically.
I look forward to your response on this matter.

My contact information is:
Neal Bratt
Salt Products Company PO Box 1270 Yucaipa CA 92399
760-709-7198 office. 760-218-4557 cell. 760-406-5776 fax.
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Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife
10500 Christenson Road
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356-8335
760- 812-7030
waterforwildlife@gmail.com

TheProjectproposestooverdraftwaterinexcessofanyoftheprojectedrechargeamountsby
amountsrangingfrom10,000acrefeetperyearto87,500acrefeetperyeardependingonthe
study/modelused.TheProjectEIRseemstochoosearechargeamountof32,500acrefeetper
year.Mostofthestudiesofrechargeratesfortheareareflectamuchsmallerrechargerate.
Theserechargeratesrangefrom2,000to17,500acrefeetperyear.TheEIRfailstorevealall
ofthepotentialrechargeratesandseemstohavearbitrarilychosenanumbertheproponents
likeandproceededwiththedocument.

TheEIRusesNOAAdatawhenitsupportstherechargetheproponentsareseekingto
demonstrate.Becausetherearefew“Carbonate rock aquifers common in California, so there

http://waterforwildlife.us

These comments are for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). These comments are being submitted for myself and for
the Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife (SPCW), an organization which I represent. I
am a desert resident and have been for almost 20 years. I have served 9 years in prior times as a
member of the California Desert Conservation Area Advisory Committee. I have served as a
member of all Desert Tortoise Technical Review Teams except for the last one. I have also been
a member of the Joshua Tree National Park Advisory Committee.

1

are not many examples to use for comparison and as a reality check on the groundwater flow
model results; therefore, it is necessary to look outside the area for comparable hydrogeologic
settings.” So what do the proponents pick as the carbonate rock aquifer to model those
scenarios on. Of course they pick one which is considered and is described as one of the most
permeable and productive aquifers in the world ……the Edwards aquifer in San Antonio Texas.
They then attempt to tie the results of studies of this aquifer to the Cadiz basin.

The Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife (SPCW) has been in existence since 1972
and incorporated in California in March of 1977. Our first effort was to restore the Tule Elk and
this has been done.

The proponents ignore the recent 12 year drought and resultant lack of recharge. The worst
case scenarios are not really worst case and do not represent a complete range of alternatives.

The SPCW has also been involved in the desert with Water For Wildlife projects, since its
inception. The Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife is an organization which
represents many individuals who have joined together to ensure that desert wildlife have
sufficient water to prosper.

The region is mostly comprised of public lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), and it is believed no public lands will be directly impacted by this project. However the
cones of depression at the well field will impact BLM lands. The draw-down of the basin will
directly impact springs and seeps utilized by area resident and migratory wildlife. /The draw
down will negatively impact the Mojave National Preserve and its wildlife. 

2

Thedocumentisrepletewithhypotheticaldesigns,possiblealignments,everykindofweasel
wordandconceptavailabletotheproponents.Thewellfieldisapotential.Theimpoundment
basinsareconceptualasaresomeofthelocalizedpipelines.Thedayaftertheprojectwas
approvedthedesignscouldchange,thelocalpipelinesmoved,theimpoundmentbasinsand
wellfieldsmoved.

3



The EIR has failed to address a number of issues and addressed other issues inadequately.
The EIR suggests that there has been detailed scientific analysis of the Project’s watersheds over
many years and this has confirmed that the groundwater in the system is naturally renewable at
sustainable rates.
The Project claims a variety of scientific models have been used to estimate the amount of
recharge occurring annually in the watersheds. These models and others have produced a range
of recharge amounts between 2,000 and 40,000 acre-feet per year. The model the project
proposes, uses the UnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey’s(USGS)newmodelcalledINFIL3.0,which
usesrealdataaboutalocalareaandlocalconditions,toestimategroundwaterrecharge.The
ProposedprojectdoesnotverifythedataitutilizedinapplyingtheINFIL3.0model,which
incorporatesextensivedataaboutlocalsoils,vegetation,precipitation,temperatures,rock
types,andfieldresearchintheCadizandFennerValleys.Anestimated32,000acrefeetper
yearwasprojectedbytheINFIL3.0model,asthelongtermaverageamountofwaterthat
reachesbelowtherootzonetobecomegroundwaterattheProjectarea.





1

NowheredoIfindadiscussionoftheamountofwatertobeutilizedbytherailroad.Itisnot
enoughtomerelysaytherailroadplanstousewaterfromthepipeline.TheSolicitor’sopinion
renderedseveralyearsagoisquiteclearthatthepipelineifplacedintherailroadrightofway
mustbeutilizedbytherailroadforwaterforrailroaduse.

4

IdidnotdiscoverhowtheproponentsproposetogetaroundSanBernardinoCounty’s
ordinancewhichdoesnotallowtransferofwaterfromonebasintoanother.

5

IdidfinditinterestingthattheEIRattemptedtopresentthedustissuesasnothingtoworry
aboutwhentheirownobservationsprovedtherewouldbeasignificantdustproblemyetthe
proponentscontinueonasifthiswereanunimportantissue.

6

O_SPCW

Astheclimatechangecontinuesitsonwardprogressionfromtheiceage,theamountofrainfall
intheCaliforniaDesertisexpectedtobelessandlesseachyearoratleastincreasedvariability
7
intheamounts.ThepremiseoftheEIRisthatover50yearstheaveragedrawdownwillbe
50,000acrefeetperyear.Thisallowsforadrawdownof105,000acrefeetperyearinsome
yearswithnopossiblerecoveryinanytimeframewhichwillnothurtthebasin.
NowheredidIseeadiscussionofthelostrevenue(onecompany2008$10,000,000.)and
jobs.NordidIseeadiscussionwhichdealtwiththeissuewhichsurfacedwithHurricane
Kathrina.OneofthecompanieswasunabletoutilizefacilitiesandsourcesintheEastandthe
WestwastotallydependantontheresourcesofBristolandCadizLakes.

8

9
Theproponentssuggestthatthisisawaterconservationmeasure.TheNoticedescribes
facilitiestobeusedifneededinphaseIIasabovegroundreservoirs.Isawnodiscussionofthis
10
inthisEIR.NordidIseeanydiscussionofthePhaseIIproposaltobeingColoradoRiverWater
tothebasin.IbelieveCaliforniaLawisquiteclearinthatnodegradationofwaterquality
shouldoccur.ThiswouldoccurshouldColoradoRiverWaterbeallowedintothebasin.
TheEIRfailstomeetthestandardsofCQUAandshouldberemandedbacktotheproponents
toremoveallofthesmokeandmirrorswiththerequirementtheyanswertheunanswered
questions.
Respectfully,

H.MarieBrashear,President
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nakata, Dennis [dnakata@rutan.com]
Friday, February 24, 2012 4:55 PM
Cadiz Project
Request for Documents

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Tom…Perourconversation,I’dliketorequestforthefollowingdocumentsreferencedintheCadizValleyWater
Conservation,RecoveryandStorageProject.AllofthesedocumentsarelistedinthereferencesectionoftheEIR
(section11).

1. CH2M Hill, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, July 2010.
2. CH2M Hill, Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan, November 2011
1
3. GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project Phase 1 –
Conservation Scenarios, August 2011.
4. GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, September 2011
1. GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Addendum to September 1, 2011 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, November 2011

Pleaseadviseonanycopycharges.Pleasecontactmewithanyquestionsorconcerns.Iappreciateyourhelpinthis
matter.

Thanks
Dennis Nakata
Paralegal
Rutan & Tucker, LLP
611 Anton Boulevard, 14th Floor
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-662-4656 Direct
714-546-9035 Fax
dnakata@rutan.com
www.rutan.com
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2.4 Individuals
TABLE 2-6
INDIVIDUALS SUBMITTING COMMENTS
Commenter

Date of Comment

Leigh Adams

02/14/2012

Kristie and James Bise

03/12/2012

Myron L. Black (2 submissions)
Rob and Kate Blair
Helena Bongartz (3 submissions)
Craig Brainard
Chris Brown (2 submissions)

03/06/2012 and
03/13/2012
undated
02/02/2012,
02/10/2012 (2)
02/10/2012
03/13/2012 (2)

John C. Brown

03/13/2012

Charles T. Collett

03/12/2012

Debbie Cook

03/14/2012

Linda DeLuca-Snively

02/21/2012

Kyle Detwiler

02/11/2012

Robert R. Dunn

01/30/2012

Bob Ellis

02/07/2012

Mary Ann and Darrell Finstad

03/13/2012

Valerie Finstad (2 submissions)

02/06/2012 and
02/13/2012

William J. and Susan L. Garvin

01/17/2012

Andrea and James Gutman

02/11/2012

Janis Hatlestad

02/29/2012

Norma J.F. Harrison

02/10/2012

Steve Iverson (3 submissions)

02/10/2012 (3)

Paula Jeane

03/14/2012

Paul Limon

undated

Christopher Lish
Richard MacPherson (3 submissions)

02/12/2012
undated,
02/26/2012 and
03/12/2012

Norman Meek

12/30/2011

Shell McIntosh

undated

Jean McLaughlin
Ramon Alviso Mendoza

03/11/2012
undated

Ted & Karen Meyers

03/14/2012

Chris and Bob Mills

02/11/2012

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012

2. Comment Letters

TABLE 2-6
INDIVIDUALS SUBMITTING COMMENTS
Commenter

Ruth Musser-Lopez (5 submissions)

Date of Comment
undated
02/06/2012
02/08/2012
02/19/2012 and
03/13/2012

Sterling Perkes

02/11/2012

Drew Reese

02/11/2012

C. David Renquest

03/10/2012

Catherine Robinson

undated

Joe Ross

02/10/2012

David Sabol

01/09/2012

Dianna Sahhar

02/14/2012

Karen Scheuermann

02/12/2012

Sidney Silliman

02/13/2012

Julian V. Simeon

02/10/2012

Calvin Sisco

03/08/2012

Fred Stearn (2 submissions)

02/22/2012 and
02/23/2012

Gary Thompson

02/01/2012

S. Tott

03/14/2012

Karen Tracy (2 submissions)

02/03/2012 and
02/21/2012

Victoria Williams

03/13/2012

Judy Wisboro

02/11/2012

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012

I_Adams 1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I_Adams2-attachment

Leigh Adams
Cadiz Project
WHERE IS THE EIS
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 10:55:22 PM

You propose using federal lands to transport water? Where is the EiS? What gives Cadiz Ranch the
right to take water from the aquifer other than for its own use? This is a ludicrous proposition proposed
by someone deemed unfit to run a business in his own country. Don't allow yourself to be involved in
this reprehensible act! Please keep me informed! Leigh Adams

1
2
3

I_Adams2-attachment

I_Adams2-attachment

I_Bise

I_Black1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aaaaffordableac@frontiernet.net
Cadiz Project
Comments reguarding the Cadiz Water Project
Tuesday, March 06, 2012 10:32:11 AM

Dear Sir,
I have the following comments regrading the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the subject
project:
I am a home owner in Landfair Valley CA, I have owned this 47 acers of property for 15 years. I use it
every chance that I get. And hope to retire there in the near future. It is a get away for myself and my
family. It was bought with the intent to be passed down to my future generations.

1

I have a great respect for the land and what it is. A beautiful untouched landscape with years of history.
A place where many have come to study that very history. A place where my children and grand
children can learn and respect how our fore fathers used this land. And see the many species of wildlife
in there natural untouched environment.
I am writing you today to because I am against the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and
Storage Project.

2

3

4

5

As a home owner I do not want to have to worry about my water supply today or tomorrow. With out a
adiquate supply of water there is no Landfair Valley or wildlife. The thousands of birds, turtles, rabbits,
chipmunks, lizzards, cyotees, and yes even rattlesnakes are in danger. As well as us humans that want
to live there.
Lets not make the mistake of draining our water supply. Our wells are our life line. This land needs to
be preseved for future generations of not only man but wildlife.
Thank you for your time.
Myron L Black
PO Box 1357
Lake Havasu City AZ 86405
928-505-0370
email: aaaaffordableac@frontiernet.net

1

I_Black 2

I_Blair

Blair 7IL Ranch
PO Box 8
#1 Ranch Road
Essex, CA 92332
(760) 928-2564
Email: rob-kate-blair@hotmail.com
February 27, 2012

Comments regarding the Cadiz Water Project

1

2
3

4

Our family owns the ranch that lies in the mountains just north of the Fenner Valley.
Our ranch southern border takes in the north side of the Clipper Mountains runs north to
take in the east side of the Providence Mountains and west towards the Fenner Roadside
rest and the Hackberry mountains, north to Round Valley. We are 4th generation of our
family to ranch here. We fought the Cadiz water project last time around. In the last
decade, we watched our neighboring ranchers leave until just our family and our relations
across the valley are left in the East Mojave. Our families have survived many bad
droughts over the last 100 years. We survived because we have a few deep wells that can
still water cattle when the surface springs dry up. We cannot survive another bad drought
if our deep wells lose water. It is our belief that this project will affect our deep wells.
The elevation of our deep wells is approximately 3600 ft above sea level, about 2600
higher in elevation than the Fenner Valley. Because water stacks up through channels and
fissures, common sense tells you that you cannot pump large amounts of water out of a
desert floor and not drastically effect the balance of the under ground water sources that
feed the near by elevated springs and wells. It is imperative that monitoring wells be
impartially monitored and provisions made that pumping cease if any draw down is
detected. It is our belief that if this project gets built, they will not stop until damage is
detected. By then it will be our neighbors and ourselves and all who depend on the water
sources above Fenner Valley sink who will pay the price. There must also be in place
measures to compensate property owners for the financial losses sustained from the loss
of water on their properties. Better yet, let Cadiz go rob groundwater that isn’t ancient
and where it recharges once in a while.
This is an irresponsible exploitation of a natural resource that will never be sustainable
in our lifetime. Many battles over the preservation of the desert have been fought. This
project is by far the most harmful to the desert ecosystem than any we have seen. Do not
support this project motivated by profit and greed. A barren desert with no life left is a
price too high to pay.
Respectfully Submitted,
Rob and Kate Blair

1
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helena Bongartz
Cadiz Project
extension of review period
Friday, February 10, 2012 10:16:43 AM

Dear Mr. Barnes,

,1&(5(/<<2856
(/(1$21*$57=

This is good news but more time would have been better in order for people to
become familiar with this complex project. Will there be more meetings at locations
to the east of Cadiz in an attempt to reach segments of the public living nearer the
project area, particularly landowners in the area of the New York and Providence
Mountains and others living in the Eastern Mojave?
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Helena Bongartz
helenabongartz@mac.com

1

I_Brainard
Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Barnes
Monday, February 13, 2012 2:23 PM
Sarah Spano
FW: Message from smwd.com (Contact Us Form) Cadiz

I_BrownC1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Brown
Cadiz Project
FW: East Mojave Landowners
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:37:56 PM

Corrected E-mail address

From: SMWD.com [mailto:craigbrainard@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 8:37 PM
To: Customer Service
Subject: Message from smwd.com (Contact Us Form)

From: Chris Brown
Sent: Tue 3/13/2012 10:46 AM
To: cadizproject@esasoc.com
Subject: East Mojave Landowners

This is a response sent by Craig Brainard using the feedback form on the website. The details of the
message follow below:
Full
Craig Brainard
Name:
E-mail: craigbrainard@gmail.com
Message: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project I am requesting a copy of the EIR.
1
Please respond to this email and mail it to: Craig Brainard 5235 Mission Oaks Blvd. Suite 540
Camarillo, CA 93012 Please include soils and geology report and seismic report as well. Also data on
riparian studies. Thanks, Craig Brainard
You can use this link to reply: craigbrainard@gmail.com

Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, Ca. 90017
cadizproject@esasoc.com
Re: Comments on Cadiz Valley Conservation Recovery and storage Project; Draft Environmental
Impact Report.
Dear Mr. Barnes:
The December 2011 DEIR is insufficient due to the nature for which it was created. The idea that this
project solely is to capture evaporation from the Bristol and Fenner Watersheds under Cadiz land
through the conservation and recovery components listed in the EIR is ridiculous. If this was a true
management plan the EIR would have Environmental and Hydrology studies submitted from State,
Federal and local communities that do not have a direct benefit from the implementation of the project.
The parties involved in the research and final draft of the submitted EIR all have interests in the
proposed project. The 50 year plan proposed by Cadiz and Santa Margarita Water District is a mining
of Ground Water for profit venture where Cadiz will extract enormous amounts of ground water and sell
that resource to Water Districts outside of San Bernardino, California.
There are many private landowners adjacent to the proposed Cadiz project and more in the Cadiz
Hydrologic Study Area, (figure 4.9-6). The DEIR does not require Mitigation Monitoring for most of
the Hydrologic Study area. Stated in the EIR, (3-9), "The source of much of the groundwater recharge
occurs at the higher elevations.". Many landowners reside in or own properties in the higher elevations
and depend solely on groundwater where the extraction of this resource comes from wells produced at
the property owners expense. The proposed pumping of 50,000 AFY a year of groundwater by Cadiz
could have negative impacts on the water tables in the higher elevations of the Study area. It seems
very clear that Cadiz, Santa Margarita and other Water Districts involved in the Cadiz Project should be
concerned about the adjacent communities and their Water Rights to the underground resources that
Cadiz acknowledges as its primary source of recharge.
Within the Cadiz Hydrologic Study Area are also many springs. The EIR does not require Mitigation
Monitoring for those springs in the higher elevations esp. within the East Mojave Preserve. The wildlife
depend on springs such as Rock Springs, Bathtub Springs, Piute Creek and Hackberry Springs. I
would like to believe the Cadiz, Santa Margarita and other Water Districts involved would be concerned
about the Wildlife within the Hydrologic Study Area as proposed in the current DEIR.
The Property Owners within the Study Area should have been contacted by US Mail by Cadiz and
Santa Margarita Water District of its intention to extract, on average 50,0000 AFY of groundwater from
the proposed Cadiz project well fields. The Property Owners should have the right to a
Public Hearing held in the East Mojave Preserve so they can voice their concerns to
Cadiz and Santa Margarita Water District. Cadiz and Santa Margarita Water District

1
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I_BrownC 2

should provide Mitigation Monitoring and Spring Monitoring for all areas within the
Hydrologic Study Areas and certainly at its highest elevations where the proposed
recharge originates.
I believe the extraction of groundwater in the amounts projected will have harmful long term effects on
the Springs and Groundwater resources within the higher elevations in the Hydrologic Study Area.
The Private Property Owners do not have the resources to pursue deeper wells in
the event the draw down of the Cadiz Aquifer because harmful to the current water
tables esp. within the East Mojave Preserve which is the highest elevations noted
within the current DEIR. I believe it is the responsibility of Cadiz and Santa
Margarita Water District to devise a mechanism through a long term Mitigation Plan
to provide monetary resources to provide the impacted communities resources to
ground water that is adequate to their needs.

5

Furthermore I believe that there needs to be a Hydrologic and Environmental Study
conducted by either Federal, State or County officials in order to get realistic yearly
recharge calculations and impacts within the Study Area.
Sincerely,
Chris Brown
John Brown
Private Property Owners
East Mojave Land Owners Association

contact:
Chris Brown
602 328-0978
19508 N. 78'th Ave.
Glendale, AZ. 85308
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SEC ﬁlings.2 Brownstein partner Steve Farber was Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar’s campaign
ﬁnance manager for his Colorado Attorney General race. Former Brownstein partner Tom
Strickland was Chief of Staff for Salazar until last year. The Department’s Solicitor gave Cadiz
the green light on utilizing the railroad right of way as a way of avoiding federal oversight and
NEPA review.

Debbie Cook
Huntington Beach, CA
energyinfo@me.com
March 14, 2012
Board of Directors
Santa Margarita Water District
26111 Antonio Parkway
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

You have allowed the project proponent to choose and contract directly with the ﬁrm assembling
the Environmental Impact Report. Under CEQA guidelines, you are required to independently
review the EIR and for that purpose you have hired RBF Consulting. Did you know that RBF
Consulting is listed as an author/contributor to the EIR? Do you not think that calls to question
their objectivity and undermines your ability to comply with your role as lead agency?

re: Cadiz EIR
You have also contracted with Best, Best, and Krieger to provide legal advice regarding the EIR.
Did you know that Best, Best, and Krieger has provided legal services to Mr. Schatz for work he
has done for Chino Basin? Doesn’t this fact call to question their loyalties and objectivity?

Dear Board of Directors:
I write in the hope that perhaps you will think twice about your entanglement with the Cadiz
water project. Are you beginning to question why you ever embarked down this path, wishing
you had a do-over? The story begins with the personal friendship between your GM/GC, John
Schatz, and Scott Slater, President of Cadiz, Inc. and shareholder in Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber,
and Schreck. As you are aware, your general manager spends much of his time working at the
Chino Basin Watermaster where Mr. Slater is also General Counsel. All of the participants of
this project are connected to Mr. Slater, his law ﬁrm, or the Chino Basin Watermaster. Besides
the entities who have joined you in this ill-conceived project, there are many others who decided
not to participate. But like you, they also met in closed session giving the appearance of an
intent to deceive. I have now counted 27 illegal closed session meetings among participants and
prospective participants. There is no exception to the Brown Act for water purchases. I can’t
help but wonder who put you and all the other agencies up to such deceit.

You have also entered into an escrow agreement with Cadiz, Inc. regarding reimbursement for
costs above the initial $125,000 you have spent for environmental work. The way I interpret that
agreement, your agency does not get reimbursed for costs unless it certiﬁes the EIR. To the
public, it reads as coercion at best, collusion at worst.

1
I am sure none of you intend to put your agency in harms way, but it is clear from my research
that you have done just that. Before you embarked down this path one of you asked whether it
was appropriate for SMWD to be acting as lead agency or whether it should be the County of
San Bernardino.1 Unfortunately you relied on your GM, whose pecuniary interests compromise
his opinion. Mr. Schatz is no longer capable of providing you with objective advice and you
seem to be surrounding yourselves with others who are equally incapable of giving you sound
objective advice. You have hired Mr. Slater’s law ﬁrm, Brownstein, allegedly for work other
than the Cadiz project, but that belies at least one of your disbursement reports.
To reiterate, Slater is a shareholder of Brownstein. Slater is the President of Cadiz, Inc.
Brownstein was retained by Cadiz in 2008. Brownstein stands to gain a substantial sum of
money with certiﬁcation of the environmental document and permitting, according to Cadiz’

1

Every member of the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors has received substantial
campaign contributions from Cadiz, Inc.
1

As to the project itself, it is beyond credulity. It is unfortunate that none of you attended the
public meeting in Joshua Tree to hear from those who had driven hundreds of miles to be heard;
all of whom consider the 2700 square mile basin their local source of water. As lead agency, you
are responsible for monitoring mitigation measures, and in this case, measures that are far from
adequate. I wonder who will be sued when (not if) wells and springs run dry, when subsidence
leads to unintended consequences? Will Cadiz still be a viable company or will the public
agencies be left holding the bag. I have read the minutes of your meetings where some of you
have attempted to ask probing questions. The answers you are getting are evasive. The
hydrology has not changed since this project was ﬁrst proposed in 2000. The only thing that has
changed is the dog and pony show. There is nothing “sustainable” about over drafting an aquifer.
Imagine if this were the Orange County aquifer. There is no plan to recharge the basin--that
2

SEC 10K ﬁling: Not included in the table above is a potential obligation to pay an amount of
up to 1% of the net present value of the Water Project in consideration of certain legal and
advisory services to be provided to us by Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck LLP. The primary
services being provided are advising us as to Water Project design and implementation, permit
approvals, environmental compliance, negotiation and drafting of agreements related to the
Water Project. This fee would be payable upon receipt of all environmental approvals and
permits and the execution of binding agreements for at least 51% of the Water Project’s annual
capacity. A portion of this fee may be payable in stock. Interim payments of $1.5 million, to be
credited against the ﬁnal total, would be made upon the achievement of certain speciﬁed
milestones. $500 thousand of these interim payments was earned in June 2009 in consideration
for the legal and advisory services previously provided. No further milestones have been met as
of December 31, 2010.

2
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

point was made clear in both the EIR and at the meeting in Joshua Tree. In a recent news article
from Needles, a water ofﬁcial in that City said that Cadiz wouldn’t even talk about recharge
during a tour he took. Some of you must have doubts about Mr. Slater’s claim that even if
Cadiz’ recharge estimates are off by 85% that it won’t affect the aquifer!
In my experience, it is rare that EIRs are actually read by those who certify them. It is even rarer
that comments and responses are read. At ﬁrst I dreaded having to read the document myself,
but once I began, it was as if I had followed Alice and the rabbit into some upside down world, a
world of “mad people,” where Humpty Dumpty determines the meaning of words.

I am 100% totally against the Cadiz Project.
1

For the sake of those who are stuck in a world that still uses a dictionary for deﬁnitions, here is a
sample of the crazy talk that masquerades as science in this Draft EIR:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Conservation is a synonym for groundwater mining.
Over drafting an aquifer is sustainable
Lack of data on springs means there is no hydrologic link to the aquifer
Subsidence can be arrested once it has occurred
Recharge rate won’t be materially affected by climate change
Drying out Cadiz and Bristol dry lakes won’t increase dust pollution
Water has no growth inducing impacts
Fire hydrants are essential to railroad services
Evapotranspiration rates of the site are ten times higher than Death Valley

It is the corrupting inﬂuences of money and incestuous relationships that lead to such tortuous
arguments and ultimately horriﬁc decisions. If you truly think this project is in the public’s best
interest, then you must clean house of all those associated with the project proponent, consult
with those who still have a sliver of objectivity, and begin the process anew.

Linda DeLuca-Snively [californiadeluca@gmail.com]
Tuesday, February 21, 2012 5:04 PM
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Water "Borrowing" Project

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Here is one really out of the box solution to Orange County's lack of amount of water. Since Orange County is
right next to the gigantic Pacific Ocean how about building a desalination plant and convert some of all of the
salt water to potable water.
Why in heavens name would you take precious, ancient water from an already challenged desert ego-system 1
and waste all the time and energy piping it all the way to the Orange Coast.???? Than what is left of the Cadiz
area?........................................wager it would be definitely, finally finished forever.
Aren't there any underground aquifers in Orange County, and drilling really deep might even strike oil, so that
they could buy water from Arrowhead Pure Mountain.
Linda Snively
Newberry Springs, CA

11

Sincerely,
Debbie Cook

3
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I_Detwiler
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I_Dunn1

Kyle Detwiler
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Project Timing
Saturday, February 11, 2012 8:16:49 AM

Tom,
Hope all is well. I noticed the Cadiz project had its public commentary window
extended. What does this mean for the potential timing for the project as the company
currently plans? What would the next steps be?

1

Cheers,
Kyle Detwiler

______________
Kyle Detwiler
Email: kyle.detwiler@gmail.com
Cell: 609.468.9457

1

I_Ellis
separate from the fact that it is federal land and the project must comply with National NEPA environmental
requirements.

I_Ellis
Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bobellisds@gmail.com on behalf of Bob Ellis [bobellisds@earthlink.net]
Tuesday, February 07, 2012 12:09 PM
Cadiz Project
Comments on Cadiz EIR

PIPELINE ON FEDERAL LAND - WHERE IS BLM? Since the majority of the land requested for use by the
project is federal land, why is the BLM not an active participating agency in the EIR? The public can’t
comment effectively without knowledge of the agency’s position.

4

WHERE IS POWER COMING FROM? - Lots of power is needed to pump water from deep underground; lots
of power is needed to pump water overland miles and miles to the MWD Aqueduct. The EIR does not identify 5
where the power is coming from and what type on environmental impact will result form which type and source
of power.

Bob Ellis
1290 Hopkins Street #37
Berkeley, CA 94702
510 525-8742
bobellisds@earthlink.net
2/7/12

WHERE IS THE MWD? Cadiz expects to use the MWD facilities to deliver water to LA. We don’t have any
information as to the impacts imposed by the MWD’s priority use of the canal and water pumps. This key
element is missing from the picture of how the proposed project will work.

Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Email:cadizproject@esassoc.com
Telephone: 213-599-4300
Fax: 213-599-4301

6

WHERE IS THE PERMISSION TO INJECT POLLUTED COLORADO RIVER WATER INTO THE
PUBLIC AQUIFER? The phase of the Cadiz Project which allows Colorado River water to be “Stored” for dry 7
years will be putting perchlorate and other contaminates into the native groundwater. The river water must be
purified before injection.
Please address how these issues will be dealt with. I believe you will need to provide the public with another
supplemental impact report.

Re: Comments on Draft Cadiz Project EIR
- EIR Lacks Sufficient Information: New Supplement Required

I look forward to seeing a complete analysis of both state and federal issues in the next EIR.

Dear Sir:
Thanks you,

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the Cadiz Project EIR. I am quite familiar with the area in question
having visited numerous times traveling the Cadiz-Rice Road and hiking in all the surrounding mountain
ranges. I am a desert hiker and backpacker; I am a wilderness and environmental advocate with memberships
in Desert Survivors and the Sierra Club. I have served as the environmental protection representative on the
BLM’s Desert District Advisory Board and was active in opposing the original Cadiz water project.
I am very much opposed to this project primarily because of the plan to draw out large quantities of fossil
groundwater from public lands. This will deplete the aquifer in the years following the extraction. The
proposed inadequate monitoring proposal, not even as good as the BLM’s plan in the earlier project, will not
discover the damage until its too late to make a recovery.
I am amazed at the financial manipulations involved. Cadiz, the private corporation, will sell the “right” to
pump groundwater from under public lands years ahead of the actual pumping. Why the recruited water
districts will agree to put themselves into a deal like this is beyond me. This type of transaction is not far from
the kind of financial dealings which put our country into its currently depressed state.

Bob Ellis -Solar on Rooftops - Not On Sacred Sites

1
2

3

The Draft EIR is defective in many ways. If the project is to seriously go forward a supplement will have to be
released for comment which will need to address the following issues:
PIPELINE ON FEDERAL LAND - WHERE IS NEPA? The document does not deal with NEPA requirements
for impacts to federal public lands. The attempt to define the project as a private land only project is not
supportable. The pipeline is on federal land, even though it is within a granted railroad right of way. The issue 4
of whether the Federal government will agree to allow the use of the railroad right-of-way for Cadiz’s benefit is
1
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janis Hatlestad
Cadiz Project
The Cadiz Valley Project -- DEIR -- my comment
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:39:35 PM

To: Tom Barnes, ESA
Requesting The Cadiz Valley Project NOT move forward, NOT be given further
consideration, and that it be shut down. After reading a considerable amount of
material related to this project, I believe that to continue this project is not in the
public interest. It does not adequately consider its true costs to humanity and to our
planet. Too much is unknown. Too much is at risk.

1

A far better plan would be to get Southern Californians to reduce consumption of
fresh water from current sources, find sustainable alternative sources, and recycle
treated wastewater, even if it means increasing prices in order to accomplish that.
As a society, we simply don't charge ourselves enough for the resources we
consume. We have made water too cheap, promoting wasteful attitudes and
behaviors. It is time to cinch the belt around our water supplies and live within our
means.

2

Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Janis Hatlestad
begarden.com

Norma J F Harrison
Cadiz Project
Re: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project - Extension of Review Period
Friday, February 10, 2012 1:59:34 PM

I would comment but for that I participate in a multitude of efforts to try to retain as much of Earth as
possible anymore. I know a bunch of stuff - so cannot participate in this without an honest summary of
it - its befores and afters and effects.
If that exists please send it to me. Please underline those constructs/regulations which will result in
minimizing/constantly reducing local controls and benefits, affording them to business, and in particular,
to ever larger, fewer businesses. Think, no on profit$ by this work. It must be a public work. It must
not now or in the future further damage Earth and our interchange with it; it must cause no waste.
If the summary I request exists or can be made, its use as e mail to us should obviate the need for
most of us to use the reports in the government buildings. Most of us are insufficiently skilled in the
engineering aspects - including the long-term effects, the possibilities of achieving the stated ends which are likely to sound reasonable but turn out under skilled inspection by honest financing concerns
to be robbing us blind, etc. - most of us would do better with an honest summary. Also to be
considered is environmentalists' reports of 'upstream'/'downstream' effects.
Thank you.
Norma
From: Cadiz Project cadizproject@esassoc.com Sent: Fri, February 10, 2012 11:54:26 AM Subject:
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project - Extension of Review Period

NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF REVIEW PERIOD FOR
THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

Better Earth Garden Design
Woodland Hills, CA
e-mail: janis@begarden.com
office: 818-716-9778
mobile: 818-687-1162

To:

California Office of Planning and Research;
Responsible and Trustee Agencies; County Clerks;
and Other Interested Parties
Subject:
Notice of Extension of Review Period for the Draft Environmental Impact
Report
Project:
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
State
Clearinghouse: #2011031002
Lead Agency: Santa Margarita Water District
Extension of
Review Period: December 5, 2011 through March 14, 2012

The Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) published a Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) on the Cadiz
Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project) on December 5, 2011. Presently the comment
period closes on February 13, 2012, or the 70th day. Although the initial comment period exceeded the minimal
time requirements set forth under the California Environmental Quality Act, SMWD has received several requests
to further extend the comment period. In response to these requests and in recognition of the importance of
providing ample review of the Project, SMWD is extending the comment period an additional 30 days, bringing the
total public review period to 100 days. The comment period on the DEIR will now close on March 14, 2012.
Please send your written comments, including a return address and contact name, on or before this date to the
following address:
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA

1

I_Harrison
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301

I_Iverson 1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

IVERSON Steve
Cadiz Project
The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project
Friday, February 10, 2012 12:40:39 PM

Or by email to: cadizproject@esassoc.com
Copies of the Draft EIR and appendices are available as follows:
Santa Margarita Water District Website: www.smwd.com
Santa Margarita Water District Office: 26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

Conservationists including the Sierra Club remain worried about this project. Cadiz, Inc
company has misrepresented the size of the aquifer and that mining it could harm the
threatened desert tortoise, bighorn sheep, as well as the nearby Mojave National Preserve
which has some of the densest and oldest Joshua tree forests in the world. Concerns over rare 1
desert species were also echoed by state Department of Fish and Game biologists in March.

Twentynine Palms Library: 6078 Adobe Road, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
Rancho Santa Margarita Public Library: 30902 La Promesa Drive, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
Joshua Tree Library: 6465 Park Blvd, Joshua Tree, CA 92252
San Bernardino County Library: 104 W. 4 th Street, San Bernardino, CA 92415

This project should be scrapped.

I_Iverson 3

I_Iverson 2
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ryeman4@aol.com
Cadiz Project
The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project
Friday, February 10, 2012 12:41:27 PM

Conservationists including the Sierra Club remain extremely worried about this project.
Cadiz, Inc company has misrepresented the size of the aquifer and that mining it could harm
the threatened desert tortoise, bighorn sheep, as well as the nearby Mojave National Preserve 1
which has some of the densest and oldest Joshua tree forests in the world. Concerns over rare
desert species were also echoed by state Department of Fish and Game biologists in March.
This project should be scrapped.
Thanks,
Steve Iverson
1701 Bedford Ln.
Newport Beach, CA 92660

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ryeman4@aol.com
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Groundwater Drying Up
Friday, February 10, 2012 12:56:44 PM

My brother and I have been visiting a place named Bonanza Springs in the Mohave Desert for the
past several years. It is a couple miles northeast of Cadiz. This past weekend we were there and
found the once lush oasis is drying up. The wildlife (including Bighorn Sheep, Hawks, Owls, other
birds) we normally see were non existent.
It appears that over pumping of native groundwater is causing the spring to dry up. We should be very
concerned about this

Regards,
Steve Iverson
1701 Bedford Ln. #15
Newport Beach, CA 92660
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I_Jeane
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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Miller, Michele
Tom Barnes; Sarah Spano
Ferons, Dan
FW: Cadiz water project
Wednesday, March 14, 2012 10:23:26 PM

From: Paula Jeane [mailto:teacher_beloved@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 6:35 PM
To: Miller, Michele
Subject: Cadiz water project
For the record, I am totally opposed to the Cadiz Water Project--the desert needs to conserve all the
water it can get!
Paula
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Paula Jeane, PhD
720-323-3990
Joshua Tree, CA
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

-- John Muir

Chris Lish
Cadiz Project
cadizproject@smwd.com
Say No to the Cadiz Water Project
Sunday, February 12, 2012 1:25:49 PM

Both the Metropolitan Water District and the San Diego County Water Authority have
taken a pass on previous iterations of this ill-conceived project, and you should too.
The “draft environmental impact report” fails to fairly explain the risks of the
proposed project, and the proposed water-monitoring program will only detect
damage from the groundwater extraction long after it has occurred and the
hydrological link is destroyed. The potential effects of groundwater pumping to
crucial desert springs and seeps would be devastating and must be avoided.

Sunday, February 12, 2012

Tom Barnes, ESA
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626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
“Every man who appreciates the majesty and beauty of the wilderness and of
wild life, should strike hands with the farsighted men who wish to preserve our
material resources, in the effort to keep our forests and our game beasts, gamebirds, and game-fish—indeed, all the living creatures of prairie and woodland and
seashore—from wanton destruction. Above all, we should realize that the effort
toward this end is essentially a democratic movement.”

Los Angeles, CA 90017

Subject: Say No to the Cadiz Water Project

-- Theodore Roosevelt
Dear Mr. Barnes,

I write in strong opposition to the proposed Cadiz Valley Water Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project and strongly urge you to reject the flawed analysis in
the draft environmental impact review. The proposal to extract 50,000 acre-feet of
water each year over 50 years is unsustainable under current conditions, much less
in the face of climate change. The Cadiz Valley Aquifer is an ancient groundwater
basin that needs to be largely left alone.

I urge you to deny the proposed Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and
Storage Project and to reject the flawed analysis in the draft environmental impact
review.
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“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of
the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise”
-- Aldo Leopold

“It is horrifying that we have to fight our own government to save the
environment.”
Thank you for your consideration of my comments. Please do NOT add my name to
your mailing list. I will learn about future developments on this issue from other
sources.

-- Ansel Adams

Overdrafting the Cadiz aquifer will doom precious desert wildlife and habitats that
rely on these waters to survive. The proposed project would cause overdraft in these
aquifers that could deplete critical water resources, including springs and seeps in
the adjacent federally designated wilderness areas and the Mojave National
Preserve.
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Sincerely,
Christopher Lish
PO Box 113

“Our government is like a rich and foolish spendthrift who has inherited a
magnificent estate in perfect order, and then has left his fields and meadows,
forests and parks to be sold and plundered and wasted.”

Olema, CA 94950
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

To:TomBarnes,ESA
RE:ThedraftEIRonCadiz
ItisapparentthattheDraftEIRiswhollyinadequateasitrelatestothepropertyownersinthewater
shedsaffectedbytheCadizwaterpulldown.Theeffectsontheupperpartsofthewatershedarenot
addressedatallorarepassedoverasnotimportant.Therecoveryratesofthepulldownarewayover
estimatedandnoteventheestimatesaresupportedwithsufficientscientificproof.Thefactthatthere
isnolikelihoodofanyrechargeevercomingisnotaddressedadequately.Theinclusionofdatafrom
MWDastotheabilitytosupplywatertopurchaseordonateforpossiblerechargingmustbe
documentedandguaranteedinsomefashion.Themassivenumber(1100+)ofstakeholderswerenot
notifiedanddonothaveanyparticipationnoworintheoversightofthepossibleoutcomesofthis
poorlydisguisedwatertaking.
Therearenowhereenoughspringsandwellslistedasobservation/monitoringandtestsites.There
needstobespecificscientificproceduresestablishedforeachsiteandaNeutralthirdpartythatis
agreeduponbyallstakeholdersasthetest/evaluationmonitor.Intheeventthatanydegradationis
notedbythethirdpartythepumpingmuststopimmediately,andappropriateactionstakentoreverse
thedegradation.Thatactiontoinclude,butnotlimitedto,thepurchaseofwatertorefilltheaquifer,
thedrillingofnewwells,haulingofwaterneededforhumanandwildlifeconsumption,andthestorage
tanksneededforcontinued"normalconditions"forallinvolvedstakeholders(manandbeast).
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Dick MacPherson [dnkmac@the2h2o.com]
Sunday, February 26, 2012 9:04 AM
Cadiz Project
dnkmac@urs2.net
correction

correctiontoinputIintendedtosayOldWomanMts.,notTurtles.Isincerelyhopetheproposeddrawdownwould
notaffecttheTurtleMts.IwouldsuggestthatspringsontheeastsideoftheOldWomanMts.shouldbemonitored. 1

2

3

IwouldthinkthatthenorthernPreservedrainageintotheMojaveSinkandintoBakerandSilverlake
shouldalsobemonitoredinadditiontothetwoproposedwells.ThespringsintheTurtlesand
GranitesmustalsobemonitoredinadditiontotheupperdrainageareasoftheNewYorkMts,4thof
JulyCanyon,RoundValley,GoldValley,Hackberry,andPintovalley.Wellsinalltheseareasmustalso
bemonitoredbytheestablishedthirdparty.Theseareasareofcourseinadditiontothemeaslythree
springsproposed.
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Themitigationfortheabovementioneditemsmustbeinthedocumentandsupportedbybonded
escrowaccountsuntilthemitigationisnotneededevenaftertheprojectisstopped.
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RichardMacPhersonChairman,MojavePreserveLandOwnersAssociation
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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development of future decisions. This was not done for the DEIR.

Dick MacPherson
Cadiz Project
comments DEIR
Monday, March 12, 2012 4:36:17 PM

Mr. Barnes;
Additional comments:
...on a recent trip to Bonanza Spring it appears that the monitoring of this vital spring will be
complicated and probably will require its own EIR due to the disruption of the eco-system now in
place. The required "early-warning" monitoring of this vital site will require BLM participation and
your efforts have created federal legislation from our Senator to block BLM from spending any
money on this subject. That said, it would appear that federal legislation would again be needed
to accomplish any of the needed procedures for monitoring sites on BLM controlled lands .
...Since the NPS has control of many of the additional springs that must be monitored, it would be
a good assumption that more EIRs will be needed for most of those monitored springs also.
...The mentioned EIRs need the details of what is expected, what is to be done to accomplish the
needed monitoring, and the neutral third party who will sound the alarm publically when needed.
The normal list of EIR requirements must of course be made in total. The funding of this must be
included in the escrow account required for the mitigation of damages to the property owners in
the areas affected by the possible loss of water.
...Other springs in the Granites ,Old Woman, Piute, Providence, Colton Hills, Mid Hills, and New
York Mts. must go through the same needed EIRs for monitoring. Most, but not all wells ,are on
private property or as you suggest will be dug on Cadiz out property, which should make third
party monitoring easier. That monitoring is to be done by the neutral third party with the
appropriate agreed upon criteria for control and mitigation.
...The project appears to be unsustainable in general. The costs involved in doing the needed
changes and additional studies appear to be greater than the developer in Orange County and
SMWD could bear.
...The mining proposal is way over optimistic verses the estimated recharge rate. The estimated
recharge rate must be verified in models and documentation that is accepted to all scientists. The
2000 AFY rate for recharge is probably close to the best "estimate" under current conditions. Thus
pumping 50,000 AFY is ridicules for any "Green Compact".
...The comments that all springs in the drainage are "hydraulically discontinuous" is not
substantiated by any reliable data. That information must be confirmed before those of us who
depend on water for life are adversely effected. As previously mentioned the bonded escrow
account is part of the mitigation for all this and must be funded on the start of any pumping. The
mitigation to include but not be limited to, the transporting of water to, and the needed storage of
that water for those negatively affected.
...The capture of ground water wasted to evaporation is not supported by data. Your "gestimates"
are not supported with enough fact to allow you to add XXXX "saved " water to your pumping
proposals. Printing this conjecture doesn't make it fact!
... A specific list of criteria is needed in each EIR for each spring or well that is monitored. The
action to be taken, at what level, triggers what action, by the independent third party. These
decisions need to be developed with all parties involved at each site. Any trigger should stop the
draw down pumping immediately!!
...All neighbors and potentially affected parties need to be notified and be included in the

Richard MacPherson
Mesa View Ranch
HC 1 box 429
Cima, CA 92323
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I_Mills

I_Meyers
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

From:
To:
Date:

Tom Barnes
Sarah Spano
FW: Message from Karen & Ted Meyers (Contact Us Form)
Thursday, March 15, 2012 9:45:35 AM

My husband and I are strongly opposed to the Cadiz Valley Water Project, as we
were when it was proposed all the previous times. There hasn't been any surplus
1
water in the Colorado River available for California use or to store in over ten years,
so the storage part of the plan isn't going to happen very often, if at all, in today's
drier climate. The rainfall recharge estimates are much too high, as more often than
not less than six inches of rain falls in the area. Remember Baghdad, CA, not
2
far away from Cadiz, went more than 800+ days with not a drop of rain a few
decades ago. Not one drop of moisture! The seasonal water on the Cadiz and other
dry lake beds also limits the amount of dust and particulates in the air, so air quality 3
would suffer if the water was removed.

From: Karen & Ted Meyers [mailto:polenheinz@ymail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 10:07 PM
To: Geldert, Beth; Boulton, Eddie
Subject: Message from Karen & Ted Meyers (Contact Us Form)

Message from smwd.com (Contact Us Form)
Question
Answer
Full Name:

Karen & Ted Meyers

E-mail:

polenheinz@ymail.com
We have lived in the Wonder Valley area, east of Twentynine
Palms, for 31 years, and are San Bernardino County
taxpayers and registered voters. We are absolutely opposed to
the Cadiz Water Project because of the importance of the
aquifer to the area. Unique desert plants, not to mention the
abundant wildlife, rely on the deep groundwater aquifer under
Cadiz Dry Lake to survive. Desert bighorn sheep and the
threatened desert tortoises live here, and rely on natural
springs and seeps provided by the Cadiz Valley Aquifer.

Your Questions of
Comments:

Cadiz Dry Lake is surrounded by wilderness areas, including
the Old Woman Mountains, the Sheephole Mountains, the
Mojave National Preserve and the proposed Mojave Trails
National Monument. Your proposal is a very bad idea .....
very destructive to the desert flora and fauna, not to mention
the farming operations and the private wells of residents in
the area.
We find your proposal very disturbing, and beseech you to
discontinue your plan.
Sincerely,
Ted & Karen Meyers
polenheinz@ymail.com
760.367.1393
3534 Blower Rd
29 Palms CA 92277

Chris Mills
Cadiz Project
Saturday, February 11, 2012 6:37:34 PM

And finally, the temptation to draw more water out of the ground than the legally
allowable amounts will be enormous, and politics and money will try to force the
pumping of more and more water if this project is completed. Springs and seeps on
national park and other public and private lands depend on underground aquifers to
supply water for wildlife and local residents. There isn't much water to begin with,
so there definitely isn't enough to justify this huge expenditure that will adversely
affect local people and wildlife.

1

4

If California needs more water, then concentrate on the conservation end of the
problem. Replace every showerhead with a low flow variety. Replace every toilet
with a low flow design. Enforce watering restrictions for lawns to
5
encourage Xeriscaping and drought resistant plantings, and fine those that water
during the heat of the day, wasting water. Use grey water to irrigate golf courses
and parklands. There are many other methods to conserve water, and they all make
more sense than this illogical, unreasonable, and unsustainable Cadiz project.
Chris and Bob Mills
2020 Cortez Street
Needles, CA 92363

I_Musser-Lopez 1
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Barnes
Monday, February 06, 2012 1:34 PM
Sarah Spano
FW: Extension of public comment period; request for information


From: Rango Rally [mailto:rangosos@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 1:17 PM
To: Tom Barnes
Subject: Extension of public comment period; request for information

First, please provide me with a copy of a document referenced in the EIR "SCH#2011031002, Cadiz
Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project."
This document is referred to on page 2-5 in footnote 11, Memorandum of Opinion M-37025 Partial
Withdrawal of M-36946, November 2011, U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of the Solicitor.

1

1

SMWD, the Lead Agency, has used the requested document as justification for not submitting this
project to review by the Agency, BLM, who issued a ROW to ARZC.
Full disclosure of the document should have been included in the EIR, but since it has not been,
please email me a copy of it to me at my aids reply address RangoSOS@yahoo.com.
Second, on behalf of the Citizens of San Bernardino County, I am requesting an extension on the
public comment period and review of the EIR "SCH#2011031002, Cadiz Valley Water Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project." The project is massive and is the EIR, we need more time to review
it and the appendices. We need workshops and hearings in communities closest to the project area 2
east of Kelbaker Road, including Havasu Landing, Needles, Goffs and Cadiz. The hearings held so
far have been inaccessible to the public due to the distance and cost required to attend, an undue
burden...a violation of the Brown Act.
Third, you have previously sent me Appendix G and I do have a copy of the EIR. Please send me a
3
copy of the remaining Appendices A - F and H - J, a copy of the transcripts from the hearings, and
any comments that have been filed to date. Please advise me if there are any costs in obtaining
these public documents.
Ruth Musser-Lopez
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tom Barnes
Wednesday, February 08, 2012 3:47 PM
De Felice, Diane; Steinfeld, Amy; Ferons, Dan; Leslie Moulton; Kevin Thomas
Sarah Spano
FW: Procedural Issues, Request for Answers & Hearing on Cadiz
Musser-Lopez Seeks Answers, Hearing from SBCo.doc

Ruth Musser-Lopez
420 E Street
Needles, CA 92363
February 8, 2012




Brad Mitzelfelt Vice-Chairman (909) 387.4830 SupervisorMitzelfelt@sbcounty.gov
First District Supervisor because the project is in his district.
Janice Rutherford SupervisorRutherford@sbcounty.gov
Second District Supervisor (909) 387.4833
Neil Derry SupervisorDerry@sbcounty.gov
Third District Supervisor (909) 387.4855
Gary Ovitt SupervisorOvitt@sbcounty.gov
Fourth District Supervisor (909) 387.4866
Josie Gonzales SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov
Chair, Fifth District Supervisor (909) 387.4565

From: Rango Rally [mailto:rangosos@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 3:18 PM
To: SupervisorDerry@sbcounty.gov; SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov; SupervisorOvitt@sbcounty.gov;
SupervisorRutherford@sbcounty.gov; Tom Barnes
Cc: pubinteg@sbcda.org
Subject: Procedural Issues, Request for Answers & Hearing on Cadiz

In the attachment, "Musser-Lopez Seeks Answers, Hearing from SBCo" is correspondence dated today, 2/8/2012, to the
San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors with my request for answers and a hearing concerning issues surrounding
Cadiz proposals and applications, the current proposed project under review. It is herewith a public document available
to be dispersed widely so all may see. I am also sending this email and attachment to Tom Barnes at
tbarnes@esassoc.com to be incorporated into the comments on the Draft EIR for the "Cadiz Valley Water Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project."
This email represents a further request for a 90 day extension on the public comment period for review of the referenced
Draft EIR, scheduled to conclude on Monday, 2/13/2012. If an extension is not granted, I look forward to hearing from
our Officials with their explanation as to why we have been limited to such a short review period (I got my copy of EIS at
the workshop on January 11, less than 30 days ago) for such a massive project review including 4 volumes, 10
appendices, ca +250 maps, figures, tables, etc.) and object to this haste to consider a potentially destructive project
which is certain to have long-term irreversible and irreparable adverse effects upon our County resources.
I hope to hear from you by tomorrow 2/9/2012, with regard to whether or not an extension on the comment period has
been granted.
Sincerely,
Ruth Musser-Lopez
760/885-9374

Re: Cadiz Proposal to transfer massive amounts of San Bernardino County Water
Dear San Bernardino County Supervisors:

1
What entitles Cadiz Corporation, a small, barely break even farm in the desert east of
Kelbaker Road currently using only 1800 to 1900 acre feet per year (AFY) of water for
their operations, the right to sell 50,000 – 75000 AFY of San Bernardino County’s water
at a fluctuating price at $300 - $700 AFY, for a potential profit of $15 to $50 MILLION
DOLLARS? A “Get Rich Quick” scheme? Cadiz claims that they are entitled to this
massive amount of ground water based on the harebrain idea that a small amount of
water evaporating on a desert dry lake, after a seldom rain, is a waste of water, and
that this small amount of evaporation justifies Cadiz Corporation to take all the
groundwater before it has a chance to reach a spot where it might evaporate.
Demonstrating the illogical and unsound reasoning behind this scheme, Cadiz also
proposes to reclaim excess Colorado River water during wet years by putting it back in
the very place they say water is being wasted by evaporation. I am very disgusted
about the proposal being back on the Board’s agenda and concerned about potential
litigation at taxpayer expense "when the County Supervisors must defend their action of
adopting and certifying an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that is currently full of
faulty premises, errors and omissions."
I am requesting time to address this issue at the County Board of Supervisor’s
meeting on February 14, 2012. I wish to bring a few experts concerning hydrology
in the desert and the beneficial purpose of natural evaporation, not just in the desert
but worldwide. I also wish to introduce to you, a few of the stakeholders in the East
Mojave desert who stand to lose their livelihoods, will likely be forced to sacrifice their
businesses, while the owners of Cadiz will get rich. As you know, the project is referred
to as “The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project” which is a
misnomer so I will hereafter refer to it as the “Cadiz Proposal,” a proposal which I and
many other of your constituents, strongly object to based upon its unsound premise that
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evaporation at the desert’s dry lake beds where water sometimes surfaces after a
seldom rain, is a waste.

I_Musser-Lopez 3
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The project would be located in the First District. According to my sources, since
Mitzelfelt was appointed to the First District of the Board of Supervisors in 2007, the
Cadiz Land Company has been one of his major political backers, having contributed a
total of $48,100 to his campaign fund:
March 13, 2007, the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $10,000.
June 30, 2007 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $12,500. On
November 20, 2007 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $5,000.
June 18, 2008 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $5,000.
October 30, 2008, the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $5,000.
May 14, 2009 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $4,000.
July 30, 2009 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $1,000.
April 12, 2010, the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $1,600.
October 6, 2010 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $1,500.
December 10, 2010 the Cadiz Land Company gave the Committee to Elect Brad Mitzelfelt $2,500.

4

My further purpose for bringing this matter to your attention is because of procedural
errors that I object to along with the acts of deceit and omission in the draft EIR. I
strongly object to an Orange County agency, the Santa Margarita Water District,
assuming the lead on the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) EIR document
instead of San Bernardino County taking that responsibility.

Will you please tell me where it is found on a San Bernardino County website???
This document was prepared by ESA under contract to Santa Margarita Water District in
Orange County. The preparation of this document was purportedly pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) of 1970 (as amended), codified at California
Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et. seq., and the CEQA Guidelines in the Code of
Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3. In the opening statement of the CEQA
document, Santa Margarita Water District identifies itself as the “Lead Agency under
CEQA who “may use this EIR to approve the proposed Project, make Findings regarding
identified significant impacts, and if necessary, adopt a Statement of Overriding
Considerations regarding these impacts.” I object to their self proclaimed authority
and if you will please read on, you will see that there are legal reasons why you should

5

Originally, I filed complaints against Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) Board
Members and Manager with the District Attorney’s Office of Public Integrity citing Brown
Act violations in conjunction with a “CEQA hearing” to be held in Joshua Tree by SMWD
on February 1, 2012. In a complaint to the District Attorney’s Office of Public Integrity
which copy I sent to Mr. Mitzelfelt, I then asserted that the Santa Margarita Water
District intended to hold “hearings” in Joshua Tree which would be in violation of the
Brown Act since San Bernardino County is out of their jurisdiction (Ralph M. Brown Act,
as codified in California Code Section 54950) and the hearing would be inaccessible to the
San Bernardino County citizens who would be most impacted by the project (The Brown
Act, Gov. Code 54953.2; 54961 Ch. V). As it turns out, a technicality prevents the Spirit of
the Brown Act from being upheld. That technicality is that the Brown Act pertains to
“hearings” where there is a quorum of “elected Officials” who are able to vote on the
issue. Since the SMWD sent environmental contractors to Joshua Tree to conduct the
“CEQA Hearing” and since the elected Board Members of the District, who are actually in
a position to vote and who represent a public in Orange County, were not present, then
there was no “real” violation of the Brown Act, though the appearance of impropriety
can be perceived and I certainly thought there was going to be a Brown Act violation.
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The question remains, why is a water district from Orange County running the show up
here in San Bernardino County? This question raises serious concerns which I would
like you to answer to, being that I am one of your constituents.

The project would be a MASSIVE WATER TRANSFER PROJECT and it is under YOUR
authority to approve or not. The fact that you did not assume the lead on the CEQA
process leads me to believe that you are hiding behind an outside jurisdiction that is not
accountable to your constitutents.
The project is described in Volumes 1 – 4 of a document entitled “Draft Cadiz Valley
Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Environmental Impact Report
SCH#2011031002” dated December 2011 and prepared for the Santa Margarita Water
District by ESA. The document may be found online at the Orange County Water
District’s website at: http://www.smwd.com/operations/the-cadiz-valley-project.html

have too…the State Law binds the County to be the Lead on the CEQA document.
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First, I would ask you how it came about in the first place that the Board of Supervisors
with their Planning Department and Planning Commission ARE NOT THE LEAD on a
CEQA document for a project of THIS MAGNITUDE when you have authority to approve
or deny. Is it not the law that decisions of the Board of Supervisors over any issue,
including turning over leadership on a major EIR of this significance would have been
voted on, and that such a decision would be made in public and not behind closed doors
in Executive Meetings. When was a vote ever taken to turn over your authority under
CEQA to an entity that has absolutely no role as project applicant other than being a
potential customer of a product that the project applicant (Cadiz) intends to sell?

7
While the Santa Margarita Water District was formed by voters in Orange County and
has its own elected Board Members, I would ask you how Santa Margarita Water District
can be defined as a “Participant” authorized to be the “Lead” on a CEQA document for
the project. What other decision pertaining to the project does SMWD make other than
the decision that any customer would make---a decision on the question: should we
buy water from Cadiz or not? There are plenty of other potential customers, who could
potentially enter into a purchase agreement for water from Cadiz, but they are not the
Lead on this project nor should they be.
I think the question as to who is going to be Lead goes to whose project is it??? Apart
from their decision to pay for the EIR and to control the EIR, do they have a purchase
agreement or contractual relationship that goes beyond purchasing the water as a
customer?
For example, is SMWD part owners in Cadiz Corporation or Cadiz Land
Company? or part owner in the Railroad ROW that is proposed to be used for the water
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pipeline? Does being a consumer of a product constitute a role equal to applicant
participant who owns the project??? How does being a potential customer or consumer
of water that Cadiz would sell, give SMWD the legal authority to “Certify” a CEQA
document for a project? All of these questions should have been raised before the San
Bernardino Co Supervisors gave up their authority to be Lead Agency, particularly in
light of this California Code which is binding:

Concerned Citizens. It seems to me that the public was mislead to believe that they
would get a real hearing with regard to the content of the EIR as CEQA provides for
(though apparently not required) when in reality what we got was akin to a sales pitch
or promotion for the project similar to what any salesman or promoter might put on…it
was a meeting anyone could hold without any official authority.

14 CCR § 15051 Cal. Admin. Code tit. 14, § 15051 (b) If the project is to be carried out
by a nongovernmental person or entity (IN THIS CASE, CADIZ), the lead agency shall be
the public agency with the greatest responsibility for supervising or approving the
project as a whole.(1) The lead agency will normally be the agency with general
governmental powers, such as a city or county, rather than an agency with a single or
limited purpose such as an air pollution control district or a district which will provide a
public service or public utility to the project.

By placing themselves in a position of “LEAD” SMWD has gotten away with promoting
the project through their “workshops” which were essentially promotional and “public
meetings” which are purported to be a part of the CEQA process.
My request is that
you review the provision of CEQA and the guidance (see attached copy) as to what
Agency is to be lead on CEQA review and be accountable, responsible for the project
approval process in San Bernardino…Please, provide an explanation for your actions or
admit that San Bernardino County rightfully should have been the lead according to the
CEQA provisions and should not have abrogated their responsibilities to SMWD and why
this should not be construed as an act of fraud and deceit, and abuse of public funds,
particularly the funds of the SMWD costumers if SMWD paid for the EIR? Shouldn’t it
have been Cadiz Corporation who paid for the EIR?
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This kind of behavior on the part of a quasi-agency of a government outside of their
jurisdiction is particularly disconcerting considering it is misleading. It leads the public
into thinking that their voice is being heard by their elected officials but in reality, it
appears that none of our elected officials in San Bernardino County and none of the
elected officials from Orange County’s SMWD announced their presence at the meeting.
Our elected officials did not see the face of the people and we cannot be certain that
our elected officials will ever read the transcripts of the meeting. Since the project is
massive, and would result in the sacrifice of a valuable public commodity and resource
by transferring it into the hands of a few private profiteers at the expense of potentially
irreparably and irreversibly, forever harming the environment of the “jewel of the
California Desert,”-- the East Mojave, one would think that our County Board of
Supervisors would at least hold one hearing in the region east of Kelbaker Road, where
the Citizen’s stand to loose the most…not 150 miles round trip in Joshua Tree, or over
400 miles round trip in Orange County where they held their first CEQA meeting.
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The following is a statement from one of the residents in the East Mojave who would be
impacted by this project, in case you decide to care:

I'm one of over 1,100 property owners in the Fenner watershed (one of four)
that has never been directly informed that the Cadiz project could impact my
groundwater. I have a well on my Round Valley property, as do many of my
neighbors. The purpose of Cadiz's pumping is to induce water from the high
country--where our properties are located--to flow downhill to refill the Cadiz
Dry Lake aquifer. We are therefore concerned the Cadiz water project may
affect the quantity and/or quality of our groundwater upon which we depend
in the desert.

Did it ever come to the Board of Supervisors in a public vote as to whether
the Board would yield authority to SMWD to be the CEQA Lead with authority
to “certify” the CEQA document (EIR) on this massive Cadiz Corporation
water project located in the unincorporated limits of San Bernardino County?
If the County did make this decision, when did they do so? And who voted on
it?
Please note that at the get together in Joshua Tree that SMWD held on 2/1/2012, their
Chief Engineer, Dan Ferons who was running the meeting made a statement on the
record that San Bernardino County authorized SMWD to be the Lead on the CEQA
document. If this is true, I did not see this stated in the EIR. There are many people
who would like to know when the Supervisors made this decision and in what forum?
Second related issue: Was the meeting in Joshua Tree a ruse? Though “it” had the
appearance of being a “hearing” with court reporter and a table in front with 3 people
paid by SMWD to be there, in reality “it” now appears to have simply been a meeting,
a meeting that anyone could hold. In fact “it” was more or less an opportunity for
SMWD to present a sales pitch for the Cadiz project. Was the meeting misleading?
Since the meeting was announced as part of the CEQA review, it gave the impression
that it would be a hearing where elected officials would hear the concerns of the
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Placing a small notice in only four local newspapers can hardly be
characterized as sufficient notification to over 1,100 Fenner watershed
property owners spread across 21 states (some as far away as New England)
who could lose their water. Most of these properties are second homes or
investments and the owners are not served by local newspapers. Yet this is a
large constituency being deprived of their "opportunity to voice comments or
concerns regarding the scope and content of the environmental information
to be examined and included in the EIR for the proposed Project." By not
acknowledging the existence of property owners within all four watersheds
that feed the aquifer Cadiz has committed an act of omission resulting in
insufficient public notification to a significant group of citizens.
--Chris Ervin
This is just one of many concerns. There are so many impacts which have not been
addressed in the EIR. Native American concerns, that I assert are not addressed in the
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EIR, include those of a Chemehuevi tribal member, Phil Smith of Needles, California.
His ancestors for many, many generations lived in the East Mojave and relied upon the
springs for survival. Smith stated that his Grandfather talked about how there were
many more springs before the current historic downdraft of water in the area from the
wells presently there. Having read a letter from me printed in the local newspaper
about a “hearing” that was to be held that very day, he made the 600 mile long, 6 hour
round trip to Joshua Tree to attend the CEQA meeting. There he strongly objected to
the impact of pumping the massive amount of water out of the aquifer that Cadiz
proposes. This proposed action will clearly have an effect upon the springs he asserted
and upon traditional salt collection places along a revered, holy Salt Song trail that bears
directly through the project vicinity. If there is no evaporation, there is no salt, he
expressed.
You should also be concerned about the adverse impact upon long-term socio-economic
benefits, the potential lost revenue for the County over a much longer span of time
than will be generated by the short term profits to be realized by a very few. The
water that Cadiz claims is rightfully for the purpose of beneficial use in San Bernardino
County and could play a vital role in San Bernardino’s future.
For example, one
constituent put on the record at the Orange County “hearing” that there is a huge
market for organic farming. The currently pristine water aquifer at Cadiz and the
isolation of the farms provides the potential for top rate organic crops at the present
time. This quality of the water will degenerate if Colorado River water is injected into
the aquifer as what will likely happen if this Cadiz proposal is approved.
Others at the Cadiz/SMWD meeting spoke about the adverse effect upon the tourism
industry that has developed around the East Mojave National Park and that the
downdraft of the water aquifer would likely have devastating effects upon the rare and
endangered species that a large number of visitors, many from distant places, come to
observe.
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3) have staff post the EIR at their own website and provide links to a website
page that would disclose the approval process and along with a calendar and
progress of actions taken and to be taken in the approval process. Provide
full disclosure as to your position with regard to this project and how this
project would benefit or harm the interests and resources of our County and
its people.
4) take responsibility for the certification or not of the EIR. Since the County
Board of Supervisors is supposed to be responsible for its decisions that
would impact their constituents and I would like to see the Supervisors NOT
abrogate their responsibility but instead take the responsibility of certifying
or not, the EIR which is supposed to assess all of the potential impacts of the
subject project/action upon unincorporated lands within their jurisdiction
and the potential indirect impact upon properties managed and owned by
other agencies and property owners.

17

5) Listen to the cry of your people. Hold a hearing regarding the Cadiz
project in a meeting place east of Kelbaker Road and show up Supervisor
Mitzelfelt. Show up at your own hearings. Look in the eyes of the people
you rule over. Feel their pain and suffering as a result of the actions you take.
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HOW TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE:
First of all, reject the project. After a great expense of time and trouble by
your constituents the last time around this project was already rejected a few
years ago so you should just dispense with even putting this project back on
the table. If the law requires that you review this project as a new project
then I would ask you to uphold your duties as our elected Officials by:

14

1) taking the responsibility of “Lead Agency” on the California Environmental
Quality Act Environmental Impact Report document for the proposed subject
action/project.

15

2) notify surrounding property owners of the proposed action, hold new
scoping hearings and new public comment hearings concerning the proposed
project/action both in the County’s San Bernardino Chambers and at a
location east of Kelbaker Road, preferably at the Hearing Chambers at the
County Facilities in Needles, California.
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Most importantly: Deny the project. Do not adopt SMWD’s draft EIR which is
fraught with conjecture, omissions and misrepresentation of the facts. Take
the responsibility for preparing a credible review of all of the facts yourself.
Stand up and take a stand against these harebrained “Get Rich Quick”
schemes at the cost of many adverse long-term, irreversible consequences of
this proposed unsustainable use of our County’s water resources.
Thank you for your attention to this matter of great public concern and please let me
know what time I should anticipate that the issues I have raised here will be heard on
the agenda next week. I am requesting several hours as I anticipate a crowd.
Sincerely,

Ruth Musser-Lopez
760/885-9374
RangoSOS@yahoo.com

18
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruth Musser-Lopez
811 Downey Ave.
Mail to: 420 E. Street
Needles, CA 92363

Tom Barnes
Sunday, February 19, 2012 11:59 AM
Sarah Spano
Fw: NO TO CADIZ PROPOSAL

March 13, 2012

From: Rango Rally <rangosos@yahoo.com>
To: Tom Barnes <TBarnes@ESASSOC.COM>
Sent: Sun, Feb 19, 2012 14:39:27 GMT+00:00
Subject: NO TO CADIZ PROPOSAL
Subject: NO TO CADIZ PROPOSAL
comments on the Cadiz Project DEIR - SCH#2011031002
Supervisor Mitzelfelt, SMWD Board, Mr Schatz, Mr. Barnes and the CEQA processing team:
Why weren’t copies of the “CEQA Documents” for the Cadiz Proposal made available in the project area east of
Kelbaker Road, in the communities of Needles, Havasu Landing, Goffs, Essex, Lanfair Valley, Amboy. Why not
copies at OUR libraries. Why not a hearing in OUR communities.
The Cadiz “Get Rich Quiick” scheme which
amounts to a water grab of precious East Mojave groundwater resources, is one which should not have been allowed
back on the San Bernardino County agenda. The Cadiz Valley Aquifer is an ancient groundwater basin that needs
to be left alone. The proposal to extract 50,000 acre-feet of water each year over 50 years is unsustainable
under current conditions, much less in the face of climate change
Overdrafting the Cadiz aquifer will doom precious desert wildlife and habitats that rely on these waters to
survive. The proposed project would cause overdraft in these aquifers that could deplete critical water
resources, including springs and seeps in the adjacent federally designated wilderness areas and the Mojave
National Preserve.
What entitles one small, barely break-even farm, Cadiz, currently using only 2,000 to 5,000 acre-feet of water
per year for their operations, the right to sell 50,000 to 75,000 acre-feet per year of San Bernardino County’s
water at a fluctuating price of $300 to $700 per acre-foot, for a potential profit of $15 million to $50 million
per year? Cadiz claims that they are entitled to this massive amount of groundwater based on the harebrained
idea that a small amount of water evaporating on a desert dry lake, after a seldom rain, is a waste of water,
and that this small amount of evaporation justifies Cadiz Corporation to take all the groundwater before it has
a chance to reach a spot where it might evaporate. Demonstrating the unsound reasoning behind this scheme, Cadiz
also proposes to reclaim excess water during wet years by putting it back in the very place they say water is
being wasted by evaporation.
This is an ill-conceived project that should never have been allowed back on the agenda.
The "draft
environmental impact report" fails to fairly explain the risks of the proposed project, and the proposed watermonitoring program will only detect damage from the groundwater extraction long after it has occurred and the
hydrological link is destroyed. The potential effects of groundwater pumping to crucial desert springs and seeps
would be devastating and must be avoided.
I urge you to deny the proposed “Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project” and to reject
the flawed analysis in the draft environmental impact review.
Submitted by,
Rango Rally
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San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors
Santa Margarita Water District Board Members
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
FAX: 213-599-4301
Email: cadizproject@esassoc.com

2
RE: Comments on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project Draft Environmental Impact Report State Clearinghouse #2011031002

3

Landowner Opposition to Cadiz Groundwater Management Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan; Objection to the deficient and flawed DEIR.
Dear San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors and Santa Margarita Water District
Board Members, and Mr. Barnes,

4

5

I am a local landowner residing near the proposed Cadiz project in eastern San
Bernardino County. I am writing to oppose the approval of the enabling Groundwater
Management Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (GMMMP) for the proposed Cadiz Water
Project, and the DEIR to which the GMMMP is attached as an APPENDIX B. The
groundwater plan does not comply with state and local law, and use of that plan in
conjunction with the Cadiz project will likely harm me as a local property owner and
water user. The wrong agency was chosen to circulate and lead passage of the plan-- 1
there have not been proper hearings held on approval of the plan or proposed project,
and there was not sufficient notice of the plan and its approval provided to local
landowners. The plan does not abide by safe yield concepts, does not adequately
monitor and mitigate the drawdown of the water table, and only selectively
acknowledges the storage of imported Colorado river or State Water Project water and
does not sufficiently analyze the impacts of this part of the project.
Issue 1: Objection to the UNDERTAKING, GMMMP-B and ALTERNATIVES analyzed in
the DEIR; Other Objections.
First of all, I object to the insufficiency of the DEIR to distinguish what is being
reviewed: Is it an UNDERTAKING of Santa Margarita Water District’s (hereafter,
“SMWD”’s) to buy water from Cadiz? Is it a review of the GMMMP-B? Is it a review of
the ALTERNATIVES? I also object to the insufficiency of the document to address an
obvious alternative, the one which RiverAHA supports. RiverAHA supports an 2
alternative that was not proposed or evaluated in the DEIR for the PROJECT. The
alternative that RiverAHA supports is “NO UNDERTAKING, NO GMMMP ” alternative.
This alternative calls for the Cadiz Agricultural Operations” to come into compliance with
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all current laws including California and COUNTY groundwater laws and would outlaw
Memorandum of Understanding (hereafter, “MOU”) between San Bernardino County
(hereafter, “COUNTY”) and Cadiz Corporation (hereafter, “CADIZ”) and any other entity.
This alternative would include no new projects and would require a change in the current
operations at the Cadiz Farms which would bring the CADIZ agricultural operations into
compliance with State of California (hereafter, “STATE”) and COUNTY law rather than
allowing CADIZ to operate under the current Groundwater Management, Monitoring and
Mitigation Plan (hereafter, “GMMMP-A”) and MOU (hereafter, “MOU-A”) with the
COUNTY.
I object to the UNDERTAKING AND GMMMP-B and the objectives of the
UNDERTAKING identified in the DEIR and oppose the approval of a new
UNDERTAKING GMMMP-B since these plans would enable CADIZ to engage in acts
that are non-compliant with state and local groundwater law. The approval by the
COUNTY of the GMMMP-B would essentially waive the provisions of law that requires
safe yield, and make provisions for CADIZ to privatize the now public groundwater and
deplete the Fenner Valley groundwater aquifer for the purpose of corporate profit,
violating the spirit and substance of the COUNTY’s Desert Groundwater Management
Act (hereafter, “ACT”) and implementing ordinance (hereafter “ORDINANCE”). I object
to the proposed UNDERTAKING and GMMMP-B and enabling DEIR, since together
they attempt to thwart the ACT’s purpose which is “to protect groundwater resources
within San Bernardino County” because it “is of utmost importance.” Further the ACT
states that “The public health, safety and general welfare of the people of the State of
California and of the County depend upon the continued availability of groundwater
through ensuring that extraction of groundwater does not exceed the safe yield of
affected groundwater aquifers, considering both the short and long-term impacts of
groundwater extraction, including the recovery of groundwater aquifers through natural
as well as artificial recharge. The protection of the groundwater resource within San
Bernardino County also includes the consideration of the health of individual aquifers
and the continued ability of those aquifers to store and maintain water.”
I also object to all of the UNDERTAKING ALTERNATIVES identified in the DEIR,
because all of these would in essence result in either the privatization of presently nonadjudicated, shared public East Mojave groundwater or violate the ACT and, or other
laws, regulations, policies, and mandates as identified and addressed herein since they
incorporate the use of GMMMPs and MOUs to get around the will of the People who
voted and created laws AND are not sufficienty evaluated in the DEIR to understand
their potential impacts.
I concur with the findings of Johnston Wright, Inc. and incorporate these by
reference, who in summary state this UNDERTAKING is “a high risk enterprise given
that per the analysis in the DEIR, should a significant impact occur to a spring, or other
sensitive receptor, there are no means to address the impact and recovery may take a
century or substantially more time. As shown in the supporting documentation to the
DEIR, impacts will continue to propagate after pumping ceases. Therefore a project of
this type demands a higher level of confidence than is provided by the hydrogeologic
impact analyses. Based upon JWI’s review of the hydrogeologic analyses and
monitoring and mitigation plan, insufficiencies with the environmental review of the
proposed project.” I also assert that the proposed monitoring locations to determine
static water level drop in the Fenner Valley are not sufficient and would yield ineffective
trigger points, too late to stop or slow water extraction damage. In the words of one
resident of Fenner Valley “alluvium of the East Mojave acts like a sponge; during an
infrequent rain, more water runs out of the springs and seeps, but if the sponge is dried
up, as Cadiz Inc. proposes, then rainfall is not enough to recharge the sponge, thus the
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springs and seeps will dry up even though it may rain periodically.” I also object to the
volume of water proposed to be extracted as it has not been shown to be unsustainable
and that there is insufficient monitoring well data to show otherwise; and that no
mechanism is in place to protect property owners and the environment from profiteers
who would walk away from the Project after two years of extreme profits and extreme
environmental damage from massive water export.
I submit the following which was either not addressed or not sufficiently
addressed in the DEIR: that the well data from various studies pertaining to a proposed
undertaking in Ward Valley which was never approved for the “Low Level Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facility” shows that modflow patterns which connect the Cadiz aquifer
with aquifers to the south toward Rice, California and Blythe, California. Further that
modflow patterns are east out of Fenner Valley via Paiute Creek and Homer Wash to
Sacramento Wash then to the Lower Colorado River valley in the vicinity of Needles.
Thus approval of the UNDERTAKING, ALTERNATIVES, GMMMP-B in conjunction with
the enabling DEIR will potentially harm RiverAHA and our associates who rely upon the
groundwater yield of the East Mojave/Fenner aquifer to contribute to the groundwater in
the Needles vicinity where our headquarters are located.
OBJECTION: I object to all of the Alternatives because the environmental impact
of all of the other Alternatives (hereafter “ALTERNATIVES”) proposed were not
considered in depth and only superficially reviewed. The full impact of these other
action alternatives is not known. The review of the proposed action type Alternatives is
insufficient. I object to representing Water Conservation as an “Alternative” to the
project and then stating that it “would not meet any of the Project Objectives” ---if this is
the case, then it really isn’t a project “alternative” –in fact, Water Conservation is going to
happen with or without this PROJECT as stated. I object to a phased and, or reduced
project alternative as these would have impacts similar to the PROJECT and I assert
that 2 years of water mining is not sustainable, much less 25 years. I object to the
introduction of a 100 mile pipeline alternative with impacts that have not been sufficiently
considered in the DEIR, particularly the impacts to cultural resources.
OBJECTION: I object to any introduction of piped in foreign liquid into the pristine East
Mojave aquifers including the Cadiz aquifer. I have reason to believe that contaminated
liquids including contaminated groundwater from the Hinkley area and contaminated
Colorado River water could potentially be introduced in clandestine operations and
simply do not trust a company with Cadiz track record particularly if this deceitful DEIR is
an example of what we can expect.
OBJECTIONS: I herewith refer to an incorporate by reference all of the objections and
comments put on the record in reference to the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and DryYear Supply Program Draft Environmental Impact Report, Draft Environmental Impact
Statement and Supplements to those reports as referred to as SCH No. 99021039,
particularly the objections voiced and submitted by Mrs. Marjorie Mikels.
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OBJECTION: I object to the character of the PROJECT as described to provide for the
growth of Southern California with East Mojave water as it is inconsistent with the
COUNTY’s Desert Groundwater Management Act to provide for safe yield and health of
the County’s groundwater aquifers.
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I object to the title assigned to the Cadiz Proposal as reflected on the cover of the DEIR
is a ridiculous misnomer and thus on its surface is a misleading characterization of the
proposal as it is described in the DEIR, our associates anticipate a biased document and
have concluded that a thorough review of all aspects of the document is necessary. The
document is more accurately characterize as the “Revised East Mojave Groundwater
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Depletion Proposal” –The problem for SMWD is that all the facts have not been made
available to us so the document is already fatally flawed. I object to the insufficiency of
the document in that hydrologic data included in certain critical modflow files should
have been made part of the record.
Issue 2: Objection to LEAD AGENCY and RESPONSIBLE AGENCY. Failure to disclose
APPROVAL PROCESS and APPEAL PROCEDURE; Other Objections including
objection to Malfeasance in Office.
I submit our further comments and objections with the caveat that I do not
presume that this DEIR is a valid, legal document under the California Environmental
Quality Act (hereafter, “CEQA”) or that the current process is legal; on the contrary, I
assert that the entire DEIR and process should be invalidated since the COUNTY Board
of Supervisors or Management (hereafter, “BOS”) and Santa Margarita Water District
Board or Management (hereafter, “SMWD”) entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding, (hereafter, “LEAD MOU”) dated June 28, 2011 in which the BOS in
essence abdicated the statutory responsibility as lead agency (hereafter, “LEAD”) under
CEQA and the ACT.
I object to the presumption that the DEIR is a valid, legal document under CEQA
since I assert that SMWD’s claim to “Lead Agency” under CEQA “as the first public
agency with a discretionary decision regarding the Project” is improper on the grounds
that any “discretionary decision” SMWD would make pertaining to a Project is limited
only to the approval or rejection of their own project to participate as a customer of water
and does not pertain to a public statutory obligation under any California State law or
County of San Bernardino law or ordinance pertaining to the GMMMP-B or the DEIR
This assertion is supported by the DEIR Table 3.8 on page 3-53 which states the
approval authority is limited to “has discretion to approve or reject its participation in the
proposed Project” where participation is limited to having an option to purchase water
from Cadiz.
The public including our associates have spent considerable time and financial
resources unraveling who the truly responsible agency and lead agency is with statutory
authority to make a decision to approve, certify and adopt the DEIR and GMMMP-B and
I object to the insufficiency of the document to clearly and forthrightly state who or what
government Agency has the authority over approval, the approval process and appeal
procedure for the DEIR.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) encourages full public disclosure of
proposed project details so any environmental impacts can be adequately assessed and
that measures to alleviate said impacts may be identified. The withholding of these
document defeats the purpose of public scrutiny as provided in the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This act is perceived as deceptive and furthers our
conviction that SMWD is a biased potential customer of the Cadiz Corporation with no
real statutory standing to be “Lead” on the environmental review under the authority of
CEQA; AND our further belief that the abrogation of your duties as County Supervisors
to both plan for such a massive proposed project in a vicinity larger than many states
and to be Lead on the CEQA document as you are bound to be in CEQA* is a violation
*

14 CCR § 15051 Cal. Admin. Code tit. 14, § 15051 (b) If the project is to be carried out by a
nongovernmental person or entity (IN THIS CASE, CADIZ), the lead agency shall be the public agency with
the greatest responsibility for supervising or approving the project as a whole.(1) The lead agency will
normally be the agency with general governmental powers, such as a city or county, rather than an agency
with a single or limited purpose such as an air pollution control district or a district which will provide a
public service or public utility to the project.
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of not only CEQA but potentially other laws including the Conflict of Interest Act
considering that at least one Supervisor Mitzelfelt was accepting campaign contributions
from Cadiz on or about the time around June 28, 2011 when a decision by the
Supervisors was made to turn over the Lead position on the CEQA document to SMWD
who on or about that time entered into a cost share agreement with Cadiz for the
purpose of “complying” with CEQA.
I object to the MOU (hereafter “LEAD MOU”)
dated June 28, 2011 entered into by the COUNTY and SMWD in which the COUNTY
BOS in essence abdicated the statutory responsibility as LEAD agency which I assert
should be investigated as a criminal act and malfeasance in office and I object to the
insufficiency of the DEIR which failed to include reference to this document which I
obtained through the offices of the COUNTY’s District Attorney’s Office of Public
Integrity.
Two letters, one which is included in Appendix A, a letter signed by Christine
Kelly, Director of Land Use Services who stated on March 30, 2011: “1. Lead Agency
Designation. The County reserves all rights with respect to the Santa Margarita Water
District’s (SMWD) assertion of lead agency status for the Project, including, without
limitation, the right to initiate the Office of Planning and Research lead agency
designation process pursuant to Public Resource Code Sec. 21165.” Obviously the
issue of SMWD being designated Lead Agency on this project was controversial. The
second letter is one from the Deputy District Attorney of the County of San Bernardino,
John Goritz, which establishes that the COUNTY Board of Supervisors approved a
Memorandum of Understanding between the COUNTY and SMWD on June 28, 2011,
establishing that SMWD would serve as Lead Agency and the COUNTY as Responsible
Agency for the purposes of environmental review under CEQA.
A copy of the referenced MOU was not found in the DEIR and was not referred
to in the DEIR and in fact, the role of San Bernardino County as Responsible Agency
was omitted throughout the DEIR, for example:
page 1-8, 1.3 CEQA Lead Agency and Responsible and Trustee Agencies: This
paragraph defines the term “Responsible Agency” as including all public agencies other
than the Lead Agency which have discretionary approval power over a project and cites
CEQA Guidelines Section 15096 and 15381. I object that this section omits reference
as to who the responsible “agencies” are other that the County of San Bernardino and
omits who the Trustee Agencies are.
On page 1-14, paragraph 1.6.4 “Final Environmental Impact Report Publication.”
I object that this section fails to identify to the public the role of San Bernardino County in
reviewing and making a decision with regard to adoption of the Final EIR and instead
states “The Responsible Agencies also will review the Final EIR prior to considering
relevant discretionary approvals for the proposed Project.” The failure to state who the
Responsible Agencies are is a serious deficiency of the DEIR.
Whether this obfuscation of the COUNTY’s authority is for political reasons, to
cover up the involvement of the Supervisors who are up for election, to thwart the appeal
process, to give more control over the words and characterizations made in the DEIR to
SMWD’s Manager/Attorney,
or to mislead investors, for whatever reason or
reasons…damage has been done because people have had to spend valuable time to
try to understand who is the responsible agency and who has statutory authority to
approve this project. Time and resources have been expended by the public in an
attempt to convince Santa Margarita Water District not to approve the project when the
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water district’s authority should be limited only to the approval or rejection of their own
participation as a customer of water. This empowerment of SMWD by virtue of an MOU
signed by COUNTY Supervisors at a time when the 1st District Supervisor, whose
District the PROJECT is in, is accepting campaign contributions from Cadiz Corporation
should be investigated as a conflict of interest.
For the reasons stated above,the Memorandum of Understanding (hereafter
“MOU”) entered into by the County of San Bernardino (hereafter “SBCo”) and the Santa
Margarita Water District (hereafter “SMWD”) and any CEQA document pertaining to the
GMMMP or PROJECT authorized by SMWD must also be invalidated and the review
including public comments period, hearings etc. must restart (Planning & Conservation
League v. Department of Water Resources (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th 892 [100 Cal. Rptr.
2d 173]). I also assert that the MOU signed by both SBCo and SMWD and any other
representation that SMWD is in a position to certify under CEQA the PROJECT EIR
should be invalidated.

Issue 3: I object to OMMISSIONS
I object to the omission, failure and apparent attempt to mislead the public
throughout the DEIR document by not clearly disclosing pertinent COUNTY legal
requirements and that the purpose of the GMMMP-B concealed in Appendix B of the
DEIR is for the purpose of compliance with the COUNTY’s ORDINANCE specifically
Section 33.06552 (b) (1) and (2) for this PROJECT. Instead, information on this
ordinance is couched wrongfully in a section on “Existing Agreements and Permits” in a
section discussing the existing agreement for the agricultural operations.
I object that on page 3-54, the ORDINANCE is not identified in the table of
authorities and which table instead provides an inaccurate statement that the GMMMP is
needed for the purpose of complying with the County MOU instead of stating that both
the GMMMP and the MOU must be approved by the County under the ORDINANCE.
The proposed MOU required by the Ordinance does not appear to have been included in
the the DEIR. The public has a right to see the proposed MOU, to comment on this
public document and to petition government with concerns about it. Further, Table 3.8
“Agreements, Permits and Approvals” on page 3-54 fails to list the critical MOU as a
necessary agreement that needs to be obtained by the PROJECT proponent from San
Bernardino County and fails to mention the critical ORDINANCE as the reason the MOU
is required. Further, while the GMMMP is listed as necessary, the purpose for the
requirement is inaccurate and the Table fails to list the ORDINANCE as the reason the
GMMMP is required.
GUIDELINES developed by the County for the extraction of water, as stated in
the ORDINANCE, and which are to be made a part of GMMMP are not clearly
addressed, and do not appear to have been listed in the DEIR, thus there is no analysis
in the body of DEIR as to the sufficiency of the proposed GMMMP or whether it comply
with the GUIDELINES in the ORDINANCE. I am not pointing out these deficiencies
simply so that corrections may be made in the Final EIR. These errors and omissions
are considered to be purposeful and damaging.
DEIR and its Appendices PROJECT proponents are with included in t DEIR
attempting to exclude this project from San Bernardino County’s Desert Groundwater
Ordinance passed in 2002 and by pass the Ordinance’s attempt to guarantee the safe
yield and health of desert groundwater aquifers in unadjudicated portions of the SBCo.
which is required by the County for The Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and
Storage Project” (hereafter “PROJECT”) to be permitted. I object to the GMMMP being
couched in an Appendix to the DEIR when it is critical to the Project.
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I object that on page 3-54 and in other places throughout the document by not
clearly referring to or stating the need for and the fact that this DEIR is for the purpose
of completing CEQA review of the proposed “Ground Management, Monitoring, and
Mitigation Plan” (hereafter “GMMMP”) which is required by the County for The Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project” (hereafter “PROJECT”) to
be permitted. I object to the GMMMP being concealed in Appendix B of the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (hereafter “DEIR”) for the PROJECT since it is the
document under review and comments on the DEIR for the PROJECT which is said by
its preparer, Environmental Science Associates (hereafter “ESA”), to have been
prepared under the authority of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the
so-called “Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project.”

Issue 4: I object that the proposed PROJECT has never heretofore been submitted to
the COUNTY Planning Commission and Department for review and approval as part of a
countywide plan for the disposal of important and valuable water resources and any
cultural resources that may stand in harm’s way of such exploitation.
Certainly, the massive disposal of water resources is rightfully within the preview
and scrutiny of our county’s citizens via the Land Use Planning Department (hereafter,
“LUSD”) and Planning Commission for prior identification as to the most appropriate and
beneficial use for its own Citizens of the identified water resource.
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Issue 5: I assert that the opportunity for public review of this DEIR is insufficient.
The nature of the proposal would result in a massive reduction if not depletion of
the groundwater supplies in the East Mojave and the area of potential direct and indirect
impact is therefore, also massive. On its surface, the current DEIR is written in a
technical, methodical and seemingly empirical manner and as a result, is very lengthy.
Contained in its 4 volumes, 10 appendices, are +250 figures, tables, and fold out maps,
estimated at 3000 pages with Volume 1 alone having 11 chapters. However, the DEIR
was distributed at a workshop in Joshua Tree 85 miles west of the proposed project site
on January 11, 2012 and the public review period, which was extended to March 14,
2012 from its initial close date on February 13, 2012 is minimal for a project of this
magnitude, thus the window of opportunity, even though a few people had 90 days for
public review, is statutorily minimal and violates the spirit of the law expressed in CEQA.
This inadequate, debilitating review period is compounded by the fact that the
distribution of the DEIR never occurred in the proposed project area east of Kelbaker
Road—not even one copy was said to have been placed at the closest public library in
Needles, California, thus the DEIR was not “distributed” to the public most directly
impacted by the proposed project in the East Mojave, east of Kelbaker Road and west of
the Colorado River along the I-40/Route 66 corridor, particularly in the
Goffs/Essex/Fenner Valley area.
I also object to the failure of the Lead Agency to distribute copies of notifications
to those who were on record as being concerned with the similar Cadiz proposal and
DEIR in 1999. I have gone on record as being opposed to that project and should have
been notified of all public actions with regard to the current DEIR including notification of
any action item pertaining to the DEIR which was to be voted on by the BOS. I assert
that the concerned public was not provided sufficient notice that the BOS was to vote on
the LEAD MOU to turn over the LEAD position on the DEIR to SMWD.
I object to the inadequacy of the review period and opportunity for public
comment on this project. I want to be placed on record as saying that SMWD was
misleading and deceptive in its characterization of the Project and omitted pertinent
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Project description in the body of its notification including reference to the GMMMP-B as
being critical to the project and the need for an environmental assessment to review the
GMMMP-B’s impact and that it would be the COUNTY’s ultimate responsibility to
approve the GMMMP and an MOU. Therefore, the notification should be reinitiated and
the review period restarted.
Issue 6: I object to the withholding or omission of pertinent documents from public
disclosure in the DEIR.
Withheld document may include as can be shown but may not be limited to 1)
hydrologic data included in certain critical modflow files critical to evaluating the
sustainability of the massive groundwater extraction program which is proposed in the
PROJECT; 2) pertinent applications and permits for construction of and, or use of
monitoring wells or other activities on public and private land made to, and related
reports shared with, the Bureau of Land Management (hereafter, “BLM”) and, or the
COUNTY; 3) Memorandum of Agreement (hereafter, “MOA”) or Understanding
(hereafter, “MOU”) and other pertinent legal documents entered into with the BLM and,
or COUNTY pertaining to this project, particularly the MOU dated June 28, 2011,
entered into by the COUNTY and SMWD (which I object to) in which the COUNTY’s
malfeasance in office is revealed by its abdication of its statutory responsibility as LEAD
agency (which I object to) in the environmental review under CEQA of the GMMMP-B. I
also object to the location of the GMMMP-B in an Appendix to the DEIR when it is
essentially the project under review.

I_Musser-Lopez5
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Other Objections:
OBJECTION: I object that there is no well data included in the report that would show
flow patterns from the drainages south of Cadiz Valley toward Blythe; there is insufficient
data to show that the groundwater flowing through the Fenner Gap does not eventually
drain into and feed other groundwater aquifers such as at Rice and Blythe or that the
groundwater eventually and empties into the Colorado River at Earp and Blythe.
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OBJECTION: Primarily the Cadiz aquifer is not a sustainable source of water. The
lower basin Colorado River does not now nor will have, in the foreseeable future surplus
foreign water, as asserted in the Cadiz Inc. Phase II that would recharge the aquifer.
Presently increased Colorado River diversions by Arizona and Nevada (within their
apportionments) will cause MWD's water delivery contract to decline even further.
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OBJECTION: I object to this PROJECT because I assert that Cadiz Inc., SMWD and
the other 5 water enterprises are entering into an illegal agreement. I assert that three of
the 6 participants are competitors of Cadiz Inc. and thus their agreement constitutes the
formation of a cartel and is an exclusionary and predatory agreement which impedes
the entry or expansion of existing water districts in the Eastern Mojave Desert region in
violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. I assert that allowing SMWD concessions
and amenities over and above the other 5 participants relative to pricing, mitigation bank
credits is violating Clayton Act and the Robinson-Patman Act.

Issue 7: Mischaracterization of the UNDERTAKING, GMMMP and Alternatives.
Page ES-1 states “The Project….would develop a new reliable water supply and
storage facility for SMWD and other participants…The first phase involves the
conservation and recovery of native groundwater that is now lost due to evaporation.”
Characterizing the project as recovery of evaporating water in Appendix G1 and
in the body of the DEIR is misleading and fraudulent since evaporating water is not what
is proposed to be extracted from the ground. Extracting the water from the ground,
putting it into a canal and on yards in Orange County WILL CAUSE evaporation and I
object that evaporation on yards in Orange County is not identified as a negative
consequence and adverse impact of the proposed Cadiz Project if approved. The
extraction of 2 million-acre feet of groundwater is not going to stop evaporation but
promote evaporation which goes against the purported objective of this project.
Diversion of water that would otherwise evaporate in the Cadiz Valley region will
contribute to global warming over a large area of San Bernardino County. By handing
over the decision-making role of lead agency to a external entity (Santa Margarita Water
District), the County of San Bernardino has abrogated its responsibility to abide by the
“landmark settlement” with the State of California which requires the County to
adequately analyze the effects of land use decisions on global warming.
Point 1: CADIZ’ justification for taking and selling for their own profit, the East
Mojave groundwater is the unsound theory propounded in the DEIR prepared by ESA
which states that “the project would manage the aquifer and conserve water from nearby
watersheds otherwise being lost to evaporation in local dry lakes. Conserved water
would be collected and delivered to SMWD and other water agencies. The Cadiz Valley
Project will capture and utilize billions of gallons of renewable, native groundwater that is
currently being lost each year to evaporation.” Really ESA? billions of gallons of water
evaporating from Cadiz Valley? where is the evidence of billions of gallons of water
evaporating in Cadiz Valley? If so, why would you suggest to put Colorado River water
back into that valley for conservation?
Point 2: Is water really “lost” when it evaporates? Can Cadiz prove that the
current amount of water evaporation is NOT a beneficial use?
Last September,
scientists from Carnegie's Global Ecology department concluded that evaporated water
from vegetation helps cool Earth as a whole, not just the local area of evaporation,
demonstrating that evaporation of water could have a cooling effect on the entire
atmosphere. These findings, published Sept. 14, 2011 in Environmental Research
Letters, have major implications for land-use decision making.
Point 3: In 2007, then-California Attorney General Jerry Brown successfully sued
San Bernardino County to make reducing global warming part of its growth plan. Brown
contended that the plan, a blueprint for the physical development of land until year 2030,
did not adequately analyze the effects of development on global warming nor did it
identify feasible mitigation measures.
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SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Brown's global warming suit says county must rewrite growth plan
http://www.legalnewsline.com/news/193605-browns-global-warming-suit-says-countymust-rewrite-growth-plan
Brown Announces Landmark Global Warming Settlement
http://oag.ca.gov/news/press_release?id=1453
San Bernardino Global Warming Plan Settles California Lawsuit
www.ens-newswire.com/ens/aug2007/2007-08-21-091.asp
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Water Evaporated from Trees Cools Global Climate, Researchers Find
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/09/110914161729.htm

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sterling Perkes
Cadiz Project
Re: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project - Extension of Review Period
Saturday, February 11, 2012 12:04:52 AM
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The Cadiz Valley Project
http://www.smwd.com/operations/the-cadiz-valley-project.html

In closing, this proposed project aims to mine over 2 million acre-feet of San Bernardino
water and sell it to suburban Los Angeles and Orange Counties. The residents of San
Bernardino County must be allowed a fair opportunity to comment and assess the
benefits, costs and consequences of exporting so much water out-of-county. Even with
such an opportunity, however, I would oppose all of the Alternatives and the proposed
project in the GMMMP and DEIR and its’ brazen giveaway of our common natural
resources.

I_Perkes
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Mining water is not an answer to ongong and ever increasing water needs. After
this aquafer is drained and the ecosytem it supports is destroyed, the need will still
remain and will in fact be much greater because the temporary availability of this
1
water will have been used as justification for further population growth. There are
only two real solutions to California's water needs: Desalinization to supply current
needs and restricitions on further growth. We cannot afford the environmental costs
of coninuing to imagine we can accomodate infinite growth in a finite environment..
On Fri, Feb 10, 2012 at 10:59 AM, Cadiz Project <cadizproject@esassoc.com>
wrote:

Sincerely,

Ruth Musser-Lopez
East Mojave Property Owner
c/o 420 E Street (mailing address)
Needles, CA 92363

NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF REVIEW PERIOD
FOR THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project

To:

California Office of Planning and Research;
Responsible and Trustee Agencies; County Clerks;
and Other Interested Parties
Subject:
Notice of Extension of Review Period for the
Draft Environmental Impact Report
Project:
Storage Project

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and

State
Clearinghouse: #2011031002

I_Perkes

I_Perkes
Lead Agency:

Santa Margarita Water District

Rancho Santa Margarita Public Library: 30902 La Promesa Drive,
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
Joshua Tree Library: 6465 Park Blvd, Joshua Tree, CA 92252

Extension of
Review Period: December 5, 2011 through March 14, 2012

The Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) published a Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and
Storage Project (Project) on December 5, 2011. Presently the comment period
closes on February 13, 2012, or the 70th day. Although the initial comment period
exceeded the minimal time requirements set forth under the California
Environmental Quality Act, SMWD has received several requests to further extend
the comment period. In response to these requests and in recognition of the
importance of providing ample review of the Project, SMWD is extending the
comment period an additional 30 days, bringing the total public review period to 100
days. The comment period on the DEIR will now close on March 14, 2012.
Please send your written comments, including a return address and contact name,
on or before this date to the following address:

c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301

Or by email to: cadizproject@esassoc.com

Copies of the Draft EIR and appendices are available as follows:

Santa Margarita Water District Website: www.smwd.com
Santa Margarita Water District Office: 26111 Antonio Parkway,
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
Twentynine Palms Library: 6078 Adobe Road, Twentynine Palms, CA
92277

v San Bernardino County Library: 104 W. 4th Street, San Bernardino, CA
92

-from the home of
Lynnette and Sterling Perkes

I_Reese
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I_Renquest

Drew Reese
Cadiz Project
Cadiz water project
Saturday, February 11, 2012 12:00:12 PM

To whom it may concern: I am strongly against your water project. The desert is too
valuable, too precious to come and mine water from the delicate acquifir and send
1
to big cities or use for solar mirror projects. Leave the desert alone! Drew Reese
-www.drewreesephoto.com
www.flickr.com/photos/drewreese
www.deserthideaway.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I_Robinson
Sarah Spano

Catherine & Larry Robinson [ranchorobinson@sbcglobal.net]
Thursday, February 09, 2012 1:42 AM
Cadiz Project; cadizproject@smwd.com
Comments re: Cadiz Water Project

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Catherine & Larry Robinson [ranchorobinson@sbcglobal.net]
Thursday, February 09, 2012 1:42 AM
Cadiz Project; cadizproject@smwd.com
Comments re: Cadiz Water Project

To Whom It May Concern:

To Whom It May Concern:

My husband and I own undeveloped land in Cadiz and were unaware of this project, as there has been no notice to local
landowners of the plan, until we received a letter from the Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association who felt it was
1
important enough to notify landowners, at their expense. One of Cadiz, Inc's employees told me at the January 11
workshop that it's the Santa Margarita Water District's responsibility, as lead agency. I'm not sure whose legal
responsibility it is, but someone should have done the notification.
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My husband and I attended the public workshop in Joshua Tree on January 11 and spoke with Cadiz's experts to gain a
better understanding of the project. This project is being described as a "conservation" project that captures water that
would otherwise be lost to evaporation. Their expert explained that there would have to be a "significant draw-down"
before they would be capturing the water that would otherwise be lost to evaporation. Specifically that won't happen until
approximately 20 years into the project. They explained, and had a video to illustrate, that currently the fresh water in the 2
aquifer acts as a brace against the brine water adjacent to the fresh water in the aqueduct--pushing against it to keep the
brine where it is. After drawing down "200 feet" (quote from the expert) of water in the aquifer, eventually brine water will
flow back toward the aquifer---that's the water that would otherwise be lost to evaporation!!! So, it is not actually a
"conservation" project---the aquifer will be pumped for at least 20 years before any "conservation" will occur. Also, there
are two businesses that actively mine calcium chloride from the Bristol Dry Lake (where the brine is)--National Chloride
and Tetra. They use this water that would "otherwise be lost to evaporation" for their mining operations...without it, they
3
won't be able to evaporate the water, which leaves the calcium chloride...in other words, they'd be out of business.
So...this water is already being used for productive purposes. It is not, as the project alleges, water that is not used.
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won't be able to evaporate the water, which leaves the calcium chloride...in other words, they'd be out of business.
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Another concern is the amount of water that the project claims will be "recharged" into the aquifer. The project involves
withdrawing a maximum of 75,000 acre feet per year, with an average of 50,000 AFY over the 50 years. The amount
that's sustainable has been estimated by the USGS to be 2,550 AFY (worst case scenario) and 11,200 (best case) and by
an independent expert, Tim Durbin, at 5,000 AFY (these are both sited in the draft EIR). Cadiz, Inc. is currently using
1,800-1,900 acre feet/year for their agricultural operations, but at one time they were using as much as 5,000-6,000. We 4
talked to a representative from National Chloride at the workshop and he said their wells went down 10 feet in the year
that Cadiz was using 5,000-6,000. The farm manager from Cadiz was apparently already aware of this. Based on this
anecdotal evidence and the estimates of other experts, 50,000 AFY is far from sustainable (and 75,000 AFY is
irresponsible). This area is a desert--very little rain falls here so there will be very little water to replace the water being
pumped out!
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I recently heard a woman speak regarding the Ogallala Aquifer, located beneath the Great Plains here in the U.S. One of
the world's largest aquifers, it covers an area of approximately 174,000 square miles and contains "fossil" water. The
5
USGS estimated that total water storage was about 2,925,000,000 acre feet in 2005. This is a decline of about
253,000,000 acre feet (or 9%) since substantial ground-water irrigation development began, in the 1950s. Due to
excessive pumping, some estimate that it will become dry in as little as 20 years. Let's not do the same to our aquifer.
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Catherine Robinson
749 Hamilton Lane
Fallbrook, CA 92028

Catherine Robinson
749 Hamilton Lane
Fallbrook, CA 92028
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tom Barnes
Friday, February 10, 2012 8:53 AM
Sarah Spano
Fw: Cadiz DEIR comments
CADIZ DEIR comments.doc

-----Original message----From: joe ross <rossjoe@hotmail.com>
To: tbarnes@esassoc.com
Sent: Fri, Feb 10, 2012 16:44:33 GMT+00:00
Subject: Cadiz DEIR comments

10 February 2012
Mr. Tom Barnes
ESA | Southern CA Water Group
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Email: tbarnes@esassoc.com
Dear Mr. Barnes:

Hello Tom,
Attached are a few comments on the Cadiz Project DEIR. Sorry I didn't have more time to review the
voluminous document.
Would you pls be so kind as to send a reply acknowledging receipt of these for the record?
Thanks for the opportunity to read and comment on this important project.
I look forward to seeing the final EIR. Pls keep me on your mailing list for a copy of that when it is published. 1
Regards,
J. Ross

I have reviewed the DEIR for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project, and
of primary concern are groundwater impacts which include potable water quality, groundwater supply,
and changes in groundwater flow patterns. Specifically, adequacy of the DEIR in their regard would be
based on how well the following issues are evaluated:
x alteration of existing water flow patterns or drainages to the extent that water supplies to sensitive
habitats and/or groundwater recharge are substantially reduced;
x degradation of the quality of groundwater, resulting in noncompliance with applicable water
quality standards, laws, and regulations;
x degradation of the quality of surface waters by introducing contaminants that represent a human
health or ecological risk or otherwise interfere with beneficial uses; or
x relative degree of any reduction in long-term water supply in the area.
The DEIR must fully analyze the scope and magnitude of the project (and alternatives) to deplete or
degrade existing resources, interfere with beneficial uses, or present a potential risk to humans or
biological resources. I offer the following specific comments.
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Latest Cultural and Biological Resource Inventories
The DEIR fails to acknowledge and/or reference the various inventories and studies of that area recently
conducted by the U.S. Marine Corps as part of their Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center Land
Acquisition Project. A number of sensitive plant, wildlife, archeological and historical resources were
identified as a result of their studies. Some applicable references from 2009 include:
Karl, A. 2009. Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center Land Acquisition Study: Distribution and
Abundance of Four Vertebrate Species in the East Study Area. Submitted to NAVFAC Southwest Oct 26.
Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Training Command. 2009. Twentynine Palms, Proposed Base
Expansion; Rare and Sensitive Plant Surveys, Eastern Study Area.
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Lechner, T. and M.A. Giambastiani. 2009. A Cultural Resources Inventory of Approximately 11,560
Acres in the Eastern Expansion Area, Twentynine Palms, California. Report on file at Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs, Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center, Twentynine Palms, California.
The DEIR should reference these inventories and what, if any, impact the Cadiz Project will have on the
various resources identified by them.
Groundwater in the Bristol Valley Basin near Bristol Lake
The statements you make about the distance to groundwater near Bristol Lake are contrary to published
research studies.
Please consult and use the following reference for your assessment:

1
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California Department of Water Resources (DWR). 2004. California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118. Last
update February 27, 2004. The upper and lower aquifers are separated by a discontinuous layer of silt
and clay. Depths to groundwater typically range from 125 to 200 feet bgs (38 to 61 meters), although
perched zones exist near Bristol Dry Lake and Dry Lake, where water levels range from 14 to 89 feet bgs
(4 to 27 meters). Recharge is from percolation of surface runoff through stream beds and washes.
Groundwater moves towards Bristol Lake, where groundwater elevations are close to the ground surface.
It is also estimated that 640,000 acre-feet (AF) (789,000 megaliters [ML]) of water is stored in the
alluvium west of the Ludlow fault, which runs diagonally through the Bristol Valley Basin west of Bristol
Lake. This is based on Koehler, J.H. 1983. Ground water in the northeast part of Twentynine Palms
Marine Corps Base, Bagdad Area, California. USGS Water Resources Investigation Report 83-4053.
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Your brief references to Koehler (1983) on pages 4.6-7, 4.9-2 and 4.9-16 merely state that the dry lake
surfaces are devoid of vegetation due to the saline conditions, are usually dry, but that runoff from winter
storms and late summer thunderstorms can result in occasional standing water.
Water Quality
The DEIR states that the quality of the groundwater in the Fenner Gap and Fenner Valley area is
relatively good, with total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations typically in the range of 300 to 400
milligrams per liter (mg/L). It is common knowledge that there is high TDS in the groundwater near
Cadiz and Bristol Lakes (concentrations as high as 298,000 mg/L.), as well as other nearby locations. The
DEIR must better address the potential impacts of the project on TDS elevation in that and other
proximate areas.
Paleontology
The DEIR fail to adequately address the potential impacts on paleontological resources. The Marble
Mountains to the north are well known for their trilobite-encrusted layers of Latham Shale and abundance
of fossils. Some specific locations of paleontological resources were documented through a survey
conducted in conjunction with the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program.
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Page 3-26: Is it really valid to assume all well pumps would operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year? This
seems like an unrealistic scenario.
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Water Transfer Assumptions and Sustainability
The DEIR states that Cadiz will transfer up to 50,000 acre feet per year (from the Fenner Basin) to
cooperating water districts. Cadiz will draw down the aquifer at a rate of approximately 17,500 acre feet
per year. The DEIR claims that the recharge rate of the watershed is 32,500 acre feet per year, as part of
the “project scenario.” This is very optimistic recharge rate and not a valid assumption. Sensitivity
scenarios also assume 5,000 or 16,000 acre feet per year. Most studies place the recharge at about 2,000
to 11,000 acre feet per year. Given your assumptions can be scientifically validated, there would still be a
net groundwater loss under all three scenarios. Please explain further how this plan provides for
“sustainable” control.
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Groundwater Flow
The groundwater drawdown could also change the flow of groundwater beneath the Mojave National
Preserve, adversely impacting water resources within that unit.

Fenner Valley Groundwater
To fully assess impacts, the DEIR should identify hydrologic movement from its sources high in the
mountains of the Mojave National Preserve to the Fenner Valley watershed.

The DEIR fails to acknowledge the following reference that addressed groundwater resources as related
to potential impacts associated with the project alternatives of the U.S. Marine Corps base expansion:
Li, Zhen and Peter Martin. 2008. Geohydrology, Simulation of Regional Ground-Water Flow, and
Assessment of Water-Management Strategies, Twentynine Palms Area, California. Prepared in
Cooperation with U.S. Marine Corps and Department of Navy.

Service Area and Water Providers
Please provide a map in the EIR that defines all boundaries and extent of use within the Metropolitan
service area and/or service areas of the participating water providers: SMWD, Three Valleys, Suburban,
Golden State, JCSD, and Cal Water. Figure 6-1 should identify the service areas for each participating
water provider. I also support the need for additional project-level environmental review, documentation,
and permitting as such details are further fleshed out.
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component
Page 3-23: Please provide further rationale for the DEIR evaluating two wellfield configurations (A and
B). As written, it is unclear as to why two configurations have been assessed.

Additional inventory should supplement that currently documented in:
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) and BLM. 2001. Cadiz Groundwater Storage
and Dry-Year Supply Program: Final Environmental Impact Report, Final Environmental Impact
Statement.

Page 3-7 of the DEIR defines the overall drainage basin (in which the project would be constructed) as an
area encompassing 2,710 square miles. This is not a valid assumption. The DEIR should analyze the
impacts of project construction only within that watershed where it will be actually constructed (the 1,100
square mile Fenner Watershed). You have greatly diluted the significance of impacts by enlarging the
project’s analysis area to 2,710 square miles.

Imported Water Storage Component
The DEIR (at page 3-22) states that “For purposes of providing programmatic-level review of this future
component of the Project, it is assumed that participants in the Imported Water Storage component would
be located in Southern California within Metropolitan’s service area.” The Final EIR should try harder
and more realistically identify where the specific participants and specific operations would be for the
Imported Water Storage Component.

Climate Change
Scientific data indicates the climate of the Mojave Desert will see increasing variability in precipitation.
From 1980-84, the EIR says that an estimate of recharge as 1 percent to 10 percent of assumed average
annual precipitation yielded results of 780-7,800 AFY. During the 50-year life span of the proposed
project, the rate of recharge won’t remain constant. The California Climate Adaptation Strategy, a report
published by the State’s Natural Resources Agency, cites Scripps Oceanographic Institute climate change
models that predict a 12- 35% reduction in average annual precipitation for California by 2050.
How can Cadiz and the Santa Margarita Water District accurately calculate the amount of groundwater
recharge for an uncertain future? CH2M Hill’s evaluation of 60 years of precipitation records (Section
4.9, Hydrology and Water Quality) is subject to debate. The model used by Geoscience also begs for
further explanation in the Final EIR. The DEIR must present a worst case analysis for proper impact
assessment and informed decision-making.
Air Quality
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Deprived of all moisture, Bristol and Cadiz dry lakebeds could contribute to airborne dust particles and
jeopardize air quality. Worst case analysis in the DEIR must look at the project’s potential impacts on air
quality. Studies at Owens Lake should be cited. A U.S. Geological Survey report states that the lakebed
has produced enormous amounts of windblown dust since its desiccation, and that it is probably the
largest source of PM 10 airborne particulates in the U.S.. Their website states, “PM10 dust is regulated by
California and the United States because these dust particles are so small that they can be inhaled deeply
into the human respiratory tract to create a health hazard.”

I_Sabol
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Dust control measures listed on page ES-12 don’t appear to go far enough. For example, project
coordinators should agree to watering unpaved/untreated roads in active operation areas at least four times
daily. Also, how will on-site vehicle speed on unimproved roads be limited to 15 miles per hour?
Cost Analysis for Airborne Dust Particulate Mitigation
Cost analysis must be presented in the DEIR to the mitigation of airborne dust. In fact, a study by the
Pacific Institute titled, “Economic Evaluation of the Cadiz Project,” which analyzed the economic and
environmental cost of an earlier Cadiz proposal to pump the desert’s groundwater, stated in 2001 that the
cost of mitigating airborne dust impacts from the drying out of Owens Lake is estimated to be $60
million. I could not find any DEIR cost analysis for dust control mitigation and abatement.
Jurisdictional Resources
On Page 4.4-7, the DEIR should document the extent to which coordination has taken place with the
USACE in regards to their responsibilities for determining jurisdictional status of ephemeral washes.

1
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Groundwater Use
Page 4.9-27: Historical pumping rates should include the Cadiz Inc. agricultural operations. It is not valid
to assume that such rates do not include the ag operations.
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Noise Attenuation
Page 4.12-4: Provide a map showing the “hard” and “soft” sites used in the DEIR analysis.
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Biological Resources
Page 5-31: It is not valid to assume that that full-build-out of designated renewable energy development
zones (CREZs) would remove habitats for the remaining 144,000 acres.
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Water Demand and Supply
Page 6-50: It is not valid to assume that estimated 2035 demand would have savings of 1,156,000 acrefeet from conservation and 380,000 acre-feet from SBx7-7 conservation. This is a very large amount
claimed from conservation. The EIR must further explain this or specifically spell out the methodology
and rationale for such an assumption.
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Page 6-52: It is not valid to assume “100 percent efficiency, 100 percent capability, and 100 percent
delivery conditions.” Please provide a more realistic assumption of supply, demand, surplus and shortage
and re-do this section of the DEIR.
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Page 6-56: The EIR is overly optimistic when it states that that the estimate of future SWP supply will
assume that current restrictions resulting from environmental concerns about the Delta are resolved.

26

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please send me a hard copy of the Final EIR when published.
Sincerely,
Joe Ross
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sahhar, Dianna
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Valley Water Project comments
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 9:56:56 AM

Dear Tom Barnes, ESAI have been reviewing the DEIS for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery,
and Storage Project.
It is my opinion that this project would create more destruction to fragile habitat,
plants and animals in the region than the potential water drawn out of the area
would be worth.

1

I urge you to look at water conservation efforts instead for the residents in Orange
County that would benefit from the removal a delivery of this water. As a resident
of Orange County, I can assure you there is a lot we can do in terms of
conservation that would yield even more water than this project would bring in.
It is not worth destroying the environment over.
Please direct the efforts into conservation, rather than destruction.
We have too few natural locations left and we cannot afford to let them go
unprotected for future generations.
Thank you,
Dianna
Dianna Sahhar | Research Services Coordinator
949.824.7261 | fax 949.824.3111 | dsahhar@law.uci.edu
LAW LIBRARY · UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA · IRVINE
www.law.uci.edu/library
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I_Silliman
Sarah Spano

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Scheuermann
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Project
Sunday, February 12, 2012 9:13:42 AM

Please do all you can to allow further comments. We must restore/protect our
biosphere. It's our life support system.
-Karen Scheuermann, Cottonwood, CA
karens2020@gmail.com,
http://www.shastarootsnshoots.com/Tehama_Wild_Care.htm

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Barnes
Monday, February 13, 2012 1:15 PM
Sarah Spano
FW: Cadiz Water Project Lists

1


From: Ferons, Dan [mailto:DANF@smwd.com]
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 1:07 PM
To: Tom Barnes
Subject: FW: Cadiz Water Project Lists

Tom
FYI
Dan

From: Sidney Silliman [mailto:gssilliman@csupomona.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 11:37 AM
To: Schatz, John
Subject: Cadiz Water Project Lists

John Schatz
General Manager
Santa Margarita Water District
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Dear Mr. Schatz:
Please add my name to your email and U.S. mail lists for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and
1
Storage Project. My email address is, as above, gssilliman@csupomona.edu My U.S. mail address is 1225
Adriana Way, Upland, California, 91784.
Thank you,
Sidney Silliman
Member, Board of Directors
Desert Tortoise Council
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I_Sisco

Julian V. Simeon
Cadiz Project
Water
Friday, February 10, 2012 5:29:33 PM

As a consumer, I value the way that companies interact with our planet, people and
natural resources. In particular, I am concerned about the way Ecolab impacts
community and local water supplies.
As outlined by the United Nations, the human right to water recognizes access to
safe, sufficient and affordable water as a fundamental human necessity and right.
Just as humans need water to survive, corporations need water to provide services
and products. However, we are asking Ecolab to recognize the human right to water,
as described by the United Nations, to ensure the safety and quality of the water
1
surrounding your operations.
I urge you to consider this request and adopt a comprehensive human right to water
policy, as PepsiCo, Johnson & Johnson and Procter & Gamble have done. Until
Ecolab recognizes the human right to water, we cannot support your actions nor
recommend your services. Additionally, I intend to encourage fellow Moxy Vote
users that are Ecolab shareholders to penalize the board of directors by voting
against any directors up for re-election if this issue is not addressed to our
satisfaction.
Sincerely,
Julian V. Simeon
Sent from my iPad
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Gary Thompson
90 Tierra Plano
Rancho Santa Margarita, California 92688
7
February 1, 2012

8

Mr. Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Dear Mr. Barnes,

9

I am writing to express my strong support for the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery
and Storage Project.
I served on the Rancho Santa Margarita City Council from 2000, when the City was founded, until 2011
and was honored to serve as mayor in 2003 and 2009. In addition, I served as a Director on the San
Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board from 2008 to 2009.
One of the key initiatives that I helped to bring into the foreground in 2009 was the issue of water
supply and reliability. As I wrote in an article for the Trabuco Canyon News, “Drought, court decisions
and increased demand on Colorado River water supplies have left Southern California in a precarious
position as it relates to water. Our community has limited sources of groundwater and a significant
amount of our water supply is imported, mostly from Northern California and the Colorado River. We
are incredibly dependant on other regions for our day-to-day water supply.”
Here we are several years later and I commend Santa Margarita Water District for two exciting
accomplishments - the completion of the Upper Chiquita Reservoir to serve as a local storage facility
for imported water. And second, for continuing to exercise outstanding leadership and a dynamic
entrepreneurial spirit by identifying a new source of water through the Cadiz project.
This community is extremely fortunate to be served by a water district that is dedicated to thoughtful
planning and strategic problem-solving.
Please let the record show that I support the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and
Storage Project.
Sincerely,

Gary Thompson
Resident of Rancho Santa Margarita
Founding Member of the Rancho Santa Margarita City Council

1
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discretionary approval power over the project are called "responsible agencies". The lead agency has an
obligation to consult with these agencies during the CEQA process to ensure their input is accounted for.
Responsible agencies often have a vested interest in a specific environmental resource that they are charged
with regulating. The agency with the broadest authority in this case is San Bernardino County. An evaluation of
the project alternatives reveals that SMWD would not be capable of enforcing many of the project alternatives
nor would they be charged with monitoring the mitigation implementation and overseeing the permitting for the
project. SMWD has a very minor, focused area of authority under CEQA. They are not the appropriate lead
agency for this project. See Planning & Conservation League v. Dep't of Water Res. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th
892, 903-07 (holding that the state Department of Water Resources was the proper lead agency in lieu of the
Central Coast Water Agency because the water transactions at issue had potentially statewide implications, and
ordering a new EIR). Similarly, the CEQA Guidelines provide that where a project is carried out by a
nongovernmental entity, the “lead agency will normally be the agency with general governmental powers, such
as a city or county, rather than an agency with a single or limited purpose such as an air pollution district . . . .”
Guidelines § 15051(b)(1). For example, the AQMD is not a lead agency for land use projects such as shopping
malls, housing tracts, commercial or industrial parks, sports stadiums, etc. For these types of projects the
AQMD has no jurisdictional approval authority. The lead agency should the County of San Bernardino and,
therefore, a new Draft EIR should be prepared that reflects this new architecture.

March 14, 2011
VIA EMAIL
Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Subject: Comments on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft
Environmental Impact Report
Dear Mr. Barnes:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project (Project) Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). Having lived in the desert for nearly 5 years now,
I am very familiar with the Project area both on a regional/historic basis as well as in a local environmental
setting context. I’ve driven the regional highway corridors (Highway 62, Cadiz-Rice Road, Historic Route 66),
toured the stunningly beautiful Mojave Preserve and visited many of the BLM lands (including the Wilderness
Areas) surrounding the proposed Project site, so I am familiar with the ecology, the scattered distribution of
sensitive natural and manmade features and resources, the breathtaking scenic vistas and viewpoints, including
views from Hwy 62 in the Project vicinity. Having working on projects in the immediate vicinity of the Cadiz
Project, I am familiar with the hurdles facing CEQA and NEPA compliance in the Mojave Desert (tortoise and
other listed species, historic – cultural resources from the WWII / General Patton era, scarcity of resources and
services including water, groundwater, vegetation, food sources, shelter/shade, public services and utilities).
I’ve been fortunate to actually tour the Cadiz Project, twice, and driven the entire pipeline alignment (from
Cadiz-Rice road, in many cases having to walk to the alignment where it is located at some distance from the
main access road), conducted recon along the Met-owned portion of the project area, walked representative
portions of the well field and spreading basin areas, the railroad tracks and the pipeline corridors that traverse
the area.
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Having worked on numerous EIRs for desert-based projects, I have the following comments about the adequacy
of the Draft EIR for the Cadiz Project. The first group of comments is related to the overall structure of the
CEQA team and process, with comments related to the lead agency role, terminology, responsible agencies,
NEPA analysis, definition of the project site, and the range and nature of the alternatives that are evaluated.
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The lead agency is responsible for conducting the CEQA review and has final approval of the project. They are
responsible for coordinating with the project applicant, public and associated agencies during the CEQA
process. When more than one agency is involved in a project, the agency with primary responsibility for
approving a project is the lead agency, for purposes of following the CEQA protocol. Other agencies with

3

The vast majority of California’s groundwater is unregulated. The state does not have a comprehensive
groundwater permit process to regulate ground water withdrawal. There are three legally recognized
classifications of groundwater in California: subterranean streams, underflow of surface waters, and percolating
groundwater. Subterranean streams and underflow of surface waters are subject to the laws of surface waters
and are regulated by the State Water Board. Percolating groundwater, on the other hand, has few regulation
requirements. Percolating groundwater has two subclassifications: overlying land use, and surplus groundwater.
Landowners overlying percolating groundwater may use it on an equal and correlative basis. This means that all
property owners above a common aquifer possess a shared right to reasonable use of the groundwater aquifer.
These rights are similar to riparian rights and since they are correlative, a user cannot take unlimited quantities
without regard to the needs of other users. Surplus groundwater may be appropriated for use on non-overlying
lands, provided such use will not create overdraft conditions. A permit is not required to use percolating
groundwater of either classification, but the appropriation of surplus groundwater is subordinate to the
correlative rights of overlying users. Cadiz is taking far more than their legal share of water. The project
should be revised to function with Cadiz taking only their legal share of water OR agreements with property
owners and BLM that clearly demonstrate that these co-owners of the water in the aquifer have signed away
their rights to water should be included in the revised and recirculated EIR. Cadiz right to water must be
described in great detail in the introductory sections of the document.
Overdrafting the aquifer should be called such – not “conservation” or beneficial use, when the possible impacts
of overdraft, particularly in the event that Phase II is not approved, would be dire. The project proposes to
overdraft the groundwater basin. The EIR should state this clearly on page 1 and carry this through the EIR
without smoke and mirrors.
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Modeled drawdown area should be included in project boundary. Project area of effect includes BLM lands,
triggering NEPA. Federal involvement includes: 1) federal-aid or federal funding, or 2) federal land (such as
interstates), or 3) federal approval action or permit. Figure 4.9-12, -13, and -14 show the area of drawdown
associated with groundwater pumping (the cone of depression). The area encompasses hundreds of BLMowned lands in the project vicinity. Secondly, the project states in the Executive Summary and project
description that the El Paso Line may be used to carry water to the project site and that the EIR will evaluate
those impacts (3-41, 3-42). The El Paso Line requires land use agreements to be inked with the State Lands
Commission and the Bureau of Land Management as indicated in the Line 1903 El Paso Line Conservation
Project, which warranted an EIR/EA to be prepared last time the line was converted from crude oil to natural
gas. Similarly, this project will require CEQA and NEPA evaluation for the land use easement with State Lands
involvement as a Responsible Agency and BLM as a federal lead agency, as required by law.
http://www.slc.ca.gov/division_pages/depm/depm_programs_and_reports/el_paso/elpaso_pipelineconversion_d
eir.html
Further, the pipelines described in the EIR must be shown on the project maps in the Executive Summary and
Project Description. Finally, how do you have a project boundary and project proposal that includes – no,
REQUIRES – MWD to sign on, and yet you don’t have MWD listed as a project participant? That’s not a
“project level” of analysis. MWD should be included in the project and if they refuse to participate the reader
should be informed as such. Without MWD, is there a project? Finally, the well field needs to be specifically
defined, evaluated in the field by experts, and the results of those investigations included in the recircualted
Draft EIR (or Final EIR). Right now there is not a thorough understanding of what well installation would
affect, because on-the-ground surveys were not completed in a project-specific focused EIR manner. This must
be remedied.
Because the project involves BLM lands overlying the groundwater basin that will be pumped, and operation of
the project is designed to create a cone of depression on BLM lands, this triggers National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) compliance. The project boundary should be revised in all maps so that it includes all
aboveground infrastructure and the area defined as the largest possible cone of depression. BLM should be
brought on board to conduct the NEPA oversight. (Other possible NEPA lead agencies include USFWS and
ACOE, both of which will have to issue permits for the project – all of which would trigger NEPA in and of
themselves. Table Section 3.8 must be updated to show each of the nexus that trigger NEPA (USFWS, USACE
permits). To save time, the NEPA evaluation should be conducted concurrently with CEQA and a Joint
EIR/EIS prepared that addresses the possible impacts.
The objectives of the project are far too narrowly defined and preclude SMWD from making any number of
better decisions about how to acquire water and store it in southern California. The second to last objective is
“Create additional water storage capacity in southern California to enhance water supply reliability.” Why is
this an objective? It would be an outcome of the project, but to make an explicit outcome of the project one of
the objectives behind doing the project gives SMWD no options for choosing a better alternative. Such as, for
example, using one of the massive existing groundwater aquifers that has been critically drawn down already
(Joshua Basin Water District being one that comes to mind – the aquifer is drawn down so much that JBWD is
building a pipeline from the SWP to Joshua Tree. Putting surplus water into the JBWD basin would eliminate
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the need for the Cadiz project if this objective remains. already exists. The objectives of the project should be
revised significantly – as written they do not substantiate in any way the choice of lead agency and, rather, the
objectives of the project only serve to demonstrate that SMWD is the wrong lead agency. The objectives make
it clear that this is not the lead agency’s project. This is made clear on page ES-10, which the EIR states
“Chapter 7…….” Clearly, this is Cadiz’s project. And Cadiz should be applying for a permit from San
Bernardino County, and the County should be overseeing prep of the EIR.
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This project doesn’t maximize use of GW in the Bristol Cadiz, and Fenner Valleys – water wouldn’t be used
there. It extracts water from the desert and ships it to populated areas so people can water their lawns. The
project doesn’t improve reliability – it is a finite source of groundwater that will be used up and not replaced if
Phase II is not approved. Thus, the water doesn’t improve reliability (districts will still need to find alternative
source of water for the long term (100 to 500 years). 50 Years is not “long term” in the desert. The project
would not reduce dependence on imported water. This IS imported water, as far as each of these districts is
concerned. This should be corrected throughout the EIR. Objective 5 (carry over storage and imported water
storage) – assumes the project is built / necessary [“Phase 2”] – you can’t have an objective that assumes the
project is built. That’s not “objective” analysis.
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All of the Alternatives involve San Bernardino County. If this were a SMWD project, alternatives would
include alternative water sources all over the state. How can SMWD legally make decisions on overriding
considerations – choosing to override significant environmental effects – of a project not under their
jurisdiction? This makes no sense. Also, it is untrue on page ES-10 when it states that the No Project
1 It would meet the first objective – water would be
alternative would not meet any of the project objectives.
“used” for natural processes of evaporation, condensation, and precipitation. That is called the water cycle. No
Project would also meet the other objectives in fact, nearly all of them. The No Project alternative is clearly the
best choice for putting water to beneficial use in San Bernardino County, feeding natural hydrologic cycles and
supporting local and regional flora and fauna. Exporting water from the County is not a beneficial effect.
Finally, there are far more alternatives meeting these objectives than are described in the EIR – that don’t
involve pumping Mojave Basin water. At least two such alternatives should be developed by SMWD for
inclusion in the EIR. NOT developed by Cadiz.
Putting the water to “beneficial use” is arguable. None of the water, if the project proceeds as planned, would
be used in San Bernardino County! I find it ludicrous for Cadiz to extract 50,000 AFA and export it to every
county in southern California EXCEPT the County the water is currently in, and again, San Bernardino County
should have something to say about that – given that they should protect the resources in the County and not
allow others to exploit them illegally.
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Figure ES-2 –should be rescaled so that the natural recharge body of water is more to scale. Current figure states the process in a way skewed towards the project. A more accurate figure would be alarmingly telling.
The area labeled “natural recharge” is (I think) depicting the GW aquifer above the carbonate rock. IT isn’t
annual recharge (it is collectively recharge GW from past thousands of years. It is supposed to show project
after 50 years. NO WAY is that the only drawdown.
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Page ES-1 states that “Cadiz, in collaboration with SMWD and other water providers participating in the
Project, have collaboratively developed the Cadiz …. Project to implement..” The EIR should describe in detail
the role that SMWD played in developing the project. I suspect that the role was quite minor and that the truth
is Cadiz and their consultants prepared and designed the project – not SMWD – again making this project NOT
an SMWD project, but rather a Cadiz water grab.
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Sincerely, S. Tott, Morongo Basin resident
heelsintherain@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Tracy
Cadiz Project
comments from San Bernardino Co. resident:
Tuesday, February 21, 2012 2:57:11 PM

Delivered to Alan Rasmussen at February 16 Municipal Advisory Council, 3rd
District rep. for Supervisor Neil Derry:
I am here to offer dissent in the strongest terms to the Cadiz water project and in particular to our
County supervisors’ implicit participation in this vaguely disguised water theft. Brad Mitzfeldt’s boughtand-paid-for involvement has been amply documented. That the involvement has been completely
mute and behind-the-scenes leads locals to wonder about the contributions of--or “to” Neil Derry.
Let me begin with 2 stipulations: the first is that the Mojave Desert is a well-known and highly trafficked
holiday destination. More on that later. The second: that the Cadiz water project shall be known in this
statement as “the pumpers” as in septic pumpers because it is my right to editorialize and paint guilty
and smelly by association.

1

The County is going forward on a pumping/monitoring plan that shuts out the best available experts
and trusts the pumpers as environmental custodians. USGS analysis is needed to review the pumping
models and groundwater drawdown; the hydrology models in use by the pumpers is mysterious at best
and suspect while the work of John Izbicki and Peter Martin, USGS hydrology experts, is above reproach.
I am personally familiar with them and their modeling procedures. This desert is their territory. Why has
their evaluation not been solicited? Are the assurances about salt chemistry and immunity from dust
storms true? What about the assurances that this aquifer is a “closed system” and delicate ecologic
niches will not be affected? I’ve read the Draft EIR posted to the Santa Margarita Water District website
and the pumpers just do not have the science to say that.
The immense scope of this project demands a much larger big-picture view. The National Park Service
must become part of this process because of the potential impact to natural resources on adjacent
Federal lands packed with the natural wonders that bring those tourists out here. Inclusion of Federal
lands requires an EIS, precisely what the pumpers dread most. The folly of this project cannot stand up
to the scrutiny of macrocosmic and verifiable science in an EIS.
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To give perspective to the pumpers’ enterprise, they propose pumping 50,000 to 75,000 acre-feet of
water per year out of the desert to the coast. I have long been a volunteer for the Joshua Basin Water
District, which is not the smallest water district in the Morongo Basin in square miles, number of
connections nor gallons pumped. We deliver 1,500 acre-feet per year.

3
I submit to you the following: a struggling private water company in Orange County collaborated with a
British felon in search of personal fortune to purchase San Bernardino County’s support for a project that
is bad for the residents of San Bernardino County.

Sincerely
Dr. Karen Tracy
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Williams
Cadiz Project
I am worried about the cadiz water project. I think it will steal the water from the well i paid $8000 to drill. If
you go through with this project and take my water I will send you a bill! Sincerely, victoria wiiams
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:22:31 AM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JWDEM@aol.com
Cadiz Project
comment on the Cadiz Project
Saturday, February 11, 2012 10:01:46 AM

Dear Members involved with the Cadix Project:
I am active action oriented pro environmentalist and before any project be started whether
it involves a nuclear power plant or drilling for oil or fracking for coal there has to be a
environmental study to the species surrounding this project and the impact of humans
living at least a minimum of a 5-10 mile radius of this project and how it will affect their
quality of life and just how necessity is this project from a agricultural and wildlife and
drinking and bathing and cooking supply for human life. Anything that has no control
button on it's production prints is an easy made disaster waiting to happen haven't we
done enough to our environment to ruin it for future generations at the rate of approval
of new nuclear power plants we don't have to worry about the baby boom generation
as it ages chances are we may not see or witness imperfections in construction
and thus be in peril and having no where to hide as any projects should this be
of nuclear power we all know there is no stopping a meltdown and populations in
all countries no matter where you are living will be those sacrificed at the expense
of others.
Just the idea of new nuclear power plants given the okay with little if any feedback
from those constituents living in close proximity makes this individual a nervous
wreck yet at the same time the attitude of you reap what you sew and pray to
a superior force you are not forced to deal with mechanical or human error.
Any thing that upsets the balance of life in this country has to be dealt with from
all angles not just a "for profit" or as a "energy alternative". Anyone wanting to
play russian roulette with themselves or their neighbor's lives I wonder what the
ulterior motive out side of "cash profits" or windfall profits at the expense of others.
This is just one person's action activists opinion who is concerned about the quality
of our life and those that call Earth their home.
Sincerely,
judy wisboro
jwdem@aol.com
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2.5 Form Letter
Approximately 7,000 submissions were received.
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah Spano
Monday, February 06, 2012 9:51 AM
Sarah Spano
FW: Say No to the Cadiz Water Project

From:JohnWatson[mailto:darwinsbulldog@hotmail.com]
Sent:Thursday,February02,20125:23PM
To:Schatz,John
Subject:SayNototheCadizWaterProject




TheCadizValleyAquiferisanancientgroundwaterbasinthatneedstobeleftalone.The
proposaltoextract50,000acrefeetofwatereachyearover50yearsisunsustainableunder
currentconditions,muchlessinthefaceofclimatechange

OverdraftingtheCadizaquiferwilldoompreciousdesertwildlifeandhabitatsthatrelyon
thesewaterstosurvive.Theproposedprojectwouldcauseoverdraftintheseaquifersthat
coulddepletecriticalwaterresources,includingspringsandseepsintheadjacentfederally
designatedwildernessareasandtheMojaveNationalPreserve.

BoththeMetropolitanWaterDistrictandtheSanDiegoCountyWaterAuthorityhavetakena
passonpreviousiterationsofthisillconceivedproject,andyoushouldtoo.The"draft
environmentalimpactreport"failstofairlyexplaintherisksoftheproposedproject,and
theproposedwatermonitoringprogramwillonlydetectdamagefromthegroundwaterextraction
longafterithasoccurredandthehydrologicallinkisdestroyed.Thepotentialeffectsof
groundwaterpumpingtocrucialdesertspringsandseepswouldbedevastatingandmustbe
avoided.

IurgeyoutodenytheproposedCadizValleyWaterConservation,Recovery,andStorage
Projectandtorejecttheflawedanalysisinthedraftenvironmentalimpactreview.

Thankyou.

JohnWatson
419Custer#2
Evanston,IL60202
US
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2.6 Public Hearing Transcripts
TABLE 2-7
PARTIES COMMENTING AT THE RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA PUBLIC MEETING
Commenter

Affiliation

Tony Beall

Individual

Curt Stanley

Individual

Tom Hume

Individual

John Whitman

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Jim Leach

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Michael LaBroad

Northwest Pipe Company

Marvin Floyd

Ameron International Corporation

Sherri Butterfield

Individual

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association

Beth Apodaca

Individual

Wendy Bucknum

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Jim Thor

Individual

Mike Phillips

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company

Larry Robinson

Individual

Bob Ereth
Layne Christiansen Company
Paul Lanhardt
Ron James

Individual

Floyd Wicks

Individual

Dave Stefanides

Orange County Association of Realtors

Donna Varner

Individual

Leigh Adams

Individual

Emily Green

Individual

Joe Kelly

Orange County Coastkeeper

Linda Feather
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Ruth Musser-Lopez

Individual

Charles T. Collett

Individual

Russell Woodruff

Individual
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TABLE 2-8
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Commenter

Affiliation

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Individual

Ramon Alviso Mendoza

Individual

Bruce Akana

Individual

Robert R. Dunn

Individual

Rob Fleck

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms

Dennis Shearer

Ameron International Corporation

Tom Beeghly

National Chloride Company

Leigh Adams

Individual

Tom O’Key

Individual

Andrew Stone

Individual

Phillip Smith

Individual

Seth Shteir

National Parks Conservation Association
(CBD et. al)

Helena Bongartz

Individual

Bob Minella
Layne Christiansen Company
Doug Watson
Chris Brown

Individual

Dave Fick

Individual

Bill Garvin

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company

Brendan Hughes

Individual

Sequoia Smith

Individual

Pat Flanagan

Individual

Almut Fleck

Individual

Jean McLaughlin

Individual

Emily Green

Individual

Conner Everts

Individual

Tom Askew

Individual

Stacy Doolittle

Individual

Debbie Cook

Individual

Karen Tracy

Individual

Kathy Phelan

Individual

Ron Bowers

Individual

Claudia Saw

Individual

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012
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14

15

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

15

16

Rancho Santa Margarita, California

16

Santa Margarita Water District, 26111 Antonio

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS, taken at

17

Tuesday, January 24, 2012

17

Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, California,

18

18

commencing at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday,

19

19

January 24, 2012, heard before the SANTA MARGARITA

20

20

WATER DISTRICT AND THE CADIZ VALLEY WATER

21

21

CONSERVATION, RECOVERY, AND STORAGE PROJECT TEAM,

22

Reported by:

22

reported by MARCENA M. MUNGUIA, CSR No. 10420,

23
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23

a Certified Shorthand Reporter in and for
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24

the State of California.

24

25
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25
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1

I N D E X (Continued)

2

PUBLIC SPEAKERS:

3
4

1

Rancho Santa Margarita, California, Tuesday, January 24, 2012

PAGE

2

6:00 p.m.

Floyd Wicks

65

3

Dave Stefanides

67

4

5

Donna Varner

69

5

6

Leigh Adams

70

6

welcome everybody to the meeting.

7

Emily Green

72

7

about the Cadiz Project, so make sure you're at the right

8

Joseph Kelly

76

8

meeting.

9

MR. FERONS:

My name is Dan Ferons.

I'd like to

We're here to talk

Linda Feather

78

9

10

Ruth Lopez

79

10

two opportunities to receive public comments.

The purpose of the meeting today is it's one of

11

Charles Collett

84

11

court reporter here so we will keep track of everybody's

12

Russell Woodruff

89

We have a

12

comments throughout the process.

13

13

meeting next week out in Joshua Tree on Wednesday night.

14

14

15

15

Santa Margarita Water District.

16

16

little bit of overview of the Water District for those of

17

17

you who don't know us.

18

18

19

19

and they're going to give a bit of an overview on the

20

20

process and project descriptions and some of the key

21

21

findings in the Draft EIR, just to help get everybody

22

22

oriented to the project, and then we'll open it up to

23

23

public comment.

24

24

we're going to start with about a

25

25

three-minute-per-person.

I'm Dan Ferons.

We have a second

I'm the chief engineer for the
I'm going to give a

Leslie Moulton and Tom Barnes are here from ESA

And based on the size of the crowd,

We'll turn the podium around
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1

and give everybody a chance; and if we run out on your

1

building the Upper Chiquita Reservoir to make sure if

2

three minutes and you still have some comments, then

2

those pipelines from Yorba Linda break, we can serve the

3

we'll bring you back up again after everybody else has a

3

community.

4

chance.

4

happens in the event of a dry year, regulations that

5

comments and get as much input in the project as we can.

5

affect the water supply, environmental constraints like

6

We're very interested in hearing what everybody has to

6

the fish habitat up in the Bay-Delta right now.

7

say.

7

8
9

So we definitely want to hear everybody's

Santa Margarita Water District -- there's a map
up there -- we're kind of in the southeast corner of

What

So we're looking to supplement our imported

8

water supply and we have a variety of projects that we're

9

looking at, the Cadiz Project being one.

10

Orange County.

11

Rancho Santa Margarita, the community of Coto de Caza,

11

systems supplies fluctuate dramatically, as everybody

12

Las Flores -- that's where this office is, this

12

knows.

13

community -- and then Ladera Ranch to the south of us;

13

This is the Northern Sierra, so this would be kind of the

14

and then to the back side of San Clemente, the Talega

14

Bay-Delta area and you can see we're in La Nina years

15

development.

15

last year and a La Nina year this year, but they're

16

the middle with future development.

16

drastically different.

17

from last year and this is the line from this year, and
this is the average since 1922, the 1922 to 1998 average.

17

We serve half of Mission Viejo, most of

We also look at supplier reliability.

And then the ranch plan kind of fills in

The District is relying on imported water.

We

10

Both the Delta and the Colorado River water

I have two slides that I've just recently done.

This (indicating) is the line

18

get our domestic water from Metropolitan Water District,

18

19

Southern California; Diemer Filtration Plant up in

19

20

Yorba Linda, and Tujunga pipeline is kind of down here.

20

California fluctuates dramatically and so we're always

21

looking to see if there's opportunities to help make it a

22

little bit more stable, a little bit more reliable.

21

Met, as everybody knows, relies on water from
From our

So every year, our water supply in Southern

22

Sacramento, the Delta and the Colorado River.

23

District perspective, we're looking at projects that are

23

24

reliability-based projects.

24

year.

25

two ways:

25

line, and this year is the blue line.

We look at reliability in

How our system's reliable, so we just finished

The Colorado River is facing the same thing this
Last year is the green line, the median is the red
So even though
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1

we're having two La Nina years, they're both

1

Plant in Yorba Linda plant is out.

2

substantially different, something to do with the Arctic

2

Huntington Beach Desalination Project, which is a

3

oscillation, they say, but every year we're faced with

3

potential desal plant located next to the power plant in

4

that.

4

Huntington Beach.

5

the Cadiz Project.

5

So from the District's point of view, we are

We're involved in the

And we're also involved in looking at

6

trying to be innovative in our planning and approach to

6

7

reliability.

7

supply projects like you would your investment portfolio.

8

customers.

8

So you're not going to invest all your money into one

9

full-time conservation staff who go out to homeowners.

9

project, into one type of fund.

We want to be able to reliably supply our

We work hard on conservation.

We have

We're really trying to think of these water

We're trying to approach

10

We talk to them about their planting, their water supply,

10

this the same way.

11

and their water use.

11

to make sure that we have reliability and we have

12

in other types of planting, native habitat planting.

12

different opportunities.

13

We are involved in water recycling.

13

defer that -- diversify that supply portfolio.

14

two wastewater treatment plants that supply recycled

14

15

water.

And on top of that, then we operate facilities

15

through our District.

16

that collect urban return flows, urban runoff, and put

16

date in the project.

17

those back in the water recycling systems.

17

I'm going to turn this over to Leslie Moulton.

18

She's going to start walking through the CEQA, and then

19

Tom will follow up with some of the details.

18

We support removing turf, putting

We operate

So we like to consider that we're pretty good

19

stewards of water.

20

from 200 miles away and we want to use it as many times

20

21

as we can before it gets lost.

21

22

We know that imported water is coming

The Baker Treatment Plant is a supply project
It's a proposed

We're looking at all these projects

This project would help us

We are the lead agency, so the CEQA is being run

MS. MOULTON:

We are one of six participants to

Great.

Thank you.

Good evening.

I anticipate that most of you are familiar with

22

EIRs and the California Environmental Quality Act, but

23

just a little background, which is to say that projects

23

for -- not supply; a system reliability.

24

treatment plant that's in Lake Forest that would help

24

like this that have public agency participation and

25

supply treated water in the case the Diemer Filtration

25

approval processes require under the CEQA, California
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1

Environmental Quality Act, that there be an environmental

1

was available for review and comment.

2

review process.

So we're in the midst of that.

2

45-day review period, at least, and the District decided

We prepared an Environmental Impact Report; and

3

CEQA requires a

3

that a 70-day review period was appropriate, particularly

4

per CEQA, that is required to look at the environmental

4

given the end of the year.

5

effects of the project and, if there are adverse effects,

5

6

to try to look at mitigation measures or alternatives

6

Tree community on January 11th just to provide

7

that could either avoid, minimize, reduce, somehow

7

information and the ability to ask questions about the

8

mitigate the effects of the project, to disclose that to

8

document and now again we're having the first of two

9

the decision makers and to the public before they make a

9

meetings to get comments on the adequacy and the accuracy

10

decision about whether to approve a project and move

10

11

forward with it.

11

12

So our EIR process began officially last March

We had a community workshop out in the Joshua

of the impact analysis presented in the Draft EIR.
Once we finish the comment period, which closes

12

on February 13th, a couple of weeks from now, that's a

13

Monday, then we will go into a process, as you may know,

14

where we will provide written responses to all the

period and we received comments from the public as well

15

comments that we receive about the Draft Environmental

as agencies.

16

Impact Report.

may have attended that -- and we got your comments on

17

is with that that Santa Margarita Water District, as the

18

what the EIR should analyze in terms of impacts and

18

CEQA lead agency, can consider and determine whether the

19

alternatives and even some mitigation suggestions.

19

EIR was prepared adequately and take a step called

20

certifying the Final EIR and at that time it is in a

13

of 2011.

14

that an EIR would be prepared.

15
16
17

20

We issued what's called a Notice of Preparation
There was a 30-day review

We had two scoping meetings -- some of you

Then we went to work preparing the Environmental

We will publish those responses, and it

21

Impact Report and analyzing all the things that you see

21

position to consider whether or not to participate in and

22

in the document.

22

approve the project.

23

In December, December 5th of last year, we

24

published the Draft EIR.

25

sent out a Notice of Availability to tell people that it

We put out the draft and we

23
24
25

So we finish the CEQA process first and then
there can be an approval action on the project.
Turning to the project description, I'm just
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1

going to give you a brief overview and my colleague Tom

1

are water-providing agencies.

2

will give you a brief highlight of the impact findings

2

District is the lead and these are the other members that

3

for the EIR.

3

are participating.

4

we want to give a little overview.

5

We are mostly here to get your input, but

These are the key project objectives:

4

Santa Margarita Water

You'll see also that the Arizona and California

First and

5

Railroad Company is a participant.

6

foremost, to make use of the groundwater resource that is

6

right-of-way, an active railroad corridor where the

7

out in the project area.

7

pipeline will be constructed, so it is to be placed

8

together.

8

within the previously disturbed, active railroad

9

Cadiz Valley watersheds that together form a closed

9

right-of-way, and they will participate in the project,

We'll look at some maps

It consists of the Fenner, Bristol, and the

They own the

10

watershed system and have quite a groundwater resource

10

getting some water for some of their local operations

11

contained within them and to use that water for

11

that are local to the rail service in the Cadiz area or

12

beneficial use within the Southern California region to

12

that moves through the Cadiz area.

13

help project participants improve their supply

13

14

reliability, as Dan discussed, and reduce their

14

the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company and that will be

15

dependence on the imported supplies that Southern

15

made up of the participants with Cadiz that will form

16

California is largely reliant on.

16

this entity that will operate the project.

The project operator will be a new entity called

17

Here's just a schematic that you may know well,

17

18

but water is imported to the Southern California regions

18

(indicating) and we've got some boards afterwards if you

19

from the Sacramento Delta 400 miles to the north and from

19

want to look at anything in detail, but these are our

20

the Colorado River system and brought in to the Southern

20

project participating water agencies that, as you can

21

California basin.

21

see, are throughout the Southern California region.

22

San Bernardino County, the Cadiz Project represents a

22

Golden State has a number of small pocket service areas

23

supplemental supply from a local to the Southern

23

and these are our other five water entities (indicating).

24

California region source.

24

25

So clearly here, Cadiz -- in

There are six project participants to date who

25

Here are some figures that are out of the EIR

The project location is out in San Bernardino
County.

We're in the central eastern part of the County
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1

and we're in the Eastern Mojave Desert area, and it

1

groundwater holding that is in storage within this closed

2

comprises these three watersheds that I hope you can see

2

watershed system.

3

outlined in blue here:

3

4

Cadiz watersheds.

5

the Fenner, the Bristol, and the

Together, these three form a closed

And once again, water flowing through the system

4

to the dry lakes under the dry lakes is concentrated

watershed system, and what I mean by that is surface

5

brine, saline water.

6

water enters the system by snow or rain onto the

6

system.

7

mountains that are within these watersheds and percolates

7

brackish, is no longer potable water, and then eventually

8

down into the groundwater system and flows in a southwest

8

it moves through the system and evaporates out of the

9

direction to -- you can see these speckled areas.

9

system.

These

So the freshwater moves through the

Once it enters the dry lake area, it becomes

10

are the dry lakes, Bristol and Cadiz dry lake, and the

10

11

water flows through the groundwater basin and it

11

Phase I is the focus of this EIR.

12

evaporates from the system through these dry lake areas.

12

element that is proposed for near-term development and

13

It doesn't flow and emerge as a surface water to a

13

it's called the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery

14

stream.

14

component and we were able to analyze this detailed

15

other groundwater basins.

15

information about the facilities and the operation for

16

system.

16

this phase of the program.

17

It doesn't flow to the ocean like many of our
It's a completely closed

Just a bit of information:

It's a

This project has two major components and
It's the project

17

It includes pumping groundwater from this basin,

18

270-square-mile -- 2700-square-mile closed area, these

18

50,000 acre-feet per year on average, and it will capture

19

three watersheds.

19

and conserve water that, as I am describing, is on its

20

direction (indicating) and it comes through a pinch point

20

way on a path to evaporate from the groundwater basin and

21

here called the Fenner Gap.

21

deliver it to the participating agencies of which there

22

on maps if you haven't looked at these in detail, and

22

are six at this time.

23

it's estimated that the groundwater basin holds 17 to 34

23

24

million acre-feet of water, depending on how you describe

24

EIR frames and discloses.

25

the basin and the aquifer properties, but a large, vast

25

will be an imported surface water groundwater banking

The water, again, drains in this

And, again, we can show you

There's a second phase of the project that the
It's a future phase and this
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1

element where participants will bring in their own

1

project and to monitor environmental conditions

2

surface water supplies to recharge into the groundwater

2

associated with the project.

3

basin and keep in storage for a later date and then pull

3

4

back out.

4

that are built for Phase I, we would expand the well

5

groundwater basin.

5

field, spreading basins would be developed to hold the

6

storing it, and really just keeping it as a storage bank

6

surface water and percolate it for storage into the

7

for water supply.

7

groundwater.

8

would be used to take water from and deliver it back to
the Colorado River aqueduct and the project sponsors

8

So it's no additional water coming out of the
It's bringing surface water in,

It's estimated that there's up to a million

In Phase II that would build on the facilities

The pipeline that was built in Phase I

9

acre-feet of storage capacity that could be available in

9

10

the basin for Southern California water providers to make

10

would take a look at possibly using other existing

11

use of.

11

pipelines that are out there in the desert region that

12

operations have not been developed in detail, so at this

12

might be available for reuse.

13

point the EIR just frames and sort of conceptually

13

not currently used, natural gas or oil pipelines, and

14

discusses how this element might work and what the

14

they could connect this project area perhaps to the State

15

effects of the element might be.

15

water project system, so providing some additional

16

flexibility in who can bring and store water in the
project area.

16

The participants haven't been determined, the

The facilities associated with both phases

Some of these are old and

17

include a new well field, a network of wells, that would

17

18

be developed in the Fenner Gap area, a 43-mile pipeline

18

19

that would extend from the Cadiz Project lands down the

19

have framed an analysis of potential impacts for

20

railroad right-of-way to the existing Colorado River

20

Phase II.

21

aqueduct, and implementation of a groundwater management

21

22

monitoring and mitigation program that includes

22

This (indicating) is the Cadiz property and most of the

23

monitoring facilities that we'll go over in a bit, but an

23

facilities would be on private land, mostly owned by

24

extensive network of monitoring facilities that would be

24

Cadiz, and that's certainly true of the well field that

25

in constant operation to track the performance of the

25

would occur in this area.

Those details again are to be worked out, but we

Here briefly are the Phase I project facilities.

The pipeline again would go
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1

along the private property owned by the

1

stop the migration of this water to the dry lake and to

2

Arizona-California railroad, 43 miles down to the

2

reduce the amount of evaporation that is occurring at

3

existing Colorado River aqueduct, where it would be

3

this point.

4

transported into the Southern California user area.

4

5

Just a little overview of how it works:

We've

So it is the intent to strategically manage and

5

lower the groundwater levels so that water, in fact, does

6

discussed how the groundwater is flowing through the

6

flow back away from the dry lakes and is captured and

7

basins and moving this direction (indicating) through a

7

conserved before it evaporates from the system.

8

pinch point at Fenner Gap, which is where the well field

8

9

would be located.

This is where the water would be

9

A little bit more on the groundwater management
plan:

It is an appendix to the EIR and it is provided in

10

pumped from and it would intercept water that is

10

detail and it targets all the critical environmental and

11

naturally recharging and migrating, making its way

11

water resource areas that are going to be monitored and

12

towards the dry lake; and as you can see, here is the

12

managed actively as part of the program.

13

brine area under the dry lake.

13

monitoring and management for the aquifer itself, the

14

springs that occur within the watershed, the brine

14

Here's a schematic that we also have in the back

So it includes

15

and the EIR that just shows over time how the operation

15

resources that are commercially manufactured and marketed

16

is intended to work.

16

out of the area.

17

potential to confirm that there will be no dust issues,

17

So here we are with no project operation.

At

It takes a look at air quality and dust

18

this point, freshwater is flowing past the Fenner Gap

18

and it looks at adjacent water sets that are outside the

19

area, headed toward the dry lake mixing with the brine

19

closed system to confirm that we don't -- that the

20

and evaporating.

20

project doesn't have impact beyond the closed basin

21

system.

21

This is an annual process that happens.

Pumping would begin as part of the project and

22

it would intercept the annual recharge water that is

22

There's an extensive network of monitoring

23

coming from upgradient and it would also start to pull

23

facilities.

24

water back towards the pumping area and back away from

24

but they monitor groundwater level and quality springs,

25

the dry lake, but it would take several years to actually

25

land subsidence potential, and dust monitoring.

There are maps here that we can show you,
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1

So there are detailed facility maps in the EIR
for you to review.

3

would be concentrated right in the project area to

3

responsible for ensuring that the EIR mitigation measure

4

actively monitor and understand and confirm that

4

compliance carries out as needed through the entirety of

5

groundwater pumping is occurring as planned, but I do

5

the project, and the Groundwater Management Plan sets up

6

want to mention that there would also be monitoring

6

a technical review panel of scientists who have the

7

locations well away from the project, the active project

7

technical expertise to review and track the monitoring

8

area.

8

results and make recommendations to the decision team

Santa Margarita will remain the CEQA lead agency

9

about what corrective measures -- when and what

10

be monitoring and also in two adjacent basins, watersheds

10

corrective measures to implement should that be

11

which I mentioned, Danby, which is down here to the

11

necessary.

12

south, and up here in the Piute, which is in the blue

12

13

shading, completely separate from the watersheds that the

13

which is the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company that I

14

project is contained within.

14

mentioned, as well as San Bernardino County that will

15

over to the Colorado River system.

The groundwater flows

15

have an oversight role in the protection and management

16

a completely different direction and it will be useful to

16

of the groundwater resources.

17

monitor that area as a control and comparison site for

17

So with that, I'm going to turn it over to Tom

18

what's going on within the active project area.

18

and he'll give you some highlights of the Environmental

19

Impact Analysis.
MR. BARNES:

19

Up here in the springs (indicating), there will

2

respond to any actions that are observed.

2

9

Most of the monitoring facilities

1

The Piute actually flows

Again, just a few more details:

Because the

The decision team includes the project operator,

20

management plan is so integral and important to the

20

21

operation of the project, it has detailed action criteria

21

22

for each of the environmental resource areas.

22

the environmental resources that the CEQA requires and

23

decision-making process by where once action criteria are

23

this is the list of them here (indicating).

24

triggered, there is a response and a discussion of which

24

about ten more minutes or so of discussion of what the

25

of a menu of corrective measures would be implemented to

25

highlights of that environmental analysis are and then

It has a

Thank you.

So the EIR in front of us all evaluates all of

I've got
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we'll open it up for public comments.
Firstly, just a brief context of the geographic

are a key part of the EIR, potential for dust emissions

2

and then air emissions from the construction equipment --

3

no, excuse me -- from the natural gas engines, which is

4

the long-term operational component.

3

extent of our analysis.

4

really hard to see, I recognize.

5

assessment of the construction area and where the

5

Biological resources were evaluated.

6

facilities are going to be located and a certain analysis

6

substantial number of surveys were conducted along the

7

of the facilities' impact.

7

pipeline alignment for flora and fauna and in the well

8

of the resource areas such as the groundwater basin as a

8

field area as well.

9

whole, the air basin as a whole is analyzed in this

9

species of concern that the construction could affect,

10

document.

11

We certainly provided -- this is

1

But anyway, a footprint

Also, then a broader analysis

The analysis identified a certain

10

including the desert tortoise.

assessment looks at cumulative projects regionally

11

area is not excellent desert tortoise habitat, but there

12

through the Mojave Desert and beyond, and then the EIR

12

is a potential in some of the areas for desert tortoise

13

also analyzes the potential effects of the areas where

13

to occur, as well as there's an area of potential where

14

the water would be used in the project participant

14

the Mohave fringe-toed lizard and the burrowing owls may

15

service areas.

15

be found.

16

geographically that the EIR covers ultimately.

17

And then even further afield, the cumulative

A

So we have a broad context here

Some of the key environmental issues in the

16

It's not -- most of the

So the EIR identifies a mitigation scenario

17

where preconstruction surveys will be required prior to

18

document include construction impacts firstly, air

18

the construction activities and to identify the

19

quality, noise and traffic from construction equipment,

19

biological resources, and then avoidance measures will be

20

and then biological resources and cultural resources

20

implemented where feasible and minimization efforts and

21

which I'll get into in a minute.

21

then there is a compensation element to this program also

22

to provide for compensation habitat for any permanently
affected resources affected by the project.

22

The EIR separates out construction from

23

operational effects and the longer-term operational

23

24

effects and aesthetics of the project in the desert is

24

And so the EIR concludes then that the

25

analyzed.

25

activities would result in a less-than-significant impact

The effects on the groundwater basin obviously
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on biological resources.

2

Cultural resources also:

1
Surveys were conducted

A key finding of the document, as Leslie was

2

explaining, is the drawdown of water and there are

3

along the pipeline route and historical sites were

3

expected to be drawdown within the well field that will

4

recorded, identified, and the EIR has a cultural

4

extend outward.

5

appendix.

5

other wells, other third-party wells.

6

appendix, for you to review.

6

affect the mining operations that are currently occurring

7

on the Bristol and Cadiz dry lakes that they mine for

8

sodium chloride or calcium chloride.

7

It has also a biological resource report,

The cultural resources then:

Mitigation

8

strategies identified are that surveys would be required

9

for all activities prior to disturbing any of the area.

9

That drawdown could potentially affect
They also could

The EIR also concludes that the saline water

10

Monitoring would be required in sensitive areas where

10

interface could move toward the well fields and saline --

11

they're in close proximity to historic sites and then a

11

as Leslie was pointing out, the saline beneath the dry

12

key component is the avoidance, particularly in the well

12

lakes, the purpose of the project would be to pull that

13

field area.

13

water that's stored and then heading towards the brine

14

located in areas that were not intrusive on cultural

14

would be reversed and pulled back towards the well field

15

resources.

15

and in so doing, that interface with the saline, a part

16

construction if cultural resources needed to be evaluated

16

of the aquifer could move towards the well field a little

17

further.

17

ways.

18

impacts to cultural resources for implementation of the

18

the results of the EIR shows graphically what could be

19

project is the conclusion.

19

expected on that change.

20

If resources are identified, wells could be

And then also, halting of activities in

So that ultimately then, less-than-significant

Groundwater hydrology then:

Water quality and

And that was analyzed and modeled extensively and

20

And then ultimately, subsidence, their taking

21

key environmental issues are a key part of this analysis

21

water out of the ground could result in a compaction of

22

and so an extensive amount of survey and studies were

22

some of the materials that would lower elevations in

23

conducted for effects of the groundwater and it's part of

23

certain areas, and that was analyzed in detail in the EIR

24

the appendix.

24

as well.

25

appendices here to review.

I think there are three volumes of

25

The EIR then concludes that implementation of
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1

this Groundwater Management Monitoring and Mitigation

1

graphic here it has the different estimates done.

2

Plan would ensure that impacts through hydrology are less

2

there were different scenarios modeled and the EIR

3

than significant.

3

evaluates and includes those multiple scenarios.

So

4

Impacts to third-party wells would be mitigated

4

5

through deepening wells or providing a replacement water

5

springs.

6

or replacement wells if necessary.

6

the high country out in the desert and we've evaluated

7

resource mining operations would also be mitigated in a

7

the springs that occur and they are all in the high

8

similar fashion.

8

country and they're fed from above.

9

project itself is part of the Groundwater Management Plan

9

in through the mountains and seeps into the hard rock and

Effects to the brine

And then a proposed modification of the

Another key environmental issue in the EIR is
There are very valuable and numerous springs in

Precipitation comes

10

at every phase and for every resource that's identified

10

then pressurizes that hard rock and the springs occur

11

in the plan itself, potentially modifying the project if

11

from that area.

12

needed if the -- if the monitoring features were

12

13

identified results that were beyond that of the modeled

13

alluvial aquifer.

14

in the analysis and contained in the EIR.

14

the alluvial aquifer to these higher-elevation hard rock

15

then the EIR concludes a less-than-significant impact on

15

springs.

16

the groundwater basin.

16

and so because of that, the EIR and the GMMP has a

17

monitoring protocol for these springs.

17

Ultimately

This graphic then shows one scenario, one

The elevational change is substantial to the
We found there's no connection from

It's a very key feature in the mountains here

It's quarterly

18

output, of the model that has a drawdown prediction over

18

monitoring for the Bonanza Spring, which is the closest

19

50 years.

19

spring to the project, and would be part of that.

20

The deepest part of the drawdown would be in the middle

20

21

of the well field and then it would extend out, outward

21

in the high country here seeps through the rocks and

22

drawing down the groundwater to this extent.

22

presents itself in springs and there are no alluvial

23

springs identified, so there's a disconnection here

23

Obviously the well field is here (indicating).

Depending on the amount of water that's flowing

This graphic basically shows how precipitation

24

through the gap here, that drawdown, the shape and the

24

between where the springs show and where the alluvial

25

form could be different, and you can see here on the

25

aquifer is also fed by the seepage of the hard rock by
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the lower elevations.

1

There's a key issue that's been raised about the

Aesthetics then:

Pipeline would be underground

2

so once installed, the pipeline would not be visible.

3

potential for dust emissions to occur from the dry lake,

3

The well field would include well pads that are dispersed

4

so studies were conducted to determine whether or not the

4

in an area in the desert, difficult to see from Route 66

5

relationship between the groundwater and the dry lakes'

5

at all, no permanent lighting; and most of that well

6

surface -- I think we've all heard of the Owens Lake

6

field area remains undisturbed and the EIR concludes that

7

situation where removal of surface water from that lake

7

less-than-significant impacts to the long-range views

8

has created some dust, major dust issues.

8

there in the desert.

9

great concern that if we lower the groundwater below the

10
11

So there's a

dry lakes that that could occur here.
Our analysis shows that the chlorides in the

9

So in summary then, the EIR has a significant

10

and unavoidable impact in two areas:

11

construction emissions.

firstly, in

So large diesel equipment emits

12

soil, the soil chemistry, is such that the soils crust

12

nitrogen oxides, a NOx that has -- the Mohave Desert

13

over and are resistant to wind erosion in this particular

13

AQMD, Air Quality Management District, has a threshold of

14

area in this valley, which is a significant difference

14

significance on a daily basis and the number of equipment

15

from the Owens Lake and that the crusting then prevents

15

needed for this project could potentially during

16

that wind erosion.

In fact, the groundwater now is at

16

construction exceed that threshold; therefore, we

17

depths that there's no relationship at this point with

17

conclude that's a potentially significant unavoidable

18

the groundwater and some of the surface of some of the

18

impact from NOx emissions.

19

dry lakes.

19

20

Greenhouse gasses are then also in the EIR, a
We've looked at the natural gas

Finally, secondary effects of growth, the EIR

20

understands that water is used in the project participant

21

topic of analysis.

21

service areas that could accommodate growth, although

22

engines that would emit greenhouse gasses and mitigations

22

most of the water is replacement water, and the local

23

have been imposed that would make this project consistent

23

land use jurisdictions have identified in their general

24

with the San Bernardino County requirements for

24

plans that growth in the area would result in significant

25

greenhouse gas reduction.

25

and unavoidable effects, and so this EIR recognizes that
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1

water supply is part of that growth and then finds that

1

other supply options that participants could employ.

2

there are significant effects of growth that are

2

that's the extent of the analysis in the alternatives

3

unavoidable.

3

section of the EIR.

4

Project alternatives then, the EIR evaluates, as

4

So

So that essentially concludes my overview of the

5

required by CEQA, a list of alternatives including a No

5

analysis and the key highlights of the analysis in the

6

Project Alternative as required.

6

EIR.

7

No Project With Expanded Agriculture.

7

of the pieces and after the meeting is done, we'll be

8

agriculture is permitted to expand substantially and so

8

glad to talk further about it.

9

that's a potential featured outcome and we've included

10

We've also included a
Currently the

the analysis in the EIR for that.

11

Then project facility alternatives, we looked at

Some of these posters here can help to explain some

But at this point, as Dan

9

said, the public review period ends on February 13th and

10

comments to this address will be able to be accepted up

11

until that point.

12

a different pipeline route, one that was looked at ten

12

The EIR is available on the website for

13

years ago, and also potentially use of one of the

13

Santa Margarita Water District and upon request.

14

existing natural gas pipelines that traverses the area as

14

you've signed the sign-in sheet tonight, you'll get any

15

a conveyance potentially, and then we looked at different

15

future notice of any meetings for this project.

16

well field configurations and well field locations as

16

17

well.

17

you'd like to fill out your comment tonight on a card,

18

Operational alternatives, we've looked at the

If

We also have comment cards in the back.

If

18

we'll accept it or you can mail it in or you can e-mail

19

project as proposed plus additional agricultural or

19

it in by February 13th.

20

existing agriculture -- excuse me -- and then we've

20

is available in the libraries.

21

looked at a phasing project, phasing in the project, and

21

22

then we've looked at a reduced project as part of our

22

I appreciate your patience, as it's important to step

23

analysis, and then we also include a section on supply

23

through the pieces of the project for folks.

24

alternatives, alternatives for substantially increasing

24

we're going to turn to the public comment period.

25

conservation in the participants' service areas and then

25

So we appreciate that.

The EIR

So we've now come to the public comment period.

But now

We have a number of cards of folks that have
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1

signed up.

2

speak tonight, please do so back at the table or come and

2

3

we'll ask afterwards.

3

Tony Beall.

4

20 years and I'm proud to serve as the mayor of

4

If you've not signed a card and you want to

I'll turn this around.

1

We are asking for

again, just state your name and affiliation.
MR. BEALL:

Sure.

Good evening.

My name is

I've lived in this community for more than

5

maintaining a three-minute rule if we can, just to make

5

Rancho Santa Margarita.

6

sure that everyone gets a chance to talk.

6

speak to you tonight regarding the Cadiz Valley

7

limit your comments to around three minutes, that would

7

Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project.

8

be appreciated.

8

9

So if you can

Anything else?

MS. MOULTON:

She'll raise her hand and I'll raise my

9

I appreciate the opportunity to

As a resident and a community leader, I've been
watching the good work of the Santa Margarita Water

10

hand when you have about 30 seconds to go, just so you

10

District for many years.

11

have a chance to wrap it up.

11

attend the dedication of the Upper Chiquita Reservoir,

12

time frame.

12

which is a project now on-line that can provide emergency

13

water services to the people of Rancho Santa Margarita

13

MR. BARNES:

We'll self-monitor on the

Then we have a list of commentors and

I was pleased to recently

14

Leslie will read them out and you can state your name and

14

and surrounding communities in the event of an emergency

15

make your comment.

15

for a week or so.

16

MS. MOULTON:

Yeah.

We do have a court reporter.

We

16

I appreciate and the residents of

17

want to get everything that you're telling us this

17

Rancho Santa Margarita appreciate that project.

18

evening.

18

believe this project is another great example of the

19

innovative and progressive way that the directors and the

20

staff of the Santa Margarita Water District approach very

21

complex issues.

19

So let me just mention, I'll give the first

20

three speakers that we've got cards for.

21

Curt Stanley, and Tom Hume, so in that order.

22
23

Tony Beall,

Mr. Beall, if you could, be our first commentor

22

and we'll just make our way through the cards.

24

MR. BEALL:

25

MS. MOULTON:

I_Beall

Ready?
Yes, thank you.

And if you could,

I

It shows not only do they recognize that 155,000

23

residents and businesses depend on having a reliable

24

supply of clean water, but also an understanding that

25

it's imperative to diversify the water supply.

I_Beall-01
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1

I believe the Santa Margarita Water District has

1

2

done an outstanding job working within the limitations of

2

3

our region.

3

of the Rancho Santa Margarita area for over 18 years and

4

and we must import almost 100 percent of our drinking

4

I thank you for the opportunity to share my support

5

water.

5

tonight of the project, the Cadiz Valley Groundwater

6

resourcefully built connections to receive water via the

6

Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project.

7

only feasible current sources, which include the

7

8

Sacramento Bay-Delta in Northern California, which is

8

9

over 400 miles away and the Colorado River, which is 200

10

After all, we have virtually no groundwater

So the Board and the staff, they have

miles to the east.

11

9

I_Beall-01

So obviously our water moves through a complex

MR. STANLEY:

Good evening.

My name is Curt Stanley.

I have been a resident

If I have one complaint, it's just that the name
is not long enough.
Okay.

You need to have more words.

I have been an active participant in the

10

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce for the

11

last 11 to 12 years in this area and as such, I was even

12

system of pipes, canals, and aqueducts and it's lifted

12

chairman of it for two years, we even occupied space in

13

hundreds of feet over mountains and hills by massive

13

this building, and I'm proud to be part of a new portion

14

pumps.

14

of that Chamber and that is the Economic Coalition, which

15

we formed and launched this past year.

15

My question is what happens if a break occurs

16

somewhere along this extensive delivery system which is a

16

17

lifeline to our region that has no natural aquifer?

17

coalition is to educate and build support for

18

Clearly a local supply of water is imperative.

18

infrastructure projects, and I see this personally as one

19

of those, and I see it as a great example of an
infrastructure project.

19

So I thank the Santa Margarita Water District

It's interesting that the purpose of the new

20

for their great work and for taking these steps to create

20

21

this local supply and I would just request that the

21

22

record reflect that I strongly support this project.

22

fact, foster economic vitality which is necessary.

23

does provide jobs, dare I say, shovel ready, if that's

24

appropriate, and then also to enhance quality of life in

25

Southern California.

23
24
25

Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Curt Stanley.

I_Stanley

Why?

Well, one, because I think it does, in
It

I_Stanley-01
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1

It looks like

1

2

based on the report tonight and other things that I've

2

not have an underground aquifer, we must rely almost

3

seen you've done your homework.

3

completely on imported water from the Colorado River and

4

positive, pertinent data, and it makes very practical

4

from Northern California.

5

sense to me.

5

determine the amount of water available for import is the

6

to me.

6

winter snowpack up in the upper Sierras.

7

is also important.

8

because it anticipates our future needs and I think

9

that's important in all areas of our life these days,

10
11

And so I applaud your efforts.

There's a lot of good,

It improves local reliability, which is key

It diversifies our water portfolio, which I think

I_Stanley-01

And specifically I applaud you

As we all know, because South Orange County does

7

especially here in Southern California.
So I want to thank you for a great job, best

One of the variables that

Recently, the State Department of Water

8

Resources conducted a survey to measure the amount of

9

water in the early winter snowpack.

As suspected, it

10

appears that we're well below the average for this time

11

of the year.

While we still have most of the winter

12

wishes for this project, and I also want to I guess, just

12

ahead, it's a critical reminder of our huge dependence on

13

because we have a court reporter, go on formal record to

13

imported water.

14

say that I totally support the Cadiz Valley Project.

14

long way toward alleviating some of that concern.

15
16
17
18
19
20

Thank you for your time tonight.
MR. BARNES:

15

Thank you.

Tom Hume, and then I'll read three more names
after that:

John Whitman, Jim Leach, Michael LaBroad.

MR. HUME:

Good evening.

My name is Tom Hume.

I'm a

I_Hume

Coto de Caza resident, have been for about 12 years.

This project, in my belief, will go a

It is my belief that the Cadiz Project is vital

16

to ensure that we who live in South Orange County will

17

continue to have a viable source of water for our future

18

needs.

19

my appreciation for the innovation and critical planning

20

the Santa Margarita Water District has shown by taking

I would like to take this opportunity to express

21

I'm here tonight to express my support for the

21

the lead on this very important project.

22

Santa Margarita Water District's efforts to continue to

22

important step toward diversifying the Santa Margarita

23

enhance the reliability of our water supply.

23

Water District's water portfolio and to help

It's a

It is also an

I_Hume-01
24

critical need because of the desert we all live in in

24

drought-proof the District to ensure that our water needs

25

Southern California.

25

are met regardless of the state's ability to give us

I_Hume-01
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water.

1
It is without hesitation that I support the

Cadiz Project.

I_Hume-01

Thank you.

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

John Whitman.
MR. WHITMAN:

O_SOCChamber1

Good evening.

My name is John Whitman

their needs.

2

It's critical to the needs of business.

Santa Margarita is considered to be one of the

3

premier and resourceful water districts in Southern

4

California and we're really proud to represent this area

5

of the District.

I commend you for serving as a

6

trailblazer in taking the lead on this project, exploring

7

and as the chair of the Board of Directors of the South

7

new ways to enhance the local water supply reliability,

8

Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce, it's my

8

and to continue to meet the water needs of residents and

9

privilege to be here tonight to support this project.

9

businesses throughout the area.

10

We've been the premier business organization in

10

11

South Orange County for more than 40 years, representing

11

project which will help Orange County and Southern

12

businesses and dedicated to creating a vibrant business

12

California reassert our position as to where business

13

community.

13

wants to be.

14

them grow and prosper while preserving the quality of

14

Cadiz Valley Water Project.

15

life that we all appreciate.

15

16

We advocate on behalf of businesses to help

One of the best parts of my responsibility in my

O_SOCChamber1-01

The Chamber enthusiastically supports the

Thank you very much.

16

MR. BARNES:

Jim Leach.

17

MR. LEACH:

Good evening.

O_SOCChamber2

current role as chairman is to have the opportunity to

18

talk with a wide variety of business leaders from many

18

serve as the chief executive officer for the South

19

different industries.

19

Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce and I'm here

20

vary, all these business leaders share a common concern.

20

on behalf of the Chamber's over 400 members throughout

21

They need a strong workforce of skilled workers and those

21

the South Orange County.

22

workers are dependent on the infrastructure to live,

22

23

work, and recreate in our beautiful South County, and one

23

Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage

24

of the key components of that infrastructure is clean,

24

Project.

25

reasonably priced, reliable water.

25

It's critical to

O_SOCChamber1-02

The Cadiz Project is the kind of innovative

17

While the specifics of each area

O_SOCChamber1-01

My name is Jim Leach and I

I'm pleased to be here in support of the Cadiz

O_SOCChamber2-01
You know, I recently got a tour of the
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1

Colorado River aqueduct and it was a fascinating tour, in

1

group of professionals from academia, regulatory

2

depth, way over my head; but nevertheless, one of the

2

agencies, and the private sector to analyze the project

3

most important things I learned is that South

3

and I'm proud that this important community water

4

Orange County doesn't have any native groundwater, that

4

district is part of a groundbreaking team of

5

all of our water is imported and every business and every

5

professionals who are blazing these new trails.

6

person in the region relies on the clean and reliable

6

7

supply of water.

The cost of acquiring the water we need

Thank you for hosting this public meeting and

7

providing a forum for the community to express our

8

voices.

O_SOCChamber2-02

O_SOCChamber2-01
8

to serve the hundreds of thousands of homes and

9

businesses in the region has a direct impact on the

9

I would like to close by stating for the record

10

regional economy and we need innovative, environmentally

10

that I fully support the Cadiz Valley Groundwater

11

responsible projects like Cadiz to continue to meet the

11

Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project.

12

water needs of our business community and residents in a

12

13

cost-effective way.

13

14

I did some research on the project of my own.

14

Thank you very much.
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Michael LaBroad, and then after that

15

It's a project designed to conserve water that would

15

16

otherwise be lost to evaporation or contamination and

16

17

reduce the energy consumption and cost of transporting

17

18

that water from nearby San Bernardino County rather than

18

Southern California, I'm here to voice my support for the

19

from Northern California and it provides future capacity

19

Cadiz water project as a necessary and proper investment

20

for storage and of surplus water amassed in what we hope

20

in our regional water infrastructures.

21

will be wet years.

21

22

project that would be beneficial to us both regionally

22

years now and I'm convinced beyond a doubt that this

23

and locally.

23

program will prove to be an important proponent of the

24

future reliability of our water system.

24
25

It has all the attributes of a

I applaud the approach that has been taken in
reviewing this project.

You've assembled an incredible

O_SOCChamber2-02

25

Marvin Floyd, Sherri Butterfield, and Chris Ervin.
MR. LA BROAD:

O_NWPipe2

Good evening.

My name is Michael LaBroad.

As a resident of

I've followed this project closely for several

As an employee of Northwest Pipe Company, I'm

O_NWPipe2-01
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1

here to voice my support of the Cadiz water project on

1

I work for NOV Ameron and there's been many wonderful

2

behalf of our local employees, as a much-needed infusion

2

things said about this project and I'd like to say that

3

of capital in the underground infrastructure industry.

3

this is my first experience being exposed to it and I

4

think a lot of good things are going to come from it.

5

I'd like to read what I have for the public comment here.

4

Northwest Pipe Company is a manufacturer of
Our

So

5

large-diameter steel water transmission pipe.

6

product is of the same type that Cadiz proposes to use to

6

7

convey water from their walls to the aqueduct.

7

NOV Ameron and we have been in the business of

8

facility in Adelanto, California is the largest

8

manufacturing a highly-engineered concrete steel pressure

9

tax-paying entity in the city and has historically

9

pipe for over 105 years and the facility that will be

Our

It says I'm a senior sales representative for

10

employed 200-plus welders, machinists, metal workers, and

10

involved in this Cadiz Project has been in the

11

administrative staff.

11

San Bernardino County manufacturing area since 1962.

12

12

We manufacture pipe in diameters from 16-inch up

13

all-time lows, I've watched our numbers dwindle to less

With the investment in infrastructure hitting

13

to and including 144-inch diameter, inside diameter pipe,

14

than 150.

14

for projects around the world.

15

for at least the next few years, additional layoffs are

15

I'm also a helmet-to-hard-hat employee.

16

inevitable.

16

been with them for 42 years and I came out of the service

17

potential work to keep our facility running at

17

and Ameron at that time was pulling military people,

18

100 percent capacity for the next year or longer.

O_NWPipe2-01
With no foreseeable upswing in our industry

The Cadiz water project represents enough

I've

18

putting them to work.

19

The benefit of this potential work trickles down

19

to put people back to work, the times were good and we

20

to our local vendors, suppliers, and truckers who support

20

found work within the industry.

21

our manufacturing operation.

21

22
23

So I'd like to thank you for your time tonight
and state for the record our support for this project.

24

MR. BARNES:

25

MR. FLOYD:

Marvin Floyd.
For the record, my name is Marvin Floyd.

O_Ameron2

Before the current era of trying

NOV is in full support of this project and we

22

look forward to participating as a local supplier along

23

with the other local suppliers to the NOV Ameron's

24

facility, and they are CSI, a manufacturer of 4,000-pound

25

steel rolls that NOV uses to form the cylinders that make

O_Ameron2-01
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1

up the core of our product.

2

1

unplanned, and I'm glad that the Water District planned

Materials and California Portland Cement Suppliers that

2

for that kind of a disruption.

3

are also located in San Bernardino County that would also

3

4

be affected by this project in employment.

4

the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and

5

Storage Project.

5

We also have Vulcan

NOV Ameron will be employing over 100 union

O_Ameron2-01

Second, I want to express my strong support for

History and experience have shown us

6

workers at our San Bernardino County facility for several

6

that when it comes to fresh water, we who live in

7

months as we process our product for this Cadiz Project.

7

Southern California cannot depend on the local weather.

8

Despite yesterday's welcome rain, rainfall has

8
9
10

And in closing, I'd like to say that Ameron
looks forward to providing the Cadiz Project with the

9

highest quality product and we're behind it 100 percent.

11

Thank you.

12

MR. BARNES:

13

MS. BUTTERFIELD:

Thank you.

Sherri Butterfield.

Good evening.

My name is

I_Butterfield

been fickle and water, either too much of it or too

10

little of it, has been a challenge throughout the

11

region's history.

12

punch of the flood of 1861, '62 and the drought of 1863,

13

'64 that forced the rancheros to sell their land and

In fact, it was the combined one-two

I_Butterfield-01
14

Sherri Butterfield and I'm speaking tonight as a 40-year

14

convince the new landowners to diversify by growing

15

resident of Mission Viejo and a former mayor of that

15

seasonal crops rather than relying for their livelihood

16

city.

16

entirely on the raising of cattle and sheep.

17

First, I want to express my gratitude to the

17

We cannot depend on Northern California where

18

members of the Santa Margarita Water District Board for

18

the snowpack this year stands at something like

19

the ten years they invested in the plan -- to plan, to

19

19 percent of average.

20

gain approval for, and to construct the Upper Chiquita

20

scarcity to sufficiency despite the laudable efforts of

21

Reservoir.

21

local water districts to encourage their customers to use

22

grateful to have it there so that it can hold the 244

22

water wisely.

23

million gallons of water for use in the event of some

23

fresh water is expected to exceed the supply if we do

24

kind of water supply disruption.

24

nothing.

25

possible here, one that's planned or one that's

25

what we are allowed to import, and that varies, and what

Like others have expressed tonight, I am

That certainly is

We cannot save our way from

Within 15 years or so, the demand for

That supplements what falls as precipitation,
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we are able to save.

1

Rancho Santa Margarita for 11 years.

I also serve on the

2

A multifaceted plan to meet future water needs

2

Board of Directors for the Mojave Desert Heritage and

3

is essential and must include not only conservation and

3

Cultural Association, a nonprofit incorporated in

4

importation but the creative application of technology to

4

California.

5

desalinate seawater and to capture and conserve the

5

and heritage institution, located in the community of

6

groundwater that flows to desert dry lakes before it

6

Goffs on the eastern side of the Fenner watershed.

7

evaporates.

7

8
9

The proposed Cadiz Project would accomplish this
latter purpose.

I_Butterfield-01

An independent third party, the

We are a volunteer organization, cultural

Our organization is dedicated to preserving the

8

natural and cultural history of the Mojave Desert.

The

9

MDHCA operates a 75-acre cultural center in Goffs and has

10

Groundwater Stewardship Committee, has reviewed the

10

over 700 members.

11

scientific and technical reports for the project and

11

100-year-old schoolhouse listed on the National Register

12

found that it offers a reliable water supply to the

12

of Historic Places, operate a research center, and have

13

Southern California region while doing no harm to the

13

published over two dozen books on California desert

14

environment.

14

history.

15

I respectfully urge you to move forward with the

15

We are open to the public, maintain a

The MDHCA's existence depends on the water we

16

next steps in the approval process for this project and

16

pump from our two wells.

17

say again that I am in strong support.

17

organization extend into perpetuity, so we are naturally

18

concerned about any potential impacts for our groundwater

19

posed by the Cadiz Valley project.

18
19
20
21

Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Chris Ervin.

20

it, Bexin Apodaca.

22

MS. APODACA:

23

MR. BARNES:

24

MR. ERVIN:

25

And then after Chris, I can't read

Beth.
Oh, that's pretty easy, Beth.

Good evening.

My name is Chris Ervin.

I've lived in

O_MDHCA2

The strategic plans of our

Although the Draft Environmental Impact Report

21

we're here to discuss includes comments made by the MDHCA

22

made last year at the time of the Notice of Publication,

23

we continue to have concerns, three of which I'll

24

address.

25

O_MDHCA2-01

Number one, the DEIR indicates that a nonprofit

O_MDHCA2-02
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1

California mutual water company comprised of the

1

to directly notify the large number of property owners

2

participating water agencies will be responsible for the

2

within the influence of its project.

3

management and reporting of the project monitoring wells.

3

institutions have a commitment to give back to their

4

The MDHCA reiterates its prior comment that well

4

community.

5

monitoring and reporting should be the responsibility of

6

an impartial third party.

7

reporting is under the control of a project-created

8

entity, there is the appearance of a conflict of

9

interest.

10

O_MDHCA2-02

As long as monitoring and

Number two, Section 4.9.3 of the DEIR indicates

Cultural

5

In the desert, distances are great.

Neighbors

6

are spread out, but the desert is not empty.

7

recognition of this aspect that the MDHCA highlights the

8

following concern regarding our neighbors.

It is in

It may be

9

difficult to tell from the vantage point of downtown

10

Los Angeles, but there are over 1100 owners of desert

11

that the project may be deemed to have a significant

11

property 200 miles away in the Fenner watershed.

12

effect on the environment with respect to hydrology and

12

private property owners reside in more than 20 states and

13

water quality if it would substantially deplete or

13

as far east as New England.

14

interfere with the production rate of preexisting nearby

14

have existing wells that could be impacted by this

15

wells and not support existing land uses for which

15

project and all of them have the right to drill for water

16

permits have been granted.

16

on their property.

17

Unfortunately, nowhere in the DEIR is the phrase

O_MDHCA2-03

Some of these landowners

The DEIR may have addressed the absolute minimum

18

"preexisting nearby wells" defined.

18

requirements to reach these property owners by placing

19

located 40 miles northeast of Cadiz Project sites, it is

19

public notices in local newspapers, but most of these

20

within the Fenner watershed.

20

properties are second homes or investments and the owners

21

our groundwater is negatively impacted by the project

21

are not served by area newspapers.

22

that any complaints we might lodge with Cadiz could be

22

notifying every property owner within the watershed

23

dismissed because our wells are characterized as not

23

scheduled to be drained, the project has deprived a large

24

being "nearby."

24

constituency of the opportunity to provide public

25

comments.

25

Although Goffs is

17

These

We are concerned that if

Number three, Cadiz does not recognize the need

O_MDHCA2-04

By not directly

O_MDHCA2-04
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Due to the above-stated reasons, the MDHCA feels

1

to ensure that we are able to meet our basic needs.

I

2

the Cadiz Valley water project poses a threat to our

2

commend the District for pursuing new water sources that

3

groundwater resources and, therefore, the existence of

3

are environmentally friendly.

4

our Goffs cultural center.

4

national panel of groundwater experts reviewed the

5

community, 20 years of volunteer labor and over 2 million

5

project and concluded that a significant amount of water

6

dollars in donations to preserve the largest collection

6

supply can be safely provided without any harm to the

7

of materials devoted to the history of the Mojave Desert

7

environment.

8

would be lost.

8

9

If we lose our water in our

O_MDHCA2-05

Thank you.

9

10

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

11

MS. MOULTON:

12

MR. FERONS:

Thank you.

12

13

MR. BARNES:

Beth -- and then after Beth, Wendy

13

14

Bucknum and Jim Thor.

15

MS. APODACA:

My name is Beth Apodaca and I live in

11

I_Apodaca

the Cadiz Valley project.
Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

Thanks, Beth.

I apologize for your

MS. APODACA:

That's okay.

I probably scribbled.

14

MR. BARNES:

Wendy Bucknum.

15

MS. BUCKNUM:

name.

Hello.

Good evening.

O_SOCChamber3
I'm Wendy

16

San Clemente, the most southern region of the District's

16

Bucknum.

17

service area.

17

the community and the surrounding community the

18

Thank you for providing this opportunity for

18

opportunity to speak on behalf of the Cadiz Valley

19

have a unique appreciation for the environment and a

19

project.

20

thorough understanding of the need for water conservation

20

21

and water use efficiency.

22

colleagues working diligently to conserve water and to

23
24
25

As a beach community, residents of San Clemente

I see neighbors, friends, and

I am a long-time resident of Mission Viejo,

21

almost 20 years, and I serve as the chair of the

22

Government Affairs Community for the South Orange County

promote water use efficiency; however, there does come a

23

Regional Chamber of Commerce, fondly known as GAC.

time when conservation just isn't enough anymore.

24

committee serves as kind of the eyes and ears and voice

25

of South Orange County business and staying apprised of

We need to identify new local sources for water

I_Apodaca-01

I_Apodaca-01

Please let the record show that I fully support

10

Thank you.

I am very pleased that a

The
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1

issues and legislation at the local, state, and federal

1

with you this evening.

My name is Jim Thor.

2

levels.

This is kind of a passion of mine, advocating

2

3

for business and for infrastructure, so I've served in

3

the longest or oldest resident of Rancho Santa Margarita

4

this committee capacity for almost ten years.

4

and one of your earliest customers in that community, so

I have the honor or whatever of being probably

5

In addition, GAC helps to steer the Chamber's

5

I've seen it grow from -- of course you were dealing with

6

legislative advocacy program, ensuring that government

6

other communities, but when you moved into

7

officials understand the impacts of their decisions and

7

Rancho Santa Margarita, I was the third residence, so

8

the impact that it will have on business and our business

8

I've been with the customer base for a long, long time,

9

community.

9

even longer than this building was around.

10

And as an advocate for businesses, I applaud the

10

I've watched the community develop from a ranch

11

innovative and strategic thinking that surrounds the

11

with rolling hills to a quaint village with nearly 50,000

12

Cadiz project and I want to thank you for recognizing the

12

people now.

13

importance that water plays in our economy and our

13

infrastructure.

14

quality of life here in South Orange County and for

14

the infrastructure is clean, reliable water supply.

15

searching for safe new sources of water to enhance our

15

I've seen in the past that Santa Margarita Water

16

local supply reliability.

16

District has been very proactive in taking on the role as

17

the lead agency on numerous projects.

17

O_SOCChamber3-01

Thank you for your careful review of the project

With development comes the need for
One of the most important elements of

I fully support

18

and I look forward to following the project through

18

the Cadiz Project and thank you for taking the leadership

19

completion, and please let the record show that I fully

19

role in an environmentally safe and sustainable project

20

support the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,

20

that will not only benefit the Santa Margarita Water

21

Recovery, and Storage Project.

21

District service area but all of the communities

22

throughout Southern California.

22
23
24
25

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Thanks, Wendy.

Jim Thor.

After Jim, I have Mike Phillips and

23

Charlie Hoherd.
MR. THOR:

Good evening.

It's a pleasure to be here

I_Thor

For the record, I want to state that I support

24

the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and

25

Storage Project.

I_Thor-01
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MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

I_Phillips

Mike Phillips.
Hello.

My name is Mike Phillips and I

doing to try to create water resources and resource

2

availability for Southern California.

The Metropolitan

3

Water District is continually trying to solve these

4

am a former resident of Rancho Santa Margarita and a

4

problems surrounding the availability of water that comes

5

current resident of Mission Viejo.

5

from the Sacramento Delta located up in Northern

6

California where I believe I saw a report one time that

7

stated that approximately 40 percent of the water that

8

could be disbursed down to Southern California is
actually led out to the ocean because we're having issues

6

MR. PHILLIPS:

1

I have been in the planning and infrastructure

7

industry here in Orange County for over 20 years.

I'm

8

familiar with the EIR process and I commend the work that

9

you've done here with the Santa Margarita Water District

9

10

in going through and creating such a viable project for

10

regarding trying to transmit that water and pumping the

11

our residents here in Mission Viejo.

11

water because of the desert smelt or the Delta smelt.

12

I would like to start by thanking the

12

13

Santa Margarita Water District and the Board for looking

13

is, you know, the condition of the levies up in Northern

14

at this project and looking at realistic solutions to

14

California where if those levies were to become an issue

15

ensuring that our community has access to water resources

15

and to fail, you know, they would result in contaminating

16

on a long-term basis.

16

the fresh water that is currently going through the Delta

17

will ensure that my family as well as future generations

17

and that could cause not only billions of dollars of

18

will have water for years to come.

18

costs economically to Southern California as well as the

19

impacts that it could cause to the actual problems to
have to actually rebuild and trying to fix the problem.

19

This forward-thinking approach

Although I am not an expert in the water

I_Phillips-01

We also have a second and more real threat which

20

resources area, what I have learned so far is that we

20

21

have not -- we do not have enough water in Southern

21

22

California and anything that we can do to provide our

22

that we have resolved some of these more -- we need to

23

communities with water are well worth looking at.

23

resolve some of these more pressing issues and problems

24

up north and it seems to me that the Santa Margarita

25

Water District is taking the effort necessary in order to

24
25

The Metropolitan Water District appears to be
fighting an uphill battle right now with the work they're

The reason I bring these examples up is the fact

I_Phillips-01
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1

ensure that we have long-term water here in Southern

2

California here and here in Mission Viejo.

3
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I_Phillips-01

1
2

A little bit about us:

We are a small business,

3

family owned and operated, and have been for over 100

4

EIR and it states the majority of the environmental

4

years based in Los Angeles, but we also have a facility

5

impacts are less than significant, which is a significant

5

in the San Bernardino area.

6

impact, you know, for me seeing that, you know, there is

6

7

not going to be as much of a problem.

7

for a number of reasons.

8

from a job creation and economic recovery vehicle

9

perspective.

8
9

I have reviewed the mitigation measures of the

manufacturer of water well casing and screen.

It does state that there is one big impact which

I_Phillips-02

is going to be during construction, which is the air

I'm here to pledge our support for this project
Mainly, we're looking at it

This project represents a really unique

10

quality impacts, which again is something that is

10

opportunity for new infrastructure and investment out in

11

something that I think is necessary in order to create a

11

the San Bernardino area, one that we would like to be a

12

better benefit for our residents here in Southern

12

part of as a manufacturer of the casing and screen used

13

California.

13

for the groundwater wells.

14

The other benefit that this project has is a

14

Secondly, as some of the other speakers have

15

huge benefit economically for the individuals that live

15

noted before, our primary supplier of steel used is from

16

out in the San Bernardino area by bringing jobs, most

16

a company also located in San Bernardino County, a

17

necessarily jobs out to that area.

17

company by the name of California Steel Industries, and

18

we share a unique relationship with this company.

19

fact, we were their first invoice back in December of

18

MS. LOPEZ:

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

I_Phillips-03

How many?
I would like to ask the Board to

In

20

please express my support for this project, and thank you

20

1984 when they first started and have grown with them;

21

very much.

21

and not only do they represent a chance for more job

22

creation and growth, but so do we.

22
23
24
25

MR. BARNES:

Charlie Hoherd.

And then after Charlie,

I've got Larry Robinson and Bob Ereth.
MR. HOHERD:

Good evening.

23

My name is Charlie Hoherd

and I am with the Roscoe Moss Company.

We are a

O_RoscoeMoss2

O_RoscoeMoss2-01

Thirdly, we recognize this project represents a

24

renewable water source and conservation, something that

25

we are supportive of.

Being in the groundwater industry

O_RoscoeMoss2-02
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1

for over 100 years, we understand the importance of this

1

2

and specifically from the research that we've seen from

2

3

the engineering part of consultant engineers in contracts

3

with this project and I am concerned about the

4

that have been involved us thus far, this project will

4

sustainability of the aquifer.

5

last us from water from wet years to dry years and meet

5

50,000 acre-feet per year, I think there's a serious

6

the greatest critical water supply and storage need by

6

question as to the viability of this natural resource as

7

conserving water that would otherwise be lost to

7

a reliable resource long term.

8

evaporation.

8

9
10

And then lastly, as I know other speakers have

9

touched on, this project represents a diversification of

O_RoscoeMoss2-02

aquifer, not simply a water grab.
As a pristine aquifer, there are adverse effects

Planned drawdown to

Also, there are two commercial enterprises that
retrieve calcium chloride in the area with the dry lake

10

beds that you've illustrated.

These enterprises are able

11

to retrieve this calcium chloride naturally and it would

11

the water plan, which I think is something that all of us

12

here in Southern California can appreciate; namely,

12

be lost once the project is complete, forcing these

13

helping us to become more self-reliant and less dependent

13

enterprises to fail.

14

on water through sources of Northern California, whether

14

created chemically because of that, instead of naturally,

15

that be the Sacramento Delta or other sources that's sent

15

driving up that commodity's costs.

16

transmitted down.

16

trigger lawsuits by these commercial enterprises.

17

So thank you for your time.

18

Roscoe Moss.

19

work.

20
21
22
23

Again, I'm with

We fully support this program.

17

It's good

Thank you.

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Larry Robinson.
MR. ROBINSON:

Yes.

I_Robinson
My name is Larry Robinson.

I'm

a property owner in Capistrano Beach and also 20 acres in

24

the Cadiz area.

25

my voice to encouraging proper stewardship of the

And I'm really here to be a voice -- add

Calcium chloride would have to be

As a completely closed system, it is a unique
and sensitive resource and needs responsible stewardship,

19

and that's really what I would like to add my voice to.

20

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

21

MR. FERONS:

Thank you.

22

MR. BARNES:

Bob Ereth.

24
25

I_Robinson-02

This project could

18

23

I_Robinson-01

I_Robinson-01

I_Robinson-03

After Bob, I have Paul

Lanhardt and Ron James.
MR. ERETH:

Good evening.

My name is Bob Ereth and

I'm the general manager of national business development

O_Layne2
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for Layne Christiansen Company.

1

Layne Christiansen has been in business for over

1500 gallons a minute with no drawdown.

2

Our business location is in Redlands,

3

I have been in this business for over 45 years

3

130 years.

4

California and we currently employ right around 250

4

and have never seen a well with such high production.

5

employees.

Layne provides products and services for

5

mobility.

6

water resource needs for agricultural industries and

6

wells.

7

municipalities.

Our products and services include

7

8

hydrogeological services for groundwater modeling,

8

monitoring well, which was constructed to monitor the

9

logging and source identification, water well drilling

9

testing of TW-1 and TW-2.

We drilled six cord wells to test formation for
Two of the six were converted to monitoring

We drilled and constructed test well two

10

construction, pump sales and service, well

10

11

rehabilitation, and pipeline construction.

11

many-step pump tests.

12

monitoring well.

12

Layne has been working with Cadiz for many years

DT-1 was constructed in order to perform
This well was also converted to a

O_Layne2-01

13

drilling wells and maintaining pumping equipment for

13

14

Cadiz agricultural operations.

14

one and test well two to determine the capacity of the

15

maintaining and approving wells used for the monitoring

15

alluvium and carbonate zones within those wells.

16

and testing of the current project.

16

I have been on the property.

17

myself that this water resource is productive.

17

We also have crews

This project is based on good science.

Layne

We've performed isolated pump tests in test well

I have seen for
Our

18

provided five different drilling methods in order to

18

crews, the builders and pumps have been there 24 hours a

19

gather the scientific data to support the prolific

19

day doing the drilling and the pump testing.

20

aquifer characteristics.

20

seen and touched the water and our wells have validated

21

the models that show a vast water resource underground.

Some of the drilling techniques

O_Layne2-01

We have

21

including dual tube, flooded reverse, dual rotary,

22

coring, and isolation zone sampling.

23

well one and test well two for production testing of the

23

and it is renewable.

24

alluvium and carbonate formations.

24

groundwater that is lost to evaporation from dry lakes.

25

extremely prolific and as a matter of fact, TW-2 produced

25

Without the project, that clean freshwater will be wasted

We drilled test

Both wells were

22

This is clean freshwater that can be used safely
The project will conserve
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and continue to evaporate year after year.
Cadiz has spent over 7 million dollars on

3

scientific and technical studies to prove the project

4

will work.

5

and will be successful if approved.

6
7
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This project is sustainable, well-designed,

O_Layne2-01

And for the record, I'd like it to be known that

MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

9

MR. LANHARDT:

Paul Lanhardt.

Good evening.

My name is

was last year.

2

straits.

3

rechargeable, fresh water that will relieve pressure off

4

of all other strained water resources and at the same

5

time create local jobs.

6

I and Layne Christiansen support this project.

8

1

O_Layne3

Southern Californians are in dire

We need another source of sustainable,

In wet years, it may seem like there's plenty of

7

water to go around.

In dry years, it seems like we won't

8

ever get enough rain.

9

will happen next year.

Nobody can predict exactly what

O_Layne3-01

The water shortage problem is not

10

Paul Lanhardt and I'm the general manager of business

10

going away.

11

development at Layne Christiansen for the western region.

11

Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project make sense to

12

We have six locations in California and I am

Opportunities like the Cadiz Valley Water

12

ensure that there is water coming out of the tap and

13

based out of our Redlands office, which is in

13

provide much-needed jobs and revenue to the local

14

San Bernardino County.

14

economy.

15

Although California covers a huge geographic

15

16

area, what happens in Northern and Eastern California

16

17

affects Southern California and vice versa.

Southern

17

18

California depends on water from multiple regions and

18

19

moving that water to the southland takes time, energy,

19

am a Mission Viejo resident for 18 years with my wife and

20

and money.

20

three children and we've been a resident of Mission Viejo

21

The reality of today's water environment are the

O_Layne3-01

I and Layne Christiansen support the Cadiz
Project.

Thank you.

MR. BARNES:

Ron James.

MR. JAMES:

Good evening.

I_James
My name is Ron James.

I

21

for all this time and we have no intentions of moving

22

Colorado River is 100 percent allocated, groundwater

22

anytime soon because it's such an incredible community.

23

basins are overdrawn, the Delta which was designed to

23

Part of the community is obviously the ability

24

support approximately 16 million is now servicing over

24

for clean water for our family and, with that, I think

25

30 million people, the snowpack is a fraction of what it

25

that we tend to take it for granted sometimes that we

I_James-01
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1

have an ability to get the clean water whenever we want.

1

supplies statewide is from an imported source or sources.

2

I think that's actually a testament to the local water

2

Even despite that diversity, they felt very strongly that

3

districts in the area of doing such a good job of

3

additional -- an additional portfolio item, namely the

4

providing services in our community.

4

Cadiz Project, would serve customers better from a

5

the Cadiz Project, it looks like it's not only that today

5

sustainability point of view.

6

you're looking to do that but also for future

6

7

generations.

7

deemed to be a conservation project in which water --

8

what water is being conserved is that which is currently
being evaporated.

8

And with that and

I_James-01

As a result, I would like the record to show on

This is a very innovative project in that it is

9

behalf of myself, my wife, my kids and future grandkids

9

10

and great-grandkids that -- which better not be anytime

10

person who came to the podium, but I might point out that

11

soon -- that I support the project completely.

11

the State of California actually encourages conservation

12

only that, I also urge you to continue to forge ahead

12

of natural resources and discourages water waste and to

13

with it.

13

have this water as pristine as it is being evaporated on

14

an ongoing basis is truly wasting the resource that could

15

be put to a beneficial use, as being proposed by the

16

project.

14
15

And not

Thank you very much.

MR. BARNES:
MR. WICKS:

Thank you.

Floyd Wicks.

I_Wicks

My name is Floyd Wicks and I've been in

I_Wicks-01

16

the water industry for about 42 years.

17

CEO of Golden State Water Company and also former CEO for

17

I might also point out that my background, I'm a

18

Southwest Water Company, both of which are supporting the

18

graduate engineer, I've got a water resources engineering

19

project; not just supporting but actually have signed up

19

degree, graduate degree, from Ohio State, I might add --

20

as project participants, and I must say that I personally

20

go Bucks, in case there's any Buckeyes in the audience.

21

had some input into those decisions while I was in the

21

22

positions as I mentioned.

22

note that Lake Mead at full pool, which is -- the

23

elevation of the lake is at 1229 feet above sea level,

23

I was a former

This was pointed out by an earlier

Golden State Water Company already has a diverse

I_Wicks-01

But the reason I say that, it's interesting to

24

water supply in the fact that they own about 300

24

it's current location behind the dam is at 1134 feet

25

production wells and have -- roughly 45 percent of its

25

above sea level, down 95 feet from full pool.

And at
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1

full pool, the storage behind Hoover Dam is about 29 to

1

latest storm.

2

30 million acre-feet of storage.

And when Leslie was up

2

considering that alternative.

3

here earlier, she indicated that the storage capacity of

3

4

the project beneath, in the aquifers, is anywhere from 17

4

is similarly unpredictable year to year, where we have to

5

to 34 million acre-feet, which effectively is more

5

purchase water from Northern California, where we have to

6

storage potential than Lake Mead itself, which I find

6

import water from neighboring states, I think finding a

7

interesting in that there's a tremendous amount of

7

new source of drinking water is tantamount to discovering

8

resource there that's beneficial to Southern California.

8

gold at Sutter's Mill.

I_Wicks-01

So I don't know if you guys are

So in a place like Orange County where rainfall

9

I fully support the project and encourage this

9

10

District to continue its innovative ways and move ahead

10

and its 10,000 members are prepared to consider and

11

with the project.

11

support viable alternatives, even those located in the

12

Mojave Desert, as unlikely as that seems.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

Dave Stefanides.

After

13

Dave, I have Kevin Varner.
MR. VARNER:

I'm going to hold back my comments to a

later date.
MR. BARNES:

Okay.

MR. STEFANIDES:

And then after that I have Donna.

Good evening.

My name is

Dave Stefanides and I am here representing the
Orange County Association of Realtors.

21

O_OCRealtors

Last year, I believe the Sierra snowpack set

important, especially to realtors, because they're in a

15

unique position when it comes to water issues.

16

must promote and protect water rights for development,

17

they must disclose water regulations that impact the use

18

of land; and most significantly, they must account for

19

the impact that water availability has on the value of a

20

home or property.

22

records.

23

over 55 feet of snow.

24

think it wasn't until they brought in a Native American

24

25

tribesman to perform a rain dance did they even get this

25

This year, not so much, and I

O_OCRealtors-01

Projects like the Cadiz Valley Water Project are

14

21

I think Mammoth Mountain Ski Resort experienced

And so the Orange County Association of Realtors

Realtors

So we are encouraged by the work done here by

22

the Santa Margarita Water District.

23

innovation and we stand by as the project moves forward.
Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.

We applaud your

O_OCRealtors-01
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Donna.

And after Donna, I have Leigh Adams and

1

Emily Green.

2

MS. VARNER:

My name is Donna Varner and I'm a

I_Varner

resident of Mission Viejo.

5

project's viability, both conservationally and fiscally.

3

Thank you.
MR. BARNES:

4

I have been associated with the water industry

5

Thank you.

Leigh Adams.
MS. ADAMS:

Hello.

I'm Leigh Adams and I'm an

6

for over 20 years and know most of the participants in

6

educator and garden designer and I have a different

7

this project and I am well aware of the problems facing

7

perspective than the one that's being spoken this

8

California by periods of drought and the loss of water by

8

evening.

9

runoff into the ocean or by evaporation without any

10

9

viable means to capture it.

11

Water reliability and quality are among the

I own property in the Mojave Desert and I raised

10

my children there to have a water consciousness, to

11

conserve water, to save water, and to be aware of what we
were doing to the earth around us.

12

major issues of our time and anything we can do to

12

13

develop new resources of water is of primary importance.

13

14

Then we must have the ability to store that water for

14

verdant land, as this is now, creeping desertification

15

future use.

15

took that away and left what we know as the Sahara, dry

16

sand.

16

Achieving water storage is on the minds of most

I_Varner-01

We learned together that the Sahara Desert was a

17

water purveyors in Southern California and many are now

17

18

working on solutions.

18

incredible resources that have been brought together to

19

such an effort in the West Coast Basin in the South Bay.

19

solve a problem.

We've got a much greater problem than

20

California is coming out of a good year, last year, of

20

this small one.

Water, we need everywhere, and we -- our

21

water; but that shouldn't be taken as a sign that we are

21

infrastructure is set up to clear our streets of water

22

drought-proof.

22

and send it where?

23

capacity as well, showing reliability is not a constant.

23

somewhere else.

24

It is well to remember that we need to plan for the

24

25

future.

25

I am currently involved in just

Some of our reservoirs are well below

It is important to continue to determine this

I_Varner-01

This occurs to me now as I hear of all these

Away, and then to bring water in from

So when we teach in classrooms fifth and sixth
grade conservation, ecology, we use something called the

I_Adams2-01
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1

stream table and the children are given a table.

2

filled with sand and they design villages, homes, water

2

more comments:

3

sources, food for their people, and then water is

3

Ruth Lopez.

4

introduced into that to see what happens.

4

5

hearing here tonight is that because the water isn't

5

Santa Margarita Water District for holding this meeting

6

here, it reminds me of the children working side by side,

6

and allowing members of the public to comment on the

7

three different tables, and one child went to another

7

Cadiz Valley Water Project.

8

child's table and took the water because he needed it

8

9

here, completely disregarding what that child needed or

10

It's

1

What I'm

9

what that area of the country needs.

MR. BARNES:

MS. GREEN:

Emily Green.

And after Emily, three

Hello.

First, I'd like to thank the

I am a vocal opponent of this project, and it
would be remiss not to remark that the ability of

10

citizens of varying opinions to come together and voice

11

their concerns is at the heart of democracy.

12

Santa Margarita Water District must be commended for not

13

just rote compliance with CEQA but a true act of

14

citizenship.

11

What we have here is a failure of our

12

infrastructure to use the water that falls, to harvest

13

the water.

14

parking lots and into the storm gutters.

15

resource and rather than look somewhere else to take it

15

16

from somebody else's backyard, I think we need to look at

16

fifth-generation Californian, the grandchild of orange

17

using the money that's being spent on this project to

17

farmers, and I spent my early childhood in Orange County,

18

redesign what we've got right here.

18

so I understand the importance of water to everyone in

19

this room.

20

in 1956, when there was an expectation of infinite

21

resources, and today is enormous.
the taking.

19

The water is streaming off of these vast
It is a wasted

Thank you.

20

MR. FERONS:

21

MS. ADAMS:

Thank you.
I'd also like to request that this paper

I_Adams2-01

I was born in Southern California.

22

23

couldn't be here this evening, be admitted and be made a

23

24

part of the record.

24

conservation effort.

25

that this is fanciful.

Sure.

I am a

But what has changed from the time I was born

from Dr. Peter Gleick of the Pacific Institute, who

MR. FERONS:

I_Green1-01

The

I thank you.

22

25

I_Green1

Joseph Kelly, Linda Feather, and

Then, water was for

Now it is for the preserving and reusing.

The Cadiz Valley project has been packaged as a
Anyone who follows water news knows
It has one objective at its core:

I_Green1-02
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1

withdrawing 50- to 75,000 acre-feet of water a year from

1

this project have demonstrated anywhere near the required

2

the carbonate aquifer underlying the Mojave Desert, then

2

commitment to conservation and beneficial use of that

3

shipping it to Southern California cities already amply

3

gutter water to warrant seeking new water from beneath

4

fed by millions of acre-feet of water from local

4

the Mojave Desert.

5

groundwater supplies, obviously not here, but around the

5

6

Colorado River, the Eastern Sierra, and the Sacramento

6

appears to be circumvention of federal inspection of a

7

San Joaquin Valley Bay-Delta.

7

project that has clear potential to gravely impact public

8

land of intense cultural, biological and environmental

9

value to the entire region.

8
9

There is so much water -- and I've heard a lot
about water insecurity.

I'm adding this.

I don't

My other concerns with the project involve what

During the original Cadiz

10

believe Reclamation has ever missed a delivery to

10

federal environmental impact survey, recharge estimates

11

Southern California.

11

were far more conservative than the ones proffered in the

12

population growth and climate change and so on, but I

12

new DEIR.

13

follow this stuff very, very closely.

13

those criticisms as shut out the critics by claiming that

14

blog called Chance of Rain and I look at the level of

14

using a railway line across federal land doesn't require

15

Lake Mead weekly.

15

federal review.

16

delivery to Metropolitan.

16

doesn't invite USGS scientists to review the results.

I appreciate the bad nerves about

I publish a water

Reclamation has never missed a water

I_Green1-02

I_Green1-02

I_Green1-03

The new project hasn't so much as answered

It purports to use a USGS model, but

I_Green1-04
Let this go on the record.

17

There is so much water used in landscaping

17

18

across the surface region of the Metropolitan Water

18

problems to do with Chromium VI levels noted in the

19

District that it's estimated that as much as 100 million

19

Mojave, a salt whose acceptability in drinking water is

20

gallons of water of largely imported water flows as dry

20

the subject of steeply downward health advisories.

21

season runoff in Greater Los Angeles alone.

21

22

words, more than twice the water sought by Cadiz already

22

as clean tonight.

23

flows through our gutters as runoff from sprinklers and

23

there's a large body of literature to back me up.

24

car washing.

24

In other

It does not satisfactorily address water quality

I_Green1-05

I have heard a lot of people describe the water
I would take exception to that and

Cadiz offers a private consortium as caretakers

I_Green1-06
25

I do not believe that the stakeholders behind

25

of public land, while shutting out the respected and
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1

vigilant existing public caretakers.

2

1

opportunity.

deep wells whose effects could be wide ranging and

2

conservation of water already imported to the region,

3

impossible to monitor, or effectively trace back to the

3

could not only create twice the water of the Cadiz Valley

4

project.

4

project, but many times the jobs for everyone from

5

engineers, home builders, landscape companies, and home
improvement stores.

5

It proposes sinking

I_Green1-06
The Cadiz Project was turned down by

Capturing the water currently wasted,

6

Metropolitan in 2002 after being put up for full federal

6

7

scrutiny.

Ten years later, its private backers return

7

8

saying it's safe because there's new branding and less

8

spoke here tonight, the most popular cistern style in

9

scrutiny.

9

Arizona right now is made of transit pipe.

10

It also carries grave liability issues for the

To the people who manufacture transit pipes who

I_Green1-08

The

10

difference -- and that is a constant audience, not a
one-time pipeline for you.

11

customers of the Santa Margarita Water District and other

11

12

partners.

12

13

announced last year that they spent more than a billion

13

longer lasting, more evenly spread out across the

14

dollars on dust suppression in the Owens Valley.

14

population and more beneficial to the cities served and

15

drained the lake that used to feed its aqueduct and then

15

the environments tapped for water.

16

began pumping the groundwater of a dry playa.

16

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

DWP

The

The difference is that these jobs would be

Thank you for your time.

I_Green1-07
17

conditions once DWP began pumping from what it reduced to

17

18

Owens Dry Lake were exactly comparable to those now

18

19

present in Cadiz Valley.

I understand that there are

19

here on behalf of the Orange County Coastkeeper and the

20

some arguments over the salt chemistry, but I was not

20

Inland Empire Waterkeeper, which is where the project

21

impressed by the DEIR.

21

resides.

22

liability was the upshot.

23
24
25

Dust storms and a billion-dollar

MR. KELLY:

22

Can the customers of the Santa Margarita Water
District afford that billion-dollar legacy?
Finally, much has been made of jobs and

MR. BARNES:

I_Green1-08

Joseph Kelly.
Good evening.

My name is Joe Kelly.

I'm

I'm here tonight to share some of our thoughts

23

on this project and then we will submit written comments

24

soon.

25

O_OCC2

Santa Margarita Water District's July 2011 Urban

O_OCC2-01
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1

Water Management Plan projects that the local water

1

precious resource for the future.

We look forward to

2

supply demand in this area will increase by 10,000

2

your review of our written submission.

3

acre-feet a year over the next 20 years.

3

O_OCC2-01

4

In light of this fact, we feel that the

Thank you.

4

MR. BARNES:
MS. FEATHER:

Thank you.

5

Santa Margarita District should focus on developing

5

6

potable water from local water recycling projects,

6

represent Los Angeles Salad Company in the

7

including urban runoff and wastewater resources to secure

7

City of Industry and we grow and pack and distribute a

8

more sustainable water supply in the District.

8

wide range of fresh vegetables and we've had the

9

privilege of working with Cadiz, Incorporated, their

9
10
11

Quoting today's article from Dr. Peter Gleick of
the Pacific Institute:
"We must modify how we use water, and

12

we must find new sources of supply.

13

Cadiz Project is old thinking, based on the

But the

O_OCC2-01

Hello.

Linda Feather.

My name is Linda Feather and I

10

organic farm, over the past five years and I know there's

11

been a lot spoken about science and I'm not here to

12

comment on that.

13

I'm really here to comment on the stewardship

14

that we've experienced working with them and currently

14

pillage-and-run philosophy of the past

15

centuries, where water was seen as a

15

we're working on how we can more effectively grow organic

16

resource to be mined and consumed, not

16

produce for consumers.

17

managed in a sustainable way.

17

that at all or that -- if you're not involved, in order

18

is an insult to the notion of

18

to be certified organic, there are really stringent

19

sustainability, to the efforts to protect

19

guidelines, no chemical pesticides or fertilizers used,

20

the Eastern Mojave's beauty and nature, and

20

so currently, for instance, we're growing a long-term

21

to the idea that resource development should

21

lemon tree crop.

22

respect more than just narrow economic

22

and dried-on-the-vine raisins that are delicious.

23

gain."

23

In closing, we urge the consideration of

24

with the farmers, with the managers of those farms, the

25

administrators, the people actually running that, they've

24
25

This project

sustainable local water recycling projects to secure our

O_LASalad2

And for any of you involved in

We're doing tests on organic squashes

The reason I bring it up is that our experience

O_LASalad2-01
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1

always exhibited a true respect and an actual pride in

1

And I would just like to say that I am also from

2

that -- in the water and in the land; and when they speak

2

the days of the orange trees down in Southern California.

3

about it, you can tell it's not just about, you know,

3

4

some game.

I mean, they're taking pride in the land.

4

when there were oranges, vineyards, and all sorts of

So our experience has been that if they were

5

beautiful orchards and so on, agriculture.

5

I was born and raised in San Bernardino County

6

involved in this construction, in this operation, that

6

7

they would take the same care that they take in the

7

agriculture and for organics, but we aren't talking about

8

growing of the organic vegetables that we work on and the

8

that tonight.

9

way they take care of that land.

9

legitimate use of water on its location where it's pumped

10

Personally -- and this is on a personal note --

O_LASalad2-01

10

I can totally understand the need for

out.

That's a different issue.

That's a

This is something totally different.

11

I am someone that -- for the people that are opponents, I

11

12

am someone that is very concerned with conservation and

12

from a small -- from an area of San Bernardino County,

13

with sustainability.

13

the East Mojave, and we're having a meeting here, not

14

stewardship on this piece.

14

where the residents that are going to be affected by this

15

either/or.

15

project live.

16

runoff and all those and also look at projects for the

16

17

bigger picture that have already been, I think, vetted.

17

in Needles, California since 1980.

18

Southern California with the Bureau of Land Management

19

and I was an archeologist for the BLM.

20

archeologist for the Fish and Wildlife Service and I have

21

had experience in the desert for many years.

18

So I'm here more about the
I don't think it has to be

I think you can look at ways to conserve and

So for the record, Los Angeles Salad fully

19

supports this project.

20

MR. BARNES:

21

Thank you.

Thank you.

I_Musser-Lopez6

Ruth Lopez.

22

MS. LOPEZ:

Hi, everyone.

I don't have a written-out

I really wasn't planning on speaking.

22

This is a water heist, a massive water heist

I'm Ruth Lopez, Ruth Musser-Lopez.

I_Musser-Lopez6-01

I've lived

I moved there from

I've also been an

I think one thing I'd like to put on the record

23

speech.

I didn't

23

is a major fatal flaw in your EIR is a total

24

realize we were going to get to have comments, but thank

24

misunderstanding for the desert.

25

you.

25

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Exactly.

I_Musser-Lopez6-02
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1

MS. LOPEZ:

I've heard numerous people come up here

1

was being wasted because there's salt on the lakes, the

2

who are proponents of the water heist, who will profit

2

dry lake beds.

3

from the water heist, who will make money somewhere or

3

water is simply surfacing there and then moving on?

4

another.

4

don't have them.

5

not part of the 99 percenters who are going to lose and

5

6

they're going to lose their beautiful East Mojave park

6

of People against Radioactive Dumping.

7

and desert because -- well, I'll get into that.

7

'90s, we fought a nuclear dump that was proposed to be

8

put in the East Mojave.

9

started the farms, who we knew at the time when he

8
9

They're the less than 1 percenters.

They are

I_Musser-Lopez6-03

But the major misunderstanding is that when
water evaporates, it is wasted.

10

You people live on the coast.

Do you think that

Where are the studies that show that the

I am the director of -- well, was the director
In the '80s and

Your guy, Ted Denton, who

10

started the farms out in Cadiz that he actually wanted

11

you would have the kind of climate that you have here if

11

his hands on that water, I mean, our opinion, so that --

12

you didn't have an ocean evaporating?

12

he wanted to do the farms so he could sell the water

13

Colorado River.

I know for a fact from experience for

13

eventually, which he tried before, or Cadiz

14

years now that if you go right across the river on the

14

Corporation -- excuse me, Ted.

15

Arizona side, it's 10 degrees cooler.

15

16

peaches there.

17

side.

18

it that direction.

19

Needles.

20

air.

21

I live on the

They can grow

You can't in California on the Needles

It's because of the evaporation and the air moving
We have water swamp coolers in

They work because of evaporation.

It cools the

I_Musser-Lopez6-04

To say that this water -- and I went to the

MS. MOULTON:

You know, I --

Ruth, can you focus your comments?

16

You've got your three minutes, so if you could take

17

another minute, that would be super.

18

MS. LOPEZ:

19

MS. MOULTON:

20
21

My three minutes are up?
Yeah, but we'll bring you back.

We've

only got a few more folks, so keep going.
MS. LOPEZ:

I just have a couple of objections to put

22

workshop in Joshua Tree, which was also miles and miles

22

23

and miles away from -- I mean, it took me hours to get

23

24

there, miles away from the project area.

24

Impact Statement and it's an EIR because it's going to

25

have an effect on the springs, the downdraft.

25

They were saying how they knew that this water

I_Musser-Lopez6-04

You

on the table.
I object to the fact it's not an Environmental

This is

I_Musser-Lopez6-05
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1

not a closed system.

2

pushes water up like artesian wells.

There is no

2

became the lead agency on a project that is in

3

evidence in your EIR that that is not happening, and the

3

San Bernardino County over water that doesn't belong to

4

water does flow.

4

you.

5

Valley on the nuclear dumping that all of these aquifers

5

representatives of people who are going to be deprived of

6

are connected and they actually drain into the

6

their resource under their property?

7

Colorado River.

7

I mean, I have that question and I have that objection

8

from Cadiz.

8

and I don't think that you should, Santa Margarita

9

all of the East Mojave and pulling down, downdraft on.

9

should, be the lead agency.

10

It's a pressurized system that
Okay?

1

We found out from our studies of Ward

I_Musser-Lopez6-05

So you aren't just taking water that is

You're going to be sucking water out from

So it's going to affect land and springs that is

10

11

on public land administered by the federal government.

11

12

That's my number one reason why there should be an EIS.

12

13

Number two, you know, it took me six hours to

13

And, Santa Margarita, I don't understand how you

How do you people down here become the

And that is also a fatal

flaw.
MS. MOULTON:
MR. BARNES:

Thank you.
And then we have the last comment, which

is Charles Collett.

14

get here and most of the time was spent on the freeways

14

15

down here in Orange County 'cause of the zillions of

15

Collett.

16

people.

16

fact, it took me about an hour and a half to find this

17

you should think of controlling your population instead.

17

place, even with my GPS.

18

I can understand your need for water, but maybe

I think it's a very big, strong objection.

I_Musser-Lopez6-06

I

MR. COLLETT:

18

Good evening.

My name is Charlie

I also wasn't planning on speaking tonight.

And I'm a native of California.

represent 20,000 people who signed our petition to stop

19

for 60 years.

20

the dumping there in the East Mojave in the

20

of property out in -- probably five miles from Cadiz,

21

San Bernardino County, but you need to have a public

21

like Larry here.

22

hearing in Needles.

22

I pull water up on my well, about 185 feet.

23

underground into the river and it will affect our water

23

dug to 300.

24

resources there, and I'm a resident of Needles.

25

property there and a business.

I own

I_Musser-Lopez6-07

24
25

I reside in Newport Beach.

I own 40 acres

I think he owns 40 acres of property.
My well is

I know I have a number of neighbors around
there.

I_Collett2
In

I've lived here

19

This water does drain into --

I_Musser-Lopez6-08

How do you do that?

Although they live far apart in distance, they
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are also water users.
The interesting thing about this project, the

1

40,000 acres, I understand out there, I own 40 acres; and

2

probably combined with National Chloride and the other
users of water out there, they exceed what Cadiz owns.

3

EIR and all, is that there has never been notice.

3

4

There's never been direct notice to any of the people I

4

5

know that are out in the Cadiz area going from Amboy to

6

Essex and I don't know why there's not notice.

7

know whether it's legally required.

8

probably needs to be researched.

9

a user of water there.

I_Collett2-01

I don't

I've done a little bit of research on the use of

5

water in aquifers and it's not like streams and rivers,

6

but you do have certain limitations on a party's use.

It's something that

7

But in any event, I am

8

going to charge for the water and is that

9

what Santa Margarita is anticipating as its cost to

My intention is toward

A big question I have tonight is what is Cadiz

10

agriculture, probably citrus trees, limes, lemons, and

10

receive water from the aquifer, and has it factored in

11

water is necessarily a resource.

11

the cost of what is the loss to the other people who are

12

12

using water there?

13

zoned by the County of San Bernardino as agricultural

13

used and I don't think anybody out there -- nobody I've

14

resource property.

14

heard tonight is on board with this game.

15

plants, you can farm, you can have a roadside vegetable

15

16

stand, or you can have, I think, five units per acre of

16

the water, back in the '30s and '20s, they used to have

17

retirement community, probably in tents.

17

four seasons out there.

18

In fact, all of the property out in this area is

All you can do with it is either grow

Besides the notice issue, which is maybe just

And there is a lot of water being

It also seems like -- well, just continuing with

It used to rain a month each

18

year.

19

the tip of the iceberg on this thing, is that I don't

19

Needles and he grew up out in that area and there's

20

know what Cadiz is doing about conserving water

20

farms.

21

sufficient for other water users in the area.

21

Trails Highway to the south and you'll see farms that

22

think Larry mentioned that there may be potential

22

were down in this valley that used to, you know, have not

23

litigation down the road and most certainly there will,

23

only -- not only grow vegetables and plants and things

24

because when this water table drops down, it's not only

24

like that, but they had chickens and goats and donkeys

25

the water users who are being denied water.

25

and all that stuff and the seasons have changed and this

And I

I talked to this little guy, George.

He lives in

You can go out like seven miles from National

I_Collett2-02

Cadiz owns

I_Collett2-02

I_Collett2-03
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1

replenishable resource, as they call it, may not be as

1

2

replenishable as you think.

2

3
4

The water from the Colorado River, whether or
not it matches or whether or not Cadiz would continue to

I_Collett2-03

aquifer.

Hey, drain it and leave us out to dry.
I don't dig it.

You know, I don't enjoy not

3

being notified of what they're doing, and they're keeping

4

a secret of this whole deal.

5

supply the aquifer with sufficient water to maintain the

6

water levels where I can pull my water out at 185 feet

6

people.

7

where I am now right out to National Trails Highway, is

7

you take it from one place to give it to another, others

8

questionable.

8

suffer.

9

it has water, because you can drill for water, you can

9

You know, what is the requirement that they do

10

that?

11

the water we're now pulling up from the aquifer?

12

Is the Colorado River water the same quality as

5

10

I love Rancho Santa Margarita, great town, great
Everybody does, but when

I went there and I bought property there because

What's going to happen to the ecosystem out

12

there?

13

aluminum content in the water, based on tests that have

13

the most interesting places you will ever see in your

14

been performed in the last ten years.

14

life if you dig the desert, if you like the heat; during

15

Check it out.

15

the summer, 130 degrees; during the winter, 12 degrees.

16

what kind of tests you're getting.

16

It has a radical change in temperature, but there's a

17

remarkable habitat out there and it's just absolutely

18

pristine and I believe Senator Feinstein is currently

19

trying to have that whole area included in the National

20

Trails Highway National Monument, I believe, not part of

21

the Mojave Desert National Preserve but a different deal.

I_Collett2-04

So look at that.

I don't know if you have and I don't know

I_Collett2-05

invest the money, drill for water, and pull it up.

11

And by the way, there's a question of high

Everybody needs water.

It's a very, very interesting place.

It's one of

I_Collett2-06
17

In the long run, it's a short-term fix to a

18

long-term problem resulting from overdevelopment.

19

people have suggested, gee, are there ways to preserve

20

water or to capture water or to solve the problems of

21

overdevelopment in this area, an arid area?

22

chaparral, 12 inches a year.

23

population?

24

Colorado River.

25

what's happened there?

I don't know.

Some

We're in a

Does it sustain its

Get it from the

What's happened there?

Mono Lake,

You know, take it out of the

I_Collett2-05

22

In any event, so what happens to the people who

23

remain out there?

24

here.

25

affects all of us.

I'm one of them.

There's other people

There's a whole environmental content which
You all need water.

You need

I_Collett2-07
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1

sustained use and water.

1

deep, I believe, and there's no scientific background or

2

and it's just going to take every drop out of the sponge

2

nothing, but like I said, common sense tells me if you

3
4

and leave everybody high and dry, including you in about

3

start drawing that water out of there, it's not going to

20 years.

4

be replenished.

5

Thank you.

I think that this is a drainer

I_Collett2-07

And I wish the Cadiz people were

5

Look at the drought years we've had compared to

6

here where I could ask them questions about why no notice

6

the wet years.

7

and what they intend to do in charging Rancho Santa

7

last.

8

Margarita for water when it comes down the road and they

8

9

have to compensate others whose water they have taken.

10
11

MR. BARNES:

Any other comments?
here.

MR. WOODRUFF:

15

MR. BARNES:

17

That's the end of my stack

Yeah.

Come on up.

MR. WOODRUFF:

Hello.

it's not going to stop at 100,000 acre-feet.

11

going to stop until it's just sucked out.

14

Thanks.

15

I_Woodruff

Russell Woodruff.

the water, it's not going to stop at 50,000 acre-feet,

10

13

I'd like to make a quick one.

I'm Russell Woodruff and we're

I want to go on record as strongly opposing this
project.
MR. BARNES:

Thanks.

So thanks, everyone, for sitting through all of

16

the comments.

17

and we'll let Dan --

We really appreciate you coming tonight

a landowner at the Mojave preserve also.

19

brought, oh, 40 acres and we're up at the Fourth of July

19

really appreciates everybody's comments on both sides of

20

Canyon, which is probably about the highest place there

20

the coin here.

21

that has private land holdings, and I'm very concerned

21

make sure that we do get the comments and that we will

22

about the drawdown that's going to occur if this project

22

respond to each and every one of them and try to address

23

goes through.

Our well right now is about 140 feet deep.

23

everybody's concerns and provide answers to questions

Where we are, you go about 10 or 15 miles below,

24

that were raised tonight.

25

the Langford Valley, the wells there are 600 to 800 feet

18

It's not

18

24

We just

It just doesn't seem possible here to

And my other concern is once they start drawing

12

Anyone else want to say anything tonight?

14

16

9

We can talk about that after the

meeting.

12
13

Okay.

I don't see it sustaining.

I_Woodruff-01

25

MR. FERONS:

Yeah.

I'll just echo that the District

The intent of the court reporter is to

So, again, we really appreciate your time.

It's

I_Woodruff-01
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1

been a couple of hours down here.

2

reason sends people to the north sometimes instead of --

3

they come up Oso and you turn left instead of turning

4

right and you're a couple hundred feet away and you end

5

up in Santa Margarita Catholic High School, for some

6

reason, but we haven't figured out how to fix that yet.

7

Sorry.

GPS for some

But, again, we appreciate your time and we will

8

have another comment meeting next week and then we will

9

also be glad to take written comments still.

10

So thanks, all.

11

(Proceedings concluded at 8:00 p.m.)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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68

9

10

Stacy Doolittle

69

10

evening to come here.

We appreciate everybody taking time out of their

11

Debbie Cook

70

11

meetings.

12

Karen Tracy

72

12

give you the opportunity to provide us comments on the Draft

13

Kathy Faylan

74

13

EIR.

14

Ron Bowers

78

14

of Santa Margarita, and I'm going to describe a little bit

15

Claudia Saw

88

This is our second of two public

We're having a comment meeting with you folks to

The agenda -- as I said, I'm Dan Ferons, Chief Engineer

15

about Santa Margarita Water District and why we would be

16

16

interesting in the project.

17

17

to --

18

18

19

19

20

20

21

21

22

22

would just like to say we do not have a copy of the agenda.

23

23

I'm sorry.

24

24

MR. BARNES:

25

25

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Then I'm going to turn it over

Is that agenda available to us or

only on the screen?
MR. FERONS:

Only on the screen.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Well, okay.

You need to have that.

For the record, I

It's not fair to us.

What was your name?
Ruth Musser-Lopez.

That's so unfair
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to the public.

Excuse me.

MR. FERONS:

Then we're going to turn it over to

1

to the water supply that we have.

Both the Delta and the

2

Colorado River, which are major supplies to us, fluctuate

3

Leslie Moulton and Tom Barnes who work for ESA, and they're

3

dramatically every year, as we've all heard about and read

4

the authors of the of Draft EIR.

4

about.

5

Draft EIR and the process we're going through, and then we're

5

rainfall from last year.

6

going to open up the public comment.

6

7

folks here tonight, so we're asking for folks to talk about

7

the Northern Sierra.

8

three minutes.

8

average, so we're in the La Niña year.

9

know, we'll bring you back up at the end, but we want to make

9

the La Niña year.

10
11

Kind of walk through the

There are a lot of

If you have something longer than that, you

sure we give everybody an opportunity to comment.
There's also the opportunity to provide written

This is as of January 16th, so the red line was

The blue line on there is rainfall for this year for
The bright blue bar area there is the
Last year, we were in

This year in the state of California, and

10

both are dramatically different.

Same thing is happening on

11

the -- pushing the buttons too fast -- on the Colorado River

12

comments if you want instead of speaking today, too, so

12

Basin.

13

either way is fine.

13

get dry years, and it's the cycle we go through.

14

your comments on the document and the process.

14

important, so that we can get through some of these cycles.

15

We really very much are interested in

As you know, Santa Margarita is located in Southeast

16

Orange County.

17

15

We get wet years.

Santa Margarita's participation, you know, we'd like
to think that we're somewhat of an innovative district.

would be interested in a project in San Bernardino County?

17

do a lot with conservation.

18

We rely on imported water.

18

of lawns, drought-tolerant landscaping.

19

the area we're in is tied to the Metropolitan Water District

19

staff.

20

system, and we have pipelines that bring water from a

20

audit their water use try to encourage them.

21

treatment plant in Yorba Linda down into our district.

21

tier grade structure to encourage less water use.

22

involved in water recycling.

The way the district was developed,

Our district is Mission Viejo, part of San Clemente,
And so the

23

We

Storage is

16

22

One of the big questions I'm sure, is why we

Same thing happens every year.

We

We emphasize trying to get rid
We have dedicated

We meet with customers who have high water usage to
We have the
We're

23

Coto de Caza, Rancho Santa Margarita, that area.

We realize that, you know, water is coming into the

24

district in dry years, the environmental regulations we're

24

district from 200 miles away.

25

trying to look for opportunities that enhance our reliability

25

many times as we can, so we have a two water reclamation plants.

It's important to use it as
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1

We use recycled water for irrigation of parks, schools, medians,

1

MS. MOULTON:

We'll just move through.

2

all those kinds of things.

We're involved in what's called the

2

MR. MENDOZA:

Yeah.

3

Baker Treatment Plant, which is a small treatment plant located

3

4

in Lake Forest.

4

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

5

reliability.

5

MR. FERONS:

6

The idea of the Baker Treatment Plant is

We look at our reliability in two elements.

7

supply reliability, and one is system reliability.

8

being if something breaks, what happens?

9

The Baker plant really does help us with our system.

One is

System

How do you get water?

why we're interested in it.

8

there are six other agencies that are participating in this
project.

9
10

11

a desal plant in Huntington Beach.

11

12

reliability.

An alternative source of water.
Excuse me.

12

Is this a public hearing

-- and these projects will help diversify

our portfolio.

We're

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Of course, you're for the project.

7

working on a project with part of a group that's looking at

13

say.

6

10

That would be a supply

I'd like to hear what he has to

That's -- you know, that's one of the reasons
We're the lead agency on it, and

And that was my sales pitch.
And now I'm going to turn it over to Leslie Moulton

to talk about the EIR process.
MS. MOULTON:

Thank you.

I think most people are

13

familiar with EIR and the EIR process.

It's required by the

14

or a sales pitch, because you're talking about Orange County,

14

California Environmental Quality Act, CEQA, that projects

15

and we want to talk about our water.

15

that public agency is going to approve such as this one goes

16

through an environmental review process and have an EIR

Your three minute are up.

17

prepared.

You'll have your opportunity to speak.

18

been through.

16

MS. MOULTON:

17

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

18

MR. FERONS:

19

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

20

Can you reserve your comments.

from Orange County.

21

MR. FERONS:

22

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

23
24
25

I know you brought a bus full of people

meeting.

Thank you.

And this is your meeting.

It isn't our

You're not from San Bernardino County, but please.

MR. FERONS:
please.

Could you be quiet, please.

I think the folks would like to hear it,

19

So this is an outline of the process that we have

We started officially and formally in March of 2011

20

noticing the public that an EIR would be prepared.

We have

21

a 30-day scoping period and it's required, and we held two

22

public meetings; one out in this community and one in the

23

Santa Margarita Water District.

24

business of preparing and doing the analytical work required

25

to prepare the Draft EIR, and that was published on

We then went about the
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1

December 5th with a notice that went out again to public

1

The key project objectives for the Cadiz Project are

2

and agencies that the review period was open.

2

to maximize the beneficial use of the groundwater that occurs

3

review period is required.

3

at the project site, and we'll discuss that.

4

period, and that concludes in two weeks on February the 13th.

4

use water that presently is lost through evaporation from the

5

dry lake system.

5

MR. SHTEIR:

A 45-day

To date, we have a 70-day review

Leslie, can I tell you one thing about that

To capture and

It is also to improve the water supply

6

review period -- sorry to interrupt, but it falls through

6

reliability within Southern California for the participants

7

major holidays.

7

who are involved in the project, and similarly to then reduce

8

the reliance on imported water that comes from the Sacramento
River Delta and the Colorado River system as Dan explained.

8

MS. MOULTON:

I appreciate your comments.

Please give

9

us your concerns about process and content when you speak.

9

10

We held a community workshop out here on

10

Oops, I went too fast as well.

11

January 11th, we've had two -- this is the second of two

11

12

public comment meetings to comment on the content and the

12

familiar with, but Southern California imports most of its

13

process for the Draft EIR.

13

water supply, and it comes either from Northern California,

14

Water District, and tonight we're here in your community.

14

from the Sacramento River Delta or from neighboring states

15

response to comments document will be in the Final EIR and is

15

along the Colorado River system that's imported into Southern

16

the next thing we will produce.

16

California.

17

supply that would be local to the Southern California region.

17

Last week, we were in Santa Margarita
The

Once the public comment period ends, we will respond
We will publish

So the Cadiz Project represents a supplemental

18

to all comments that we receive in writing.

19

those responses and distribute those for review to the public

19

in the project to date, and they're listed here.

20

and the agencies who commented and anyone who is interested.

20

entity is the Arizona-California Railroad Company.

21

And it is at that time the CEQA lead agency, Santa Margarita

21

a railroad right-of-way through the project region, and the

22

Water District, can consider first certifying the EIR, and

22

proposed pipeline would be built within the disturbed area

23

second, after that, they can consider possible approval of the

23

of the existing railroad right-of-way.

24

project.

24

participate by getting a small amount of water to use to

25

us this spring.

25

support their railroad operations in the project region.

So that's the order of events that's coming up for

18

Here is an overview map that you're probably

There are six water entities that are participating
The seven
They own

They will also
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The project operator will be the Fenner Valley Mutual

1

and I think many of you understanding that it is that this

2

Water Company, and that will consist of the participating

2

surface water/groundwater system does not have an outlet for

3

agencies along with the Cadiz Project sponsor.

3

a river or the ocean.

4

they will make up the project operator.

There are maps in

4

dry lakes, and groundwater moves through the system over time

5

the room and also in the EIR if you would like a chance to

5

and eventually collects and evaporates through the dry lake

6

look at those, but they outline where the facilities would be

6

system.

7

located and where the project participants would use water for

7

doesn't surface and become part of surface water system in an

8

their customers throughout the Southern California region.

8

adjacent watershed.

9

acre-feet of water in that area that was outlined in blue on

9

So together,

Let me just give you a little overview of the

The low point in the basin are these

It doesn't spill into another groundwater basin; it

There's an estimated 17 to 34 million

10

project location, which I expect many of you are aware of.

10

the previous map.

11

The project is located -- the facilities we'll discuss are on

11

the system to the southwest and evaporates from the dry lake

12

the Cadiz property.

12

system.

13

facilities area is outlined in orange.

14

are also up in the room if you'd like a closer view.

15

The Cadiz property is in green, and the
And again, these maps

And the watershed and the groundwater resource that

13

And again, the groundwater flows through

There are two components to the overall Cadiz

14

project program.

The first is called the Groundwater

15

Conservation and Recovery Component, and it involves pumping

16

we're talking about is located within this blue line that

16

up to 50,000 acre-feet of water annually from the basin and

17

outlines three interconnected watershed basins that form a

17

delivering that to the participating agencies in Southern

18

closed system of surface water and groundwater that flows

18

California.

19

from the northeast to the southwest to these dry lake areas,

19

schematic on that is moving through the groundwater system

20

Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lake area.

20

toward the dry lake and evaporating out of that system and

21

looking to capture that water for beneficial use.

21

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

22

MS. MOULTON:

23

and thank you for that.

24
25

In San Bernardino County.

And they are in San Bernardino County,
And we are in the Mojave region.

22

It is targeting water that I'll show you some

The second part of the program is called the

23

Imported Water Storage Component.

Just a few facts about the watershed within where the project

24

of the project that's contemplated, and it's a groundwater

is located.

25

banking storage program whereby other participants would

It is 2700 square miles.

It is a closed system,

This is the future phase
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1

bring their surface water to the Cadiz Project area recharge

1

would be located on the private property within this orange

2

it into the ground to recharge basins and store it there

2

area that's outlined here, so this is a network of wells that

3

until they need it at a future time.

3

would pump the groundwater, and they would deliver it to a

4

program that people would make available, take advantage of

4

new pipeline, 43 miles, that would extend along the railroad

5

by storing their surface water.

5

corridor that's there within the right-of-way, and it would

6

intertie to the existing Colorado River Aqueduct, which is

7

owned and operated by the Metropolitan Water District of

8

Southern California.

9

term phase I project.

6

So it's a banking

The first phase of the project gets detailed review

7

in the Environmental Impact Report.

We call that project

8

level review.

9

facilities, the operations, and the participants.

We have detailed information about the
And this

So those are the facilities in the near

10

is the first stage of the project that is going to be

10

11

considered for implementation and approval after we move

11

facilities.

12

through the EIR process.

12

wells would be put in here.

13

built in this area to receive and recharge the surface water.

13

The second phase, the groundwater banking program,

Phase II, if it moves forward, would build on those
The wellfield would be expanded so additional
New spreading basins would be

14

the storage program, is a future phase that's evaluated at a

14

They would make use of these pipelines that was built as part

15

program level.

15

of phase I, and they'll also take a look at possibly using

16

detailed information about the facilities, the operation, or

16

other existing pipelines that are in this region, former

17

the participants.

But in accordance with CEQA, they do ask

17

facilities from natural gas, oil, et cetera, that are there,

18

you to look to the future phases of the project and at this

18

but not being used, that might allow the project to connect

19

point, to disclose what do you think might be the subsequent

19

not only to the Colorado River Aqueduct, but also to the

20

phases of the project.

20

state water project, which would allow participants to

21

phase as well.

21

bring different surface water supply infrastructure.

22

that's the future phase, and again, that would receive
detailed environmental review once details are developed.

22

That means conceptually.

We don't yet have

So we do an analysis of this second

In the future, when these details are developed,

23

there will be another round of environmental review

23

24

specifically on phase II if it is to go forward.

24

25

more on the project facilities for phase I.

A little

A wellfield

25

A quick overview of how it works.

So

We discussed the

groundwater moves through the watershed system and moves down
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1

gradient towards the low point, which is the dry lakes,

1

Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan, and it includes monitoring

2

Bristol and the Cadiz Dry Lake over here.

2

protocols for all of the different sensitive resources in the

3

would be located in what's called the Fenner Gap area on

3

region:

4

Cadiz property, and it would intercept water that is

4

the mineral resources that are on the dry lake and are mined

5

naturally recharging and moving toward the groundwater basin

5

commercially, air quality, looking at questions of dust on

6

towards the dry lakes.

6

the dry lake, and parts adjacent to the watersheds.

7

water concentrated over many years that the system has

7

includes an extensive network of monitoring facilities.

8

been forming.

8

exist and some would be built in addition as part of the project.

9

water back, essentially, from the dry lake so that a certain

The wellfields

Under the dry lake is the salty brine

The project would also pump enough to bring

9

The groundwater basin itself, for the springs, for

And it
Some

This is the map that is in the EIR, and I think we

10

amount of fresh water has already moved past the propose

10

have posters of it, as well, if you would like to see the

11

wellfields, and the intent is to before it can evaporate and

11

specific facilities for monitoring that are proposed.

12

be lost from the system, to pull it back and pump it out for

12

of the monitoring would be concentrated right around the

13

beneficial use.

13

proposed area of pumping, but there are also -- monitoring

14

would occur more remotely in the area of the surrounding

15

springs.

16

Danby watershed, and also way over here is the Paiute watershed

14

So here is a quick schematic that is also in the EIR

15

that shows that same process.

16

wellfields to the dry lakes and evaporates.

17

pumping for the project, it would intercept water from

17

to absolutely confirm providing controlling information that

18

upgradient, and it would pull a little bit of the water back

18

these watersheds and operations in these watersheds are

19

that has already started moving toward the dry lake.

19

closed and do not affect these adjacent regions.

20

Water moves past the proposed

Most

Once you start

Over time, it would intentionally -- the pumping would

20

Also, there would be monitoring in the neighboring

The management plan has detailed action criteria,

21

lower the groundwater so that more of this water just pulls

21

decision making process, and corrective measures that would

22

back from the dry lake and evaporation off the dry like system

22

be implemented for each of the critical resources.

23

is reduced, and that water is used for beneficial use.

23

of the Draft EIR.

24

the concept in how the phase I operation was set up.

24

the mitigation plan that has been developed for the program.

25

integral to the project is the Groundwater Management,

25

Santa Margarita Water District is the CEQA lead agency, so

That's

Also

It's part

It's presented, and it's very integral to
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1

they have responsibility under CEQA to ensure compliance with

1

footprints of the project and the pipeline construction and

2

mitigation, and the project sponsor and San Bernardino County

2

the wellfield construction, evaluated effect of biological

3

would also have ongoing responsibility for implementing the

3

resource for those activities and cultural resources, and

4

management plan and ensuring that the corrective measures

4

then the air quality from construction equipment emissions

5

are implemented and the resources protected.

5

and then from traffic on local roadways as well.

6

going to turn it over to Tom Barnes who's going to do a quick

6

expands to the operational component of the project.

7

review of the key findings of the impact analysis.

7

would the long-term operation affect the environment?

8
9

MR. BARNES:

With that, I'm

So the purpose of tonight's meeting is

to provide comments to the team here on the EIR,

8
9

EIR then
How

We looked at the aesthetics of the region for the
facilities and the wellfield in particular.

Then, of course,

10

Environmental Impact Report.

So I'm going to give a little

10

as Leslie was pointing out, the groundwater and how this

11

overview of the EIR and what our conclusions are in the EIR

11

project affects the groundwater.

12

and then the remaining ten minutes on the presentation and

12

long-term air emissions from the engines on the pumps and

13

then we'll open up the public comments.

13

GHG, Greenhouse Gas Emission, and the potential for this

14

project to generate dust off the dry lakes, so that's looked

These are required by CEQA

15

at extensively in the document.

EIR covers each one of these guidelines

16

14

The Draft EIR evaluates the environmental resources

15

listed here on this slide.

16

guideline to review.

17

and each one of these resources.

18
19

So a brief overview then of the groundwater impact

17

conclusions in the EIR.

has an aesthetic section where it's describing the resource

18

project is to extract groundwater such that it creates a

significant criteria identified and EIR impact and provide

19

gradient change and pulls some of that water back towards the

20

mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen the

20

well from the dry lake area and conserves it from entering

21

impact to all these resources.

21

the brine zone.

22

the bulk of the Environmental Impact Report.

22

and so potential effects to third party wells were identified

23

and access to the salt mining operations was also identified

24

and looked at carefully.

25

under the dry lakes also may pull that saline water a little

23

Each chapter then in EIR

Then we look also at

So that's really the body,

Some of the key issues to environmental resources

24

are construction impacts and then operational impacts.

25

firstly, we outlined construction impacts.

So

We showed the

The purpose of the EIR -- of the

That lowers groundwater levels in the region,

Pulling water back from the brine
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1

bit closer to the wellfield so extensive groundwater modeling

1

2

was conducted to see how far in that saline could be pulled

2

model scenario.

3

and how far the drawdown would be.

3

about 33 miles north; Amboy is about 15 miles west to give you

4

some perspective.

4

Another issue is subsidence of potentially lowering

So that would be the -- that would be, you know, the
Essex is about 16 miles north and Goffs is

Another issue of concern was the springs in

5

the ground elevation in certain areas and compacting soil,

5

the high country whether or not any of these extractions on

6

and so that was looked at extensively.

6

the ground water could affect springs.

7

the EIR are made.

7

location of the springs.

8

would include extensive monitoring of these resources.

8

coming from -- fed from above.

9

then for drawdown and third party well impacts, there's

And conclusions in

And mitigation measures provided that
And

9

We've evaluated the

They're all hard rock springs

Precipitation comes from above, and this graphic

10

mitigation measures to provide well modifications for any

10

shows precipitation in the mountains seeping through the

11

wells in the area that are affected to replace wells or to

11

fractures of the hard rock expressing themselves in the hard

12

provide alternative water supplies for any wells that are

12

rock springs, but there's no hydraulic connection to the

13

affected.

13

alluvial aquifer.

14

that seepage through the hard rocks, but there's no hydraulic

14
15

Also have then --

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:
MR. BARNES:

Pumping water from the river.

In addition to that, we have potential

These alluvial aquifers are also fed by

15

connection that we found.

16

to halt or modify project operations as a key component of

16

substantial.

17

the Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan.

17

18

So this is a model output, and there's some bigger versions

18

19

on the poster over here, but the EIR includes output of the

19

MR. BARNES:

20

groundwater models conducted, so you can see the extent of the

20

MR. SMITH:

21

drawdown.

21

MR. BARNES:

That would be rain clouds.

22

this area here, but it does extend out.

22

MR. SMITH:

What happens when the water is not there

23

at a 20-foot drawdown here about five miles north, 20-foot

23

to evaporate anymore?

24

drawdown five miles south, and the 20-foot contour over here

24

25

is about 15 miles to the east -- to the west, excuse me.

25

Most of the drawdown is within Cadiz property in
This scenario looks

MR. SMITH:

This elevation difference is

What's that?

Could you go back to that

for a second?
If I could just get through my presentation.
What are those clouds over there?

MR. BARNES:
the presentation.

We can get your comments at the end of
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MR. SMITH:

You make it sound like the evaporation

1

back.

You've taken a picture of that poster already.

2

of water -- taking water before it can evaporate is a good

2

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

3

thing.

4

I can't see that here.

MR. BARNES:

The one with the clouds?

3

MS. MOULTON:

The point of this

4

MR. BARNES:

We want your comments, but

5

a key part of EIR analysis, and then construction emissions

Appreciate the comment.

We're almost done.
Okay.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions, then,

5

meeting is to get your comments.

6

for the benefit of the room, we finish the presentation,

6

from dust.

7

then you can come up and you can speak.

7

the project would be construction impact from the

8

construction vehicles of nitrogen oxide, which is a daily

8
9
10
11
12

MR. SMITH:

You're in our community; you're going to

have to just deal with our community.
MR. BARNES:

No, I can understand that.

I appreciate

that.
Another aspect of the EIR was the potential for air

The EIR concludes that the significant impact of

9

pounds per day threshold set by the Mojave desert AQMD and

10

the project, during deconstruction, may exceed those daily

11

thresholds temporarily.

12

EIR also evaluates growth potential.

The nature of

13

emission stems from dust off the dry lake, so we were

13

the project is primarily a reliability project.

14

concerned that lowering the groundwater could potentially

14

project for water providers project participants that could

15

affect the soil of the dry lake creating a dust situation

15

support a small amount of growth in these areas.

16

similar to an Owens Valley situation, and the EIR analysis

16

areas have adopted a general plan, and the adopted general

17

really looked at the soil quality and finds it to be sodium

17

plan has significant unavoidable effects associated with the

18

chlorides, and calcium chloride as opposed to carbonate in

18

growth in their region.

19

the Owens Valley.

19

connection between water supply and growth does have secondary

20

out, they turn into more of a crust and are not susceptible

20

effects, and those can be significant.

21

to the wind erosion that you see elsewhere.

21

22

nature of the salts and soil that are really the big difference.

23
24
25

So soils here in this valley when they dry

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:
to that again?

So it's just the

Excuse me, sir, could you move it back

I didn't get a picture.

MR. BARNES:

There's -- that same poster is right in the

A reliability

And these

And so this EIR concludes that the

So that is the end of our presentation this evening.

22

We'd like to open up for public comments.

If you have any

23

comments that you'd like to send to us, e-mail to us, fax to

24

us, however you want to get them to us, here is all the

25

information I think that you need.

The EIR, itself, is on
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1

the Santa Margarita Water District Web site, and comment cards

1

you're in violation of the Ralph M. Brown Act tonight in

2

are available tonight.

2

holding this hearing.

3

give them to us tonight, or can you mail them to us if you'd

3

4

like.

4

5

ask that you get your comments in prior to February 13th, and

5

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

6

I think that's it.

6

MS. MOULTON:

7

We'll call out names.

7

MR. FERONS:

8

concerns.

8

first person is Ruth.

9

interest of time and getting everyone's input, we'd like you

9

Bruce Akana.

10
11

You can fill out comment cards and

Last day of the comment period February 13th, so we

So we're going to -- I have cards here.
We do ask you try to limit your

If someone else has made that same concern, in the

to keep your comments to three minutes, if you can.
MS. MOULTON:

Let me just mention, we do have a

10

MS. MOULTON:

I want to read it into the record.

You can give that to us whenever

you're ready.
I want to read it into the record.

Okay.
All right.

Ruth, you're up first.

The

Second is Ramon Mendoza, and then

I apologize if I'm butchering your name.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

My name is Ruth Arlene Musser-Lopez.

11

I live in Needles, California in the area that will be most

12

court reporter with us, so we're recording everything that

12

impacted by this project, East of Kelbaker Road, where you're

13

you tell us.

13

not having your meeting, number 1.

14

your name, so that we match comments with who gave them, that

14

15

would be very helpful, and we'll also give her the speaker

15

being in violation of your Brown Act in holding this meeting,

16

cards so she can get the spelling correct.

16

because you are not authorized in this county to be our

17

appreciate that because we want to get everything you're

17

official.

18

telling us on the record.

18

officials; you represent the elected officials in Orange

19

County, and you're in violation of the Brown Act, because

20

you're out of your jurisdiction.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

If you could come to the podium and just state

But we do

Do you have a question about procedure?
MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:
questions.

Is it possible -- I have two

Is it possible for us to speak again at the end?

MS. MOULTON:

Yes.

If you want to continue and

we'll ask people if they want to leave, but we'll stay here.
MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

The second thing I want to know

if I can go first because I want to read my complaint that

21

I_Musser-Lopez7

Number 2, before I read this complaint about you

You are not -- you do not represent our elected

I_Musser-Lopez7-01

But before I go into all that reading my complaint

22

into the record, I just want to say for the people here that

23

there's two failed -- very fatal flaws in this EIR.

24

that -- the big fatal flaw is these people claim from Orange

25

County, okay.

Coming in here to take our water.

One is

They know

I_Musser-Lopez7-02
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1

nothing about our desert environment.

2

1

enough investigation.

people here, people on the committee, one professor from Texas,

2

have information to make statements like that.

3

a bunch people come in here don't even live here.

3

during the Ward Valley -- some of you have heard about the

4

know.

4

Ward Valley.

5

The desert benefits from evaporation, life itself.

5

connected and most of them flow into the -- and they flow

We

6

into the Colorado River.

To say that evaporation

7

at Cadiz.

8

there that there would always be a lake all the time.

9

flow out.

10

like that.

6

They send a bunch of

They don't

They don't have firsthand experience with the desert.

We sustain ourselves here because of evaporation.

7

cannot live without evaporation here.

8

is a waste is, to me, a fraud.

9

is not true.

It's telling you something that

It's unscientific, and to me, all of these people

10

who call themselves scientists here, to me, they're a joke.

11

I'm sorry.

12

isn't it, Phil?

13

MR. SMITH:

14

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

They know better.

I_Musser-Lopez7-02

Evaporation is very important

11
12

Right.
Don't you have a swamp cooler at

We found out

It's got all of our water aquifers are

We have a lake there.

There would be so much water
It does

They got to prove it if they want to make statements
So --

MS. MOULTON:

Your three minutes are up.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Okay.

This letter constitute the

13

amendment.

This letter is a complaint of a criminal act and

14

it names all the people on the board of directors

your house?

15

specifically in denial of our fundamental U.S. Constitutional

Two people from Needles, and I bet you both know what swamp

16

rights governed by our own elected officials in violation of

17

coolers do for us.

17

the Ralph M. Brown Act as codifying the California Code

18

so we can live here.

18

Section 54950.

19

water on the surface, and we need it to evaporate in the air.

19

five-member board of directors elected by residents of Orange

20

The plants need it.

20

County intends to conduct a public meeting in our county and

21

didn't have the ocean, they wouldn't have evaporation.

21

you are out of your jurisdiction.

22

would be so hot, they would burn up.
Okay.

It keeps us alive, basically,

And so we need our water.

We need our

Orange County's got the ocean.

If they
They

The other fatal error is -- I'll get back to

24

that.

25

That cannot be true, and I don't believe that they have done

Oh, water doesn't recycle back into the Cadiz Valley.

I_Musser-Lopez7-03

I_Musser-Lopez7-03

They all flow downhill here and stops

16

It cools us.

Raise your hand.

They don't

15

23

Who lives in Needles here?

They don't have the wells.

Santa Margarita Water District governed by a

22

MS MOULTON:

23

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Is my time up?

Yes, it is.
I filed it, but you know what, if

24

anybody wants a copy of the press release about the complaint,

25

you can have it.

But you don't have to put up with this, you

I_Musser-Lopez7-04
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people from San Bernardino County.

They have no right to

2

come in here and act like they can hold a hearing.

3

not legal here.

4
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MR. MENDOZA:

I'll leave it this way.

It's

First of

I_Musser-Lopez7-04

I_Mendoza2

1

That made a big difference for not getting a big dump over

2

there.

3

original project, and I'm going to talk a little bit about

4

some of things I would like to see, because I do approve of

There's an extensive amount of science that was in the

5

all, the name is Ramon Alviso Mendoza, and I use Alviso

5

this project.

6

'cause it's an old family in California.

6

was developed that was eventually signed off by USGS.

7

that all of my family has come from California, and most of

7

What we learned from that was that USGS was very

8

them were Indians.

8

conservative when they were doing studies up in the Yucca

9

environmental projects.

9

Valley area where with I live, and that, in fact, when they

10

Okay.

I want you to know

Now, I have worked on very many

I'm going to tell you a little bit

that I didn't plan on talking about.
I'm going

There's extensive science and technology that

10

tested in Pipes Canyon, they discovered that it was conservative,

11

and it was off by a factor of 10, which is exactly what

11

This is -- we have a hostile group here.

12

to -- I'm going to tell you that my background in science

12

Mark Liggett discovered out here with most of the USGS work

13

started out with rocket science, and I helped develop

13

that was done out in Fenner Valley.

14

John Glenn's missile and tested it.

14

15

engineer in material test laboratory, so it's not like I'm not,

15

more test wells than all the water districts in the basin

16

you know, familiar with science.

16

here.

17

groundwater at Copper Mountain College.

17

don't interrupt me.

18

that was because we needed to learn how to project groundwater

18

man.

19

here in the Morongo Basin.

19

Workshops were conducted out here for quite a while

20

Anybody can look at it later if you want to.

20

and I went to practically every one of them because I always

I was also a chief

I also teach protecting
My intent for doing

Now, I brought a crib sheet.

There's 40 test wells out there.

I have -- that's

I don't know how many more have been added -- please
I just, you know, I wanted to hear the

That is why I interrupted you.

21

I have followed this project for over ten years, and

21

had questions.

22

I spent a lot of time with Mark Liggett who was the principal

22

questions and with their answers, and I even double-checked

23

designer of this project.

23

because I'm very skeptical.

24

he was also an environmentalist.

24

tell you that I am very skeptical.

25

that there was a landfall (sic) out there on the dry lake.

25

We're are very happy to have that here.

He was a very sensitive man, and
He was active, and he found

I found that they were open with their

Most people that know me will
It's a model project.
Most of the water

I_Mendoza2-01
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1

districts in this community are already trying to make deals

2

with Mojave, and the people that are involved here with

3

managing this groundwater.

4

will be no harm caused to the desert.

5
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1

I_Mendoza2-01

I'm thoroughly convinced there
Okay.

I, myself, work with a company right now that is

6

maybe in competition with this some day that I can tell you

7

that we make water out of the atmosphere.

8

atmosphere being sucked up by some of our machines, we have

9

about the same amount of water that we've always had.

Therefore, the

I_Mendoza2-02

start, Robert R. Dunn, Rob Fleck, and Dennis Shearer.

2

MR. AKANA:

Good evening.

My name is Bruce Akana,

3

for the record.

4

customer of Jurupa Community Services, one of the

5

participants.

6

I think it's a necessary and prudent investment in regional

7

water infrastructure.

8

will prove to be an important component.

9

conservation and management of our water.

I'm here to voice my support for the project.

I'm convinced the adopt a program
I'm a big fan of
That's California,

10

MS. MOULTON:

Mr. Mendoza, if you could --

10

especially Southern California.

11

MR. MENDOZA:

I'm sorry?

11

I'm also a pipe maker.

12

MS. MOULTON:

If you could wrap up your comment.

12

Adelanto.

13

MR. MENDOZA:

Yes, please.

13

your project.

14

that make pipe.

15

the same type that's specified or will be.

16

Adelanto are local people from San Bernardino County, like

Just let me take a moment.
I notice there's some

Work for Northwest Pipe in

We have the capabilities to supply all pipe for

Now, let me get to the bad news.

15

additional piping that's been put in there.

16

know a little bit more about the design.

17

the design layout of your piping, because it is a (sic)

17

you folks.

We historically employ about 250 workers.

18

earthquake area.

18

about 140.

They can do some work, pay some bills, and the

19

into consideration.

19

people associated with it.

you that the project makes sense.

I'd like to

I would like to know that you've taken that
And I would like to know where you're

I_Akana-01

Later, you will hear from some other people

14

I'd like to see

I_Akana

I'm a resident of Riverside County, and a

They can do the same thing.

Our product is

The facility in

Got

I guess I'll be brief and tell

I_Mendoza2-03
20

getting that pipe, and the reason for that is we have some

20

21

people up there in Canada that will try to put down Chinese

21

MR. DUNN:

22

metal piping into the ground, and I don't trust it.

22

Valley, California.

23

something about piping as well.

23

this project.

24

much for your time and for being here.

24

boards.

25

67 years.

25

MR. FERONS:

All right.

I do know

Thank you very

Mr. Bruce Akana, and then before you

Okay.

Robert R. Dunn, 7248 Joshua Lane, Yucca

I_Dunn2

I came tonight to put my support for

I've looked into it.

I've been on water

I've been in this valley, Morongo Basin, for
I'm not from Orange County.

I'm from right here.

I_Dunn2-01
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1

I never moved here.

2

project makes sense for not only the Morongo Basin, but it

3

makes sense for Southern California.

4

water for dry times, and when we have drought, it makes sense.

4

5

I'm going to submit this letter, and I'm not going to read

5

our Etiwanda facility in San Bernardino County.

6

it.

6

of our steel.

7

buy all of the steel from California steel industries in

8

Fontana in San Bernardino County.

9

would help to employ, as Bruce was talking about earlier,

7

I was born and raised here.

This

Anytime we can bank

I_Dunn2-01

Thank you.
MR. FLECK:

My name is Rob Fleck.

I live in

I'm a retired Marine.

O_FairfieldInn2

8

Twentynine Palms.

I am a past

9

executive director for Twentynine Palms Chamber of Commerce,

1

people's concern that was addressed earlier -- concrete pipe,

2

fiberglass pipe.

3

years.

We've been making pipe for over a hundred

We -- we would produce pipe for projects like this at
We buy most

In fact, for a project of this type, we would

And a project of this size

10

and a director of sales at the Marriott Fairfield Inn

10

well over a hundred union workers at our facility for several --

11

Twentynine Palms.

11

several months.

12

Without going through everything in the letter, I have

12

participate in the project and offer our full support of this

13

already sent a letter to the project manager with our

13

effort to provide much needed water to Southern California.

14

support, but we do not feel that this is going to affect the

14

Thank you.

15

desert landscape at all.

16

just going to be a good project with the support of the

16

17

community.

17

18

happens.

We are also in support of the project.

All it can do is improve.

O_FairfieldInn2-01

It's

15

I just think it's really important that it

So thank you.

19

MR. FERONS:

20

MR. SHEARER:

Dennis Shearer.
My name is Dennis Shearer.

I'm a

O_Ameron3

So we look forward to the opportunity to

MR. FERONS:

Tom Beeghly.

Following him, Leigh Adams

and Tom O'Key.
MR. BEEGHLY:

Thank you.

My name is Tom Beeghly,

18

National Chloride Company, Amboy.

19

Bristol Dry Lake, we have to speak against this matter, at

20

this time at least, because if you look at the EIR drawing

district sales manager for Ameron International, the other

21

it's a big, thick book; it's got a lot of errors in it perhaps,

22

company that Bruce was referring to.

22

but there's one thing that's very clear.

23

for about 19 years, and Ameron has been manufacturing pipe

23

to take the water, surface water, groundwater from Bristol

24

since 1907, specifically in San Bernardino County.

24

Dry Lake and take it back over the valleys here and put it in

25

Etiwanda facility since 1962.

25

a storage area all for the good of some future time, but

Our

We do steel pipe -- address

O_NatlChloride3

On our dry lake there,

21

I've been with Ameron

O_Ameron3-01

Their game plan is

O_NatlChloride3-01
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1

that's where we live.

We've been mining that.

Mining claims

2

protected under the law of 1872 producing salt brines.

3

would obviously object to any proposal that comes along and

4

says that you're going to take our water way from us.

5

1
2

watched the polar bears go away, the icebergs melt, and things

3

change in this world, that is these very projects that are

4

the source of this problem.

have to be negative on that particular subject until we get

5

you that what we've seen is nothing more than a continuation

6

the design worked out.

6

of these kinds of projects.

7

MR. FERONS:

7

happening.

8

MS. ADAMS:

8

one I saw where expectations go like this, and reality goes

9

like this (indicating).

9

educator.

So we

I think that down the road, you know, as we've

O_NatlChloride3-01

So we

Leigh Adams.
Hello.

My name is Leigh Adams.

I'm an

I_Adams3

I'm a garden designer and involved in water

Across this planet, I can tell

And I can tell you what is

A constant, steady change of the graph, like the

And I know you can't fix it.

10

harvesting in Los Angeles County and a property owner in

10

11

Rimrock just above Yucca Valley for 35 years.

I am

11

Islands that they thought was extinct.

12

vehemently opposed to this project.

I would propose that the

12

a million dollars to try and save the genetic code of this

13

money being spent on this project could be used for education

13

long lost reptile.

14

to teach people how to harvest rain water.

14

scientists are running to the Galapagos.

15

We found a tortoise.

16

to be affected by this project?

I know your

I_Adams3-01

You know, they found a tortoise in the Galapagos

Everybody is very excited; teams of

15

swimming pools and lawns need a lot of water, and I'm so

16

sorry.

17

benefit a lot if we took your ocean and brought it up here

17

roots of a Joshua tree goes?

18

and you're just letting it waste; it's evaporating.

18

No one does.

19

think that we want your water instead of you taking our water.

20

But we've decided that our environment up here would

MR. O'KEY:

Hi, my name is Tom O'Key.

I'm an environmentalist.

So we

I live in

21

Joshua Tree.

22

and anything that I think is going to be wrong for the desert.

23

I feel it in my gut, and I just got to tell you folks, your

24

idea just smells bad to me.

25

that I live in here, Joshua Tree, would agree with me.

19

I_O'Key

I'm a desert hugger,

I honestly believe the community

I_O'Key-01

I_O'Key-01

They're going to spend

We found a tortoise.

Do you know how many species are going
Do you know how deep the

Do you have any idea?

No.

I could tell you right now there's not a scientist

20

alive that knows how deep the roots of a Joshua tree go.

No

21

one has ever dug one up to find out.

22

here and tell us how Orange County -- I came from Anaheim.

23

Anaheim has its own water district.

24

of the most advanced water treatment source plants in all the

25

world.

And you're going to sit

They have probably one

They've figured out how to take absolute sewage and
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1

make totally drinkable.

2

technology.

down to some places.

There's people that want to go out there and

2

MR. FERONS:

3

blame, degrade this message and change our world, and I'm

3

and Seth Shteir.

4

telling you folks, you're going to look back on your

4

5

grandchildren and your great-grandchildren and you're going

5

My name is Andrew Stone.

6

to regret this moment in time.

6

American Groundwater Trust.

7

In my life, I've done many things.

8

professor in South Africa, which gave me a lot of experience

9

in desert environment.

That's my feeling about it, and I honestly, I have

8

a lot of speaking points, but I'll be legal.

9

what they are.

I'll tell you

One is that this Draft EIR has not had the

MR. STONE:

Maybe this desert needs more.

Thank you. I_O'Key-03

1

7

And I'll tell you what, there's

Andrew Stone is next, then Phillip Smith

Evening everybody.

Slight change of views.

We're based in New Hampshire.
I've been a university

In the states of ten years, I taught

10

opportunity for proper counter scientific scrutiny that

11

people should have the opportunity to really look at the

12

facts that you're using, as ideas in your plan, how that plan

12

13

really affects the outcome over the long-term.

13

My organization is a nonprofit, the purpose of which is to

14

know if anybody from Cadiz is here.

14

provide educational insight into science.

15

project.

15

ingredient of my background is that I'm a director of an

16

to do this for a long time.

16

international commission called Groundwater for Decision

17

Makers where we, on an international basis, try and communicate

17
18

I_O'Key-02

I want to

This is a ten-year-old

That guy has been -- Mr. Blackpool has been trying

MS. MOULTON:
MR. O'KEY:

He's finally got buyers.

Time's up.

10

a course for the graduate school and Antioch Graduate School

11

in groundwater protection policy.
I'm very familiar with issues related to groundwater.

And an additional

That's really what it boils down to, and

18

the difficult tasks of telling people how science works in the

19

this fellow from England who's come here owns a great big

19

subsurface.

20

ranch out there that has figured out how to pull this water

20

be a member of the review panel of this project.

21

from the ground that belongs to the desert.

21

on the committee that did, in fact, produce and review this

22

desert's water.

I mean, he's figured out how to make money;

22

program.

23

$300 an acre-feet, 50,000, 75,000 acre-feet a year for 50 to

23

24

75 years.

24

judgment that this is a unique project.

25

every year.

25

forward.

This is like

Maybe 75,000 acre-feet coming under the ground
Three-hundred bucks an acre-foot of water to go

I_O'Key-03

I_Stone

I'm the executive director of the

I think it was on that basis that I was asked to
And I served

I would like to pass on to you my professional
That it should go

It is not going to cause grief or harm.

Many of

I_Stone-01
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1

the problems that I have heard articulated are not related to

1

of the Colorado River Tribe from Parker, Arizona.

2

the facts of the matter.

2

warriors of Ward Valley that stopped this stuff above the

3

the surface water in those dry lakes is coming from rainfall

3

aquifer.

4

ephemeral runoff that will continue.

This project is not

4

and we also have the rainbow section oval at the top that has

5

going to take all the groundwater.

It's just going to take

5

water, and you're going to take it down and drain it out.

6

some of the groundwater.

7

experience in groundwater, my neutral position from a

7

speech, and this impacts our community, City of Needles.

8

nonprofit basis, my understanding of hydrologic relationships

8

That's where I'm from, Needles.

9

in air environments gives me cause to support this.

9

anything like that.

10

Much -- one simple thing, much of

So my comment to you is that my

6

I'm here tonight because for the last two days, I've

One of the

That aquifer is part of this over here (indicating),

I traveled 150 miles over here for a three-minute

Nobody paid for my gas or

I did it on my own.

And I didn't know

10

about this meeting until this morning.

I don't know where you

11

get public meetings at, and where the other meetings were at.

12

I read in the Needles paper that met with the Chamber of

13

Commerce down there offering 600 jobs for the City of Needles.

11

been running a two-day program on aquifer management, a

12

conference in Ontario; one of some 26 conferences on aquifer

13

management that I have run over the last ten years.

14

the first of which was in Phoenix in 1998 where I first heard

14

Sounds like Ward Valley and impact to the City of Needles,

15

Dr. Williams talk about this project, this Cadiz project, and

15

and impact for the school district.

16

I've kept my professional eye on it over those last ten

16

Valley; that was a promise, too.

17

years.

17

Owens Valley tribes up there, the Indian tribe.

18

I believe it is good science.

18

out of there because of the water drawdown by the Metropolitan

19

problems.

19

Water District.

20
21

So I urge you to look very carefully at the science.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:
MR. STONE:

I don't believe there are any

How much did you get paid?

I am not paid.

nonprofit.

I belong to the information age.

23

our project and our program is just to put science into a

24

format that people can understand.
MR. SMITH:

20

As I said, I'm from a

22

25

I_Stone-01

Almost

Our mission and

Thank you.

My name is Phillip Smith.

I'm a member

I_SmithP

I_SmithP-01

I_SmithP-02

That same thing Ward

And I see what happened to
They suffered

Metropolitan Water District, at first, was on the

21

same project that you're on.

22

together.

I know you guys are working

23

They own the Colorado River in California.

24

bottom and middle of the river of California.

25

think you really met with the Indian tribes, and there's

There's no trick to that.

They own everything.
They own the
Now, I don't

I_SmithP-03
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1

five tribes in these areas.

1

Good evening.

2

heard about talking about culture and the environmental study.

2

Parks Conservation Association.

3

3

the Santa Margarita Water District for the opportunity to

4

4

present comments tonight about the Cadiz Valley Water

5

Conservation and Recovery Project.

What did

6

essentially a reiteration of an earlier project, and the

Even our tribe.

7

proposal is essentially to pump 50,000 acre-feet on average

8

a year of groundwater, transfer it through a conveyance

9

pipeline that's 43 miles long, connects with the Colorado

I_SmithP-03

5

Name who you talked to.

6

to.

7

they say?

8
9

This is the first time I've

Name one tribe that you guys talked

I'd like to know, and what was the answer?
There's story about these areas.

I'm a member of the Chemehuevi tribe, and we have
a song called the Salt Song Trail, and it goes right through

10

these areas, goes through four states.

It goes right through

11

this area.

12
13
14

like this, you don't get there to the next world.

Does it have an impact or not?

These songs are

10

I_SmithP-04

My name is Seth Shteir.

I'm with the National

I'd like to thank Cadiz and

This proposal is

River Water Aqueduct, and send it to thirsty California cities.

11

The groundwater system would be overdraft much of

sacred, and the songs that -- you know, you complete if you

12

this time, meaning that more would be pumped than would be

want to be accepted to the next world.

13

recharged.

14

own recharge rate, so there's been a lot of talk about this

15

project and references if you've been following the news, if

16

you've been following the press releases.

17

reference to green jobs.

18

evaporation.

19

resource, which this partly true, but not wholly true.

20

hydrologist -- we've hired a hydrologist to analyze the

When you have something

O_NPCA

And that's actually true even according to Cadiz's

O_NPCA-01
15

I don't care -- anybody anywhere where in California

16

knows everything about California; I doubt that.

17

from the desert, born raised out in the desert.

18

tell me in his young days how green the desert was, how many

19

springs there was.

20

these spring areas.

21

are not there today.

21

hydrologic component of this project -- characterizes this

22

Cattlemen came in here and they built the windmill, took the

22

project as totally unsustainable.

23

water table down.

23

seen a project this aggressive in his life.

24

gas money to talk for three minutes.

24

that really characterizes the project are the unknowns, and

25

our hydrologist informs us that these hydrologic models are

25

MR. SHTEIR:

My dad, out
He used to

That's where the Chemehuevi lived, in
Are they there today?

Mostly all of them

It's like you said, there's a drawdown.

Thanks for let me drive 150 miles, spend

Can everybody hear back there?

Okay.

I_SmithP-05

There's been

There's been references to loss of

There's been references to water as a renewable
Our

He says that he's never
The one thing
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1

flawed.

2

flow, and storage.

3

And in a closed basin system, there's input, out

O_NPCA-01

One problem that's with this equation can best be

1

there are benefits and there are costs.

The costs may be

2

environmental costs that we may yet be unforeseen, but the

3

point is because we don't have an accurate hydrologic model,

4

seen in the Draft EIR by viewing the amount of

4

we can't know what the impacts are.

5

evapotranspiration or the amount of evaporation that could

5

And what are the impacts to our communities?

6

ease claims as taking place on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lake.

6

7

Under the scenario, under a certain scenario, it's 25 and

7

certainly these gentlemen who came here tonight, I respect

8

50 feet, respectively, per year.

8

you and certainly there will be some job creation, but with

9

scientific evidence from Death Valley indicates that the real

9

all due respect, the reports on your Web site say, they claim

O_NPCA-02

Interestingly enough, though,

That's the bottom line.

You hear a lot of talk about job growth and

10

rate of evaporation may be as low as .15 feet per year.

10

almost 6000 direct, indirect, and induced jobs over four years.

11

So the equation is out of balance.

11

Six thousand.

12

right here.

12

says in the report that it's based on an underlying assumption.

Something is not quite

I have two questions about this:

One is, it

O_NPCA-04
13

Our questions are essentially the same with the study

13

14

as when it began.

15
16
17

the hydrologic system base on sound science?

18

limit of the ranges, but the true range.

19

impact federally designated wilderness nearby?

20

impact the Mojave National Preserve, and what are the impacts

20

employs 2500 civilians, so this rate is actually much, much

21

of the actions on plants and animal?

21

higher.

22

civilians on the base, Twentynine Palms Marine Base the

22

What is the real impact of the overdraft

That underlying assumption is that labor and supplies

14

all occurred in San Bernardino County, and due to the

conditions caused by this project over a 50- to a hundred-year

15

complexity of the nature of this project, the engineering,

period?

16

the materials needs, that seems like a real question to me.

17

Secondly --

It's unanswered.

What is the true recharge rate of
Not the upper

How might the project
How might it

O_NPCA-03

Also unanswered.

So we -- there's a second unanswered component here

18

MS. MOULTON:

Could you --

19

MR. SHTEIR:

No, I will not.

They're saying:

The base currently

Over four years, 6000.

So 2500

23

that I'd like to segue into, and what is the impact on your

23

highest employer in the area.

24

communities, because many of you have come up tonight to talk

24

other aspects here.

25

about our community here.

25

comment period, and we're asking for this because we believe

What is the impact to it?

So

O_NPCA-04

Let me also address some

We're asking for a 90-day extension to

O_NPCA-05
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that the Draft EIR is highly technical, scientific, and lengthy.

2

Processing and commenting on the relevant hydrologic data will

3

take more time than is currently allotted.

4

O_NPCA-05

A second issue I want to make the crowd know about

1

I notice that many of the areas where people are concerned,

2

people who live out in the Mojave Desert haven't been

3

considered, people who live in the Dale Basin here haven't

4

been considered.
MR. FERONS:

That's really all I have to say.

5

tonight is an issue of transparency.

We heard from the

5

6

gentleman from the American Groundwater Trust about his

6

7

implicit confidence in the hydrologic models of this project,

7

I work for Layne Christensen Company.

8

and I'd like to mention that if there is that level of

8

with this project for a number of years ourselves.
port now is in Redlands, California.

MR. MINELLA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Hello, everyone.

My name is Bob Minella.

9

confidence, then perhaps they'd be willing to turn over the

9

parameters for their hydrologic model, and the reason I ask

10

250 people.

11

that is because we requested the parameters of the hydrologic

11

responsible for everything Denver west.

12

models.

12

13

answer was, no.

14

We requested them multiple times, and guess what the

So we really can't be sure, and if there is that

Our home

We employ about

My position is, I'm the regional general manager

We're a very sustainable company.

We do everything

13

by the book.

We're not your fly-by-night, as we call them,

14

employer or well driller when we do our work.

Everything
Everything we

15

much confidence in the hydrologic model, I would think that

15

from our equipment certified AQMD standards.

16

you'd be willing to turn them over, those parameters.

16

do with our discharge, vehicle permits, everything that we

17

other aspect of this, I think, is that at best, this project

17

do, we call ourselves a sustainable company.

18

has the potential to adversely affect the area for many, many

18

we do things right.

19

years.

19

this project, and we are firmly behind it.

20

both warranted and necessary.

21

opportunity to provide comments tonight.

So one

So I think a 90-day extension for comment period is
And I thank you for the

O_NPCA-07

Thank you.

20

O_Layne4

We've been involved

10

O_NPCA-06

I_Bongartz4-01

We feel like

We feel like we've been involved in

It's a very sustainable project and something

21

needed for Southern California.

22

that are depending on this project, numerous suppliers.

We have numerous people

O_Layne4-01
22
23
24
25

MR. FERONS:

Next up, we have Helena Bongartz and then

Bob Minella, and then Doug Watson.
MS. BONGARTZ:

Hello.

My name is Helena Bongartz.

I have a brief comment, and that is having read your draft,

23

6000 is the number they have.

I_Bongartz4

I can contribute about a

24

thousand with all of our suppliers and the trail of people

I_Bongartz4-01

25

that's involved in this project.

It's very important.
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1

Part of Layne Christensen -- you may not know us,

1

Chris Brown and Dave Fick.

and you may not know us very well, but we do a lot of

2

3

different things.

3

Layne Christensen Company, and about half my speech just went

4

our troops, working with the World Bank to try to drill for

4

away.

5

water in African nations.

5

located in San Bernardino County in the city of Redlands.

6

we drilled the miners out in Chile, and we're very proud of

6

little background on Layne:

7

that.

7

gentleman by the name of Mahlon Layne was drilling water

8

that's never been achieved before.

8

wells.

9

prosperous for the last 130 years, but focusing our core

9

We drill for water in Afghanistan for

One of our most notable things,

And it was our crews that did it, and it's something

With that, I want let you know that if this

10

project does go through, and we are hoping it does because

11

it's a sustainable project, like we said.

We will do or part.

12

We have done our part up to this point.

13

test wells.

We've drilled the

14

this.

15

need to get answered.

16

I really recommend that you base your findings on the facts.

17

Thank you.

I'm Doug Watson also from

To repeat what Bob said, so as Bob said, we are
A

Layne was founded in 1882 by a

From these humble beginnings, Layne was drilling and

10

business of developing, maintaining, protecting our aquifers

11

to provide public water supplies.

12

Due to the very nature of this business, Layne has

13

strived over the years to develop these resources in an

14

environmentally friendly way with the goal protecting the

15

long-term safe yields of these aquifers.

16

culture of working in a green, sustainable manner way before

The EIR report is lengthy and in detail and it's some very

17

the terms were popular as they are today.

18

technical information in there.

18

in mind, Layne Christensen Company believes in the Cadiz

19

expert help to interpret that technical data.

19

project as consistent with this culture, and we believe in

20

this project on many levels.

20

Our own hydrogeological group has looked at

O_Layne4-01

MR. WATSON:

O_Layne5

2

There is some questions that you folks have that you
I suggest you do get those answers.

I recommend that you get the

There's a lot of things that go on with hydrogeology

Layne has had a

With that background

21

that we, as those who are looking at the surface, don't realize

21

22

what occurs underneath.

Once again, my name is Bob Minella

22

is a very important piece, just one piece albeit, to ensuring

23

from Layne Christensen.

We fully support this project as an

23

a sustainable water supply with the common good of people of

24

individual and also as a company.

24

Southern California.

25

project; we believe it is entirely possible to develop this

25

MR. FERONS:

Thank you.

After Doug Watson, then we'll have

From the macro level, we believe this Cadiz project

We believe in the science of the Cadiz

O_Layne5-01
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1

resource in a green and sustainable way.

We believe in Cadiz

1

business in the late '60s as a helper on a drill rig, and I

2

and its people.

It has been our experience over the last few

2

see that the jobs that this is going to create are very good

3

years and working with Cadiz on this and other water projects

3

and real jobs for the hard-working men and women that are

4

that they are committed to performing the necessary studies

4

willing to come to work every day, roll up their sleeves and

5

and models without shortcuts to ensure this long-term

5

get their hands dirty.

6

sustainability of this project.

6

Wall Street or Washington, D.C.

7

people right here in San Bernardino County.

8

for well builders, pump installers, service crews, helpers on

9

the rigs; jobs for truck drivers, mechanic, welders, electricians,

7

From a more narrow and selfish perspective, we

8

believe that this project is a very important opportunity to

9

the continued success and stability of our local operation in

10

Redlands.

We have been negatively affected in recent years

11

with well-publicized budget woes from our state and local

10

These are not white-collar jobs on
These are local jobs for
These jobs are

O_Layne5-01

service technicians.

11

These are jobs for foremen, project managers, account

O_Layne5-01
12

government.

12

managers, and administrative support personnel, to name a

13

opportunities in our traditional market, this project could

13

few.

14

have a significant impact from the future of our business.

14

the project and asks that you do as well.

15

We also believe the project will offer many job opportunities

15

16

for the people of Layne Christensen Company.

16

going to be speaking on behalf of the property owners in the

17

East Mojave Preserve.

17

At a time when we are seeing fewer and fewer

I think we will serve, just in our company, well

For all these reasons, Layne Christensen Company supports

MR. BROWN:

My name is Chris Brown.

Thank you.
I'm talk -- I'm

The watersheds that are shown on the

18

over a hundred jobs over the next few years created by this

18

maps, far north areas are Pinon Valley, Landers Valley.

19

project for Layne personnel.

19

fourth generation up there, and my grandfather homesteaded up

20

the ripple effect that it will have on our suppliers and the

20

there.

21

service providers.

21

when he was seventy; they were dry farmers.

22

overall scope of things, that's not very significant.

22

grandfather when we first hit our first well.

23

a company that's employing 200 people, it's a very significant

23

out of joy.

24

opportunity.

24

25

This is not taking into account

And I know some people will say well, the

I just would like to close.

But to

I started in this

25

I_BrownC3

My great-grandfather did.

I'm

My grandfather lived there
I watched my
He just cried

My concern for the property owners up there is
some of those wells are shallow wells; some are deep.

My

I_BrownC3-01
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1

most productive well is 320 feet.

2

1

I'm the guy pulling to replace their pumps.

you know, weather patterns or short-term droughts or excessive

2

worked on well rigs, helping to drill those wells.

3

rainfall.

3

me people, for those of you who are concerned about property

4

Fenner come -- the highest point elevation of that water

4

owners, we protect the land, we protect our water.

5

comes from our area, and if these wells start going down, and

5

it clean, and we love our desert.

6

they don't recover, recovery rate could be 100, 200 years.

6

MR. FERONS:

7

MR. FICK:

7

It doesn't fluctuate from,

My concern is the watershed that feeds down into

We're going -- my question is I want to know first

8

off, how are our water rights affected up there, because most

9

of the property owners own our water rights.

And I've also
And believe

We keep

Thank you.

David Fick.

Good evening, people.

My name is Dave Fick,

8

Joshua Tree resident, also vice president of MBCA.

The other thing

9

had the detail of going over the extensive EIR, yet on behalf

I'm concerned about is there needs to be letter that goes out

10

of MBCA, we'll probably be getting it to you, comments, before

11

to the property owners in these Mojave preserve.

11

the end of whatever the extension is, the EIR extension.

12

that from San Bernardino County.

12

that's what we also wanted, the EIR extension, for time being

13

have wells, existing wells that this is something put together

13

because it hits over the holidays.

14

to help them if their wells go dry.

14

audience -- I don't make a dime on any of this.

15

They need to know, if they

And I do have to give the
I'm not one

15

of these people making pipes or anything like that.

site, it's not probably about 3,000, $4,000, well over

16

a long history with this.

17

2500 bucks a foot.

17

18

and drought times like now, my water feeds the deer, so also in

18

these city slickers come over the horizon with garbage, houses,

19

drought times the springs dry up, the animals are hungry.

19

solar panels, all kinds of stuff.

20

basically, somebody else mentioned the property owners out in

20

they want to exploit us, and in doing that fight, I got to know

21

the desert, we need to be part of this, and we don't ask for a

21

Mark Liggett and Mark Shaw.

22

lot, but we've been there for a long, long time, and I work for

22

to defeat rail cycles, and they didn't have assurance from us

23

the BLM out here.

23

back then that we would be for it or against it.

I

24

to deal with fight the way they are.

am the guy that helps pull water wells when a well goes down.

25

observations on this.

25

Just to move a rig on

So

16

24

We don't have a lot of money.

I_BrownC3-01

We are also the best caretakers of the land,

I'm up at my ranch at least once a month working.

But,

I've been a resident for 25 years.

I_Fick

I haven't

10

You can get

I_BrownC3-01

I do have

We keep seeing

We got to figure out how

Cadiz was a great ally of ours

We just had

So I have several

Not detail oriented, but several

I_Fick-01
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observations.

1

how it works.

I've followed it for many years.

And I'm here

2

One is, on wet years, dry years, whose are they?

2

to speak in favor of it.

3

Are they Colorado River wet years, dry years, or are they

3

think it's something good for California in whole, and I hope

4

Orange County wet years, dry years, or are they Cadiz Basin

4

you guys make the decision to go forward with it.

5

wet years, dry years?

5

6

probably is pretty abstract to some of you people, but

6

I'm with the Roscoe Moss Company.

7

Joshua Tree gets 80 percent of their moisture from the air;

7

water well casings and springs.

8

they don't get it from the ground.

8

owned and operated.

9

It's the dew point that gives it to them.

9

L.A. and San Bernardino County and Kern County.

I_Fick-02

Another observation, and this one

They get it from the air.
Cima Dome is one of

10

the large Joshua Tree forests in the world.

11

right altitude.

It's at that the

And it happens to be downwind of the project.

10

I_Fick-03

MR. HOHERD:

I think it is a good project.

Good evening.

I

Thank you.

My name is Charlie Hoherd.
We are a manufacturer of

Currently, we have 94 employees between
I'm here

tonight to put support for the project for three quick reasons:

11

Number 1, this project we see will present really an

If you remove 50,000 acre-feet of water out of that

12

opportunity for economic stimulus, mainly in job creation and

13

dew point, I think the drought trees have a hard enough time

13

economic recovery, an increase tax revenue for San Bernardino

14

right now.

14

County.

15

They are going to go to higher altitudes where there's more

15

importance of steel coming from California Steel Industry, which

16

moisture, and I think your project will have a bad effect on

16

is based in California.

17

the Cima Dome Forest.

17

largest supplier of steel for casings and water well springs.

18

In fact, we have quite a history with them.

19

invoice they issued back in 1984.

20

would purchase for this project would come from them, therefore,

21

increasing tax revenue and assuring jobs for them.

18
19
20

MR. FERONS:

I'll leave it at that.

Next up is Bill Garvin and Charlie Hoherd

and Brendan Hughes.
MR. GARVIN:

Hello.

I'm Bill Garvin.

I live in

21

Yucca Valley, and I was born and raised up here.

22

here for 56 years.

23

Palms Water District.

24

we doubled the size of the water district.

25

of wells, so I do understand a lot of about this project and

I_Garvin2

I've lived

I've sat on the water board for Twentynine
We -- during that time, we developed -We put in a lot

I_Garvin2-01

O_RoscoeMoss3

We are a small business, family

12

Their future forecast is really a rough time.

I_Garvin2-01

Other gentleman, I think, that spoke before about the

California Steel Industry is our

We have the first

And all the steel that we

22

Secondly, this project, we understand, represents a

23

renewable water source and source of conservation; something

24

that we support.

25

wet years to use of dry years, and over the long-term, it can

The project allows us to store water from

O_RoscoeMoss3
-01
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help sustain the region's critical water supply.

2

Lastly, this is represents many of the things people

1

who have worked to acquire property all over that area and

2

Old Woman Mountains and the Cadiz -- sorry.

3

the Marble Mountains, Trilobite Wilderness, so yeah, those --

4

all those property owners and the radius that you think is going

Clipper Mountain,

3

talked about, the diversification of the water plan for Southern

4

California, San Bernardino, Orange, Riverside, L.A. Counties,

5

mainly helping us become more self-reliant and less dependent

5

to be affected should have been contacted by your company and

6

on water from the Sacramento Delta and other California --

6

your agency to let them know that this was going on.

7

and Northern California and state water project.

7

really a failure of duty under CEQA to contact those people,

8

we support this project.

8

because if a power line is going through, you contact the

9

property owner, and you should have done the same thing.

9
10
11

MR. FERONS:

O_RoscoeMoss3
-01

So once again,

Thank you very much.

Next up is Brendan Hughes, the Sequoia Smith

I_Hughes

and Pat Flanagan.
MR. HUGHES:

Hi.

My name is Brendan Hughes.

I live in

I'd also like an extension of the comment period

I_Hughes-01

So it's

10

Also, if you have ever been to some of these

11

springs, there's Bonanza Springs, Clipper Mountain Wilderness

12

Joshua Tree.

12

and each of those gulches -- I don't know if anybody on this

13

by at least 90 days.

Just have a few comments about the EIR.

13

panel or any of the field workers visited those areas, but they

14

Just for perspective you say there some more 17 to 34 million

14

have amazing spring resources, big horn sheep go there, deer

15

acre-feet of water in this valley area.

15

go there.

16

years of full flow of the Colorado River, so if you believe that,

16

native or nonnative.

17

I guess you can believe that.

17

visited those, you should and look at them.

18

from some of those springs, you can see direct connection down

19

to Cadiz, but you're saying it's all hard rock, and it's all
coming from the top.

That's two to three

But it doesn't seem to make sense

They're sacred areas to all different people, whether
These are sacred areas, and if you haven't
And you can see,

I_Hughes-02
18

to me.

19

I don't know.

20

something that doesn't have anywhere to go.

If the water can't

20

21

go anywhere, how are they going to recharge?

So that destroys

21

22

the second half of their project.

23

Also, you're going to have subsidence of the area, and
That's bad.

I don't know how they plan recharging

Also, I think Chris Brown mentioned property owners in

24

the Mojave Preserve area, and there are -- not only there, but

25

they are property owners who have -- conservation organizations

I_Hughes-03

I_Hughes-03

I don't buy it for one minute.

There is also the Granite and Providence Mountain.

22

There are significant spring resources that could be affected,

23

so this really -- this should be an environmental impact

24

statement done by the Bureau of Land Management or some federal

25

agency, because this is saying for some railroad purpose

I_Hughes-04
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1

because they are going to have steam engines on the Arizona

2

and California railroad.

3

a lie.

4

I don't know, but they should have, so those are my comments.

5

Thank you.

6
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This is just crazy and it's frankly

I don't know who can call that out.

MR. SMITH:

My name is Sequoia Smith.

I_Hughes-04

This is logistics.

My partner is

I_SmithS

1

20 inches of rain, perhaps.

2

Here, three, four inches in the area where rainwater alone

3

would supply the needs of community.

4

organized commercial theft of an environment that is not

5

sustainable.

6

Orange County, something like that.

It seems like a grand,

And with respect to the tribes that live in the

7

Jill Gabridge (phonetic), she wishes she could be here

7

area, and with respect to the property owners, what is

8

tonight.

She is a professor at U.C. Riverside teaching class

8

sustainability?

9

tonight.

Jill volunteers on October 1st transitional Joshua

9

point of view, not as sustained momentary gain for a corporation

10

Tree meeting.

11

10

or corporations.

Nonprofit Corporation that is designed to help communities

11

our gray water?

12

around the country deal preemptively.

12

enough rainwater to not even need this?

13

people, and economic crisis.

Joshua Tree through the leadership

13

could we all move towards consciousness of permaculture,

14

of Stacy Doolittle, Tracy, Jill and others on steering committee

14

sustainability and not all pray to an economy, based on

15

for over a year now, have successfully -- Joshua Tree is now

15

consumption via growth instead of the creation of quality of

16

the 96 Chapter of the U.S. -- transitional U.S.

16

life for everyone and equality of life for everyone.

17

Inspired by a transitional U.S. National

It has to be looked at for multi-generational

The climate change,

We had national trainers come for training here recently,

17

MR. FERONS:

Is Orange County saying what can we do with
Is Orange County saying how can we collect
I'm asking the question

Thank you.

Pat Flanagan.

18

and I want to tell you that this community is filled with very

18

19

intelligent, educated, dedicated people to the environment.

19

Basin Conservation Association, and we did provide comments

20

The key word in transition U.S. and key word now nationally is

20

on the scoping, although they didn't show up in the scoping

21

permaculture and the key word associated with permaculture is

21

document.

22

sustainability.

22

this time, I will refer to a different person than I referred

23

how well organized and all the engineering, everything you see

23

to earlier, and I'm going to refer to Peter Gleick, but I will

24

is going on with it, why aren't we asking the question what

24

be looking to those who have perhaps greater knowledge than I

25

could we do for rain capture in an area that gets over about 17,

25

do.

I'm wondering that a project of this size and

I_SmithS-01

MS. FLANAGAN:

I'm Pat Flanagan.

I'm from the Morongo

So I guess I have to list some of those again, only

I_SmithS-01

I_Flanagan
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And what is long-term sustainability?

The word long

Means something to you.

Okay.

1

In a remarkable grammatical sleight of hand, the Draft

2

Environmental Impact Report states that a field survey done by

3

their consultant concluded there is no information demonstrating

4

a physical connection of the identifying springs in the local

2

term means something to me.

3

Dr. Peter Gleick, in the mathematical sleight of hand, the

4

project argues that water is saved by the project, because it

5

might reduce evaporation losses of accurate losses when water

5

mountains to Cadiz groundwater.

6

ponds on the surface during some wet periods.

6

information."

7

precisely the water that local ecosystems rely upon for

7

8

survival.

8

but absence of evidence is not the same thing as evidence of

9

absence.

I_Flanagan-01

Yet, it's

Note the wording, "there is no

They use that to discount any risk to local springs,

I_Flanagan-04
9

Another piece of mathematical magic is the claim

An honest assessment of the science would conclude

10

that project is actually sustainable, because they assume the

10

that at best, we don't know if there is a connection, and in

11

project life is hundred years long.

11

fact, the hydrologic assessment does show that if there is any

12

for the first 50 years and take their money and leave,

12

connection, the mining of groundwater would ultimately affect

13

acknowledging that groundwater might or might not recharge to

13

the springs, perhaps long after pumping begins.

14

its original level over the next 50 years after pumping stops.

14

that if there is a connection, once it is ultimately noted,

15

That's like saying that fossil fuel is renewable because

15

it would be too late to prevent the springs from drying up.

16

nature might make them again in future.

16

Thank you.

17

Thus, they pump like mad

I_Flanagan-02

Under the lower and perhaps more accurate estimates

17

MS. FLECK:

Good evening.

This means

I'm Almus Fleck, and I'm

18

of natural recharge, there is real risk of permanent damage to

18

from the Dale Basin, as it was mentioned.

19

the groundwater basin through subsidence of land or contamination

19

the people here, other than those connected with this kind of

20

of the aquifer with salt, or it may never really refill.

20

industry or business, are not enthusiastically embracing your

21

the Draft Environmental Impact Report said nothing at all about

21

project, I think it is because we begin to see a pattern here

22

how the real risk of climate change might alter the desert

22

whenever there are monumental projects proposed by big

23

hydrology.

23

corporate outfits.

24

people.

25

a certain way very inadequately when you just think about the

And

I_Flanagan-03

I_Fleck

If you think that

I_Fleck-01

24
25

Finally, there is the natural springs in the nearby
valley that may be connected to the groundwater basin in Cadiz.

I_Flanagan-04

And I think you go about it excluding the

You see your own profits in there and present it in
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I_Fleck-01

documents being, I believe, 11,000 pages.
Many of us tonight have heard about it only tonight,

3

and the deadline is in 12 days.

4

request in for an extension of this.

So I, too, want to put my

5

1
2

I_Fleck-02

It's absolutely necessary.

3

instead of first trying to preserve them.
MR. FERONS:

I_Fleck-04

Thank you.

Jean McLaughlin and Emily Green.

MS. MC LAUGHLIN:

Hi.

A lot has been mentioned.

I_McLaughlin2

4

I'm not for this project at all.

The pattern that I'm referring to is that over and over again,

5

has been mentioned about the springs already, but no one has

6

we see that industry takes resources that belong to all of us

6

said anything about how many wilderness areas abuts this, and

7

for profit.

And not for preservation for generations to come.

7

I believe that the water drawdown will affect these springs

8

If you have the interest of the people in mind, you would have

8

and the animals and the whole ecosystem dependent upon

9

approached this with a very different process.

9

them.

And it saddens

I_Fleck-03

For many years, and a lot

And water can upwell through faulting, and there is a

10

me to see that we are totally ignorant here about what it means

10

11

for individual communities here in the desert.

11

12

there is always an intent to push projects like this through,

12

been mapped out, but we know that besides the Mojave National

13

fast-track them so the people don't have enough time to think

13

Preserve, there is Cadiz Dune Wilderness, the Trilobite over

14

about it.

14

there, the Old Woman Mountains Wilderness that's directly

It appears that

lot of faulting in the area.
And anybody looking at a map can see that, and it has

15

The other pattern is that there are so many unknowns,

15

southeast and Clipper Mountain Wilderness area, and they're --

16

particularly scientific information, that are not utilized and

16

most of them are just full of springs.

17

cannot -- you cannot assure us that the water will not -- will

17

to monitor those springs.

18

replenish at the same rate you are taking it out.

18

to go into the wilderness area now and monitor them?

19

at this point.

20

days will continue in a specific patterns.

21
22

You cannot

You cannot guarantee us that the wet and dry
We don't know yet

19

You say you're going

For how long?

And are you going

And, also, there's the issue of more time for comments.

20

Yes, I agree.

what will come in terms of climate change and changes there.

21

need these ephemeral springs and ponds, and this evaporation

You cannot assure that the project will not ultimately end up

22

rate really puzzles me how you can get so many thousands of

23

in a dust hole.

And the word sustainability has been used and

23

acre-feet a year of evaporation.

24

questioned, and I think sometimes there is underneath the idea

24

pools, but otherwise, most of soil is quite porous and it goes

25

that we need to sustain our very extravagant use of our resources

25

down and you're actually pumping the water out from below, and

I_Fleck-04

I_McLaughlin2-01

I_McLaughlin2-02

And some wildlife species and specialists that

There is evaporation

in water

I_McLaughlin2-03
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1

yes, what about these people whose wells are probably going to

1

have been studying this project for a number of years.

2

run low?

2

Unlike people who claim to have studied it, I have come to

3

pollutant, and the idea of the jobs global idea, yes, people

3

believe that it is a sham.

4

do need jobs, but that is short-sighted.

4

and that it's in nobody's interest, and I would include the

5

in the long run.

5

people from Santa Margarita Water District.

6

I_McLaughlin2-03

Yes, and also, I think there's going to be more

It's not sustainable

And, also, the idea of pumping the Colorado River back

6

I am not anti-Orange County.
I love Orange County.

I learned to swim in

7

into the aquifer for storage, the Colorado River is kind of

7

Balboa Bay.

8

polluted and you'll be polluting the groundwater.

8

reason I'm coming to comment here, I commented last week in

And I spoke

I love California.

The

9

with a geologist who's been in the area for many, many years

9

Santa Margarita, is that I heard a lot of comments last time

10

and studies rocks, and you know, soils, and he said this is

10

around and a few this time about how to project reliability

11

not sustainable, and that it is going to affect -- it's going

11

to the Southern California water profile.

12

to affect the aquifer in a negative way.

12

if there is any problem with overdrafting, the monitors will

13

likely draw down the springs.

13

move in and completely shut down pumping.

14

right away, but eventually, it will have an effect.

14

shutting down pumping.

15

I_McLaughlin2-04

And it will most

You're not going to notice it

And so, no one said anything about the faults.

I

I_Green2-01

That it is a dangerous project,

I've also heard that

Reliability monitor

The reliability monitoring shutting --

15

there's nothing that makes this water more reliable and less

16

haven't read the entire EIR, so in the end, I think this is

16

subject to environmental pressures than water from the Colorado

17

really a bad idea and I'm against it.

17

River or the Sacramento San Joaquin Delta.

18

but my time is up.

I_Green2-02

19

MR. FERONS:

20

MS. GREEN:

There are more reasons,

Thank you.

18

The only conceivable thing that would make it more

Emily Green.

19

reliable is that unlike water from those other two sources,

20

this project proposed extracting it without the kind of

21

supervision that should be called for.

22

private coalition answerable to the project originators is
wholly unacceptable.

My name is Emily Green.

I am normally a journalist.

I -- this is very

I publish a water blog

I_Green2

21

unusual.

22

called "Chance of Rain."

23

studying California's water supply, and, you know, there's

23

24

small number of us who do it, and we can ruin dinner parties.

24

25

I am here because like some of the people in this room, I

25

I live the unenviable life of

The monitoring by

This project should be criticized, as it was a decade

I_Green2-03
ago, by the Federal Government and EIS process slipping that
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I_Everts-02
1

scrutiny by virtue of saying we are running pipe on railway

1

this project.

That makes no sense at all.

I_Green2-03
2

land doesn't answer any of the impacts on the very sensitive

2

3

federal land surrounding it.

3

of a groundwater agency in a little town of Ojai.

4

in from New Hampshire, we have very good groundwater modelers

4

microcosm and we had an aquifer.

5

in our local California USGS office.

5

regulation in the state of California.

6

that was employed by the DEIR, but they are shut out of

6

and California, but now Texas has some.

7

reviewing the figures that have been given to us by deliberate

7

of seven agencies by legislature that actually imposed metering

8

avoidance of the federal environmental impact statement.

8

of our agriculture and our groundwater, so we could actually

9

measure it.

Whoever the gentleman is who flew

They develop the model

That's

I've been doing this for many years.

I was the chair
It was a

There was no groundwater
We used to say Texas
We don't.

9

egregious, and everyone should, in the name of good science and

10

sound water management, insist on the best hydrological advice

10

once you reach that point where it's gone, aquifers will sink

11

being given and not being shut out of the room.

11

very quickly.

12

I_Green2-04

Once we reach --

And with all due respect to my friend from

12

New Hampshire, where I ran conservation programs for many years,

13

comment on monitoring, particularly since they plan to pump

13

we used to say an expert in New England is someone that is a long

14

the carbon aquifer, meaning the decoded depression is not

14

ways from home.

15

necessarily restricted to Cadiz land, but could occur hundreds

15

16

of miles from the project site.

16

I work in Santa Monica where we're working on becoming independent

17

of imported water in the next three years.

I_Everts

18

Los Angeles in conservation programs for -- since 1978, we've

I_Everts-01

19

increased the population million water and flat.

20

30 percent.

needs to stay here in the environment.

17
18

We need the USGS to look at this and comment and the

Once it's gone, it's too late.

We were one

Thank you.

MR. FERONS:

Conner Everts.

MR. EVERTS:

Thank you very much.
Yeah.

My name is Conner Everts.

19

Could you lift the EIR up?

It's hefty.

At least you

20

should extend the comment period.

21

ten years ago, and there's a reason why that project didn't get

21

22

built over that period of time, and I'm against this project now.

22

But I was against this project

23

I think we could resubmit the same comments we did now and they

24

are still pertinent.

25

I_Everts-02

This is your home, all of you.

This is your water.

So we don't want your water.

I've worked in

Now, it's down

We don't need it.

It

The desert environment is crucial and fragile, and a

23

friend of mine, Owen Hughes, just passed away.

What make even less sense now is that a

24

memorial in White Water.

water agency in southern Orange County is the lead agency for

25

and for that reason, I was feeling sick.

I went to his

He was a real champion on this issue,
I've been drinking much

I_Everts-03
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1

of your water, but this is all I'm going to take to listen to

1

capture -- we get 15 inches actually in L.A., about 12 of mean

2

this discussion, but this is definitely a Federal EIS project,

2

average rainfall, that's a lot of capture of reused water.

3

not an EIR.

3

We're using gray water, which is legal now.

4

installed meters and people broke windows on my house and my car,

4

5

because they were upset with what might happen, and their fear

5

for the pipe manufacturers is we have 7200 miles of pipe in

6

what might happen to their groundwater.

7

whole project.

8

we weren't extracting any water.

9

it.

10

I_Everts-03

You should really do what we had to do when we

I_Everts-05

There is a lot of opportunities, but the biggest one

We pulled back from the

6

Los Angeles.

We worked with them, and

7

a sinkhole.

We were just trying to measure

8

the time.

9

sense to take water from one place and bring it to another when

We did public process.

After a while, they understood the value of the project.
I don't see how anyone can even pick up the EIR can fully I_Everts-04

We've had major breaks.

We lost a fire truck in

We have leaks in neighborhoods, and they happen all

And until we clean up our infrastructure, it makes no

10

we continue to waste it.

We can look to Spain, Israel, and

11

understand all the issues here, and you should pull back and go

11

Australia for places where they use water far more efficiently

12

through the process, respond to the initial scoping project and

12

per capita.

13

comments that work, and take time and listen to the community.

13

plants on the coast, but that's another folly.

14

But the first thing you do is cut everybody's time when they want

14

15

to get up and speak when they come out on a weeknight.

15

where he called it "the zombie water project."

16

that's a lack of public outreach, and you should try again.

16

just won't die.

17

impact on the fishery are a zombie water projects.
all very much.

17

I think

Climate change and energy costs are very real issues.

And I know you all would like it if we put desal

And as Dr. Peter Gleick said in an article in Forbes,

18

Energy cost is one of the things that brought it down when

18

19

they were trying to get a public subsidy from the Metropolitan

19

MR. FERONS:

20

Water District the first time.

20

MR. ASKEW:

21

didn't notice my fuel cost going down.

22

This project doesn't make sense.

23

I drive a diesel car.

I

They are going up.

I_Everts-05

Something that

The project they work out on the coastline
Thank you

Tom Askew, Stacy Doolittle, and Debbie Cook.
Hello.

I'm from Essex, California.

My

21

family owns 10,000 acres back in Old Woman Mountains about

22

15 miles from you guys.

in Orange County needs to go way down, and there is a long

23

entities.

24

way to go.

24

us.

25

Southern California, and until we turn that around, until we

25

everybody by stealing this water that has such high levels of

The per capita water usage

We still dump treated waste water in the ocean in

I_Askew

I'm here to speak for two different

The first one is this City of Essex, all seven of

We don't like it.

We think you're trying to poison

I_Askew-01
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1

chromium-6 that Erin Brockovich even wants to get involved in

2

this whole thing.

3

I'm a site manager.

4

Conservancy.

5

my truck in the Old Woman Mountains.

6

here to speak for them.

You're going to kill them.

7

going to say I'm sorry?

It's too late.

8

are you going to do about it?

9
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We all know who she is.

I_Askew-01

Second of all,

I work for the Native American Land

I spend four days a week living out the back of

MS. DOOLITTLE:

All our animals, I'm

I_Askew-02

Are you

They're dead.

What

Done.

I'm Stacy Doolittle.

Excuse my voice.

I_Doolittle

1

The uptake is tremendous by these plants.

2

that, you know, these hypotheses, these capturing hypotheses

3

and theories are going to impact our ecosystem, and I don't

4

think it's being really looked at.

5

talking about could be desert wildflowers.

6

Trees.

7

that's going to impact, tourism.

8

Seth for the figures on this, but tourism in 2009 was $10 million.

9

So I think

I think ecosystem we're
Could be Joshua

It could even be migratory birds, and you know what

MR. SHTEIR:

And tourism -- thank you to

A gateway community to the Mojave Preserve.

10

I want to thank you for coming actually making the drive here.

10

11

I do also request an extension of the public comment period.

11

are akin to pipe dreams, and I think it's a pipe dream to point

12

I also request that there be increased community comment forms

12

to these 6,000 jobs being created, because these are not

13

closer to other communities, so people -- and given enough

13

sustainable jobs.

14

time for people to be aware of them so they don't have to drive

14

death by drainage of this area and of our ecosystems by

15

so far.

15

extension for the communities, because if there is no ecosystem,

16

there is no the community.

16

I_Doolittle-01

This feels to me like one of those things that

MS. DOOLITTLE:

And so, to me, those theories and plans

They are jobs which could contribute to the

Thank you.

17

60 years from now, some parents will be talking to their kids

17

18

and they'll be asking about it, and the parents will explain

18

19

why this was done, and kid will say, well, that's dumb.

19

so moved by so many speakers that I just figured I had to get

20

feels like this is dumb.

20

up here and say this is the most outrageous, audacious,

21

presentation here in this very room regarding sewage, and the

21

irrational project I've ever come across in my 25 years of

22

issue was sewage poisoning our groundwater, our aquifer water

22

environmental activism in Orange County.

23

with nitrates.

23

Huntington Beach, because Santa Margarita Water District is

24

efficient at using groundwater.

24

one of those districts that is also going to try to get their

25

evaporated water.

25

proposed desalination plant that we don't need the water.

It

I, last year, attended a USGS

The USGS scientists said that the desert is very
And there is not a whole lot of

I_Doolittle-02

MR. FERONS:
MS. COOK:

I_Doolittle-02

Debbie Cook and Karen Tracy.

I_Cook

I hadn't planned to speak tonight, but I was

I_Cook-01

I drove out here from

So
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1

I'm also looking around, because I'm a former elected official.

1

have not talked to a single member of any water agency in

2

And I'm looking around wondering where are the elected

2

Orange County, other than this one that thinks this project

3

officials that represent you people?

3

makes sense.

4

not here?

4

sense, so why are we going forward?

5

phone tomorrow and say we want a public hearing in our

5

to make a ton of money; somebody called Cadiz, Inc.

6

community, so we can tell you what's going on.

6

going to make money selling water.

7

How come they they're

And if they are not here, you need to call them on

Of course, you run the risk that Cadiz has already

8

gotten them and bought them off, because there's a lot of

9

buying off is going with Cadiz.

7

And I want to tell you why

10

Santa Margarita Water District is the lead agency.

It makes

11

no sense.

12

for a project way out here.

13

lead agency, because the general manager of Santa Margarita

14

Not a single one of them has said this makes any

It is

Now, this project could only make sense -- because

8

it is so irrational.

It can only make sense if they were

9

actually recharging first and then taking water out second,

10

but they want to pull water out for 50 years before they put a

11

drop in.

12

extra water on the Colorado River to put in anything.

13

just don't -- you just don't do it this way.

Water District is personal friends with the president of Cadiz,

14

like this story about the naked king, you know.

15

Scott Slater.

15

little boy that's going to say there's no clothes on this

16

want to also make it clear, it's very unusual for a public

16

thing?

17

agency to not hire the EIR company, but here, they didn't.

17

scam, and I'm going to do everything I can to make sure that

Cadiz hired the company that's preparing the EIR.

This Orange County city becoming the lead agency
There is one reason that they are

I_Cook-02

I_Cook-03

Because somebody's going

They're never going to put a drop in.

There's no
You

Really, I feel

I_Cook-04

18

That is why they are the lead agency.

And I

There are no clothes on this.

Where's the

This is a complete

18

everyone that I know in Orange County knows what a scam is

19

And Santa Margarita, they're hiring somebody to kind of oversee

19

and doesn't buy into this.

20

it and provide peer review and that sort of thing.

20

21

unusual.

22

Beach City Council, we never did it that way.

23

EIR company.

24

just makes no sense.

25

It's very

In eight years, my eight years of being on Huntington
We hired the

We were responsible for what that EIR said.

It

And I also want to defend Orange County, because I

I_Cook-03

MS. TRACY:

My name is Karen Tracy.

I_Tracy3

I'm here

21

unofficially representing Joshua Basin Water District.

22

are not here tonight, because they are in session.

They

23

a member of our board here earlier, and he left.

24

get to stay for the juicy part.

25

advisory committee, and I have for many years, and as such,

There was

He didn't

I volunteer in the citizen's
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1

I'm familiar with all of our pumping recharge and pipeline

1

so that gives you perspective on how big this project is and

2

projects.

2

what they are proposing to do.

3

USGS representatives which are also the regional

3

4

representatives to Cadiz.

4

speakers again, so is there anybody who would like to speak

5

David Vicky, and they have not had an opportunity to weigh in

5

now who hasn't had a chance, yet?

6

on this project.

6

MS. MOULTON:

7

they are the experts.

7

MS. FAYLAN:

8

is very suspect.

9

In that capacity, I have dealt closely with our

Their names are Peter Martin and

They've not been asked to look at it, and
USGS modeling, as Seth pointed out,

I_Tracy3-01

The EIR review, which I read, uses very vague

10

terms about how that modeling would apply.

11

So we're starting to run through the

I saw a hand in the back.

State your name.
My name is Kathy Faylan (phonetic).

I

8

live in Joshua Tree, and I'm opposed to the project.

9

of all, I would like to ask for an extension of the comment

see my representatives from United States Geological Survey,

11

repeat what a lot of other people have said, but there are

12

Peter Martin and David Vicky, take a look at that project

12

two points that were alluded to that I want to amplify a

13

and weigh in officially.

13

little bit.

14

been said already -- extend the comment period, and have

14

setting a really dangerous precedent as a community, as a

15

these meetings in the areas that are more closely affected.

15

state, as a country, by allowing private interest to make

16

money off something that we all need to survive like water.

17

So just on principle, I think it's important that we oppose

18

this.

I also believe that there is no such thing as a

17

closed system.

This is the Earth we're talking about, and

18

all of these systems are connected.

19

affect the federal lands adjacent, and this should be an EIS,

20

not an EIR.

21
22

Therefore, this will

To put some perspective on what this project is

19

It's a lot of information noted.

The first one is that I think that we are

wanting to do, they want to pump 50,000 acre-feet per year.

21

needs.

Joshua Basin Water District is not the smallest water district

22

the desert.

23

out here.

23

24

you measure us by acre-feet per year or square miles or number

24

25

of surface connections and we pump 1,500 acre-feet per year,

25

Whether

I_Faylan-02

A second point that I want to make is that there
have been a number of people talking about what California

We're a pretty good size water district.

I_Faylan-01

I don't want to

20

I_Tracy3-02

I_Faylan

First

period.

I would also like to -- I know it's

I_Tracy3-02

Thank you.

10

16

I would like to

MR. FERONS:

It's absurd.

And I firmly believe that what California needs is

MR. FERONS:

Is there any other new speaker?

Next

O_NPCA

one would be Seth Shteir again.
MR. SHTEIR:

Well, I won't take up too much time,

O_NPCA-08
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1

because I had a lot of time to begin with, but I want to say

1

2

that we at NPCA feel there's more unknown than known for this

2

to acknowledge that jobs in this economy are very important,

3

project.

3

but I'd also like to give a little plug to recreational

4

comments that were made.

4

tourism as being important.

5

per year average that would be pumped here, are there any

5

outstanding night skies.

6

fishermen who fish Big Pine Creek, Bishop Creek, Eastern

6

find food, water, and shelter around our springs and peaks in

7

Sierra?

So 50,000 acre-feet is the amount of water coming

7

Mojave Preserve and wilderness area, and these people come to

8

out of Bishop Creek and Big Pine Creek on an annual basis.

8

enjoy the Mojave Desert.

9

That's the amount of water that they're saying is sustainable

9

the bedrock formations, and so much so that Stacy mentioned

10

the Michigan State University money generation model study.

10
11

here.

And I want to comment on the few other really good
And I think that 50,000 acre-feet

O_NPCA-08

So, you know, that's the first thing.
The second thing I'd like to do is applaud and echo

11

I'd like

People come to our area for the

They come to observe wildlife that

They camp, they hike, they enjoy

the concerns about climate change.

12

preserve contributed $10 million to local gateway economy.

13

scientist named Noah Diffenbaugh, Purdue University scientist,

13

And they supported over a hundred jobs.

14

and he's talked about this area is classified as a climate hot

14

after four years.

15

spot due not only to higher temperatures, but to increasing

15

are going to be there a long time and so will our wilderness

16

variability and precipitation, and we are already beginning

16

area and we need tourism well.

17

to see that increase in variability precipitation.

17

18

not something in the future.

That's

For example, the Mojave had its driest year in

O_NPCA-09

So that's not just

That's something that's lasting.

The parks

So this project -- we don't know what the impacts are,

18

and we don't know what the impacts are because we don't have

19

a sound hydrologic model.

And we did, as I mentioned earlier,

20

recorded history in 2003 and it had its wettest year in 2005.

20

we asked for the parameters of that model, and I guess Dan,

21

So when you take a project like this that projects 50 years

21

and Tom, and I'm asking you today, will you turn over those

22

because we're going to pump this much water on an average

22

parameters to me, or are you going to keep them?

23

annual regular basis, how can that be sustainable and how

23

24

is that predictable?

24

25

aquifer is from rainfall.

So ultimately, the recharge for the

25

O_NPCA-10

In 2009, about the 500,000 visits to the Mojave

12

19

There's work by a

I'd also like to address the jobs issue.

MR. FERONS:

Have you met with the hydrologist like

they offered?
MR. SHTEIR:

Well, I don't believe I've ever received

O_NPCA-11
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that correspondence, so --

1

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

If they still don't turn them over,

MR. FERONS:

We did.

2

take them to a judge, if they are honest.

MR. SHTEIR:

The correspondence that I received from

3

honest judges.

4

die anyway, just based on the environmentalists.

you is that you wouldn't turn those over.
MR. FERONS:

You received an invitation to meet with --

5

have your experts meet with our experts.

We don't have

If we don't have that, this project should

MR. FERONS:

Call me tomorrow, Seth.

We'll set it up.

6

I have seen the e-mail.

7

MR. SHTEIR:

I never received that.

7

They want your -- what I have as your e-mail address.

8

MR. FERONS:

It was in an e-mail.

8

will make sure we arrange to get the expert in and get

9

MR. SHTEIR:

I never received it.

9

this information.

The bottom line is

10

you didn't turn over those figures to us.

11

access to those figures.

You denied us

10
11

12

MR. FERONS:

I'm not going to debate it here.

13

MR. SHTEIR:

Why not?

14

MR. FERONS:

I'll explain.

Why don't you turn them over?
What we offered to do was

O_NPCA-11

MR. SHTEIR:

I apologize if you didn't get it.
I

O_NPCA-11
I'm asking are you willing to turn them

over?

12

MR. FERONS:

I don't have the model.

13

MR. SHTEIR:

Are you willing to facilitate?

14

MR. FERONS:

I'm willing to facilitate getting your

15

allow their experts to sit down with our experts and the

15

16

model and to go through, so that they can understand and

16

MR. FERONS:

17

explain.

17

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

18

assumptions, all those things, you got to sit down and

18

19

really understand the source.

19

MR. FERONS:

Okay. Sorry.

20

we offered to allow --

20

MR. BOWERS:

I'm another one that wasn't going to

21

MR. SHTEIR:

21

speak, but I feel compelled.

If you've ever done any kind of modeling,

So that was the first step

We never received that correspondence.

expert in with our expert.
Okay.

Is that Chris Brown?
No, he hasn't even had a chance to

speak.
Go ahead.

My name is Ron Bowers.

I'm

22

What we were told was that those -- they would not turn over

22

retired in 2008 from 45 years in construction in city.

23

the parameters to the hydrologic model, the mod flow file

23

know a thing about needing jobs, but what I want to say to

24

is what they're called.

24

the men that are here from Layne Christensen -- are you

25

and you still won't turn them over.

25

still here?

We were denied access to those

I

I_Bowers
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1

MS. DOOLITTLE:

2

MR. BOWERS:

3

Public Meeting Transcript - Joshua Tree, CA - February 1, 2012

The bus just left.

And also, the gentleman who spoke on

behalf of his company to provide the pipe.

4

MR. AKANA:

5

MR. BOWERS:

I'm still here.
You're still here.

1

through this ten years ago.

2

this project, and some of you here did, too.

3

supposed to be a dead project.

4
Provide 600 jobs,

My sister and I both fought

Now, we're fighting it again.

5

not here, Mitzelfelt, the supervisor.

And this is

And guess what, who's
Why is Mr. Supervisor

6

provide 6,000 jobs versus the long-term health and

6

allowing Orange County to come in here -- orange -- that,

7

availability of these wildlands for our children and

7

and not just that, but because there is a election going on.

8

grandchildren, which is more important?

8

Okay.

they should be, like every other EIR for projects in

By coming up here

I_Bowers-01

If the planning commission was hearing this EIR, which

9

and supporting a project like this, which has been pointed

9

10

out is a scam, if you listen to people, you will find out,

10

San Bernardino County, and the focus and the politics would

11

you do a disservice to your grandchildren, children, and

11

be back on Mitzelfelt, right?

12

to your family.

12

the government that he runs here.

13

on our county supervisor's part.

14

an outside jurisdiction to come in here and rule over us.

15

This violates our constitutional rights, and we haven't

16

voted to him.

13

MR. FERONS:

Ms. Lopez.

14

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Okay.

My name is Ruth Musser-Lopez,

To me, this is negligence
He should not be allowing

15

and I grew up here.

16

My father was on the San Bernardino County Fire Bureau.

17

He was the president for many years for the fire bureau.

I

17

18

remember coming across the desert for vacations and looking

18

ask at the beginning for an extension.

19

across the desert when I was a child, and he'd say there is

19

the beginning for a board meeting or I did not ask to have

20

water here and some day this land will be farmed and

20

meetings located where the impact of the public is going

21

irrigated by the water under this lands.

21

impacted exist which are the communities east of Kelbaker Road.

22

Goffs, Cady, Needles, Havasu Landing, the tribal land, the

22

My family has been here since the 1920s.

I_Musser-Lopez7

On the planning commission, on

I'm here partly because of my father, because he

For this reason, this is the reason why I did not

23

had a belief in using our water resources here in

23

north Indian tribe --

24

San Bernardino County for the development and improvement

24

MR. SMITH:

25

of San Bernardino County.

25

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

And if he knew -- we already went

Why I didn't ask at

Water right access from the tribe.
-- there should be many of them;

I_Musser-Lopez7
-05
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1

not just the one that takes -- 150 miles away, three hours'

1

having EIR reviewed by the planning commission.

2

drive.

2

be establishing -- you know, what these people are being paid,

3

violates the Brown Act.

3

this company here, ESA, is contracted by them, this

4

hearing be held in a nondiscriminatory facility.

And this

4

Santa Margarita Water Corporation -- District.

5

is discriminatory, because it excludes people on the basis

5

6

of lots of things, but one of the things that they're not

6

we don't expect to get an unbiased report because Santa

7

supposed to have is to make a big payment or purchase and

7

Margarita Water District is a customer of Cadiz.

8

guess what, you have to buy gas to get here and it's a lot

8

That is all you are, is a customer.

9

of time.

9

jurisdictionally in charge of something in San Bernardino

10

No public transportation, no taxi from, and this
The Brown Act provides that a public

I encourage everybody who's here -- which, I'm going

And so you expect to get an unbiased report?

No,

A customer.

You are not

10

County.

They're just a customer.

This meeting is a farce,

11

a ruse.

They want us to think that by us coming here and

11

to do this:

12

District to small claims court and demand they have all my

12

going through this routine, that we are going through the

13

transportation reimbursed, all of my cost, also for my pain

13

process of an EIR, so that Mitzelfelt can then go to the

14

and suffering of having to go through this again, emotional

14

supervisors, the other four supervisors in our county and

15

hardship to review this project again after we went through

15

tell them, "Oh, well, we've had an EIR."

16

this, and you are up here acting -- parading around like --

16

17

these people are up here parading around like they have the

17

which then, you know, and if we don't take it to a court of

18

right to be in charge of us and to certify the EIR.

18

law, probably because they'll keep pushing it on and on until

19

EIR is a project in San Bernardino County.

19

somebody does take it to court.

20

any right to certify it.

20

we don't, and then we have the problems with judges here; it

21

I'm going to take the Santa Margarita Water

They should

This

They don't have

Therefore, this meeting is illegal, and so we should

I_Musser-Lopez7
-05

Well, if we don't know all these things I'm telling,

That's what I fear, but if

21

is a big problem.

22

be having this scoping, the whole project should be starting

22

documents in this county.

23

over again.

23

and his court's in Joshua Tree and he's a retired judge and

24

this project, they should be going through the right channels,

24

meets on Fridays.

25

through the San Bernardino County planning commission and

25

If the Cadiz Corporation wants the company --

We got one judge that reviews secret
He is in Joshua Tree, his office,

I was going to try to get an injunction civilly

I_Musser-Lopez7
-05
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1

for this hearing tonight.

1

another thing, little tidbit of information that you should

2

this judge, so far, the time and the requirements, it was just

2

all know about Colorado River water.

3

impossible for me to.

4

criminal restraints because of the misdemeanor clause in the

3

and I know this, because I'm a council member for the City

4

of Needles.

5

Brown Act.

It is a misdemeanor to be holding a hearing when

5

going to get into the problems with the agricultural section

6

you're out of your jurisdiction, so I have just couple other

6

of this, which the prehistory is really lacking.

7

things to say.

7

that they don't know much about the prehistory saying that --

8

implying that the tribes were only here 500 years ago --

9

moved off in this desert area.

8
9

But because of the location of

I went to the D.A. and I asked for a

I_Musser-Lopez7
-05

Couple other things to say.

Nobody said anything about Artesian well.
explain what the Artesian wells are a little bit.

I want to
Water

The way it works is --

I'm also an archeologist to the BLM.

I'm not

It's just

10

pressure, other pressures pushes the water up into the springs.

10

11

A lot of people don't understand that's how springs before can

11

we had -- we were able to get water credits by -- for Needles

12

be affected by the -- it can be affected by down droughts.

12

from the Colorado River by mining the aqueducts down in

13

Also, it's just the pressure in the whole system, kind of

13

Imperial Valley.

14

like your sprinkler system where fill your water up with a

14

putting water in canal.

Therefore, we got credit up creeks,

15

big tank.

15

upstream, up the river.

This is what Cadiz could do:

16

Usually, it will push above your water tank, which is a lot

16

could inject water into the canal.

17

of ours -- because the weight of water -- pushes up even

17

for that water, and then they could take the credits and

18

farther than where the water starts.

18

sell them.

19

exchange them for credits up creek, upstream, like at
Lake Mead.

19

I_Musser-Lopez7
-06

Up above pressure rises, it's got a system.

And I talked to these guys, the hydrologists.

I

But I'd like to just say when I was on the council,

I_Musser-Lopez7
-08

By saving water in the canal, we are

They

They could get credit

When they sell those credits, they could actually

20

didn't talk to them very long, because his breath was so bad

20

21

at the last meeting that I had to stand way far back from him.

21

22

Just felt like all the evil coming out of the hydrologist.

22

water in Lake Mead to Las Vegas, so what I'm telling you,

23

that amount of water, take it to Las Vegas, divert it off at

24

the Colorado River could result in not just a down draft of

25

our aquifer here in the desert, but down draft of water on

23
24
25

MR. FERONS:

Two more speakers.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

Okay.

And I insist that there be more

hearing if Cadiz want to proceed properly, but there was

I_Musser-Lopez7
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Therefore, that water could get sold to Las Vegas.

The water they inject here could be exchanged for
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1

the river, and that is going to affect tourism; it will

2

affect all of us, agricultural and everything.

3

an EIS.

4

MR. O'KEY:

It requires

A couple other things I want to touch base

I_Musser-Lopez7
-08

I_O'Key1

One of my good friends passed away a couple years ago,

1

windswept fire, heavy fuel, many property owners lost their

2

cabins and things like that.

3

Park Service didn't realize is they never had the water capacity

4

to put out such a fire.

5

Service about three days after the fire was burning.

After the -- what the National

I got contact with the National Park

5

on.

6

and he was one of the guys who knew the most about private

6

starting approaching Morongo Valley and all the homes up

7

water wells, and he told me the fastest way to fix a well that

7

Pinon mountain range.

8

wasn't producing, or a new well that you thought wasn't giving

8

belt wells; his property was on bedrock.

9

you enough water was to pump the hell out of it, especially

9

that I was talking about.

What happens is

This was my friend

right away.

11

when you drill a well, there is a certain amount of mud that

11

and that is the exactly what stopped the fire, because we had

12

goes along with your drilling and stuff like that.

Well, the

12

enough water to fill those helicopters with the reservoirs

13

more productive a well is, the more that it pumps, the faster

13

flowing from his well and the amount of water that comes into

14

the water feeds into it.

14

his wells.

I was let in and we actually started pumping his wells,

We were filling 5000 gallons about every, I would

15

say, two or three minutes.

16

that come from the higher elevation is like a spider web under

16

period, and that stop the firing in the New York Mountain Range.

17

the ground.

17

18

large rivers, depending on depth.

19

at the run down into the alluvial sands.

20

directions.

21

flows are going to speed up.

22

tables at the higher elevations first and bringing those down

23

and that is one of our big concerns.

24

else that happened in 2005.

25

Those will be pulling on the aquifer; the feeders

10

There was one gentleman who had some

10

15

There is a reason for that.

It was

Some of them are like small streams; some are
You're going up over bedrock
They travel multiple

When the water level starts dropping, the water
Therefore, dropping the water

Now, there is something

These Mojave had a very tragic fire; it was a

I_O'Key1-04

And this went on for about a 24-hour

Now, property owners that want to improve on their

18

land or put a structure up are required by the National Park

19

Service in conjunction with San Bernardino County that you must

20

have eight thousand gallons capacity water tanks on your

21

property before you can improve.

22

and how much money our neighbors have, that's a pretty big

23

investment that they have to do.

Depending on the type of well

24

Now, imagine a well that only puts out five gallons

25

a minute; how long it takes to fill an 8,000 gallon tank, so

I_O'Key1-04
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1

my point to that is we do need to deal with property owners up

1

2

there.

2

3

going dry, they're not going to be recoverable.

3

folks in the audience, I'm a volunteer.

4

fire danger and that will bring the National Park Service

4

own dime and one of the folks that should be here at table

5

into it because they can no longer fight fires, and we also

5

that wasn't able to be here, because they didn't know about

6

need to have a contingency plan for the property owners up

6

the meeting was the Wildlife Conservancy and that's because

7

at the higher elevations, and that's it.

7

they raised $45 million to buy out Cutelis (phonetic) lands

8

and at $15 million was kicked in, and they donated that to

9

the federal government for conservation.

Should there be a drawdown to where the wells start
There is the

Thank you.
MS. SAW:

Hi, my name is Claudia Saw and like a lot of

I_Saw

I'm just here on my

I_O'Key1-04

8
9

MR. FERONS:
MR. MENDOZA:

Thank you.

Mr. Mendoza?
I don't have any intent in addressing

I_Mendoza2

And so, for long-term

10

any of the questions that some of you have asked, because I

10

protection.

11

have seen Cadiz map on this.

11

or a part of this process to get information and to monitor how

12

that has and still owned by Cadiz.

12

this EIR goes down.

13

send it to the people here.

13

Their office is in Oak Glen.

14

deal of fear, and when there is fear, that's hate; and hate

14

I can provide an E-mail address for the conservation director.

15

and fear are associated with each other.

I also recommend

15

MR. FERONS:

16

that you pay careful attention to the property owners that

16

MS. ADAMS:

17

have already spoken with regards to being concerned with the

17

haven't been asked.

18

drawdown of the water they use.

18

meeting -- I like to know, is that going to be accessible to

19

our group?

19

I have seen the original work
I do recommend that you

What I'm seeing here is a great

And I would recommend that you make that 60 days or

I_Mendoza2-04

I_Saw-01

And they would like to be, I'm sure, a stakeholder

So I think they need to be contacted.

Thank you.
Yeah.

I have no card with them, but

Any other last?

One more time.

I_Adams3

Couple of things

Is the court reporter's record of this

To our town?

I am really interesting in this

20

90 days extension for what is needed, because it is obvious

20

Brown situation.

If it really turns up that this meeting is

21

to me that the people that are coming up here, many of whom

21

not legal, I'd like to know more about that, and I think the

22

I have a lot of respect for, did not have sufficient information,

22

community is going to look into that.

23

and they were expressing information, expressing ideas that can

23

really turns out we are being misrepresented, and this goes

24

be easily dealt with.

I have no doubt in my mind that there is

24

to court, United States of America, to our constitution, and

25

mitigation for everything that was asked that will be negative.

25

I'm going to tell you what, if this turns out to be true, then

I think that if it

I_Adams3-02
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1
2

0090
I'm going to be very sad citizen here.
MR. AKANA:

Can I say something?

Thank you.
I spoke earlier.

3

I know people got to go work and stuff.

4

emotion on both sides.

5

What I heard a lot of mostly is conjecture.

6

Okay.

7

get it's your home --

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Public Meeting Transcript - Joshua Tree, CA - February 1, 2012

MR. AKANA:
involved.

1

record; it will be used.

I_Akana

2

will have written responses to everybody's comments today,

3

so it will be included in there and everything will be

4

responded to.

I heard a lot of

I heard good points on both sides.
You don't know.

Get the facts and go to work and do your homework.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

I_Adams3-02

I

So our job is theirs --

And you, you rally -- you're very emotionally

6

MR. FERONS:

7

MS. ADAMS:

9

I_Akana-02

I get that.
Well, we're not making money like

you are.
MR. AKANA:

MS. ADAMS:

8

I understand that; nobody wants to be a disaster.

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

5

What I've mostly heard from you doesn't

We will get the transcript, and we

Can I ask one last question?
Yes.
How did you select Joshua Tree to be a

meeting place?
MR. FERONS:

We tried to find a place that had capacity

10

that was relatively close to the everyone.

11

answer I can give.

12

Could have gone to Essex.

13

with several other folks.

14

15

have anything to do with the facts, so deal with the science.

15

16

Deal with facts.

16

17

decisions.

18

You can bang on the gavel all you want.

I_Adams3

MS. ADAMS:

That's the best

We could have gone to Twentynine Palms.
Could have gone to his house

One last question.

anybody from Cadiz here?

I_Adams3-03

Why isn't there

Who's from Cadiz?

I_Musser-Lopez7
Emotion set aside, you will make intelligent

What we are doing is beating it and beating it.

19

Thank you.

20

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

21
22

18

You guys did a great job.
We all did a great job.

We came

here to get information; not to give it.
MR. FERONS:

23

for coming.

24
25

Anybody else?

17

Thanks again, everybody,

We definitely got an earful today, and we

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

How did you

decide you have jurisdiction over us?
MR. FERONS:

Yeah, the way California CEQA Act works is

19

that you have jurisdiction on the project, and you can have

20

projects outside of your physical boundaries, and so since

21

this is a project that we are interested in and we are the

22

first ones that signed up, we became the leader.

23

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

appreciate everybody's comments and the time you spent coming

24

MR. FERONS:

out here.

25

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

The court reporter's tape is a part of the public

I have a question.

Between who?

Santa Margarita Water District decided.
Thank you.

You decided yourself?

I_Musser-Lopez7-09
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1

MR. FERONS:

2

MS. MUSSER-LOPEZ:

3

MR. FERONS:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

the County.

We did?
You did.

You didn't ask the county?

We didn't actually have an agreement with

They are reviewing as a responsible agency.

(Meeting adjourned at 8:28 p.m.)
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2.7 Comment Letters Received after Deadline
TABLE 2-9
COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED AFTER DEADLINE
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce

04/12/2012

Joe Schumacher
Chairman of the Board

Larry Witt, Individual

04/26/2012

–

NPCA-CBD et al.

05/04/2012

Adam Lazar

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker,

05/07/2012

Robert S. Bower

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

05/14/2012

Joseph Vanderhorst
Sr. Deputy General Counsel

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America LaborersLocal Union 783 (4 submissions)

05/23/2012 (2),
05/25/2012 and
06/22/12

Christina Caro
Attorney for Local 783

Diane Allison, Individual

05/24/2012

–

MC and Lorenzo Hagerty, Individuals

02/24/2012

–

Jean Marie Naples, Individual

05/24/2012

–

Anthony Nicolau, Individual

05/24/2012

–

Danielle Bower, Individual

05/25/2012

–

J. Capozzelli, Individual

05/25/2012

–

David A. Brunetti, Individual

05/26/2012

–

Phyllis Jacoby, Individual

undated

–

Steve Jacoby, Individual

undated

–

Heather Hahn, Individual

05/29/2012

–

Benjamin and Jennifer Valentine, Individuals

05/29/2012

–

Center for Biological Diversity

05/31/2012

Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney

Pam Nelson, Individual

06/01/2012

–

undated

–

Anuj Shaw, Individual

06/20/2012

--

The Wildlands Conservancy

06/24/2012

Claudia Sall

Greta Loeffelbein, Individual

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

ESA / 210324
July 2012

O_OCCC
O_RCCC

I_Witt
Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tom Barnes
Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:37 AM
Sarah Spano
Leslie Moulton
FW: Cadiz Hearing

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: Larry Witt [mailto:noreply@jotform.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 7:27 AM
To: Customer Service
Subject: Message from Larry Witt (Contact Us Form)

Message from smwd.com (Contact Us Form)
Question
Answer
Full Name:

Larry Witt

E-mail:

lwitt@aaimllc.com

Your Questions of
Comments:

When is the hearing on the proposed project for Cadiz water
project? Has it been scheduled?

1

1

1
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Because life is good.

Re: Cadiz Water Project
Submission of Water Quality Data for Colorado River
May 4, 2012
Page 2 of 3

CENTER for BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

VIA email and U.S. Mail

American Rivers (2004)
x High concentrations of nitrates and fecal matter (13)
x High concentration of perchlorate (14)

May 4, 2012

Tom Barnes
ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
FAX: 213-599-4301
Email: cadizproject@esassoc.com

CCRA (2006):
x Impacts of low Colorado water quality on agricultural and municipal users (p.15)
x Excessive nutrients (p.17)
x Metals incl. hexavalent chromium (p.36), and mercury (p.40)
x High salinity in Colorado river and its effects (p. 66-68 and 70-71);
x High sedimentation (p.77); sedimentation impacts on drinking water (80) (noting
problems during high-sedimentation periods)

RE: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project Draft
Environmental Impact Report State Clearinghouse #2011031002 (“Cadiz Project”)

USBR (2004):
x Data on high salinity concentrations in lower Colorado River (p.71, 76)
x Negative economic impacts of high salinity concentrations (p.10)

Submission of Water Quality Studies for Colorado River and Impacts to Cadiz Aquifer
USGS (2000):
x High Salinity (p. 1)
Dear Mr. Barnes,
Southwest Hydrology (2004)
x High concentrations of salinity (p.18)
x High concentrations of selenium (p.18)

The Center and partnering organizations submitted extensive comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the Cadiz water project. These comments addressed the need
for the EIR to assess water quality impacts to the groundwater when Colorado River is stored in
the groundwater basin as envisioned by the project.
In order to demonstrate the critical need to study water quality impacts to groundwater
for the Cadiz project, I am enclosing studies on the water quality of the Colorado River. These
studies indicate high levels of salinity and nitrates, sediment, selenium and perchlorate in the
Colorado river, which would negatively impact water quality in the existing aquifer if recharged
with Colorado water, while raising the necessary treatment level (and treatment cost) of water
that would be eventually exported (or “recovered”) from the project. Subsumed within the larger
problem of sediment loads is the added problem of toxic chemicals residing within that sediment,
including selenium, mercury and perchlorate. Based on these studies, directly importing
Colorado River water into the groundwater aquifer would cause violations of state water quality
standards and State Anti-degradation Policy 68-16, and may also create a long-term nuisance to
local users of the shared aquifer, who will be forced to use additional filtration on their well
water.

Colorado RWQCB Basin Plan (2006 rev.)
x General water quality objectives (p.3-1)
x Groundwater quality objectives (p.3-7 and 3-8)

1

Taken together, these studies support our comments that water quality impacts associated
with the Cadiz project are significant and detrimental, must be analyzed in detail in the EIR, and
must be mitigated to a less-than significant effect.
Sincerely,

Adam Lazar

Attached references to water quality concerns of Colorado River water and Cadiz
groundwater:
Attachments
Arizona • California • Nevada • New Mexico • Alaska • Oregon • Minnesota • Vermont • Washington • Washington, DC
Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney • 351 California St., Suite 600 • San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 436-9682 x320 • Fax: (415) 436-9683 • E-mail: alazar@biologicaldiversity.org
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Re: Cadiz Water Project
Submission of Water Quality Data for Colorado River
May 4, 2012
Page 3 of 3

Attachments
1. American Rivers, “America’s Most Endangered Rivers of 2004: Colorado River” (2004)
2. Clean Colorado River Alliance, “Recommendations to Address Colorado River Water
Quality” (January 2006)
3. Jaqueline García-Hernández, “Water Quality in the Colorado River” (Southwest
Hydrology, Jan/Feb 2004, pp. 18-19)
4. United States Bureau of Reclamation, “Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin: Progress
Report No. 23,” (2011)
5. United States Geological Service, “Monitoring the Water Quality of the Nation’s Large
Rivers: Colorado River NASQAN Program” (February 2000)
6. Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board, “Water Quality Control
Plan: Colorado River Basin, Region 7” (2006)
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Attachment 1:
American Rivers, “America’s Most Endangered Rivers of 2004: Colorado River” (2004)
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C O L O R A D O , U TA H , N E VA D A , A R I Z O N A , C A L I F O R N I A

Colorado River

continued

POLLUTION CRISIS

While conflict over Colorado River water
allocations has grabbed headlines for years,
water pollution problems from human waste,
toxic chemicals, and radioactive material have
been largely overlooked and threaten to get
much worse. Unless Congress and the federal
government step in to bolster local cleanup
efforts, the drinking water for 25 million
Americans will remain at risk.

The Risk

BOB SCHULZ

The Colorado River starts as melting snow in
the Rocky Mountains. Covering almost
250,000 square miles, the river basin includes
portions of seven states and more than 20
Indian nations. Despite the vastness of its

watershed, the Colorado is a small river,
annually averaging only about 1 percent of the
Mississippi River’s yearly flows.
As the river winds across the Colorado
Plateau, the ranches, mines, and reservations
of the Old West uneasily share the landscape
with the national parks, ski resorts, and suburban sprawl of the New West. When the river
pours out of the Grand Canyon in Arizona it
enters the Sonoran Desert, where a shortage of
water has failed to curb explosive population
growth in recent decades.
The Colorado is one of the most intensively used — and abused — river basins in America. More than 40 major dams and diversions
siphon water from the river and its tributaries.

Three major sources of pollution are seeping
into the Colorado River via contaminated
groundwater. Some efforts are being made to
address each of them, but more aggressive and
better-coordinated action is needed to protect
the health of the river, the 25 million Americans who drink its water, and the wildlife and
parks found along it.
Human waste from riverfront boomtowns
in California and Arizona contaminates the
river below Hoover Dam. This area has the
largest concentration of people in the United
States using septic tanks. The overloaded septic systems allow increasing quantities of
LEFT: COMMUNITIES ALONG
nitrates to seep into groundwater and the ColTHE LOWER COLORADO RIVER
orado River. Monitoring wells in the Lake
ARE STRUGGLING TO PROVIDE
Havasu area have recorded nitrate levels four
WASTEWATER TREATMENT TO
times higher than the limits set by the EnviTHEIR BOOMING POPULATIONS.
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) to protect
the public health. High nitrate levels in drinking water can deplete oxygen in infants’ blood
(“blue baby” syndrome) and are suspected to
cause certain types of cancer. An estimated
1.2 million pounds of nitrates will seep into
the regional aquifer between 2001 and 2005.
Riverfront communities in Arizona and
California recognize the probL AKE H AVASU C ITY, A RIZ . N ITRATE D ATA
lem and are
NITRATE ENTERING GROUNDWATER ALONG THE
raising capital
COLORADO RIVER O VER E ACH 5-Y EAR P ERIOD
on their own to
1,500,000
upgrade waste1,000,000
water treatment
capacities. They
500,000
could use some
0
help, but in
1976 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
recent years federal assistance
SOURCE: COLORADO RIVER REGIONAL SEWER COALITION
to states for
POUNDS

The River

Colorado River
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POLLUTED
ORADO

WATER FROM

RIVER

COL-

WATER IS USED

TO IRRIGATE CROPS

—

TRACE

AMOUNTS OF THE TOXIC CHEMICALS CAN BE MEASURED IN
PRODUCE ON SUPERMARKET
SHELVES ACROSS THE COUNTRY

(BELOW).

wastewater treatment facilities has been cut
by more than 10 percent, and the current
administration proposes slashing
some 30 percent — half a billion
dollars — from loan programs for
facility upgrades.
A second type of contamination is an ingredient in rocket
fuel called perchlorate, which
has been measured in Lake Mead
at concentrations as high as 24
parts per billion. Although no
federal health standard for perchlorate has
been set, low concentrations can interfere
with proper thyroid function and disrupt the
body’s normal hormonal balance. The potential health effects of perchlorate are especially
significant for children because disturbances
in thyroid levels during development can lead
to lowered IQ, mental retardation, and the
loss of hearing, speech and motor skills. The
Las Vegas Valley Water District is unable to
remove perchlorate from water piped to its
residential customers. Lettuce and other leafy
vegetables irrigated with Colorado River water
contain trace amounts of the chemical — and
are found on supermarket shelves across the
country during winter months.
The source of perchlorate in the river is a
facility in Henderson, Nev., where the government produced missile fuel during the Cold
War. The plant is now operated by KerrMcGee Corporation, which has already spent
$80 million to reduce the volume of polluted
groundwater reaching
the river. However,
more than 400 pounds
of perchlorate still
flow from the facility
toward Lake Mead
each day.
The third pollution
source is radioactive
mill waste from a
defunct facility along
the Colorado River
near Moab, Utah.
With almost 12 million tons of radioactive material stored in
ERIC ECKL

As much as 20 percent of the river’s water
evaporates from the reservoirs behind the
dams each year. Several of the river’s native
wildlife species are extinct, and others nearly
so. Most years, the river literally evaporates
shortly after crossing the border into Mexico.
The once vast and rich delta at the river’s
mouth in the Gulf of California has virtually
disappeared as a result.

Summary

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

T H R E AT : L O O M I N G

Colorado River

RANDY SHOWSTACK

#1
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a crude, unlined impoundment on the riverbank, the former Atlas Minerals Corporation
site is the fifth largest and single most dangerous uranium tailings pile in the country. An
estimated 110,000 gallons of radioactive
groundwater seep into the river each day from
this site. Uranium is one of the few carcinogens considered dangerous at any level, and
levels in the river increase by 1,660 percent in
the vicinity of the Atlas site.
Although the precise contribution from the
Atlas site is unknown, Southern California’s
Metropolitan Water District has measured
gradually increasing levels of radioactivity in
the river hundreds of miles downstream at its
Lake Havasu intake, where the drinking water
for 16 million people is withdrawn from the
river. The National Academy of Sciences has
warned that it is “nearly certain that the river’s
course will run across the Moab site sometime
in the future,” flooding about a half ton of
radioactive material for every man, woman,
and child that drinks Colorado River water.

The 12-Month Outlook
The Colorado River is at a crossroads, and the
next 12 months will determine whether these
problems will continue to fester or a vigorous
cleanup effort will begin. The situation as a
whole warrants a massive, coordinated federal
effort, and there are immediate steps that
should be taken to address these pollution
sources.
The Department of Energy (DOE) will finalize its plans for the radioactive mill tailings at
the Atlas site before the end of 2004. Conservationists believe the best option is to completely
remove the mill tailings and contaminated soil
from the river floodplain, but the DOE has signaled that it will likely choose less protective
options that would not provide sufficient security in the event of a major flood. DOE should
not allow cost to dictate its choices. It should
commit to the most thorough cleanup possible
with current technology.
In the 2004 session of Congress, lawmakers
will consider proposals to expand exemptions
from environmental laws for the Department
of Defense. Conservationists fear these could
let the military off the hook for its share of the

America’s Most Endangered Rivers of 2004

O_NPCA-CBD et al 2

Clean Colorado River Alliance
Recommendations to Address
Colorado River Water Quality
January 2006
TOM TILL

cleanup responsibilities at the Kerr-McGee
site and elsewhere. Congress should reject
those bills and direct EPA to set a scientifically valid drinking water standard for perchlorate that will protect human health.
Also in the 2004 session of Congress, lawmakers will consider President Bush’s proposal for sharp cuts in EPA’s “State Revolving
Loan Funds” program that assists state efforts
with loans to upgrade drinking water and
wastewater treatment. Funding shortages are
the leading reason that communities struggle
to meet their obligations to protect water they
send downstream. Congress should fully fund
this vital program.
In addition, Congress should recognize that
the interstate nature of pollution problems in
the Colorado River warrant a stronger federal
role in cleanup. Congress should direct federal
and state agencies to develop a binding action
plan and authorize federal funding to restore
water quality throughout the river basin —
including addressing nitrates, perchlorate, and
radioactive materials.
The lingering contamination and staggering
remediation costs at the Kerr-McGee and
Atlas sites provide a stark reminder that preventing pollution in the first place or cleaning
it at the source is always preferable to cleaning it later. Congress should step up its oversight of the Bush administration’s

O_NPCA-CBD et al 2

enforcement and interpretation of the Clean
Water Act and pass the Clean Water Authority
Restoration Act in the 2004 session to end the
lingering debate over which waters are protected by federal law.

IT

MAY BE ONLY A MATTER

OF TIME BEFORE A FLOOD OR
EARTHQUAKE SENDS

TIVE WASTE FROM THE

URANIUM MILL

Contacts

F OR MORE INFORMATION OR TO TAKE ACTION :
WWW. AMERICANRIVERS . ORG / COLORADO 2004. HTML

Colorado River
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ATLAS

INTO THE

COLORADO RIVER.

E RIC E CKL , American Rivers, (202) 347-7550
ext. 3023, eeckl@americanrivers.org
B RENT B LACKWELDER , Friends of the Earth,
(877) 843-8687, bblackwelder@foe.org
T ERRY B RACY , Bracy Tucker Brown, (202)
429-8855, tlbracy@aol.com
B ILL H EDDEN , Grand Canyon Trust, (928)
774-7488, hedden@grandcanyontrust.org
E RIC W ESSELMAN , Sierra Club, (510) 6220290 ext. 240, eric.wesselman@sierraclub.org
R OBERT G LENNON , University of Arizona,
(520) 621-1614, glennon@law.arizona.edu
T HE H ONORABLE B OB W HELAN , Mayor, Lake
Havasu City, Ariz., Chair of the Colorado
River Regional Sewer Coalition, (928) 4534140, whelanb@ci.lake-havasu-city.az.us
B ILL WALKER , Environmental Working
Group, (510) 444-0973, bwalker@ewg.org

11

MILLION TONS OF RADIOAC-
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Executive Summary
The Colorado River is one of the most significant rivers of the American Southwest, providing
drinking water, power and irrigation for the states of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California and the country of Mexico. Its watershed area covers
nearly 244,000 square miles of land. Many water quality issues threaten this vital western
water source, and concerns about the potential environmental, social and economic impacts
of River pollutants are growing as population in the Southwest increases exponentially.
In response to these growing concerns, in February 2005, Arizona Governor Janet Napolitano
appointed a group of stakeholders, the Clean Colorado River Alliance, to produce an action
plan to address water quality issues in the River. Governor Napolitano directed the Alliance
to investigate water quality in the Colorado River and develop recommendations for protecting
and improving the River, including regional approaches. The activities of the Alliance were
coordinated by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ).

Pollutants of Concern
While a large number of water quality issues have the potential to impact the Colorado
River, the Alliance identified several pollutants as being of particular concern in this effort:
nutrients, metals, endocrine disrupting compounds, perchlorate, bacteria and pathogens,
salinity/total dissolved solvents and sediment. This report describes the impacts of these
pollutants, discusses current mitigation efforts to address them, and sets forth a number of
recommendations aimed at them.

Nutrients
Industrial and municipal wastewater treatment facilities and landfills are potential point sources
of nutrient pollution in the Colorado River. Potential nonpoint sources of nutrients include
marinas, wastewater lagoons and other surface impoundments, irrigated agriculture, urban
run-off, animal feed lots, septic tanks, fertilizer or manure applications to landscape, vehicle
exhaust, atmospheric deposition and nitrogen fixation from natural processes. The impact of
growth on wastewater treatment facilities coupled with aging infrastructure is of particular
concern. Overloaded and aging treatment facilities can discharge significant quantities of
nitrogen, including through overflows and leakage. Large numbers of septic tanks along the
River especially contribute to the nitrate load of the shallow groundwater system that is
hydrologically connected to the River. Excessive intake of nitrate can cause serious health
effects. In infants, nitrate can reduce blood’s ability to carry oxygen, resulting in asphyxiation,
bluing of the skin (a condition known as “blue baby syndrome”), and potentially death. In
others, nitrate has also been linked to increased rates of cancer, birth defects, miscarriage,
reduced body growth and thyroid problems.

Metals
A wide variety of sources and activities, both natural and man-made, and activities contribute
to the presence of metals in the Colorado River. All surface waters contain metals, generally
appearing in colloidal, particulate, and dissolved states. However, where these metals are
present in water in more than very small quantities, there is a risk of adverse health and
environmental effects. The Alliance has focused on four metals: selenium, chromium,
mercury and uranium. These metals threaten the Colorado River and can present serious
health risks in humans and wildlife.
3
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Endocrine Disrupting Compounds

Recommendations

Endocrine Disrupting Compounds (EDCs) have a wide variety of origins, both natural and
synthetic, with the pharmaceutical and chemical industries leading the way in synthetics
production. EDCs are often found in common household items, pesticides, and food and
tobacco products. Additional research is necessary to characterize the occurrence of EDCs in
the Colorado River and determine the impacts of exposure to EDCs on humans and ecosystems.

The Alliance submits the following recommendations for action by Governor Napolitano and
other leaders to address and improve water quality in the Colorado River. In addition to the
specific recommendations below, throughout this report the Alliance has called for increased
public outreach and education efforts to enhance the public’s awareness and understanding
of water quality concerns in the Colorado River and ways to reduce the presence of pollutants
in the River. Moveover, in the text of the report, the Alliance has identified potential funding
sources that should be considered for the improvement of water quality in Colorado River
and implementation of the Alliance’s recommendations.

Perchlorate
Perchlorate was discovered in water supplies in the lower Colorado River in 1997. The contamination was traced to Lake Mead and the Las Vegas Wash, and eventually to a Kerr
McGee Chemical Company (Kerr McGee) plant in Henderson, Nevada. This finding prompted
US EPA, the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (Nevada) and Kerr McGee to initiate
efforts to control the source and reduce perchlorate releases to the Las Vegas Wash. The
Alliance believes that appropriate containment, control and cleanup efforts are being
implemented and are improving the concentrations and potential risk of perchlorate in and
to the Colorado River. These ongoing efforts continue to reduce the low levels of perchlorate
in the Colorado River. While it may take several years to achieve non-detect status (defined
as less than 4 ppb), the current concentrations in the Colorado River are below current
health standards and do not pose any threat to public health, provided that remedial
activities continue.

Bacteria and Pathogens
Coliform bacteria are a large group of bacterial species and are most commonly associated
with water quality. The two most likely pathogens that will be found in recreational waters
are Cryptosporidium and Giardia. Potential causes of bacteria and pathogens in the Colorado
River include the high density of on-site wastewater systems in River communities, storm
water run-off during monsoons and other rain/storms events, and the inadequate number of
sanitary facilities in recreational areas along the Colorado River. Bacterial contamination can
result wherever there are high concentrations of people or animals.

Salinity

The Alliance recommends:
• Governor Napolitano should convene a summit of the Governors of the seven Basin States
– Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming – to address
the issue of water quality in the Colorado River.
• The water quality administrators of the seven Basin States should convene in advance of
the Governors’ summit to share existing information, identify water quality issues affecting
the Colorado River that are not adequately addressed by existing institutions and regulations,
coordinate an inventory of water quality concerns, develop a watershed-based, coordinated
monitoring strategy, and develop an electronic repository of information related to
Colorado River water quality. Follow-up meetings of the water quality administrators also
should be held on a regular basis.
• Governor Napolitano and Arizona’s congressional delegation should actively support the
effort of the Colorado River Regional Sewer Coalition (CRRSCo) to obtain federal funding
for wastewater infrastructure in communities along the River. The completion of wastewater
infrastructure projects in River communities, such as Bullhead City and Lake Havasu, will
help improve the quality of groundwater adjacent to the Colorado River and, ultimately,
the River itself.

Increased salinity levels in the Colorado River affect agricultural, municipal and industrial
users. Agricultural water users suffer economic damage due to reduced crop yields, added
labor costs for irrigation management and added drainage requirements. Urban users must
replace plumbing and water-using appliances more often, or spend money on water softeners
or bottled water. Industrial users and water and wastewater treatment facilities incur reductions
in the useful life of system facilities and equipment. Nearly half of the salinity in the Colorado
River system is attributable to natural sources. Other potential sources of salinity in the
Colorado River Basin include irrigated agriculture, energy exploration and development, and
municipal and industrial facilities such as wastewater treatment plants. Treated wastewater is
a source of salinity, so as population continues to increase in the Colorado River region, the
amount of treated effluent will multiply, contributing to an increase in salinity.

• Continued substantial financial support must be provided for wastewater infrastructure
improvement projects adjacent to the River. Additional wastewater infrastructure improvement
needs should be identified and potential locations of nitrate and bacterial contamination
should be monitored. These identified needs should be prioritized based on contamination
risk and expense.

Sediment

• The investigation, monitoring and remediation of chromium contamination at both the
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) Compressor Station on the California side of the River at
Topock (I-40 crossing) and at the former McCulloch manufacturing plant in Lake Havasu
City in Arizona must continue. Officials must continue to require remediation of hexavalent
chromium impacts to the groundwater system adjacent to the Colorado River and include
hexavalent chromium analyses in all Colorado River water sampling programs.

The Colorado River suffers from excess sediment in some areas of the watershed, and
decreased sediment in others. Stream bank erosion, a natural source of sediment loading to
the Colorado River, can be accelerated by human alteration of water flow and channel
morphology. Dams, on the other hand, can decrease sediment below normal levels, altering
wildlife habitat and causing the disappearance of natural sandbars and beaches.
4

• Governor Napolitano, ADEQ and other officials should closely monitor the potential water
quality impacts of the proposal by the “Clean Water Coalition” in Nevada to discharge up
to 450 million gallons per day of treated effluent from Las Vegas, Henderson and Clark
County, Nevada, into Lake Mead, directly upstream of Hoover Dam.
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• ADEQ should continue to monitor the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) plan to move
the 12 million tons of radioactive uranium tailings at the Atlas Mill site near Moab, Utah,
away from the Colorado River to a permanent disposal location 30 miles away at
Crescent Junction, Utah, and press DOE to move the tailings as quickly as possible.
Governor Napolitano and ADEQ also should continue to press DOE to ensure that DOE
conducts active remediation of contaminated groundwater at the Moab site and prevent
further releases of contaminated groundwater into the Colorado River.
• ADEQ and other agencies should conduct a coordinated effort to identify and investigate
abandoned mines and other potential sources of mercury and other metals along the River,
including surveying and sampling to detect areas with existing metals contamination.
ADEQ also should seek additional air deposition monitoring stations in Arizona to help
assess the impact of airborne mercury emissions on mercury levels in the Colorado River.
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• ADEQ should work with other appropriate state, local and federal agencies and stakeholders
to develop a data gathering and monitoring network to identify “hot spots” for bacterial
contamination in the Colorado River, including conducting a concentrated survey along
the River at high use areas and during busy seasonal periods.
• State and local agencies should conduct aggressive education and outreach efforts to
promote the use of best management practices to address soil erosion and sedimentation,
reduce urban and construction run-off and decrease the use of off-road vehicles in sensitive
areas in order to reduce levels of sediment in the Colorado River.

• Governor Napolitano and Arizona’s congressional delegation should support full federal
funding of salinity control projects implemented under the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act. Salinity control projects funded under Title II of the Act have served to
reduce the total salt load on the River (with the added benefit of reducing the metal
selenium). The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum has set a goal of 1 million tons
of additional salt removal by the year 2020. While most of the new salinity controls will be
implemented in the Upper Basin states, they will improve water quality throughout the
Colorado River. Further, any National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) or
Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) permits authorizing surface
water discharges to the Colorado River should be consistent with Colorado River Basin
Salinity Control Forum policy.
• In coordination with designated planning agencies, ADEQ should review and establish a
process to adjust, if necessary, the regional water quality management planning program in
regard to wastewater planning along the Colorado River. The review should include planning
for discharge locations, wastewater facility design, adequate treatment and disposal capacities
and methods and effluent water quality. ADEQ also should make certain that all new
sewage treatment facilities meet performance requirements and that existing facilities are
upgraded to meet best available demonstrated control technology standards.
• ADEQ, the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) and other appropriate
agencies should develop coordinated monitoring activities to determine trends of selenium
concentrations in the Colorado River and in target species in the River. ADEQ also should
regularly monitor fish tissue for selenium concentrations in the River.
• ADEQ should work with relevant entities, including universities, to compile and assess data
on the potential impacts of endocrine disrupting compounds in the River.
• ADEQ should continue to monitor the ongoing remediation and mitigation efforts at the
Kerr McGee facility in Nevada to ensure that perchlorate levels in the Colorado River
continue to decline.

6
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
In February, 2005, Arizona Governor Janet Napolitano asked a group of key stakeholders in
the state to develop recommendations to address existing water quality problems and assist
her in working with fellow states towards solutions for improving Colorado River water quality
(see Appendix 1). In her letter, Governor Napolitano states the following:

“The Colorado River serves as the lifeblood of the American West providing
drinking water to more than 25 million people and irrigation water to support
2 million acres of agricultural production. For years the focus of the Colorado
has been on water quantity and indeed, I will continue to fight to secure our
share of this critical resource. However, we can no longer focus on water
quantity alone, we must address water quality as well if we are to truly meet
the needs of the state.

Chapter 1
Introduction

There are several major issues currently threatening the quality of water in the
Colorado River. Unfortunately, the problems tend to accumulate with movement
downstream, and Arizona is the last State to divert flows from the Colorado
before it crosses into Mexico. While many of the problems manifest themselves
most severely in Arizona due to geographic location, the problems are, in fact,
regional issues and cannot be tackled on solely a state level.
Effectively cleaning up the Colorado River will require a regional approach
involving federal, state, tribal and local governments as well as other key stakeholders including agricultural, municipal, business and conservation sectors.
Therefore, I have decided to name a stakeholder group, the Clean Colorado
River Alliance (CCRA), to develop recommendations to address existing water
quality problems.”

Clean Colorado River Alliance Mission
Develop recommendations to address existing water quality issues to
ensure Colorado River water quality meets the needs of Arizonanow and in the future.

9
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After developing the criteria and voting, the Alliance decided to address seven pollutants. In
order, based on the number of votes, the following pollutants were selected:

Objectives
The goals of the Alliance include:
• Develop a plan to create a regional approach to address Colorado River water quality issues
• Document and prioritize water quality improvement projects to be implemented
(short-term and long-term)
• Document funding needs and sources and identify processes to secure funding
• Develop an action plan to secure and direct funding and implement identified water
quality improvement projects

Approach
Joined by Governor Janet Napolitano in April 2005, the Alliance met for the first time to discuss
the mission and the timeline for completion of this report. From April to December, the
Alliance met five times at locations throughout Arizona. Meeting notes from each of the
meetings and other items of information are on the CCRA Web site:
www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/ccra.html.
First, the Alliance identified pollutants of concern (see the draft pollutant list – Appendix 2)
and then developed eight criteria for deciding and prioritizing which pollutants the Alliance
would address in the report. The criteria are listed below in no particular order of importance:
• “Current problem, exceed/violate water quality standards and number of locations” and
“instances the pollutant exceeds standards”
• “Public/aesthetic consideration” or “public perception”
• “Causing or anticipated to pose human or ecosystem health concern” and “acute risk of
public and/or environmental risk”
• “Clearly defined location of pollutant removal”
• “Identified sources”
• “Hard data, i.e. monitoring threshold”
• “Quantity of pollutant or threat/risk”
• “Upward trend”

1. Nutrients (nitrogen, nitrates, ammonia, phosphorus)
2. Metals (chromium, uranium, copper, mercury, arsenic)
Note: The metals originally selected were evaluated on June 17, 2005 and on October 21, 2005, the
Alliance decided to change the focus on: selenium, chromium, mercury and uranium.

3. Endocrine disrupting compounds
4. Perchlorate
5. Bacteria/pathogens
6. Salinity/total dissolved solids
7. Sediment/turbidity
Pollutant workgroups were established (Appendix 3) and each workgroup was responsible for
drafting a pollutant chapter of the report.

Colorado River Watershed & Water Quality
The 244,000 square mile Colorado River Watershed stretches from the mountains of
Colorado and Wyoming south and west through the states of Utah, New Mexico, Arizona,
Nevada, and California. Crossing into Mexico (see Figure 1-1, page 13), the watershed
encompasses parts of Sonora and Baja California. About 85 percent of the Colorado’s water
originates in the mountains of Colorado, yet communities and ecosystems as far south as
Mexico rely on its flow. More than 25 million people depend on its water for drinking and
irrigation. “The river irrigates 1.8 million acres of land, producing 15 percent of U.S. crops and
over 80 percent of the winter vegetables consumed in the United States are grown with its
water.” (Project WET International, 2005).
Throughout this report agriculture is often mentioned as a potential source of water quality
problems. However, Arizona agriculture is at the “bottom” of the Colorado River system.
According to the 2004 Arizona Agricultural Statistics Bulletin, issued September 2005 and
published by the United States Department of Agriculture, 339,550 acres were harvested in
2004 in the Colorado River counties of Mohave, La Paz, and Yuma. Accordingly, approximately 17% of the total acres irrigated by the Colorado River are in Arizona. Notably,
Arizona and its agencies have enacted laws and regulations to minimize or eliminate and
monitor Arizona agriculture’s impact on river water quality.
The Colorado River enters Arizona at Lake Powell, flows through the Grand Canyon National
Park, and leaves the state at the Mexico border near Yuma. As shown in Figure 1-1, the entire
state of Arizona can be considered part of the Colorado River drainage. However, the focus of
this report was on the main stem of the Colorado River along the western boundary of the state
(see Figure 1-1, page 13). The Colorado River Watershed in Arizona contains spectacular incised
canyons formed by erosion of sedimentary formations (e.g., sandstone), as well as volcanically
formed mountains and high plateaus. Except for Kingman, Williams, and communities
along the lower Colorado River (Yuma, Bullhead City, Lake Havasu City), most of this 30,896
square mile watershed is sparsely populated with only 255,200 people (2000 census).
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The Grand Canyon National Park, Kaibab National Forest, Lake Mead National Recreation
Area, and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area are all located within the watershed. Six
wildlife refuges and three wilderness areas have been established in this watershed, along with
several military bases with live-fire exercise areas. All of these have restricted land uses.

Figure 1-1

In Arizona, elevation in the Colorado River Watershed ranges from 10,400 feet above sea
level near Flagstaff to 80 feet above sea level along the Colorado River as it enters Mexico.
The area contains high and low desert fauna and flora and includes coldwater and warmwater
aquatic communities where perennial waters exist.
Portions of the Colorado River Watershed in Arizona are impaired (not attaining water quality
standards under the Clean Water Act) due to copper, Escherichia coli, boron, selenium
and suspended sediment concentration, boron, DDT metabolites, toxaphene and chlordane
in fish tissue, and dissolved oxygen. A full description of these and other water quality
impairments can be found in Arizona's 2004 Integrated 305(b) Assessment and 303(d) Listing
Report.
Other known issues in the Colorado River Watershed include: nitrogen or nitrates, chromium,
uranium, perchlorate, and bacteria. These pollutants are discussed below in Chapters 2
through 8.

Economic and Environmental Sectors Impacted*
Water quality impacts broad areas of Arizona’s economy and environment. The following
sectors of Arizona’s economy and environment are vulnerable to impacts from poor water
quality:
• Irrigated Agriculture
• Municipal and Industrial Water Users
• Public Health
• Aquatic Life
• Livestock and Wildlife
• Environmental Health and Watershed Management
• Commerce and Recreation
• Tourism
Water quality is vital to business and industry, wetlands and forests, energy producers, fish
and wildlife, recreation, and agriculture. The Colorado River and its tributaries carry the
water that makes life possible in the arid southwestern United States and northwestern
Mexico. The river and its tributaries are essential to the functioning of diverse ecosystems,
communities, and economies throughout a vast region. General economic and environmental
sectors and potential impacts are identified in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1: Economic and Environmental Sectors and Potential Water Quality Impacts
Sector
Irrigated Agriculture

Municipal and Industrial
Water Users

Potential Impacts of Poor or Reduced Water Quality
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced agricultural production
Crop damage
Increased pest outbreaks
Increased water supply costs
Increased management applications (fertilizer, herbicides, pesticides)
Problems with soil structure, infiltration, and permeability and
aeration rates

•
•
•
•
•
•

Damage to pipes, fixtures, and appliances
Disrupted filtration and treatment processes
Unpalatable mineral tastes
Additional treatment
Higher costs for treatment
Reduced quality water supplies

Public Health

• Increased illnesses and metabolic and hormonal dysfunction
• Increased potential of disease transmission
• Physiological effects

Aquatic Life

•
•
•
•
•

Decline in native fish and aquatic life populations
Fish kills
Reduced growth rates
Decreased resistance to disease
Modification of natural migration and predation

Livestock and Wildlife

•
•
•
•

Increased illnesses and mortality rates
Increased supplemental watering costs
Increased disease outbreaks
Reductions in herd size

Environmental Health
and Watershed
Management

• Reduction in forage production
• Reduction in riparian habitat
• Increased groundwater contamination

Commerce and Recreation

•
•
•
•
•

Tourism

• Reduced visitations to parks
• Decreased number of winter visitors
• Decrease in conventions and hospitality events

Increased risk to swimmers
Recreation closures
Reduced sales and use of outdoor recreation equipment
Reduction in rural recreation economy
Reduced migration of new businesses
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In each of the following chapters, the Alliance makes a number of recommendations regarding
the specific pollutant(s) discussed therein. The Alliance points out, however, that the recommendations for a specific pollutant should not be viewed in isolation from recommendations
elsewhere in this Report, and instead should be seen as part of an overall strategy for dealing
with water quality issues in the Colorado River. In fact, some recommendations address
more than one pollutant and are set forth in more than one chapter.
By the same token, while this report and the recommendations herein are addressed primarily
to Governor Napolitano and Arizona policymakers, the problems facing the Colorado River
are, as the Governor stated in her February 2005 charge to the Alliance, “regional issues and
cannot be tackled on solely a state level.”
Accordingly, in addition to the recommendations regarding specific pollutants, the Alliance
recommends that Governor Napolitano convene a summit of the Governors of the seven
Basin States – Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming – to
address the issue of water quality in the Colorado River. The involvement and cooperation of
the other Basin States is essential to developing a successful long-range strategy for protecting
and improving water quality in the Colorado River. This report can serve as a framework for
the issues to be discussed at such a summit.
To ensure the Basin States’ Governors summit is as productive as possible, the Alliance further
recommends that the water quality administrators of the seven Basin States convene in
advance of the summit to share existing information, identify water quality issues affecting
the Colorado River that are not adequately addressed by existing institutions and regulations,
coordinate an inventory of water quality concerns, develop a watershed-based, coordinated
monitoring strategy, and develop an electronic repository of information related to Colorado
River water quality. This work will lay a strong foundation for a meeting of the Governors
and help them tackle the issues affecting water quality in the River in a meaningful way.
Similarly, follow-up meetings of the water quality administrators also should be held on a
regular basis to ensure that work on Colorado River water quality issues moves forward with
the coordination and collaboration of all the Basin States.

*Portions of this section are based on the Arizona Drought Preparedness Plan - Background & Impact
Assessment Section.

In Chapters 2 through 8, water quality impacts from each pollutant addressed by the
Alliance are described in more detail.
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Chapter 2 - Nutrients

Pollutant Description of Nutrients
Nutrients are a special group of chemical elements and compounds that supply plants
with the necessary potential energy that is utilized during metabolic processes, along with
sunlight, to convert carbon from carbon dioxide into organic carbon compounds.
Important nutrients such as compounds of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur are
common at some concentration in the environment. Phosphorus, organic carbon, and
sulfur do not pose direct health concerns, yet concentrations above 1.0 mg/l of mobile
ortho-phosphate compounds in the aquatic environment can lead to algal blooms, which
lead to low dissolved oxygen levels and fish kills when dead algae decompose.
Concentrations of phosphate approaching 1.0 mg/l in surface and ground water are
generally absent in the Lower Colorado River system. Among the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the three states bordering the lower Colorado River, only
Nevada’s Department of Conservation and Natural Resources has mandated water quality
standards in Lake Mead and along the Colorado River for phosphate (0.05 mg/l).

Chapter 2
Nutrients

Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ), U. S. Geological Survey, and U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service water analyses for phosphate over the past 15 years on the
Colorado River main stem and the Bill Williams River have yielded up to 0.7mg/l in the
Bill Williams River and up to 0.45 mg/l in the Colorado River above Diamond Creek in
the Grand Canyon. Phosphate concentrations on the main stem between Lake Mead and
Morelos Dam north of Yuma have been consistently below 0.1 mg/l.
Organic carbon and sulfur, usually as sulfate, are generally found at modest quantities in
surface and ground water along the River system, although a few samples have yielded
sulfate at levels above its 250 mg/l secondary Maximum Concentration Level (MCL) for
safe drinking water. The secondary MCL is a non-enforceable aesthetics-based guideline
of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. Total organic carbon levels measured in the
Colorado River by the Central Arizona Water Conservation District and other surface
water users generally have been less than 10mg/l, but may have higher concentrations
during flooding events. There are no direct federal regulations in place on its concentration,
yet dissolved organic carbon compounds in surface water may react with chlorine-based
disinfectants to yield trihalomethane and haloacetic acid by-products, which are regulated
by the EPA.

Role of Nitrogen
Nutrients like nitrogen are necessary for healthy waters, but high levels of nutrients can
cause a number of problems, ranging from nuisance algae blooms and cloudy water to
threatening drinking water and harming aquatic life.
Nitrogen can exist in several forms (i.e. nitrate, nitrite, organic nitrogen, and ammonia
nitrogen), two of which, nitrite and nitrate, are harmful to humans, livestock and wildlife
when present in sufficient quantities. Both forms may pose a potential health threat. In
addition to causing deleterious health effects on humans and livestock, elevated concentrations of nitrogen (and phosphorus) can cause eutrophication of receiving streams and
17
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lakes. Elevated concentrations of nitrate can also be accompanied by higher than normal
counts of fecal-indicator bacteria, which may indicate the presence of pathogenic bacteria,
viruses, and protozoa. Since nitrate impacts are more widespread than other forms of
nitrogen, the following sections are dedicated to a summary description of nitrates, their
potential sources, their influence along the lower Colorado River, and mitigation efforts
to minimize nitrate concentrations in the aquatic environment.

nitrogen to surface waters. Effected surface impoundments like percolation ponds, can
contribute large quantities of nitrogen to groundwater. Aging infrastructure can contribute
nitrogen to both ground and surface water through Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSO) and
leakage.

Nitrogen gas composes 78% of the earth’s atmosphere in the form of N2, which is converted or fixed to either an oxygenated compound like nitrate (NO3) or nitrite (NO2), a
hydrogen compound like ammonia (NH3), or a nitrogen-bearing organic compound, by
plants, natural atmospheric processes (lightning), or by industrial processes. The nitrogen
cycle in nature includes the fixation of nitrogen by plants and the atmosphere into the
above mentioned compounds and denitrification (a series of chemical reactions to
reduce nitrogen) back to nitrogen gas into the atmosphere via bacterial metabolic
processes. This cycle has been altered on a global basis with the advent of agriculture
and industrial manufacturing.
Nitrogen in surface or ground water can be reported in terms of total nitrogen, nitratenitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and Kjeldahl nitrogen (the sum of organic
and ammonia nitrogen). The last two nitrogen forms are important as indicators of nearby
organic sources such as septic tanks where microorganisms produce ammonia while
decomposing organic matter. Ammonia is highly mobile and is easily oxidized so that
ammonia levels far away from the source are usually low in groundwater. Nitrites, usually
an intermediate product of ammonia oxidation, also are oxidized when exposed to aerobic
groundwater and are converted rapidly to nitrates. Nitrite levels are usually low in the
groundwater system, but may be elevated near organic sources. Chemically, nitrates are
soluble in groundwater and are very mobile, traveling far from their source. They may persist
in surface water if high enough levels are brought to the surface in sufficient quantities.

Large numbers of septic tanks along the River, both in rural and semi-urban areas,
contribute to the nitrate load of the shallow groundwater system that is hydrologically
connected to the River. Lake Havasu City, Bullhead City, Parker, and smaller communities
along the River either have or have had high septic tank densities where the potential for
nitrate influx into the River system is high. Effluent from a septic tank system can have a
total nitrogen content of 25 to 60 mg/l, most of which is ammonia and less than 1% is
nitrate. Ammonia is rapidly oxidized in the leach fields, however, producing significant
quantities of nitrate. Nitrates will migrate in groundwater and enter drinking water wells
down slope that are tapping the same aquifer, which leads to consumption (Figure 2-1).

Septic
Tank

Resident
Home
NO3

NO3

Subsurface
Treatment

Well
Pumping
NO3

NO3

Aquifer

Figure 2-1: Potential nitrate pathway in a domestic water use system.

Sources
In pristine natural environments, free nitrogenous compounds such as ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate are extremely scarce, virtually all the available nitrogen is 'locked away' as
plant or animal protein. But today, even natural environments, such as lakes or rivers
can be affected by high levels of ammonia, nitrite or nitrate.
Potential sources for nitrates in the Colorado River and adjacent shallow groundwater
may be grouped into point sources (places that can be specifically identified) such as
industrial and municipal wastewater treatment facilities and landfills, or as non-point
sources (broad areas of impact) such as marinas, wastewater lagoons and other surface
impoundments, irrigated agriculture, urban run-off, animal feeding operations, septic tanks,
fertilizer or manure applications to landscape, vehicle exhaust, atmospheric deposition,
and nitrogen fixation from natural processes. Nitrates are also found in uncooked and
cooked vegetables and nitrites in cured meats, but in much greater concentrations.
The impact of growth on wastewater treatment facilities coupled with aging infrastructure
is of particular concern. Overloaded treatment facilities, even those that include treatment
processes specifically designed to remove nutrients can discharge significant quantities of
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Agriculture along the Colorado River in Mohave County occurs in Mohave Valley, north
of Topock to Bullhead City. Southward along the River agriculture is more widespread
in La Paz and Yuma counties in Arizona and San Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial
counties in California. ADEQ studies in the 1990s along the river from Mohave Valley to
Yuma found nitrate concentrations as high as 122 mg/l in well water from agricultural
sources adjacent to the River. Fertilizer and pesticide applications as well as decomposing
organic matter (unused crops, animal feed grains, and manure from farm animals) may
contribute nitrogen in the form of nitrates that percolate to the shallow groundwater
system, which is connected to the River, and that are caught in runoff directly to the River
during precipitation events and/or continuously from drainage ditches.
The California Regional Water Quality Board’s Colorado River Basin Region is placing a
strong emphasis on surface and groundwater monitoring and protection. One of their
high priority issues from the 2004 Triennial Review is to develop guidelines for sewage
disposal from land developments. The Regional Board currently only regulates approximately 3,000 of 28,000 systems known to be in existence.
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Effluent from percolation ponds or infiltration beds at wastewater treatment plants is a
source of a certain amount of nitrate to the subsurface that migrates to the River system.
Cities that dispose effluent in this way include Lake Havasu City, Bullhead City, and
Blythe, California. Some facilities such as at Las Vegas and Laughlin, Nevada, Needles,
California, Quartzite and Yuma, Arizona, and St. George, Utah have obtained variations
of the NEPES permit to dispose treated effluent directly into the Colorado River System.
Las Vegas releases A+ treated effluent into Las Vegas Wash, part of which has been
transformed into a wetland filtering system. The water eventually flows into Lake Mead.
Two Nevada cities (Las Vegas and Henderson) and Clark County, Nevada (the “Clean
Water Coalition”) also have proposed to discharge up to 450 million gallons per day of
treated effluent directly into Lake Mead. St. George’s treated waste water is disposed into
the Virgin River, which also empties into Lake Mead. The permits for disposal include
regulations to keep nitrate concentrations as low as possible and always below the EPA’s 10
mg/l MCL. These plants may also distribute the effluent for irrigation to golf courses and
other landscape properties where nitrates may undergo fixation to organic nitrogen
compounds.
Landfills, if unlined or not lined properly, can also be a source of ammonia-nitrogen from
decomposing organic matter, such as food spoils, which, under oxidizing conditions is,
converted to nitrate. Landfills such as those at Lake Havasu City, Mohave Valley,
Needles, and Quartzite occur adjacent to the Colorado River, but their affect on the
River system with respect to nitrates is not currently known.
Fertilizers have application beyond agricultural practices. They are used for landscape
activities, such as keeping grass green for golf courses, ball fields and municipal/commercial/
school/ government landscaping. Heavy applications can lead to elevated levels of
nitrates in shallow groundwater that are not consumed by plants.
Ammonia-nitrogen associated with the uranium tailings near Moab, Utah also threatens
Colorado River water quality. Ammonia concentrations near the source may be as high
2 mg/l, which is dangerous to fish and other aquatic life in the river. Local fish kills may
result at and just downstream from the source. The threat decreases downstream as the
ammonia oxidizes into nitrates in the River.
Recreation along the River, including boating and camping, contributes relatively small,
dispersed quantities of human waste, yet increased recreation use through population
growth will lead to greater impacts on the aquatic system.
A natural potential source of nitrates in the surface and ground water systems in the
desert Southwest is from the subsoils or alluvium (gravel and sand) covering the bedrock
of the mountains adjacent to the River. This source may be only significant during very
wet years when the alluvium is thoroughly saturated and nitrates are leached into the
shallow groundwater system. Nitrate salts blown from playa lakes further west may be
picked up into the atmosphere by high winds and deposited in the region. These salts are
carried into the subsoil and accumulate until a period of water saturation leaches the
nitrates into mobile form and they are carried down slope in shallow groundwater or by
surface runoff. This hypothesis is supported by regional studies that have detected elevated
nitrate levels in subsoils of the Mojave and Sonoran deserts. Studies at the City of
Tucson’s Sweetwater surface recharge facility also indicate residual nitrates unused by
plant roots in the vadose zone are mobilized by infiltrating water.
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Water Quality Impacts
Health Concerns
Health impacts from consumption of high nitrate-bearing water mostly involve infants less
than six months old. Children this young have not yet developed the hydrochloric stomach
acid used to help digest food. The lack of acid and the abundance of nitrate in the stomach
act to support nitrate-reducing bacteria that convert nitrate to nitrite, which combines
with hemoglobin in the blood stream to form methemoglobin. This substance cannot
carry enough oxygen to the rest of the body, resulting in asphyxiation, a chocolate brown
color to the blood, and bluing of the skin (a condition known as “blue baby syndrome”),
and eventually could lead to death. Pregnant women, adults with reduced stomach acid,
and people deficient in the enzyme that changes methemoglobin back to normal hemoglobin are also at risk in developing nitrite-induced methemoglobin. Nitrates are metabolized
in the body and passed through the system without being reduced to nitrites. Nitrate has
also been tentatively linked to increased rates of stomach cancer, birth defects, miscarriage,
leukemia, Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, reduced body growth, slower reflexes and increased
thyroid size. Prolonged exposure to very high nitrate levels can produce gastric problems
and even cancer in laboratory animals.
Nitrites are generally worrisome for all children because they can interact with other
substances in the body to form a potential cancer-causing chemical called nitrosamine.
Livestock and wildlife are also susceptible to the same nitrite and nitrate toxicity. Young
cattle and sheep, including desert bighorn sheep, are especially vulnerable as are all ages
of horses, yet their tolerated consumption levels are about ten fold above those for humans.

Ecological Concerns
In addition to its health effects on humans, nitrates have significant impacts on waterbodies.
Eutrophication is the natural aging process of lakes and rivers. As these waterbodies
become better nourished with the input of nutrients and sediment through erosion and
precipitation, they gradually become shallower, warmer and more biologically active.
The aging process is accelerated when high levels of nitrogen found in untreated or poorly
treated residential, municipal and industrial wastewaters is discharged to the River. The
excess nitrogen over stimulates the growth of aquatic weeds and algae. Excessive growth
of these types of organisms consequently clogs waterways. Algal blooms block light to
deeper waters and deplete dissolved oxygen as they decompose. This proves very harmful
to aquatic organisms as it affects the respiration ability of fish and other invertebrates that
reside in water. Fish kills as well as changes in the types and numbers of aquatic species
are not uncommon in lakes and rivers where eutrophication is accelerated by such discharges.
Ultimately, eutrophication will fill the lake or water way with sediment and plant material.

EPA and ADEQ Regulations
The EPA through the 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act, has set standards for nitrogen
compounds in surface and ground waters that are used in public drinking water supplies.
MCLs are enforceable regulations that limit the amount of nitrate-nitrogen and nitrite to
10 mg/l and 1 mg/l, respectively. ADEQ, California EPA, and the Nevada Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources have adopted these standards at the state level.
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In addition, Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 4 of the Arizona Administrative Code (R18-11-405)
contains a narrative for aquifer water quality standards. The narrative standard may be
applied to an aquifer if nitrate “impairs” existing or reasonably foreseeable uses of
water in an aquifer.

Detected Nitrate Concentrations
Nitrate impacts on the Colorado River channel are largely unknown. Groundwater samples
from wells adjacent to the river, however, show variable levels of nitrates up to ten times
the MCL standard. Nitrate concentrations exceeding these standards have been detected
in Bullhead City, Mohave Valley, Lake Havasu City, Cibola, and in the Yuma region.
Nitrate levels from wells in Lake Havasu City steadily rose from 1 mg/l in the1970s to as
high as 40 mg/l in 2001, and leveling off since then to highs in the 20mg/l range in 2005.
Elevated nitrates also have been detected in wells adjacent to tributaries of the lower
Colorado River, particularly along the Gila River in Yuma County, Sacramento Wash near
Kingman, and in Detrital Valley in northwestern Mohave County.
Shallow groundwater systems adjacent to the River or reservoirs are directly connected, with
groundwater flow directions changing as the surface water rises and falls in response to water
delivery requirements. Computer modeling of the aquifer adjacent to the shoreline of Lake
Havasu has shown that fluctuating groundwater flow has a direct impact on the transport of
nitrates. Although slow, net flow of groundwater and nitrate migration is towards Havasu
Lake. Lower River and lake conditions due to the drought will speed the migration of
nitrates from groundwater to lake water.
Runoff from the Mohave and Bill Williams mountains east of Lake Havasu City after precipitation events that took place from July 2004 through February 2005, had dissolved
nitrates with concentrations as high as 25 mg/l and averaging between 5-10 mg/l. There
is no land development in these areas and nitrates are probably leached from subsoils
containing naturally fixed concentrations of nitrate compounds.
Water samples collected and analyzed by the U. S. Geological Survey and EPA along the
Colorado River over the past 30 years can be found at the following Web sites:
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/az/nwis/qw and
http://www.epa.gov/STORET/dw_home.html
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Current Mitigation Efforts
Treatment options for nitrate removal from municipal and industrial wastewater include
Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR), reverse osmosis, ion exchange, electrodialysis, distillation
and blending. The first four methods are approved by the EPA.
Biological nutrient removal (BNR) is the process whereby nutrients are removed from wastewater in addition to the organic content (historically the focus in conventional municipal
wastewater treatment). BNR for nitrogen is generally accomplished in two steps: The first
step is nitrification during which non-photosynthetic bacteria, usually of the nitrosomonas
genus, convert ammonia to nitrites. Nitrification is accomplished by the extending the aeration
time in a conventional wastewater treatment system to encourage the growth of nitrogenconsuming bacteria. The second step is denitrification. Denitrification is accomplished by adding
a tank that operates under anoxic conditions to encourage the growth of nitrite-converting
bacteria, generally the nitrobacter genus, which convert nitrite to inert nitrogen gas.
Enhanced Nutrient Removal or ENR takes water that has gone through the Biological
Nutrient Removal (BNR) process and further refines the effluent physically, bio-chemically or
chemically to reduce nitrogen and phosphorus levels. ENR can reduce nitrogen to 3 mg/L
and phosphorus 0.3 mg/L respectively, whereas BNR is generally only effective for nitrogen
down to 5 mg/L.
Reverse osmosis forces water through a membrane to segregate salts such as nitrates. Ion
exchange replaces nitrates in water with chlorides when water is run through an exchange
resin. Individual reverse osmosis systems are commonly used in residences to remove the
high dissolved solids and minerals and to improve water taste. Electrodialysis employs electricity
to drive ions through a semi-permeable membrane from one solution to another and
compartmentalizes the water into a low electrolyte treated water area and a high electrolyte
brine area. Distillation boils water to steam and collects the steam to turn back to water,
thus purifying it. Blending water simply means diluting nitrate laden water with water in
which nitrate concentrations are very low.
Since these treatments are expensive on a community size basis, elimination of the source is
the most cost effective alternative. Lake Havasu City and Bullhead City have instituted sewer
expansion programs to reduce the number of septic tanks and drain fields along the
Colorado River. There are twenty-two other entities along the River with wastewater
improvement projects that have been recently completed, are currently under construction, are
scheduled, or are proposed within the next 20 years that will increase cumulative treatment
capacities by tens of millions of gallons per day. The cumulative project costs may be more
than $2.9 billion.
A major share (80%) of the improvement costs will occur along the reach of the River
between Davis and Parker Dam. The continued rapid growth along the Colorado River,
particularly in Mohave and Yuma counties in Arizona and all along the California side of the
River, will challenge mitigation efforts if the developments are not well planned with respect
to wastewater disposal. Ultimate disposal and quality of effluent produced from these projects
will determine their effectiveness in reducing nitrate threats to the River.
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Fertilizer application on agricultural fields is regulated in Arizona according to Arizona
Administrative Code R18-9-402, as directed by Arizona Revised Statute §49-247, which
require best management practices. These best management practices include the timing and
amount of application, ground preparation, and irrigation after application. Implementation
of these best management practices is intended to minimize nitrate leaching to the subsurface
and periodic soil testing is required to monitor the progress of nutrient accumulation.
Some agriculture along the River has been curtailed, where fields have been laid to fallow or
are in the process of being converted to wildlife habitat or are included in planned developments. Over 1300 acres of adjacent River property on the Arizona side at Cibola, south of
Interstate 10 in La Paz County, will be used by the Multi-Species Conservation Program to
develop riparian and upland habitat over the next 10 to 20 years. Further south on the
California side of the river, an additional 3300 acres is also being considered for conversion
at the Palo Verde Irrigation District. Other farmers have fallowed their land in cooperation
with other state and federal programs. Developments are appearing where agriculture was
once practiced in Mohave Valley and at scattered parcels in La Paz County. Less cropland
means less fertilizer application, reducing the potential for nitrate introduction to the shallow
groundwater and the River, however developments that include residential septic systems in
their plans will continue to contribute nitrates to the shallow groundwater and the River.
Basin-wide watershed approaches through interagency coordination efforts concerning landuse are underway to study the effects of nutrients on the Colorado River system. ADEQ has
conducted groundwater baseline studies with the help of the Arizona Department of Water
Resources. The Multi-Species Conservation Program, administered by the Bureau of
Reclamation, is an integration of federal, state, and local agencies and non-profit and private
organizations to develop comprehensive, working programs for restoring or generating habitat
along the lower Colorado River to protect endangered species. Part of the program’s mandate
is to monitor and mitigate contaminant problems that may affect restoration efforts.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
Water quality monitoring efforts by the various agencies with respect to nutrients (in particular
nitrate and phosphate) along the River system, including groundwater supplies, by federal,
state and local agencies should continue. This is a cost effective measure to gauge any
impacts from known problem areas and to identify any new areas of concern.
Current mitigation in the form of septic to sewer conversions in Bullhead City and Lake
Havasu City should continue to eliminate their nitrate sources. Similar work needs to be done
in other River communities. Conventional sewage treatment methods denitrify wastewater
that otherwise would load nitrates to the subsurface and potentially to the lake. Those wastewater infrastructures already in place along the River should also be reviewed and evaluated
as to their condition, efficiency and capacity. Some of these systems have been in place for
many years. Upgrades and repairs should be implemented to those systems identified. Annual
reports could be sent to the Colorado River Regional Sewer Coalition (CRRSCo), a diverse
group of state and local agencies, Native American tribes and other organizations that have
been formed to study regional sewer issues, protect and enhance water quality in the area of
the lower Colorado River, and obtain federal funding for water quality improvements in the
River.
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To ensure that wastewater systems in new developments are built to accommodate future
growth and provide adequate treatment and disposal capacities, ADEQ should:
• Coordinate with the state designated planning agencies to review and establish a process,
to adjust, if necessary, the regional water quality management planning program in regard
to wastewater planning. Particularly, planning for discharge locations, wastewater facility
design, adequate treatment and disposal capacities, adequate treatment and disposal
methods and effluent water quality should be addressed in the review.
• Make certain that treatment performance requirements for all new sewage treatment facilities
(R18-9-B204) are met and require existing facilities to be upgraded to meet best available
demonstrated control technology (BADCT)
ADEQ and other agencies should continue to monitor Nevada’s Clean Water Coalition project
to discharge up to 450 million gallons per day of effluent directly to Lake Mead immediately
upstream of Hoover Dam. Further, ADEQ and other agencies should continue to monitor
the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) action to move the 12 million tons of radioactive
uranium tailings away from the Colorado River to a holding site 30 miles away at Crescent
Junction, Utah. Moving the uranium tailings will reduce the threat of ammonia-nitrogen to the
Colorado River. DOE plans to begin the move in the spring of 2006.
The types of fertilizers and methods of fertilizer applications on golf courses should be
reviewed and recommendations developed to minimize excess nitrate available to the
underlying aquifers. This may be accomplished through state and local agencies and university
or private research.
Lastly, educating the public is an important aspect to minimize nutrient (nitrate) leaching into
the River. Many small developments with residential septic tank systems will probably not be
converted to a collection system in the near future, so imparting knowledge of wise septic
maintenance will help minimize septic failures. Similarly, alerting the public to
wise recreational practices concerning human waste (such as through boating safety courses)
will help reduce direct impact on the River.

Potential Funding Sources
The CRRSCo has been involved in assessing the nutrient conditions of the River system and
has acted to seek federal funding. As a result of their lobbying efforts, Lake Havasu City was
awarded in 2005 a federal earmark grant of $1.5 million to help their sewer expansion
program. This group is working to secure more federal funding for water quality improvement
projects along the lower Colorado River.
Colorado River communities formed CRRSCo to educate federal government leaders about
and advocate for federal resources to address water quality issues on and near the Colorado
River, particularly the potential problems posed by high concentrations of residential septic tank
use and potential nitrate contamination in communities along the River. In accordance with a
draft Bureau of Reclamation study regarding the nitrate problem along the Colorado River,
CRRSCO estimates more than $2.4 billion is needed to construct infrastructure to alleviate
the water quality problem. Taking into account current and planned activity along the River,
CRRSCO estimates that there is a $2 billion gap between available funding and the amount
required to meet the wastewater infrastructure needs along the river. CRRSCO proposes a
federal funding solution to these water quality issues employing a model similar to the Great
Lakes Initiative or the Chesapeake Bay Program, and the Alliance strongly believes that
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federal involvement and funding is needed. State and local governments simply do not have
the resources to fully fund the infrastructure needed to protect the Colorado River from
further degradation from nitrate concentration caused by inadequate sewage treatment.

Projects, which may include wastewater construction projects if effluent is reused, are funded
either as a loan out of the "account for the revolving fund" or as a non-construction project
out of the "account for set-aside programs."

The U. S. Department of Agriculture, through their Rural Information Center (RIC), provides
extensive information and referral services to local, tribal, state and federal government officials,
community organizations, rural electric and telephone cooperatives, libraries, businesses and
citizens working to maintain the vitality of America's rural areas
(http://www.nal.usda.gov/ric/ruralres/funding.htm). An example of RIC’s listings is the Small
Community Water Infrastructure Exchange (SCWIE), which is a network of water funding
officials. Under the auspices of the Council of Infrastructure Financing Authorities (CIFA), a
group of public and non-profit environmental funding and technical assistance officials have
come together to create SCWIE. Within the SCWIE there is the Environmental Finance
Center Network, a unique program of university-based Technical Assistance Centers that
provide environmental finance outreach services to help regulated communities create innovative solutions to help manage the cost of environmental protection covering a wide array
of environmental concerns, including water-related issues. Among these water-related issues
are: financing issues for water quality, quantity, erosion control, preservation and infrastructure.

Other agencies that are stakeholders in water quality of the lower Colorado River and may
be a source of funding are the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the
Central Arizona Project.

State level funding is available to help with infrastructure construction and maintenance.
In Arizona, funding in the form of low interest loans are available through the Water
Infrastructure Finance Authority (WIFA), an independent state agency authorized to finance
the construction, rehabilitation and/or improvement of drinking water, wastewater, wastewater reclamation, and other water quality facilities/projects. The Greater Arizona
Development Authority (GADA), an agency to provide financial assistance to political
subdivisions, special districts and Indian tribes to finance or refinance infrastructure projects,
is another potential funding source that is appropriate for wastewater expansion and repair
projects.

• Prioritize those areas of 2) and 3) in terms of greatest needs based on contamination risk
and expense of implementation.

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
Following the recommendations from above, an action plan outline is offered:
• Continue existing wastewater improvement projects, with continued extensive search for
outside funding sources to help pay for these projects.
• Identify areas of wastewater infrastructure improvement needs where improvement
projects are not ongoing.
• Identify risk areas where nitrate contamination may exist or have a potential to develop.

• Search for funding to carry out the mitigating programs.
• Have ADEQ review (and revise if needed) their wastewater standards and practices to
ensure that new developments have adequate sewage treatment capacity.
• Advocate for federal funding and support the efforts of CRRSCo to obtain federal funding.

In California, the Division of Financial Assistance (DFA) administers the implementation of
the State Water Resources Control Board's (WRCB) financial assistance programs, which
includes loan and grant funding for construction of municipal sewage and water recycling
facilities, remediation for underground storage tank releases, watershed protection projects,
and nonpoint source pollution control projects. DFA also administers the Office of Water
Recycling and the Water and Wastewater Operator Certification Program. The WRCB also is
the lead agency that administers the 319 Program of the Clean Water Act Section 319(h)
nonpoint source Implementation Grant in California. In Arizona, ADEQ’s Water Quality
Division administers 319(h) funds. The goals of the funding program are to reduce, eliminate,
or prevent water pollution resulting from polluted runoff (i.e., nonpoint sources of pollution)
and to enhance water quality in impaired waters. Funds available through the 319 Program
are directed towards nonpoint source implementation projects that will achieve those goals.
Also within California is the Clean Water Team Citizen Monitoring Program, which provides
funding resources and a list of foundation and governmental grants for projects dealing
with the environment and water quality monitoring.
In Nevada, the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund is a federal program administered by the
Bureau of Water Pollution Control Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, to provide
free technical assistance and low-interest loans to private and public water systems in
Nevada to ensure compliance with regulations of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act.
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Chapter 3 - Metals
Pollutant Description
Metals as a Water Pollutant
A metal is a basic chemical element that readily forms ions and metallic bonds. Metals
are one of the three principal groups of elements, along with the metalloids and nonmetals.
On the periodic table, a diagonal line drawn from boron (B) to polonium (Po) separates
the metals from the nonmetals. Nonmetal elements are more abundant in nature than
are metallic elements, but metals in fact constitute most of the periodic table. Some wellknown metals are aluminum, copper, gold, iron, lead, silver, titanium, uranium, and zinc.
All surface waters contain metals, generally appearing in colloidal, particulate, and dissolved
states. Metals in surface water can result from both human activities and natural sources.
Dissolved concentrations of metal ions are generally low, with most metals appearing in
various oxidized forms, in combination with other elements, or adsorbed to clay, silica, or
organic matter. The solubility of metals in surface waters is predominately controlled by
the water chemistry (including pH), the type and concentration of other materials on
which metals can adsorb (including substrate sediments and suspended sediments), the
oxidation state of the minerals in which the metal is found, and other environmental factors.
For example, sediment composed of fine sand and silt will generally have higher levels of
adsorbed metal than will quartz, feldspar, and detrital carbonate-rich sediment. Metals
have a high affinity for humic acids, organo-clays, and oxides coated with organic matter.

Chapter 3
Metals

Water chemistry controls the rate of adsorption and desorbtion of metals to and from
sediment. Adsorption removes free-floating metals from the water column and stores the
metal in substrate. Desorption returns the metal to the water column, where recirculation
and bioassimilation may take place. Metals may be desorbed from the sediment if the
water experiences increases in salinity, decreases in redox potential (such as under oxygen
deficient conditions), or decreases in pH.
Several metal ions such as sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium are essential to
sustain biological life. At least six additional metals also are essential for optimal growth,
development, and reproduction, i.e. manganese, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, and molybdenum. However, where these metals are present in water in more than very small
quantities, there is a danger of overdose, which can have toxic effects. In addition to the
metals that are essential for life, water may also contain toxic metals like mercury, lead,
cadmium, chromium, silver, selenium, aluminum, arsenic, and barium. These metals can
cause chronic or acute poisoning as well as a host of other health problems in humans
and wildlife. Arsenic and cadmium, for instance, can cause cancer. Mercury can cause
mutations and genetic damage, while copper, lead, and mercury can cause brain and
bone damage.
Metals can be transmitted to the environment through direct use of mining in ores, the
burning of fossil fuels, leaching from landfills, or industrial discharges. Agriculture can also
contribute to metal pollution as these elements are contained in some pesticides and as
trace constituents in fertilizer. The trace elements end up in water systems through
29
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atmospheric rain, agricultural run-off, mining wastes and domestic sewage. The
hazardousness of metals can be dramatically increased as a result of bioaccumulation in
the food chain.
One the key factors of metal pollution is that metals are not biologically or chemically
broken down in nature. This stability also lets them be carried long distances through air
and water. Most metals are hazardous for any aquatic ecosystem as well as for human
health if they are present in any significant concentrations, although their ultimate polluting
potential depends not only on their concentration in water but also on the form in
which they are present. With the exception of mercury, the toxicity of metals is generally
due to their presence in ionic form; combined forms and precipitated forms are generally
less hazardous, although they can be liberated from these forms if water chemistry is
unfavorable. As a result, conditions that favor the formation of metal ions (such as high
salinity, low dissolved oxygen, or low pH values) generally increase the risk of metals
contamination.
After reviewing available water quality information for the lower Colorado River Basin,
the Alliance decided to focus on the following four metals: selenium, chromium, mercury
and uranium. Each of the four metals are discussed separately.
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Pollutant Description of Selenium
Selenium is a metalloid, having characteristics of both metals and nonmetals. It occurs in
nature either as a cation in compounds of sulfide, arsenide, and oxygen, or as an anion,
replacing sulfur. Selenium’s mobility in the subsurface is limited by the large stability
fields of the selenide anion and elemental selenium and is further limited by the strong
sorption of the Se(IV) oxyanion to hydrous oxides. Selenium is mobile under high oxidation
and low pH conditions.
In the Colorado Grand Canyon Watershed, the following stream segments are impaired
due to selenium concentrations in excess of water quality standards: the Colorado River Parashant Canyon to Diamond Creek and in the Virgin River - Beaver Dam Wash to Big
Bend Wash. In the Colorado/Lower Gila Watershed, the following stream segments are
impaired: the Colorado River - Hoover Dam to Lake Mohave and in the Gila River Coyote Wash to Fortuna Wash.

Sources
Marine sedimentary rocks and deposits of the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary are generally
seliniferous in the Western United States. Irrigation of these rocks and deposits where
exposed can result in concentrations of selenium in water (Seiler, et al., 1999). In the
Colorado River Basin, seliniferous deposits, as sources of selenium in downstream water,
have been investigated in the Grand Junction and Montrose areas of Western Colorado,
near the San Juan River in Northwestern New Mexico and associated tributaries in
Southwestern Colorado, and in areas along the Green River in Utah (Seiler, et al., 1999).
Selenium oxy-compounds are concentrated in ores together with uranium roll front
deposits in Wyoming near the head waters of the Colorado River.

Water Quality Impacts
Human Health Effects
Trace amounts of selenium in the human diet is essential as a nutrient that is incorporated
into an enzyme, glutathione peroxidase, that protects cells from oxidation. Selenium can
also help in breast cancer treatment and retard the toxicity of cadmium, mercury, thallium,
and silver by altering the way they react with the body. Selenium deficiency, although
rare in humans, can lead to Keshan disease, which can lead to congestive heart failure.
However, some studies indicate a possible correlation of high selenium diets with cancer,
although not all such studies confirm this relationship. One case history of selenium
poisoning from the People’s Republic of China in the 1960s noted that patients’ symptoms
included disorders of the skin, nervous system, and teeth. That incident was related to
eating food grown in high selenium soils, which were contaminated from nearby weathered
coal containing high selenium concentrations.
Most selenium problems appear to be related to farm animals, but may also affect
wildlife. Two major disorders with farm animals are blind staggers and alkali disease.
Animals with blind staggers show acute symptoms of impaired vision, a depressed
appetite, and wandering in circles after consuming plants with high selenium content.
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Alkali disease develops after chronic exposure in which animals exhibit emaciation, loss
of hair, deformation and shedding of hooves, loss of vitality and erosion of the joints of
long bones.

impacts concludes toxic thresholds for waterborne selenium concentrations should be
established at less than or equal to .003 mg/L in water (Maier et. al. 1994)

Elevated concentrations of selenium was identified as the cause of mortality, congenital
deformities, and reproductive failure in aquatic birds at Kesterson Reservoir on the
Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge in the San Joaquin Valley in California in 1983
(Ohlendorf, et al., 1988). Investigation of sources of selenium in soil in the Western
United States began in the 1930s after discovery that selenium in pasturage was the
cause of a fatal disease afflicting cattle and horses (Seiler, et al., 1999). Selenium is also
known to be detrimental to mammalian life when exposed to higher than trace levels.

The Salinity Control Act of 1974 created the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Program to plan and construct projects to reduce salt loading to the Colorado River (see
Chapter 7 - Salinity). Improvements to irrigation infrastructure in seleniferous areas can
reduce selenium loading significantly (Butler, D.L. 2001). In management of backwater
areas along the lower Colorado River, such as through the Lower Colorado River MultiSpecies Conservation Program, management of circulation, including funding, to avoid
concentration of selenium to problematic levels is a design consideration, with monitoring
to determine effectiveness.

A recent study conducted in the Colorado River Delta in Mexico (García-Hernández,
2005) found elevated levels of selenium in bird eggs throughout the Delta ecosystem.
The mean concentration found in samples of marsh wren eggs exceeded the U.S. level of
concern for selenium levels in aquatic ecosystems (generally 5 parts per billion). Based on
comparisons of concentrations between wetland-inhabitant birds and birds nesting in
terrestrial environments, and previous studies that have found elevated selenium levels in
birds along the lower Colorado River (including the Cibola and Havasu National Wildlife
Refuges) the study concluded that the likely source of this contamination is from the U.S.
portion of the Colorado River as opposed to local soils in Mexico.

Current Mitigation Efforts
In general, two approaches are used to manage selenium pollution. First, management
of irrigation of seleniferous deposits can reduce mobilization of selenium. Secondly,
avoidance of concentration of river water containing selenium to problematic levels can
avoid exposing aquatic biota to harmful levels. Additionally, the ADEQ includes discharge
limits for selenium in its point source discharge permits based on chronic criteria of 2
parts per billion.
Another potential approach involves flushing flows through systems affected by selenium
accumulation. In the upper Colorado River this practice has proved to remove selenium
concentrations in the water, sediments and biota (Hamilton, et al., USGS, 2003), however
this may not be feasible throughout areas affected in the Lower Colorado River.
Following the identification of selenium as a problem at Kesterson Reservoir, the United
States Department of the Interior implemented, in 1985, the National Irrigation Water
Quality Program to study the effects of irrigation drainage on water resources. Seiler, et
al., 1999 reported findings of investigations of that program. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has sampled biota on the Havasu, Cibola, and Imperial National Wildlife Refuges
on the lower Colorado River to determine if selenium toxicity was problematic in those
areas. Combined, these efforts reveal the bioaccumulation of selenium in the aquatic
food chain in these areas is evident in vegetation, invertebrates, birds and fish to levels
that may be affecting eco-system productivity. Tissue sampling trends suggest continued
accumulation over time may impact species diversity, and human health through regular
bird or fish consumption (Rusk, 1991, King, et. al. 1993, Andrews et. al. 1997, Lemly et. al.
1996, Welsh et. al. 1994). A summarization of studies to mediate selenium food chain
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Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
Support continued funding for the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program to
reduce salt loading in areas with sources associated with seleniferous deposits.
Encourage the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum to address the constituents of
salinity in areas where there are water quality impacts due to those individual constituents.
Local officials should avoid development projects or programs that will result in further
concentrations of selenium in areas that will affect local drinking water sources or will be
frequented by birds and other wildlife (such as evaporation ponds, isolated backwaters
without adequate circulation, or concentrated agricultural drains).
Develop coordinated monitoring activities, potentially through the Lower Colorado River
Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) to determine trends of selenium concentrations in both the water column and target species throughout the lower Colorado
River.
Monitor fish tissue for selenium concentrations of species most commonly consumed by
humans on a revolving three year basis from Lake Havasu to the international border.

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
Support continued funding for the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program. (see
also Chapter 7 - Salinity) Engage the services of the Lower Colorado River Resource
Conservation and Development Council (RC&D) to seek financial support of selenium
monitoring efforts.
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Pollutant Description of Chromium
Chromium is a multi-valent metal found naturally in all igneous rocks, but is more
concentrated in ultramafic igneous rocks, sometimes as an ore of iron or lead.
Chromium is also present in soils, mobilizing under aerobic conditions. The most common
forms of chromium in groundwater are the relatively insoluble trivalent form, Cr(III),
which occurs in anaerobic conditions and is usually precipitated as chromium hydroxide
(Cr(OH)3), and the soluble hexavalent form, Cr(VI), which occurs as either the chromate
(CrO42-) or dichromate (Cr2O72-) ion. Both forms usually occur naturally in low concentrations,
but may be higher near geologic sources or through introduction by human activities. Of
the two forms, only Cr(VI) is considered dangerous to human and environmental health.
The transport of chromium in groundwater is highly dependent on the interplay of the
pH, the organic matter, mineral, and clay content, and the oxidation conditions.
Chromium adsorption to organic matter, clay mineral, ferrous iron, or sulfide mineral
surfaces and subsequent reduction to Cr(III), occurs under anaerobic and lower pH
conditions. As groundwater becomes more oxidized and alkaline, chromium must compete
for adsorption with more common ions, keeping it in the mobile Cr (VI) form. The presence
of manganese oxides and hydroxides, which may be common in groundwater along the
Colorado River, also helps to stabilize Cr(VI), giving the opportunity for long transport paths.

Sources
Hexavalent chromium, in the form of chromate (CrO42-) and dichromate (Cr2O72-) salts, is
used in a wide variety of industrial activities and products such as its use as a pigment in
paints, printing inks, and plastics, and as a constituent in metal alloys, hard chrome plating,
corrosion inhibitors, refractory bricks, photographic film, wood preserving, and leather
tanning. Industrial applications such as spraying, plating, and welding release chromium
dust to the atmosphere.
Disposal of fly-ash from coal combustion is the largest release to soils by human activity.
Illegal dumping of chromate solutions and sewage sludge disposal to the land surface are
other significant sources of chromium to soils. Wood preserving solutions containing
chromated copper arsenates carry an added threat of arsenic contamination if such solutions
were released into the environment.

Water Quality Impacts
Health Concerns
Chromium enters the body by ingestion or by inhalation, although direct contact on the
body can lead to systemic poisoning, dermatological ulcer generation, and if eyes are
exposed, permanent eye damage may result. Chromium inhalation can cause lung cancer
and respiratory tract ailments that could lead to nasal septum piercing and asthma. Air
borne chromium dust has the double threat for direct inhalation and settling into a drinking
water body to be later consumed. Chromium has even been known to accumulate onto
cigarettes, which when smoked, is inhaled by the smoker. Long term ingestion of
chromium in water or foods can lead to kidney and liver dysfunctions, nerve tissue damage,
and internal hemorrhaging.
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Environmental Concerns
The environmental effects to the biological community include toxicity to plants and
aquatic life, yet chromium does not appear to bioconcentrate in food chains. Chromium
is more toxic in soft water than in hard water. The acute toxic effects may be observed
within two to four days of contact include the death of animals, birds, or fish, and death
or low growth rate in plants. Chronic toxic effects may include shortened lifespan, reproductive problems, lower fertility, and changes in appearance or behavior. Soils containing
high concentrations of chromium have become sterile.

EPA and State Regulations
The U. S. EPA’s and ADEQ’s maximum concentration level (MCL) in drinking water is 100 ppb
for chromium. Arizona’s surface water quality standards for hexavalent chromium to protect
the domestic water source use is 21 ppb; while the chronic aquatic life standard is 1 ppb.

Detected Chromium Concentrations
Total chromium concentrations in the Colorado River and its associated reservoirs are and
have been below the MCL standards for drinking water; however, there are two locations
where hexavalent chromium is impacting groundwater adjacent to or near the river.
These occur at the highly publicized Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) Compressor Station site
on the California side of the river at Topock (I-40 river crossing) and at the former McCulloch
manufacturing plant in Lake Havasu City (LHC), Arizona. The plume of hexavalent
chromium bearing groundwater contains as much as 700 ppb and has traveled several
hundred feet from its source to within 60 feet of the Colorado River. Investigatins and
mitigation efforts are underway to define the extent of the Cr(VI) presence under order of
the California Department of Toxic Substances Control. ADEQ is monitoring these efforts.
The second plume of chromium 6+ in LHC is being monitored by the current land
owner and a monitoring well drilling program has identified most of its extent.
Manufacturing operations at the old McCulloch chainsaw and outboard motor plant used
chromium 6+ for plating metals. Hexavalent chromium occurs in the vadose zone
above the water table where the chromium solutions were released; however a 1,200
feet long and 275 feet wide plume extends towards the River below the water table.
The known downstream edge of the plume is about 3,800 feet from the River. Total
chromium concentrations measured thus far range up to 240,000 ppb.

Current Mitigation Efforts
Both known hexavalent chromium sites in the lower Colorado River area are being
monitored, and mitigation efforts are underway at the Topock location. Groundwater
extraction wells adjacent to the River channel at Topock began pumping in early 2004 to
help remove the impacted water and to create a reverse groundwater flow field that
effectively deflects the groundwater from entering the river. Injection wells also have
been drilled to re-inject treated water back into the aquifer. A sediment coring project in
the River channel up and down stream of the facility will be conducted to determine the
extent of contamination underneath the River channel. Officials from the California
Environmental Protection Agency, the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality, and
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the U.S. EPA have been following the mitigation work. ADEQ has initiated a groundwater study
on the Arizona side of the River to help in determining whether chromium contaminated
groundwater has reached Arizona.
Installation of additional monitoring wells and continued monitoring near the McCulloch
site in Lake Havasu City is expected to better define the extent of that plume. Calcium
polysulfide has been injected into a test well to convert hexavalent chromium to trivalent
chromium.

Recommended Solutions for Implementaation & Funding
Continued monitoring and mitigation efforts should continue at the two known sites to
remediate the impact in the groundwater systems adjacent to the Colorado River. More
work is needed at the Lake Havasu City site to determine the full extent of the hexavalent
chromium contamination and what methodologies are most prudent to remediate the
situation.
Hexavalent chromium analyses should be included in all River water sampling programs,
particularly downstream from the PG&E Topock site. A GIS-based review of other industry
activities, past and present, along the Colorado River should be instituted to determine
any other potential sites that threaten the River system. If any are identified, environmental
Phase I investigations are warranted, and if necessary, Phase II on-site investigations to
determine the extent and degree of contamination. The next step in the process is Phase
III remediation to clean the site(s).
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Pollutant Description of Mercury
Mercury is a naturally occurring element found most often in the form of mercury sulfide
(HgS) in volcanic rocks such as cinnabar, or in liquid form as “quick-silver”. Mercury also
occurs as an accessory element in many common rock types such as granite or shale and
is found in elevated amounts in some coal deposits. Because mercury can undergo two
types of chemical reactions (oxidation-reduction and methylation-demethylation), in the
environment, mercury may be found as elemental mercury (Hg 0), inorganic mercury
(Hg +1 or Hg+2), or organic mercury [monomethyl mercury: HgCH3+ or dimethyl
mercury: Hg(CH3)2).

Sources
Naturally occurring mercury can be mobilized in the environment through excavation,
hard rock mining/ore processing, or volcanic activity. Because of its amalgamating capacity,
mercury was used extensively during the gold rush, particularly in placer mining, but also
in lode operations prior to the use of cyanide in the 1920s. Arizona and the surrounding
states share a history of extensive mining, including both lode and placer gold mining.
Figure 3-1 shows existing mining activity in Arizona; note the gold mine sites within the
Colorado River drainage. Aerial sources of mercury may include waste incineration, coal
fired power plants, cement and lime kilns, smelters, pulp and paper mills, chlor-alkali
factories, and forest fires. Figure 3-2 shows both potential regional aerial sources and
mercury-contaminated lakes in Arizona as of 2003.

Potential Funding Sources
In most cases, the land owner of the toxic contamination site pays for the investigations
and remediations, which has been the case for the two known chromium VI contaminated sites. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) or Superfund program administered by the U. S. EPA has helped to pay for
hexavalent chromium remediation at sites in the past.
The Arizona Water Quality Assurance Revolving Fund (WQARF) also might be a potential
source of clean-up funds although WQARF has not been fully funded by the Arizona
legislature in recent years.

Action Plan for Implementation & Funding
• ADEQ should continue to monitor clean-up of the two known sites on the river.
• Investigate other potential sites along the River.
• Prioritize and address any potentially additional threatened sites.

Figure 3-1
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Uses of Mercury
Mercury has been extracted and used in manufacturing and industry for centuries. Among
the various uses are: pigments, light bulbs, dental fillings, batteries, thermometers, electrical
equipment (switches), chemical processing (e.g., chlorine and caustic soda), pesticides, and
such things as the manufacture of felt hats or pharmaceuticals. Anthropogenic sources of
mercury have become a global phenomenon and therefore its environmental fate and
transport have become a global concern because of potential toxicity and its tendency to
bio-accumulate.

Human Health and Environmental Concerns
Mercury can be toxic when inhaled, eaten, or placed on the skin. Depending on the chemical
form and the dose received, mercury can be toxic to both humans and wildlife. In people,
toxic doses of mercury can cause developmental defects in the fetus, as well as kidney and
nervous system damage. High level exposures can be lethal, such as occurred in Minamata,
Japan (1953-1960) from consumption of contaminated fish, or in Iraq (1971-1972) from
ingestion of fungicide-tainted bread. Mercury has been shown to bioconcentrate up aquatic
and marine food chains increasing the risks to top predators, including humans.
Increasingly, Arizona lakes and reservoirs are being listed as impaired due to high levels of
methyl-mercury in fish tissue. One pertinent example is Alamo Lake in the Bill Williams
watershed, which drains to the Colorado River system at lower Lake Havasu just above
Parker Dam and the Central Arizona Project (CAP) intake structure.. The Clean Water Act
requires that a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) analysis be conducted on impaired surface
waters to achieve standards compliance. TMDL sampling and analysis for Alamo Lake
(ADEQ, (2004-2005) has revealed specific areas within the watershed that show elevated
sediment and suspended sediment mercury that correlates with historic gold mining and a
massive sulfide deposit. The contribution of aerial deposition (both wet and dry) has been
estimated to be less than 20% of the total mercury load reaching Alamo Lake. For a more
accurate analysis of mercury deposition in general, ADEQ has committed funds to support
the first Mercury Deposition Network (MDN) site in Arizona.

Detected Mercury Concentrations
As mentioned, mercury has been detected in water and sediment in the Alamo Lake watershed
using ultra-clean, low-level analytical methods. Mercury is present in the Alamo Lake discharge
to the Bill Williams River downstream (tributary to the Colorado River near Parker), and there
are also abandoned mines below Alamo Lake (e.g., Mineral Hill Mine) that drain to the Bill
Williams National Wildlife Refuge. Mercury may also be entering the Colorado River between
Lake Mead and Lake Havasu from areas such as Gold Road or Gold Hill. The threat of mercury
contamination from other potential sources within the Colorado River drainage has not been
determined with any certainty.

Figure 3-2

In the Bill Williams Watershed, the following segments are impaired due to mercury in excess
of water quality criteria: in Burro Creek from Boulder Creek to Black Canyon and in Boulder
Creek from an unnamed tributary to Butte Creek.
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Waters also may be impaired due to mercury in fish tissue in excess of the standard. In the Bill
Williams Watershed, Alamo and Coors lakes are impaired due to mercury in fish tissue. In the
Little Colorado River Watershed, Upper Lake Mary, Lower Lake Mary, Soldiers Lake, and
Soldiers Annex Lake are impaired due to mercury in fish tissue.
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife studies published in 1993 and 1997 cite mercury detections in largemouth
bass collected along the Colorado River corridor. The highest level of mercury detected was
found in a fish from the Bill Williams National Wildlife Refuge (0.13 ug/g wet weight) but still
well below fish levels found by AGFD/ADEQ in Alamo Lake (0.3 – 1.1 ug/g wet weight). Higher
trophic-level birds such as eagles, osprey, or grebes that eat fish are particularly at risk.
Clark’s grebes also showed the highest mercury level in an individual collected at the confluence
of the Bill Williams and Colorado River (3.65 ug/g in liver; 5.38 ug/g in kidney, as compared to
the “extremely hazardous” concentration of 20 ug/g suggested in the literature).

EPA and State Regulations
Mercury is regulated through the Clean Air Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, as well as the Safe Drinking Water Act and the Clean Water Act. It is one of approximately
120 priority pollutants. Because mercury is emitted as a byproduct of coal and oil combustion,
emissions from power plants constitute about 40 percent of total U.S. mercury emissions annually.
The Safe Drinking Water Act establishes Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) for mercury at
2.0 ppb (total mercury). Arizona Surface Water Standards cite this standard under Domestic
Water Source, along with more stringent standards for aquatic and wildlife use (0.01 ug/L
dissolved mercury for chronic exposure; 2.4 ug/L dissolved mercury for acute exposure).

Current Mitigation Efforts
Within the Bill Williams watershed, efforts are being mobilized to contain and cap the
three tailings piles at Hillside Mine (Boulder Creek). Sampling for the Alamo Lake TMDL
identified additional areas where further investigation is needed (Copper Basin/Skull
Valley Wash; middle Santa Maria River, and upper Big Sandy River) to focus mining
source attribution.

Recommended Solutions for Implementaation & Funding
• Conduct a detailed mine survey, focusing on gold mining operations.
• Conduct further fish and wildlife testing along the Colorado River.
• Conduct clean mercury sampling with low-level detection in the main stem of the
Colorado River and backwaters (if fish and wildlife levels warrant).
• Support additional air deposition monitoring stations in Arizona.

Potential Funding Sources
• Clean Water Act Nonpoint Source/TMDL Implementation grants (§ 104(b)(3) & §319).
• Federal agencies including: USFWS; BLM, USFS.
• State agencies: AGFD, ASLD, Mines & Minerals.

Action Plan for Implementation & Funding
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Pollutant Description of Uranium
Uranium is a natural and commonly occurring radioactive element. Rocks, soil, surface
and underground water, air, and plants and animals all contain varying amounts of uranium.
It is a reactive metal, so it is not found as free uranium in the environment. Typical
concentrations in most materials are a few parts per million (ppm). Some rocks and soils
may also contain greater amounts of uranium.
Natural uranium is a mixture of three types (or isotopes) of uranium: U-234, U-235, and
U-238. U-234 is by far the most radioactive of the three isotopes and has the shortest
half-life (the time it takes for half of the isotope to give off its radiation and change into a
different element). Uranium decays through a series of different radioactive materials,
eventually transforming into lead. The half-lives of uranium isotopes are very long (244
thousand years for 234U, 710 million years for 235U, and 41/2 billion years for 238U).
Because U-235 and U-238 have such long half-lives, the uranium found in the earth
today is the same metal that was present when the planet was formed.
Uranium is usually found only in very small amounts in nature, but where the concentrations of uranium in rock are high enough, the rock is considered a uranium ore and may
be mined. After the uranium is extracted from ore, it is converted into uranium dioxide
or other chemical forms. The residues remaining after uranium has been extracted are
called mill tailings. Mill tailings normally contain a small amount of uranium, as well as
other radioactive waste products such as radium and thorium. Uranium in mill tailings
can combine with other chemicals in the environment to form various uranium compounds. Each of these uranium compounds dissolves to a different extent in water, ranging from not soluble to very soluble. The solubility of these compounds determine how
easily the compound can move through the environment, as well as how toxic they are.

Sources
Uranium is found at low levels in virtually all rock, soil, and water. Significant concentrations of uranium occur in some substances such as phosphate rock deposits, granitic
rocks (a source of radon gas), and minerals such as uraninite and carnotite in uraniumrich ores. sulfide and selenium deposits are associated with uranium ore bodies.
Anthropogenic sources include uranium ore body mill tailings from which precipitation
runoff leaches the uranium compounds and the settling of uranium dust out of the air (in
addition to soil dusts, coal-fired power plants normally emit some level of uranium dust).
The levels of uranium in water in different parts of the United States are extremely low in
most cases, and water containing normal amounts of uranium is usually safe to drink.
Plants can absorb uranium from the soil onto their roots without absorbing it into the
body of the plant. Therefore, root vegetables like potatoes and radishes that are grown in
uranium- contaminated soil may contain more uranium than if the soil contained levels
of uranium that were natural for the area.

• Interagency coordination to develop and implement further investigation.
• Identify localized mercury sources and prioritize remedial projects.
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Uses of Uranium

EPA and State Regulations

Uranium ore can be mined by underground, open-cut methods, or subsurface solutionleaching, depending on its depth and type of geologic environment. After mining, the ore is
crushed and ground up. Then it is treated with acid to dissolve the uranium, which is then
recovered from solution. Uranium may also be mined by in situ leaching, where it is dissolved
from the orebody in situ and pumped to the surface. The end product of the mining and
milling stages, is uranium oxide concentrate (U3O8), the conventional form in which uranium
is sold. These mining and refining processes produce wastes such as mill tailings which may be
introduced back into the environment by wind and water if they are not properly controlled.

EPA standards under the Clean Air Act limit uranium in the air. The maximum dose to an
individual from uranium in the air is 10 millirems. Uranium in drinking water is covered
under the Safe Drinking Water Act. This law establishes Maximum Contaminant Levels, or
MCLs, for radionuclides and other contaminants in drinking water. The current standards
are: combined radium 226/228 of 5 pCi/L; a gross alpha standard for all alphas of 15 pCi/L,
not including radon and uranium; a combined standard of 4 mrem/year for beta emitters.
The MCL for uranium is 30 ppb.

When refined, uranium is a silvery white, weakly radioactive metal. Uranium in ores can be
extracted and chemically converted into uranium dioxide or other chemical forms usable in
industry. Depleted uranium is used by the military as shielding to protect Army tanks and
also in parts of bullets and missiles. The military also uses enriched uranium to power
nuclear propelled Navy ships and submarines, and in nuclear weapons.
The main civilian use of uranium is in nuclear power plants, helicopters and airplanes. Very
small amounts are used to make some ceramic ornament glazes (added for color), light
bulbs, photographic chemicals, and household products. Phosphate fertilizers often contain
high amounts of natural uranium, because the mineral material from which they are made is
typically high in uranium.

Human Health & Environmental Concerns
The release of radiation during the decay process raises health concerns. However, unlike
other kinds of radiation, the alpha radiation ordinarily given off by uranium cannot pass
through solid objects, such as paper or human skin. To be exposed to radiation from uranium,
humans have to eat, drink, or breathe it, although some uranium transformation products
produce more dangerous levels and types of radiation.
Because of the relatively weak radioactive character of uranium, uranium’s chemical effects
are likely more dangerous than the radiation it emits, although some of the transformation
compounds associated with uranium (such as radium) are potentially hazardous. Some studies
have suggested a correlation between kidney disease and exposure to large doses of uranium
in both people and animals, as well as correlations to a type of bone cancer known as sarcoma.
Since uranium tends to concentrate in specific locations in the body, risk of cancer of the
bone, liver cancer, and blood diseases (such as leukemia) are also increased. Inhaled uranium
increases the risk of lung cancer. Very high doses of uranium have caused reproductive
problems (reduced sperm counts) in some experiments with laboratory animals. Very high
doses of uranium in drinking water can also affect the development of a fetus in studies of
laboratory animals.
Waste generated from uranium mining operations and rainwater runoff, if not properly
managed, can contaminate groundwater and surface water resources with heavy metals and
traces of radioactive uranium. The toxicity of uranium to fish varies with water quality
particularly total hardness and alkalinity. It accumulates in soils and sediment and enters the
food chain by adsorption on surfaces of plants and animals and by ingestion of sediments
and contaminated food. Therefore, bottom-feeding fish have a higher risk due to accumulation
than higher order predator fish.
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In 1978, Congress passed the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) in
response to public concerns regarding potential health hazards of long-term exposure to
radiation from uranium mill tailings. UMTRCA requires DOE to establish a remedial action
program and authorizes DOE to stabilize, dispose of and control uranium mill tailings and
other contaminated material at uranium-ore processing sites and associated properties. EPA
has issued special regulations for cleaning up uranium mill tailing sites in Title 40 Code of
Federal Regulations 192, Health and Environmental Protection Standards for Uranium and
Thorium Mill Tailings. The cleanup of contaminated sites to be released for public use, must
meet EPA's risk-based criteria for soil and ground water. EPA's site cleanup standards limit a
person's increased chance of developing cancer to between 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 1,000,000
from residual uranium on the ground.

Detected Uranium Concentrations
ADEQ has reviewed over 20 years of available water quality data for the Colorado River
from the Utah border to the border with Mexico and found no exceedances of the surface
water quality standard for uranium of 35 μg/l. However, there are a number of active or
abandoned uranium millsites located along the Colorado River and its tributaries; of these,
one Utah site, near Moab, in particular represents a significant potential source of uranium
contamination in the Basin.
Among its provisions, UMTRCA charged DOE with reclaiming nine abandoned uranium
millsites located within the floodplain of the Colorado River or its tributaries. Typically the
tailings wastes at these sites were increasing radon levels in the local air and had seeped into
the groundwater, where plumes of contamination threatened to enter the rivers. In each
case, DOE decided to move the tailings to new disposal cells away from surface and groundwater, investing nearly $2 billion in the program by the late 1990s. Only ongoing groundwater
treatment remains to be done in this effort.
The 1978 Act also provided for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to oversee eventual
owner-funded reclamation of uranium mills still actively in business. This included the Atlas
Mill along the Colorado River near Moab, Utah, formerly Uranium Reduction Company
(URC) ore processing facility. This mill was the first commercial uranium mill in the U.S. and
the largest ever built beside a river. The mill ceased operations in 1984 but over its many
years of operation, approximately 10.5 million tons of uranium mill tailings have accumulated
on site as a nearly 100 foot tall, 130-acre tailings pile. While the milling process removed
approximately 95% of the uranium, the tailings contain several naturally occurring radioactive
elements, including uranium, thorium, radium, polonium and radon as well as other pollutants.
The Atlas tailings pile averages 94 feet above the Colorado River floodplain and is about 750
feet from the Colorado River. The pile was constructed in a series of terraces and also contains
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debris from dismantling the mill buildings and other structures. Radiation surveys indicate
the tailings contain radioactive contaminants at concentrations above the EPA standards.
Besides tailings and contaminated soils, other areas with environmental issues include
unlined ponds used during ore-processing activities, disposal trenches, and other locations
used for waste management during facility operation.
Initially, Atlas proposed, and the NRC approved, a plan to simply cover the unlined wastes in
the River’s floodplain. However, this proposal generated objections from the local government
and a full EIS was prepared. During the course of preparing the EIS, it was discovered that
leakage from the tailings pile and other hotspots on the mill property had contaminated the
groundwater and the Colorado River into which it discharges. Studies showed that tailings
seepage into groundwater had averaged 57,000 gallons/day during the 40-year life of the
mill and that approximately 110,000 gallons of this tainted groundwater were reaching the
River daily. The underground plume is more than 5,000 feet wide and extends more than
40 feet below the surface. Contaminants present in high amounts include uranium,
molybdenum, selenium, ammonia, nitrates and sulfates among many others, with ammonia
levels high enough to be immediately lethal to fish.
Faced with unexpected water treatment costs, Atlas Corporation declared bankruptcy in 1997,
leaving behind a reclamation bond of approximately $5 million. A coalition of environmentalists,
politicians and water districts with more than 25 million consumers of this water succeeded
in getting legislation passed in 1999 transferring responsibility for the site to the DOE.
DOE prepared another EIS and found that the tailings pile is built in the center of an alluvial
fan, vulnerable to possible failure during a large flood. The Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality expressed its serious concerns about the impact of the tailings pile on
water quality in the Colorado River to urge DOE to move the waste by rail, thirty miles north
to a new disposal cell near Crescent Junction, Utah. Actual tailings removal is scheduled to
begin in 2007 and continue until 2017.

Figure 3-3. Aerial view of the Moab site in 2001 identifying the locations of the tailings pile, Moab Wash,
Colorado River, upstream background sampling location and the Matheson Wetlands Preserve.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
ADEQ should continue to monitor the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) action to:
• Move the 12 million tons of radioactive uranium tailings away from the Colorado River
to a permanent disposal location 30 miles away at Crescent Junction, Utah

Current Mitigation Efforts
In addition to moving the tailings, DOE will also implement active ground water
remediation at the Moab milling site. Groundwater in the shallow alluvium at the site
was contaminated by the milling operations. As ADEQ expressed in its comments to
DOE, the Colorado River adjacent to the site has been negatively affected by site-related
contamination, mostly because of groundwater discharge. The primary contaminant of
concern in both the ground water and surface water is ammonia, which is highly toxic to
aquatic life. Other contaminants of concern are manganese, copper, sulfate, and uranium.
The reclamation plan calls for a pump and treat system that would extract groundwater
and treat it to standards. It is anticipated to take between 75-80 years to remediate the
groundwater at an estimated cost of nearly $500 million. Removal of the tailings produces
a secondary benefit of reducing seepage of ammonia-nitrogen from the tailings, either
subsurface or through surface discharge into the Colorado River.
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• Conduct active groundwater remediation on-site. Until the project becomes a permanent
DOE budget line item, it will be necessary to assure each year that sufficient federal
appropriations are made to keep the work on schedule.

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
ADEQ should continue to monitor the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) removal of
the uranium tailings pile and groundwater remediation at the former Atlas Minerals facility
near Moab, Utah. Moving the uranium tailings will reduce the threat of uranium, ammonia
and other pollutants to the Colorado River.
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Chapter 4 - Endocrine Disrupting Compounds

Pollutant Description

Chapter 4
Endocrine Disrupting Compounds

Endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) are an emerging group of potential water
contaminants about which relatively little is known. EDC is a descriptive phrase for a broad
group of natural and synthetic organic compounds that block or mimic normal receptoractivating hormones in the human endocrine system. They also may act as triggers
activating the hormone system at undesired times and at undesired levels. The
endocrine system plays an important role in maintaining the body’s internal steady state
(e.g. nutrition, metabolism, excretion, water and salt balance), regulation of growth, reaction
to outside stimuli, and production and storage of energy. Normally, hormones produced
from the endocrine glands carry messages to various parts of the body in response to
nerve cell or gland stimuli and they attach themselves to a receptor cell. The receptor cell
carries out the hormone’s instructions and can either turn on genes to create new proteins
for long-term effects (e.g. growth or sexual maturity) or can alter the activity of existing
proteins to respond to the stimuli (e.g. faster heart beat, vary blood sugar levels).
Endocrine disrupting compounds can mimic the body’s hormones and slip into receptor
sites, but they do not carry the intended messages, effectively blocking the normal
endocrine process, or altering it in a negative way. Some chemicals called environmental
estrogens, can act like estrogen or androgen, altering sexual maturity in some fashion.
Such changes include low sperm counts, early puberty in females, possible breast cancer
increased incidents, and higher rates in testicular cancer. Those chemicals that block or
alter hormonal binding to the receptor cells are called anti-estrogens. Still other chemicals
can alter production and breakdown of natural hormones or modify the development and
function of receptor cells. Exposure to EDCs may not result in a direct effect on the living
organism, but may significantly alter the reproductive process with devastating results: the
disruption of community structure and the ecosystem process.
Pharmaceuticals (prescription or not) are a category of possible EDCs. They affect the body
because they are designed to specifically influence human receptors and many are
lipophilic, which readily dissolve in fatty tissue, but not in water. The body uses the
necessary part of the drug, and the rest is eliminated, eventually ending up in the
environment. Most research has gone into two major classes of pharmaceutical effects:
the promotion of pathogen resistance to antibiotics and the disruption of endocrine systems
by natural and synthetic sex steroids. Other classes of concern to the EPA are antidepressant selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), calcium-channel blockers,
efflux-pump inhibitors, antiepileptics, and genotoxic chemotherapeutic agents.
EDCs also may be a threat to the natural environment. Most EDCs, can accumulate within
organisms and may negatively impact aquatic ecosystems by affecting various physiological
processes in organisms. Preliminary studies indicate increased cancer rates, reproductive
abnormalities, impaired reproduction, and development of bacteria with antibiotic
resistance. Concerning the last issue, bacteria in the environment is exposed to antibioticbearing effluent and adapts to these chemicals, making them harder to destroy with
antibiotics if they infect a person.
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Water Quality Impacts

Sources
EDCs have a wide variety of origins both natural and synthetic with the pharmaceutical and
chemical industries leading the way with synthetic production. Some EDCs are naturally
occurring, such as phytoestrogens produced by plants. The pharmaceutical industry intentionally
creates EDCs (i.e. health related drugs such as antibiotics, codeine, and acetaminophen) to
correct the body’s health problems, effectively restoring the body’s normal behavior. The advent
and increased use of contraceptives has also contributed to the amount of pharmaceutical
EDCs released into the environment. In addition, the chemical industry unintentionally
produces EDCs as byproducts of manufacturing or in agricultural applications. EDCs such as
nonylphenol, alkylphenol ethoxylates (APEs), and phthalates are often found in common
household items, such as detergents, cosmetics, personal care products, household cleaners,
and even in plastic food containers. Several pesticides contain known or suspected endocrine
disrupting compounds that enter our bodies through residues on food, which may be eliminated
from the body and into the aquatic environment. Food and tobacco products also contain
chemicals such as caffeine and nicotine derivatives that persist in the aquatic environment.
Heavy metals like lead, mercury and cadmium are also byproducts of manufacturing and
enter waterways via disposal from these facilities.
Pharmaceuticals in waste water effluent are a growing source of concern as more and more
drugs are produced and consumed, and as the population increases along the Colorado River.
The body utilizes the drugs, but eventually excretes unused portions, which make their way
into septic or sewer systems, all of which eventually lead to groundwater infiltration that
migrates to the River or is directly discharged to the River. Household cleaners and personal
care products also end up either in groundwater or sewage treatment plants. Las Vegas is
currently discharging effluent that eventually drains into Lake Mead, and along with
Henderson and Clark County, Nevada has proposed to directly discharge up to 450 million
gallons per day of treated effluent into the deeper parts of Lake Mead. There also are locations
on the River where effluent is disposed through percolation or natural infiltration from effluent
use. Table 4-1 gives a partial list of EDC sources and the type of EDC associated with the source.
Table 4-1: Types of and potential sources of EDCs
EDC Sources
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EDC Category

EDCs

Landfill

Polychlorinated compounds

Polychlorinated dioxins and
biphenyls

Agricultural runoff

Organochlorine pesticides

DDT, dieldrin, lindane

Industrial effluent

Alkylphenols and Phthalates

Nonylphenol, dibutyl phthalate,
butylbenzyl phthalate

Municipal Effluent

Natural hormones, synthetic
steroids, pharmaceuticals

Estradiol, estrone, testosterone,
ethynyl estradiol

Atmospheric/
Combustion Emissions

Androgenic

Oxygenated organic species
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Much research is being conducted to understand the role of EDCs in water quality issues.
This group of chemicals was not considered a problem in the 1970’s through much of
the 1990’s as their concentration levels in surface and ground water were and still are in
most cases below detection limits of analytical procedures. New technology has pushed
the detection limit to the fraction of a microgram per liter (parts per trillion) level. EDCs,
including pharmaceutical and personal care products, are introduced into surface waters
via treated wastewater inputs, confined animal facilities, runoff of terrestrial pesticide
formulations, household cleaning products, industrial processes, and direct application
with tank- mixed aquatic pesticides. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
put maximum concentration level limits (MCLs) concerning drinking water quality on several
EDCs; however, most chemicals within the EDC family have not been studied enough to
ascertain their health affects and currently are not regulated.

EDC’s Measured in Colorado River Water
Generic sampling of river and lake water related to EDCs along the Colorado River
(particularly in Lake Havasu) do not indicate any immediate threats from EDCs, yet a
2000-2001 U.S. Geological Survey study of Lake Mead and Las Vegas Wash focusing
on pharmaceuticals and food derivatives, found detectable levels of 13 such compounds.
Only six of the 13 compounds were detected in Lake Mead, which was sampled twice,
once in the spring and once in the summer. All 13 compounds were present in Las Vegas
Wash at one time or another during six sampling periods spread throughout a year’s
cycle. Caffeine, cotinine, and 1,7 dimethylxanthine were the most widespread compounds
detected. Cotinine is a metabolite of nicotine, which is present in tobacco products, and
1,7 dimethylxanthine is used in dietary and appetite suppressants. Caffeine increased its
concentration in lake water from early spring to summer in response to recreational activity
on Lake Mead. The low number of detections of these compounds in Lake Mead probably
reflects the dilution factor within a large water body. The study also suggests that increased
water temperature during summer months may amplify biodegradation (analgesics and
anti-inflammatories) or biological uptake (antibiotics) of some of these compounds.
The effects of long-term exposure to low levels of individual or combinations of EDCs are
being addressed through extensive research efforts in the United States and Europe. A
potential non-health related problem is the negative affect that EDCs may have on bacteria
beds used to purify water in waster water treatment facilities.

Current Mitigation Impact
There are no regulations specifically aimed at EDC mitigation on the Colorado River system.
The EPA has released preliminary reports discussing steroid and other EDC removal
strategies from drinking water treatment processes. Results indicate that granular activated
carbon adsorption and forms of biodegradation may be useful in removing some steroids,
DDT, PCBs, endosulfan, methoxychlor, diethylphthalate, diethylhexylphthalate, and
bisphenol A. The EPA is currently focusing on alkylphenolic compounds which result
from waster water treatment processes. Current technology can be employed to remove
EDCs from both water and wastewater, as the need dictates.
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Summary
EDCs, including pharmaceuticals and personal care products, come from many different
sources and represent many classes of chemical compounds. Limited work on the lower
Colorado River system has detected the presence of a few of these compounds, and the
issue of effects on overall human health remains uncertain. The detected compounds are
predominantly antibiotics, prescription drugs, human waste metabolites, and pesticides.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
Additional research is recommended to augment the limited data on the impact(s) of
EDCs to humans and wildlife. Characterizing the occurrence of the compounds as well as
the impacts will guide water managers to determine if EDC removal is warranted. The
water industry will benefit from these studies, as this is a nation-wide issue, not just a
local point of interest. Specific recommendations include the following:

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
ADEQ is recommended to perform the literature search and to manage the WQSP by
developing a program similar to Perchlorate in Arizona; Occurrence Study of 2004.
Management would include utilizing the expertise of organizations skilled in collecting
EDC samples and performing the analytical work, such as the US Geological Survey.
ADEQ is recommended to assemble a team composed of the impacted stakeholders and
selected experts to characterize and prioritize the salient issues based on the results of the
two reports.

• Perform a literature search and compile all available studies, reports, and data on EDCs
in the ecosystem and their impacts. Identify opportunities to collaborate with on-going
research teams such as University of Arizona, Arizona State University, Colorado School
of Mines, University of California – Berkeley, Southern Nevada Water Authority, and
WateReuse Foundation.
• Characterize the occurrence of EDCs along the Colorado River by developing and
implementing a Water Quality Sampling Program (WQSP) at selected locations including
the following:
• Up-gradient and down-gradient of sources of EDCs
• Influent to water treatment plants
• Recreational areas
• Prioritize issues identified from the reports on the literature search and WQSP to direct
future research programs.
• Implement research programs to determine the impacts to humans as well as the
ecosystem.
• Communities with household hazardous waste programs should provide education
about the proper disposal of unused prescription medications and should accept
unused prescription medications in their programs.
Funding sources for the WQSP include the US Environmental Protection Agency, Centers
for Disease Control, AWWA Research Foundation, and Water Environment Research
Foundation. Analysis of the data and studies specific to the ecosystem can be funded
through US Fish & Wildlife Services, Wildlife Conservation Fund, the Heritage Grant Fund
and ADEQs Waste Reduction Assistance Program.
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Chapter 5 - Perchlorate
Pollutant Description
Perchlorate (ClO4-) is a negatively charged ion composed of chlorine and oxygen. It
combines with ammonium, potassium, or sodium ion to form perchlorate salts.
Perchlorate salts have very low volatility, but high solubility. In addition, perchlorate sorbs
poorly to mineral surface and organic material, which leads to high mobility in aqueous
systems (i.e. surface water and groundwater).

Sources
Perchlorate salts are naturally occurring or they can be man-made. Naturally occurring
perchlorate is suspected in certain regions like the southern high plains of the Texas
Panhandle. Detection of perchlorate in rain and snow samples suggests that a natural
perchlorate background of atmospheric origin may exist. Man-made perchlorate salts,
particularly ammonium perchlorate, is used by the military and aerospace industries as
an ingredient in solid rocket fuels and propellants. Perchlorate is also found in explosives,
pyrotechnics, blasting operations, dry batteries, and auto air bag inflators. There are other
non-military/industrial uses and sources of perchlorate including use as a therapeutic drug
in the treatment of thyroid disease, most notably hyperthyroidism associated with Graves
disease, and in fertilizers derived from Chilean caliche, an ore containing nitrates.
However, a 2001 survey of fertilizer composition conducted by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) concluded that “fertilizer use would probably not be a major
source of perchlorate contamination and would be possible only where fertilizers
derived from Chilean caliche were used.”

Chapter 5
Perchlorate

Water Quality Impacts
Because of concerns about the possibility that perchlorate ingestion could interfere with
thyroid function in a sub-group of the population (i.e., pregnant women with iodine
deficiency), some scientists, health officials and the general public have recently questioned
the safety of affected drinking water supplies, including the Colorado River.

Current Regulatory Guidance
In January 2005, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) issued a report on the health
effects of perchlorate. It recommended a reference dose of 0.0007 milligrams per kilogram
of body weight per day (mg/kg per day). In light of the NAS report, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established 0.0007 mg/kg per day as the official
reference dose for perchlorate in February 2005 EPA’s reference dose represents a daily
oral exposure level to the human population, including the most sensitive sub-groups,
that is not expected to cause adverse health effects during a lifetime. At this time, EPA
has not determined whether a drinking water standard, or Maximum Contaminant Level
(MCL), for perchlorate is appropriate. If EPA decides that a perchlorate MCL is necessary,
the agency may use this reference dose to establish the MCL. This regulatory process
likely will take several years.
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In the absence of a federal MCL, some states have already adopted or are in the process of
adopting health goals for perchlorate. On March 11, 2004, California Environmental
Protection Agency's Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), adopted a
Public Health Goal (PHG) of 6 ppb, and the state re-affirmed this PHG after the publication
of the NAS report. More recently in August 2005, California’s Developmental and
Reproductive Toxicant (DART) Identification Committee, a panel of independent scientists
administered by OEHHA, concluded that available scientific information on perchlorate was
not sufficient for placing the substance on the Proposition 65 list of chemicals that cause
birth defects or other reproductive harm. California Department of Health Services (DHS) is
progressing towards establishment of an MCL in drinking water based on OEHHA’s PHG.
Other states like Nevada and Arizona have similar cleanup levels or health goals for perchlorate. Nevada uses a perchlorate “provisional action level” of 18 ppb based upon interim
guidance provided by U.S. EPA on June 18, 1999 and reaffirmed on January 22, 2003.
Arizona established a Health Based Guidance Level (HBGL) of 14 ppb for perchlorate in
drinking water. HBGLs represent concentrations of contaminants in drinking water that are
protective of public health during long-term exposure. Both Nevada’s cleanup level and
Arizona’s HGBL for perchlorate were established several years before the NAS study and
EPA’s subsequent adoption of the current perchlorate reference dose.

Colorado River
In 1997, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California discovered perchlorate in
their water supply from the lower Colorado River. This discovery was made possible
because of a new and more sensitive test method than was available in earlier years. The
contamination was traced to Lake Mead and the Las Vegas Wash, and eventually to a Kerr
McGee chemical plant in Henderson, Nevada. This finding prompted US EPA, the Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection (Nevada) and Kerr McGee Chemical Company (Kerr
McGee) to initiate immediate efforts to control the source and reduce perchlorate releases
(mass loading) to the Las Vegas Wash.
Perchlorate-contaminated groundwater flows north about three miles from the Kerr McGee
facility to the Las Vegas Wash. It is the most significant source of perchlorate entering the Las
Vegas Wash. Prior to implementing any control measures, groundwater and surface water
discharges to the Las Vegas Wash from all sources resulted in approximately 900 - 1,000
pounds per day of perchlorate loading. This load has been reduced to approximately
100 – 160 pounds per day by mid 2005.
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Current Mitigation and Remediation Efforts
Control Strategy
Kerr McGee, EPA, and Nevada cooperated in the development of a containment and
remediation strategy for the Kerr McGee facility. The current strategy focuses on capture
and treatment of perchlorate-impacted water at three discrete locations. The first location
is at the Kerr McGee facility where perchlorate is most concentrated; the second is about
midway between the facility and the Las Vegas Wash where there is a narrow subsurface
channel that makes effective capture possible; and the third is proximate to the Las Vegas
Wash where capture will have the most immediate impact on reducing the flow to the
Las Vegas Wash. Each of these discrete locations reduces the load deposited into Lake
Mead and correspondingly, the load present in the lower Colorado River.
In addition to the Kerr McGee facility, there is another contributing plume that is both
smaller and much less concentrated. This plume, attributed to a former PEPCON
perchlorate plant, is being investigated and will be remediated. American Pacific
Corporation (AMPAC) is the parent corporation for PEPCON. In December 2002,
AMPAC initiated a pilot study to determine the feasibility of an in-situ bioremediation
(ISB) program to reduce perchlorate contamination. The ISB Pilot Study was successful
in reducing perchlorate concentrations from about 500 parts per million (ppm) to less
than 2 ppb. Nevada is requiring AMPAC to install a remediation system at the leading
edge of its plume by the end of 2005. An ISB system will be installed and activated in
two phases. The first phase is scheduled for activation by the end of 2005. The second
phase will allow for activation of the full-scale long-term ISB system by early 2006.

Current Status
The Kerr McGee control strategy has eliminated perchlorate-impacted groundwater from
the facility. This has been achieved through the installation of a slurry wall (1,700 feet
long and 60 feet deep) and 22 corresponding extraction wells. In 2004, these wells
captured approximately 950 lbs/day of perchlorate. As of May 2005, nearly 940 lbs/day
of perchlorate were removed by these wells.
The control strategy employed at the Athens Road Well field, the midpoint between the
facility and the Las Vegas Wash consists of eight extraction wells, which began regular
operation in October 2002. They capture residual perchlorate-impacted groundwater
midway between the facility and the Las Vegas Wash. In 2004, these eight wells
removed 760 lbs/day of perchlorate, or an estimated 90 - 98% of the mass flow
approaching this well field. As of May 2005, monitoring data indicates approximately
775 lbs/day of perchlorate were removed.
The controls near the Las Vegas Wash, which consist of both surface water and groundwater capture via a seep intercept system and 10 wells, capture an estimated 70 - 90%
of the mass flow. Amounts are decreasing and have dropped from about 500 lbs/day in
early summer 2003 to about 190 lbs/day in 2004 and have continued to drop to about
150 lbs/day through the first half of 2005.
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Lake Mead
Perchlorate concentrations are monitored at two different locations in Lake Mead.
Samples are taken from monitoring sites in Las Vegas Bay and near Saddle Island. Surface
water sampling reveals seasonal variations from 10 - 100 ppb over the last five years. The
sample values tend to peak in spring/summer and dip in the fall/winter, corresponding
with the seasonal variations in water elevations.
Monitoring results at the Las Vegas Bay site showed no clear trend (except seasonal
variation) from 2000 to 2003; summer time peak in 2004 shows a decrease of about
60% compared to 2002 and 2003.
At Saddle Island, concentrations began to decline in late 2003 and continued to decline
through the first half of 2005. In late 2003, the monthly average peaks were 10.5 ppb,
(about 35% lower than previous 3 year’s peaks). In 2004, the monthly average concentrations
ranged from 4.2 ppb to 4.7 ppb between July and November. The annual average for
2004 was 5.6 ppb, a decrease of about 40% from the 2003 annual average of 9.8 ppb,
and a decrease of almost 60% from the 2000 annual average of 13.1 ppb. The Saddle
Island monthly average perchlorate concentrations continue to show declines through the
first half of 2005 as the groundwater remediation system operated by Kerr-McGee continues
to limit the amount of perchlorate entering Las Vegas Wash and Lake Mead.
Since mid 2003, concentrations of perchlorate at Saddle Island in Lake Mead ranged
from about 3 to 11 ppb. These levels are well below the EPA reference dose. EPA
established a reference dose of 0.0007 mg/kg/day of perchlorate. This reference dose
translates to a Drinking Water Equivalent Level (DWEL) of 24.5 ppb. A DWEL is the
concentration of a contaminant in drinking water, including a margin of safety, which will
have no adverse health effect. A DWEL is not a drinking water enforcement standard.
These levels are less than the Nevada cleanup level and Arizona’s HBGL.

Lower Colorado River
The lower Colorado River is also sampled at two locations. The first location is below
Hoover Dam at Willow Beach and is intended to measure perchlorate concentrations in
water entering the Colorado River. Annual peak concentrations have declined gradually
at this location from approximately 10 ppb to about 6 ppb in early 1999 to less than 4 ppb
through the first half of 2005. According to the Nevada Division of Environmental
Protection, the average annual concentrations continue to decline and have been
reduced approximately 40% from 2000 to 2004. In 2005 this trend is continuing and
perchlorate concentrations have declined to below 2.00 ppb in the last few months (1.8
ppb in July 2005 and 1.9 in August 2005).
The lower Colorado River is also sampled at the Colorado River Aqueduct at Lake
Havasu. This site is intended to measure the perchlorate concentrations as they enter the
southern California drinking water supply system. Here, peak concentrations also have
shown gradual decline from 9 ppb to less than 4 ppb since control strategies were initiated
in November 1999. In the 2004 sampling year, nine out of the twelve monthly samples
were non-detect (Method 314 Reporting Detection Limit (MDL) = 4 ppb). All monthly
samples for the first half of 2005 also have been non-detect using a 4 ppb detection limit.
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For risk assessment purposes, all non-detect samples were recorded and graphed as 4
ppb. The average annual concentrations have been reduced approximately in half, from
6.4 ppb in 2000 to less than 4 ppb in 2004 and are expected to remain at less than 4
ppb throughout 2005.
Separate from the Kerr McGee cleanup efforts, the State of Arizona conducted a perchlorate
occurrence study in 2004. Seventeen surface water samples along the lower Colorado
River mainstem were taken. Sample results indicate perchlorate concentrations ranged
from non-detect to 6 ppb. The study also concluded that there is a “slow, steady decline
in perchlorate concentrations in both surface and groundwater along the Colorado River
as well as in areas using Colorado River water in central and southern Arizona.”

System Recovery
It will take time for the groundwater and surface water system of the Las Vegas Wash through
Lake Mead and into the lower Colorado River to recover from the mass loading that has
occurred historically in this region. Even after the source of perchlorate is eliminated, it
will require additional time for clean water to flush out the contaminated groundwater
and surface water systems. Ongoing remedial efforts are reducing the perchlorate
concentrations and mass. In an effort to estimate how long it would take Colorado River
perchlorate concentrations to reach target levels under various perchlorate control strategies
and hydrologic conditions (time necessary to flush the system), Flow Science, a consulting
firm from Pasadena, California, was engaged by the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California (MWD) to provide a predictive tool for MWD to understand how
perchlorate concentrations in the lower Colorado River could be expected to decline
over time. Flow Science conducted a perchlorate modeling effort and presented a final
report in March 2004. Assuming 90% of all perchlorate sources to Las Vegas Wash are
captured by October 2002, the modeling predicted that perchlorate concentrations at
the Colorado River Aqueduct intake (where California sources its water from the Lower
Colorado) would reach 4 ppb by mid-2004 and 2 ppb by mid-to late-2005. The modeling
predictions have been borne out to date by the 2004 annual average concentration at
this location which was less than 4 ppb, the consistent set of sample results demonstrating
concentrations at this location have remained less than 4 ppb since June 2004, and the July
and August 2005 Willow Beach concentrations which are less than 2 ppb.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
Current efforts to reduce perchlorate concentrations in the Colorado River should continue.
These include the industry and government efforts to arrest and mitigate the sources of
perchlorate which migrate to Lake Mead and the Colorado River through the Las Vegas
Wash. These ongoing efforts continue to reduce the levels of perchlorate in the
Colorado River.

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
Appropriate containment, control and cleanup efforts have been and are being implemented and are improving the River. Consistent with the recommendation in Perchlorate
in Arizona Occurrence Study of 2004, the State of Arizona is encouraged to continue
monitoring the cleanup and mitigation efforts of the Colorado River.
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Chapter 6 - Bacteria and Pathogens
Introduction
Bacteria are microscopic organisms that have existed for a very long time. Geologic
record shows bacteria to have existed 3.2 billion years ago. Some researchers believe
that the first oxygen that appeared on Earth, 2 billion years ago, was created by bacteria.
The discovery of bacteria in 1676 is credited to Antony van Leeuwenhoek. In 1,876 it
was discovered that bacteria could cause disease.

Chapter 6
Bacteria and Pathogens

Bacteria are very diverse and many can multiply quickly depending on surrounding
conditions. Some bacteria are extremely hearty and can remain dormant while conditions
are not good. Still other bacteria can be carried in the air. Bacteria are at the bottom of
the food chain and are known as decomposers. They play a very important role in recycling
organic materials that plants and animals need to survive. There is a proportional tie
between nutrients, sediments and bacteria that should be recognized. Because bacteria
are living organisms that have a preferred habitat, more nutrients and/or more sediment
probably means more bacteria.
The human body is home to many kinds of bacteria. Bacteria can cause disease two
ways. First, the bacteria can multiply itself inside the human or animal body and second,
it can produce a toxin which makes the victim ill.

Pollutant Description
Coliform bacteria are a large group of bacterial species and are most commonly associated
with water quality. The group includes both fecal coliform and non-fecal coliform. Fecal
coliforms can include disease-causing and non-disease causing species. Escherichia coli (E.
coli) is one species of fecal coliform bacteria present in the fecal matter of warm blooded
animals. E.coli is used in water quality sampling as an indicator of fecal contamination and
the potential presence of other harmful organisms.
One other form of bacteria worth mentioning here is cyanobacteria. Cyanobacteria were
once mistaken for blue-green algae; however, further research suggested that the
composition of cyanobacteria did not agree with the make-up of algae. Cyanobacteria
have been shown to cause toxic blooms in
freshwater. They produce toxins that can be
very harmful to animals and possibly, to
humans. Cyanobacteria have been implicated
as a likely cause of fish kills in freshwaters.
The two most likely pathogens that will be
found in recreational waters are
Cryptosporidium and Giardia.
According to the CDC, cryptosporidium is a
parasite that lives in the intestine of animals
and humans. It is able to live outside the
body for extended amounts of time and is
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Figure 6-1: Above is a picture of fecal
coliform bacteria.
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very resistant to chlorine disinfectants. Cryptosporidium is now recognized as one of the
most common sources of disease in drinking and recreational water in the United States and
the world.

noted that the Bill Williams and Gila Rivers are the only perennial tributaries in the lower
Colorado River that can introduce substantial flood influence on the main stem
Colorado.
Recreational activity along the Colorado River also increases bacterial contamination
potential. With inadequate numbers of sanitary facilities (both restrooms and trash facilities),
tourists and recreationalists will consistently contaminate the shoreline of the River. Trash
along the shoreline of Lake Havasu has increased substantially over the last several years
as evidenced by the volume collected. When sanitary facilities are not available, those
using the River will contaminate the shoreline with trash (containing all matter of material
including diapers) and excrement which is eventually washed into the River. Potential for
pollution also exists due to the boat pumping stations along the River. Any malfunction at
these stations could introduce bacteria to the River again.

CDC describes Giardia as a one-celled parasite that lives in the intestine of both animals
and humans. Like Cryptosporidium, Giardia can live outside the body for a very long time.
It, too, is found all over the world and has become known as one of the most common
sources of waterborne disease.

Sources
All natural water (rivers, lakes, wetlands) contain bacteria. Ground water usually has
fewer bacteria than surface water because of its long travel time in the sub-surface
environment. However, ground water can become contaminated by sewage -- via septic
systems or sewer outfalls, fertilizer and surface runoff, as well as other pollution sources.
Potential sources in Arizona include high density of on-site wastewater systems, storm
water run-off from the monsoons during the summer and rain/storms during the winter
and inadequate number of sanitary facilities in recreational areas along the Colorado
River. Bacterial contamination is an issue that is linked with high concentrations of people
and animals, whether it is recreational or residential.
Some of the communities along the Colorado River were developed with the use of onsite wastewater systems. As discussed in Chapter 2 on Nutrients, in the past few years,
communities such as Bullhead City and Lake Havasu City have been sewering their cities
in order to avoid bacterial and other contamination of the River. Effluent from a septic
system may have bacteria which then has the potential of contaminating the groundwater (see Figure 6-2). Wastewater treatment plants also have potential for contaminating
the River via release of untreated effluent due to a failure in the treatment system or a
broken pump or line.
Several communities do release effluent directly into the Colorado River including, both
Laughlin and Las Vegas, Nevada. Moreover, Las Vegas, Henderson and Clark County,
Nevada, has proposed to discharge substantially increased quantities of effluent (up to
450 million gallons per day) into Lake Mead. This
is treated effluent; however, the risk remains for a
break in the system which could result in detrimental effects on the river.
Storm water run-off also occurs when enough
rain falls to cause flow. With the large drainages
and washes that dot the Arizona desert, the
potential for bacterial contamination of the River
is present. During these events, the storm water
runs over and mixes with organic material that is
available in the washes and drainage areas. The
drainage patterns are constantly changing with
the explosive development along the Colorado
River. Each time the drainage pattern changes, a
new set of challenges are encountered. It should be
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Water Quality Impacts
Health Issues
Elevated levels of bacterial and protozoan contamination in the Colorado River may cause
a variety of illnesses including, but not limited to, E. coli, cholera, shigella, salmonella
and campylobacter. According to the CDC, each year an estimated four billion diarrheal
episodes occur and an estimated two million deaths, the majority of which occur in
third-world countries, with a smaller percentage occurring here in the United States.
CDC believes that at least half of these illnesses and deaths are a result of waterborne
diseases. The symptoms of the diseases caused by contaminated water include nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea (bloody and/or dehydrating), and in some cases, death. Animals are
also susceptible to becoming ill from contaminated water. Sickness and death may occur
in both humans and animals due to both enterobacteria (E.coli, etc.) and cyanobacteria
found in the Colorado River.

Water Quality Testing
Bacterial testing of water quality along the Colorado River has been taking place. Each
summer Lake Havasu is tested a minimum of twice per month at carefully selected
beaches for bacterial counts. When a limit is exceeded, the water is tested once again,
within 24 hours. It is the policy of Mohave County that if the second test results in an
exceedance the affected beach is posted and closed. The Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality (ADEQ) has also contracted with USGS in order to conduct periodic testing along the Colorado River for bacterial levels along with other contaminants.

Bacterial Concentrations in the Colorado River
Several agencies test the River’s water quality. Agencies involved in testing include ADEQ,
Mohave County Department of Public Health, USGS, National Park Service, the State of
Nevada and sometimes, Indian Health Services. Although there have been a few recorded
spikes in bacterial testing along the Colorado River, specifically, in Lake Havasu, follow-up
testing has not indicated a chronic problem. However as development and recreation
along the River continues, potential for increase of bacterial contamination will continue.
Figure 6-2: Diagram of how effluent
eventually enters the groundwater.
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Current Mitigation Efforts
As stated earlier, a few communities along the Colorado River are beginning or have
been sewering their cities and reducing the number of septic tank and leach field systems
due to contamination of groundwater and future concerns that the groundwater could
no longer be drinkable or useable.
There has been a concentrated effort to eliminate old privies in the Lake Havasu area of
Mohave County and replace these units with more sanitary restroom facilities. As part of
this effort, there have been several new restroom facilities added to beaches along Lake
Havasu. Trash containers have also been added to aid in the collection of refuse and
items such as dirty diapers which would have, in years past, eventually been washed into
the lake. This effort at trash collection has met with limited success.
Lake water sampling and sampling along the Colorado River continues to take place and
procedures are in effect which prevent swimmers from entering water that is deemed
unhealthy for recreating.
Mohave County is preparing to propose a local ordinance that will require more homes
along the Colorado River to connect to sewage treatment plants. This area is known for
having very shallow groundwater and sandy soils which makes for a very difficult area to
install septic systems. Although the communities of Lake Havasu and Bullhead City have
taken great strides towards connecting to community sewer, the county area in between
these communities is still installing septic systems.
The National Park Service (NPS), on September 21, 2005, issued a press release which
indicated that an Environmental Assessment for the Replacement of Water and Sewer
Systems had been released for the Lake Mead National Recreational Area. According to
the referenced press release, the systems are extremely old and in need of constant
maintenance.
Along the lines of sanitation, in March of 2003 the NPS published their Lake
Management Plan/Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Lake Mead National
Recreation Area. This plan addresses sanitation issues and proposes rules requiring all
overnight boating campers to possess a portable toilet and to prohibit the use of glass and
Styrofoam containers. The NPS recognizes that education and proper notification of
campers and visitors is an integral part of this process.
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• ADEQ should support local jurisdictions as they aim to pass local ordinances requiring
abandonment of on-site wastewater systems along the Colorado River. This would not
require any extra funding on the part of the State.
• Installation and maintenance of more sanitary facilities along the Colorado River to
include restrooms, trash locations and educational materials such as signage. This may
require more substantial funding.
• ADEQ and other officials should closely monitor the proposal by Las Vegas, Henderson
and Clark County, Nevada, to discharge up to 450 million gallons a day of treated
effluent directly into Lake Mead.
• Environmental education beginning in schools and expanding to community service
groups, etc. Public Service Announcements conducted in association with education.

Action Plan For Implementation and Funding
Action plan for the above-mentioned recommendations:
• ADEQ should dedicate resources to coordinate a monitoring network on the mainstream
of the Colorado River. ADEQ should survey existing monitoring activities and review
and prioritize the establishment of future monitoring in coordination with interested
federal and local agencies. Monitoring network to produce quarterly monitoring data
reports.
• Conduct research to find what potential funding sources (grant programs) are
available for water quality projects. City Councils/local jurisdictions approached for
recommendations on what local groups could help with in this type of activity
(e.g. “Keep Havasu Beautiful”). ADEQ continue to encourage applications to the
Water Quality Improvement Grant Program for eligible sanitary facilities and education
along the River.
• Local governments along the River may apply for grant with Legacy Foundation for
educational grant-funded program.
• Support the effort of the Colorado River Regional Sewer Coalition to obtain federal
funding for sewer infrastructure projects in communities along the Colorado River.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
• Coordinate a monitoring network operated and maintained to improve data gathering
and analysis efforts to identify hot spots or periods of violation, pursue remedies and
keep the feedback loop going perpetually, aiming to always improve efficiency. One
way to begin this would be a concentrated survey along the River in areas of high use
and during busy seasonal periods. The monitoring network should include all agencies
that currently conduct surface water testing along the Colorado River and interested
stakeholders. Regular communication among the monitoring network is recommended.
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Chapter 7 - Salinity/Total Dissolved Solids
Pollutant Description
For purposes of this report, the terms “total dissolved solids” and “salinity” will be
equivalent, although there are slight differences between the two:
• “Total dissolved solids” (TDS) are generally associated with freshwater systems and
consist of inorganic salts, small amounts of organic matter, and dissolved materials.
• Salinity was originally an oceanographic term, generally describing the total salt content,
but is also used for freshwater systems.

Chapter 7
Salinity/Total Dissolved Solids

Both terms are used to describe the sum of the inorganic cations and anions dissolved in
water: sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, carbonates, chlorides, sulfates, and
nitrate.
The saline sediments of the Colorado River Basin were deposited in prehistoric marine
environments. Sedimentary rocks are easily eroded and dissolved, transporting their salts
into the river system. Human activities such as irrigated agriculture and energy exploration
can influence and accelerate this process (Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum,
2002).
Increased salinity levels in the Colorado River affect agricultural, municipal and industrial
users. Agricultural water users suffer economic damage due to reduced crop yields,
added labor costs for irrigation management and added drainage requirements. Urban
users must replace plumbing and water-using appliances more often, or spend money on
water softeners or bottled water. Industrial users and water and wastewater treatment
facilities incur reductions in the useful life of system facilities and equipment (Colorado
River Basin Salinity Control Forum, 2002). Damages in the United States are estimated at
$330 million per year, and economic damage in Mexico is not quantified but also a
significant concern (Department of the Interior, 2003).

Water Quality Standards
Surface Water
In 1972, EPA required development of water quality standards for salinity in the Colorado
River in accordance with Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303. The seven Colorado River
basin states formed the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum (the Forum) in 1973.
The Forum has been the vehicle that has allowed the states to cooperate in developing
the standards which included numeric criteria at three locations in the lower Basin as
well as a basin-wide plan of implementation. The seven states each adopted the standards
and plan of implementation through their individual administrative processes, and the
standards were approved by EPA. The implementation of the salinity control plan has
ensured compliance with the numeric criteria while the Basin states have committed to
develop the water allocated to them by the Colorado River Compact.
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Arizona’s Surface Water Quality Standards establish a flow-weighted average annual
salinity standard that must be maintained on the lower Colorado River at the following
locations:
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Figure 7-1: Salt Concentrations at Numeric Criteria Stations expressed as annual
flow-weighted averages

Arizona Colorado River Salinity Standards
Location

Salinity

Below Hoover Dam (to Parker Dam)

723 mg/L

Below Parker Dam (to Imperial Dam)

747 mg/L

At Imperial Dam

879 mg/L

These standards were established by the Forum based on data collected in 1972, and
the conditions present in 1972 became the standard to be attained for the future. The
Forum emphasizes that this should not create any inference that 1972 represents a typical
year from either a hydrologic or water quality perspective. Rather, the purpose of the
numeric criteria and the Forum’s Plan of Implementation for Salinity Control is to mitigate
the effects of water resource development and human activities in the Colorado River
Basin after 1972. The Plan is not intended to address human-caused salinity prior to this
date. The standards are also not intended to address any other designated uses of the
Colorado River (human health and aquatic and wildlife); however, the Forum states that
projected future salinity concentrations, with or without salinity controls, have not been
shown to have adverse effects on human health or wildlife (Forum, 2002).
Impacts of natural variations in the hydrologic cycle have a significant impact on salinity
levels. Therefore, the Forum’s plan for maintaining the criteria is developed using a longterm mean annual water supply of 15 million acre-feet per year at Lee’s Ferry, Arizona.
When River flows are at or above this level, concentrations are typically below the numeric
criteria. Conversely, when flows are significantly below the long-term mean, and reservoirs
are depleted, salinities are expected to increase (Forum, 2002). Fluctuating salinity levels
are shown in Figure 7-1.
The diluting effect of record high flows during the mid-1980s caused lower salinity levels,
followed by an extremely dry period from 1988 to 1992 with rising salinity concentrations.
Moderately high flows later in the 1990s once again resulted in decreasing salinity.
Recognizing the effects of variable hydrologic cycles, the Forum considers natural
increases to be in conformance with standards, provided that concentrations are at or
below the criteria when river flows and reservoir conditions return to normal. Federal
regulations also allow for temporary increases due to additional water development projects
until salinity control projects are brought on line (Forum, 2002).
Groundwater
There is no salinity standard for groundwater quality in Arizona; however, EPA has
recommended a Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL). SMCLs are nonenforceable, aesthetics-based guidelines that define the maximum concentration of a
contaminant that can be present without imparting unpleasant taste, color, odor or other
aesthetic effect on the water. See Figure 7-2.
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*see Appendix 4 for data used to create this graph and explanation of flow-weighted
average calculations.

Table 7-1: EPA’s SMCLs for Public Drinking Water Systems
Pollutant
SMCL
Total dissolved solids

500 mg/L

Sulfate

250 mg/L

Chloride

250 mg/L

Sources
The Department of the Interior (2003) along with other members of the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Forum have spent 30 years investigating sources of salinity and
have identified the following major sources:
Natural Sources - Nearly half of the salinity in the Colorado River system is from natural
sources. Saline springs, precipitation runoff, and associated erosion of saline geologic
formations all contribute to this background salinity. The erosion process and associated
salinity problems can be accelerated by human activities such as grazing and energy
exploration and development.
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Irrigated Agriculture - Agriculture is the largest user of water in the Colorado River
Basin, and agricultural return flows contribute to the salinity of the system. Irrigation water
dissolves salts found in the underlying saline soils and geologic formations, usually marine
shale. Deep percolation mobilizes these salts found naturally in the soils, especially if the
lands are over irrigated.
Groundwater quality often deteriorates in arid irrigated areas due to salt buildup as a
result of evaporation and evapotranspiration. The portion of irrigation water that is actually
consumed by plants or lost to evaporation is virtually free of salts, therefore, the vast
majority of salts in the original irrigation water percolate through the soil, eventually to
recharge the underlying aquifer. This contaminated groundwater is then pumped for
irrigation use and will percolate to the underlying aquifer again. Thus, the recycling of
groundwater will continue to increase dramatically the salinity of the aquifer over time.
As the salinity of the groundwater increases, so too does salinity of surface water in the
Colorado River as irrigation tail waters flow back into the River.
Development of Energy Resources - The development of coal, oil and gas, and oil
shale, also contribute significant quantities of salt to the Colorado River. The Forum
recognizes that the salinity of surface water can be increased in these operations through
the following means:
• Mobilization of saline groundwater - There are many static, saline aquifers located
throughout the Colorado River Basin confined within impermeable shales, which
have prevented the transport of their saline water. Drilling and mining can provide
a path for the saline aquifer water to reach the surface.
• Mineral dissolution and uptake in surface runoff – The location of fossil fuels is
associated with marine-derived geology. Any disturbance to the land increases
contact surfaces and allows water to dissolve previously unavailable minerals.
• Production of saline water – Oil and gas production in the Basin can produce
saline water in amounts several times greater than the amount of oil produced,
depending upon the geology of the area. Disposal techniques include evaporation,
injection and discharge to local drainages.
• Consumption of higher quality water – Consumption during energy development
can reduce the amount of water available to dilute Colorado River salinity.
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Water Quality Impacts
Plant Growth - Excess dissolved solids negatively impacts plant growth. As shown in
Table 7-2 below, as salinity increases above 500 mg/L, the effects on crops increase, reducing
agricultural production. Above 500 mg/L, crops that are sensitive to salinity cannot be
grown. Rapid salinity changes can cause changes in osmotic pressure, resulting in
plasmolysis (cell shrinkage) of tender leaves and stems. In addition, sodium is toxic to
certain plants, especially fruits, and frequently causes problems in soil structure, infiltration
and permeability rates. Clay soils, with their high percentage of exchangeable sodium,
will swell when wet and can further limit water movement and plant growth.
In its Water Quality Report, the Salt River Project (SRP, 1998) references guidelines for
total dissolved solids (salinity) and its separate constituents in water used for agricultural
irrigation purposes. These general guidelines can be applied to Colorado River water to
evaluate its suitability for use based on salinity concentrations.
Table 7-2: SRP Dissolved Solids Guidelines for Agricultural Purposes
Range of concentrations
Parameter

Effects on crops

No Problems
(mg/L)

Increasing
Problems (mg/L)

Severe
Problems (mg/L)

General effects on
crop yield

<500

500 – 2000

>2000

De-flocculation of
clay and reduction in
infiltration

>320

<320

<128

Sodium

Effects when water is
absorbed by leaves

<69

>69

--

Chloride

Effects when water is
absorbed by roots

<142

142-355

>355

Chloride

Effects when water is
absorbed by leaves

<106

>106

--

Bicarbonate

Effects when water is
applied by sprinklers
(causes white
deposits on fruits and
leaves)

<90

90-520

>520

TDS

Municipal and Industrial Sources - Municipal and industrial users contribute some
additional salinity, though the Forum estimates the relative amount is small (about 1% of
the salt load). The use of residential water softeners can contribute salt to wastewater,
and if untreated, result in saline discharge from treatment plants that discharge to the
Colorado River.

* Deflocculation refers to the dispersion of clay particles that occurs when the positive charges of the clay
particles are covered and attractive forces are greatly reduced. This process results in reduced soil
permeability.
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Drinking Water - In the Quality Criteria for Water, 1986, the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) indicates that excess dissolved solids are objectionable in drinking
water because of possible physiological effects, unpalatable mineral tastes and higher
costs. These increased costs are caused by corrosion and encrustation of metallic surfaces
and the necessity for additional treatment. Primary maximum contaminant levels for TDS
and associated anions and cations have not been set for drinking water, because they do
not present a human health concern for the general public.
Infrastructure Damage - High salinity levels mean that water users must replace plumbing
and water-using appliances more often, or spend money on water softeners or bottled
water. Industrial users and water and wastewater treatment facilities incur reductions in
the useful life of system facilities and equipment (Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Forum, 2002).

Current Mitigation Efforts
In 1974, Congress enacted the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act which authorized
the construction, operation, and maintenance of salinity control works throughout the
Basin. Title I of the Act addressed the US commitment to Mexico regarding the quality of
water deliveries to Mexico pursuant to the Treaty of 1944. It authorized the construction
and operation of a desalting plant located in Yuma, brine discharge canal and other features
to ensure that the average salinity concentration of water delivered to Mexico does not
exceed 115 parts per million (ppm), plus or minus 30 ppm, above the annual average
salinity at Imperial Dam (US Department of the Interior, 2003).
Title II of the Act created the salinity control program, which has allowed for the construction
of salinity control projects by both the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) and US Department
of Agriculture (USDA) that have resulted in more efficient use of water. It also directed
the Departments of Interior and Agriculture and the EPA to manage salinity, including
salinity contributed from public lands. BOR’s Basinwide Salinity Control Program is now
open to allow competition and has reduced the cost of salinity control from approximately
$70 per ton to $30 per ton (US Department of the Interior, 2003).
Since the 1970s, the Department of the Interior, through BOR, has been working with
USDA, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the Forum to build and operate cost
effective salinity control projects on the Colorado River. Irrigation improvements allow for
better water management that reduces deep percolation and the transport of shallow
salt-laden ground water back to the river system. Point sources are controlled by Forum
policy and the Nation Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program, when
the source is from man-induced discharges, and by various means when the source is
from saline springs. One unique project is the Paradox Valley project where BOR collects
brines that were discharging into the bed of the Dolores River in southwestern Colorado
and injecting those brines into a 16,000 foot injection well. This project accounts for
about 20% of the salinity control to date.
The Central Arizona Salinity Study (CASS) was initiated in 2001 by the US Bureau of
Reclamation in a partnership with several major municipal water providers located in
central Arizona. The purpose of CASS was to identify and evaluate salinity issues in central
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Arizona. Phase 1 concluded that 1.5 million tons of salt per year are imported into the
Phoenix metropolitan area with 1.1 million tons per year accumulating in the area.
Likewise, 130,000 tons of salt per year are imported into the Tucson area with an
accumulation of 107,000 tons per year. The Tucson figures are expected to increase over
time as the amount of Colorado River water imported into the Tucson area increases
(US Bureau of Reclamation, 2003).
The economic impacts of increased salinity in the raw water supplies of central Arizona
are significant in absolute terms, primarily in the Phoenix area. The main concern is that
increased concentrations of salinity in treated wastewater effluent may result in limiting
the future reuse of this important future source of water supply in central Arizona.
While the technology exists to desalt the surface water supplies in central Arizona, the
cost of implementing these technologies, at the present time, is greater than the economic
costs associated with the increased salinity levels. Moreover, the nature of the technologies
involved results in a net loss of 20 percent to 30 percent of the raw water. On a preliminary
basis, CASS Phase II has concluded that management of salinity discharges into the sanitary
sewer system at the wastewater treatment plant, public education of how water users can
voluntarily reduce salinity, and additional consideration of localized treatment of brackish
groundwater is warranted. CASS has also strongly endorsed the continued implementation
of the salinity control projects funded through Title II of the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act of 1974.
The Forum continues as a working group to provide interstate and interagency coordination
and guidance for the salinity control program to ensure that those projects which are the
most cost-effective be given preference for funding, as directed by the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Act. The Department of the Interior issues regular progress reports
with detailed descriptions of mitigation efforts throughout the basin. These reports should
be consulted for further information.
The Forum also reviews the numeric salinity standards on the Colorado River every three
years. In 2002, it concluded that the standards provide protection from long-term
increases in economic damage to downstream uses. However, even current levels of
salinity are cause for concern. A study conducted by BOR and the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California estimates salinity damage in Arizona, California and
Nevada to be nearly $200 million per year at the 1999 salinity level of 669 mg/L. They
estimate this would increase to $500 million per year if salinity were allowed to return to
the level of the numeric standard at Imperial Dam (879 mg/L).
The 2002 review also cautions that water use patterns have begun to shift in the lower
mainstem of the River. Within the agricultural sector, there has been a shift to growing
more vegetables which are less salt tolerant. Basin states also indicate there will be a
continued shift from use by the agricultural sector to the municipal and industrial sector.
They predict more pressure in the future to reduce salinity levels even further.
The Bureau of Reclamation, who oversees the Salinity Control Program, indicates that:
• Salinity control measures installed with USDA assistance control over 300,000 tons of
salt annually. Measures installed with Bureau of Reclamation assistance control nearly
500,000 tons each year.
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• The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) currently uses the Environmental
Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) funds to implement on-farm salinity control measures
in six project areas in western Colorado, eastern Utah, and southwestern Wyoming.
• The Forum has adopted policies for salinity criteria for municipal and industrial
discharges (see Appendix 5).
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Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
The Forum develops action plans for implementation and funding on a regular basis, and
should be consulted for further information.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
Treated municipal wastewater can contain significant amounts of total dissolved solids. As
the growth in population continues to increase in the Colorado River region, the amount
of treated effluent discharged to the River will increase. The State of Arizona should continue monitoring effluent discharges to the River and their potential effects as a source of
increasing salinity. Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) or NPDES
permits authorizing surface water discharges to the Colorado River should be consistent
with the Forum policy entitled “NPDES Permit Program Policy for Implementation of
Colorado River Salinity Standards,” (see Appendix 6) adopted in October 2002 (Forum, 2002).
In its 2003 Progress Report, the Department of the Interior concluded that the Salinity
Control Program has successfully controlled 800,000 tons of salt per year. However, to
meet the target of 1.8 million tons per year by 2020, additional funding will be needed
to implement new salinity control measures that will remove approximately 59,000
additional tons each year. The review identifies the following capital funding needed to
meet this goal:
• BOR appropriation – $10.5 million per year, bringing the total Reclamation program
with cost-sharing to $15 million per year.
• USDA EQIP appropriation – $13.8 million per year, bringing the total on-farm program
to $19.7 million per year with Basin states parallel program.
• No new measures for BLM were proposed due to questions raised regarding verification
of rangeland salinity control. When measures are identified, they will be included in the
Salinity Control Program and would reduce the amount of salinity control and funding
needed for BOR and USDA projects.
Implementation of the Title II salinity control program has been a documented success in
preventing salinity from increasing beyond 1972 levels. The projects and control measures
which have been implemented are responsible for the decrease in salinity concentrations in
the lower Basin while significant new growth has occurred. However, federal spending
cuts have reduced the Bureau of Reclamation’s efforts to implement the rest of the Title
II program.
Most of the salinity control measures are implemented in the upper Basin states.
However, it is important for the State of Arizona, working with the other Basin states and
the Forum, to continue to encourage the President and the US Congress to fully fund
Title II so that the program continues to be implemented as originally intended.
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Chapter 8 - Sediment and Suspended Solids
Pollutant Description
Suspended solids consist of organic (algae and other biological matter) and inorganic
(sands, silts, etc) particulates held in water.
Sedimentation occurs when wind or water runoff transports soil particles from land surfaces
and deposits them in a waterbody. As the energy and flow of a stream decreases, the
amount of particulates that a water column can hold decreases and particulates drop to
the stream or lake bed. Changes in channel form, such as streambank stability and
amount of stream sinuosity (curves or turns), can also increase sedimentation (aggradation)
or erosion (degradation).

Chapter 8
Sediment and Suspended Solids

Water Quality Standards
Suspended Sediment Concentration (SSC) – Arizona adopted a surface water quality
standard for suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in 2002 to protect fish populations.
This is the dry weight of sediment from a known volume of water-sediment mixture. It is
applied only to flowing waters (perennial and intermittent streams). It does not apply to
lakes, ephemeral streams or waters classified as effluent dependent waters. It does not
apply during runoff events. The SSC standard states:
The geometric mean of a minimum of four Suspended Sediment Concentration
samples cannot exceed 80 mg/L. The standard applies to a stream that is at or near
base flow and does not apply to a stream during or soon after a precipitation event
(A.A.C. R18-11-109(D)).
Narrative Bottom Deposits Standard – Whereas the SSC standard addresses sediment
suspended in the water column, the narrative bottom deposit standard is intended to
prevent excessive bottom deposits of sediment in amounts that adversely affect aquatic
life. It states:
A surface water shall be free from pollutants in amounts or combinations that settle
to form bottom deposits that inhibit or prohibit the habitation, growth, or
propagation of aquatic life A.A.C. R18-11-108(A)(1)).
Proper Functioning and Condition of Riparian and Wetland Areas – Riparian vegetation
is very effective in reducing sediment and suspended solids, by increasing deposition
before runoff water reaches a surface water (Engineering Science, 1994). Greater plant
density means more suspended sediments can be removed. The Bureau of Land
Management, in conjunction with the US Forest Service, developed a field protocol
known as “proper functioning and condition of riparian and wetland areas” to assess
whether a riparian-wetland area is functioning properly in terms of vegetation, landform
and amount of large woody debris present to dissipate stream energy associated with high
water flows. A properly functioning riparian area will reduce erosion, filter and capture
sediment load, and aid in floodplain development. It has additional benefits including
providing good wildlife habitat and facilitating groundwater recharge. While federal
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agencies use this visual-based qualitative tool to assess long stream reaches, ADEQ uses
this information as supporting evidence when assessing a stream’s physical condition.
Turbidity – ADEQ repealed its turbidity criteria in 2002 because it is a surrogate measurement for estimating the amount of suspended particles in water. Although no longer
an enforceable standard, the old turbidity criteria can be used as a guideline to evaluate
suspended particles in water. Turbidity is measured in terms of nephlometric turbidity
units (NTU), which is an index of light refraction when light strikes suspended particles in
water. For reference, the following old turbidity criteria were established to protect
aquatic life and wildlife:
Rivers, streams, and other
flowing water

Lakes, reservoirs, and
other non-flowing water

A&W warmwater fishery
(below 5000 ft. elevation)

50 NTU

25 NTU

A&W effluent-depended water

50 NTU

25 NTU

A&W coldwater fishery
(above 5000 ft. elevation)

10 NTU

10 NTU
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Construction and Urban Runoff
The construction of buildings or roads can result in soil loss and sediment transport to
nearby surface waters (Waters, 1995). Much of the Colorado River watershed in Arizona
would not be considered urbanized; however, there are several cities between Lake
Mead and Arizona’s border with Mexico. Other areas, while not “urbanized,” have been
developed for vacation homes. Urban runoff and construction should be considered a
probable source of some sediment.
Nationally, in urban areas, suspended solids constitute the largest volume of pollutant
loadings. Nonporous urban landscapes, such as roads, bridges, parking lots, and buildings
prevent runoff from percolating slowly into the ground. Water remains above the surface,
accumulates, and runs off in large amounts, usually carrying large loads of sediment with
it (http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps).
Further contributing to the problem are stormwater systems that channel runoff from
roads and other impervious surfaces (http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps). In Arizona, torrential
monsoon events can produce large volumes of storm flow runoff which, when the
stormwater enters the stream channels, can erode streambanks and remove protective
streamside vegetation. This erosion contributes sediment to the streambed.

Agriculture and Grazing
In the Colorado/Grand Canyon Watershed, the following segments are impaired due to
suspended sediment concentrations in excess of water quality standards: the Colorado
River from Parashant Canyon to Diamond Creek, the Paria River from the Utah border to
the Colorado River, the Virgin River from Beaver Dam Wash to Big Bend Wash. In the
Little Colorado River Watershed, the Little Colorado River from Porter Tank Draw to
McDonalds Wash is impaired due to suspended sediment concentrations in excess of
water quality standards.

Sources

When agricultural lands are not properly managed for soil erosion, excessive amounts of
sediment can enter stream channels and lakes (http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps).
Further, overgrazing in the past by livestock on arid rangelands has been responsible for
damage to streams in the western United States.
Grazing does not occur along the Colorado River mainstem; however, open rangeland
(grazing) occurs across the watershed.

Forestry

There has not been a detailed study of sediment sources along the Colorado River.
However, several likely sources can be identified. Natural stream erosion, in the absence
of human activities, is affected by water flow and channel morphology, in combination
with type of catchment bedrock, soil profiles and vegetation (Leopold et al, 1964).
Arizona’s arid conditions, relatively low plant coverage and erodible soils make some
degree of suspended solids and sedimentation a natural phenomenon in the state.
Natural sources of suspended solids may be difficult to control.
Human activities increase suspended sediment loads beyond natural background levels.
The causes of excess sediment in streams are similar across the country: urban runoff,
construction/development, agriculture and forestry are the largest contributors. In the arid
Southwest, wildland fires, grazing and off-highway vehicle use must also be considered.
How these sources contribute sediment in the Colorado River Watershed is summarized
below.
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Nationally, timber harvesting and forest road activities are potential sources of sediment
loading to surface water. The most detrimental effects of harvesting are related to the
access and movement of vehicles and machinery (forest roads), and the dragging and
loading of trees or logs. Silviculture effects include soil disturbance, soil compaction, and
direct disturbance of stream channels (http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps).
Silviculture occurs in a relatively small portion of the Colorado River Watershed, primarily
in the Kaibab National Forest. Therefore, forestry practices are probably not a significant
source of sediment in the Colorado River.

Wildland Fires
Wildland fire is a natural process in a forest ecosystem; however, suppression of fires and
improper forest management practices can create an accumulation of fuels, such as brush
and vegetative litter, on the forest floor. The additional fuel can result in hotter fires,
extensive burn areas and severe damage to forest soils. (http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps).
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The deposition of burned debris and sediment into streams and lakes during the fire can
have immediate and acute effects on water quality and aquatic life. However, as U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) research has shown, the loss of ground-surface cover, such as
needles and small branches, and the chemical transformation of burned soils after a fire
can have long-lasting effects on the watershed as well. Watersheds become more
susceptible to erosion and excess sediment from rainstorms after the burn and before the
soils are stabilized.

Sediment accumulation will also reduce the capacity of a reservoir and may impact
navigation in channels. Dredging to remove built up sediments is costly. It is best to
prevent sediment loads from entering reservoirs or channels rather than pay for removing
them later.

Off-Highway Vehicles

• Formation of crusts on top of the soil that can inhibit water infiltration and plant
emergence

The use of off-highway vehicles, especially in sensitive areas, can increase erosion and
create long-term environmental damage. This is particularly a concern within the riparian
area (the channel and vegetated border along the stream) which acts as a natural filter for
sediments being transported during rain events. The extent of use and damage caused by
off-highway vehicles has not been documented in this watershed; however, the potential
for damage is large due to erodible soils and various recreational opportunities along the
Colorado River corridor.

Water Quality Impacts
Impacts on Aquatic Life - Excessive amounts of sediment can have the following adverse
effects on aquatic life:
• Kill fish or reduce their growth rate and resistance to disease primarily by clogging
or abrading gill membranes
• Prevent the successful development of fish eggs and larvae by covering spawning areas
• Modify the natural movements and migrations of fish
• Reduce the abundance of food available to fish and fish larva
• Impair the ability of sight feeding fish to locate their prey
• Reduce the amount of light available to aquatic plants, thus reducing photosynthesis
and primary production in surface water and shifting algal composition from green
algae to the more toxic blue-green algae
• Degrade or eliminate habitat through sedimentation and filling in of pool habitat
• Introduce toxic pollutants that can be attached to soil particles (e.g., metals, pesticides)
Some suspended sediment is natural in the Colorado River due to the sandstone formations
in the Grand Canyon area. Native fish, such as the humpback chub (a federally listed
endangered species) are adapted to these high levels of particulates; however, sport fish
such as rainbow trout that hunt by sight, are negatively impacted by suspended sediments.
Impacts to Recreation - In addition to the fact that recreation may be a cause of sediment
pollution, suspended sediment can interfere with recreational use and aesthetic enjoyment
of surface water. Turbid waters can be dangerous to swimmers and boaters because of
unseen submerged hazards. The less turbid the water, the more desirable it becomes for
swimming and other water contact sports. Thus, increased suspended sediment may
have potential impacts to the economy where water recreation provides a source of
revenue for a community or city.
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Impacts to Agriculture - Agriculture can be both the cause and victim of suspended
sediments in surface water. EPA’s suspended sediment criteria document identifies the
following negative effects of suspended solids on agricultural irrigation use:

• Decrease in soil aeration
• Formation of films on plant leaves which blocks sunlight and impedes
photosynthesis, and which may reduce the marketability of some leafy crops
• Reduction in reservoir capacity and negative effects on delivery canals and other
distribution equipment
Impacts to Drinking Water - Drinking water is filtered by public water systems, but high
levels of suspended solids that may occur during flood events can overload and disrupt
the filtration and treatment process. Accelerated sedimentation can also reduce the
capacity of reservoirs used for drinking water supplies.
Impacts Related to Dams - Dams along the Colorado River must also be considered
when discussing sedimentation. As the water slows its movement through a reservoir, the
water loses its energy and drops its sediment load. As discussed above, this reduces the
capacity of a reservoir to support recreation and drinking water storage. The more
sedimentation coming into the reservoir, the faster the sediments accumulate.
The discharges from the dams along the Colorado River are both colder and clearer than
the water entering the reservoirs. The water is colder because the water is taken from the
deeper part of the reservoir, and clearer because sediment is retained behind the dam.
The clearer water has more energy to scour the streambed downstream of the dam.
These changes have significantly altered aquatic habitats.
For example, Glen Canyon Dam traps about 66 million tons of sediment per year that
once flowed through the Grand Canyon. When the dam was built, the release of clear
water into a canyon that once carried extremely high sediment loads resulted in substantial
environmental change. Intermittent high flows and a tremendous supply of sediment
historically resulted in sand beaches throughout the canyon that were used for recreation
and wildlife habitat. On the other hand, sediment retention within Lake Powell prolongs
the life of Lake Mead and other lakes formed by the series of dams along the river.
Streamside and channel sedimentary deposits are critical. Too much sediment causes
channels to aggrade, causing flooding problems. Too little sediment load can result in
habitat degradation and decrease in recreational use. Scientists have been trying to
determine what would be the ideal dam release flows from Lake Powell -- what level of
flow and how often the flow is needed to build beaches and to maintain habitat.
Research to date indicates that beach-building flow may benefit some resources while
simultaneously degrading others. Some beaches would be enlarged, others would shrink.
(Collier et al, 1996).
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Current Mitigation Efforts
Sediment Loading Studies Scheduled - Three reaches are included on the 2004 303(d)
List of Impaired Waters due to suspended sediment concentration (SSC) and are scheduled
for development of a Total Maximum Daily Load study to determine sources of suspended
sediment and load reductions needed to meet SSC standards.
• The Colorado River, from Parashant Canyon to Diamond Creek
• Paria River, from Utah border to the Colorado River
• Virgin River, from Beaver Dam Wash to Big Bend Wash
It is likely that the TMDL process will be used to establish site-specific standards due to
natural conditions, as sandstone formations in these areas contribute significant suspended
solids loadings. The loading analyses would then address any potential added contributions
from human activities.
Turbidity Loading Studies in the Little Colorado River Watershed - ADEQ has completed two suspended sediment loading studies (TMDLs) in the Little Colorado River
Watershed due to turbidity impairment – the Little Colorado River near Nutrioso Creek,
and Nutrioso Creek. The Little Colorado River is a major tributary to the Colorado River.
Both studies provided a list of best management practices that need to be implemented
to reduce sediment loading and attain water quality standards.
New Construction Permits - A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be
developed for any construction that disturbs one acre or more. This plan is required
under the Arizona Pollution Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) Construction
General Permit Program (Arizona Administrative Code R18-9-A902), administered by
ADEQ. The plan must address and mitigate potential erosion and sediment transport that
could occur during construction activities. More information concerning this permit can
be found at ADEQ’s Web site: http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/stormwater.html.
AZPDES is an Arizona program delegated to Arizona by the U.S. EPA under the Clean
Water Act. On August 22, 2005, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals issued a decision in
the case of Defender’s of Wildlife v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ruling that EPA’s
delegation to Arizona violated the Endangered Species Act. That decision is not in effect
unless and until the 9th Circuit issues an order and ADEQ continues to administer the
program. Arizona and the EPA have petitioned the 9th Circuit to rehear the case.
Best Management Practices - The U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
has taken the lead in developing effective technologies to prevent soil loss due to land uses
such as: animal feeding operations, forestry, crop irrigation and cattle grazing. Information
concerning recommended practices and funding opportunities to demonstrate improved
technologies can be obtained through their Web site at http://www.az.nrcs.usda.gov.
Glen Canyon Dam Release Studies - To address concerns about beach erosion and
native fish habitat, Congress passed the Grand Canyon Protection Act in 1992 to protect
and restore natural and cultural resources and visitor use in the Grand Canyon National
Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. To that end, an experimental flood was
released from the Glen Canyon Dam in 1996 in hopes of re-suspending sediment that
had settled to the stream bed to reform beach areas.
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According to USGS (http://geology.usgs.gov/connections/bia/ls-grand_canyon.htm), the
hypothesis was that sediment supplied by tributaries accumulates in the stream channel during
normal dam operations and can be re-suspended at any time by flood flows. However,
results of the experimental flood showed that tributary sand imports are carried downstream
rapidly and deposited in Lake Mead and do not remain available for re-suspension at a later
time. The flood was not successful in rebuilding beaches.
After studying the 1996 flood, scientists hypothesized that the flood must occur soon after
tributaries have deposited a large load of sediment in order to be successful. In the fall of
2004, river managers determined that sufficient sediment had been recently deposited by
tributaries to release another flood flow. Observations made after this flood confirmed that
some beaches had been restored along the river. The longer-term results of the flood are still
being studied.

Recommended Solutions for Implementation and Funding
The control of anthropogenic sediment can be accomplished at one of three levels:
• Prevention – not causing erosion or preventing the sediment from leaving the site
• Interdiction – capturing and retaining sediment between the site of origin and the surface
water. Two principal means:
• Buffer strips of vegetation to filter and retain sediment, generally as part of a riparian area
• Sediment traps or sediment basins
• Restoration – removing sediment from the surface water:
• Dredging
• Dam releases to transport sediments downstream or establish desired beaches
The cost to society increases when intervention occurs further from the source; therefore,
resources are best spent to prevent erosion. The most costly corrections occur when we
attempt to restore an area.
• Promote the use of best management practices to address erosion and sedimentation
primarily through education and outreach.
A. Develop watershed-based plans to identify and implement sediment load reducing
practices.
B. Develop and make available a list of best management practices for sediment
control that evaluates their costs and effectiveness.
C. Develop additional outreach for ADEQ’s General Construction Permit.
D. Encourage best management practices to reduce urban and construction runoff.
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• Educate and potentially regulate off-highway vehicles.
Local governments and land management agencies should be encouraged to develop
and enforce restrictions of off-highway vehicles in sensitive areas such as within a
riparian area, including the stream channel. As this is a popular form of recreation,
education and outreach materials should be developed so that the public is aware of
the need to protect riparian areas and how off-highway vehicle drivers can be
involved in this protection effort.
• Advocate projects and funding that properly manage forests and other public lands
to minimize wildfire impacts.
The U.S. Forest Service and other land management agencies should be supported in
their efforts to reduce the potential for uncontrolled wildfires. Encourage funding projects that reseed and replant vegetation after a fire to reduce destructive runoff of soil
during rain events, especially in vulnerable areas such a along steep slopes.
• Continue revision of water quality standards related to erosion and sedimentation
based on sound science.
A. Several revisions to Arizona’s narrative and numeric water quality standards
are being proposed in the current Triennial Review of standards. ADEQ needs
to continue the development of physical integrity criteria for surface waters that are
appropriate for the varying ecoregions in this state, including those represented in
the Colorado River Watershed.
B. Develop site-specific standards and suspended sediment concentration loading
analyses in the Colorado River and its tributaries. These TMDLs are scheduled
to be initiated in 2010, but before loadings can be calculated ADEQ must:
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• Continue evaluation of the Glen Canyon Dam operations impacts to
sedimentation.
Encourage continuation of federal investigations to determine the sediment loadings
and dam discharges that best supports recreational opportunities and habitat downstream of the dam. Such scientific investigations are necessary to properly establish
site-specific standards for suspended sediment concentration in the Colorado River
below Glen Canyon Dam.

Action Plan for Implementation and Funding
The following action plan is based on the recommendations identified above:
• Local governments, land and resource management agencies, and ADEQ should
collaborate on efforts to implement erosion/sedimentation control best management
practices, primarily through the development of education and outreach materials.
• ADEQ should develop educational materials that compare the unit cost, applicability,
limitations and effectiveness of best management practices that control erosion and
reduce sedimentation.
• ADEQ should provide more outreach for development of Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plans to control erosion at construction sites.
• The State should support the U.S. Forest Service and other land management agencies
in implementing procedures that reduce the potential for uncontrolled wildland fires.
Support funding projects to reseed and replant after destructive wildland fires occur,
especially in vulnerable areas.

• Estimated natural background loading attributed to sandstone formations
throughout the Grand Canyon, including natural background contributions
from its tributaries and

• Arizona should support science-based development and revisions of sedimentationrelated narrative and numeric water quality standards through ADEQ’s Clean Water
Act Triennial Review process.

• If natural background loading alone would exceed the SSC standard, establish
a site-specific suspended sediment concentration standard. This standard
would need to balance aquatic life protection and downstream sedimentation
with other concerns, such as the desire for sandy recreational beaches.

• ADEQ should re-evaluate its suspended sediment concentration standard in the
Grand Canyon area where sandstone formations and natural erosion are probably
contributing sediment loads above existing water quality standards.

C. Support and help fund research to identify sediment tolerant macroinvertebrates.
To properly interpret biocriteria assessments based on macroinvertebrate communities,
Arizona should support research being conducted by the Western Bioassessment
Center to identify sediment tolerant macoinvertebrates. If sediment tolerant
macroinvertebrates are present and others are not, this would provide supporting
evidence that sediment is the cause of aquatic impairment.
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• ADEQ should work with stakeholders to develop site-specific standards for suspended
sediment that account for natural background conditions. These site-specific standards
are needed before the requirement TMDL loading analyses can be completed.
• Arizona should support and help fund research into sediment tolerant
macroinvertebrates, so that biocriteria can be a more effective tool to assess water
quality impairment.
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Conclusions
Governor Napolitano and other elected officials, community leaders, local stakeholders and
concerned citizens, throughout Arizona are encouraged to consider the recommendations
provided herein for the protection and improvement of Colorado River’s water quality. The
Colorado River provides drinking water to more than 25 million people and irrigation water
to support two million acres of agricultural production. The recommendations proposed in
this report, if implemented, can reduce the threat posed to the Colorado River by pollutants
such as nutrients, metals, endocrine disrupting compounds, perchlorate, bacteria, salinity
and sediment.
Recommendations range from addressing the pollutants through regulatory and structural change
to staying the course by continuing to provide funding and support for essential programs. Many
of the recommendations deal with improving information dissemination, existing regulatory
processes and structures. Public education and outreach programs such as public service
announcements, presentations to service organizations, councils, and schools need improvements, funding and staff. For example, providing information regarding proper waste disposal
for recreational users along the river may decrease the amount of bacteria threatening the
Colorado River. Controlling runoff or nonpoint source pollution by planting vegetation, buffer
strips and other best management practices can control pollutants such as sediment, nutrients,
metals, bacteria and salinity. Through the design of regulatory and structural controls and
pollution prevention control strategies, pollutants may be reduced.

Conclusions

While many of the recommendations contained in this report deal with on-the-ground
implementation, there are some recommendations for additional monitoring and characterization to determine the occurrence or potential impacts to the River. Before specific
recommendations can be developed for metals and endocrine disrupting compounds, the
Alliance believes that additional information is needed for characterization and sampling
to determine the concentration in the River and potential sources. In addition, studies on
aging and inadequate wastewater systems should be conducted to identify wastewater
needs and prioritize locations for implementation to control bacteria and nutrients.
The Alliance also concluded in some cases that current efforts by private industry, federal and
state entities should continue to be supported. For instance, continued — and increased —
funding and support is needed for governmental agencies to provide proactive measures and
prompt response to control and remediate existing pollution.
In many cases (five of the seven pollutant chapters), funding is an essential element to implement the recommendations. For example, capital investment recommendations and facility
maintenance require funding. Funding must be identified, directed and secured for many of
the recommendations identified in the report. Potential funding sources include but are not
limited to: U.S. EPA, Center for Disease Control, Metropolitan Water District, Southern
Nevada Water Authority, municipal providers, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Wildlife
Conservation Fund, Heritage Grant Funds, Legacy Funds, State Lake Improvement Fund,
ADEQ’s Water Quality Improvement Grant Program, Water Infrastructure Finance Authority,
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Environmental Quality Incentives Program, Rural
Development Assistance, ADWR’s Water Protection Fund. Refer to the individual pollutant
chapters for funding sources related to controlling each of the specific water quality issues
identified by the Alliance. A variety of potential funding sources should be sought to implement
the recommendations of the Alliance.
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Focusing on a sustainable future for the citizens of Arizona with assured Colorado River
water quality requires a regional approach. As Governor Janet Napolitano stated in her Clean
Colorado River Alliance invitation to serve, the water quality issues identified in this report
“are, in fact, regional issues and cannot be tackled on solely a state level.” Without a regional
approach, the Colorado River’s water quality will remained threatened.
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Appendix 1

These recommendations are tools that should be used to maintain adequate water quality in
the Colorado River and mitigate impacts in water quality. The Clean Colorado River Alliance
recommends that implementation of the recommendations in this report begin in 2006.
Funding should be sought for priority recommendations. This report is the first step to a
much larger, regional approach to address water quality issues in Colorado River Watershed.
To improve Colorado River’s water quality for all 25 million people who depend on the
River for everyday use, more watershed-scale collaboration on monitoring and research must
be initiated. Addressing water quality issues is essential in the protection and improvement of
the Colorado River, the lifeblood of the American West.
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Appendix 3
Pollutant Workgroups

Draft Pollutant List
Pollutant

Discussed at
April Meeting

CCRA Input

Basin States Input

Discussed at April Meeting
Uranium
Nitrogen/Nitrates
Perchlorate
Chromium VI
Salinity/Total
Dissolved Solids
Pesticides/herbicides
Selenium
Sediment/turbidity
Bacteria/pathogens
Boron

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Additional Pollutants from CCRA
Endocrine Disrupting Compounds
(personal pharmaceutical products)
Mercury
PAH (Benzo pyrene)
MTBE (methyl-t-butyl ether)
PCB
(Polychlorinated bi-phenyls)
Dioxin
Hydrocarbons
Carbon Monoxide
Nutrients
Dissolved oxygen

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Chapter 2 - Nutrients
Workgroup Participants
Dean Barlow, Lake Havasu Park Board
Kathy Carroll, City of Yuma
Val Danos, Arizona Municipal Water Users Association
Bob Ericson, Water Conservation District Member
Gene Fisher, LaPaz County Supervisor
Maureen Rose George, Law Offices of Maureen Rose George
Roger Gingrich, City of Yuma
Jack Hakim, Bullhead City Councilman
Patty Mead, Mohave County Health and Social Services
Rachel Patterson, Mohave County Health and Social Services
Robert Shuler, Ryley, Carlock & Applewhite
John Sullivan, Salt River Project
Mayor Robert Whelan, Lake Havasu City
Doyle Wilson, Lake Havasu City

X

Chapter 3 - Metals

X
X

Workgroup Participants
Peter Culp, Sonoran Institute
Susan Fitch, Arizona Department of Water Resources
Kirk Koch, Bureau of Land Management
Linda Taunt, Arizona Department of Water Resources
Bill Werner, Arizona Department of Water Resources
Doyle Wilson, Lake Havasu City

Additional Pollutants from Basin States
Phosphorus
pH
Aluminum
Ammonia
Chlorine
Temperature
Cadmium
Copper
Zinc

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Chapter 4 - Endocrine Disrupting Compounds
Workgroup Participants
Peter Culp, Sonoran Institute
Marie Light, City of Tucson
Hsin-I Lin, Arizona Department of Health Services
Dave Weedman, Arizona Game and Fish Department
Doyle Wilson, Lake Havasu City
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Chapter 5 - Perchlorate
Workgroup Participants
Aubrey Baure, US Air Force / Department of Defense REC 9
Randall Gerard, EOP Group
Hsin-I Lin, Arizona Department of Health Services
Doug Mellon, Doug Mellon Farms
Mayor Larry Nelson, City of Yuma
Gary Pasquinelli, Pasquinelli Produce
Robert Shuler, Ryley, Carlock & Applewhite
Sid Wilson, Central Arizona Project

Chapter 6 – Bacteria
Workgroup Participants
Dean Barlow, Lake Havasu Park Board
Maureen Rose George, Law Offices of Maureen Rose George
Kirk Koch, Bureau of Land Management
Patty Mead, Mohave County Health and Social Services
Rachel Patterson, Mohave County Health and Social Services

Chapter 7 - Salinity/Total Dissolved Solids
Workgroup Participants
Joan Card, Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Val Danos, Arizona Municipal Water Users Association
Peter Culp, Sonoran Institute
Marie Light, City of Tucson
Frank Putman, Arizona Department of Water Resources
Sid Wilson, Central Arizona Project

Chapter 8 - Sediment and Suspended Solids
Workgroup Participants
Joan Card, Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Diana Marsh, Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Tom Griffin, Griffin and Associates
Nick Ramsey, Grand Canyon Trust

Observed Flow-Weighted Average Salinity at the Numeric Criteria Stations
(Total Dissolved Solids in mg/L)9
Calendar Year Below
(Numeric Criteria)

Hoover Dam
(723 mg/L)

Below Parker Dam
(747 mg/L)

At Imperial Dam
(879 mg/L)

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004 provisional

743
748
724
675
681
680
674
665
678
688
691
681
679
659
598
556
517
519
529
564
587
629
657
665
667
654
618
585
559
549
539
550
564
583
655

760
758
734
709
702
702
690
687
688
701
712
716
713
678
611
561
535
538
540
559
600
624
651
631
673
671
648
612
559
550
549
549
569
589
649

896
892
861
843
834
829
822
819
812
802
760
821
827
727
675
615
577
612
648
683
702
749
767
785
796
803
768
710
655
670
661
680
691
697
737

* Determined by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) from data collected by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and
USGS and published in Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin, Progress Report No. 22, 2005.
The flow-weighted average annual salinity is the concentration determined from dividing the annual total salt load passing
a measuring station by the total annual volume of water passing the same point during a calendar year. The flow-weighted average annual salinity is calculated by first multiplying the daily concentration values by the daily flow rates. These
values are then summed over a calendar year and divided by the sum of the daily flow rate (Forum, 2002).
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Appendix 5
POLICY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF
COLORADO RIVER SALINITY STANDARDS
THROUGH THE NPDES PERMIT PROGRAM
Adopted by
The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum
February 28, 1977
Revised October 30, 2002
In November 1976, the United States Environmental Protection Agency Regional
Administrators notified each of the seven Colorado River Basin states of the approval of the
water quality standards for salinity for the Colorado River System as contained in the document
entitled "Proposed Water Quality Standards for Salinity Including Numeric Criteria and Plan
of Implementation for Salinity Control, Colorado River System, June 1975, and the supplement
dated August 25, 1975. The salinity standards including numeric criteria and a plan of
implementation provide for a flow weighted average annual numeric criteria for three stations
in the lower main stem of the Colorado River: below Hoover Dam, below Parker Dam, and
at Imperial Dam.
In 1977, the states of the Colorado River Basin adopted the "Policy for Implementation of
Colorado River Salinity Standards through the NPDES Permit Program." The plan of
implementation is comprised of a number of Federal and non Federal projects and measures
to maintain the flow weighted average annual salinity in the Lower Colorado River at or
below numeric criteria at the three stations as the Upper and Lower Basin states continue to
develop their compact apportioned waters. One of the components of the Plan consists of
the placing of effluent limitations, through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit program, on industrial and municipal discharges.
NPDES Policy for Municipal and Industrial Discharges of Salinity in the Colorado River
The purpose of this policy is to provide more detailed guidance in the application of salinity
standards developed pursuant to Section 303 and through the NPDES permitting authority in
the regulation of municipal and industrial sources. (See Section 402 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act.) The objective of the policy, as provided in Sections I.A. and I.B., is to
achieve "no salt return" whenever practicable for industrial discharges and an incremental
increase in salinity over the supply water for municipal discharges. This policy is applicable to
discharges that would have an impact, either direct or indirect on the lower main stem of
the Colorado River System. The lower main stem is defined as that portion of the River from
Hoover Dam to Imperial Dam.
NPDES Policies Separately Adopted By The Forum
The Forum developed a separate and specific policy for the use of brackish and/or saline
waters for industrial purposes on September 11, 1980. The Forum addressed the issue of
intercepted ground water and adopted a specific policy dealing with that type of discharge
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on October 20, 1982. On October 28, 1988, the Forum adopted a specific policy addressing
the water use and discharge associated with fish hatcheries. Each of these separately adopted
policies is attached hereto.
NPDES Policies For Specified Industrial Discharges
On October 30, 2002, the Forum amended this policy for implementation of Colorado River
salinity standards through the NPDES permit program in order to address the following three
additional types of industrial discharges: (1) water that has been used for once through noncontact cooling water purposes; (2) new industrial sources that have operations and associated
discharges at multiple locations; and (3) "fresh water industrial discharges" where the discharged
water does not cause or contribute to exceedances of the salinity standards for the Colorado
River System. This policy was also amended to encourage new industrial sources to conduct
or finance one or more salinity offset projects in cases where the permittee has demonstrated
that it is not practicable to prevent the discharge of all salt from proposed new construction.
Discharges Of Once Through Noncontact Cooling Water
Section I.C. of this policy has been added to address discharges of water that has been used
for once through noncontact cooling water purposes. The policy for such discharges shall be
to permit these uses based upon a finding that the returned water does not contribute to the
loading or the concentration of salts in the waters of the receiving stream beyond a de minimis
amount. A de minimis amount is considered, for purposes of this policy, as an average annual
increase of not more than 25 milligrams per liter (mg/L) in total dissolved solids measured at
the discharge point or outfall prior to any mixing with the receiving stream in comparison to
the total dissolved solids concentration measured at the intake monitoring point of the cooling
process or facility. This policy is not intended to supersede any other water quality standard
that applies to the receiving stream, including but not limited to narrative standards promulgated to prohibit impairment of designated uses of the stream. It is the intent of the Forum to
permit the return of once through noncontact cooling water only to the same stream from
which the water was diverted. Noncontact cooling water is distinguished from blowdown
water, and this policy specifically excludes blowdown or any commingling of once through
noncontact cooling water with another waste stream prior to discharge to the receiving stream.
Sections I.A. and I.B. of this policy govern discharges of blowdown or commingled water.
New Industrial Sources with Operations and Discharges at Multiple Locations under
Common or Affiliated Ownership or Management
Recently there has been a proliferation of new industrial sources that have operations and
associated discharges at multiple locations. An example is the recent growth in the development of energy fuel and mineral resources that has occurred in the Upper Colorado River
Basin. This type of industrial development may involve the drilling of relatively closely spaced
wells into one or more geological formations for the purpose of extracting oil, gas or minerals
in solution. Large scale ground water remediation efforts involving multiple pump and treat
systems operating for longer than one year may share similar characteristics. With such energy
and mineral development and ground water remediation efforts there is the possibility of a
single major industrial operation being comprised of numerous individual point source discharges
under common or affiliated ownership or management that produce significant quantities of
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water as a waste product or byproduct over a long period. Given the large areal scope of
these types of major industrial sources and the often elevated concentrations of salinity in
their produced water, the total amount of salt loading that they could generate may be very
large in comparison to the Forum's past and present salt removal projects. Relatively small
quantities of this produced water could generate one ton per day in discharges to surface
waters. Since salinity is a conservative water quality constituent, such discharges of produced
water, if uncontrolled, could have an adverse effect on achieving the adopted numeric salinity
standards for the Colorado River System.
These kinds of major industrial sources strain the conventional interpretation of the industrial
source waiver for new construction set forth in Section I.A.1.a. of this policy, which authorizes a
discharge of salinity from a single point source of up to one ton per day in certain circumstances. The Forum adopted this provision in 1977, well before most of the new major
industrial sources that have operations and discharges at multiple locations began to appear
in the Colorado River Basin. A new category of industrial sources is, therefore, warranted.
NPDES permit requirements for New Industrial Sources with Operations and Discharges at
Multiple Locations under Common or Affiliated Ownership or Management are set forth in
Section I.D. of this policy. These new requirements are intended to apply to new industrial
sources with operations that commence discharging after October 30, 2002.
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Salinity Offset Projects
This policy has been amended to allow the permitting authority to authorize industrial sources
of salinity to conduct or finance one or more salinity offset projects when the permittee has
determined that it is not practicable: (i) to prevent the discharge of all salt from proposed
new construction; (ii) to reduce the salt loading to the Colorado River to less than one ton
per day or 366 tons per year; or (iii) the proposed discharge is of insufficient quality in terms
of TDS concentrations that it could be considered "fresh water" as defined below. Presently,
the permitting authority can consider the costs and availability of implementing off site salinity
control measures to mitigate the adverse impacts of the permitted salt load. It is not intended
that the applicant be required to develop or design an off site salinity control project or
establish a salt bank, but rather to assess the costs of conducting or buying into such projects
where they are available. In the future the Forum or another entity may create a
trading/banking institution to facilitate the implementation of a salinity offset program, basin
wide. This would allow industrial sources to conduct or finance the most cost effective project
available at the time an offset project is needed regardless of the project's location in the
Basin.

For purposes of interpreting this policy, "common or affiliated ownership or management"
involves the authority to manage, direct, superintend, restrict, regulate, govern, administer, or
oversee, or to otherwise exercise a restraining or directing influence over activities at one or
more locations that result in a discharge of salinity into the Colorado River System. Common
or affiliated ownership or management may be through the ownership of voting securities or
may be indicated where individual sources are related through one or more joint ventures,
contractual relationships, landlord/tenant or lessor/lessee arrangements. Other factors that
indicate two or more discharging facilities are under common or affiliated ownership or
management include: sharing corporate executive officers, pollution control equipment and
responsibilities, common workforces, administrative functions, and/or payroll activities among
operational facilities at different locations.
Fresh Water Industrial Discharges
Sections I.A. and I.B. of this policy have been amended to allow the permitting authority to
authorize "fresh water industrial discharges" where the discharged water does not cause or
contribute to exceedances of the adopted numeric salinity standards for the Colorado River
System. Different end of pipe concentrations of salinity as shown in Table 1 of the policy,
are appropriate for discharges to tributaries depending upon their location within the Basin.
The concept of "benchmark concentrations" has been developed in order to address this
need for different end of pipe concentrations. These benchmark concentrations are not to be
interpreted as water quality standards. Rather, they are intended to serve solely for the
establishment of effluent limits for implementing the waiver for "fresh water discharges." The
allowance for freshwater discharges is intended to preserve flows from discharges in the
Basin, which do not cause significant degradation of existing ambient quality with respect to
salinity. Operations or individual discharges that qualify for the freshwater waiver shall not be
subject to any further limitation on salt loading under this policy.
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Table 1

NPDES PERMIT PROGRAM POLICY
FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF COLORADO RIVER SALINITY STANDARDS
I. Industrial Sources
The Salinity Standards state that "The objective for discharges shall be a no salt return policy
whenever practicable." This is the policy that shall be followed in issuing NPDES discharge
permits for all new industrial sources, and upon the reissuance of permits for all existing
industrial sources, except as provided herein. The following addresses those cases where "no
discharge of salt" may be deemed not to be practicable.

Benchmark
Monitoring Station

Applicable
Criteria

Freshwater
Discharge (mg/L)

Colorado River at
Lees Ferry, Arizona

N/A

500

Colorado River
below Hoover Dam

723

650

Colorado River
below Parker Dam

747

675

Colorado River
at Imperial Dam

879

790

A. New Construction
1. "New construction" is defined as any facility from which a discharge may occur, the construction of which is commenced after October 18, 1975. (Date of submittal of water quality
standards as required by 40 CFR 120, December 11, 1974.) Appendix A provides guidance
on new construction determination. "A new industrial source with operations and discharging
facilities at multiple locations under common or affiliated ownership or management" shall
be defined for purposes of NPDES permitting, as an industrial source that commenced construction on a pilot, development or production scale on or after October 30, 2002.
a. The permitting authority may permit the discharge of salt upon a satisfactory demonstration by the permittee that:
i.

b. Unless exempted under Sections I.A.1.a.ii. or iii., above, the demonstration by the applicant
must include information on the following factors relating to the potential discharge:
(i)

Description of the proposed new construction.

(ii)

Description of the quantity and salinity of the water supply.

(iii) Description of water rights, including diversions and consumptive use quantities.
(iv) Alternative plans that could reduce or eliminate salt discharge. Alternative plans shall
include:

It is not practicable to prevent the discharge of all salt from the new construction or,

(A) Description of alternative water supplies, including provisions for water reuse, if any;

ii. In cases where the salt loading to the Colorado River from the new construction is
less than one ton per day or 366 tons per year, or

(B) Description of quantity and quality of proposed discharge;
(C) Description of how salts removed from discharges shall be disposed of to
prevent such salts from entering surface waters or groundwater aquifers;

iii. The proposed discharge from the new construction is of sufficient quality in terms of
TDS concentrations that it can be considered "fresh water" that would have no
adverse effect on achieving the adopted numeric standards for the Colorado River
System. The permitting authority may consider a discharge to be fresh water if the
maximum TDS concentration is: (i) 500 mg/L for discharges into the Colorado River
and its tributaries upstream of Lees Ferry, Arizona; or, (ii) 90% of the applicable in
stream salinity standard at the appropriate benchmark monitoring station for
discharges into the Colorado River downstream of Lees Ferry as shown in Table 1,
below:

(D) Costs of alternative plans in dollars per ton of salt removed; and
(E) Unless the permitting authority has previously determined through prior permitting
or permit renewal actions that it is not practicable to prevent the discharge of
all salt from the new construction in accordance with Section I.A.1.a.i., the
applicant must include information on project options that would offset all or
part of the salt loading to the Colorado River associated with the proposed
discharge or that would contribute to state or interstate salinity control
projects or salt banking programs.
(v)
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A statement as to the one plan among the alternatives for reduction of salt discharge
that is recommended by the applicant and also information as to which of the
other evaluated alternatives are economically infeasible.
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(vi) Such other information pertinent to demonstration of non practicability as the permitting
authority may deem necessary.
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a. No salt return.
b. Minimizing salt return.

c. In determining what permit conditions shall be required under I.A.1.a.i., above, the permit
issuing authority shall consider, but not be limited to the following:

4. The no salt discharge requirement may be waived in those cases where:

(i)

The practicability of achieving no discharge of salt from the new construction.

a. The discharge of salt is less than one ton per day or 366 tons per year; or

(ii)

Where "no discharge" is determined not to be practicable:

b. The permitting authority determines that a discharge qualifies for a "fresh
water waiver" irrespective of the total daily or annual salt load. The
maximum TDS concentration considered to be fresh water is 500 mg/L for
discharges into the Colorado River and its tributaries upstream of Lees Ferry,
Arizona. For discharges into the Colorado River downstream of Lees Ferry
the maximum TDS concentration considered to be afresh water shall be
90% of the applicable in stream standard at the appropriate benchmark
monitoring station shown in Table 1, above.

(A) The impact of the total proposed salt discharge of each alternative on the
lower main stem in terms of both tons per year and concentration.
(B) Costs per ton of salt removed from the discharge for each plan alternative.
(C) Capability of minimizing salinity discharge.
(D) If applicable under I.A.1.b.(iv)(E), costs and practicability of offsetting all or
part of the salt load by the implementation of salt removal or salinity control
projects elsewhere in the Colorado River Basin. The permittee shall evaluate
the practicability of offsetting all or part of the salt load by comparing such
factors as the cost per ton of salt removal for projects undertaken by the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum and the costs in damages associated
with increases in salinity concentration against the permittee's cost in conducting
or buying into such projects where they are available.
iii.

With regard to subparagraphs, (b) and (c) above, the permit issuing authority shall
consider the compatibility of state water laws with either the complete elimination
of a salt discharge or any plan for minimizing a salt discharge.

B. Existing Facilities or any discharging facility, the construction of which was commenced
before October 18, 1975
1. The permitting authority may permit the discharge of salt upon a satisfactory
demonstration by the permittee that it is not practicable to prevent the discharge of
all salt from an existing facility.
2. The demonstration by the applicant must include, in addition to that required under
Section I.A.1.b the following factors relating to the potential discharge:
a. Existing tonnage of salt discharged and volume of effluent.
b. Cost of modifying existing industrial plant to provide for no salt discharge.
c. Cost of salt minimization.
3. In determining what permit conditions shall be required, the permit issuing authority
shall consider the items presented under I.A.1.c.(ii), and in addition; the annual costs
of plant modification in terms of dollars per ton of salt removed for:
100

C. Discharge of Once Through Noncontact Cooling Water
1. Definitions:
a. The terms "noncontact cooling water" and "blowdown" are defined as per
40CFR 401.11 (m) and (n).
b. "Noncontact cooling water" means water used for cooling that does not
come into direct contact with any raw material, intermediate product, waste
product or finished product.
c. "Blowdown" means the minimum discharge of recirculating water for the
purpose of discharging materials contained in the water, the further buildup
of which would cause concentration in amounts exceeding limits established
by best engineering practice.
d. "Salinity" shall mean total dissolved solids as the sum of constituents.
2. Permits shall be authorized for discharges of water that has been used for once
through noncontact cooling purposes based upon a finding that the returned water
does not contribute to the loading of salts or the concentration of salts in the waters
of the receiving stream in excess of a de minimis amount.
3. This policy shall not supplant nor supersede any other water quality standard of the
receiving stream adopted pursuant to the Federal Clean Water Act, including but not
limited to impairment of designated uses of the stream as established by the governing
water quality authority having jurisdiction over the waters of the receiving stream.
4. Noncontact cooling water shall be distinguished from blowdown, and Section 1.C. of
this policy specifically excludes blowdown or any commingling of once through noncontact cooling water with another waste stream prior to discharge to the receiving
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stream. Sections I.A. and I.B of this policy shall in all cases govern discharge of blowdown or commingled water.
5. Once through noncontact cooling water shall be permitted to return only to the same
stream from which the water was diverted.
6. Because the increase in temperature of the cooling water will result in some evaporation,
a de minimis increase in the concentration of dissolved salts in the receiving water
may occur. An annual average increase in total dissolved solids of not more than 25
milligrams per liter (mg/L) measured at the intake monitoring point, as defined below,
of the cooling process or facility, subtracted from the effluent total dissolved solids
immediately upstream of the discharge point to the receiving stream, shall be considered
de minimis.
7. At the time of NPDES discharge permit issuance or reissuance, the permitting authority
may permit a discharge in excess of the 25 mg/L increase based upon a satisfactory
demonstration by the permittee pursuant to Section 1.A.1.a.
8. Once through demonstration data requirements:
a. Description of the facility and the cooling process component of the facility.
b. Description of the quantity, salinity concentration and salt load of intake water
sources.
c. Description of the discharge, covering location, receiving waters, quantity of salt
load and salinity concentration of both the receiving waters and the discharge.
d. Alternative plans for minimizing salt discharge from the facility which shall include:
(i) Description of alternative means to attain no discharge of salt.
(ii)

Cost of alternative plans in dollars per ton of salt removed from discharge.

(iii) Such other information pertinent to demonstration of non practicability
as the permitting authority may deem necessary.
9.

If, in the opinion of the permitting authority, the database for the salinity characteristics
of the water source and the discharge is inadequate, the permit will require that the
permittee monitor the water supply and the discharge for salinity. Such monitoring
program shall be completed in two years and the permittee shall then present the
once through demonstration data as specified above.

10. All new and reissued NPDES permits for once through noncontact cooling water
discharges shall require at a minimum semiannual monitoring of the salinity of the
intake water supply and the effluent, as provided below.
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b. The effluent monitoring point shall be prior to the discharge point at the
receiving stream or prior to commingling with another waste stream or discharge
source.
c. Discrete or composite samples may be required at the discretion of the
permitting authority, depending on the relative uniformity of the salinity of the
water supply.
d. Analysis for salinity may be either total dissolved solids or electrical conductivity
where a satisfactory correlation with total dissolved solids has been established.
The correlation shall be based on a minimum of five different samples.
D. Discharges of Salinity from a New Industrial Source with Operations and Discharging
Facilities at Multiple Locations
1. The objective for discharges to surface waters from a new industrial source with
operations and discharging facilities at multiple locations shall be to assure that such
operations will have no adverse effect on achieving the adopted numeric salinity
standards for the Colorado River System.
2. NPDES permit requirements for a new industrial source with operations and discharging
facilities at multiple locations shall be defined, for purposes of establishing effluent
limitations for salinity, as a single industrial source if these facilities meet the criteria:
a. The discharging facilities are interrelated or integrated in any way including
being engaged in a primary activity or the production of a principle product; and
b. The discharging facilities are located on contiguous or adjacent properties or
are within a single production area e.g. geologic basin, geohydrologic basin,
coal or gas field or 8 digit hydrologic unit watershed area; and
c. The discharging facilities are owned or operated by the same person or by persons
under common or affiliated ownership or management.
3. The permitting authority may permit the discharge of salt from a new industrial
source with operations and discharging facilities at multiple locations if one or more
of the following requirements are met:
a. The permittee has demonstrated that it is not practicable to prevent the discharge
of all salt from the industrial source. This demonstration by the applicant must
include detailed information on the factors set forth in Section I.A.1.b of the
Policy for implementation of Colorado River Salinity Standards through the
NPDES permit program; with particular emphasis on an assessment of salinity
off set options that would contribute to state or interstate salinity control projects
or salt banking programs and offset all or part of the salt loading to the
Colorado River associated with the proposed discharge.

a. The intake monitoring point shall be the point immediately before the point of
use of the water.
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b. In determining what permit conditions shall be required under I.A.1.a.i.,
above, the permit issuing authority shall consider the requirement for an offset
project to be feasible if the cost per ton of salt removal in the offset project
options ( i.e. the permittee's cost in conducting or buying into such projects
where they are available) is less than or equal to the cost per ton of salt
removal for projects undertaken by the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Forum or less than the cost per ton in damages caused by salinity that would
otherwise be cumulatively discharged from the outfalls at the various locations
with operations controlled by the industrial source; or
c. The pemittee has demonstrated that one or more of the proposed discharges
is of sufficient quality in terms of TDS concentrations to qualify for a "fresh water
waiver" from the policy of “no salt return, whenever practical.” An individual
discharge that can qualify for a fresh water waiver shall be considered to have
no adverse effect on achieving the adopted numeric salinity standards for the
Colorado River System.
4. For the purpose of determining whether a freshwater waiver can be granted, the quality
of water discharged from the new industrial source with operations and discharging
facilities at multiple locations, determined as the flow weighted average of salinity
measurements at all outfall points, must meet the applicable benchmark concentration in accordance with Section I.A.1.a.iii., as set forth above.
5. Very small scale pilot activities, involving 5 or fewer outfalls, that are sited in areas not
previously developed or placed into production by a new industrial source operations
and discharges at multiple locations under common or affiliated ownership or
management, may be permitted in cases where the discharge of salt from each outfall
is less than one ton per day or 366 tons per year. However, no later than the date of
the first permit renewal after the pilot activities have become part of a larger industrial
development or production scale effort, all discharging facilities shall be addressed for
permitting purposes as a single industrial source with operations and discharges at
multiple locations under common or affiliated ownership or management.
6. The public notice for NPDES permits authorizing discharges from operations at multiple
locations with associated outfalls shall be provided promptly and in the most efficient
manner to all member states in the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum in
relation to this policy.
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satisfactory demonstration by the permittee that it is not practicable to attain the 400 mg/L
limit.
G. Demonstration by the applicant must include information on the following factors relating
to the potential discharge:
1. Description of the municipal entity and facilities.
2. Description of the quantity and salinity of intake water sources.
3. Description of significant salt sources of the municipal wastewater collection system,
and identification of entities responsible for each source, if available.
4. Description of water rights, including diversions and consumptive use quantities.
5. Description of the wastewater discharge, covering location, receiving waters, quantity,
salt load, and salinity.
6. Alternative plans for minimizing salt contribution from the municipal discharge.
Alternative plans should include:
a. Description of system salt sources and alternative means of control.
b. Cost of alternative plans in dollars per ton, of salt removed from discharge.
7. Such other information pertinent to demonstration of non-practicability as the permitting
authority may deem necessary.
H. In determining what permit conditions shall be required, the permit issuing authority
shall consider the following criteria including, but not limited to:
1. The practicability of achieving the 400 mg/L incremental increase.
2. Where the 400 mg/L incremental increase is not determined to be practicable:
a. The impact of the proposed salt input of each alternative on the lower main
stem in terms of tons per year and concentration.

II. Municipal Discharges

b. Costs per ton of salt removed from discharge of each alternative plan.

The basic policy is that a reasonable increase in salinity shall be established for municipal
discharges to any portion of the Colorado River stream system that has an impact on the
lower main stem. The incremental increase in salinity shall be 400 mg/L or less, which is
considered to be a reasonable incremental increase above the flow weighted average salinity
of the intake water supply.

c. Capability of minimizing the salt discharge.

F. The permitting authority may permit a discharge in excess of the 400 mg/L incremental
increase at the time of issuance or reissuance of a NPDES discharge permit, upon
104

D. If, in the opinion of the permitting authority, the data base for the municipal waste
discharger is inadequate, the permit will contain the requirement that the municipal
waste discharger monitor the water supply and the wastewater discharge for salinity.
Such monitoring program shall be completed within 2 years and the discharger shall then
present the information as specified above.
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E. Requirements for establishing incremental increases may be waived in those cases where
the incremental salt load reaching the main stem of the Colorado River is less than one
ton per day or 350 tons per year, whichever is less. Evaluation will be made on a
case-by-case basis.
F. All new and reissued NPDES permits for all municipalities shall require monitoring of the
salinity of the intake water supply and the wastewater treatment plant effluent in accordance
with the following guidelines:
Treatment Plant
Design Capacity

<1.0

MGD*

Monitoring
Frequency

Type of
Sample

Quarterly

Discrete

1.0

- 5.0 MGD

Monthly

Composite

>5.0

- 50.0 MGD

Weekly

Composite

Daily

Composite

50.0

MGD
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he health of the riparian ecosystem
of the Colorado River Delta depends
not only on the quantity of water
available, but also on its quality. For
many years, the lower Colorado River has
experienced high salinity and elevated
concentrations of selenium, a nutrient that
can be toxic to wildlife. These problems
are exacerbated as the river flows south,
and concentrations increase. Where the
Colorado River reaches the Imperial Dam,
about 20 miles north of the United StatesMexico border, concentrations of salinity
and selenium are the highest measured
in the United States, with specific
conductance reaching 2,600 microseimens
per cubic centimeter (µS/cm3) and
selenium at 2.0 micrograms per liter (µg/l,
ppb) in water and 7.1 micrograms per
gram (µg/g, ppm) in sediments (Radtke
et al., 1988). In 1984, concentrations of
selenium in sediments were five times
higher than the geochemical baseline
for soils from the western United States,
which range from less than 0.39 to 1.4
µg/g (Shacklette and Boerngen, 1984).
At the Colorado River Delta in Mexico,
the terminus of the river, we would

4

therefore expect salinity and selenium
concentrations to be at their maximum.
Measurements along the mainstem of
the river in Mexico have shown salinity
as high as 4,000 ppm and selenium up
to 6.3 ppb (Valdéz-Casillas et al., 2000),
supporting this argument. However, the
associated riparian areas and wetlands in
the delta area are supported primarily by
irrigation runoff, and several studies have
shown that agricultural practices do not
appear to exacerbate salinity and dissolved
selenium concentrations there (Radtke et
al., 1988; García-Hernández et al., 2000;
García-Hernández et al., 2001).
3ALINITYç3OURCES
Salinity in the Colorado River primarily
originates from geologic sources, saline
springs, and agricultural sources. Almost
half the total salt load is from natural
sources, with irrigation return flows
adding more than one-third, and municipal
and industrial sources responsible for the
small remaining portion. According to the
U.S. Department of Interior, more than a
million tons of salt per year will have to be
removed from 2003 until 2010 to maintain
average salinity below the criterion of
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...riparian areas and
wetlands in the delta area
are supported primarily
by irrigation runoff, and
several studies have
shown that agricultural
practices do not appear
to exacerbate salinity
and dissolved selenium
concentrations there.
880 mg/L at Imperial Dam set by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Program.
3ELENIUM
Dissolved selenium concentrations in
water from the lower Colorado River
appear to have multiple origins. The
natural weathering of seleniferous soils
or rocks in the upper basin is attributed
to selenium concentrations of up to 1,300
ppb in shallow groundwater near upstream
reaches of the river (Presser et al., 1994),
far exceeding the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s standard of 5 ppb for

wildlife protection. Additional sources
of dissolved selenium in the river may
include the combustion of seleniferous
coal at electric generating stations and the
extraction of seleniferous ore deposits.
All of these sources may contribute to
the downstream loading and transport
of selenium and hence its distribution
and availability for biaccumulation in
the ecosystem (Radtke et al., 1988).
The construction of dams, mining, and
intensive agriculture activities may also
increase the concentrations of salinity and
selenium in the lower Colorado River.
In the Colorado River Delta, selenium
is found in greater concentrations in
aquatic organisms compared to terrestrial
wildlife (see table). The selenium cycle
is enhanced in aquatic ecosystems due to
selenium’s solubility and bioaccumulation
first in sediments, then plants, fish,
and birds. Despite elevated selenium
concentrations found in birds and bird
eggs in the delta wetlands, no evidence
of deformed embryos has yet been found.
However, continued monitoring will be
necessary to promptly detect any toxic
changes that may occur.

#ONCENTRATIONS OF SELENIUM 3E IN FISH AND BIRDS FROM THE #OLORADO 2IVER DELTA WETLANDS IN PPM
DRY WEIGHT .  NUMBER OF SAMPLES 

/THERç#ONTAMINANTS
Water quality in the Colorado River Delta
is affected not only by salinity and natural
elements such as selenium, but also by
raw sewage from the city of San Luis
and numerous agrochemicals, including
organophosphorate and carbamate
pesticides. Most delta wetland ecosystems
are supported, however, by irrigation runoff
from the local agricultural valleys. Although
agricultural practices do not appear to
increase dissolved selenium concentrations
in water from the lower Colorado River
and its delta, agricultural runoff can carry
other contaminants such as pesticides, fecal
coliforms, and other metals.
Concentrations of dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE, a degradation
product of DDT) in aquatic organisms and
birds have been reported in several studies
conducted in the Colorado River Delta,
but show a marked decrease over time.
However, fish-eating birds like cormorants
still show elevated concentrations of
DDE. The presence of organochlorine
compounds in wildlife is possibly due
to the past intensive use of DDT in
agriculture in the Mexicali Valley.
The wetlands of the delta are inhabited
by a wide variety of wildlife, including
the largest population of the endangered
Yuma clapper rail in the Ciénega de Santa
Clara. For the protection of the wetlands
and its inhabitants, it is important to
maintain an inventory of the chemicals
present in delta wetlands, their behavior in
the system, and their effects on wildlife.
Studies on concentrations of chemicals in
different matrices (water, sediment, soil,

and wildlife), cholinesterase inhibition in
birds exposed to pesticides, nest success
of different species, and other studies will
be necessary to protect the environmental
health of this rich and unique delta.
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The Colorado River and its tributaries provide municipal and industrial water to about
33 million people and irrigation water to nearly 4 million acres of land in the United
States. The river also serves about 3 million people and 500,000 acres in Mexico. The
effect of salinity is a major concern in
both the United States and Mexico.
Salinity damages in the United States
are presently about $383 million per
year at 2009 salinity concentrations.
This biennial report on the quality of
water in the Colorado River Basin is
required by Public Laws 84-485, 87483, and the Colorado River Basin
Salinity Control Act (Salinity Control
Act) (Public Law 93-320, as amended
by Public Laws 98-569, 104-20, 104127, and 106-459).
Salinity damages to municipal water pipe.
The Salinity Control Act authorizes the
Secretaries of the U.S. Department of
the Interior (Interior) and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to enhance and protect
the quality of water available in the Colorado River for use in the United States and the
Republic of Mexico.

Title I of the Salinity Control Act authorized the construction and operation of a desalting
plant, brine discharge canal, and
other features to enable the United
States to deliver water to Mexico
having an average salinity no greater
than 115 parts per million (ppm) plus
or minus 30 ppm over the annual
average salinity of the Colorado
River at Imperial Dam. The Title I
program (administered by the Bureau
of Reclamation [Reclamation])
continues to meet the requirements
of Minute No. 242 of the
Salinity damages to crop production.
International Boundary and Water
Commission, United States and
Mexico.
Title II of the Salinity Control Act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) and
the Secretary of Agriculture to implement a broad range of specific and general salinity
control measures in an ongoing effort to prevent further degradation of water quality to
meet the objectives and standards set by the Clean Water Act.
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In 1995, Public Law 104-20 authorized an entirely new way of implementing salinity
control. Reclamation’s Basinwide Salinity Control Program opened the program to
competition through a “Request for Proposal” process, which greatly reduced the cost of
salinity control by selecting the most cost effective projects. However, the price of
salinity control will increase in the future as the less cost effective projects are left.
The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum (Forum) in accordance with the
requirements of the Clean Water Act, prepared the “2008 Review, Water Quality
Standards for Salinity, Colorado River System” (Review). The Review reported that by
2030 a target of 1.85 million tons per year of salt will need to be diverted from entering
the Colorado River in order to meet the water quality standards in the Lower Basin,
below Lees Ferry, AZ. The combined Reclamation, USDA & BLM salinity reduction
reported for 2010 shows that the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program
(Program) has controlled over 1,192,000 tons of salt per year. In order to meet the 1.85
million tons of salt per year goal, it will be necessary to fund and implement potential
new measures which ensure the removal of an additional 657,950 tons by 2030. The
Forum stated that in order to achieve this level of salt reduction, the federal departments
and agencies would require the following capital funding: Reclamation appropriation $17.5 million per year (bringing the total Reclamation program with $7.5 million costsharing to $25 million per year); and USDA EQIP appropriation - $13.8 million per year
(bringing the total on-farm program to $19.7 million per year with Basin states parallel
program). Beginning in 2005, BLM began a comprehensive program to minimize the salt
loading from BLM lands in the Colorado River basin. BLM salinity funding from
Congress began in FY 2006.
With the reported existing salt controlled, and assuming no reduction of the existing
salinity control projects, then nearly 32,900 tons of new or additional controls will need
to be implemented each year to maintain the standards with increased future water
development. This Program goal is the combined target for the participating agencies
within Interior and USDA. The participating agencies reported to the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Advisory Council, showing that the agencies efforts have been
able to exceed the program’s target over the past several years.
The Upper Colorado River Basin continues to experience a protracted multi-year drought.
Since 1999, inflow to Lake Powell has been below average in every year except water
years 2005 and 2008. The overall reservoir storage in the Colorado River Basin, as of
October 1, 2010, is 33.05 million acre-feet or 55.6 % of capacity. Salinity concentration
has increased during this time period (while salinity loading has decreased), but has not
exceeded the numeric salinity criteria on the Colorado River below Hoover Dam, Parker
Dam and at Imperial Dam; 723, 747 & 879 mg/L respectively. Reclamation’s short term
future salinity modeling scenarios indicate that the numeric salinity criteria should be
maintained even with an additional 1-2 years of drought. However, the uncertainty of the
prediction is within reach of the salinity criteria. The salinity criteria could have been
exceeded in 2003 or 2004 without the salinity control program and other salt reductions.
Nevertheless, salinity damages are still very high at the 2009 salinity levels. This is the
first observation of this level of reservoir draw down. This drought is providing new data,
which will eventually reduce the uncertainty in salinity forecasting.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) of the U.S. Department of the Interior
prepared this report in cooperation with State water resource agencies and other Federal
agencies involved in the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program (Salinity
Control Program). This Progress Report is the latest in a series of biennial reports that
commenced in 1963. This report, Progress Report 23, should have been published in
2007, but due to long review times for the past Progress Reports 21 and 22, the time line
has been delayed enough to include the 2007 and 2009 data in this report.

AUTHORIZATION FOR REPORT
The directive for preparing this report is contained in four separate public laws.
Public Law 84-485 states:
Section 15 –“The Secretary of the Interior is directed to continue studies and
make a report to the Congress and to the States of the Colorado River Basin on
the quality of water of the Colorado River,”
Section 5c – “All revenues collected in connection with the operation of the
Colorado storage project and participating projects shall be credited to the Basin
Fund, and shall be available, without further appropriation, for (1) defraying the
costs of operation, maintenance, & replacement of, and emergency expenditures
for, all facilities”. The ongoing water quality monitoring, studies, and report are
considered part of the normal operation of the project and are funded by the Basin
Fund.”
Public Law 87-483 states:
Section 15 - “The Secretary of the Interior is directed to continue his studies of
the quality of water of the Colorado River System, to appraise its suitability for
municipal, domestic, and industrial use and for irrigation in the various areas in
the United States in which it is used or proposed to be used, to estimate the effect
of additional developments involving its storage and use (whether heretofore
authorized or contemplated for authorization) on the remaining water available for
use in the United States, to study all possible means of improving the quality of
such water and of alleviating the ill effects of water of poor quality, and to report
the results of his studies and estimates to the 87th Congress and every 2 years
thereafter.”
Public Law 87-590 states that January 3 would be the submission date for the report.
Public Law 93-320 states:
“Commencing on January 1, 1975, and every 2 years thereafter, the Secretary
shall submit, simultaneously, to the President, the Congress, and the Advisory
Council created in Section 204(a) of this title, a report on the Colorado River
salinity control program authorized by this title covering the progress of
investigations, planning, and construction of salinity control units for the previous
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fiscal year; the effectiveness of such units; anticipated work needed to be
accomplished in the future to meet the objectives of this title, with emphasis on
the needs during the 5 years immediately following the date of each report; and
any special problems that may be impeding progress in attaining an effective
salinity control program. Said report may be included in the biennial report on the
quality of water of the Colorado River Basin prepared by the Secretary pursuant
to section 15 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act (70 Stat. 111; 43 U.S.C.
602n), section 15 of the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project and the initial stage of
the San Juan-Chama Project Act (76 Stat. 102), and section 6 of the
Fryingpan-Arkansas Project Act (76 Stat. 393).”

LEGAL ASPECTS
Water Quantity
Colorado River water was apportioned by the Colorado River Compact of 1922, the
Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, the Water Treaty of 1944, the Upper Colorado
River Basin Compact of 1948, and the United States Supreme Court (Arizona v.
California et al., 1963).
The Colorado River Compact divided the Colorado River Basin between the Upper and
Lower Basins at Lee Ferry (just below the confluence of the Paria River), apportioning to
each use of 7.5 million acre-feet (maf) annually. In addition to this apportionment, the
Lower Basin was given the right to increase its beneficial consumptive use by 1 maf per
year. The compact also contains provisions governing exportation of Colorado River
water. The Water Treaty of 1944 obligates the United States to deliver to Mexico 1.5 maf
of Colorado River water annually, absent treaty surplus or shortage conditions.
Upper Colorado Use - The Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 divided and
apportioned the water apportioned to the Upper Colorado River Basin by the Colorado
River Compact, allocating to Arizona 50,000 acre-feet annually, with the remaining
water allocated to Upper Colorado River Basin States as follows:
x Colorado 51.75 percent
x New Mexico 11.25 percent
x Utah 23 percent
x Wyoming 14 percent
Lower Colorado Use - States of the Lower Colorado River Basin did not agree to a
compact for the apportionment of waters in the Lower Colorado River Basin; in the
absence of such a compact Congress, through Secretarial contracts authorized by the
Boulder Canyon Project Act, allocated water from the mainstem of the Colorado River
below Lee Ferry among California, Nevada, and Arizona, and the Gila River between
Arizona and New Mexico. This apportionment was upheld by the Supreme Court, in
1963, in the case of Arizona v. California.
As confirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1963, from the mainstem of the Colorado
River (i.e., The Lower Basin):
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x

Nevada was apportioned 300,000 acre-feet annually and 4 percent of surplus
water available,

x

Arizona was apportioned 2,800,000 acre-feet annually and 46 percent of surplus
water available,

x

California was apportioned 4,400,000 acre-feet annually and 50 percent of
surplus water available.

Water Quality
Although a number of water-quality-related legislative actions have been taken on the
State and Federal levels, several Federal acts are of special significance to the Colorado
River Basin: the Water Quality Act of 1965 and related amendments, the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-500), commonly referred to
as the Clean Water Act and related amendments, and the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act (Salinity Control Act) of 1974 as amended. Also, central to water quality
issues are agreements with Mexico on Colorado River System waters entering that
country.
The Water Quality Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-234) amended the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act and established a Federal Water Pollution Control Administration
(now Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]). Among other provisions, it required
States to adopt water quality criteria for interstate waters inside their boundaries. The
seven Basin States initially developed water quality standards that did not include
numeric salinity criteria for the Colorado River primarily because of technical
constraints. In 1972, the Basin States agreed to a policy that called for the maintenance of
salinity concentrations in the Lower Colorado River System at or below existing levels,
while the Upper Colorado River Basin States continued to develop their
compact-apportioned waters. The Basin States suggested that Reclamation should have
primary responsibility for investigating, planning, and implementing the proposed
Salinity Control Program.
The enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 affected
salinity control, in that it was interpreted by EPA to require numerical standards for
salinity in the Colorado River. In response, the Basin States founded the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Forum (Forum) to develop water quality standards, including
numeric salinity criteria and a basinwide plan of implementation for salinity control. The
Basin States held public meetings on the proposed standards as required by the enacting
legislation. The Forum recommended that the individual Basin States adopt the report,
Water Quality Standards for Salinity, Including Numeric Criteria and Plan of
Implementation for Salinity Control, Colorado River System. The proposed water quality
standards called for maintenance of flow-weighted annual averaged total dissolved solids
concentrations of 723 milligrams per liter (mg/L) below Hoover Dam, 747 mg/L below
Parker Dam, and 879 mg/L at Imperial Dam. Included in the plan of implementation
were four salinity control units and possibly additional units, the application of effluent
limitations, industrial use of saline water, and future studies. The standards are to be
reviewed at 3-year intervals. All of the Basin States adopted the 1975 Forumrecommended standards. EPA approved the standards.
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The Salinity Control Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-320) provided the means to comply
with the United States’ obligations to Mexico under Minute No. 242 of the International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, which included, as a major
feature, a desalting plant and brine discharge canal for treatment of Wellton-Mohawk
Irrigation and Drainage District (WMIDD) drainage water. These facilities enable the
United States to deliver water to Mexico having an average salinity of 115 parts per
million (ppm) plus or minus 30 ppm (United States’ count) over the annual average
salinity of the Colorado River at Imperial Dam. The act also authorized construction of 4
salinity control units and the expedited planning of 12 other salinity control projects
above Imperial Dam as part of the basinwide salinity control plan.
In 1978, the Forum reviewed the salinity standards and recommended continuing
construction of units identified in the 1974 act, placing of effluent limitations on
industrial and municipal discharges, and reduction of the salt-loading effects of irrigation
return flows. The review also called for the inclusion of water quality management plans
to comply with section 208 of the Clean Water Act. It also contemplated the use of saline
water for industrial purposes and future salinity control.
Public Law 98-569, signed October 30, 1984, amended Public Law 93-320. The
amendments to the Salinity Control Act authorized the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Colorado River Salinity Control Program. The amendments also authorized two
new units for construction under the Reclamation program.
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In 2002, Public Law 107-171, Title II, Subtitle D reauthorized the USDA’s
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (under which the Secretary of Agriculture
carries out salinity control measures). In 2008, Public Law 110-246, again authorized the
USDA’s Environmental Quality Incentives Program. PL110-246 also amended the
Salinity Control Act to clarify the authority and implementation of the “Basin States
Program”.
Nothing in this report is intended to interpret the provisions of applicable federal law
including, but not limited to, The Colorado River Compact (42 Stat. 171), The Upper
Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31), The Utilization of Waters of the Colorado
and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande, Treaty Between the United States of America
and Mexico (Treaty Series 994, 59 Stat. 1219), the United States/Mexico agreement in
Minute No. 242 of August 30, 1973, (Treaty Series 7708; 24 UST 1968), the 1964
Decree entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona v. California et al.
(376 U.S. 340), as amended and supplemented, The Boulder Canyon Project Act (45 Stat.
1057), The Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 774; 43 U.S.C. 618a), The
Colorado River Storage Project Act (70 Stat. 105; 43 U.S.C. 620), The Colorado River
Basin Project Act (82 Stat. 885; 43 U.S.C. 1501), The Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act (88 Stat. 266; 43 U.S.C. 1571), The Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984 (98
Stat. 1333), The Colorado River Floodway Protection Act (100 Stat. 1129; 43 U.S.C.
1600), or The Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992 (Title XVIII of Public Law 102-575,
106 Stat. 4669).

In 1993, the Dept. of Interior Inspector General concluded that the lengthy congressional
authorization process for Reclamation projects was impeding the implementation of costeffective measures. Consequently, a public review of the program was conducted in
1994. In 1995, Public Law 104-20 authorized Reclamation to implement a basinwide
approach to salinity control and to manage its implementation. Reclamation completed
solicitations in 1996, 1997, 1998, 2001, and 2004 in which Reclamation requested
proposals, ranking the proposals based on their cost and performance risk factors, and
awarded funds to the highest ranked projects. The awards from the first three solicitations
consumed the available appropriation ceiling of $75 million authorized by Congress to
test the new program. In 2000, Public Law 106-459 amended the Colorado River Basin
Salinity Control Act to increase the appropriation ceiling for Reclamation’s basinwide
approach by $100 million ($175 million total). This appropriation authority allowed
Reclamation to continue to request new proposals under its Basinwide Salinity Control
Program.
In 1996, Public Law 104-127 significantly changed the authorities provided to USDA.
Rather than carry out a separate salinity control program, the Secretary of Agriculture
was directed to carry out salinity control measures in the Colorado River Basin as part of
the Environmental Quality Incentives Program established under the Food Security Act
of 1985. Public Law 104-127 also authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to cost share
salinity control activities from the basin funds in lieu of repayment. Cost sharing has been
implemented for both USDA and Reclamation programs. Under this new authority, each
dollar appropriated by the Congress is matched by $0.43 in cost sharing from the basin
funds.
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Table 1 - Quantified Sources of Salt Loading

CHAPTER 2 – SALINITY CONDITIONS
Type of
Source

Salt Loading
(tons per year)

Paradox Springs

Springs / point

205,000

Dotsero Springs

Springs / point

182,600

Glenwood Springs

Springs / point

335,000

Steamboat Springs

Springs / point

8,500

Pagosa Springs

Springs / point

7,300

Sinbad Valley

Springs / point

6,500

Meeker Dome

Springs / point

57,000

Other minor springs in the Upper Basin

Springs / point

19,600

Source

CAUSES OF SALINITY
The Colorado River System is naturally very saline. At the USGS gauge below Hoover
Dam, between 1940 and 1980 an average of approximately 9.4 million tons of salt were
carried down the river every year. Since 1981, on average, approximately 8.8 million tons
of salts have been measured in the river each year, including years of floods and drought,
with the trend going down. The flow of the river dilutes this salt, and depending upon the
quantity of flow, salinity can be relatively dilute or concentrated. Since climatic
conditions directly affect the flow in the river, salinity in any one year may double (or
halve) due to extremes in runoff. Because this natural variability is virtually
uncontrollable, the seven
Basin States adopted a
Sources of Salinity
non-degradation water
quality standard.
Irrigation
Nearly half of the salinity
37%
in the Colorado River
Natural
System is from natural
47%
sources. Saline springs,
erosion of saline geologic
formations, and runoff all
contribute to this
background salinity.
Irrigation, reservoir
Reservoir
evaporation, and
M&I
12%
municipal and industrial
4%
(M&I) sources make up
the balance of the salinity
Figure 1 - Sources of Salinity
problem in the Colorado
River Basin. Figure 1 shows the relative amount each source contributes to the salinity
problem. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1971) estimated that the natural
salinity in the Lower Colorado River at Imperial Dam was 334 milligrams per liter
(mg/L). For 2009 the average annual flow weighted salinity at Imperial Dam was 717
mg/L, a 383 mg/L increase over the estimated natural salinity. Table 1, on the following
page, quantifies the salinity from several of these known sources.

Salinity of the Colorado River has increased with the development of water resources in
two major ways: (1) the addition of salts from water use and (2) the consumption
(depletion) of water. The combined effects of water use and consumption have had a
significant impact on salinity in the Colorado River Basin. The basin-wide drought, since
1999, has also had an influence on the present salinity of the Colorado River.
Current information indicates that the present salt levels in the Colorado River system
have few if any negative health effects and the EPA’s primary drinking water standards
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Blue Springs

Springs / point

550,000

La Verkin Springs

Springs / point

109,000

Grand Valley

Irrigation / non-point

580,000

Big Sandy

Irrigation / non-point

164,000

Uncompahgre Project

Irrigation / non-point

360,000

McElmo Creek

Irrigation / non-point

119,000

Irrigation / non-point

258,000

mostly irrigation / non-point

240,000

Price-San Rafael
Uinta Basin
Dirty Devil River Area

non-point

150,000

Price-San Rafael Area

non-point

172,000

Other, non regulated areas

Various

Total

1

1

1

1

1

5,200,000
8,724,000

1- Values listed are pre salinity control project loading

are not exceeded (see Progress Report 21, Health section). However, the EPA secondary
drinking water standards of 500 mg/L for TDS (salinity) and 250 mg/L for sulfate may be
exceeded. A regression of sulfate versus TDS shows that sulfate exceeds 250 mg/L when
the TDS exceeds 612 mg/L. During dry cycles the secondary drinking water standards
for TDS and sulfate are exceeded at many places in the Colorado River in both the Upper
and Lower Basins, including the three salinity criteria sites.
The primary negative impact of the Colorado River salinity presently is seen as
economics. Reclamation has developed a model which calculates damages from a given
level of salt. Economic damages have been shown to begin at salinity levels above 500
mg/L and a change of 1 mg/L TDS equates to 10,000 tons of salt per year. Present annual
economic damage using the 2008 & 2009 average annual salinity level at Imperial Dam
(717 mg/l, latest data available) has been modeled at over $350 million dollars. This
impact comes out at a cost of $173 per ton of salt or $1,733,000 per mg/L TDS per year,
over the 500 mg/L base point. Even though the salinity level has fluctuated slightly over
the last few years, the salinity impact cost has increased primarily due to increased
agricultural damage costs (increase in acreage and crop prices).
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HISTORIC SALINITY CONDITIONS

Colorado River TDS @ Compact Points
1000

900

TDS (mg/L)

Salinity related damages are
primarily due to reduced
Quantified Economic Damages $350+
million each year
agricultural crop yields,
corrosion, and plugging of
Agriculture $172 m
pipes and water fixtures in
5%
housing and industry. Figure 2
Household $94 m
8%
4%
breaks down the percentage of
Commercial $26 m
total damages. The seven
7%
Utility $16 m
49%
Basin States have agreed to
Industrial $17 m
limit this impact and adopted
numeric criteria, which
Management $27 m
27%
require that salinity
concentrations not increase
(from the 1972 levels) due to
Figure 2 – Percentage of Salinity Damages
future water development.
Salinity levels measured in the
river may be low or high due to climatic conditions, but the goal of the Water Quality
Criteria for the Colorado River Basin and the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Program (Salinity Control Program) is to offset (eliminate) the salinity effects of
additional water development.
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Below Hoover
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Hoover Criteria

Parker Criteria

Imperial Criteria

Figure 3 - Colorado River Salinity at Lower Basin Compact Points

Streamflow

FACTORS INFLUENCING SALINITY
Stream flow, reservoir storage, water resource development, salinity control, climatic
conditions, and natural runoff directly influence salinity in the Colorado River Basin.
Before any water development, the salinity of spring runoff was often below 200 mg/L
throughout the Colorado River Basin. However, salinity in the lower mainstem was often
well above 1,000 mg/L during the low flow months (most of the year), since no
reservoirs existed to catch and store the spring runoff.

This spill went through Lake Mead
(Hoover Dam) and on downstream
through Imperial Dam. In 1983 and on
through 1987, flows in the system were
again extremely high and sustained,
reducing salinity to historic lows. As
shown in the bottom graph of Figure 4,
more average flows in the system after
1987 returned the salinity in the
reservoir system to more normal levels.

Mainstem Flows
25
20

Flow (maf/yr)

Streamflow directly influences salinity.
For the most part, higher flows (or
reservoir releases) dilute salinity. The
top graph in Figure 4 shows streamflow
at two key points in the mainstem. In
1980, Lake Powell (Glen Canyon Dam)
filled for the first time and spilled.

Powell
15
10
5
Imperial
0
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Mainstem Salinity
1000
Imperial

900
800

TDS (mg/L)

Salinity in the Colorado River is monitored at 20 key stations throughout the Colorado
River Basin. Salt loads and concentrations are calculated from daily conductivity and
flow records using methods developed jointly between Reclamation and USGS
(Liebermann et al., 1986). Historical annual streamflow, and salinity concentrations from
1940 through 2009 are included in graphical form in Appendix A. Monthly and annual
data may be obtained by request from Reclamation, Salt Lake City, Utah or by going to
Reclamation’s Upper Colorado Regional Office Salinity Program web page;
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/index.html. The salinity of the 3 lower basin
compact points since 1940 is shown in Figure 3. As Figure 3 shows, the last time the
TDS exceeded or reached the salinity criteria at any of the compact points, was in 1972 –
the year that the salinity standard was established for the Colorado River.

700
600
500
400

Hoover

300
1970

1980

1990

Powell
2000

2010

Figure 4 - Mainstem Flow and Salinity.
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Reservoir Storage
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elevation, Ft

Lake Powell Forebay, Wahweap, TDS Dec 1964 to March 2010

3700

The Colorado River Storage Project Reservoirs produce not only major hydrologic
modifications downstream, but they also significantly alter the salinity variability of the
downstream river. The overall long term salinity affects of the reservoirs are beneficial
and have greatly reduced the salinity peaks and annual fluctuation (Figure 5). The high
concentration low flow waters are mixed with low concentration spring runoff, reducing
the month-to-month variation in salinity below dams (Mueller et al., 1988). At Glen
Canyon Dam, the pre and post dam peak monthly salinity has been reduced by nearly 600
mg/L. Similar effects can be seen below Flaming Gorge, Navajo, and Hoover Dams,
greatly improving the quality of water during the summer, fall and winter.
Large reservoirs like Lake Powell selectively route less saline water while holding more
saline waters during low inflow periods. The poorer quality waters are then slowly
released after the inflows have begun to increase, which helps to prevent exceeding the
salinity criteria during drought years. The large reservoirs selectively retain higher
salinity winter inflows in the bottom of the pool and route lower salinity overflow density
currents from the spring runoff. The seasonal and long term affects of this selective
retention and routing of salt has been shown below Glen Canyon Dam in Figure 5.
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Figure 6 - Lake Powell Forebay, near Dam, Dec 1964 to March 2010 Salinity Concentration, mg/L

depth in the water column and the X axis is time in years. The color scale is the change in
salinity.

Salinity Below Glen Canyon Dam
Monthly Salinity (mg/L)

1600

Two things are demonstrated by this graphic: 1) Glen Canyon Dam selectively retains
higher TDS water, especially during initial years of drought, and then routes those waters
later, usually during wetter cycles. 2) Lake Powell has selectively retained higher salinity
water during drier years, and then routed it with the increased mixing and shorter
hydraulic retention times of wetter cycles as seen particularly in 1983 and 1999. During
these wetter cycles these is a significant mixing and dilution of these previously stored
salts.

Dam closure and
reservoir storage in
mid-1960's reduced
variation in salinity

1400
1200
1000
800

Figure 6 further displays this retention. A long-term depth vs. time profile of salinity in
the forebay of Glen Canyon Dam is a pictured history of salinity. The Y (vertical) axis is

There are 4 periods or trends which can be seen in the Colorado River salinity for the
inflow to and outflow from Lake Powell which can be seen in Figure 7 (white and yellow
trend lines). The overall inflow line (blue) in Figure 7 is the sum of TDS for the inflow
stations to Lake Powell; Colorado River at Cisco, Green River at Green River, UT, San
Rafael River near Green River and San Juan River near Bluff. The overall outflow line
(red) is the TDS at the USGS gauge at Lee’s Ferry below Glen Canyon Dam. There was
the pre dam period, 1940 – 1964, where the average salinity trend was increasing with
some divergence between the average annual inflow and outflow salinity levels and the
inflow concentration generally being less than the outflow concentration. This difference
between outflow and inflow may be impacted by the beginning hydraulic conditions,
since the actual annual levels appear to track each other fairly closely. Next there was the
dam filling period where Lake Powell and the upper basin reservoirs were completed and
filling, 1965-1980. The average annual salinity during this time decreased with a
convergence occurring between the inflow and outflow concentrations. The outflow
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Figure 5 - Effects of Glen Canyon Dam on Colorado River Salinity at Lees Ferry.
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concentration decreased more than the inflow concentration, which could be due to the
reservoir storing the higher TDS waters. Then there was the period, 1980 to present,
when the basin hydrology went through both wet and dry periods and the salinity control
projects in the upper basin were coming online. The declining trend of the average
annual salinity concentration over this time is seen to be constant between the inflow and
outflow stations. Since 1980 there appears to be an equilibrium between the salt entering
the reservoir and what is being released. The last period, since 2000, covers the
basinwide drought. The trend shows that the inflow TDS has declined, while the outflow
TDS from Lake Powell has stayed constant with the 1980 to present TDS trend.
Lake Powell (and other reservoirs in the basin) went through an initial filling salt leach
out which actually began with temporary water retention behind the coffer dam during
construction in the mid 1950’s. Long-term linear regression trend lines on the inflow and
outflow salinity concentrations at Lake Powell indicate that internal salt leaching seems
to have declined to a minimum by the mid-1990’s suggesting a long-term salinity leach
out which is approaching a dynamic equilibrium (Figure 7, red and blue trend line).

Lake Powell Inflow vs Outflow Salt Concentration
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Figure 7 - Lake Powell Inflow and Outflow Salt Concentration, mg/L

NATURAL VARIATION IN SALINITY
Although seasonal swings in salinity have been greatly reduced, annual fluctuations in
salinity are still observed. Natural climatic variations in rainfall and snowmelt runoff
continue to cause large year-to-year differences in both flow and salinity and in some
cases nearly doubling the salinity in the river.
The water quality standards require that the flow-weighted average annual salinity not to
rise above the 1972 levels using a long-term mean water supply of 15 maf (2008
Review). This means that depending on the hydrology (drought conditions) salinities may
15

actually increase above the numeric criteria and it is not a violation of the standards, but
is due to natural variations in the hydrologic conditions. Even with full compliance with
the standards, the actual salinities at Imperial Dam (and elsewhere in the Colorado River
Basin) will continue to fluctuate with hydrologic conditions in the future. The Salinity
Control Program is designed to offset the effects of development, even as salinity varies
from year to year in response to the climatic and hydrologic conditions. Assuming
continued salinity control and full compliance with the standards, the potential range of
annual salinities that might be observed in the future at Imperial Dam is quite wide. With
Colorado River basin reservoir storage tempering the natural variability of the system, the
range between the high and low salinity values at Imperial Dam has dropped to a monthly
average of about 479 mg/L and an annual average around 266 mg/L since 1973.
AGRICULTURAL SOURCES OF SALINITY
Irrigated agriculture is the largest user of water in the Colorado River Basin and a major
contributor to the salinity of the system. Iorns (Iorns et al., 1965) found that irrigated
lands in the Upper Colorado River Basin contributed about 3.4 million tons of salt per
year (37 percent of the salinity of the river). Irrigation increases the salt concentration of
the source water by consuming water (evapotranspiration) and by dissolving salts found
in the underlying saline soil and geologic formations, usually marine (Mancos) shale.
Irrigation mobilizes the salts found naturally on the soil surface as well as in the soil
profile, especially if the lands are over irrigated. Many subbasins experienced significant
changes in irrigation following development of available reservoir storage. For example,
once late season irrigation supplies were assured, less water was applied to per unit of
farmland during the snowmelt runoff, and overall irrigation efficiency increased.

600

300
1940
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Irrigation development in the Upper Colorado River Basin took place gradually from the
beginning of settlement in about 1860, but was hastened by the purchase of tribal lands in
the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. About 800,000 acres were being irrigated by 1905.
Between 1905 and 1920, the development of irrigated land increased at a rapid rate, and
by 1920, nearly 1.4 million acres were being irrigated. The “Upper Colorado Region
Comprehensive Framework Study, June 1971”, reported that more than 1.6 million acres
were in irrigation in 1965. Since that time, development of new agricultural lands has
leveled off because of physical, environmental, and economic limitations. Reclamation’s
latest “Colorado River System Consumptive Uses and Losses Report 2006-2010”
estimated an average of 1.57 million acres was irrigated in the Upper Colorado River
Basin in 2006 (latest data available).
Irrigation development in the Lower Colorado River Basin began at about the same time
as in the Upper Colorado River Basin, but was slow due to the difficulty of diverting
water from the Colorado River with its widely fluctuating flows. Development of the Gila
area began in 1875 and the Palo Verde area in 1879. Construction of the Boulder Canyon
Project in the 1930’s, and other downstream projects, has provided for a continued
expansion of the irrigated area. In 1970, an additional 21,800 acres were irrigated by
private pumping either directly from the Colorado River or from wells in the flood plain.
In 1980, nearly 400,000 acres were being irrigated along the Colorado River mainstem.
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Total irrigated lands for the entire Lower Colorado River Basin is around 1.4 million
acres.
Reclamation and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) continuously monitor the flow and
salinity of the river system through a network of 20 gauging stations (See Appendix A,
Figs. A1 & A2). Reclamation evaluates the data collected to determine if sufficient
salinity control is in place to offset the impact of water development. In 2009, the actual
salinity in the Colorado River was below the numeric criteria at the established
monitoring stations. However, as the impacts of recent and future basin developments
work their way through the hydrologic system, or as drought conditions persist, salinity
would increase without salinity control to prevent further degradation of the river system.
Through salinity control practices, excess salt loading to the river system can be reduced
significantly, helping maximize the future beneficial uses of the river.
Most of the irrigation projects that deplete water and increase salt loading to the river
were in place before 1965. Moreover, like the newly inundated soils in reservoirs, newly
irrigated lands are subject to a leach-out period. In cases where lands with poor drainage
stored salt, these areas were taken out of production. In addition, irrigation practices
changed significantly with the introduction of canal and lateral lining, sprinkling systems,
gated pipe, trickle systems and tile drains (initial operation of tile drains increase salt
loading, which decreases after time). These changes have resulted in reduced return flows
and salt loading.
WATER USE BY MUNICIPAL & INDUSTRIAL USERS
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
The large amounts of water use once forecasted for steam power generation, coal
gasification, oil shale, and mineral development have not yet occurred. The few
coal-fired power plants that have been constructed recently have obtained their water
from existing agricultural rights rather than from developing additional water. This
conversion of use reduces the salt loading to the Colorado River by eliminating the
pickup of salt from canal seepage and on farm deep percolation.
Many of the geologic formations of the Colorado River Basin were deposited in marine
(saline) or brackish water environments. Sulfates and sodium chloride are prevalent salts
in most of these formations. Many of the formations were deposited in drier periods and
are capable of transmitting water, but these aquifers are frequently sandwiched between
hundreds or even thousands of feet of impermeable shale (aquicludes). These aquifers
are, therefore, static and often saline. Many static and saline aquifers are present in the
Colorado River Basin. When a path of flow is provided by drilling or mining, these
aquifers are mobilized, and brackish or saline waters flow back to the surface.
The development of energy resources, specifically coal, oil, gas, oil shale, and coal bed
methane, in the Colorado River Basin may contribute significant quantities of salt to the
Colorado River. Salinity of surface waters can be increased by either mineral dissolution
or uptake in surface runoff, mobilization of brackish groundwater, or consumption of
good quality water. The location of fossil fuels is associated with marine-derived
formations. Any disturbance of these saline materials will increase the contact surfaces,
allowing for the dissolution of previously unavailable soluble minerals.

Salinity levels are directly influenced by depletion (consumption) of water flowing in the
river system and salt loading. Agriculture increases salinity by consuming water through
evapotranspiration and leaching of salts from soils by irrigation. Municipal and industrial
(M&I) use increases salinity by the consumption of the water, thus reducing the dilution
of salts in the river or by disposal on land.

Salinity increases associated with mining coal can be attributed to leaching of coal spoil
materials, discharge of saline groundwater, and increased erosion resulting from surfacedisturbing activities. Spoil materials have a greater permeability than undisturbed
overburden, allowing most of the rain falling on the spoils to infiltrate instead of running
off. The water percolates through the spoils, dissolving soluble minerals.

Another source of salinity from municipal & industrial use is from an increase in the
housing developments within the basin. This brings with it an associated increase in
water softening needs, due to the hard water found throughout the basin. One result of the
increase of water softening is an increase in the sodium chloride salt discharged into the
Colorado River. Another impact of the increased population in the basin is that more
roads are paved and developed. During the winter this increase in road mileage impacts
the salt discharged into the basin due to the addition of salt on the roads in order to help
keep the snow and ice off of the roads. The amount of salt added to the basin from new
municipal development has not yet been quantified.

Studies conducted on mining spoils in northwestern Colorado indicate that the resulting
salinity of spoil-derived waters ranges from approximately 3,000 mg/L to 3,900 mg/L
(Parker, et al., 1983; McWhorter, et al., 1979; and U.S. Department of the Interior, 1985).
The variability in concentration depends on water residence time and the chemical and
physical properties of the spoil.

Reclamation continues to monitor water use and adjusts their future salinity control needs
as water development plans may be postponed, delayed, or canceled. The depletion
schedules used to project salinity conditions have been updated so that the
implementation needs for the Salinity Control Program can be planned to offset the
impacts of additional water development (see Tables 2 & 3).
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Saline water is also a byproduct of oil and gas production in the Colorado River Basin. It
is not uncommon to produce several times the amount of saline waters as oil. In one
month the oil and gas operators in Colorado produced approximately 25 million barrels
of saline water. The salinity of production waters varies greatly from location to location
and depends upon the producing formation. Common disposal techniques include
evaporation, injection, and discharge to local drainages.
The future development of the oil shale resources in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming has
the potential to increase salt loading to the Colorado River. Salt increases can be
attributed to the consumptive use of good quality water, mine dewatering, and, if surface
retorting is used, the leaching of spoil materials similar to those of surface coal mining.
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Reclamation, BLM and state agencies are attempting to identify abandoned exploration
wells that are leaking and develop plans to control the leaks. The Meeker Dome Salinity
Control Unit identified and plugged several abandoned wells along the White River to
prevent a salt dome (a geologic formation) from discharging saline water into the river.

FUTURE WATER DEVELOPMENT

Coal Bed Methane - The increase of the price of natural gas has led to an increase in the
interest of developing the methane gas, which is found with coal, in the plentiful coal
formations of the Upper Colorado River Basin. This coal bed methane (CBM)
development could result in an increase in the salt loading of the Colorado River if the
water associated with this type of drilling is discharged on the ground surface and
allowed to get into waterways.

Table 2 summarizes the projected future depletions by water uses in the Upper Colorado
River Basin as adopted for planning purposes by the Upper Colorado River Commission
in December 2007. Figure 9 illustrates the historic annual consumptive use by water uses
in the Upper Basin as reported in Reclamation’s Colorado River System Consumptive
Uses and Losses Reports (CUL), and the projected future total depletions by water uses
in the Upper Basin that are included as input into Reclamation’s Colorado River System
Simulation (CRSS) model. The consumptive uses or depletions shown in figure 9
exclude evaporation losses from Lake Powell, Flaming Gorge Reservoir and the Aspinall
Unit reservoirs, which along with evaporation losses from Colorado River mainstem
reservoirs in the Lower Basin are modeled within CRSS.

In Utah, coal bed methane wells
are located in Emery, Carbon,
Duchesne, and Uinta counties.
The State allows up to 4 wells
per section. Most (99%) of
existing product wastewater from
the CBM wells is reinjected and
1 % is impounded for
evaporation. No surface
discharges have presently been
permitted. It is projected that
even with greater development of
CBM wells, the handling of the
produced wastewater will not
change.

Figure 8 - Photo of Coal Bed Methane Well.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the projected depletions used by Reclamation to evaluate the
effects of water use and depletions for this progress report. These water use estimates
were compiled as the first step in the evaluation process.

The annual depletions for the Lower Colorado River Basin shown in Table 3 include only
depletions resulting from the use of water from the mainstem of the Lower Colorado
River. Reclamation’s CRSS model does not model or include as input consumptive uses
made from tributaries to the Colorado River within the Lower Colorado River Basin.
Fixed inflow values are used in the CRSS model for the Lower Basin tributaries. More
detailed data on historic Colorado River Basin consumptive uses and losses (including
tributary uses in the Lower Basin and reservoir evaporation losses) may be found in
Reclamation’s Colorado River System Consumptive Uses and Losses Reports or on the
web at: www.usbr.gov/uc/library/envdocs/reports/crs/crsul.html

In Colorado, all the product water from CBM development in the San Juan Basin in
southwest Colorado is presently, and in the foreseeable future will be, reinjected. New
CBM wells are permitted in the northwest part of the State and in Moffat and Rio Blanco
Counties, where new CBM developments are being considered. The State averages for
product wastewater in the western part of the State are 90 % reinjected, 9.5 %
impounded, and 0.5 % surface discharged. Any surface discharged water has to meet the
water quality criteria of no more that 1 ton/day salt.

6
5

CRSS

4

maf/yr

In Wyoming, new CBM well development is beginning in the Little Snake River
drainage (Carbon County) with only a handful of wells permitted. This CBM
development has the potential to spread into the whole southwest corner of the State
(Sweetwater, Uinta, and Lincoln Counties) if the price of natural gas stays high. This
part of the State could have over 10,000 new CBM wells if development takes off as it
has in the Powder River Basin. Presently, the State will allow surface discharge of up to
1 ton/day per operator (not per well). CBM development in the southwest part of the
State will most likely involve reinjection of most if not all of the waste water since the
quality of the groundwater found in these coal beds is highly saline and of poor quality.

Historic and Projected Upper
Colorado River Basin Consumptive Uses

3

CUL

2
1
0
1960

excludesCRSPreservoir evaporation

1980

2000

2020

The recent push for increased development of coal bed methane and other energy sources
in the Rocky Mountain area poses a potential for increased salinity due to the brine or
saline ground water discharged from the wells into the Colorado River Basin.

Figure 9 - Historic and Projected Water Uses.
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Table 2 - Upper Basin Depletion Projections (1000 af/yr)

UPPER BASIN

Table 3 - Lower Basin Depletion Projections (1000 af/yr)

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

Total scheduled depletion

50

50

50

50

50

50

Share of 2007 Hydro-Det Amount (5.76 maf)

50

50

50

50

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

Colorado
Total scheduled depletions

2,796

2,842

2,891

2, 919

2,955

2,955

Share of 2007 Hydro-Det Amount (5.76 maf) 2,955

2,955

2,955

2,955

2,955

2,955

159

113

64

36

0

0

5

4

2

1

0

0

Total scheduled depletions

539

608

635

642

642

642

Share of 2007 Hydro-Det Amount (5.76 maf)

642

642

642

642

642

642

Remaining available

103

34

7

0

0

0

16

5

1

0

0

0

Remaining available
Percent unused

New Mexico

Percent unused

Utah
Total scheduled depletions

907

955

1032

1118

1163

1163

Share of 2007 Hydro-Det Amount (5.76 maf) 1313

1313

1313

1313

1313

1313

406

358

281

195

150

150

31

27

21

15

11

11

Total scheduled depletions

560

621

719

735

750

763

Share of 2007 Hydro-Det Amount (5.76 maf)

799

799

799

799

799

799

Remaining available

239

178

80

64

49

36

30

22

10

8

6

5

Remaining available
Percent unused

Wyoming

Percent unused

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

264
7
16
9
4
300

264
7
16
9
4
300

280
7
0
9
4
300

280
7
0
9
4
300

280
7
0
9
4
300

280
7
0
9
4
300

10
5
73
0
23
4
24
13
1425
414
8
505
27
248
12
9
2800

9
5
73
0
17
5
27
12
1419
463
8
477
30
234
12
9
2800

10
5
73
0
17
6
30
12
1406
463
16
476
35
229
12
10
2800

10
5
73
0
17
6
32
12
1398
463
16
476
41
229
12
10
2800

10
5
73
0
17
6
34
12
1395
463
16
476
41
230
12
10
2800

10
5
73
0
17
6
34
12
1395
463
16
476
41
230
12
10
2800

1
855
12
5
19
373
47
2711
376
1
0
4400

1
852
12
8
39
366
54
2641
426
1
0
4400

1
852
12
8
39
366
54
2611
456
1
0
4400

1
852
12
8
39
366
54
2611
456
1
0
4400

1
802
12
8
39
366
54
2661
456
1
0
4400

1
802
12
8
39
366
54
2661
456
1
0
4400

515
120
635

515
120
635

515
52
567

515
52
567

515
52
567

515
52
567

Nevada

Arizona

Remaining available

LOWER MAINSTEM

Note 1: This depletion schedule does not attempt to interpret the Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River
Basin Compact, or any other element of the “Law of the River.” This schedule should not be construed as an
acceptance of any assumption that limits the Upper Colorado River Basin’s depletion.

Robert B. Griffith Water Project
Other users above Hoover Dam
Southern California Edison
Ft. Mohave Indian Reservation
Laughlin and users below Hoover Dam
Total

Arizona
Imperial Wildlife Refuge
Lake Havasu Wildlife Refuge
Fort Mohave Indian Reservation
City of Kingman
Mohave Valley I&D District
Bullhead City and other M&I
Cibola Valley I&DD, Parker and others
Lake Havasu I&D District
Central Arizona Project
Colorado River Indian Reservation
Cibola Wildlife Refuge
Gila Project
City of Yuma
Yuma Project - Valley Division
Cocopah Indian Reservation
Other users below Imperial Dam
Total

California
City of Needles
Metropolitan Water District
Fort Mohave Indian Reservation
Chemehuevi Indian Reservation
Colorado River Indian Reservation
Palo Verde Irrigation District
Yuma Project Reservation Division
Imperial Irrigation District
Coachella Valley Water District
Other uses Davis to Parker Dam
Other uses below Imperial Dam
Total

Unassigned

Note 2: This depletion schedule is for planning purposes only. This estimate does not constitute an endorsement of the
Bureau of Reclamation’s 2007 Hydrologic Determination and should not be construed as in any way limiting the Upper
Division States use of Colorado River water in accordance with the Commission’s resolution of 6/5/06.

Phreatophyte and native vegetation
Yuma Desalting Plant
Total

Note 3: The yield determined in the 2007 Hydrologic Determination excluding shared CRSP evaporation.

Note: In the LC Basin, depletions are from mainstem diversions of the Colorado River only. Does not include depletions from
diversions of Colorado River tributaries or evaporation from mainstem reservoirs. The Figures represent measured diversions less
measured and estimated, unmeasured return flow that can be assigned to a specific project. The evapotranspiration from the
vegetation along the riparian zone is a constant unassigned depletion since the vegetation is permanent.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE SALINITY STANDARDS
Reclamation and the Basin States conducted salt-routing studies for the 2008 Triennial
Review of the Water Quality Standards for Salinity, Colorado River Basin. As part of the
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In response to the Clean Water Act, the States have adopted water quality (salinity)
criteria for the Colorado River Basin and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has approved them at all three locations in the Lower Colorado River Basin. The
standards call for maintenance of flow-weighted average annual salinity concentrations
(numeric criteria) in the lower mainstem of the Colorado River and a plan of
implementation for future controls.
The water quality standards are based on the Water Quality Standards for Salinity,
Including Numeric Criteria and Plan of Implementation for Salinity Control, Colorado
River System, prepared by the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum, June 1975.
The document was adopted by each of the Basin States and approved by EPA. A
summary of the report follows:
The numeric criteria for the Colorado River System are to be established at levels
corresponding to the flow-weighted average annual concentrations in the lower
mainstem during calendar year 1972. The flow-weighted average annual salinity
for the year 1972 was used. Reclamation determined these values from daily flow
and salinity data collected by the USGS and the Bureau of Reclamation. Based on
this analysis, the numeric criteria are 723 mg/L below Hoover Dam, 747 mg/L
below Parker Dam, and 879 mg/L at Imperial Dam.
It should be recognized that the river system is subject to highly variable annual
flow. The frequency, duration, and availability of carryover storage greatly affect
the salinity of the lower mainstem; and, therefore, it is probable that salinity levels
will exceed the numeric criteria in some years and be well below the criteria in
others. However, under the above assumptions, the average salinity will be
maintained at or below 1972 levels.
Periodic increases above the criteria as a result of reservoir conditions or periods
of below normal long-time average annual flow also will be in conformance with
the standards. With satisfactory reservoir conditions and when river flows return
to the long-time average annual flow or above, concentrations are expected to be
at or below the criteria level.
The standards provide for temporary increases above the 1972 levels if control
measures are included in the plan. Should water development projects be
completed before control measures, temporary increases above the criteria could
result and these will be in conformance with the standard. With completion of
control projects, those now in the plan or those to be added subsequently, salinity
would return to or below the criteria level.
The goal of the Salinity Control Program is to maintain the flow-weighted
average annual salinity at or below the numeric criteria of the salinity standards.
The program is not, however, intended to counteract the salinity fluctuations that
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are a result of the highly variable flows caused by climatic conditions,
precipitation, snowmelt, and other natural factors.

SALINITY CONTROL
Existing salinity control
ColoradoRiverBasinSalinityControlProgram
measures will prevent
1,400,000
BLM
USDA
BOR
over a million tons of salt
1,200,000
per year from reaching
1,000,000
the river. By 2010 the
salinity control program
800,000
for Reclamation has
600,000
controlled approximately
520,600 tons of salt,
400,000
while the USDA NRCS
200,000
(NRCS) program has
0
reduced around 571,500
tons of salt, and the
BLM has controlled an
Figure 10 – 2010 Est. Salinity Control Progress; BOR, NRCS & BLM
estimated 99,900 tons of
salt per year from entering the Colorado River (Figure 10). Discussions within the
Colorado River Salinity Control Forum have determined that salinity control units will
need to prevent nearly 1.85 million tons of salt per year from entering the Colorado River
by 2030, in order to meet the standard and keep the economic damages minimized. To
reach this objective, as shown in Table 4, the program needs to implement 657,900 tons
of new controls beyond the existing 1,192,000 tons of salinity control presently in place
(2010) as reported by Reclamation, USDA & BLM. About 32,900 tons per year of new
salinity control measures must be added each year if the program is to meet the
cumulative target of 1,850,000 tons per year by 2030.
TonsofSaltRemoved

triennial review process, Reclamation used the Colorado River Simulation System
(CRSS) river system model to evaluate whether sufficient salinity control measures are in
place to offset the effects of development. The information provided in the next two
sections of the report was used to evaluate compliance with the water quality standards.

To achieve this goal, a variety of salinity control methods are being investigated and
constructed. Saline springs and seeps may be collected for disposal by evaporation,
industrial use, or deep-well injection. Other methods include both on-farm and off-farm
delivery system and irrigation improvements, which reduce the loss of water and reduce
salt pickup by improving irrigation practices and by lining canals, laterals, and ditches.
See Progress Report #21 for a more detailed description of each salinity control project
and the salinity controlled by Reclamation, NRCS and BLM.
Table 4 - Salinity Control Requirements and Needs Through 2030
Salinity control needs (2030)

1,850,000 tons

Measures in place (2010)

- 1,192,100 tons

Plan of Implementation Target

657,900 tons
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CHAPTER 3 – TITLE I SALINITY CONTROL PROGRAM

Updates for the Title I projects since Progress Report 22 are as follows:

The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act (Salinity Control Act), Public Law
93-320, as amended, authorized the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) to proceed with a
program of works of improvement for the enhancement and protection of the quality of
water available in the Colorado River for use in the United States and the Republic of
Mexico. Title I enables the United States to comply with its obligation under the
agreement with Mexico of August 30, 1973 (Minute No. 242 of the International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico [Minute No. 242]), which
was concluded pursuant to the Treaty of February 3, 1944 (TS 994).

Coachella Canal Lining
No new activity or change since last progress report.

Protective and Regulatory Pumping
No new activity or change since last progress report.

Yuma Desalting Plant
The Yuma Desalting Plant (YDP) was constructed under the authority of the Colorado
River Basin Salinity Control Act of 1974 to recover through desalination, the majority of
the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District agricultural return flows which
bypass the Colorado River, thereby allowing the treated water to be delivered to Mexico
as part of the 1.5 million acre-feet of Colorado River water that the U.S. must deliver to
Mexico under the 1944 Water Treaty. Due to the high cost of operating the plant and
general agency budget constraints, as well as surplus and normal conditions in the lower
Colorado River Basin prior to the current drought, the YDP has not been operated;
however, the facility has been maintained.
The U.S. has met the Treaty’s salinity requirements by bypassing an average of 107,000
acre-feet of saline agricultural flows and then releasing additional water from Lake Mead.
Since the diverted agricultural flows bypass the Colorado River, they are not counted as
part of the 1.5 million acre-feet of Treaty water delivered annually to Mexico.

Figure 11 - Map of Title I Projects.

These facilities enable the United States to deliver water to Mexico with an average
annual salinity concentration no greater than 115 parts per million (ppm) plus or minus
30 ppm (United States count) over the average annual salinity concentration of the
Colorado River water at Imperial Dam.
The background and history of the Title I projects (Coachella Canal Lining, Protective
and Regulatory pumping, Yuma Desalting Plant, Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation & Drainage
District) can be found in Progress Report 22, chapter 4 at;
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/pdfs/PR22.pdf
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Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Southern Nevada Water Authority,
and Central Arizona Water Conservation District, collectively referred to as the
Municipal Utilities, have jointly requested that Reclamation conduct a Pilot Run of the
YDP to consider long term, sustained operation as a means to extend water supplies on
the lower Colorado River during an unprecedented drought. Such consideration requires:
1) collecting performance and cost data; 2) identifying any remaining equipment
improvements that are needed; and 3) testing changes that have already been made to the
plant. Reclamation has developed a plan for a Pilot Run, in which the plant will operate
for 365 days within an 18 month period at 1/3 capacity.
The Pilot Run began in May, 2010 and ran about a year, adding approximately 30,000
acre-feet of water to Colorado River system storage for a cost of under $23 million, of
which a little more than ½ the cost was provided by the Municipal Utilities. Based on the
Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) provisions of the Colorado River Interim Shortage
Guidelines of December 2007, the entities received ICS credits in proportion to their
capital contributions to the Pilot Run. The Pilot Run was conducted in full compliance
with all United States (U.S.) statutes. Reclamation finalized an Environmental
Assessment with the Finding of No Significant Impact. Reclamation received a
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Table 5 - WMIDD Irrigation Efficiency

discharge permit from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality in accordance
with the Clean Water Act.
Plant operation reduces the volume and increases the salinity of the flow to the Ciénega
de Santa Clara (Ciénega) wetland in Mexico. Reclamation consulted with Mexico
through the International Boundary and Water Commission which resulted in an
agreement of joint cooperative actions including providing 30,000 acre-feet of water to
the Ciénega. This water was provided in equal one-third increments by the U.S., Mexico,
and a bi-national coalition of non-governmental organizations. In addition, the Municipal
Utilities are collaborating with the bi-national coalition to develop a monitoring program
for the Ciénega.
Through a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with the
Municipal Utilities alternative configurations of the YDP began to be tested in 2010
including alternative methods of pretreatment, low energy reverse osmosis membranes,
and different feed water for the plant. The results of the Pilot Run and this CRADA
should provide enough information to evaluate the YDP’s potential as a means to
augment water supplies on the lower Colorado River.
Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District (WMIDD)
All permanent measures implemented by WMIDD are still in use, although the Federal
program has been discontinued. The original program was named the Irrigation
Management System Program (IMS) which was Federaly funded and manned. The
Federal funding was discontinued in the late 90’s and the Irrigation District had the
option of dropping the program or continuing. The District (Board of Directors) chose to
continue with the program. The original program required the use of a neutron probe to
measure the soil moisture content. WMIDD no longer uses a soil moisture probe, but
does monitor observation wells, which allows the district to maintain optimum soil
moisture conditions.

Year

Pumped
Drainage
Return Flow
(acre-feet)

Irrigation Efficiency, %
(note: data provided by
WMIDD)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

138,200
144,900
116,200
8,970
49,820
121,500
119,600
91,695
98,972
94,869
110,287
107,908
119,410
116,477
106,002
110,770
103,810
112,910
120,190
105,482
111,170

68.8
70.4
68.8
65.4
64.3
60.4
62.2
61.9
63.0
59.7
60.9
61.2
57.8
63.3
64.6
62.3
62.6
63.0
62.7
66.1

Total crop acres have remained relatively stable since the early 1970’s because more
acreage is double-cropped than when the program was initiated. In particular, more
vegetable crops are being grown in the district than in the past. Irrigation efficiency
levels and return flow levels for 1990-2010 are shown on the following page, in Table 5.
Reclamation believes that the impacts of Gila River flows in 1992, 1993, and 1995 make
irrigation efficiency and return flow data from the district questionable for 1992, 1993,
1994, 1995, and 1996. In 1993, the Gila River flood destroyed much of the WMIDD
Main Conveyance Channel; so most of the drainage pumping went into the Gila River
during 1993 and 1994 until these facilities could be repaired.
With the use of monthly groundwater table monitoring using observation well
measurements as well as input from land users, WMIDD is able to maintain a drainagepumping program that sufficiently maintains the agriculture root zone. Land users
continue to maintain water efficient farming techniques with the use of dead level, high
heads, and short runs.
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CHAPTER 4 - TITLE II SALINITY CONTROL PROGRAM
Title II of the Salinity Control Act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) and
the Secretary of Agriculture to implement a broad range of specific and general salinity
control measures in an ongoing effort to prevent further degradation of water quality in
the United States. These efforts are shown on the map below. The USDA, BOR and
BLM have a combined goal of controlling 1.9M tons of salt/per year, by the year 2025.
These federal agencies are required to work together under, Public Law 93-320,
“Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act,” as amended; with the Bureau of
Reclamation being the lead federal agency. The Act also calls for periodic reports on this
effort. The report is to include the effectiveness of the units, anticipated work to be
accomplished to meet the objectives of Title II with emphasis on the needs during the 5
years immediately following the date of each report, and any special problems that may
be impeding an effective salinity control program. Title II also provides that this report
may be included in the biennial Quality of Water Colorado River Basin, Progress Report.
The history and background of the Title II projects can be found in Progress Report 21 at:
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/pdfs/PR21.pdf . Ongoing and active projects are
listed in this report.

Uinta Basin

Big Sandy

Manila

Muddy Creek

WY
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Meeker Dome
Silt
Glenwood-Dotsero

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) administers 48 million acres in the Colorado
River Basin above Imperial Dam, or 40 percent of the Colorado River Basin’s area. Of
the 48 million, approximately 7.2 million acres, or about 15 percent, contain saline soils
(slightly, moderate, and strongly saline soils). Soil salinity is usually greatest where
surface geology reflects saline marine shale and annual precipitation averages less than
12 inches. In depositional settings, soil salinity may also be high, even where the
underlying geology is relatively non-saline.
The BLM is committed to its role in reducing the mobilization of salt on public lands.
The BLM undertakes this responsibility through the multitude of individual management
decisions that are made within each BLM jurisdiction. Progress in preventing salt from
moving off BLM land is achieved through efforts to minimize the impacts of grazing,
protect riparian areas, reduce off-road vehicle impacts, conduct prescribed burns, and
generally manage vegetative cover and reduce erosion. As such, in the past, it has been
difficult to single out salinity-control efforts for many of the projects that did have salt
savings. In a step to strengthen our reporting effort, a restructuring of the allocation of
salinity funding was done and new tracking and accounting systems were put in place in
FY 2006. Thus, FY 2010 is the 5th year of reporting under the re-structured system.
For FY 2010 $850,000 was allocated for BLM’s salinity-control program. Funding goes
to 4 major areas: Program administration (ADMIN); Planning (PLAN); Science (SCI);
and On-the-ground implementation projects (OTG) (see Figure 13 for FY 2006 - 2010).
Tons of salt retained can not be calculated for program administration, planning, and
science projects. However, one of the goals for the re-structured program in FY 2006 was
to develop an accounting system to begin calculating more reliable ‘tons of salt retained’
for on-the-ground implementation projects.

Lower Gunnison

NV

Grand Valley

UT
CO

Price-San Rafael

Paradox Valley
Dolores/McElmo

Muddy Creek

Mancos
Moapa Valley
Las Vegas Wash

CA

San Juan River

AZ

NM

Program Administration
During FY 2003, BLM created a new full-time, salinity coordinator position. The salinity
coordinator began work in FY 2004. FY 2006 was the first full year of the newly restructured program. The re-structured plan consists of 3 main parts: 1) Allocation of
funds to the Upper Basin States (AZ, CO, NM, UT, and WY) based on submittal of
project proposals; 2) A tracking system for projects that fit into BLM’s Rangeland
Improvement Project System (on-the-ground implementation projects); 3) Annual
reporting consisting of narratives for on-going and current year, and a worksheet to
determine ‘tons of salt retained’ for on-the-ground implementation projects. The
objective for FY 2007 - 2010 program administration was a continuation of the
framework put into place during FY 2006; however, there has been an increased
emphasis on capturing the amount of salt loading for implementation projects (OTG
spreadsheet). Projects that have been science or planning can become implementation
projects in future years.

Mexico
Figure 12 - Map of Title II Salinity Control Project Areas.
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Colorado
- Piceance salinity-loading dynamics including conductivity monitoring at Piceance
Cr. With USGS Water Sciences - $60,000
- Vegetation and soil stability project with USGS Biological Resources Discipline
(BRD) in Badger Wash (central-western Colorado) to investigate grazing impacts
on vegetation and sediments - ongoing - $50,000
- Coal mine impact study with USGS on mine outside of Grand Junction in Big Salt
Wash watershed - $30,000
Utah
-

Factory Butte OHV impact and soil study. LiDAR survey (Planning/Science) –
ongoing $10,000
Salinity – Mancos shale wind erosion (with USGS BRD) - $20,000

Wyoming
- Salinity baseline Muddy Creek - $65,000
Figure 13 – BLM Salinity Control Program Funding Distribution

Upper Colorado River Basin Regional project
- Forecasting phenological plant stage in the Upper Colorado River Basin - ongoing
- $40,000

Planning

On-the-ground Implementation

Planning is an important part of natural resource management. Resource management
plans become the ‘blueprints’ for BLM’s near future. As such, this is an opportunity to
plan for salinity control, especially for some of our most important activities on public
land such as grazing, recreation, and energy development. Planning projects that
successfully captured salinity funding for FY 2009 include:

When mechanisms of how salt loading occurs are understood and once planning is done,
on-the-ground implementation projects follow. The success of an on-the-ground project
is very much tied to understanding system mechanics and proper planning. The success is
also tied to sufficient funding and trained natural resource personnel to go out in the field
and construct or carry out the plan.

Colorado
- San Luis Valley wetlands salinity study - $20,000

On-the-ground projects funded by salinity program allocations during FY 2010 include:

Utah
-

Factory Butte OHV impact and soil study (Planning/Science) – ongoing - $35,000
Pariette water-quality monitoring - ongoing - $80,000

Wyoming
- Progressive soil surveys managed from the State Office - ongoing - $100,000
-

Erosion sediment transport modeling - ongoing - $30,000

Science
Salt loading from public lands is often episodic and can be dependent on factors such as:
precipitation amount and intensity; topography; content and texture of soils; and the
types, amount, and architecture of vegetative ground cover. The transit mode of salt
loading can be surface-water runoff, or it can be ground-water recharge to streams and
rivers. In a watershed, understanding, through study, which factors are most important
and what is the main transit mode of salt loading aids in determining the proper on-theground implementation project for good salinity control. The following science projects
that investigated salt loading factors were funded during FY 2010:
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Arizona
- Rock Crossing dike system in Ft. Pierce Wash that is tributary to the Virgin River
southeast of St. George, Utah – on-going - $50,000
Colorado
- Gunnison Gorge National Conservation Area (NCA) Salinity Management $30,000
New Mexico
- Crow Mesa sage treatment - $35,000
- La Manga Canyon watershed restoration - ongoing - $35,000
- San Juan River salt/sediment retention structures - ongoing - $30,000
Utah
-

Reducing OHV impacts on saline soils near Moab, Utah - $20,000
Grazing exclosures in the Moab Field Office - $20,000
Nine Mile Canyon Fencing/Range Improvement Project - $10,000
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Table 6 – BLM Salt Retention Estimates for Fiscal Years 2006 – 2010

New Salinity Projects and Investigations

SALT RETAINED IN TONS/YEAR1

Project
Category
FY 20064

FY 20074

FY 2008

FY 2009

FY 2010

POINT SOURCE2

14,600

14,600

14,600

14,600

14,600

NONPOINT SOURCE3

71,900

71,900

81,900

71,900

85,300

ALL PROJECTS

86,500

86,500

96,500

86,500

99,900

1.

Rounded to the nearest 100 tons.

2.

BLM’s Salinity Report to Congress through the year 2002, plus the plugging of 2 wells in Utah
during FY 2004 (approximately 5,000 tons/yr).

3.
4.
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Amount that could be calculated, i.e., this is a minimum.
st

When the program was re-structured in FY 2006, we did not have a complete accounting the 1 year or even
nd
the 2 year. As a result, the tons-of-salt-retained number on BLM administered land in the Upper Colorado
River Basin (UCRB) was low. FY 2006 and FY 2007 numbers have been changed to reflect tonnage retained in
FY 2009, because after 4 years on the new system, FY 2009 tonnage is probably a better estimate. Projects
can become less effective in retaining salt over the years, but there is enough erosion control going on
constantly in the UCRB on public land, that the tonnage is probably closer to FY 2009 than it was to the low
incomplete numbers originally reported for FY 2006 and FY 2007.

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) of the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) conducts Colorado River Basin Salinity Control activities under the
authorities of the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP). EQIP was enacted
with passage of PL104-127, Federal Agricultural Improvement Act of 1996, a.k.a. “1996
Farm Bill” and reauthorized by PL 107-171, The Farm Security and Rural Investment
Act of 2002, the “2002 Farm Bill” and by PL 110-246, The Food, Conservation, and
Energy Act of 2008, the “2008 Farm Bill.” The 2008 Farm Bill expires September 30,
2012.
Through EQIP, NRCS offers voluntary technical and financial assistance to agricultural
producers, including Native American tribes, to reduce salt mobilization and transport to
the Colorado River and its tributaries. Within the eleven approved salinity project areas,
producers may be offered additional financial incentives to implement salinity control
measures with the primary goal of reducing offsite and downstream damages and to
replace wildlife habit impacted as a result of the salinity measures.
In fiscal year 2010, $18.2 million of appropriated EQIP funding was allocated for
financial and technical assistance to agricultural producers in eleven project areas in
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming to share the cost with landowners and operators to install
conservation systems that provide salinity control and wildlife habitat replacement.
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Expansion of Lower Gunnison, Colorado, Project Area
In October, 2009, NRCS Colorado undertook to include about 15,000 acres of irrigated
lands in Ouray County into the Lower Gunnison Project Area. The original Lower
Gunnison study considered these lands and their salt load contribution, but the selected
alternative did not include Ouray County. The Ouray County Commissioners and the
Shavano Conservation District petitioned NRCS to incorporate these lands into the
Lower Gunnison project. NRCS’s partners recommended that the expansion preceed.
Plateau Creek, Colorado
The Plateau Valley Pilot Project was initiated in 2009 by NRCS and the Colorado State
Conservation Board. The Pilot Project was developed to determine if a combination of
general EQIP and additional incentives from the Basin States program would accelerate
the installation of high-efficiency irrigation systems that would provide salinity control.
By the May, FY 2010, 807 acres had been enrolled. A verbal report on the Plateau Creek
Project will be given during the Federal Advisory Council meeting in November.
McKinnon - Lone Pine - Burnt Fork, Wyoming
Throughout 2010, NRCS-Wyoming conducted inventories, public scoping meetings, and
analysis of data leading to preparation of a salinity control project plan for the agricultural
areas served by the Henrys Fork of the Green River. Local producer interest in a salinity
control project is high. Alternatives will be presented to the local producers and upon
selection of a preferred plan, the appropriate National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
documents (either an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or Environmental Assessment
(EA)) will be prepared for public comment. A maximum of about 20,000 irrigated acres
could ultimately be treated in Wyoming and Utah if the project is adopted.
West Black’s Fork, Wyoming
An area of some 28,000 acres of irrigated pasture and hayland near Lyman, Wyoming,
contribute salt to the Blacks Fork River, tributary to the Green River. While a large
portion of the geology contributes little salt, about 10,000 acres may contribute
significant amounts of salt from canal and ditch seepage and deep percolation from water
applied to fields.
The Wyoming Water Development Commission has provided a significant grant to the
Austin-Wall Canal Company to conduct a Level II plan to modernize the irrigated areas
within their service area. Local interest in upgrading the irrigation delivery infrastructure
is high. NRCS-Wyoming anticipates that improvement of these large delivery systems
will enable extensive implementation of on-farm salinity control.
Plateau Creek, Colorado
The Plateau Valley Pilot Project was initiated in 2009 by NRCS and the Colorado State
Conservation Board. The Pilot Project was developed to determine if a combination of
general EQIP and additional incentives from the Basin States program would accelerate
the installation of high-efficiency irrigation systems that would provide salinity control.
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By May 2010, 807 acres had been enrolled. A verbal report on the Plateau Creek Project
was given during the Federal Advisory Council meeting in November.
White-Yampa Basin, Colorado
Narrow bands of irrigated pasture and hay land are found along the Yampa River near
Craig, Colorado, and along the White River, near Meeker, Colorado. Extensive areas of
dry cropland that is often summer fallowed also drain into these tributaries of the Green
River. Recent salinity concentrations have trended upward. A hydrosalinity analysis is
planned to determine if salt loading from agricultural lands is significant and cost
effective to control.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Project offices continue to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness and quantity of salinity
control, wildlife habitat, and economic performance replacement in order to improve the
overall performance and management of the program. Generally, the program continues
to function effectively and economically, though the overall cost per ton of salt control
continues to rise in some areas. It is also noted that additional efforts are needed to
identify and implement valuable, low-maintenance, sustainable wildlife habitat
replacement. The individual Monitoring and Evaluation reports for each project can be
found on the world-wide-web at; http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/index.html

San Juan Basin, New Mexico and Arizona
In the 1990’s, a salinity study indicated that the Fruitland, Hogback and Cudei Irrigation
Districts contribute an annual load of 157,000 tons of salt to the San Juan River. “Salinity
Verification – Phase 1 Final Report, San Juan County, New Mexico, July 1993”.

Active Salinity Control Projects

The San Juan River Dineh Water Users, Inc. (SJRDWU) has entered into a cooperative
agreement with Reclamation to pilot the replacement of an earthen-lateral with pipeline.
The necessary clearances for construction have been obtained from the Navajo Nation as
well as support from the local chapters. Work has begun in designing the system,
including the settling and regulating reservoir. The pipeline route is being cleared in
anticipation of construction that will begin as soon as the irrigation season ends this
October. A plan and location for wildlife habitat replacement has also been developed.
With the assistance of Reclamation’s Office of Native Affairs, the Arizona NRCS has
hired a native-speaking civil engineer and placed him in Shiprock, New Mexico, to assist
with the completion of the off-farm portion of the pilot and to assist the local farmers
with the on-farm application system installation and operation.

Colorado

Grand Valley
Lower Gunnison River
McElmo Creek
Mancos Valley
Silt

50,000
171,000
29,000
11,700
7,400

Utah

Uinta Basin
Price/San Rafael Rivers
Muddy Creek
Manila-Washam
Green River

226,000
66,000
6,000
8,000
2,600

Wyoming

Big Sandy River

Areas Beyond Current Project Boundaries
NRCS has undertaken to identify salt loading and salinity control from irrigated crop,
pasture and haylands scattered widely throughout the Upper Colorado River Basin but
outside of the existing project areas.
With the assistance of the U.S Geological Survey (USGS) and the Bureau of
Reclamation, NRCS has been able to make use of the SPARROW model to assess salt
loads outside of the existing salinity project areas. While the assessment is ongoing and
will require considerable refinement, preliminary analysis indicates that as much as
50,000 tons of salt control has occurred in Utah and Colorado outside the project areas.
In 2010, Colorado, Utah and Wyoming all developed EQIP contracts providing salt
control outside of the approved project areas but within the Colorado River Basin.
x Colorado, new contracts for 100 tons of control.
x Utah, new contracts for 877 tons of control.
x Wyoming, new contracts for 29 tons of control.
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Table 7 – Active Salinity Control Projects
Project Area
State

Project

Potential Irrigated Acres

Total

18,000

USDA Servicing Office
Grand Junction
Delta and Montrose
Cortez
Cortez
Glenwood Springs
Roosevelt, Vernal, Ft. Duchesne
Price, Castle Dale
Castle Dale
Vernal
Price
Farson

595,700

Grand Valley, Colorado
Implementation has been underway in this unit since 1979. In 2010, $501,000 was
obligated into new EQIP contracts to control 457 tons at a cost of $121 per ton.
The NRCS, in cooperation with the Colorado State Conservation Board and the Mesa
County Conservation District conducted a field survey in 2010 of current progress in
implementing off-farm and on-farm irrigation system improvements with attendant salt
control. Some key findings were:
x Approximately 12,500 acres of farmland has been converted to residential leaving
47,000 acres of irrigated farmland.
x NRCS has treated about 42,500 acres plus an additional 2,500 acres have been
treated resulting in over 95% of all irrigated farmland acres receiving treatment.
x The original goal to reduce salt loading by 132,000 tons has been exceeded.
x Wildlife habitat replacement stands at about 71% of the original goal.
NRCS intends to publicize the results of the survey and conduct aggressive outreach over
the next two years to provide every opportunity for the remaining producers to participate
in the program. NRCS will also seek the remaining needed habitat. Beginning in 2013,
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NRCS intends to offer general EQIP in lieu of salinity EQIP to producers within the
project area. General EQIP may provide additional incentives and incentives for a wider
array of conservation practices that does salinity EQIP.

about 26,000 tons or 56% has been implemented. Applications have declined compared
to previous years likely due to recessionary pressures. This area is also experiencing the
conversion of agricultural lands to residential properties.

Lower Gunnison Basin, Colorado
This project encompasses the irrigated farmland in the Gunnison and Uncompahgre River
valleys and is located predominantly in Delta and Montrose counties. The Lower
Gunnison project has more tons of potential remaining on-farm salt control than all the
other projects combined. In early FY 2010, irrigated areas in Ouray were also included in
the Lower Gunnison project.

Silt, Colorado

Implementation was initiated in 1988 in this unit. Nearly 50 percent of the salt control
goal has been achieved but the rate of application and implementation has slowed. In
2010, $1.5M was obligated in salinity EQIP contracts that will control 1,322 tons at a
cost of $126 per ton. New sprinklers were installed on 215 acres while new surface
systems were installed on 1,579 acres. Drip or micro-spray systems were installed on 9
acres.
NRCS is cooperating with the Colorado Conservation Commission, the county
conservation districts, the Colorado Water Conservancy District, Reclamation and the
U.S. Geological Survey to acquire a highly detailed survey of the irrigation delivery
infrastructure, the status on on-farm application systems, and local salt loading. Such data
should assist the partners to develop tactics to accelerate salt control measures.
Mancos River, Colorado
This project, near the town of Mancos, Colorado, was initiated and approved for funding
and implementation by the NRCS in April 2004. The first EQIP contracts were signed in
2005 and implementation of improved irrigation systems is proceeding on schedule.
Currently, about 596 contracts on 2,732 acres have been developed with EQIP and Basin
States Parallel funds or about 51% of the project acres. One large wildlife habitat
replacement project has been installed. It is anticipated that approximately 5,400 acres of
improved irrigation systems with salt control benefits will be installed over the project
life. To date, 1,649 acres of sprinkler systems and 605 acres of improved surface
irrigations systems have been installed resulting in salt control of 2,339 tons. An
additional 1,706 tons have been controlled by replacing off farm laterals with pipeline.
McElmo Creek, Colorado
Implementation was initiated in this unit in 1990. Application of salinity reduction and
wildlife habitat replacement practices continue to be implemented in this area with
sprinkler systems, underground pipelines, and gated pipe being installed.
Development and use of automatic shutoff valves for sprinkler systems continue to be
widely implemented in the project to achieve water management. This project planned to
install predominantly sprinkler systems with a small number of improved irrigation
systems. Currently about two thirds of improved systems are sprinklers and one third are
improved surface systems. In 2010, 378 acres of sprinklers were installed and 237 acres
of improved surface systems were installed. Of a goal of 46,000 tons of salt control,
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The first applications were funded in 2006. The cumulative cost effectiveness for these
new contracts is $72 per ton which falls midway among the other active project areas.
Several wildlife projects have been identified. Applications are a mix of improved
surface and sprinkler irrigation systems.
Uinta Basin, Utah
Implementation began in this unit in 1980. More than 91 new irrigation contracts and
nine new wildlife habitat contracts were developed in 2010. A significant number of
systems have reached or are nearing the end of their useful life. While these systems are a
lower priority than first-time improvements, NRCS has begun providing incentives for
replacement or up-grading. Sprinkler irrigation systems remain, by far, the preferred type
of system. Producer participation is exceeding the original projections. Recently awarded
off-farm delivery system grants by the Bureau of Reclamation should enable additional
on-farm gravity sprinkler systems. While more than 120,000 tons of on-farm salt control
have occurred in the Uinta Basin (second only to the Grand Valley) and the original goal
has been exceeded, the potential exists for an additional 46,000 tons to be controlled.
Price-San Rafael, Utah
Implementation of salinity control continues at a rapid pace in the Price-San Rafael
Project area. More than 94 contracts of new irrigation systems and two wildlife habitat
contracts were authorized in 2010. The Huntington-Cleveland Project is proceeding as
planned and may ultimately lead to the improvement of 16,000 acres. The first phase of
the Cottonwood Project is expected to initiate construction in late 2010 and will enable
additional EQIP in future years. The Price-San Rafael project area has achieved about
51% of its salt control goal in the 16 years since the project began.
Muddy Creek, Utah
NRCS received and funded the first project in the Muddy Creek area for about $106,000.
The local irrigation district has replaced their old and deteriorated diversion structure and
has constructed a large sediment-settling structure as the necessary first phase towards
ultimately providing pressurized water delivery to its water users.
Green River, Utah
This project is the most recently authorized by NRCS. Funds for salinity control were
allocated to the Green River project in FY 2010. The timing of the start of project
activity is important as newly irrigated lands are being brought into production for the
first time in this area.
Two contracts for salinity control were enacted in FY 2010. These two contracts will
install high-efficiency sprinkler systems on 114 acres to result in 350 tons of annual salt
control. The annualized cost per ton is $47.
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Manila-Washam, Utah/Wyoming
Astride the Utah-Wyoming border, and adjacent to the shores of Flaming Gorge
Reservoir, the Manila-Washam Project is the newest, authorized project area. This area
of 11,000 acres of irrigated pasture and hayland contributes about 53,000 tons of salt
annually to the Green River. Nearly 2000 acres have been treated or contracted since the
first plans were developed in 2007. All new irrigation systems have been some form of
sprinkler system, such as side roll, pods, or center pivots.
Big Sandy River, Wyoming
Implementation has been underway in this unit since 1988. The application of salinity
reduction and wildlife habitat replacement practices continues to be implemented. In this
area, farmers are converting from surface flood irrigation to low-pressure center pivot
irrigation systems for salinity control. Approximately 13,500 acres of the planned 15,700
acres have been treated (86 percent). Producers also report that the water savings from
improvements in irrigation systems now allows a full irrigation season of water for the
entire irrigation district. In 2010, NRCS developed six new contracts on 926 acres for
about $139,000 of financial assistance. NRCS also continued to provide technical and
financial assistance to all interested producers to up-grade sprinkler nozzle packages.
Sprinklers were re-nozzled on 880 acres for a financial expenditure of $28,832. These
latest nozzles, along with more intensive soil-moisture monitoring, provide additional
irrigation efficiencies and salt savings.
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Figure 14 – NRCS On-Farm Salt Control Through 2010
Table 8 - USDA Salinity Control Unit Summary Through 2010
Controls
Unit

Uinta Basin, UT

1

Goal

Percent

(tons)

(tons)

of Goal

Costs

Annualized
Costs

Projected

2

Cost/ton

Total Cost

Program Summary

149,030

140,500

106%

$ 99,575,982

$8,254,849

$ 93,876,572

$55

McElmo Creek, CO

25,862

46,000

56%

$ 18,901,097

$1,566,901

$ 33,618,841

$61

Silt, CO

4,038

3,990

101%

$ 3,489,154

$ 289,251

$ 3,447,678

$72

0

11,677

0%

$

$

$ 11,655,523

$75

105,502

186,000

57%

$ 5,505,985

$117,093,484

$52
$73

Muddy Creek, UT
Lower Gunnison, CO
Manila-Washam, UT
Grand Valley, CO
Price/San Rafael, UT
Mancos, CO
Big Sandy, WY
Green River, UT
TOTALS

0

$ 66,417,187

3

7,087

17,430

41%

$ 6,202,656

$ 514,200

$ 15,255,015

170,028

132,000

129%

$ 51,817,220

$ 4,295,648

$ 40,227,922

$25

75,507

146,900

51%

$ 31,174,675

$ 2,584,381

$ 60,650,797

$34

4,045

11,940

34%

56,637

83,700

68%

0

6,540

0%

597,736

786,677

71%

$ 6,140,175

$

509,021

$ 18,214,522

$126

$ 13,431,318

$ 1,113,456

$ 19,849,238

$20

$

$

0

$ 8,700,000

$47

$24,633,691

$410,844,069

$41

0

$297,149,464

1

Includes off-farm control funded with EQIP or Basin States Parallel funds.

2

0

Cost per ton based on amortization over 25 years at 6.625% interest

3

Estimate based on project plan.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

3

Background -- The Bureau of Reclamation involvement in the Colorado River Basin
Salinity Control Program dates back to the early 1960’s when salinity levels in the river
started to rise. In 1968, Reclamation initiated a cooperative reconnaissance study in the
Upper Colorado Basin. Study objectives were to identify feasible control measures and
estimate their costs. This investigation evolved into several salinity control units. In
1974, Public Law 93-320 authorized the construction of the Grand Valley, Paradox,
Crystal Geyser, and Las Vegas Wash Units. In 1984, Public Law 98-569 authorized the
construction of the Lower Gunnison and McElmo Creek Units.
By 1993, Reclamation had gained 20 years of experience with the program and identified
new and innovative opportunities to control salinity, including cooperative efforts with
USDA, BLM, and private interests, which would be very cost effective. However, these
opportunities could not be implemented because the Congress did not specifically
authorize them. The Inspector General’s audit report (1993) noted the Salinity Control
Act directed that “the Secretary shall give preference to implementing practices which
reduce salinity at the least cost per unit of salinity reduction.” The Inspector General
concluded that the congressional authorization process for Reclamation projects impedes

Grand Valley includes 47,500 tons for on-farm ditches, not part of in-field control.
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the implementation of cost-effective measures by restricting the program to specific,
authorized units (specific areas).
The Inspector General recommended that Reclamation seek changes in the Salinity
Control Act to simplify the process for obtaining congressional approval of new, costeffective salinity control projects. Specifically, the Inspector General recommended
Reclamation seek authorities similar to those provided to USDA in the 1984 amendments
to the act, wherein USDA was empowered with programmatic planning and construction
authority. At the time, USDA had only to submit a report to Congress and wait 60 days
before it could proceed if Congress did not object. In contrast, Reclamation was required
to seek approval of its projects through legislation. This had proved to be a cumbersome
way to manage the program. With broader authorities, Reclamation would be able to take
advantage of opportunities as they presented themselves, thus reducing costs.
Reclamation agreed with the Inspector General and wanted to explore any other
innovative ideas, which would help improve the effectiveness of its program and take
advantage of opportunities that were not envisioned 20 years earlier. With most of the
cost-effective portions of the authorized program nearing completion, this was a pivotal
moment for the program. It would either be reauthorized or end in 1998 due to
appropriation ceiling limits. From Reclamation’s point of view, it seemed a very
appropriate time to reassess the direction of the program.
In 1994, Reclamation and the Basin States developed legislation to broaden
Reclamation’s authorities so that it could manage the implementation of the program
without further congressional approval. This legislation was introduced in Congress late
in 1994 and was approved and signed into law (Public Law 104-20) in 1995. Congress
retained its fiscal oversight, but leaves the program’s management to Reclamation. The
1995 amendments to the Salinity Control Act authorized Reclamation to pursue salinity
control throughout the Colorado River Basin and required Reclamation to develop
guidelines on how it would implement this new, basinwide approach to the program.
Guidelines -- Reclamation has prepared guidelines for its new Basinwide Salinity
Control Program, which implements the recommendations made in the review of the
program. As an alternative to adopting new, specific regulations, Reclamation
administers the program through existing procurement techniques and established Federal
regulations. Since February 1996, the program has been made available to the general
public through this competitive process.
In 1984, Public Law 98-569 directed the Secretary to give preference to those projects
which reduce salinity at the least cost per ton of salinity control. Since that time, cost
effectiveness (cost per ton of salt removed) has been used to prioritize the
implementation of salinity controls. However, cost effectiveness is only an estimate
(prediction) of the project’s cost and effectiveness at controlling salinity. Depending
upon the project, there can be a degree of uncertainty in either of these values. Given the
diversity of proposals that Reclamation may receive, an evaluation of the proposal’s risks
has been included in the current selection process.
All proposals (including those studied by Reclamation) are first ranked on their cost per
ton of salt removed. This ranking is then adjusted for risk factors that might affect the
project’s performance. The performance risk evaluation considers both financial and
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effectiveness risks. For example, the Government is interested in limiting its risk of cost
overruns. One way that performance risk could be reduced would be for the proponent to
accept some risk through contractual limits on the Government’s payments. Another
method of limiting the costs would be to have the work bonded through a private bonding
agency. The other major area of performance risk is in the amount of salinity control
realized versus projected. Some types of salinity control are inherently more predictable
or consistent than others. For example, industrial processes might have very little salinity
control performance risk if the payments were based on a measurable product. On the
other hand, the effectiveness of water management is often highly variable from farmer to
farmer. Automation would be one way a farmer might propose to reduce this type of
risk.
Ultimately, there is a tradeoff between risk and cost. In the end, eliminating risk may
cost more than accepting some risk. A ranking committee is assembled to evaluate the
tradeoffs between cost effectiveness and performance risks. The ranking committee is
made up of representatives from the two cost-sharing partners, the Basin States and
Reclamation. After the committee ranks the proposals, Reclamation attempts to negotiate
the final terms of an agreement with the most highly ranked proponents. The first awards
under this new process began in FY 1997.
Performance Review -- Past projects (Grand Valley, Paradox, Lower Gunnison,
Dolores) have averaged slightly over $70 per ton. For a number of reasons, the new
projects are much more cost effective, ranging between $20 and $35 per ton (see Tables 7
and 8).
One of the greatest advantages of the new program comes from the integration of
Reclamation’s program with USDA’s program. Water conservation within irrigation
projects on saline soils is the single most effective salinity control measure found in the
past 30 years of investigations. By integrating USDA’s onfarm irrigation improvements
with Reclamation’s off-farm improvements, significantly higher efficiencies can be
obtained. If landscape permits, pressure from piped delivery systems (laterals) may be
used to drive sprinkler irrigation systems at efficiency rates far better than those normally
obtained by flood systems. The new authorities allow Reclamation much greater
flexibility (in both timing and funding) to work with USDA to develop these types of
projects.
The new authorities also allow Reclamation to respond to opportunities that are timesensitive. Cost-sharing partners (State and Federal agencies) often have funds available
at very specific times.
Another significant advantage of the program is that projects are “owned” by the
proponent, not Reclamation. The proponent is responsible to perform on its proposal.
Costs paid by Reclamation are controlled and limited by an agreement. Yet, unforeseen
cost overruns can occur. The proponent has several options: the project may be
terminated or the proponent may choose to cover the overruns with their own funds or
borrow funds from State programs. The proponent may also choose to reformulate the
project costs and recompete the project through the entire award process. For example,
pipeline bedding and materials costs for the Ferron Project were underestimated in the
proposal and subsequent construction cooperative agreement. The proponent was denied
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permission to award materials contracts for the pipeline, since the costs were beyond
those contained in the agreement. After months of negotiations and analysis, the
proponents elected to terminate the project, reformulate it, and recompete against other
proposals the following year. Their project was found to be competitive at the
reformulated cost and was allowed to proceed. Since this project ran into difficulties,
none of the other projects have shown any problems.
Due to several issues that had arisen in the recent years from managing the Salinity
Program, the Upper Colorado Regional Director, Reclamation, requested that an
evaluation and review (Review) be completed of the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Program (Salinity Program) administered by the Upper Colorado Region. A
Project Management Plan for the Review was prepared and approved in May 2007, by
the Regional Director and the Chairman of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Forum Work Group. Initial and Draft Review Documents were prepared during calendar
year 2007 by a Project Team, comprised mostly of Reclamation’s Salinity Coordinators
and provided to the Review Team, comprised of Reclamation staff outside of the Salinity
Control Program and members of the Work Group, to review and provide comments.
The Final Review Document was prepared during the spring of 2008 and sent to the
Review Team and all members of the Work Group, June 27, 2008.
The Review served the following purposes:
1. Documented all existing procedures and policies
2. Sought recommendations to improve the Program, particularly in the areas where
issues have arisen recently:
a. Reimbursement requirement for operation and maintenance (O&M) for
salinity control improvements
b. Procedures for determining the tons of salt claimed
c. The Request for Proposals (RFP) and agreement processes
d. Differing standards and requirements for habitat replacement
e. Salinity control improvements on Federal facilities versus non-Federal
facilities
f. The use of funds from Basin Funds
3. Identified areas where new procedures and policies need to be developed
4. Created a Standard Operation Procedure manual that can serve as guide for the
future management and execution of the Program
The Review Document is a living document and will be subject to updating and revisions
as the program progresses.

Basinwide Salinity Control Program (Basinwide Program)
In July 1995, Public Law 104-20 was signed into law. It authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to implement a basinwide salinity control program, directs the Secretary of the
Interior to prepare a planning report on the new program, and authorized $75,000,000 to
be appropriated. Additional authority was provided in November 2000 which increased
the appropriation ceiling to $175,000,000. With cost sharing from the Upper and Lower
Colorado River Basin Funds, the program has authority to expend up to $250 million
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within the Basin. In FY 2007 Reclamation obligated and/or expended approximately $8.9
million in appropriations and approximately $3.8 million in up-front cost-sharing from
the Basin Funds for a total Basinwide Program of $12.7 million and $11.4 million in
2008. Since the authorization of the Basinwide Program in 1996, approximately $105.6
million in appropriations and approximately $45.3 million in up-front cost sharing from
the Basin Funds have been expended for a total program of $150.9 million. Through the
last Request for Proposals (RFP) process in FY 2006, five new project proposals were
selected for funding totaling about $22 million and the cost effectiveness ranged from
$27 to $33 per ton of salt. Construction on four of the projects and a project from the
previous RFP were completed in FY 2008. The fifth proposal selected in 2006 has
encountered problems with increases in pipe prices and was advised to reformulate their
proposal and submit it again in the future.
In 2007, it was determined that instead of soliciting proposals through the RFP process,
they would be solicited through a process for financial assistance agreements called
Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOA). Instead of evaluating the proposals in the
Technical Proposal Evaluation Committee (TPEC) process, they would be evaluated in a
process common to negotiated procurement procedures where an evaluation committee
would be organized that would be chaired by the Program Manager and have
representatives from the Work Group and Reclamation area offices. This process would
not follow the construction contract procedures and should allow more flexibility in the
evaluation and agreement process.
In order to have projects ready to utilize the Basinwide Program funding in 2008 and
beyond, an FOA was released in February 2008 soliciting applications to be submitted by
May 2008. Twenty-five applications totaling over $167 million in salinity control
projects were received. An Application Evaluation Committee (ARC) was organized that
was chaired by the Program Manager and had representatives from the Work Group and
Reclamation area offices. The applications were reviewed, evaluated, and ranked by the
ARC under the criteria set forth in the FOA. Applications receiving highest rankings
within the competitive range of less than $57 per ton of salt were selected and proposers
were notified of the selection and negotiations were begun to execute an agreement. The
proposers of the unsuccessful applications were also notified. If agreements are executed
for all of the successful applications, $27 million worth of salinity control projects could
be installed over the next 3-4 years.
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, P.L. 111-5, (ARRA)
The purposes of the ARRA are, among others, to quickly and prudently commence
activities that preserve and create jobs promoting economic recovery and to invest in
infrastructure providing long-term economic benefits.
Reclamation’s Upper Colorado Region solicited applications for reducing salinity
contributions to the Colorado River through a Funding Opportunity Announcement
(FOA) announced in the spring of 2009. Applications were evaluated and ranked by an
Application Review Committee with representatives from the Colorado River Basin
States and Reclamation. Reclamation awarded grants in August 2009 totaling more than
$11.1 million in ARRA funds and $4.8 million in cost share funds from the Basin Funds
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to irrigation companies in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. These projects when
constructed will help control nearly 12,000 tons of salt loading.
The projects were projected to be completed by September 30, 2010. By the spring of
2010 four of the projects had the majority of the construction completed by the time
irrigation water was turned in and the remaining construction was completed by
September 30, 2010. However, these four projects requested and were granted additional
time to complete habitat replacement measures and other minor tasks and were completed
by December 30, 2010. The Cortez, CO area encountered an unusually high snowfall
and winter conditions during the winter of 2009 and 2010 and construction of the Lone
Pine Project was hindered. The sponsors of the project requested and were granted
additional time to complete the construction during the upcoming winter. The project
was completed by March 31, 2011.
Parallel Program
Section 205 of the Act authorizes Reclamation to expend amounts from the Basin Funds
to repay the Treasury the reimbursable cost allocation of salinity projects or provide a
cost share amount. This includes appropriations expended by the NRCS in their salinity
program. The NRCS has questioned its ability to accept Basin Funds for cost sharing
directly into its salinity program. Rather than repay the Treasury, the Colorado River
Basin States (Basin States), NRCS, and Reclamation developed a “Parallel Program”
(PP). Cost share funds from the Basin Funds have been used to accelerate and
supplement implementation of the NRCS salinity measures by funding – through state
agencies in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming – salinity control measures that are separate,
but parallel to, the salinity control measures implemented by the NRCS. Reclamation,
with recommendations from the Basin States, had interpreted the Act to allow funds from
the Basin Funds to be expended in the PP to further the general purposes of the Act.
To clarify authority for the administration of the PP, the Basin States prepared and put
forth legislation through then-Senator Salazar’s office into the 2008 Farm Bill to amend
the Act that has now created the Basin States Program (BSP). Public Law 110-246
amended the Act and established the BSP. The BSP is explained in more detail later in
the report.
With the creation of the BSP, the PP is in the process of being phased out and all funds
not used in the PP will become part of the BSP. As of October 15, 2010, the state
agencies are no longer authorized to enter into contracts under the PP. Contracts that the
state agencies have executed must have all practices installed, constructed, or
implemented by September 30, 2012, in order to receive reimbursement. The state
agencies may request reimbursement from Reclamation until December 30, 2012.
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Gunnison Basin, Colorado
Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association (UVWUA) Phase 3 Project: In FY 2010,
the UVWUA continued construction of Phase 3 of their East Side Laterals (ESL) project
which involves the piping of 10.5 miles of laterals under the South and Selig Canal
systems and the reduction of about 2,300 tons of salt loading annually. This phase is
utilizing $1.3 million of salinity-control funding as well as funding from the
Reclamation’s Departmental Irrigation Drainage (selenium) Program. Construction of
Phase 3 will be completed in 2011.
UVWUA Phase 4 Project: As a result of the 2008 Basinwide Program FOA, the
UVWUA was awarded a cooperative agreement for Phase 4 of the ESL in December
2008. This phase involves an additional 11 miles of laterals under the Selig and East
Canal systems and the reduction of about 3,700 tons of salt loading annually.
Approximately $2 million of salinity-control funding will be supplemented with
approximately $800,000 from a Section 319 grant obtained through the Colorado
Division of Public Health and Environment. Construction of one short lateral was
completed in FY 2009. Additional laterals were completed in FY 2010 and the
remaining portions of Phase 4 will be completed in 2012.
Grandview Canal and Irrigation Company Project: Awarded from the 2008 FOA, this
project involves piping a portion of the Grandview Canal and several laterals in an area
tributary to the North Fork of the Gunnison River near Crawford in Delta County. In
July 2009, Reclamation entered into an agreement to provide $5.3 million to pipe 4.8
miles of main canal and 5 miles of laterals and convert about 900 acres of currently
flood-irrigated farmland to sprinkler irrigation. Construction began in September 2010
with completion expected by late 2011. The project is expected to reduce salt loading by
6,400 tons/year.
Grand Valley Unit, Colorado
Grand Valley Irrigation Company (GVIC) Project: As a result of selection under the
2008 Basinwide Program FOA, the GVIC was awarded a $3 million cooperative
agreement to line about 2.9 miles of their main canal within the city of Grand Junction.
A salt loading reduction of approximately 4,500 tons annually is expected. The canal
lining will consist of a PVC membrane with a shotcrete cover. Construction began in
November 2008 and approximately 2.0 miles of canal lining have been completed. The
remaining 0.9 miles of canal lining will be completed in 2011. The habitat replacement
work was completed this past summer.
San Juan River Basin, New Mexico
San Juan River Demonstration Project: The San Juan River Dineh Water Users, Inc.
operates the Hogback and Fruitland irrigation projects located on both sides of the San
Juan River near Shiprock, NM. The projects consist of about 50 miles of lined main
canals and over 250 miles of unlined laterals that provide water to about 13,000 acres of
irrigated land. The average irrigated parcel size is about 13 acres. This $194,000
demonstration project would replace about a lateral about 7,900 feet long with an
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approximately 2 acre settling pond and about 5,000 feet of PVC pipe. The estimated salt
savings for this activity is about 199 tons/year and the project will be completed in 2011.
The purpose of the demonstration is to determine if the NRCS EQIP can be successfully
implemented on the Navajo Reservation. This lateral provides water to about 167 acres
of irrigated land consisting of 12 separate parcels. Successful implementation of land
leveling and installation of gated pipe would result in an estimated salt savings of 384
tons/year. Combined cost effectiveness of this project is about $43/ton. The majority of
the habitat replacement work was completed in 2010 and construction of the salinity
features will begin this fall with completion scheduled later this winter.

Ongoing Reclamation Salinity Control Projects
Big Sandy River Unit
The Big Sandy River Unit is located near Farson and Eden in Sweetwater County in
southwestern Wyoming. The purpose of the Big Sandy River Unit investigation was to
determine the feasibility of lowering the salt inflow to the Big Sandy River. The study
was specifically directed toward reducing salt pickup from seeps and springs along a
26-mile reach of the Big Sandy River west of Eden, Wyoming. Feasibility planning was
authorized by the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act (Public Law 93-320) of
1974 and the Water Resource Development Feasibility Investigations Act (Public Law
96-375) of October 1980.
Investigations indicate that seeps, which surface in the Bone Draw and Big Bend areas,
produce saline water at a rate of about 27 cubic feet per second (ft3/s). The salinity here
varies from 1,000 to 6,000 mg/L along the Big Sandy River, with a total annual
contribution of more than 164,000 tons of salt. Indications are that salt is picked up by
water contacting the shale of the Green River Formation beneath the surface and
eventually seeping into the river. Irrigation was identified as a significant contributor to
the water source recharging the springs.
Reclamation has studied alternatives to intercept the springs and seeps and then transport,
treat and use, or dispose of the saline water. In the irrigated area, off-farm solutions such
as selective lining of canals and laterals were studied.
Studies conducted in cooperation with USDA indicated that control of onfarm irrigation
is the most cost-effective alternative for controlling salinity from the Big Sandy River
Unit. Because of past selective lining programs, the canals and laterals showed relatively
low seepage rates, offering little room for improvement.
In 2006 the local water district applied for funding for a new salinity control project. This
funding was to be supplemented by the state of WY. In 2006 & 2007 new seepage tests
were conducted by Reclamation to determine if the linings on various canals and laterals
were still functioning. It appears that at some locations as the canals were cleaned the
clay lining was removed and deposited along the bank.
Eden Valley, Farson/Eden Pipeline Project: The Farson/Eden Pipeline Project is
located in Sweetwater County, in the vicinity of Farson, Wyoming. It was selected from
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the applications received in the 2008 FOA. A Cooperative Agreement was executed in
February of 2009 for the amount of $6,453,072. This project will replace approximately
24 miles of earthen laterals with irrigation pipe resulting in the annual reduction of 6,594
tons of salt in the Colorado River at an anticipated cost of approximately $52.57 per ton
of salt. This project is about half complete and will be completed by 2012.
Lower Gunnison Basin Unit
The Lower Gunnison Basin Unit is located in west-central Colorado in Delta and
Montrose Counties. The unit was authorized for investigation by the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Act (Public Law 93-320) of 1974. An amendment to the act,
Public Law 98-569, authorized construction of the unit to begin in 1984.
An estimated 360,000 tons of salt is added to the Colorado River annually from the
Uncompaghre Project, a Reclamation irrigation project built in the early 1900’s. Studies
indicate that salt loading occurs when irrigation conveyance system seepage and
irrigation return flows pass through highly saline soils and the underlying Mancos Shale
Formation. By reducing the amount of groundwater percolating through these saline
soils, salt loading to the Colorado River is being reduced.
With Reclamation funding, the water districts have completed the winter water facilities.
Reclamation has completed plans for local improvements to the irrigation delivery
systems. USDA is implementing onfarm improvements, including upgrading irrigation
systems and improving irrigation management.
The Uncompaghre Project is a Federal development constructed in the early 1900’s for
irrigation of approximately 86,000 acres. Approximately 34 percent of the total 86,000
irrigated acres are on Mancos-Shale-derived soils. These soils are naturally high in both
salt and selenium. Reclamation and USDA have implemented various salinity control
measures in the area.
The Salinity Control Act authorizes the construction of winter water replacement
facilities in the Uncompaghre River Valley and irrigation delivery system improvements
on the more saline, east side of the valley. The plan of development includes the winter
water replacement and lateral lining programs. Although authorized for construction, the
canal lining has not been competitive with other, lower cost alternatives within the
Salinity Control Program. The canal lining construction program remains in a deferred
status.
The objective of the winter water replacement program is to eliminate winter livestock
watering from the unlined canal and lateral system. Water is made available for livestock
through an expansion of the existing culinary water system using relatively small, 2- to 6inch polyvinyl chloride pipe. This modification reduces canal seepage during the nonirrigation season, reducing salinity from the system by about 50 percent. Work on this
portion of the unit was completed in 1995.
The remaining portion of the project, the East Side Lateral portion, will compete for
funding in Reclamation’s Basinwide Salinity Control Program under the authorities of
Public Law 104-20. In FY 1998, Reclamation solicited proposals for salinity control
efforts under its basinwide authorities. The Uncompaghre Valley Water Users
Association (UVWUA) submitted a proposal for a project which would cost share
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salinity control activities with the Department of the Interior’s National Irrigation Water
Quality Program (NIWQP). Cost sharing from the NIWQP enabled this project to be
competitive with other projects. The project was recommended for implementation by
Reclamation’s salinity control evaluation committee. The project reduces salinity in the
Colorado River by about 2,300 tons of salt per year. The Salinity Control Program has
contributed $890,000. The NIWQP has contributed $730,000. Environmental
compliance for this project was completed in 1995 as part of Reclamation’s Lower
Gunnison Basin Unit, Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact. The
UVWUA has replaced approximately 7.5 miles of unlined earthen irrigation laterals with
buried pipe in the Uncompaghre Project’s South Canal system. Construction of this
portion of the project was completed in 2000. A report titled Effects of Piping Irrigation
Laterals on Selenium and Salt Loads, Montrose Arroyo, Western Colorado, WRI Report
01-4204 by the USGS shows the project reducing both salinity and selenium. It is
anticipated that in the future more joint projects will be pursued between the two
programs.

Lower Gunnison Basin Unit, Colorado
In FY 2007, the Uncompaghre Valley Water Users Association continued with Phase 2 of
the East Side Laterals piping project in the Cedar Creek area, southeast of Montrose. The
current effort, which began in FY 2005, is piping a total of 20.5 miles of laterals under
the South Canal system using $2.1 million of Basinwide Salinity Program funding
supplemented by $2.2 million of Departmental Irrigation Drainage Program (DIDP)
funding for selenium remediation. Phase 2 was completed in 2009.
Phase 3 involves the piping of another 11 miles of laterals. This phase has salinitycontrol funding as well as funding from DIDP and also from an EPA Section 319 grant.
Construction of Phase 3 began in November 2007 and is scheduled for completion by the
end of 2011.

Mancos Valley Unit
The Mancos Valley Unit is a 9,200-acre-irrigated area along the Mancos River, a
tributary to the San Juan River. The area is very saline (Mancos shale) and should
respond well to joint Reclamation/USDA irrigation efficiency improvements similar to
those being implemented in Utah. Planning studies of this unit, which began in 2002,
continue.

Paradox Valley Unit
The Paradox Valley Unit was authorized
for investigation and construction by the
Salinity Control Act (Public Law 93320) of 1974. The unit is located in
southwestern Colorado along the
Dolores River in the Paradox Valley,
formed by a collapsed salt dome
(Figure15). Groundwater in the valley
comes into contact with the top of the
salt formation where it becomes nearly
saturated with sodium chloride.
Salinities have been measured in excess
of 250,000 mg/L, by far the most
concentrated source of salt in the
Colorado River Basin. Groundwater
then surfaces in the Dolores River.
Studies conducted by Reclamation show
that without salinity controls the river
would pick up more than 205,000 tons
of salt annually as it passes through the
Paradox Valley. This project intercepts
the high saline water (brine), before it
reaches the Dolores River, and disposes
of it by deep well injection (injection
interval about 14,000 feet below ground
surface) (Figure 16).

Figure 15 - Paradox Valley.

Paradox Valley Unit
INJECTION
WELL

COLLECTION
WELLS

In its definite plan report (September
Dolores
River
1978), Reclamation recommended that a
series of wells be drilled on both sides of
the Dolores River to intercept the brine
SALINE GROUNDWATER
before it reached the river. The brine
would then be pumped to an evaporation
pond in Dry Creek Basin. A draft
environmental statement was prepared
for this plan and made public on May
Figure 16 - Schematic of Paradox Project.
11, 1978; a final statement was filed
with EPA on March 20, 1979. Due to
the potential for environmental impacts, EPA recommended that Reclamation investigate
deep-well injection as an alternative method of disposal.
A private consulting firm completed a feasibility study of deep-well injection and
concluded it to be technically, economically, and environmentally feasible. Reclamation
then contracted with a second consulting firm to do a more detailed study of injection and
to design the disposal system including injection well and surface facilities. A final
design for the test injection well was completed in August 1985.
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Facilities have been installed and mechanical tests performed. Over the years numerous
mechanical and electrical problems with the facilities have been identified and solved.
Several new technologies were developed to overcome the extremely high pressures
created by the injection pumps. In fiscal year 2000, the Paradox Valley Seismic Network
(PVSN) showed seismic activity at the injection site reached levels and frequencies that
were unacceptably high. Restricting the maximum injection rate to 230 gpm in July 2000
has reduced seismic activity, but has also reduced the effectiveness of the injection
facility to about 76,000 tons per year.
In January 2002, a test to inject 100 percent brine was implemented after temperature
logs of the well showed that the area around the well bore and injection zone had cooled
sufficiently to prevent precipitation problems near the well bore. Since January, facility
disposal has increased by approximately 35,000 tons per year and there is no indication
of apparent adverse effects from 100 percent brine injection. Reclamation will continue
to carefully monitor injection pressures for buildups that might suggest plugging of the
aquifer near the well bore. Seismic activity remained low during fiscal year 2002 and
remains at a very low frequency and magnitude. Table 9 lists the number of seismic
events measured on the Paradox Valley Seismic Network from 1998-2010 and the
pressure and tons of salt injected.
The project continues to intercept and dispose of 100,000+ tons of salt annually, but the
pressure necessary to inject the brine into the disposal formation at 14,000 feet is
increasing. Modification of the current facility to operate at a higher injection pressure to
extend the life of the current injection well is under way. Reclamation has also initiated a
Plan of Study to investigate the feasibility of other salt removal alternatives to augment
the project, including a second injection well. As part of the Plan of Study, an
investigation of alternative salinity control methods was completed in June in 2008. The
results of the investigation indicated a need for a current characterization of the regional
groundwater flow to determine the appropriate strategy for future salinity control efforts.
The groundwater study started in 2009 and is ongoing.
This project intercepts extremely saline brine (260,000 mg/l total dissolved solids) before
it reaches the Dolores River and disposes of the brine by deep well injection (injection
interval about 14,000 feet below ground surface). Seismicity associated with the
injection process has diminished since the injection rate reduction in FY 2000 and
remains at a low frequency and magnitude.
The project continues to intercept and dispose of 100,000+ tons of salt annually, but the
pressure necessary to inject the brine into the disposal formation at 14,000 feet is
increasing. Modification of the facility to operate at a higher injection pressure to extend
the life of the current injection well was completed in 2009. Reclamation has initiated a
Plan of Study to investigate the feasibility of other salt reduction alternatives to augment
the project, including a second injection well. As part of the Plan of Study, an
investigation of alternative salinity control methods was completed in June, 2008. The
results of the investigation indicated a need for a current characterization of the regional
groundwater flow to determine the appropriate strategy for future salinity control efforts.
An interagency agreement was initiated with the USGS to conduct a hydro geologic
study, and investigations for Phase I of the study began in the second quarter of FY 2009.
Phase I was essentially completed in the third quarter of FY 2010, resulting in a
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Table 9 - Paradox Well Injection Evaluation

Injection Period

Operational
1
Days

Pressure
Start

Pressure
End

Pressure
Increase

Tons of
Salt
2
Injected

No. of
Induced
Seismic
Events

Maximum
Magnitude
of Induced
Seismic
Events

Estimated
Tons of
Salt
Entering
3
the River
8,877

Jan-May '024

148

1609

4432

2823

52,860

25

2.9

June-Dec '025

178

929

4593

3664

58,953

34

2.2

9,801

Jan-May '035

144

1172

4627

3455

53,173

27

2.1

18,077

June-Dec '03

184

1154

4675

3521

59,530

106

2.3

11,055

Jan-May '046

140

1201

4640

3439

51,449

47

2.4

19,484

June-Dec '047

160

1091

4541

3450

51,589

57

3.9

6,515

140

1038

4736

3698

55,024

69

2.4

12,571

5

5

Jan-May '05

8

148

1203

4750

3547

46,551

31

2.6

38,163

9

138

375

4680

4305

44,779

1010

2.4

50,148

June-Dec '05
Jan-June '06

July-Dec '065

162

1084

4797

3713

56,920

1310

2.1

21,625

Jan-June '07

5

159

1066

4796

3730

56,068

7

10

1.1

18,777

July-Dec '075

163

1232

4712

3480

57,395

31

2.6

10,571

Jan-June '0812

160

1152

4813

3661

54,720

47

1.3

14,933

5

July-Dec '08

162

1263

4822

3559

56,734

61

2.1

15,874

*Jan-Mar ‘095

84

1246

4756

3510

29,163

20

2.6

20,716
17,611

Apr-Sept '0913

160

1157

4891

3734

55,083

70

2.7

Oct ‘09-Mar '105

153

970

4930

3960

51,589

91

2.9

32,260

5

162

1347

4990

3643

55,747

75

2.7

14,364

Apr ‘10-Sep '10

1. Operational days include partial days of operation which accounts for variations in tons of salt injected
2. Tons of salt injected based on 260,000 mg/L. Brine concentration varies slightly due to seasonal and environmental
fluctuations
3. Tons of salt entering the river based on regression equations (Ken Watts, USGS Administrative Report – “Estimates of
Dissolved Solids Load of the Dolores River in Paradox Valley, Montrose County, CO, 1988-2009, August 5, 2010”)
4. Begin 100% brine injection
5. No problems
6. Down from 3/1/04 through 3/7/04 for mechanical problems
7. Implemented quarterly 10-day shutdown schedule from 9/22 to 10/22; M3.9 earthquake on 11/7; plant shut down until
11/18; discontinued 10-day shutdown schedule
8. Down from 11/13/05 through 12/31/05 for mechanical problems
9. Down from 1/1/06 through 1/19/06 and 2/16/06 through 3/2/06 for mechanical problems
10. Seismic data for 2006 and the first half of 2007 is likely incomplete due to seismic network problems
11. Down from 4/16-17/08 for mechanical problems
12. Down from 5/18-19/09 for mechanical problems
* Biannual shutdown schedule changed from winter/summer to spring/fall
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preliminary conceptual flow model of groundwater flow in the stream-aquifer system in
the Paradox Valley. The preliminary conceptual flow model indicates that alternatives to
reduce the amount of brine being produced, identified in the 2008 investigation, may not
be feasible. Some additional work is necessary to verify the results of Phase I. If the
Phase I results are verified, Phase II of the study may not be implemented.
Price-San Rafael Rivers Unit
Huntington Cleveland
Irrigation Company
(HCIC) Project: The
Project is located in
northern Emery County,
in and around the towns of
Huntington, Lawrence,
Cleveland, and Elmo. The
Project was selected in the
2004 Request for
Proposals (RFP) and
awarded a cooperative
agreement in September
2004. A new cooperative
Figure 17 - Salinity from Canal Seepage.
agreement was executed in
November 2006 and was
modified again in September 2009. Approximately 350 miles of open earthen canals and
laterals are being replaced with a pressurized pipeline distribution system (Distribution
System) to accommodate sprinkler irrigation on about 16,000 acres. Funding for this
project is being shared between Reclamation’s Basinwide Program, HCIC, NRCS’s
EQIP, the Parallel Program, and Rocky Mountain Power, formally known as Utah Power
and Light. The last of Reclamation’s share of $17.1 million for the Off-farm Distribution
System was obligated in 2008. Reclamation can provide up to an additional $6.0 million
in funding equally 50/50 with HCIC funds for completion of the Distribution System.
Since 2009 Reclamation
has provided about $2.0
million in additional
funding. The Project,
scheduled to be completed
in 2012, will result in the
annual reduction of 59,000
reportable tons of salt in
the Colorado River at an
anticipated cost of
approximately less than
$100/ton. Of the 59,000
tons of salt, 13,000 are
Figure 18 - Price-San Rafael Irrigation Improvements.
attributed to the Off-Farm
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Distribution System and 46,000 tons are attributed to the On-Farm Distribution System
and the on-farm salinity control measures (sprinklers).
Cottonwood Creek Irrigation Improvement Project: The $6.5 million Cottonwood Creek
Irrigation Improvement Project is located in Emery County, west of Castledale, Utah. It
was selected from the applications received in the 2008 FOA. A Cooperative Agreement
was executed in February 2010. Construction is expected to begin late in 2010. This
project will replace approximately 31 miles of earthen canals and laterals with a
pressurized pipeline system resulting in a reduction of 2,094 tons of salt in the Colorado
River. It is expected that the pressurized pipeline will induce on-farm improvements
resulting in the annual reduction of an additional 9,100 tons of salt. It is anticipated that
the project will result in the total annual measurable reduction of 11,194 tons of salt in
the Colorado River at an anticipated cost of approximately $59 per ton of salt.

Uinta Basin Unit
The Uinta Basin Unit is
located in northeastern
Utah. The area includes
portions of Duchesne and
Uinta Counties and is
situated between the
Uinta Mountains on the
north and the Tavaputs
Plateau on the south. The
principal communities
within the area are
Duchesne, Roosevelt, and
Vernal.
Reclamation has
Figure 19 - Salinity in Uinta Basin Unit Area.
conducted extensive
studies in the area. Most of the salt pickup from the unit area is from the dissolution of
salts from the soil and subsurface materials, principally from soils of marine origin that
underlie most of the Uinta Basin. Seepage from conveyance systems and deep
percolation resulting from irrigation are the primary processes that dissolve salts from the
soils and shale and convey the salts through the groundwater system to natural drainages
and ultimately to the Colorado River. The Uinta Basin contributes an estimated
450,000 tons of salt per year to the Colorado River.
Reclamation has a total of 14 projects in the Uinta Basin Unit area. The projects are
funded jointly by Reclamation’s Basinwide Program and cost sharing from the Basin
States. The water conservation based projects include the Burns Bench, BIA-Ute Tribe,
Duchesne County, Farnsworth, Lower Brush Creek, Western Uintah, South Lateral,
River Canal, Union Canal, Hicken, Dry Gulch Class E, Dry Gulch Class C, Ouray Park,
and Duchesne Water Conservancy District projects. These projects will reduce salinity
by improving the efficiency of existing irrigation projects. Several will pipe selected
canals and laterals to gain pressure to run high-efficiency sprinkler irrigation systems.
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Verification Studies - In their “National Water Summary 1990-91, Water Supply Paper
2400”, the USGS reported a downward trend in dissolved solids concentration (salinity)
in the Duchesne River, immediately downstream of the project area. They pointed out
that much of the base flow of the river was from irrigation return flows. Salinity
discharge has dropped from 206,000 tons in 1981 when USDA first started irrigation
improvements to 169,000 tons in 1993 - a 37,000-ton reduction. Based on the amount of
irrigation improvements installed, USDA estimates that irrigation improvements through
1992 have reduced the salinity discharge by about 55,500 tons per year (1993 Joint
Evaluation Report). Recent studies have also shown a downward shift in the salt/flow
relationship (for a given flow, salinity is lower). These data support the theory that
onfarm irrigation practices can be effective at reducing salt loading. Monitoring and
analysis will continue.
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MEASURES IN PLACE BY USDA/BSP

3/

Grand Valley

144,000

Price-San Rafael

76,000

Uinta Basin

149,000

Big Sandy River

57,000

Lower Gunnison

106,000

McElmo Creek

26,000

Mancos

4,000

Muddy Creek

0

Manila

7,000

Silt

4,000

Green River

Uinta Basin Unit, Utah

0
USDA/BSP Subtotal

The Duchesne County II Salinity Reduction Project is located in Duchesne County, in
and around Roosevelt, Utah. A total of 51.9 canal miles serving 13,350 acres is being
replaced to accommodate pressurized pipeline systems, in order to facilitate sprinkler
irrigation. The K2 and Pleasant Valley phases of the project are completed, but land
easements from the Business Committee of the Ute Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray
Agency need to be obtained in order to complete the last and final phase (TN Dodd) of
the project. It is anticipated that the off-farm portion of this project will result in the
annual reduction of 42,800 tons of salt in the Colorado River at $25 per ton of salt.
The Moffat-Ouray Pipeline Salinity Project near Gusher, Utah was completed in 2008.
This project replaces approximately 30.2 miles of canals with pipelines and 15,900 tons
of salt will be reduced annually to the Colorado River at a cost of $28 per ton. The
abandoned canals have been replaced by pipelines which provide a pressurized irrigation
system.

Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program Summary Data

MEASURES IN PLACE BY BLM
Nonpoint Sources

4/

Well-Plugging

15,000
100,000

Measures in Place Total

1,207,000

GOALS TO REACH TARGET
Reclamation Basinwide Program

368,000

Price-San Rafael (USDA/BSP)

71,000

Grand Valley (USDA/BSP)

5/

0

Uinta Basin (USDA/BSP)

6/

11,000

Big Sandy River (USDA/BSP)

27,000

Lower Gunnison (USDA/BSP)

80,000

McElmo Creek (USDA/BSP)

20,000

Mancos River (USDA/BSP)

8,000

Muddy Creek (USDA/BSP)

12,000

Manila (USDA/BSP)

10,000
5/

Green River (USDA/BSP)
7/

New Well Plugging and Nonpoint Source (BLM)

10,000
644,000

Target Total

1,851,000

176,000

Basin States Program

1/

Meeker Dome

7,000
48,000

Las Vegas Wash Pitman

4,000

Grand Valley
Paradox Valley

2/

assumed continuation of well or alternative control methods after 2020
3/ MayInclude off-farm controls that were not goaled.

113,000

5/ Original goal attained

41,000

Dolores

23,000

55

2/ Paradox injection well capacity estimated to decline beginning in 2020;

4/ BLM Non-point source are estimates.

Lower Gunnison Winter Water (USBR)
Reclamation Subtotal

1/ Off-farm projects funded by Basin States Program

122,000

20,000

Goals Subtotal

MEASURES IN PLACE BY RECLAMATION
Basinwide Program

0
7,000

Tier 2 (USDA)
Tons / Year
Removed

Salinity Unit

85,000

BLM Subtotal

Silt (USDA/BSP)
Table 10 – Summary of Federal Salinity Control Programs (2010)

573,000

6/ EstimatedOriginal goal attained.
7/ Potential new measures in areas outside approved projects

534,000
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Table 12 – Reclamation Salinity Control Unit Summary (P.L. 93-320 and 98-569)
Table 11 – Summary of Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program
Unit/Study

Funding for Federal Agencies (In 1,000 Dollars)
Federal
Fiscal
Year

Bureau of
Reclamation

USDA NRCS

Upfront Cost
Sharing from
Basin Funds1

Bureau of
Land
Management2

Total

1988

20,783

3,804

500

25,087

1989

16,798

5,452

500

22,750

1990

14,185

10,341

700

25,226

1991

24,984

14,783

873

40,640

1992

34,566

14,783

873

50,222

1993

33,817

13,783

866

48,466

1994

32,962

13,783

800

47,545

Implementation

Controls

Reclamation

Annual

Cost

(tons/y)

Capital Cost

O&M Costs

per Ton1

Meeker Dome

1980-1983

48,000

$3,100,000

$0

$5

Las Vegas Wash

1978-1985

3,800

$1,757,000

$0

$28

Grand Valley

1980-1998

127,500

$160,900,000

$1,417,000

$83

Paradox Valley

1988-1996

110,000

$66,199,000

$2,497,000

$60

Dolores Project

1990-1996

23,000

$44,700,000

$613,000

$185

Lower Gunnison

1991-1995

41,380

$24,000,000

$0

$35

353,680

$300,656,000

$4,016,000

$66

Total

1. Cost per ton based on amortization over 50 years at the project authorized interest rate.

1995

13,622

4,500

800

18,922

1996

17,420

9,561

0

800

27,781

1997

3,464

3,100

4,197

800

11,561

1998

12,306

2,894

5,749

800

21,749

1999

15,651

4,016

7,432

800

30,948

Project Area

Total Ag. Load

Total Controls

2000

16,637

3,805

16,372

800

37,614

Big Sandy

157,500

124,900

68,357

56,543

2001

14,136

5,785

1,100

800

21,821

Grand Valley

580,000

559,100

270,641

288,459

2002

14,944

10,451

8,196

800

34,391

Green River

2003

11,315

12,714

11,845

800

36,674

Lower Gunnison

2004

12,409

19,488

13,064

800

45,761

2005

11,301

19,798

8,523

800

40,422

2006

11,953

19,661

14,465

751

46,830

2007

12,223

19,667

14,685

800

47,375

2008

11,630

17,611

12,184

800

42,225

2009

21,363

18,551

16,601

800

57,315

2010

12,015

14,697

7,405

800

34,917

1. Prior to 1996 Basin Funds were used to repay the reimbursable portion of Reclamation’s Salinity Control Projects
within a fifty-year period or within a period equal to the estimated life of the project, whichever is less.
2. Funds expended by BLM for salinity control cannot accurately be determined. This amount reflects what has been
reported as having been designated within the BLM budget.

Table 13 - UCRB Agriculture Salinity Control Summary (tons) - 2010
Total Salt Load

Remaining Ag. Load

15,700

15,700

0

15,700

1,440,000

840,000

166,701

673,299

Mancos

43,000

26,000

4,045

21,955

Manila

49,000

40,000

12,640

27,360

164,075

99,960

49,815

50,145

McElmo
Muddy Creek
Price-San Rafael

90,000

14,980

0

14,980

430,000

244,000

126,354

117,646

Rifle - Silt

NA

24,700

4,038

20,662

San Juan1

NA

62,530

48,329

14,201

500,000

328,120

178,938

149,182

NA

1,829

1,829

0

3,469,275

2,381,819

931,687

1,450,132

Uinta
Paria (Tropic)

Total
1.
2.

1,2

Off-farm load shown only. On-farm loads have not been estimated for the San Juan and Paria areas
Agricultural load for Paria only represents the conveyance systems which were piped as part of the Tropic
Project
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APPENDIX A – SALINITY DATA
The historical flow and quality of water data have been calculated using the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) database and computer techniques developed jointly by
the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and USGS. The purpose of the analysis was to
develop a consistent, documented methodology for the calculation of monthly salt loads
in the Colorado River Basin.
The salinity computation method was originally developed for the trend studies
conducted by Reclamation and USGS (Liebermann, et al., 1986). Several procedures
were evaluated. A 3 year moving regression was determined to be the best overall
method in terms of providing the most complete record, preserving short-term
fluctuations, and being insensitive to minor errors in the data. Using this method, daily
salt load (L) was computed from discharge (Q) and when available, conductivity (S): L =
aQbSc. For days without specific conductivity data, a slight variation of the equation for
load as a function of discharge was used: L = a’Qb’.
The coefficients a, b, and c for each year of record were typically estimated by regression
analysis using data from a 3 year period surrounding the year of interest. For example,
coefficients for 1990 were derived with data from l989 through 1991. The last year of
salinity data computed for this report uses two years of data for obvious reasons. It is
subject to change and will be updated in the next report as data become available to
complete the analysis for that year.
Daily loads were added to yield the monthly values given. Monthly values were then
added to yield annual values. All values shown are rounded but were computed using unrounded values.
For this analysis, salt-load data were based on total dissolved solids (TDS) as the sum of
constituents, whenever possible. Sum of constituents was defined to include calcium,
magnesium, sodium, chloride, sulfate, a measure of the carbonate equivalent of alkalinity
and, if measured, silica and potassium. If a sum-of-constituents value could not be
computed, TDS as residue on evaporation (at 180 degrees Celsius) was substituted.
Extensive error analyses were performed on the data. Suspect values were corrected
according to published records or deleted. The resultant data set is considered by
Reclamation and USGS to be the best available for stations in the Colorado River Basin.
Annual values based on the new method were compared to values in previous Quality of
Water Colorado River Basin Progress Reports for selected stations. The observed
differences were between plus or minus five percent, with mean differences
approximately zero. Changes in the progress report database can, therefore, be
considered generally insignificant and unbiased.

Figure A1 - Colorado River Water Quality Monitoring Stations.
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Figure A3 – Flow and TDS over time for sites 1-4. Site locations shown in Figure A1.
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Figure A5 - Flow and TDS over time for sites 9-12. Site locations shown in Figure A1.
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Figure A4 - Flow and TDS over time for sites 5-8. Site locations shown in Figure A1.
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Figure A7 - Flow and TDS over time for sites 17-20. Site locations shown in Figure A1.
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San Juan River near Bluff, Utah
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Figure A6 - Flow and TDS over time for sites 13-16. Site locations shown in Figure A1.
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Attachment 5:
United States Geological Service, “Monitoring the Water Quality of the Nation’s Large
Rivers: Colorado River NASQAN Program” (February 2000)

Monitoring the Water Quality of the Nation's Large Rivers
Colorado River NASQAN Program
Since 1995, the National Stream Quality Accounting Network (NASQAN) of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has
focused on monitoring the water quality of the Nation’s largest rivers including the Colorado, Columbia, Mississippi, and Rio
Grande. The NASQAN program in the Colorado River Basin consists of eight stations that span seven basin States including
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, and California. Data collected from these stations are used to
quantify the transport of chemical constituents and evaluate trends in water quality of the river. Currently, the NASQAN
program in the Colorado River Basin is providing necessary data and information required by resource managers of the river
who are responsible for meeting long-standing legal agreements that regulate the flow and quality of the river water.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
The Colorado River often is described
as the most controversial and regulated
river in the United States. The river
currently provides 25 million people with
drinking water and also provides enough
water to keep 3.5 million acres of
farmland in production. Other uses
include industrial, recreation, and electricpower generation. The river is highly
regulated with 83 reservoirs in the upper
basin and 10 reservoirs in the lower basin
that are capable of storing 4 years of flow.
Twelve legal agreements, compacts,
contracts, and State and Federal
legislation apportion and regulate the use,
management, and quality of water for the
Colorado River water among the seven
States in the basin and Mexico (Newcom,
1998).
The Colorado River drains about
250,000 square miles (fig. 1). Annual
flows in the river fluctuated greatly before
the big dams were built on the river
because of winter snowmelt and summer
thunderstorms. Water, sediment, and
chemical transport from the upper basin
are greatest in June. Daily fluctuations in
the lower basin are caused by irrigation
and water-supply diversions, power
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey

generation, losses to evaporation and
transpiration from riparian vegetation, and
irrigation return flows (fig. 2).

WATER-QUALITY ISSUES
Salinity of the Colorado River
probably is the biggest water-quality issue
in the basin. The major sources of salinity
are the saline soils of the Colorado Plateau
and agricultural irrigation-return flows.
Salinity concentrations in the headwaters
of the basin generally are less than 50
milligrams per liter but increase in concentration to about 900 milligrams per
liter at the international boundary between
the United States and Mexico. Urbanization, population growth, mining, agricultural practices, and recreation affect
salinity concentrations and other chemical
constituent concentrations in the Colorado
River.
River modifications, such as dams and
irrigation diversions, probably are the
most significant factors that affect the
quality of the Colorado River system.
Reservoirs potentially harbor many
chemicals in their sediments and water
and can retain chemical constituents for
years (retention time). Dams have reduced
sediment transport from the system, have
contributed to the decline or loss of native
fish species, and affected physical

properties such as flow (fig. 3) and water
temperature (fig. 4). Alteration to the
natural system generally has been
unfavorable to native fish such as the
humpback chub. Cold, clear waters below
the reservoirs generally provide good
habitat for nonnative fish such as the
rainbow trout.

SITE SELECTION
Eight streamflow-gaging and waterquality stations in the NASQAN program
provide flow and water-quality data for the
Colorado River Basin. These sites were
selected to provide information on the
transport of chemical constituents and
sediment through the river system. Sites
upstream and downstream from Lakes
Powell and Mead are used to measure
inflows to and outflows from these major
reservoirs. Subwatershed characteristics
also were important site-selection factors.
A description of each site follows in
downstream order (fig. 1 and table 1).
Colorado River near Cisco, Utah,
provides data on inflows to Lake Powell.
Green River at Green River, Utah, is a
major tributary to the Colorado River and
provides data on inflows to the Colorado
River upstream from Lake Powell.
USGS Fact Sheet FS–014–00
February 2000
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San Juan River near Bluff, Utah
Colorado River at Lees Ferry,
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Dam, Nevada-Arizona
Colorado River above Imperial
Dam, Arizona-California
Colorado River at northerly international boundary
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Figure 1. Location of Colorado River Basin, subbasins, NASQAN sites, and diversion points. NASQAN sites are at or near
streamflow-gaging stations shown.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

20,000

Specific local questions that can be
answered using NASQAN data include:
1. What are the effects of Lakes
Powell and Mead on the sediment
and chemical concentrations and
fluxes downstream from these
lakes? Chemical-flux calculations
made at NASQAN sites above and
below Lakes Powell and Mead
provide this information on an
annual and possibly seasonal
basis.
2. What are the contributions of
subbasins to the sediment and
chemical concentrations and
fluxes to Lakes Powell and Mead?
Trend analysis of specific
constituents yield information on
storm-runoff characteristics of
each subbasin and human and

18,000

Colorado River below Hoover Dam,
Nevada, represents outflow from Lake
Mead. The flow is cold and clear at this
site.
Colorado River above Imperial Dam,
Arizona, is upstream from the diversion to
the All-American Canal and diversions for
other water needs. Flow in the Colorado
River below this site and into Mexico is
greatly reduced because of these
diversions.
Colorado River at the northerly
international boundary represents outflow
to Mexico. At this point, the United States
is required under treaties with Mexico to
deliver 1.5 million acre-feet of water to
Mexico during a typical water year
(October 1 to September 30). The quality

of water delivered to Mexico also is
monitored at this site (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1999).

SAMPLING STRATEGY
A broad range of chemical
constituents is measured at the eight
stations in the network. These constituents
include water-soluble pesticides, suspended and dissolved trace elements, major
ions, nutrients, carbon, trihalomethanes,
and suspended sediment (table 2).
Samples are collected 6 to 10 times per
year, depending on the local site characteristics. At the upper-basin sites, samples
are collected on the basis of reservoir
releases to cover a broad range of river
discharge.
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Figure 2. Daily mean discharge at Colorado River above Imperial Dam, ArizonaCalifornia, 1996 – 98 water years.

Table 1. Description of NASQAN sampling stations in the Colorado River Basin
Drainage area
Station
number

09180500
09315000
09379500
09380000
09404200
09421500
09429490

San Juan River near Bluff, Utah, is a
major tributary to the Colorado River and
also provides data on inflows to Lake
Powell. This site and the sites at Cisco and
Green River can have sediment-laden
flows because of storm runoff.
Colorado River at Lees Ferry,
Arizona, represents outflow from Lake
Powell and is used to determine flows for
the Colorado River Compact Point of
1922, which defines the dividing point
between the upper and lower basins. The
flow at this site is clear and cold.
Colorado River above Diamond
Creek, Arizona, measures inflow to Lake
Mead and also provides information on
the 250-mile reach of the river between
Lake Powell and Lake Mead. Unlike Lees
Ferry, the flow at this site can be sedimentladen because of storm runoff.

DISCHARGE, IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND
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09522000
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Colorado River near Cisco, Utah ............
Green River at Green River, Utah ...........
San Juan River near Bluff, Utah .............
Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona ...
Colorado River above Diamond Creek,
Arizona ................................................
Colorado River below Hoover Dam,
Nevada-Arizona ..................................
Colorado River above Imperial
Dam, Arizona-California .....................
Colorado River at northerly
international boundary .........................

Mean
stream flow
(cubic feet
per
second)

Square
miles

present
present
present
present

24,100
40,590
23,000
107,800

10
17
10
45

0
0
0
83,700

19,200
15,400
5,280
30,900

1989 present

144,600

60

36,860

19,500

1934 present

167,700

69

22,400

13,900

1934 present

184,500

76

16,800

11,100

1950 present

242,700

100

58,200

5,040

Period of
record1

Station name and location

Incre mental
increase in
drainage
area
(square
miles)

Percentage
of total
drainage
area

1922
1905
1928
1895

miscellaneous record exists for most stations before the period of record.

Table 2. Physical and chemical measurements made at NASQAN stations in the Colorado River Basin

Measurement class

Examples

Pesticides.........................................................
........
Suspended and dissolved trace elements ........
Major ions .......................................................
Nutrients..........................................................
Carbon.............................................................

Water-soluble pesticides such as atrazine
Including but not limited to lead, uranium, cadmium, and selenium
Calcium, sulfate, and chloride
Total and dissolved nitrogen and phosphorus
Dissolved and suspended organic carbon, dissolved inorganic carbon by
incremental alkalinity titration

Trihalomethanes ..............................................
Suspended sediment ........................................
Support variables.............................................

Byproducts of disinfection of drinking water
Concentration of fine sediment particles
Water temperature, specific conductance, pH, dissolved oxygen, and alkalinity
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Each year, data collected and analyzed
for the NASQAN program are published in
State basic-data reports published by the
USGS. Recently, NASQAN data have been
made available through the World Wide Web
at URL http://water.usgs.gov/public/nasqan.
Future products for the Colorado River Basin
may include annual fact sheets that will
describe specific water-quality issues and
related data analysis.
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Figure 3. Daily mean discharge at Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona, 1942
and 1996 water years.
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As of 1999, data are being analyzed for
the Colorado River that may result in
modification of the existing program to better
meet the information needs of the basin.
Chemical-flux calculations are being made at
each site along with interpretations of
reservoir effects on mass transfer of
chemicals within the river system. Results
for each constituent are being evaluated to
determine the importance of the constituents
in the program, and new constituents and
site-specific studies may be added.
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NATIONAL NASQAN
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to determine the transport of selected
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through the river systems. NASQAN,
together with the National Water-Quality
Assessment (NAWQA) program, provide water-quality information on both
large and small rivers. NAWQA is
focused on the smaller basins with an
emphasis on the effects of land use on
water quality. The programs use comparable data; therefore, regional
hydrologic models can be developed
from the information collected.
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—Robert J. Hart and Richard P. Hooper

For more information, contact:
NASQAN Colorado River Basin
Coordinator
2255 N. Gemini Drive
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Telephone: (520) 556-7136
E-mail: bhart@usgs.gov
USGS Fact Sheet
FS–014–00
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Attachment 6:
Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board, “Water Quality Control
Plan: Colorado River Basin, Region 7” (2006)
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CHAPTER 3 - WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
Section 13241, Division 7 of the California Water
Code, specifies as follows:

Actions to be taken by the Regional Board to achieve
compliance with water quality objectives are described
in the Implementation section of this Plan (see
Chapter 4). Implementation actions directed toward
nonpoint source discharges will be in conformance
with the State Board's Nonpoint Source Management
Plan, will be reasonable, and will consider economic
and technical feasibility.

"Each regional board shall establish such water
quality objectives in water quality control plans as
in its judgement will ensure the reasonable
protection of beneficial uses and the prevention of
nuisance; however, it is recognized that it may be
possible for the quality of water to be changed to
some degree without unreasonably affecting
beneficial uses..."

I. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
The following objective shall apply to all waters of the
Region:

"Water quality objectives", as defined in said Division 7
are "limits or levels of water quality constituents or
characteristics which are established for the
reasonable protection of beneficial uses of water or
the prevention of nuisance within a specific area".
Water quality objectives contained herein are
designed to be in accordance with all pertinent State
and Federal requirements.

Wherever the existing quality of water is better than
the quality established herein as objectives, such
existing quality shall be maintained unless otherwise
provided for by the provisions of the State Water
Resources Control Board Resolution No. 68-16,
"Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High
Quality of Waters in California".

Existing Statewide Plans and Policies of the State
Water Resources Control Board that must be
considered in establishing and implementing water
quality objectives in the Colorado River Basin Region
are listed in Chapter 5. Some of these statewide
plans contain water quality objectives that apply to
waters in this Region. However, most statewide
objectives are not listed in this chapter but can be
obtained by referring to the text of the statewide plans.
In the event that statewide and regionwide objectives
conflict the most stringent objective will apply.

II. GENERAL SURFACE WATER
OBJECTIVES
Regarding controllable sources of discharge, in the
absence of site specific objectives established herein,
the following objectives apply to all surface waters of
the Colorado River Basin Region:

A. AESTHETIC QUALITIES

The water quality objectives contained in this Plan
supersede and replace those contained in the Water
Quality Control Plan, dated May 1991, and any
amendments thereto.

All waters shall be free from substances
attributable to wastewater of domestic or industrial
origin or other discharges which adversely affect
beneficial uses not limited to:

Controllable water quality factors shall conform to the
water quality objectives contained herein. When other
factors result in the degradation of water quality
beyond the levels or limits established herein as water
quality objectives, the controllable factors shall not
cause further degradation of water quality.
Controllable water quality factors are those actions,
conditions, or circumstances resulting from people's
activities which may influence the quality of the waters
of the State and which may feasibly be controlled.
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-

Settling to form objectionable deposits;

-

Floating as debris, scum, grease, oil, wax, or
other matter that may cause nuisances; and

-

Producing objectionable color, odor, taste, or
turbidity.

WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
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B. TAINTING SUBSTANCES

E. pH

Water shall be free of unnatural materials which
individually or in combination produce undesirable
flavors in the edible portions of aquatic organisms.

Since the regional waters are somewhat alkaline,
pH shall range from 6.0-9.0. Discharges shall not
cause any changes in pH detrimental to beneficial
water uses.

C. TOXICITY 1

F. DISSOLVED OXYGEN
All waters shall be maintained free of toxic
substances in concentrations which are toxic to,
or which produce detrimental physiological
responses in human, plant, animal, or indigenous
aquatic life. Compliance with this objective will be
determined by use of indicator organisms,
analyses of species diversity, population density,
growth anomalies, 96-hour bioassay or bioassays
of appropriate duration or other appropriate
methods as specified by the Regional Board.
Effluent limits based upon bioassays of effluent
will be prescribed where appropriate, additional
numerical receiving water objectives for specific
toxicants will be established as sufficient data
become available, and source control of toxic
substances will be encouraged.

The dissolved oxygen concentration shall not be
reduced below the following minimum levels at
any time:
Waters designated:
WARM ..........................................5.0 mg/l
COLD ........................................... 8.0 mg/l
WARM and COLD........................8.0 mg/l

G. SUSPENDED SOLIDS AND
SETTLEABLE SOLIDS
Discharges of wastes or wastewater shall not
contain suspended or settleable solids in
concentrations which increase the turbidity of
receiving waters, unless it can be demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Regional Board that such
alteration in turbidity does not adversely affect
beneficial uses.

The survival of aquatic life in surface waters
subjected to a waste discharge or other
controllable water quality factors, shall not be less
than that for the same water body in areas
unaffected by the waste discharge, or other
control water which is consistent with the
requirements for "experimental water" as
described in Standards Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater, 18th
Edition. As a minimum, compliance with this
objective as stated in the previous sentence shall
be evaluated with a 96-hour bioassay.

H. TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS
Discharges of wastes or wastewater shall not
increase the total dissolved solids content of
receiving waters, unless it can be demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Regional Board that such
an increase in total dissolved solids does not
adversely affect beneficial uses of receiving
waters.

As described in Chapter 6, the Regional Board will
conduct toxic monitoring of the appropriate
surface waters to gather baseline data as time
and resources allow.

Additionally, any discharge, excepting discharges
from agricultural sources, shall not cause
concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS) in
surface waters to exceed the following limits:

D. TEMPERATURE
The natural receiving water temperature of
surface waters shall not be altered by discharges
of waste unless it can be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Regional Board that such
alteration in temperature does not adversely affect
beneficial uses.

WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES

1
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Certain exceptions for herbicides apply to irrigation supply
canals which are discussed under the heading "Irrigation
Supply Canals" in this Chapter.
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New River
Alamo River
Imperial Valley Drains
Coachella Valley Drains
Palo Verde Valley Drains

TDS (mg/L)
Annual Ave.
Maximum
4000
4500
4000
4500
4000
4500
2000
2500
2000
2500

I. BACTERIA
In waters designated for water contact recreation
(REC I) or noncontact water recreation (REC II),
the following bacterial objectives apply. Although
the objectives are expressed as fecal coliforms, E.
coli, and enterococci bacteria, they address
1
pathogenic microorganisms in general (e.g.,
bacteria, viruses, and fungi).

E. coli
enterococci

REC I

REC II

126 per 100 ml
33 per 100 ml

630 per 100 ml
165 per 100 ml

E. coli
enterococci

REC I

REC II

400 per 100 ml
100 per 100 ml

2000 per 100 ml
500 per 100 ml

REC I

REC II

235 per 100 ml
61 per 100 ml

1175 per 100ml
305 per 100 ml

Waters
shall
not
contain
biostimulatory
substances in concentrations that promote
aquatic growths to the extent that such growths
cause nuisance or adversely affect beneficial
uses. Nitrate and phosphate limitations will be
placed on industrial discharges to New and Alamo
Rivers and irrigation basins on a case-by-case
basis, taking into consideration the beneficial uses
of these streams.

No individual chemical or combination of
chemicals shall be present in concentrations that
adversely affect beneficial uses. There shall be
no increase in hazardous chemical concentrations
found in bottom sediments or aquatic life. Waters
designated for use as domestic or municipal
supply (MUN) shall not contain concentrations of
chemical constituents in excess of the limits
specified below:

L. TURBIDITY
Waters shall be free of changes in turbidity that
cause nuisance or adversely affect beneficial
uses.

M. RADIOACTIVITY
Radionuclides shall not be present in waters in
concentrations which are deleterious to human,
plant, animal or aquatic life or that result in the
accumulation of radionuclides in the food web to
an extent which presents a hazard to human,
plant, animal or aquatic life.

except that for the Colorado River, the following
maximum allowables shall apply:

E. coli
enterococci

N. CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS

The suspended sediment load and suspended
sediment discharge rate to surface waters shall
not be altered in such a manner as to cause
nuisance or adversely affect beneficial uses.

nor shall any sample exceed the following
maximum allowables:

Waters designated for use as domestic or
municipal supply (MUN) shall not contain
concentrations of radionuclides in excess of the
limits specified in the California Code of
Regulations, Title 22, Chapter 15, Article 5,
Section 64443, as listed below:

In addition to the objectives above, in waters
designated for water contact recreation (REC I),
the fecal coliform concentration based on a
minimum of not less than five samples for any 30day period, shall not exceed a log mean of 200
MPN per 100 ml, nor shall more than ten percent
of total samples during any 30-day period exceed
400 MPN per 100 ml.

Maximum
Contaminant
Level, pci/L
Constituent
Combined Radium-226 and Radium-228.............5
Gross Alpha particle activity
(including Radium-226 but
excluding Radon and Uranium) ...................15
Tritium...........................................................20,000
Strontium-90..........................................................8
Gross Beta particle activity..................................50
Uranium ...............................................................20

1

Fecal coliforms and E. coli bacteria are being used as the
indicator microorganisms in the Region until better and similarly
practical tests become readily available in the region to more
specifically target pathogens.
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70.7 to 79.2
79.3 to 90.5

J. BIOSTIMULATORY SUBSTANCES

K. SEDIMENT

Based on a statistically sufficient number of
samples (generally not less than five samples
equally spaced over a 30-day period), the
geometric mean of the indicated bacterial
densities should not exceed one or the other of
the following:
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21.5 to 26.2
26.3 to 32.5

0.7
0.6

0.8
0.7

1.0
0.8

1.6
1.4

O. PESTICIDE WASTES
The discharge of pesticidal wastes from pesticide
manufacturing processing or cleaning operations
to any surface water is prohibited.

III. SPECIFIC SURFACE WATER
OBJECTIVES

Maximum Contaminant Levels* (MCLs)
for Organic and Inorganic Chemicals

A. COLORADO RIVER
Inorganic Chemical Constituents:

MCL*, mg/L
1. Colorado River (Above Imperial Dam)

Arsenic ............................................... 0.05
Barium ...................................................1.0
Cadmium.......................................... 0.010
Chromium .......................................... 0.05
Lead ................................................. 0.005
Mercury ............................................ 0.002
Nitrate (as Nitrogen)........................... 10.0
Selenium ............................................ 0.01
Silver................................................... 0.05

Organic Chemical Constituents

In response to requirements in Section
303 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972 (P.L.
92-500), the Seven States Colorado River
Salinity Control Forum developed water
quality standards in 1975 for salinity
consisting of numeric criteria and a
basinwide plan of implementation for
salinity
control.
The
Forum
recommended that each of the Basin
States adopt the proposed standards.
California along with the other Basin
States
adopted
the
Forum's
recommended standards which were
subsequently approved by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The
standards were reviewed in 1978, 1981,
1984, 1987, and 1990.
While the
numeric criteria have not changed, the
plan of implementation was updated in
those years to reflect changes in the
salinity control program since 1975.

MCL*, mg/L

(a) Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
Endrin ................................. 0.002
Lindane............................... 0.004
Methoxychlor ...........................0.1
Toxaphene ......................... 0.005
(b) Chlorophenoxys
2,4-D ........................................0.1
2,4,5-TP Silvex ..................... 0.01

The flow-weighted average annual
numeric criteria for salinity (total dissolved
solids) were established at three locations
on the lower Colorado River:

Limiting Concentrations of Fluoride
Annual Average of Maximum
Daily Air Temperature

Fluoride Concentrations mg/l

Salinity in mg/l
Degrees
Fahrenheit
below 53.8
53.8 to 58.3
58.4 to 63.8
63.9 to 70.6

Degrees
Celsius
below 12.1
12.1 to 14.6
14.7 to 17.6
17.7 to 21.4

Lower* Optimum
0.9
1.2
0.8
1.1
0.8
1.0
0.7
0.9

WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Upper*
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.2

Below Hoover Dam, AZ-NV..........723
Below Parker Dam, AZ-CA...........747
Imperial Dam, AZ-CA ...................879

MCL
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
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a federal numeric criterion and plan of
implementation for the River below
Imperial Dam.

The plan of implementation consists of a
number of federal and non-federal
measures throughout the Colorado River
system to maintain the adopted numeric
criteria while the Basin states continue to
develop their compact apportioned
waters. There are four areas of the
implementation plan which have direct
applicability to California. The first is the
control of the discharge of total dissolved
solids from point sources through the
NPDES Permit program on industrial and
municipal discharges. The plan's policy
has as its primary objective no-salt return
from
industrial
sources
wherever
practicable.
Reasonable incremental
increases of salinity from municipal
sources shall be permitted so long as
they do not exceed 400 mg/l above the
flow-weighted average salinity of the
supply water. The second recommends
that each state encourage and promote
the use of brackish and/or saline waters
for industrial purposes. The third deals
with an improved water delivery system
and on-farm water management system.
Finally, the plan encompasses those
portions of the 208 Water Quality
Management plans dealing with salinity
control once adopted by the State and
approved by USEPA.

TABLE 3-1: NEW RIVER AT INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
1

Quantitative Standards per Minute 264 of the Mexican/American Water Treaty
(Applicable at Indicated Sampling Location)

B. NEW RIVER
Minute No. 264 of the Mexican-American Water
Treaty titled "Recommendations for Solution of
the New River Border Sanitation Problem at
Calexico, California - Mexicali, Baja California
Norte" was approved by the Governments of the
United States and Mexico effective on December
4, 1980. Minute No. 264 specifies qualitative and
quantitative standards for the New River at the
International Boundary and upstream of the
International Boundary in Mexico.
The quantitative standards of Minute No. 264 are
contained in Table 3-1.
Following are the
qualitative standards of Minute No. 264 for the
New River at the locations specified below (interim
solution).
1. The waters of the River shall be free of
untreated domestic and industrial waste
waters.
2. The waters shall be free from substances
that may be discharged into the River as
a
result
of
human
activity in
concentrations which are toxic or harmful
to human, animal or aquatic life or which
may significantly impair the beneficial
uses of such waters.

2. Colorado River (Below Imperial Dam)
Below Imperial Dam, the River's salinity
will be controlled to meet the terms of the
agreement with Mexico on salinity in
Minute No. 242 of the International
Boundary and Water Commission,
entitled "Permanent and Definitive
Solution to the International Problem of
the Salinity of the Colorado River". This
agreement states that measures will be
taken to assure that the waters delivered
to Mexico upstream from Morelos Dam
will have annual average salinity
concentration of no more than 115 ppm
(+ 30 ppm) total dissolved solids greater
than the annual average salinity
concentration of Colorado River water
arriving at Imperial Dam. Title I of Public
Law 93-320 is the legislation which
implements the provisions of Minute No.
242. Minute No. 242 and Title I constitute

3. The waters of the River shall be
essentially free from trash, oil, scum, or
other floating materials resulting from
human activity in amounts sufficient to be
injurious, unsightly, or to cause adverse
effects on human life, fish, and wildlife.
Persistent foaming shall be avoided.
4. The waters of the River shall be free of
pesticides in concentrations which could
cause harmful effects to human life, fish,
and wildlife.
5. The channel of the River shall be free of
residual sludge deposits from domestic or
industrial wastes.
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Sampling
Locations:

2

New River Upstream of
Discharge Canal

New River at Boundary

Lagoon Discharge Canal

BOD5

-

30 mg/l filtered
(Monthly grab sample)

30 mg/l unfiltered
(Monthly 12-hr.
3
composite sample)

COD

-

70 mg/l filtered

100 mg/l unfiltered
(Monthly 12-hr.
3
composite sample)

pH

6.0 to 9.0
(Weekly grab sample)

-

-

DO

5.0 mg/l
(Daily grab sample)

(weekly grab sample)

-

-

-

Parameters

Fecal Coliform
Organisms

30,000 colonies per 100
ml, with no single sample
to exceed 60,000
colonies per 100 ml.

Footnotes for Table 3-1
1. It is the intent of the Regional Board to pursue long-range quantitative water quality standards for New River at
the International Boundary beyond those contained in Minute No. 264. Such standards are anticipated to include
further reduction of fecal coliform organisms and of pesticidal and toxic discharges.
2. For necessary and adequate monitoring, samples should be taken of the New River waters at the International
Boundary monthly or more frequently if necessary, and these should be analyzed for BOD5, COD, pH, DO, and
fecal coliform organisms. Samples should also be analyzed for toxic substances as considered necessary.
3. Twelve consecutive hourly samples once a month (24-hour composite to be taken as needed to establish
correlation with 12-hour composite).
Monitoring data collected by the Regional Board
and the United States section of the International
Boundary and Water Commission indicate that
with the exception of pH, all quantitative and
qualitative standards of Minute No. 264 have
been violated since they were established.
Moreover, with the exception of pH and DO, the
standards do not protect or achieve the New
River water quality given that: (1) they are
inconsistent with the General Surface Water
Objectives of this Basin Plan (p. 3-1), and (2)
WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES

they are actually applicable to the New River in
Mexico, not at the International Boundary. It is
therefore appropriate for the Regional Board, as
the agency responsible for protecting the quality
of the waters in this region of the United States,
to develop and enforce water quality objectives
for the New River that are consistent with State
and USEPA criteria for surface waters and that
protect the waters of the region as follows:
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Bacteria Water Quality Objectives
1.

The bacterial standards identified in the
General Surface Water Objectives section
of this Basin Plan (p. 3-3) are applicable to
the entire stretch of the New River in the
United States.

2.

The Pathogen Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) and associated implementation
actions are described in Chapter 4, Section
V(A). Compliance Monitoring activities for
the TMDL are described in Chapter 6,
Section II(B).

2. Selenium
The beneficial use of the Salton Sea for
recreation has been impaired due to elevated
levels of selenium in tissues of resident
wildlife and aquatic life (See page 4-10 for a
more detailed discussion of this). The
following objectives apply to all surface waters
that are tributaries to the Salton Sea:
a. A four day average value of selenium
shall not exceed .005 mg/L;
b. A one hour average value of selenium
shall not exceed .02 mg/L.

C. SALTON SEA

These numerical limits are based on the
United States Environmental Protection
Agency's National Ambient Water Quality
Criteria.

1. Total Dissolved Solids (Salinity)
The total dissolved solids concentration of
Salton Sea in 1992 was approximately 44,000
mg/l.

D. IRRIGATION SUPPLY CANALS
Herbicide spraying in irrigation canals must be
conducted in coordination with the County
Agricultural Commissioner, California Department
of Fish and Game (DFG), and California
Department of Health Services. In canals used
for domestic supply, no herbicides shall be applied
in concentrations which are toxic or otherwise
harmful to humans; also no herbicides shall be
applied in concentrations which are toxic or
otherwise harmful to aquatic life, except that
herbicides may be used in cases where the
herbicide only impacts the targeted species, is a
legally registered product, and is used in
accordance with label requirements and in
accordance with all applicable laws and
regulations.

The water quality objective for Salton Sea is
to reduce the present level of salinity, and
stabilize it at 35,000 mg/l unless it can be
demonstrated that a different level of salinity
is optimal for the sustenance of the Sea's wild
and aquatic life (California Department of Fish
and Game is attempting to make this
determination). However, the achievement of
this water quality objective shall be
accomplished without adversely affecting the
primary purpose of the Sea which is to
receive and store agricultural drainage,
seepage, and storm waters. Also, because of
economic considerations, 35,000 mg/l may
not be realistically achievable. In such case,
any reduction in salinity which still allows for
survival of the sea's aquatic life shall be
deemed an acceptable alternative or interim
objective.
Because of the difficulty and
predicted costliness of achieving salinity
stabilization of Salton Sea, it is unreasonable
for the Regional Board to assume
responsibility for implementation of this
objective. That responsibility must be shared
jointly by all of the agencies which have direct
influence on the Sea's fate. Additionally, there
must be considerable public support for
achieving this objective, without which it is
unlikely that the necessary funding for Salton
Sea salinity control will ever be realized.

IV. GROUND WATER OBJECTIVES
Establishment of numerical objectives for ground
water involves complex considerations since the
quality of ground water varies significantly with depth
of well perforations, existing water levels, geology,
hydrology and several other factors. Unavailability of
adequate historical data compounds this problem.
The Regional Board believes that detailed
investigation of the ground water basins should be
conducted before establishing specific ground water
quality objectives.
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Ideally the Regional Board's goal is to maintain the
existing water quality of all nondegraded ground water
basins. However, in most cases ground water that is
pumped generally returns to the basin after use with
an increase in mineral concentrations such as total
dissolved solids (TDS), nitrate etc., that are picked up
by water during its use. Under these circumstances,
the Regional Board's objective is to minimize the
quantities of contaminants reaching any ground water
basin.
This could be achieved by establishing
management practices for major discharges to land.
Until the Regional Board can complete investigations
for the establishment of management practices, the
objective will be to maintain the existing water quality
where feasible.

Ground waters designated for use as domestic or
municipal supply (MUN) shall not contain
radioactive material in excess of the limits
specified in California Code of Regulations, Title
22, Chapter 15, Article 5, Sections 64441 and
64443. The limits contained in Section 64443 are
included under item "II.M. Radioactivity", in this
Chapter.

F. GROUND WATER OVERDRAFT
A number of ground water basins in the Region
are in overdraft, and in some areas there have
been indications of possible increase of mineral
content of the ground water. Investigative studies
will be conducted to develop ground water
objectives and implementation plans for the
following ground water basins:

A. TASTE AND ODORS
Ground waters for use as domestic or municipal
supply shall not contain taste or odor-producing
substances in concentrations that adversely affect
beneficial uses as a result of human activity.

WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Indio Subarea of the Whitewater Hydrologic
Unit

-

Warren Subunit
Hydrologic Unit

-

Twentynine Palms Subunit of the Dale
Hydrologic Unit

-

Borrego Subarea
Hydrologic Unit

-

Lucerne Hydrologic Unit

-

Terwilliger Subarea of the Anza-Borrego
Hydrologic Unit

-

Ocotillo Subunit
Hydrologic Unit

B. BACTERIOLOGICAL QUALITY
In ground waters designated for use as domestic
or municipal supply (MUN), the concentration of
coliform organisms shall not exceed the limits
specified in California Code of Regulations, Title
22, Chapter 15, Article 3.

C. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL
QUALITY
Ground waters designated for use as domestic or
municipal supply (MUN) shall not contain
concentrations of chemical constituents in excess
of the limits specified in California Code of
Regulations, Title 22, Chapter 15, Article 4,
Section 64435, Tables 2, 3, and 4 as a result of
human activity.

D. BRINES
Discharges of water softener regeneration brines,
other mineralized wastes, and toxic wastes to
disposal facilities which ultimately discharge in
areas where such wastes can percolate to ground
waters usable for domestic and municipal
purposes are prohibited.

E. RADIOACTIVITY
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Sarah Spano
Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

CHRISTINA CARO [christina@lozeaudrury.com]
Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:41 PM
michelem@smwd.com
Cadiz Project
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (SCH 2011031002)

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

CHRISTINA CARO [christina@lozeaudrury.com]
Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:50 PM
michelem@smwd.com
Cadiz Project
Re: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (SCH 2011031002)
2011.12.12 Cadiz Aqueduct Notice Request.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Ms. Miller: I neglected to attach our December 12, 2011 notice request letter to my last email. It is attached
here for the District's reference. Thank you.

Ms. Miller:
This follows my voicemail to you. I was referred to you by Tom Barnes of ESA to inquire about the planned
public release date of the Final EIR for the Cadiz Aqueduct Project (SCH 2011031002), and also to confirm that
the Water District will be forwarding our office a copy of the Final EIR once released, pursuant to our
December 11, 2011 CEQA and Land Use notice request letter (attached again for reference). I understand that
1
the Draft EIR comment period closed on March 14, 2012, and that a Final EIR is currently being prepared.
If you could advise when the Final EIR will be released, and confirm that we will be sent a copy (electronically
by email, if possible), I would appreciate it. Thank you.
Regards,
Christina M. Caro
Associate Attorney
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
ph: (510) 836-4200
fax: (510) 836-4205
christina@lozeaudrury.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachment(s) may contain privileged or confidential information.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited by law. If you received this transmission in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. Thank you.

1

Christina M. Caro
Associate Attorney
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
ph: (510) 836-4200
fax: (510) 836-4205
christina@lozeaudrury.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachment(s) may contain privileged or confidential information.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited by law. If you received this transmission in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. Thank you.
From: CHRISTINA CARO <christina@lozeaudrury.com>
To: "michelem@smwd.com" <michelem@smwd.com>
Cc: "cadizproject@esassoc.com" <cadizproject@esassoc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:40 PM
Subject: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (SCH 2011031002)

Ms. Miller:
This follows my voicemail to you. I was referred to you by Tom Barnes of ESA to inquire about the planned
public release date of the Final EIR for the Cadiz Aqueduct Project (SCH 2011031002), and also to confirm that
the Water District will be forwarding our office a copy of the Final EIR once released, pursuant to our
December 11, 2011 CEQA and Land Use notice request letter (attached again for reference). I understand that
the Draft EIR comment period closed on March 14, 2012, and that a Final EIR is currently being prepared.
If you could advise when the Final EIR will be released, and confirm that we will be sent a copy (electronically
by email, if possible), I would appreciate it. Thank you.
Regards,
Christina M. Caro
Associate Attorney
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
ph: (510) 836-4200

1
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LozeauDrury4
fax: (510) 836-4205
christina@lozeaudrury.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachment(s) may contain privileged or confidential information.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited by law. If you received this transmission in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. Thank you.
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

CHRISTINA CARO [christina@lozeaudrury.com]
Friday, May 25, 2012 4:20 PM
michelem@smwd.com; cadizproject@smwd.com; Cadiz Project
Public Records Act Request re Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage
Project
2012.05.25 PRA Request to District re Cadiz Draft EIR Comments.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Ms. Miller, Mr. Barnes:
Attached please find a Public Records Act request regarding the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery
and Storage Project. Hard copies of the request will follow by mail.
This also follows my telephone conversation of May 23, 2012 with Ms. Miller. In our conversation, she
confirmed that my office would be notified by email and mail when the Final EIR for the Cadiz Project is
released, and of the opening of the comment period on the Final EIR, pursuant to our December 2011 Notice
Request already on file with the District.
Thank you.
Regards,
Christina M. Caro
Associate Attorney
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
ph: (510) 836-4200
fax: (510) 836-4205
christina@lozeaudrury.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachment(s) may contain privileged or confidential information.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited by law. If you received this transmission in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. Thank you.
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Sarah Spano
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

CHRISTINA CARO [christina@lozeaudrury.com]
Friday, May 25, 2012 4:20 PM
michelem@smwd.com; cadizproject@smwd.com; Cadiz Project
Public Records Act Request re Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery and Storage
Project
2012.05.25 PRA Request to District re Cadiz Draft EIR Comments.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Ms. Miller, Mr. Barnes:
Attached please find a Public Records Act request regarding the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery
and Storage Project. Hard copies of the request will follow by mail.
This also follows my telephone conversation of May 23, 2012 with Ms. Miller. In our conversation, she
confirmed that my office would be notified by email and mail when the Final EIR for the Cadiz Project is
released, and of the opening of the comment period on the Final EIR, pursuant to our December 2011 Notice
Request already on file with the District.
Thank you.
Regards,
Christina M. Caro
Associate Attorney
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
ph: (510) 836-4200
fax: (510) 836-4205
christina@lozeaudrury.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachment(s) may contain privileged or confidential information.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited by law. If you received this transmission in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. Thank you.
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(“GMMMP”), exempts the Cadiz Project from the County’s Desert Groundwater Management
Ordinance. The MOU is attached as Exhibit ‘A’ to this letter, which was subsequently approved
by Santa Margarita Water District (“SMWD”) on May 11, 2012.

VIA email and U.S. Mail

Upon careful review, the MOU appears to contain important additional terms and
conditions neither presented nor analyzed in the Cadiz Project’s Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) and associated Groundwater Management Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (GMMMP).
In conjunction with the GMMMP, many of these definitions and terms severely limit the
County’s monitoring and enforcement abilities. The MOU also reserves 20% of the water (Term
11) and 25,000 initial acre-feet (Term 10) for San Bernardino County, conditions whose
existence—and extensive impacts—are also missing from the EIR and GMMMP, as is a
description of the presumptive responsible agencies for handling this component of the project.

May 31, 2012

Supervisor Josie Gonzales, Chair of Board
Supervisor Neil Derry
San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors
385 North Arrowhead Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92415
supervisorgonzales@sbcounty.gov
supervisorderry@sbcounty.gov

Many citizens remain unaware that the County’s forthcoming approval of the Cadiz EIR
(and by association the GMMMP) will also function to fully exempt the project from the
County’s desert groundwater ordinance. Such ignorance is a shame, because the MOU operates
in tandem with the GMMMP to effectively deprive San Bernardino County (or any other local
government entity) of effective monitoring and enforcement authority over an aquifer fully
within county boundaries and currently supplying critical water to local ranchers, businesses, and
the Mojave National Preserve. At best, the move to exempt the project seems deeply unwise.

John Schatz, General Manager
Dan Ferons, Chief Engineer
Santa Margarita Water District
26111 Antonio Parkway
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
johns@smwd.com
danf@smwd.com

1
Because SMWD is currently acting as lead agency for environmental review, the Center
requests SMWD include the MOU in the administrative record for the project, fully analyze the
definitions and terms in the MOU within the context of the EIR and GMMMP, then re-circulate
the EIR for public review and comment pursuant to CEQA (Public Resources Code § 21092.1).

Tom Barnes
Environmental Science Associates
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
FAX: 213-599-4301
cadizproject@esassoc.com

“Overdraft” Re-Defined
Safe groundwater extraction is premised on the avoidance of “overdraft.” Unfortunately,
the MOU fundamentally re-defines “overdraft” to limit the ability of the County to enforce
against the concept as it is commonly understood and accepted.

RE: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project; Draft
Environmental Impact Report, State Clearinghouse #2011031002 (“Cadiz Project”)

Here is a definition of annual overdraft in the California Water Code:
§ 75506. "Annual overdraft"

MOU Concerning Cadiz Project Exemption from Groundwater Management Ordinance

"Annual overdraft" means the amount, determined by the board, by which the
production of water from ground water supplies within the district or any
zone or zones thereof during the water year exceeds the natural replenishment
of such ground water supplies in such water year.

Request for MOU Inclusion in Record, EIR Analysis of MOU Definitions and Terms, and
Re-Circulation of EIR for Public Comment (Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21092.1)

Dear Supervisors Gonzales and Derry, and Mssrs. Schatz, Ferons and Barnes:
On May 2, 2012, the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors approved a
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) for the Cadiz Water Project, which, when combined
with the approval of the related Groundwater Mitigation Monitoring and Management Plan
Arizona • California • Nevada • New Mexico • Alaska • Oregon • Minnesota • Vermont • Washington • Washington, DC
Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney • 351 California St., Suite 600 • San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 436-9682 x320 • Fax: (415) 436-9683 • E-mail: alazar@biologicaldiversity.org

1

Overdraft isn’t hard to understand: it simply means extracting more water than is being
replenished. Yet when this definition is compared with the tortured version of “overdraft”
introduced in the MOU, it becomes clear that the new definition of “overdraft” functions to
severely constrain monitoring and enforcement against aquifer drawdown.
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it to be considered as such. The additional concepts included in “overdraft” in the MOU, both in
ten-year measurements and incorporation of a new definition of “temporary surplus,” must be
considered for their impacts in the ability of the GMMMP to adequately monitor project
activities and enforce against aquifer depletion.

1. “Overdraft”and Reliance on 10-Year Average
The MOU defines “overdraft” in Definitions (Term (2)(g)) to be spread over a ten year
period, and only when “temporary surplus” is exceeded. Overdraft can and should be measured
and prevented on an annual basis, not the proposed 10-year period for determination, which will
force the County or other enforcement authority to wait for 10 years before finding a condition of
overdraft. This means that the project could operate with continual deficits for years without the
County or any other enforcement body being able to stop it or even call it “overdraft,” creating
an effective barrier to enforcement against harm to the aquifer. It appears difficult, if not
impossible, to enact Term 8’s enforcement of “immediate and irreparable harm” provision if the
project requires waiting 10 years to make a finding of overdraft. The 10 year provision must be
analyzed at length in both the EIR and GMMMP to assess the effectiveness of Cadiz project
enforcement and monitoring. Even better, the MOU should be revised and the term removed.

4. “Undesirable Results” Fails to Include Predicted Recharge Rates
Term 2(k) “Undesirable Results” in the MOU means any of the following: (i) the
progressive decline in groundwater levels and freshwater storage below a “floor” to be
established by the County through the GMMMP; (ii) the progressive decline in groundwater
levels and freshwater storage at a rate greater than the rate of decline to be established by the
County through the GMMMP where the decline signifies a threat of other physical impacts
enumerated in this subparagraph 2(k); (iii) land subsidence, (iv) the progressive migration of
hyper-saline water from beneath the Cadiz or Bristol Dry Lakes toward the Project well sites; (v)
increases in air quality particulate matter; (vi) loss of surface vegetation; or (vii) decreases in
spring flows.

2. “Groundwater Safe Yield” and “Overdraft”
The MOU’s defines “Groundwater Safe Yield” (Term 2(e)) as avoidance of the limited
“overdraft” concept of Term (2)(g), even though “safe yield” is normally defined by the SWRCB
to mean drawdown that adversely impacts the aquifer levels. “Groundwater safe yield” also is
defined as “not adversely affecting aquifer health,” but “aquifer health” (Term 2(a)) is only
defined as the geologic integrity of the aquifer, its storage capacity, and the quality of water
within the aquifer.
1
Such a definition begs the question: is greater storage capacity a sign of “good” or “bad”
“aquifer health” and why? Of course, an obvious sign of aquifer health would be its level, but
this quality is conspicuously absent from the definition. Thus the “safe yield” concept as
defined in the MOU (2)(e) does not contemplate aquifer drawdown beyond the strained and
extremely narrowly-defined definitions of “overdraft” and “aquifer health” present in the MOU.
Clearly, these terms require careful analysis in the EIR and GMMMP.
3. “Temporary Surplus” and “Overdraft”
Further, the MOU Term 2(j) limits a finding of “overdraft” to where there is no
“temporary surplus.” This definition suggests “temporary surplus” is a standard and widelyaccepted concept, but it is not. The GMMMP presents the concept of “temporary surplus”
within a crude and incorrect legal analysis (page 33), but the concept is not tied to overdraft in
the case cited. More importantly, the argument that “temporary surplus” should be allowed is
not specified as a required criteria in the GMMMP and EIR as a condition that defeats overdraft.
In other words, the MOU has taken a stretched interpretation of a Supreme Court case and
transformed it into a legally-enforceable limitation on a finding of “overdraft.” In fact, the
Supreme Court case cited by the GMMMP appears to be considers whether water withdrawn is
being beneficially used, and not whether it is creating an overdraft condition. At any rate, the
case does not permit a new definition of “overdraft.” Further, since re-charge from the Colorado
River was not considered a full project component, it is impractical and disingenuous to suggest
that it is now part of the “overdraft” equation when SMWD cannot even say whether recharge
will occur. Separately, it appears that SMWD could just increase its estimated recharge amount
and instantly increase its “temporary surplus” to counter any finding of “overdraft,” making it
virtually impossible for the condition to be met. Again, the mere possibility of recharge is not
sufficient to create “temporary surplus,” and the case cited by the GMMMP does not provide for

None of the above terms triggering review under “undesirable results” include the most
obvious: a drawdown of the aquifer that provides evidence contrary to the Applicant’s claimed
recharge rates. In other words, if the Cadiz project is indeed based on the Applicant’s scientific
recharge studies, then project impact should be judged by whether it meets the recharge rates
depicted in those studies. If withdrawal occurs in excess of recharge, the water level will
decline, and Cadiz project exports should be adjusted to match. By ignoring the recharge studies
in the MOU, the Applicant implies these recharge studies are unreliable and cannot be used as a
solid basis for measuring project impacts. Without a scientific basis to determine aquifer health
and overdraft, the determination of “undesirable results” is arbitrary and without basis in law.
Likewise, it does not appear that any groundwater “floor” as indicated in Term (2)(k) was
established by the County in the GMMMP, despite this term’s inclusion in the MOU. If such
“floor” is indeed buried somewhere in the EIR and GMMMP, it is also unclear on what basis the
County, as a merely responsible agency for the project, has used as its scientific basis for its
determination, nor whether alternative “floor” levels were considered. The determination of the
“floor” and associated analysis must be included in the GMMMP and EIR. Likewise, the
“progressive decline” rate to be determined by the County does not appear to have been set in the
GMMMP, but the County may not set such a rate, per the terms of the MOU, beyond that which
causes physical impacts such as subsidence; again, the County is not allowed to set a floor or
level that would merely place limited use and as a paramount goal—another loss of enforcement
discretion that should be analyzed in the EIR and GMMMP.
5. Mandatory Arbitration
As a further severe limit to enforcement ability, Term 8 of the MOU allows judicial
review by the County to enforce against drawdown and unsafe yields only in the event that
“Overdraft” or “Undesirable Results” occur, which, as explained above, are very limited
concepts when considered against their common, accepted use outside the scope of definitions in
the Cadiz MOU. Without meeting these two conditions, the MOU requires parties to enter into
arbitration, so that, for example, aquifer measurements which provide evidence that scientific
estimates of recharge are not being met, would nonetheless be subject to a lengthy arbitration

1
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process without the certainty that the County can limit or enforce against this harm. The use of
arbitration is not explained or analyzed in the GMMMP and MOU. The EIR and GMMMP
should explain the function of the arbitration and explain if and how the County can enforce
against aquifer drawdown in the instance that the arbitration panel decides against the County, or
if the County determines there is harm occurring outside of the very limited definitions in the
MOU for “Overdraft” and “Undesirable Results.”
Role of Inland Empire Utilities Agency
As part of the MOU’s additional terms describing a 20% and 25,000 AF reservation of
water for San Bernardino County, the MOU describes a role for the Inland Empire Utilities
Agency to take 30,000 acre-feet of water (Term 10(d)). Please update the EIR to include the
specific role of IEUA in distributing the water allocated to the County, along with an analysis of
proposed impacts to its use of 30,000 acre-feet of Project water.
San Bernardino County must act as Lead Agency for EIR, GMMMP, and Exemption
Finally, the Center once again requests a re-assessment of the role of San Bernardino
County in the multiple permits and approvals required for the Cadiz project under CEQA. Cadiz
is a private project proponent and CEQA requires the County to act as lead agency for the EIR.
Further, the County was required to perform CEQA review as lead agency under the County
desert groundwater management ordinance; approving an exemption to the ordinance requires
the same level of discretionary approval, so that the County must act as lead agency under
CEQA for the exemption as well. Under both legal regimes, the County is improperly limiting
its role to that of a responsible agency, and in doing so, undermining the legality of the EIR, the
GMMMP, and the exemption from County law.
Thank you for your attention to these matters.
Sincerely,

Adam Lazar
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Anuj Shah [anujshah@college.harvard.edu]
Wednesday, June 20, 2012 1:47 PM
Cadiz Project
michelem@smwd.com
Final Environmental Impact Report

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claudia Sall [sallwildlands@gmail.com]
Sunday, June 24, 2012 2:38 PM
Cadiz Project
cadiz valley water project

Hi Tom,

dear mr. barnes
the dec 2011 deir on this project included references citing the cadiz groundwater montoring reports #'s 6, 10,
11, 12, 13.

We spoke on the phone earlier and you had mentioned that I forward my questions to Michele (cc'd). Michele
1
mentioned that you would be able to put me on he mailing list that will notify me when the Final EIR is
released. Could you add me to the list? Also, would I be able to attain the public comments that were made on
the last EIR?

your contact number is listed on the smwd website. i would like digital copies of these reference documents
and request that they are made available.

1

i look forward to your response.
Best,
Anuj
claudia sall
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CHAPTER 3

Master Responses
3.0 Overview of Master Responses
Chapter 3 contains master responses. These master responses are intended to provide
comprehensive discussions in response to select sets of issues that received multiple comments.
As required by Section 15132 of the CEQA Guidelines, the responses in this volume address
environmental issues raised by commenters during the Draft EIR public review period. They are
intended to provide clarification and refinement of information presented in the Draft EIR and, in
some cases, to correct or update information in the Draft EIR. In some instances, the text of the
Draft EIR has been revised in response to a comment, and the revised text is included as part of
the response.
Many comments received on the Draft EIR did not address the adequacy or accuracy of the
environmental analysis or did not identify any other significant environmental issue requiring a
response; rather, these comments were directed toward the perceived merits or demerits of the
proposed Project, provided information, or expressed an opinion without specifying why the
Draft EIR analysis was inadequate. SMWD, as the CEQA lead agency, acknowledges the receipt
of these types of comments; however, limited responses are provided to these comments as they
do not relate to the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft EIR or otherwise raise significant
environmental issues.
The 15 master responses included in this Chapter are listed below. For some master responses a
shortened reference title is shown in parenthesis and is used throughout the document to refer the
reader back to that master response.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15

Groundwater Recharge Estimates and Evaporation Estimates
(Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation)
Groundwater Modeling
Groundwater Pumping Impacts
Springs
Potential for Generation of Dry Lake Dust (Dry Lakes and Dust)
Vegetation Effects of Drawdown (Vegetation)
Water Rights Law (Water Rights)
Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP)
Biological Resources
SMWD as CEQA Lead Agency (CEQA Lead Agency)
CEQA Public Process
Project vs. Program- Level Analysis
Railroad Right-of-Way and NEPA Analysis (Right-of-Way and NEPA)
Alternatives
Terminology
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3. Master Responses

3.1 Master Response on Groundwater Recharge
Estimates and Evaporation Estimates
3.1.1 Introduction
Overview
A number of comments raise concerns over groundwater recharge and evaporation estimates used
in the groundwater impact analysis. Commenters express concern that the recharge and
evaporation estimates might be overestimating the actual rates and cite previous estimates from
other investigators that have presented lower estimates. The responses to comments on estimated
recharge and evaporation are both included in this master response because the estimated volume
of recharge to groundwater flowing through the Fenner Gap is approximately equal to the volume
of water evaporation from the Dry Lakes.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.1.2
3.1.3

Recharge Estimates
Evaporation Estimates

3.1.2 Recharge Estimates
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters express concerns over groundwater recharge estimates used in the groundwater
impact analysis. Commenters express concerns that the recharge estimate might be
overestimating the actual recharge rate, cite previous estimates from other investigators that have
presented lower estimates of recharge and suggest that the previous recharge estimates should be
included in the analysis. In addition, commenters express concern that the areas west, south, and
east of the Dry Lakes are not included in the recharge estimate, that groundwater from the
carbonate unit should not be included in the recharge estimate, and that potential climate change
of less snow and more rain would reduce recharge.

Response
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to
4.9-39, numerous studies to determine estimates of groundwater recharge have been conducted
over the years for the Fenner Watershed (Watershed) and the surrounding local area. The Draft
EIR summarizes these recharge estimates and acknowledges that the historical range of estimated
recharge for this Watershed is broad. However, the Draft EIR also notes that earlier efforts to
estimate recharge were either general in nature (descriptive but with no actual recharge
calculations) or relied on minimal sets of data and were consequently forced to make assumptions
to account for the lack of extensive site specific data. For example, the California Department of
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Water Resources’ (DWR) Bulletin 1181 estimated a total of 5,900 acre-feet per year (AFY) of
recharge for Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Valleys. However, the estimate was based on minimal
data from a few scattered wells (none of which were located within the Fenner Gap) and the
DWR itself described the degree of knowledge possessed by the DWR back in 1975 when the
estimate was made was “superficial for geology and limited for hydrology and water quality.”
The primary reason for the broad range of prior estimates cited in the Draft EIR is the general
lack of data available to previous investigators on which to base their estimates. The Fenner
Watershed is vast, the underground geology is complex, and the earlier recharge estimates did not
have available sufficient data or the modeling tools that are available today to account for these
complexities. Therefore, earlier estimates did not have what was needed to render accurate
calculations. Several of these prior estimates involved simple applications of Darcy’s Law to
groundwater flow through the Fenner Gap, in the absence of site specific data. Darcy's Law is an
observationally-derived equation that describes the flow of a fluid through a porous medium. The
law was formulated by Henry Darcy in the nineteenth century based on the results of experiments
on the flow of water through beds of sand. It also forms the scientific basis of fluid permeability
used in the earth sciences, particularly in hydrogeology. The accuracy of calculations based on
Darcy’s Law increases with the use of more site-specific information for its input parameters, as
defined below.
The application of Darcy’s Law involves computing the quantity of flow through the Fenner Gap
with the following equation:
Q = TiL
Q is the quantity of groundwater flow through the Fenner Gap (a volume over a specified
time period, such as acre-feet per year) assumed to be equal to long-term average
recharge,
T is transmissivity which is hydraulic conductivity (e.g., in units of feet per year)
multiplied by the average thickness (e.g., in units of feet) of the alluvium through the
Fenner Gap),
i is the hydraulic gradient (which is the average drop in groundwater levels (e.g., given
in feet) over a specified distance (e.g., also given in feet) as determined from wells
upgradient and downgradient of the Fenner Gap, and
L is the average width (e.g., in units of feet) of the cross-section where underflow is
being calculated.
Until the recent studies for the proposed Project, there was no data on the transmissivity of the
carbonate aquifer. Site specific data was collected from boreholes and geophysical surveys (to
estimate the thickness and extent of the alluvium), aquifer testing (to estimate hydraulic
1

Department of Water Resources, California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118, Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin,
http://www.water.ca.gov/pubs/groundwater/bulletin_118/basindescriptions/7-62.pdf, accessed May 2012.
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conductivity), and monitoring wells (to estimate hydraulic gradient). Recent aquifer testing
revealed the carbonate aquifer as well as the faulted and fractured bedrock underlying the
alluvium to be extremely transmissive, including the highly fractured zones parallel to the flow
direction in the Fenner Gap. Traditionally, “bedrock” is considered non-water bearing. However
in some cases the nature of the bedrock is such that it is able to transmit significant amounts of
water through secondary porosity features (e.g., along fracture and fault zones). Detailed geologic
mapping conducted for this investigation shows that the Fenner Gap has been subject to at least
several distinct periods of faulting, resulting in bedrock units that show extensive fracture
systems, with major fracture zones parallel to the flow of groundwater. Previous investigators did
not have access to detailed geologic mapping because detailed maps based on field mapping and
borehole data, including cores, did not exist. This additional information reveals that there is
significantly more transmissive geologic material, and thus more flow through the Fenner Gap
than previously estimated. In addition, precipitation estimates used in the earlier estimates were
averaged over the entire 1,100 square mile Fenner Watershed. In contrast, Project modeling used
localized data to more accurately estimate precipitation rates specific to each area of the
Watershed.
The Draft EIR uses the most current and comprehensive estimate of recharge. The analysis
employs the most recent recharge soil moisture budget model available (INFIL3.0), which was
made available by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 2008. This 2008 model employs
substantially more local data than was utilized for any other previous estimate. The new data
include local precipitation and temperature data, as well as locally interpolated data by the
Climate Prediction Center of the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (CPC NOAA),
new geologic mapping of the specific area, data from many new exploratory borings and
groundwater wells, water quality analysis, aquifer tests, and precipitation and elevation data. This
data can be found in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis. The INFIL3.0 soil moisture budget model results estimated the annual recharge
of the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds to be 32,447 AFY based on extensive local
precipitation records and accounting for increased precipitation with elevation.
This recharge estimate was used in the regional groundwater model (see Cadiz Groundwater
Model Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis) of the
Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz groundwater basins and was calibrated against historical groundwater
level data as another means of assessing its validity. The data incorporated the watershed
infiltration model (INFIL3.0) into the Cadiz Groundwater Model (based on MODFLOW) to
estimate Project-related recharge and groundwater drawdown over a 50-year period. Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling provides additional detail on the modeling methods, input
parameters, calibration methods, sensitivity analyses, and output results.
The work performed to calculate the recharge estimate, rounded down to 32,000 AFY was peer
reviewed by leading experts on the Groundwater Stewardship Committee (GSC). The GSC was
formed to review and evaluate the technical analysis conducted by CH2M Hill and Geoscience
Support Services, Inc. (Geoscience) for the Project (that analysis is included in the Draft EIR
Vol.4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis). The previous estimates
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did not undergo the same high level of peer review and verification. The GSC consists of twelve
technical experts, university scholars, water utility providers, and non-profit professionals,
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B2 Groundwater Stewardship Committee October
2011 Summary of Findings and Recommendations, pp. 5 to11. In April 2012, the GSC reviewed
the groundwater modeling and impact analysis and composed a Final Report regarding the
proposed Project that is included in the Final EIR (Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, SubAppendix A Groundwater Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of Findings and
Recommendations). The GSC affirmed the model results and proposed monitoring and mitigation
strategies that were incorporated into the draft Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and
Mitigation Plan (Draft GMMMP) (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). In
summary, the extensive and detailed data generated from the site-specific investigations provides
for a far more accurate estimate of recharge than previously possible.
In anticipation of concerns that the recharge rate estimate could be too high and may not
adequately assess potential impacts of groundwater extraction and in recognition of the historical
record of widely variable recharge estimates, the Draft EIR also evaluates and analyzes potential
impacts at a broad range of recharge rates, including 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY.
As a result, the Draft EIR evaluates and compares potential impacts inclusive of a broad range of
groundwater estimates while using the same threshold of significance to evaluate each scenario.
The Draft EIR found that even at the most conservative recharge rate of 5,000 AFY, potential
impacts from groundwater pumping are less than significant or less than significant with
mitigation.
The following sections highlight the data used in previous estimates compared to the recent
analysis and identify their deficiencies. This is followed with responses to comments on recharge
from the areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes; groundwater within the carbonate unit; and
the potential effects of climate change that may modify future precipitation trends.

National Park Service Recharge References
The National Parks Service (NPS) submitted a summary of recharge studies that have been
conducted for the Fenner Watershed over the years by “other Investigators,” as listed below. The
NPS list is a subset of the studies described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-39.
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INVESTIGATION METHOD
Maxey-Eakin Method
USGS
Durbin
Fenner Gap Groundwater Flow
Friewald
La Moreaux
USGS
Chloride Mass Balance Method
USGS
Durbin
Drawdown Associated with Cadiz Pumping
Boyle
Evaporative Discharge from Dry Lakes
NPS

ANNUAL RECHARGE
ESTIMATE (AFY)
2,550-11,200
5,000
270
3,700
2,600-4,300
1,700-9,000
2,000
4,000
4,700-7,800

The following sections describe these methods and results and analyze their reliability.
Maxey-Eakin Method

The Maxey-Eakin model is a basic empirical model that utilizes estimates of recharge for ranges
of elevation zones based on average annual precipitation. NPS cites the following two reports that
used the Maxey-Eakin method for estimating recharge:


U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Review of the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and DryYear Supply Program Draft Environmental Planning Technical Report, Groundwater
Resources, Volumes 1 and 2, 2000, Memorandum from J.F. Devine to M.S. Brady,
February 2000, estimates recharge at 2,550 to 11,200 acre-feet per year (AFY).



Durbin, Timothy, Comments on Draft EIR/EIS Cadiz Groundwater Storage Project
Cadiz and Fenner Valleys, San Bernardino County, California: Prepared for County of
San Bernardino, February 21, 2000, in Bredehoeft, John, Cadiz Groundwater Storage
Project, Cadiz and Fenner Valleys, San Bernardino County, California, August 2001,
estimates recharge at 5,000 AFY.

These estimates of recharge based on the Maxey-Eakin Method are more than 10 years old. These
studies were reviewed by Davisson and Rose of the U.S. Department of Energy Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 20002 who concluded that the estimates were too low
because of incomplete assumptions. Davisson and Rose concluded that the USGS had
underestimated recharge to the Fenner Watershed due to a lack of geographic scale and context in
their analysis of precipitation-elevation data, a lack of observational experience in the Fenner

2

Davisson, M.L. and T.P. Rose, Estimating Annual Precipitation in the Fenner Basin of the Eastern Mojave Desert,
California, U.S. Dept. of Energy, May 2000.
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Watershed, and use of an uncalibrated Maxey-Eakin model. Neither of these estimates use recent
site-specific geological and hydrological parameters.
In addition, Davisson and Rose pointed out that the eastern portion of the Mojave Desert, in
which the Fenner Valley is located, receives relatively more precipitation than the western portion
of the Mojave due to various environmental factors. Consequently, precipitation and recharge
estimates from one particular area cannot necessarily be applied to another area, as is done with
the Maxey-Eakin estimates in the two studies noted above.
All Maxey-Eakin estimates using data simply extrapolated from one geographic region to another
are not as accurate as methods that are based on site-specific data. In 2000, when Davisson and
Rose developed a separate, new Maxey-Eakin model of the Fenner Watershed employing only
local precipitation data, as opposed to regional precipitation data trends from drier parts of the
Mojave Desert, and developed Fenner Watershed-specific relations between precipitation and
recharge, they estimated a recharge rate of up to 29,815 AFY and noted that the recharge rate
could still be higher. This estimate is consistent with the 32,000 AFY estimated using site specific
data and the INFIL3.0 soil moisture model.
Davisson and Rose suggested that a recharge rate of 7,864 AFY (which is based on very
conservative assumptions, such as using regional precipitation trends instead of local precipitation
and eliminating any recharge-resulting precipitation below 200 mm) would provide a “worst-case
scenario” for environmental impact analysis. The Draft EIR modeled an even lower value of
5,000 AFY (Sensitivity Scenario 2, Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, p. 44) for an environmental worst-case assessment and concluded that the
impacts would be less than significant or less than significant after mitigation.
Fenner Gap Groundwater Flow

NPS cites the following reports that attempted to estimate groundwater flow through the Fenner Gap:


Friewald, David A., Ground-Water Resources of Lanfair and Fenner Valleys and Vicinity,
San Bernardino County, California, USGS Water Resources Investigation Report 83-4082,
July 1984, estimates groundwater outflow at the Fenner Gap at 270 AFY.



LaMoreaux and Associates, 1995, Technical Comments on Groundwater Recharge and
Projected Drawdown Computations for Bristol-Cadiz Valley, estimates groundwater outflow
at the Fenner Gap at 3,700 AFY.



USGS (2000) estimates groundwater outflow at the Fenner Gap at 2,600 to 4,300 AFY.

Friewald’s 1984 USGS study estimated the groundwater outflow at the Fenner Gap at 270 AFY.
However, this estimate used assumptions for the groundwater gradient, cross-section of the Fenner
Gap, and transmissivity in a simple Darcy’s Law equation calculation without localized data, as
explained above. Data collected in support of the Draft EIR and derived from extensive geophysical
testing, geologic mapping, test hole drilling, and aquifer testing in the Fenner Gap area has
demonstrated that the assumptions used by Friewald are not representative of the hydrogeology of the
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Fenner Gap. The transmissivity and cross-sectional area for groundwater flow assumptions made by
Friewald were based on the specific capacity estimated from just one driller’s well log. The estimates
calculated for the Draft EIR were based on the extensive field testing and groundwater flow
modeling that integrates all the available data and validates it through comparisons to historical
and current measured groundwater levels. As a result, the Friewald estimate is not credible and far
less reliable than the estimates in the Draft EIR.
The NPS comments also refer to a 1995 LaMoreaux study and another 2000 USGS study that
estimated the groundwater outflow at the Fenner Gap at 3,700 AFY and 2,600 to 4,300 AFY,
respectively. The NPS did not provide copies of these studies or directions on where to find them, and
the USGS 2000 citation was incomplete. A diligent but unsuccessful effort was made to locate the
documents but the studies do not appear to be readily or publically available. Nevertheless, both
studies predate the site-specific investigations conducted in 2009 through 2011, as well as current
USGS modeling software. Consequently, these estimates are not as accurate as the Project modeling
methods, which are based on recent site-specific data and current USGS modeling techniques.
During the search for the referenced LaMoreaux study, two other LaMoreaux studies were located:


LaMoreaux and Associates, March 10, 1995, Isotopic Study of Groundwater: Proposed Bolo
Station Landfill Site and Adjacent Areas, San Bernardino County, California



LaMoreaux and Associates, September 28, 1995, letter providing review comments on
Interim Report, Evaluation of Water Resources in Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Basins, prepared
by Geoscience Support Services

The March 1995 LaMoreaux study uses isotopic signatures of water samples collected in the area to
age date groundwater. The age dates are noted to be semi-quantitative, that is, approximate. The age
dates range from 2,300 years before present (bp) in groundwater collected from a well at a ranch at the
foot of the Providence Mountains to 12,700 years bp for water collected from Well HAL-1 located at
the northeastern edge of the Bristol Playa. The report concludes that most of the groundwater recharge
is from upland bedrock areas of the surrounding mountains, which is shared by the more recent
analysis.
The September 1995 LaMoreaux comment letter is a review of two reports they describe as
preliminary. One of the reviewed reports is a previous water isotope study by another consultant and
the other is the draft Geoscience report cited above. In the LaMoreaux review of the Geoscience draft
report, LaMoreaux provides various criticisms of the methods and results for evaluating groundwater
flow, recoverable groundwater, hydraulic gradient, and hydraulic conductivity. It should be noted that
this Geoscience draft report was prepared at an early stage of the investigation, occurring before the
subsequent collection of site specific data, recent pump tests, and the use of recent modeling software.
In the LaMoreaux review, values considered as outliers were removed from the table of recharge
estimates. The report concluded that recoverable water (recharge) should be estimated between 2,000
and 4,300 AFY. LaMoreaux conducted no studies of their own and provided no new input
parameters; they only reworked the Geoscience data by discarding data points they felt were outliers.
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The current Cadiz Groundwater Model, as discussed further in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling, is based on extensive recent site-specific data and current modeling software.
Chloride Mass Balance Method

The NPS refers to two studies that used the chloride mass balance (CMB) method for estimating
recharge: a 2000 USGS study that estimated 1,700 to 9,000 AFY and a Durbin study that estimated
2,000 AFY, both of which were reviewed in the Draft EIR. Neither of the studies was based on data
from the local area. The input precipitation chloride value used for the CMB was taken from chloride
data collected from precipitation in the Amargosa Desert of west central Nevada, located almost
200 miles north of the Fenner Watershed and in an area receiving precipitation that is influenced by the
rain shadow effect of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The Fenner Valley is not influenced by this effect.
The CMB method has been used to estimate recharge in arid and semi-arid environments. Required
data for employing this method include estimates of annual precipitation, total chloride input (from
dry fallout and precipitation), and pore-water chloride concentrations. Typically, the CMB method has
been used to estimate ancient groundwater (pre-dating the current climate conditions) but has also
been used to estimate recharge from recent land-use changes. According to an evaluation of the
method prepared by Gee et al (2004),3 the CMB method is best used to predict recharge rates that are
generally very low, below a few millimeters per year (mm/yr) or less than an inch. The method is less
reliable for recharge that is above a few mm/yr. Based on the recommendations in Gee, the CMB
method would be less accurate for the Project area because the precipitation ranges from 3 to
10 inches (76 to 254 mm) per year.
Also, Wood (1999) 4 discussed that the CMB method is not accurate where chloride is being
concentrated in the aquifer system. In the case of the Project area, once groundwater migrates to the
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes area, salts including chloride precipitate (solidify) out of the aqueous
solution, thus concentrating chloride and changing the flux of chloride in the system at large.
Therefore, the CMB method of estimating recharge is inappropriate for this Project.
In summary, the dates of both CMB estimates predate the site-specific investigations and the current
USGS modeling software used to estimate recharge. Further, neither was based on data from the
Project area. Consequently, the CMB estimates are not as accurate as the Project modeling methods
that are based on recent site-specific data and more robust current USGS modeling techniques.
Drawdown Associated with Cadiz Inc. Pumping

NPS cited a Boyle Engineering letter5 that provided comments on the Geosciences recharge estimates.
The Boyle letter states that their “views are based on initial observations of material in reports without
benefit of detailed analyses of basic data, a complete knowledge of the assumptions used, and
consultations with independent knowledgeable parties.”
3

4
5

G. W. Gee, Z. F. Zhang, S. W. Tyler, W. H. Albright, M. J. Singleton, Chloride-Mass-Balance for Predicting Increased
Recharge after Land-Use Change, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Permalink:
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/3w70793z , February 23, 2004.
Warren A. Wood, Use and Misuse of the Chloride-Mass Balance Method in Estimating Ground Water Recharge,
Groundwater, Volume 37, Issue No. 1, pp. 2-3, 1999.
Boyle Engineering, Technical Review of Cadiz Land Company Water Resources Investigations, Letter to Waste
Management Inc., November 2, 1995.
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Nonetheless, Boyle then provided his own recharge estimate of less than 4,000 AFY using a simple
Darcy’s law calculation. However, based on Geosciences assessment6 of the Boyle estimate, the
estimate is incorrect given that it is based on water level data from two wells not located within Fenner
Gap and is thus not representative of the flow regime within the Gap. As a consequence, Geoscience
concluded that Boyle underestimated the hydraulic conductivity and miscalculated the hydraulic
gradient. In addition, the well data used for those two wells were recorded in 1903 and 1962,
respectively; separated by 60 years of time and pre-dating the current investigations by 50 to more
than 100 years.
The 1995 Boyle letter predates the site-specific investigations conducted by the Project. In addition,
the report pre-dates the current USGS modeling software and the Boyle analysis did not employ a
model. Consequently, even if the Boyle estimate had not used erroneous data, the Boyle estimate
would still not be as accurate as the Project modeling methods that are based on recent site-specific
data and robust current USGS modeling techniques.
Evaporative Discharge from Dry Lakes

The NPS comment letter also provides a recharge estimate of 4,700 to 7,800 AFY that appears to be
derived by interpolating evaporation data from Death Valley. The letter implies that the Death Valley
Watershed is seven times larger than the Fenner Watershed and should therefore have seven times
more recharge and corresponding evaporation.
As discussed above, the precipitation patterns in local subregions in the Mojave Region are not
interchangeable. The rate of precipitation is much higher in the Cadiz Valley area at 3 to more
than 10 inches per year (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-7 to
4.9-9) versus the less than 2 inches per year average in Death Valley
(http://www.nps.gov/deva/naturescience/weather-and-climate.htm). Death Valley is located in a
rain shadow caused by the steep-walled north-south mountains that form its basin. The Fenner
Valley is not located in this rain shadow. The differences in precipitation and topography indicate
the two areas are fundamentally different and cannot be compared with a simplistic arithmetic
ratio.
Similarly, evaporation estimates vary depending on site-specific conditions, such as depth to water,
surface characteristics of the playa, soil properties, and groundwater quality. The NPS used
evaporation data from Death Valley only. In addition, the USGS shows that evaporation from
playas is much more variable than implied by the various commenters. Laczniak, et al. (2001),7
who are also referenced by many of the USGS report authors, and DeMeo, et al. (2003),8 cited by
the NPS, present a broader study of evaporation rates of playas in California and Nevada. They
6

7

8

Geoscience Support Services Inc. Comments on Boyle Engineering Corporation’s 2-Nov-95 Letter to Waste
management Inc. Regarding Technical Review of Cadiz Land Company Water Resources Investigations, December
7, 1995
Laczniak, Randell J.; Smith, J. LaRue; Elliott, Peggy E.; DeMeo, Guy A.; Chatigny, Melissa A.; Roemer, Gaius J.,
2001. Ground-water discharge determined from estimates of evapotranspiration, Death Valley regional flow
system, Nevada and California. Water-Resources Investigations Report 2001-4195.
DeMeo, Guy A., Randal J. Laczniak, Robert A. Boyd, J. LaRue Smith and Walter E. Nylund, 2003. Estimated
Groundwater Recharge by Evapotranspiration from Death Valley, California, 1997-2001. USGS Water-Resources
Investigation Report 03-4254.
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show evaporation rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 feet per year for bare soil playas and 0.7 to 1.8 feet
per year for areas dominated by moist bare soils. As noted above, the aquifer modeling used in the
Draft EIR is based on recent site-specific data and robust current USGS modeling techniques.
In the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds, groundwater flows from the upper elevations
toward the lowest points, which are the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. If it were not for the high
evaporation rates in the desert, groundwater would exit the subsurface and form standing lakes at
these low points in the valley. There are large areas on the Dry Lake surfaces where moist soils
exist, demonstrating that the groundwater elevation is nearing ground surface
elevations. However, the high evaporation rates prevent year-round ponding. In addition,
capillary effects allow for evaporation of groundwater to the atmosphere when groundwater
levels remain several feet below the surface, placing persistent evaporative pressure on the
groundwater even when it is not visibly expressing to the surface.
In response to recommendations from commenters to conduct site-specific measurements of
evaporation from the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, and upon recommendation by the Groundwater
Stewardship Committee to collect such data, the Desert Research Institute (DRI) was retained to
conduct measurements of evaporation from these playas (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendices L1
Estimated Evaporation From Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and L2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge
from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes). As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology
and Water Quality, the estimated recharge of 32,000 AFY flowing through the Fenner Gap should be
roughly the same as the evaporation rate.
DRI set up instrumentation on Bristol Dry Lake on May 4, 2011 and on Cadiz Dry Lake on July 20,
2011. This instrumentation is essentially identical to the instrumentation described by the USGS for
measuring evaporation from Death Valley (DeMeo et. al., 2003). Based on DRI measurements,
evaporation is estimated to be 0.18 feet per year and 0.48 feet per year from Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes, respectively, following within the range of Laczniak, et al. and DeMeo’s estimates, as noted
above. Using the evaporation foot print of these Dry Lakes, the annual evaporation is conservatively
estimated to be 7,860 AFY for Bristol Dry Lake and 23,730 AFY for Cadiz Dry Lake for a combined
volume of 31,950 AFY. This total evaporation estimate is roughly the same value as the recharge
estimate of 32,000 AFY and therefore further supports the recharge estimate (see section 3.1.3 of this
Master Response). As noted above, the evaporation rate for Cadiz Dry Lake is higher than for Bristol
Dry Lake. This is consistent with the higher evaporation rate used in the Cadiz Groundwater Model to
match the aquifer simulation with the observed water levels (see Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling). This assessment of evaporation rates from the Dry Lakes was subsequently peer reviewed by
the GSC (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sub-Appendix A Groundwater
Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of Findings and Recommendations). The DRI and
CH2M Hill reports (with peer review) are included as Appendix L1 to the Final EIR. In summary, the
DRI findings are consistent with the Draft EIR because the evaporation discharge study further supports
the estimated recharge rate of 32,000 AFY. Because this information is consistent with the prior
conclusions and impacts, it does not constitute significant new information that alters the outcome of the
environmental analysis or require recirculation of the document (CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5).
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Mean Estimate

The NPS comment letter averages the “other investigation” recharge estimates listed in their letter
(which is not inclusive of all that have been reported) and offers the value of 4,100 AFY as a recharge
estimate. This makes an invalid assumption that each of the recharge estimates is equally valid and
comparable. Averaging such divergent estimates is not the best scientific practice when site-specific
data and more robust methodologies are available. As discussed above, all of the other estimates
relied on minimal sets of data, assumptions to account for the lack of extensive site-specific data,
methods inappropriate for this location, and/or methods inappropriately applied. In summary,
based on expert review, review of the most current scientific scholarship, none of the other
estimates are as accurate as the Project modeling method that is based on recent and detailed sitespecific data and robust current USGS modeling techniques. The mean average recharge estimate
offered by NPS does not provide a useful or meaningful summary or an alternative to the far
more rigorous estimate of 32,000 AFY.
Recharge from Areas West, South, and East of the Dry Lakes

Commenters express concern that recharge from areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes
were not included in the recharge estimate. As discussed in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling, the purpose of the recharge model is to estimate the volume of groundwater flowing
through the Fenner Gap that could be recovered for beneficial use by the installation of a
wellfield at Fenner Gap. The groundwater that flows through the Fenner Gap originates in the
Fenner Valley, flows southward to and through the Fenner Gap, continues to the Dry Lakes
where the water becomes saline and shallow, and ultimately evaporates.
Recharge to the areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes does not flow through the Fenner
Gap and could not be recovered by the wellfield at the Fenner Gap since it is up-gradient to the
northeast. It should be noted that although the combined areas west, south, and east of the Dry
Lakes is a smaller area than the combined watershed areas of the Fenner and Orange Blossom
Wash Watersheds (see Draft EIR Figure 4.9-1), these areas do contribute some recharge to the
Dry Lakes which also would serve to reduce drawdown beneath the Dry Lakes caused by the
pumping of groundwater at the Fenner Gap. However, this contribution of recharge would be
relatively minor and would not affect the groundwater levels in the Fenner Gap.
Groundwater from the Carbonate Unit

Commenters express concern that the carbonate unit should not be included in the calculation of
recharge estimate. As discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1 Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, Section 4.9.1 Environmental Setting, p. 4.9-23 to 4.9-24), aquifer tests conducted in
wells screened in the carbonate unit revealed that the carbonate unit contains groundwater
available for recovery. The site-specific geological mapping and geophysical studies discussed in
the Draft EIR (Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix B), show that the carbonate unit has secondary porosity from extensive fracturing and
solution cavities. The pump test on Well TW-1, screened in the carbonate unit, indicated a
discharge rate of 1,168 gallons per minute and a very high transmissivity of 3,083,500 gallons per
day per foot (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
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Sub-Appendix C). Therefore, the carbonate unit is capable of producing significant volumes of
groundwater for recovery and should be considered for an accurate calculation of recharge.
Potential Effects of Less Snow and More Rain on Recharge

Commenters express concern that if climate change results in increased temperatures that, in turn,
result in changing the form of precipitation to less snow and more rain, that change could reduce
seepage into the aquifer and thus reduce recharge. Winter precipitation that falls as rain instead of
snow will still fall within a closed watershed (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, p. 4.9-18). As such, the runoff would still flow over the same bedrock fractures
and permeable alluvial cover that the melted snow flow over once it melts in the warmer
temperatures of the spring and summer. In addition, during the winter, the relatively cooler
temperatures would also result in relatively low evaporation rates, which in turn would result in
greater infiltration of surface water runoff into the aquifer system to depths.
The groundwater to be extracted by the Project is already in storage, flowing toward the Dry
Lakes as indicated by the hydraulic gradient from the upper Watershed to the Fenner Gap
(illustrated in Figure 4.9-6 of the Draft EIR). Yearly precipitation in the upper elevations of the
Watershed over the next 50 years will not substantially affect the flow rates through Fenner Gap
during the same period. Given this, the impacts of groundwater extraction, even considering a
precipitation pattern change, would remain less than significant or less than significant with
implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1.

3.1.3 Evaporation Estimates
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
A number of comments raise concerns about the estimates of evaporation occurring from the
local Dry Lakes. Commenters express concern that the evaporation estimates might be
overestimated and that the data used for the calculations estimating evaporation rates may have
been incomplete. Commenters also suggested conducting on-site evaporation studies on the Dry
Lakes, a task that has now been completed.

Response
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-22,
water that enters the aquifer system in the Fenner Valley flows southward under the force of
gravity through the Fenner Gap at depths of hundreds of feet. Groundwater level data provided in
the Draft EIR shows the gradient of groundwater is from the upper reaches of the Fenner
Watershed toward the Dry Lakes. Those detailed gradient measurements in the Fenner Gap area
support the conclusion that groundwater is indeed flowing from the upper Watershed to the lower
Watershed and towards the Dry Lakes. The rate of flow is dependent on this gradient, the volume
of water recharged (both historically and currently), the local area geology, and the transmissivity
of underlying aquifer materials.
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As noted above and discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18, all of the groundwater that passes through the Fenner Gap must
migrate to the Dry Lakes because the groundwater passing through Fenner Gap is too deep to
evaporate or be accessed by vegetation. As discussed in Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 18, this also means that the annual average of 32,000 AFY
estimated to pass through the Fenner Gap and the Orange Blossom Wash areas must all end up at
the low points of the Dry Lakes because the Watershed is a closed basin and there is nowhere else
for the groundwater to drain. This groundwater ultimately evaporates (if it did not, there would be
a year-round standing lake, which is not the case) (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, p 4.9-16). Therefore, the recharge rate of groundwater passing through Fenner
Gap is approximately equal to the evaporation rate of that same water once it reaches the Dry
Lakes and evaporates.
Some commenters express the concern that, similar to the recharge rate, the evaporation rate might be
overestimated. For example, the NPS comment letter provides a recharge estimate of 4,700 to
7,800 AFY that appears to have been derived by interpolating evaporation data from Death Valley.
The comment implies that the Death Valley Watershed is seven times larger than the Fenner
Watershed and should therefore have seven times more recharge and corresponding evaporation. The
Center for Biological Diversity-NPCA et al. comment letter also suggests an evaporation estimate of
8,947 AFY based on Death Valley data.
However, as discussed above, the precipitation patterns in local subregions in the Mojave Region are
not interchangeable, as shown by the much higher rate of precipitation in the Cadiz Valley area
(3 to more than 10 inches per year) compared to the less than 2 inches per year average in Death
Valley (http://www.nps.gov/deva/naturescience/weather-and-climate.htm). The two areas are
fundamentally different and cannot be compared with a simplistic arithmetic ratio. Similarly,
evaporation estimates also vary depending on site-specific conditions. As with the recharge
estimates, for evaporation estimates the NPS used evaporation data from Death Valley only. As
previously noted, the USGS shows that evaporation from disparate playas is much more variable
than implied by the various commenters and thus rates for one area are not necessarily
interchangeable with another area.
As discussed above in section 3.1.2, in response to recommendations to conduct site-specific
measurements of evaporation from the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, and upon recommendation by the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee to collect such data, DRI was retained to conduct measurements
of evaporation from these playas (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendices L1 Estimated Evaporation From
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and L2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes). Based on their measurements, the annual evaporation is conservatively estimated to be
31,590 AFY for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes combined, which is roughly the same value as the
recharge estimate (32,000 AFY) and therefore further supports the recharge estimate. The collection
of site-specific evaporation data provides an accurate measurement of discharge at the Dry Lakes, one
that does not rely on extrapolations from locations outside of the area.
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3.2.1

Introduction

Overview
This master response addresses comments raised on the modeling used to evaluate the Project.
Commenters requested clarification as to which models were used for which purpose.
Commenters expressed concerns regarding the ability and adequacy of the models to provide the
desired information, the appropriateness of the input parameters used for the models, and the
possibility that the recharge model might overestimate the recharge.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5

3.2.2

List and Purposes of the Models
Watershed Soil Moisture Budget Model
Cadiz Groundwater Model
Hypothetical Springs Hydraulic Connectivity Model

List and Purposes of the Models

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters asked which model was used for which purpose. Note that responses to comments
about specific models are provided in the subsequent sections of this Master Response.

Responses
In support of the Project, water resources models were developed to simulate groundwater
conditions, saline water movement, and subsidence in the groundwater basin within the Project
area to quantify the potential impacts that could result from planned Project operations. Input to
these models includes data, information, and observations from site-specific investigations, public
records for precipitation, published literature data, and other modeling results. The models used
are identified below, along with their primary purposes and who developed them. The subsequent
sections provide additional information to address specific comments about specific models, the
parameters used, and the model-projected results.
For the watershed soil moisture budget model, CH2M Hill used the distributed parameter
watershed model INFIL3.0 to estimate the quantity of average annual recharge for the Fenner
Watershed and Orange Blossom Wash area. The modeling software was released for public use
by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 2008 and is the most current and robust model for this
purpose. The model was used to estimate the volume of groundwater that is recharged in the
Fenner Watershed and Orange Blossom Wash. The recharge estimate was then input into the
regional three-dimensional groundwater flow models used to assess the quantity of groundwater
that could be recovered through an array of pumping wells located in the Fenner Gap area. The
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recharge rate was estimated to be 32,000 AFY and was used in the flow and transport models
listed next.
For the Cadiz Groundwater Model, Geoscience Support Services, Inc. (Geoscience) used the
following models:
MODFLOW-2000/MT3DMS is the numerical groundwater flow and solute transport modeling
software used to simulate flow in the groundwater basin. MODFLOW-2000 is a modular finitedifference flow model developed by the USGS to solve the groundwater flow equation.
MODFLOW was originally developed in the early 1980’s and has been modified and updated
several times since then. It requires the development of a conceptual model of the groundwater
basin to be simulated, including lateral and vertical extents of the basin, definition of top and
bottom of aquifers and confining units, boundary conditions (such as no-flow rock, specified
inflows and outflows, constant heads where groundwater levels are maintained as constant, or
some combination of these), hydrological properties of the aquifers, and observations to calibrate
against (e.g. measured groundwater levels). In other words, it takes into account a wealth of site
specific data to describe groundwater conditions in the basin. MT3DMS is a modular threedimensional multi-species solute1 transport model for the simulation of advection (transfer of heat
through the flow of a fluid), dispersion and chemical reactions of chemicals in groundwater
systems developed for the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center in 1999. This
flow and transport model is the basis for the developing the variable density model listed next.
The SEAWAT-2000 Version 4 modeling software is a variable density flow and transport model
that accounts for different fluid densities in different locations in aquifer systems. The presence of
increasing salinity conditions towards the Dry Lakes requires accounting for the significantly
different fluid densities to simulate flow and transport conditions. SEAWAT-2000 Version 4 was
developed by combining MODFLOW and MT3DMS in a single program that solves the coupled
flow and solute transport equations and was developed by the USGS in 2008. This model is
specifically designed to estimate the response of groundwater levels and the freshwater/saline
water interface to Project pumping.
The Subsidence and Aquifer-System Compaction (SUB) software package was incorporated into
the SEAWAT-2000 model by Geoscience to simulate elastic and inelastic compaction of finegrained materials within the aquifer. The SUB Package was developed by the USGS in 2003 to
estimate the potential mount of subsidence that could occur in response to the extraction of
groundwater from an aquifer.
In addition, while investigation determined that identified springs in the vicinity of the Project are
not hydraulically connected to the alluvial and carbonate aquifers serving the Project, CH2M Hill,
nonetheless developed a hypothetical model assuming a hydraulic connection. For the hypothetical
model, the Cadiz Groundwater Model results were used as an indication of the potential magnitude
of drawdown in the alluvial aquifer adjacent to the Bonanza Spring in the Clipper Mountains (the
nearest identified spring). This drawdown was used as a boundary condition in a separate two1 Solutes are chemicals dissolved in and transported by groundwater.
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dimensional groundwater flow model of the hypothetical regional groundwater table that is
assumed to connect the alluvial aquifer groundwater with groundwater at the spring. A less than
significant impact was detected, assuming a hypothetical hydraulic connection. See Master
Response 3.4 Springs for further details.

3.2.3

Watershed Soil Moisture Budget Model

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters express concerns and ask questions regarding how the model works and why the
reliance on INFIL3.0, the input parameters used, what would happen if the model-predicted
recharge estimate is too high, and why were areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes not
included in the model domain.

Responses
How the Model Works

As discussed above, the Watershed Soil Moisture Budget model was used by CH2M Hill to
estimate recharge in the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds. As described in the
Draft EIR (Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality pp. 4.9-37 to 4.9-39, and Section
4.9.3 pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47), the soil-moisture budget model for the Project uses the most current
and robust version of USGS modeling software, INFIL3.0, developed and released by the USGS
in 2008. The INFIL3.0 software, not available for use in earlier recharge studies, computes daily,
monthly, and annual average water-balance components for multi-year simulations. The model is
described in detail in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, by
CH2M Hill, July 2010.
The USGS computer program INFIL3.0 is a grid-based, distributed–parameter, deterministic
water-balance watershed model used to estimate areal and temporal net infiltration below the
vegetation root zone. The model is based on an earlier version of INFIL code that was developed
by the USGS in cooperation with the Department of Energy to estimate net infiltration and
groundwater recharge at the Yucca Mountain high-level nuclear-waste repository site in Nevada.
Net infiltration is the downward movement of water that escapes below the vegetation root zone,
is no longer affected by evapotranspiration, and is then capable of percolating to and recharging
the groundwater system. Net infiltration may originate as rainfall, snow melt, and/or surface
water runon (runoff and streamflow).
INFIL3.0 computes the daily water balance in the soil zone. For each day, the model computes
sources of water that can infiltrate into the soil, such as precipitation, snow melt, or surface runon
for each grid block in a watershed (for example, 500 x 500 meters over the 1,100 square miles of
watershed in the Fenner Watershed). The rate of infiltration depends on the soil permeability. If
the soil permeability is lower than the rainfall rate, then some of the precipitation will infiltrate at
the permeability rate, while the remaining precipitation will run off the grid block to the next
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downstream grid block where it may infiltrate there or further downstream. If the precipitation
quantity is sufficient to fill the available pore space of the soil zone beyond the rooting depth of
local vegetation (and there may be residual soil moisture from the previous precipitation event),
then the soil moisture will spill beyond the root depth and recharge the underlying groundwater.
On other days, evaporation (where no vegetation exists) and evapotranspiration (where vegetation
exists) will occur over the depth of the vegetation roots to remove soil moisture until the moisture
supply is exhausted. INFIL3.0 computes a daily accounting of precipitation and soil moisture and
tracks how much of this precipitation runs off, how much moisture infiltrates below the root
depth to become recharge, how much is stored in the vegetation root zone, and how much is
evaporated or evapotranspired. These daily computations were made using INFIL3.0 for the
period of 1958 through 2007 to estimate the long-term average recharge rate over this period for
the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds.
The model provides a computer simulation that describes how and in what quantity the
infiltrating water flows through the soil and rock and enters the groundwater system. The
modeling results indicate that most of the water entering the alluvial aquifer system within the
Fenner Watershed originates from seepage through the hard rock foundations of the surrounding
mountain ranges. Precipitation in the higher elevations of the mountain ranges percolates into the
ground at the surface and is used by flora, fauna, and springs in the mountains. After wildlife,
vegetation, and springs have taken what they can, the remaining groundwater continues to seep
into the rocks through cracks and fissures and then percolates into the alluvial soils deep below
ground surface.
The mountain ranges surrounding the Fenner Watershed experience more precipitation than other
ranges in the Mojave Desert (as discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation) and, according to model results, it is this precipitation in the mountain ranges that
predominantly feeds the groundwater aquifer that flows through the Fenner Gap. The model
results indicate precipitation and percolation in the alluvial valleys constitute a relatively smaller
volume of recharge to the aquifer system.
The Parameters Used

The details of the data used in the INFIL3.0 soil moisture budget model are provided in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-37 to 4.9-39 and Section 4.9.3 pp.
4.9-46 to 4.9-47 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H Hydrology Reports. The following list
summarizes the actual data collected and used in the INFIL3.0 modeling effort distinguishing this
new analysis from older, less substantiated recharge estimations for the Fenner and Orange
Blossom Wash Watersheds:


Topography was obtained from the National Elevation Dataset (NED), represented by a
digital elevation model (DEM) and projected to Universe Transverse of Mercator (UTM)
Zone 11 projection and to units of feet in elevation.



Climate parameters, such as monthly atmospheric conditions were obtained from other USGS
studies in the region.
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Daily precipitation and air temperature data were obtained from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Climate Prediction Center, and San Bernardino
County (which has six data stations with a range of date values).



Soil parameters were obtained through the State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) database (2009).



Hydrogeologic parameters were based on aquifer tests conducted in three wells installed in
Fenner Gap as a part of this investigation to augment the previous aquifer tests conducted for
the earlier EIS/EIR. In addition, recent geologic mapping by the USGS for the Amboy 30x60
Minute Quadrangle (2006) and by the State of California (1964) was used for the far northern
portion of the study area, and used estimated values of hydrogeologic properties of rock types
given in USGS reports by Bedinger (1989) and Belcher et. al., (2002), as well as data from
Geoscience (1999).



Vegetation distribution and coverage was obtained from the WESTVEG GAP database.
Rooting depths and density were obtained from USGS reports for the vegetation types found
in the study area.

The model domain considered the Watersheds of the Fenner Valley and Orange Blossom Wash
because these are the areas from which the pumping wells would extract groundwater. The areas
to the west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes were not included because as the topographic low
points of the area, the Dry Lakes are a terminal boundary condition for groundwater flow, that is,
groundwater from the areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes cannot flow past the Dry
Lakes to the wellfield. Please also see Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Water Recharge,
specifically, Subsection 3.1.2. Therefore, flows from the west, south and east would not affect the
groundwater flow and gradient north of the Dry Lakes and would not affect the movement of the
saline/freshwater interface. While groundwater levels west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes are
impacted by local recharge in these areas, the amount of recharge is not significant. As noted in
the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix A Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, Figure 2-6, PRISM isohyets
establish the low levels of precipitation in the southern Bristol and Cadiz Watershed areas, which
is typically below 4 inches per year over most of the area. Given the large range of recharge
scenarios considered (5,000 AFY to 32,000 AFY), potential recharge from the west, south, and
east of the Dry Lakes would not materially change the groundwater pumping analysis or
saline/freshwater interface.
One commenter misinterpreted the discussion of the hydraulic conductivity values for the Edward
Aquifer in Texas, erroneously assuming that the hydraulic conductivity values of the Edwards
Aquifer were used in the groundwater flow model results. As discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A), the
hydraulic conductivity results for the Edwards Aquifer were only analogized to the results of the
Fenner Gap carbonates. This particular aquifer was chosen for purposes of analogy because, like
the Fenner Gap aquifer, it is also a karstic (limestone carbonate) aquifer and not very many
carbonate aquifers haven been developed in California. The reasons for choosing this particular
aquifer are that: 1) the Edwards Aquifer has been extensively studied and modeled and, 2) it
provides an example of high conductivity known to occur in karstic carbonate aquifers. Although
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it is not the only aquifer that could have been referenced, the Edwards Aquifer references provide
a particularly comprehensive overview, discussion, and history of the hydrogeology and
modeling of karstic aquifers. The carbonate units in the Fenner Gap are not necessarily as
permeable or productive as those in the Edwards Aquifer, but the Edwards Aquifer does serve as
a representative analog for the carbonates in the Fenner Gap. The comparison indicates that the
hydraulic conductivity values simulated in the Fenner Gap model are reasonable estimates.
Another commenter asked why the results were not correlated with carbonate units in the closer
Death Valley. The carbonate units in Death Valley do not generally function as extensive aquifers
with significant production of freshwater and are therefore unrepresentative of the characteristic
of the carbonate units in the Fenner Watershed (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation and Storage Project, CH2M Hill, July 2010).
The Modeled Estimate of Recharge and Field Verification

The INFIL3.0 model results revealed a long-term average annual recharge of 32,000 AFY, which
was used to define the Project Scenario recharge condition for the impacts assessments in the
Draft EIR.
As discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, the estimated
volume of recharge was further supported by setting up instrumentation on Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes to estimate the evaporation discharge from the groundwater basin. Using the evaporation foot
print of these Dry Lakes, the annual evaporation is estimated conservatively to be 31,590 AFY for
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes combined. This value further supports the INFIL3.0 model estimate of
an annual average recharge of 32,000 AFY.
Both the soil moisture budget model and evaporation study of the Dry Lakes (above) were peer
reviewed by the Groundwater Stewardship Committee (GSC). For more on the peer review
process and the GSC, see Section 3.2.4 Peer Review Process, below.

3.2.4

Cadiz Groundwater Model

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters express concerns and ask questions regarding how the model works, the model
domain and boundaries, the parameters used, the model calibration and sensitivity analyses, the
predictive scenarios, and the peer review process. Commenters also ask why models were not run
for each wellfield arrangement and all three recharge scenarios, why areas west, south, and east of
the Dry Lakes were not included in the model domain, why model parameters differed from those
used in previous estimates, and why the extinction depth is variable in some cases and 15 feet in
others.
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Responses
How the Model Works

As discussed above, the Cadiz Groundwater Model was developed by Geoscience and
combines several software packages to develop a model that simulates the flow of
groundwater through the subsurface geologic materials in the groundwater basin, the
transport of solutes within that groundwater, the variations in flow and transport due to solute
density variations, and potential aquifer responses (impacts) to changes in subsurface
conditions. The models, input parameters, calibration techniques, and results of several
scenarios are described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 5 and 6. An overview of how the model works is
provided below. The subsequent sections provide additional information to address specific
comments.
To develop a three-dimensional groundwater flow model of a groundwater subarea of a basin,
the areal extent and depth to be modeled are selected and boundary conditions assigned based
on site-specific investigations. Once defined, this three-dimensional “domain” is subdivided
into layers to account for changes in geologic materials with depth, all based on the
subsurface geology identified from field mapping and exploratory boring logs. The areal
extent of the layers is divided into a grid pattern, resulting in model cells shown in threedimensional space. Each cell is assigned aquifer parameters from site-specific field data, if
available, or published literature values. Once the input parameters of the existing conditions
have been assigned to each cell, the model is “run.” The results provide a simulation of the
patterns of groundwater flow and solute transport. Details of the model setup are in the Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 5.
Before using the model, the model must be “calibrated” to account for the natural variations
of the aquifer parameters, including hydraulic conductivity. This is because geologic units are
typically not homogenous across an entire model domain; the subsurface conditions vary
from place to place and with depth. To account for these variations, the model is “calibrated”
by comparing model-simulated groundwater levels to field-measured values. Input
parameters are adjusted using industry standard techniques and the model re-run until the
model-calculated water level is consistent with the observed existing field conditions. The
calibration process can require up to thousands of runs to adjust the aquifer parameters so
that the simulated groundwater levels are representative of the measured levels. Details of the
model calibration are in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Section 6.
The model is then ready to evaluate the response of the aquifer to the future conditions of the
proposed Project. Input parameters, such as recharge to the aquifer, pumping rate and time
periods, and the arrangement of the pumping wellfield, can be varied to evaluate the modelpredicted impacts that would result from those changes. In the case of the proposed project,
the model was used to evaluate groundwater drawdown, the migration of the
freshwater/saline water interface between the Dry Lakes and the wellfield, and the potential
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for land subsidence using three recharge scenarios and two wellfield arrangements. Details of
the model scenarios are in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Section 7.
The following sections provide additional information to address specific comments on the
modeling.
Model Domain and Boundaries

The model domain and boundary conditions are described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 5.3 and 5.4. The
Cadiz Groundwater Model divides the lateral modeled area into a north-south and east-west
grid system with each model cell measuring about 500 by 500 feet. The depth is divided into
the following six layers:







Layer 1 - Upper Alluvium
Layer 2 - Alluvium beneath the Upper Alluvium to a depth of approximately 1,200
feet2
Layer 3 - Alluvium beneath a depth of 1,200 feet
Layer 4 - Fanglomerate, carbonate, lower Paleozoic sequence, and weathered granitic
rocks
Layer 5 - Carbonate, lower Paleozoic sequence and weathered granitic rocks
Layer 6 - A detachment fault zone (approximately 200 feet thick) in the Fenner Gap
area and weathered granitic rocks

The purpose of the three-dimensional grid system is to enable the model to use input
parameters specific to the geologic materials within each of the individual model cells within
each of those layers. This is the reason different values may be used for the same input
parameter in different places within the grid domain. For example, the porosity of a sandy
alluvial material would be different than that for a carbonate rock unit. Even within the same
geologic unit, the aquifer parameters may spatially vary across that unit. For example, the
degree of consolidation of an alluvial unit may vary depending on the distance from the
source mountains from which the alluvium originated, and that change in consolidation
would also change aquifer parameters such as porosity.
The area of the Cadiz Groundwater Model included the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash
Watersheds and the northern portion of the Bristol and Cadiz Valley area. The modeled area
is further bounded by crystalline rocks, i.e., bedrock in mountainous areas where
groundwater flow in these rocks is orders of magnitude less than in the alluvial aquifer such
that the bedrock can be treated as a no-flow boundary for analysis purposes and groundwater
flow from the bedrock can be treated as a recharge input term to the model, along the
perimeter of the contact between the saturated alluvial aquifer and bedrock. The focus of the
modeled area is from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds, where groundwater
2

Geoscience selected 1,200 feet as the assumed base of the primary groundwater production zone based on screen
intervals of existing wells.
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is flowing towards the Fenner Gap area, to the proposed wellfield at Fenner Gap, and finally
to the Dry Lakes where the groundwater is evaporating. The areas to the west, south, and east
are not included in the modeled area because the Dry Lakes, as the topographic low points in
the area, represent a terminal boundary condition beyond which groundwater originating
from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds cannot flow, but must instead
evaporate and leave the aquifer system. This also means that groundwater from the areas
west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes also cannot flow past the Dry Lakes to the wellfield (in
other words, that groundwater will continue to flow to the Dry Lakes, unimpaired, during
Project operations). Furthermore, the contribution of groundwater from the smaller west,
south, and east area is minimal compared to the larger Fenner Valley and Orange Blossom
Wash to the north and northeast. Details of the modeled area are in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A.
The large area of recharge in the middle of Fenner Valley is a projection by the INFIL3.0
watershed modeling. The recharge in the middle of Fenner Valley is relatively small,
representing only about 50 AFY. The recharge on either side of this area represents inflow
from the surrounding bedrock areas into the alluvial aquifer as opposed to recharge directly
on the surface of the alluvial aquifer from direct infiltration and streamflow runoff. Details of
the modeled area are in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Section 7.
As discussed above, evaporation from the Dry Lakes is a boundary condition, which in an
undisturbed condition, as is the case here, is the only outlet for groundwater discharge from
the basin. As the groundwater flow system must be in equilibrium, i.e., groundwater recharge
must equal groundwater discharge, evaporation has to be equal to recharge. The use of a few
cells along Cadiz Dry Lake is a modeling choice to represent this boundary condition as
opposed to expanding the model grid to cover the whole Dry Lake and beyond. The model
simulation results would be the same under both model configurations because, regardless of
how the boundary condition is established in the model, the model is calibrated to the
observed water levels to ensure the model results simulate actual site conditions. Therefore,
using the smaller number of grid cells saves model run time without affecting model results.
Input Parameters

The aquifer input parameters are described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 5.5 and 5.6 and include the site
lithology, elevations of the layers, effective porosity and storativity (volume of water an
aquifer releases from or takes into storage), hydraulic conductivity, vertical leakance (vertical
transmissive properties between layers), groundwater elevations, dispersivity (taking into
account the dispersion of particles), elastic and inelastic storage coefficients, preconsolidation stress, and recharge and discharge. As discussed above, the aquifer parameters
are not necessarily homogenous across the areal extent of the layers, thus requiring the
calibration step discussed in the next section.
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Most of the aquifer parameters were acquired from the recent site-specific investigations
including field mapping of the local geology and structure, the logging of subsurface geology
during well installations, and pump tests conducted on wells, replacing many of the less
accurate input parameters from previous estimates. The remaining aquifer parameters were
derived from published literature values based on the character of the aquifer materials and
adjusted during the model calibration.
The maximum extinction depth of 15 feet below the ground surface was used for the
evapotranspiration estimates. The extinction depth is that depth below which no
evapotranspiration would occur. Extinction depths of 10 to 15 feet are the typical values used in
arid environments. An extinction depth of 15 feet was used by Danskin et al.3 The Cadiz
Groundwater Model uses 15 feet as the maximum extinction depth to ensure that the depth
interval within which significant evaporation could be occurring is accounted for in the model.
The extinction depth of 15 feet was also based on the results from steady state model calibration.
Since the only discharge is evaporation from the Dry Lakes under predevelopment conditions
(i.e., steady state model calibration conditions), the model-calculated evaporation should be
32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY for a natural recharge of 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY,
and 5,000 AFY, respectively.
As noted above and discussed below in the section on model calibration, certain parameters,
such as evapotranspiration, required calibration of the values to obtain better matches to
observed conditions. Several commenters expressed concerns regarding the variable
evapotranspiration rates used in the model, such as the following:
 The Cadiz Groundwater Model has problems with either the estimated recharge value
or the aquifer parameters (either in values or spatial representation) that results in the
need for unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to be required to calibrate the
model.
 The evapotranspiration rate should remain unchanged between the recharge scenarios
because playa soils would remain unchanged, climate factors would be unchanged,
and assuming the groundwater levels would be above the extinction depth allowing
evapotranspiration to take place.
 The evapotranspiration rates are approximately ten times that of Death Valley.
The Cadiz Groundwater Model uses the Evapotranspiration Package4 to simulate the
evaporation from the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The model calculates the evaporation
based on model-calculated groundwater levels. The maximum evaporation rate is used when
the water level is at the land surface, since the water would be exposed to the atmosphere.
No evaporation occurs when the water level is below the specified maximum extinction
3

4

Danskin, W.R., McPherson, K.R. and Woolfenden, L.R., 2006. Hydrology, Description of Computer Models, and
Evaluation of Selected Water-Management Alternatives in the San Bernardino Area, California, USGS Open-file
Report 2005-1278.
Harbaugh, A.W., Banta, E.R., Hill, M.C., and McDonald, M.G., 2000, MODFLOW-2000, the U.S. Geological
Survey modular ground-water model -- User guide to modularization concepts and the Ground-Water Flow
Process: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 00-92.
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depth. In between these two extremes, the evaporation rate is assumed to be linear. The
model-calculated evaporation from the Dry Lakes depends on the specified maximum
evapotranspiration rate, extinction depth, and model-calculated water levels over the entire
area of each Dry Lake. The Evapotranspiration Package used in the Cadiz groundwater
model is for the purpose of providing a “sink” boundary condition to remove water from the
model, consistent with the amount of natural recharge used for the model. Since the only
discharge is evaporation from Dry Lakes under predevelopment conditions, the modelcalculated evaporation should be 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY for a natural
recharge of 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY, respectively. Therefore, maximum
evapotranspiration rates were treated as a variable so that the model-calculated evaporation
can match the natural recharge and the recharge scenarios. The use of higher evaporation rate
at a few cells along Cadiz Dry Lake is simply a modeling choice to represent this boundary
condition as opposed to expanding the model grid to cover the whole Dry Lake and beyond.
The modeling results would be the same by using this technique or expanding the model
boundary because the calibration of the model ensures that the simulation is consistent with
observed water levels.
As discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, the
precipitation and evaporation patterns in local subregions in the Mojave Region are not
interchangeable. The USGS shows that evaporation from playas is much more variable than
implied by the various commenters. Laczniak, et. al (2001)5, who are also referenced by many of
those authors of the USGS report and DeMeo, et. al. (2003)6 cited by the NPS, present a broader
study of evaporation rates of playas in California and Nevada. They show evaporation rates
ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 feet per year for bare soil playas and 0.7 to 1.8 feet per year for areas
dominated by moist bare soils. As noted above, the aquifer modeling is based on recent site-specific
data and robust current USGS modeling techniques.
Model Calibration and Sensitivity Analyses

The model calibration procedures are described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 6, which describes
the industry standard “history matching” technique used to calibrate the model and the
software PEST (Parameter ESTimation), an inverse modeling technique used to estimate
groundwater model parameter values, such as hydraulic conductivity, where measurements of
groundwater levels and stresses (such as pumping or recharge) are known. PEST calculates
values of hydraulic conductivity that make the groundwater model “calibrate” to the
measured values, typically requiring up to thousands of model simulation runs to find the
best set of parameter values that minimizes the residuals (differences) in simulated and
observed measurements (e.g., groundwater levels).
5

6

Laczniak, Randell J.; Smith, J. LaRue; Elliott, Peggy E.; DeMeo, Guy A.; Chatigny, Melissa A.; Roemer, Gaius J.,
2001. Ground-water discharge determined from estimates of evapotranspiration, Death Valley regional flow
system, Nevada and California. Water-Resources Investigations Report 2001-4195.
DeMeo, Guy A., Randal J. Laczniak, Robert A. Boyd, J. LaRue Smith and Walter E. Nylund, 2003. Estimated
Groundwater Recharge by Evapotranspiration from Death Valley, California, 1997-2001. USGS Water-Resources
Investigation Report 03-4254.
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The sensitivity of the model to hydraulic conductivity and maximum evapotranspiration rates was
partly tested by reducing the estimated natural recharge of 32,000 AFY to 16,000 AFY and
5,000 AFY. Each calibration run produced a set of best-estimated hydraulic conductivity values
and maximum evapotranspiration rates. In general, a greater amount of natural recharge requires
a higher hydraulic conductivity value and maximum evapotranspiration rate.
Additional sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the input parameters of specific
yield/storativity and vertical leakance to assess the relative change in model error. The sensitivity
analysis indicates that the model is not sensitive to changes in specific yield/storativity or vertical
leakance.
Some commenters expressed concern that the sensitivity analyses performed for the Project
(Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2) do not represent the form of a sensitivity analysis that is standard
practice for modeling exercises such as this and as described in ASTM7 and other references.
Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2 model conservative worst-case scenarios, where recharge over the
50-year Project period is less than anticipated. This approach is far more conservative than doing
simple sensitivity analysis, which forces the model out of calibration (i.e., groundwater levels will
not match observed groundwater levels in many cases where the calibrated parameter values are
deviated from the calibrated values), so the changes in projected groundwater levels may be due
more to changes in the model parameter values than due to the change in stresses (e.g.,
introduction of pumping).
One commenter expressed concern that more sensitive parameters such as hydraulic conductivity
from individual parameter zones and the evapotranspiration rate used as calibrated parameters
have not been sensitivity tested. Model sensitivity to hydraulic conductivity and
evapotranspiration rate was accomplished, and in a more conservative fashion than typical
sensitivity analyses, by reducing the estimated natural recharge of 32,000 AFY to 16,000 AFY
and 5,000 AFY and adjusting the hydraulic conductivity to account for these lower recharge
values. For these reduced natural recharge model runs, the hydraulic conductivity values need to
be reduced in order to maintain the hydraulic gradient established from the observed water levels
that show that the basin is in balance. Evapotranspiration rates need to be reduced so that the
model-calculated evaporation can match the amount of recharge.
Model Predictive Scenarios

The model predictive scenarios are described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 7 and describe three recharge
scenarios and two wellfield configurations.
As discussed above, the INFIL3.0 model estimates that the average annual volume of recharge is
32,000 AFY (the Project Scenario), and have been verified by onsite field measurements (see
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation). To take a conservative modeling
approach, the model was also run using recharge estimates reduced by half (16,000 AFY) and to
7

Anderson, Mary P. and William W. Woessner, Applied Groundwater Modeling: Simulation of Flow and Advective
Transport, Academic Press, San Diego, 1992.
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as low as 5,000 AFY for Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively, in order to examine the
potential impacts in the unlikely event that the recharge is less than estimated. Even under these
significantly reduced recharge scenarios, no significant impacts were identified.
The model was also run for two different wellfield arrangements. Configuration A uses two highcapacity wells and 17 lower capacity wells, and Configuration B uses 34 lower capacity wells.
The purpose was to assess which extraction arrangement provides better efficiency and
effectiveness and minimize effects on saline water migration and land subsidence. It was found
that Configuration A resulted in less freshwater/saline water migration and land subsidence.
The two wellfield configurations were also used to address the potential range in recharge rates
and thus transmissivity variations of the aquifer. Wellfield Configuration A focuses pumping in
the Fenner Gap, including the use of high capacity wells in the carbonate aquifer, in the case of
32,000 AFY of recharge (the Project Scenario). If, while installing the production wells, it is
determined that the aquifer is less transmissive at the production well location than indicated by
the aquifer pump tests conducted in the test wells in the Fenner Gap, the lateral distance between
each pumping well will be increased as shown in Configuration B (i.e., Sensitivity Scenarios 1
and 2). Thus, the installation of the wellfield would take into account the findings in the field.
Three additional groundwater flow model runs were made including:


Natural Recharge of 32,000 AFY with Wellfield Configuration B,



Natural Recharge of 16,000 AFY with Wellfield Configuration A, and



Natural Recharge of 5,000 AFY with Wellfield Configuration A.

The following table summarizes the predicted drawdown at the end of 50 years (i.e., the end of
Project pumping) under each wellfield configuration and natural recharge conditions.8
Wellfield Configuration A

8

Wellfield Configuration B

Natural
Recharge

Drawdown at
Wellfield
[ft]

Drawdown at
Bristol Dry
Lake
[ft]

Drawdown at
Wellfield
[ft]

Drawdown at
Bristol Dry
Lake
[ft]

32,000 AFY

70 – 80

10 – 30

60 – 70

10 – 40

16,000 AFY

170 – 180

10 – 50

120 – 130

10 – 60

5,000 AFY

380 – 390

0 – 70

260 – 270

0 – 80

GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Techmical Memorandum, Addendum to September 1, 2011 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H5, page 3
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As seen in this figure, under natural recharge of 5,000 AFY conditions, an additional 120 feet of
drawdown would occur with wellfield configuration A as compared to wellfield configuration B.
As can be seen in the above table, when assumed recharge rates are low, drawdowns increase for
the centralized wellfield configuration A. The drawdowns occur in these low recharge scenarios
in order to calibrate the model. In addition, the transmissive characteristics of the aquifer are recalibrated to be very low. In other words, for low recharge rates the wellfield needs to be “spread
out” and not centralized as in Wellfield Configuration A. Because of this, wellfield construction
will be “Phased” and the wellfield configuration will be based on previous site specific findings.
That is, a group of wells will be constructed initially pursuant to Configuration A, and monitoring
through long-term pumping tests will determine whether to implement wellfield Configuration B.
Accordingly, both configurations were analyzed in the Draft EIR.
Peer Review Process

The Cadiz Groundwater Model was peer reviewed by the Cadiz Groundwater Stewardship
Committee (GSC). The GSC is a multi-disciplinary panel of earth science and water professionals
assembled to provide advice and comment on the proposed Cadiz Valley Conservation, Recovery
and Storage Project.
The peer review started with a kickoff meeting. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the
scope of work, data collection, modeling approaches, coordination of efforts, and schedule.
During model development, construction, predictive scenarios, and documentation processes, all
the electronic files and associated data were provided for review, testing, and evaluation. The
process included the following components:


Conceptual Model;



Model areas, model grid, and layering;



Layering criteria and designation;



Model input parameters including recharge and discharge terms;



Aquifer parameters and boundary conditions;



Consistency of calibrated input parameters to conceptual models;



Assumptions and limitations;



Calibration periods and basis for selection (including stress period and time step length
and criteria);



Convergence criteria and closure;



Calibration targets selection;



Water budget components;



Calibration results including hydrographs, scatter plots, and residuals by area and by time;



Sensitivity analysis and results; and,



Assumptions of model predictive scenarios and results.
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Comments and suggestions were provided by the GSC through conference calls, face-to-face
meetings, and exchange of electronic modeling files.
In addition, modeling technical memorandum titled “Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and
Storage Project Phase 1 – Conservation Scenarios” prepared by Geoscience, dated August 17,
2011 was provided to the members of the GSC for review9. During the August 29, 2011 GSC
conference call, Dr. Dennis Williams provided an overview of the August 17, 2011 technical
memorandum that presents the modeling scenarios and potential impacts of the Project.
Discussion was focused on recharge and recovery, modeling data sources, wellfield
configuration, and sensitivity scenarios. Dr. Jack Sharp of the GSC requested additional model
data for review, which included:


The thickness, hydraulic conductivity, and specific storage or specific yield, as
appropriate, for each layer of the model;



The vertical compressibility of the layers and the facies within them;



The isopach (thickness) map of compressible sediments;



How recharge is distributed over the model;



How evapotranspiration from the Dry Lakes is estimated;



The sources for the above values – sources of data and values estimates and data/control
points to clarify data measurements and inferences;



The model boundary conditions;



Cross sections showing the lateral extent of the layers;



Permeability and anisotropy of the detachment fault zone (layer 6) and the faults that
splay from it; and



Consideration of flow in fractures at depths below layers 5 and 6.

As per the GSC’s request, Geoscience provided the comprehensive modeling report “Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,” prepared by Geoscience and dated September 1,
2011, to the GSC for review. The peer review process was completed after additional
clarifications were provided during the September 28, 2011 and September 29, 2011 conference
calls to address GSC members’ outstanding questions. A summary report of the GSC findings is
included as an appendix to the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Sub-Appendix A Groundwater Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of
Findings and Recommendations).

9

GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project Phase 1 –
Conservation Scenarios, August 2011.
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3.2.5

Hypothetical Springs Hydraulic Connectivity Model

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters asked for additional details regarding the hypothetical model used for the spring
connectivity analysis.

Response
The Cadiz Groundwater Model results were used as an indication of the potential magnitude of
drawdown in the alluvial aquifer adjacent to the Bonanza Springs in the Clipper Mountains. This
drawdown was used as a boundary condition in a separate two-dimensional groundwater flow
model of a hypothetical regional groundwater table assumed to connect the alluvial aquifer
groundwater with groundwater at the spring. The approach was to evaluate whether changes in
water levels in the alluvial aquifer in the valley below the springs could hypothetically cause a
change in the water levels at the springs.
The two-dimensional groundwater flow model of the bedrock unit revealed the following. Any
change in the groundwater levels in the alluvium would be a fraction of any changes (drawdown)
in groundwater levels upgradient at the location of springs and would only occur if the
groundwater levels in the alluvium remained depressed for extensive periods of time. This is not
likely because the volume of water stored in the localized aquifer materials at the springs is much
smaller in volume than the water storage space and areal extent of the alluvial aquifer in the
lower-elevation valley. Consequently, the fluctuations in precipitation recharge and resultant
fluctuations in groundwater levels in the area of the springs are expected to dwarf any fluctuation
that might result from changes in groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer.
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Impacts
3.3.1 Introduction
Overview and Summary of Issues Addressed
This master response addresses the issues commenters raise regarding the potential impacts from
pumping groundwater in the Fenner Watershed at the Fenner Gap. Commenters express concerns
regarding the potential impacts to the basin, including pumping groundwater at a volume beyond
the long-term natural recharge rate, modeling beyond 100 years, salt production operations, brine
migration, land subsidence, and the carbonate aquifer unit. Commenters request additional
discussion on whether limiting pumping to the average natural recharge rate would reduce
potential impacts.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.3.2

Groundwater Pumping Impacts

3.3.2 Groundwater Pumping Impacts
Responses
Analysis of Potential Impacts to the Groundwater Basin
Potential impacts associated with the proposed groundwater-level drawdown are described and
evaluated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, and Section 4.6.5
Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-27 to 4.6-32 and pp. 4.6-35 to 4.6-38. The Draft EIR concludes that
the pumping would have no impact on biological resources such as bighorn sheep, no aesthetic or
other impacts to National Parks, no impacts to springs, and no impacts to air quality, with the
exception of construction emissions of NOX. It further concludes that any potentially significant
impacts to the basin itself would be less than significant or less than significant with mitigation.
Specifically, any effects the Project may have on water quality due to the migration of brine
toward the wellfield, lower groundwater levels in neighboring wells and in saline water wells
used by the salt production operations, or minor levels of land subsidence would be mitigated by
implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1.
These mitigation measures are updated to provide clarifying detail on their implementation
methods and are included in the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes. These
mitigation measures are also reflected in the Updated Groundwater Management, Monitoring and
Mitigation Plan (Updated GMMMP), included in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP.
The Draft EIR evaluates and compares potential impacts of the Project, including analysis of
potential impacts to the other water users in the basin, under three distinct recharge scenarios:
32,000 acre-feet per year (AFY), 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY. The Draft EIR’s findings of
significance were the same across all three recharge scenarios, as well as for both potential
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wellfield configurations, that with the implementation of Mitigation Measures, impacts would be
less than significant. GEO-1 requires extensive monitoring using twenty land survey
benchmarks, three extensometers and InSAR satellite data. If the data shows that the Project is
causing a trend in subsidence that would result in a decline in the ground surface elevation of
more than 0.3 feet within 10 years or would be of a magnitude within ten years that impacts
existing infrastructure (the magnitude for railroad tracks is more than 1 inch of subsidence over
62 feet) then corrective actions are required. This measure provides “early warning” action
criteria to ensure that potential effects of land subsidence are investigated early and avoided. As
noted above a network of extensometers would be installed to monitor subsidence in the area of
the wellfield and near the Dry Lakes. Subsidence from Project impacts is predicted to be limited
and to occur slowly, at a rate of fractions of an inch per year. If subsidence occurs at greater rates,
corrective measures would be implemented to either arrest the rate of subsidence or mitigate
subsidence effects to surface resources. Subsidence potential exists when groundwater levels
drop, removing groundwater from the tiny pore spaces in the geologic formations that then
become susceptible to compression as the water is removed. With cessation of pumping,
groundwater elevations will be stabilized because the pore spaces will be refilled with water, no
new material will be exposed to compression, and subsidence will be arrested.
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 would implement corrective measures to address water quality by
including early warning action criteria and establishing a limit to the migration of the salinefreshwater interface through implementation of corrective measures. Five well clusters between
the Project wellfield and the Dry Lakes on the freshwater side of the saline-freshwater interface
would monitor the migration of the saline-freshwater interface and trigger corrective action to
avoid impacts to beneficial uses of the aquifer. The interface is designated as the line where the
concentration of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) is 1,000 mg/l, based on the Upper Limit secondary
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL). If the TDS concentration reaches 600 mg/l at any of the
monitoring cluster wells, responsive measures will be triggered. Migration of the salinefreshwater interface will be limited to 6,000 feet. HYDRO-3 would provide water supplies to
third parties or take other corrective measures if third-party wells were adversely impacted by the
Project. MIN-1 would use “cluster type” wells on the margins of the Dry Lakes to monitor
changes in groundwater or brine levels near the salt production operations. Project-induced
changes in brine chemistry or reduced production yields would require the implementation of
corrective actions to maintain or restore beneficial use of the groundwater/brine water by the salt
production operations. In addition to recommending the implementation of these mitigation
measures, the EIR notes that the mitigation measures are also reflected as project design features
in the Updated GMMMP. Master Response 3.8 GMMMP provides additional discussion of how
the GMMMP would be implemented to ensure that the groundwater basin is managed effectively
to minimize impacts.
The Draft EIR also analyzed potential impacts to springs and air quality from drawdown and
confirmed no impacts to springs would occur because there is no physical connection between the
mountain springs and the groundwater aquifer in the Project area. Similarly, no impacts to air
quality from dry lake dust emissions would occur because of the erosion resistant characteristics
of the Dry Lake surface soils and the fact that groundwater drawdown will not change those
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erosion-resistant characteristics. Notwithstanding the findings in the Draft EIR, Mitigation
Measure AQ-5 is included to monitor changes in Dry Lake dust generation through the
installation of nephelometers as well as soil sampling. If changes in particulate matter or soil
composition occur as a result of the Project, action criteria would trigger corrective measures to
mitigate any potential adverse changes to air quality, including modifications to Project
operations.
In addition to the imposition of mitigation measures in the EIR by SMWD, the County of San
Bernardino (County), as a responsible agency, will review and consider the Project pursuant to its
Groundwater Management Ordinance. As part of the regulatory process, the County has
requested additional conditions beyond those required for CEQA compliance. Accordingly, the
Updated GMMMP includes a groundwater “floor” (maximum 80 feet of drawdown in the
wellfield area) that will provide the County the opportunity to evaluate effects of Project
drawdown and require the modification or suspension of Project operations to protect critical
resources. The “floor” is within the model-predicted drawdown under the Project Scenario (based
on 32,000 AFY of recharge) (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality,
Figure 4.9-12). This feature is not required by CEQA but is included as a management feature to
reinforce implementation of the GMMMP and protection of critical resources. Similarly, the
Updated GMMMP also includes a management feature for springs by providing for monitoring,
action criteria and corrective measures to avoid any unanticipated Project effects on spring flows.
For more information on these topics, please see Master Responses 3.4 Springs, 3.5 Dry Lakes
and Dust, and 3.8 GMMMP.

Limiting Pumping to the Average Natural Recharge Rate
Several commenters have asserted that limiting the Project’s pumping of groundwater to the
average natural recharge rate of the basin would reduce or avoid potential Project impacts.
Impacts associated with groundwater extraction identified in Section 4.9.3 of the Draft EIR
include drawdown, saline water migration, and subsidence potential. Each of these impacts would
be less than significant with mitigation under the proposed Project. Limiting pumping to the
natural recharge rate would result in shallower drawdown and less potential for subsidence and
saline migration. However, under a limited pumping scenario, no impacts would be avoided, nor
would any significant and unavoidable impacts (construction NOX emissions and secondary
growth effects) be substantially lessened or reduced to a less than significant level. Drawdown in
and of itself is not an adverse impact. Revising the Project to limit pumping to the average natural
recharge rate would not alter the environmental impact conclusions of the Draft EIR because the
mitigation measures recommended for the Project as currently proposed would ensure that
impacts to the basin are mitigated regardless of the amount of groundwater level decline. Further,
as to the potential for land subsidence and saline migration, more limited pumping would not alter
the conclusions of the Draft EIR, as the mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR to address
those potential impacts would still be needed and equally effective under a limited pumping
scenario.
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Further, as detailed in the Draft EIR and supporting studies, limiting pumping to the natural
recharge rate through the Fenner Gap would not effectively reduce evaporation. Therefore, the
amount of water leaving the groundwater basin annually would include the Project extraction as
well as the evaporation. This is described in the Draft EIR on page 4.9-72, Table 4.9-11 and
shown in Figures 4.9-11a and 4.9-11b. Reversing the gradient below the Fenner Gap requires a
lower cone of depression in the wellfield area. If only the natural recharge rate is withdrawn, the
existing stored groundwater in the system would continue to flow downgradient to the Dry Lakes,
become saline, and then be lost to evaporation. Therefore, pumping at the natural recharge rate
would not avoid any impacts or satisfy the fundamental purpose of the Project, which is the
conservation of substantial quantities of groundwater for beneficial use that are presently lost to
evaporation by natural processes.
Currently, groundwater flows from the surrounding valleys to Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes where
it becomes saline and is ultimately lost to evaporation. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-5, in the absence of the Project, it is estimated that
approximately 3.2 million acre-feet (MAF) of the fresh groundwater presently held in storage
would become saline and/or evaporate over the next 100 years (32,000 AF x 100 years). The
Project proposes to draw down groundwater levels of this fresh water that is otherwise destined to
be lost to evaporation.
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to
4.9-73, the Project proposes to pump an average of 50,000 AFY of groundwater for 50 years.
Over the life of the Project, up to 2.5 MAF of groundwater may be withdrawn representing a
fraction of the existing stored groundwater. There is an estimated 17 to 34 MAF of fresh
groundwater in storage in the Bristol and Fenner Watersheds. Therefore, not accounting for
annual average recharge of the groundwater, proposed Project pumping would account for
approximately 7 to 15 percent of the stored groundwater. Factoring in the estimated annual
natural recharge (32,000 AF), Project pumping is estimated to amount to between 3 and 6 percent
of the available stored groundwater (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality,
p. 4.9-71, Table 4.9-10). Up to 80 percent of the Project pumping would retrieve water that would
otherwise be lost to evaporation.
Pumping in excess of the average natural recharge is an important hydrologic tool that is
necessary to recover the freshwater before it evaporates. Proposed Project pumping would occur
from the wellfield located in the Fenner Gap area at the downgradient end of the Fenner
Watershed (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, Figures 3-1 and 3-2). This location
allows for the recovery of groundwater that is flowing downgradient from the mountains through
the Fenner Gap, as well as groundwater that has already flowed past the Gap and is now flowing
downgradient from the Gap towards the Dry Lakes. The pumping rate is based on the strategic
drawdown of groundwater levels needed to recover both the groundwater flowing towards the
wellfield and the groundwater that has already moved past the wellfield towards the Dry Lakes
(Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-5). As a secondary benefit,
the drawdown would facilitate storage capacity that could be utilized for the Phase 2, Imported
Water Storage Component of the Project, if later approved and implemented.
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As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, based on the INFIL3.0 model, the long-term average annual recharge
supplying the Fenner and northern Bristol valley area is estimated to average approximately
32,000 AFY. In addition to this amount, the Project would pump an average of 18,000 AFY of
existing stored groundwater to strategically create and maintain a groundwater trough that would
ensure that groundwater flowing from the Fenner Valley would be drawn to the wellfield (before
it reaches the Dry Lakes) so that the Project could recover the long-term sustainable yield of the
aquifers. As noted above, this is integral to the Project objective to maximize beneficial use of
groundwater in the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Valleys by conserving and using fresh groundwater
that would otherwise be lost to evaporation. This pumping in excess of long-term recharge is
necessary to recover the fresh groundwater south and west of the wellfield before it flows to the
Dry Lakes and evaporates.
The volume of groundwater to be pumped is an amount that would result in greater savings of
fresh groundwater than if the exact amount of recharge (32,000 AFY) were extracted. This
volume is based on the results of the three-dimensional, density-dependant groundwater flow and
transport model that simulates groundwater flow in the Project area (including the Fenner and
Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds, as well as the northern portions of the Cadiz and Bristol
Watersheds). Various groundwater-level response model scenarios were prepared to estimate the
rate of groundwater that would need to be pumped in order to draw groundwater away from its
path to the Dry Lakes. The variables include three different recharge rates and two different
wellfield arrangements. The two configurations were used to help develop and analyze
operational scenarios which took into account both transmissivity and recharge. The model
parameters and results were peer reviewed by the Groundwater Stewardship Committee (GSC)
(see the GSC Final Report in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, SubAppendix A Groundwater Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of Findings and
Recommendations).
The results indicated that an average annual pumping rate of 50,000 AFY would be an efficient
pumping volume to reverse the groundwater flow south of the Fenner Gap, thus creating an
effective groundwater hydraulic control mechanism that alters the gradient so that the flow of
groundwater changes direction from flowing toward the Dry Lakes to flowing toward the
wellfield and allows for the conservation of fresh groundwater (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-5). Draft EIR Table 4.9-11, p. 4.9-72 tabulates the volumes
of groundwater that would be recovered under the three scenarios. Draft EIR Figures 4.9-11a and
4.9-11b illustrate this concept. Based on the Project scenario modeling results, within 67 years
after pumping ceases, the groundwater storage levels are anticipated to fully recover to preProject conditions.
Supplemental groundwater modeling also showed that pumping at higher rates during the initial
period of Project operations would save even larger amounts of water for beneficial use and
would allow for hydraulic control earlier in the life of the Project (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-72 to 4.9-73 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2
Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required, pp. 7-11). Pumping at a rate of 75,000 AFY
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during the first 25 years and 25,000 AFY during the second 25 years would reduce evaporative
losses by approximately an additional 130,000 AF over the 50-year term of the Project (Draft EIR
Vol.4, Appendix H2 Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required). This analysis shows that
pumping above natural recharge rates increases the conservation of water that would otherwise
evaporate, resulting in reduced overall losses from the groundwater basin compared to a natural
recharge only scenario. Pumping at higher rates early in the Project captures more water in transit
to the Dry Lakes and reduces evaporative losses.

Long Term Impacts (Modeling beyond 100 Years)
Commenters have expressed concern regarding the long-term impacts of the groundwater
drawdown proposed by the Project, whether the recovery of the basin has been realistically
evaluated and if impacts would continue beyond the modeling period of 100 years.
The Project would extract groundwater across a limited area and for a limited period of time. This
is the customary and routine effect from groundwater pumping. As noted above, the Project
purposely and strategically lowers the water level to change the direction of flow of underground
water to intercept natural recharge and prevent groundwater already in storage from continuing
towards the saline brine zone and ultimately evaporating at the Dry Lakes. Groundwater
withdrawn as part of the Project will be replaced by precipitation and natural recharge. Once the
Project term concludes and pumping stops, over time, water levels eventually will return to their
current levels (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-72).
Accordingly, there would be no significant adverse long term effect to the basin as a result of the
drawdown because the water table would fully recover after pumping stops. The 100 year
modeling period covers the period during which any potential adverse effects of pumping would
be the greatest. After 100 years, as discussed below, any continuing effects would be reduced and
diminishing.
The Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Figures
64 to 71 reflect the results of the modeling conducted to examine potential impacts to the basin.
The figures show that after the 50 years of pumping, the anticipated cones of depression decrease
dramatically and, by year 100, groundwater levels have nearly recovered to pre-Project levels.
Once the extraction of groundwater ceases at Project Year 50, groundwater levels would begin to
rise in response to the uninterrupted flow of groundwater from the upgradient areas, filling in the
cone of depression (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Table 2). The water table would return to the pre-pumping levels with most of the
recovery occurring near the wellfield within the first few years, as shown by the steeper
hydrograph curves in Figures 70 and 71. The figures illustrate conditions through Year 100
because, with no additional pumping, groundwater levels would be nearly back to pre-Project
levels after 100 years. Even under the worst case sensitivity scenario (5,000 AFY of recharge)
groundwater levels would be recovering at Year 100 and any potential effects would be steadily
diminishing. The modeling does quantify the anticipated number of years after the cessation of
pumping when the groundwater levels are expected to fully recover to pre-Project levels. Full
recovery for the Project Scenario is expected to occur 67 years after pumping stops, which is 17
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years beyond the 100 year modeling period or Year 117 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-71).

Salt Production Operations
Commenters have expressed concern regarding the impacts of the groundwater drawdown on the
salt production operations, particularly to their ability to initially access saline water by
excavating trenches and to use saline wells to pump more saline water into those trenches.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-71
acknowledges that the drawdown of groundwater would potentially result in physical impacts that
could affect the economics of salt production operations in two ways.
The first step in salt production at the Dry Lakes is to excavate trenches to access shallow saline
water. The water then evaporates, concentrating salts. The first potential impact of the Project is
that the drawdown of groundwater could interfere with or eliminate trenching as the initial step in
accessing the saline water if the groundwater flowing from the areas to the west, south, and east is
insufficient to maintain shallow water levels. Instead, salt production operations could be required
to fill the trenches with saline water pumped from nearby saline wells, resulting in an added cost
to the operations.
The second potential impact of the Project, although not predicted by the aquifer model, is that
the drawdown of groundwater could result in the water levels falling to below the pump intakes in
the saline production wells. This lowering of the water levels could in turn require that either the
pumps be lowered in the affected well or that the well be replaced with a deeper well, both
resulting in an added cost to the operations.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, “economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as
significant effects on the environment.”1 Neither the potential reduction in shallow saline water
for the trenching process nor the lowering of water levels in saline production wells will result in
significant impacts on the environment. Instead they are physical effects that may increase costs
for salt production at the Dry Lakes, an economic impact for which CEQA does not require
mitigation.
However, to address the neighboring salt production companies’ concerns and pursuant to the
County’s Groundwater Management Ordinance, the Updated GMMMP would require that
monitoring measures be implemented to track water levels to identify whether water levels are
approaching the well pump intakes (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.9 and 5.10), and that corrective measures be taken in the event that the salt
production operations are impacted by either of the potential impacts described above (Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 6.2 and 6.5). These measures specifically
require the Project proponent to bear all additional costs to the salt production operations that are
attributable to the Project. Therefore, the salt production operations would be able to continue
operations with no added costs to the operators.
1

CEQA Guideline § 15131.
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Brine Migration and Third Party Wells
Commenters have expressed concern regarding the impacts of the migration of the salinefreshwater interface such that freshwater wells might become saline.
For purposes of the Proposed Project, Brine migration is the movement of salty/high total
dissolved solids (TDS) in the groundwater from beneath the Dry Lakes towards the fresh
groundwater located beneath the wellfield. This has the potential to impact the quality of
groundwater at the edges of the Dry Lakes by increasing the concentration of TDS above potable
or agricultural use standards. The saline/fresh water interface (the location where the saline water
meets the fresh water) is defined as the area where the measured TDS concentration exceeds
1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l), the Upper Limit Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level
(MCL), or secondary drinking water standards.
Few if any existing groundwater wells could be affected by any migration of saline water toward
the wellfield. The land in these areas is undeveloped open space on the edges of the playa,
presenting few opportunities for future development of any kind. Historical and current
groundwater use is described in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1 Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-24 to 4.9-28). Based on a review of state records concerning significant
groundwater users in the area, the largest groundwater users in the region are Cadiz Inc.
(agricultural operations) and Tetra Technologies (salt production operation using both saline and
fresh water). Other smaller volume users include National Chloride Company and Salt Products
Company (salt production operations at Cadiz and Danby Dry Lakes), the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railroad (BNSF), and the few residents in and around the communities of Amboy,
Chambless, Essex, and Goffs (however, no public records were located reporting annual use by
any residents of these communities). According to a report prepared in 1964 by Southern
California Edison, historical pumping in the Fenner and Cadiz Valleys from 1910 to 1964
averaged approximately 265 AFY. In a 1984 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Water Resources
Investigation Report, groundwater pumping in the Fenner Valley between 1954 and 1981
averaged approximately 7 to 8 AFY. Neither of these reports took into account Cadiz Inc.
agricultural operations. Since 1986, Cadiz Inc. agricultural use made up the majority of
groundwater use, decreasing from about 5,400 AFY in 1986 to currently about 1,900 AFY. Tetra
Technologies reported an average use of approximately 500 AFY with a high of 574 AFY in
1996. While not reported, National Chloride Company’s use is expected to be less than Tetra
Technologies due to the smaller size of their operation and the fact that California laws require
that all groundwater use over 25 AFY be reported (no reports for National Chloride were found).
The individual residences’ use would be minimal as domestic per person use ranges from 100 to
255 gallons a day2 or up to approximately 1 AFY (1 AFY equals approximately 326,000 gallons
per year). BNSF may occasionally use groundwater from their wells for railroad operations but
the volume of water required would be no more than what is needed for the ARZC (10- 100
AFY). Accordingly, annual water use in this area in 2010 from all sources other than Cadiz Inc.
was less than 2,000 AFY. This represents approximately 6 percent of the predicted average
annual natural recharge and 0.01 to 0.02 percent of the stored groundwater.
2

Department of Water Resources, 20X2020 Water Conservation Plan, February 2010, p. x to xi.
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As shown on Figures 4.9-7, 4.9-8, and 4.9-9 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-50, 4.9-51, and 4.9-52 respectively), the saline-fresh water interface is
expected to migrate towards the Cadiz Inc. agricultural operations under all three of the modeled
recharge scenarios and both wellfield configurations. However, the model-predicted aquifer
response indicates that the interface will not reach the Project pumping wells under any scenario,
with the closest approach of over two miles away. In addition, apart from salt mining wells that
utilize non-potable water, there are no known freshwater wells used by third parties for potable
uses in the area between the saline water beneath the Dry Lakes and the Cadiz Inc. agricultural
operations.
The potential saline-freshwater interface migration distance under the 32,000 AFY recharge
scenario is greater than with the 16,000 and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios. Although it may seem
counter-intuitive, because lower transmissivity values in the deeper underlying soil formations,
which are due to the additional consolidation from the overlying sediments, were assumed,the
recharge rate estimates are lower (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality,
p. 4.9-49). These tighter soils slow flow rates in the deeper aquifer materials and therefore also
slow migration of the saline interface line (where the saline water meets freshwater). In other
words, more water is pulled from around the wellfield and less is pulled back from the Dry Lakes.
Similarly, the smaller 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios require lower tranmissivity
(hydraulic conductivity) values to calibrate the model. The smaller hydraulic conductivity values
would result in smaller cones of influence and seepage velocities. As a result, the interface
migration under the 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios is less than the interface
migration under the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario.
As set forth in the Draft EIR, the Project would result in less than significant impacts with
mitigation related to brine migration. Further as described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 5.2 through 5.5), measures (including “cluster
wells”) will be implemented to monitor the freshwater-saline water interface migration and
provide an “early warning” to avoid any potential adverse effects to the beneficial use of the
freshwater aquifer by limiting migration to 6,000 feet. As described in the Updated GMMMP,
Section 6.4 and Figure 5-2, the “cluster wells” would be located between the Dry Lakes and the
wellfield on the freshwater side of the interface. If TDS concentrations reach 600 mg/l and
migration is expected to reach the 6,000 foot limit within 10 years, then extraction/injection wells
will be implemented to prevent migration beyond 6,000 feet or else Project pumping shall be
modified or curtailed. See Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and the Updated GMMMP and
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
Drawdown could also potentially impact third-party wells not used for salt production operations,
although none are known to exist in the area that is expected to be affected by the salinefreshwater migration. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure
4.9-5. While the modeling does not predict that water levels would drop sufficiently to impact
such wells, nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP and Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3 included in
Chapter 5 of this Final EIR provide for monitoring and for any third-party well owner within the
affected area to submit a written documented complaint to trigger review and enforcement of
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mitigation measures necessary to restore the beneficial use. Should such a third party be
identified, the Updated GMMMP provides that Project operators will mitigate Project impacts.

Land Subsidence
Commenters have expressed concern regarding the impacts of land subsidence caused by
groundwater drawdown on infrastructure such as the existing railroad tracks.
The potential for land subsidence is influenced by the magnitude of groundwater-level decline
and the thickness of the clay layers in the portion of the aquifer that becomes unsaturated as a
result of the pumping. As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, pp.
4.6-29 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Section 8.6, the model predicts that subsidence, if any, would occur gradually and be dispersed
laterally over a large area from the Fenner Gap to the Dry Lakes with less than significant effects.
The maximum potential subsidence would be expected to occur on the western portions of the
Cadiz Inc. agricultural operations and the Dry Lakes. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1, Section 8.6, the maximum potential land subsidence under all three scenarios
ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 feet, and the actual amount of subsidence could be much less.
Reduction in subsurface thickness could occur at the depths where groundwater is withdrawn,
well over 100 feet below the ground surface. The land subsidence could also result in some
permanent loss of aquifer storage, however, the relatively small amounts of potential land
subsidence (tenths to single inches, if any) relative to the overall aquifer thickness (on the order
of hundreds to thousands of feet) means that the loss in storage from subsidence would be a
fraction of the available storage and would be less than significant. In addition, the maximum
potential model-predicted subsidence rate would be two orders of magnitude below the maximum
tolerance level for railroad lines (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, p. 4.6-37).
Therefore, subsidence is considered a less than significant impact. The maximum tolerance rate
identified as the significance threshold is derived from Federal Railroad Administration Track
Safety Standards.3 These federal standards are established to ensure safe rail transportation and
also serve to protect other developments including pipelines and buildings. The model predicts
that any subsidence that may occur would be small changes in the slope over a broad area of land
and would not result in severe or sudden concentrated drops in the land surface that can damage
surface structures.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 provides “early warning” action criteria to ensure that potential
effects of land subsidence are investigated early and avoided. A network of extensometers, land
survey benchmarks would be installed to monitor subsidence in the area of the wellfield and near
the Dry Lakes and satellite data would be reviewed. Subsidence resulting from the Project is
predicted to occur slowly, at a rate of fractions of an inch per year, if at all. If subsidence occurs
at greater rates, corrective measures would be implemented to either arrest the rate of subsidence
or mitigate subsidence effects to surface resources. Subsidence potential exists when groundwater
levels drop, removing groundwater from tiny pore spaces in the geologic formations that become
susceptible to compression as water is removed. With cessation of pumping, groundwater
3

Code of Federal Regulations 49 Chapter 5, Section 213.
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elevations would be stabilized, the pore spaces would refill with water, no new material would be
exposed to compression, and subsidence would be arrested. Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the
GMMMP include measures, such as the installation of extensometers, to monitor land subsidence
trends and include corrective measures to be implemented in the unlikely event that the land
subsidence response is outside of the “early warning” action criteria. The monitoring measures
are described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7 Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Sections 5.6 and 5.7). The corrective measures to be implemented should subsidence exceed
action criteria are presented in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Section 6.3). Even though no significant impact is predicted, the Updated GMMMP
and Mitigation Measure GEO-1 provide for monitoring, action criteria, and corrective measures
that would address any potential impacts before they occur.

Carbonate Unit
Commenters have expressed concern that pumping from the carbonate unit in the Fenner Gap
might result in decreases in water levels within the carbonate unit elsewhere, such as the outcrops
of the carbonate unit in the mountains where the springs are located.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-22 to
4.9-24, the pumping wells will extract groundwater from both the alluvial and carbonate aquifer
units at the Fenner Gap. These units are in hydraulic continuity.
The site-specific geologic structural evaluation of the Fenner Gap reveals that the subsurface
bedrock units are extensively faulted, tilted, and folded (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix B Geologic Structural Evaluation of
the Fenner Gap Region). This has resulted in the extensive joint and fracture system that increases
secondary porosity4 for groundwater flow paths. This also means that individual geologic units
tend to be broken into smaller pieces and are not extensive for long distances. Because of this,
exposures of carbonate units in the higher elevations of the surrounding mountain ranges are not
directly connected to the carbonate units in the subsurface beneath the Fenner Gap (Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-59). Consequently, it is not possible
for pumping of the carbonate unit in the Fenner Gap to have any impact on carbonate unit
exposures at the surface in the mountains or anywhere else. The lack of hydraulic connection
between groundwater in the aquifer system in the valleys and the springs in the mountains is
discussed further in the Master Response 3.4 Springs.

4

A subsequent or separate porosity system in a rock, often enhancing overall porosity of a rock. This can be a result
of chemical leeching of minerals or the generation of a fracture system or both.
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3.4.1

Introduction

Overview
This master response addresses the issues commenters raised about springs in the Project area.
Commenters express concern that pumping of groundwater from the alluvial and carbonate
aquifer in the Fenner Valley at the Fenner Gap as proposed by the Project might impact springs in
the Project area.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.4.2

3.4.2

Springs

Springs

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters express concerns regarding the potential impact to springs throughout the Watershed
from the Project’s groundwater pumping, and the adequacy of evidence to conclude that springs
are not hydraulically connected to or fed by groundwater in the aquifer. Commenters express
concerns that visual monitoring of springs would only observe impacts after they have occurred,
and that a hydraulic connection (should one exist) could not be reestablished once broken.
Commenters also request that a study of springs within the Mojave National Preserve be a
component of any proposed monitoring and mitigation plan and that more springs over a broader
area be monitored as part of the plan.

Response
Potential Impacts to Springs
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Impact and Mitigation Analysis, pp. 4.9-59
to 4.9-61, natural springs within the Watershed were identified to evaluate their proximity to the
pumping wellfield. Figure 4.9-3 in the Draft EIR identifies the locations of known springs within
the Fenner Watershed. The Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep (Society) provided
additional details on locations of springs and guzzlers1 in the Project area. None are closer than
those originally evaluated in the initial studies. The Society regularly monitors over 70 watering
features used by the bighorn sheep in the eastern Mojave Desert. Some of these are naturally
occurring springs that historically sustained wildlife. However, some are also man-made guzzlers
established over the years by the California Department of Fish and Game to capture rain water
for year-round use and augment natural water resources and have become an essential resource
for bighorn sheep populations. These guzzlers do not rely on groundwater.

1

Guzzler is a term used to describe self-filling, constructed watering facilities that collect, store, and make water
available for wildlife.
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Natural Springs occur when precipitation directly infiltrates exposed fractured bedrock in the
mountainous terrain and is diverted back to land surface via a fault line or a fracture that
intersects the land surface. The flow to a spring represents an isolated flow path that is
independent of flow occurring below the spring at lower elevations. Water that does not achieve
an outlet at the spring travels downward to the alluvial aquifer system in the lower elevation
valley below.
The detailed evaluation of springs found no hydraulic connection between the springs and the
alluvial and carbonate aquifers in the groundwater basin (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-59). None of the springs are located in alluvial or carbonate
aquifers. The water that supplies these springs is not a part of the carbonate or alluvial aquifer
system from which Project wells would withdraw groundwater (Draft EIR Vol. 1, p. 4.9-60). All
of the known springs in the Fenner Watershed are located in bedrock in the higher elevations of
the mountain ranges and are fed by precipitation that infiltrates into fractured crystalline rocks
(such as igneous, volcanic, and metamorphic rocks) of the mountains and then resurfaces as
discharge creating the spring. Changes in the lower alluvial groundwater have no effect on the
crystalline hard rock formations at the higher elevations. Therefore, Project operations would not
impact springs, as discussed in more detail below.
This conclusion is based upon both field observations and modeling from the following sources:


Reviews and analysis of data compiled beginning in 1908, including United States
Geological Survey (USGS) reports;



Prior and current field investigations of springs in the Watershed, where available;



GIS Mapping of individual springs in the higher elevations of the mountains, (see Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix A, Figure 2-15); and



Groundwater modeling of hypothetical connectivity between the springs and alluvial
aquifer.

Documentation of area springs has been performed by several sources, including the USGS,
which conducted several surveys of area springs starting in 1908, and the current inspection of
springs documented in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs and Appendix
H4 Springs Fieldwork. Some of the springs in the area are naturally occurring while others,
including Bonanza Spring, are manmade or enhanced by man’s activities (local railroad and
mining operations) beginning in the early part of the century.
As stated above, all of the known springs in the Fenner Watershed discharge from crystalline
rocks in the higher elevations of the mountain ranges at elevations well above the deep regional
groundwater in the alluvial and carbonate aquifers, which are located in the valley and at lower
elevations of the Watershed (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality,
Figure 4.9-3, p. 4.9-20). For example, the elevation of Bonanza Spring (Figure 4.9-3 [directly
above the ALT 66 marker]), the spring closest to the proposed pumping wellfield at 11 miles to
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the north, is at approximately 2,100 feet National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) while the
adjacent Fenner Valley floor is approximately 1,350 feet NGVD (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-19). The elevation of the top of the water table in the
alluvium in the adjacent Fenner Valley floor is even lower and therefore separated from the
spring discharge elevation by approximately 1,000 vertical feet (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-6 [groundwater elevation contours]). Spring
discharge to the bedrock surface is used by wildlife, plants, or evaporates. Only excess flow
(beyond the capacity of the spring) can eventually recharge the groundwater.
In other words, the springs do not rely on any water from the alluvial or carbonate aquifers to
remain wet and are not affected by changes in the groundwater table. Instead, as discussed in
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs, various studies indicate that the springs are
fed by precipitation falling at higher elevations. As a result, pumping at lower elevations would
not affect springs. Any changes in the flow of springs over the life of the Project would be the
result of climatic conditions such as changes in local rainfall that are unrelated to Project
operation.
From a hydrologic standpoint, bedrock springs occur when groundwater flows by gravity along a
fault line or a fracture zone that either (1) directly extends to the surface (at a lower elevation) or
(2) is impeded by a change in the migration pathway along this fault zone or fracture zone and is
forced to the surface. The water that flows to the surface forms a spring. Springs in the Project
area are all within crystalline bedrock, independent of the alluvial aquifer at lower elevations.
Water that does not achieve an outlet as the spring travels underground downward to the alluvial
aquifer system. The difference in elevations between water levels at the springs in the crystalline
bedrock and at the wellfield within the alluvium demonstrates the independence of the two water
bodies. The lower alluvial groundwater cannot pressurize these higher springs because the
groundwater cannot flow uphill against the pull of gravity without any pressure to overcome that
gravity. In the Project’s watershed system, water that has made it into storage in the alluvial
aquifers is at depths of up to hundreds of feet below the ground surface and only achieves an
outlet at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, where the depth to groundwater becomes shallow and
discharges by evaporation. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p.
4.9-59, and Appendices H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
Recovery and Storage Operations on Springs and H4 Springs Fieldwork.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-23 states that the full
extent of the carbonate aquifer, as identified in the Fenner Gap, is unknown. However, the field
mapping and subsurface geophysical data indicates that the carbonate rocks are not uniformly
present throughout the Watershed due to faulting, folding, and erosion. The extent of the
carbonate unit is discussed further in Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
Based on geologic data, the carbonate aquifer that underlies a portion of the alluvial aquifer is
limited to the vicinity of the Fenner Gap. In other words, the fractured carbonate aquifer that runs
parallel to the Fenner Gap is unconnected to the higher elevation mountain bedrock that forms the
springs.
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As discussed above and in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality,
pp. 4.9-19 and 4.9-59 to 4.9-61, the physical evidence indicates that the groundwater in the
alluvial and carbonate aquifers is not hydraulically connected to the springs within the
Watersheds and thus, pumping of groundwater under the proposed Project would not affect these
springs. Key evidence for this conclusion is as follows:


The closest springs in the area are more than 10 miles upgradient from the Project area
and in different geological formations than the Project wells.



Springs at the surface that are known to support wildlife do not depend on the regional
groundwater system; they are fed from precipitation that occurs in the highest elevations
of the surrounding mountains of the Watershed.



The springs cannot pull water against gravity to the surface from the groundwater basin
many hundreds of feet below ground. Some of the precipitation that makes it into the
deeper soil/rock column in the higher elevations resurfaces as springs in the mountains
and the rest of the water percolates by gravity drainage downward to the regional
groundwater system. The groundwater remaining in the system continues to migrate
downhill, enters the subsurface aquifer system, eventually migrates to the Dry Lakes
becoming saline, and ultimately evaporates, resulting in a loss of the beneficial use of
water.

Nonetheless, even though the historical data and field observations show no hydraulic connection,
in order to address concerns and to conservatively analyze any potential impacts, some
connectivity was assumed to exist between the groundwater feeding the springs and groundwater
in the alluvial aquifer for hypothetical modeling (see the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3
Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Operations on Springs, p. 12, Concept 2). The modeling findings showed, as a result of this
hypothetical assumption, that any impact would be less than significant due to the distance
between drawdown in the aquifer and mountain springs, the significant difference in elevation,
and the inability of water to pass through fractured bedrock.

Monitoring Network
In addition to the mitigation measures recommended in the Draft EIR to ensure that impacts
related to the Project are less than significant, the Project would also be subject to a Groundwater
Management Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) to be approved by San Bernardino
County (County) pursuant to its Desert Groundwater Ordinance. The Groundwater Stewardship
Committee (GSC) recommended that Project design features be included in the GMMMP; the
design features have been included in the Updated GMMMP to protect critical resources in the
Watershed (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1Updated GMMMP and Sub-Appendix A
Groundwater Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of Findings and Recommendations).
The design features include the monitoring of springs within the Watershed. The spring
monitoring features are not required by CEQA as measures to mitigate significant impacts, but
rather will be implemented to satisfy the requirements of the Desert Groundwater Ordinance and
the May 11, 2012 Memorandum of Understanding approved by Santa Margarita Water District
(SMWD), Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), and the County.
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The monitoring called for in the Updated GMMMP consists of the periodic visual, non-invasive
monitoring of spring flows from Bonanza Spring, Whiskey Spring, and Vontrigger Spring, as
shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-1, p. 4.9-20.
Bonanza Spring is considered an “indicator spring” because it is in closest proximity to the Project
wellfield (approximately 11 miles from the center of the Fenner Gap). Therefore, were any of the
springs within the Fenner Watershed to be affected, the first one to be affected by the Project
operations would be Bonanza Spring (though this is not expected as previously explained). The
Whisky and Vontrigger Springs, located far beyond the Project’s projected effects on groundwater
levels in the alluvial aquifers, would also be monitored to compare variations in spring flow from
those springs to variations in spring flow from the Bonanza Spring. This comparison would assist in
documenting the cause of any material reduction of flow at the Bonanza Spring such as reductions
attributable to regional climate conditions.
The monitoring measures to be implemented for springs and the evaluation of that monitoring
data fulfill the commenters’ request for monitoring of springs. The Updated GMMMP also
explains why the number and location of springs to be monitored were chosen.
Some commenters recommended the inclusion of additional unspecified springs in the monitoring
network, such as springs located in the Mojave National Preserve. Whiskey and Vontrigger
Springs are located within the Mojave National Preserve and are the closest to the wellfield.
Other springs within the Preserve are located farther away than Bonanza, Whiskey, and
Vontrigger Springs and would not provide as early a warning of changes to springs, regardless of
the potential cause (Project pumping or climate conditions). Consequently, springs located even
farther away would be less effective as monitoring locations. Furthermore, it is not possible for
springs located outside of the Fenner, Orange Blossom Wash, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds to
be affected by the Project because these watersheds form a closed drainage basin, preventing
water flow across that boundary. Finally, the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Figures 64 through 69 show the maximum extent of modelpredicted groundwater drawdown. Springs located outside of this limited footprint could not be
affected by the Project pumping. Consequently, the monitoring of springs outside this footprint
would not provide data relevant to this Project.
Notwithstanding the lack of a hydraulic connection between the alluvial and carbonate aquifers
serving the Project and springs, the Updated GMMMP includes a springs management feature.
See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1, Updated GMMMP, Chapter 6, Section 6.7. Flow levels will
be monitored at Bonanza Spring and if average annual or seasonal flow drops below baseline
flow conditions, the cause of the reduction will be assessed and, if attributable to the Project,
corrective measures implemented to re-establish baseline flows. The Updated GMMMP also
includes a groundwater “floor” (initial maximum 80 feet of drawdown in the wellfield area) that
will provide the County the opportunity to evaluate effects of Project drawdown (including
effects on springs, should there be any) and potentially require the modification or suspension of
Project operations to protect these resources. The “floor” is within the model-predicted drawdown
under the Project Scenario (based on 32,000 AFY of recharge) (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
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4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-12) and, therefore, provides an additional early
warning management feature.
Because the EIR found that the physical evidence indicates that the groundwater in the alluvial
and carbonate aquifers is not hydraulically connected to the springs within the Watersheds and
thus, pumping of groundwater under the proposed Project would not affect these springs (Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-19 and 4.9-59 to 4.9-61) no
mitigation measures are required under CEQA with regard to springs. As such the Updated
GMMMP management features concerning springs are not included as mitigation measures, and
are not included in the Project’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
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3.5 Master Response on Potential for Generation of
Dry Lake Dust
3.5.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses the issues commenters raised about the potential for dust
generation on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The response includes an overview of the proposed
Project’s potential to change the existing dust generation conditions at the Dry Lakes and
potentially impact air quality. A comparison of Owens Lake to the proposed Project is also
discussed.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.5.2
3.5.3

Dry Lake Dust Generation Potential and Impacts to Air Quality
Dust Generation Comparison to Owens Lake

3.5.2 Dry Lake Dust Generation Potential and Impacts to Air
Quality
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters request an expanded discussion of the relationship between groundwater drawdown
at Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and the potential to create additional dust and impact air quality.
Commenters also request more information about how the reduction of evaporation could
impact the production of airborne dust. In addition, commenters express concern that the area
could be affected the way Owens Valley was when water was diverted from Owens Lake.

Response
As described in the Draft EIR, the natural salts at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes form crusts as
they dry out that are resistant to wind erosion. This crusty soil does not rely on groundwater to
maintain its integrity but, rather, the sodium chloride and calcium chloride that make up the soils
tend to bind into a hard crusty surface material that is generally resistant to wind erosion. The
chemistry at the Dry Lakes is so saline that it supports active salt production operations.
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes are not and have never been perennial surface water lakes. These dry
lakes do not collect standing water year-round. Instead the surface of the Dry Lakes is usually dry
throughout the year and forms into a salt crust that is occasionally wetted by precipitation and
runon. When there is standing water at the surface, it most frequently occurs after storms. In
portions of the Dry Lakes where depth to groundwater is 8 to 12 feet below the surface, capillary
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action can bring moisture to the surface but the Dry Lakes are not an outlet for groundwater
except by evaporation. No part of the proposed Project would collect or interfere with periodic
surface water on the Dry Lakes. Neither would it interfere with surface water anywhere else in
the Watersheds or change the current surface water conditions (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.3.4 Air Quality, pp. 4.3-15 to 4.3-16; Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15
to 4.9-18; and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water
Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas).

Relationship of Surface Water and Groundwater to Potential Dust Generation
Commenters expressed concern about how potential changes to surface water and groundwater at
the Dry Lakes might increase the generation of dust. Direct precipitation and surface water runon
does temporarily collect on the Dry Lake surfaces for short periods of time after rain events.
However, as mentioned above, the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes have never been surface water
lakes. Any standing water originates from storms and runon, not from the groundwater. In
addition, the proposed Project does not include any elements that would collect or interfere with
periodic surface water on the Dry Lakes or with surface water anywhere else in the Watersheds.
The Project would only extract the groundwater flowing through the Fenner Gap before it
migrates to the area beneath the Dry Lakes, becomes highly saline, and evaporates. The nature of
the salt crust and the relationships of sources of water to the crust are summarized below.
As described in the Draft EIR, sampling conducted for the dust investigation revealed that the
surface crust salts that bind the surface sediments have a unique chemistry and are predominantly
composed of sodium, calcium, and chloride (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3.4 Air Quality,
pp. 4.3-15 to 4.3-16; Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15
to 4.9-18; and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water
Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas). The presence of calcium chloride mining operations on both
Dry Lakes supports this finding. There are very low quantities of the sodium salts of carbonate,
bicarbonate, and sulfate, surface sediments that are known to cause severe fugitive dust storms on
the Owens Lake playa.
The dominance of chloride at the Bristol and Cadiz playas results in salts that produce salt
efflorescence, which more efficiently retains water and maintains the surface crust. During the
field investigation, crusty wind resistant soils were observed at the eastern portion of Bristol Dry
Lake where groundwater is deep below the surface. While the groundwater comes within 8 to 12
feet below the surface at the center of the Dry Lakes, the depth to groundwater becomes greater
moving further out from center. Based on field observations, the eastern portion of the Bristol
Dry Lake retains a crusty, wind resistant surface where the depth to groundwater exceeds 65 feet
(see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3.4 Air Quality, p. 4.3-15). Accordingly, even where the depth
of groundwater is too deep to provide water to the surface by capillary action, the salt crust is
being maintained. This supports the conclusion that the salt crust is maintained solely by
rewetting from annual rainfall and surface sheet flow from surrounding areas. The Project
elements would not interfere with the conditions maintaining the crust and would create no more
dust than already exists at the Dry Lakes.
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Existing Dust Generation Conditions
As discussed in the dust study conducted at the Dry Lakes (Draft EIR Vol. 3/Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas
[reflecting non-substantive clerical changes]), the playa area around Bristol Dry Lake currently
produces fugitive dust due to erosion by sand grains driven by high winds across the playa
surface. The sand available on the playa margin is responsible for the magnitude of the dust
release. Changes in groundwater levels would have no impact upon the existing conditions. Soils
in these marginal areas exhibit higher salt content than soils that dominate the broad alluvial
valleys of the Fenner Watershed, but the concentrations are not as high as the crusty soils on the
Dry Lakes themselves. As a result, less crusting is observed in these marginal areas, and only a
few salt-tolerant plants can survive to anchor soils in place (see below and see Master Response
3.6 Vegetation). As described in the Draft EIR, and mentioned above, salt-tolerant vegetation
is present generally only at the playa margins, consisting of four-wing saltbush, cattle
saltbush, and creosote bush. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality,
pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18, and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from
Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas. Since depth to groundwater at the edge of the
Dry Lakes is greater than 65 feet, increasing with distance from the center of the Dry Lakes, the
existing dust generation that is observed from the margins of the Dry Lakes is unaffected by
groundwater deep below the surface and would not be affected by changes in groundwater levels
from Project operations.

Dust Generation from Potential Loss of Vegetation
Margins of Dry Lakes

Commenters expressed concern that the withdrawal of groundwater might adversely impact
vegetation at the margins of the playas and that such loss would result in an increase in the
generation of dust. As described in the Draft EIR, the depth to groundwater measured in wells at
the margins of Bristol Playa was over 65 feet below ground surface in May of 2011. This depth is
well below the reach of the vegetation at the margin, which consists of four-wing saltbush, cattle
saltbush, and creosote bush. Of these, only the four-wing saltbush with average root lengths of
13 feet and maximum root length of 25 feet would have the potential to connect with relatively
shallow groundwater (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix F4 Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and
Potential Impacts from Groundwater Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, p. 1). However,
given that the depth to groundwater level at the plant-supporting edges of the Dry Lakes is not
shallower than 65 feet below the surface, there is at minimum a 40-foot gap between roots and
water. Accordingly, the four-wing saltbush does not use and is not dependent upon
groundwater at the Dry Lakes. The other plants are not phreatophytic (plants using
groundwater) and therefore also do not depend upon the groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes.
All of the vegetation at the Dry Lakes margin survives on surface water from precipitation and
runon. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18;
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4.3 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-49 to 4.4-50; Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix E2: Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas;
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and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix F4 Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from
Groundwater Pumping near Bristol and Cadiz Playas. See also Master Response 3.6 Vegetation.
Dry Lake Surfaces and Center

Very little plant life is found on the Dry Lake surfaces, except for small linear patches of
vegetation that exist due to leaking fresh water pipes supporting mining operations on Bristol Dry
Lake. Field and area investigations have confirmed that no vegetation survives in areas where the
water table approaches 15 feet below the surface due to the extreme salinity of the surface soils.
As a result, the proposed Project would have no impact on the existing vegetation and would not
result in any increase in dust resulting from vegetation loss. See Master Response 3.6
Vegetation.

Cost Analysis for Potential Dust Mitigation
Commenters expressed concern regarding the lack of a cost analysis for dust mitigation. As
discussed above, the proposed Project will not change the existing levels of dust in the Cadiz
Valley, and there will be no impact to air quality relative to changes in dust generation.
Consequently, there is no need to prepare a cost analysis for the mitigation of dust. Further,
though the analysis presented in the EIR demonstrates that the Project will not result in any
significant air quality impacts related to dust, the Project will be subject to a Groundwater
Management Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) to be reviewed by the County in its
capacity as a responsible agency. The provisions of the GMMMP concerning Dry Lake dust are
not required to mitigate significant impacts under CEQA, but rather intended to satisfy the
procedural framework of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) entered into by and
between Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD), Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water
Company (FVMWC), and the County on May of 2012. The Draft GMMMP has been updated in
the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. Dust monitoring is included in the
Updated GMMMP through the installation of four (4) nephelometers as well as soil sampling. An
air quality monitoring plan will be developed for the Project consistent with the conditions set
forth in the Updated GMMMP, Chapter 6, Section 6.8 to be reviewed and approved by the
County before the Project commences construction. If specified changes in particulate matter or
soil composition occur, action criteria would trigger corrective measures to mitigate any potential
adverse changes to air quality, including modifications to Project operations. See Final EIR Vol.
7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP Chapter 6, Section 6.8. The costs of monitoring and
corrective measures would be borne by the Project proponents. In addition, to reinforce
implementation of the Updated GMMMP, the monitoring and corrective actions for Dry Lake
dust are also included as Mitigation Measure AQ-5. See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP.
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3.5.3 Dust Generation Comparison to Owens Lake
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters requested an expanded discussion of the proposed Project’s potential to create dust
impacts like those experienced on the Owens Lake lakebed.

Response
Commenters expressed concern that the Project activities might cause an increase in dust
generation with impacts similar to those at Owens Lake. As discussed in the Final EIR, Vol.
7,Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz
Playas, Owens Lake is located about 200 miles north-northwest of the Project site. Prior to 1926,
it was a perennial surface water lake at the terminus of the Owens River that previously held
standing water and even occasionally overflowed to the south. During the late 1800’s and early
1900’s, the lake depth fluctuated between 7 and 15 meters and covered an area of about 280
square kilometers, depending on drought conditions and the volume of irrigation. Water was first
diverted from the Owens River to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) in
1913, and eventually Owens Lake was dry.
The resultant dry bed of Owens Lake produced enormous amounts of windblown dust due to the
desiccation of the lakebed. The lakebed was likely the largest single source of PM10 dust (aerosol
particles smaller than 10 microns in aerodynamic diameter) in the United States generating levels
that consistently exceeded federal health standards. In addition, the dust contained trace metals,
such as arsenic. Unlike the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lake Playas, the soils on the exposed Owens
Lake lakebed are dominated by carbonates, bicarbonates, and sulfates, which are extremely
vulnerable to wind erosion.
As described in the Draft EIR, the chemistry of soils and water at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
is very different than soils and water found at Owens Lake. For millions of years, evaporation of
water from the Dry Lakes has resulted in thick deposits of natural salts that are currently harvested
by salt production companies. The natural salts at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes form crusts as
they dry out that are resistant to wind erosion. This crusty soil does not rely on groundwater to
maintain its integrity, rather the sodium chloride and calcium chloride that make up the soils and
water tend to bind into a hard crusty surface material that is generally resistant to wind erosion. By
comparison, salt species at Owens Lake are compromised mostly of carbonates, bicarbonates, and
sulfates that tend to break apart when dried out, forming loose, fluffy soils that are easily lofted into
the air (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3.4 Air Quality, pp. 4.3-15 to 4.3-16; Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18; and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas).
This difference in soil composition is the result of two very different hydrological systems.
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes are not and have never been perennial surface water lakes as Owens
Lake once was. There are no historic records of year-round standing water at Bristol and Cadiz
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Dry Lakes, and the salt crust is not dependent upon depth to groundwater. The salt crust exists
where depth to groundwater is in excess of 65 feet. Given this depth, the salt crust surfaces of the
Dry Lakes depend solely on surface run on and direct rain for moisture. This is not the case with
Owens Lake where, within the last hundred years, human activities emptied the lake and
significantly altered historic conditions.
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3.6 Master Response on Vegetation Effects of
Drawdown
3.6.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses issues commenters raised regarding potential effects of
groundwater drawdown on vegetation (including phreatophytic plants) on Bristol and Cadiz
Playas as well as potential impacts of reduced evaporation on vegetation throughout the eastern
Mojave Desert.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.6.2

Impacts to Vegetation due to Groundwater Drawdown

3.6.2 Impacts to Vegetation due to Groundwater Drawdown
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters expressed concern that groundwater drawdown could impact vegetation, including
phreatophytic plants, within both the local and adjacent groundwater basins.

Response
Commenters expressed concern that the extraction of groundwater might lower the water
table such that vegetation would no longer be able to reach the groundwater, and animal life
dependent on that vegetation would be adversely affected within this or adjacent basins.

Potential for Impact to Vegetation and Wildlife in Adjacent Basins
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-1 to
4.9-2, the area where groundwater levels would be lowered is entirely within the closed
drainage basin consisting of the Fenner, Bristol, Orange Blossom Wash, and Cadiz
Watersheds. See also Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.9-1. Because
this is a closed drainage system, all precipitation that enters the closed basin stays within the
basin until it evapotranspires back to the atmosphere, infiltrates down to the aquifer system,
or evaporates from the Dry Lakes at the points where the groundwater is shallow.
Groundwater within the closed basin does not interact with neighboring basins. Surface water
and groundwater in this closed drainage system cannot pass back and forth between this basin
and any adjacent basins because the bedrock that forms the bowl of the basin is impermeable.
Therefore, the pumping of groundwater from this basin would not have any impact on
vegetation or wildlife in any adjacent basins.
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Further, even though the Project will not result in any significant Project impacts to vegetation
and wildlife in adjacent basins, the Project will be subject to a Groundwater Management
Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) pursuant to the San Bernardino County (County)
Desert Groundwater Ordinance, which will be approved by the County in its capacity as a
responsible agency. The provisions of the GMMMP are not required to mitigate any significant
Project impacts, but rather to avoid any doubt of significant impacts and satisfy the requirements
of the Desert Groundwater Ordinance and the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) approved
by Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD), Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company
(FVMWC), and the County in May of 2012. With regard to concerns regarding a possible
connection between the closed basin and neighboring basins, the GMMMP (attached as
Appendix B1 to this Final EIR in the revised version (Updated GMMMP)) includes two
monitoring wells that are located outside the Fenner, Bristol, Orange Blossom Wash, and
Cadiz Watersheds. One monitoring well would be located southeast of Cadiz Dry Lake near
the Danby Dry Lake, and the other would be located east of the Fenner Watershed in the
Piute Watershed. The Updated GMMMP establishes a monitoring and reporting protocol that
will provide data to be evaluated by the FVMWC and the County of San Bernardino. See the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

Potential for Impact to Vegetation within the Basin
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to
4.9-31, the depth to groundwater in the Fenner Valley ranges from 200 to 400 feet and in
Orange Blossom Wash ranges from 350 to 1,300 feet. Depth to groundwater flowing through
the Fenner Gap and into the playas rises gradually towards the Dry Lakes. Monitoring wells
sampled near the “RailCycle wells” shown on Figure 4.9-5 at the eastern edge of Bristol Dry
Lake showed depths of 93.40 and 85.05 feet below ground surface (bgs). The only area where
the depth to groundwater is less than 65 feet is at the Dry Lakes themselves. These depths in
the Watershed, Wash, and Playas are well below that of the root zone of the plants in the
Project area, which is a maximum of 25 feet (see discussion below). The central areas of the
Dry Lakes, where groundwater is at shallower depths, do not support any vegetation because
the soil is too saline, even for salt-tolerant plants. Moving outward from the centers of the
Dry Lakes, the salt levels in the soil decrease and, at the playa margins, salt-tolerant
vegetation is present. However, these plants do not use or rely on the groundwater, as
described below, because the root zone of these plants is still outside the reach of the
groundwater table in that area. Therefore, changes to the depths of groundwater will have no
impact on vegetation within the Basin. Please also see Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and
Dust regarding potential impacts to vegetation on the Dry Lakes.

Potential for Impact to Phreatophytic Vegetation
As described in the Draft EIR, and mentioned above, salt-tolerant vegetation is present at the
playa margins, consisting of four-wing saltbush, cattle saltbush, and creosote bush. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18; Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas;
and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix F4 Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from
Groundwater Pumping near Bristol and Cadiz Playas. Cattle saltbush and creosote bush are
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shallow-rooted plants and are not phreatophytes as they derive all of their water from rainfall
and surface water runon, not groundwater. The four-wing saltbush is a facultative
phreatophyte, a deeper-rooted plant that can benefit from but does not depend on
groundwater. Its roots extend an average of 13 feet below the ground surface and, in rare
instances, can grow to 25 feet. Given that the depth to groundwater level at the plantsupporting edges of the Dry Lakes playa is not less than 65 feet bgs, there is at minimum a
40-foot gap between roots and water. The four-wing saltbush does not use and is not
dependent upon groundwater at the Dry Lakes, meaning phreatophytic vegetation along the
margins of the playas is not using or dependent upon groundwater. Therefore, changes to the
depths of groundwater will have no impact on phreatophytic vegetation.
The Cadiz Dry Lake lacks any indication of vegetative cover except for Russian Thistle at the
north to northeast portion of the playa. Russian thistle is not a phreatophytic plant and, as
such, does not depend upon groundwater for its survival; rather it gets its water from surface
runon and precipitation.
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3.7 Master Response on Water Rights Law
3.7.1

Introduction

Overview
This master response responds to comments received on the Draft EIR concerning the water
rights that the Project will exercise and related legal matters. The response addresses applicable
groundwater law in California, including the Constitutional requirement of beneficial use and
overlying and appropriate rights; existing groundwater rights possessed by Cadiz Inc.; the right to
develop appropriative groundwater rights; the right to extract temporary surplus groundwater; and
comments pertaining to other legal users of the groundwater, “privatization” of groundwater, and
federal reserved water rights.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.7.2

3.7.2

Water Rights

Water Rights

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


What water rights will the Project exercise to extract groundwater from the aquifer?



Will the exercise of its rights conflict with the water rights possessed by others?



Will the Project take more water than Cadiz Inc. is entitled to take from the aquifer?



Does the proponent need agreements with neighboring properties to undertake the Project?



On what legal basis is the Project authorized to export groundwater outside of
San Bernardino County?



Will the Project result in an illegal “overdraft” or “mining” of the aquifer?



Will the Project interfere with federal reserved water rights?



Does the Project result in a “taking” of private property by others?



Would the Project interfere with the water rights of the brine miners on the Dry Lakes?



Would the Project “privatize” a public resource?

Commenters expressed CEQA-related and non-CEQA-related concerns about the Project
Proponents’ water rights in the Fenner Basin. This master response addresses both CEQA and
non-CEQA concerns in order to address comments as fully as possible even though concerns
about water rights pertain to legal issues, not environmental issues governed by CEQA. Some
commenters state that the Project Proponents do not have any right to the groundwater, some
commenters expressed concern regarding the nature and scope of the water rights and how the
rights of other landowners in the area would be affected, others were concerned that the
conveyance of water out of San Bernardino may raise legal issues, still others were concerned
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that the Project might overdraft the aquifer and that this, in turn, would violate the law. There was
also some concern among commenters that the Project could result in the privatization of a public
resource. Finally, several commenters expressed concern about the water rights of the salt mining
companies that are located on the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.
This response will first discuss applicable groundwater law, including appropriative and
overlying rights and the California constitutional mandate that water be put to beneficial use.
Next the response will address Cadiz Inc.’s water rights. Then, in response to commenters’ views
on overdraft, the response will address relevant legal terms that were used in the Draft EIR,
including the concepts of beneficial use and temporary surplus, as they relate to the Project.
Finally, the response will address concerns relating to the export of water out of the Watershed
area; why the Project will not harm other water users, including the salt miners; how the Project
will neither privatize nor interfere with the public’s interests in the groundwater; and federal
reserved water rights.

Response
Introduction
The Project’s proposed extraction and export of water from the Fenner and Orange Blossom
Wash Watersheds will be consistent with all applicable California water law. Cadiz Inc. presently
possesses and exercises overlying groundwater rights in conjunction with the 34,000 acres of land
that it owns and farms in the Fenner Gap area (the Property). As the Project develops, Cadiz Inc.
will forbear exercising these overlying groundwater rights and will develop appropriative rights
associated with the production and export of groundwater from the Property. The completion of
this appropriation is made possible by the concurrent forbearance of Cadiz Inc. The Project’s
appropriation of groundwater will be consistent with California law, and particularly the
California Constitution, which requires that available groundwater supplies be developed in a
sustainable manner for maximum beneficial use.

Groundwater Users in the Project Area of Effect
Existing users of groundwater in the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watershed are limited to private
wells serving local residential uses, some hard rock mining activities in the higher elevations,
some railroad wells along the BNSF, salt mining activities on the playas, and agriculture by Cadiz
Inc. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-5 of the Draft
EIR identifies known private wells in the entire Watershed. As noted on page 4.9-24, estimates
conducted of the historical uses of groundwater from the Watershed reported a total of an annual
average of 265 acre feet of water was pumped from 1910 to 1964. In recent years, Cadiz Inc. has
been the largest water user, using between 1,900 and 6,000 acre feet per year between 2002 and
2010. Salt mining operations including Tetra Technologies and National Chloride average an
estimated 500 acre-feet per year each as noted on page 4.9-28 of the Draft EIR. No other water
user has reported water use in excess of 25 acre feet per year in the Watershed. Residential uses
along the BNSF railroad (Cadiz, Goffs, and Essex) as well as private wells in the upper
Watershed use less than this amount. The proposed Project—as operated by the FVMWC and
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with implementation of the Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
(GMMMP) and proposed mitigation measures—would not reduce access to the groundwater
resources currently put to beneficial uses. Similarly, as noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5
Cumulative Impacts, pp. 5-35 to 5-36, no reasonably foreseeable future uses by overlying users
would be denied access to the groundwater resource.

Summary of Applicable Law
The Constitutional Requirement of Fullest Beneficial Use

The overarching principle applicable to water use in California is that all water supplies be put to
use to the fullest extent to which they are capable. This policy is set forth in the California
Constitution,1 state statute,2 and is routinely affirmed by the courts.3 Beneficial uses include
domestic, irrigation, industrial, municipal, recreational and environmental uses.4 California Water
Code section 106 provides a legislative declaration that domestic use is the highest use of water in
the State.
Overlying and Appropriative Rights

California allocates groundwater pursuant to a dual system of water rights in which (a) overlying
rights and (b) appropriative rights are both recognized.5 An "overlying right," which is analogous
to that of a riparian owner in a surface stream, is the right of an owner of land to take water from
the ground underneath his or her land for use on that land within the basin or watershed, and the
right is based on ownership of land and is appurtenant thereto.6 Overlying rights are generally
superior in right to appropriative rights.7
Appropriative rights are not dependent upon land ownership, but rather arise from the physical
extraction and export of groundwater for uses off of the overlying land. Three elements must exist
to constitute a valid groundwater appropriation: (1) intent to appropriate groundwater and apply it
to beneficial use, (2) due diligence in the development of infrastructure to extract the
groundwater, followed by actual extraction of groundwater, and (3) application of the
groundwater to beneficial use within a reasonable time.8
Although appropriative rights are junior in priority to overlying rights, groundwater may be
extracted for off-site appropriative uses so long as there is available groundwater supply that is
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

Article X, section 2 of the California Constitution requires that:
[T]he water resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of which they are
capable, and that the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of use of water be
prevented, and that the conservation of such waters is to be exercised with a view to the
reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the interest of the people and for the public welfare.
Wat. Code, § 100.
See, e.g., Tulare Irrigation Dist. v. Lindsay-Strathmore Irrigation Dist. (1935) 3 Cal.2d 489, 523; Central and West
Basin Water Replenishment Dist. v. Southern California Water Co. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 891, 904-905; People
ex rel. State Water Resources Control Board v. Forni (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d 743, 749-750.
Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 659 et seq.
City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency (2000) 23 Cal.4th 1224, 1240-1241 (discussing overlying, appropriative,
and prescriptive groundwater rights).
City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra (1949) 33 Cal.2d 908, 925.
Id. at 926; City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th at 1253.
Turlock Irrigation Dist. v. Zanker (2006) 140 Cal.App.4th 1047, 1054.
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surplus to the present cumulative needs of overlying owners.9 Priority between appropriative
users is predicated on the rule of first-in-time being first-in-right.10
Modern appropriations of surface water and certain groundwater supplies (those that extract
groundwater flowing in a “subterranean stream”) are subject to the permitting authority of the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).11 By contrast, the SWRCB does not possess
permitting jurisdiction over extractions of percolating groundwater,12 which is the type of
groundwater that will be extracted by the Project.
As discussed below, the Cadiz Inc. property possesses overlying rights and is entitled to develop
appropriative groundwater rights associated with the Project’s extraction and export of
groundwater from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds.

Existing Groundwater Rights Possessed by Cadiz Inc.
Cadiz Inc. owns 34,000 acres located at the confluence of the Fenner and Orange Blossom
Watersheds, as shown on Figure 4.9-1 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, and has maintained agricultural operations at this property since the early 1980s. Cadiz Inc.
presently irrigates up to 1,600 acres of crops on the property with groundwater extracted from wells
located in and southwest of the Fenner Gap. The Property is benefited by an existing permit issued
by the County of San Bernardino to extract groundwater from the underlying aquifer for irrigation
of up to 9,600 acres (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-1). If permanent crops
(e.g., trees, vines) were further developed and irrigated on these 9,600 acres (e.g., date palms,
lemons, vineyard), the irrigation requirement would exceed the 30,000 AFY that is currently
permitted.
Cadiz Inc. presently extracts groundwater from the Property for its existing agricultural operation
pursuant to the Property’s appurtenant overlying groundwater rights. As the Project develops,
Cadiz Inc. will forebear from exercising some of its overlying groundwater rights,
commensurately fallowing irrigated acreage. As the Project ramps up, Cadiz Inc. will lessen its
water use for agriculture on its property and ultimately forebear from this use until the Project
term expires. As explained below, Cadiz Inc. is legally entitled to complete such appropriation of
groundwater to support the Project.

9

See City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199, 285-286; City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th
at 1241, citing California Water Service Co. v. Edward Sidebotham & Son (1964) 224 Cal.App.2d 715, 725-726.
10 See City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 285.
11 See Wat. Code, § 1200 et seq.
12 See Wright v. Goleta Water District (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 74.
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Right to Develop Appropriative Groundwater Rights and Rights to Extract “Surplus”
Groundwater to Maximize the Reasonable Beneficial Use of Groundwater Resources

The California Constitution Requires Maximum Reasonable and Beneficial Use of
Available Groundwater. Article X, section 2 of the California Constitution mandates that “the
water resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of which they are
capable.”13 Applied to the management of groundwater, California courts have emphasized the
importance of using groundwater supplies responsibly to avoid long-term deleterious impacts to
the renewable resource.14 Therefore, when called to adjudicate competing groundwater rights
claims, courts typically limit extractions from a groundwater basin to no more than the safe or
perennial yield, which courts define as "the maximum quantity of water which can be withdrawn
annually from a ground water supply under a given set of conditions without causing an
undesirable result.”15 The phrase "undesirable result" refers to a gradual lowering of groundwater
levels which eventually causes some adverse impacts such as salt water intrusion, water quality
degradation, or land subsidence.16 Groundwater overdraft does not commence until and unless the
safe yield is exceeded.
Extraction of Temporary Surplus. Consistent with the State policy to foster maximum
beneficial use of water, it is appropriate to adopt groundwater management strategies to increase
groundwater yield where such strategies do not cause long-term adverse impacts to the aquifer, or
otherwise impair other water users or the environment.17 As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-62 and 4.9-63, one such management approach
condoned by courts is the deliberate extraction of groundwater temporarily in quantities in excess
of the amount of average replenishment for the purpose of lowering groundwater levels where
doing so will result in an avoidance of water waste.18 The additional groundwater that may be
extracted in order to manage the aquifer to increase its total yield and reduce waste is colloquially
referred to as a “temporary surplus.”19
A temporary surplus exists in the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub-basin. The Project’s withdrawal of
groundwater is intended to temporarily exceed the natural recharge for the intentional and
strategic purpose of lowering the water table in the wellfield. This will temporarily reverse the
present hydraulic gradient to intercept natural recharge as it migrates towards Cadiz. This will, in
turn, retrieve that portion of the groundwater that lies at elevations below the proposed wellfield
that would otherwise flow into the Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes, where it would be lost to
hypersalinity and evaporation (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality,
p. 4.9-5). Because of the Project, this water that would otherwise be wasted will be extracted for
beneficial use.
13
14
15
16

Central and West Basin, 109 Cal.App.4th at 904.
City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th at 1240-1242.
City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 278, emphasis added.
City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 278, citing City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra (1949) 33 Cal.2d 908,
929.
17 See City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 280, 290.
18 City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199.
19 City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 280 (“[I]f a ground basin's lack of storage space will cause a limitation of
extractions to safe yield to result in a probable waste of water, the amount of water which if withdrawn would
create the storage space necessary to avoid the waste and not adversely affect the basin's safe yield is a temporary
surplus available for appropriation to beneficial use.”).
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Simply stated, the Project will reduce waste of groundwater by extracting a portion of the water
that otherwise would be lost to evaporation. The suppression of evaporative water losses is
routinely recognized as an activity consistent with the State policy to foster maximum beneficial
use of water and prevention of waste.20 At the end of the 50-year period of Project extraction, the
pumping would cease and the groundwater levels would recover from naturally occurring
replenishment (natural recharge). As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-61 to 4.9-63 and Volume 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, this temporary lowering of the groundwater table and reversal of
the present groundwater gradient is not anticipated to cause any unmitigable significant impact to
the groundwater supply available to neighboring landowners, any other groundwater users, or the
environment, nor cause any other “undesirable result.” Therefore, the extraction of the
“temporary surplus” is not only lawful, but encouraged by California’s policy to foster maximum
beneficial use of water and prevention of waste.21
The Export of Groundwater from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Watersheds Is Lawful

A few of the comments received concerning the Draft EIR question whether the Project is legally
entitled to extract groundwater from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Watersheds for export and
use outside of the Watersheds.
Such appropriation and export of groundwater is lawful for several reasons. First, as discussed
above, any user of groundwater is entitled to make an appropriative use of groundwater to support
uses off of the overlying parcel so long as there is groundwater supply available (including
temporary surplus) that is in excess of the present demands of the overlying landowners.22
Therefore, so long as the groundwater supply is not in a state of overdraft, additional groundwater
may be appropriated from the aquifer system, and no injunction may be obtained against such
appropriation.23 Moreover, no overdraft will result from the Project; draw down in the basin is not
equivalent to overdraft as some commenters mistakenly assume (see Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-74).
Second, state law does not impose any legal restriction on the location of use for the appropriated
water, nor does it afford any priority based upon location of use. Rather, as discussed above, state
policy encourages maximum beneficial use of water and favors domestic use as the highest
20 For example, the California State Water Resources Control Board routinely includes the suppression of evaporation

as a permit term to avoid waste. (See, e.g., In the Matter of Application 31212, State Water Resources Control
Board, Order WR 2008-0013-DWR (2008); In the Matter of License 7354, License 12624, and Permit 21809, State
Water Resources Control Board, Order WR 2008-0037-DWR (2008); In the Matter of Permit 16762, State Water
Resources Control Board, Order WR 2006-0017 (2006).) Another example is the Agricultural Water Suppliers
Efficient Water Management Practices Act, which defines “water conservation” to include the reduction of the
amount of water irretrievably lost to evaporation. (Wat. Code, § 10902(c).) Yet another example, is the CaliforniaNevada Interstate Compact, which apportions waters of the Lake Tahoe, Truckee River, Carson River, and Walker
River Basins between California and Nevada. Article XI of the compact provides that either state may increase the
yield to which it is entitled by undertaking projects that conserve water by suppressing evaporation.
21 See Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water Dist. (1967) 67 Cal.2d 132, 140 (explaining that the constitutional provision
cannot be applied in vacuo isolated from statewide considerations of transcendent importance, and that paramount
among these considerations is the ever increasing need for the conservation of water in California).
22 See City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199, 285-286; City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th
at 1241, citing California Water Service Co. v. Edward Sidebotham & Son (1964) 224 Cal.App.2d 715, 725-726.
23 See City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th at 1242; Tulare, supra, 3 Cal.2d at 524-525.
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priority use without regard to the specific location of use.24 The Project Participants will provide
water primarily for domestic use, and thus the Project’s use of water is entirely consistent with
state policy. Further, although the Project does not involve a transfer of water, California
encourages the free movement of water throughout the state.25 The history of California is replete
with examples of water that originates within one watershed being conveyed tens, even hundreds
of miles to its ultimate use. San Bernardino County already participates in the vast import/export
network through the Mojave Water Agency and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California.
The Project Will Not Harm Any Other Legal User of Water and Will Not Compromise the
“No Injury Rule”

The following analysis provides an assessment of California water law and is not intended to be a
CEQA analysis or evaluation of impact significance. It is provided here as context to the Project
Description.
Commenters have requested a clarification of water rights as they relate to the proposed Project.
The comments do not pertain to the CEQA analysis or to environmental impacts, but this
response has been provided for clarification as requested.
The Project will operate under a Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
(GMMMP), attached in its revised version (Updated GMMMP) in the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, which will ensure that the Project does not result in adverse
significant impacts to wells owned by neighboring landowners in the vicinity of the Project area,
nor those operated in conjunction with salt mining operations on the Bristol or Cadiz Dry Lakes.
Historical and current groundwater use is described in the Draft EIR, Vol. 1 Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-24 through 4.9-28 and in detail in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts. Project operations are consistent with the no injury rule – a
fundamental tenet of water rights law – which protects legal users of water from injury due to a
change in the place of use of a water right.26 The no injury rule only protects “legal users of
water” (i.e., only the other entities holding legally recognized water rights). Moreover, no
violation of the no injury rule occurs, and thus no injunction against a transfer of groundwater
may be had, unless the transfer will exceed the safe yield, and thus cause injury to other legal
users of water.27 Overlying owners have a limited right to maintenance of the water table at a
reasonable level to enable extraction of water without unreasonable expense.28 An overlying
owner cannot compel the maintenance of unreasonable or wasteful water levels (e.g., water levels
that do not reflect the state’s preference that all waters be used beneficially).29

24 Cal. Const., art. X, § 2; Wat. Code, § 106.
25 Wat. Code §§ 109; 475; see also Governor’s Commission to Review California Water Rights Law, Final (1978), at

pp. 62-63.

26 Revised SWRCB WR Order 99-012, p. 8 [Revised in part by SWRCB WR Order No. 2000-01]; see also Ramelli v.

Irish (1892) 96 Cal. 214, 217; Barton v. Riverside Water Co. (1909) 155 Cal. 509, 517.

27 See City of Pasadena, supra, 33 Cal.2d at 925-926; Tulare, supra, 3 Cal.2d at 524-525.
28 Allen v. California Water & Telephone Co. (1946) 29 Cal.2d 466.
29 Hillside Water Co. v. City of Los Angeles (1938) 10 Cal.2d 677 (an overlying landowner does not have an absolute

right to stable and level groundwater supplies).
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As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-47,
Table 4.9-6 and the Updated GMMMP, to avoid such potential injury to other users of water, the
groundwater monitoring network will include monitoring wells located in and around the
wellfield, near neighboring landholdings, in other basins, and on and adjacent to the Dry Lakes
(see Draft EIR, Table 4.9-6 and Updated GMMMP, Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Figures 5-1 and 5-2). Groundwater levels will be monitored on a monthly to semiannual basis during the pre-operational and operational periods, and water quality will be
monitored on a quarterly to annual basis during the pre-operational period and annually thereafter
during the operational period of the Project. See Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2.
The Updated GMMMP includes “action criteria,” which are physical observations that are
designed to warn of potential adverse impacts well in advance of an actual development of an
adverse impact to critical resources (including impacts to other water users) resulting from
Project operations. For example, third party well owners can participate in a monitoring program
that will trigger corrective action (e.g. provision of replacement water) if static groundwater
levels drop twenty feet or more due to Project operations. Third party well owners not
participating in the monitoring program can trigger corrective action by providing a written
complaint to the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC). See Updated GMMMP,
Section 6.2. The Draft EIR and the Updated GMMMP set forth several corrective actions that
will be implemented in the event that water level changes, decreased yields, increased pumping
costs, and/or degraded water quality in the third party wells are attributable to Project operations.
See Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2. For example, if such adverse impacts did develop, FVMWC
would provide for substitute supplies; deepen or improve the efficiency of the impacted well;
blend the impacted well water with another source; construct a replacement well; pay the
impacted third-party well owner for any increased material pumping costs incurred by the well
owner; or enter into a mitigation agreement with the impacted third-party well owner. See
Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2. Implementation of these corrective actions will ensure that no
injury will occur to any legal water of user within the Project’s impact area.
The Project Will Not “Privatize” the Resource, nor Compromise Any Public “Rights”
Concerning the Resource

A few of the comments received concerning the Draft EIR assert that the Project would result in
the “privatization” of a public resource. These comments misperceive the law’s treatment and
protection of private and public interests with respect to water resources. Section 102 of the
California Water Code provides that “[a]ll water within the State is the property of the people of
the State, but the right to the use of water may be acquired by appropriation in the manner
provided by law.” Courts have construed this statute as indicative of the state’s sovereign control
of water resources, but not as inferring that the state has any form of proprietary ownership of
naturally occurring water supplies.30 In other words, while water itself is not subject to ownership,
private rights to use water (“usufructuary rights”) may be obtained subject to the state’s exercise

30 See State of California v. Superior Court (2000) 78 Cal.App.4th 1019,1030-1032.
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of its regulatory jurisdiction.31 Private rights to extract and use water are a species of real property
and are afforded protection under the law.32
As explained above, the Project will develop and exercise appropriative groundwater rights
consistent with all applicable laws. The right to develop appropriative rights and the priority and
advantages afforded by an appropriative right are not affected by the private or public nature of
the entity undertaking the appropriation. Rather, as discussed above, the essential principle
underlying all water rights is the constitutional requirement of reasonable and beneficial use with
no prejudice for or against public or private rights holders. The Project’s objectives and
participants are entirely consistent with this principle.
The Project Will Not Interfere with Federal Reserved Water Rights

A few of the comments received concerning the Draft EIR assert that the Project would interfere
with water rights possessed by the federal government in relation to the Joshua Tree National
Park, Mojave National Preserve or federal wilderness areas surrounding the Project area. Such
allegations are incorrect. The federal reserved water rights doctrine holds that when Congress
designates federal lands for a specific purpose – e.g., a military base, Indian reservation or
national park – it also reserves sufficient water to serve the primary purpose of that designation.33
Federal reserved rights are appurtenant to the federal land to which they benefit, and are of higher
priority than appropriative rights that postdate the federal reservation.34 However, no conflict with
federal reserved rights occurs unless a competing use interferes with the ability to obtain water
for the purpose of the federal land designation.
The closest federal reserved land to the Project is the Mojave National Preserve, located
approximately 16 miles north of the wellfield, and the next closest is Joshua Tree National Park,
located south of State Highway 62, outside the Project watershed, and approximately 80 miles
from the Project’s wellfield. Groundwater models developed for the Project demonstrate that the
Project’s groundwater production will result in virtually no effect on groundwater levels
underlying the Mojave National Preserve, and have no effect on water levels beneath Joshua Tree
National Park, which is outside of the Project’s closed basin watershed. Moreover, the Mojave
National Preserve is up-gradient from the Project. Water falling as precipitation feeds the
31 Turlock, supra, 140 Cal.App.4th at 1061.
32 See United States v. State Water Resources Control Bd. (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 82, 101

(“. . . once rights to use
water are acquired, they become vested property rights. As such, they cannot be infringed by others or taken by
governmental action without due process and just compensation”); U.S. v. Gerlach Live Stock Co. (1950) 339 U.S.
725, 752-754; see also Federal Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. Life Insurance. Co. (Idaho 1934) 29 P.2d
1009, 1011 (“A water right is real property and may be sold and transferred separately from the land upon which it
has been used, the same as any other real property.”); King v. White (Wyo. 1972) 499 P.2d 585, 588 (“A water right
is a ‘property right of high order,’ with ‘none of the characteristics of personal property,’ and it is real property.”);
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co. v. Quaker Oats Co. (1926) 114 Ohio St. 685, 696 (“A water right is a species
of property in and of itself…”); Johnson & DuMars, A Survey of the Evolution of Western Water Law in Response
to Changing Economic and Public Interest Demands (1989) 29 Nat. Resources J. 347, 386 (“An appropriative
water right, once vested, became a constitutionally protected property interest. It could be sold, leased, or
transferred in other ways. It was a usufructuary right, or a right to use, and was protected as a property right.”);
Davenport & Bell, Governmental Interference with the Use of Water: When do Unconstitutional “Takings” Occur?
(2005) 9 U. Denv. Water L.Rev 1, 3-4 (“there is little doubt that the right to use water, generally, is a legally
defensible interest that stands on equal footing with other traditional property rights”).
33 See United States v. New Mexico (1978) 438 U.S. 696, 705.
34 Id.; Arizona v. California (1963) 373 U.S. 546, 595-596.
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Preserve, its streams and wildlife, first before the remaining water ultimately recharges the
groundwater below the surface (see Master Response 3.4 Springs). Overlying land uses on the
Preserve will have the first opportunity to pump groundwater before it migrates downward. Minor
decline in groundwater levels, if any, will not impair water supplies available to the Mojave
National Preserve, nor otherwise cause any significant impact to its ecology. See Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources. The Joshua Tree National Park likewise is completely
outside the boundary of the closed basin and not located anywhere in proximity to where
drawdown is expected. Accordingly, the Project will not compromise any federal reserved water
rights.
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3.8 Master Response on the Groundwater
Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
3.8.1

Introduction

Overview
This master response addresses the issues commenters raised on the Groundwater Management,
Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP). Commenters express concerns regarding the
number, locations, and timing of the proposed monitoring measures, the timing of mitigation
measures, and the members of the enforcement authority.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.8.2
3.8.3
3.8.4
3.8.5
3.8.6

EIR/EIS Monitoring Program
Effectiveness of Action Triggers and Corrective Measures
Number and Locations of the Monitoring and Mitigation Measures
Decision-Making Process
Enforcement Authority

Background of GMMMP
On June 28, 2011 SMWD, Cadiz Inc., and San Bernardino County (County) entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (June 2011 MOU) to address issues concerning the County’s
jurisdiction over the Project. Under the June 2011 MOU, the parties agreed, among other things,
that the Project would be subject to the County’s Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance,
San Bernardino County Code Title 13 Division 3 Article 5 Sections 3306551, et. seq. (Ordinance)
that SMWD would be the lead agency for the Project1 and that the County would consider and
potentially approve the GMMMP as a responsible agency. SMWD and Cadiz Inc. further agreed
to provide the County with the technical reports, model outputs and analysis, and access to the
technical consultants to assist the County in determining the Project’s potential environmental
impacts and to mutually develop a groundwater management plan that would be consistent with
the County Ordinance.
The Draft GMMMP was prepared to comply with the County Ordinance as a excluded Project
under the exclusion provisions set forth in section 33.06552 of the County Code. The Ordinance
does not apply to the operation of groundwater wells where the operator has developed a
groundwater management, monitoring, and mitigation plan approved by the County that is
consistent with the Guidelines developed by the County to implement the Ordinance, where the
County and the operator have executed an MOU that complies with the provisions of the
Ordinance. The Draft GMMMP was included in the Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1. The Draft
GMMMP sets forth a detailed plan of action to optimally manage groundwater resources, monitor
and address potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources, and to ensure that Project
operations will be conducted without significant adverse impacts to critical resources. As defined
1

Please see Master Repsonse 3.10 for a discussion of SMWD’s role as the CEQA lead agency for the Project.
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in the Draft GMMMP, these critical resources include the following: groundwater aquifers tapped
by the Project, local springs within the Fenner Watershed, brine resources of Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes, air quality in the Mojave Desert region, and adjacent areas including the Colorado
River and its tributary sources of water. The Draft GMMMP included in the Draft EIR was not a
final document and was expressly subject to further discretionary review by SMWD and by the
County.
On May 11, 2012, SMWD, Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), and
the County entered into a MOU outlining a framework for County review of the Project under its
Ordinance as a responsible agency the preparation of the GMMMP (see Final EIR, Appendix N
Memorandum of Understanding by and among the Santa Margarita Water District, Cadiz Inc.,
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company, and the County of San Bernardino) (“May 11, 2012
MOU” or “MOU”). The May 11, 2012 MOU is a first step, and it does not obligate SMWD to
proceed with the Project or to presume that the environmental documentation for the Project will
be certified, nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. The MOU provides a
framework for managing the basin consistent with the County’s Ordinance. In compliance with
the provisions of the MOU and the County Ordinance, the Draft GMMMP was updated since the
publication of the Draft EIR to clarify matters such as the County’s enforcement authority over
the management plan, the details of monitoring and corrective measures beyond those required by
CEQA to protect critical resources, and to establish a management “floor” for the drawdown of
groundwater levels and a limit for brine migration. The Updated GMMMP is included in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. The revisions strengthen the management
plan but do not alter the analysis or findings in the EIR or present any new information regarding
the Proejct or potential impacts of the Project that would require recirculation. The Updated
GMMMP was prepared to satisfy the exclusion provisions of the County Ordinance and is subject
to the County’s discretionary review and approval as a responsible agency under CEQA.
The GMMMP, if adopted and approved by SMWD and the County, include five corrective
measures (AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3 and MIN-1) that are also included among the
fifty-one mitigation measures contained in the Project’s Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting
Program (MMRP). Further, where required by the County’s Ordinance, the GMMMP also
includes additional corrective measures – measures that are not required by CEQA as they do not
address any significant environmental impacts of the Project. For instance, pursuant to the County
Ordinance, additional management measures for springs and groundwater drawdown are included
in the GMMMP, but these corrective measures are not recommended in the EIR as mitigation
measures, as they are not required to mitigate a significant environmental impact of the Project
under CEQA. If the Project is approved, SMWD will adopt and enforce a complete set of the 51
mitigation measures that address all Project impacts. For those five (5) mitigation measures that
are included in both the MMRP and the GMMMP, SMWD will retain oversight authority over
their implementation, but, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15097(a), will delegate
enforcement authority to the County to monitor in conjunction with its oversight of the GMMMP.
Nonetheless, SMWD will review and consider the County’s ongoing determination of compliance
with those five (5) mitigation measures that are also part of the GMMMP in assessing the
Project’s compliance with the MMRP.
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3.8.2

2001 EIR/EIS Monitoring Program

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


Some elements of the monitoring and mitigation measures developed under the earlier
Cadiz Project were not included in the Draft GMMMP.

Response
Commenters requested that the monitoring and mitigation measures developed under the
“previous Cadiz project” be considered for inclusion in the Draft GMMMP. The commenters are
referring to the EIR/EIS for the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(Metropolitan) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) project (previous Metropolitan project),
Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program Final Environmental Impact Report
and Final Environmental Impact Statement, Volume 1, September 2001.
This GMMMP is similar to the management plan prepared for the previous Metropolitan project,
referenced above. However, while there are similarities between the previous Metropolitan
project and the proposed Project, particularly the Phase 2 - Imported Water Storage Component,
they are fundamentally different projects. The lead agency is now SMWD rather than
Metropolitan. This is significant because each agency exercises its independent discretion to
determine whether a particular measure is feasible and necessary to reduce or avoid a significant
environmental impact (see Public Resources Code §§21081 and 21082.1). In addition, the Project
provides for recovery and beneficial use of fresh groundwater that currently flows to the Dry
Lakes and evaporates. The previous Metropolitan project was limited to a storage project that
would have potentially increased the flow of groundwater to the Dry Lakes when Colorado River
water was introduced into the system. Further, the current Project proposes to convey less water
and use a new conveyance facility that is within the existing Arizona and California Railroad
Company (ARZC) right-of-way (ROW). The previous Metropolitan project proposed a
conveyance facility over undisturbed BLM land that would convey up to 150,000 AFY, a much
higher volume of water compared to this Project’s pipeline capacity of an average 50,000 AFY
(Phase 1). If in the future and after subsequent environmental review the Phase II storage
component is approved, the maximum volume of water conveyed would be105,000 AFY. A
number of mitigation measures proposed in the previous Metropolitan project concerned the
potential impacts resulting from the construction of the conveyance facility over undisturbed
BLM land. These measures are inapplicable now because the Project does not use BLM land. In
addition, the wellfield configurations are not the same and if Phase II is not proposed, approved
and implemented, spreading basins would not be constructed, as were necessary for the
Metropolitan project. Accordingly, while monitoring and mitigation measures from the previous
Metropolitan project are useful as an initial starting point (indeed, the many of critical resources,
action criteria, and corrective measures identified in the Metropolitan Groundwater Monitoring
and Management Plan were used to develop this Project’s Draft and Updated GMMMP), as lead
agency, SMWD exercised its independent judgment and authority to determine what measures
are necessary to mitigate significant Project impacts and whether the measures are feasible. In
addition, the proposed provisions in the Updated GMMMP are subject to SMWD and County’s
discretionary review and approval as lead and responsible agencies, respectively
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In addition to the substantial differences between the previous project and the current proposed
Project, there has also been a significant amount of new information developed to enhance the
understanding of the Watersheds. Numerous investigations were conducted to acquire a more
detailed and refined understanding of the surface and subsurface geology and hydrogeology
(Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix B). Using these additional data, new aquifer testing was conducted within specific
geologic units in the proposed wellfield location to measure the aquifer response to pumping
(Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix A). The combined data was used to develop aquifer models to estimate the recharge of
water to the Watershed and to create a groundwater flow and transport model used to test the
aquifer response to different recharge scenarios, wellfield arrangements, and pumping rates (Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis). The modeling
software packages used in this Project are significant updates from the previous models used for
the previous Metropolitan project. Consequently, the understanding of site conditions and modelpredicted responses has been greatly expanded since consideration of the previous Metropolitan
project, and this information was utilized in developing the monitoring and mitigation measures
specific to the current Project. With this Project and the expanded and refined understanding of
the site conditions and aquifer behavior, the monitoring and corrective measures were also
updated and refined to better address the model-predicted responses.
The Updated GMMMP contains a set of “early warning” monitoring features (See Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Chapter 5), specific objective action criteria (i.e. the
pre-impact “triggers” and corrective measures, Chapter 6), as well as strong enforcement
provisions, including the organization of a Technical Review Panel (TRP) that will monitor and
advise on technical aspects of the Project (Chapters 6 and 8). As proposed in the Updated
GMMMP’s adaptive management provisions, new monitoring measures may be proposed to
refine the Management Plan as a result of information obtained from monitoring (See Updated
GMMMP, Chapter 8). The Updated GMMMP is also designed to include a multi-level review of
the monitoring, triggering events, and corrective actions. Under the decision-making process,
FVMWC will notify all parties (County, SMWD, and TRP) within 10 business days of any
triggering event and, within 60 days will provide an initial assessment and recommendation to be
reviewed by the TRP. The TRP will then prepare its own assessment and recommendation for
review by the County. The County’s decision will be final and immediately effective, subject to a
dispute resolution process. Disputes involving immediate or irreparable injury to any party,
including enforcement actions by the County, shall be subject to direct judicial review. Further,
for those five corrective measures in the GMMMP that are also mitigation measures (discussed
above), SMWD will, as lead agency, retain the right to assess compliance and will have the right
to terminate the Project’s approvals for violations of those five mitigation measures through its
enforcement of the MMRP.
Through its roles as a shareholder in the FVMWC and the designated agency in the Joint Powers
Authority (JPA) with FVMWC, SMWD would be responsible for management and control of
Project operations and will act as the approving authority for the design and construction of the
Project. The governance of the JPA, as set forth in a Joint Powers Agreement between SMWD
and FVMWC, will provide SMWD with full management and operational control of the JPA.
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SMWD will be the "designated entity" pursuant to Government Code section 6509. The JPA, as
managed by SMWD, will review and approve the Project designs and specifications in
coordination with SMWD as the lead agency for the Project, manage and oversee the operation of
the Facilities in coordination with FVMWC pursuant to the terms of a Facility Operation
Agreement, and oversee the compliance of the Project with the GMMMP in coordination with
SMWD as the lead agency for the Project.
The TRP would be compromised of one technical representative appointed by the SMWD, one
technical representative appointed by the County, and a third technical representative jointly
selected by the technical representatives from SMWD and the County. All appointments would
be in the discretion of the County and SMWD parties respectively, but all three members of the
TRP would possess professional technical qualifications appropriate to the tasks of the TRP (e.g.,
state certifications in engineering, hydrogeology, or geology) and would be required to have a
minimum of ten years professional experience working in the groundwater field.
Unlike the previous Project which utilized BLM ROWs and required federal environmental
review under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the current Project does not impact
any federal lands and no NEPA review is required. Therefore, it is unnecessary to include
additional private groups or federal agencies such as the National Park Service (NPS) in the
Management Plan. Please cross-reference Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

3.8.3

Effectiveness of Action Triggers and Corrective
Measures

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


The monitoring measures would not detect potential impacts in time to implement
mitigation measures that would prevent or mitigate irreversible adverse impacts related to
subsidence, groundwater level drawdown, and brine movement.



The monitoring measures would cease at the end of the Project term, but irreversible
adverse impacts could occur after the monitoring measures ceased.

Response
Commenters expressed various concerns regarding the timing of monitoring and mitigation
measures, five of which are also corrective measures in the Updated GMMMP. The concerns
were focused on (1) and mitigation the ability of the monitoring measures to detect potential
impacts in time to address them before irreversible adverse impacts, or (2) potential impacts
occurring after the Project has ceased and monitoring is no longer occurring to watch for
those potential impacts. The concerns included the potential impacts of subsidence,
groundwater drawdown, brine movement, and potential impacts to springs (see Master
Response 3.4 Springs).
As described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Section 1.2), the Project would be comprised of a pre-operational period for construction, a
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50-year operational period during which the water extraction would occur, and a post-operational
monitoring period that would last a minimum of 10 years, subject to review and a potential
extension by the County. No later than Year-25 of Project operations, FVMWC in coordination
with the TRP must develop a draft Closure Plan for submission to the SMWD, the County and
the TRP. The TRP will then submit a formal written recommendation to the County within one
year of its receipt of the draft Closure Plan. A final Closure Plan will be approved by the County.
The Closure Plan would monitor groundwater levels and groundwater quality for a minimum
period of 10 years to protect critical resources and groundwater quality for beneficial uses.
FVMWC and the TRP may recommend a longer post-operational period as necessary to ensure
that there are no residual effects of the Project operations during the post-operational phase of the
Project and the period of extended monitoring. At a minimum, the Closure Plan will provide that:
(a) injection wells or other mitigation to address saline water migration shall continue unless and
until stable groundwater flow gradients from the wellfield toward the Dry Lake playas are
restored such that the saline-freshwater boundary can be maintained naturally at within 6,000 feet
(or less) of baseline conditions; (b) post-closure groundwater pumping under this Project, if
approved, would be expected to be maintained at rates at or below the rate of recharge and as
necessary to avoid Undesirable Results; and (c) the Project would establish and maintain an
escrow account or other equivalent financial assurances mechanisms for post-closure operations.
All wells that are abandoned shall be destroyed in a manner consistent with all applicable state
and local regulations and industry standards. Further, the provisions and mitigation obligations
under the GMMMP would remain in effect and run concurrently with the term of the Closure
Plan. Consistent with the May 11, 2012 MOU framework between the County, SMWD,
FVMWC, and Cadiz Inc., the County would determine the final elements and term of the Closure
Plan, subject only to the Dispute Resolution procedures reflected in both the MOU and GMMMP.
Throughout Project operations and the post-operation phase, FVMWC, in coordination with the
TRP and County oversight, would review the monitoring features, compare data with established
action criteria, implement decision making protocols, and implement corrective actions. The
following sections describe these procedures for subsidence, groundwater drawdown, and brine
movement, springs and air quality.

Subsidence
Land subsidence can be caused by the removal of water from pore spaces in the subsurface
materials, with clayey materials being the most susceptible. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-35 to 4.6-38, the long-term extraction of groundwater
could result in some land subsidence, although the model-predicted maximum amounts would be
on the order of one to two inches at most and only in limited areas.
Even though the model-predicted subsidence would not exceed the railroad tolerance levels, and
the degree of potential land subsidence would not significantly impact that alluvial aquifer’s
useable storage capacity, nonetheless, the project design features and corrective measure of
Section 6.3 of the Updated GMMMP are incorporated in the Final EIR as Mitigation Measure
GEO-1 to ensure any potential significant adverse effects are avoided or mitigated to a less than
significant level.
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The Updated GMMMP includes monitoring features for subsidence consisting of twenty land
survey benchmarks and three extensometers distributed in the area where the aquifer model
predicts some subsidence could occur and the use of InSAR satellite data (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 5.6, 5.7, and 6.3). The extensometers would be
monitored continuously, land surveys will be conducted annually and the InSAR data reviewed at
least every five years from installation through the post-operational period. The decision-making
process under the GMMMP would be initiated if either of the action criteria is triggered. The
action criteria are: 1) a trend in subsidence that would result in a decline in the ground surface
elevation of more than .3 feet within ten years compared to baseline conditions or 2) a trend in
subsidence which, if continued, would be of a magnitude within ten years that impacts existing
infrastructure within the Project area (the magnitude for railroad tracks being more than one inch
vertically over 62 feet linearly along the existing railroad tracks (See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP Section 6.3). This is half of the significance threshold (railroad tolerance
level) of 2 vertical inches across a 62 feet segment identified in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6
Geology. As noted in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 8.6, any predicted land subsidence would occur gradually over time and be
dispersed laterally. The model-predicted land subsidence is not anticipated to result in any
significant effects.
Nonetheless, Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the Updated GMMMP includes corrective
measures to address land subsidence in the event that land subsidence does exceed action criteria,
including repairing any structures damaged as a result of subsidence attributable to Project
operations or entering into a mitigation agreement with any impacted party(s) and modification of
Project operations to arrest the subsidence. Once the extraction of groundwater ceases at Year 50,
groundwater levels around the wellfield and adjacent railroad tracks would immediately begin to
rise in response to the resumed flow of groundwater from the upgradient areas and the filling in
of the cone of depression. The pore spaces in the subsurface materials would then refill with
water, thus eliminating the driver for potential further subsidence. While subsidence is predicted
to continue around the edges of the Dry Lakes and the center of Bristol Dry Lake after Project
pumping stops, there are no railroad facilities present that require a low tolerance level. Rather,
the only structures are the salt production operations which, if impacted, would be repaired or
compensated for repairs necessary to continue their beneficial use of the Dry Lakes pursuant to
Updated GMMMP Project Design Feature 6.3 and Mitigation Measure GEO-1.

Groundwater Drawdown
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to
4.9-71, the extraction of groundwater is anticipated to result in the lowering of groundwater levels
within a specific area. The model-predicted lateral extent and depth of groundwater drawdown is
not anticipated to result in adverse impacts and water levels are expected to immediately begin to
return to pre-pumping levels after the cessation of pumping. As shown in Figure 4.9-13, under
Sensitivity Scenario 1 of 16,000 AFY of recharge, drawdown terminates before reaching the
Mojave National Preserve to the north and well before the Preserve under the Project Scenario
and Sensitive Scenario 2 (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality,
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Figures 4.9-12 and 4.9-14 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Figures 64-69 that present the full watershed).
Notwithstanding the analysis in the EIR, which concluded that there would be no significant
impacts related to groundwater drawdown, the Updated GMMMP, as part of compliance with the
County Ordinance, includes a groundwater drawdown “floor” below which further drawdown is
proscribed. The groundwater drawdown floor provides an added management feature that will
allow for adaptive management in the event that changed or unforeseen circumstances result in
effects outside the range of the model predictions. The floor in the Updated GMMMP would be
set at elevation 530 feet (80 feet below baseline elevations). The floor will be calculated as an
average groundwater elevation over a 2-mile radius from the center of the Project wellfield area.
Once the floor is reached, and absent approval of a new floor by the County, groundwater
pumping must be reduced or curtailed to a level necessary to maintain levels at or above the
80-foot floor. After 15 years of operation, FVMWC or SMWD may apply to the County for a
lowering of the floor up to 100 feet below the baseline elevation. The County would make the
determination to lower the floor in consultation with the TRP and based on the following five
findings: (i) sufficient operational data exists to support a decision to lower the floor and avoid
Undesirable Results; (ii) the urban water management plans for each of the municipal water
agencies and purveyors receiving water from the Project have disclosed the 50-year limit on the
water supply; (iii) additional water conservation benefits will be realized at the proposed floor;
(iv) lowering the floor will not trigger either the action criteria or corrective actions under this
Management Plan; and (v) there is no other threat of adverse environmental consequences that
may arise due to changed or unforeseen circumstances.
Monitoring features for groundwater drawdown include monitoring wells located within a 2-mile
radius of the center of the Project wellfield to measure average groundwater elevations in the
wellfield area. In addition, numerous observation wells and dozens of existing and new
production wells will monitor groundwater levels (Draft EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Sections 5. 3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.9 and 5.10). These monitoring measures would be monitored
continuously to semiannually, depending on the well, from installation through the postoperational period (see Table 5.1 in the Updated GMMMP). Once the extraction of groundwater
ceases at Year 50 of the Project, the modeling prepared for the Project (see Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling) estimates that groundwater levels would immediately begin to rise
around the wellfield in response to the resumed flow of groundwater from the upgradient areas,
filling in the cone of depression. Groundwater levels around the Dry Lakes would recover more
slowly until the natural gradient towards the Dry Lakes is reestablished along with the
groundwater flow. The water table would return to the pre-pumping levels, thus eliminating the
potential for impacts to wells (see Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Figures 70 and 71).
The Updated GMMMP provides that the post-operational period would last for a minimum of ten
years after the cessation of pumping. If ten years is determined insufficient, the County can
require, through enforcement of the GMMMP and Closure Plan, additional monitoring time to
verify that water levels are in fact recovering.
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Brine Movement
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-49 to
4.9-53, the extraction of groundwater from the wellfield in the Fenner Gap area is anticipated to
result in the migration of the saline water/freshwater interface from the Dry Lakes toward the
wellfield. Most of the migration would occur during the 50-year operational period and would
slow and stop after the cessation of pumping. However, the model-predicted migration distance is
not anticipated to reach within at least two miles of the existing freshwater wells in the area, and
the interface migration would slow and then stop after the cessation of pumping. The saline water
movement would stop as water levels equilibrate and recover. Once water levels recover, saline
water migration from the Dry Lakes will cease.
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 and the Updated GMMMP includes monitoring features for
groundwater quality consisting of existing wells and new clusters wells between the Project
wellfield and Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes to monitor the migration of the saline-freshwater
interface (Final EIR Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2; Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Sections 5. 3, 5.9 5.10 and 6.4). The cluster wells will be located on the freshwater side and
within 6,000 feet of the saline-freshwater interface. These wells would be monitored continuously
throughout the term of the Project (see Updated GMMMP, Section 6.4 and 6.5). A management
feature is included in the GMMMP to limit the migration of saline-freshwater interface by more
than 6,000 feet (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 6.4). The salinefreshwater interface is measured where water quality meets the Upper Limit secondary Maximum
Contaminant Level (MCL) for Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) of 1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L).
If TDS concentrations in any of the interface monitoring wells is measured in excess of 600
mg/L, FVMWC would implement measures that may include injection or extraction wells or
other physical means to maintain the freshwater-saline interface or modify Project operations (see
Updated GMMMP Figure 5-1). Installation and pumping of additional water for injection or
extraction will be subject to subsequent review by the County if and when it is required and when
details concerning the locations and type of facilities can be determined through analysis of
Project monitoring of the interface during operations. These features may require further
environmental review (an addendum or other means to ensure compliance with CEQA) and
would be subject, at a minimum, to applicable measures set forth in the MMRP. As noted in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-49 to 4.9-53, other than the
salt production company wells that purposely pump saline water to produce salts, there are no
known wells within the model-predicted area where interface migration would occur. Therefore,
the water quality in wells is not anticipated to be impaired. In the event a third-party well were
impaired, project design features 6.2 and 6.4 in parallel with Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and
HYDRO-3 include corrective measures address potential impacts from groundwater drawdown
and brine movement including modifying Project operations, and replacing affected wells.
Once the extraction of groundwater ceases at Year 50 of the Project, the migration of the interface
would slow and gradually stop with the maximum model-predicted migration of the interface still
not reaching existing freshwater production wells (see Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts).
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The Updated GMMMP provides that the post-operational period would last for a minimum of ten
years after the cessation of pumping, providing more than enough time to verify that the interface
migration has stopped and requires that physical measures be continued throughout the postpumping period as necessary to maintain the 6,000-foot limit. Over time, as the natural gradient
reasserts itself, the saline-freshwater interface will migrate back toward the Dry Lakes.

Springs
As described in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-19,
Section 4.9.3, pp. 4.9-59 to 4.9-61, and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of
the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs), the
detailed evaluation of the springs concluded that there is no hydraulic connection between the
springs and the aquifers because the water supply to the springs is not from the regional
groundwater aquifer system from which Project wells will withdraw groundwater. Because the
Project is not anticipated to have any effect on the spring flows in any of the Fenner Watershed
springs, no mitigation measures are necessary to protect Project area springs.
However, consistent with the recommendations of the Groundwater Stewardship Committee, and
as a conservative monitoring protocol conditioned under the County’s Groundwater Management
Ordinance, baseline and periodic visual observation and flow estimates are proposed to be
performed at the Bonanza Spring in the Clipper Mountains, the Whiskey Springs in the
Providence Mountains (near Colton Hills), and Vontrigger Spring in the Vontrigger Hills, east of
the Hackberry Mountains, no less often than quarterly during the pre-operational and operational
period of the Project and annually during the post-operational period. The Bonanza Spring will
be monitored as an “indicator spring” because it is the spring that is in closest proximity to the
Project wellfield (approximately 11 miles from the center of Fenner Gap). The Whiskey and
Vontrigger Springs will be monitored to compare variations in spring flow from those springs to
variations in spring flow from the Bonanza Spring to determine whether reductions of flow at the
Bonanza Spring are attributable to the Project operation or instead are attributable to annual
precipitation. Monitoring of groundwater levels in monitoring wells located between Bonanza
Spring and the wellfield will also be conducted to provide data which could be used to correlate
changes in groundwater levels attributed to the Project to changes in flow in the Bonanza Spring.
The Updated GMMMP includes a County management feature addressing springs with action
criteria and corrective actions to be taken, including modifications to Project operations. Although
the EIR concludes that Project operations will not cause a reduction in average annual or seasonal
flows at Bonanza Spring, the Updated GMMMP provides that if Project operations were to cause
such a reduction and that reduction were to exceed baseline flows, corrective action would be
required. The number and location of springs to be monitored is sufficient to determine if a Project
induced reduction in flow were to occur, and the Updated GMMMP includes corrective actions that
would be required to re-establish baseline flows. See Master Response 3.4 Springs.

Air Quality
The Draft EIR determined that groundwater is not connected to the erosion potential of the Dry
Lake surface soils and therefore the lowering groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lakes is not
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expected to increase dust generation from the Dry Lakes or otherwise affect regional air quality.
Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Section 4.3.4, pp. 4.3-15 to 4.3-16; see, also, Master Response 3.5 Dry Lake
Dust.
However, consistent with the recommendations of the Groundwater Stewardship Committee and
as a conservative monitoring protocol to be conditioned by the County under its Ordinance, Cadiz
will prepare a monitoring plan in consultation with the TRP to address possible sources of
fugitive dust emissions (depth to groundwater, surface vegetation, surface soil chemistry) and
local air quality over time (nephelometers and weather stations) to verify that the Project does not
increase dust generation (i.e., particulate matter) from the Dry Lakes. The monitoring plan, at a
minimum, would set forth specific performance criteria consistent with the action criteria in the
Updated GMMMP, Section 6.8, and identify specific monitoring methods, the precise location of
weather stations and nephelometers, measures to protect quality assurance and quality control,
and reporting parameters.
Monitoring would include four nephelometers one upwind and one downwind of Bristol Dry
Lake and one up wind and one downwind of Cadiz Dry Lake. These monitoring features would
provide data on a daily basis. In addition, FVMWC would conduct annual visual observations at
four points on each of the Dry Lakes to record surface soil conditions. If changes in annual
average or peak concentrations of airborne particulate matter exceed baseline conditions by five
percent or more or if changes in surface soil conditions on the Dry Lakes show degradation of
soil structure and increased susceptibility to wind erosion compared to baseline conditions,
corrective measures would be taken to re-establish baseline conditions. The monitoring and
corrective measures are included both in the GMMMP in Section 6.8 and in the MMRP as
Mitigation Measure AQ-5.

3.8.4

Number and Locations of the Monitoring and Mitigation
Features

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


The proposed locations of the monitoring features for springs are insufficient;



Well locations and numbers are insufficient.

Response
Commenters expressed various concerns regarding the number and location of monitoring
measures. The concerns were focused on adding additional wells or springs to the monitoring
network (addressed above under “Springs”). Commenters expressed concern regarding (1)
the ability of the monitoring measures to detect potential impacts before irreversible adverse
impacts or (2) areas where monitoring measures are not proposed in the Draft GMMMP.
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Wells
Commenters suggested that additional wells be installed to monitor the aquifer response to
pumping, particularly in areas outside of the model-predicted groundwater drawdown. As
described in the Updated GMMMP, as a feature of the Project, the proposed well monitoring
network would include 20 observation wells, three Project-area observation well clusters, up to
34 existing and new production wells, three proposed observation well clusters at Bristol Dry
Lake, and three proposed observation well clusters at Cadiz Dry Lake (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 5. 3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.9, and 5.10 and Table 5.1). The
locations provide coverage both within the area where model-predicted groundwater drawdown
and saline-freshwater interface migration would occur, as well as areas outside of the modelpredicted area of groundwater drawdown, as described more particularly below. The purpose of
the proposed monitoring locations outside of the model-predicted area is to monitor the aquifer
response to pumping and provide an early warning in the unlikely event that the aquifer response
is larger than predicted by the groundwater modeling.
Monitoring locations upgradient and north to northeast of the wellfield within the Fenner
Watershed, moving from closer to farther from the wellfield, would include three wells in Danby
(located at the BNSF line, not at the dry lake) where groundwater drawdown is anticipated to be
ten feet or less, to one well in Essex at the maximum extent of predicted groundwater drawdown,
to one well in Fenner and one well in Goffs where no groundwater drawdown is anticipated. In
addition, one well will be installed even further away in Piute, completely outside of the Fenner
Watershed, where no groundwater drawdown due to the Project is possible because the Piute well
is not in the same basin. Commenters suggested additional monitoring locations even further
north in the Mojave National Preserve but the proposed string of locations from Danby to Essex
to Fenner to Goffs to Piute would be more effective at monitoring the aquifer response both
within the Fenner Watershed and outside and adjacent to the watershed boundary because they
would be expected to be impacted first, if at all. Wells located further away would not be as
effective at providing early warning of unanticipated effects.
Monitoring locations south of the wellfield would include well clusters near the edge of and on
Cadiz Dry Lake and one well at the ARZC rail line in between the Ship and Old Woman
Mountains, where drawdown is predicted at about ten feet. In addition, one well will be installed
even further southeast near Danby Dry Lake, completely outside of the Cadiz Watershed, where
no groundwater drawdown due to the Project is possible because the well near Danby Dry Lake is
not in the same basin (Draft EIR, Vol. 1 Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Section 4.9.3
Impact and Mitigations Analyses, p. 4.9-48). Commenters suggested monitoring locations even
further south but locations further south would be even further outside of the basin, and The well
near Danby Dry Lake would be more effective at monitoring the watershed boundary.
The watershed boundary west of Bristol Dry Lake stops at the topographic divide between Bristol
Dry Lake and Bagdad Dry Lake further to the west. This basin boundary is formed by the Amboy
Crater, a cinder cone and lava field. The geology at this divide would not allow the flow of
groundwater between the watersheds (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Geology and Soils, p. 4.6-7).
Consequently, commenters’ suggestions of monitoring at locations further west, such as at the
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Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base, would not provide useful information because the locations
are outside of the basin and cannot be affected by Project operations.
Under Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and HYDRO-3, as well as the Updated GMMMP, these
monitoring features would be monitored continuously to semiannually, depending on the well,
from installation through the post-operational period (see Table 5.1 in the Updated GMMMP) and
are sufficiently comprehensive to monitor the Project’s potential effects on critical resources
because the location of the wells are designed to provide early warnings of potential effects
before any actual impacts occur. Further, the Updated GMMMP provides flexibility to add
monitoring features where, based on operational data, if additional monitoring is necessary to
avoid impacts to critical resources as set forth in the Updated GMMMP.

3.8.5

Decision-Making Process

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


The monitoring and decision-making process improperly defers analysis of potential
environmental impacts to the future.

Response
Commenters assert that the decision-making processes described in the Draft GMMMP
improperly defers analysis of potential environmental impacts to the future, in violation of
CEQA.
The Draft EIR analyzed the potential environmental effects resulting from Project pumping
including effects of groundwater drawdown on subsidence, brine migration (water quality),
air quality, vegetation and springs. As analyzed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 4, the
predicted drawdown is not expected to have any significant impact on these resources. Third
party wells could be impacted, but any impacts would be less than significant with the
implementation of recommended mitigation measures. Therefore, comprehensive analysis of
the potential environmental impacts of the Project and of proposed mitigation measures to
address potential impacts of the Project occurred in the Draft EIR and was not deferred.
The monitoring provisions contained in the Updated GMMMP have been included pursuant
to the County Ordinance. The County, as a responsible agency, may choose to impose
monitoring and mitigation provisions more conservative than those required by CEQA as
identified in the Draft EIR. The provisions of the Updated GMMMP that relate to CEQA are
those which are also recommended as mitigation measures in the EIR: Mitigation Measure
AQ-5 (Updated GMMMP Section 6.8), GEO-1 (Updated GMMMP Section 6.3), HYDRO-2
(Updated GMMMP Section 6.4), HYDRO-3 (Updated GMMMP Section 6.2), and MIN-1
(Updated GMMMP Section 6.5).
Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1, include a detailed
monitoring network, decision-making processes, and corrective measures and described in
detail in both the EIR and in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
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GMMMP, Chapter 5 and 6). In compliance with CEQA, the action criteria and corrective
measures set forth in Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN1 and in the Updated GMMMP for third party wells, subsidence, induced flow of lower
quality water, brine resources and air quality each provide objective performance standards
that are complemented with a set of clear enforceable measures that would reduce or avoid
significant impacts to critical resources. These measures would be implemented by FVMWC
(consisting of SMWD and other water districts), reviewed by the TRP, and enforced by the
County. However, SMWD would continue to have oversight of the mitigation measures as lead
agency and retains full rights to enforce the MMRP, including failure to comply with Mitigation
Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1.
Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1 and the
corresponding provisions of the Updated GMMMP identify specific elements of the
monitoring network to be implemented to monitor the nature and extent of the aquifer
response to pumping under the Project. Specific action criteria were developed to trigger
when a decision regarding an impact must be made. If the impact is determined to be due to
Project activities, then the corrective measures (mitigations) must be implemented. The
Updated GMMMP identifies a variety of corrective measures to enable the decision makers
(SMWD and the County, see Section 3.8.6 below) to match a corrective action to the
magnitude of the impact. Therefore, because the potential impacts have been identified in the
EIR and mitigation measures have been developed to address the impacts, there is no
improper deferral under CEQA.
To the extent well construction under the Updated GMMMP (i.e. new monitoring or
production wells) may cause an environmental effect, implementation of the Project
mitigation measures would reduce impacts to a less than significant level. Use of existing
monitoring wells would not have significant environmental effects because the wells are
already constructed and maintained and have been used for monitoring. All proposed wells
that require construction will be located on Cadiz Property with the exception of wells to be
located on land near the center of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes to monitor water levels of salt
production operations (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Figure 5-1).
These areas are devoid of vegetation due to the extremely high salt content in the soil and
already disturbed by existing salt production. Monitoring well boreholes are only 16 inches in
diameter (compared to production wells with 48 inch boreholes), and the precise location is
flexible thereby allowing for impact avoidance. All monitoring features that require
construction (including monitoring wells) would be subject to the same mitigation measures
required for other Project facilities. Other monitoring features such as nephelometers and
extensometers would require minimal construction (equipment anchoring), and precise
placement of the equipment would be flexible to minimize any potential effects.
Corrective actions under the Updated GMMMP include the potential for construction of brine
extraction well(s) and/or injection well(s) at the northeastern edge of Bristol Playa or north of
Cadiz Playa These potential wells would be located on Cadiz Inc. property and their
constructin would be subject to the same mitigation measures imposed on the Project
wellfield as set forth in the SMWD’s MMRP. The potential wells would be similar in size
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and scope to the production wells as set forth in Figure 5-4 in the Updated GMMMP. Due to
the minimal footprint of the wells, the large area within which the wells could be located and
the limited habitat value in these areas for sensitive species, impacts of this potential
corrective action would be less than significant with mitigation. Nevertheless, if required
under the Updated GMMMP, construction of these brine extraction/injection wells would be
subject to subsequent review by the County and could require further environmental review to
ensure compliance with CEQA.

3.8.6

Enforcement Authority

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


The monitoring should be conducted by a third party not associated with the Project.



Members of the TRP would have a conflict of interest or that more third parties, such as
the USGS or NPS, should be represented.

Response
Commenters expressed various concerns regarding potential conflicts of interest regarding
the implementation of the Draft GMMMP. The concerns were focused on (1) the Fenner
Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC) conducting the monitoring for their own Project,
and (2) the composition of the Technical Review Panel (TRP). Commenters also expressed
concern regarding compliance with the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater Management
Ordinance § 33.06552 and the role of the County of San Bernardino.

Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company
FVMWC is a California mutual water company formed for the purpose of delivering water
from the Project to its members at cost. Outstanding membership shares are available for
issuance to all Project participants, with the largest member being SMWD. Cadiz Inc. will
not own shares in FVMWC. FVMWC, through its managing member SMWD, will operate
the Project. Pursuant to the Updated GMMMP, FVMWC would assess technical data and
responsive actions, propose refinements to the Management Plan and corrective measures
regarding compliance with the provisions of the Management Plan, and prepare and submit
various annual and periodic technical reports, all in consultation with the TRP and subject to
the oversight of the County.
The Updated GMMMP would require the FVMWC to prepare annual and 5-year reports,
summarizing all of the acquired data, evaluating the data to verify the aquifer response is as
predicted, and providing recommendations. As more fully described in the Updated
GMMMP, in the event that an action criteria is exceeded, FVMWC would be required to
evaluate the event and make recommendations for corrective action to the TRP and the
County, whose responsibilities are described below.
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Technical Review Panel
Under the Updated GMMMP, the TRP would have the responsibility to review and monitor
information generated under the GMMMP and issue recommendations, as needed. The TRP
would also implement studies to assist in evaluating the migration of the saline-freshwater
interface or the occurrence of land subsidence, as appropriate, and also review all annual and
5-year reports.
As described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Section 8), the TRP would be comprised of one technical representative appointed by the
SMWD, one technical representative appointed by the County, and one technical
representative jointly selected by the SMWD and the County. As a result, only 1 of three
members of the TRP would be selected by FVMWC (and Cadiz Inc. would have no role in
the selection process). In addition and as noted above, all three members of the TRP would
possess professional technical qualifications appropriate to the tasks of the TRP (e.g., state
certifications in engineering, hydrology, or geology) and would be required to have a
minimum of ten years professional experience working in the groundwater field. The County
could, at its sole discretion, select a technical representative from the USGS, the NPS, or the
BLM for its representative. In addition, the County has an equal say in the selection of the
second representative.
The TRP would review monitoring data, analyze action criteria, and make recommendations
by consensus to the County concerning necessary corrective action. For the benefit of the
County, if the TRP members do not reach a consensus, the TRP report must include the
conclusions, reasons and evidence of the conflicting approaches. Moreover, if the TRP and
FVMWC were to dispute the appropriate response to a triggering event, both would submit
their independent recommendations to the County for its final determination. See Final EIR,
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Figure 6-1 for a flow chart of the process.
Finally, SMWD will, as lead agency, have the full rights to enforce the MMRP, including
failure to comply with those provisions of the Updated GMMMP which are also contained in
Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1. Because
compliance with the Management Plan is a condition of SMWD’s approval of the Project,
SMWD in its discretion, will also consider the findings and actions taken or recommended by
FVWC and the TRP, and will exercise its own independent judgment concerning whether the
triggering of the action criterion is attributable to Project operations, whether the triggering
of the action criterion involves a potential adverse impact or Undesirable Result, and to
determine the appropriate corrective measure(s) necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential
adverse impact or Undesirable Result. If SMWD determines that appropriate corrective
measure(s) are necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable
Result but the County does not, SMWD WILL independently impose those corrective
measures it determines necessary to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources or
Undesirable Results provided that independent enforcement by SMWD shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements and remedies applicable as if the County were enforcing the
Management Plan , including the dispute resolution procedure set forth in the GMMMP and
May 11, 2012 MOU.
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Role of County of San Bernardino and the Desert Groundwater Management
Ordinance
The County exercises its management authority over County groundwater resources through
the Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance. The proposed Project lies within the
unincorporated desert area of eastern San Bernardino County, where groundwater production
is regulated under the County Ordinance (Ordinance). (San Bernardino Code §§ 33.06551
et seq.). The Ordinance provides an exclusion for the operation of groundwater wells where
the operator has developed a groundwater management, monitoring and mitigation plan
approved by the County that is consistent with guidelines developed by the County and the
County and the operator have executed a memorandum of understanding that complies with
the provisions of the Ordinance. (San Bernardino Code §33.06552(b)(1)). Because approval
of a groundwater management plan is necessary to qualify the Project for exclusion from the
Ordinance and is a discretionary action, the County's decision is subject to CEQA with the
County acting as a responsible agency. SMWD, the County, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC entered
into the May 11, 2012 MOU to establish the framework for working together to finalize the
GMMMP consistent with CEQA. The MOU is a first step, and it does not obligate SMWD to
proceed with the Project or to presume that the environmental documentation for the Project will
be certified, nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. No obligation included in
the MOU is binding on SMWD or the County until such time as the District and County complete
their respective environmental reviews of the Project and approve the Project and the GMMMP.
The Updated GMMMP is intended to be one of the steps needed to qualify for an exclusion
from the permitting requirements of the Ordinance, pursuant to San Bernardino Code
section 33.06552.
The County is a “third party” because the County exercises its independent management
authority over County groundwater resources through its Ordinance. Under the Updated
GMMMP, the County would be authorized to fully consider the findings and actions taken or
recommended by FVMWC and the TRP. When issuing its final determination as to whether
FVMWC’s assessment of the triggering of the action criteria, and responsive actions taken,
are appropriate, the County could independently review and analyze all available technical
data as well as the recommendations of experts within the TRP. As noted above, the County
could select a representative from NPS, USGS, or the BLM to sit on the TRP, so long as the
individual met the technical qualifications for the position.
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3.9.1

Introduction

Overview
This master response addresses issues commenters raised on Biological Resources. Generally,
concerns were raised that the Project could adversely affect the desert ecosystem. Specific issues
raised include potential effects on endangered species such as desert tortoise and bighorn sheep,
which may rely on natural seeps and springs that commenters believe could be affected by Project
operations. Concerns were raised that spreading basins constructed as part of the Imported Water
Storage Component could attract ravens, which in turn could prey on desert tortoise. Other
concerns involve how the removal of water might affect moisture in the valleys and whether that
could change the microclimate and adversely affect plant communities. Concerns were also raised
that impacts to biological resources could reach beyond the Project area into the Mojave National
Preserve and federal wilderness land.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.9.2
3.9.3

3.9.2

Impacts to Biological Resources
Effects of Reduced Evaporation from the Dry Lakes on Microclimate

Impacts to Biological Resources

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Comments were received stating that the Project will cause irreversible harm to the desert
ecosystem and will affect endangered species such as bighorn sheep and desert tortoise.
Commenters stated that impacts and mitigation measures were not adequately addressed.
Commenters stated that the Project would remove water from the desert community that depends
on it for survival and that the Project would affect moisture in the valleys, changing the
microclimate and adversely affecting plant communities. Comments expressed concern for
potential impacts to biological resources beyond the Project area, particularly into the Mojave
National Preserve and federal wilderness land.

Response
Groundwater Use in the Desert
Vegetation

The alluvial aquifer beneath the Fenner, Cadiz, and Bristol Watersheds is inaccessible to the
surface ecosystem. Depth to fresh groundwater in the upper reaches of the Fenner Watershed
can be as much as 400 feet and is never less than 65 feet (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to 4.9-31 and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix E2 Fugitive
Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas). Under the Cadiz Inc.
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properties approximately seven miles east of Bristol Dry Lake, groundwater is between 150
feet below ground surface (bgs) on the western edge and over 200 feet bgs on the eastern
side. At these depths, even deep-rooted plant life does not reach the stored water in the
aquifer. Under the Dry Lakes themselves where groundwater is closer to the surface, the
water is hyper-saline and could not support plant life. As a result, changes in the water table
or depth to groundwater below the surface will have no impact on plant life at the surface.
Phreatophytic vegetation is a category of plants that can use groundwater, but do not always
depend upon groundwater for their survival. These plants often exhibit deep and wide tap
roots extending 30 feet or more below ground surface (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-49). Analysis of the highest verdant vegetation cover of
the region, located on the northern margin of the Bristol Playa where phreatophytic
vegetation would most likely be present, determined that plant roots do not extend down far
enough to reach groundwater, and therefore these plants do not depend upon groundwater for
their survival. Rather the vegetation relies on surface water, primarily as runon from the
Orange Blossom Wash after storms. Surveys along the northern margin of the Cadiz Playa
confirmed a lack of verdant cover – verdant cover that would be present if groundwater were
accessible to plant root systems. This analysis is described in detail in the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix F4 Vegetation Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from Groundwater Pumping
Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas. Please see also Master Response 3.6 Vegetation.
The broad alluvial valleys in the Project area are dominated by creosote scrub habitats with
Mojave wash scrub found in ephemeral washes; these habitats survive only on surface water
runoff (See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4.1 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-1 to 4.4-4).
As described in Master Responses 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.6 Vegetation, groundwater
at the edges of the Bristol Dry Lake occurs at depths of 65 feet or more below ground
surface. In these marginal areas, the creosote scrub gives way to widely-spaced salt bushes.
This habitat transition is likely due to the increasing salinity of the soils. On the relatively flat
surface of the Dry Lakes toward the center and western quadrants of Bristol Dry Lake where
groundwater is shallower (~10 feet below ground surface) no vegetation occurs; any water
that does reach the surface is highly saline with high concentrations of calcium chloride and
does not support plant life. At Cadiz Dry Lake, shallow groundwater is found under most of
the playa, though no vegetation survives in the highly saline soils.
Wildlife

As described above, the alluvial groundwater is inaccessible to plant life and wildlife within
the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds. Desert plants and animals adapt to their arid
environment relying on surface water, since groundwater is located well beyond their reach.
The millions of acre-feet of stored fresh water are not utilized, except by scattered
groundwater wells in the Watershed serving private properties. Given that wildlife in the
region does not currently have access to this water, lowering of the depth to groundwater
beneath the Project wellfield and Dry Lakes would have no effect on wildlife.
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The important mountain springs that support wildlife such as Nelson’s bighorn sheep, are
top-fed. That is to say, the springs are fed from rainwater or snow melt seeping through rocks
and soil from higher elevations in the mountains, as described in detail in Master Response
3.4 Springs. These springs are not created by pressure from below. They have no connectivity
with the lower alluvial aquifer, i.e., groundwater, which is thousands of feet lower in
elevation. Accordingly, any lowering of the groundwater levels in the valley aquifers would
have no effect on the springs, which are located at higher elevations. Ephemeral pools or
tinajas recently mapped in the Marble Mountains are fed exclusively by surface runoff and
guzzlers (a barrel reinforced by a concrete apron that directs rainfall into a pool) (Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-19). Water remaining after the mountain springs have
taken their supply migrates down gradient to the valley floor and on to the Dry Lakes.
Therefore, the springs and supporting man-made features serving as watering holes for the
bighorn sheep and other desert wildlife would not be affected by Project operations. See
Master Response 3.4 Springs.
Mojave National Preserve

The Mojave National Preserve (MNP) is a 1.6 million acre park established by Congress in
1994 and managed by the National Park Service (NPS). The NPS management objectives for
the MNP include protecting natural and cultural resources and fostering a better
understanding of the resources in the Preserve.1 The MNP is located approximately 20 miles
north of the proposed Cadiz wellfield and includes the northern portion of the Fenner
Watershed north of I-40. The proposed Project would not affect natural resources in the MNP
including wildlife, vegetation, geological resources, groundwater resources, or the noise
environment since no facilities would be located within 20 miles of the Preserve. As shown
in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Figures 64 to 69) , the groundwater within the MNP would not be affected by the Project,
since the drawdown would not reach north of I-40. Therefore, the Project would have no
impact on resources or management goals of the MNP.

Impacts to Desert Ecosystem from Construction and Operation
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources provides an extensive assessment of the
biological resources within the footprint of the Project that could be affected by construction or
operation of the Project. Thirteen special status and five natural diversity database animal species
(Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-10) and three special status and five limited
distribution plant species (p. 4.4-33) were identified as having medium to high potential to occur
in the Project area. Multiple field surveys, including protocol surveys in some areas, were
conducted along the proposed pipeline alignment, within the proposed wellfield area, and within
the conceptual spreading basins area to identify plants, animals, reptiles, and birds (pp. 4.4-37 to
4.4-38).
Within the vast desert environment, the Phase 1 footprint would be minimal and largely confined
to existing disturbed areas along the Arizona and California Railroad Company (ARZC) Right-of1

Mojave National Preserve General Management Plan, National Park Service, 2002, p 2.
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Way (ROW) and an expansion of the existing wellfield northeasterly up the Fenner Gap.
Potential impacts would occur primarily during the Project construction period when earthwork
and equipment movement activities could potentially disturb or harm wildlife species that enter
the active construction area. After construction is completed, there would be minimal operational
activity and limited permanent impact to potential habitat acreage.
Impacts from construction of the 43-mile pipeline corridor would occur within the 200-foot wide
ARZC railroad easement from the Cadiz Inc. properties to the CRA. This corridor is largely
disturbed by the development and active use of the railroad and existing access road. Operation of
the pipeline would increase traffic on the access road slightly, but not substantially, with fewer
than three trips a day (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, p. 4.3-13). Furthermore, the
pipeline will be laid underground, along the railroad tracks no more than 100 feet from the
centerline thus causing no permanent disturbance once installed and only temporarily impacting a
narrow area of desert along the tracks during construction.
Construction of the Phase 1 wellfield would occur in phases and could include clearing up to
34 well pads and connecting access roads for installation of the wells and manifold. Well pads
would be spaced at approximately 1,500-foot intervals, accommodating approximately four wells
per square mile as shown in Figures 3-6a and 3-6b. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-26, a typical well pad would be located within a fenced area of
approximately 1,000 square feet (e.g., 30 feet x 34 feet or 20 feet by 50 feet). See new Figure 3-9a
for an example of a typical existing well pad on the Cadiz Inc. property (Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter
5 Draft EIR Text Changes). Clearing around the well pad would be maintained for vehicle parking
and staging. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources concludes in Table 4.4-2 that
the Project wellfield would permanently impact up to 113 acres of previously undisturbed desert
habitat. The northern and southern segments of the ARZC ROW would permanently affect no more
than 129 acres. There would be approximately 250 acres of overall permanent Project footprint. As
discussed in the Draft EIR, tortoises are not considered common anywhere along the ARCZ ROW;
and survey evidence suggests that they occur in low densities in the area around the northern half of
the pipeline alignment and may be absent or occur in low density in the area around the southern
half of the pipeline alignment.
No federal or State-listed plant species were identified within these construction areas. Except for
a single observation well within the Piute Wash Watershed, none of the facilities (i.e., the
wellfield, the pipeline, or the CRA tie-in) is located in designated critical habitat for any specialstatus species. The impacts to all species that could potentially be impacted would be mitigated to
a less than significant level through pre-construction surveys, fencing, and programs to avoid,
protect and preserve habitat as compensation for potential effects. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-45 through 4.4-53 identifies 17 mitigation measures that would
be implemented for the Phase 1 Component to ensure that impacts to biological resources are
avoided or substantially minimized and that appropriate habitat compensation is conserved to
offset the limited effects of the Project. In response to comments that requested additional detail
for proposed mitigation measures and urged that avoidance opportunities be analyzed and
pursued where possible, additional detail has been incorporated into the mitigation measures to
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further clarify the specific steps and activities that will be implemented to avoid impact to
wildlife resources, particularly the desert tortoise (see Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-61 as well
as -62 and Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions for revisions to select biological
resources mitigation measures). As reflected in the detailed mitigation measures, all feasible
mitigation measures will be imposed to avoid impact to the desert tortoise during construction
and operation. There are no significant and unmitigable impacts to any biological resources
identified in the Draft EIR resulting from construction or operation.
As compared to construction impacts, operation of the Project would have an even smaller effect.
During Project operations, only a few vehicle trips per day (approximately three trips per day)
would occur within the Project area, similar to current conditions for the existing agricultural
operations. The Draft EIR concludes that operation of the Project would involve low-intensity
uses that would result in minimal impacts to the local ecosystems. Most facilities would be
unmanned, including unmanned wellheads, an underground pipeline, and an unmanned CRA tiein facility; Project facilities would be monitored constantly and remotely with occasional visual
inspection and required maintenance occurring onsite. Furthermore, as discussed above,
operations causing the lowering of groundwater would have no effect on the local ecosystems.
Federal or State Listed Species – Desert Tortoise

Only one federal or State-listed species (identified as either Threatened or Endangered on the
National or California Endangered Species Act) was found to have the potential to occur within
the Project area: the desert tortoise (see Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1 Focused Survey for
Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for Burrowing Owl, and General Biological Resource
Assessment). With the sole exception of one monitoring well in the Piute Valley, however, none
of the Project components in Phase 1 would be located in designated critical habitat for desert
tortoise. All of the Project facilities also are located outside of a Desert Wildlife Management
Area (DWMA) and, as such, are in areas characterized as Category 3 Habitat, which is the lowest
priority management area for viable populations of desert tortoise. Evidence from the 2010 field
surveys conducted for the Project indicates that tortoise only occur in low densities in the general
area and may be absent or occur in low density in the southern half of the pipeline alignment. The
habitat quality for the tortoise improves to the northeast of the wellfield, outside the Project area
(Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1).
Regarding the potential for the Project to establish new surface water sources that might attract
predators to desert wildlife, the storage facility proposed as an optional element of the CRA tie-in
(forebay and/or equalization storage facility) would be located near the CRA, which is an existing
and constant source of water that runs through the desert. Therefore, the addition of a CRA tie-in
facility that holds standing water would not increase the viability of ravens and coyotes given its
proximity to an already existing water source. Similarly for the proposed Phase 2 recharge basins,
they may provide a periodic water source for raven and other predators, but because the basins
would not be full for more than a few weeks of the year they would not present a permanent
water source for ravens and other predators, nor would they increase water availability to ravens
given the existing agricultural operations (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biology, p. 4.4-55).
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The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources concludes that with implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-8, impacts to desert tortoise can be avoided. To
compensate for the small amount of habitat loss associated with development of the Phase I
wellfield (well pads and access roads, approximately 113 acres) and temporary disruption of the
pipeline corridor, which has been previously disturbed in large part, Mitigation Measure BIO-6
requires the implementation of a site restoration plan that includes a soil salvage and replacement
program, a plant salvage and replanting program, and invasive species maintenance and five-year
maintenance and monitoring plans. Mitigation Measure BIO-4 requires that construction be
halted in any area where desert tortoise are spotted. Mitigation Measure BIO-7 requires that,
consistent with California Department of Fish & Game tortoise compensation requirements,
habitat compensation be implemented to provide for the purchase of compensatory mitigation
land at a 1:1 ratio for permanent impacts and at a 0.5:1 ratio for temporary impacts to desert
tortoise habitat. This mitigation property would be conserved in perpetuity and managed for
desert tortoise habitat values. Updated Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7 are included in
Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions of this Final EIR.
Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep

Nelson’s bighorn sheep are known to traverse the valley areas to their preferred ranges at higher
elevations. The Draft EIR concludes that although the Project construction activities would be
within the designated bighorn sheep movement corridors, the Project would not impede
movement during construction because active construction would occur in segments along the
pipeline corridor and in small portions of the wellfield allowing movement around and/or through
the Project area. Active construction areas would be fenced to exclude the desert tortoise but
fencing would extend approximately two feet above ground (see Mitigation Measures BIO-2)
specifically to exclude tortoise movement but not impede other species such as the bighorn ship.
Moreover, no fencing that would impede wildlife movement across the valley would be installed
along linear roads during the life of the Project (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, p. 4.4-52).
The pipeline alignment would be constructed in segments and any disturbance would be both
temporary and localized to the specific segment under construction, allowing for wildlife
movement around the impacted area. The proposed wellfield would also be located within a
BLM-designated bighorn sheep movement corridor and would not impede wildlife movement
once constructed. Fences would surround well pads and potentially other structures along the
pipeline ROW but would not truncate habitat or create linear barriers that would impede wildlife
movement. A typical well pad would be located within a fenced area of approximately 1,000
square feet (e.g., 30 feet x 34 feet or 20 feet x 50 feet). Construction activity would deter wildlife
in the immediate vicinity of the Project segment under construction, and the distances between
well sites would leave ample room for wildlife movement from one side of the valley to the other.
Construction of the proposed Project would not affect the habitat or movement of the bighorn
sheep (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-52).
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Other Sensitive Species

The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources lists special-status species in Table 4.4-1
that may occur in the Project area. The Draft EIR acknowledges that there is a medium to high
potential for the following species to utilize the Project area:


Mojave fringe-toed lizard



Cooper’s hawk



sharp-shinned hawk



burrowing owl



ferruginous hawk



prairie falcon



loggerhead shrike



Le Conte’s thrasher



pallid bat



American badger

Mitigation measures such as surveys and detailed protection protocols are assured for the Mojave
fringe-toed lizard (BIO-8), migratory birds (BIO-9), burrowing owl (BIO-10), American badger
(BIO-11), and pallid bat (BIO-12 and BIO-13).
The Draft EIR concludes that no special status plant species occur within the Project footprint,
although some species covered under the San Bernardino County Desert Plant Protection
Ordinance were identified, including the smoke tree. Mitigation Measures BIO-14, BIO-16, and
BIO-17 would ensure that, with implementation, any impacts to these species are less than
significant. Construction sites would be flagged, staked, and fenced, and protected species would
be inventoried and marked to avoid their removal, or, if removal is necessary, to facilitate their
replanting. Implementation of these mitigation measures would ensure that even though
compliance is not required, the Project nevertheless is consistent with the San Bernardino County
Desert Plant Protection Ordinance.

3.6.3

Effects of Reduced Evaporation from the Dry Lakes on
Microclimate

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters expressed concern that the loss of evaporating water from the Dry Lakes could have
a warming effect on the desert ecosystem and alter climatic conditions.

Response
The Mojave Desert receives between four and twelve inches of rain per year. Prevailing winds at
the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes are out of the west and northwest. The Sierra Nevada Mountains
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present a block to moisture from the west, resulting in a rain shadow in the northern portions of
the Mojave Desert. Strong winter storms from the northwest contribute most of the rain and snow
in the higher elevations. However, during the summer when groundwater evaporation rates are at
their highest, the climate of the Fenner Valley is influenced primarily by a Pacific Subtropical
High cell that results in minimal cloud formation and daytime solar heating in the inland desert
areas. During these hot summer months, most desert moisture arrives from infrequent warm,
moist, and unstable air masses from the south.2 These monsoonal systems are generated from the
eastern Pacific and move northward contributing precipitation to the region. Sporadic thunder
storms can result in significant downpours and flash flooding in summer.
Groundwater levels are shallowest at the low point in the Fenner Valley (at the Dry Lakes),
pressurized by the flow of groundwater from the Bristol and surrounding watersheds. As the
groundwater nears the surface, the desert heat evaporates groundwater from within the shallow
soils through a process called thermal transfer. Capillary action in the soils assists in the process
and causes the water to rise toward the surface. Operation of the Project would ultimately reduce
the amount of groundwater evaporating from the Dry Lakes by an estimated 32,000 AFY since
the groundwater levels below the Dry Lakes would be lowered, thus reducing groundwater
exposure to the heat and atmosphere. Figures 4.9-11a and 4.9-11b of the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality illustrates how the reduction in evaporation will occur
slowly over time and then begin recovering when pumping ceases. The reduced groundwater
evaporation would result in reduced moisture content entering the atmosphere directly over the
Dry Lakes. However, the area exhibits extreme heat and dryness under existing conditions.
Current groundwater evaporation from the Dry Lakes does not substantially elevate local
humidity compared to other areas of the Mojave.3 Precipitation in the watershed is influenced by
regional weather patterns, as discussed above, and would not be expected to change with reduced
local evaporation. In addition, the vegetation in the Cadiz Valley is predominantly a low density
creosote scrub that is also found throughout other portions of the Mojave Desert not adjacent to
Dry Lakes. The scrub vegetation down-wind of the Dry Lakes (toward the southeast) does not
appear more dense, diverse, or verdant than in other areas of the desert as shown in Figure 3 of
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix F4 Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from
Groundwater Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas. No species known to thrive on atmospheric
moisture, such as Joshua Trees, occur in the immediate vicinity of the Dry Lakes. As shown in
Figures 3 and 4 of Appendix F4, the comparably more dense vegetation east of Bristol Dry Lake
corresponds to a topographical drainage in the Orange Blossom Wash and benefits from surface
runoff. Otherwise, vegetation density and verdure is consistently low near and far from the Dry
Lakes thereby demonstrating no influence from evaporation or microclimate humidity. Once
evaporated into the air above the Dry Lakes, moisture disperses into the surrounding atmosphere
via thermal and mechanical turbulence effects (local heating and wind currents) within the
atmospheric boundary layer (typically considered to be the first 1,000 meters of air above ground
surface) and moves as influenced by regional wind currents and atmospheric instability.4 With or
2
3

4

Mojave Desert AQMD, CEQA Guidelines, p. 7, August 2011.
Average afternoon humidity at Twentynine Palms is 25 percent annually and 15 percent during dry summer
months. Western Regional Climate Center, Average Afternoon humidity at Twentynine Palms,
http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/htmlfiles/westcomp.rhaft.html, accessed April 2012.
William D. Sellers, Physical Climatology, University of Chicago Press, 1965.
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without a reduction in evaporation resulting from the Project, precipitation and humidity in the
surrounding desert will continue to be dominated by these regional weather patterns.
Further, evaporation of surface water following rain and snow storms will continue to occur,
especially at higher elevations. Evaporation from the mining operations’ brine trenches will also
continue. These sources of evaporation and the evapotranspiration from plants in these areas will
not be affected by the Project.
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3.10 Master Response on SMWD as CEQA Lead
Agency
3.10.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses comments raised about Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD)
serving as the CEQA Lead Agency rather than the County of San Bernardino (County).
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.10.2
3.10.3

SMWD as CEQA Lead Agency
County of San Bernardino Role and Involvement

3.10.2 SMWD as CEQA Lead Agency
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters stated that the County of San Bernardino should serve as the CEQA Lead Agency and
that SMWD does not have authority or jurisdiction under CEQA to be the lead agency. Some
commenters expressed the opinion that the County possesses general governmental powers under
State law thus requiring the County to be the lead agency for a CEQA document for the Project,
and that the County has the principle responsibility for approving the Project, while SMWD has
no approval or enforcement authority over the Project. Concerns were expressed that because
SMWD is a Project Participant it should not also serve as CEQA Lead Agency and, further, that
the Project is being carried out by Cadiz and not by SMWD. Also, comments were expressed that
SMWD is not a participant in the Imported Water Storage Component and should not serve as
lead agency for the program level analysis.
Comments were received stating that the proposed pipeline to be built in the railroad right-of-way
running through BLM land requires BLM approval that would require BLM to be the lead agency
under National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). Also, comments expressed concerns that
use of a natural gas pipeline under the Imported Water Storage Component would require BLM
approval and compliance with NEPA.

Response
Lead Agency
Pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15051(a), “if [a] project will be carried out by a public
agency, that agency shall be the lead agency even if the project would be located within the
jurisdiction of another public agency.” Accordingly, contrary to concerns expressed by some
commenters regarding a potential conflict of interest, CEQA Guidelines section 15051 (a)
specifically allows an agency to serve as the lead agency for a project the agency is carrying-out,
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and that agency may be a lead agency for a project that originates outside its jurisdiction. Further,
pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15051(b), “if [a] project is to be carried out by a
nongovernmental person or entity, the lead agency shall be the public agency with the greatest
responsibility for supervising or approving the project as a whole.”
SMWD Is The Proper Lead Agency As It Is Carrying-Out the Project

As part of a public-private partnership with Cadiz Inc., SMWD will be the public agency carrying
out the Project. SMWD’s role as the public agency carrying-out the Project was first established by
the Option Agreement between SMWD and Cadiz which provides for SMWD to (1) participate in
“alternative public financing of some or all of the capital costs attributable to conveying water to
and from Cadiz Inc.'s property to the [Colorado River Aqueduct] CRA” (2) establish standards and
specifications for and approve design and construction of the wells, pipelines, and conveyance
facilities for the Project, obtain financing for these facilities, and manage and oversee operation of
the Project; and (3) negotiate for the acquisition of real property interests owned by Cadiz Inc.
SMWD’s role as the public agency carrying-out the Project is further detailed in the Purchase and
Sale Agreement (“PSA”) — the agreement SMWD will execute should it certify the EIR and
approve the Project. Multiple provisions of the PSA confirm that SMWD is the public agency
carrying-out the Project.
First, SMWD will carry-out and supervise the Project as the managing member of FVMWC, and
is also contemplated to be the largest shareholder. Accordingly, all responsibilities of the
FVMWC, which include collecting payments received for the sale of water, complying with all
regulatory requirements for the operation of a public water system, including the requirements of
the Department of Public Health, and carrying out the day to day implementation of mitigation
measures contained in the EIR and the corrective measures contained in the GMMMP, will be
overseen by the SMWD, as the managing member of FVMWC.
Second the PSA requires that SMWD control and operate the Fenner Joint Powers Authority
(“JPA”). The JPA will be formed pursuant to Government Code Section 6509, with SMWD being
the “designated entity.” The PSA requires that the Joint Powers Agreement between SMWD and
the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (“FVMWC”) provide SMWD with full management
and operational control of the JPA. The JPA, under the management and control of SMWD, will
review and approve the Project designs and specifications, manage and oversee the operation of
the Project facilities in coordination with FVMWC, and oversee compliance of the Project with
the GMMMP.
Third, the PSA requires that, upon completion of the construction of the Project facilities, Cadiz
will provide the JPA with exclusive possession of Project facilities through a long term lease
arrangement (“Facility Lease”). When the Facility Lease expires, the PSA provides that title to all
Project facilities must transfer to the JPA. Hence, the JPA, with SMWD as the managing and
controlling member, will hold an undivided interest in the Project facilities. Separate and apart from
the Facility Lease, SMWD standing alone will, at all times, have an easement over Project facilities
which gives it the priority right to use the Project facilities to take its contracted share of water.
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Fourth, the PSA requires that FVMWC coordinate the pumping and delivery of water pursuant to
a facility operation agreement with the JPA (the “Facility Operation Agreement”). The JPA,
under the management and control of SMWD, will ensure all regulatory permits and mitigation
measures under the GMMMP are fully implemented by FVMWC. The Facility Operation
Agreement will also provide that the JPA has the power to contract with another participating
agency, another local public agency or contract operator to provide staffing for the day to day
operation and maintenance of the Project, as well as bookkeeping and administration.
Lastly, because compliance with the GMMMP is a condition of SMWD’s approval of the Project,
SMWD in its discretion, will also consider the findings and actions taken or recommended by
FVMWC and the TRP (Technical Review Panel) through the GMMMP, and will exercise its own
independent judgment concerning whether the triggering of the action criterion is attributable to
Project operations, whether the triggering of the action criterion involves a potential adverse
impact or Undesirable Result, and to determine the appropriate corrective measure(s) necessary to
avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable Result. If SMWD determines that
appropriate corrective measure(s) are necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact
or Undesirable Result but the County does not, SMWD will independently impose those
corrective measures it determines necessary to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources or
Undesirable Results provided that independent enforcement by SMWD shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements and remedies applicable as if the County were enforcing the
GMMMP.
SMWD Is The Proper Lead Agency As It Has The Greatest Approval Role

If a project is to be carried out by a non-governmental entity, the public agency with the greatest
responsibility for supervising or approving the project as a whole must be the lead agency.(CEQA
Guideline section 15051(b).) Accordingly, in addition to carrying-out the Project, as part of a
public-private partnership with Cadiz Inc., SMWD will be the public agency with the greatest
responsibility for approving the Project as a whole. This is because the Project consists of, among
other components, designing and constructing infrastructure for transportation of groundwater
and negotiating contracts for and constructing storage facilities for the Phase 2 Storage
Component. (Since the EIR must analyze the proposed Project in its entirety, SMWD must, under
CEQA prepare an EIR which analyzes both Phase 1 and Phase 2, even if only programmatic
review of Phase 2 is currently possible.) In short, the Project, as a whole, consists of much more
than just the pumping of groundwater and the implementation of the GMMMP. For instance, in
its role as the managing member of FVMWC and managing member of the JPA, SMWD will
direct, review and approve the design and construction of Project facilities including pipeline
conveyance and interconnection with the CRA, and negotiation, review and approval of terms for
the conveyance of water to and within the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
CRA. Further FVMWC, with SMWD as its managing member, will be the contracting entity for
storage participants for the Imported Water Storage Component of the proposed Project.
Accordingly, SMWD will have the greatest responsibility for approving the Project as a whole
within the meaning of CEQA Guidelines section 15051(b).
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Commenters have contended that, under CEQA Guideline section 15015(b), the County, not
SMWD, should be the lead agency because certain Project facilities will be constructed and
operated in the County and the County has approval authority over construction and operation of
the Project. This is not the case. Even if SMWD were not already per se the lead agency pursuant
to the CEQA Guideline section 15015(a), State agencies, such as SMWD, have sovereign
immunity from local regulation, such as the County’s local building and zoning ordinances,
unless such immunity has been waived. Specifically, Government Code sections 53091(d) and (e)
and section 53096 provide an exemption from local regulation for water projects. Accordingly,
SMWD is not required to comply with the County’s local zoning and building regulations. Thus,
the County does not have permitting authority over SMWD’s water projects. Further, as
discussed above, SMWD intends to form a Joint Powers Agency with FVMWC to provide for the
joint exercise of powers common to each for the construction, development, operation, and
overall implementation of the Project. Pursuant to Government Code section 6509, the JPA will
have the powers of its “designated entity” – SMWD - including its immunities.1
SMWD has agreed to County regulation only in one limited aspect. SMWD has agreed to a
limited waiver of its immunity through its June 2011 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the County which states that Cadiz and SMWD will comply with the County’s Groundwater
Management Ordinance (Ordinance). SMWD will approve the GMMMP that was prepared to
comply with the Ordinance as an excluded Project.
SMWD Is the Proper Lead Agency As The Agency Which Will Act First On the Project

Finally, pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15051(c) “Where more than one public agency
equally meet the criteria in subdivision (b), the agency which will act first on the project in
question shall be the lead agency.” As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Introduction,
Section 1.3, SMWD is the lead agency for the Project because it is the first public agency with a
discretionary decision regarding the proposed Project since it was the first Project Participant to
enter into an Option Agreement for the largest portion of Project water supply and carry-over
storage and proposed to execute the PSA pursuant to that Option Agreement. Without SMWD's
agreement to consider receiving Project water, CEQA review for the proposed Project could not
have been conducted.
CEQA requires that environmental analysis be conducted at the earliest possible time. Here,
CEQA review of the Project could not have commenced without an identified purchaser of
Project water. (Delta Water Agency v. State Water Resources Control Board (2002) 124
Cal.App.4th 245, 271-2, holds that environmental review of a water project cannot proceed unless
and until end users of the water were designated.) In other words, it is SMWD’s approval of the
PSA that is the required first approval action on the Project. Environmental review of the Project
by any other public agency, such as the County, prior to SMWD’s execution of the PSA would be
premature, because no end user of the Project water would yet have been designated.
Accordingly, even though the County will act as a responsible agency in reviewing and
considering approval of one permit for the Project, the GMMMP, that approval is not (and could
1

See Zack v. Marin Emergency Radio Authority (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 617.
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not be) the first approval of the Project, and thus the County is not the appropriate lead agency
under CEQA Guideline section 150151(c).
The County Has Confirmed That SMWD Is The Proper Lead Agency

To resolve any confusion, and in recognition of SMWD’s role as the agency carrying-out and
approving the whole of the Project, in June 2011, the County and SMWD entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding expressing acknowledging that “SMWD is the lead agency for
the Project pursuant to CEQA with all the traditional rights and responsibilities of a Lead Agency
to evaluate the environmental impacts of the Project with the discretionary to certify the Final
Environmental Impact Report (“FEIR”) and approve or disapprove the Project.”
Under all three criteria of CEQA Guideline section 15051, SMWD is the proper lead agency for
the Project.
Accordingly, SMWD has properly conducted the CEQA environmental review process for the
proposed Project and prepared the EIR in accordance with the requirements of CEQA and the
CEQA Guidelines. SMWD has appropriately served as lead agency and will exercise its
discretion when it determines whether or not to certify the EIR and to approve or reject the
Project.

Responsible Agencies
As described in the Draft EIR Vol.1, Chapter 3 Project Description, several other agencies serve
in the role of Responsible Agency for this Project. A Responsible Agency is a public agency,
other than the lead agency, which has some discretionary authority for carrying out or approving
all or aspects of a project (see Guidelines § 15381). Some of these agencies have a regulatory
approval role for the Project, generally related to a particular element or aspect of the Project (see
Guidelines §§ 15041(b), 15096(a), 15096(g), and 15381). The County of San Bernardino is one
of the many agencies that has such an approval role. As described in more detail in the following
section, the County of San Bernardino’s approval role for the Project is related to compliance
with the County Groundwater Ordinance.
The other Project Participants are also Responsible Agencies as they will make a discretionary
decision regarding whether to ultimately approve participation in the Project. Responsible
Agencies take action after the Lead Agency has certified the EIR and has made its decision
regarding project approval. Once and only if the Lead Agency approves a project and authorizes
implementation is it appropriate for Responsible Agencies to subsequently take their actions to
approve permits and conditions relevant to how the project is implemented. For this Project it is
appropriate that SMWD serve as the CEQA Lead Agency in that it will exercise the first tier
discretionary action regarding whether to proceed with Project implementation or not, and
because it has discretionary authority over approval and implementation of the entire Project.
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Federal Permitting
Commenters have asserted that NEPA review and a NEPA lead agency would potentially be
required for the Project because the pipeline routes being considered, including the natural gas
pipeline right-of-way, involve federal lands. However, at this stage, there are no federal approvals
or permits required, and therefore a NEPA lead agency is not required. The ARZC right-of-way is
a private easement, and though use of existing natural gas pipelines may require NEPA review in
the future for Phase 2, CEQA programmatic analysis is adequate until project-level review of the
Imported Water Storage Component and use of the pipelines is found to be feasible. Please see
Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
Regarding potential use of the natural gas pipeline as part of Phase 2, only options to purchase
natural gas pipelines have been executed, and their use for either component of the proposed
Project is speculative at this time. Cadiz Inc. entered an option agreement with El Paso Natural
Gas in September 2011 for an option to purchase an idle 220-mile natural gas pipeline for
potential conversion to transmit water. The pipeline runs over land controlled by the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and its use will likely require approval by BLM if Cadiz Inc. pursues
that course of action for imported storage as a second phase of the Project. NEPA directs that all
federal agencies shall consider the environmental impacts of every “major federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.”2 Therefore, the NEPA process is
initiated when a proposal for federal action exists. At this time, no application for such approval
has yet been made, and no NEPA compliance for the potential use of the natural gas pipeline is
required at this time.

3.10.3 County of San Bernardino Role and Involvement
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters request that the County of San Bernardino have approval authority over the Project
and GMMMP.

Response
As noted above, the County of San Bernardino is a Responsible Agency for this Project
because it has a limited, discretionary, regulatory approval role under the County’s
Groundwater Management Ordinance. As discussed above, the County will consider the
GMMMP but the Project consists of a multitude of other components, such as the design and
construction of Project facilities including pipeline conveyance and interconnection with the
CRA, and the conveyance of water to and within Metropolitan’s CRA. Further, as also noted
above, Cadiz and SMWD’s compliance with the Groundwater Ordinance is being conducted
pursuant to a limited waiver granted by SMWD given that the Project is otherwise exempt
from local zoning and building regulations of the County.

2

42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4
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The County’s Groundwater Management Ordinance is described in the Draft EIR Vol.1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, Section 2.3.1. The Desert Groundwater Management
Ordinance3 imposes permitting requirements and procedures for certain new groundwater
extraction wells in the Desert Region of the County. However, the Ordinance does not apply to
entities that have prepared a County-approved groundwater management plan (for this Project, it
is called the Groundwater Management, Mitigation and Monitoring Plan or GMMMP and is
currently in its revised form in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) and that
have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the County.
The County as a responsible agency will review the Final EIR and proposed Updated
GMMMP for compliance with its ordinance pursuant to the MOU. As described in the Draft
EIR and Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol.7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP and Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP) five of the fifty-one mitigation measures recommended in the EIR
are also corrective measures contained in the Updated GMMMP (AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2,
HYDRO-3 and MIN-1). The County will have enforcement authority with regard to the
corrective measures in the GMMMP, but SMWD, as lead agency, will have the responsibility of
ensuring the implementation of those five corrective measures that are also mitigation measures.
Pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15097(a), SMWD will delegate enforcement authority of
AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3 and MIN-1 to the County, but SMWD will, as lead
agency, have the right to terminate the Project’s approvals for violations of the MMRP,
including failure to comply with Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2,
HYDRO-3, and MIN-1.

3

San Bernardino County Code of Ordinances, Title 3, Division 3, Chapter 6, Article 5, Section 33.06551.
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3.11 Master Response on CEQA Public Process
3.11.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses the issues commenters raised on adequacy of the CEQA public
notification process and the review period.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.11.2
3.11.3
3.11.4

CEQA Public Notification
CEQA and Meetings
Adequacy of CEQA Review Period

3.11.2 CEQA Public Notification
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Comments were received stating that the public notification for the Draft EIR is inadequate.
Specifically commenters stated that landowners surrounding the proposed Project area were
not notified of the availability of the Draft EIR, and that the EIR should be re-circulated.

Response
CEQA Noticing Requirements
CEQA Guidelines section 15087 requires a lead agency to give public notice of the availability of
a Draft EIR by one of several methods. Section 15087(a) requires that a Notice of Availability
(NOA) be mailed to the last known name and address of all organizations and individuals who
have previously requested such notice in writing.
Section 15087(a) also requires that in addition to the above notifications, at least one of the
following procedures be implemented:
1. Publication at least one time by the public agency in a newspaper of general circulation in
the area affected by the proposed Project;
2. Posting of notice by the public agency on and off the site in the area where the Project is
to be located; or
3. Direct mailing to the owners and occupants of property contiguous to the parcel or
parcels on which the Project is located.
To comply with these requirements, NOAs were sent to organizations and individuals who
previously requested notifications pursuant to section 15087(a) and NOAs were published in
several newspapers pursuant to section 15087(a)(1) as explained below.
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Section 15087(d) requires the NOAs to be posted for 30 days in the office of the county clerk of
each county in which the project will be located. NOAs were posted with the county clerks for
five counties: San Bernardino, Orange, Riverside, Los Angeles, and Ventura counties.
Section 15087(f) requires that an NOA be sent to affected responsible, trustee, and federal
agencies through the State Clearinghouse. Notices were sent to affected agencies as described
below.
Section 15087(g) requires that lead agencies place copies of Draft EIRs in public libraries. Copies
were placed in five libraries as described below. The following sections explain how the Project
Draft EIR was noticed, satisfying these requirements.

Notification of Responsible, Trustee and Federal Agencies
On December 5, 2011, NOAs were sent to the State Clearinghouse, as well as to responsible,
trustee, and federal agencies that may have an interest in the Project. The NOA was circulated to
over 200 local, state, and federal agencies and to organizations and individuals that expressed
interest in reviewing and commenting on the Draft EIR.
The following table lists the agencies that received an NOA. Delivery of these NOAs satisfies
CEQA Section 15087(a).
Federal

Environmental Protection Agency
National Park Service
Southern California Agency - Bureau of Indian Affairs
United States Marine Corps
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Bureau of Indian Affairs
US Bureau of Land Management
US Bureau of Reclamation
US Department of Agriculture
US Department of the Interior
US Fish and Wildlife Service
USGS Water Resources Division
US Geological Survey (USGS)
State

Calif. Dept. of Toxic Substances Control
California Air Resources Board
California Department of Conservation
California Department of Fish and Game
California Department of Food and Agriculture
California Department of Forestry
California Department of Housing and Community Development
California Department of Parks and Recreation
California Department of Public Health
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California Department of Transportation
California Department of Water Resources
California Emergency Management Agency
California Energy Commission
California Environmental Protection Agency
California Highway Patrol
California Integrated Waste Management Board
California Public Utilities Commission
California Resources Agency
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Planning
Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board
Native American Heritage Commission
Office of Historic Preservation
State Clearing House
State Lands Commission
State Water Resources Control Board
Local

Bighorn-Desert View Water Agency
California Water Service Company
City of Barstow
City of Needles
City of Twentynine Palms
Golden State Water Company
Hi-Desert Water District
Imperial County
Imperial Irrigation District
Inland Empire Utilities Agency
Jurupa Community Services District
Los Angeles County
Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District
Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
Municipal Water District of Orange County
Orange County
Orange County Public Works
Palo Verde Irrigation District
Riverside County Planning Department
Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District
San Bernardino Agricultural Commission
San Bernardino Associated Governments
San Bernardino County Regional Parks Department
San Bernardino County Department of Planning and Land Use (DPLU)
San Bernardino County Environmental Health Services
San Bernardino County Fire Department
San Bernardino County Museum
San Bernardino International Airport
San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District
San Diego County DPLU
Santa Margarita Water District
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Southern California Association of Governments
Suburban Water Systems
Three Valleys Municipal Water District
Town of Yucca Valley
Ventura County
Ventura County Planning Division.

In addition, SMWD filed a NOA with the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research on
December 5, 2012.
The Draft EIR was made available at the following locations:


Santa Margarita Water District, 26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
92688;



Rancho Santa Margarita Public Library, 30902 La Promesa Drive, Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA 92688;



Twentynine Palms Library, 6078 Adobe Rd., Twentynine Palms, CA 92277;



Joshua Tree Library, 6465 Park Blvd., Joshua Tree, CA 92252;



San Bernardino County Library, 104 W. 4th St., San Bernardino, CA 92415; and,



Online at: http://www.smwd.com/operations/the-cadiz-valley-project.html.

Publication in a Newspaper
The NOA was published in the Orange County Register on December 18, 2011, the Press
Enterprise on December 18, 2011, the Hi-Desert Star on December 21, 2011, and the Desert Trail
on December 22, 2011. The notice of extension was published in the same newspapers on
February 9, 2012. These published notices satisfy CEQA section 15087(a)(1). With notification
published in local newspapers, the noticing requirements of section 15087(a) were satisfied in
compliance with the CEQA Guidelines. The other suggested means of providing notice including
site posting or mailing to contiguous properties (sections 15087(a)(2) and (3)) are optional. A
new appendix (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix K Draft EIR Notification Materials) has been added
to the Final EIR that includes proof of publication of the Draft EIR with each newspaper.

Posting at Counties
On December 5, 2011, NOAs were filed with the Clerk’s office for San Bernardino County,
Riverside County, Orange County, Los Angeles County, and Ventura County. Receipt of these
NOAs satisfies CEQA section 15087(d).

Notification to Interested Parties
A total of 200 NOA’s were mailed to members of the public, as well as local, state, and federal
agencies concerning the availability of the Draft EIR. The list included all parties that commented
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on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) and all parties that contacted SMWD requesting to be
notified about the Project. The mailing of NOAs satisfies CEQA Guidelines section 15087(a).
In addition, SMWD published two notices in four (4) different newspapers of general circulation
in the area affected by the Project (Desert Trail, Hi-Desert Star, OC Register and the Press
Enterprise) pursuant to Guidelines CEQA section 15087(a)(1). Further, notices of the review
period extension were sent on February 9, 2012 to all interested parties that originally received an
NOA or Draft EIR. Additionally, to reach as many interested people as possible, notices were
also sent to each person who attended the public meetings on the Draft EIR. Further, to reach as
many interested parties as possible, SMWD published a Notice of Extension in five (5) different
newspapers of general circulation in the area affected by the Project (Desert Trail, Hi-Desert Star,
OC Register, Press Enterprise, and the Needles Desert Star).

Notification of Surrounding Landowners
CEQA Guidelines section 15087(a) provides three, independently sufficient options for a lead
agency to provide the public with notice of the availability of an EIR. One of these is via direct
mailing to the owners and occupants of property contiguous to the parcel or parcels on which the
project is located. However, SMWD opted instead, as authorized under section 15087(a), to
provide notice of availability of the Draft EIR (as noted above) by publishing the NOA in Orange
County Register on December 18, 2011, the Press Enterprise on December 18, 2011, the HiDesert Star on December 21, 2011, and the Desert Trail on December 22, 2011.
The Cadiz Inc. property, on which the Project is located, is surrounded primarily by federal
property and private uninhabited parcels. Because of this, the notification method of publication
described above rather than posting was utilized to reach interested parties.
As shown on Figure 4.10-1, some private properties exist in the proximity of the Project, but most
of the Project facilities, including the wellfields would be located far from these properties. The
private property that is directly contiguous to the Project facilities was viewed between May 10
and 17, 2012 and no structures, infrastructure or wells were observed to be located on these
parcels. Further, there are no known groundwater users located on the parcels adjacent to the
proposed Project facilities, including the wellfield area and pipeline. The 43-mile pipeline would
be located within the Arizona and California Railroad Company (ARZC) railroad easement,
terminating in property owned by Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(Metropolitan). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), ARZC, and Metropolitan were each
sent NOAs pursuant to section 15087(a)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines.

3.11.3 CEQA Public Meetings
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Comments were received stating that the Public Meetings were held in areas in excessive distance
from the proposed Project. Requests were received for supplemental public meetings to be held
closer to the Project site.
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Public Meeting Locations
CEQA Guidelines section 15082 requires a lead agency to publish an NOP of an EIR to all
responsible agencies, trustee agencies, and the California Office of Planning and Research (OPR
or State Clearing House). These agencies have 30 days to specify the scope and content of the
environmental information germane to their area of statutory responsibility. Public Resource
Code section 21080.4 further provides that a lead agency must convene a scoping meeting to
discuss these issues upon the request of any responsible agency, trustee agency, or the Project
applicant. The NOP must be sent to these agencies by certified mail or equivalent procedure. For
this Project, SMWD held two public scoping sessions. The first was held on March 16, 2011 in
Rancho Santa Margarita and the second was held on March 24, 2011 in Joshua Tree.
CEQA encourages public participation during the review period of an environmental document,
but does not require public meetings. In order to encourage public participation, however, SMWD
held a community workshop on January 11, 2012 in Joshua Tree. The purpose of the community
workshop was to provide access to the scientists and groundwater experts who had conducted the
environmental analysis contained in the Draft EIR. Although not required by the CEQA
Guidelines, the workshop provided an opportunity for the public to engage in informal
discussions with the experts and ask questions.
Following the community workshop, to further encourage public participation, SMWD held two
public comment meetings to receive comments on the Draft EIR. The first was held on January
24, 2012 in Rancho Santa Margarita and the second was held on February 1, 2012 in Joshua Tree.
The Joshua Tree location for the community workshop and one public meeting was determined
based on a number of factors including proximity to the Project site, the size and availability of
the meeting room, and the centrality of the location to as many interested parties as possible. The
Project site is located in a remote location and suitable meeting rooms are not available in the
closest local communities of Cadiz and Amboy (both these communities have populations of less
than 30 people). Accordingly, the community of Joshua Tree was selected because it offered a
reasonable drive from the Project site (approximately 80 miles west of the Cadiz Inc. properties)
and is closer to established communities and accessible to interested parties in San Bernardino
and the Coachella Valley. It also has a community building large enough to accommodate
meeting attendees.
This is in contrast to Needles, which is closest to only the northern portion of the Fenner Valley
near the New York and Providence Mountains and is remote from other known interested parties
to the west and south. The distances and interested persons were taken into account when locating
a central location for public meetings.
Additional public outreach was conducted at the University of Redlands in two (2) separate
sessions on May 15 and May 17, 2012. Several key technical and scientific experts who worked
on the Project provided an opportunity to learn more about the physical investigations and
technical work conducted on the geology and hydrogeology of the Watershed, as well as the
impacts analysis conducted including the chemistry and composition of the Dry Lakes.
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Each session was conducted by one of the Project experts. Notice was published in the Redlands
Daily Facts (Sunday, May 13, 2012), San Bernardino Sun, (Sunday, May 13, 2012), The Press
Enterprise, (Monday, May 14, 2012), and Hi-Desert Star, (Saturday, May 12, 2012).

3.11.4 Adequacy of CEQA Review Period
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters asserted that the review period for the Draft EIR was inadequate and commenters
requested an extension of the review period. They also requested that the EIR be re-circulated.

Response
CEQA Guidelines section15105 requires that a Draft EIR provide a public review period not less
than 45 days. The Draft EIR was published on December 5, 2011 with the review period set to
close on February 13, 2012, a period of 70 days. In response to requests for an extension of the
comment period, in February, SMWD granted an additional 30 days in February. The Draft EIR
public review period ended March 14, 2012, providing a total of 100 days for public review,
which is more than twice the required 45 days. Notices of the review period extension were sent
to all interested parties that had originally received the Draft EIR or NOA on February 9, 2012.
The 100-day review period provided an extended period for interested parties to review the
technical information provided in the Draft EIR and to adequately provide substantive comments
on the analysis.
CEQA also provides that a Draft EIR needs to recirculated only if significant new information is
added to an EIR after notice of public review has been given, but before certification of the Final
EIR. (Pub. Res. Code, § 21092.1; CEQA Guidelines, section 15088.5; Vineyard Area Citizens for
Resp. Growth Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412,447.) The critical issue in
this inquiry is whether any new information added is "significant"; if so then recirculation is
required. (Pub. Res. Code, § 21092.1) If it is not significant, no recirculation is required. CEQA
Guidelines, § 15088.5(a) states "new information added to an EIR is not 'significant' unless the
EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such
an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that the project's proponents have declined to
implement."
There are four situations in which recirculation is required:
(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new
mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless
mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of less than significant.
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(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others
previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the project, but
the project's proponents decline to adopt it.
(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature
that meaningful public review and comment were precluded.
CEQA Guidelines, § 15088.5; Laurel Heights Improv. Assn. v. Regents of U C. ["Laurel Heights
II”] (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, 1120.
Here, the public has not been deprived of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible project alternative or
mitigation measure. For example, no significant new information was added that would result in a
new project impact. The information added supports the existing analysis and conclusions, and
clarifies inquiries made from commenters. See Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Changes. Nor was new significant information added that would substantially increase an impact
unless mitigation measures would be adopted to offset the impact.
The Final EIR also clarifies the method by which SMWD proposes to commit to approval of
Phase I of the Project, namely, approval of a Purchase and Sale Agreement. The Purchase and
Sale Agreement pertains to SMWD’s and Cadiz’s contractual obligations regarding the delivery
and purchase of water, the authority and structure of management of the Project to provide for the
delivery of water to SWMD and other participants in the Project, and the structure and
management of the planned Joint Powers Authority of which SMWD and FVMWC would be
founding members. The Purchase and Sale Agreement is a financial and administrative document
and its approval will not alter the Project as described in the EIR, nor will it result in any new or
more serve impacts which would trigger the need to recirculate the EIR.
The Final EIR also includes the Updated GMMMP - Updated Groundwater Management,
Monitoring and Mitigation Plan - Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1: The Draft GMMMP was
updated since the publication of the Draft EIR to clarify matters such as the County’s
enforcement authority over the management plan, the details of monitoring and corrective
measures beyond those required by CEQA to protect critical resources, and to establish a “floor”
for the drawdown of groundwater levels and a limit for brine migration. The revisions strengthen
the management plan, but do not alter the analysis or findings in the Draft EIR, or present any
new information that would require recirculation. The Updated GMMMP was prepared to satisfy
the exclusion provisions of the County Ordinance and is subject to the County’s discretionary
review and approval as a responsible agency under CEQA. Accordingly, the inclusion of the
Updated GMMMP in the Final EIR is not significant new information which would trigger the
need to recirculate the EIR.
The Final EIR also includes the May MOU (May 2012 memorandum of understanding between
SMWD, the County, FVMWC and Cadiz - Final EIR, Appendix N). The County’s Desert
Groundwater Management Ordinance (Ordinance) does not apply to the operation of groundwater
wells where the operator has developed a groundwater management, monitoring, and mitigation
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plan approved by the County that is consistent with guidelines developed by the County, and the
County and the operator have executed a memorandum of understanding that complies with the
provisions of the Ordinance. Accordingly, the May MOU is a first step in seeking exemption
from the Ordinance and provides a framework for managing the basin consistent with the
Ordinance. It does not obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project or to certify the EIR. In fact, it
imposes no restriction on scope of environmental review of the Project undertaken by SWMD or
the County. It also does not require the County to approve the GMMMP. As a procedural
document which makes no final determinations and does not alter the Project, the May MOU
would have no direct or indirect impacts on the environment. The inclusion of the May MOU as
an appendix to the Final EIR is not significant new information which would trigger the need to
recirculate the EIR.
SMWD’s and the County’s review and conditional approval of the MOU were conducted in full
compliance with Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 139. Riverwatch v.
Olivehain Municipal Water District (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186, and Cedar Fair L.P. v. City of
Santa Clara (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1150. Specifically, as required by all three decisions, the
MOU contains language expressly conditioning final approval by the County on CEQA
compliance. For instance, MOU Recital G provides: “The obligations of the Parties under this
MOU are conditioned upon compliance with CEQA. In no event shall SMWD or the County be
required to implement any provision of this MOU prior to SMWD’s approval of the Project, and
the County’s taking discretionary action as a responsible agency, other than the County’s
obligation under Paragraph 4(c) to exercise its discretion within 90 days of certification of the
Final EIR.” MOU section 4(b) provides: “The Parties further acknowledge and agree that any
modifications to the Project resulting from SMWD’s or the County’s compliance with CEQA
may necessitate amendments to this MOU in a mutually acceptable manner.” Further, MOU
Section 4(a) also provides, in part: “The Project shall not proceed and the Project’s exclusion
from the Ordinance shall not become effective, however, unless and until the Parties have
finalized the GMMMP based upon information produced from the CEQA environmental review
process and following public review and all legally required procedures. Accordingly, the MOU
is not a project for the purposes of CEQA.
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3.12 Master Response on Project vs. Program Level
Analysis
3.12.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses the issues commenters raised on the project-level impact analysis
conducted for Phase 1 of the Project versus the program-level analysis conducted for Phase 2 of
the Project.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.12.2 EIR Program Level and Project Level Analysis

3.12.2 EIR Program Level versus Project Level Analysis
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters asserted that there is not enough detail in the analysis of Phase 2 to make
meaningful conclusions about impact significance. In addition, commenters asserted that since
Phase 1 creates storage capacity for Phase 2, the two phases should be analyzed as one Project.

Response
As defined by CEQA Guidelines section 15168, a program EIR is an EIR which may be prepared
on a series of actions that can be characterized as one large project and are related either:


Geographically;



As logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions;



In connection with rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to govern the
conduct of a continuing program; or



As individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory
authority and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in
several different ways.

Further, CEQA Guidelines section 15165 requires preparation of a program EIR when an
individual project is to be implemented in phases. Some EIRs combine program- and projectlevel analysis of phases of a project into one EIR. In this way, the initial phase of a planned series
of actions can be evaluated in detail pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 151611 and approved
1

A Project EIR, as defined by CEQA Guidelines §15161, is an EIR that examines the environmental impacts of a
specific development project. The Project EIR evaluates the detailed project including planning, construction, and
operation.
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for construction, while the later phase encompassing the larger intentions of the lead agency can
be disclosed and described.
As described in Draft EIR Vol.1, Chapter 1 Introduction, the Project has two components that
would be implemented by the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC). The first
Component—the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component (Phase 1)—has been
sufficiently developed to a level of certainty that it is ready for detailed environmental impacts
analysis associated with its implementation. Thus, a project level analysis can and has been
performed for Phase 1. The first Component is being approved by the Project Participants and is
analyzed in this Draft EIR at a project level. Phase 1 must be approved before Project Proponents
can decide whether to proceed with the second Component. The second component—the
Imported Water Storage Component (Phase 2) is still in the conceptual stage of development, and
is being considered for implementation following completion of the first Component. There are
no agencies currently committed to participate in Phase 2. In addition, the Imported Water
Storage Component requires potential future approvals by agencies not yet identified under terms
not yet negotiated. Because of this, Phase 2 is still in the conceptual stage and is primarily
analyzed programmatically. If approved, Imported Water Storage Component facilities would be
constructed after buildout of the groundwater recovery infrastructure, although the conveyance
pipeline built for the Conservation and Recovery Component would be used both for export and
import of water to and from the site.
In compliance with CEQA, the Draft EIR considered the impacts of each Component individually
throughout Vol. 1, Chapter 4 Environmental Setting, Impact, and Mitigation Measures, as well as
the cumulative effects of both Components operating in concert in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
5 Cumulative Impacts. The impacts associated with Phase 1 would be temporally and physically
separate from impacts identified for the potential Phase 2. The purpose of separating the analysis
of the two components was to clarify to the public that the Imported Water Storage Component is
not part of the present approval process primarily because it may, or may not, go forward. Unless
and until further project-level details are developed, analysis at a project level would be
incomplete. However, because some analysis of potential overall Project impacts can be
accomplished from what is known, the second phase is subject to a broader (programmatic) level
of review. Similarly, the alternatives analysis considered Phase 1 on a project level and analyzed
Phase 2 programmatically.2,3 Alternatives to the two components were considered independently
due to the different levels of review and the fact that the Imported Water Storage Component is
subject to future review and approval by agencies not yet identified and a project description has
not been fully developed.
Even though the phasing of the Project is interrelated, Phase 1 of the Project is not dependent
upon Phase 2 going forward – it can stand alone. Meaning, even though Phase 1 lowers the water
table to retrieve and intercept groundwater as part of the Groundwater Conservation and
Recovery Component and this would then facilitate the subsequent storage and retention of
2
3

In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143,
1169.
CEQA Guidelines §15168(b)(4).
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imported surface water for the second phase of the Project, this consequence is not an objective of
Phase 1. Further, the lowering of groundwater is only one of many other factors which need to be
developed. CEQA Guidelines section 15004 (b) provides that “[c]hoosing the precise time for
CEQA compliance involves a balancing of competing factors. EIRs and negative declarations
should be prepared as early as feasible in the planning process to enable environmental
considerations to influence project program and design and yet late enough to provide meaningful
information for environmental assessment.” Here, enough is known about Phase 2 that
programmatic analysis could be undertaken and program-level mitigation measures provided to
commit implementing agencies to further analysis and impact minimization. Future projects
proposed under the second Component will be required to prepare subsequent environmental
documentation in order to comply with CEQA.
Combining the two Components in one EIR provides for full disclosure of potential future actions
and ensures consideration of cumulative impacts that might be slighted were the Components
taken only individually. This transparency is beneficial to those reviewing the Project including
Responsible Agencies and the public, by allowing an early overview of the concepts that, if Phase
2 proceeds, will be later analyzed at the detailed project level. The overview is provided for the
envisioned second phase because it is not yet ready for detailed analysis. Separating the two
components and analyzing only Phase 1 for this EIR, without any analysis of Phase 2, would
provide less information to reviewers and the public.
The intent of Phase 1 is to capture the groundwater in the Fenner Valley (beneath the Cadiz
Property) which without capture is eventually wasted to evaporation. The Project proposes to
pump groundwater in excess of the average natural recharge to create the hydraulic gradient
necessary to capture groundwater that otherwise would be lost to evaporation. This Component
represents an important hydrologic tool necessary for recovering fresh water before it evaporates.
Proposed Project pumping would occur from wellfields located in the Fenner Gap area at the
downgradient end of the Fenner Watershed (see the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, pp. 3-2 and 3-10). This location allows for the recovery of groundwater that is
currently flowing from the upper end of the Watershed down into the Fenner Gap as well as
groundwater that has already flowed past the Gap and is now flowing towards the Dry Lakes (see
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-10). Once Phase 1 construction is complete
and the Conservation and Recovery Component operational, one of the secondary benefits of
Phase 1 will be facilitating additional storage capacity within the underground aquifer. Not only
will this benefit the carry-over storage aspect of Phase 1 (where Participating Providers store their
allotment of groundwater until they need it, such as in dry years), but it will also allow for
additional storage capacity for use in Phase 2. Further, detailed information (other than what is
currently described) about Phase 2 is not necessary for making an environmentally informed
decision about whether to proceed with Phase 14. Phase 1 can move forward without Phase 2
approvals or additional details. For this reason, Phase 1 is independent from Phase 2.

4

No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1987) 196 Cal. App. 3d 223
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Additionally, because Phase 2 is evaluated at a program level in this EIR, the program level
analysis makes this EIR a first tier document for Phase 2.5 Additional environmental review will
be required to address Phase 2 details not evaluated in this Draft EIR. If Phase 2 proceeds, the
appropriate level of environmental review will be conducted prior to its approval. Providing an
EIR that combines program and project level analysis provides the most information to the Lead
Agency, the public, and Project stakeholders while allowing for approval and implementation of
Phase 1.

5

CEQA Guidelines § 15152.
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3.13 Master Response on Railroad Right-of-Way and
NEPA Analysis
3.13.1 Introduction
Overview
A number of commenters raise concerns over whether an approval from the federal government is
necessary to use of the Arizona and California Railroad (ARZC) railroad right-of-way (ROW) for
the Project. Commenters also inquire as to why the Project is not subject to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) when the Project pipeline will be constructed within the
ARZC ROW on U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM land).
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.13.2
3.13.3

Right-of-Way Issues
NEPA Analysis

3.13.2 Right of Way Issues
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


Is BLM authorization required for the Project’s installation and use of the proposed
pipeline within the ARZC ROW?

Response
The subject right-of-way was granted to ARZC approximately 100 years ago pursuant to the
General Railroad Right of Way Act of 1875 (18 Stat. 482)(“1875 Act”). The 1875 Act granted
easements to railroad companies that constructed railroads over federal land. The easement is the
ARZC right-of-way along their railroad tracks, including a portion of land to either side of the
tracks.
A railroad can authorize a third party to undertake any activity within its 1875 Act right-of-way if
the activity furthers a railroad purpose. Pursuant to that authority, Cadiz Inc. and ARZC entered
into an agreement that permits a water conveyance pipeline to be constructed within ARZC’s
right-of-way (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix M3 Excerpts of Lease Agreement). Subject to
certain conditions, the Agreement, as noted in the Draft EIR, also provides that Cadiz Inc. will
provide ARZC with available water and power from the pipeline and with access to certain
related Project facilities and roads, to the extent necessary for ARZC’s operations (see Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-2, 3-20, 3-21, and 3-40).
The scope of a railroad’s authority to approve uses within a railroad right-of-way granted under
the 1875 Act was recently analyzed in the November 4, 2011 Solicitor of the U.S. Department of
the Interior’s Memorandum Opinion to the Secretary of the Interior (M-37025)(“M-Opinion”).
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See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix M1 Memorandum of Opinion M-37025. In the M-Opinion, the
Solicitor clarifies that BLM approval is not required for a proposed use of a railroad right-of-way
if that use furthers, at least in part, a railroad purpose. Specifically, the M-Opinion states that:
Within an 1875 Act ROW, a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activities is
limited to those activities that derive from or further a railroad purpose, which allows a
railroad to undertake, or authorize others to undertake, activities that have both railroad
and commercial purposes. . .
In addition to the Solicitor’s opinion, BLM explained in a press release issued in connection with
the M-Opinion that: “[i]f a railroad purpose exists for a proposed use, then no further action
would be required by the BLM and the activity could be authorized by the railroad rights-of-way
holder at its discretion.” See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix M2 Issuance of Guidance on Existing
and Proposed Uses within Railroads’ Rights-of-Way Authorized Under the 1875 Act (November
4, 2011).
Although the general purpose of the Project is to transfer and store water, several of the Project’s
design features provide for utilization of the 43-mile Project pipeline or the accompanying power
lines, to serve both railroad purposes and commercial purposes. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-20 and 3-40, ARZC has reserved rights for and
identified the use of water from the Project for fire suppression and vehicle maintenance. Due to
the remote location of train tracks, trestle fires can be difficult to fight, can last for days, and have
significant effects on air quality and public safety.1 Train trestle material is known to exacerbate
fires. Most trestles are coated in creosote, which is an oily combustible substance used to seal and
extend the lifeline of the material. In addition to being highly flammable, the sealant is rich in
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a carcinogen which causes cancer. When the creosote
burns, it releases these toxic chemicals and other particulate matter which can produce negative
cumulative effects to sensitive receptors and air quality standards.2
The Project would: (1) place fire hydrants along the pipeline, as appropriate, in order to suppress
fires that could damage the railroad trestles and facilities; (2) grant the railroad access to power
meters along the railroad and emergency access to power at any location; and (3) provide the
railroad with 10,000 gallons of water per day for the future needs of the railroad, including
washing railcars, vehicle maintenance, vegetation control, and serving offices, or other
improvements (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Project Description, pp. 3-2, 3-20, 3-21, 3-40).
For fire suppression activities, fire hydrants would be installed at several locations along the rail
corridor, primarily at trestle bridge locations. In addition, ARZC has reserved rights for the use of
water from the Project for future operations such as a steam-powered excursion locomotive, new
warehouses (if any), bulk transfer facilities, or other railroad-related facilities on the line. Each of
these uses would be subject to additional environmental review as they are developed.
1
2

California Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, Public Health
Impacts from the Sacramento Trestle Fire, August 2007, p.3-5.
California Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, Public Health
Impacts from the Sacramento Trestle Fire, August 2007, p. 3.
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These activities are similar to other activities within a railroad right-of-way that the Solicitor has
held derive from or further a railroad purpose (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix M1 Memorandum of
Opinion M-37025, p. 9, "[A] railroad may make many uses of its right-of-way including the
building of side tracks, building, telegraph lines, and other structures necessary for its business.").
For example, the Solicitor noted that courts conducting such inquiries have allowed railroads to:
1) run telephone lines; 2) construct structures, such as commercial warehouses; 3) string power
lines; and 4) construct combined bulk and retail oil facilities within their right-of-way (Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix M1 Memorandum of Opinion M-37025, pp. 10-11). As shown, the ARZC
intends to use Project water for railroad purposes and therefore has the authority to grant
permission for the use of its right-of-way for Project purposes, purposes that include hosting the
Project pipeline along its railroad tracks. Consequently, BLM approval is not required for the
Project’s use of the railroad right-of-way.

3.13.3 NEPA Analysis
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


Why doesn’t the Project’s use of the railroad’s right-of-way to construct the 43-mile
pipeline within the ARZC ROW on BLM land trigger NEPA?

Response
Project’s Use of the Right-of-Way to Construct Pipeline
NEPA directs that all federal agencies shall consider the environmental impacts of every “major
Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.”3 Therefore, the
NEPA process is initiated when a proposal for federal action exists.
NEPA is not triggered in connection with this Project because there is no federal action. All
Project facilities will be constructed on land that does not require federal approval, including
within the ARZC easement. Neither the Project’s proponents nor ARZC are federal entities, and
federal approval for the use of the railroad right-of-way for the Project pipeline is not required, as
explained in the section above.

Phase 2’s Proposed Use of Natural Gas Pipelines
While NEPA review is not currently required for Phase 1, it may be required in the future if
Phase 2 includes conversion of existing natural gas pipelines to convey water to the Project’s
spreading grounds for storage (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-4). The
Draft EIR analyzed use of these pipelines at a programmatic level under CEQA (Draft EIR Vol.
1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-5 and Section 4.4 Biological Resources 4.4-56). At such a
time when the Imported Water Storage Component is to be implemented, and if use of the
pipelines is found to be feasible, project level review will be conducted, which may include
review under NEPA.
3

42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4.
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For private or nonfederal agency applications that require federal agency approval review under
NEPA should commence after the federal agency receives the application for its approval.4 It is
not until “the point of commitment” that NEPA requires a federal agency to evaluate the
environmental effects of its action. NEPA review need not be conducted ‘during the germination
process of a potential proposal.’ Instead, NEPA review is required when the “critical agency
decision” is made which results in an “irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources” to
an action that affects the environment. At this time, no federal approval for use of these pipelines
is required, there has been no irretrievable commitment of resources to this option, and no
application to a federal agency has been submitted.
Regarding the status of the potential use of the natural gas pipeline as part of Phase 2, only
options to purchase natural gas pipelines have been executed and their use for either Component
of the proposed Project is speculative at this time. Cadiz Inc. entered into an option agreement
with El Paso Natural Gas in September 2011 for an option to purchase an idle 220-mile natural
gas pipeline for potential conversion to transmit water. The pipeline runs over land controlled by
the Bureau of Land Management; its use will likely require approval by BLM if Cadiz Inc.
pursues that course of action for imported storage as a second phase of the Project. NEPA directs
that all federal agencies shall consider the environmental impacts of every “major Federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.”5 Therefore, the NEPA process is
initiated when a proposal for federal action exists. At this time, no application for such approval
has yet been made, and so preparation of an Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact
Statement under NEPA for Phase 2’s proposed conversion of natural gas pipelines for water
conveyance is premature.

4
5

40 C.F.R. § 1502.5.
42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4
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3.14 Master Response Alternatives
3.14.1 Introduction
Overview
Several commenters question the range of alternatives examined in the Draft EIR, or suggest
additional alternatives that should be examined. Commenters also request that the use of water
conservation programs be implemented as an alternative to the proposed Project.

Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters


The purpose and needs analysis is not adequate.



The project objectives are not adequately described and fail to focus on conservation
efforts.



The alternatives do not reflect that SMWD is carrying-out the Project.



The range of alternatives is not adequate.



Offsite alternatives, such as in the Ward Valley and in the Joshua Tree groundwater
basin, were not considered.



Conservation alternatives were not analyzed.



An average natural recharge rate alternative was not analyzed.



An agricultural alternative was not analyzed.



The phased approach is the environmentally superior alternative.



The feasibility of the Project and alternatives.

This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.14.2
3.14.3
3.14.4
3.14.5
3.14.6

Project Objectives and Fundamental Purpose
Reasonable Range of Alternatives
Alternatives Rejected from Detailed Analysis
Average Natural Recharge Rate Alternative
The Phased Project Alternative as the Environmentally Superior Alternative

3.14.2 Project Objectives and Fundamental Purpose
Commenters have raised the concern that the “purpose and needs” analysis in the EIR is not
adequate. A “purpose and needs” analysis is a requirement under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) not the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Accordingly, a
“purpose and needs” analysis pursuant to NEPA guidance is not required as no NEPA review is
required for this Project. See Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
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Commenters also state that the Project purpose and objectives are not adequately described or fail
to focus on conservation efforts. Under CEQA, the Project Description must include a statement
of objectives. The objectives should include the underlying purpose of the Project and be written
clearly to guide the selection of alternatives to be analyzed in the EIR.1 The Project is a
conservation project. The fundamental purpose of the Project is to save substantial quantities of
groundwater that are presently wasted and lost to evaporation by natural processes. See Master
Responses 3.15 Terminology and 3.7 Water Rights. Currently, there are approximately 3.2
million acre feet (MAF) of groundwater in storage between the Project’s proposed wellfield and
the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. In the absence of the Project, this existing groundwater water
will naturally migrate underground to the Dry Lakes’ saline sinks and evaporate. The Project
proposes to recover groundwater moving into the Fenner Gap to prevent its eventual migration to
the Dry Lakes. By strategically managing the groundwater levels, the Project would conserve up
to 2.5 MAF of fresh groundwater for beneficial use that would otherwise be lost. The Project
achieves these conservation benefits while avoiding or mitigating all significant environmental
impacts to a less than significant level, with the exception of short term construction impacts to
Air Quality (NOX) and secondary effects of growth in Project Participant service areas.
The Project Objectives include the following:

1



Maximize beneficial use of groundwater in the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Valleys by
conserving and using water that would otherwise be lost to the brine zone and
evaporation;



Improve water supply reliability for Southern California water providers by developing a
long term source of water that is not significantly affected by drought;



Reduce dependence on imported water by utilizing a source of water that is not
dependent upon surface water resources from the Colorado River or the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta;



Enhance dry-year water supply reliability within the service areas of Santa Margarita
Water District (SMWD) and other Southern California water provider Project
Participants;



Enhance water supply opportunities and delivery flexibility for SMWD and other
participating water providers through the provision of carry-over storage and, for Phase 2,
imported water storage;



Support operational water needs of the Arizona and California Railroad Company
(ARZC) in the Project area;



Create additional water storage capacity in Southern California to enhance water supply
reliability; and

Title 14 Cal. Code Regs. §15124(b).
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Locate, design, and operate the Project in a manner that minimizes significant
environmental effects and provides for long-term sustainable operations.

As required by CEQA, these objectives are clearly described and were used to determine a
reasonable range of alternatives. The objectives describe SMWD’s and other Project Participants’
need to improve water supply reliability in Southern California and to reduce dependence on
supplies from the Colorado River and the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta (Delta) by conserving
and recovering a water supply that would otherwise be lost to evaporation. SMWD as well as
other Project Participants seek to attain these objectives consistent with the objective of
minimizing significant environmental effects and providing for sustainable operations.
Commenters have suggested that, if SMWD is the agency carrying out the Project, a Project
Objective that focuses on conserving and recovering a water supply that would otherwise be lost
to evaporation from Bristol, Cadiz and Fenner Valleys is not appropriate and, instead, the Project
objectives should only focus on identifying methods of supplying water to SMWD. Thus, the
commenters continue, the range of alternatives is improperly constrained due to a focus on
alternatives that meet the objective of conserving water from the Bristol, Cadiz and Fenner
Valleys. No provision of CEQA restricts a lead agency and/or project’s sponsor’s choice of
Project Objectives. Project objectives only must include the underlying purpose of the Project and
be written clearly to guide the selection of alternatives to be analyzed in the EIR. (CEQA
Guideline section 15124(b).) Here, SMWD has chosen to pursue consideration of a public-private
partnership with Cadiz under which SMWD would carry-out the Project through its shareholderbased management of FVMWC and its control and management of a Joint Powers Authority. The
Project evaluated in the EIR, as reflected in the Project Objectives, is the one that SMWD seeks
to carry-out, namely improving SMWD’s water supply by drawing groundwater in the Bristol,
Cadiz, and Fenner Valleys that would otherwise be lost to the brine zone and evaporate. In order
to make SMWD’s goals viable, the Project objectives also include the provision of water to other
participants in southern California, as well as the Arizona and California Railroad Company.
Accordingly, the Project Objectives fully reflect the goals and needs of SMWD, the public
agency that will carry-out the Project.
SMWD currently relies on the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan)
for the vast majority of its water supply. Metropolitan in turn relies primarily on the Colorado
River and the Delta. As set forth in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement and
Secondary Effects of Growth, these historical supplies have been affected by drought, increased
use of the Colorado River by other states, and impacts resulting from federal Endangered Species
Act permitting issues. Maximizing the beneficial use of a reliable water supply that originates in
Southern California is a key Project objective, particularly where it can offset the need for
imported water from the Colorado River or the Delta. Consistent with Project objectives, the
Project would enhance water supply reliability for SMWD and other Project Participants and do
so in a environmentally sensitive manner.
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3.14.3 Reasonable Range of Alternatives
Commenters state that the range of alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIR is not adequate and that
these alternatives do not lessen Project impacts.

CEQA Standards
According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), an EIR must “describe a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of
the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives… An EIR is not
required to consider alternatives which are infeasible.” “Feasible” means capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account
economic, environmental, legal, social and technological factors. Among the factors that may be
taken into account when addressing the feasibility of alternatives (as described in CEQA
§15126.6(f)) are site suitability, economic viability, availability of infrastructure, general plan
consistency, regulatory limitations, jurisdictional boundaries, and whether the proponent could
reasonably acquire, control, or otherwise have access to the alternative site.
The issue of feasibility arises at two different junctures: (1) in the initial analysis in deciding
which alternatives to include in the EIR and (2) during the lead agency's later consideration of
whether to approve the project. For the first phase—inclusion in the EIR—the standard is whether
the alternative is potentially feasible (see CEQA Guidelines, §15126.6, subd. (a)). Essentially, the
lead agency identifies potentially feasible alternatives that might be suitable for discussion and
culls them to assemble a range to be considered for detailed evaluation in the Draft EIR.
By contrast, at the second phase—the final decision on project approval—the lead agency’s
decision-making body evaluates whether the alternatives are actually feasible (see CEQA
Guidelines, § 15091, subd. (a)(3)). At that juncture, the decision makers may reject as infeasible
alternatives that were identified in the EIR as potentially feasible.
“There is no ironclad rule governing the nature or scope of the alternatives to be discussed [in an
EIR] other than the rule of reason” (see CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a)). “CEQA establishes no
categorical legal imperative as to the scope of alternatives to be analyzed in an EIR. Each case
must be evaluated on its facts, which in turn must be reviewed in light of the statutory
purpose….”2 Under the rule of reason, an EIR need discuss “only those alternatives necessary to
permit a reasoned choice” (see CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(f)). Further, an EIR need not present
alternatives that are incompatible with fundamental project objectives.
The range of feasible alternatives shall be selected and discussed in a manner to foster meaningful
public participation and informed decision making” (see CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(f)). Section
15126.6(d) of the CEQA Guidelines provides further guidance on the extent of alternatives
analysis required: “The EIR shall include sufficient information about each alternative to allow
meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project. …If an alternative
2

Citizens of Goleta Valley v Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d. 553, 566.
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would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that would be caused by the
project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be discussed, but in less detail
than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”
The EIR must briefly describe the rationale for selection and rejection of alternatives and the
information the lead agency relied on when making the selection. It also should identify any
alternatives considered, but rejected as infeasible by the lead agency during the scoping process
and briefly explain the reasons for the exclusion. Section 15126.6(e)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines
also requires that the No Project Alternative be addressed in this analysis. The purpose of
evaluating the No Project Alternative is to allow decision-makers to compare the potential
consequences of the proposed project with the consequences that would occur without
implementation of the proposed project.

Project Alternatives
In the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, the range of alternatives selected for
analysis were based on the alternative’s potential feasibility, ability to meet most of the basic the
Project objectives and ability to reduce or avoid significant effects of the Project. The only
unavoidable Project impacts were determined to be the short term construction air impact (NOX)
and potential secondary effects of growth in the Project participants’ service areas. Accordingly,
to offer a reasoned choice, alternatives were chosen to reduce or avoid these two significant
impacts by reducing the Project footprint or reducing effects that would be fully mitigated under
the proposed Project. The alternatives analyzed at the project level in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 7 include the following two No Project Alternatives and six Project alternatives:

No Project


No Project Alternative – Existing Agriculture Operations



No Project Alternative – Expanded Agriculture Operations

Project Facilities


Alternative Pipeline Route. West of Danby Pipeline



Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Alternative Route



Wellfield Location

Project Operations


Project with Agriculture



Phased Project Alternative



Reduced Project Alternative

No Project Alternative – Existing Agriculture Operations. This Alternative assumes no
construction of any new facilities and no change to existing agricultural operations within the
Cadiz Inc. property. This would not meet the fundamental purpose of the Project or most of the
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basic Project objectives but would eliminate all the Project’s significant effects and therefore is
the Environmentally Superior Alternative.
No Project Alternative – Expanded Agriculture Operations. This Alternative assumes that
agricultural operations on the Cadiz Inc. property would increase as allowed under existing San
Bernardino County (County) approvals and zoning. The increased operations would result in
greater impacts than the proposed project concerning biological resources, cultural resources,
noise, and traffic, but fewer impacts in other areas, and would not meet any of the Project
objectives.
Alternative Pipeline Route. West of Danby Pipeline. This Alternative includes a variation of
the pipeline alignment from the wellfield to the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA). The alignment
is similar to the pipeline alignment evaluated in the 2001 Draft EIR/EIS by lead agencies
Metropolitan and BLM, which was chosen as that project’s preferred route. This pipeline route is
shorter than the route proposed by the Project and therefore would result in similar but somewhat
reduced construction air impacts and impacts to aesthetics. But the Alternative would result in
greater impacts in other areas such as biological and cultural resources as it would run on
undisturbed land, thus having greater impacts to previously undisturbed habitat and wildlife. This
Alternative would meet most of the Project objectives but would not support the water needs of
the ARZC Railroad and would also not avoid impacts to NOX and would not lessen or avoid
secondary growth impacts. The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative is potentially feasible,
but does not meet all Project objectives, would not avoid significant and unavoidable impacts
(NOX or secondary growth impacts) of the proposed Project, and would result potentially in
greater impacts to some resources as compared to the proposed Project.
Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Alternative Route. This Alternative involves use of an existing,
unused natural gas pipeline that runs past the Cadiz Inc. property to Barstow (and on to Wheeler
Ridge). This pipeline has capacity for approximately 30,000 AFY of water. The pipeline extends
approximately 100 miles between the Project site and Barstow. The pipeline would require
rehabilitation and upgrades including construction of up to 2 pump stations between the Cadiz
Inc. property, and Barstow, installation of air valves at approximately half mile intervals along
the pipeline route, and the eventual conversion of the natural gas pipeline for conveyance of
water. However, because the pipeline is already constructed and the pump stations would impact
only approximately four (4) acres, impacts in nearly all resource areas would be similar to or less
than those for the proposed Project, with the exception of biological resources. This alternative
would eliminate NOX emissions from the Project’s pipeline construction. However, NOX
emissions from the wellfield and pump station construction would remain significant. This
alternative would not eliminate potential effects of secondary growth since even reduced water
supplies could still be used to support growth.
This Alternative would meet most of the Project objectives but to a much lesser degree than the
proposed Project and would not provide sufficient pipeline capacity to maximize beneficial use of
the aquifer. Also, because the water would be conveyed to Barstow, it would require new
agreements with Mojave Water Agency to accept the water in lieu of State Water Project (SWP)
water. If the agencies could not reach agreement, the pipeline would need to be converted all the
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way to Wheeler Ridge near the City of Bakersfield and additional pump stations constructed. This
alternative would also limit conservation benefits due to the lower pumping rate. In order to
significantly halt the flow of the existing fresh groundwater to the Dry Lakes, pumping needs to
exceed the natural recharge rate. The Project’s modeled recharge rate is 32,000 AFY. Based on
the predicted recharge rate, pumping 30,000 AFY would not create the hydraulic control
necessary to prevent fresh groundwater currently stored south and west of the Project wellfield
from migrating to the Dry Lakes and evaporating. The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative
is potentially feasible, but does not meet all Project objectives (i.e., it would not maximize
beneficial use of the aquifer, would not meet ARZC Railroad water needs, and would not create
potential storage capacity), would not avoid the significant and unavoidable impacts of the
proposed Project, and would result potentially in greater impacts to some resources than would
the proposed Project.
Wellfield Location. This Alternative involves a wellfield option located north of the proposed
wellfield to evaluate the potential to reduce drawdown. Moving the wellfield location north
would reduce brine migration but would not maximize water conservation and beneficial use
because the Project’s ability to reduce the flow of fresh groundwater to the Dry Lakes would be
less effective the farther away the wellfield is located from the Dry Lakes. A northern wellfield
would not be able to pump underground flow from Orange Blossom Wash and would not be able
to access water that has already come through the Fenner Gap and is migrating toward the brine
sink and evaporating. This alternative would meet most of the basic Project objectives but, as
noted, would not maximize conservation and beneficial use. It would also result in impacts to
desert tortoise critical habitat located north of the existing wellfield. The Draft EIR concludes that
this Alternative is potentially feasible, but would not avoid significant and unavoidable impacts of
the proposed Project and potentially would result in greater impacts to some resources than would
the proposed Project.
Project with Agriculture. This alternative assumes that the existing or slightly expanded
agricultural operations within the Cadiz Inc. property would continue to operate in conjunction
with the proposed Project. This alternative would meet most of the basic Project objectives and
would allow agriculture to continue in the Cadiz Valley. The alternative would maintain
agricultural uses, but would increase impacts to air quality, greenhouse gas emissions and other
resources. Also, this alternative would require the pumping of an additional 5,000 AFY to
maintain the agricultural operations. As a result, potential air quality impacts, including NOX,
would be greater. With respect to facilities, this alternative would use the same facilities as the
proposed Project but would also require new agricultural pipelines to expand the agricultural
operations. The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative is potentially feasible and would meet
all Project objectives, but would not avoid significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed
Project, and would result in potentially greater impacts to some resources than would the
proposed Project.
Phased Project Alternative. This alternative assumes that the conveyance pipeline would be
constructed as proposed for the Project, but that the wellfield would be installed in a phased
manner, over five (5) to ten (10) years rather than approximately eighteen (18) months and
expanding the wellfield as monitoring data confirms that the drawdown effects are within
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expected levels. This alternative would meet most of the basic Project objectives but would
increase construction impacts to air quality by extending the construction period beyond 5 years.
The phased approach would allow for the additional monitoring of third party wells, saline levels
and subsidence while the Project pumping increases to full capacity, but would not avoid or
lessen the Project’s significant effects to secondary growth or NOX emissions from construction.
Rather, this stepped approach could increase short-term NOX emissions by prolonging the effects
over the 5 to10 years of construction. Because this alternative uses the same facilities as the
proposed Project (but in a phased approach), no other approvals or facilities would be required.
The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative is potentially feasible and would meet all Project
objectives, but would not avoid significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed Project and
potentially would result in greater impacts to some resources than would the proposed Project.
Reduced Project Alternative. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the duration of the Project
operations would be shortened to 25 years and the total volume of water extracted over the term
of the Project would be reduced by at least 25 percent. Because this alternative uses the same
facilities as the proposed Project, no other approvals or facilities would be required. To maintain
some of the benefits of conserving water that would otherwise flow to the Dry Lakes and
evaporate, the Reduced Project Alternative would pump up to 75,000 AFY of groundwater for a
period of 25 years for delivery to Project Participants. This alternative would meet most of the
basic objectives of the Project and would have similar or less environmental effects, including a
reduction in impacts related to NOX emissions and secondary growth; however, NOX emissions
and secondary growth impacts under the Reduced Project Alternative would remain significant
and unavoidable.
As compared to the proposed Project, this alternative would conserve less water for beneficial use
by pumping only 25 years of recharge flowing through the Fenner Gap and limiting long-term
supply contracts to 25 years. The 25-year pumping period would reduce operational and
management flexibility for carry-over storage as groundwater would need to be pumped over a
much shorter period. To maintain operational and management flexibility, pumping may need to
occur at rates greater than 75,000 AFY. The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative is
potentially feasible, would, to a lesser degree, meet all Project objectives, and would lessen, but
not avoid, significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed Project. The Draft EIR finds the
Reduced Project Alternative to be the Environmentally Superior Alternative, but the Alternative
is not preferred over the proposed Project due to the reduced operational and management
flexibility and potential depth of drawdown.

3.14.4 Alternatives Rejected from Detailed Analysis
As noted above, the EIR should identify any alternatives considered, but rejected as infeasible by
the lead agency during the scoping process and briefly explain the reasons for the exclusion. The
lead agency decides whether to include an alternative in the EIR based on whether the alternative is
potentially feasible. The following alternatives were considered but rejected from detailed analysis:


Western Alternative



Combination Alternative
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Eastern/Canal Alternative



Water Conservation Alternative



Other Supply Sources Alternative

Of these rejected alternatives, commenters state that the Water Conservation and Other Supply
Sources should have been examined in detail in the EIR.

Water Conservation Alternative
The Water Conservation Alternative would eliminate or substantially lessen the water demands of
the customers of Project Participants, eliminating the need for the new water source. However, as
stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, pp. 7-6 to 7-10, water
conservation efforts are already being carried out by each of the participating water providers.
Since 1991, increased emphasis has been placed on water conservation as imports from both the
SWP and CRA have seen declines from historic deliveries. The Urban Water Management
Planning Act includes provisions requiring long-term plans to include conservation measures. In
addition, under The Water Conservation of Act of 2009, Senate Bill SBx7-7 2009, urban retail
water suppliers must target reductions in per capita water use of twenty percent by 2020.3 And in
2010, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) published its plan to reduce per
capita water use in the state by 20 percent by the year 2020.
SMWD’s service area has a population of 155,000 and a service area of 97 square miles.
Population growth within its service area is estimated to increase by 40 percent through 2035.
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth,
Table 6-1 p. 6-13. In correlation with population increase, water demand is expected to grow at a
rate of 36 percent over the same period due to conservation efforts (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
7 Alternatives Analysis, p. 7-8). SMWD’s water supplies in 2010 consisted of approximately 82
percent imported water from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(Metropolitan) and 18 percent from recycled water. Under current conservation plans, recycled
water supply is anticipated to double by 2035 (see Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth
Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-17). However, even with aggressive
water recycling, SMWD will still be highly reliant on imported supplies and has a need to
supplement those supplies. SMWD’s Board of Directors adopted the Comprehensive Water
Conservation Program Ordinance No. 09-07-02 on July 10, 2009 that encourages reduced water
consumption within the district through conservation, prevention of waste and efficient use of
water. In addition, SMWD has dedicated resources to implement 13 of 14 Best Management
Practices (BMPs) identified in the California Urban Water Conservation Council’s Memorandum
of Understanding, including all of the “Foundational BMPs.” The bulk of resources are dedicated
to high-efficiency appliance replacements and rebate programs, water accounting and metering,
incentivizing programs and educational programs. Given this, SMWD is aggressively pursuing
conservation measures within its service area and will continue to do so with or without the
Project. Each of the other water providers is undertaking similar conservation efforts. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, pp. 7-8 to 7-10.
3 Water Code 10608.16 et seq.
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These water conservation efforts are being undertaken in connection with a broad array of
strategies to ensure that water supplies are adequate and reliable. The Project presents an
opportunity to use a Southern California water supply source that is currently being lost each year
to evaporation. A Water Conservation Alternative would not save substantial quantities of fresh
groundwater from evaporation for beneficial use, would not reduce dependence on imported
water supplies from the SWP or CRA, would not support the operational needs of the ARZC, and
would not create any new storage capacity. Accordingly, the Water Conservation Alternative
would not meet most of the basic Project objectives and therefore it was properly rejected from
more detailed review as infeasible.

Other Supply Sources Alternative
Desalination
Under the Other Supply Sources Alternative, Project Participants would rely on other water
sources, such as water from desalination plants and recycled water, rather than Project
groundwater, to meet Project objectives. None of the Project Participants have service areas on
the coast of California with direct access to seawater. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive Summary,
Figures ES-4 and ES-4. While direct access to seawater is not currently available, the Project
Participants who are water districts could enter into agreements to purchase water from others
who have built or are in the process of developing desalination plants. For example, SMWD is a
member the San Juan Basin Authority which operates a desalter plant and has signed a Letter of
Interest for 5,000 AFY from the proposed Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Project (see
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Table 7-1, p. 7-11). Jurupa Community Services District participates in the
Chino I and Chino II desalters, which are the main desalination opportunities in the vicinity of the
JCSD. Chino II desalter is proposed to expand its facilities in 2014. Suburban Water Systems is
also pursuing potential agreements on desalination plants that are to be constructed by others.
Therefore, desalination is an option that Southern California water districts can and do pursue,
including some of the Project Participants. While desalination is a potential supplement to
agencies’ supplies through other third party agreements, it is not a viable alternative to the
proposed project since pursuing desalination does not reduce the need to diversify water supplies
through other means, such as engaging in the proposed Project. SMWD and other Project
Participants may pursue desalinization opportunities available to them in addition to engaging in
the proposed Project. Most of the Project Participants include the proposed Project, recycled
water, and desalination as co-equal water supply diversification opportunities.
Also, desalination would not maximize the beneficial use of groundwater that is currently being
wasted, support operational needs of the ARZC, or create any new storage opportunities.
Accordingly, although desalination is a viable source of new water supplies in addition to the
Cadiz Project, it is not a potentially feasible alternative to the Project, and was correctly rejected.

Offsite Alternatives
Commenters also suggest that offsite alternatives in the Ward Valley and in the Joshua Tree
Basin be considered in the alternatives analysis. As such, analysis of the potential feasibility of
this suggested alternative is presented here.
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The Ward Valley is located south and east of Cadiz Dry Lake. It runs north/south between the
Old Woman Mountains (west) and the Turtle Mountains (east). Cadiz Inc. owns some noncontiguous parcels within the valley (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Figure 3-1), however, the land is not
sufficient to accommodate all Project facilities and additional rights would need to be acquired.
Since Cadiz Inc. has put its capital into the Cadiz Valley, another buyer would need to be located
to consider moving the Project to a new location. Under CEQA Guideline section 15126.6(f)(1), a
lead agency may consider the ownership of an alternative site to determine whether the
alternative is potentially feasible. Even if the land could be acquired, the Ward Valley would not
support the basic objectives of the Project due to the unique properties of the Fenner Watershed
and the Fenner Gap. The proposed Project is possible due to the size of the Fenner Watershed and
the recharge from higher elevations, the constriction point in the aquifer at the Fenner Gap, and
the limited overlying land uses that rely on groundwater. Furthermore, Cadiz properties in the
Ward Valley are limited and access requires traversing BLM property which would require
additional agreements. Accordingly, the Ward Valley does not present a potentially feasible
alternative.
The Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin is far south of the Project site and its southern boundary is
within Joshua Tree National Park.4 None of the Project Participants have any ownership within
the basin. Further because the basin is already serving substantial uses, it could not provide a new
reliable supply of water. Similar to a Ward Valley Alternative, the Joshua Tree Groundwater
Basin would not support the basic objectives of the Project due to the unique properties of the
Fenner Watershed and the Fenner Gap, including the constriction point in the aquifer at the
Fenner Gap and the limited overlying land uses that rely on groundwater. Joshua Tree
Groundwater Basin, in contrast, is a fully developed basin serving existing uses. The Joshua Tree
basin does not present the conservation benefits unique to the Project and would not meet most of
the basic objectives of the Project concerning maximizing beneficial uses of the Fenner, Bristol,
and Cadiz Valleys. Accordingly, the Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin is not a potentially feasible
alternative to the proposed Project.

3.14.5 Average Natural Recharge Rate Alternative
Commenters state that the EIR should have analyzed an alternative that assumes pumping at or
below the average natural recharge rate, which they assert is somewhere between approximately
2,000 and 16,000 AFY. The Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Alternative Route does analyze
pumping at a rate lower than the predicted average natural recharge rate (i.e., 30,000 AFY versus
the average natural recharge rate of 32,000 AFY) but not as low as requested by the commenters
(see 3.14.3, above).
Impacts associated with groundwater extraction identified in Section 4.9.3 of the Draft EIR
include drawdown, saline water migration, and subsidence potential. Each of these impacts would
be less than significant with mitigation under the proposed Project. Limiting pumping to the
natural recharge rate would result in shallower drawdown and less potential for subsidence and
4

Department of Water Resources, California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118, Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin,
http://www.water.ca.gov/pubs/groundwater/bulletin_118/basindescriptions/7-62.pdf, accessed May 2012.
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saline migration. However, no impacts would be avoided, nor would any significant impacts be
mitigated to less than significant under a limited pumping scenario. Drawdown in and of itself is
not an adverse impact. Less drawdown would not make a substantial difference to overlying land
uses within the area, of effect or alter the conclusions of the Draft EIR, since mitigation measures
would ensure that the impact is mitigated regardless of the amount of groundwater level decline.
Further, very few overlying users exist within the area of effect. Similarly for subsidence and
saline migration, a reduced effect would not make a substantive difference to the few overlying
users that may experience the effect nor would the conclusions of the Draft EIR be altered; the
mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR would be equally effective under a limited
pumping scenario.
Pumping scenarios at 2,000, 16,000, or 32,000 AFY would not meet the fundamental purpose of
the Project, which is to save substantial quantities of groundwater currently being lost to
evaporation and to maximize the beneficial use of the groundwater. Pumping at the average
natural recharge rate would not prevent fresh groundwater water south of the wellfield from
continuing to flow underground to the Dry Lakes and evaporating. Pumping beyond the recharge
rate is necessary to recover fresh groundwater before it is lost to evaporation. The strategic
drawdown is necessary to create a groundwater trough that would ensure that the groundwater
flowing from the Fenner Valley would be drawn to the wellfield and away from the Dry Lakes.
Pumping 50,000 AFY would be an efficient pumping volume to reverse the groundwater flow
south of the Fenner Gap, thus creating an effective hydraulic control mechanism that maximizes
the saving of fresh groundwater. Pumping at or below the average natural recharge rate would not
maximize conservation because fresh groundwater currently existing south and west of the
Project wellfield would continue to move towards the saline sinks of the Dry Lakes and
evaporate.
The lower pumping rates would also fail to maximize the beneficial use of the aquifer. The lower
pumping rate of 2,000 AFY would allow significant waste, would not provide a reliable water
supply to any Southern California communities, and also would not materially reduce dependence
on imported water from the SWP or CRA. The 16,000 AFY pumping rate could serve SMWD’s
15,000 AFY share plus support the water needs of the ARZC.
However, it would not allow for other participants or for that matter the County to obtain Project
water. With regard to allotment of Project water, SMWD, the County, Cadiz Inc., and Fenner
Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC) entered into an Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) in June 2012 to establish the framework for working together to finalize the Groundwater
Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP), which is attached in its updated form
(Updated GMMMP) in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, and to reserve
Project water for potential use in San Bernardino County. The MOU is a first step, and it does not
obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project, or to presume that the environmental documentation
for the Project will be certified, nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. No
obligation included in the MOU is binding on SMWD or the County until such time as the
District and County complete their respective environmental reviews of the Project and approve
the Project and the Updated GMMMP. One potential Project element, reflected in the MOU,
would allow the County to consider, as part of its review of the Updated GMMMP, whether to
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require FVMWC to reserve 20 percent of Project water for potential use in San Bernardino
County and up to 25,000 AF (total) for the Inland Empire Utilities Agency. If this option was
selected, there would be insufficient water to satisfy SMWD’s allotment and no water available
for any other water providers. The 32,000 AFY scenario would improve water supply reliability
but would not maximize the beneficial use of the aquifer and would not conserve and recover
substantial quantities of fresh groundwater that currently exist south of the planned wellfield.
Under each of the lower pumping scenarios, the basin would not be strategically drawn down to
allow for import of freshwater from the Colorado River. This is because at lower pumping rates,
imported water would cause mounding in the area of the wellfield that would accelerate the
natural gradient towards the Dry Lakes and potentially increase the rate of groundwater lost to
evaporation.
Facilities necessary for an average natural recharge rate alternative would be similar to those
needed for the proposed Project. Facilities would include: a wellfield (although smaller), 43-mile
conveyance facility, pump stations, and a CRA tie-in. NOX emissions from construction would
continue to be significant and unavoidable. In addition, potential secondary effects of growth
would remain since growth in the Project Participant service areas is already planned for and
must be accommodated by the Project Participants. Accordingly, an alternative assuming a pump
rate at or below the average natural recharge rate would not meet most of the basic Project
objectives, would not reduce or avoid any significant environmental impacts, and would not be
feasible.

3.14.6 Reduced Project Alternative is the Environmentally
Superior Alternative
A commenter has suggested that the Phased Project Alternative should be the environmentally
superior alternative. The phased approach would allow for further monitoring of third party wells,
saline levels, and subsidence as the Project pumping increases to full capacity but would not
avoid or lessen the Project’s significant, short-term effects from NOX emissions or potential
secondary growth effects.
While the phased approach would offer an additional monitoring opportunity, it would come at
the cost of prolonging the construction period and thereby creating long-term NOX impacts (5 to
10 years) as opposed to short term impacts.
In terms of operations, the Environmentally Superior Alternative is correctly identified as the
Reduced Project Alternative because it would only operate for half the life of the proposed
Project and would pump a minimum of 25 percent less groundwater; although short-term impacts
from NOX emissions and secondary growth impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
The Draft EIR concludes that this Alternative would not fully meet Project objectives and would
not avoid significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed Project.
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3.15 Master Response on Terminology
3.15.1 Introduction
Overview
This master response addresses issues commenters raised regarding the meaning of
“conservation” and “sustainability” as used in the EIR.
This master response is organized by the following subtopics:
3.15.2 Meaning of “conservation.”
3.15.3 Meaning of “sustainability.”
3.15.4 Abbreviated Glossary of Hydrology Terms

3.15.2 Meaning of “Conservation”
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters expressed concern that the Project would not conserve groundwater as claimed in
the Draft EIR and that it is misleading to apply the term “conservation” to the Project.
Commenters asserted that the extraction of groundwater that otherwise would evaporate at
the Dry Lakes would not result in the conservation of water.

Responses
The term “conservation” has several uses in the environmental context. It is commonly used to
refer to the protection and management of biodiversity and the protection of flora and fauna
and their habitats. “Water conservation” is commonly used to refer to the process of reducing
personal and public use of water in order to make what water we have available to us go
farther and remain affordable. It is also California public policy that Californians, both public
entities and private residents, conserve water by preventing the waste of water. The
subsections below discuss these water conservation concepts and California’s policy
regarding water in order to avoid any doubt as to their meanings as accurately used in the
Draft EIR. This master response addresses both CEQA and non-CEQA concerns in order to
address comments as fully as possible even though some of the concerns about use of these terms
pertain to legal and policy issues, not environmental issues governed by CEQA.

How “Conservation” is Defined According to the California State Water
Resources Control Board and the California Water Code
Commenters have questioned whether the Project would, in fact, conserve water. The Draft
EIR shows that the Project would conserve water by capturing groundwater that otherwise
would mingle with brine and evaporate. The Draft EIR includes estimates from the
hydrological modeling that the Project would reduce evaporation by 470,000 to 2,210,000
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acre-feet (AF) (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, Table 4.9-11).
This water is considered conserved since it would otherwise evaporate. Because this water
would be supplied for domestic uses via the participating water providers, it would serve a
beneficial use as defined in the California Constitution, Article X, Section 2.

California’s Policy on Water Conservation as Beneficial Use
It is the policy of the state of California to prevent the waste of water and encourage the
conservation of water for the fullest beneficial uses that benefit the public. The California
Constitution provides that “the waste … of water be prevented, and that the conservation of
such waters is to be exercised with a view to the reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the
interest of the people and for the public welfare.”1 This policy has been bolstered by the
California Supreme Court in cases like Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water District where the
court held that, given the great and growing need for water, a paramount consideration is the
conservation of water.2 Furthermore, California Water Code regulations provide that
beneficial uses include domestic, municipal, industrial, recreational, and environmental uses.
See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights for more on “beneficial use.”

California’s Interpretation of “Water Conservation”
California considers the suppression of water evaporation a form of conservation, as is
demonstrated through permitting decisions of the California State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB). The SWRCB has repeatedly applied this meaning in its permitting of
projects.3 In addition, the California Water Code includes in its definition of “water
conservation” the reduction of the amount of water irretrievably lost to evaporation or saline
sinks.4,5 Furthermore, the California-Nevada Interstate Compact (Compact) also supports this
meaning of conservation. Article XI of the Compact states that increasing yield is permitted
1

Cal. Const. Article X, Section 2.

2 See Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water Dist. (1967) 67 Cal.2d 132, 140 (explaining that the constitutional provision
cannot be applied in vacuo isolated from statewide considerations of transcendent importance, and that paramount
among these considerations is the ever increasing need for the conservation of water in California).
3 For example, the California State Water Resources Control Board routinely includes the suppression of evaporation
as a permit term to avoid waste. (See, e.g., In the Matter of Application 31212, State Water Resources Control
Board, Order WR 2008-0013-DWR (2008); In the Matter of License 7354, License 12624, and Permit 21809, State
Water Resources Control Board, Order WR 2008-0037-DWR (2008); In the Matter of Permit 16762, State Water
Resources Control Board, Order WR 2006-0017 (2006).) Another example is the Agricultural Water Suppliers
Efficient Water Management Practices Act, which defines “water conservation” to include the reduction of the
amount of water irretrievably lost to evaporation. (Wat. Code, § 10902(c).) Yet another example, is the CaliforniaNevada Interstate Compact, which apportions waters of the Lake Tahoe, Truckee River, Carson River, and Walker
River Basins between California and Nevada. Article XI of the compact provides that either state may increase the
yield to which it is entitled by undertaking projects that conserve water by suppressing evaporation.
4 Wat. Code § 10902(c).
5 For example, the California State Water Resources Control Board routinely includes the suppression of evaporation
as a permit term to avoid waste. (See, e.g., In the Matter of Application 31212, State Water Resources Control
Board, Order WR 2008-0013-DWR (2008); In the Matter of License 7354, License 12624, and Permit 21809, State
Water Resources Control Board, Order WR 2008-0037-DWR (2008); In the Matter of Permit 16762, State Water
Resources Control Board, Order WR 2006-0017 (2006).) Another example is the Agricultural Water Suppliers
Efficient Water Management Practices Act, which defines “water conservation” to include the reduction of the
amount of water irretrievably lost to evaporation. (Wat. Code, § 10902(c).) Yet another example, is the CaliforniaNevada Interstate Compact, which apportions waters of the Lake Tahoe, Truckee River, Carson River, and Walker
River Basins between California and Nevada. Article XI of the compact provides that either state may increase the
yield to which it is entitled by undertaking projects that conserve water by suppressing evaporation.
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where the state (California or Nevada) undertakes projects for the conservation of water
through evaporation suppression. Therefore, the State of California interprets conservation to
include the suppression of water evaporation and the EIR’s use the term to describe the
Project is appropriate.

Project Proposed to Take Water Currently Wasted through Evaporation and
Conserve for Use
Groundwater that is currently flowing down from the mountains through the Fenner Gap and
to the Dry Lakes (annual recharge) enters the saline sink and then evaporates from the Dry
Lakes. Groundwater does not supply the flora and fauna (in the mountains or at the Dry Lake
edges) because it flows deep below the ground surface at depths out of the reach of animals
and plant roots. Similarly, it does not supply plants at the Dry Lakes since it is highly saline
and no plants exist on the Dry Lakes. Therefore, precipitation that has entered the aquifer
system stays within the basin until it becomes brine and evaporates from the Dry Lakes. As
explained above, this constitutes a waste of water, which the state of California encourages
be prevented.
In order to prevent waste, the Project aims to capture this groundwater by altering the
hydraulic gradient at the Fenner Gap, upgradient from the Dry Lakes. The flow of the water,
underground, currently toward the Dry Lakes, would be reversed so that the groundwater is
stopped at the Gap and forced to flow back toward the Gap and wellfield. At the wellfield,
the water would be extracted and supplied to water providers for domestic and municipal
beneficial uses in Southern California.

Conclusion
The Project would provide a process of evaporation suppression. This evaporation
suppression and its application to beneficial uses constitutes the conservation of water.
Accordingly, the use of the term in regards to the Project is not misleading.

3.15.3 Meaning of “Sustainability”
Summary of Issues Raised by Commenters
Commenters expressed concern that the Project would not be sustainable as claimed in the Draft
EIR and that it is misleading to apply the term “sustainability” to the Project. Commenters
asserted that by extracting more water than is recharged into the aquifer system, the Project would
diminish to harmful levels or even deplete the basin and, therefore, the Project is not sustainable.

Response
Sustainable Project
A sustainable project may be defined as one that does not result in a depletion of resources,
but rather relies on renewable resources. The proposed Project would capture groundwater
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flowing through the Fenner Gap on its way to the highly saline low point of the valley where
it ultimately evaporates. This groundwater flow is a natural perennial condition that will
continue with or without the Project. The Project would put this water that is otherwise
destined to evaporate to beneficial uses without significantly impacting any existing
beneficial uses.
Commenters have questioned the Project’s extraction of groundwater beyond the amount of
annual recharge, claiming that it makes the Project unsustainable. The Draft EIR
acknowledges that the Project will extract more water than the amount naturally recharged
into the aquifer temporarily in order to effectively control the groundwater flow and actually
reduce evaporation. Without the control of the groundwater gradient, the groundwater
evaporation would not be stopped. The Draft EIR also explains that doing this 1) will not
result in harm to the environment and 2) is consistent with California state policy of
conserving water and putting water to “beneficial use” to the “fullest extent” possible.6
Following the cessation of pumping after 50 years, the groundwater basin would refill with
annual recharge, while evaporation would again increase until pre-Project levels are reached.
As a result and as further explained below, the Project is sustainable.

Safe Yield, Temporary Surplus, and Conservation
In consideration of the protection of the environment, California policy is to limit extractions
to what is called “safe yield.” Safe yield is defined as the maximum amount of water that can
be withdrawn without causing an “undesireable result.”7 An “undesireable result” was
defined by the Court in City of San Fernando as the gradual lowering of groundwater levels
to the point that the water supply is ultimately depleted. If an “undesireable result” occurs,
the basin is considered to be overdrafted. However, overdraft is not achieved unless
extractions exceed safe yield creating a temporary surplus of extracted water (see also June 4,
2012 Memorandum of Understanding Between County, SMWD and Cadiz, Definitions, Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix N). The state of California holds as its policy the maximum beneficial
use of water. The California Supreme Court has determined that a basin may extract more
water than is recharged if it is being done to conserve water. 8 As discussed in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-62 to 4.9-63, water can be
extracted in excess of recharge if it is done for the purpose of temporarily lowering
groundwater levels in an effort to prevent water from being wasted. The amount of water
extracted beyond the amount of recharge is called “temporary surplus” because for a defined
period of time, that water is treated like surplus water. This type of management of a
groundwater basin is sustainable as it will not cause an undesireable result, namely the longterm depletion of the aquifer.

6
7
8

California Constitution, Article X, Section 2.
City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199.
City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199.
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Protection of the Environment
The temporary surplus for the Project is approximately 18,000 AFY, the difference between
the extraction amount (50,000 AFY) and the estimated natural recharge (32,000 AFY). See
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-46. A conservative
estimate is that the aquifer holds in storage over 20 MAF of groundwater. If, on average, a
temporary surplus of 18,000 AFY is extracted for a period of 50 years (the term of the
proposed Project), the aquifer will lose over one million acre-feet of water, or simply three to
six percent of the water it holds in storage.9 However, the Project’s use of this water is offset
by the reduction in evaporation amounts estimated between 470,000 and 2,100,000 AF (Draft
EIR, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, Table 4.9-11). Moreover, the further away
from the center of the Project wellfield area, the less drawdown will occur such that the
amount of drawdown will shrink considerably with distance from the center. Furthermore, the
aquifer will begin to recover immediately after the cessation of pumping and would be fully
recovered after 67 years. This result does not constitute depletion of the aquifer and does not
constitute an undesirable result. Therefore, the Project is sustainable.

Conservation and Protection of the Environment Creates a Sustainable Project
Since the aquifer system is currently wasting approximately 32,000 AF of water to
evaporation each year, applying a groundwater management method that will prevent this
water from being lost is sound California policy and condoned by the California courts. For
the Project, groundwater levels will be lowered temporarily and only enough to alter the
hydraulic gradient, thus reversing the underground flow of water to the Dry Lakes and
allowing the conservation of that water via extraction and supply for the beneficial use of
southern Californians. Because the aquifer would not be depleted or diminished to a harmful
level, the Project would not result in an undesirable result and the Project is sustainable.

3.15.4 Abbreviated Glossary of Hydrology and Geology Terms10
acre-ft/yr or AFY

acre-feet per year.

Alluvial

A geologic term describing beds of sand, gravel, silt, and clay deposited
by flowing water.

amsl

above mean sea level

9

The loss of storage at the end of 50 years includes credit for reduced evaporation from the Dry Lakes.
Geoscience’s previous analysis demonstrated that pumping in excess of the natural recharge is necessary to reduce
the evaporative losses to the Dry Lakes. However, evaporation from the Dry Lakes will continue at the beginning
of the Project. Conservation of evaporative losses increases with increased Project pumping by retrieving water
that was moving down-gradient towards the Dry Lakes. Over time, pumping the natural recharge plus temporary
surplus reduces evaporation from the Dry Lakes through hydraulic control. Therefore the reduction in groundwater
storage is not linear as the reduction in evaporation from the Dry Lakes is not linear (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-5, 4.9-71).
10 This list of terms is taken from Appendix H1, Geoscience Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, September 2011, p. 1.
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Antiform

Arch-shaped rock structure which, by definition, closes (i.e. arches)
upward. Antiforms are usually accompanied by synforms, which are
oppositely shaped.

Aquifer

A geologic formation or group of formations which store, transmit, and
yield significant quantities of water.

Archean

An eon of geologic time extending from about 3.9 billion years ago to
2.5 billion years ago.

bgs

below ground surface

Capillary rise

The height above a free water surface to which water will rise by
capillary action

Carbonate

A rock consisting primarily of a carbonate mineral such as calcite or
dolomite, the chief minerals in limestone and dolostone, respectively.

CDMG

California Division of Mines and Geology

Cone of depression

A depression of the potentiometric surface in the shape of an inverted
cone that develops around a well which is being pumped.

CRA

Colorado River Aqueduct

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

Detachment Fault

A nearly horizontal fault at the base of a fault system associated with
large-scale extensional tectonics.

Dispersivity

A geometric property of a porous medium which determines the
dispersion characteristics of the medium by relating the components of
pore velocity to the dispersion coefficient.

Drawdown

The change in hydraulic head or water level relative to a background
condition.

DWR

California Department of Water Resources

Effective Porosity

A fraction of the void spaces which forms part of the interconnected
flow paths through the medium, per unit volume of porous medium
(excluding void space in isolated or dead-end pores). Also known as
“specific yield.”

Evapotranspiration

The combined loss of water from a given area by evaporation from the
land and transpiration from plants.
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Fanglomerate

A sedimentary rock of heterogeneous materials that were originally
deposited in an alluvial fan and have since become cemented into rock.

Fault

A fracture in the earth’s crust, with displacement of one side of the
fracture with respect to the other.

Formation

A geologic term that designates a body of rock or rock/sediment strata
of similar lithologic type or combination of types.

Ft

feet, foot

ft/day

feet per day

gpm

gallons per minute

Groundwater

Water contained in interconnected pores located below the water table
in an unconfined aquifer or located in a confined aquifer.

Hanging wall

Of the two sides of a fault, the side above the fault plane. It is called the
hanging wall because where inactive faults have been "filled in" with
mineral deposits and then mined, this is the side on which miners can
hang their lanterns.

Head

Energy, produced by elevation, pressure, or velocity, contained in a
water mass.

Holocene

An epoch of the Quaternary period extending from the end of the
Pleistocene, approximately 11,000 years ago, to the present time.

Hydraulic Conductivity The measure of the ability of the soil to transmit water, dependent upon
both the properties of the soil and those of the fluid.
ID

inside diameter

in.

inch

Inselberg

An isolated residual knob or hill rising abruptly from a lowland erosion
surface.

Jurassic

The second period of the Mesozoic era extending from approximately
200 to 145 million years ago.

Land Subsidence

The lowering of the natural land surface due to extraction of fluids
and/or gas from the subsurface.

Leakage

The vertical movement (either downward or upward) of ground water
from one aquifer to another.
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Leakance

(1) The ratio K'/b', in which K' and b' are the vertical hydraulic
conductivity and the thickness, respectively, of the confining beds.
(2) The rate of flow across a unit (horizontal) area of a semipervious
layer into (or out of) an aquifer under one unit of head difference across
this layer. Synonymous with coefficient of leakage.

Leakance, vertical

Vertical leakance is defined as the average vertical hydraulic
conductivity of the confining unit sediment divided by its thickness. In a
model, vertical leakance controls the rate of groundwater movement
between two adjacent model layers for a given head difference between
the layers (USGS, 1996).

Listric Fault

Listric faults can be defined as curved normal faults in which the fault
surface in concave upwards; its dip decreases with depth. These faults
also occur in extension zones where there is a main detachment fracture
following a curved path rather than a planar path. Hanging wall blocks
may either rotate and slide along the fault plane (e.g., slumps), or they
may pull away from the main fault, slipping instead only along the low
dipping part of the fault. Roll-over anticlines will often form between
bedding planes and the main fault plane as a result of the flexing
between the two.

Mesozoic

An era of geologic time extending from approximately 250 to 65
million years ago.

Metamorphic

A rock changed from its original form and/or composition by heat,
pressure, or chemically active fluids.

mg/l

milligrams per liter

Miocene

An epoch of the early Tertiary period extending from approximately 23
to 5.3 million years ago.

MODFLOW-2000

A modular finite-difference flow model developed by the United States
Geologic Survey (USGS) to solve the groundwater flow equation.

MT3DMS

A modular three-dimensional solute transport model for simulation of
advection, dispersion, and chemical reactions of contaminants in
groundwater systems.

Normal Fault

A fault characterized by predominantly vertical displacement in which
the hanging wall is moved downward with respect to the footwall of the
fault. Generally, this kind of fault is a sign of tectonic extension.

OD

outside diameter
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Paleozoic

An era of geologic time extending from approximately 542 to 250
million years ago.

Permeability

The capability of soil or other geologic formations to transmit water.
The term is used to separate the effects of the medium from those of the
fluid on the hydraulic conductivity.

PEST

Parameter ESTimation software

Pleistocene

An epoch of the Tertiary period extending from approximately
2.6 million years ago to 11,000 years ago.

Porosity

The ratio, usually expressed as a percentage, of the total volume of
voids of a given porous medium to the total volume of the porous
medium. Also, the volume percentage of the total bulk not occupied by
solid particles.

Porosity, effective

The ratio of the volume of the voids of a soil or rock mass that can be
drained by gravity to the total volume of the mass, or the amount of
interconnected pore space and fracture openings available for the
transmission of fluids, expressed as the ratio of the volume of
interconnected pores and openings to the volume of rock.

Preconsolidation Stress The maximum stress to which a deposit has been subjected, and which
it can withstand without undergoing additional permanent deformation.
Proterozoic

An eon of geologic time extending from approximately 2.5 billion years
ago to 542 million years ago.

Quaternary

The second period of the Cenozoic era extending from approximately
2.6 million years ago to 5,000 years ago.

Saline Water

Water characterized by a total dissolved solids concentration in excess
of 1,000 milligrams per liter.

SEAWAT-2000

Developed by the USGS to simulate three-dimensional, variable
density, groundwater flow and solute transport in porous media. The
source code for SEAWAT Version 4 was developed by combining
MODFLOW and MT3DMS into a single program that solves the
coupled flow and solute transport equations

Specific Yield

See “Effective Porosity”

Storativity

The volume of water that an aquifer releases or takes into storage per
unit change in hydraulic head.
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Synform

A structure formed by the downward bending of rock strata onto earlier
and steeper folds of smaller size. Synforms are usually accompanied by
antiforms, which are oppositely shaped.

TDS

Total dissolved solids. The total concentration of dissolved constituents
in solution, usually expressed in milligrams per liter.

Tertiary

The second period of the Cenozoic era extending from approximately
65 to 2.6 million years ago.

USGS

United States Geological Survey

Volcanic

Pertaining to the activities, structures, or rock types of a volcano.

yr(s)

year or years
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Chapter 4: Response to Individual Comments
4.1 Overview
This Chapter contains responses to each comment received during the public review period.
Responses are numbered corresponding to bracketed numbers printed on the comment letters
included in Chapter 2. Revisions to the Draft EIR were developed in response to comments
received during the public review period. The revisions appear as indented text in the responses.
These revisions are compiled in Chapter 5. Where the responses indicate additions or deletions to
the text of the Draft EIR, additions are indicated in underline and deletions in strikeout.
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4.2.1

Federal Agencies

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

US Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management
California State Office

02/13/2012

James G. Kenna
Director

US Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation
Lower Colorado Regional Office
Resources Management Office

02/02/2012

Valerie E. Thomas
Chief

US Department of Interior National Park Service
Mojave National Preserve

02/13/2012

Stephanie R. Dubois
Superintendent

US Marine Corps
Marine Air Ground Task Force Training Command
Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center

03/19/2012

Colonel J.P. Granata
Assistant Chief of Staff G-4

US Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management
A_BLM-1

The commenter requested copies of the Project plan considered in the
Draft EIR, a copy of the referenced 99-year lease agreement between
Cadiz Inc. and the Arizona and California Railroad Company (ARZC),
and any documents or plans related to the ARZC’s uses of Project water.
This information was provided to the commenter on March 16, 2012 and
is included in the Final EIR as Appendix M3.

US Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation
A_USBR-1

This comment does not state a specific concern about the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be
forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

US Department of Interior National Park Service
A_NPS-1

The commenter states that the natural recharge rate of the groundwater
system and evaporation rates from the Dry Lakes have been
overestimated. The Draft EIR fully discloses the various available
historical recharge estimates. Please refer to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. CH2M Hill’s 2010 analysis is
the most comprehensive to date, based on the most advanced modeling
tools and driven by conservative assumptions and site specific data. The
modeled recharge estimate of 32,000 AFY is supported by substantial
evidence. Nevertheless, for purpose of a conservative analysis in the
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environmental review, three recharge scenarios were considered
including a worst case 5,000 AFY recharge scenario as well as a 16,000
AFY scenario. In addition and to test CH2M Hill’s modeling results, an
evaporation study was conducted by measuring actual evaporation rates
on the Dry Lakes over a 6-month period. The evaporation study results
are consistent with and confirm the reasonableness of the 32,000 AFY
recharge rate. Both reports are appended to this Final EIR as Appendix
L2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Cadiz and Bristol Dry
Lakes and Appendix L1 Estimated Evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes.
A_NPS-2

The commenter states that the springs in the Watershed area are
somehow hydraulically connected to the aquifer system and requests a
study of selected springs within the Mojave National Preserve as part of
the Project’s monitoring and management plan. Please refer to Master
Response 3.4 Springs. While there is no evidence demonstrating a
connection between the springs and the aquifer system, the Project takes
a conservative approach, and in compliance with the San Bernardino
County Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance (County
Ordinance),1 Bonanza, Whiskey, and Vontrigger springs will be
monitored a management feature under the Groundwater Management,
Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) which is attached in its
updated form (Updated GMMMP) to the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP. Bonanza spring, being the closest, will undergo
quarterly monitoring as an “indicator spring.” Whiskey and Vontrigger
springs (both located in the Mojave National Preserve and beyond the
Project’s projected effects on groundwater levels) will be monitored to
compare any variations in spring flow to variations in Bonanza spring
flow to determine whether changes are attributable to regional climate
conditions or operations of the Project. If changes in seasonal and annual
spring flows at Bonanza spring are attributable to Project operations,
corrective actions are required under the GMMMP.

A_NPS-3

The commenter suggests that a Project alternative of limiting pumping in
the Watersheds to the perennial yield would increase the conservation
efficiency of the Project, decrease adverse impacts in the Project
watersheds, and allow the Project to achieve many of its objectives. The
commenter further suggests that the current objective of trying to
maximize the retrieval of fresh groundwater that is already downgradient of the proposed wellfield should be abandoned. Please refer to
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.14
Alternatives, as well as Response A_NPS-8. The "Green Compact"
stewardship principles are addressed in Response A_NPS-13. The

1

San Bernardino County Code of Ordinances, Title 3, Div. 3, Ch. 6, Art. 5, § 33.06551, et seq.
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fundamental purpose of the Project is to save substantial quantities of
groundwater that are presently wasted and lost to evaporation by natural
processes. This requires a managed groundwater drawdown to retrieve
water from storage before it is lost and reverse the flow of groundwater
to the Dry Lakes. Therefore, to maximize the beneficial use of the
aquifer water within the aquifer’s safe yield, pumping beyond the natural
recharge rate is necessary to meet the most basic objectives of the
Project. See also Master Response 3.15 Terminology for a discussion of
safe yield.
A_NPS-4

The commenter states that estimated evaporation from the Dry Lake
surfaces is overestimated. Please refer to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and Response A_NPS-1.

A_NPS-5

The commenter states that the use of the INFIL3.0 modeling program is
overestimating recharge. Please refer to Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling. Particularly, the commenter references a United
States Geologic (USGS) Study near Joshua Tree National Park, a
watershed far south of the Project claiming the results of this study based
upon an outdated version of INFIL3.0 undermine the Project’s recharge
estimates. CH2M Hill conducted the most comprehensive site specific
modeling of the Fenner Watershed to date, including the updated version
of INFIL3.0, analyzing local geologic, hydrologic and geophysical data.
See the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A. The model results determined a
recharge rate based on local atmospheric, climate hydrogeologic, soil,
vegetation, and root zone parameters based on currently available data
bases. The commenter assumes and elevates, without analysis, the
relevance of the USGS model results despite the fact that it was
developed for an entirely separate watershed. Every watershed system is
unique and requires site specific data and local model parameters. The
commenter also suggests that the Project model may be underestimating
the amount of surface water runoff and evapotranspiration, thereby
overestimating the amount of water infiltrating past the root zone. The
Project model is based on soil and vegetation parameters for site-specific
conditions of the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds. In
addition, the evaporation study conducted to measure actual evaporation
rates on the Dry Lakes further confirm and support the estimated
recharge rate. Both reports are appended to this Final EIR in Appendix
L2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Cadiz and Bristol Dry
Lakes and Appendix L1 Estimated Evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes.
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A_NPS-6

The commenter states that the use of the INFIL3.0 modeling program
and the assumption of a 15 foot extinction depth (the depth below which
evaporation is negligible) is overestimating evaporation. Extinction
depths of 10 to 15 feet are the typical values used for Evapotranspiration
input. The value is characteristic of other studies conducted in arid
locations. An extinction depth of 15 feet was used by Danskin et al.2
Shallower estimates have been used by other investigators. For instance
an extinction depth of 10 feet was used by Leighton and Phillips.3
However, use of the deeper extinction depth does not overestimate
evaporation but rather avoids limiting the evaporation potential. To be
conservative, the model uses 15 feet to ensure that the depth interval
within which significant evaporation could be occurring is accounted for
in the model. The actual depth could be less. Please refer to Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2
Groundwater Modeling for additional discussion.

A_NPS-7

The commenter requests that monitoring and mitigation measures
developed for the earlier Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (Metropolitan) Project also be included in this Project. The
comment further questions the effectiveness of certain mitigation
measures included in the Draft EIR and requests that the NPS have a
participatory role in the GMMMP. The earlier Metropolitan Project
consisted of storing Colorado River water for use during dry years. The
mitigation measures for that project were developed over a decade ago
and addressed a different pipeline route, pumping facilities, well
configurations, and spreading basins. Accordingly, many of the measures
developed for the previous Metropolitan Project address impacts that do
not arise from the current Project. For example, the Project’s use of the
ARCZ Right-of-Way (ROW) eliminates many of the environmental
effects that would have resulted from the prior pipeline route on
disturbed land. In addition, the mitigation measures proposed in the Draft
EIR for the Project include an extensive monitoring program that focuses
on “early warning” action criteria to avoid impacts to critical resources.
The Updated GMMMP, which includes provisions identical to EIR
Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO 1, HYDRO-2, and MIN1, addresses potential impacts to third party wells, water quality,
subsidence, and air quality to fully mitigate any impacts on the basin to a
less than significant level. Independently, and as an added level of
protection, the Updated GMMMP includes a management “floor” on the
level of groundwater drawdown and action criteria and corrective actions

2

3

Danskin, W.R., McPherson, K.R. and Woolfenden, L.R., 2006. Hydrology, Description of Computer Models, and
Evaluation of Selected Water-Management Alternatives in the San Bernardino Area, California, USGS Open-file
Report 2005-1278.
Leighton D.A.and Phillips S.P., 2003. Simulation of Ground-Water Flow and Land Subsidence in the Antelope
Valley Ground-Water Basin, California. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 03-4016.
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for springs. Please refer to Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. Finally, as
shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, Figures 4.9-8, 4.9-9, and 4.9-10, the northernmost extent of
groundwater drawdown for all three scenarios does not extend into the
Mojave National Preserve and therefore does not warrant the
participation of the NPS.
A_NPS-8

The commenter states that the Project should adhere to a sustainable
yield concept and that the Project not affect resources within NPS park
units (Mojave National Preserve). As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, the goals of the Project are to conserve
and put to beneficial use water that would otherwise become super saline
and evaporate to the atmosphere. The comment acknowledges that this
fundamental goal is appropriate. Pages 3-10 to 3-13 of the Project
Description describe how pumping volumes above the annual recharge
amount increases hydraulic control of the groundwater flow and
increases the amount of water conserved. Given this, reducing the annual
pumping rate would not result in a more “sustainable” project since
evaporation would not be curtailed to the same extent as under the
proposed Project. Rather, pumping at lower rates would simply reduce
the volume of water that is conserved (saved from evaporation). See
Master Responses 3.7 Water Rights and 3.15 Terminology for more on
safe yield. Table 4.9-11 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality outlines the amount of water conserved by the Project
assuming different recharge estimates.
The Draft EIR analyzes the potential effects of the proposed Project to
local and regional resources including within the Mojave National
Preserve, located approximately 20 miles from the Project. A key feature
of the analysis is drawdown modeling conducted for a wide range of
recharge estimates. The Draft EIR provides impact analyses for the lower
range of recharge estimates in order to capture the worst case scenario.
The groundwater modeling efforts included in the Draft EIR are
extensive and provide an understanding of the groundwater basin far
superior to any previous efforts. Given this modeling, the comprehensive
environmental analysis contained in the Draft EIR and the corrective
action measures and monitoring efforts included in the GMMMP, there
is no evidence to suggest that another study of the drawdown effects
would result in a different or more accurate conclusion regarding
groundwater flow, environmental impacts, or the effectiveness of the
proposed mitigation measures4 (see also CEQA Guidelines § 15204(a) [a
lead agency is not required to conduct every test or perform all research,
studies or experimentation a commenter requests]).

4

Pub. Res. Case § 21091(d)(2)(B)
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Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, 3.2 Groundwater Modeling, and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
A_NPS-9

The comment suggests that the Project is “unsustainable” due to
insufficient power supplies and that the environmental effects of
potential transmission lines were not evaluated. As stated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Project Description, Power Supply and Distribution, p. 3-39,
three power options were examined to provide pumping capacity at the
wellfield: a natural gas option, a natural gas/solar power option, and an
electricity option (hybrid approaches were also considered). Since
natural gas can be accessed from an existing natural gas line which is
located near the proposed wellfield and runs across Cadiz Property, this
option is preferred since it would result in fewer physical impacts to the
environment. However, construction and operation of each of the
potential options were analyzed throughout the Draft EIR. Due to the
remote location of the Project, its relatively small project footprint within
the existing ARZC ROW and Cadiz wellfield, and the existing natural
gas and electrical facilities, construction and operation of any one of the
potential options would not result in any environmental impacts that
could not be mitigated. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-40, power would be distributed to the well pads
either underground or on 30-foot overhead power poles and connected to
existing Southern California Edison power lines. These poles would not
significantly affect visual resources (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1
Aesthetics, pp. 4.1-16 to 4.1-23) and would be within the disturbed
wellfield area analyzed throughout the Draft EIR.
As stated in Draft EIR Section 4.13, Public Services and Utilities (see
Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions, p. 18 for modified
text), under the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component,
the proposed Project would require approximately 3,112 kWh/MG to
convey water from the wellfield to the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA).
Based on comments received from the Metropolitan Water District
(Metropolitan), the Draft EIR has been revised to include the energy
requirements of the CRA to accommodate the Project water. Assuming
that Metropolitan’s assertion is correct that the Project would actually
increase energy demands of the CRA, increases in the overall amount of
energy per gallon required to convey water to the Project Participants
would be approximately 6,998 kWh/MG. This amount is approximately
664 kWh/MG less than the State Water Project (SWP) energy
requirements (7,672 kWh/MG). Overall, even under the conservative
assumption that the CRA energy usage would increase as Metropolitan
suggests, the net energy use for water delivery to Project participants
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would be slightly less that energy needed for the same volume of water
to be conveyed through the SWP. Therefore, the Project would not result
in wasteful use of electricity or substantially increase energy use
compared to existing energy demands for importing water to Southern
California. The Project provides Southern California with an opportunity
to reduce overall energy consumption for water conveyance promoting
principles of sustainability. See Response A_MWD-6.
A_NPS-10

The comment suggests that the Project is “unsustainable” due to
insufficient supply of water. The commenter states that the recharge to
the basin has been overestimated and that earlier recharge estimates
should be considered. The Project captures water that would otherwise
become highly saline before evaporating to the atmosphere. It therefore
provides an opportunity to access potable water without significantly
affecting previous uses of that water. This promotes principles of
sustainability. Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, 3.2 Groundwater Modeling, and 3.15
Terminology. Past recharge estimates are also considered and discussed
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-32 to 4.9-39. Specifically, in a conservative approach to analyzing
Project impacts, the Draft EIR modeling includes a range of recharge
estimates. Please refer to Response A_NPS-1.

A_NPS-11

The commenter states that the conclusion that the springs are not
hydraulically connected to the aquifer is not supported and requests that
the Monitoring and Management Plan include a component to study
selected springs in the Mojave National Preserve (MNP or Preserve).
Please refer to Master Response 3.4 Springs. As noted in Response
A_NPS-2, Whiskey and Vontrigger springs will be monitored as part of
the Updated GMMMP. Bonanza spring (outside the Preserve), being the
closest, will undergo quarterly monitoring as an “indicator spring”.
Whiskey and Vontrigger springs (both located in the Preserve and
beyond the Project’s projected effects on groundwater levels) will be
monitored to compare any variations in spring flow to variations in
Bonanza spring flow to determine whether changes are attributable to
regional climate conditions or operations of the Project. The Updated
GMMMP’s management feature for springs includes action criteria and
corrective measures if a reduction in flows at Bonanza spring is
attributable to Project operations.

A_NPS-12

The commenter expresses the opinion that limiting pumping in the
Watersheds to the perennial yield amount would likely increase the
conservation efficiency of the Project, decrease adverse impacts in the
Project watersheds, and allow the Project objectives and "Green
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Compact" stewardship principles to be achieved. Limiting pumping to
the perennial yield would not achieve the fundamental objective of the
Project to conserve groundwater that currently flows underground to the
Dry Lakes and evaporates. Limiting the pumping to the perennial yield
will not halt the continued flow of groundwater south of the Fenner Gap
and wellfield to the Dry Lakes. The estimated freshwater zone south of
the Fenner Gap in the Orange Blossom Wash and the northern portion of
the Bristol Watershed is estimated to contain between 4 and 10 million
acre-feet (MAF) of water, not including water stored in the carbonate and
fractured portion of the bedrock units beneath the alluvium. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-32.
Absent pumping beyond the recharge rate, stored freshwater will
continue to flow underground towards the Dry Lakes and be lost to
evaporation. Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, and 3.15
Terminology. With regard to the "Green Compact" stewardship
principles, please refer to Response A_NPS-13.
A_NPS-13

The commenter requests clarification on the “Green Compact”
Memorandum of Understanding (NHI MOU) executed between Cadiz
Inc. and the Natural Heritage Institute (NHI), specifically in regards to
the stewardship principles identified in the NHI MOU as follows: LongTerm Sustainability Pledge, Renewable Energy Commitment,
Groundwater Banking, Groundwater Management Principles,
Independent Resource Evaluation Study, and Local Priority of Water
Use. The NHI MOU is a formal agreement between the two parties that
expresses their mutual determination to move forward with stewardship
principals that will guide the administration and implementation of
activities on the Cadiz Inc. properties. The NHI MOU documents the
parties’ preliminary agreement which lays the foundation for subsequent
and specific activities.
In order to implement stewardship principles, NHI applies a wide array
of tools and strategies including predictive simulations of water resource
systems, on-the-ground ecological restoration projects, the design of
improved management and institutional arrangements, policy analysis,
and legal advocacy and intervention. As noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-5, NHI has committed to assist Cadiz
Inc. in designing groundwater banking projects, identifying Project
Participants, and auditing the management of Cadiz Inc.-owned property
in keeping with the Green Compact. To date, the NHI has not prepared
an implementation package for the proposed Project to effectuate the
stewardship principals discussed in the NHI MOU. The principles of
NHI MOU are not binding principles of the Project Description and are
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therefore not relevant to the analysis conducted pursuant to CEQA.
Rather the NHI MOU has independent utility above and beyond Project
design features and mitigation measures, intended to promote and
implement the stewardship principles.
A_NPS-14, 15

The commenter states that the natural recharge rate of the groundwater
system has been overestimated and that groundwater discharge at the Dry
Lakes should be verified through physical measurement, groundwater
level measurements, and other “lines of evidence” including performing
a chloride mass balance of precipitation and groundwater to estimate
recharge and isotopic age-dating analysis. On the one hand, the
commenter states that the Project proponents need to show how
evaporation from the playa could be occurring at all based on
groundwater depths, and on the other hand the commenter estimates
(based on an extrapolation from discharge rates in Death Valley, a
distinct and unconnected hydrological system in the western Mojave)
that total groundwater discharged from the Dry Lakes is probably 4,650
to 7,750 AFY at best. Project modeling estimates that the discharge is
over 30,000 AFY. This is further confirmed by actual physical
measurements of groundwater discharge through evaporation. However,
for purposes of the environmental analysis, the Draft EIR includes a
recharge scenario of 5,000 AFY (in-line with the commenter’s
extrapolated estimate) and determines that impacts to the groundwater
and critical resources would be mitigated to a less than significant level
(with the exception of short term construction impacts on NOx levels).
Please refer to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and Response A_NPS-1.

A_NPS-16

The commenter state that the recharge estimate and aquifer modeling
should include recharge from areas to the west, south, and east of the Dry
Lakes, and that the hydraulic connectivity of the carbonate unit in the
subsurface at the Fenner Gap with carbonate rock outcroppings occurring
throughout the rest of the Watershed should be further evaluated since
the commenter believes Project pumping is targeted for the carbonate
aquifer.
With regard to recharge from areas west, south, and east of the Dry
Lakes, as explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47 and Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, the focus of the modeled
area is from the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds,
where groundwater is flowing towards the Fenner Gap area, to the
proposed wellfield at the Fenner Gap, and finally to the Dry Lakes
where the groundwater is evaporating. As discussed in the Draft EIR
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Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-48 to 4.9-80,
the potential impacts ranged from less than significant with mitigation to
no impact.
As discussed further in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling,
the areas to the west, south, and east are not included in the modeled
area because the Dry Lakes represent a terminal boundary condition
beyond which groundwater originating from the Fenner and Orange
Blossom Wash Watersheds cannot flow, but must instead evaporate
and leave the aquifer system and the Watershed. Evaporation from the
Dry Lakes is a boundary condition because they are the only outlet for
groundwater discharge from the basin other than wells. Furthermore,
the contribution of groundwater from the west, south, and east to the
closed basin is minimal compared to that from the Fenner Valley to
the north and northeast, because the area west, south, and east of the
Dry Lakes is much smaller than the area of the Fenner Valley.
The comment does not provide any evidence or rationale to support the
theory that adding recharge water from the areas west, south, and east of
the Dry Lakes to the modeling approach would result in a finding of
increased impacts. Indeed, if the modeling approach were to have taken
the less conservative approach of adding recharge water from the areas
west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes, then the addition of that water
would have resulted in reducing the level of potential impacts by
reducing the amount of groundwater drawdown and thus reducing the
significance. See also Response A_NPS-17.
With regard to the hydraulic connectivity of subsurface carbonate rocks
with surface outcrops of carbonate and the targeting of the carbonate
aquifer, the Project estimates for storage and recoverable groundwater do
not include groundwater in the carbonate aquifer (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-24). This would be an
additional source of groundwater for recovery, thus making the estimate
for recovery conservative. Excluding this additional source results in an
underestimation of storage and recoverable water and is a conservative
approach to the analysis. Please refer to Master Responses 3.2
Groundwater Modeling and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. See also
Response A_NPS-73.
A_NPS-17

The commenter states that (1) not all of the area of the New York
Mountains, Woods Mountain, and Hackberry Mountain would contribute
recharge to the Watershed and that (2) groundwater in the southwesterly
portion of the Lanfair Valley flows to the Piute Valley and does not
contribute recharge to the Fenner Valley. The commenter also believes
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the commenter’s analysis of water level data in the NWIS database
supports this conclusion. The NWIS is the USGS National Water
Information System. Overall, their concern appears to be whether the
Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds, (collectively, the Watershed),
form a closed basin such that surface and groundwater cannot pass across
its boundaries with adjacent basins.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Appendix A, p. 2-1 and Figure 2-3, the
footprint of the Watersheds is based on the National Hydrologic Unit
Codes (HUCs) and were extensively reviewed to match, to a minimum,
the elevation contours shown on USGS topographical 7.5 minute quads.
Figure 4.9-6 in the Draft EIR illustrates both the boundary of the
Watershed and the groundwater contours, and thus the flow directions of
groundwater within the Watershed. A close inspection of USGS
topographic maps and aerial photography clearly shows that the
watershed boundary used in this study lies immediately southwest of the
Grotto Hills in the Upper Lanfair Valley. The topographic map shown on
Figure 4.9-1 illustrates the Watershed boundaries. Surface water and
groundwater flow east of the Grotto Hills (outside the subject watershed)
flows east of the Vontrigger Hills to Sacramento Wash and to Piute
Valley. Surface water and groundwater flow west of the grotto Hills
flows to Fenner Valley. A line between the Bobcat Hills and the Grotto
Hills is likely underlain at shallow depths by bedrock.
A groundwater contour is used to represent the elevation of the
groundwater surface the same way a topographic contour represents the
elevation of the land surface at a given location. The direction of
groundwater flow is perpendicular to the groundwater contours flowing
under the power of gravity from higher elevations to lower elevations.
By reviewing Figures 4.9-1 and 4.9-6 (Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality) simultaneously the reader can see how
groundwater contour elevations generally mimic the overlying
topographic contours. Please refer to the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1,
Sub-Appendix A, p. 2-9.
The boundaries of the Watershed are shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-6. The boundary is
defined by the highest elevation that separates surface water runoff
between adjacent basins. For example, the New York Mountains are
located at the far northern extent of the Watershed. Precipitation that falls
on the southern side of the New York Mountains must, by gravity, drain
southward into the Fenner Watershed and is therefore included in the
recharge estimate. All precipitation falling on the western, northern, and
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eastern sides of the New York Mountains was excluded from the
recharge estimate because that precipitation would drain into other basins
to the west, north, and east. The Woods and Hackberry Mountains are
located south of the New York Mountains, entirely within the Fenner
Watershed, so all precipitation falling on those mountains would stay
within the Fenner Watershed. This analysis is described in detail in the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis.
The commenter believes that the NWIS database supports groundwater
flow from the southern portion of the Lanfair valley (the area between
the New York Mountains and the Woods and Hackberry Mountains) to
the Piute Watershed to the east. However, the NWIS does not show data
for this area.
Even though the evidence shows the Watershed is a closed system, the
Updated GMMMP nonetheless includes monitoring features that will
assess any potential effects of the Project on neighboring groundwater
basins. A monitoring well will be placed in the neighboring Piute
Watershed, located adjacent and east of the Fenner Watershed, which is
tributary to the Colorado River. An additional monitoring well will be
installed near Danby Dry Lake southeast of Cadiz Dry Lake and outside
of the Cadiz Watershed. These monitoring features enable the County of
San Bernardino (County) and the Lead Agency to further demonstrate
that the groundwater basins are distinct and not hydrologically connected
and that the Project operations have no impact on neighboring basins.
The Updated GMMMP is further discussed in Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
A_NPS-18

The commenter again states that the model may have overestimated the
recharge to the Watershed and sites a USGS study done near Joshua Tree
to argue that the Project may be overestimating recharge by a factor of 2
to 10 times. Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling as well as
Response A_NPS-5.

A_NPS-19

The commenter requests clarification as to whether the
evapotranspiration (ET) rates reported for the model represent the ET
rates prior to simulating Project pumping, a constant ET rate used
throughout the modeling simulations, or if the ET rate varies as water
levels decline. The relationship between ET rate and water level was
provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 5.4. ET is also discussed further
in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
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The commenter states that the ability of the numerical groundwater flow
model to accurately simulate groundwater discharge by
evapotranspiration. Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
A_NPS-20

The commenter requests that monitoring and mitigation measures
developed under the earlier Metropolitan Project be included in this
Project. The commenter requests an active role in the monitoring
process, questions the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures,
and suggests that, due to the uncertainties in projects such as this, the
Project proponent practice adaptive management. The GMMMP is an
adaptive management plan that, once approved, will be implemented by
the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC) and enforced by
the County of San Bernardino (attached as the Updated GMMMP in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1). Although objective protective standards
must be met, flexibility is provided in choosing the best set of
implementing measures to protect critical resources in the basin as
monitoring of operations progresses. The Updated GMMMP includes
comprehensive “early warning” monitoring features (signal wells, air
monitoring and land subsidence equipment, soil testing, and periodic
visual observation) to address potential effects before they reach a level
of significance. Please refer to Master Response 3.8 GMMMP and
Response A_NPS-7.

A_NPS-21

The commenter states that groundwater flow may occur across the border
between the Fenner and Lanfair Valley Basins. Please refer to Response
A_NPS-17.

A_NPS-22

The commenter states that the sentence in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Executive Summary p. ES-2, “The proposed conservation is not
dependent upon future rainfall, snow pack or the needs and demands of
others: the groundwater is already in storage” might be confusing the
concepts of storage and flow. The purpose of the sentence was only to
confirm that the groundwater currently in storage will continue to flow
towards the Dry Lakes and evaporate (regardless of surface conditions),
and therefore constitutes water that can be recovered for beneficial use.

A_NPS-23

The commenter asks how a project that extracts more water than is
recharged can be termed “sustainable.” The recharge flowing
underground though the Fenner Gap is only a portion of the fresh water
that is flowing to the Dry Lakes. The Project proposes to stop the flow of
fresh water to the Dry Lakes south of the Fenner Gap as well as capture
the recharge entering into the Fenner Gap. The Project would actively
manage the basin to avoid the naturally occurring loss of fresh water to
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the Dry Lakes and evaporation. The Project is sustainable because the
fresh groundwater that would otherwise be stored underground between
the Fenner Gap and the Dry Lakes would remain intact during the term
of the Project. Once pumping is completed, the existing natural condition
would be restored with groundwater levels returning to their prepumping conditions and fresh water would again flow to the Dry Lakes
and be lost to evaporation. Please refer to Master Responses
3.3 Groundwater Pumping, 3.7 Water Law, and 3.15 Terminology.
The commenter also asks how the term “sustainable” applies to the use
of natural gas to power the pumps. Please refer to Response A_NPS-9.
A_NPS-24

For the statement that “participating entities may join the Project at any
time until the established Project capacity is reached,” the commenter
asks to define the established Project capacity. As discussed in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3.4.1 Project Description, pp. 3-10 to 3-14, the
Project capacity for the conservation portion of the Project is an annual
average of 50,000 AFY over the 50 year life of the Project. The actual
volume pumped in any given year may vary between 25,000 and
75,000 AFY. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3.4.2 Project
Description, pp. 3-14 to 3-16, the Project capacity for the storage portion
of the Project (Phase 2, Imported Water Storage Component) is 1 MAF.

A_NPS-25

The commenter requests the rationale for the Project not triggering
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review and asks how the
Project supports a railroad purpose. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-20 and 3-40, ARZC has reserved
rights for and identified the use of water from the Project for fire
suppression and vehicle maintenance, among other uses. Due to the
remote location of train tracks, trestle fires can be difficult to fight, can
last for days and have significant effects on air quality and public safety.
Train trestle material is known to exacerbate fires. Most trestles are
coated in creosote, which is an oily combustible substance used to seal to
extend lifeline of the material. In addition to being highly flammable, the
sealant is rich in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a carcinogen
which causes cancer. When the creosote burns, it releases these toxic
chemicals and other particulate matter which can produce negative
cumulative effects to sensitive receptors and air quality standards. For
fire suppression activities, fire hydrants would be installed at several
locations along the rail corridor, primarily at trestle bridge locations. In
addition, ARZC has reserved rights for the use of water from the Project
for washing railcars, controlling vegetation, serving its offices, and other
improvements and future operations such as a steam-powered excursion
locomotive, new warehouses (if any), bulk transfer facilities, or other
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railroad-related facilities on the line. All of these uses directly support
rail operations and would be subject to additional environmental review
as they are developed. With respect to the NEPA process, it is initiated
when a proposal for federal action exists. NEPA is not triggered in
connection with this Project because there is no federal action. All
Project facilities will be constructed on land that does not require federal
approval, including within the ARZC easement. See also Master
Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
A_NPS-26

The commenter requests clarification on the MOU executed between
Cadiz and the Natural Heritage Institute (NHI), specifically in regards to
the Stewardship principals identified in the NHI MOU. The commenter
is referred to Response A_NPS-13 above.

A_NPS-27

The commenter requests information on carry-over storage, its
limitations, and whether the pumping operation would be shut down if all
participants forego their entire annual water delivery. As described in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-13 and in the Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 7.2, there will likely be years when Project Participants
do not need their full contracted allotment of groundwater for a variety of
reasons, such as a rainy winter or increased supplies from other sources.
In order to provide Project Participants the flexibility to forego some or
all of their scheduled groundwater delivery in a given year, hydraulic
control of the groundwater at the wellfield would allow them to delay
delivery. With the hydraulic control mechanism, the portion of their
allotment they forego would remain in groundwater storage south of the
Fenner Gap. That stored water is called carry-over storage and would be
protected from loss to the Dry Lakes and evaporation. In order to assess
this variation in deliveries, the Draft EIR uses projected SWP deliveries
as an indication of the frequency of wet and dry periods that a Project
Participant might defer its deliveries from the proposed Project or pull its
deferred water from storage. The model simulations limit deliveries to a
minimum of 25,000 AFY and a maximum of 75,000 AFY. The
assumptions used in the model are that at least 25,000 AFY would be
extracted annually in order to accommodate carry-over storage. If less
water is pumped in any given year, drawdown would be less than
modeled. This practice emulates groundwater management practices in
many basins in Southern California and would give Project Participants
some operating flexibility by allowing them to maximize conjunctive use
of Project groundwater with other supplies in their portfolios, further
improving reliability and their ability to manage their water supply.
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A_NPS-28

The commenter asks whether carry-over storage is included in the
maximum annual extraction capacity of 75,000 AFY. The answer is yes,
75,000 AFY is the annual maximum capacity of the Project and all carryover storage delivery requests would be limited to this annual delivery
amount.

A_NPS-29

The commenter asks whether currently unused natural gas pipelines in
the Project area cross federal land, and if they do cross federal land,
would conversion and use of these pipelines trigger the need for
environmental review under NEPA. The comment also asks whether
pipelines to be converted for water conveyance have been used in the
past for transport of oil and/or gas and whether there is any chance of oil
or gas contamination.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives,
p. 7-33, the existing natural gas pipeline connecting to Barstow does
traverse BLM land. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description,
pp. 3-41 to 3-42 and Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, pp. 7-29 to 734, describe how the existing pipelines traversing Cadiz Inc. property
would be converted and used. Under this alternative, the pipeline would
be cleaned and retrofitted to accommodate water conveyance. Should the
alternative be selected, the conversion of the pipeline for water delivery
could require BLM approval. Whether the conversion would constitute a
federal action triggering NEPA review and the extent of any federal
environmental review would ultimately be decided when federal
approval is sought. Subsequent design and environmental analysis would
describe and analyze this process in detail to ensure that water can be
safely conveyed using this alternative so that water quality is not
jeopardized. See also Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-15 and -25 and
Master Responses 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis, 3.13 Rightof-Way and NEPA, and 3.14 Alternatives.

A_NPS-30

With regard to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 36, first paragraph, the commenter requests that the cumulative net water
saving model-predicted sensitivity scenario results be included in the
text. The Project description reflects the best estimate of recharge based
on the data and groundwater modeling to calculate the cumulative net
water savings. The Draft EIR includes a sensitivity analysis in Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality that assesses potential recharge
scenarios of 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY recharge. Table 4.9-11
summarizes the volume of conserved water.
These scenarios were developed to conservatively analyze potential
environmental effects of pumping at the lower recharge rates. The
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groundwater flow modeling and evidence predicts a much higher
recharge rate and the conserved water figure is based on this best (not the
highest) estimate of recharge, which is approximately 32,000 AFY.
However, as shown in Table 4.9-11, at 16,000 AFY, approximately
674,000 AFY would be conserved and even if recharge is only
5,000 AFY, the Project would conserve fresh water that would otherwise
flow to the Dry Lakes and evaporate without significant impact to the
groundwater basin.
A_NPS-31

The commenter questions whether the Watershed is a closed basin at the
border between the Fenner and Lanfair Valleys. Please refer to Response
A_NPS-17.

A_NPS-32

The commenter states that a discussion of other previous recharge
estimates is not presented in Section 3.3.2 of the Draft EIR. This
discussion can be found in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-39. Please refer to Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

A_NPS-33

The commenter states that some studies for projects located in the
Chuckwalla Valley suggested inter-basin flow between the Chuckwalla
and Cadiz Valleys. The northernmost portion of the Chuckwalla Valley
is located about ten miles south of the southern boundary of the Cadiz
Watershed. The Coxcomb and Granite Mountains intervene. This is
addressed in Response A_NPS-17. The Chuckwalla Valley is outside of
the Project area and is not connected to the watershed’s tributary to the
Project area. Figure 4.9-1 in the Draft EIR illustrates the topographic
map and watershed boundaries for the Project. As shown at the
southernmost border of the watershed boundary, there is a topographic
divide between the Cadiz Valley and the area to the south. Since the
direction of groundwater flow generally mimics the overlying
topographic contours, this further illustrates that groundwater does not
pass between the two valleys. Please refer to the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix A, p. 2-9.

A_NPS-34

The commenter states that the natural recharge rate of the groundwater
system has been overestimated. Please refer to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
The commenter expresses the opinion that limiting pumping in the
Watersheds to the perennial yield amount would likely increase the
conservation efficiency of the Project, decrease adverse impacts in the
Project watersheds, and allow Cadiz Inc. to achieve many of their Project
objectives and "Green Compact" stewardship principles. The commenter
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further argues that pumping beyond the perennial yield creates negative
trade-offs, e.g. increased drawdown and depletion of the groundwater
storage. For example, in analyzing the effects of pumping 50,000 AFY
assuming a 5,000 AFY recharge scenario, the Draft EIR considered
potential impacts resulting from groundwater drawdown and determined
impacts to be less than significant with implementation of Mitigation
Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO 1, HYDRO-2, and MIN-1, which
are also included in the Updated GMMMP. The mitigation measures
include early warning monitoring through sentinel wells that will gauge
the migration of saline groundwater from the Dry Lakes toward the
wellfield and requires modifications to Project operations, including
reduced pumping, and a strict limit on the migration of the salinefreshwater interface. See also Master Response 3.15 Terminology.
Second, limiting pumping to groundwater flowing through the Fenner
Gap would not meet the fundamental objective of the Project, which is to
reverse the flow of fresh groundwater currently south and west of the
Fenner Gap to the Dry Lakes to prevent the loss of water to the Dry
Lakes through hydraulic control of the basin. Without hydraulic control,
fresh groundwater would continue to be lost to the Dry Lakes and
evaporation. Please refer to Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts. Regarding "Green Compact" stewardship principles, please
refer to Response A_NPS-26.
A_NPS-35

The commenter suggests the use of the word “interception” instead of
“conservation.” As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, Section 3.2 Project Objectives, the overall objective of the
Project is the conservation of fresh groundwater that would otherwise
migrate to the Dry Lakes and evaporate. This evaporation results in a
loss of the beneficial use of the water. Therefore, the use of the word
conservation is appropriate. See Master Response 3.15 Terminology.

A_NPS-36

The commenter requests supporting information for the determination
that pumping rates in excess of natural recharge are expected to generally
result in higher conservation benefits. The supporting information is
located in the Draft EIR Volume 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Appendix H2 Supplemental Assessment
of Pumping Required, and Appendix H5 Addendum to September 1,
2011 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. Please also
refer to Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and
Response A_NPS-8.

A_NPS-37

With regard to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-14,
the commenter expresses confusion regarding the benefits of implementing
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the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component prior to the
Imported Water Storage Component and requests clarification on the
reasons why this approach is preferred.
This section of the Draft EIR addresses the relationship between the two
Project Components. As noted in previous responses, the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component allows for hydraulic control of
the groundwater and reversal of the natural flow of fresh groundwater to
the Dry Lakes. Under existing conditions, the natural gradient is towards
the Dry Lakes. If only the Imported Water Storage Component were
implemented, the added water would create mounding that would
increase the downslope pressure to the Dry Lakes accelerating loss of
fresh groundwater. In contrast, pumping under the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component would create a cone of
depression that will hydraulically control (i.e., stop) the flow to the Dry
Lakes resulting in reverse-gradient flow toward the wellfield. By
reversing the natural gradient towards the Dry Lakes, imported water can
then be used to artificially recharge the groundwater at the spreading
basins North and East of the wellfield where natural recharge is flowing
through the Fenner Gap. By recharging imported water “above” the
wellfield, the new water would travel down-gradient and gradually fill
the cone of depression or storage space created by Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component pumping.
The commenter asks how much steeper the groundwater gradient would
be from artificial recharge mounding versus the gradient of the cone of
depression created by dewatering the aquifer under Phase 1
(Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component) and suggests the
dewatering would produce a steeper gradient. As previously stated, the
gradient created by the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component draws water to the wellfield and away from the Dry Lakes
thus reversing flow that would otherwise occur based on the natural
gradient. The gradient created by the wellfield pumping is beneficial
because it stems the natural flow to the Dry Lakes and creates a space
into which natural and artificial recharge can be stored. Absent the
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component, the artificial
recharge of imported water would steepen the existing natural gradient
that causes groundwater to flow to the Dry Lakes.
The commenter notes that Phase 1 will proceed even if Phase 2
(Imported Water Storage Component) does not and that conserved water
will be put to beneficial use regardless of whether Phase 2 is
implemented. This is true. The conservation benefits will occur under
Phase 1 independent of Phase 2 implementation.
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Finally, the commenter asks, assuming the groundwater gradient
produced under Phase 1 is steeper than that produced by mounding of
artificially recharged water introduced in Phase 2, couldn’t Project
participants have the problem of finding a short-term beneficial use of
the artificially recharged water since it would be migrating faster downgradient. The commenter’s assumption is not correct. The Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component would create a cone of
depression that would slow the migration of water recharged under Phase
2. This is demonstrated in the Draft EIR Figures 4.9-11a and 4.9-11b.
The location of the recharge basins northeast of the Fenner Gap is
important since recharged water would be up-gradient of the wellfield.
Thus, the steepening of the gradient would only occur between the
recharge basins and the wellfield where the groundwater would then be
captured. The gradient in the area from downgradient of the wellfield to
the Dry Lakes would remain relatively flat because the wellfield would
still be capturing the groundwater and preventing its flow to the Dry
Lakes. The operational pumping requirements of Phase 2 would be
developed to minimize losses of recharged water.
A_NPS-38

The commenter asks if the substantial loss of water recharged to the
aquifer system under the Imported Water Storage Component of the
Project had been quantified in the event that the Conservation and
Recovery Component of Project is not implemented. In addition, the
commenter asks that if there were no Conservation and Recovery
Component to the Project, could the losses to water recharged to the
aquifer be controlled using the interceptor wellfield that presumably
would be in place to extract this water and recycle the water back to the
infiltration basins for re-introduction into the aquifer. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
No participants have yet been identified to pursue implementation of the
Imported Water Storage Component. It is not being considered as a
standalone option because it would not meet the fundamental purpose of
the Project, i.e., to save substantial quantities of groundwater that are
presently wasted and lost to evaporation. A stand-alone Imported Water
Storage Component would not retrieve the substantial quantities of
groundwater (approximately 3 MAF) that currently are held in storage
between the wellfield and the Dry Lakes and would become saline and
evaporate over the next 100 years, as stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Executive Summary, p. ES-2. Pumping water from the wellfield to the
spreading basins and pumping water from the CRA to the spreading
basins would create a larger impact area, increase energy demands and
would not maximize the reasonable and beneficial use of the save water.
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A_NPS-39

The commenter asks whether the Technical Review Panel (TRP) would
be a hydrologic TRP and what stakeholders might comprise the TRP. As
discussed in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Chapter 8, all members of the TRP shall have professional technical
qualifications appropriate to the tasks of the TRP (e.g., state
certifications in engineering, hydrology, or geology) and will be required
to have a minimum of ten years professional experience in the
groundwater field. Please refer to Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

A_NPS-40

The commenter requests that the boundary with the Mojave National
Preserve be represented on Figure 3-4 and all other appropriate figures.
The southern boundary with the Mojave National Preserve passes from
west to east across the Fenner Valley along Interstate 40 until it reaches
Fenner where it passes to the northeast along the railroad tracks. It is
depicted on Figures 1-1 and 5-2 in the Draft EIR.

A_NPS-41

The commenter requests that inconsistencies between the number of
observation wells and cluster wells described in Section 3.4.3 and shown
on Figure 3-4 be corrected. The locations and numbers of observation
wells and cluster wells are described in detail in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of
the Updated GMMMP, as amended, Final EIR, Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP. The Updated GMMMP includes additional
monitoring wells and monitoring features and our depicted in detail in
Figures 5-1 and 5-2. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

A_NPS-42

The commenter notes that the land survey benchmarks are not depicted
in Figure 3-4 as stated in the Draft EIR text. The land survey benchmarks
were depicted in the Draft GMMMP and are again depicted in Figure 5-2
in Section 5.6 of the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP).

A_NPS-43

The commenter contends that there are inconsistencies in the amount of
time the pumps would operate in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-26 (24 hours a day, 365 days a year, which the
commenter concluded means 100 percent) and p. 3-13 (10 months each
year, which the commenter concluded means 83 percent) and Appendix
H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 46 (which
cites 70 percent). The above-referenced pump operation scenarios do not
represent inconsistencies, but rather reflect potential maintenance
limitations which may alter pump operations. The pumps would run
24 hours per day. For sizing purposes, the Draft EIR assumes that
deliveries may be limited to 10 months based on Metropolitan’s
maintenance activities on the CRA. The proposed Project might be able
to deliver water all 12 months in some years and as few as 10 months in
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other years, depending on Metropolitan’s maintenance activities in a
given year (Appendix H1, p. 46). The Draft EIR also assumes that
individual wells may be down for maintenance (as much as 30 percent
down time for any given well), so wells are needed online to operate
while other wells are being maintained. Because the Draft EIR analyzes a
conservative scenario for each resource area, for energy use and air
emissions, the 12-month operational period is used to ensure a
conservative analysis.
A_NPS-44

The commenter states that the Project’s power supply and infrastructure
is not well defined. This is addressed in Response A_NPS-9.

A_NPS-45

The commenter noted a clerical error in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-40, last paragraph. In this paragraph it
incorrectly states that Figures 3-6a and 3-6b identify the location of
proposed observation wells. The text should have stated that the
locations of these wells are actually found on Figures 3-4 and 3-5. The
Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Figures 3-6a3-4 and 3-6b3-5 identify the location of these wells.

A_NPS-46

The commenter requests clarification as to whether or not the State of
California or the County of San Bernardino will require that imported
water be treated before its introduction into the basin, and, if this is a
requirement, how this will be achieved. Under Phase 2 of the Project, it
is expected that water would be conveyed to the Cadiz Inc. property from
the CRA or SWP and recharged into the aquifer through spreading
basins. Currently, the CRA and SWP water have somewhat higher TDS
concentrations (500 to 600 mg/l) as compared to the indigenous
groundwater (300 to 400 mg/l) (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, p. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77).
The CRA water, SWP water, and the groundwater in the Fenner Gap area
currently meet all of the existing State and federal MCL drinking water
standards before treatment, and as such the Draft EIR concludes that
water quality impacts are less than significant. Subsequent project-level
environmental analysis would be conducted prior to implementing Phase
2 and would provide more detailed information on CRA water quality
(and on SWP water quality if this water source is also pursued). See
Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A_NPS-47

The commenter asks if the expected infiltration rate of the proposed
spreading basin is known at this time, and if so, please provide an
estimate and how it was derived. Infiltration rates have not been
determined at this conceptual stage of Phase 2, the Imported Water
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Storage Component. However, pilot recharge basins operating on the
Cadiz Inc. property have provided exceptional recharge rates. As part of
the investigations completed for Metropolitan’s dry-year storage project
in 1999, Geoscience Support Services, Inc. conducted an 8-month
infiltration test.5 Infiltration rates varied between 0.5 to 5 feet per day.
GSSI used a 2 feet per day design rate for full-scale infiltration basins.
Further details and analysis of the recharge basins would be provided in
the subsequent CEQA project-level analysis. See Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
A_NPS-48

The commenter states that the Fenner Valley is in a topographicallybounded drainage basin asserting that surface flow features depicted on
Figure 4.9-1 indicate water flowing out of the Fenner Watershed and into
Lanfair flowing east to Piute Valley. Please refer to Response A_NPS17.

A_NPS-49

The commenter requests that the boundaries of the Mojave National
Preserve be denoted on figures. Please refer to Response A_NPS-40.

A_NPS-50

The commenter states that the New York Mountains were not shown on
Figure 4.9-2 in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality. The full map including the New York Mountains is included as
Figure 2-1 of Vol. 4, Draft EIR Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A. Importantly,
Figure 4.9-2 does include the relevant southern portions of the New York
Mountains that are within the Watershed and would receive precipitation
that would drain into the Watershed. Figure 4.9-1 shows a slightly
expanded view that identifies the New York Mountains at the farthest
northern point of the Watershed.

A_NPS-51

The commenter enquires as to the relevance of the observation by
Davisson and Rose that precipitation versus elevation is higher east of
the 116○ W longitude than west of it and asks how much higher the
precipitation is and how far east of the longitude do the effects become
pronounced. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality pp. 4.9-7 to 4.9-9 and Vol. 4, Appendix
H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A
p. 2-3, the modeling of the precipitation throughout the Watershed is
based on 1) data from local weather stations and 2) modeled data from
the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). These data are used in INFIL3.0
to provide precipitation and maximum and minimum temperatures at

5

GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program, Environmental
Planning Technical Report, Groundwater Resources, Volume 1 and 2, Report No. 1163, November 1999.
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each grid cell. The reference to Davisson and Rose was one of several
studies used in review of the technical analysis completed for the 2002
Metropolitan storage project.
A_NPS-52

The commenter states that the potential impacts climate change may
have on the form of precipitation (rain versus snow) in the Watershed
and whether this may affect the volume of recharge to the Watershed.
Commenters expressed concern that if climate change results in
increased temperatures that, in turn, would result in less snow and more
rain, the change could reduce seepage into the aquifer and thus reduce
recharge. Winter precipitation that falls as rain instead of snow will still
fall within a closed watershed (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-18). As such, the runoff will still
flow over the same bedrock fractures and permeable alluvial cover that
the melted snow would have flowed over once it had melted when
temperatures warmed up in the spring and summer. In addition, during
the winter, the relatively cooler temperatures would also result in
relatively low evaporation rates, which in turn would result in greater
infiltration of surface water runoff into the aquifer system to depths.
Furthermore, the groundwater to be extracted by the Project is already in
storage, flowing toward the Dry Lakes as indicated by the hydraulic
gradient from the upper Watershed to the Fenner Gap (illustrated in
Figure 4.9-6 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1). Yearly precipitation in the upper
elevations of the Watershed over the next 50 years will not substantially
affect the flow rates through the Fenner Gap during the same period.
Given this, the impacts of groundwater extraction, even considering a
precipitation pattern change, would remain less than significant with
implementation of the recommended Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2
and HYDRO-3.

A_NPS-53

The commenter states that the use of the 16,000 and 5,000 AFY
sensitivity analyses is not appropriate to assess impacts of climate
change. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-46, the purpose of the sensitivity analyses
was to model the potential impacts in the event that recharge is
significantly less than anticipated. This provides a useful tool to better
understand the potential effect of reduced recharge should it be affected
by climate change. The Draft EIR provides an overview of current
research on climate change in Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-10 to 4.9-4.9-15.
The Draft EIR also concludes that there is already a vast amount of
groundwater in storage flowing through the aquifer on its way to the Dry
Lakes. Once precipitation falling in the mountains infiltrates and
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becomes groundwater, the water moves very slowly down to the valley.
Groundwater beneath the Project area has been found to be hundreds,
and in some cases thousands, of years old,6 therefore any decline in
precipitation or change in the type of precipitation is unlikely to
significantly affect the Project area over the 50-year life of the Project.
However, to conservatively analyze the Project impacts, and because
very little research has been conducted on the impact of climate change
on groundwater, two additional recharge scenarios were analyzed, one
assuming 16,000 AFY and one assuming 5,000 AFY. As discussed in
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, the
modeling showed that even if the next 100 years were dry and this
significantly reduced natural recharge, the Project would still result in a
less than significant impact to the groundwater resources.
A_NPS-54

The commenter states that an evaporation study should be conducted on
the Dry Lake surfaces to further support the recharge estimate and
references a USGS report prepared to estimate groundwater discharge by
evapotranspiration in Death Valley for comparison purposes. In April
2012, the compilation of field data measuring evaporation from the
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes (Evaporation Study) was conducted by
Desert Research Institute (DRI) from May to November 2011. The
Evaporation Study was conducted in order to assess the magnitude of
groundwater discharge in the Watershed and to compare that with
previous estimates of recharge. The evaporation study results are
consistent with and confirm the results of the modeling. Please refer to
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and see
the Final EIR Vol. 7, H1 Estimated Evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes and Appendix H2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from
Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes.

A_NPS-55

The commenter states that the conclusion that there is no hydraulic
connectivity between the springs and the aquifer system and specifically
raises a concern about interconnectivity to springs and seeps in the
vicinity of Mitchell Caverns located in the Providence Mountains. Please
refer to Master Response 3.4 Springs.

A_NPS-56

The commenter states that the Watershed boundaries depicted in Figures
1-1 and 4.9-3 appear to be different. Figures 1-1 and 4.9-3 depict
different things. Figure 1-1 shows the Watershed boundaries while
Figure 4.9-3 shows the hydrologic study area. Not all parameters of the
Watershed are included in the hydrologic study area. The Updated
GMMMP provides monitoring and management for the entire

6

Summary of Age-Dating Analysis in the Fenner Basin, Eastern Mojave Desert, California, M.L. Davisson, LLNL,
June 1, 2000.
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Watershed. The two figures show the same watershed boundaries except
that Figure 4.9-3 shows a larger area for the Bristol Watershed to the
west of the Dry Lake.
A_NPS-57

The commenter requests additional information on the water-bearing
characteristics of the fanglomerate geologic unit and its potential
importance as an aquifer. This unit is discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.6 Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-8 to 4.6-9 and in the site specific
geologic mapping investigation in Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix B.

A_NPS-58

The commenter asks if the water levels observed in the Dry Lake
trenches created by the salt mining companies represent static water
levels or the levels of water pumped into the trenches for the purpose of
adding additional salt. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, the observed water levels represent
both levels. The trenches are initially excavated deep enough to expose
the saline groundwater close to the surface. Thus, at that time, the
observed water levels would represent the static depth to groundwater.
Then, as the saline water evaporates and the salt crystalizes, additional
saline water is pumped into the trenches to maintain the level and create
higher levels of salinity. The commenter further asks if there are any
wells within the central portions of the playa areas that can provide a
reliable indication of the static groundwater beneath the two Dry Lakes
and asks if the three wells shown in the center of Bristol Dry Lake on
Figure 4.9-5 have water level measurements that would represent the
shallowest depths to water. The salt production operations and the area of
the Dry Lake with the lowest elevation are to the west of the referenced
wells (see the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.11 Mineral Resources, Figure
4.11-1) and are thus at higher topographic elevations not representative
of the Dry Lake low point.

A_NPS-59

The commenter requests information regarding whether the hydraulic
conductivity and storage coefficient estimates for the aquifer units at the
site are pump test derived estimates or model calibrated estimates. If they
are pump-test derived, then the commenter would like additional
information. The commenter also asks whether the model was calibrated
to existing water levels by maintaining the original hydraulic
conductivity and storage coefficient estimates calculated from pump tests
and adjusting the recharge amount in the model. Their concern is that the
model has been calibrated with an uncertain recharge parameter by
holding it constant while varying the parameters of hydraulic
conductivity and storage (which they claim are more reliable and were
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measured conducting aquifer pump tests). They are also interested in a
discussion of the parameters to which the model is the most sensitive.
The hydraulic conductivity values determined from field testing were
used to prepare a range of upper and lower values for model calibration
for 32,000, 16,000, and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios from the Fenner
Watershed and Orange Blossom Wash. Calibration with known historical
groundwater levels in the study area was conducted using the range of
aquifer parameters determined from on-site field data. The range of
hydraulic conductivity and storage coefficient estimates can be found in
the Draft EIR Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, Table 1 and Sub-Appendix C, Table
2. The range of recharge scenarios were based on the results from an
updated assessment of natural recharge conducted by CH2M Hill using a
modern watershed modeling approach. See Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
As discussed in Section 6.4 of Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, the model is most sensitive
to the recharge, hydraulic conductivity and maximum evapotranspiration
rate. Model sensitivity to these parameters was done by reducing the
estimated natural recharge of 32,000 AFY to 16,000 AFY and 5,000
AFY. The model is not sensitive to changes in specific yield/storativity
or vertical leakance.
A_NPS-60

The commenter requests clarification as to whether the 17 to 34 MAF of
water in storage represents the total volume of water in storage or the
recoverable volume of water. In other words, does this estimate include
groundwater contained within the interstitial pores of finer grain
sediments such as clay and silt which is not easily recoverable? The 17 to
34 MAF of groundwater in storage represents the total volume of water
from the coarse grained sediments of sand and gravel as well as fine
grained sediments of clay and silt. Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1,
Appendix A, Table 3-1 provides the calculations used to estimate these
storage values.

A_NPS-61

The commenter states that the approach to reporting earlier estimates of
recharge from 1960 and 1975; more specifically, the commenter requests
that the EIR consider recharge estimates originally made in 1975 and cited
in DWR (California Department of Water Resources) Water Bulletin 118.
Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling as well as in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-39.
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In addition, as discussed in the Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, the recharge estimates used in the modeling
for the Project are based on data acquired from recent onsite
investigations and the latest USGS modeling software. The “1960s”
recharge estimates refer to a 1964 report by Schafer and a 1967 report by
the California Department of Water Resources (DWR), both referenced
in the Draft EIR, and noted as relying on limited and incomplete data, a
small number of scattered water well records, and no modeling. The
1975 report cited by the commenter refers to the DWR Bulletin 118,
which also states that the degree of knowledge cited by the DWR in 1975
(37 years ago) was “superficial for geology and limited for hydrology
and water quality.” Therefore, these estimates are not as accurate as
those used in the modeling for the Project, because as noted in the Draft
EIR, earlier efforts to estimate recharge were either general in nature
(descriptive but with no actual recharge calculations) or relied on
minimal sets of data, and were consequently forced to make assumptions
to account for the lack of extensive site specific data. Therefore, these
earlier studies are not reliable and do not provide usable data.
A_NPS-62

The commenter states that the 1 percent and 10 percent assumptions used
for estimates of average annual precipitation from 1980 to 1984, and asks
from which study are they taken and on what basis they were made. The
1 to 10 percent assumptions are from the Geothermal Surveys report
discussed in the last paragraph of page 4.9-33. No basis for their
assumption was provided. As discussed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, all previous recharge estimates
were general in nature (descriptive but with no actual recharge
calculations) or relied on minimal sets of data and were consequently
forced to make assumptions to account for the lack of extensive site
specific data.

A_NPS-63

The commenter asks which model is referred to in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-34 and 4.9-35, with
regard to 1995 to 1998 Modeling. The model is the earlier 2001
Metropolitan EIR/EIS, which is specifically referenced in that same
paragraph.

A_NPS-64

The commenter states that the 1995 to 1998 Modeling and asks how the
regional water balance was determined. This was a general water balance
accounting and estimated a total outflow of 76,000 AFY compared to the
model result of 84,000 AFY for this earlier modeling effort.

A_NPS-65

The commenter notes that, in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, the last sentence of the first paragraph on
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p. 4.9-37 was duplicated. This comment is correct and the second
sentence should be considered deleted.
A_NPS-66

The commenter requests additional information regarding aquifer
volume, percent of aquifer saturated thickness and estimated specific
yield used in the recharge estimate. Please refer to the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix A, Table 3-1 and Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.

A_NPS-67

The commenter notes that if the estimated average annual recharge is
32,000 AFY and the pumping is at 50,000 AFY, then there would be a
reduction in storage and the last half sentence of the first full paragraph
on page 4.9-38 should be deleted (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality). The cited sentence refers to the
interception of the groundwater flowing through the Gap which is
approximately equal to the recharge estimate not the strategic pumping
necessary to reverse the natural gradient towards the Dry Lakes.
However, to clarify and address the commenter’s confusion, this
concluding phrase has been deleted as shown below.
By intercepting this groundwater flow through the Gap, a
reduction of evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes is
expected, but there would be no reduction in groundwater
storage.
The reader is directed to Tables 4.9-10 and p. 4.9-71 which provides
information on the model-predicted changes in storage.

A_NPS-68

The commenter states that the reliance on the USGS INFIL3.0 model,
the lack of a physical measurement of natural discharge and failure to
account for soil evaporation from surface water runoff. The report
referenced in the comment was reviewed and considered in the analysis,
and is listed in the references for Appendix H2 of the Draft EIR under
Nishikawa et. al., 2004. The results from previous uses of INFIL3.0 do
not reflect on the usefulness of accuracy of the model in every setting.
Please refer to Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
Furthermore, the results have been verified and supported by physical
measurements taken on the Dry Lakes as discussed in Master Response
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

A_NPS-69

The commenter requests a table summarizing previous recharge
estimates. Although the previous recharge estimates are not as accurate
as the recharge estimate developed for the Project as discussed in Master
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Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, a table
summarizing previous estimates is included in the Master Response.
A_NPS-70

The commenter requested that additional lines of evidence for the
recharge estimates be incorporated into the recharge estimate developed
for this Project, that carbon dating aquifer samples to verify the age of
the aquifer as predictive of the current-day recharge rate, and other
estimating methods such as the chloride mass balance be used.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-37 to 4.9-39, the Project recharge estimate is based on
the most comprehensive modeling and analysis of the Watershed to date
that includes extensive site-specific field investigations and the latest
modeling software, none of which was available to earlier researchers.
Assimilating results from earlier studies would not add any more reliable
data to the analysis. Furthermore, as discussed further in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, carbon age
dating and CMB methods are very approximate estimating methods only
used when detailed site-specific data and modeling software is not
available. Many of the prior studies were shown to be limited in scope or
based on insufficient data. CEQA does not require an analysis of every
possible scenario or inclusion of every suggested methodology.
Moreover, the EIR does not rely solely on the recharge estimate but
utilized extremely conservative recharge scenarios of 5,000 and 16,000
AFY for its impacts analysis.
An additional line of evidence has been completed by conducting a six
month evaporation study that collected physical measurements on Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes, as discussed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. The results support the
recharge estimate of 32,000 AFY.

A_NPS-71

The comment asks how the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA)
will affect Phase 2 of the Project. The Draft EIR assesses Phase 2 at a
program-level of detail, and therefore does not speculate on future
application of water agreements that may alter the availability of water.
Under current conditions (which include QSA implementation), there is
water available for storage during wet years. Further analysis will be
conducted as part of the subsequent, project-level environmental review
of Phase 2 if and when participants for the Imported Water Storage
Component are identified. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.

A_NPS-72

The commenter asks why the 16,000 and 5,000 AFY pumping
simulations still assume a 50,000 AFY pumping rate. The Project
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pumping is for an average rate of 50,000 AFY over 50 years. The
pumping rate of 50,000 AFY is necessary to establish hydraulic control,
by lowering the cone of depression and reversing the gradient from Dry
Lakes (See Figures 4.9-11a and 4.9-11b). The purpose for the 16,000 and
5,000 AFY recharge scenarios was to evaluate the potential impacts for
the proposed Project in the event that the estimate of recharge is less than
modeled. Utilizing the 50,000 AFY pumping rate provides the most
conservative analysis of Project impacts under each of the two recharge
scenarios. An objective of the project is to reduce losses of groundwater
in transit to the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, where it would evaporate,
so pumping beyond the recharge rate is necessary in all scenarios in
order to capture groundwater that is already downgradient of the
proposed wellfield.
The analysis showed that conservation of evaporative losses increases
with increased Project pumping by retrieving water that was moving
down-gradient towards the dry lakes. That is to say Project pumping of
50,000 AFY will result in increased conservation of evaporative losses
above the natural recharge (32,000 AFY) and Project pumping of 75,000
AFY will further increase conservation by reducing outflows to the Dry
Lakes. However, due to Project uncertainties with natural recharge, a
pumping rate of 50,000 AFY was selected for the Project to balance the
objective of retrieving water before it can evaporate with the intent to
minimize impacts. Pumping of less than the proposed 50,000 AFY will
result in an increase of loss to the Dry Lakes relative to Project pumping
of 50,000 AFY. See Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H5, p. 2. Hydraulic
control provides a barrier that prevents outfall of fresh water to the brine
zone due to the large amount of existing water in storage. See Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
A_NPS-73

The commenter asks why recharge from the west, south, and east are not
included in the model. Please refer to Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling and Response A_NPS-16.
The commenter asks that if there is substantial recharge from the areas
west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes, would this recharge serve to drive
saline water towards the cone of depression created by groundwater
pumping. As noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and
Water Quality, p. 4.9-46, by not including recharge that occurs south,
west, and east of the Dry Lakes, the groundwater model provides a
conservative aquifer response as the inclusion of recharge from other
watersheds would artificially reduce predicted groundwater level
drawdown. The majority of these areas south, east, and west of the Dry
Lakes are all down-gradient from the Fenner Gap area where the
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wellfield will be located and are on relatively flat gradients as opposed to
the steeper gradient for groundwater flow through the Fenner Gap, as
shown on Figure 4.9-6. Given the topography and groundwater levels,
recharge from south, east, and west of the Dry Lakes is not anticipated to
act as a significant hydrologic influence to drive hyper-saline water
toward the wellfield cone of depression. Nevertheless, the Updated
GMMMP includes early warning monitoring features to track the salinefresh water interface migration and includes a fixed limit on the total
migration that is well within model predictions that showed no
significant adverse effects. Please refer to Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling and Response A_NPS-16 for further
information.
A_NPS-74

The commenter notes that two wellfield configurations were used in the
modeling and requests clarification as to whether the two configurations
were analyzed in each modeling scenario. The commenter requests that
all results be presented and discussed. The commenter also requests
clarification on how the wellfield configurations helped to address the
potential range in recharge estimates and the transmissivity variations.
The results were presented for the wellfield configurations that were
analyzed, so there was no omission. See Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 8; Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H5, pp. 3-4. The purpose of the two well configurations was
to develop and analyze operational scenarios which took into account
both transmissivity and recharge. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-47. Please refer to Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix
H5.

A_NPS-75

The commenter states that the potential saline water/freshwater interface
migration distance under the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario being greater
than with the 16,000 and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios is
counterintuitive because the lower recharge rates under the same
pumping conditions should result in a greater interface migration.
Although it may be counterintuitive, the lower recharge rate estimates
require a lower hydraulic conductivity value for the underlying aquifers.
As a result of these tighter soils with lower hydraulic conductivity
values, the water moves at a slower flow rate and therefore less
migration or travel of the freshwater/saline water interface occurs during
pumping period. The lower recharge volume scenarios of 16,000 AFY
and 5,000 AFY require lower hydraulic conductivity values to calibrate
the model. The lower hydraulic conductivity values result in a smaller
seepage velocity. As a result, the saline migration under the 16,000 AFY
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and 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios is less than the under the 32,000 AFY
recharge scenario because the latter has a higher conductivity.
A_NPS-76

The commenter states that the corrective measures described in Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-56, Table
4.9-7, bullets 5 and 6 may not be as effective as presumed in the Draft
EIR since the saline water/ freshwater interface migration will continue
for some time even after the pumping is stopped. The commenter
requests additional analysis be devoted to determining the potential
effectiveness of these corrective measures as well as more detailed
analysis on implementing an injection or extraction scheme to manage
the migration. First, please note that Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2
and HYDRO-3 have been clarified in the Final EIR (see the Final EIR
Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions). Please also refer to Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP. Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and HYDRO3, as well as the Updated GMMMP which include early warning
“sentinel wells” on the freshwater side of the saline-freshwater interface.
See Updated GMMMP Figures 5-1 and 5-2 depicting the approximate
location of the brine migration wells. The wells will be monitored
quarterly, and if TDS levels at any of the wells exceed 6,000 mg/l,
corrective measures will be triggered to ensure that the saline-freshwater
interface does not migrate more than 6,000 feet from pre-Project
conditions. The use of extraction/injection wells is a potential corrective
measure that, if implemented, would be required to comply with the
same mitigation measures mandated for the Project’s production wells.
The data from the migration of the saline-freshwater interface would be
used to refine the groundwater model. The refined ground water model
would be used to select precise locations that would limit saline water
through construction of a hydraulic barrier through a series of injection
wells. A hydraulic barrier constructed through the use of injection wells
has been successful in halting seawater intrusion in the coastal basin of
Southern California. The tentative location of the injection/extraction
wells is depicted in the Updated GMMMP, Figure 5-1 (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). Water would be conveyed from the
existing wellfield to the injection system.

A_NPS-77

The commenter asks why Table 4.9-7 has two bullets (bullet numbers 5
and 6) that list potential modifications to Project operations while the
corrective measures in Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 only list the fifth
bullet. Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 and Updated GMMMP Design
Feature 6.4 have been revised and clarified in the Final EIR and are
identical. The County will enforce the GMMMP Design Features
pursuant to the GMMMP and MOU. For Mitigation Measures that are
included in both the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP)
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and the Updated GMMMP (AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3 and
MIN-1), SMWD will retain oversight authority over their
implementation, but will delegate enforcement authority to the County of
San Bernardino, the responsible agency with approval authority over the
GMMMP. Further, for those provisions of the GMMMP that are also
adopted mitigation measures, SMWD will, as lead agency, have the right
to terminate the Project’s approvals for violations of the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program. Please refer to Master Response
3.8 GMMMP.
A_NPS-78

The commenter states that the statement of “Less than significant with
mitigation” that appears in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality at the bottom of page 4.9-58 stands alone and is not
followed with supporting data and discussion. The supporting data and
discussion begins at page 4.9-48 with the Significance Threshold
statement and continues through page 4.9-58, covering all three
Mitigation Measures (HYDRO-1, -2, and -3). Each section of the
chapters regarding the CEQA impact analysis begin with the
Significance Threshold statement, and are then followed by the
supporting data and impact analysis and end with the concluding
significance determination.

A_NPS-79

The commenter states that a reference to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-2 found in the middle of
the first paragraph in the Springs Impact Analysis on page 4.9-59 does
not depict the items discussed in the paragraph. This is a typographical
error. The reference should be to Figure 4.9-4 and has been changed as
follows:
As shown on Figure 4.9-2 Figure 4.9-4, proportion of
precipitation recharging the mountain bedrock….
The commenter also requests a table or figure representing the proportion
of precipitation recharging the mountainous bedrock and the volume of
precipitation that migrates vertically downward through the rock
formations to the aquifer. The information requested is included in
Tables 4-1 through 4-8 representing assumed and calculated parameters
of the INFIL3.0 model included in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1,
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A. The
model uses these parameters to estimate the amount of vertical migration
occurring.

A_NPS-80

The commenter expresses concerns regarding the legal framework
discussion in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-62 and 4.9-63 and how the concept of safe yield, as
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defined by the California Supreme Court, will be implemented. The
commenter asks how SMWD proposes to determine whether or not an
undesirable result has resulted under this ambiguous description of safe
yield. First, safe yield under the San Fernando definition is not a static
term or a rigid calculation of recharge. There is flexibility in calculating
overdraft in order to provide the opportunity for different management
techniques to fluctuate water deliveries over time for the beneficial use
of water. Applied to the management of groundwater, the California
courts have emphasized the importance of using groundwater supplies
responsibly to avoid long-term deleterious impacts to the renewable
resource.7 Therefore, when called upon to adjudicate competing
groundwater right claims, the courts typically limit extractions from a
groundwater basin to no more than the safe or perennial yield, which the
courts define as "the maximum quantity of water which can be
withdrawn annually from a ground water supply under a given set of
conditions without causing an undesirable result.”8 Examples of
undesirable results include uneconomic pump-lifts, chronic lowering of
groundwater levels, inducement of seawater intrusion or other water
quality degradation, land subsidence, etc.9 The emphasis on “undesirable
results” is an important element of the definition of safe yield. Just as the
Constitutional standard of maximum beneficial use/waste-avoidance is a
case specific inquiry, so too is the determination of a basin’s safe yield.
A basin’s safe yield is not determined by a strict water balance
accounting detached from actual basin implications, but rather a safe
yield determination must be based upon an inquiry into the actual basin
impacts likely to result from a given quantity of extraction. Similarly
stated, the courts do not establish groundwater extraction limits for the
purpose of maintaining a full groundwater basin or any specific
groundwater level, but rather to avoid “undesirable results.”10 SMWD
will use the processes set forth in the May 11, 2012 MOU, the final
GMMMP and the EIR to determine whether or not an undesirable result
has occurred. The Updated GMMMP and the mitigation measures are
designed to monitor and avoid impacts before they occur, including
addressing issues such as local water supplies and recharge. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-66-71.
The commenter asks how these concepts and the rest of the legal
framework discussion ties into the CEQA significance thresholds defined
in the Draft EIR on page 4.9-59. The commenter also asks, in the case of
these CEQA significance thresholds, how is “substantially depleting
7
8
9

City of Barstow, supra, 23 Cal.4th at 1240-1242.
City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando (1975)14 Cal.3d 199, 278.
See J.F. Mann, Jr., Safe Yield and Overdraft: Concepts and Methods of Evaluation, Journal (American Water
Works Association) Vol. 60, No. 12 (Dec. 1968), pp. 1336-1344.
10 See City of San Fernando, supra, 14 Cal.3d at 278.
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groundwater supplies,” or “interfering substantially with recharge such
that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume,” or “significant
lowering of the local groundwater table level” defined with respect to
evaluating whether or not these thresholds have been exceeded by the
Project? As explained above, “undesirable results” is an important
element of the definition of safe yield. The CEQA thresholds set forth
these “undesirable effects” which are addressed in the Updated GMMMP
and EIR. As explained in detail in the Draft EIR, the Project will not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere with groundwater
recharge. First, the Project’s temporary drawdown of water will not
result in a significant adverse impact to any critical resource, including
vegetation. Second, pumping of groundwater under the proposed Project
would have no impact on springs and therefore no mitigation is required.
Third, the loss of storage in the basin would not adversely affect future
management or beneficial use of the basin and is therefore considered
less than significant effect. Fourth, the Project will have no impact on the
recharge areas, runoff, or percolation of rainfall and snowmelt in the
upper areas of the watershed. Lastly, the effects of drawdown on third
party wells would be less than significant with implementation of Project
Design Features 6.2 and 6.4 as confirmed in Mitigation Measures
HYDRO-3 and HYDRO-2. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-73-74.
The legal framework provides for individual basin management, which
will be accomplished through the final GMMMP. The Updated
GMMMP is designed to monitor and avoid impacts before they occur,
including addressing issues such as local water supplies and recharge.
See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.966-71.
The commenter also points out that the discussion at the top of page 4.9-63
of the Hydrology Chapter provides another definition of safe yield
established by the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater Ordinance.
It questions how this definition of safe yield fits into the overall legal
framework discussed in the EIR document with respect to this definition
superseding the State of California’s definition of safe yield and the ability
of the Project not to exceed the established significance thresholds.
As explained in the Draft EIR, like the California Supreme Court’s
definition of safe yield, the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater
Ordinance also applies a dynamic, and fact specific approach to its
definition of safe yield. The County defines “Groundwater Safe Yield”
as the “maximum quantity of water that can be annually withdrawn from
a groundwater aquifer (i) without resulting in overdraft (ii) without
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adversely affecting aquifer health and (iii) without adversely affecting
the health of associated lakes, streams, springs and seeps or their
biological resources. The safe yield of an aquifer can be increased by
management actions such as artificial recharge, including infiltration and
other similar actions.” Thus, this definition is consistent with State policy
and the Supreme Court’s definition and the Project is consistent with
these definitions as it seeks to increase the recoverable safe yield by
strategic management of basin groundwater levels.
The County exercises its management authority over County
groundwater resources through the Desert Groundwater Management
Ordinance (Ordinance). The Ordinance does not apply to the
operation of groundwater wells where the operator has developed a
groundwater management, monitoring, and mitigation plan approved
by the County that is consistent with guidelines developed by the
County and the County and the operator have executed a
memorandum of understanding that complies with the provisions of
the Ordinance.11 SMWD, the County, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC
entered into an MOU on May 11, 2012 to establish the framework for
working together to finalize the Updated GMMMP. The MOU is a first
step, and it does not obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project or to
presume that the environmental documentation for the Project will be
certified, nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. No
obligation included in the MOU is binding on SMWD or the County
until such time as SMWD and the County complete their respective
environmental reviews of the Project and approve the Project and the
GMMMP. The MOU provides a framework for managing the basin
consistent with both the California Supreme Court precedent and the
County’s Ordinance. The aquifer will be monitored and managed
through implementation of the GMMMP. Please refer to Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impact, 3.8 GMMMP, 3.10 Lead
Agency, and 3.15 Terminology.
A_NPS-81

The commenter asks if the participants actually intend to close the
Project after 50 years. As stated in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive
Summary, p. ES-3 the life of the Project consists of pumping for 50 years
at an average annual rate of 50,000 AFY. At the end of the 50-year term,
without subsequent discretionary review and approval, the Project would
terminate with the exception of contracted deliveries remaining
outstanding due to unforeseen circumstances and continued monitoring
and compliance with the GMMMP. Should Project operators elect to
extend the Project beyond the 50-year term, new purchase agreements

11 San Bernardino County Code of Ordinances, Title 3, Div. 3, Ch. 6, Art. 5, §33.06552(b)(1).
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would be required and full environmental review under CEQA would be
developed prior to approval, including the development of a new
groundwater management, monitoring, and mitigation plan.
A_NPS-82

The commenter suggests changing the first conceptual cross-section (i.e.,
Time 0) in Figure 4.9-11b to be consistent with the last conceptual crosssection (i.e., Time 4) in Figure (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 64 and 65). The commenter is correct. Time 4 of
Figure 4.9-11 is meant to depict the same condition as Time 0 of Figure
4.9-11 b. However, both time scenarios clearly depict a state of no
evaporation from the Dry Lakes so the difference is not substantive.

A_NPS-83

The commenter requests an explanation, including figures, as to why the
16,000 and 5,000 AFY pumping simulations still assume a 50,000 AFY
pumping rate. Please refer to Response A_NPS-72 and Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
The second paragraph of the comment requests that the recovery times
for the 16,000 and 5,000 AFY be referenced and discussed in Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-66. The
recovery times for each of the scenarios are listed in Table 4.9-10 at 103
and 390 years. Discussion of these other two sensitivity scenarios is
continued throughout the Impact Analyses, where pertinent.

A_NPS-84

The commenter requests that the location of all wells that might be
affected by groundwater drawdown be shown on Figures 4.9-12, 4.9-13,
and 4.9-14 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality).
These Figures are updated to identify existing known locations of third
party and Cadiz Inc. wells. They are included in this Final EIR Vol. 6,
Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions. Also note that SMWD attempted to
locate additional wells and address related concerns in the following
ways: 1) CH2M Hill conducted field spotting, 2) SMWD tried to access
information about existing wells through the California Department of
Water Resources' (DWR) website but Water Code Section 13752
prohibits distributing well completion reports to anyone but the
landowner, his or her designee, or a government agency without the
owner's permission, 3) the wells for which information is available were
plotted on a drawdown map as referenced above, and 4) third-party well
owner concerns have been addressed through monitoring and mitigation
features including Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3. See also Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

A_NPS-85

The commenter requests clarification in the discussion on how the
cumulative change in volume estimates reported in the second and fourth
columns of Table 4.9-10 were calculated and what these volumes
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represent; specifically whether these volumes represent excess pumped
water in storage beyond the amount of natural recharge destined for
evaporation from the Dry Lakes. These volume figures represent the
reduction in storage at the end of 50 years and at the end of 100 years
under the Project scenario and each of the sensitivity scenarios. Please
refer to the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Volume 1. The cumulative change in
volume is calculated based on the cell-by-cell flow budgets from the
results of the groundwater model for each model scenario. These
volumes represent the difference between the total inflow (i.e., natural
recharge) and total outflow (i.e., evaporation from the Dry Lakes and
Project pumping).
A_NPS-86

The commenter requests clarification on how the cumulative reduction of
evaporative loss estimates reported in Table 4.9-11, column 3, were
calculated and what this volume represents (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality). The commenter asks how the
cumulative reduction in evaporative losses can exceed 100 percent of the
amount of recharge occurring over the 50-year period. The volume of
water listed in Table 4.9-11 includes all of this water. As shown in the
Draft EIR on Figure 4.9-6, the groundwater contours show that there is a
gradient from the Fenner Valley towards and into the Dry Lakes. This
means that there is already a volume of groundwater flowing to the Dry
Lakes in addition to the volume of water added each year to the system
from annual precipitation. The Project strategically lowers the
groundwater level to reverse the natural-gradient of the aquifer to pump
water that would otherwise migrate to the Dry Lakes and be lost to
evaporation. Therefore, the Project not only collects the natural recharge
entering into the Fenner Gap but also pulls back the stored freshwater
south and west of the wellfield that, without implementation of the
Project would become super saline and eventually lost to evaporation.
As discussed in Section 3.1 of Vol. 4 Appendix H2 Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required, the cumulative reduction of
evaporative loss was calculated as the difference between the evaporative
loss under No Project conditions (i.e., no pumping) and Project pumping
conditions. The values shown in Table 4.9-11 represent the results at the
end of 100 years. Therefore, for the 5,000 AFY recharge scenario,
approximately 94 percent of the recharge occurring over the 100-year
period is recovered (94 percent = 470,000 / 100 / 5,000 x 100 percent). It
does not exceed 100 percent of the amount of recharge.

A_NPS-87

The commenter states that the discussion in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-73 line 2 incorrectly states that
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the average annual recharge as 50,000 AFY and should be corrected to
reflect 32,000 AFY. The cited parenthetical, i.e. “in excess of 50,000
AFY” does not refer to the natural recharge rate. It refers to pumping
beyond 50,000 AFY. The discussion is about increasing pumping rates,
in the initial years only to levels higher than the estimated recharge of
32,000 AFY and the Project plan of 50,000 AFY because the modeling
predicts that this would conserve larger amounts of water (Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H2 Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required for
the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Storage, and Recovery Project,
Section 4). The Draft EIR has been corrected as follows:
For example, pumping rates in excess of natural recharge (in
excess of 50,000 AFY) during the first 25 years would increase
the quantity of groundwater conserved.
A_NPS-88

The commenter requests more information on water quality impacts from
recharge of SWP water and use of abandoned oil/gas pipelines. The
commenter also asks if California law allows for recharge of untreated
water. The Draft EIR assesses Phase 2 at a program-level of detail due to
the lack of participants. Currently, raw SWP water is conveyed around
the state and recharged into groundwater basins throughout California.12
No treatment is uniformly required to recharge SWP water if approved
by a Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). SWP water and
the groundwater in the Fenner Gap area currently meet all of the existing
State and federal MCL drinking water standards before treatment, and as
such the Draft EIR concludes that water quality impacts are less than
significant. Subsequent project-level environmental analysis would be
conducted prior to implementing Phase 2 and would provide more
detailed information on SWP water quality if this water source is pursued
(see Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis).
Utilizing abandoned oil/gas pipelines for conveyance of SWP water to
the Project spreading basins would also require project-level review and
approval by the RWQCB and pilot tests to confirm water quality is not
impaired.

A_NPS-89

The comment points out typographical errors in Chapter 5. In response to
this comment the following changes are made.
This cumulative effects analysis generally covers the area
bounded by the Old US 66 and I-40 corridor to the north; SRI-95
to the eastwest; SR-62 to the south; and the Marine Corps Air
Ground Combat Center, SR-247, and SR-62 through Yucca
Valley to the westeast (see Figure 5-1 on p. 5-10).

12 DWR, 2009, California Water Plan Update 2009 (pg.8-23)
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A_NPS-90

The commenter claims several mitigation measures are ineffective. The
Draft EIR describes impacts and mitigation measures that reduce or
avoid impacts. The lead agency has discretion under CEQA to evaluate
the effectiveness of mitigation measures as described in the Draft EIR.
The effectiveness of the mitigation measures is essential to result in less
than significant impacts. The decision of whether to approve a project (as
proposed or with required changes or mitigation) is for the local agency,
exercising its informed judgment in compliance with the law and
balancing a variety of public objectives. Please refer to Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter also suggests that the contribution of the Project to the
cumulative condition should be acknowledged as considerable because
other contributions to groundwater extraction are low in comparison. The
Draft EIR Vol. 1 acknowledges in Chapter 5, Cumulative Impacts,
Section 5.3.9, p. 5-36 that the Project results in greater groundwater
extractions than other projects, and thus is essentially the cumulative
condition as there are no other significant existing or reasonably
foreseeable users of the basin. However, since the Draft EIR analyzes
and finds that Project impacts to hydrology and water quality would be
mitigated to less than significant, cumulative effects would similarly be
less than significant. However, the following clarifying change is made
to page 5-36 concluding the discussion on cumulative hydrology
impacts.
Therefore, the direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and
surface water resources would be less than significant and would
not be cumulatively considerable.

A_NPS-91

The comment requests that the 5,000 AFY sensitivity scenario be
analyzed in connection with the 25 percent Reduced Pumping
Alternative in the Alternatives analysis. The assumption was made that
the pumping requirements of the Reduced Pumping Alternative would
result in substantial drawdown under the 5,000 AFY recharge scenario.
For purposes of the Alternatives analysis, it was assumed that the
Alternative would not be acceptable if recharge rates are below 16,000
AFY. However, as described in detail in Appendix H1 of the Draft EIR,
recharge rates are estimated to be well above 16,000 AFY. Please refer to
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

A_NPS-92

The commenter states that the 32,000 AFY estimate of recharge has not
been substantiated with physical measurements at the Dry Lake. Please
refer to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation
and Responses A_NPS-1 and A_NPS-54.
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A_NPS-93

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP does not take into
consideration the “momentum of groundwater aquifers.” Specifically, the
commenter is concerned that deleterious impacts such as land
subsidence, water level drawdown, and brine movement will continue for
a period of time after impacts are identified and before the modifications
to operations can take effect, thereby failing to prevent impact(s). The
Draft GMMMP (as updated) is forward looking based on observed
monitoring data and model projections. The groundwater flow, transport,
and subsidence model has been used to project conditions for over 100
years based on the extensive field work in the area. There are no adverse
impacts projected to occur for the three scenarios of recharge and
wellfield pumping configurations that were examined. Extensive
monitoring will take place during operations and post-operations to
ensure that there are no conditions (water level changes, groundwater
salinity changes, or subsidence) occurring beyond those projected by the
model assessments. As described in the Draft GMMMP (see also the
Updated GMMMP in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP), every 5 years, the Project operations will be assessed, with
updated projections based on the data gathered, to evaluate whether there
are any projected trends in groundwater levels, salinity, or subsidence
that are different (worse) than those projected as a part of the EIR.
Again, these projections will be for 100 years into the future at the time
the projections are made. So, the technical analysis is designed to not
only observe what is happening through monitoring, but to also continue
to assess the potential for adverse impacts well into the future, so that
any corrections or mitigation can be identified and implemented well in
advance of any adverse impacts actually occurring. Please also refer to
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.8
GMMMP.

A_NPS-94

The commenter states that there may be a conflict of interest with having
any preparers of the groundwater modeling and impact analysis on the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee (GSC) as well as potential
beneficiaries of the Project, e.g. Golden State Water Company. Dennis
Williams of Geoscience Support Services, Inc. and Terry Foreman of
CH2M Hill participated in GSC discussions as subject-matter experts.
Mr. Williams and Mr. Foreman were the principal authors of the
hydrologic modeling report (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H Hydrology
Reports). The role of these two principal authors on the GSC was to
provide details and technical assistance in presenting information which
was considered, and respond to questions from the other members of the
GSC. The GSC was composed of 12 committee members, each with
professional experience, in which is documented in the Draft EIR Vol. 2,
Appendix B2 Groundwater Stewardship Committee October 2011
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations (also see Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1, Sub-Appendix A Groundwater Stewardship Committee
April 2012 Summary of Findings and Recommendations, for the same
information). The consultants participation ensured consistency in the
application of the GSC recommendations for the Project overall, as well
as inclusions in the Updated GMMMP.
A_NPS-95

The commenter states that the geographical parameters used for the
groundwater flow model and the model used to estimate recharge are
inconsistent and therefore the data does not definitively show that
groundwater flows from as far up as the Woods and Hackberry
Mountains into the Fenner Valley. For groundwater flow, the model
evaluated the nature of flow within the area of the Watershed beginning
south of the Woods and Hackberry Mountains because those parameters
would more accurately determine aquifer response to pumping under
various recharge and well configuration scenarios. The northern
boundary of the model contains a recharge boundary condition which
allows water to enter the groundwater basin from northern portions of the
Fenner Watershed. This same recharge boundary condition occurs in
other areas of the model as well to account for mountain front runoff
recharge. For the estimate of recharge, the model evaluated the entire
Watershed area because the recharge contributing water to the Fenner
Gap originates there. This is discussed further in Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.

A_NPS-96

The commenter hypothesizes that the volcanic rock of the Woods
Mountains form a hydrogeologic barrier and that therefore, recharge
from this area flows east toward Piute Gorge. The commenter goes on to
suggest that there is a lack of evidence to refute their proposition. A
detailed review of USGS topographic mapping and aerial photography
shows clearly that alluvial areas extend from the upper Lanfair Valley
around Woods Mountains and to the Fenner Valley. In addition,
Groundwater contour elevations developed for the area around Woods
Mountains, also shows that groundwater flow is around south from the
upper Lanfair Valley; south around Woods Mountains to the Fenner
Valley. Please refer to Response A_NPS-17.

A_NPS-97

The commenter requests information on physical measurements taken at
the Dry Lake surfaces to support the estimated recharge. Physical
measurements have been taken on the Dry Lake surface and support the
recharge estimate. The Desert Research Institute has completed the peerreview Evaporation Study at the Dry Lakes and found evidence to
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support the recharge estimate.13 Please refer to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, Response A_NPS-54,
Appendix L2 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Cadiz and Bristol
Dry Lakes, and Appendix L1 Estimated Evaporation from Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes.
A_NPS-98

The commenter states that Vol. 4, Appendix H, Section 3.2 does not
discuss the fine-grained sediments at the Dry Lakes. This information is
provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6.1 Geology and Soils, pp.
4.6-6 to 4.6-7 and Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15
to 4.9-18.

A_NPS-99

The commenter states that the areas west, south, and east of the Dry
Lakes were not included in the model. Please refer to Master Responses
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling as well as Response A_NPS-16 and A_NPS-73.

A_NPS-100

The commenter requests additional information regarding the boundary
conditions used in the model. The large area of recharge in the middle of
the Fenner Valley is a projected by the INFIL3.0 watershed modeling.
The recharge in this area is relatively small, representing about 50 AFY.
The recharge on either side of this area represents inflow from the
surrounding bedrock areas into the alluvial aquifer as opposed to
recharge directly on the surface of the alluvial aquifer from direct
infiltration and streamflow runoff.
Evaporation from the Dry Lakes is a boundary condition, which in an
undisturbed condition, is the only outlet for groundwater discharge from
the basin. As the groundwater flow system must be in equilibrium, i.e.,
groundwater recharge must equal groundwater discharge, evaporation
has to be equal to recharge. The use of a few cells along Cadiz Dry Lake
was used to represent this boundary condition as opposed to expanding
the model grid to cover the whole Dry Lake and beyond. The model
simulation results would be the same under both model configurations,
so using the smaller number of grid cells saves model run time without
sacrificing any impacts to model results.

A_NPS-101

The commenter requests clarifying information regarding the layer
thickness of 10 feet used in the model for layers 4, 5, and 6. The
thickness of 10 feet used in the model for layers 4, 5, and 6 was assumed
due to no available data. The groundwater flow model consists of
6 layers. In some areas, the alluvium is very thick, so more model layers

13 Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes, Desert Research Institute, February 2012

and Estimated Evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, CH2M HILL, May 2012.
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are used to subdivide the thicker sections of alluvium in order to
maintain a reasonable thickness of each layer (up to several hundred feet
in most cases). However, in some areas, the alluvium is thin and does not
require subdivision into more than 1 or 2 layers, so the remaining layers
are applied to the bedrock below and made a nominal thickness (such as
10 feet). This allows for assignment of some water transmitting and
storage properties even though these layers may not be significant in
terms of overall flow and storage of groundwater relative to the alluvial
aquifer. These layers represent the weathered granitic rocks that exceed a
depth greater than 1,200 feet below ground surface. Therefore, there is
no dewatering problem.
A_NPS-102

The commenter states that Table 14 from a Geoscience 1999 report is
cited but not provided. The referenced report is also known as the
EIR/EIS prepared for the previous Project and is therefore publically
available (Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program,
Final Environmental Impact Report). Table 14 from this report is a
readily available document and included in the record of this Final EIR.
The commenter also requests clarification on hydraulic conductivity
values used in the model. Although it is generally expected that coarsegrained sedimentary materials would be present close to mountain front
areas, the Fenner Watershed is characterized by a multiplicity of
complex historical geologic and geomorphic conditions. As an example,
although the Fenner Valley now drains to Cadiz and Bristol Valleys, in
the geologic past, closed based conditions were present in the Fenner
Valley. This is noted by well defined fine-grained units at depth in the
gap, indicating closed basin conditions. In some of the model layers, near
the mountain front, fanglomerate materials of relatively low hydraulic
conductivity are present in the zone of saturation. In the geologic past,
these materials (debris) shed along the mountain front would have been
of much greater permeability, but lithification of the unit since Miocene
time has resulted in a much lower permeability. In addition, tectonic
activity in all of the Eastern California Shear Zone combined with
Quaternary climatic changes has resulted in coarse grained and finegrained alluvial fan deposits in the subsurface in various areas south of
the Fenner Gap. Therefore, the lower hydraulic conductivity values for
the model layers shown on Figure 13, 14, and 15, of the Draft EIR Vol. 4
Appendix H1, Cadiz Groundwater Modeling Impact Analysis could not
be simply generalized as coarse-grained near the mountain front and
fine-grained near the center of valleys. The hydraulic conductivities were
based on descriptions of lithologic materials from well logs, pumping
test data from wells in the study area where available, as well as the
assignment of hydraulic conductivity values to subsurface sediments
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based upon the detailed geologic cross-sections and geologic mapping
commissioned for this study (see Draft EIR Vol. 4 Appendix H1, Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling Impact Analysis).
A_NPS-103

The commenter requests clarity on how the evaporation rates were used
in the analysis. The Cadiz groundwater model uses the
Evapotranspiration Package to simulate the evaporation from the Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes.14 The model calculates the evaporation based on
model-calculated groundwater levels. The maximum evaporation rate is
used when the water level is at the land surface. No evaporation occurs
when the water level is below the specified maximum extinction depth
(See Response A_NPS-06 for discussion on extinction depth). In
between these two extremes, the evaporation rate is assumed to be linear.
The model-calculated evaporation from the Dry Lakes varies based on
the model-calculated water levels in the Dry Lakes.
The model-calculated evaporation is equivalent to the amount of
recharge only under predevelopment conditions (i.e., no groundwater
pumping). Groundwater storage recovers fully in Year 117, as stated in
the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, p. 53 which is the equivalent of pre-Project
groundwater storage (i.e., existing Cadiz Inc. agricultural pumping
conditions). See also Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Table 4.9-10.
Therefore, the model-calculated evaporation would be less than the
amount of natural recharge even after groundwater storage has fully
recovered.
There is no evaporation if the depth to water exceeds the estimated
maximum extinction depth of 15 feet as explained in Response A_NPS6. The depth to water of 18 feet, as reported in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 52
only represents one model cell located near the center of Bristol Dry
Lake. Water levels are shallower than 15 feet in the western and southern
portions of Bristol Dry Lake.
The Evapotranspiration Package was used in the Cadiz groundwater
model for the purpose of providing a “sink” boundary condition to
remove water from the model, consistent with the amount of natural
recharge used for the model. Since the only discharge is evaporation
from Dry Lakes under predevelopment conditions, the model-calculated
evaporation should be 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY for a

14 Harbaugh, A.W., Banta, E.R., Hill, M.C., and McDonald, M.G., 2000, MODFLOW-2000, the U.S. Geological

Survey modular ground-water model -- User guide to modularization concepts and the Ground-Water Flow
Process: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 00-92, p. 121.
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natural recharge of 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY,
respectively. The maximum evaporation rate and extinction depth used
for the model were based on the results from steady state model
calibration. Please refer to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
A_NPS-104

Regarding Scenario 2, the commenter asked if 5,000 AFY was selected
because this is the historical Cadiz Inc. agricultural pumping volume or if
it was selected because it matches some of the previous recharge
estimates. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 39, Sensitivity Scenario
2 with natural recharge of 5,000 AFY provides a sensitivity analysis for
hypothetical assessment irrespective of other estimates or existing uses.
The 5,000 AFY is consistent with historical agricultural uses and also
consistent with lower estimate ranges. The lower amount provides an
assessment of 85 percent less than predicted by the recharge model. This
is described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, page 4.9-46.

A_NPS-105

The commenter states that there is a discrepancy between the proposed
pumping rate of 50,000 AFY and the data provided in Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Section 7.4.1. The commenter states that the referenced data results in
pumping rates of 52,500 AFY for Configuration A and 51,000 AFY for
Configuration B. However, the commenter did not provide their
calculations and it is unclear how the commenter came up with those
pumping rates. It appears that the commenter may have attempted to use
the well capacity and general operating times to compute specific
production values, which are likely resulting in the different values.
However, just because a proposed production well may have a well
capacity of 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm), that does not mean each and
every well will be pumped at 2,000 gpm for the entire operating time.
The wells will be pumped enough time to provide the desired annual
production which will be limited to the annual values given in the Draft
EIR. The overall annual average over the 50-year lifespan of the Project
is 50,000 AFY, and can range between 75,000 AFY in dry years to
25,000 AFY in wet years.

A_NPS-106

The commenter states that there are discrepancies between the
concentrations of TDS in Figures 57 and 3 of Appendix H1. Figure 57
shows the initial TDS concentrations used for the modeling simulations.
The upper range of TDS concentrations shown on Figure 3 were
simplified using a maximum value of 35,000 mg/L (i.e, average TDS
concentration of seawater). This simplification was necessary due to the
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limitation of SEAWAT’s dispersive term in the transport equation for
variable-density groundwater flow (a requirement for TDS
concentrations that exceed seawater ranges), which has not been
incorporated into the program (Guo and Langevin, 200215 and Langevin,
et al., 200316). Since the brine water was confined by successive layers of
fine-grained sediments (i.e., silt, clay and, evaporites), this simplification
would not change the model-predicted movement of the saline
water/freshwater interface. Furthermore, the Draft GMMMP includes an
annual review of monitoring data and updates to the groundwater
modeling assessments every five years (see also the Updated GMMMP
in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B2 Updated GMMMP). These 5-year
updates will use the monitoring data to make any refinements to the
models and actual operations of the Project. The groundwater models
will be used to update projections of saline water migration to assess if
there are any differences (meaning more adverse impacts) between the
updated projections and projections completed for the EIR. The purpose
of these 5-year updates are to ensure compliance with the findings of the
EIR and address potential impacts before they happen as opposed to after
they happen.
A_NPS-107

The commenter asked if there are more recent data to present regarding
the shallow depths to groundwater beneath the playas. The most recent
information is presented in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-31 and includes data from as
recently as September 2011.

A_NPS-108

The commenter states that the full extent, potential yield, and storage
capacity of the carbonate aquifer unit has not been quantified at this time
and that if the extent and character of the carbonate aquifer is unknown
at this time, then the potential impacts from pumping this aquifer cannot
be fully evaluated. The commenter believes that given its stratigraphic
positioning, it is likely that it will be a confined aquifer and therefore,
pumping effects could potentially be transmitted greater distances.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6.1 Geology and Soils,
pp. 4.6-6 to 4.6-10, the carbonate aquifer unit is not confined. With
respect to the movement of groundwater through the Fenner Gap, the
existence of extensive faulting, tilting, and folding of both Paleozoic and
Jurassic bedrock units, along with accompanying joint and fracture

15 Guo, W and Langevin, C.D., 2002. User’s Guide to SEAWAT: A Computer Program for Simulation of Three-

Dimensional Variable-Density Ground-Water Flow. U.S. Geological Survey, Technical of Water-Resources
Investigation 6-A7.
16 Langevin, C.D., Shoemaker, W.B., and Guo, W. 2003. MODFLOW-2000, the U.S. Geological Survey Modular
Ground-Water Model – Documentation of the SEAWAT-2000 Version with Variable-Density Flow Process (VDF)
and the Integrated MT2DMS Transport Process (IMT). U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report 03-426.
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systems, provide extensive secondary groundwater flow paths within the
bedrock. As discussed further in the Draft EIR Vol. 1 Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-22 to 4.9-24, the geologic units
are in hydraulic continuity with each other and the separations are
primarily due to stratigraphic differences only. While the Draft EIR does
state that the full extent of the carbonate aquifer, as identified in the
Fenner Gap, is not known, we do know that it is not regionally
continuous throughout the Watershed, due to faulting, folding, and
erosion. Based on the geologic data, the carbonate aquifer is limited to
the vicinity of the Fenner Gap, so groundwater model simulations are
considered to represent the worse-case extent of drawdown impacts.
Also, the carbonate aquifer is not connected to any springs due to its
limited extents in the Fenner Gap vicinity. See Master Response 3.4
Springs.
A_NPS-109

The commenter identifies six bulleted issues regarding the Groundwater
in Storage analysis in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Sub-Appendix A
(Section 3.0 of CH2M Hill, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and
Storage Project, July 2010). Each of the issues are addressed below.
The commenter requests a summary of recharge estimates used by the
DWR Bulletin 118. Please refer to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation.
The DWR Bulletins for these ground water basins were last updated in
February 2004. In reference to the Fenner Valley groundwater basin,
DWR states: “ground water information is not extensive or available for
much of the basin. The 2004 update includes the results of the GSSI
1999 investigations and no doubt the results of the recent extensive
investigations conducted in 2009 through 2011 will be used to update
Bulletin 118. The commenter’s calculation of 16.9 MAF storage for all
three basins is close to the lower estimate of 17 MAF of ground water in
storage presented by this Project.”
The commenter requests clarification on the statement, “These estimates
are for groundwater in storage in the alluvial aquifers and should not be
taken as a total volume that could be pumped out of these alluvial
aquifers” and asks whether this could mean that less water might be
available for recovery. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-22 to 4.9-24, much more water is
present in the deeper portions of the basins than can or needs to be
recovered. The water to be pumped from the Project is present in
permeable alluvial deposits well within the range of current drilling
technology and well design.
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The commenter requests clarification on how Table 3-1 (Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage
Project, Sub-Appendix A, Section 3.0) estimates for the variables
“Percent of Saturated Thickness which is Aquifer” and “Specific Yield”
were determined. Specifically, the commenter asks whether the total
volume of water in the basin should be calculated including only that
water that can be reasonably reached at maximum well depths (the
depths to which it is economically feasible to drill wills considering the
fact that alluvial sediments in portions of the Valley reach several
thousand feet down and therefore below reasonable extraction depths). In
addition, the commenter posits that below a few thousand feet,
compaction results in substantially lower levels of permeability and
storativity. The estimates of groundwater in storage represent a range
that varies by 100 percent, i.e., 17 to 34 MAF. The upper end of the
range uses the volume of saturated alluvial sediments and reasonable, if
not conservative, values of specific yield, then discounts these storage
values by a reasonable factor of percent Saturated Thickness which is
Aquifer values to account for decreasing storativity with depth and
variation in lithology. In other words, the reduction in specific yield and
thickness was applied to all zones in the alluvial aquifer. Then, to be
much more conservative, very conservative values of specific yield and
percentage Saturated Thickness which is Aquifer values were applied to
compute the low-end storage values (see Draft EIR, Vol. 4 Appendix
H2).
As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2 Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required, the Project does not propose using all
ground water in storage. Under the 5,000 AFY recharge scenario, the
maximum volume of depletion of storage is realized at 1,870,000 AF
over a 100 year period. This represents 11 percent of the total storage
using the least estimate of recharge volume and the lowest estimate of
the volume of ground water in storage and 1.3 percent of total storage
using a recharge value of 32,000 AFY. The depletion in storage would be
5.6 percent, 2.5 percent, and <1 percent for the respective recharge
scenarios if the higher estimate of total storage is considered.
The commenter requests that the discussion of the potential volume of
water available from the carbonate unit summarized in Table 3-1 be
removed from the discussion because the full extent, potential yield, and
storage capacity of the carbonate unit has not been fully quantified at this
time. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-22 to 4.9-24, the Tertiary fanglomerate, fractured
and faulted granitic rock, and Paleozoic carbonates, located beneath the
lower alluvial aquifer, also contain groundwater and the geologic units
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are all in hydraulic continuity with each other. However, the results of
the pump tests of wells screened in the carbonate unit verify that
additional water is available and pumping will access some of this water.
The extent of carbonates in the Fenner Gap area is depicted on geologic
cross-sections which were developed based on extensive detailed surface
geologic mapping correlated to data collected from deep exploratory
borings. Therefore, to account for the additional water known to be
available from units in addition to the alluvial units, Table 3-1 provides
both a low and a high estimate, which is reasonable.
The commenter also requests more information on over storage zone
depictions expressed in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, Figure 3.1. This
zonation was originally developed by Geoscience Support Services Inc.
in 1999, and still represents reasonable findings based on the geologic
and hydrogeologic data, which is why it continues to be used.
A_NPS-110

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in the Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.2, the commenter requests a separate
discussion on the evapotranspiration values used in the model, similar to
Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.6 for other parameters. And that the estimates
for evapotranspiration are underestimated so that the amount of
recoverable water is overestimated. Evapotranspiration is not an input
parameter, it is one of the values calculated by INFIL3.0, which is why
there is no discussion of it as an input parameter. The commenter is
referred to the INFIL3.0 documentation for details of the model
calculations. INFIL3.0 can be obtained from the USGS web site17. Please
refer to Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling. In addition, the
estimate of recharge was verified by the onsite evapotranspiration study
described in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.

A_NPS-111

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.2, the commenter noted that a reference is
made to Hevesi (2008) at the top of p. 4-4, but this reference is not
included in the References Cited section at the end of Appendix A, and
requests the citation. Hevesi (2008) is the same as the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) 2008 reference provided in the list of references. This
reference is the INFIL3.0 computer code documentation.

17 U.S. Geologic Survey, USGS Groundwater Software, http://water.usgs.gov/nrp/gwsoftware/Infil/Infil.html,

accessed April 2012.
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A_NPS-112

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.8.1, the commenter questions some of the
model input values. Both values for IROUT=0 and IROUT=1 have been
reported and discussed in Appendix H1, Sub-Appendix A, p.4-9, Section
4.1.8.1. Please refer to Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.

A_NPS-113

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.8.1, the commenter stateshe study’s
rebuttal to the USGS review of recharge estimates, specifically the
discussion of a unique precipitation-elevation relationship and disputes
the CH2M Hill report findings by discussing a 2004 USGS Joshua Tree
area study in some detail. Please refer to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and Response A_NPS-5.

A_NPS-114

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.8.2, the commenter states that the moist
soils observed at the Dry Lakes might be due not just to capillary rise but
to surface water runon. This is correct as discussed in the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18.
After rainstorms, water does pool on the Dry Lakes and typically
evaporates over a short period of time. The commenter further requests
that physical measurements be conducted at the Dry Lake. An
Evaporation Study was conducted at the Dry Lakes and the results verify
the recharge estimate. This is discussed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and Response A_NPS-54. The
model developed by CH2M Hill is a watershed model and was used to
estimate the amount of natural recharge. The model constructed by GSSI
is a groundwater model and was used to evaluate the nature of flow
within the defined subsurface area to predict the aquifer response to
pumping under various recharge and well configuration scenarios. Please
refer to Response A_NPS-54 and A NPS- 97.

A_NPS-115

In reference to the Groundwater in Storage analysis in Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project,
Sub-Appendix A, Section 4.1.8.2, the commenter requests that
discussion regarding the USGS 1997 to 2001 study of evapotranspiration
at the floor of Death Valley be included. Please refer to Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
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US Marine Corps
A_USMC-1

4.2.2

The commenter states the Project is located within the east study area
and Alternative 3 of the USMC Land Acquisition and Airspace
Establishment Study for a proposed base expansion plan (USMC
Expansion Project), which contemplates a sustained, combined arms,
live-fire and maneuver training. This USMC Expansion Project is
included in the Draft EIR’s cumulative impact analysis. The USMC
Expansion Project Update Notice Number 11 released in February 2012
states the preferred Alternative for the proposed Land Acquisition and
Airspace Establishment Study is Alternative 6, not Alternative 3. If the
USMC Project proceeds with implementation of Alternative 6, the
proposed Project will not be impacted. Nevertheless, as discussed in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts, pp. 5-23, if the USMC
proceeds with implementation of Alternative 3 it would overlap
substantially with the Project and would require eminent domain action
on the part of the Department of Defense for the taking of private lands.

Native American Tribes

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe

03/14/2012

Charles F. Wood
Chairman

Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians of California

03/15/2012

Darrell Mike
Chairman

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe
A/T_Chemehuevi-1

The commenter questions (1) the amount of time for the aquifer to return
to pre-pumping levels, (2) the potential for the generation of dust from
the potential drying of the Dry Lake surfaces, and (3) the potential to
adversely impact springs in the area that bighorn sheep use for water
supply. These comments are addressed in Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust, 3.4 Springs,
and 3.9 Biological Resources respectively.

A/T_Chemehuevi-2

The comment states that CEQA has not been complied with, but does not
identify a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. The
Draft EIR describes the Project and includes analysis of Project impacts
and lists proposed mitigation measures. Without identifying a specific
issue, a further response is not required pursuant to CEQA. The comment
also states that CEQA should afford the fullest possible protection to the
environment within reasonable scope of the statutory language.
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A/T_Chemehuevi-3

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately describe
Project objectives, purpose and need, or alternatives, but does not specify
in what way. Project objectives are listed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-10 and Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-6. The water demands in Southern California are
substantial as identified in Metropolitan’s IRWMP summarized in
Chapter 6. The Project would improve water supply reliability for Project
Participants. Alternatives are adequately assessed pursuant to CEQA
requirements in Chapter 7. This comment is also addressed in Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives. The purpose and need for the Project is
described beginning on pp. 3-1 through 3-6 although the “purpose and
need” analysis is a requirement for an Environmental Impact Statement
under the National Environmental Policy Act, not CEQA. The comment
also states that the EIR fails to describe or address opportunities to meet
water demands through water recycling and groundwater recovery
programs, including the Southern California Comprehensive Water
Reclamation and Reuse Study. The Bureau of Reclamation’s Reuse
Study was conducted in cooperation with 8 state and local agencies to
evaluate the feasibility of creating a strategy for development of water
reuse programs in southern California and to identify certain projects.
This study was not addressed in the Draft EIR because it is a feasibility
study that simply identified recycled water projects. The Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of
Growth, pp. 6-4, 6-12, 6-15 and Chapter 7 Alternatives, pp. 7-6 to 7-13,
address the fact that several of the Project Participants are already
utilizing recycled water supplies. For example, 17.9 percent of SMWD’s
total irrigation demands are provided by its recycled water system. While
recycled water is a key supply in southern California it is unavailable in
sufficient quantities to meet existing demands and can only be used for
nonpotable uses. Further, the foundation of this Project itself is
conservation as described in Master Response 3.15 Terminology. See
also Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A/T_Chemehuevi-4

The commenter states that the natural recharge rate of the groundwater
system has been overestimated. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

A/T_Chemehuevi-5

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP is in violation of CEQA
because it defers the identification and evaluation of actual and potential
environmental effects to some future date. This is not the case. The Draft
EIR fully evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the Project,
including recommending the implementation of mitigation measures,
including certain measures that are also contained in the Draft GMMMP.
Further, the potential environmental impacts of the commitments in the
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Draft GMMMP are evaluated throughout Chapter 4. The Draft GMMMP
provides for management of the groundwater basin and provides “early
warning” action criteria and provides objective performance standards
that shall be met through implementation of clear and enforceable
corrective actions. The Draft GMMMP does not defer identification of
potential impacts of the Project. The Draft GMMMP is provided in the
Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1 Draft GMMMP and an updated version
of the Draft GMMMP (Updated GMMMP) is included in the Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. Additional information
regarding the Updated GMMMP is provided in Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
A/T_Chemehuevi-6

The commenter states that the Project might reduce spring water flow
that bighorn sheep use and that the desert tortoise might be adversely
affected. The comment regarding the use of springs by bighorn sheep is
addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs, as well as Master Response
3.9 Biological Resources which includes desert tortoise impacts, are
addressed in Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-61 and O_MDLT-2 for
desert tortoise impacts.
The commenter is also referred to Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-35.
A statement regarding the traditional importance of desert tortoise and
bighorn sheep to Native American groups in the vicinity of the Project
area, including the Chemehuevi, has been added to the cultural resources
section of the Final EIR (see Chapter 5). The Project would result in
minimal effects to the land uses since the development would be low
intensity. The pipeline corridor would be within 100 feet of the existing
railroad at all times. As a result, the cultural values for the land expressed
in the comment would not be adversely affected by the Project. The
addition of this statement to the EIR does not alter the conclusions of the
document with regard to potential impacts to Biological Resources.

A/T_Chemehuevi-7

The commenter states that the natural recharge rate of the groundwater
system has been overestimated. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

A/T_Chemehuevi-8

The commenter states that cumulative impacts need to be assessed and
that the Endangered Species Act and Clean Water Act apply to the
Project. The commenter is referred to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 for
a detailed discussion of the cumulative impacts through Project
implementation on environmental resources. The commenter is referred
to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-8
through 4.4-28 and Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a
detailed discussion of environmental impacts on sensitive species,
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including a discussion of potential impacts related to the Federal
Endangered Species Act. The commenter is referred to the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-42 to 4.9-44
for a discussion of the Porter Cologne Act requirements and Project
compliance.

Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians of California
A/T_29PalmsIndians-1

The commenter requests that its comments and all attachments
be included as part of the administrative record. The comments
and all attachments will be included in the Final EIR. The
commenter also requests that its comments on the 2001 Cadiz
DEIR/S and SEIR/S be included as part of the administrative
record. Those documents are included as a reference in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 11 References, p. 11-14.
The comment also requests that all documents, articles, and
reports cited in the comment letter and attached expert reports be
included as part of the administrative record pursuant to Public
Resources Code section 21167.6(e). However, as clarified
recently in Consolidated Irrigation District v. Superior Court of
Fresno County; City of Selma, “documents that are simply
named in a comment letter or named along with a reference to a
general Web site (such as “www.krcd.org”) have not been made
readily available to the public agency and, therefore, are not
“written evidence … submitted” under section 21167.6,
subdivision (e)(7).”18 As such, unless the comment has provided
a specific web address where the referenced document can be
located, those documents, articles, and reports that are not
included in the comment letter and attachments are not
considered part of the administrative record.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-2

The commenter states that the aquifer would take centuries to
millennia to recover. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-72
and Table 4.9-10, groundwater storage is anticipated to recover
to pre-Project levels about 67 years after the pumping has
stopped under the Project Scenario, and 103 and 390 years under
the less likely Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.
Furthermore, with a recharge rate of 32,000 AFY, water stored
in the aquifer would be reduced by no more than three to six
percent over the 50-year term of the Project. This comment is
further addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater

18 Consolidated Irr. v. Superior Court (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 697
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Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
The commenter states that pumping above the natural recharge
rate would result in the generation of additional dust similar to
Owens Lake. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and Response O_Tetra1-8.
The commenter states that draining the aquifer could affect
springs used by bighorn sheep. This comment is addressed in
Response O_MDLT-2, Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation, 3.4
Springs, and 3.9 Biological Resources.
The commenter states that the fresh water spreading basins for
the Imported Water Storage Component of the Project would
attract ravens and other birds that will prey on the desert tortoise
population. The Imported Water Storage Component was
analyzed on a programmatic basis. Desert tortoises were not
observed at the conceptual spreading basin area during the 2010
surveys. However, habitat in this area was determined by CMBC
to be more suitable for tortoises than the wellfield area. Although
the area proposed for the recharge basin (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, Figure 3-14) is located within
desert tortoise critical habitat, the area does not currently support
high-densities of desert tortoise (see Figure 4.4-3). For a few
weeks of the year, the recharge basins would provide water
sources for raven and other predators that could prey on tortoise.
The rest of the year, however, the basins would not be full, and
would not present a permanent water source for ravens. Fencing
surrounding the spreading basins would also provide a perching
substrate for raven. Once Phase 2 is more than conceptual and
details about it are known, the effects of the spreading basins and
surrounding fencing will be further evaluated at a project level.
Impacts to desert tortoise are discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-40 to 4.4-42, including
the potential for increased predation due to ravens.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-13
would minimize impacts to sensitive species to less than
significant, with Mitigation Measure BIO-3 requiring measures
to minimize the attraction of ravens. Refer also to Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources. Further, the Project’s
potential impacts to desert tortoise were found to be less than
significant with mitigation and are described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-17 to 4.4-19
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and 4.4-40 to 4.4-42. Prior to approving and implementing Phase
2 additional project-level environmental analysis and design
details would be required. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-3

The commenter expresses an opinion regarding the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. The comment does not point to specific instances
of inadequacy in the Draft EIR that can be remedied, but instead
makes broad assertions concerning the document as a whole. For
this reason a response pursuant to CEQA is not necessary.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-4

The commenter states that the need for the Project and its
objectives are inadequately described in the Draft EIR. The
Project objectives are listed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-6. The Project purpose is described in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, Section 2.5.
The water demands in Southern California are substantial as
identified in Metropolitan’s IRWMP summarized in Chapter 6.
The proposed Project would improve water supply reliability for
Project Participants. Also see Response A/T_Chemehuevi-3.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-5

The commenter states that demand projections and conservation
alternatives are inadequately evaluated. The Draft EIR evaluates
an Increased Conservation Alternative beginning on page 7-6 in
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives. The
analysis summarizes demand control measures throughout the
urbanized areas of use. Demand control measures are an integral
part of each Project Participant’s Urban Water Management
Plans and they are included as key elements of water supply and
demand with or without the Project. The Project would provide
alternative water supplies to Project Participants to diversify
water supply options that compliment on-going conservation
efforts rather than as a replacement for conservation. The
analysis concludes that a conservation-only Alternative would
not reduce the need for the Project and so would not meet the
basic Project objectives. This comment is also addressed in
Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.
The commenter states that the Project will result in a catastrophic
overdraft of the groundwater basin underlying the Cadiz and
Fenner Valleys. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.3 pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-72 and Table 4.9-10, groundwater storage
is anticipated to fully recover under the Project Scenario, and
both of the less likely Sensitivity Scenarios. Upon full recovery,
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there would be no permanent significant impacts. See also
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.15
Terminology as well as Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-2.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-6

The commenter states that recycled water alternatives are not
adequately evaluated and does not discuss the opportunities
identified in the Southern California Comprehensive Water
Reclamation and Reuse Study. Phase 2 of the Southern
California Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse Study
was finalized in 2002 by the US Bureau of Reclamation. The
report provides an overview of reclamation opportunities in
Southern California and a plan to facilitate agency coordination
and project implementation. The Draft EIR evaluates recycled
water as a component of the Other Water Supply Sources
Alternative, Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of
Alternatives, p. 7-10. Each Project Participant has identified
different opportunities for recycling in its service area. These
opportunities are available due to the long range planning and
implementation provided by the US Bureau of Reclamation as
outlined in the 2002 policy implementation document referenced
in the comment. The proposed Project would provide water
supply diversification options for Participants but would not
reduce the need for water recycling in Southern California. Other
water supplies including recycled water projects as listed in
Table 7-1 will be pursued by Project Participants with or without
the Project. Although recycled water projects could be a reliable
source of water for some water providers and other users,
recycled water and water conservation projects alone will not
satisfy providers’ water supply and reliability needs nor meet the
basic objective of the Project; that is to save groundwater, avoid
waste and maximize beneficial use by conserving substantial
quantities of groundwater that are presently lost to evaporation.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-7

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
describe the available water storage potential of the groundwater
basins in Southern California and so other possibly more costeffective and less environmentally harmful alternatives were not
considered. The proposed Project identifies the Fenner, Bristol
and Cadiz Watersheds as providing a unique opportunity to
conserve water that would otherwise evaporate. The Project
objectives are to develop water supply opportunities from this
location. The Project does not preclude other projects in other
areas from consideration by other lead agencies. The alternatives
analysis in Chapter 7 of the Draft EIR concludes that use of other
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groundwater basins for a Project with a similar intent of
capturing water before it evaporates is infeasible. See Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-8

The commenter states that the Project is inconsistent in that it
describes a conservation component in some places but a storage
component in others. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, the Conservation and Recovery
Component would be implemented first and would be limited to
the 50-year life of the Project. The Imported Water Storage
Component (Phase 2) would be implemented subsequently after
project-level review, and only if surplus water is available
through the CRA, the SWP or other sources for storage. See
Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis. The
commenter also summarizes comments below; please refer to
Responses A/T_ 29PalmsIndians-9 through A/T_
29PalmsIndians-48.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-9

The commenter states that the recharge rate has not been
adequately described and is different from previous recharge
estimates. The comment makes reference to the Cadiz Land
Company Inc. v. Rail Cyle L.P. 99 Cal.Rptr 2d 378, 392
(Cal.App.2000) stating that the system underlying Cadiz is
already in a state of overdraft. The range of recharge estimates
prepared for the Project Watersheds is clearly described in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
There is no evidence showing that the existing condition is in
overdraft.
The commenter also states that the basin is already overdrafted,
referring to a report by Boyle Engineering.19 This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-10

The commenter states that the Project is not allowed under
California water law. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-11

The commenter states that the Project is not allowed under
federal law. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-12

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
describe the costs, or cost-effectiveness, of the Project. The

19 Geoscience Support Services, Inc., Comments on Boyle Engineering Corporation’s 2-Nov-95 Letter to Waste

management Inc. Regarding Technical Review of Cadiz Land Company Water Resources Investigations, December
1995.
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Project would be financed privately and the costs recouped
through long-term water supply contracts. CEQA does not
require that costs of a project be included in an assessment of
environmental impacts or that the project’s cost-effectiveness be
demonstrated.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-13

The commenter states that the Colorado River Interim
Guidelines are not mentioned in the Draft EIR as a potential
limiting factor for Phase 2. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-14 through 3-16,
implementation of Phase 2 would be dependent on the
availability of water and water supplies would be identified
before pursuing Phase 2. Phase 2 of the Project, which would
include importing water to the Project area for storage, was
analyzed at the programmatic level because the details of the
Project, as well as participating parties, are yet to be determined.
Once these details are known, project-level CEQA analysis will
be completed prior to approval and implementation (see Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis).

A/T_29PalmsIndians-14

The commenter questions the economic viability of Cadiz Inc.
The Project would be financed privately and the costs recouped
through long-term water supply contracts. This comment does
not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-15

The commenter states that the alternatives analysis is inadequate
because it fails to include reasonable alternatives such as
conservation, water recycling and groundwater recovery, and
storage alternatives. Chapter 7 of the Draft EIR provides an
extensive assessment of potential Project alternatives pursuant to
CEQA requirements, including an Increased Conservation
Alternative. See also Master Response 3.14 Alternatives and
Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.- 162 through 165.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-16

The commenter suggests that Ward Valley be evaluated as a
Project Alternative. The fundamental purpose of the Project is to
extract groundwater from the Fenner Watershed (thereby saving
substantial quantities of freshwater from evaporation) and
convey it to support beneficial uses in the service areas of
Project Participants. The feasibility of the conservation of
groundwater relies on the unique characteristics of the Fenner
Watershed and the Fenner Gap. Assessment of other
groundwater basins in the Mojave Desert is not consistent with
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Project objectives. Further, a Ward Valley alternative would be
infeasible. Under CEQA Guideline section 15126.6 (f)(1),
among the factors that may be taken into account when
addressing the feasibility of alternatives are whether the
proponent can reasonably acquire, control, or otherwise have
access to the alternative site. The proposed Project identifies the
Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds as providing a unique
opportunity to conserve water that would otherwise evaporate.
The Project objectives are to develop water supply opportunities
from this location. The Project does not preclude other projects
in other areas from consideration by other lead agencies. The
alternatives analysis in Chapter 7 of the Draft EIR concludes that
use of other groundwater basins for a Project with a similar
intent of capturing water before it evaporates is infeasible. See
Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-17

The commenter states that desalination be considered as a
Project Alternative. The Draft EIR evaluates other water supplies
including desalination as listed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
7 Analysis of Alternatives, in the Other Water Supply Sources
Alternative section on p. 7-10, Table 7-1. Desalination will be
pursued by Project Participants with or without the Project. See
also Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-18

The commenter states that the analysis of conservation
alternatives is inadequate. The Draft EIR evaluates an Increased
Conservation Alternative beginning on page 7-6 in Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives. The analysis
summarizes demand control measures throughout the urbanized
areas of use. Demand control measures are an integral part of
each Project Participant’s Urban Water Management Plans and
they are included as key elements of water supply and demand
with or without the Project. The Project would provide
alternative water supplies to Project participants to diversify
water supply options that compliment on-going conservation
efforts rather than replace them. The analysis concludes that
conservation only would not reduce the need for the Project. The
Increased Conservation Alternative was rejected since it does not
meet any Project objectives and is complementary to the Project
rather than an alternative. See also Master Response 3.14
Alternatives and Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-5.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-19

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP impermissibly
defers the identification and evaluation of actual and potential
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environmental effects, as well as mitigation measures to correct
such effects, to some future date and to some other agency,
specifically the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company
(FVMWC). This is not the case. The EIR fully evaluates the
potential environmental impacts of the Project, including
recommending the implementation of mitigation measures,
certain of which are also contained in the Draft GMMMP in the
Draft EIR and the Updated GMMMP in the Final EIR. The Draft
EIR evaluates potential impacts of the Project in Sections 4.1
through 4.15, potential cumulative effects in Chapter 5, and
potential growth-inducement effects in Chapter 6. The
commenter specifically mentions the potential environmental
effects on groundwater resources. These are addressed in Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality. The impacts are defined and
mitigation identified to minimize these specific effects. The
commitments in the Draft GMMMP are evaluated throughout the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 4 (see also the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP and Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft
EIR Text Revisions). The Updated GMMMP provides for
management of the groundwater basin and does not defer
identification of potential impacts of the Project. Mitigation
Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3 and MIN-1
(included in the Draft EIR and Updated GMMMP), set specific
“early warning” action criteria and objective performance
standards that shall be met through implementation of clear and
enforceable corrective action(s). As described in the Updated
GMMMP, monitoring would be implemented by the FVMWC,
an entity comprised of the Project’s participating public water
systems, subject to review by the Technical Review Panel
(TRP). The County of San Bernardino, a Responsible Agency
with enforcement authority over the GMMMP, would review
monitoring reports and both ensure and determine whether
mitigation has been triggered and ensure preventative actions or
remedies are appropriately implemented. This comment is
further addressed in Response O_Tetra1-7 and Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-20

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP impermissibly
defers the identification and valuation of actual and potential
environmental effects. See Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-19.
See also Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-21

The commenter questions how the Project will avoid chronic
overdraft and yet also pump groundwater in excess of the
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recharge rate. The commenter states that the recharge estimate is
too high compared to estimates from previous studies. The
natural recharge portion of this comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. The
long-term impacts portion of this comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. Also see,
Responses O_PacificInstitute-3 and O_MDLT-3.
The commenter states that there is insufficient information about
the groundwater elevation change over time. The Draft EIR
provides this information in Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 8.1, 8.2,
and 8.3.
The commenter questions which model was used to evaluate the
hypothetical response of springs to aquifer pumping. See Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and 3.4 Springs.
The commenter states that the drawdown beneath Bristol Dry
Lake will be more severe at 100 years than at 50 years. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts.
The commenter states that the saline water/freshwater interface
will continue to migrate after 100 years. As noted in Section 8.4
of Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, the interface makes most of its migration in
the first 50 years, and then (after pumping stops and the aquifer
begins to return to its natural state) migrates a smaller amount
more by year 100 as the cone of depression shrinks. This
comment is further addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and Responses
O_PacificInstitute-3, O_PacificInstitute-8, O_Tetra1-10, and
O_Tetra1-Attachment-7.
The commenter states that groundwater drawdown may impact
springs used by bighorn sheep. This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.9 Biological Resources.
The commenter states that the corrective measures described in
the Draft GMMMP (Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1 Draft
GMMMP) will be implemented too late to mitigate impacts.
Monitoring is to begin prior to Project operations to accurately
measure impacts as they occur attributable to the Project. As
described in the Draft GMMMP and the Updated GMMMP
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(Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP), each of the
monitoring measures are designed to detect potential impacts
before a critical resource has been impacted. Action triggers are
identified that prompt action to avoid adverse impacts. The
corrective measures are designed to mitigate impacts. The
GMMMP further includes a management “floor” for drawdown
(80 feet with the potential to increase to 100 feet) that will
provide an additional tool to ensure that Project drawdown
would not result in any significant unmitigated effect to critical
resources in the watershed. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter states that there should be a rigorous spring
monitoring program. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.8 GMMMP and Master Response 3.4 Springs
which discuss in detail the Updated GMMMP monitoring
features, action criteria and corrective actions applicable to
springs.
The commenter states that groundwater drawdown will continue
even after extraction has stopped. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. Also see
Responses A_NPS-8 and A_NPS-84.
The commenter states that early warning signs will not be
identified. As described in the Updated GMMMP, Section 1.44,
FVMWC will operate the Project subject to review by the
Technical Review Panel (TRP) and enforcement by the County
of San Bernardino. The TRP members and responsibilities are
additionally described in Section 8.1 of the Updated GMMMP;
the oversight, management, and enforcement by the County is
described in Section 8.2 (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP).
A/T_29PalmsIndians-22

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP lacks sufficient
independent oversight. On May 1, 2012, the San Bernardino
County Board of Supervisors approved an MOU with SMWD,
Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC to establish the framework for working
together to finalize the GMMMP. The MOU is a first step, and it
does not obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project, or to
presume that the environmental documentation for the Project
will be certified, nor does it require the County to approve the
GMMMP. No obligation included in the MOU is binding on
SMWD or the County until such time as the District and County
complete their respective environmental reviews of the Project
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and approve the Project and the GMMMP. The MOU provides a
framework for managing the basin consistent with both the
California Supreme Court precedent and the County’s Desert
Groundwater Ordinance. The aquifer will be monitored and
managed through implementation of the GMMMP. Additionally,
FVMWC will enter into a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) with
SMWD. The Joint Powers Authority shall oversee the
management and operation of the Project and responsibility for
day to day operations shall be allocated between FVMWC and
the JPA, as appropriate. FVMWC will be responsible for
obtaining and analyzing data required under the GMMMP and
compliance with the conditions of the GMMMP, including
notice of action criteria triggers and corrective action
assessments and recommendations. The recommendations of
FVMWC will be evaluated by a Technical Review Panel (TRP)
consisting of three experts, one appointed by the County, one
appointed by SMWD, and a third appointed by both the County
and SMWD. The County would exercise enforcement authority
over compliance with the GMMMP, while SMWD would retain
oversight to ensure that Project Mitigation Measures are
implemented. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.8 GMMMP and in the Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-102.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-23

The commenter expresses the general concern that the Draft
GMMMP does not contain adequate triggers, thresholds, or goals
to ensure that mitigation measures will be implemented.
Mitigation Measures AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3
and MIN-1 (included in the EIR and Updated GMMMP),
provide monitoring measures, action criteria, and corrective
measures for all potential impacts. They are specifically
designed to provide advance warning of potential impacts to
critical resources.
The commenter states that the only response provided for in the
event an early warning sign is triggered is a process of review
and evaluation by the TRP and other bodies subject to the
control of SMWD, the Lead Agency. As set forth in the Updated
GMMMP, the County will have enforcement authority over the
GMMMP and will appoint one of the three members of the TRP
and jointly appoint a second member. All recommendations of
the TRP are subject to County review and approval. This
comment is addressed in Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-102
and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
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The commenter claims that the Draft GMMMP makes the
following assumptions (i) that the action criteria are accurate
indicators of potentially adverse environmental impacts, (ii) that
such impacts can be halted, reversed, or corrected with or
without impact to other environmental or critical resources, and
(iii) that the structure of the TRP will appropriately manage the
Project despite the potential conflicts of interest. The GMMMP
is not based on assumptions but on a comprehensive evaluation
of data developed to review the potential effects of the Project on
the environment and groundwater basin. The monitoring
measures consist of physical and visual measurements that will
provide actionable data and were specifically designed by
groundwater management experts to provide advance warning of
potential impacts to critical resources that were identified in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p.
4.9-47. The action criteria are based on the monitoring
measurements and are triggered by specific levels or events (see
the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1, Updated GMMMP, Chapter
6). The corrective measures as reflected in Mitigation Measures
AQ-5, GEO-1, HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, and MIN-1(included in
the Draft EIR and Updated GMMMP), set specific monitoring
triggers for implementation of mitigation features and were
specifically designed to prevent potential adverse Project
impacts. The GMMMP further includes a management “floor”
for drawdown and further action criteria and corrective actions
for springs. See also Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-24

The commenter expresses general concern regarding the estimate
of recharge. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
The commenter states that there may be brine movement toward
the Project site. As noted in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 8.4,
and as discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-49 to 4.9-53, the modelpredicted migration of the saline-water-freshwater interface is
not expected to reach the wellfield and there are no current wells
in use in that area that were located other than the saline/brine
water wells purposely pumped for the production of salts. Any
migration of the saline/freshwater interface would be monitored
as part of the GMMMP and subject to a limit of 6,000 feet (see
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). This
comment is further addressed in Master Response 3.3
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Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.8 GMMMP, and Responses
O_PacificInstitute-3, O_PacificInstitute-8, O_Tetra1-10, and
O_Tetra1-Attachment-7.
The commenter expresses the general concern that the water
resources of the surrounding wilderness areas, national park
units, and mountain areas may be affected. Impacts to these areas
are not anticipated based on modeling and scientific analysis of
water resources at the Project area. The Draft EIR evaluates the
specific potential impacts to water resources in Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality and describes mitigations
measures to reduce any potential impacts to less than significant.
This comment is further addressed in Response A_NPS-8 and
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources.
The commenter states that drawdown of the aquifer is likely to
lead to subsidence, which could result in the permanent loss of
an unknown but potentially significant amount of groundwater
storage capacity from the aquifer. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 8.6, the maximum land subsidence predicted
under the three scenarios ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 feet (Draft EIR
Table 4.6-4). The reduction in subsurface thickness would occur
at the depths where groundwater is withdrawn, well over 100
feet below the grounds surface. In Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-72, the text states that
although subsidence could result in some permanent loss of
aquifer storage, relatively small amounts of potential land
subsidence (inches if any) relative to the overall aquifer
thickness (on the order of hundreds to thousands of feet) would
ensure that compaction of water bearing formations would not
significantly reduce storage capacity of the groundwater basin
and permanent subsidence at the surface would be less than
significant. Also see Response O_PacificInstitute-3 and
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-25

The commenter expresses general concern regarding the estimate
of recharge and the adequacy of the Draft EIR analysis of
potential air quality. The commenter is concerned about potential
drawdown of brine under the Dry Lakes leading to increased
dust emissions, the possibility of dust emissions from spreading
basins, and potential impacts to sand and dune areas that will
worsen current dust emissions. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
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The potential impacts of the drawdown of brine under the Dry
Lakes is addressed in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.
With respect to the potential for windblown dust off the Phase 2
Imported Water Storage Component spreading basin facilities,
Phase 2 was analyzed at the programmatic level and will be
analyzed at the project level, once details about this Component
are known. However, the spreading basins proposed for Phase 2
will be located in areas that contain no standing water at present
and therefore will, if anything, lessen the amount of dust once
installed because there will be standing water a few weeks of the
year. Overall, there should be no significant change in the
amount of dust generated at the location of the spreading basins.
The commenter states that sand dune areas are likely to expand
and result in sand blowing onto the playas of Cadiz and Danby
Dry Lakes causing increased potential for dust emissions. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-71, the depth to groundwater
under existing and future conditions is well below the ground
surface and would therefore have no interaction with the
overlying sand dunes. See Draft EIR, Vol. 3 Appendix E2
Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol
and Cadiz Playas. Additional information regarding dust
generation is provided in the Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes
and Dust.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-26

The commenter expresses general concerns that 1) the
instrumentation and measurements proposed to detect dust
emissions are inadequate, 2) the time period for proposed
monitoring is too short to reveal potential impacts or compliance
with National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 3) the proposed
plan for dealing with dust emissions, namely the assumed ability
to manipulate the level of the brine layer, is completely
ineffective as a dust control measure; 4) the management and
monitoring program fails to explore an adequate range of control
strategies to mitigate the potential dust problem or to address the
associated costs, and 5) the monitoring plan is insufficient to
address the impacts on the Mojave National Preserve. As
discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18; Vol. 3, Appendix E2
Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol
and Cadiz Playas; and Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and
Dust), the pumping of groundwater from the aquifer would have
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no impact on the existing dust conditions. As such, no mitigation
measures were required under CEQA. Nonetheless, the Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 4.4
includes measures to monitor air quality trends and includes
mandatory corrective actions if Project operations cause
significant changes in Dry Lake dust generation. In addition, the
Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District submitted a
comment letter in which they find mitigation measures AQ-1
through AQ-5 feasible. See Response A_MDAQMD2-1.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-27

The commenter states that dust emissions from Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes have not been assessed, including chemical
composition. The Dry Lakes have been extensively studied and
that information on the chemical composition of the dust emissions
from the Dry Lakes is provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18
and Vol. 3, Appendix E3 Emissions Worksheets. The dominance
of chloride at the Dry Lakes results in salts that produce less dustproducing salt efflorescence, and are efficient at retaining water
and maintaining the surface crust. Additional information is also
provided in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-28

The commenter states that potential dust emissions from the
Project’s spreading basins in Phase 2 were not evaluated. The
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3.4 Air Quality, pp. 4.3-21 to 4.3-24
addresses potential air quality impacts of Phase 2. Impacts were
found to be less than significant or less than significant with
mitigation with one exception: during construction only, the
release of NOx emissions will be unavoidable, even with
mitigation (operational emissions would be less than significant).
With respect to the potential for windblown dust off the
spreading basins in Imported Water Storage Component, Phase 2
was analyzed at the programmatic level and will be further
analyzed at the project level, once details about this Component
are available and approvals for this Component are sought.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-29

The commenter states that construction of the conveyance
facilities for the Project will both temporarily and permanently
disturb significant areas within the Cadiz Dunes and generate
dust. Construction and operation of the Project would avoid the
Cadiz Dunes. As shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1
Aesthetics, p. 4.1-3, the closest the pipeline alignment will be to
the edge of the dunes is approximately 100 feet and so would not
disturb dune areas. The Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Areas would
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not be accessed or otherwise affected in any way by construction
or maintenance of the pipeline.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-30

The commenter questions the adequacy of the dust monitoring
and mitigation measures relative to the Dry Lakes. As discussed
in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18; Vol. 3, Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust
and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz
Playas; and Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust), the
pumping of groundwater from the aquifer would have no impact
on the existing dust conditions. As such, no mitigation measures
are required under CEQA. Nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP
includes monitoring measures and corrective actions which are
incorporated into Mitigation Measure AQ-5.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-31

The commenter states that the fresh water spreading basins for
the Imported Water Storage Component of the Project will
attract ravens and other birds that will prey on the desert tortoise
population. The Imported Water Storage Component was
analyzed on a programmatic basis. Desert tortoises were not
observed at the conceptual spreading basin area during the 2010
surveys, as stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, p. 4.4-17. However, habitat in this area was
determined by CMBC to be more suitable for tortoises than the
wellfield area. Furthermore, the area proposed for the recharge
basin (Figure 3-14) is located within desert tortoise critical
habitat, although the area does not currently support highdensities of individuals. Approximately 250 acres within
designated critical habitat would be impacted by Project
construction (see Table 4.4-2 and Figure 4.4-3). The recharge
basins would provide water sources for raven and other predators
that could prey on tortoise. However, the basins would not be
full for more than a few weeks of the year, and would not present
a permanent water source for ravens. Fencing surrounding the
spreading basins would also provide a perching substrate for
raven. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through
BIO-13 would minimize impacts to sensitive species to less than
significant. Phase 2 will be evaluated further at a project level
once details of that Component are known. This comment is
further addressed in Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-2.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-32

The commentator states that bighorn sheep depend on spring
water and may be adversely impacted by Project operations.
Impacts to Nelson’s bighorn sheep are described in Section 4.3,
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Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-24 and 4.4-43. This comment is
addressed in Response O_MDLT-2 and Master Responses 3.6
Vegetation, 3.4 Springs, and 3.9 Biology. Wildlife movement
corridors are discussed in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4
Biological Resources, p. 4.4-27. Impacts to Wildlife Movement
Corridors are discussed on p. 4.4-52.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-33

The commenter states the potential for drawdown of
groundwater to dry out the lake beds may cause large scale dust
emissions. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.5
Dry Lakes and Dust.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-34

The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been
surveyed for cultural resources. A portion of the wellfield area
was previously surveyed and 16 resources were identified. See
Draft EIR, p. 4.5-29. Due to the large area within which the
wells will be placed, mitigation measures were proposed to
ensure the wellfield is configured to avoid impacts to cultural
resources. Since the preparation of the Draft EIR, additional field
surveys were conducted to identify additional resources. A
cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well
pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in
Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas, was conducted
between May 15 and June 2, 2012, which is summarized in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural Resources Survey Report
– June 2012. Survey methods were similar to those used during
survey of the water conveyance pipeline in 2010, with surveyors
using transects of no greater than 15 meters. A 100-foot buffer
around proposed well pads, access roads, and connector
pipelines was surveyed. Staging areas and CRA tie-in Option
areas were surveyed in their entirety, with no buffer. A total of
53 resources were identified as a result of the survey, including
45 new archaeological sites, five isolates, and three previously
recorded archaeological sites. No built environment resources
were identified during the survey. Ten of the new archaeological
sites are prehistoric, 34 are historic-era, and one contains both
prehistoric and historic-era components. Based on their lack of
data potential, the five isolates and six of the historic-era
archaeological sites are recommended not eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places or California Register of
Historical Resources, and are not considered historical resources
or unique archaeological resources under CEQA. The remaining
42 archaeological sites are potentially significant historical
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resources and, therefore, subject to Mitigation Measures CUL-1
through CUL-7. See Final EIR Appendix O.
If significant historical resources are located in the proposed
pipeline, well pad or access road areas, the Project facilities
(e.g., well pads, access roads and pipelines) would be redesigned
or relocated to entirely avoid the resources, consistent with
Mitigation Measure CUL-2. The well pads would each require
up to 10,000 square feet (0.25 acres) of land. Access roads would
be 25 feet wide. The exact locations of the wells and access
roads are easily relocated within a quarter mile area. This
provides ample room to avoid any significant historical
resources. Significant resources within the staging areas and
CRA tie-in area would also be avoided where feasible. If
significant historical resources cannot be avoided, a treatment
plan for these resources would be prepared and implemented, as
required by Mitigation Measure CUL-4. The surveys confirm
the Draft EIR’s finding that construction of the wellfield or work
in the staging areas could impact previously unknown historical
and archeological resources such that the implementation of
Mitigation Measures CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, CUL-5,
CUL-6, and CUL-7 are required to reduce those potentially
significant impacts to a less than significant level.
CEQA does not require that an Area of Potential Effects (APE)
be defined for cultural resources. However, the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.5 Cultural Resources considered potential impacts
from all proposed Project components, including vehicle and
personnel access to the Project area. For the proposed Project,
the cultural resources area of analysis was considered to be the
Project area as defined in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, Figure 3-1. See also Response O_NPCA-CBD et
al.-83.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-35

The comment states that development in the Valley would affect
Native American peoples and cultural resources. The commenter
is thanked for this information regarding the importance of
desert tortoise and bighorn sheep to the Chemehuevi, Mojave,
and Cahuilla peoples. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources. A statement regarding the
traditional importance of desert tortoise and bighorn sheep will
be added to second paragraph on p. 4.5-3 of the Cultural
Resources Section of the Draft EIR Vol. 1:
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In addition to being important food sources, bighorn
sheep and desert tortoise were considered very important
animals to the Chemehuevi, Cahuilla, and Mojave
peoples, and featured prominently in their cultural
traditions, songs, and rituals.
The following text will be added to Cultural Resources Section
4.5.1, p. 4.5-41, below the third full paragraph of the Draft EIR
Vol. 1:
The 29 Palms Band of Mission Indians and other
commenters have indicated that bighorn sheep and
desert tortoise were considered very important animals
to the Chemehuevi, Cahuilla, and Mojave peoples, and
featured prominently in their cultural traditions, songs,
and rituals. The 29 Palms Band of Mission Indians also
indicated that these two species should be considered
cultural resources. However, as discussed in Section 4.4
of the EIR, Biological Resources, impacts from the
proposed Project to bighorn sheep and desert tortoise
would be less than significant with mitigation.
In regard to the text regarding the history of the Chemehuevi on
page 4.5-8, this text is meant to be a brief summary of
Chemehuevi occupation and movement in the vicinity of the
Project area, and not a comprehensive and complete account. See
also Response O_MDLT-2 and Master Responses 3.6
Vegetation and 3.4 Springs.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-36

The text on page 4.5-1 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5
Cultural Resources, is revised to account for the information
presented in this comment:
Archaeological resources are places where human
activity has measurably altered the earth or left deposits
of physical remains. Archaeological resources may be
either prehistoric-era (before European contact) or
historic-era (after European contact). The majority of
such places in California are associated with either
Native American or Euro-American occupation of the
area. Some of the most frequently encountered
prehistoric or historic Native American archaeological
sites in the State are village settlements with residential
areas and sometimes cemeteries; temporary seasonal
camps where food and raw materials were collected;
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smaller, briefly occupied sites where tools were
manufactured or repaired; and special-use areas like
caves, rock shelters, and rock art sites.
A/T_29PalmsIndians-37

The text on page 4.5-3 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5
Cultural Resources, is revised to include bighorn sheep in the list
of faunal species in the Eastern Mojave:
The primary plant community in the Mojave Desert is
the creosote scrub community, which is dominated by
creosote bush and white bursage. Other plant
communities include the cactus scrub community, which
includes barrel cactus, calico cactus, and ocotillo, and
the saltbrush series, which includes saltbrush, mesquite,
arrowweed, and goldenbrush. Common animals include
bighorn sheep, desert cottontail, jackrabbit, kangaroo rat,
packrat, chuckwalla iguana, desert tortoise, and desert
quail.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-38

The text in the second paragraph on page 4.5-4 of the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, is revised to account for
the information presented in this comment.
In terms of material culture, the Lake Mojave Complex
is typified by stone tools such as Lake Mojave and Silver
Lake projectile points, bifaces, steep-edged unifaces,
crescents, and some ground stone implements. A
characteristic of Lake Mojave artifact assemblages is the
frequent use of fine-grained volcanic lithic material in
the production of flaked stone tools, while
cryptocrystalline material was preferred for use in the
production of other types of implements (Giambastiani
and Bullard, 2007).

A/T_29PalmsIndians-39

The incorrect page number in the references in footnotes 27 and
29 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, is
revised as follows:
Kroeber, A. L., Handbook of the Indians of California,
1925, p. 3 802.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-40

The text in the second paragraph of p. 4.5-8 of the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, is revised to account for
the information presented in this comment:
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The harsh desert environment typical of the Project area
could support only the smallest groups comprised of
nuclear families joined by kinship ties. These small
hunter-gatherer groups moved in response to local food
and water availability, typically seasonally or more
frequently. The lack of resources of the area created a
very diverse hunting economy where small game were
important protein sources. Pronghorn sheep antelope,
mountain sheep, deer, rabbits, squirrels, desert
chipmunks, and wood rats were important mammals in
the local diet along with reptiles, such as desert tortoises,
snakes, and lizards, and birds, eggs and insects.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-41

The text in the last paragraph on page 4.5-8 of the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, will be revised to account
for the information presented in this comment:
The Chemehuevi were divided into two moieties
(kinship group) represented by two songs, the Mountain
Sheep Song and the Deer Song, which were each
associated with different hunting areas. They generally
lived in bands of two or three families, each band having
a leader. The Chemehuevi, along with the Serrano, were
occupying the oasis of Mara (Twentynine Palms) when
permanent settlement of the area by Europeans and
Americans began. Livestock depleted natural resources
and Euro-American settlers began to claim large pieces
of land. In 1890, 160 acres near Twentynine Palms were
set aside for a reservation for the Chemehuevi. In 1910,
640 acres adjacent to the existing Cabazon reservation in
Coachella was given jointly to the Cahuilla and the
Chemehuevi, and those who remained on the
Twentynine Palms reservation were encouraged to move
there. Some went, some stayed, and others chose to
settle elsewhere in California.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-42

The comment states that few references were used in the
analysis. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5.1, Cultural Resources
presents a brief synopsis of the prehistory, ethnographic, and
historic context of the Project area. The purpose of the
Environmental Setting is to provide a context for the information
presented later in the Cultural Resources section and is not
intended to be a detailed or comprehensive history.
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A/T_29PalmsIndians-43

The comment states that Colorado River water recharged in the
groundwater aquifer may adversely affect water quality.
Imported water from the Colorado River would only be
recharged into the aquifer system as part of Phase 2 of the
Project, which is not being approved at this time. The Imported
Water Storage Component is analyzed primarily at a program
level of detail. The Draft EIR acknowledges that approval from
the RWQCB will be necessary prior to implementation or
recharge basins pursuant to the Porter Cologne Act. In
preparation for the Phase 2 project-level environmental review
process, the water quality will be assessed, including the effect
of introducing CRA water into the aquifer. See Responses
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-13 and A_NPS-88.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-44

The comment states that Colorado River water recharged in the
groundwater may adversely affect water quality. See prior
response and Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-13 and A_NPS-88.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-45

The comment states that Chromium 6 (hexavalent chromium) in
groundwater could adversely affect water quality. The
commenter is referred to Response A_MWD-4, which reviews
water quality impacts and Chromium 6. Project groundwater
meets all of the existing State and federal regulatory MCLs
established for drinking water and as such the Draft EIR
concludes that water quality impacts are less than significant.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-46

The comment states that the cumulative analysis fails to address
local water uses, specifically those of the local reservation and
private property owners. The commenter is referred to the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts, Figure 5-1
Cumulative Projects and to Table 5-2 Plans, Programs, and
Projects Evaluated in the Cumulative Effects Analysis, which list
several reasonably foreseeable water uses on private land. See
also the discussion of existing groundwater use in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-24 to
4.9-28. A review of County of San Bernardino development
applications for the last five years did not reveal applications for
a residential complex in the Chambless area as suggested by the
commenter. Further, water use and accessibility to water would
not be affected in any of the surrounding Wilderness Areas or
watersheds due to the lack of a hydraulic connection to area
springs and the fact that the Fenner Watershed is closed system.
See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and
3.4 Springs.
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A/T_29PalmsIndians-47

The commenter states there are potential impacts of climate
change, and specifically contend that Project-area climate change
modeling must be considered. Climate change may indeed alter
precipitation and recharge rates in the Mojave Desert. The actual
effect is uncertain. The comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. See
Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust for a discussion on
local climate.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-48

The commenter states that the CEQA public meetings related to
the Draft EIR were inadequate. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

A/T_29PalmsIndians-49

The comment summarizes opinions regarding the adequacy of
the Draft EIR, which are further articulated in comments above.
The commenter is referred to Responses A/T_29PalmsIndians4 through A/T_29PalmsIndians-49.

4.2.3

State Agencies

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

California Department of Fish and Game
Inland Deserts Region

02/28/2012

Michael D. Flores
Sr. Environmental Scientist

California Department of Transportation
Division of Transportation Planning, MS-32
Office of Community Planning
Local Development – Intergovernmental Review Branch

12/08/2011

Terri Pencovic
Chief

01/03/2012 and
03/21/2012

Greg Holmes
Unit Chief

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program
Native American Heritage Commission

12/07/2011

Dave Singleton
Program Analyst

State Water Resources Control Board
Inland Streams Unit

12/14/2011

Katherine Mrowka
Chief

California Department of Fish and Game
A_CDFG-1

The commenter states that the Project could affect water sources utilized
by desert bighorn sheep populations. The commenter is referred to
Master Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.9 Biological Resources.
As stated in Master Response 3.4 Springs, springs in the mountains are
fed by precipitation. After springs receive their portion of precipitation,
the rest of the water then migrates down to the aquifer system in the
valley hundreds of feet below. Bonanza Spring in the Clipper Mountains,
is considered an “indicator spring” because it is in the closest proximity
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to the Project wellfield (approximately 11 miles from the center of the
Fenner Gap). Therefore, of all the springs within the Fenner Watershed,
Bonanza Spring would be the first one that would be affected by the
Project operations (should any springs be affected, which is not
expected). Potential impacts to other springs even more remote in the
southern part of the Fenner Watershed would be even less likely to be
affected compared to Bonanza Spring. As such, it was determined that
monitoring of the “indicator spring” would be sufficient to monitor any
potential impacts to springs in the impacted watersheds. However, in an
abundance of caution, two (2) other springs will be monitored which are
located at greater distances from the Project, Whiskey and Vontrigger
springs. Please refer to Master Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.8
GMMMP.
The CDFG recommended that multiple springs within the Project's
affected watersheds and among several mountain ranges be monitored to
detect impacts during the Project's period of operation. However, as
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-59 to 4.9-61 and Master Response 3.4 Springs, there is
no hydrologic connection between the springs in the mountains and
aquifer in the valley below. In addition, the affected area is limited to the
area shown on Figures 64 to 69 in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. Nonetheless, the Updated
GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) includes
monitoring for the three springs listed above.
Given that the Project is not anticipated to have any effect on the spring
flows of any of the Fenner Watershed springs, no mitigation is required.
There is no information demonstrating a physical connection of the
springs to a regional groundwater table. If the springs are not
hydraulically connected to the regional water table, then no impacts to
the springs are expected in response to the proposed Project pumping
operations. Even if such a hypothetical connection were to exist,
groundwater modeling results suggest that a bulk hydraulic conductivity
of about 0.025 feet per day over a saturated thickness of 2,000 feet would
be required to support a "mound" of groundwater below the Clipper
Mountains such that the Bonanza Spring would be in contact with the
regional water table. The hypothetical model results suggest that a ten
foot decline in groundwater levels at the valley floor adjacent to the
mountain springs could result in about six to seven feet of drawdown at
the springs after hundreds of years, assuming that the decline in the
adjacent alluvial aquifer was maintained at ten feet of drawdown
indefinitely, which is not the case. Potential impacts to other springs in
the southern part of the Fenner Watershed are expected to be even more
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remote than those potential impacts on the Bonanza Spring, as the other
springs are at higher elevations and greater distances from the adjacent
alluvial aquifer (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3, Assessment of Effects
of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Operations on Springs). Therefore, even if there were a hydraulic
connection, which is not the case, the Project is not likely to have an
impact, and if it does, any impact would not be significant. It is
anticipated that any effect on the water table would be less than
significant and it would take a long time for the spring to be affected
such that recovery of groundwater levels may not have any effect
whatsoever on the water table at the springs, and the effect may be
subsumed within natural climatic background fluctuations in water table
elevations in the bedrock. Please also see Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix
H3, Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs, pp. 18-19. As such,
monitoring of the “indicator spring” was determined to be sufficient and
no additional mitigation is required by the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, as a
management feature of the GMMMP, corrective action is required if
reductions of flow at Bonanza spring are attributable Project operations.
See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
Further, the Draft EIR identifies the ranges and migratory routes used by
the desert bighorn sheep in the region. Additionally, geologist Miles
Kenney has identified man-made or improved water resources installed
in the mountains specifically to support the bighorn sheep. These also
will not be affected by the Project. Please refer to Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Miles Kenney Geologic Structural Evaluation of the
Fenner Gap Region Located Between the Southern Marble Mountains
and Ship Mountains, San Bernardino County, California, August 31,
2011.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, Figure 4.4-4
identifies migratory routes. Page 4.4-24 provides a discussion on the
species. Based on that data and discussion, the Draft EIR concludes that
the proposed Project would not impact the springs and would therefore
not impact the desert bighorn sheep that rely on those springs.
A_CDFG-2

The commenter states that phreatophytic vegetation outside the footprint
of construction could be affected by the Project during operation. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to 4.9-31 and Figure 4.9-6, in the area that would
experience groundwater drawdown, groundwater is on the order of
hundreds of feet below the ground surface while the plant roots do not
exceed 25 feet. Therefore, the root zones of any vegetation,
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phreatophytic or otherwise, cannot reach groundwater because it is too
deep. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation
and 3.9 Biological Resources.
A_CDFG-3

The recommendation by CDFG that construction of the pipeline in the
ARZC ROW take place on the west side of the tracks to minimize the
disturbance to and/or loss of the more productive plant communities on
the east side, is noted. As stated in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-26, the pipeline would be constructed parallel to and
predominantly southwest of the railroad tracks. Mitigation Measure
BIO-5 requires that the pipeline be placed within more disturbed areas
when feasible, which would be the west side of the tracks as requested by
the commenter.

A_CDFG-4

The commenter requests that BLM be contacted to ensure the pipeline is
an allowable use within the railroad easement. Please refer to Master
Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

A_CDFG-5

The commenter requests that additional analysis be provided for Phase 2
prior to its implementation. The Draft EIR acknowledges that additional
surveys would be required for new components proposed in Phase 2.
These surveys have not been conducted at this time since exact locations
area unknown and the value of any surveys conducted now would expire
by the time of the full project environmental review for Phase 2. In other
words, Project impacts would not occur for several years after the value
of site specific surveys. Rather, the Draft EIR provides an overview of
the existing habitats with respect to common and sensitive species that
may be encountered during future activities. Subsequent surveys will be
required prior to implementing Phase 2. See also Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

California Department of Transportation
A_Caltrans-1

The mailing address correction has been made to the Local Development
- Intergovernmental Review Branch. No additional response is required.

Department of Toxic Substances Control
A_DTSC-1

The commenter requests that all the Notice of Publication (NOP)
comments be provided responses. The commenter is referred to all
Responses A_DTSC-Attachment-1 to 9 below.

A_DTSC-2

The commenter suggests that DTSC is available to provide cleanup
oversight. The comment is noted.
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A_DTSC-Attachment-1

The commenter asks whether the Project site is listed on agency
databases for hazardous waste. The Draft EIR cites three databases
searched in preparation of the Draft EIR: Envirostor, DTSC (4.8-3);
Geotracker, State Water Resources Control Board (4.8-3); and Final
Site Inspection Report, Former Cadiz Lake Sonic Target No. 5,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) (4.8-3). Draft EIR Section
4.8 Hazards assesses the potential for the Project to encounter
previously contaminated soils. The Draft EIR identifies abandoned live
firing ranges used by the military in the vicinity of the Project.
Mitigation Measures HAZ-2 and HAZ-3 would ensure that activities
in these areas do not increase safety hazards or result in the release of
hazardous materials.

A_DTSC-Attachment-2

The commenter states that a mechanism to respond to hazards should
be identified. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.8 Hazard and Hazardous
Materials, p. 4.8-10 states that the San Bernardino County Fire
Department – Hazardous Materials Division is the local agency
responsible for the enforcement of a variety of hazardous materials
management requirements. It is the State designated Certified Unified
Program Agencies (CUPA) for the County of San Bernardino, and
provides consolidation and consistency in reporting requirements,
permit formats, inspection criteria, enforcement standards, and fees for
various hazardous materials programs.
Facilities that handle hazardous materials or generate hazardous waste
must obtain a permit from the CUPA. Mitigation Measure HAZ-1
states that the storage, handling, and disposal of hazardous materials
will comply with applicable regulations including submittal of a
Business Plan to the County Fire Department. Mitigation Measure
HAZ-2 would ensure that any previously unknown contamination is
handled appropriately in coordination with the CUPA. If contamination
is found, collection of soil samples and notification of such results
would be relayed to the CUPA. The construction contractor shall
stockpile contaminated soils on plastic sheeting as necessary to prevent
releasing contamination into the ground and shall ultimately dispose of
the materials in coordination with the CUPA in compliance with
hazardous material regulations.
The proposed Project also intends to coordinate with the USACE to
clear the proposed locations for the potential presence of unexploded
ordnance from historical military uses within 250 feet of the Cadiz
Sonic Lake Target No. 5 and No. 9 areas. Mitigation Measure HAZ-3
states that in the event that the USACE encounters unexploded
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ordnance, the USACE is obligated to remove the unexploded ordnance
during their ongoing investigations.
A_DTSC-Attachment-3

The commenter states that remediation should be conducted under an
approved Workplan. Please refer to Response DTSC-Attachment- 02
for discussion of governmental agency oversight in the Draft EIR.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials,
pages 4.8-3 to 4.8-5 summarizes two previous investigations near the
Project area. No hazardous materials were found that violate regulatory
standards. Site inspections were conducted for the USACE at the
former Cadiz Lake Sonic Target No. 520 and at the former Cadiz Lake
Sonic Target No. 9.21 The former site was used for Department of
Defense (DOD) training operations during WWII, while the latter site
was used by DOD for bombing practice between 1946 and 1948 and to
train soldiers for combat during WWII. Investigations were performed
on both sites to verify the site location and to evaluate evidence for the
presence of munitions, explosives of concern, and munitions debris at
the former site.
Both reports recommended conducting a remedial
investigation/feasibility study to determine the need to further define
the nature and extent of UXO at the sites. The report did not
recommend a removal action based on the remote location of both
sites.

A_DTSC-Attachment-4

The commenter states that asbestos and lead surveys must be
conducted if buildings are to be demolished. The proposed Project does
not involve demolition of structures or roads that would release
hazardous materials such as asbestos, mercury, or lead.

A_DTSC-Attachment-5

The commenter states that future excavation may require soils testing.
The Draft EIR acknowledges that excavation could encounter
previously unknown contamination. Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 would
ensure that the soils are handled properly pursuant to applicable
regulations.

A_DTSC-Attachment-6

The comment suggests that a health risk assessment be conducted if
necessary. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, pp. 4.3-6 and 4.3-19 to 4.4-23, because the Project area is
sparsely populated, there are very few sensitive receptors in proximity

20 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Final Site Inspection Report, Former Cadiz Lake Sonic Target No. 5, San

Bernardino County, California, September 2009, pp. ES-1 to ES-3.

21 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Final Site Inspection Report, Former Cadiz Lake Sonic Target No. 9, San

Bernardino County, California, pp. ES-1 to ES-3.
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to the Project. The nearest sensitive receptors to the proposed Project
facilities are three or four residences located approximately 3.3 miles
north of the Project site near the corner of Cadiz Road and National
Trails Highway. The small community of Amboy (population less than
20) is located approximately 10 miles to the west on Highway 66. No
other sensitive receptor is located in the Project area for over 10 miles.
Due to the distance between construction activities and sensitive
receptors, construction of the proposed Project would not emit air
pollutants in quantities that could pose health concerns to local
sensitive receptors. The potential for adverse health impacts to
sensitive receptors is a function of pollutant concentrations and
duration of exposure. The distances to local residences and local wind
patterns provide substantial dilution opportunities for pollutants
emitted during construction. Furthermore, the temporary construction
emissions would not result in long-term exposure to pollutants.
A_DTSC-Attachment-7

The comment states that activities on previous agricultural lands may
encounter chemicals such as pesticides in soils. As stated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, p. 4.8-1,
Cadiz Inc. currently farms 1,600 acres in and adjacent to the northern
part of the Project area, however, hazardous materials and pesticides
are seldom used in connection with the Cadiz Inc. agricultural
operations because the desert terrain produces fewer weeds and pests,
and Cadiz Inc. follows sustainable agriculture and organic practices.
There are no hazardous materials storage areas in the immediate
vicinity of the proposed Project spreading basins. Pesticide handling
and application is performed by trained and certified employees of
Cadiz Inc. and is conducted in accordance with the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), and Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) regulations.

A_DTSC-Attachment-8

The comment notes that handling hazardous materials and wastes is
subject to regulations. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.8 Hazards and
Hazardous Materials identifies these regulations and notes that
handling of potentially hazardous materials, including equipment fuel,
paints, lubricants, antifreeze, solvents, and other potentially hazardous
materials would be subject to these regulations. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 would ensure that transportation, storage,
and the handling of hazardous materials would not result in accidental
releases that could significantly impact neighboring land uses.
While hazardous materials are not expected to be uncovered,
construction of the Project facilities would involve grading and
excavation, and therefore the potential of encountering previously
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unidentified hazardous materials is present. Encountering contaminated
soil, surface water, and groundwater without taking proper precautions
could result in the exposure of construction workers and the
environment to hazardous conditions. Mitigation Measure HAZ-2
would ensure that any previously unknown contamination is handled
appropriately in coordination with the CUPA.
A_DTSC-Attachment-9

The comment provides information on DTSC’s Environmental
Oversight Agreement (EOA) for governmental agencies that are not
responsible agencies, and the Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA)
for private parties. The comment is noted.

Native American Heritage Commission
A_NAHC-1

The comment notes that a project-specific records search and a NAHC
Sacred Lands File (SLF) search was performed for the Project and found
no Sacred Lands within the Area of Potential Effect. The commenter is
referred to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5.2 Cultural Resources, which
summarizes the results of the records search and SLF search.

A_NAHC-2

The comment suggests close coordination with Native American Tribes.
As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, p. 4.522, the NAHC was contacted and performed a SLF search for the
Project. Native American contacts as recommended by the NAHC in its
November 12, 2010 letter were contacted to provide input on the Project.
The commenter is referred to page 4.5-22, which summarizes the results
of the NAHC SLF search and the Native American contact program.

A_NAHC-3

The commenter notes that California Government Code section 6254
protects historic resources. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural
Resources evaluates potential impacts to historic resources on page 4.540. The Draft EIR concludes that the Project would result in a less than
significant impact with mitigation.

A_NAHC-4

The commenter notes that Public Resources Code section 5097.98,
California Government Code section 27491, and Health and Safety Code
section 7050.5 provide contingencies for discovered human remains. The
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources discusses the potential
of encountering human remains on page 4.5-46. The commenter is
referred to Mitigation Measures CUL-6 and CUL-7, which provide
contingency measures for the accidental discovery of cultural resources
during Project implementation and Mitigation Measure CUL-11, which
provides contingency measures for the discovery of human remains
during Project implementation.
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A_NAHC-5

The commenter notes that the Project should involve close coordination
between Native American groups, Project proponents, and contractors.
The commenter is referred to Response A_NAHC-2.

State Water Resources Control Board
A_SWRCB-1

The commenter requests that any additional environmental
documentation requiring discretionary approval that is prepared for the
Project, including future Phase 2 documentation, be provided to the State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) for review and comment. The
comment is noted.

A_SWRCB-2

The commenter states that if a water right approval is needed, the
SWRCB would act as a responsible agency. In addition, the commenter
states that the place of storage for the Project Participants may need to be
added to existing water rights. The diversion of surface water, and any
resultant changes to the Delta will not be an issue because water that will
be sent to storage will already have left the Delta under a state
contractor’s water right. The Draft EIR evaluates the importation of
water for storage at a programmatic level of detail. Phase 2 would
provide storage for SWP or Colorado River water to entities with rights
to these water sources. Any approvals needed from the SWRCB will be
considered in subsequent analysis as suggested in the comment.

4.2.4

Local Agencies

Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Coachella Valley Water District

02/23/2012

Mark Johnson
Director of Engineering

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Environmental Planning Team

03/12/2012

Deidre West
Manager

12/16/2011

Tracy Walters
Lead Air Quality Planner

12/20/2011

Alan J. De Salvio
Supervising Air Quality
Engineer

City of Needles

03/01/2012

Edward T. Paget
Mayor

County of San Bernardino (via Downey Brand Attorneys LLP)

03/13/2012

Christian L. Marsh

County of San Bernardino Public Works
Environmental Management Division

02/07/2012

John Schatz, AICP
Supervising Planner

01/31/2012

John Cole
Mayor

03/08/2012

Daniel L. Mintz, Sr.
Councilmember

Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (2 submissions)

City of Twentynine Palms (2 submissions)
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Coachella Valley Water District
A_CVWD-1

The commenter states that Phase 1 should be analyzed as a stand alone
project. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis. The Project was analyzed at two separate
levels: project level for Phase 1 and primarily program level for Phase 2.
As the commenter states, details of Phase 2 are not fully developed.
Therefore, future environmental analysis will be required once sufficient
detail for Phase 2 becomes available. Phase 1 is analyzed in the Draft
EIR independently from Phase 2, with the understanding that Phase 2
may or may not occur.

A_CVWD-2

The commenter states that the Project must not infringe upon the ability
of the CRA to deliver water to the Coachella Valley Water District
(CVWD) pursuant to its SWP water exchange agreements with
Metropolitan. The Desert Water Agency and CVWD are State Water
Contractors that, because of their remote locations, did not build a
physical connection to the East Branch of the SWP. In 1972, in lieu of a
SWP connection, the two agencies entered into an exchange agreement
with Metropolitan to deliver their SWP supplies to Metropolitan in
exchange for a like amount of Colorado River water. This agreement,
amended in 1983 and expanded in 2006, allows Metropolitan to provide
advance deliveries to Desert Water Agency and CVWA so that
Metropolitan can recall a portion of the water in dry years when it needs
the water.
Since 2003, when surplus water was no longer available to Metropolitan
on the Colorado River, the CRA has not been able to deliver its 1.2 to 1.3
MAF per year capacity. The following data, taken from Decree
Accounting Reports from 2000 to 2010 on the USBR’s website22 shows
deliveries to Metropolitan as follows:
Year

Flow (MAF)

2010

1.099

2009

1.105

2008

0.904

2007

0.713

2006

0.632

22 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado River Region, http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html,

accessed May 2012.
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Year

Flow (MAF)

2005

0.875

2004

0.760

2003

0.683

2002

1.237

2001

1.250

2000

1.300

Metropolitan's 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan
(RUWMP) states (p. 3-2) "Metropolitan continues to pursue Colorado
River Aqueduct (CRA) supplies of 1.2 MAF per year. However, over the
years, a number of constraints have developed that restrict Metropolitan's
access to CRA supplies. As a result, Metropolitan adopted a revised
policy of utilizing the full capacity of the CRA when needed through
various water banking and acquisition programs. This water will help
Metropolitan manage regional storage conditions and water quality." The
plan goes on to list a number of Current Programs, Programs Under
Development, and additional programs designed to help make Colorado
River Aqueduct supplies available when needed. The CVWD and Desert
Water Agency SWP programs are listed as Current Programs through the
Year 2035. Some of the other Current Programs, such as the
SDCWA/IID water transfer and canal lining projects are firm or long
term supplies, while others such as Drop 2 Reservoir Funding, and
SNWA agreements may provide only short to mid-term supplies for
Metropolitan with varying degrees of reliability.
Metropolitan has a variety of options for CRA water supplies. Supplies
provided by the Project are more reliable and longer term than most or
all of the RUWMP CRA supply programs under development. Many
Metropolitan member agencies prefer to have firm supplies, while others
may choose to take more risk. Ultimately Metropolitan and its member
agencies will determine how to balance Colorado River water supplies,
such as those provided by the Project, with other supplies to best meet
the needs of each individual member agency. In any case, Project water
being conveyed through the CRA provides more opportunity for a full
CRA, thus CVWD's ability to exchange Colorado River water for SWP
water according to the terms of its agreement with Metropolitan will not
be impacted by the Project. In fact, additional water available in the CRA
will likely enhance Metropolitan’s delivery flexibility and ability to meet
its exchange obligations with CVWD.
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A_CVWD-3

The commenter states that the Project could adversely affect water
quality within the CRA and therefore could affect groundwater quality
within the Coachella Valley since CRA water is released for recharge in
the Coachella Valley. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and
Water Quality, beginning on p. 4.9-53, evaluates the potential for Project
water to adversely affect CRA water quality. Table 3.9-8 on p. 4.9-57
provides a comparison of water quality from groundwater samples in the
Cadiz Inc. property and from Colorado River water at Parker Dam. The
comparison shows better water quality from the Cadiz wells (TDS levels
are lower) than from Colorado River water. As a result, blending of
Project water with the CRA would have the beneficial result of diluting
TDS levels. Even so, the Draft EIR acknowledges that as part of the
Project description, the quality of water delivered to the CRA from the
Project wellfield would be subject to all drinking water standards and
would require approval from Metropolitan. The Draft EIR states on p.
4.9-56 that the GMMMP would require FVMWC to collect samples,
analyze water quality, and report results on a set schedule to ensure that
water quality meets drinking water standards and CRA pump-in
requirements as determined by Metropolitan.

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

A_MWD-1

The commenter states that Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (Metropolitan) is a responsible agency for purposes of CEQA
and that it has concerns regarding Project impacts to Metropolitan
property. As noted by the commenter, its concerns are presented in more
detail in subsequent comments. Therefore, please see responses below to
these more specific comments. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-8, Metropolitan owns and operates
the CRA. The Draft EIR lists the agreements, permits, and approvals that
may be required to implement the Project. Metropolitan is listed as an
agency that will need to approve the Project’s modification of the CRA
for the proposed CRA tie-in and diversion structures. Further, the Draft
EIR states that an agreement with Metropolitan is necessary for the
Project’s conveyance of water through Metropolitan’s CRA (Draft EIR,
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-53 to 3-54; and Final EIR
Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions). Responsible agencies are
agencies, other than the lead agency, that have some discretionary
authority for carrying out or approving a project (CEQA Guidelines
§ 15381). Accordingly, Metropolitan is a responsible agency for the
Project. The Draft EIR p. 3-54, third column of the approval listing for
Metropolitan Water District is revised to clarify as follows:
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A CEQA Responsible Agency pursuant to California Public
Resources Code Section 21069, Metropolitan would evaluate
potential environmental impacts within its boundaries and on its
Facilities. Needed for use of the CRA.
As noted by the commenter, Metropolitan provided comments on the
Notice of Preparation for the Project in March 2011 and the Project
sponsor has initiated consultation with Metropolitan regarding the
potential design specifics for the proposed CRA intertie and use. The
Draft EIR analyzes the proposed CRA tie-in facilities to be used in Phase
1 at a project level. The analysis addresses the potential impacts for the
environmental issues identified by the commenter (i.e, water quality,
geology and soils) and, where appropriate, identifies feasible mitigation
measures with regard to environmental impacts associated with
construction and operation of the proposed CRA tie-in.
A_MWD-2

The commenter states that it is a responsible agency under CEQA. Please
see Response A_MWD-1.

A_MWD-3

The commenter suggests that the need to evaluate the environmental
effects of the Phase 1 Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component should be evaluated separately from the Phase 2 Imported
Water Storage Component and also comments on the Project objectives.
The Draft EIR evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the
Phase 1 Component in detail, at a project level of analysis, and does so
separately from the Phase 2 Component. Although the discussion
referenced by the commenter in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-14 addresses the relationship of the two Project
components and describes how they could work together should both
components be approved for implementation, the Draft EIR impact
analysis evaluates each Project component separately and describes the
difference in potential environmental impacts between the two
components. It also addresses the cumulative effects of implementing
both components.
Because participants for Phase 2 have not been identified and certain
elements of design and operation are only conceptual at this time, such as
potential quantity and the schedule for import, recharge, extraction, and
subsequent re-delivery of imported water for each participant and in the
aggregate, the Phase 2 Component is analyzed primarily at a programlevel in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15168. As indicated
in the Draft EIR (including Section 3.7.2 Imported Water Storage
Component), additional project-level CEQA environmental review will
be conducted for the Phase 2 Component if it is pursued for
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implementation. At that time the technical work, studies, and modeling
previously undertaken will be updated, as appropriate, to account for,
among other things, proposed Project parameters and any newly
developed information and modeling. See Master Response 3.12 Project
vs. Program Level Analysis.
With respect to comments regarding the Project purpose and objectives,
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description describes the objectives
of the proposed Project. The discussion on p. 3-14, under the subsection
“Relationship of Groundwater Operations for the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component and the Imported Water Storage
Component” provides additional information about the potential
interrelationship between the two Project components. However, the
Phase 1 Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component is a standalone project that fulfills the Project objectives and functions effectively
and can proceed and operate without implementation of the Phase 2
Imported Water Storage Component. The Phase 1 Component is
analyzed in the Draft EIR at the project level as a stand-alone project. If
pursued, the Phase 2 Component would be complementary to and work
in concert with the Phase 1 Component but first would undergo further
review at the project level.
A_MWD-4

The commenter states that aspects of the Project are lacking sufficient
detail to effectively determine potential impacts to Metropolitan property
and the feasibility of the proposed Project, including hydraulic modeling,
Project operations in conjunction with Metropolitan’s operations, and
sizing and location of facilities. The Draft EIR describes the proposed
CRA tie-in proposed facilities, size, capacity, and location (Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-34 through 3-38) and
evaluates two options for the tie-in facilities: a direct tie-in and an
indirect tie-in with equalization storage. Option 1 includes a small
forebay structure to be located near the CRA to provide for flow
stabilization and metering into the CRA. Option 1 includes three
alternative operational scenarios to address how the Project could work
with Metropolitan’s CRA operations. Option 2 includes a larger
equalization storage reservoir at one of two possible locations, both of
which are evaluated in the Draft EIR: one near Rice on Metropolitanowned property and one near Milligan and Danby Dry Lake on Cadiz
Inc.-owned property (Draft EIR Vol. 1, p. 3-36 and Figures 3-12a and 312b). As noted on page 3-36, the CRA tie-in Option 1 is the simplest and
is preferred by Cadiz Inc. Metropolitan has expressed its concerns about
a direct tie-in such as that proposed under Option 1 and its preference for
an indirect tie-in with equalization storage such as that proposed under
Option 2. Ultimately, the final design of both the tie-in facilities and
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CRA-related Project operations will be developed with Metropolitan and
will be subject to Metropolitan’s approval.
The Draft EIR analyzes the potential environmental impacts of the two
tie-in options and identifies mitigation measures to address potential
significant effects of both construction and operation of these facilities.
A discussion of impacts and mitigation measures that would apply to
construction and/or operation of the CRA tie-in facilities presented in the
Draft EIR throughout Chapter 4 Environmental Setting, Impacts and
Mitigation Measures is summarized below.


Agriculture and Forestry Resources (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.2). The Draft EIR found no impact to agricultural or forestry
resources from development of the proposed CRA tie-in
facilities under either of the two options evaluated.



Air Quality (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3). The Draft EIR
evaluates construction emissions for all proposed Phase 1
Component facilities. Table 4.3-5 (p. 4.3-12) summarizes
construction-related emissions including those associated with
construction of the CRA tie-in. These construction emissions
estimates have been revised as part of the response to comments
process; please see Response A_MWD-6 for the revised
information. Both the construction emissions information
presented in the Draft EIR and the emissions information that
has since been updated, indicate that Phase 1 construction would
have potential significant air quality impacts associated with
NOx and fugitive dust (PM10 and PM2.5) emissions.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4,
which call for full regulatory compliance, dust control,
equipment emissions control, and covering trucks hauling loose
material would ensure compliance with the Mojave Desert Air
Quality Management District Rule 403 and reduce Project
impacts. After mitigation the Draft EIR concludes that fugitive
dust emissions would be less than significant but NOx emissions
would remain significant and unavoidable. Exposure of sensitive
receptors to toxic air emissions during Project construction
would be less than significant (p. 4.3-19).
Emissions from mobile sources during Project operations (i.e.,
vehicle and truck trips for maintenance and management) were
found to be less than significant (p. 4.3-13). Project operation
emissions associated with power generation would be less than
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significant in the Project area using either natural gas or
electrical power (p. 4.3-13).


Biological Resources (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4). Field
evaluation of biological resources and surveys for special status
plants and animals were conducted at Project facility sites,
including the sites proposed for each of the CRA tie-in facility
option sites, as described on p. 4.4-38. Although no signs of
desert tortoise were found near the CRA at proposed facility
sites, Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7 would be
implemented at all Project facility sites. In addition, no signs of
burrowing owl were located near the CRA. However, some signs
of burrowing owl were found along the pipeline alignment in
areas where the equalization storage could be developed. Other
bird and mammal species (e.g., badger) have the potential to
occur in various parts of the proposed Project area including at
or near the CRA tie-in facility sites. Therefore, Mitigation
Measures BIO-8 through BIO-17 would also be implemented as
needed.



Cultural Resources (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5). A field
survey for historical, archaeological, and paleontological
resources was conducted for Project facility sites including the
CRA tie-in facilities (pp. 4.5-22 and 4.5-33). The history of the
CRA is described in the Draft EIR (pp. 4.5-13 through 4.5-14)
and the CRA is listed as an historical resource on Table 4.5-2
(p. 4.5-19) and discussed further on p. 4.5-25. As further
discussed in the Draft EIR, the CRA was previously
recommended as eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) under Criteria A, B, and C and is
therefore also eligible under the California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR) (coded as CA-SBR-10521H). The CRA is
considered a significant cultural resource under CEQA. The
potential for the Project to impact the CRA as an historical
resource is discussed on p. 4.5-40. Specifically, the water
conveyance pipeline tie-in would connect to a small section of
the aqueduct sidewall. Because the Project would affect only a
small area of the aqueduct, and would not alter the character,
purpose, or use of the CRA, nor substantially alter its
construction or architectural style, the tie-in is not expected to
affect this resource’s eligibility for listing in the NRHP or CRHR
and thus would not result in a significant impact to the resource.
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With respect to archaeological resources, the areas where the
proposed CRA tie-in facilities are located do not contain any
known resources, but the Draft EIR acknowledged that
construction of activities could uncover previously unknown
resources. Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-7 would be
implemented during Project construction, including construction of
the CRA tie-in facilities (pp. 4.5-42 through 4.5-44).
A paleontological resources survey of the footprint of the
proposed well pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well
as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas,
was conducted between May 15 and June 2, 2012. The survey
report is being prepared. Initial results of the survey indicate that
no significant paleontological resources were located in areas
potentially affected by the proposed Project. A final report will
be submitted to the San Bernardino County Museum confirming
these results. Mitigation Measures CUL-9 and CUL-10 would
ensure that construction activities do not result in significant
impacts to paleontological resources.
A portion of the wellfield area was previously surveyed for
cultural resources and 16 resources were identified. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, p. 4.5-29. Due to the
large area within which the wells will be placed, mitigation
measures were proposed to ensure the wellfield is configured to
avoid impacts to cultural resources. Since the preparation of the
Draft EIR, additional field surveys were conducted to identify
additional resources. A cultural resources survey of the footprint
of the proposed well pads, connector pipeline, and access roads,
as well as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b and proposed staging
areas, was conducted between May 15 and June 2, 2012 and is
summarized in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural
Resources Survey Report – June 2012. Survey methods were
similar to those used during survey of the water conveyance
pipeline in 2010, with surveyors using transects of no greater
than 15 meters. A 100-foot buffer around proposed well pads,
access roads, and connector pipelines was surveyed. Staging
areas and CRA tie-in Option areas were surveyed in their
entirety, with no buffer. A total of 53 resources were identified
as a result of the survey, including 45 new archaeological sites,
five isolates, and three previously recorded archaeological sites.
No built environment resources were identified during the
survey. Ten of the new archaeological sites are prehistoric, 34
are historic-era, and one contains both prehistoric and historic-
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era components. Based on their lack of data potential, the five
isolates and six of the historic-era archaeological sites are
recommended not eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places or California Register of Historical Resources
and are not considered historical resources or unique
archaeological resources under CEQA. The remaining 42
archaeological sites are potentially significant historical
resources and, therefore, subject to Mitigation Measures CUL-1
through CUL-7. See Appendix O.
If significant historical resources are located in the proposed
pipeline, well pad, or access road areas, the Project would be
redesigned or relocated to entirely avoid the resources, consistent
with Mitigation Measure CUL-2. The well pads would each
require up to 10,000 square feet (0.25 acres) of land. Access
roads would be 25 feet wide. The exact locations of the wells
and access roads are easily relocated within a quarter mile area.
This provides ample room to avoid any significant historical
resources. Significant resources within the staging areas and
CRA tie-in area would also be avoided where feasible. If
significant historical resources cannot be avoided, a treatment
plan for these resources would be prepared and implemented, as
required by Mitigation Measure CUL-4. The surveys confirm
the Draft EIR’s finding that construction of the wellfield or work
in the staging areas could impact previously unknown historical
and archeological resources such that the implementation of
Mitigation Measures CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, CUL-5,
CUL-6, and CUL-7 are required to reduce those potentially
significant impacts to a less than significant level.


Geology and Soils (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6). The Draft
EIR indicates that Project facilities would be built in an area
subject to strong ground shaking due to potential earthquakes
along regional faults but that the Project facilities are not located
along the trace of an active fault or fault system. Designs for
Project facilities including the CRA tie-in facilities will be
required to comply with the California Building Code (CBC),
which will include design measures to address seismic safety. No
additional mitigation measures are proposed.
Construction activities, including those for the CRA tie-in
facilities, could result in erosion potential and related impacts.
Mitigation Measures HYDRO-1 and BIO-6 would be
implemented to reduce these impacts to less than significant. The
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CRA tie-in facilities would not be constructed in areas that
contain geologic hazards (such as steep slopes or landslides) or
in areas with expansive soils. Corrosive soils could potentially
occur in the area but would be addressed through installation of
corrosion protection features in compliance with the CBC.


Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.7).
The Draft EIR evaluates GHG emissions associated with both
construction and operation of the full Phase 1 Component. The
analysis concludes that implementation of the Phase 1
Component could result in a cumulatively considerable increase
in GHG emissions, and therefore Mitigation Measure GHG-1
would be implemented to acquire carbon offset credits to reduce
this cumulative effect to less than significant. See also Response
A_MWD-6 for an updated discussion of GHG emissions.



Hazards and Hazardous Materials (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.8). As discussed in the Draft EIR, Project construction
activities at all sites would involve the use, storage, and transport
of hazardous materials such as fuel and oil for construction
equipment. Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 would be implemented
at all sites, including the CRA tie-in facility sites to insure proper
use, storage, and transport of these materials. Project facilities
for the Phase 1 Component are not located on any sites listed on
a Government Code section 65962.5 hazardous materials site
list. However, Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 would be
implemented at all facility sites to address handling of any
previously unknown sites of hazardous materials or
contamination that could be uncovered during construction and
would reduce impacts to less than significant levels. In addition,
the general Project area has a known history of military use and
thus there is potential for unexploded ordnance (UXO) to occur.
Specific to the potential CRA tie-in facilities, the former Cadiz
Lake Sonic Target No. 5 area intersects the location for the
equalization storage facility proposed under Option 2. If a
facility is constructed in this area, then Mitigation Measure
HAZ-3 would be implemented to clear the Project construction
areas for potential UXO and would reduce impact to less than
significant levels.



Hydrology and Water Quality (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9).
Construction of Phase 1 Component facilities, including the
CRA tie-in facilities, would involve ground-disturbing activities
(e.g., equipment movement and excavation or other earthwork)
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that would increase erosion potential and thus could affect
surface water quality. In addition, construction equipment and
the associated chemical usage (e.g., fuels, oils) could result in
spills that could impact surface water quality. Mitigation
Measure HYDRO-1 to develop and implement a Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan would apply to all construction sites
and would reduce impacts to less than significant levels.
The quality of the groundwater to be pumped into the CRA
under the Phase 1 Component of the Project is discussed in the
Draft EIR (pp. 4.9-53 through 4.9-57). The discussion
summarizes groundwater data contained in the Draft GMMMP,
and as updated (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Section 2.6 and Tables 2-2 and 2-3). As described,
based on representative samples of existing wells within the
proposed wellfield, groundwater from the Project is of generally
high quality with low total dissolved solids (TDS) and below
regulated levels for all constituents for which regulated action
levels (primary or secondary maximum contaminate levels
(MCL)) have been established by the State and/or federal
government.23 Compared to CRA water quality, Project water
would generally have lower overall TDS levels but slightly
higher chloride and sodium levels. The water quality data
provided in Table 2-3 of the GMMMP is consistent with more
extensive water quality data collected for the previous
Metropolitan Project. These data include the full Title 22
analyses required by the Department of Public Health including
metals and volatile organics. They are available for review in the
previous EIR/EIS.24 The data show that water quality varies
slightly with depth (particularly metals) but is generally of
excellent quality and well below MCL standards for all
constituents.
As discussed in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 2.6), Project
23 Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) are established as the maximum concentration of a chemical or pollutant that is allowed
in the public drinking water system. Primary MCLs address health concerns and secondary MCLs address aesthetics of the water
including taste, odor, color, and total dissolved solids). The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) adopts
MCLs under the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act. The National Primary Drinking Water Regulations and MCLs are found in
Title 40, Part 141, Subpart G of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and regular approximately 90 constituents. California
drinking water standards and associated MCLs are adopted by the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and are found
in Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR) with approximately 92 constituents with adopted MCLs. CDPH drinking
water standards are required to be equality stringent as federally adopted standards. However, some California MCLs are more
stringent that USEPA MCLs.
24 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and Bureau of Land Management, Cadiz Groundwater Storage

and Dry-Year Supply Program Environmental Planning Technical Report Groundwater Resources, Volumes I and
2, November 1999
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groundwater is well below the regulated level for Total
Chromium but measured levels of Chromium 6 (hexavalent
chromium), a component of Total Chromium, were higher than
the recently established Public Health Goal (PHG) levels for this
constituent. (A PHG is not a regulatory standard but is used by
the State in its process of establishing regulatory standards for
water quality.) As listed in the Updated GMMMP, Table 2-3,
hexavalent chromium is regulated under the California MCL for
total chromium of 50 micrograms per liter (ug/L). The measured
concentrations of hexavalent chromium in groundwater from the
proposed wellfield area range from 14 to 16 ug/L and are thus
currently below the current MCLs. The current PHG for
hexavalent chromium is 0.020 ug/L.
In the event that a future MCL is established at a concentration
below the 14 to 16 ug/L range, groundwater pumped from the
Project wellfield could measure above the MCL. Depending on
the regulatory standard eventually set by the State for hexavalent
chromium, treatment of Project groundwater could be necessary
prior to conveyance into the CRA. As no regulatory standard has
been set for hexavalent chromium at this time, however,
treatment needs for Project groundwater have not been
established. When a new regulatory standard is established for
this or any other water quality constituent, the Project will
implement measures to achieve compliance with drinking water
regulations. Potential measures to achieve drinking water
standards include treatment and/or blending, such that water
quality meets drinking water standards prior to potable use.
In addition, groundwater in the deeper section of the bedrock
shows elevated concentrations of iron and manganese; however,
groundwater would not be extracted from these deeper bedrock
units particularly if water quality is poor as suggested in the
exploratory samples. The Project water quality would be
primarily derived from the alluvial and carbonate aquifers which
are below the secondary MCLs established for these
constituents. Secondary MCLs are established for those
constituents such as manganese and iron because of their
potential effect on the taste and odor quality of drinking water
rather than their health effects. It is unlikely that treatment would
be needed for Project groundwater for these constituents. The
Project would be required to produce water that meets CRA
pump-in requirements with Metropolitan’s approval. Based on
the water quality data collected from the Project test wells, this
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outcome is a reasonable expectation.
As discussed in the Updated GMMMP, water quality from
Project production wells will be sampled routinely to monitor
water quality. See Updated GMMMP, Section 9 for a review of
the proposed monitoring and reporting schedule and also
Updated GMMMP, Sub-Appendix D Water Quality Analytical
Protocol for a review of the comprehensive water quality
constituents to be monitored.
In addition to regulatory water quality compliance, use of the
CRA for conveyance of Project water to Project Participants will
be subject to an operating agreement to be approved by
Metropolitan. The Project proponents will work with
Metropolitan to develop the necessary operating, monitoring,
and reporting procedures, including those addressing water
quality, and will comply with Metropolitan’s CRA management
requirements.
Also relevant to development of the CRA tie-in facilities are
potential construction effects on drainage and flooding potential,
particularly the potential for seepage at storage facilities
associated with the CRA tie-in. Effects on existing drainage
patterns and/or potential seepage towards the CRA or other
Metropolitan facilities would be mitigated to less than significant
by implementation of Measure HYDRO-4. This measure has
been revised as follows to more clearly address both potential
drainage and seepage effects.
HYDRO-4: All Cconstruction and operation pPlans shall be
prepared that use identify standard best management
practices (BMPs) to control drainage around the Project
infrastructure including but not limited to well pads,
pump stations, energy generation facility, air relief
valves, forebay and equalization storage facilities,
spreading basins, and railcar wash areas. The BMPs
shall include placing facility and well pads and aboveground appurtenant facilities outside of visible drainages
and grading well pads to disperse runoff from the site in
a manner that minimizes scour potential of storm water.
Additional BMPs include the use of physical barriers to
prevent or manage seepage, detain runoff, and prevent
erosion during construction and operation and may
include the use of and siltation straw wattles, hay bales,
setbacks and buffers, and other similar methods that
reduce the energy in surface water flow.
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Land Use and Planning (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10). No
significant impacts associated with land use or land use planning
were identified in the Draft EIR for the Project.



Mineral Resources (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.11). No
impacts to mineral resources would be associated with
development of the proposed CRA tie-in facilities or use.



Noise (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.12). No significant noise or
vibration effects would result from construction or operation of
Project facilities including the CRA tie-in facilities.



Public Services and Utilities (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.13).
Potential effects on storm water drainage facilities may be
relevant to construction of the CRA tie-in facilities, depending
on their final location and design. These potential impacts would
be reduced to less than significant with Mitigation Measure
UTIL-1, which requires restoration of any storm water drainage
facilities to pre-construction conditions. This Draft EIR section
also discusses the Project’s energy use and concludes that the
Project would not represent a wasteful use of energy. See also
Response A_MWD-6 for a revised discussion of Project energy
use.



Recreation (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14). No effects on
Recreation would result from construction or operation of the
Project, including the CRA tie-in facilities and use.



Transportation and Traffic (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.15).
The impact analysis did not identify potential transportation or
traffic impacts associated with development or operation of the
CRA tie-in facilities. Construction traffic associated with the
overall Project and all facilities would be managed through
implementation of a Traffic Control Plan required in Mitigation
Measure TR-1.

With respect to questions regarding CRA capacity and operations and the
need for hydraulic modeling, please see Response A_MWD-5 below for
detailed response to this specific topic.
Further, Cadiz Inc. representatives have begun meeting with
Metropolitan regarding the tie-in facility design concepts that will be
further developed following Project approval during the subsequent
Project design and permitting phases. It is expected that the EIR’s
analysis of CRA tie-in facilities will adequately address the final tie-in
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facilities and operations to be designed in consultation with
Metropolitan. However, if there are facility design, siting, or operational
elements for the tie-in that emerge during the detailed design process
with Metropolitan that are not covered adequately in the EIR, appropriate
supplemental environmental review focused on those specific new or
modified elements will be conducted, as necessary, to support associated
Metropolitan approval actions.
A_MWD-5

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to consider whether there
is sufficient capacity available in the CRA to accommodate the Project’s
needs. The commenter further notes that Metropolitan is pursuing
programs to maintain a full supply of Colorado River in some years that
would make the CRA unavailable for conveying Project water in those
years.
The Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Section 3.1 recognizes that operation of the CRA
is complex and will require an agreement with Metropolitan to introduce
and convey Project water through the CRA. The Draft EIR Volume 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, pp. 2-8 to 2-10 explains that the CRA has
a capacity of 1,800 cubic feet per second, or 1.25 million AFY, but that
historically the amount of water conveyed annually has varied depending
on supplies and demands. As a result of increased diversions by Arizona
and Nevada, Metropolitan’s diversion of Colorado River water has been
substantially reduced in recent years compared with historic diversions.
The Draft EIR also includes a summary of water supplies within
Metropolitan’s service area since 1980, including a list of CRA supplies.
The Draft EIR, Volume 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, Table 2-1
shows that the CRA has operated under its 1.25 million AFY capacity for
most years since 1980 and that water deliveries from the Los Angeles
Aqueduct to the Metropolitan service area are affected by dry year
restrictions as well as reductions due to environmental restoration
programs at Owens Lake.
Since 2003, when surplus water was no longer available to Metropolitan on
the Colorado River, the CRA has not been able to deliver its 1.25 MAF per
year capacity. The following data, taken from Decree Accounting Reports
from 2000 to 2010 on the USBR’s website
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html shows deliveries to
Metropolitan as follows:
Year

Flow (MAF)

2010

1.099

2009

1.105
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Year

Flow (MAF)

2008

0.904

2007

0.713

2006

0.632

2005

0.875

2004

0.760

2003

0.683

2002

1.237

2001

1.250

2000

1.300

Accordingly, it is likely there will be available capacity in the CRA for
use by the Project, with Metropolitan’s approval.
Further, the Draft EIR Volume 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, pp. 2-8
to 2-10 details that, while Metropolitan’s new water banking and transfer
program developments will increase water deliveries through the CRA,
on a year-to-year basis, actual deliveries will depend on water
availability and the successful implementation of the conceptual
programs outlined in Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional Urban Water
Management Plan (RUWMP). Metropolitan’s RUWMP recognizes the
need to develop storage programs and groundwater management systems
within the Southern California region to maintain a full aqueduct. (Draft
EIR Volume 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, pp. 2-8 to 2-10.) It states
on p. 3-2, "Metropolitan continues to pursue Colorado River Aqueduct
(CRA) supplies of 1.2 MAF per year. However, over the years, a number
of constraints have developed that restrict Metropolitan's access to
Colorado River supplies. As a result, Metropolitan adopted a revised
policy of utilizing the full capacity of the CRA when needed through
various water banking and acquisition programs. This water will help
Metropolitan manage regional storage conditions and water quality."
Ultimately, Metropolitan and its member agencies will determine how to
balance CRA capacity with Colorado River water supplies to best meet
the needs of each individual member agency.
A_MWD-6

The commenter states that the Draft EIR discussion regarding energy use
should be expanded to include the energy needed to convey Project water
through the CRA to participating parties and not be limited to a
discussion of the energy needed to convey water from the Project site to
the CRA. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.13 Public Service and
Utilities, pp. 4.13-16 and 4.13-17 provides information regarding the
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amount of energy required to convey water through the CRA. The CRA
pump stations currently operate with multiple single-speed pumps (each
pump having a 220 cfs rating). The water pumped into the CRA by the
Project would be accommodated with the existing pump capacity. The
actual change in energy usage of the CRA would depend on operational
changes implemented. The energy demands of the CRA pumps may not
change if excess capacity is available. Figure 4-7 on p. 4-21 of
Metropolitan’s Energy Reliability and Management Study25 shows the
relationship between energy load and CRA deliveries from 1990 to 2008,
including in 1994 and 2001, when CRA water deliveries appear to have
reached capacity at 1.25 MAF. The data shows that total conveyance and
energy demands are not necessarily correlated evenly. Actual energy
demands and attributable GHG emissions would be subject to an analysis
based on the final operational parameters employed. However, in
response to Metropolitan’s comment, the Draft EIR has been modified to
include the energy requirements, as provided by Metropolitan and using
available GHG emissions factors and energy demand assumptions, of
transporting water through the CRA from the tie-in location to Lake
Mathews.
The discussion of energy usage on p. 4.13-17 of the Draft EIR is
modified as follows:
Impact Analysis

The Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component would
install new groundwater wells requiring approximately 50.7
million kilowatt hours (kWh) per year. The wells would be
powered by natural gas motors or by electricity from the grid.
The Project would connect to the existing high-pressure gas lines
traversing the site or from local existing power lines. If a forebay
and pump station is required, an additional 22 million kWh/year
would be required, powered by electricity from the grid.
The Project would convey water to the CRA for distribution to
the Southern California public water supply. According to studies
published by the California Energy Commission (CEC) and
Metropolitan, the CRA utilizes approximately 6,138 kWh/million
gallon (MG) at full capacity.26 The Groundwater Conservation
and Recovery Component would require 3,112 kWh/MG to
convey water to the CRA. Once Project water enters the CRA,
25 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Energy Reliability and Management Study, December 2009.
26 California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy Relationship, November 2005, Figure 2-2 and p. 23;

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 2006 Revised Power Integrated Resource Plan for
Metropolitans’s Colorado Rive Aqueduct Power Operations, October 2006, table 4.
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the existing CRA pump stations would convey the water to
Project Participants. The water pumped into the CRA by the
Project would be accommodated with the existing pump capacity.
Capacity has been available in the CRA every year since 2003.
The actual change in energy usage of the CRA would depend on
operational changes implemented to accommodate Project water.
In any case, the CRA would not exceed historical energy usage
when it operated at full capacity; new pumps would not be
installed in the CRA to increase the system’s rated capacity. The
Project would not increase the CRA’s overall maximum capacity
energy usage. However, Metropolitan has indicated that pumpedin water would increase energy requirements of the CRA per
gallon pumped. Metropolitan suggests that since the Project
would enter the CRA after Copper Basin, it would only utilize
the remaining pump stations in the system, resulting in
approximately 63 percent of the total energy demand otherwise
used for each gallon of Colorado River water. Sixty three percent
of 6,138 kWh/MG is 3,886 kWh/MG. Assuming this worse-case
scenario that the CRA would increase actual energy demands to
accommodate Project water, the total energy demand for the
Project including conveyance from the wellfield to the CRA and
through the CRA to Project Participants would be 6,998
kWh/MG.
Some of the Project Participants would use the water to replace
supplies that otherwise would be conveyed by the SWP from
northern California. The net energy use for water delivery to
these Project participants would decrease slightly since energy
usage for the SWP is greater than that of the proposed Project.
The CEC estimates that delivery of water via the SWP West
Branch to northern Los Angeles County requires approximately
7,672 kWh/MG. The proposed Project would require the
additional consumption of approximately 6,998 3,112 kWh/MG,
which is less than half the energy required to convey the same
amount of water through the SWP. The Project would
approximately 664 kWh/MG less than the SWP energy
requirements. Overall, the net energy use for water delivery to
Project Participants would be slightly less than comparable
supplies from the SWP since energy usage for the SWP is greater
than for the proposed Project. Therefore, the Project would not
result in wasteful use of electricity or substantially increase
energy use compared to existing energy demands for importing
water to Southern California. As a result, the impact would be
less than significant.
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In addition, in response to the comment, the discussion of GHG in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, p. 4.7-21 is
modified as follows:
In regards to operations, there are two options for supplying power
to the wellfield pumps – either by natural gas or electrical power.
First, if the wellfield and intermediate pump station are powered
with natural gas, direct operational GHG emissions would be
approximately 27,731 MTCO2e/year from natural gas combustion.
The wellfield may be equipped with solar bolt-ons to reduce
natural gas consumption. Additionally, emissions from employee
on-road vehicle trips would be 13 MTCO2e/year. Therefore, total
annual GHG emissions would be 28,153 MTCO2e/year for the
wellfield operation Project,27 including amortized construction
emissions and operational mobile source emissions. In addition to
these GHG emissions, Metropolitan has indicated that conveyance
of Project water would increase energy demand of the CRA by
3,886 kWh/MG. The CRA is powered by electricity. Using
emissions factors for electricity generation, this would add an
additional 19,628 MTCO2e/year attributable to the Project.
However, actual emissions would depend on the actual operational
changes implemented including the change in hours per year that
the 220 cfs pumps operate. The emissions would be validated by
an accredited third-party verification body and reported to the
Climate Registry as required in Mitigation Measure GHG-1.
Direct emissions from the Project would exceed the
10,000 MTCO2e/year benchmark. Table 4.7-4 summarizes
estimated operational GHG emissions.
In addition in response to the comment, the discussion of GHG emissions
on p. 4.7-22 of the Draft EIR is modified as follows:

27 URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4, February 2008; Appendix E1.
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TABLE 4.7-4
ANNUAL GHG EMISSIONS
GHG Emissions
(Metric tons CO2e/year)

Activity
Construction

12,280

Offroad emissions

12,390

Onroad emissions

1,058

Total emissions

13,448

Amortized over 30 years

409448

Operations
13

Vehicle Trips
Wellfield Power (either natural gas or
electricity)
Natural Gas

27,731a

Electricity

15,388a
19,628

Metropolitan CRA Conveyance
Total (with natural gas)

28,15347,820

Total (with electricity)

15,81035,477

b

a Electricity and natural gas emissions are based on the extraction value of 50,000 AFY. Both energy
sources are shown in the Table, but the Project would only use one or the other. Natural gas
consumption rates were obtained by using a 40% conversion efficiency for natural gas generators
(thermal energy to electrical energy) and a 30% conversion efficiency for natural gas engines
(thermal energy to mechanical energy). The natural gas engines that are used for the Project would
be reciprocating (or internal combustion) natural gas engines, which typically offers energy
efficiencies ranging from 25 to 45 percent (California Energy Commission, California Distributed
Energy Resource Guide, http://www.energy.ca.gov/distgen/equipment/reciprocating_engines/reciprocating_engines.html, accessed November 2011). Data shown are for 50,000 AFY. Emissions
for the 75,000 AFY extraction value would be 37,330 MT/year and 21,610 MT/year for natural gas
and electricity use, respectively.
b GHG emissions resulting from electricity use by Metropolitan CRA for conveyance of the Project’s
water associated with the 50,000 AFY extraction value. Emissions for the 75,000 AFY extraction
value would be 29,442 MT CO2e/year. Actual GHG emissions would depend on operational changes
implemented at the CRA pump stations.
NOTE: See Appendix E for detailed calculations
SOURCE: ESA, 2011.

Criterion C Analysis: Energy Efficiency. With regard to Item
C, the Project would provide the ability to increase water supplies
to urban uses in Southern California. As discussed in Section
4.13, the Project would require less energy per gallon delivered
than used by the SWP. The CEC estimates that delivery of water
via the SWP West Branch to northern Los Angeles County
requires approximately 7,672 kWh/MG. The proposed Project
would require the additional consumption of approximately 6,998
3,112 kWh/MG, the consumption of approximately 3,112
kWh/MG, which is less than half the energy required to convey
the same amount of water through the SWP which is less than
half the energy required to convey the same amount of water
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through the SWP. The Project would approximately 664
kWh/MG less than the SWP energy requirements (7,672
kWh/MG). 28 Overall, the net energy use for water delivery to
Project Participants would be less than a comparable delivery
from the SWP since energy usage for the SWP is greater than for
the proposed Project. The Project would result in slightly smaller
energy demand than from other potential water supply sources
available to the Project Participants. As a result, the Project
provides a more energy efficient alternative to the SWP.
Furthermore, the Project would utilize excess capacity in the
CRA when available. The CRA pump stations currently operate
with multiple single-speed pumps (each pump having a 220 cfs
rating). The water pumped into the CRA by the Project would be
accommodated with the existing pump capacity, without
increasing energy requirements at the lift stations. As such, the
proposed Project provides an efficient alternative to other
imported water sources. However, the energy sources associated
with the SWP may include more renewable energy sources that
emit fewer GHG emissions than the Project wellfield or CRA.
Actual emissions would be validated by an accredited third-party
verification body, reported to the Climate Registry, and offset as
required in Mitigation Measure GHG-1. Therefore, the Project
andwould result in fewer emit fewer GHG emissions.
A_MWD-7

Commenter expresses a concern related to geology and soils impacts,
specifically for potential seepage from the proposed forebay to affect
Metropolitan’s CRA facility. See Response A_MWD-4, which
summarizes the Draft EIR discussion of impacts relevant to the CRA tiein facilities and operation. This discussion includes a review of geology
and soils as well as hydrology. The potential impact of seepage from a
forebay facility near the CRA is addressed by revised Mitigation
Measure HYDRO-4, presented in Response A_MWD-4, above. The
Draft EIR acknowledges that the construction of the forebay on
Metropolitan property would be subject to Metropolitan’s approval. If a
forebay is necessary, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4 would be
implemented, and the final design would include features to ensure that
seepage from the reservoir does not result in a significant impact on the
CRA.

A_MWD-8

Commenter requests a detailed operating plan and hydraulic modeling of
the CRA operations with Project implementation. These plans and
models will be completed in coordination with Metropolitan during the

28 California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy Relationship, November 2005, Figure 2-2 and

page 23.
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detailed design phase of the Project following Project approval but are
not required to evaluate the potential impacts of the Project on the
environment. It is understood that the Project’s use of the CRA will be
subject to conditions that address and protect Metropolitan’s operational
needs. These conditions will be included in the operating agreement to be
approved by Metropolitan for the Project’s use of the CRA.
A_MWD-9

Commenter states that the Draft EIR’s water quality discussion is
inadequate. Please see Response A_MWD-4, which discusses the Draft
EIR findings regarding potential impacts to the CRA, including water
quality. Water quality effects associated with the Project are addressed in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality. The
Draft EIR, beginning on p. 4.9-53, discusses the potential water quality
effects of delivering groundwater pumped from the Project into the CRA
and indicates that the Project water would have TDS concentrations less
than those in CRA water, while the sodium and chloride (salt)
concentrations of the Project water may be slightly higher than the CRA
water. However, as listed in Table 4.9-8, all of the parameter
concentrations for waters of both the aquifer and the CRA are currently
below all regulatory MCLs, meeting drinking water standards. The Draft
EIR concludes that the Project’s potential impacts to water quality are
less than significant and therefore no mitigation measures are required
(p. 4.9-55). The Project’s groundwater quality will be monitored
routinely to verify continued compliance with the regulatory MCLs (see
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 9 for a
review of the proposed monitoring and reporting schedule and also
Updated GMMMP, Sub-Appendix D Water Quality Analytical Protocol
for a review of the comprehensive water quality constituents to be
monitored).

A_MWD-10

Commenter makes several comments regarding the Phase 2 Imported
Water Storage Component of the Project, primarily requesting more
detailed information and analysis for this component. As indicated in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, Section 3.7.2 Imported
Water Storage Component, Phase 2 of the Project is evaluated at a
program level at this time because there is not yet sufficient detail about
this component to provide detailed, project-level impact analysis (areas
for which more information is still needed include the identification of
Project Participants, water supply source quantity and quality, and water
import and delivery schedules). The Draft EIR appropriately frames the
environmental impact issues anticipated for the Phase 2 Component but
acknowledges that more detailed, project-level environmental review
will be conducted in the future in accordance with CEQA if the Phase 2
Component is pursued. Comments for the Phase 2 Component are
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acknowledged and will be addressed in subsequent environmental review
if and when Phase 2 is pursued for implementation. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
A_MWD-11

Commenter states that any design plans for activity in the area of
Metropolitan’s facilities (pipelines or other facilities) that could affect or
impede access to Metropolitan facilities or be located on Metropolitan
property must be submitted for review and approval. As noted in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, Section 3.8, and Final
EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes, approvals from
Metropolitan are required for use of the CRA and thus Cadiz Inc. will be
required to comply with Metropolitan’s application processes in order to
obtain those approvals.

A_MWD-12

The commenter states that the Project objective of reducing dependence
on imported water is not met since the Project is still “importing” water
from the Project site to the Metropolitan service area. The Project is local
to the Southern California region. The Project would make use of a water
source that is independent of surface water resources from the Colorado
River or Sacramento/San-Joaquin Delta, both of which are outside of
Southern California.

A_MWD-13

The commenter states that the Project deliveries vary from 50,000 AFY
to 75,000 AFY to 105,000 AFY. The commenter is correct that annual
deliveries vary, but over the 50-year Project period, the Project yields no
more 50,000 AFY on average over the term of the Project. Annual
deliveries would depend on capacity in the CRA. Approval for use of the
CRA will necessarily include an agreement as to delivery schedules
acceptable to Metropolitan.

A_MWD-14

The commenter states that the Project description is inconsistent, saying
sometimes that the Project provides additional water supplies and other
times saying that the Project would replace current water deliveries. The
Draft EIR is consistent. Project Participants may use the water for any
purpose, including water supply augmentation or reliability. The water
supplies available to the current Project Participants are described in
detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6, Growth Inducement Potential
and Secondary Effects of Growth. All of the Project Participants indicate
that the Project represents one of a variety of steps they are implementing
or considering for implementation to improve water supply reliability.
For these end users, in most cases the water would replace water that
would otherwise be delivered from other sources. Some Project
Participants, including SMWD, indicate that although Project water
would primarily enhance reliability, some growth could be
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accommodated (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6, p. 6-20). Therefore, the
Draft EIR acknowledges that the Project could support some growth in
addition to being primarily a water reliability program.
A_MWD-15

The commenter questions a statement made in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emission, p. 4.7-24 that the Project provides
water supplies to make up for the lack of water supplies during drought
periods. The purpose of the proposed Project is described in Vol. 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-10. The Project provides options for
Project Participants to augment water supplies and enhance system
reliability in the event that water becomes more scarce or expensive in
the future. The Project does not guarantee supplies to meet all demands
in drought periods as suggested in the comment, but rather provides
some water supply diversity for Participants.

A_MWD-16

The commenter states that State Water Project (SWP) reliability
estimates are incorrectly cited from the 2009 SWP Reliability Report. In
response to this comment the following text changes to the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of
Growth, p. 6-10, third paragraph are included in the Final EIR:
On the Colorado River system a multi-year drought coupled with
the need for Metropolitan to permanently reduce its level of
imports, along with litigation over the negotiated multi-party
settlement agreement intended to reduce California’s reliance on
the Colorado River, raise concerns about the reliability of the
Colorado River water over the long term.29 On the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta system, current endangered species issues,
litigation, drought, and infrastructure limitations have combined
to effectively reduce the long-term reliability of the SWP.30
Climate change is expected to affect water supply in the Delta
further in the future. The State’s SWP 2009 Reliability Report
indicated during in a multi-year wet period the overall reliability
of the SWP system would range from 74 to 94 71 to 93 percent
(of maximum Table A amounts), while during a multi-year dry
period, average annual deliveries would be only 32 to 34 36 to
38 percent (maximum Table A amounts).

A_MWD-17

The commenter states that the Project description does not account for
constraints in conveyance capacity of the CRA. The Draft EIR
acknowledges that use of the CRA requires approval from Metropolitan.

29 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010, pp.

3-2 through 3-9.

30 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010, pp.

3-10 through 3-15.
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Annual deliveries would depend on capacity in the CRA and approvals
from Metropolitan. Please see also Response A_MWD-5.
A_MWD-18

The commenter states that not all lands affected by the Project are private
since some are owned by Metropolitan. The Draft EIR generally refers to
properties that are not owned by BLM as being privately held properties.
This includes the properties owned by Cadiz Inc., ARZC, and
Metropolitan. The description of the proposed CRA tie-in facilities in the
Draft EIR discloses that some of Project facilities would be constructed
on Metropolitan-owned property (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, pp. 3-34 through 3-37).

A_MWD-19

The commenter states that the proposed intertie may be constructed on
undisturbed land. Please see Response A_MWD-81.

A_MWD-20

The commenter states that a direct CRA tie-in is not acceptable and that
an equalization basin will be required to buffer flows between the Project
and the CRA. The Draft EIR identified and analyzed the potential
environmental impacts of two distinct CRA tie-in options, one of which,
Option 2, includes an equalization storage reservoir (see Draft EIR Vol.
1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-34 though 3-37).

A_MWD-21

The commenter asks how long the Phase 1 Component needs to be in
operation for the Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component to be
initiated. The amount of storage space needed to fully accommodate
Phase 2 storage agreements would depend on the terms of the
agreements. The Draft EIR acknowledges that some drawdown of the
groundwater levels would assist in managing the future use of the
groundwater basin for storage. Conceptually, the Phase 2 Component of
the Project could begin shortly after implementation of the Phase 1
Component but operations would be affected by available storage
capacity.

A_MWD-22

The commenter states that a pressure control structure is required at the
high point of the pipeline to control the water flows downstream. The
Draft EIR acknowledges the need for valves and air relief structures
periodically along the pipeline (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 3 Project
Description, p. 3-29).

A_MWD-23

The commenter states that a direct tie-in to the CRA is unacceptable and
that a stabilization reservoir is needed. See Responses A_MWD-20 and
A_MWD-4.
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A_MWD-24

The commenter states that safe guards need to be built into the pipeline
design to avoid impacts to the CRA. See Responses A_MWD-22 and
A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-25

The commenter requests an explanation for the proposed size of the
equalization storage reservoirs described for CRA tie-in Option 2. The
exact size of the reservoir will be determined in coordination with
Metropolitan, depending on the operational requirements. However, if
there are facility design, siting, or operational elements for the reservoir
that emerge during the detailed design process with Metropolitan that are
not covered adequately in the EIR, appropriate supplemental
environmental review focused on those specific new or modified
elements will be conducted, as necessary, to support associated
Metropolitan approval actions. See Responses A_MWD-4 and
A_MWD-20.

A_MWD-26

The commenter requests that the construction of the forebay be
described. The Draft EIR provides a description of the proposed facility
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-36. See also
Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-27

The commenter states that operational protocols and emergency
protocols would be required, in coordination with Metropolitan. The
Draft EIR recognizes that the CRA tie-in will require approval from
Metropolitan. See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-28

The commenter states that a discussion of carry-over storage is not
included in the Executive Summary of the Draft EIR. The commenter is
correct. Carry-over storage is introduced in Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-2.

A_MWD-29

This comment addresses groundwater quality. See Response A_MWD-4
for a discussion of the Draft EIR findings related to groundwater quality.
The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP Table 2-2 (Draft EIR Vol.
2, Appendix B1 Draft GMMMP) includes only select constituents from a
single agricultural well on the Cadiz Inc. property and that the Draft
GMMMP Table 2-3 provides data from single samples from four
additional wells. The commenter states that a greater characterization of
groundwater quality showing multiple well locations and the full Title 22
California Code of Regulations constituent list should be provided. As
noted in the text accompanying both tables, both tables are summaries of
numerous samplings of many of the wells.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR indicates some treatment may
be required for hexavalent chromium before the groundwater is
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introduced into the CRA. The commenter states that the Final EIR should
identify and discuss the environmental impacts of the construction and
operation of treatment facilities that would need to be included to ensure
that the Project can be operated. Depending on the regulatory standard
eventually set by the State for hexavalent chromium, treatment of Project
groundwater could be necessary prior to conveyance into the CRA. As
no regulatory standard has been set for hexavalent chromium at this time,
however, treatment needs for Project groundwater have not been
established. If treatment is necessary to meet CRA pump-in requirements
based on actual water quality or MCL modifications, subsequent
evaluation of treatment facilities pursuant to CEQA would be completed
as appropriate. See Response A_MWD-4, which addresses water quality
and Chromium 6.
A_MWD-30

The commenter requests that water quality constituents other than TDS
be monitored. See Response A_MWD-4; as summarized in that
response, a comprehensive water quality monitoring program would be
executed annually under the Updated GMMMP.

A_MWD-31

The commenter states that excess capacity in the CRA is not defined or
shown to be available. The proposed Project is contingent on available
capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan approval. See Response
A_MWD-5.

A_MWD-32

The commenter states that the CRA tie-in must be compatible with the
hydraulic grade line. This comment does not concern the adequacy of the
EIR. The proposed Project would be designed in coordination with
Metropolitan and is contingent on Metropolitan approval. See Response
A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-33

The commenter states that an equalization basin would be required. This
comment does not concern the adequacy of the EIR. The proposed
Project would be designed in coordination with Metropolitan and is
contingent on Metropolitan approval. See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-34

The commenter states that control features are needed. This comment
does not concern the adequacy of the EIR. The proposed Project would
be designed in coordination with Metropolitan and is contingent on
Metropolitan approval. See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-35

The commenter states that the equalization storage reservoir requires a
pressure control structure. This comment does not concern the adequacy
of the EIR. The proposed Project would be designed in coordination with
Metropolitan and is contingent on Metropolitan approval. See Response
A_MWD-4.
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A_MWD-36

The commenter states that the CRA may not always be available for the
Project. The proposed Project is contingent on available capacity in the
CRA, requiring Metropolitan approval. See Response A_MWD-5.

A_MWD-37

Metropolitan raises an issue of possible damage to one of its facilities,
the Frieda Siphon, during construction, presumably related to potential
heavy equipment and truck movement over ground above this siphon.
Crossing over the CRA siphon will require Metropolitan’s approval,
based on the load bearing ability of the facility. Methods to ensure that
the CRA is not damaged could include reinforced bridging, weightlimitations for construction equipment and trucks, use of alternative
access routes with fewer impacts, and/or installation of protective
devices for the siphon, subject to Metropolitan approval.

A_MWD-38

The commenter expresses the opinion that 8 hour-per-day water
conveyance is not possible under the Option 2 tie-in. Operational
procedures will be developed with Metropolitan. Pump in operations will
comply with Metropolitan system constraints, including 24-hour
operations if necessary. See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-39

The commenter states that to accommodate the Project, an inflow of 83
to 125 cfs would be required. The Project would be designed to
accommodate 125 cfs. The proposed Project is contingent on available
capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan approval. See Response
A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-40

The commenter states that the Project as described would not be
consistent with current CRA operational procedures regarding
maximizing flow. This comment does not concern the adequacy of the
EIR. The proposed Project requires Metropolitan approval and deliveries
would be reviewed for consistency with Metropolitan’s operating
procedures. See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-41

The commenter states that inflow reduction from Copper Mountain would
be difficult to achieve. The proposed Project is contingent on available
capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan approval. The proposed
Project would be designed in coordination with Metropolitan and subject to
its approval. See Responses A_MWD-4 and A_MWD-5. As noted in
Response A_MWD-4, several options for how the proposed CRA tie-in
might be integrated into Metropolitan CRA operations are presented in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-34 to 3-38.

A_MWD-42

The commenter states that the CRA pumps would experience significant
wear as currently proposed. The proposed Project would be designed in
coordination with Metropolitan and subject to its approval. See
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Response A_MWD-4. Several options for how the proposed CRA tie-in
might be integrated into Metropolitan CRA operations are presented in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-34 to 3-38.
Some options, specifically those that involve modifying or throttling
pumps, could increase energy use and wear on the pumps. Specific
operational protocols including issues of equipment wear are expected to
be addressed in Project agreements with Metropolitan.
A_MWD-43

The commenter states that it is not clear how an equalization storage
reservoir could equalize flow in the segment of the CRA between Copper
Basin and Iron Mountain Pump Station. The proposed Project would be
designed in coordination with Metropolitan and subject to its approval.
See Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-44

The commenter notes that the CRA shuts down in February and that the
installation of the tie-in would require a shut down. The proposed Project
would be designed in coordination with Metropolitan and subject to its
approval. Project construction activities will be coordinated with
Metropolitan’s operations schedule for the CRA. See Response
A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-45

The commenter states that the CRA has been determined to be eligible
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and
requires that materials and aesthetics of new facilities over which
Metropolitan has approval be consistent with those used in the CRA. See
Response A_MWD-4 for a discussion of the Draft EIR findings
regarding cultural resources and the CRA. Work that affects the facility
will need to comply with Metropolitan and other requirements for the
facility.

A_MWD-46

The commenter asks whether the Project would be subject to Cap and
Trade requirements for GHG emissions. See the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.7 Air Quality, p. 4.7-15 for a discussion of the California Cap
and Trade Program. Under cap-and-trade, an overall limit on GHG
emissions from capped sectors will be established by the program, and
facilities subject to the cap will be able to trade permits (allowances) to
emit GHGs. On October 20, 2011, CARB adopted the final cap-andtrade regulation and Resolution 11-32. The cap-and-trade regulation,
Title 17 California Coded of Regulations §§ 95800 through 96023, will
become effective January 1, 2012. In August and November 2012, the
first auction of “compliance instruments” (i.e. GHG emissions
allowances) will be held. The Project’s total annual GHG emissions
including amortized construction emissions and operational mobile
source emissions could be greater than 10,000 MTCO2e. As a result,
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Mitigation Measure GHG-1 requires that carbon offset credits be
purchased from the Climate Registry or another source that is approved
by CARB as being consistent with the policies and guidelines of the
California Global Warming Solution Act of 2006 (AB 32) or that is
approved by a local or regional agency with jurisdiction over or within
San Bernardino County as local emissions credits under a GHG
reduction plan or similar program, in sufficient quantity to reduce the
Project’s first-year total (direct plus indirect) GHG emissions below
10,000 MTCO2e per year. For additional discussion of GHG, see also
A_MWD-6.

A_MWD-47

The commenter states that GHG emissions calculations should include
emissions generated from the use of the CRA. See Response A_MWD-6.

A_MWD-48

The commenter states that GHG emissions calculation should include
emissions generated from the use of the CRA and that the SWP uses
renewable energy sources such as hydro power. See Response
A_MWD-6.

A_MWD-49

The commenter states that energy use of the Project should be compared
to the energy use of “other supply sources” identified in Metropolitan’s
Regional Urban Water Management Plan and not just to the energy use
of the State Water Project. The following table lists energy uses of
available water supplies to Southern California. The data is compiled
from a CEC report evaluating energy usage of California water supply
options. (California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy
Relationship, November 2005). As shown in the Table, the Project’s
projected energy use compares favorably to that of imported water
systems, being slightly greater than that of the CRA, less than that of the
SWP, and considerably less than that of desalination treatment. Recycled
water and local brackish water supplies provide the greatest energy
efficiencies.
Water Supply Option
Desalination Treatment

Source
(CEC, 2005, p. 36)

kWh/MG
9750 – 16500

(does not include
conveyance demands)
SWP East Branch
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Water Supply Option
SWP West Branch

Source

kWh/MG

(CEC, 2005, Figure 2-2,
p. 23)

7672

Cadiz Inc. Water Project

3112 – 6998

(assuming conveyance to
the CRA at a minimum and
adding 63 percent of the
CRA as maximum)
CRA

(CEC, 2005, Figure 2-2,
p. 23)

Brackish Groundwater
Treatment

(CEC, 2005, p. 36)

Groundwater Pumping

(IEUA Example)

6138
3900 – 9750
2,915

(CEC, 2005, Figure 2-2,
p. 23)
Recycling (MWD)

(CEC, 2005, p. 40)

2655

Recycling (IEUA)

(CEC, 2005, Figure 2-2,
p. 23)

1228

A_MWD-50

The commenter asserts the integrity of the CRA may be affected if a
forebay is constructed and later fails. See Response A_MWD-4, which
reiterates that CRA tie-in facilities will be designed in coordination with
Metropolitan and are subject to Metropolitan approval. Facilities will
also comply with the CBC. Response A_MWD-4 also discusses the
Draft EIR impacts and the mitigation measures that apply to the CRA tiein facilities.

A_MWD-51

The commenter asserts the integrity of the CRA may be affected if a
forebay is constructed. See Response A_MWD-4, which reiterates that
CRA tie-in facilities will be designed in coordination with Metropolitan
and are subject to Metropolitan approval. Facilities will also comply with
the CBC. Response A_MWD-4 also discusses the Draft EIR impacts
and mitigation measures that apply to the CRA tie-in facilities.
Mitigation measure HYDRO-4 has been revised to clarify how it will
address potential seepage that might be associated with a forebay
structure (see Final EIR Chapter 5).

A_MWD-52

The commenter asks that the pipeline bedding be installed using sandy
soils for bedding and backfill to ensure the reliability of the pipeline
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constructed near the CRA. See Response A_MWD-4, which discusses
the Draft EIR’s analysis of potential effects to the CRA, including
geology and soils. The impact analysis did not identify any unstable or
poor soil conditions in the area where the pipeline would be installed
near the CRA. Facilities would be constructed following standard
industry practices and the CBC and other applicable regulations, and
would include use of appropriate bedding materials for the proposed
pipeline. Facilities constructed on Metropolitan property or near
Metropolitan facilities such as the CRA will be designed in coordination
with Metropolitan.
A_MWD-53

The commenter asks for analysis of potential Geology and Soils impacts
related to the intertie facilities and the pipeline portions along the CRA.
See Response A_MWD-4, which discusses the Draft EIR analysis of
potential effects to the CRA including geology and soils. The impact
analysis did not identify any unstable or poor soil conditions in the area
where the pipeline would be installed near the CRA. Mitigation measures
to control potential soil erosion during construction are identified in the
Draft EIR and would be implemented during construction of the CRA
tie-in facilities as well as other Project facilities.

A_MWD-54

The commenter asks for analysis of potential Geology and Soils impacts
related to potential leakage from the equalization basin. See Response
A_MWD-4, which reiterates that CRA tie-in facilities will be designed
in coordination with Metropolitan and are subject to Metropolitan
approval. Facilities will also comply with the CBC. Response A_MWD4 also discusses the Draft EIR impacts and mitigation measures that
apply to the CRA tie-in facilities. Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4 has
been revised to clarify how it will more clearly address potential seepage
that might be associated with a storage structure if included as part of the
tie-in.

A_MWD-55

The commenter states that drainages along the CRA may be affected.
The Draft EIR identifies drainages that could be affected by the Project,
and Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4 reduces impacts to drainages. See
Response A_MWD-4, which discusses the Draft EIR analysis of
drainage impacts and identifies proposed mitigation measures that would
be implemented at the CRA tie-in facility sites as well as other Project
facility locations to minimize and restore construction impacts to local
drainage.

A_MWD-56

The commenter states that modifications to drainages near the CRA
should be approved by Metropolitan. The Draft EIR identifies drainages
that could be affected by the Project and Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4
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reduces impacts to drainages. See Response A_MWD-4, which
discusses the Draft EIR analysis of potential drainage impacts and also
reiterates that CRA tie-in facilities to be constructed near the CRA and/or
on Metropolitan property will be designed in coordination with
Metropolitan and subject to Metropolitan approval. Metropolitan will
review proposed modifications to drainages near the CRA as part of the
design review and approval process.
A_MWD-57

The commenter states that impacts to the CRA should be addressed in
the Draft EIR. See Response A_MWD-4 for a discussion of the Draft
EIR impact analysis relevant to the CRA tie-in facilities and use.

A_MWD-58

The commenter states that impacts to Metropolitan’s existing drainage
berms should be addressed by additional construction at the intertie
facility to accommodate Phase 2 of the Project. See Response A_MWD4, which discusses the Draft EIR analysis of potential drainage impacts
and also reiterates that CRA tie-in facilities to be constructed near the
CRA and/or on Metropolitan property will be designed in coordination
with Metropolitan and subject to Metropolitan approval. Existing
drainage berms affected by Project construction would be restored or
replaced in accordance with a design approved by Metropolitan. The
Project team will consider designs that allow for future construction of
the Phase 2 Component of the Project.

A_MWD-59

The commenter states that impacts to the CRA associated with the
facilities required for the Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component
should be addressed. Please see Response A-MWD-4 for a discussion of
the effects of the Phase 1 Component facilities and operation on the
CRA. Phase 2 is evaluated in the EIR at a program level of analysis.
Phase 2 is not being considered for Project approval and implementation
at this time. Additional project-level environmental review will be
conducted for the Phase 2 Project in the future if it is pursued for
implementation.

A_MWD-60

The commenter asks how impacts to groundwater are mitigated. See
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.

A_MWD-61

The commenter requests that a detailed hydraulics plan and profile be
submitted to Metropolitan. This comment does not concern the adequacy
of the EIR. Final design of the pipeline will be coordinated with
Metropolitan. See also Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-62

The commenter states that the CRA is not likely to be able to
accommodate the Project as described. The proposed Project is
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contingent on available capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan
approval. See Response A_MWD-5.
A_MWD-63

The commenter states that a 15.7 foot per second flow rate would be
unacceptable to Metropolitan. This comment does not concern the
adequacy of the EIR. Final design of the pipeline will be coordinated
with Metropolitan. See also Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-64

The comment states that the 5,000 square foot forebay (CRA Tie-in
Option 1) would need to be 286 feet deep to contain 10.7 million gallons
and is not feasible. The comment further states that storing a flow rate at
250 cfs for up to two hours is 13.5 million gallons, not 10.7 million
gallons. Final design will be coordinated with Metropolitan. See also
Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-65

The commenter states that the proposed equalization storage reservoir
under CRA Tie-in Option 2 as described would be too shallow to be
practical at 1.3 feet. The commenter further notes, as in the previous
comment, that the flow rate would require 13.5 million gallons of storage
instead of 10.7 and the CRA could not accommodate pumping 8 hours a
day. The storage reservoir would be constructed within approximately 25
acres and would be designed to store two hours of flow. The conveyance
line and tie-in will be designed in coordination with Metropolitan to
satisfy the operation requirements of the CRA. The proposed Project is
contingent on available capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan
approval. See also Responses A_MWD-4 and A_MWD-5.

A_MWD-66

The commenter states that the tie-in options do not address the potential
for pump trips along the CRA and the need to be able to contain and/or
reject the full flow being pumped from the wellfield to the CRA. CRA
tie-in facilities and operation will be designed in coordination with
Metropolitan and subject to Metropolitan approval. The proposed Project
is contingent on available capacity in the CRA, requiring Metropolitan
approval. See also Responses A_MWD-4 and A_MWD-5.

A_MWD-67

The commenter states that a pressure regulating structure would be
required. The Draft Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description notes the need
for air relief valves and blow-off valves along the pipeline on page 3-29.
The appurtenant facilities including a pressure regulating structure if
necessary would be located within the project footprint evaluated in the
Draft EIR. Final design of the pipeline including pressure relief facilities
will be coordinated with Metropolitan. See also Response A_MWD-4.

A_MWD-68

The commenter suggests that California Department of Public Health
approval will be required. CDPH regulates public water supply systems.
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The proposed Project would be adding water to the CRA. Metropolitan’s
operation of the CRA is subject to CDPH permitting authority, but
implementation of the proposed Project would require approval from
Metropolitan, not directly from CDPH. CDPH requires drinking water
source assessments for new water supplies and would review the pumpin requirements imposed on the Project to ensure that they are protective
of drinking water standards. CDPH would regulate Metropolitan and the
Project Participants as they do under current conditions where water is
delivered via the CRA, SWP, and local sources. All water purveyors are
subject to CDPH potable water quality requirements.
A_MWD-69

The commenter states that the average TDS concentrations of the CRA
should be 630 mg/l rather than 650 mg/l as stated in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-40. The
comment is noted, but the Draft EIR text has not been changed for this
minor revision as it is not significantly different from what is presented
in the Draft EIR and does not affect the impact conclusions.

A_MWD-70

The commenter states that the Project’s contribution to the CRA could be
as much as 50 percent of the total volume of water carried in the CRA,
rather than the 6 percent identified in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-55. The commenter noted that the
percentage of CRA flow represented by the Project contribution will vary
depending on how Metropolitan is managing flow in the aqueduct. As
discussed in the Draft EIR and summarized in Response A_MWD-4,
Project groundwater quality meets all existing water quality regulations
(MCLs) prior to input into the CRA and does not require blending within
the CRA to achieve compliance. Therefore, although the CRA would
provide for some additional blending and dilution, this was not used as a
factor in concluding that water quality impacts to the CRA would be less
than significant. It is understood that Metropolitan may establish
additional water quality requirements beyond those established by State
and federal regulations for Project water pump-in to the CRA.

A_MWD-71

The commenter states that Time 4 on Figure 3-3b in the Draft EIR
indicates that pumping will result in brine near the Dry Lake moving
towards the pumping well and that this is a water quality issue that needs
to be addressed in greater detail. As shown on Figures 4.9-7, 4.9-8, and
4.9-9 in the Draft EIR (Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-50, 4.9-51, and 4.9-52), under all three of the modeled
recharge scenarios the saline-fresh-water interface is expected to migrate
towards the proposed Project area where the pumping wells would be
located. The Draft EIR evaluates this impact in detail beginning on pp.
4.9-50. As modeled, the migration of saline water would not affect any
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existing wells or water uses in the area. The area affected is near the
margin of the Dry Lake where vegetation is sparse and the land uses is
entirely open space with some salt mining wells and appurtenant
facilities. The area is not conducive to residential development.
Nonetheless, the Draft EIR acknowledges that any users of groundwater
in these areas that are adversely affected by changes in salinity would be
compensated through the GMMMP. See Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
A_MWD-72

The commenter states that greater water quality characterization is
needed beyond just TDS and general minerals, such as inorganic
contaminants (i.e. arsenic, hexavalent chromium, etc.) and radionuclides.
See Response A_MWD-4 for a discussion of water quality impacts and
hexavalent chromium. Additional data was provided in the Draft
GMMMP, as updated in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Tables 2-2 and 2-3, including data regarding arsenic and
hexavalent chromium. Project groundwater meets all of the existing State
and federal MCLs established for drinking water and as such the Draft
EIR concludes that water quality impacts are less than significant.

A_MWD-73

The commenter states that Colorado River water TDS values have
decreased rather than increased as suggested in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-40. The comment is
noted but the Draft EIR text has not been changed as it does not affect
the Draft EIR impact conclusions.

A_MWD-74

The commenter states that impacts to CRA water quality should be
analyzed and summarized in Tables ES-1 and ES-2. The Draft EIR
discusses impacts to water quality in the CRA in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-53 through 4.9-58.
Project groundwater meets all of the State and federal MCLs established
for drinking water and as such the Draft EIR concludes that water quality
impacts are less than significant. Further, the Project will be subject to a
GMMMP which includes monitoring of water quality levels in the
aquifer. See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Table
5.1. It is understood that Metropolitan may establish additional water
quality requirements beyond those established by State and federal
regulations for Project water pump-in to the CRA through its review of
the Project as a responsible agency. Further, details of Phase 2 are not
sufficiently developed to determine its potential effects on the CRA’s
water quality; this will be analyzed in the future during the project-level
environmental review of the storage component. Accordingly, adding
measures to Tables ES-1 and ES-2 is not necessary to reduce any
significant effects.
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A_MWD-75

The commenter states that only 8 of the 180 regulated constituents are
shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, Table 4.9-8. The data in Table 4.9-8 is a summary of available
groundwater and CRA water quality data. See Response A_MWD-4 for
a discussion of impacts to the CRA including water quality as well as a
reference to the comprehensive annual groundwater water quality
monitoring that will be conducted for the Project.

A_MWD-76

The commenter states that Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3 appears to
address only issues that are experienced by local landowners and that the
mitigation measure should include a comprehensive monitoring program
that would ensure no impacts to water quality. Please see Response
A_MWD-4 for a discussion of impacts to the CRA including water
quality as well as a reference to the comprehensive annual groundwater
water quality monitoring that will be conducted for the Project. The
comprehensive monitoring program is described in the Final EIR, Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. See also Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.

A_MWD-77

The commenter states that Chromium 6 (hexavalent chromium) levels
are 14 to 16 μg/L, which are higher than the Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) Public Health Goal (PHG) level of
0.02 ug/L, that the Project water quality would not be acceptable for
pumping directly into the CRA without treatment, and that the Final EIR
must identify and analyze the environmental impacts of constructing and
operating the treatment facilities required to introduce the Project water
into the CRA. The commenter is referred to Response A_MWD-4,
which reviews water quality impacts and Chromium 6. Project
groundwater meets all of the existing State and federal regulatory MCLs
established for drinking water and as such the Draft EIR concludes that
water quality impacts are less than significant.
It is understood that Metropolitan may establish additional water quality
requirements beyond those established by State and federal regulations
for Project water pump-in to the CRA. Project facilities and operations
associated with use of the CRA will be developed in coordination with
Metropolitan. If treatment is required then the appropriate treatment,
facilities, and location will be determined and, if necessary, additional
CEQA environmental review for these specific additions to the Project
will be conducted.

A_MWD-78

The commenter states that relying on downstream treatment of Project
water is not adequate. The commenter is referred to Response A_MWD4, which reviews the Draft EIR water quality impact assessment. Project
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groundwater meets all of the State and federal regulatory MCLs
established for drinking water and as such the Draft EIR concludes that
water quality impacts are less than significant. Downstream treatment is
not relied on in the analysis that concludes there would be less than
significant impacts to water quality. See also Response A_MWD-77.
A_MWD-79

The commenter states that additional facilities would be required to
connect Jurupa Community Services District (Jurupa CSD) to the
Metropolitan distribution system. Jurupa CSD would not require the
construction of additional facilities, rather an arrangement for water
exchanges would be needed. Jurupa CSD could decide to pursue the
construction of additional facilities to establish a direct connection to the
CRA in the future but such facilities are not proposed at this time nor
included as part of the Project and therefore this was not evaluated in the
Draft EIR. Jurupa CSD would conduct subsequent environmental review
separately, as appropriate, if it elects to pursue the construction of
additional facilities.

A_MWD-80

The commenter states that additional railroad-related uses of Project
water, such as washing railcars and controlling vegetation, could result in
erosion and runoff impacts to source water and therefore requests
analyses for these proposed uses. As indicated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 2, p. 2-4, the agreement between Cadiz Inc. and ARZC provides
specifically for fire hydrants to be provided along the conveyance
pipeline for ARZC to use for emergency fire suppression. Additionally,
access to Project water up to 10,000 gallons per day is reserved for uses
such as vegetation control, rail car washing, and other improvements.
Installation of the fire hydrants along the railroad ROW as part of the
conveyance pipeline construction is proposed as part of the Phase 1
Component and is described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-40. However, as stated on page 3-40, “ARZC has
reserved rights for the use of water from the Project for other designated
railroad purposes, including for washing railcars, controlling vegetation,
serving its offices and other improvements and future operations, such as
a steam-powered excursion locomotive, new warehouses (if any), bulk
transfer facilities or other railroad related facilities on the line. Each of
these additional uses would be subject to additional environmental
review as they are developed and proposed for implementation.” These
potential future uses of water are not evaluated in this EIR as there are no
specific proposals to evaluate at this time; the nature or location of such
uses, operational parameters, or facilities needed are unknown at this
time. When ARZC pursues such uses, additional environmental review
will be conducted.
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A_MWD-81

The commenter states that undisturbed land would be affected when
constructing the CRA tie-in. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-48, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Staging areas would be required for the temporary storage of
equipment and materials during construction of the Project. The
staging areas will occur on disturbed and undisturbed land.
Preparation of these undisturbed staging areas would consist of
flattening vegetation in place or blading the site in a manner that
would allow native vegetation to recover from rootstock.

A_MWD-82

The commenter states that impacts of the temporary housing facility need
to be addressed. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description,
Figure 3-10a, p. 3-31 identifies the locations of the staging areas and
housing facilities and analyzes the effects of grading and disturbing the
area to accommodate the staging and, if needed, expansion of the
existing housing facilities. Impacts to biological resources and cultural
resources are analyzed within the footprint impacts of the entire
construction activities. No new permanent structures would be
constructed. As described on p. 3-48, on-site construction workers would
reside within the existing housing areas on Cadiz Inc. property. The
existing worker housing areas currently support the agricultural activities
and are sized to house over 300 workers at peak harvest season. These
areas are expandable within the footprint of the existing disturbed areas,
and if necessary, housing could be expanded within these areas by setting
up additional temporary camps. Alternatively, temporary camps could be
established within proposed staging areas; temporary camps would be
dismantled following construction. Water supply, food services, lodging,
power, and sanitation would be supplied as removable support facilities.
No additional impacts other than construction related impacts within the
footprint would occur. Mitigation measures for Project construction
impacts, such as erosion and dust control, would apply to these areas as
appropriate. No additional analysis is required.

A_MWD-83

The commenter states that the diversion structure and equalization
storage reservoir for the Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component
should be analyzed in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR identifies the need
for these facilities and evaluates them at a program level of detail since
the facility designs are not yet available (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1
Introduction, pp. 1-4 and 1-11). See also Master Response 3.12 Project
vs. Program-Level Analysis.
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A_MWD-84

The commenter states that air quality analysis is required for the
equalization storage reservoir. The CRA tie-in construction including the
potential need for an equalization reservoir was evaluated as part of the
EIR’s air emissions analysis, as summarized in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, Table 4.3-5. The revised table is included in
Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes of this Final EIR.

A_MWD-85

The commenter states that the impact analysis does not specifically
identify the CRA right-of-way. The Draft EIR analyzes impacts of the
pipeline and CRA tie-in facilities within the ARZC ROW, as well as on
Metropolitan property. Figures 3-10c and 3-11 show proposed facilities
within Metropolitan property. Impact analysis throughout Chapter 4
includes all proposed construction activities within the Metropolitan
property.

A_MWD-86

The commenter states that Table 4.4-40 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4
Biological Resources) should include impacts on Metropolitan property.
The table summarizes permanent and temporary impacts of the entire
construction footprint shown in Figure 3-1, including all facilities within
Metropolitan property.

A_MWD-87

The commenter states that there is insufficient information to evaluate
Phase 2. Phase 2 is evaluated at a program level of detail since the
Project description is not yet adequately defined for a project-level
analysis. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A_MWD-88

The commenter asks how long Phase 1 needs to be in operation for Phase
2 to be initiated. See Response A_MWD-21 which addresses the same
question.

A_MWD-89

The commenter suggests designing an equalization storage reservoir that
could also serve Phase 2 requirements for an intermediate forebay. The
final design will be prepared in coordination with Metropolitan.
However, at this time, as discussed in the EIR, the facilities needed for
Phase 2 are too speculative for project-level analysis. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A_MWD-90

The commenter states that the use of an existing pipeline to convey SWP
water is not adequately described. The existing pipeline is analyzed as an
alternative in Chapter 7 of the Draft EIR. Use of such a pipeline could be
a component of Phase 2 and, as stated in the Draft EIR, is evaluated at a
program level of detail since more specific details are not available
(Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Introduction, pp. 1-4 and 1-11). See also
Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
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A_MWD-91

The commenter identifies a typographical error in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.13 Public Services and Utilities on p. 4.13-22. The error is
corrected as shown below.
The Imported Water Storage Component would add 10-15 wells
in order to return up to 105,000 150,000 AFY of previously
stored water through the pipeline to the CRA and/or SWP.

A_MWD-92

The commenter asks for a description of how the natural gas pipeline
would be cleaned prior to use for water conveyance. The methods for
converting the natural gas pipeline to a water conveyance pipeline have
not been specified at this time. Chemical cleaning, use of cleaning
inserts, and lining the pipeline are all options. This component is
assessed at a program level of detail and requires further development
and analysis prior to implementation, but is included to describe potential
future components of the Project.

A_MWD-93

The commenter states that the appropriate lead agency for Phase 2 is the
County of San Bernardino. This is fully addressed in Master Response
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

A_MWD-94

The commenter contests that there is a need for additional storage in
Southern California and refers to information it and others have prepared
about other locations within Southern California that might be available
for the groundwater storage of surface water supplies that could represent
alternatives to the Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component. In fact,
there is a need for storage as exemplified by water banking projects
occurring throughout California and in particular the San Joaquin Valley.
Irvine Ranch Water District’s water banking program in Kern County is
one recent example of a Southern California water agency securing
additional groundwater storage capability in order to improve the
reliability of its imported water supply (http://www.irwd.com/yourwater/water-supply/water-banking.html). Groundwater storage provides
new opportunities to enhance water supply reliability because delivery
requests for water can be made during dry years when water from other
supplies is unavailable or expensive. However, Phase 2 is evaluated at a
program level of detail in this EIR; if and when it is pursued and
undergoes further environmental analysis, the need for Phase 2 and
potential alternatives to Phase 2 will be examined further. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program-Level Analysis.

A_MWD-95

The commenter states that alternatives to Phase 2 are not possible
without Project Participants. The Alternatives analysis in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis provides an assessment of
alternatives based on the information available. The analysis
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acknowledges that a better understanding of appropriate alternatives will
be available when Phase 2 participants are identified. However, the Draft
EIR provides a program-level assessment of potential alternatives given
the information available at the time of the analysis. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
A_MWD-96

The commenter states that the GHG analysis is insufficient for Phase 2.
Additional analysis will be required prior to implementation of Phase 2.
See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis and
Response A_MWD-6.

A_MWD-97

The commenter states that potential Geology and Soils impacts to the
CRA are not evaluated sufficiently for Phase 2. The potential geology
and soils impacts associated with the Phase 2 Component are described
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-40
through 4.6-43. The analysis identifies potential impacts associated with
strong ground shaking due to earthquakes affecting the proposed
spreading basins. Mitigation Measure GEO-2 requires that designs for
these facilities address potential earthquake effects. Potential erosion and
loss of topsoil during construction activities is also identified and would
be addressed by Mitigation Measures HYDRO-1 and HYDRO-4. Other
areas analyzed including geologic instability and hazards, expansive, or
corrosive soils were found to be less than significant for the additional
Phase 2 facilities. Additional environmental impact analysis will be
required prior to implementation of Phase 2. See Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A_MWD-98

The commenter requests an assessment of how recharged water under
Phase 2 could affect saline migration. No modeling has been conducted
for Phase 2. Additional analysis will be required prior to implementation
of Phase 2. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level
Analysis.

A_MWD-99

The commenter notes that SWP water is less than 500 mg/l TDS. The
comment is noted. This additional information does not alter the impact
conclusion.

A_MWD-100

The commenter states that additional information regarding water quality
is necessary prior to implementing Phase 2. The Draft EIR provides a
program-level review of potential impacts associated with Phase 2. As
Project groundwater quality meets all regulated drinking water quality
standards the Draft EIR concludes that it would not have a significant
water quality impact. Additional project-level environmental analysis
will be required prior to implementation of Phase 2. See Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
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A_MWD-101

The commenter states that additional analysis is required to assess the
operational effects of Phase 2 on the CRA. Additional analysis will be
required prior to implementation of Phase 2. See Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

A_MWD-102

The commenter requests a footnote identifying the federal regulations
that may unlock additional complementary storage opportunities within
the Basin and in Lake Mead. The federal regulation referred to is the
Bureau of Reclamation, Record of Decision, Colorado River Interim
Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations for
Lake Powell and Lake Mead, December 2007.31

A_MWD-103

The commenter states that the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Introduction,
p. 1-6 describes Golden State Water Company as having a service area in
Riverside County, while Figure 1-3 does not show this. The Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Introduction, p. 1-6, paragraph 2, is revised as follows:
In Southern California, Golden State serves customers in cities
throughout San Bernardino, Riverside, Los Angeles, Orange and
Ventura counties.

A_MWD-104

The commenter states that Figure 1-4, Area of Use Assessment should be
revised to include Ventura County boundaries. It is noted that the
schematic graphic included as Figure 1-4 could be modified slightly to
cover more of Ventura County. However, the figure is a schematic and
the comment is not substantive.

A_MWD-105

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-6. Page 2-6, paragraph 3 is revised to the
following:
The 2010 2009 California Department of Water Resources
(DWR) California Water Plan Update, Integrated Water
Management found that reliability of supplies of water
historically used by water providers in Southern California will
continue to vary in the future.

A_MWD-106

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background, p. 2-6. Page 2-6, paragraph 4 is revised as follows:

31 U.S. Department of the Interior, Record of Decision, Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages

and the Coordinated Operations for Lake Powel and Lake Mead, available at
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/strategies/RecordofDecision.pdf, December 2007.
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The SWP began in 1960 with California voter approval for a
statewide distribution system to meet growing water needs south
of the San Francisco Bay/ Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta
(also known as the Bay Delta).
A_MWD-107

The commenter states that branches of the California Aqueduct, including
the West Branch, are not shown on Figure 2-1 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background). It is noted that West Branch could be added to the
figure. However, the figure is a schematic, and the comment is not
substantive.

A_MWD-108

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-8. Page 2-8, first paragraph is revised as
follows:
Between 1990 and 1992 and in 1994, DWR had greater
difficulty meeting demand because several these years were very
dry.
Draft EIR p. 2-8, first paragraph is revised as follows:
In recent years, the SWP has been able to deliver full amounts
only in wet years;
Between 2000 and 2011, the SWP has been able to deliver 100
percent of the contractors’ allocations only in 2006, a wet year;

A_MWD-109

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background, p. 2-8. Page 2-8, first paragraph is revised as
follows:
DWR’s most recent reliability estimates indicate the system will
have 60 percent reliability for delivering Table A requests,
depending on hydrologic and environmental factors15. DWR
currently estimates 60 percent reliability in the future.
DWR estimates the system will have, on average, 60 percent
reliability for delivering Table A requests, depending on
hydrologic and environmental factors.15 DWR estimates 60
percent reliability, on average, in the future.

A_MWD-110

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-8. Page 2-8, second paragraph is revised as
follows:
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SWP deliveries to Metropolitan began in 1972.
A_MWD-111

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on pp. 2-8 to 2-9. The last sentence is revised as
follows:
The CRA, owned and operated by Metropolitan, has a capacity of
1,800 cubic feet per second, or 1.25 million AFY. California’s allotment
of Colorado River water is 4.4 million AFY, plus available surplus water
and any water apportioned to but unused in the states of Arizona and
Nevada, made available by the Secretary of the Interior.

A_MWD-112

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-9. Page 2-9, first paragraph is revised as
follows:
Since 2003, Metropolitan has developed agreements with other
Colorado River water rights holders to convey water through the
CRA.
Since 1988, Metropolitan has entered into agreements with other
Colorado River water rights holders to conserve water to permit
the Secretary of the Interior to make such water available to
Metropolitan for diversion through the CRA.

A_MWD-113

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-9. Page 2-9, first paragraph is revised as
follows:
Metropolitan approved the Quantification Settlement Agreement
(QSA) in 2003 that provided for additional transfers from
agricultural agencies that use Colorado River Water such as the
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) and the Coachella Valley Water
District (CVWD) to San Diego.
Metropolitan executed the Quantification Settlement Agreement
(QSA) in 2003, a key component of California’s Colorado River
Water Use Plan, providing for the transfer of water from the
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) to the San Diego County Water
Authority (SDCWA) and providing a reliable mechanism for
additional agricultural to urban water transfers benefiting
Metropolitan. Execution of the QSA restored the opportunity for
Metropolitan’s access to special surplus water to be provided
under the 2001 Interim Surplus Guidelines. The QSA set aside
several existing disputes between California’s Colorado River
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water agencies, allowing for the cooperative development of
additional Colorado River water supply programs.
A_MWD-114

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background on p. 2-9, footnote 19. Page 2-9, footnote 19 is
revised as follows:
Twelve of the QSA agreements are currently the subject of an
appeal pending in the Third District Court of Appeal for which
oral argument will occur on November 21, 2011.
On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation
District v. All Persons Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation
District et al., and County of Imperial v. Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the
cases were remanded to the trial court for further proceedings
consistent with the Court of Appeal’s opinion.
The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented
while the appeal is being decided.

A_MWD-115

The commenter requests revisions in Table 2-1 in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-9. Table 2-1 on p. 2.9 is revised as
follows:

TABLE 2-1
SOURCES OF WATER SUPPLY FOR THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA (ACRE-FEET)

Calendar Year
1980

Local Supplies
1,452,000

L.A. Aqueduct

Colorado River
Aqueduct

515,000

791,000

State Water
Project
560,000

817,147
1985

1990

1,535,000

1,470,000

496,000

106,000

1,590,000

464,000

1,018,000
1,269,526

728,000

1,183,000

1,458,000

933,000

1,768,000

255,000

1,217,000

1,590,000

369,000

685,000

1

1,832,000

243,000

1,150,000

451,000
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3,438,000
3,449,373

1,473,000

4,714,000
4,796,014

1,525,000

4,168,000

1,500,000

4,725,000

875,252
2010

4,217,000
4,248,971

1,300,014
2005

3,776,000
4,028,526

994,373
2000

3,317,000
3,344,147

1,214,971

1995

Total

4,359,252
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1,099,061

4,674,061

SOURCE: Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010, p. A. 2-3, Table A.
2-1.
Metropolitan created 100,864 acre-feet of Extraordinary Conservation ICS, storing water it otherwise would have diverted in Lake Mead.

A_MWD-116

The commenter states that since the CRA terminates at Lake Mathews,
exchange arrangements would be necessary to convey water from the
CRA to Project Participants. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-2, last paragraph, third sentence is revised as follows:
From the CRA, wWater would be distributed to Project
Participants via the existing distribution infrastructure available
to Metropolitan and local water providers through exchange
arrangements with Metropolitan.
Water would be distributed to Project Participants via the CRA.

A_MWD-117

The commenter notes that the CRA delivers water from the Colorado
River and that none of the Project Participants hold a contract with the
Bureau of Reclamation for delivery of Colorado River water. The
comment is noted.

A_MWD-118

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-21. Page 3-21, first paragraph, first sentence is
revised as follows:
Its 24 separate water systems serve 63 communities from Chico
in Southern Northern California to the Palos Verdes Peninsula in
Southern California.

A_MWD-119

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-34. Page 3-34, the first paragraph, first sentence
is revised as follows:
The water conveyance pipeline would terminate at the CRA, a
242-mile water conveyance facility that delivers water from the
Colorado River at Parker Dam to water suppliers in Southern
California at Lake Havasu to Lake Mathews.

A_MWD-120

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-34. Page 3-34, paragraph 5 is revised as
follows:
Copper Mountain Basin
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A_MWD-121

The commenter requests revisions in the Agreement, Permits, and
Approvals table (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 353). Page 3-53, second to last row, right column is revised as follows:
Regulatory authority over California Water Service, Golden
State and Suburban, the CPUC has approval authority over
California Water Service’s, Golden State's and Suburban Water's
agreements if rates are affected.

A_MWD-122

The commenter suggests revisions to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description on p. 3-54, third to last row, center column. An
agreement to convey water through the CRA remains a requirement. The
modification is not made. See Response A_MWD-116 for a revision to
the Draft EIR concerning distribution from CRA to Project Participants.

A_MWD-123

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-35. Page p. 3-54, beneath the third to last row,
center column the following text is added:
Approval of aspects of the Project/CEQA
Additionally, the following text is added to the right column:
CEQA Responsible Agency pursuant to California Public
Resources Code section 21069, Metropolitan would evaluate
potential environmental impacts within its boundaries and on its
Facilities.

A_MWD-124

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1
Aesthetics, p. 4.1-4. Page 4.1-4, second paragraph is revised as follows:
In general, public views of the proposed Project would be
limited as access to the Cadiz Inc. property to the north and
Metropolitan lands and the CRA to the south are private
watershed district property and are not accessible to the general
public.

A_MWD-125

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5
Cultural Resources, p. 4.5-13. Page 4.5-13, fifth paragraph is revised as
follows:
The CRA was constructed in the 1930s by the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California in order to transport water
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from the Colorado River to the Los Angeles metropolitan area
Southern California coastal plain.
A_MWD-126

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-10. Page 4.9-10, last paragraph is
revised as follows:
However, these trends have many variations and need to be
considered more at a regional level, as discussed below.

A_MWD-127

The commenter requests clarification regarding geographic context for
the first paragraph of Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, p. 4.9-11: “The data shows large annual variations (less than 9
to more than 20 inches).” The sentence is referring to the proposed
Project area.

A_MWD-128

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-12. Page 4.9-12, first paragraph is
revised as follows:
Capture of snowmelt runoff traditionally has occurred during the
late spring and early summer seasons.

A_MWD-129

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-40. Page 4.9-40, third paragraph is
rephrased as follows:
As a result of the Salinity Management Policy, TDS levels in
Colorado River water sampled just below Parker Dam have been
reduced to below 600 mg/L since 1985. With implementation of
the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program, TDS levels
in Colorado River water sampled just below Parker Dam have
varied from 620 to 680 since 2005.
The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-40. Page 4.9-40, third paragraph,
footnote 183 is revised as follows:
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Quality of Water, Colorado River
Basin, Progress Report No. 2223, 20052011, Appendix A, p.
6976. The citation can be found at
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/pdfs/PR23final.pdf.
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A_MWD-130

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-44 Page 4.9-44, third paragraph is
rephrased as follows:
Presently, California is receiving waters unused by other states.
The 2003 Quantification Settlement Agreements created
California’s “soft landing” by reducing California’s Colorado
River water usage from 5.2 million AFY to 4.4 million AFY in a
normal year over 15 years through the conservation and transfer
of water from agricultural to urban uses in San Diego County
Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s, and Coachella Valley Water
District’s jurisdictions, through quantifying the agencies’ priority
water rights to the River and allocating water in times of
shortage. This effort was called the “Interim Surplus
Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus Guidelines adopted rules for
deciding when there was surplus water in the Colorado River,
and how such a surplus could be used, as California wound down
its excess use.
Presently, California is not receiving waters unused by other
states. While the 2003 Quantification Settlement Agreement
contemplated a California “soft landing” by reducing
California’s Colorado River water usage from 5.2 million AFY
to 4.4 million AFY in a normal year over 15 years through the
conservation and transfer of water from agricultural to urban
uses in San Diego County Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s,
and Coachella Valley Water District’s jurisdictions, the
California agencies reduced their use to 4.4 million AFY, less
the payback of certain amounts of water used in 2001 and 2002,
and inadvertent overruns beginning in 2003. Agreements relating
to the Quantification Settlement Agreement quantified Imperial
Irrigation District’s, Coachella Valley Water District’s, and
Metropolitan’s priority water rights to River water and allocate
water in times of shortage. In addition, execution of these
agreements restored the agencies’ ability to utilize special
surplus water when available in accordance with the 2001
“Interim Surplus Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus Guidelines
adopted a methodology for deciding when there was surplus
water available from Lake Mead and for what purposes surplus
water could be used.

A_MWD-131

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-77. Page 4.9-77, first paragraph is
revised as follows:
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The CRA water would have higher TDS concentrations than the
CRA water groundwater, whereas the sodium and chloride (salt)
concentrations of the CRA water would be slightly lower than
the current concentrations in the groundwater in the alluvium in
the Fenner Gap area.
A_MWD-132

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.13
Utilities and Public Services, p. 4.13-17. Page 4.13-17, footnote 20 is
revised as follows:
California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy
Relationship, November 2005, Figure 2-2 and page 23;
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 2006
Revised Power Integrated Resource Plan for Metropolitans’s
Colorado River Aqueduct Power Operations, October 2006,
table 4.

A_MWD-133

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5
Cumulative Impacts, p. 5-28. Page 5-28, second paragraph is revised as
follows:
In contrast, much of the Project infrastructure would be installed
underground (43 miles of water conveyance pipelines, possibly
power distribution facilities and interconnected wellfield
pipelines), on private and water district property (Cadiz Inc.
property, ARZC ROW, Metropolitan lands), and in remote areas
not generally accessible by the public. The overall permanent
physical Project footprint is less than 250 acres.

A_MWD-134

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-3.
Page 6-3, last paragraph is revised as follows:
The facilities proposed for Groundwater Conservation and
Recovery Component of the Project include construction of a
wellfield and manifold (piping) system to carry pumped
groundwater to a new 43-mile conveyance pipeline that would
be constructed along the ARZC ROW, and tie into the CRA,
which would distribute water to Project Participants.

A_MWD-135

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-8.
Page 6-8, footnote 10 is revised as follows:
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Codified at California Business and Professionsal Code
§65867.5 and Government Code §§66455.3 and 66473.7.
A_MWD-136

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-9.
Page 6-9, footnote 13 is revised as follows:
Codified by amendments to California Public Resources Code
§§75076 and 75077 and the addition of §§75100 et seq. and
775120 et seq.

A_MWD-137

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-10.
Page 6-10, last sentenceis revised as follows:
Metropolitan imports water from the Colorado River via its CRA
and receives water from the California Department of Water
Resources which imports it from the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta via the SWP.

A_MWD-138

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-10.
Page 6-10, second and third paragraphs is revised as follows:
Metropolitan’s water supplies and supply reliability are
described in more detail in below but, in summary, Metropolitan
is taking several steps to address reliability issues associated
with both of its imported supply sources.
On the Colorado River system, a multi-year drought coupled
with the need for Metropolitan to permanently reduce its level of
imports, along with litigation over the negotiated multi-party
Quantification Settlement settlement and related agreements
intended to reduce California’s reliance on the Colorado River…

A_MWD-139

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-10.
Page 6-10, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan works with local agencies to implement projects to
recover and use treat contaminated groundwater to meet potable
use standards prior to use.
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A_MWD-140

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-16.
Page 6-16, third paragraph is revised as follows:
(see further discussion of Metropolitan supplies and reliability
issues in Section 6.2.7, below).

A_MWD-141

The commenter makes the assertion that the proposed Project will bring
imported water to Southern California, rather than provide a local water
source to the region. As stated in the Draft EIR, Chapter 3, Project
Description, p. 3-2, the Project would make use of a water source
independent of surface water resources from the CRA and Sacramento
San-Joaquin Delta. In this way, the sentence highlighted by the
commenter is correct in saying that Project water is local to the Southern
California region, while SWP and CRA water is imported.

A_MWD-142

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-31,
Table 6-14, footnote (a). Page 6-31, Table 6-14, footnote (a) is revised as
follows:
Suburban purchases water from Metropolitan via the Upper San
Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District and Central Basin
Municipal Water District.

A_MWD-143

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-43.
Page 6-43, third paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan’s service area covers portions of six counties in the
Southern California region: Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties.

A_MWD-144

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-53,
footnote 73. Page 6-53, footnote 73 is revised as follows:
For example, the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA)
and Imperial Irrigation District (IID) currently have an
agreement under which IID water is transferred to SDCWA. The
transferred water is made available by land fallowing; additional
future increases in transferred water will be made possible by
additional fallowing and implementation of new irrigation
efficiency measures. The transfer is implemented via
Metropolitan infrastructure, whereby Metropolitan receives the
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IID water and exchanges it for an equal amount of conveys the
same amount of CRA water to SDCWA. (RUWMP p. 1-22)
A_MWD-145

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-53.
Page 6-53, paragraph 3 is revised as follows:
Metropolitan projects that 16 percent of its total water supply in
2035 will come from the Colorado River.
Of California’s 4.4 MAF normal year apportionment from the
Colorado River, up to 3.85 MAF, less transfers and use of up to
14,500 acre-feet by holders of Indian and miscellaneous present
perfected rights, or 86 percent, is delivered to the Imperial
Valley Irrigation District and, to a much lesser extent, the Palo
Verde Irrigation District near Blythe, the Yuma Project, and the
Coachella Valley Irrigation Water District. A portion of Tthe
water rights held by the first three of these entities listedthese
irrigation districts are called “present perfected” rights – they
predate the 1922 Colorado River Compact 1928 Boulder Canyon
Project Act and thus entitle the entities them to receive their
water allocation in all years – dry or wet – over other lower
priority users, order of their priority date over other lower
priority users, including Metropolitan.

A_MWD-146

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-54.
Page 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
California has historically in the past drawn more than its basic
apportionment of Colorado River water; its annual use has varied
between 4.532 and 5.37 MAF over the last ten years32,33 with
water supplies above California’s entitlement normal year
apportionment of 4.4 million acre-feet typically coming from
unused portions of Arizona’s and Nevada’s apportionment and
surplus water on the River in wet years.

A_MWD-147

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-54,
footnote 77. Page 6-54, footnote 77 is revised as follows:

32 Aquifonia, The Colorado River, http://aquafornia.com/where-does-californias-water-come-from/the-colorado-river,

accessed October 12, 2011.

33 San Diego County Water Authority, News Release: QSA remains most reliable path for California’s Colorado

River Supplies, http://www.sdcwa.org/qsa-remains-most-reliable-path-californias-colorado-river-supplies, accessed
October 2011.
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Aquifonia, The Colorado River, http://aquafornia.com/wheredoes-californias-water-come-from/the-colorado-river, accessed
October 12, 2011.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Lower
Colorado River Accounting,
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html, accessed
April, 2012.
A_MWD-148

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-54.
Page 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
However, in recent years, increased use by upstream water users
(within their allocated rights) has reduced the amount of surplus
Colorado River water formerly available to Metropolitan, a 10year drought in the Colorado River watershed has decreased
storage levels in Lake Mead and Lake Powell below 50 percent
before their recovery in 2011, record dry conditions in Southern
California hadve reduced groundwater basins levels and local
reservoirs storage before recovery in 2011, and consecutive dry
years in northern California reduced Lake Oroville (at the
starting point of the a SWP reservoir) in 2008 and 2009 to its
lowest and third lowest operating level since the reservoir was
filled.

A_MWD-149

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-54.
Page 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Thus, while California’s apportionment of water has priority
over a portion of Arizona and Nevada’s apportionment, there are
increasing concerns about diminished supplies and the reliability
of Colorado River water over the long term.

A_MWD-150

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-54.
Page 6-54, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan may receive this additional water from unused
apportionments, water supplies unused by agricultural districts,
supplies unused by the states of Arizona and Nevada classified
as Priority 6, and as Intentionally Created Surplus or-- supplies
stored from previous years’ extraordinary conservation and
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efficiency improvements to the operations of the Colorado River
system, which are classified as Priority 3(a).
A_MWD-151

The commenter requests revisions to a statement in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of
Growth, p. 6-55, first paragraph. The statement in the text expresses a
condition of reduced water supply reliability that is accurate. The
requested change is not made.

A_MWD-152

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-55.
Page 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The QSA and related agreements are is a set of agreements
among IID, CVWD, San Diego County Water Authority
(SDCWA), Metropolitan and others intended to reduce
California’s reliance on the Colorado River. Essentially, the
QSAIID-SDCWA transfer agreement calls for Imperial Valley
farmers to fallow land and make voluntary efficiency and
conservation improvements and for IID to make conservation
improvements and transfer the conserved water to San Diego.

A_MWD-153

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-55.
Page 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
As part of the agreement, the State has agreed to bear
responsibility for funding mitigation in excess of the $133
million to be funded by IID, CVWD, and SDCWA, collectively
the restoration of the Salton Sea. Specifically, the QSA and
related agreements committed the parties to implementing eight
long-term transfer and supply agreements that will shift up to 36
MAF from agricultural to urban use over the life of the
agreement and authorize allocate the use of conserved water
from the All American Canal and Coachella Canal Lining
Projects.

A_MWD-154

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-55.
Page 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
An appeal was filed and a temporary stay immediately granted,
which was later made permanent pending outcome of the appeal.
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On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation
District v. All Persons Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation
District et al., and County of Imperial v. Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the
cases were remanded to the trial court for further proceedings
consistent with the Court of Appeal’s opinion.
A_MWD-155

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-55.
Page 6-55, second paragraph, is revised as follows:
The stay allows the QSA water transfers to continue while the
QSA parties appeal its invalidation.
The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented.

A_MWD-156

The commenter requests revisions to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-57
regarding water available to Metropolitan through the CRA in the future.
The statement in the text expresses a condition of reduced water supply
reliability that is accurate. The requested change is not made.

A_MWD-157

The commenter suggests a modification to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 657, third paragraph. The statement in the text expresses a condition that
is accurate. The requested change is not made. However, to reflect the
comment a modification is made as follows.
The operational constraint is that Tthis water needs to be is
blended with SWP supplies to meet the target salinity of 500
mg/L of TDS.

A_MWD-158

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, p. 6-58.
Page 6-58, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The guiding principle of the WSDM Plan is to encourage storage
of water during periods of surplus and for Metropolitan to work
with its member agencies to minimize impacts of water
shortages during periods of shortage.

A_MWD-159

The commenter requests revisions in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7
Alternatives Analysis, p. 7-7. Page 7-7, first paragraph is revised as
follows:
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Additionally, Metropolitan in collaboration with Metropolitan
Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC) and
other Metropolitan member agencies is in the process of
developing a Long Term Conservation Plan, which seeks an
aggressive water use efficiency target in order to achieve a 20
percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020 for the entire
Metropolitan service area.

Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (2 submissions)
A_MDAQMD1-1

The commenter requests access to the draft GMMMP. A link to the
location of the Draft GMMMP online was made available to the
commenter on December 19, 2011. The Updated GMMMP is included in
the Final EIR Vol. 7 as Appendix B1.

A_MDAQMD2-1

The commenter concurs with the proposed mitigation measures for air
quality (Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-5) as feasible
mitigation. The comment is noted.

City of Needles
A_NeedlesCity-1

This comment does not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR;
therefore no response is necessary. The rarity of desert groundwater
accessible to ecological uses is acknowledged to be the case. As detailed
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, however, the proposed Project would not reduce
overlying biological resources’ access to groundwater.

A_NeedlesCity-2

The commenter states that the Project would extract 14,000 AFY from
the groundwater basin and an additional 36,000 AFY from the Colorado
River under Phase 2. This is not the case. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, the Project would extract an
average of 50,000 AFY from the groundwater basin below the Fenner,
Cadiz and Bristol Watersheds. No Colorado River water would be
diverted as part of Phase 1. Phase 2 of the Project would enable entities
with Colorado River water rights to store water in years when water is
available and enable extraction of water in dry years when water is
scarce. The new facilities required for Phase 2 generally would be
located in close proximity to the Phase 1 facilities. Impacts to local
resources from Phase 2 construction would therefore be similar to those
identified for Phase 1, although substantial analysis would be required to
confirm these conclusions once Phase 2 facility details are developed.
The Draft EIR concludes that Phase 2 could be implemented with few
impacts to the desert ecosystem. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.
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County of San Bernardino (via Downey Brand Attorneys LLP)
A_SBCounty-1

The commenter states that SMWD must apply for a groundwater
extraction permit or qualify for an exclusion from the County
Groundwater Management Ordinance. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-54 acknowledges that the Project is subject to
approval from the County pursuant to the County Groundwater
Management Ordinance. On May 1, 2012 the County approved a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which provides a process for
seeking an exclusion from the Ordinance and the framework for the
County’s duties and responsibilities as a Responsible Agency taking
discretionary action of the Project after SMWD considers the Project.
See Final EIR Vol.7, Appendix N Memorandum of Understanding by
and among the Santa Margarita Water District, Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley
Mutual Water Company, and the County of San Bernardino.

A_SBCounty-2

The commenter states that the County of San Bernardino is a responsible
agency as defined by CEQA Guidelines Section 15096(a) and the County
must consider the Project EIR but may "reach its own conclusions on
whether and how to approve the project involved." The commenter notes
that the County will need to ensure independently that the Project avoids
or mitigates any adverse effects that may arise. This comment does not
state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA. As identified in
the Draft EIR, the County is a responsible agency for the Project as
defined by CEQA.

A_SBCounty-3

The comment describes the County’s Groundwater Management
Ordinance requirements. The comment states that the County must deny
a permit for projects that result in extracting in excess of safe yield. The
commenter notes that the County is currently working with SMWD to
develop an MOU that is acceptable to the County pursuant to the
Ordinance requirements. The comment is noted. As reflected above in
Response A_SBCounty-1, the MOU providing a process for seeking an
exclusion from the Ordinance was approved by the County on May 1,
2012. See Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency; Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix N.

County of San Bernardino Public Works
A_SBCPW-1

The commenter states that Jimsonweed (Datura wrightii) is a native
plant rather than a non-native plant. The text of the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.4 Biological Resources, page 4.4-5 first sentence is revised as
follows:
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The following invasive species were identified in the area and
are indicative of moderately-to-heavily degraded habitats: velvet
rosettes (Psathyrotes ramosissima), Saharan mustard (Brassica
tournefortii), tansy (Descurainia pinnata), flixweed
(Descurainia sophia), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), Russian
thistle (Salsola tragus), red-stemmed filaree (Erodium
cicutarium), little trumpet (Eriogonum trichopes), Jimsonweed
(Datura wrightii), and puncture vine (Tribulus terrestris).
A_SBCPW-2

The comment refers to a limited jurisdiction over Cadiz Road. In
response to the comment, the text of the Draft EIR in Section 4.15,
Transportation and Traffic, p. 4.15-6, fourth full paragraph, is revised as
follows:
The San Bernardino County Department of Public Works is
responsible for maintaining approximately 2,830 miles of both
paved and unpaved roadways primarily located in
unincorporated areas of the County. These facilities range in
classification from major arterial highways to local streets. San
Bernardino County maintains only 4.44 miles of The Cadiz-Rice
road from the AT&SF tracks to National Trails Highway. that
follows the ARCZ railroad is a County road.

A_SBCPW-3

The comment refers to San Bernardino County permits required to
manage traffic during construction. The text on 4.15-8 is revised as
follows:
The Project would increase traffic on local roadways during
construction, though the local roadways currently have very little
traffic as the greater Project area is sparsely populated.
Construction of the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component of the Project is expected to last up to
approximately18 months2 years. The primary impacts from the
movement of construction trucks would include short-term and
intermittent impacts on roadway capacities due to slower moving
vehicles. Traffic-generating construction activities would consist
of the arrival and departure of constructions workers, trucks
hauling equipment and materials to the construction site, the
hauling of excavated soils, and importing of new fill. Trucks
leaving roadways onto construction sites would slow any traffic
and could result in hazards to fast moving traffic on the sparsely
used roads. If lane closures or flagmen are required to manage
traffic during delivery of construction equipment, an
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encroachment permit from Caltrans and the County would be
necessary.
A_SBCPW-4

The comment states that the County is required to approve traffic control
plans. SMWD would prepare the Traffic Control Plan to be consistent
with County requirements and would submit it to the County for its
review and comment.

A_SBCPW-5

The commenter states that LOS C is preferable to LOS D. As stated in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.15.3 Transportation and Traffic, p. 4.1510, LOS standards for roadways that are part of the San Bernardino
County CMP network are intended to regulate long-term traffic increases
resulting from the operation of new development. The CMP’s LOS
standard requires that all CMP segments operate at LOS C or better.
Local roadways in the Project vicinity all have LOS A or B ratings. With
respect to Construction activities daily trips could increase by 100 round
trips per day. This number of trips would not be sufficient to reduce LOS
on any local roadway below LOS C. Project operations, which would
result in a negligible increase in maintenance trips to the Project site per
day, would not affect LOS standards on roads in the Project vicinity.

A_SBCPW-6

The commenter clarifies the description of the National Trails Highway.
The information regarding the origin and terminus of the National Trails
Highway was cited verbatim from the County of San Bernardino 2007
General Plan, Final EIR. Therefore, this information is consistent with
the County of San Bernardino General Plan. The Draft EIR introduces
the National Trails Highway (also known as Old US 66) in Vol. 1,
Section 4.15 Transportation and Traffic, page 4.15-1. This shows
consistency with the County’s comment. The text on page 4.15-1
following this introduction is revised as follows:
National Trails Highway (former US 66) originates at an
interchange with I-15 in the City of Victorville, and continues
north and east to its terminus at Lenwood Road in the
community of Lenwood, just southwest of the City of Barstow.34
National Trails Highway is a County Road that runs east and
west through the Project area and is located approximately 4
miles north of the Project site.

A_SBCPW-7

The commenter requests clarification of County jurisdiction of Cadiz
Road. Refer to Response A_SBCPW-2.

34 County of San Bernardino, San Bernardino County 2007 General Plan Program Final Program Environmental

Impact Report, February 2007, pp. IV-145, IV-169, IV-142.
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A_SBCPW-8

The commenter requests revisions to the Draft EIR with respect to a
reference to the City of Indio. In response to the comment, the text of the
Draft EIR in Section 4.15, Transportation and Traffic, p. 4.15-7, is
revised as follows:
The CMP in San Bernardino County was created in June 1990 as
a provision of Proposition 111. Under this proposition, urbanized
areas with populations of more than 50,000 would be required to
undertake a congestion management program that was adopted
by a designated Congestion Management Agency (CMA). As
stated earlier, SANBAG was designated as the CMPA by the
County Board of Supervisors. The closest applicable city with
the population 50,000 is the City of Indio.35 City of Victorville,36
which is approximately 132 miles away from the Project site.

City of Twentynine Palms (2 submissions)
A_29PalmsCity1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

A_29PalmsCity2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

4.3 Organizations
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Ameron International Corporation
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

03/09/2012

Dennis E. Shearer, PE
District Sales Manager

Best Western Colorado River Inn

01/26/2012

Philip C. Crouch, CHA
General Manager

BNSF Railway Company

02/10/2012

David T. Rankin
Senior General Attorney

Joseph E. Bonadiman & Associates, Inc.

03/13/2012

Joseph S.C. Bonadiman,
Ph.D., PE

03/14/2012

Adam Lazar

Center for Biological Diversity

35 City of Indio, Pop-Facts: Demographic Quick Facts 2011 Report, May 2011, p. 1.
36 City of Victorville, US Census Bureau: State and County Quick Facts, City of Victorville,

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/0682590.html, accessed 04/05/12.
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Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Desert Cycle Works

03/08/2012

[signature illegible]

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

01/25/2012

Rob Fleck
Director of Sales

Goodspeed Distributing Inc.

03/09/12

Thomas Goodspeed
President

Layne Christensen Company
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

03/09/2012

Robert C. Minella
Regional General Manager

Los Angeles Salad Company
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

03/08/2012

Robert Hana
CEO

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America Local783 (2 submissions)

12/12/2011 and
01/11/2012

Richard Drury and
Christina Caro
Attorneys for Local 783

Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

01/24/2012

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Land Trust

03/09/2012

Nancy Karl
Executive Director

Morongo Basin Regional Economic Development Consortium

03/09/2012

Alan Rasmussen
Chair

Shady Myrick Research Project

12/06/2012

John Lightburn
Project Director

03/13/2012

Seth Shteir
California Desert Field
Representative
National Parks Conservation
Association, et al.

03/14/2012

Michael J. Madrigal
President

Submitted on behalf of:
Center for Biological Diversity:
National Parks Conservation Association
California Wilderness Coalition
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Sierra Club Desert Committee
Mojave Desert Land Trust
Sierra Club
Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Defenders of Wildlife
Desert Tortoise Council
Sierra Club Desert Committee, San Gorgonio Chapter, and
National Organization
Southern California Watershed Alliance
Desal Response Group
Desert Survivors

Native American Land Conservancy
National Chloride Company of America (2 submissions)
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

02/01/2012 and
02/27/2012

Tom Beeghly

Needles Chamber of Commerce

01/12/2012

Jeff Williams
President

Northwest Pipe Company
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

02/14/2012

Gary Stokes
Sr. VP, Sales and Marketing

Office Supplies Plus

undated

Dee Richhart
President & CEO

Orange County Coastkeeper
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

02/06/2012

Colin Kelly
Staff Attorney

Pacific Institute

03/13/2012

Dr. Newsha Ajami
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Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

2/12/2012,
03/12/2012 and
03/13/2012 (2)

Ruth Musser-Lopez

Roscoe Moss Company
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

03/07/2012

Robert A. Van Valer

Salt Products Company

03/14/2012

Nael Bratt

River Archaeological Heritage Association of the
Lower Colorado River (4 submissions)

Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife

undated
03/14/2012,
03/16/2012 (2),
03/27/2012,
04/03/12

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker, LLP (6
submissions)

H. Marie Brashear
President

Robert S. Bower

02/24/2012

Dennis Nakata
Paralegal

Twentynine Palms Chamber of Commerce

12/15/2011

Maggie Chaffer
President

The Wildlands Conservancy

03/14/2012

Frazier Haney

Willits & Newcomb, Inc.

03/12/2012

Jackie Maxwell
President

Zepeda Labor Contracting, Inc.

03/09/2012

Elena Zepada Cota

Ameron International Corporation
O_Ameron1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be included in the Final EIR and forwarded to the
decision-making bodies for their review and consideration.

Best Western Colorado River Inn
O_BestWestern-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

BNSF Railway Company
O_BNSF-1

The commenter states that the Project may encroach onto the BNSF right
of way. The comment notes that approximately 70 trains per day use this
right of way. Phase 1 of the Project would not encroach onto BNSF
property or require any easement across the BNSF tracks as shown on
Figures 3-6a and 3-6b of the Draft EIR. Use of the Cadiz Road crossing
would be increased during construction. Traffic control measures
required in Mitigation Measures TR-1, TR-2, TR-3 and TR-4 would be
implemented in coordination with BNSF to ensure that the crossing is
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controlled to ensure safety. The Draft EIR provides project-level
assessment for Phase 1 only. The Phase 1 wellfield network is shown in
Draft EIR Vol. 1 Figures 3-6a and 3-6b. The Phase 1 wellfield network
would be installed south of the BNSF tracks and outside of the BNSF
right of way. As shown in Draft EIR Vol. 1 Figure 3-14, extraction wells
and recharge basins north of the BNSF tracks are contemplated for Phase
2 of the Project. Installation of these features may require jack and
boring under the tracks to connect the wells and recharge basins with the
pipeline manifold system south of the tracks. Access to facilities north of
the BNSF tracks would be provided by roads north of the tracks or via
existing drainage underpasses. No additional at-grade crossings would be
installed. Installing an underground pipeline beneath the train tracks
would require an encroachment permit from BNSF and approval from
the California Public Utilities Commission and would be considered in
Phase 2’s project-level analysis.
O_BNSF-2

The commenter requests that a subsidence monitoring study and plan,
including actions to be taken to avoid impacts to the track structure if
subsidence occurs, for any portion of the Project near BNSF's right of
way be included as a condition of approval of the Project. Analysis of
potential land subsidence as a result of modeled Project operations was
conducted as part of the project-level analysis in the Draft EIR. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 8.6, the estimated maximum land
subsidence under the three scenarios ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 feet. Land
subsidence modeling results are presented in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, p. 4.6-29 and in the Updated GMMMP
(Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 4.1.2.7).
Monitoring measures were identified and are described in the Draft EIR
and in the Updated GMMMP, Sections 5.6 and 5.7. Action criteria are
also established to identify subsidence in advance of a significant impact.
Corrective measures that would be implemented if subsidence exceeds
action criteria are presented in the EIR and the Updated GMMMP
Section 6.3. This analysis specifically includes consideration of the
railroad industry standard for subsidence in inches of subsidence per feet
of track and finds that any subsidence from the Project would be well
below this threshold.

Joseph E. Bonadiman & Associates, Inc.
O_Bonadiman-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Center for Biological Diversity
O_CBD-1

The commenter requests that the 2001 Cadiz Groundwater Storage and
Dry-Year Supply Project, related comments and supporting
documentation, and the Metropolitan decision regarding certification of
that EIR/EIS be included in the administrative record. The comment is
noted. This document is included as a reference used in the analysis.

Desert Cycle Works
O_DesertCycle-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms
O_FairfieldInn1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Goodspeed Distributing Inc.
O_Goodspeed-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Layne Christensen Company
O_Layne1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Los Angeles Salad Company
O_LASalad1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America Laborers Local Union 783 (2 submissions)
O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA1-1

The commenter requests to receive future CEQA notices. The
commenter’s request was satisfied on January 20, 2012 and will
be notified of future actions concerning the Project, per the
request.
The comment states: “The Project would construct extraction
wells (wellfield) on property owned by Cadiz and a 42-mile
underground water conveyance pipeline within an active railroad
right-of-way that intersects the Colorado River Aqueduct
(CRA)”. The pipeline measurement is incorrect in the comment
and should reflect the 43-mile pipeline described in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-15.

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA2-1

The comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR, rather the comment urges compliance
with CEQA. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to
CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record
and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
The comment states: “The Project would construct extraction
wells (wellfield) on property owned by Cadiz and a 42-mile
underground water conveyance pipeline within an active railroad
right-of-way that intersects the Colorado River Aqueduct
(CRA).” The pipeline measurement is incorrect in the comment
and should reflect the 43-mile pipeline described in the Draft
EIR (Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-15).

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA2-2

The comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies
for their review and consideration.

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA2-3

The commenter asks to be notified of all future actions regarding
the Project and the Draft EIR. The commenter’s request was
satisfied on January 20, 2012 and the commenter will be notified
of future actions concerning the Project, per the request.
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Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
O_MDHCA1-1

The commenter states that the Project could affect their wells located in
Goffs, California. As shown on Figures 4.9-12, 4.9-13, 4.9-14 of the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-67
to 4.9-69, the Project would not affect groundwater levels at Goffs near
the commenter’s members’ wells. Goffs is located at the northeastern
border of the Watershed, over 30 miles from the proposed wellfield to
the northeast. As described in the Draft EIR beginning on p. 4.9-59,
groundwater drawdown is expected to be concentrated around the
wellfield, with decreasing amounts of drawdown moving away from the
wellfield and approaching zero within approximately 15 miles. At more
than 30 miles away, all modeling shows that wells in Goffs, California,
will not be affected by Project operations. Nonetheless, the Updated
GMMMP requires that these wells be monitored, if the owners submit
well data to the Project Technical Review Panel, and corrective measures
be implemented if adverse effects to groundwater wells are detected as a
result of the Project. Corrective measures include modifications to third
party wells, if necessary. See the Draft EIR, p. 4.9-66 and the Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2.

O_MDHCA1-2

The commenter states that well monitoring and reporting should be the
responsibility of an impartial third party and that as long as monitoring
and reporting is under the control of a project-created entity, there is the
appearance of a conflict of interest. Enforcement authority will be the
responsibility of San Bernardino County, which is not a Project-created
entity. Monitoring would be subject to the stipulations of the GMMMP.
The commenter is referred to Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-102 and
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_MDHCA1-3

The commenter states that the reference to pre-existing wells in the Draft
EIR is not defined. Figure 4.9.5 in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-24 to 4.9-28 shows the locations
of known wells based on a well survey conducted in 2010 by CH2M
Hill, including the wells at Goffs. As noted in Response O_MDHCA-1,
the Project would not affect groundwater levels at Goffs near the
commenter’s wells. Nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP includes
monitoring measures for third-party wells and corrective measures in the
unlikely event that third-party wells are impacted. The commenter is
referred to the Draft EIR, p. 4.9-66 and the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2.

O_MDHCA1-4

The commenter states that property owners in the Watershed were not
notified. The proposed Project site is located within a 34,000-acre area
owned by Cadiz Inc. The proposed Project would utilize approximately
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150 acres of Cadiz Inc. property in the Cadiz and the Fenner Valleys to
construct the wellfield and related facilities, and approximately 450
linear acres of pre-disturbed land within the ARZC ROW to build the
conveyance pipeline, as well as approximately 645 acres of Cadiz Inc.
property for construction staging areas. The Fenner Watershed covers
approximately 1,100 square miles. CEQA requires the lead agency to
send notice to all who have previously requested it in writing and to
either 1) publish notice in an area newspaper, 2) post notice on and off
the Project site, or 3) mail notice directly to contiguous landowners.
SMWD has complied with these CEQA requirements. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.
O_MDHCA1-5

This commenter expresses a general concern that the Project would
adversely affect groundwater resources and subsequently the Cultural
Center in Goffs. The commenter is referred to Response O_MDHCA11.

Mojave Desert Land Trust
O_MDLT-1

The commenter expresses an opinion that the benefits of the proposed
Project do not outweigh the impacts and that the Project will not benefit
residents of San Bernardino County. This comment expresses an opinion
regarding the merits of the Project and does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
The comment also summarizes general concerns about biological and
natural water resources, which are outlined and responded to below.

O_MDLT-2

The commenter expresses general concern that wildlife, such as desert
tortoise and bighorn sheep, might be affected by impacts to water
availability and quality. The Project would not affect the springs in the
Watershed including those used by plant and animal wildlife. As
discussed in Master Response 3.6 Vegetation, under current conditions
vegetation and wildlife have no access to the groundwater due to its
excessive depth below ground level (the water table begins at more than
300 feet below ground surface (bgs) in the Fenner Gap and
approximately 150 feet bgs in Cadiz). Vegetation in the area does not
have roots that extend to these depths. The Project’s potential impacts to
desert tortoise will be less than significant with mitigation and are
described in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Biological Resources, pp. 4.417 to 4.4-19 and 4.4-40 to 4.4-42. Potential impacts to animals, including
Nelson’s bighorn sheep, burrowing owl, and American badger will also
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be less than significant with mitigation and are described in pages 4.4-24
and 4.4-43. See Master Response 3.4 Springs.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.9 Biological
Resources and Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-61- through O_NPCACBD et al.-64 and O_NPCA-CBD et al.-67. This comment is also
addressed in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4
Springs, and 3.6 Vegetation.
O_MDLT-3

The commenter states that the desert is not able to recharge an aquifer
and that the Project is not “sustainable.” The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.6 Geology and Soils and Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality
present extensive analysis illustrating the hydrology and geology of the
Watershed and revealing that approximately 32,000 AFY of natural
recharge is occurring in the Watershed and ultimately evaporates from
the Dry Lakes at the terminus of the Watershed system. The recharge
originates as precipitation in the mountains above the Watersheds and
moves down gradient into the valley over the years, eventually
evaporating from the Dry Lakes. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-7 to 4.9-9 shows that the
groundwater basins underlying the Watersheds are fed from precipitation
occurring in the higher elevations. As described on pp. 4.9-28 to 4.9-31,
groundwater in the aquifer exhibits a gradient that indicates it is not in a
static state, but rather is flowing toward the Dry Lakes. If the aquifer was
not being recharged, then the water table surface would be flat. Please
refer to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation
and 3.15 Terminology.
The comment also states that SMWD is the lead agency for the proposed
Project and that there is no benefit of the Project for San Bernardino
County. Please refer to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
Also refer to Response O_MDLT-1, Master Response 3.8 GMMMP
and the Updated GMMMP for an explanation of benefits to San
Bernardino County.

O_MDLT-4

The commenter states that local ecosystems rely on ponded water for
survival. The comment reflects a misunderstanding of the Project
Description. The Project would not alter surface water ponding caused
by precipitation. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-19, surface run off flows
to the Dry Lakes and ponds after significant precipitation events until it
evaporates. This water would not be affected in any way by the proposed
Project. The groundwater extracted for the Project is currently
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inaccessible to biological resources at the surface. Please refer to Master
Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.4 Springs.
O_MDLT-5

The commenter states that the Project would significantly impact air
quality and biological resources in the Mojave Desert that would affect
desert land conservation efforts. The Project would not significantly
impact the natural resources of the Mojave Desert. As noted in the Draft
EIR, Section 4.4. Biological Resources, Table 4.4-2, permanent impacts
from the Project would affect less than 250 acres with any impacts to
biological resources fully mitigated through the implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-17. As described in Section
4.3.4 Air Quality, long-term operational emissions would not exceed
Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (MDAQMD)
significance thresholds and would be less than significant. Studies of the
chemistry of the Dry Lakes have demonstrated that the Project will not
increase dust emissions there. As explained in Section 4.3.4, air quality
will only be affected in the short-term because of expected NOx
emissions during construction. The Project would not affect the
commenter’s investments, donors, or ability to receive future donations
and grants for work. Regardless, any such potential impacts are not
physical impacts to the environment subject to review under CEQA.
Please also see Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_MDLT-6

The commenter states that biological resources must not be affected for
short term gain, that CEQA and NEPA analysis is required, that climate
change will make the situation worse and that desert tortoise impacts
from solar projects in the desert create a cumulative impact to the
species. As described in Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources,
impacts to biological resources are limited. The Draft EIR complies with
CEQA provisions. NEPA compliance is not required since no federal
approvals are required to implement the Project. See Master Response
3.13, Right-of-Way and NEPA. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp 4.9-10 to 4.9-15, changes
in precipitation in the desert will not affect the Project. Groundwater to
be extracted is already in storage or already moving downgradient to the
basin. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts includes an
analysis of the cumulative impacts to desert tortoise presented by the
many proposed developments in the desert including large scale solar
power projects. Chapter 5 concludes on page 5-32 that approximately
250 acres of desert habitat would be permanently affected from
implementation of the proposed Project, which would not present a
considerable contribution to a cumulative impact to desert tortoise due to
the effect occurring in designated Category III habitat and the
compensation occurring in critical habitat, and due to the minimal
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development from other projects in the immediate vicinity of the
proposed project.

Morongo Basin Regional Economic Development Consortium
O_MBREDC-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Shady Myrick Research Project
O_MyrickResearchProj-1

The commenter requests a hard copy of the Draft EIR. The request
was granted on December 6, 2011 by SMWD. The commenter also
requests future notification related to the proposed Project. The
comment is noted.

National Parks Conservation Association and Center for Biological
Diversity et al.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-1 The comment requests that a new Draft EIR be prepared with a new lead
agency. SMWD is the appropriate lead agency for the proposed Project.
A new EIR is not necessary. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-2 The comment states that NEPA compliance is required because the
Project will require approvals from the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM). This is not the case. See Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way
and NEPA.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-3 The commenter expresses an opinion regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, and states that impacts to National Parks Service (NPS) and BLM
lands are not addressed. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, the Project does not encroach on federal lands or
adversely impact NPS or BLM lands. No federal approvals are required.
The Project is located approximately 20 miles south of the Mojave
National Preserve and 25 miles north of Joshua Tree National Park. The
groundwater cone of depression created by the Project would not affect
these National Parks. In addition, the lowering of groundwater would not
adversely affect overlying natural ecosystems. See Master Responses
3.6 Vegetation and 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-4 The comment states that SMWD is not the appropriate lead agency. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-5 The comment states that Metropolitan and the RWQCB should be
considered responsible agencies and asserts that the list of identified
agencies are inadequate. The Draft EIR acknowledges in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54 that approvals from
Metropolitan and the RWQCB are needed to implement the Project. The
Final EIR clarifies that they are responsible agencies (see Final EIR Vol.
6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes). Both agencies were notified of
the Project and given opportunities to comment. The RWQCB did not
submit a comment letter. The commenter is also referred to Master
Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, pp. 3-53 and 3-54. The description of SMWD’s role
is revised in the Final EIR Vol. 6 to identify SMWD as the lead agency
and the other responsible agencies (see Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Changes).
In response to this comment the sentence on p. 3-53 in the first row third
column has been revised as follows:
A Project Participant and Lead Responsible Agency pursuant to
California Public Resources Code 21069, SMWD would
evaluate potential impacts of the proposed Project within its
boundaries and has discretion to approve or reject its
participation in the proposed Project.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-6 The comment states that the Project Description and Project objectives
are misleading, and more specifically the commenter criticizes the use of
the term “conservation” in the Project Description and questions the
sustainability of the Project. The comment also contends that Phase 2
should be analyzed at a project rather than programmatic level. The term
“conservation” is appropriately used in the Project Description and
objectives because the Project would divert and capture groundwater
before it reaches the highly saline salt sink beneath the Dry Lakes and
ultimately evaporates. Putting water to beneficial uses prior to losing it to
high-salinity and evaporation is appropriately referred to in the Draft EIR
as “conservation.” See Master Response 3.15 Terminology.
With regard to the comment that the Draft EIR’s analysis of Phase 2 is
not sufficiently detailed, see Master Responses 3.12 Project vs. Program
Level Analysis and 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. Because
Project Participants have not been identified for Phase 2, surplus water
for storage has not been identified, and plans for the spreading basins are
only conceptual, it was appropriate to analyze impacts at a programmatic
level.
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The commenter also questions water rights of the Project proponents,
public versus private use and the amount of water to be pumped. See
Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-7 The commenter objects to the use of terms “conservation” and
“beneficial uses” in the Project Description. The term “conservation” is
used because the Project would save groundwater from evaporating by
diverting it before it joins the highly saline salt sink beneath the Dry
Lakes and ultimately evaporates. Putting water to “beneficial uses” to
avoid loss due to evaporation is appropriately referred to in the Draft EIR
as “conservation.” According to the California Constitution, Article X,
Section 2, “the general welfare requires that water resources of the State
be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent … and that the waste … of
water be prevented, and that the conservation of such waters is to be
exercised with a view to the reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the
interest of the people and for the public welfare.” There must always be
balance between these beneficial uses and protection of the environment.
The Draft EIR has struck a balance and has found that the impacts to area
resources (with the exception of short-term direct and cumulative
construction impacts to air quality from NOx and secondary effects of
growth) to be less than significant or less than significant with
mitigation. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-5 to 3-6 and in Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, p. 72, Table 4.9-11, in the absence of this Project, 1.6 MAF of
groundwater will become saline and evaporate at the Dry Lakes in 100
years. The cumulative savings after 100 years would be 1.99 MAF.
Therefore, the Project is consistent with the State Constitution’s
requirement for beneficial use. See also Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2
Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required, pp. 5 to 6. This
comment is more fully addressed in Master Responses 3.7 Water Rights
and 3.15 Terminology.
Also, as discussed on p. 4.9-43, Table 4.9-4 of the Draft EIR, the
RWQCB’s Water Quality Control Plan for the Colorado River Basin –
Region 7, identifies the beneficial uses of the Bristol, Cadiz, and
Hydrologic Units as municipal, agricultural, and industrial uses. Given
this, the Draft EIR uses the term “beneficial uses.” The Project proposes
to conserve water that would otherwise evaporate and deliver it for
municipal uses in Southern California. Furthermore, rather than depleting
the groundwater basin, the Draft EIR describes in Table 4.9-11 that
under the 32,000 AFY recharge scenario, almost 2 MAF of water would
be kept from evaporating over the 100-year Project period, resulting in a
net depletion of only 220,000 AF. This represents less than 0.1 percent of
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the lower estimate of groundwater in storage in the basin (17 million
AF). See Master Responses 3.7 Water Rights and 3.15 Terminology.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-8 The comment states that the Project objectives are too narrowly defined
and, as a result, the EIR does not include alternatives that would meet the
“conservation” objective or the objective of providing “sustainable
operations.” CEQA requires the description and comparative analysis of
a range of alternatives to the proposed Project or to the location of the
project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives, focusing on alternatives that would avoid or substantially
lessen any significant effects of the Project, even if these alternatives
would impede to some degree the attainment of project objectives, or
would be more costly.37 “There is no ironclad rule governing the nature
or scope of the alternatives to be discussed [in an EIR] other than the rule
of reason.”38 Under the rule of reason, an EIR need discuss only those
alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice.39 An EIR need only
contain a “range of reasonable alternatives to the project” which would
“feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would
avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant [impacts] of the
project.”40 An alternative that does not meet the fundamental objective of
the Project need not be considered.41
The Draft EIR identified the following significant and unavoidable
impacts of the Project: direct and cumulative construction air emissions
for NOx, as well as secondary effects of growth in certain water agency
service areas. Accordingly, SMWD ensured that the EIR included and
analyzed a reasonable range of alternatives that would avoid or
substantially less those significant and unavoidable impacts, while
meeting most of the basic objectives of the Project. Table 7-2 of the
Draft EIR details the impacts which each Alternative, aside from the
legally mandated No Project Alternative, was selected to address. The
alternatives selected for detailed analysis were considered potentially
feasible and presented a range of approaches consistent with Project
objectives. Alternatives rejected from detailed consideration either failed
to meet most of the basic Project objectives, were determined infeasible
and/or would not avoid or lessen any significant environmental effect.
See Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

37
38
39
40
41

CEQA Guideline § 15126.6(a), (b).
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a).
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(f).
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a).
In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Envt’l Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143, 1166.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-9 The commenter states that the cone of depression resulting from the draw
of groundwater related to the Project would continue to expand possibly
for decades, after pumping stopped. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-72 and
Table 4.9-10, groundwater storage is anticipated to recover to pre-Project
levels 67 years after the pumping has stopped (or year 117) under the
Project scenario. As shown on Figures 64 to 71 in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis),
comparing the 100-year to 50-year points in time for all three scenarios
shows that the cones of depression decrease in size dramatically after the
cessation of pumping and groundwater levels nearly recover to preProject levels. Once the extraction of groundwater ceases at Year 50,
groundwater levels would immediately begin to rise in response to the
resumed flow of groundwater from the up-gradient areas, filling in the
cone of depression. The water table would return to pre-pumping levels,
with recovery occurring more rapidly within the first few years. As
shown in Figure 70 of Appendix H1, in the Project wellfield area, water
levels would recover quickly in the first 10 to 20 years after pumping
stops (i.e., 60 to 70 years since Projected started). This is because the
Project wellfield cone of depression would be first to be refilled by the
natural recharge and upgradient groundwater in storage. Away from the
Project wellfield, such as in the areas of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes,
water-level recovery would be slower because these areas are located
further away and downgradient from the Project wellfield and therefore
water-level recovery there would follow recovery at the wellfield.
According to modeling, overall, basin-wide groundwater levels will
stabilize and revert back to the equilibrium groundwater levels and
hydraulic gradients that existed prior to the Project 67 years after the
Project pumping stops (Project Year 117). See also Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, p. 53
and Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-71. The
potential impacts are discussed further in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
In addition, the Project will be seeking County of San Bernardino
approval of a groundwater management plan (the GMMMP or
Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan). As
reflected in the Updated GMMMP included as Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, the GMMMP would (in addition to the
Mitigation Measures that will be adopted by SMWD as part of its
approval of the Project) provide for comprehensive monitoring, “early
warning” triggers and objective standards to mitigate any significant
impacts to the critical resources in the Project area. The Project is also
subject to existing regulatory requirements, including compliance with
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RWQCB discharge and permitting requirements. For additional
information, please refer to Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-10

The commenter expresses the general concern that water quality
impacts from the “storage/recharge component” of the Project
are given only cursory treatment in the Draft EIR. The
“storage/recharge component” is referred to in the EIR as the
Imported Water Storage Component or Phase 2. The EIR states
that project-level analysis is provided only for the stand-alone
Phase 1 Project, while Phase 2 is considered primarily at a
programmatic level. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis. Water quality impacts are discussed in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-48 to 4.9-58 and include three mitigation
measures. Additional discussion on water quality is presented in
the Updated GMMMP, as revised, which describes monitoring
measures for water quality (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP, Chapter 5) and corrective measures that will
be implemented in the unlikely event that the aquifer response is
outside of model-predicted responses (Updated GMMMP,
Chapter 6). For additional information, please refer to Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP and Responses A_CVWD-3 and
O_OCC1-5.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-11

The commenter expresses general concern that insufficient
discussion was provided on the potential impacts to sensitive
plants and wildlife and on potential for dust generation from the
drying out of the Dry Lakes as a result of lowering the water
table. As discussed in the Draft EIR, the Project will not
significantly affect sensitive plants and wildlife for the following
reasons.
As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18, Vol. 3, Appendix F4
Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from
Groundwater Pumping near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, the roots
of phreatophytic plants are not long enough to reach
groundwater and therefore do not depend on groundwater for
their survival. Instead, plants and animals in the area rely on
surface water runoff and precipitation, which will not be
impacted by the Project. See Master Responses 3.9 Biological
Resources and 3.6 Vegetation. Wildlife in the mountains of the
Watershed also rely on mountain springs for water, but there is
no hydraulic connection between the aquifer and the mountain
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springs, therefore changes in the water table will not affect
springs. This comment is further addressed in Master
Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.6 Vegetation as well as Response
O_OCC1-1. With regard to rare plants specifically, see also,
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix F3 Rare Plan Survey and Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix F1 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise,
Habitat Evaluation for Burrowing Owl, and General Biological
Resources Assessment, pp. 13 to 14, 26 to 31, and 43.
Regarding the potential for dust generation off of the Dry Lakes,
the salt crust on the Dry Lake surfaces does not depend on the
capillary rise of groundwater to prevent dust. The chemical
composition of the Dry Lake crust prevents significant dust
generation from the Dry Lakes. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-12

The commenter expresses the opinion that the Cadiz and Bristol
Dry Lakes are jurisdictional waters of the U.S. and that the
Project Dry Lakes is therefore subject to Clean Water Act permit
requirements and USACE jurisdiction. As discussed in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.91 to 4.9-5, the Dry Lakes are located within a closed watershed
basin (see also Response A_NPS-17). All water that falls as
precipitation within the Watershed stays within the Watershed
until it evaporates from the Dry Lakes. The Project would not
impact any streams that flow outside the Watershed boundaries,
and there are no navigable streams within the Watershed. The
Dry Lakes are not navigable, are not wetlands, and there is no
evidence of an interconnection to the Colorado River. Therefore,
the Project Dry Lakes are not jurisdictional waters of the U.S.
and are not subject to the Clean Water Act or USACE
jurisdiction.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-13

The commenter states that the water quality of water imported
from the CRA or the SWP might be lower than the water quality
of the groundwater in the aquifer. The water quality of
groundwater in the Fenner Watershed and the CRA is discussed
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-39 to 4.9-40. Water quality results for both
water sources are compared side-by-side on p. 4.9-57, Table 4.98 and potential impacts to importing surface water to the aquifer
are discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and
Water Quality pp. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77. Importation of water to the
aquifer is only contemplated in Phase 2 of the Project. The Draft
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EIR acknowledges in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-54 that the RWQCB would require further
analysis of potential impacts to water quality, including an antidegradation analysis; this would be conducted as part of projectlevel environmental review prior to the implementation of Phase
2. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level
Analysis. The CRA water, SWP water, and the groundwater in
the Fenner Gap area currently meet all of the existing State and
federal MCL drinking water standards before treatment, and as
such the Draft EIR concludes that water quality impacts are less
than significant.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-14

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not adequately
assess direct impacts, cumulative impacts or the impacts of
growth. The Draft EIR acknowledges in Chapter 6 GrowthInducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth that the
Project could support a small amount of growth. The EIR
identifies the locations within which Project water has the
potential to be used, discusses the population growth trends,
projected water demand and known and potential water supply
sources within each Project Participant’s service areas, and also
discusses population growth trends and projected water demand
and supply within the six-County Southern California Region
served by the Metropolitan Water District. The EIR summarizes
the planned growth in these six counties based on their General
Plans, as wells as the General Plans of select cities within those
counties. Based on this analysis, the Draft EIR acknowledges
that, while the Project has no direct growth inducement potential,
in that no housing is proposed or required as part of the Project,
it does have indirect growth inducement potential because it will
contribute to augmenting each water provider’s water supply
portfolio and includes construction of new facilities to transport
water. That said, in all cases, the Project’ contribution to these
water supply portfolios would help support planned growth that
is already reflected in the adopted General Plans for each
community served. There is no evidence that the Project would
stimulate growth beyond planned and projected levels (Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary
Effects of Growth, pp. 6-60 to 6-61). On page 6-62, the Draft
EIR makes the conservative assumption that, nonetheless, the
Project could support a small amount of growth which, in turn
could result in secondary environmental effects. Accordingly, a
summary of these potential secondary effects is provided and the
appropriate agencies with the authority to mitigate those impacts
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are identified in Table 6-35. Moreover, no specific projects have
identified Project water as their supply source. This comment is
further addressed in Response O_TetraAttachment-17 on
growth impacts and Response NPCA-CBD et al.-80 and 54 on
cumulative impacts.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-15

The comment states that use of a natural gas pipeline to convey
water is not adequately analyzed. The use of a natural gas
pipeline is evaluated as a Project Alternative in Chapter 7 of the
Draft EIR. See Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-25 and
A_NPS-29.
Use of a natural gas pipeline for water conveyance as part of the
Project is discussed only as a potential element of Phase 2, the
Imported Water Storage Component of the Project. Phase 2 is
still in the conceptual stage as details are still speculative and not
developed sufficiently to support project-level analysis.
Therefore, it has been analyzed at a programmatic level. The
commenter is referred to Response A_NPS-29. See also Master
Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-16

The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP does not comply
with the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance,42 or the State groundwater management
statute,43 and lists several concerns. SMWD, San Bernardino
County, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC entered into an MOU in
May 2012 to establish the framework for working together to
finalize the a GMMMP. The MOU is a first step, and it does not
obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project, or to presume that
the environmental documentation for the Project will be
certified, nor does it require the County to approve the
GMMMP. No obligation included in the MOU is binding on
SMWD or the County until such time as the District and County
complete their respective environmental reviews of the Project
and approve the Project and the GMMMP. See Vol. 7, Appendix
N to the Final EIR. The Groundwater MOU provides a
framework for managing the basin consistent with both
California Supreme Court precedent and the County’s Desert
Groundwater Ordinance. The aquifer will be monitored and
managed through implementation of the GMMMP. The
GMMMP will be enforced by the County pursuant to its
ordinance and delegation by lead agency SMWD and it includes

42 San Bernardino County Code of Ordinances, Title 3, Div. 3, Ch. 6, Art. 5, § 33.06552.
43 California Water Code § 10753 et seq.
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specific objective criteria for determining when the Project may
cause undesirable results including substantially depleting
groundwater supplies or interfering with recharge such that the
aquifer volume or groundwater levels would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted.
The GMMMP will include specific objective action criteria,
threshold standards and corrective measures to address potential
impacts to: third party wells, structures in the Project area
resulting from subsidence, the Project wellfield and third party
wells from progressive migration of the saline-fresh water
gradient, brine resources used by the salt mining companies, and
air quality. The reader is referred to the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP and Master Response 3.8
GMMMP for additional information. With regard to the
commenters’ concern as to possible deficiencies of the Draft
GMMMP, please see Master Responses 3.11 CEQA Public
Process and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-17

The commenter objects to SMWD as the lead agency. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-18

The commenter states that Metropolitan and the RWQCB should
be responsible agencies. The Draft EIR acknowledges in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54, that
approvals from Metropolitan and the RWQCB are required to
successfully implement the Project. The Final EIR clarifies that
they are responsible agencies in the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5
Draft EIR Text Changes. Both agencies were notified of the
Project and given opportunities to comment. The RWQCB did
not submit a comment letter. The commenter is also referred to
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-19

The comment states that the County of San Bernardino is the
appropriate lead agency and should be more than a responsible
agency for the Project. The approval of an MOU to comply with
the Groundwater Management Ordinance is listed in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54 as a necessary
approval of the Project. The County has not abdicated its
authority as a responsible agency with regard to the Project. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency and Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-16.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-20

The comment suggests that the cost sharing MOU between the
County and SMWD be introduced into the public record. This
MOU is a public record and is included as Appendix N to the
Final EIR. There are no provisions which impact or in any way
limit the Project as it is fully described in the EIR.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-21

The comment suggests that additional approvals are required by
the County. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3, Project Description,
Section 3.8 lists the approvals that may be needed to implement
the Project. The County’s discretionary review of the Project is
provided for in the Groundwater MOU, as discussed in
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-16. No other discretionary
review and approval from the County is needed to implement the
Project. The Project is exempt from local jurisdiction permitting
requirements pursuant to Government Code section 53091. See
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10 Land Use Planning, p. 4.10-20
and Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-22

The comment states that SMWD should be a responsible agency.
For a discussion on lead and responsible agency status, the
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-23

The comment suggests that the cost sharing MOU between the
County and SMWD and Cadiz Inc. and the nature of SMWD’s
ownership interest be introduced into the public record. See
Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-20 and Master Response 3.10
CEQA Lead Agency. Agreements reflecting the nature of
SMWD's ownership interest will be approved in connection with
the Project and will be part of the public record.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-24

The comment states that the Metropolitan and the RWQCB
should be responsible agencies. The Draft EIR acknowledges in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54 that
approvals from Metropolitan and the RWQCB are required to
successfully implement the Project. The Final EIR clarifies that
these agencies are responsible agencies in Vol. 6, Chapter 5
Draft EIR Text Changes. Both agencies were notified of the
Project and given opportunities to comment. The commenter is
also referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency
which discusses SMWD’s role as CEQA Lead Agency for the
Project. Moreover, prior to implementation of Phase 2, further
project-level environmental review and discretionary approval
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would be required including approvals from Metropolitan and
RWQCB, among others.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-25

The commenter suggests that the natural gas pipeline component
was not adequately analyzed and asks for clarification on
whether the natural gas pipeline would be used in Phase 1. The
Draft EIR identifies the conversion of a natural gas pipeline for
water conveyance as a potential element of Phase 2 and as a
Project alternative for Phase 1. Both the Phase 1 alternatives
analysis and the Phase 2 programmatic analysis were adequate
for their respective purposes. The existing Natural Gas Pipeline
Alternative is analyzed as an alternative in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, pp. 7-29 to 7-34. The
existing natural gas pipeline extends from Cadiz Inc. property to
Barstow and on to Wheeler Ridge near Bakersfield. Analysis of
the potential effects of converting the pipeline for water
conveyance was conducted under each resources area as well as
whether use of the pipeline would meet Project objectives. The
pipeline capacity is limited to 30,000 AFY and would not be able
to serve all Project Participants. Because the natural gas pipeline
would connect to Barstow and, potentially, Wheeler Ridge, new
agreements would need to be made to convey the water to the
existing Project Participants and the ARCZ would not be able to
participate. The alternative would not allow for importation from
the CRA but would require participants in the SWP to enter into
agreements to store water at the Cadiz Inc. property. In addition,
the existing natural gas pipeline conversion is considered
programmatically for Phase 2 throughout the Draft EIR. The
commenter is also referred to Responses O_NPCA-CBD-15 and
A_NPS-29 and Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program
Level Analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-26

The commenter suggests a discrepancy with the amount of water
to be extracted by the Project. The commenter notes that the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive Summary cites retrieval of 2 MAF
on p. ES-2 and 50,000 AFY for 50 years for a total of 2.5 MAF
on p. ES-3. ES-2 refers to conserved water while ES-3 refers to
pumping. Under the Project Scenario, cumulative net water
saving is estimated at 1,990,000 AF. See also Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-72, Table 4.911 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2 Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required, pp. 6-7.
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The commenter questions the permitting requirements and
whether there are any that would limit the water exports to the
50,000 AFY. As discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4 Appendix H5
Addendum to September 1, 2011 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis), the pumping rates to establish the
hydraulic barrier to groundwater flow at the Fenner Gap may
vary between 25,000 and 75,000 AFY in any given year with an
overall average of 50,000 AFY over the 50-year Project period.
Pumping at a higher rate in the early years of the Project would
increase the efficiency of establishing the barrier and accelerate
the recovery of groundwater from migrating to the Dry Lakes
and evaporating. Total Project pumping over the life of the
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component is limited
to 50,000 AFY, on average, for 50 years as stated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Project Introduction, page 1-3. Pumping
beyond this rate and term would require new agreements,
administrative review and discretionary approvals, as stated on
page 1-4. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-27

The commenter states that the Project may extend beyond 50
years. The life of the Project is defined at 50 years. The Option
Agreements for the Project Participants contemplate that the
Project Participants may elect to extend the term of the Project
beyond the 50-year term. However, if such an election were
made to extend the Project’s term, new purchase agreements
would be required and full environmental review would be
required prior to approval of an extended term. The commenter
is referred to Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 1 Introduction, p. 1-4.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-28

The commenter states that the “Green Compact” is
unenforceable. The commenter is referred to Response A_NPS13. The description of the MOU between NHI and Cadiz Inc., in
the Draft EIR is not misleading. The purpose for the preparation
of the MOU was to create a formal agreement between the Cadiz
Inc. and the Natural Heritage Institute (NHI) which expresses
their mutual determination to move forward in the common
direction, to provide Stewardship Principals to guide the
administration and implementation of activities on the Cadiz Inc.
properties. The MOU serves as an instrument to record the
intention to work together and describes the basic terms under
which they intend to work together. The MOU is a preliminary
agreement which lays the foundation for subsequent and specific
activities and nowhere does the EIR state that it is intended to act
as a binding contract of either party.
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As noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2 Project Background,
Section 2.3.3, NHI has committed to assist Cadiz Inc. in
designing groundwater banking projects, identifying Project
Participants, and auditing the management of Cadiz Inc.-owned
property in keeping with the Green Compact. To date, the NHI
has not prepared an implementation package for the proposed
Project to effectuate the stewardship principals discussed in the
MOU. The principles of the NHI MOU are not binding
principles of the Project Description and are therefore not
relevant to the analysis conducted pursuant to CEQA.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-29

The commenter states that the Project is insufficient since it uses
the term “conservation” and water “savings.” The term
“conservation” and water “savings” are used because the Project
would divert groundwater before it joins the highly saline salt
sink beneath the Dry Lakes and ultimately evaporates. Putting
water to beneficial uses prior to losing it to evaporation is
appropriately referred to in the Draft EIR as “conservation.” See
Master Response 3.15 Terminology.
The commenter states that the roles of FVMWC and
Metropolitan are insufficiently described. The Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, notes on page 3-54 that approvals
from Metropolitan are required prior to implementing the
Project. The Project Description acknowledges that CRA tie-in
options are subject to approval and coordination with
Metropolitan. The role of the FVMWC is described in Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP, as updated in the Final EIR (Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP Updated). FVMWC is a
California mutual water company and non-profit entity formed
for the purpose of delivering water from the Project to its
members at cost. FVMWC will be solely comprised of the public
water systems that will own shares commensurate with their
rights to receive water from the Project. Cadiz Inc. will not own
shares in FVMWC. FVMWC will operate the day-to-day aspects
of the Project and will implement the GMMMP subject to review
by the TRP and County enforcement.
The commenter states that electrical power component is
insufficiently described. Power supplies are described in detail in
the Project Description. Impacts of providing power including
consumption of natural gas and/or accessing the electric grid are
evaluated throughout Chapter 4. See Response A_NPS-9.
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The commenter states that the Project objectives regarding
conservation and water savings are misleading. As listed on p. 36 of the Draft EIR, the Project objectives were developed to
optimize beneficial use of the groundwater in the Fenner
Watershed and increase water supply reliability for Project
Participants. These objectives adequately describe SMWD’s
goals. Moreover, the terms are defined in the Draft EIR and thus,
even if the commenter would define them differently, their use in
the EIR is consistent in its use of these terms throughout the EIR
and is not misleading.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-30

The commenter objects to the use of the word “save” to describe
the Project and states that the word’s use misrepresents the
“fundamental purpose” of the Project. The fundamental purpose
of the Project is described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive
Summary, particularly page ES-2. The Project would pump
groundwater from the Fenner Watershed and convey it to
support beneficial uses in the service areas of Project
Participants. The term “save” is appropriate because the Project
would divert and capture groundwater before it joins the highly
saline salt sink beneath the Dry Lakes and ultimately evaporates.
Putting this water to beneficial uses prior to losing it to
evaporation is appropriately referred to in the Draft EIR as
“conservation” and water “savings.” Additional information is
provided in Master Response 3.15 Terminology. Regardless of
the terminology used, the Draft EIR adequately describes the
proposed actions of the Project that could result in environmental
impacts. Those impacts are adequately described and analyzed in
the Draft EIR. The terminology used does not affect the analysis
in any way. The commenter is referred to Responses O_NCPACBD et al.-6 and O_NCPA-CBD et al.-7.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-31

The commenter states that recharge proposed for the Phase 2
Imported Water Storage Component was inadequately analyzed
and that “tiering” analysis is only permitted for secondary
impacts. The Draft EIR analyzed Phase 2, the Imported Water
Storage Component, at a programmatic level because details of
the Component are not sufficiently developed for project-level
analysis at this time. When the future approval is unspecified and
uncertain, no purpose would be served by requiring an EIR to
engage in a Project level of review as to future environmental
consequences. For Phase 2, Project Participants have not been
identified and elements of the Component, including the
potential quantity, source and schedule for imported water as
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well as the spreading, storage and extraction have not been
developed in sufficient detail to allow for project-level review at
this time. Subsequent analysis under CEQA is required before
implementing Phase 2. Phase 1 of the proposed Project is a
stand-alone Project, independent from Phase 2, and is thus a
viable Project whether or not Phase 2 goes forward. Subsequent
expansions or modifications of the Project facilities or objectives
with regard to Phase 2 may or may not be implemented. In this
light, the Draft EIR identifies possible future modifications or
expansions related to Phase 2 that are not essential for the
fundamental purpose of Phase 1. CEQA does not require that all
future expansions or modifications of a proposed Project be
envisioned and designed sufficiently to be afforded project-level
analysis at one time. The Draft EIR evaluates Phase 1 but
notifies interested parties that future modifications or expansions
may be implemented at an unspecified time in the future as part
of Phase 2. In addition, tiering from a programmatic EIR is
expressly allowed under CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines section
15152). See also Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program
Level Analysis.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-32

The commenter states that the objective to support ARZC
operations is speculative. See Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-2
and Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-33

The commenter states that the EIR fails to provide an adequate
Project Description because it mischaracterizes the Project as a
“conservation” project. The commenter is referred to Responses
O_NCPA-CBD et al.-6 and O_NCPA-CBD et al.-7.
The commenter further contends that the EIR must explain how
the conservation goals of the California Constitution are met by
the measures included in the Project. The California Constitution
is referenced in the Draft EIR to emphasize that it is a long
standing and fundamental policy in the State of California to
optimize the “reasonable and beneficial use” of water resources
in “the interest of the people and for the public welfare.”
Providing this information as background information does not
alter the environmental analysis of the Project provided
throughout the Draft EIR. The EIR analyzes a single, stable
Project that is detailed in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. Further, it
employs consistent and reasonable definitions for all
terminology used, including the term “conservation.” The
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commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.15 Terminology
and 3.7 Water Rights.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-34

The comment states that the Draft EIR improperly uses the term
“beneficial uses.” As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-43, Table 4.9-4, the
Colorado RWQCB’s Water Quality Control Plan for the
Colorado River Basin – Region 7 identifies the beneficial uses of
the Bristol, Cadiz, and Hydrologic Units as municipal,
agriculture and industrial uses. Given this, the Draft EIR does
not improperly use the term “beneficial uses” when referring to
use by Project Participants of the Fenner Valley water for
municipal uses. Further, the comment is not relevant to the
adequacy of the environmental impact analysis required by
CEQA. See Responses O_NCPA-CBD et al.-6 and O_NCPACBD et al.-7 and Master Responses 3.15 Terminology and 3.7
Water Rights.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-35

The commenter states that the role of the FVMWC is
inadequately explained. See Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-29.
Further details of FVMWC's role other than operator of the
Project are not required for environmental analysis under CEQA.
The Draft EIR does not need to speculate whether the FVMWC
shareholders would in turn sell the water and what the profits of
the sales would be as those are not environmental concerns. The
role of the FVMWC is described in the Draft GMMMP as
updated (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP).
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-36

The commenter states that the option of underground or
aboveground power lines must be decided prior to environmental
analysis. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, pp. 3-23 and 3-40, the power would be distributed
to the well pads either underground or overhead (with 30-foot
overhead power poles) and would connect to each well head
following the access road work. The analysis in the Draft EIR
evaluates and discloses the potential environmental impacts of
proceeding under either option. The commenter is also referred
to Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix D Power Requirements Analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-37

The comment states that the Project Description lacks a
description of the Project’s “economic characteristics,” per
CEQA Guideline section 15124(c), and questions the cost and
benefit assumptions of the Economic Impact Report. As noted in
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the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, pp. 3-14 and
3-19 to 3-22, the Project would most likely be financed privately
and, in any event, the costs would be recouped through long term
water sale agreements. The general description of economic
characteristics was provided in the Draft EIR as required in
CEQA Guideline section 15124(c). Further, contrary to the
comment, reference to the Economic Impacts Report was
provided as a footnote on p. 3-48 under the Workers subheading.
CEQA does not require a discussion of socioeconomic impacts
when analyzing potential project impacts. CEQA addresses only
environmental impacts, not social or economic impacts; social or
economic impacts are only relevant to the extent they cause an
environmental impact (e.g., blight) (CEQA Guideline § 15131).
While not required by CEQA, public costs and revenues of a
project may be analyzed concurrently with environmental
review. As such, the Economic Impacts Report was provided as
Appendix I in the Draft EIR Vol. 4 and an analysis of
Socioeconomics was provided at Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10
Land Use and Planning, pp. 4.10-4 to 4.10-8.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-38

The commenter requests an assessment of costs to rate payers
and to homeowners whose wells might be affected by Project
pumping. The Project would provide an opportunity for Project
Participants to enter into a long term water supply agreement that
is in the interests of their rate payers. It is expected that the
Participants will rely upon the EIR, if certified by SMWD, to
adopt their individual long term water supply agreements. As
part of this approval, rate payers will have the opportunity to
evaluate the agreements and the Project’s potential to adversely
or beneficially affect long term water rates. The rate payers’
potential future comments on Participants’ long-term water
supply agreements do not pertain to the adequacy of the
environmental analysis contained in the Draft EIR. Please also
refer to Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts
for additional information regarding impacts of groundwater
pumping on nearby private wells and Master Response 3.8
GMMMP concerning mitigation of potential impacts to third
party wells.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-39

The commenter highlights a sentence in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-53, that contains a
typographical error which that incorrectly identifies SMWD as a
responsible agency. In response to this comment the sentence on
page 3-53 in column three has been revised as follows:
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A Project Participant and Lead Responsible Agency
pursuant to California Public Resources Code 21069,
SMWD would evaluate potential impacts of the
proposed Project within its boundaries and has discretion
to approve or reject its participation in the proposed
Project.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-40

The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not identify what
agency has construction permit authority. The County of San
Bernardino would normally have zoning and building permitting
authority over development in its jurisdiction. However,
pursuant to Government Code section 53091, state agencies such
as SMWD are immune from local building and zoning
ordinances for “the location or construction of facilities for the
production, generation, storage and treatment or transmission of
water…” Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10 Land Use and Planning,
p. 4.10-20. In addition, facilities related to water (i.e. integral to
the operation of water storage and transmission) receive a
qualified immunity, which SMWD must confirm at a public
hearing prior to Project approval. Id. As lead agency and the
largest participant in FVMWC, SMWD would oversee
compliance with the California Building Code (CBC)
requirements. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-41

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to describe the
relationship between SMWD and Metropolitan. The Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54, notes that
approvals from Metropolitan are necessary to implement the
Project. The Final EIR clarifies that Metropolitan is a responsible
agency in Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes. The
description of CRA tie-in options beginning on page 3-34
acknowledges that the ultimate option for facilities used to tie
into the CRA is subject to coordination with and approval from
Metropolitan.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-42

The commenter suggests that because it appears the export
system capacity would be 105,000 AFY and there are apparently
no permits that would limit the export amount, the Draft EIR
should have evaluated the potential impacts of the Project using
an assumed export maximum of 105,000 AFY. As discussed in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, p. 4.9-6, the exporting limitations are based on the
maximum combined capacity of the 43-mile conveyance
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pipeline to the CRA and the potential use of the converted
natural gas pipeline for Phase 2. Phase 1 capacity would be
limited to the 75,000 AFY capacity of the CRA pipeline. The
Phase 1 pumping is limited to an average of 50,000 AFY over 50
years utilizing the CRA pipeline. Pumping in excess of this
amount would only occur if Phase 2 the Imported Water Storage
Component is approved and carried out. See Master Response
3.8 GMMMP. Should the natural gas pipeline ultimately be
utilized for Phase 2, impacts from exporting 105,000 AFY of
conserved and stored water would be analyzed in project-level
review for Phase 2 after Project participants are identified and if
use of the natural gas pipeline will occur. Such analysis at the
present time is speculative.
The commenter also states that 50,000 AFY is not a safe yield as
defined by the state. The Draft EIR discusses the legal
framework for the beneficial uses of water, including the state
definition of safe yield in Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-61 to 4.9-63. Extracting groundwater in
excess of the natural recharge is necessary to reverse the
hydraulic gradient and is the only way to fully reduce
evaporation from the Dry Lakes. The Draft EIR analyzed the
impacts of such extraction and appropriately concludes that
50,000 AFY will not cause significant impacts with mitigation
and therefore can be safely pumped. See Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-48 to 80.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
Cadiz Inc., SMWD, and FVMWC have entered into an MOU
with the County of San Bernardino that establishes a process for
the Project to seek an exclusion from the Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance.44 See the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix N
MOU by and among the Santa Margarita Water District, Cadiz
Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company, and the County of
San Bernardino. The MOU is a first step, and it does not obligate
SMWD to proceed with the Project, or to presume that the
environmental documentation for the Project will be certified,
nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. No
obligation included in the MOU is binding on SMWD or the
County until such time as the District and County complete their
respective environmental reviews of the Project and decide to
approve the Project and the GMMMP respectively. The MOU
44 San Bernardino County Code of Ordinances, Title 3, Div. 3, Ch. 6, Art. 5, § 33.06551.
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provides a framework for managing the basin consistent with
both the California Supreme Court precedent and the County’s
Desert Groundwater Ordinance. It is anticipated that, in addition
to implementation of the Mitigation Measures that would be
adopted by SMWD as a part of its approval of the Project, the
aquifer will be monitored and managed through implementation
of the GMMMP. The GMMMP will be enforced by the County
and it will include specific objective criteria for determining
when the Project may cause undesirable results including
substantially depleting groundwater supplies or interfering with
recharge such that the aquifer volume or groundwater levels
would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.7 Water Rights.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-43

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
evaluate impacts to aesthetics because it defines the affected
geographic area too narrowly by not addressing potential impacts
within the surrounding designated wilderness areas and it
focuses only on short-term aesthetic impacts. As mentioned in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics, the wellfield would
be visible from long range views from higher elevations
surrounding the valley but not from Amboy Road, the nearest
public road. The well pads and power lines are considered low
intensity development that would not include buildings or
structures that would substantially alter the landscape. A
Southern California Edison power line currently parallels the
ARCZ as it crosses the desert, as described in the Figure 4.13-1.
The conveyance pipeline would be constructed underground and,
once installed, would not alter the local aesthetics, which include
the existing ARZC railroad track. Periodic air relief valves and
blow off valves would be visible only at close range near the
railroad tracks. These 6-foot tall structures would not
substantially alter or reduce the quality of the scenic resources
near the railroad. Moreover, the Project location is very remote,
there are no scenic highways within the Project vicinity (p. 4.113, 4.1-16) and the Project wellfield would make up less than 1
percent of Cadiz Inc. property in the wellfield area (p. 4.1-17).
The Draft EIR addresses short range and long range views. The
Project would not alter the ecosystems in the conjoining
Watersheds, as is suggested in the comment. The Project would
not significantly impact vegetation because of the existing depth
of groundwater or impact flows to springs due to the absence of
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a hydrological connection. Impacts to wildlife would be
mitigated to less than significant levels. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.4 Springs, 3.6 Vegetation, and
3.9 Biological Resources.
The Draft EIR p. 4.1-3 identifies five Wilderness areas within an
approximately 5 mile radius of the Project. The Trilobite
Wilderness Area is located 3.5 miles north of the Project site.
Views of the Project area would be long range and Project
facilities would be difficult to see and softened by vegetation.
The wellfield development would consist of small well pads
separated generally by 1,500 feet. Equipment on the well pads
would generally not exceed eight feet in height. If power lines
are used, they would be approximately 20 feet tall and would not
disrupt long range views.
The Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area is located west of and
adjacent to the proposed water conveyance pipeline along an
approximately 5-mile-long portion of the ARZC ROW, between
Archer and Chubbuck. The construction activities will be visible
from this area, but once construction is complete, the
underground pipeline will be out of view. At its closest point, the
Cadiz Dunes Wilderness is 100 feet west of the ARZC ROW.
Because the Cadiz Dunes are low-lying features on the
landscape, recreationists visiting the Cadiz Dunes area would not
have views of the Project. However, the edge of the Dunes do
have a view of the ARZC railroad track, and that will not
change.
The Turtle Mountains Wilderness Area is located approximately
4.2 miles to the east. None of the Project facilities are visible
from this distance. The Old Woman Mountains Wilderness Area
is located east of the ARZC ROW and is closest to the ROW at
the segment between Chubbuck and Milligan. From higher
elevations, views of the wellfield north of the Old Woman
Mountains will be long range. Project facilities will be difficult
to see due to the low density nature of the Project. Views from
vantage points in the Turtle Mountains and Old Woman
Mountains consist of vast expanses of open desert land
interspersed by scattered linear features that cross the landscape,
including existing utility poles and lines, unpaved access roads,
and railroad lines. The Sheephole Valley Wilderness Area is
located approximately 5 miles west of the Project site. Given
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this, the EIR appropriately concluded that any aesthetic impacts
would be less than significant.
There are two "eligible" State Scenic Highways: Interstate 40 (I40), which is located approximately 20 miles to the north of the
proposed spreading basins, and SR 62, which is located
approximately 1 mile south of the intersection of the ARZC
ROW and the CRA. The National Trails Highway, which is the
former Route 66, traverses the site approximately three miles
north of Cadiz. Views of the wellfield from the National Trails
Highway would not be significantly affected. A new visual
simulation (Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Revisions, Figure 4.1-8) has been prepared to illustrate the
visibility of the well pads on long range views from the National
Trails Highway. The Project would not be visible from I-40,
which is located approximately 16 miles north of the Project site.
SR 62 is located less than 1 mile south of the ARZC ROW and
CRA intersection and runs parallel to the segments of ARZC
ROW and CRA located near Rice, California. Construction of
the pipeline at the southernmost end and any facilities installed at
the intersection of the ROW and CRA may be visible from
portions of SR 62. Other Project facilities including staging areas
on the Danby Property, air relief valves, and pipeline installation
footprint would not be visible from any Scenic Highway due to
the distances and topography. The Draft EIR does consider the
scenic resources identified in the comment on p. 4.1-18 and
concludes that impacts would be less than significant (Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics). Figure 4.1-8 has been added to
the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 and provides a visual simulation
of potential views of the wellfield area from National Trails
Highway. As illustrated in the simulation, the low density
development would not substantially alter views from the nearest
highway.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-44

The commenter requests information about night lighting. As
mentioned in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics,
p. 4.1-21, construction of the proposed wellfield would, in some
cases, occur 24 hours a day and night lighting would be required.
However, this would only be temporary and, with
implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1, would not result
in permanent nighttime lighting features. Mitigation Measure
AES-1 would require that lighting would be shielded so that
light is directed downward and away from adjoining properties.
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Construction lighting would be removed once construction
ceases.
During operations, well pads within the wellfield may be
equipped with lighting features, but these would only be used
during infrequent nighttime maintenance activities and would be
on automated timers to shutoff and avoid unnecessary lighting.
See Mitigation Measure AES-2.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-45

The commenter summarizes specific comments repeated below.
Refer to Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al,-46 through
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-59 and to Master Response 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-46

The commenter states that the Draft EIR should have established
a baseline for visibility as of the time the Notice of Preparation
was published rather than install nephelometers during Project
operations. Existing conditions are shown on Tables 4.3.2
Mojave Desert Air Basin Attainment Status and 4.3-3, Ambient
Air Quality in Project Vicinity (2008-2010) (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality). Respirable particulate matter (PM10) is
in non-attainment and exceeded state standards 6 days in 2009
and 0 days in 2010. PM10 can produce haze and limit visibility.
However, the Project would not contribute significantly to PM
during construction or operations. Construction emissions of
PM10 and PM2.5 are below MDAQMD thresholds of
significance after mitigation. The commenter is referred to Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, Table 4.3-5, which has been
revised in the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Changes. In addition, operational PM10 emissions from natural
gas engines and the Dry Lakes would be less than significant
without mitigation. The commenter is referred to p. 4.3-15 of the
Draft EIR, and Table 4.3-6, which has been revised in the Final
EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality on
pages 4.3-15 and 4.3-16, the Draft GMMMP includes measures
to monitor Project operations and potential effects on critical
resources. The measures are presented in Chapter 6 of the Draft
GMMMP and are referred to as Project Design Features in the
EIR (Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1 GMMMP and, as updated,
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). Although
no potentially significant impact to air quality from lakebed dust
would occur as a result of the Project (see Master Response 3.5
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Dry Lakes and Dust), as a conservative monitoring protocol, the
Updated GMMMP provides for monitoring of air quality in the
Cadiz Valley. To monitor the condition of the Dry Lakes
consistent with recommendations of the Groundwater
Stewardship Committee and San Bernardino County and to
provide additional data on the environment of the area, FVMWC
will install four nephelometers one downwind and one upwind of
Bristol Dry Lake and one downwind and one upwind of Cadiz
Dry Lake. These nephelometers will be placed on privatelyowned property, and outside the wind shadow of the agricultural
properties. Average annual air quality data requires multiple
years of data collection. The initial years of data collection will
monitor baseline information provided in the Draft EIR prior to
significant drops in groundwater levels, in order to detect any
changes in levels of dust generation on the Dry Lakes.
Four nephelometers will provide data on a daily basis and
records opacity of the air, measuring the effect of dust on
visibility. Data will be collected in the pre-operational phase of
the Project and in the early years of the Project, before
groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lakes change. Since wind
velocity and dust storms are highly variable, the data will record
trends over time. Data will also be collected during the
operational and post-operational phase of the Project and
compared to baseline conditions to evaluate whether Project
operations have impacted air quality. A summary of these data
and data analysis from the nephelometers will be submitted
annually to the TRP. This analysis will provide information for
the long term management of the facilities in the valley.
In addition, annual visual observations will be conducted on each
of the Dry Lakes to record surface soil conditions. The visual
observations will note soil texture and record susceptibility to
wind erosion. Photographs of the soil will be taken. This data
will record conditions over time at the same locations on each of
these Dry Lake surfaces.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-47

The commenter questions the planned locations of the
nephelometers and asks that a wind rose be included in the EIR.
The nephelometers would be located upwind and downwind of
the Bristol Dry Lake and Cadiz Dry Lake to confirm technical
conclusions regarding fugitive dust concentrations and soil
chemistry of the two Dry Lakes. In the Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water
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Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, the predominate wind
direction in the valley is identified as toward the southeast. This
wind direction is based on empirical information from satellite
data and soil staining patterns from the Bristol Cone as observed
in aerial photographs. It is not anticipated that the Project will
have any material effect on the concentration of dust emanating
from the Bristol and Cadiz Playas nor affect the severity of area
dust storms. Nonetheless, locations of the nephelometers will
establish a set of baseline data of visibility in the valley from
which future analysis can be compared. The precise locations of
the nephelometers will be determined as part of the final design
consistent with the GMMMP, but the general locations are
depicted in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 of the Updated GMMMP. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and
Dust and Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-46.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-48

The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not adequately
justify the 10-mile radius for analyzing impacts to sensitive
receptors and should have included the analysis of impacts to air
quality in the Mojave National Preserve. The air quality analysis
conducted for the EIR did not limit the study area to 10 miles,
rather, it was based on regional monitoring and analyzed effects
within the Mojave air basin. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3
Air Quality analyzes the potential adverse affects of the Project’s
construction and operational air emissions, and the Mojave
Desert Air Basin which includes the Mojave National Preserve is
included in the analysis. MDAQMD Rules and air quality
improvement plans are identified, and the Draft EIR evaluates
the consistency of the Project with regional air quality
improvement plans established by MDAQMD. Air pollution in
the region is generally the result of poor quality air imported
from the western urbanized areas and combustion emissions
from the highways and railroads that traverse the desert.
Table 4.3-6 on page 4.3-13 summarizes operational air emissions
associated with the proposed Project. Operational emissions are
well below significance thresholds. According to MDAQMD
thresholds of significance, the proposed Project’s contribution to
the regional air quality would not be significant. Short term
construction emissions could contribute NOx levels in excess of
significance thresholds, but the temporary nature of these
emissions would not result in degraded air quality in neighboring
National Parks.
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Impacts to sensitive receptors are evaluated in Section 4.3 of the
Draft EIR. The analysis concludes that sensitive receptors are too
far to be adversely affected by Project emissions. The South
Coast Air Quality Management District has developed localized
significance thresholds designed to evaluate impacts to sensitive
receptors from local emissions. The thresholds apply to land uses
within 1,000 feet of the Project site. Since the closest sensitive
receptors are over 3.3 miles north of the wellfield, no localized
significance analysis or health risk assessments would be
necessary. The commenter is also referred to Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water
Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-49

The commenter states that air quality impacts of the Project
should include water service areas beyond the MDAQMD. The
commenter is referred to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth-Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth,
which addresses the potential for indirect environmental impacts
of population or employment growth wherever Project water
would be provided. The Draft EIR acknowledges on page 6-63
that although the amount of growth that could be accommodated
by the Project would be small, secondary effects of growth
including to air quality are significant and unavoidable
throughout the South Coast Air Basin. In response to the element
of the comment regarding the choice of lead agency for the
Project, the commenter is also referred to Master Response 3.10
CEQA Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-50

The commenter questions the analysis for the potential to
generate dust off of the Dry Lakes. Groundwater levels under
much of the Bristol Dry Lake, under current conditions where
crusting is observed, is in excess of 15 feet and over 65 feet at
the eastern edges under existing conditions. The surface soils
under current conditions are well beyond the influence of
groundwater and exhibit a puffy, dry quality, yet are resistant to
wind erosion. This is due to the chemical composition of the
soils. Groundwater levels do not influence surface soil structures
at the Dry Lakes. This comment is further responded to in
Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.
The commenter also questions the effects of drawdown from
groundwater pumping at the Dry Lakes. This comment is
responded to in Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts. The pumping is intended to reduce groundwater
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evaporation. Transpiration does not occur on the Dry Lakes due
to the lack of vegetation.
The commenter requests more information regarding the
limitation of certain non-native plants to control dust because the
plants are annual and are not present throughout the year. In the
Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from
Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, the soils
assessment report found that some non-native plants are
contributing to the existing sand dispersion trends in the valley.
However, this trend is not related to groundwater depths because
none of the plants, including the four-wing saltbush, depend
upon groundwater for their survival as their roots are not deep
enough to reach the low groundwater table. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.6
Vegetation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-51

The commenter states that the Dry Lakes could become a source
of PM10 particulate matter. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and Response
O_NCPA-CBD et al.-46.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-52

The commenter asks why PM10 levels declined from 2008 to
2010. Measured PM10 levels showed declines at the nearest air
monitoring stations over that period. These changes could be
attributed to reduced emissions locally due to MDAQMD
policies or to reduced imported air pollution. Long term trends
may continue to decline or may spike depending on weather
conditions.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-53

The commenter asks why two different monitoring locations are
listed in Table 4.3-3 Ambient Air Quality in Project Vicinity
(2008-2010) and why only one location was used to measure
both pollutants. The data represents the closest ambient data
available for each pollutant. The CARB and MDAQMD regional
air quality monitoring network provide information on ambient
concentrations of non-attainment criteria air pollutants in the
MDAB. The MDAQMD monitors air quality conditions at nine
locations throughout the MDAB, including Joshua Tree National
Monument monitoring station and the Victorville monitoring
station. The Joshua Tree National Monument monitoring station
is the nearest monitoring system, approximately 40 miles
southwest of the Project Site, with ozone data. The Victorville
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monitoring station, approximately 100 miles west, is the closest
station monitoring for PM10.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-54

The commenter states that the cumulative construction air
analysis is insufficient because it must estimate the cumulative
impact of the Project and the federal solar project. Project
construction alone, which is fully disclosed in the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, p. 4.3-12, would exceed significance
thresholds for NOx established by the MDAQMD for activities
and operations within the high desert portion of the Mojave
Desert Air Basin. When considered in conjunction with
overlapping construction projects in the MDAQMD (see Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts, Table 5-2 starting at
p. 5-20), the Project’s contribution to cumulative air quality
impacts are considered to be cumulatively considerable. This is a
conservative conclusion.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-55

The commenter states that the Draft EIR lacks mitigation for
airborne dust that it believes is caused by the Project. Mitigation
Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4 recommended in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, p. 4.3-17 would be implemented
during construction to reduce airborne dust impacts to less than
significant levels. In addition, the Project would be required to
comply with applicable rules and regulations set forth
MDAQMD that would also limit the level of impacts to less than
significant levels. See Mitigation Measure AQ-1 and the Draft
EIR on page 4.3-17. Although, NOx from construction would be
remain significant and unavoidable with mitigation, Mitigation
Measure AQ-3 would still reduce levels of impact.
During Project operations, the chemistry of the soils on the Dry
Lakes form a self-healing crust that is generally resistant to wind
erosion. Furthermore, this wind resistant crust was found at the
eastern portion of Bristol Dry Lake where groundwater depths
are greater than 65 feet. The soil chemistry on the eastern portion
of Bristol Dry Lake is the same as is found on the western edge
of Bristol Dry Lake and the northern portion of Cadiz Dry Lake
where groundwater depths are closest to the surface, i.e. less than
10 feet. Since there is no indication that Project operations would
increase dust emissions from the Dry Lakes, mitigation is not
required by CEQA. See Draft EIR p. 4.3-15. Nonetheless,
consistent with the Project Design Features of the Updated
GMMMP, the Draft EIR includes Mitigation Measure AQ-5 that
requires soil monitoring and the installation of nephelometers to
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record air quality. The commenter is also referred to Master
Responses 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.8 GMMMP.
During the project operations, continuing observation of
groundwater elevations will occur including levels near and
beneath the Dry Lakes.
The commenter asks who will perform the annual visual
observations of the soil, what qualifications the person will have,
what criteria will be used to determine the soil texture and
susceptibility to wind erosion, what procedures and criteria will
be used during visual inspections, and how the FVMWC has the
required expert knowledge to perform such inspections when the
FVMWC does not include any independent experts, such as
representatives from NPS or USGS. The monitoring required by
the GMMMP will be undertaken by the FVMWC and TRP and
enforced by the County and will be conducted and evaluated by
individuals with the required level of expertise. The Updated
GMMMP requires preparation of an air quality monitoring plan
to be approved by the County. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP for a discussion on the make up
of the FVMWC and TRP and enforcement of the Management
Plan. The data acquired by the monitoring will be publically
available.
The commenter is concerned that yearly soil inspections are
insufficient. As discussed in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes
and Dust, the salt crust on the Dry Lakes does not depend on the
capillary rise of groundwater. For locations elsewhere in the
watershed, as described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to 4.9-31, the
depth to groundwater is too deep to provide moisture to surface
soils.
Yearly inspections are sufficient since changes in groundwater
levels will occur gradually over many years. Frequent site visits
to characterize soils would not be necessary.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-56

The commenter states that daily watering of construction sites
could lead to invasive vegetation. The watering of construction
sites would occur at different points and would vary according to
the construction locations. Construction activities and watering
for the sites would not occur in any area long enough to establish
invasive weeds. If any invasive weeds were found to be
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supported by watering, they would not survive long-term without
water.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-57

The commenter asserts that allowing trucks to idle for 30
minutes is too long and an arbitrary amount of time. MDAQMD
does not provide a standard shutoff period for equipment idling.
However, to reduce truck idling further in response to this
comment, the mitigation measure has cut in half the time trucks
will be allowed to idle, as follows.
AQ-3: The following measures shall be implemented during
construction of the proposed Project:


All equipment shall be maintained as recommended by
manufacturer’s manuals.



Idling engines shall be shut down when not in use for over
1530 minutes.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-58

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
reduce dust emissions from fallowed fields because “mitigation
will be carried out by the agricultural operator” and this not an
enforceable measure. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, p. 4.3-14 states that agricultural activities are subject to
County and MDAQMD management practices to minimize dust
emissions. Currently, over one square mile of agricultural land at
the Cadiz Inc. property is in a fallowed state as a result of normal
agricultural operations. Cadiz Inc. complies with MDAQMD’s
Rule 403 that requires the agricultural operation to manage
fallowed lands in a manner that avoids excessive dust emissions.
During construction and Project operations, compliance with the
County and MDAQMD’s Rule 403, a fully enforceable
regulation, would continue to ensure that impacts related to
agricultural dust are minimized. The Draft EIR concludes that no
additional mitigation measures are needed beyond compliance
with Rule 403.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-59

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
analyze mobile source emissions and asks for the number of onroad vehicle trips per day and the pollution generated for each
trip. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, p. 4.3-13
states that operation of the Project would result in fewer than
three trucks per day travelling less than 20 miles each, on
average, for maintenance. The three trucks per day for operations
would be a minimal addition of vehicular trips to current traffic
in the area. The resulting daily emissions would be less than the
significance thresholds. Supporting data is shown in the updated
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Appendix E3 Emissions Worksheets Updated, included in
Volume 7 of this Final EIR.
During construction, worker commute trips would vary by
construction phase with conservative estimates of 100 to 2,500
miles per day per phase estimated in Table 3-5 of the Draft EIR.
These trips were derived assuming four workers per vehicle.
Actual daily trips would be substantially lower with the use of
worker commute buses. Worker access trips would be partially
on paved roads and partially on unpaved roads from worker
camps depending on construction site locations. Workers would
be housed at existing housing in Cadiz when the construction
sites are in close proximity, or would camp in designated areas
along the pipeline corridor to minimize long-distance site access
trips. Up to ten delivery trips per day to staging areas at Cadiz or
near the southern terminus of the pipeline from distant off-site
locations (150 miles) is assumed. Access to construction sites
from staging areas near SR-62 and the National Trails Highway
and to and from worker camps would be controlled to minimize
dust emissions from unpaved roads to less than significant levels.
Daily delivery of pipe and other equipment to construction sites
would be via trucks or the railway between the staging areas and
construction site. Emissions calculations are provided in Table
4.3-5, which has been updated and included in Final EIR Vol. 6,
Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Revisions. Supporting data is shown in
the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix E1 URBEMIS 2007 Output
Sheets and E3 Emissions Worksheets which has been updated
and included in the Final EIR Volume 7, Chapter 8 Draft EIR
Revised Appendices.
As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3.3 Air Quality,
pp. 4.3-17 to 4.3-18, dust control measures and speed limits will
be implemented during construction activities and will be in
compliance with the rules and regulations of the MDAQMD. The
daily watering requirements are a minimum of twice daily but
also require that watering be performed as frequently as needed
to prevent excessive dust. These requirements will be
incorporated into the construction bid documents and
construction contractors will be required to comply with the
requirements as a condition of Project approval.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-60

The commenter states that surveys for Mojave fringe-toed lizard,
burrowing owl and American badger are inadequate. The Draft
EIR provides 20 studies in 9 appendices, plans, and reports
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containing technical supporting information. The Project would
not affect the springs in the Watershed, including those used by
the Mojave fringe-toed lizard, burrowing owl, and American
badger. Vegetation and wildlife have no access to the
groundwater due to the great depth at which the water table
begins (more than 300 feet bgs in the Fenner Gap and
approximately 150 feet bgs in Cadiz). Flora and fauna rely on
surface water runoff and precipitation. Therefore, the Project
does not impact animal or plant access to water. The commenter
is also referred to Master Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.6
Vegetation.
Potential impacts to mammals, including Nelson’s bighorn
sheep, burrowing owl, and American badger were found to be
less than significant with mitigation and are described in Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-24 and
4.4-43. The Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1 Focused Survey for
Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for Burrowing Owl, and
General Biological Resources Assessment provides an extensive
assessment of the biological resources within the footprint of the
Project that could be affected by construction and operation or
the Project. The Draft EIR lists the sensitive wildlife and plant
life that exists in the region and reports species identified during
surveys of the pipeline corridor and wellfield. The Draft EIR
acknowledges that additional surveys are required within the
wellfield when final designs are developed that further specify
exact locations of well pads, utility lines, and access roads.
However, reconnaissance surveys of the wellfield area provided
sufficient information, contained in the Draft EIR, to provide a
thorough understanding of what species may be present and the
Project’s potential impacts on biological resources. This
comment is further addressed in Response O_MDLT-2.
As stated in the Draft EIR on page 4.4-37, field surveys for
plants, birds and mammals, included protocol level surveys for
the burrowing owl. During the field surveys, the Mojave fringetoed lizard was observed within sandfields east of Danby Dry
Lake along the ARZC ROW; signs of American badgers were
found throughout the proposed Project site including the
wellfield area and ARZC ROW; and surveys conducted by
CMBC found burrowing owls and burrows with owl sign
throughout all proposed Project areas. Therefore, these species
were investigated during the field surveys for the proposed
Project and were determined to be present in the Project area.
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Mitigation Measures BIO-8, BIO-10, and BIO-11 were included
in the Draft EIR to mitigate potential impacts to these three
species.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-61

The commenter states that the Draft EIR inadequately analyzes
impacts to desert tortoise and needs to provide a data-based
estimate of desert tortoise population on the Project site and to
analyze avoidance opportunities and methods for minimization
of impacts. Surveys conducted by Circle Mountain Biological
Consultants, Inc. (CMBC) included in the Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendix F1 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat
Evaluation for Burrowing Owl, and General Biological
Resources Assessment established baseline information on the
presence and use of desert tortoise throughout the Project area.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources
discusses potential impacts to desert tortoise beginning on p. 4.439. As stated in Appendix F1, CMBC contacted CDFG Wildlife
Biologist, Jim Sheridan, to inquire about appropriate survey
protocol. Mr. Sheridan referred CMBC to the 2010 survey
protocol (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2010). USFWS
Wildlife Biologist Judy Hohman was also contacted to obtain
information regarding survey methodologies. Ms. Hohman
recommended that various project components (including
staging areas, haul routes, etc) be evaluated together as one
project in order to address the need for a well defined action area
(Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1, p.5).
For desert tortoise surveys, protocol first identified by the
USFWS in 1992 and recently revised in 2010 weas followed.
The protocol recommended transects be surveyed at 30-foot
intervals throughout the Project impact area and additionally at
655-foot, 1,310-foot, and 1,970-foot intervals beyond the Project
perimeter. Protocol-level surveys were performed throughout the
pipeline ROW. For the Project wellfield, a survey was conducted
of the entire area of potential impact but at greater intervals due
to the fact that well locations had not been identified. Since
specific well pad locations had not been established, rather than
conduct the 30-foot interval survey protocol centered on each
specific well pad and access road, a comprehensive grid survey
pattern at 100-foot was implemented to provide coverage of the
entire potential wellfield area (an area including 10 640-acre
sections, 2 320-acre half sections, an additional 160-acre parcel
and the 320-acre spreading basin area) to allow evaluation of
habitat quality and evidence of tortoise presence / use and
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support impact analysis and mitigation measure development in
the Draft EIR (Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1, p.7). This survey
approach provided for assessment of the maximum potential
action area (area of direct and indirect impact associated with
development and use of the wellfield) so that potential impacts to
biological resources could be evaluated in the Draft EIR (Draft
EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1, p.5). Surveys of both the pipeline
corridor and the wellfield were completed in appropriate months
(September and October) in accordance with the USFWS survey
protocol.
No living tortoises were found within the wellfield study area,
but the survey transects conducted in this 12-square mile area
were not sufficiently dense to verify complete absence. Rather,
the surveys in the wellfield area were designed to give an
indication of tortoise density. In the wellfield, evidence of living
tortoise was restricted to two sections in the northeastern corner
of the wellfield (Section 17 and 18), with carcasses found in
Section 8 and 35. The carcass found in Section 35 appears to
have died in the early 1940’s and was the only tortoise sign
found in the central and western portions of the proposed
wellfield. The survey evidence suggests that tortoises are mostly
or completely absent from 8 out of the 11 sections comprising
the proposed wellfield and are most likely to be encountered in
the three easternmost sections and least likely in the remainder of
the wellfield (Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1, p. 19). Although
no living tortoises or active burrows were found within the
ARZC ROW or wellfield area, individual tortoises may still be
impacted if they entered the Project area during construction
activities.
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7 are presented in the
Draft EIR to address potential impacts to the desert tortoise and
primarily involve measures to avoid impact altogether during
Project construction and operation. Commenter indicates that the
EIR needs to analyze avoidance opportunities and also requests
that additional detail be provided for some of these mitigation
measures. In response to this comment (and comment O_NPCACBD et al.-63, below) Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through
BIO-7 have been strengthened and augmented to provide
additional detail. The revised Mitigation Measures are included
in Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes of this Final EIR. See
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-62

The commenter states that the Project should avoid designated
critical habitat for desert tortoise. All Project facilities will be
located outside of desert tortoise critical habitat areas. The desert
tortoise critical habitat finalized in 1994 (see discussion of 1994
critical habitat in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4.2 Biological
Resources, Figure 4.4-3, p. 4.4-20) extends from the north
through the upper Fenner Valley and Southward into the Ward
Valley. With respect to the Project facilities, the critical habitat
ends just north of the wellfield and extends southward but ends
before reaching the ARZC ROW.
The Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component of the
Project would be located adjacent to but outside of designated
critical habitat for the desert tortoise (Figure 4.4-3). No portions
of the Project area are in either Chemehuevi critical habitat or
the associated DWMA. The southwestern boundary of the
Chemehuevi DWMA coincides with the southwestern extent of
Ward Valley, which approaches the ARZC ROW from the
northeast as shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Figure 9 in Appendix
F1 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for
Burrowing Owl, and General Biological Resources Assessment.
During CMBC’s 2010 Desert Tortoise Survey, CMBC found
desert tortoise scat, carcasses, and an old burrow along the
northern portion of the water conveyance pipeline within the
ARZC ROW. The burrow found was not considered to be active.
All evidence of living tortoises was found between the north end
of the ARZC ROW and Old Woman Mountains, with carcasses
found to the south. Tortoises may be absent or occur in very low
densities south of Old Woman Mountains and are not considered
common anywhere along the ARZC ROW, apparently occurring
in low densities along northern reaches. CMBC concluded that
tortoises most likely do not reside along the ARZC ROW, but
may occasionally enter into the ARZC ROW portion of the
Project. Though not detected at the conceptual spreading basin
area, habitats there are among the least impacted and most
suitable, and tortoise(s) may occur there. Schuyler Wash
(depicted in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendices F2 Streambed
Delineation, Figure 5) also appears to be an important resource
to tortoises. Tortoises may use this wash as a travel corridor,
and/or they are relying on resources provided by the wash,
apparently concentrating their use in this area.
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As revised (see Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Revisions) Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7 would
reduce potential impacts to desert tortoise to less than significant
levels. This data is described in detail in the Draft EIR Appendix
F1.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-63

The comment states that population numbers of affected tortoise
are not identified. As stated in Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.61, the surveys in the wellfield area were designed to give an
indication of tortoise density. This level of effort was sufficient
for purposes of preparing the Draft EIR analysis. An exact count
would not change any of the recommended mitigation measures
which are designed to avoid any harm to the desert tortoise.
None of the temporarily or permanently affected areas are within
special conservation areas or designated critical habitat for desert
tortoise or areas with high habitat value or high-densities of
individuals, except for the observation well within the Piute
Wash Watershed, which would be within desert tortoise
designated critical habitat. However, compensating at a 1:1 ratio
for permanently affected habitat and at a 0.5:1 for temporarily
impacted habitat as identified in Mitigation Measure BIO-7
would ensure that impacts to desert tortoise through habitat
reduction resulting from Project construction activities would be
less than significant.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-64

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
assess impacts to bighorn sheep. The Draft EIR discusses
impacts to Nelson’s bighorn sheep in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-43. None of the Project
facilities would be constructed within Bighorn Sheep Wildlife
Habitat Management Areas. Nelson’s bighorn sheep prefers
habitat primarily on or near mountainous terrain above the desert
floor. Bighorn sheep habitat designated by BLM is located
around the proposed Project areas (see p. 4.4-25, Figure 4.4-4) to
the northeast and northwest. They generally avoid the valley
floors except to cross from one mountain range to the other.
Figure 4.4-4 identifies areas potentially used by bighorn sheep to
migrate between mountain habitats, including the connection
between the Ship and Marble Mountains and the connection
between the Old Woman and Iron Mountains.
Nelson’s bighorn sheep have not been observed during field
surveys, but suitable habitat is present within the adjacent and
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surrounding mountain ranges. This species may enter the Project
site and the surrounding desert area while foraging during winter
months.
No permanent linear fencing or linear barriers would be installed
as part of the Project that would impede movement by wildlife.
Fences would surround well pads and potentially other structures
along the pipeline ROW. However, these would not truncate
habitat or create linear barriers that would impede wildlife
movement. Wildlife would be able to navigate around these
fences with ample space even for larger mammals such as the
bighorn sheep. Temporary construction exclusion fencing would
follow the construction activities but would not result in
permanent barriers to wildlife movement. Well drilling would
occur 24-hours a day for several weeks for each well. During
these activities, construction activity would be continual and
would deter wildlife in the immediate vicinity. However, the
distances between well sites (approximately 1,500 feet) would
leave ample room for wildlife movement from one side of the
valley to the other. Construction of the proposed Project would
not affect the habitat or movement of the bighorn sheep.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-65

The commenter states that the Project might adversely impact
seeps, springs, and water sources used by bighorn sheep. Please
see Master Response 3.4 Springs.
The commenter states that the Springs Fieldwork was not
included in Appendix H4. The Springs Fieldwork, Plates 1-11
was included in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H4 Springs
Fieldwork.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-66

The commenter states that some investigators have concluded
that the effects of climate change will result in warming and
drying that will affect vegetation and thus the effects on
precipitation and recharge in the Bristol, Cadiz, Fenner, and
Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds are not uncertain, as the
Draft EIR states. To the contrary, climate change predictions are
inherently difficult to make because of the enormous amount of
data and numerous assumptions that go into climate models.
Using climate change predictions to then pre-determine weather
patterns over multiple decades adds to the uncertainty. As
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-10 to 4.9-15, climate change may alter
vegetation and precipitation trends in the Mojave Desert.
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However, the specific effects on vegetation in the Project
watersheds are uncertain and not related to Project effects. This
is the case because there is enough existing native storage in the
basin to serve the Project without undesirable results even if
recharge is limited to only 5,000 AFY. This comment is further
addressed in Responses A_NPS-52, O_OCC1-7, and
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-92 and 93.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-67

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to evaluate the
impacts to lizard species from sand transport changes caused by
the Project and fails to evaluate the impacts of the Project on
lizard breeding and foraging habitat, including in areas outside of
the Project site. The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is not a listed
species under the ESA or CESA, but it is a California Species of
Concern and a BLM-sensitive species. Suitable habitat for the
Mojave fringe-toed lizard is only present along the pipeline route
where loose sandy habitat is present east of Danby Dry Lake.
This species was observed during surveys conducted by CMBC
in 2010 within sandfields east of Danby Dry Lake along the
ARZC ROW. The sandfields located within the ARZC ROW
that would be directly affected by construction are confined to
small areas near Danby Dry Lake.
Habitat for the lizard is dependent on the availability of windblown sand. Once construction is complete, wind-blown sand
would accumulate in patterns similar to existing conditions,
providing foraging and breeding habitat for the lizard. The
Project would not interfere with lizard activity since the large
Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Area would not be accessed or
otherwise affected in any way by the Project. Direct impacts to
the species would be reduced to a level less than significant
through implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-8. See also
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-68

The commenter states that the Draft EIR failed to adequately
assess impacts to kit fox. All mammal species observed or
determined present by sign, with the exception of pallid bats, are
considered relatively common to remote desert areas, including
the kit fox (Vulpes macrotis).45 The kit fox are not considered
special-status species because they are not rare or protected
under the FESA or CESA. Please refer to Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendix F1 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat
Evaluation for Burrowing Owl, and General Biological

45 CMBC, 2011
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Resources Assessment for additional information regarding kit
fox; inactive kit fox dens are numbered and shown on Exhibit
I10 of Appendix F1. Passive relocation is not suggested for the
Project since the species are common and active dens were not
located.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-69

The commenter states that the Draft EIR failed to adequately
assess impacts to American badger. As stated in the Table 4.4-1,
suitable habitat for badger is present within the Project study
area. No American badgers or primary burrow systems were
observed during CMBC surveys in 2010; however, evidence of
their foraging (digs) was apparent throughout all the proposed
Project areas surveyed. As part of the burrowing owl habitat
assessment conducted in 2010, surveyors collected UTM
coordinates for 53 badger digs along the ARZC ROW and 59
digs in the surveyed wellfield areas. Installation of the pipeline
and construction of ancillary facilities is not likely to kill any
badgers but may cause them to disperse, which is not considered
significant impact. See Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F1 Focused
Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for Burrowing
Owl, and General Biological Resources Assessment, p. 46.
Further, Mitigation Measure BIO-11 was proposed to ensure that
impacts to this species would be reduced to a less than
significant level.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-70

The commenter states that compensation acreage needs to be
established for burrowing owl. Impacts to burrowing owl are
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, p. 4.4-43 and pp. 4.4-47 to 4.4-48. Since the Project
is a low intensity development, the entire Project area will
continue to be suitable for burrowing owl habitat following
construction. As a result, no compensation property is required
for this non-listed species.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-71

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to evaluate
potential impacts to golden eagles. The golden eagle is identified
as potentially present in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, p. 4.4-42. The golden eagle nests on cliffs of all
heights and in large trees near open areas. No nests were
observed in the Project area. The Biological Resources Reports
prepared for the Project (Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F) indicate
that the golden eagle is not likely to nest or forage in the area.
Although this species was observed west of the Iron Mountains
during field surveys conducted in 1999 it was not observed
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during the more recent survey. The Draft EIR concludes that this
species is not expected to nest or forage in the Project area. Due
to the low intensity development of the proposed Project,
impacts to eagles and foraging habitat would be minimal.
Therefore, golden eagle take permit under the Bald and Golden
Eagle Act is not warranted.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-72

The commenter states that impacts to cryptobiotic soils, or areas
that exhibit “desert pavement,” could increase dust emissions in
the Project area. The Draft EIR discusses cryptobiotic soils in
Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-49. The Draft
EIR concludes that areas with cryptobiotic soils or areas that
exhibit “desert pavement” could be impacted due to construction
equipment operating within the Project footprint. However, due
to the small extent of disturbance, air emissions would not be
increased substantially. Please also see Master Response 3.5
Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-73

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to identify wildlife
connectivity impacts. Wildlife movement corridors are discussed
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.427. Impacts to Wildlife movement corridors are on page 4.4-52.
The analysis concludes that due to the lack of linear impediments
such as fences and public roads and due to the low intensity
development from the Project, impacts would be less than
significant. See Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-64.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-74

The commenter states that the Draft EIR inadequately identifies
plant communities. Plant communities found in the Project area
are described beginning in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4
Biological Resources, p. 4.4-2. Mojave Wash Scrub is described
in detail. Biological surveys documented in the Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendices F2 Streambed Delineation and F3 Rare Plant Survey
Report describe habitats and vegetation found in the Project area.
No listed species were identified in the surveys.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-75

The commenter asserts that the Draft EIR fails to cover all
species named under the San Bernardino County desert Native
Plant Protection Ordinance, as well as species identified in the
State Desert Native Plants Act, which is incorporated into the
County Protection Ordinance. The commenter further states that
efforts to transplant desert plants are generally ineffective. The
Project permanent footprint consists of up to 113 acres (Table
4.4-2) in the wellfield and the remainder would be within the
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existing ARCZ ROW, with a total Project footprint of less than
250 acres. The large area within which the wells may be sited
allows for considerable flexibility to avoid removal of the native
plants listed in BIO-16. To the extent avoidance is not possible,
efforts will be made to relocated the plants pursuant to BIO-17.
If relocation is unsuccessful, the impacts would remain less than
significant due to the Project’s limited footprint. The County
Native Plant Ordinance is referenced in the Draft EIR to
demonstrate consistency of the mitigation measures with the
local plan policies even though SMWD is exempt from such
compliance. SMWD would voluntarily coordinate with the
County to ensure consistency with applicable ordinances (see
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-33).
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-76

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
assess impacts to rare plants. The commenter also states that the
rare plant survey relied on in the EIR was only a “draft.” A rare
plant survey was conducted in the Project area during the spring
of 2011, during the flowering period for rare plants, pursuant to
CDFG rare plant survey guidelines. The report included in the
Draft EIR is the final rare plant survey report. The cover page
has been updated in the Final EIR to show it is a final document,
and is included as Final EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F3 Rare Plant
Survey Report Updated. The survey identified no rare plants in
the impact area. Mitigation Measure BIO-14 in Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources requires additional surveys
to be conducted prior to construction and avoidance measures to
be implemented during construction. Implementation of this
mitigation measure provides sufficient protection for rare plants
including the plants listed in the County Ordinance from which
SMWD is exempt. SMWD would voluntarily coordinate with
the County to ensure consistency with applicable ordinances.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-77

The commenter states that the evaluation of phraetophytes in the
Draft EIR is flawed and known phraetophytic vegetation
including palo verde, smoke tree, and cat’s claw were not
analyzed. The presence of these species is known in the Project
area as discussed in Section 4.4 Biological Resources. Surveys
were conducted at the right time of year for detecting these
species. These species may have deeper roots that access
groundwater, but they do not rely exclusively on groundwater.
The depth to groundwater for fresh water is too deep to support
even deep-rooted plants. The comment indicates that some plants
have roots up to 200 feet deep. No citation for this claim or plant
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species was provided as evidence of this claim. None of the plant
species identified in the Project area are known to have roots in
excess of 25 feet as documented in the literature cited in the
Draft EIR. Some plants could access groundwater if it were
available, but there is no indication of this occurring as described
in the special study conducted to evaluate this issue in the
Project area included in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix F4
Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from
Groundwater Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas Updated.
As described in this study, lowering the groundwater will have
no effect on surface vegetation. Although the four-wing saltbush
is found at the margin of Bristol Dry Lake, the depth to
groundwater at this location is over 65 feet. The roots of the
four-wing saltbush, which extend 13 to 25 feet bgs, do not
descend deep enough to reach or depend upon groundwater at
this location. This phreatophytic plant is called a facultative
phreatophyte because it can benefit from but does not depend
upon groundwater. This comment is further addressed in Master
Responses 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust, 3.9 Biological Resources,
and 3.6 Vegetation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-78

The commenter states that mitigation measures with plans for
future surveys, such as the Desert Tortoise Avoidance and
Protection Plan and a Habitat Compensation Plan, are inadequate
because the surveys should be conducted and included in the
EIR.
Each of the plans must include specific objective performance
criteria pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4. Future
studies are permissible if coupled with measures designed to
address impacts identified in the study.46 And a lead agency may
rely on future studies to tailor mitigation measures to fit the onthe-ground environmental conditions.47
The additional plans suggested in the comment are each
components of the Sensitive-Status Species and Sensitive
Habitat Restoration Plan and Waters of the State Mitigation Plan.
As noted in BIO-8, no translocation plan for Mojave fringe-toed
lizard is required. Mitigation Measure BIO-12 and BIO-13
would ensure that roosting bats are not affected through
avoidance. BIO-9 would ensure that other nesting birds are not
adversely affected through impact avoidance. No passive

46 Defend the Bay v. City of Irvine (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 1261, 1275.
47 National Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. County of Riverside (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1341, 1366.
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relocation plans are necessary or are proposed for the kit fox or
American badger. Implementation of BIO-10 is sufficient to
protect burrowing owl in accordance with the California
Burrowing Owl Consortium guidelines. Raven reduction plans
are not suggested, but measures in BIO-3 to reduce attraction to
ravens would ensure minimal attraction to these predators. The
Draft EIR includes these important protection measures. No
additional plans are needed.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-79

The commenter states that the Project must comply with the
Endangered Species Act. The comment is noted. The commenter
also states that more information is needed about avoidance or
minimization measures for the desert tortoise. The commenter is
referred to Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-61.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-80

The commenter expresses opinion regarding the inadequacy of
the cumulative impacts analysis for biological resources. The
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts provides an
extensive assessment of cumulative impacts including impacts to
biological resources. All Project impacts to Biological Resources
would be mitigated to a level of less than significant. The only
formally listed species with potential to occur in the Project area
is the desert tortoise. However, the Project will not be located in
any Desert Wildlife Management Areas or within desert tortoise
critical habitat. The Draft EIR confirms that the Project would
not permanently affect more than 250 acres of desert that
supports marginal quality desert tortoise habitat (Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, Table 4.4-2). Harm to desert
tortoise would be avoided through implementation of a
comprehensive set of monitoring and mitigation measures that
reduce to less than significant interference with desert tortoise
and impairment of the marginal desert tortoise habitat. See
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7. The Project’s
contribution to the cumulative effects on desert tortoise from all
the development in the desert which includes tens of thousands
of acres affected by approved and planned solar projects is
minimal and not considered to be significant due to the marginal
habitat quality, low tortoise densities, and avoidance of critical
habitat. Accordingly, the Project’s impact on desert tortoise and
its habitat would not be cumulatively considerable.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-81

The commenter asks how cultural resources were identified
during surveys. As the commenter notes, a cultural resources
surface survey of the pipeline Project area was conducted;
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however, no subsurface testing or excavation has been conducted
to date. During the surface survey, archaeologists inspected road
cuts, washes and other areas that were visibly eroding, and
rodent burrows for any evidence of buried archaeological
resources; none was observed. The Draft EIR acknowledges that
the Project may encounter a buried or otherwise obscured
cultural resource during construction and could have a
significant impact on that resource (please see the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, p. 4.5-43). Mitigation
Measure CUL-6 and CUL-7 would mitigate such potential
impacts to a less-than-significant level. Mitigation Measure
CUL-6 would require an archaeological monitor to be present
during ground-disturbing activities within 100 feet of significant
resources, and Mitigation Measure CUL-7, which provides
contingency measures for the accidental discovery of cultural
resources during Project implementation. Destructive subsurface
testing is not recommended by the Cultural Resources Report or
required.
The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been
surveyed for cultural resources. A portion of the wellfield area
was previously surveyed and 16 resources were identified. See
Draft EIR, p. 4.5-29. Due to the large area within which the
wells will be placed, mitigation measures were proposed to
ensure the wellfield is configured to avoid impacts to cultural
resources. Since the preparation of the Draft EIR, additional field
surveys were conducted to identify additional resources. A
cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well
pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in
Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas, was conducted
between May 15 and June 2, 2012, which is summarized in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural Resources Survey Report
– June 2012. Survey methods were similar to those used during
survey of the water conveyance pipeline in 2010, with surveyors
using transects of no greater than 15 meters. A 100-foot buffer
around proposed well pads, access roads, and connector
pipelines was surveyed. Staging areas and CRA tie-in Option
areas were surveyed in their entirety, with no buffer. A total of
53 resources were identified as a result of the survey, including
45 new archaeological sites, five isolates, and three previously
recorded archaeological sites. No built environment resources
were identified during the survey. Ten of the new archaeological
sites are prehistoric, 34 are historic-era, and one contains both
prehistoric and historic-era components. Based on their lack of
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data potential, the five isolates and six of the historic-era
archaeological sites are recommended not eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places or California Register of
Historical Resources, and are not considered historical resources
or unique archaeological resources under CEQA. The remaining
42 archaeological sites are potentially significant historical
resources and, therefore, subject to Mitigation Measures CUL-1
through CUL-7. See Appendix O.
If significant historical resources are located in the proposed
pipeline, well pad or access road areas, the Project would be
redesigned or relocated to entirely avoid the resources, consistent
with Mitigation Measure CUL-2. The well pads would each
require up to 10,000 square feet (0.25 acres) of land. Access
roads would be 25 feet wide. The exact locations of the wells
and access roads are easily relocated within a quarter mile area.
This provides ample room to avoid any significant historical
resources. Significant resources within the staging areas and
CRA tie-in area would also be avoided where feasible. If
significant historical resources cannot be avoided, a treatment
plan for these resources would be prepared and implemented, as
required by Mitigation Measure CUL-4. The surveys confirm
the Draft EIR’s finding that construction of the wellfield or work
in the staging areas could impact previously unknown historical
and archeological resources such that the implementation of
Mitigation Measures CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, CUL-5,
CUL-6, and CUL-7 are required to reduce those potentially
significant impacts to a less than significant level.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-82

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
assess the ineligibility of cultural resources. The commenter is
referred to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources,
p. 4.5-26, where an explanation is provided as to why the 31
cultural resources were determined to be ineligible for listing in
the CRHR. Further, the lead agency does not consider these
resources to be historical resources per CEQA Guidelines
§15064.5(a)(4) as there is no evidence that the 31 historic era
resources satisfies the criteria of Public Resources Code section
5020.1(j) [historically or archaeologically significant, or
significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic,
agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural
annals of California] or section 5024.1 [the standards for
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eligibility for the CRHR]. The Draft EIR correctly evaluates all
resources under each of the definitions provided in CEQA
Guidelines §15064.5(a), and under the definitions of unique
archaeological resources provided in PRC Section 21083.2. As
stated on p. 4.5-26 of the Draft EIR, in addition to not meeting
the eligibility criteria for the CRHR, the 31 resources “do not
otherwise meet CEQA’s definitions for historical resources and
unique archaeological resources.”
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-83

The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been
surveyed for cultural resources. A portion of the wellfield area
was previously surveyed and 16 resources were identified. See
Draft EIR, p. 4.5-29. Due to the large area within which the
wells will be placed, mitigation measures were proposed to
ensure the wellfield is configured to avoid impacts to cultural
resources. Since the preparation of the Draft EIR, additional field
surveys were conducted to identify additional resources. A
cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well
pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in
Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas, was conducted
between May 15 and June 2, 2012, which is summarized in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural Resources Survey Report
– June 2012. Survey methods were similar to those used during
survey of the water conveyance pipeline in 2010, with surveyors
using transects of no greater than 15 meters. A 100-foot buffer
around proposed well pads, access roads, and connector
pipelines was surveyed. Staging areas and CRA tie-in Option
areas were surveyed in their entirety, with no buffer. A total of
53 resources were identified as a result of the survey, including
45 new archaeological sites, five isolates, and three previously
recorded archaeological sites. No built environment resources
were identified during the survey. Ten of the new archaeological
sites are prehistoric, 34 are historic-era, and one contains both
prehistoric and historic-era components. Based on their lack of
data potential, the five isolates and six of the historic-era
archaeological sites are recommended not eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places or California Register of
Historical Resources, and are not considered historical resources
or unique archaeological resources under CEQA. The remaining
42 archaeological sites are potentially significant historical
resources and, therefore, subject to Mitigation Measures CUL-1
through CUL-7. See Final EIR Appendix O.
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If significant historical resources are located in the proposed
pipeline, well pad or access road areas, the Project would be
redesigned or relocated to entirely avoid the resources, consistent
with Mitigation Measure CUL-2. The well pads would each
require up to 10,000 square feet (0.25 acres) of land. Access
roads would be 25 feet wide. The exact locations of the wells
and access roads are easily relocated within a quarter mile area.
This provides ample room to avoid any significant historical
resources. Significant resources within the staging areas and
CRA tie-in area would also be avoided where feasible. If
significant historical resources cannot be avoided, a treatment
plan for these resources would be prepared and implemented, as
required by Mitigation Measure CUL-4. The surveys confirm
the Draft EIR’s finding that construction of the wellfield or work
in the staging areas could impact previously unknown historical
and archeological resources such that the implementation of
Mitigation Measures CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, CUL-5,
CUL-6, and CUL-7 are required to reduce those potentially
significant impacts to a less than significant level.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-84

The comment states that two resources (Resource CA-SBR9853H and Resource CA-SBR-11583H) were not effectively
analyzed. As summarized in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-47, construction and operation of
Project facilities within the ARZC ROW would occur without
affecting the operation of the railroad, and the railroad (i.e.
resource CA-SBR-9853H) would not be physically impacted by
Project construction. The pipeline would be installed at least 50
feet from the railroad, except where railroad crossings would be
required. These crossings would be achieved through jack and
bore or directional drilling methods and would be installed,
maintained, renewed, and repaired at a depth of not less than five
feet below the base of the rail. The jack and bore methodology
uses a horizontal drilling technique where the drill bit is followed
as the drilling proceeds by a pipe that supports all sides of the
borehole or tunnel. This technique does not disturb the ROW in
any way and does not interrupt rail service. Approvals from the
railroad and CPUC would be required to install the undercrossings.
Following installation of the Water Conveyance Pipeline, the
ROW would be restored to its previous condition. Spoils from
the trenching would be spread around the construction zone to
minimize mounding; no spoils would be hauled off site. The
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additional soils would slightly alter the topography of the ROW.
See Draft EIR pp. 4.1-19 and 4.6-35. Therefore, there would be
no impacts to the visual character of the resource, nor to its
integrity or ability to convey its historic significance.
Resource CA-SBR-11583H (Cadiz-Parker Road) would not be
significantly impacted by the proposed Project. Resource CASBR-11583H was recommended eligible for listing in the CRHR
under Criterion 1 based on its association with the construction
of the ATSF Parker Cutoff and the early settlement of the region.
The road is currently unpaved and unmaintained, and appears to
have been unpaved throughout its existence. The proposed
Project would not alter the historic alignment of the road, nor
would it change the general appearance of the road; therefore,
the Project would not affect the resource’s integrity. The use of
the road for the transportation of heavy machinery would not
affect the resource’s ability to convey its significance under
Criterion 1, since the criteria focuses on its geographic
association with the development of the railroad, not the physical
condition of its surface. Therefore, project-related impacts will
not result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of
resource CA-SBR-11583H and the impacts anticipated to the
resource are considered less than significant.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-85

The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been
surveyed for cultural resources. See Response O_NPCA-CBD
et al.-83.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-86

The commenter expresses a general concern that inappropriate
time frames and estimated water recharge rates are used. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation.
The commenter states that the mitigation measures for
subsidence would occur after the subsidence had already
occurred. As discussed in the Updated GMMMP (Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 5.6 and 5.7), the
monitoring measures for subsidence are designed to detect
subsidence and trigger corrective measures before action levels
are exceeded. This comment is further addressed in Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-87

The commenter asserts that the use of a 50-year recovery period
is inadequate and that a longer recovery period should have been
used. The Draft EIR did not choose a recovery period, but rather
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ran models to determine what the recovery period would be
under each of the recharge scenarios (32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY,
and 5,000A AFY). The recovery periods for three scenarios are
discussed in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-72. Under the
Project Scenario (32,000 AFY), the predicted recovery period is
67 years (p. 4.9-66). This comment is further addressed in
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation
and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-88

The commenter states that the recharge rate for the Project
Scenario should be 16,000 AFY. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
See also the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendices H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, H2 Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required, and H5 Addendum to
September 1, 2011 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-89

The commenter states that if the model used 50,000 AFY as the
average annual pumping rate, then the model results might be
unreliable if the pumping rate varies between 25,000 and 75,000
AFY. As discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4 Appendix H2
Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required, p. 3), the model
was also run to model the aquifer response to varying the
pumping rate between 25,000 and 75,000 AFY, while
maintaining the long-term average of 50,000 AFY. Based on the
model, pumping at the higher rate (75,000 AFY) increases the
conservation benefits of the Project by achieving hydraulic
control more quickly (Appendix H2, p. 10).
The commenter requests an explanation for the use of 50,000
AFY in the groundwater model. This comment is addressed in
the response to comment O_NPCA-CBD et al.-42 and Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-90

The commenter states that the corrective measures described in
the Draft GMMMP (Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1 Draft
GMMMP) will be implemented too late to mitigate impacts with
respect to subsidence. Mitigation Measure GEO-1, which is also
included in the Draft and Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP), includes monitoring features
that are designed to detect potential impacts before resources
have been impacted and to allow enough time to prevent
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negative effects. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter also expressed concern regarding what
constitutes “an adequate time and the effectiveness of each
corrective action.” As described on pages 4.6-35 through 4.6-38
of the Draft EIR, the model predicts that subsidence, if any,
would occur gradually and be dispersed laterally with minimal
impacts. Nonetheless, Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the
Updated GMMMP include measures to monitor land subsidence
trends on an annual basis and corrective measures to be
implemented in the unlikely event that the land subsidence
response is outside of the action criteria. A network of
extensometers will be installed to monitor subsidence in the area
of the wellfield and near the Dry Lakes. Subsidence is predicted
to occur slowly, fractions of an inch per year. If subsidence
occurs at greater rates, corrective measures will be implemented
to either arrest the rate of subsidence or mitigate subsidence
effects to surface resources. With cessation of pumping,
groundwater elevations will be stabilized and subsidence will be
arrested. (See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts) Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the Updated GMMMP
include three extensometers that monitor continuously, annual
benchmark surveys, and InSAR monitoring at five year intervals
to closely monitor for any land subsidence. As shown by the
subsidence modeling (Draft EIR pp. 4.6-35 through 4.6-38),
subsidence occurs gradually over time as groundwater levels are
lowered, so the proposed monitoring program will capture the
onset of subsidence and its trends, which will be used to refine
further projections into the future. The Updated GMMMP
includes annual review of monitoring data and 5-year updates to
the groundwater modeling assessments. These 5-year updates
will use the monitoring data to make any refinements to the
models and actual operations of the Project. The groundwater
models will be used to update projections to groundwater level
responses, saline water migration, and subsidence to assess if
there are any differences (meaning more adverse impacts)
between the updated projections and projections completed for
the EIR. The purpose of these 5-year updates are to ensure
compliance with the findings of the EIR and address potential
impacts before they happen as opposed to after they happen.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-91

The commenter states that the mitigation measure cannot arrest
subsidence. As described in Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the
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Updated GMMMP, each of the monitoring features are designed
to detect potential impacts before critical resources have been
impacted and to allow enough time to prevent negative effects.
As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6.3 Geology and
Soils, pp. 4.6-29, the model predicts that subsidence, if any,
would occur gradually and be dispersed laterally with minimal
impacts. Nonetheless, land and surface would be monitored and,
if subsidence is detected under and early warning criteria,
corrective measures would be triggered as explained in the
Updated GMMMP, Section 6.3. See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP and Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-90.
As discussed in Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and the Updated
GMMMP, the corrective measures first consider repairs to
structures or mitigation agreements to impacted parties, since it
is recognized that some subsidence may be inelastic, that is, nonrecoverable. In the event that the initial corrective measures are
ineffective or infeasible, then the Project operations will be
modified, including cessation of pumping to stop the withdrawal
of groundwater from areas most affected, as described in Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP. The Updated GMMMP includes annual
review of monitoring data and 5-year updates to the groundwater
modeling assessments. These 5-year updates will use the
monitoring data to make any refinements to the models and
actual operations of the Project. The groundwater models will be
used to update projections to groundwater level responses, saline
water migration, and subsidence to assess if there are any
differences (meaning more adverse impacts) between the
updated projections and projections completed for the EIR. The
purpose of these 5-year updates are to ensure compliance with
the findings of the EIR and address potential impacts before they
happen as opposed to after they happen
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-92

The commenter states that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
analysis is insufficient in that it does not establish a benchmark.
As stated in Section 4.7.3, Methodology in the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions of the Draft EIR, there is no agreed consensus in the
State of California among CEQA lead agencies regarding the
analysis of global climate change and the selection of
significance criteria. To date, CARB has not adopted
significance thresholds for GHG but has left the thresholds to
individual agencies and to recommendations from regional air
districts. In August 2011, MDAQMD staff published CEQA
guidelines that set a GHG threshold at 100,000 MTCO2E. The
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Project’s contribution would be well below this threshold.
However, other air districts and CARB have discussed or
implemented various standards as summarized in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, p. 4.7-16.
Therefore, as the lead agency for the proposed Project, SMWD
has elected, for this Project, to use the GHG significance
threshold adopted by the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) for certain industrial uses. The SCAQMD
has adopted an interim operational significance threshold of
10,000 MTCO2e per year for stationary sources where
SCAQMD is the lead agency. Given the proposed Project’s
proximity to the SCAQMD, SMWD believes that the
SCAQMD’s significance threshold is the most conservative and
relevant air district-adopted GHG significance threshold to use
as a benchmark for the Project. For additional GHG discussion,
see also A_MWD-6.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-93

The commenter states that if the precipitation pattern changes to
less snow and more rain, then the seepage rate would also
decline. This assertion is unsupported. Winter precipitation that
falls as rain instead of snow will still fall within a closed
watershed. As such, the runoff will still flow over the same
bedrock fractures and permeable alluvial cover that the melted
snow would have flown over once it had melted when
temperatures warmed up in the spring and summer. In addition,
during the winter, the relatively cooler temperatures would also
result in lower evaporation rates, which in turn would result in
greater infiltration of surface water runoff into the aquifer system
to depths below the extinction depth (the depth below which
evaporation is negligible). Furthermore, the groundwater that
will be extracted by the Project and saved from evaporation is
already in storage, and would not be affected over the 50-year
life of the Project by changes in weather patterns. Furthermore,
the impacts analysis presented in the Draft EIR utilized 3
estimates of recharge, 5,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY and 32,000
AFY, in order to evaluate worst case precipitation pattern
scenarios. Given this, the impacts of groundwater extraction,
even considering a precipitation pattern change, would remain
less than significant with implementation of the GMMMP
regardless of the potential for precipitation patterns to change as
a result of climate change.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-94

The commenter suggests that other potential mitigation measures
in CARB’s Recommended Action Table (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
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Section 4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Table 4.7-2) apply to the
Project and questions why only Measures W-1 through W-5
were selected as the parameters of the impact analysis for GHGs.
As discussed in Section 4.7, CARB has identified a list of GHG
reduction strategies by sector. Significant reductions are needed
in the transportation, electricity, commercial and residential, and
industrial sectors, as well as contributing reductions from the
other sectors of the economy. The proposed Project is considered
a water sector project, and as such, Measures W-1 through W-5
were selected for review in the Draft EIR.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-95

The commenter expresses general concerns regarding the data,
process, and analyses of the technical models discussed in the
Draft EIR. This comment in addressed in Responses O_NPCACBD et al.-96-154 as well as in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation for data input and
Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling for data input and
model process and analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-96

The commenter notes that subsequent comments are supported
by reports attached to the Comment Letter from John Bredehoeft
and Johnson Wright, Inc. (Andrew Zdon). The Bredehoeft letter
provided by the commenter and dated March 4, 2012, is largely a
reprisal of his comment letter on the 2001 project that was
considered by the Metropolitan Water District. The February 1,
2012 report from Johnson Wright was provided with the
comment letter. Comments from both letters are addressed in
Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-97 through 154, O_NPCACBD et. al-AttachmentA-1 through A-44 (Johnson and
Wright), O_NPCA-CBD et. al-AttachmentB-1 through B-9
(Bredehoeft), as well as in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, 3.2 Groundwater Modeling, and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-97

The commenter states that previous recharge estimates,
particularly rates provided in 2001 by USGS, should be more
closely considered by the Project. The recharge estimates relied
on by the Project were derived through application of a 2008
USGS model as well as extensive site specific data. Furthermore,
the impacts analysis presented in the Draft EIR utilized 3
estimates of recharge, 5,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY and 32,000
AFY, in order to evaluate worst case scenarios. Even in these
cases, no significant impacts from Project operations were
identified, with the exception of potential indirect growth effects.
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In addition, past recharge estimates were extensively considered
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-36. This comment is further addressed
in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-98

The commenter states that the recharge estimate is more than
that of previous estimates. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. See also
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-97.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-99

The commenter states that the evaporation estimate is overstated.
This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. See also Response
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-97 where recharge estimates are
discussed.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-100

The commenter expresses a general concern that the cone of
depression will continue to expand for over 100 years, long after
pumping stops. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-101

The commenter expresses general concern that the monitoring
and mitigation plan does not have sufficiently defined milestones
and decision points to overcome the uncertainty associated with
the technical analyses. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP. Comments regarding the technical
analyses are further discussed in Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling, and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
The commenter expresses the general concern that by the time an
impact is discovered, it will likely be too late to mitigate the
problem through groundwater management. The EIR’s
mitigation measures, as well as the features of the Updated
GMMMP have specifically been designed to prevent impacts
before occur and correct any significant impact early. The timing
of monitoring measures and corrective actions are discussed at
length in the EIR and the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) and are further discussed in
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter expresses a specific concern that the monitoring
of the springs is insufficient because visual inspection is unlikely
to reveal problems until it is too late to mitigate the damage. As
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discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, p. 4.9-19 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3
Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation
Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs and in
Master Response 3.4 Springs, there is no hydraulic connection
between the springs and the aquifer. Project operations will not
impact springs in the surrounding mountains that are
significantly higher in elevation than the Project area and more
than 10 miles from the wellfield. Therefore, spring monitoring is
not a required mitigation for any Project impacts. Nonetheless,
as a management feature, springs are proposed for monitoring
and action criteria and corrective action are imposed under the
Updated GMMMP. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-102

The commenter states that the monitoring and mitigation plan
lacks sufficient independent oversight. As discussed in the
Updated GMMMP, Section 1.4.4, the FVMWC will implement
monitoring in consultation with the Technical Review Panel
(TRP) subject to the oversight and approval of County of San
Bernardino. The County of San Bernardino would review
monitoring reports, determine whether early warning action
criteria have been triggered and determine what preventative
actions or remedies should be implemented. Further, compliance
with all Mitigation Measures will be a condition of Project
approval enforced by SMWD.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-103

The commenter states that previous hydrologic data was not used
in the analysis. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-104

The commenter states that possible subsurface underflow to the
area south of the upper Fenner Watershed beneath Mojave
National Preserve (MNP) is not adequately explained. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-71 and Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 8.2, the model-predicted response for
groundwater drawdown under all recharge scenarios (5,000
AFY, 16,000 AFY and 32,000 AFY) does not extend to beneath
the MNP.
The commenter states that the potential projected effects of
climate change—such as reduced rainfall—are not adequately
addressed in the impact analysis. The comment is addressed in
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Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
See also Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-92 and O_NPCACBD et al.-93.
The commenter states that model impacts are not evaluated after
100 years. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-105

The commenter states that the potential impacts to springs were
not sufficiently explained. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.4 Springs.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-106

The commenter states that impacts from imported water mixing
with the groundwater for the Imported Water Storage
Component were not addressed. The potential impacts of
importing CRA or SWP water for storage in the aquifer is
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77 as part of the programmatic
analysis of the Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component. The
Draft EIR concludes that although imported water would likely
have higher TDS concentrations and potentially low levels of
other contaminants, the imported water would comply with
drinking water standards, and would be substantially diluted by
the existing groundwater in storage. Since the Draft EIR assesses
the Imported Water Storage Component primarily at a program
level of analysis, subsequent water quality analysis would be
required prior to implementing this Component and introducing
imported water into the aquifer once the source of the imported
water is identified. The commenter is also referred to Response
A_CVWD-3.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-107

The commenter states that the Project recharge estimate is more
than the previous estimates prepared by others. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. See also Response O_CBD et al.-97.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-108

The commenter states that in determining the Project
evapotranspiration estimate, the Draft EIR did not consider new
USGS’s Death Valley data. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
See also related Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-97 where
recharge estimate is discussed.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-109

The commenter questions why spring discharge was excluded
from the Project’s estimates of recharge. The commenter’s hired
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consultant Andrew Zdon, estimates spring discharge on the order
of 2,000 AFY. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.4 Springs.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-110

The commenter states that the Project mischaracterizes the
recharge estimate prepared by others. There was no
mischaracterization of the results. CH2M Hill’s assessment is
consistent with the Davisson and Rose’s estimate based on the
local precipitation elevation curve. See Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation for a full discussion of
previous recharge estimates. See also Response O_NPCA-CBD
et al.-97.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-111

The commenter states that some assumptions were undisclosed
in the Project’s groundwater recharge analysis, noting hydraulic
conductivity values. All assumptions were indeed discussed in
detail, including the hydraulic conductivity input values, in the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Section 5.5.4, which does include the
estimated ranges of hydraulic conductivity prepared by both
Geosciences and CH2M Hill. The estimated ranges are similar.
The estimates were then calibrated within the model to match the
observed water levels. The input parameters used for the models
is further discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-112

The commenter questions how playa evapotranspiration is
modeled. This comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-113

The commenter states that a sensitivity analyses of the INFIL3.0
results should be performed to identify sensitive parameters. A
sensitivity analysis was not completed using INFIL3.0. Expected
values were used for all input parameters and recoverable water
was computed using these values. The results were compared to
Geoscience Support Services Inc. (1999), USGS (2000), and
Davisson and Rose (2000). The Draft EIR recognizes the
differences of opinion among experts, so the impact analysis
considered a range of recharge, from 5,000 AFY to 32,000 AFY.
Under all recharge conditions evaluated, there are no adverse
impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-114

The commenter asks why two different models were used
(CH2M Hill and GSSI) and references a numerical model
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developed by CH2M Hill that varies substantively from that
presented by the 1999 GSSI model. There is only one
groundwater flow, transport, and subsidence model used for the
basin-wide assessments, which is presented in the Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H1. The groundwater flow model presented by
CH2M Hill in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Appendix A
was a very local model of the Fenner Gap area and the
groundwater flow model presented by CH2M Hill in the Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3 is a simplified two-dimensional model
used to assess potential regional water table responses in
bedrock.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-115

The commenter states that the CH2M Hill Model does not
present evidence that its modeling effort was performed in
accordance with standard practice as described by ASTM,
Anderson and Woessner (1992). The model was conducted in
accordance with ASTM and Anderson and Woessner methods.
The groundwater model was developed and used by or under the
direction of a certified hydrogeologist, who has over 30 years of
experience, including development and use of groundwater flow
models, and who has been deemed an expert as such in
California courts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-116

The commenter asks why geologic data of a carbonate unit from
Texas was used instead of correlative carbonate units from Death
Valley. The referenced 2010 CH2M Hill report included in the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Sub-Appendix A, p. 4-17 notes
that geologic conditions determined for carbonates in the study
area have been confirmed by extensive studies in Texas of
similar carbonate units. Extensive geohydrologic studies of the
scope undertaken for this study (or in Texas) have not been
conducted for Death Valley area and carbonate rock aquifers are
not common in California. The purpose of the reference to the
Edwards Aquifer in Texas was 1) the Edwards Aquifer has been
extensively studied and modeled and 2) shows the nature of high
conductivity that that develops in karstic carbonate aquifers.
Other references could have been used, but the Edwards Aquifer
references provide a very comprehensive overview, discussion
and history of the hydrogeology and modeling of karstic
aquifers.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-117

The commenter states that evapotranspiration was overestimated
because springs and vegetation would reduce the estimated
recharge. As discussed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
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Recharge and Evaporation and 3.6 Vegetation, the springs and
vegetation take their portion of water from precipitation first,
along with some evaporation directly back into the atmosphere.
The remaining amount infiltrates into the subsurface and
migrates downward to the aquifer.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-118

The commenter relates the concern raised by its consultant
Johnson Wright Inc. that the evapotranspiration estimates for
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, relied upon by the Project’s
modeling effort are too high and were allowed to vary between
recharge scenarios.
The Cadiz groundwater model uses the Evapotranspiration
Package to simulate the evaporation from the Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes.48 The model calculates the evaporation based on
model-calculated groundwater levels. The maximum evaporation
rate is used when the water level is at the land surface. No
evaporation occurs when the water level is below the specified
maximum extinction depth. (See Response A_NPS-06 for
discussion on maximum extinction depth). In between these two
extremes, the evaporation rate is assumed to be linear. The
model-calculated evaporation from the Dry Lakes depends on
the specified maximum evapotranspiration rate, extinction depth,
and model-calculated water levels over the entire area of each
Dry Lake. The Evapotranspiration Package used in the Cadiz
groundwater model is for the purpose of providing a “sink”
boundary condition to remove water from the model, consistent
with the amount of natural recharge used for the model. Since
the only discharge is evaporation from Dry Lakes under
predevelopment conditions, the model-calculated evaporation
should be 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY to
correspond with a natural recharge of 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY,
and 5,000 AFY, respectively. Therefore, maximum
evapotranspiration rates were treated as a variable so that the
model-calculated evaporation can match the amount of natural
recharge. The use of higher evaporation rate at a few cells along
Cadiz Dry Lake was used for the model instead of expanding the
model grid to cover the whole Dry Lake and beyond. The
modeling results would be the same by using this technique or
expanding the model boundary since the evaporation would be
the same based on the recharge assumptions and limited

48 Harbaugh, A.W., Banta, E.R., Hill, M.C., and McDonald, M.G., 2000, MODFLOW-2000, the U.S. Geological

Survey Modular Ground-Water Model -- User Guide to Modularization Concepts and the Ground-Water Flow
Process: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 00-92, p. 121.
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geographically to the Dry Lakes. The model assumes that
evaporation is the only discharge of water so the model’s
evaporation output will always equal the assumed recharge
inputs. This comment is further addressed in Master Response
3.2 Groundwater Modeling. As discussed in 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, the conditions at Death Valley are
very different from the Project area and conclusions from one
area do not necessarily translate to another area.
As discussed in Response A_NPS-6, the areas to the west,
south, and east of the Dry Lakes are not included in the model
because they represent a boundary condition beyond which
groundwater from the Fenner Watershed cannot flow past but
must instead evaporate.
As discussed in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling,
evaporation from the Dry Lakes is a boundary condition, which
in an undisturbed condition, is the only outlet for groundwater
discharge from the basin. As the groundwater flow system must
be in equilibrium, i.e., groundwater recharge must equal
groundwater discharge, evaporation has to be equal to recharge.
The use of higher evaporation rate at a few cells along Cadiz Dry
Lake was used for the model instead of expanding the model
grid to cover the whole Dry Lake and beyond. The modeling
results would be the same by using this technique or expanding
the model boundary because since the geology of the Cadiz Dry
Lake is generally uniform and the evaporation would be the
same based on the recharge assumptions and limited
geographically to the Dry Lakes. The model assumes that
evaporation is the only discharge of water so the model’s
evaporation output will always equal the assumed recharge
inputs. The model assumes that evaporation is the only discharge
of water so the model’s evaporation output will always equal the
assumed recharge inputs. Using the smaller number of grid cells,
hence, saves model run time without sacrificing any impacts to
model results. Pan evaporation rates are only accurate for lakes
with standing bodies of water.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-119

The commenter states that estimates of evaporation from the
spreading basins were calculated using different rates than the
estimated of evaporation from the Dry Lakes. Different rates
were indeed used because standing surface water in recharge
basins will evaporate at greater rates than groundwater in
saturated soils beneath the playa crust. The spreading basin rate
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assumed in the model is similar to the estimated evaporation rate
from existing salt mining production trenches.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-120

The commenter states that the cones of depression are only
measured for immediate post-pumping and 50 years after
pumping ceases not for 100 years after pumping. The 100 year
modeling period covers the period during which any potential
adverse effects of pumping would be the greatest. After 100
years, any continuing effects would be reduced and diminishing,
as explained below.
The Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Figures 64 to 71 reflect the
results of the modeling conducted to examine potential impacts
to the basin. The figures show that after 50 years of pumping, the
anticipated cones of depression decrease dramatically and, by
Year 100, groundwater levels have nearly recovered to preProject levels. Once the extraction of groundwater ceases at
Project Year 50, groundwater levels would begin to rise in
response to the uninterrupted flow of groundwater from the
upgradient areas, filling in the cone of depression (Appendix H1,
Table 2). The water table would return to the pre-pumping levels
with most of the recovery occurring near the wellfield within the
first few years, as shown by the steeper hydrograph curves in
Figures 70 and 71. The figures illustrate conditions through Year
100 because, with no additional pumping, groundwater levels
would be nearly back to pre-Project levels after 100 years. Even
under the worst case sensitivity scenario (5,000 AFY of
recharge) groundwater levels would be recovering at Year 100
and any potential effects would be reduced and steadily
diminishing. However, the modeling does quantify the
anticipated number of years after the cessation of pumping when
the groundwater levels are expected to fully recover to preProject levels. Full recovery for the Project Scenario is expected
to occur 67 years after pumping stops, which is 17 years beyond
the 100 year modeling period or Year 117 (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-71).This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-121

The commenter states that the cone of depression would
continue to expand 50 years after the pumping stops. As
described above in Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-120, the
comment correctly highlights that the edges of the cone of
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depression continue to move outward as the aquifer recovers
after pumping ceases between 0 and 10 feet as the basin
equilibrates. As the groundwater basin recovers, this expanded
effect diminishes as well. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. The proactive
monitoring requested by the commenter would be implemented
and is described in the Updated GMMMP and further discussed
in Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. The commenter also raises
concerns regarding impacts to Springs during this period and
these comments are further addressed in Master Response 3.4
Springs and Response CDFG-1.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-122

The commenter states that there is no independent oversight for
the Draft GMMMP and the TRP and that local stakeholders such
as the Mojave National Preserve, BLM, local landowners, and
Native American Tribes and Land Trusts are not involved.
SMWD is the Project’s Lead Agency with responsibility for
mitigation of Project impacts pursuant to the Project’s
Environmental Impact Report and Public Resources Code
section 21081.6. As lead agency for the Project, SMWD shall
enforce, as a condition of Project approval, the implementation
of all adopted mitigation measures, including those measures
which correspond to provisions of the Management Plan. The
administrative process and CEQA provide the opportunity for
stakeholders to participate. In recognition of the County’s
regulatory role in enforcing the Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance, SMWD will, pursuant to CEQA
Guideline section 15097(a), delegate the reporting and
monitoring responsibilities for those mitigation measures to the
County. Therefore the County will exercise full enforcement
authority and independent oversight over the GMMMP and TRP.
This comment is addressed in Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.102. The commenter generally questions the source of the water
being from the Mojave Desert Preserve and the previous USGS
recharge estimate studies. These topics are further addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-123

The commenter expresses a general concern that the Geoscience
Support Services, Inc. (GSSI) report on existing aquifer
conditions, the Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap
Area (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C) lacks
sufficient key data to adequately evaluate the interpretation of
the aquifer results; specific comments on the GSSI report were
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provided in the subsequent comments below. The report noted
provides an analysis of pumping test data collected by CH2M
Hill and uses analytical techniques appropriate to the site
conditions and data. The referenced report is an appendix
included in support of the larger Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis report, which presents the additional data to
support the aquifer modeling results. All key data is presented.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-124

The commenter states that the GSSI report Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area report (Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Sub-Appendix C) report ignores hydrologic data
gathered over the last 20 years. As noted in the Response
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-123, the referenced report is an appendix
included in support of the larger Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis report, which presents the additional data to
support the aquifer modeling results. The hydrologic data
generated over the last 20 years has not been ignored but is
analyzed in context of the current state of the art aquifer
modeling and limitations of prior studies. This comment is also
further addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-125

The commenter states that previously-installed wells were not
included in the modeling analysis. As discussed in the GSSI
report Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area (Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C), the wells used for
conducting the pump tests that provided input data for the model
were purpose-built wells that targeted specific geologic units.
The wells referred to by the commenter are assumed to be the
Cadiz Inc. wells currently utilized for agricultural water supply,
and not for acquiring modeling data. Data from all monitoring
wells, pumping wells, and Cadiz Inc. agricultural wells used in
the model are discussed in the modeling report (Draft EIR Vol. 4
Appendix H1).

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-126

The commenter questions the aquifer testing conducted and
whether it was performed according to independent standards,
specifically referring to ASTM and other experts. (e.g.,
Kruseman and de Ridder, 2000). The model was conducted in
accordance with ASTM and industry standard methods. The
aquifer tests were conducted and analyzed in accordance with
professional practice under the direction of a Professional
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Geologist and Certified Hydrogeologist. In addition, the data and
analysis was provided to the Groundwater Stewardship
Committee for review.
The commenter requests independent pumping test be done and
included in the analysis and states that the EIR must provide
pumping rate data sufficient to evaluate changes in drawdown
characteristics. The Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts of
pumping based on data collected from local test wells. The
Updated GMMMP provides for FVMWC to conduct monitoring
and notice action triggers to ensure that the effects on
groundwater are as predicted and in a manner that avoids
significant impacts. No additional pump testing is required to
confirm modeling results. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-127

The commenter states that insufficient detail is presented to
evaluate the aquifer test data and results. The commenter is
referring to the GSSI report on existing aquifer conditions,
(Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area, which is
presented as Appendix C of Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis). The aquifer test
data plots customary in reports which include aquifer analyses
are provided as figures in the report. The aquifer analysis was
conducted using data collected by CH2M Hill. The field data for
the aquifer tests are provided in Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation and Storage Project prepared by CH2M Hill, and
also as Appendix A of the Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis report. See also Responses O_NPCA-CBD et
al.-124 and O_NPCA-CBD et al.-125.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-128

The commenter states that true static groundwater levels were
not substantiated and references Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix C Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area,
Section 2.4 Field Reconnaissance, p. 6. However, the referenced
page 6 is only a photograph of the discharge from Well TW-2.
The pump test, along with the pump test results, are discussed
later in that same report on page 18.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-129

The commenter requests information on the magnitude of
barometric corrections for groundwater levels because the
commenter does not believe they are explained for the pump test
conducted on Well TW-1. The details of these corrections are
provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1, Appendix A
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Exploratory Drilling and Well Completion Report, Fenner Gap
Area, August 2011.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-130

The commenter states that there are insufficient data presented to
discern if Well TW-2 has fully recovered from the pump test.
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area, Figure 24 clearly shows
that the water levels in TW-2 fully recovered after the pumping
test. The Field Investigation Report included as Sub-Appendix A
to the CH2M Hill Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage
Project provides the field test data for the TW-2 test. The Field
Investigation Report is available on the Santa Margarita Water
District Website.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-131

The commenter states that the existing conditions in the Fenner
Gap are misrepresented since the commenter believes that the
photograph shown in Section 3.1 of the GSSI report on existing
aquifer conditions, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area, could either be showing
water discharging from the pump test or from naturally flowing
surface water. The subject photograph provides a striking visual
example of the surface conditions in the Fenner Gap. The flow of
water in the foreground is from the TW-2 well discharge on
November 11, 2009 which is indicated in Section 2.4 of the
report (presented on the next page). Surface water is very rarely
present during heavy rain events. The photographs are in no way
intended to imply that there is commonly surface water in the
area. Both photographs, as well the photograph on page 7 were
included with the text to provide visuals for the text narrative.
The photograph referred to has no purpose beyond showing what
some of the Fenner Gap area looks like, as indicated in the
caption. There is no intention that this photograph be used for
anything beyond a visual of the area.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-132

The commenter states that the hydraulic conductivity of
fanglomerate is not sufficiently substantiated and bases the
comment on a photograph in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix C Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area,
p. 12. The boring logs of Wells TW-1, TW-2, and TW-3 are
presented in Appendices A, B, and C of the referenced report
and provide an accurate description of the geologic materials.
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Hydraulic conductivity of the fanglomerate will be primarily a
function of the secondary porosity from joint and fracture
systems developed as a result of the intense historical seismic
conditions in the region and cannot be readily observed in a
photograph of core with a small diameter. However, the well
logs and core photographs do document the jointed fractured
nature of the deposits. A single falling head permeameter test
was conducted in the fanglomerate and indicated a low hydraulic
conductivity.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-133

The commenter states that the permeability of the granitic rock is
not sufficiently described or explained. The referenced report
(GSSI report on existing aquifer conditions, Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area, which is presented as
Appendix C of the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis), provides data
from a pump test in fractured rock (TW-2). In addition, the
report provides references for a range of hydraulic conductivities
for fractured rock obtained from studies by others (Table 2).

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-134

The commenter expresses general concerns about the
groundwater flow and solute transport model, groundwater cone
of depression, evapotranspiration rates, the aquifer’s ability to
stabilize, third-party standards for sensitivity analyses, and
estimated recharge. The comment is a lead-in paragraph to a
number of subsequent comments on the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, which are addressed in the responses to those specific
comments below.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-135

The commenter states that comparative data from similar
groundwater projects was not provided. The Project was
evaluated on its own merits using site-specific data. The
conditions at other groundwater projects would not be more
accurate than with the site-specific conditions presented and due
to the extensive investigations of the Project site, would in fact
be less accurate.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-136

The commenter assumes that the cone of depression will
continue to expand after 100 years and, based on that
assumption, questions the effects on the cone of depression. The
comment correctly identifies that the edges of the cone of
depression continue to move outward as the aquifer recovers
after pumping ceases in year 50. However, as shown in the
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referenced figures, the amount of additional drawdown is small,
generally between 0 and 10 feet as the basin equilibrates. As the
groundwater basin recovers, this expanded effect diminishes as
well. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
The commenter requests hydrographs of water levels.
Hydrographs for a number of locations are provided in Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis as Figures 70 and 71. See also Response O_NCPACBD et al.-121.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-137

The commenter states that there appears to be a delay in the
aquifer’s response to the proposed Project pumping. As an
example, the commenter noted that on Figures 64 and 65 (Vol. 4
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis), the northeastern-most extent of drawdown, denoted at
the 0 drawdown contour, is more extensive in the 100-year
scenario (after 50 years of recovery) than the 50-year scenario (at
the end of Project pumping) and this is the case with all three
scenarios. The comment correctly identifies that the edges of the
cone of depression continue to move outward as the aquifer
recovers after pumping ceases. However, as shown in the
referenced figures, the amount of additional drawdown is small,
generally between 0 and 10 feet, and occurs only as the basin
equilibrates to the new condition of no pumping. As the
groundwater basin recovers, this expanded effect diminishes as
well. The commenter is also referred to Response O_NCPACBD et al.-121. Further, the observed changes in groundwater
level contours between the 50-year and 100-year periods are
following expected patterns of water-level recovery upon
cessation of pumping. Initially, dewatered storage in the vicinity
of the wellfield will be refilled from upgradient groundwater in
storage. Over time, the hydraulic gradient decreases toward the
wellfield area as groundwater levels recover to pre-pumping
levels. Overall basin-wide groundwater levels will stabilize and
revert back to the equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic
gradients that existed prior to the Project.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-138

The commenter questions the treatment of evaporation rates as a
variable in the aquifer model as opposed to constant. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-139

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to explain why the
aquifer has not recovered from agricultural pumping. The
agriculture on Cadiz Inc. property is on-going, which accounts
for the persistent cone of depression. The model-calculated
drawdown over time at selected locations for each model
scenario is provided on Figure 70 of Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. As shown, the
water level would reach equilibrium approximately 40 years
after pumping ceases for Project Scenario (i.e., natural recharge
of 32,000 AFY). Water level declines are temporary and will
start to recover after the Project pumping is terminated. Vertical
scale in the hydrograph will be reviewed and modified
appropriately.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-140

The commenter requests information to explain why the changes
in storage for the three scenarios presented in the Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis p. 12 and the table on p. 54 are different than a simple
arithmetic calculation of inflow minus outflow. The commenter
presents the example calculation for Scenario 2 where outflow
(50,000 AFY times 50 years equals 2.5 MAF) minus inflow
(5,000 AFY times 50 years equals 250,000 AF) equals a change
in storage of 3.25 MAF, whereas the model predicts 2,160,000
AF. As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 8.5, p. 53,
the inflow term for the model includes natural recharge and
release of water from storage within the interbeds, while the
outflow terms consist of groundwater pumping, uptake of water
into storage within the interbeds, and evapotranspiration. The
difference between the total inflow and total outflow is the
change in groundwater storage. The water budgets for Sensitivity
Scenario 2 can be found in Table 4 of Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-141

The commenter states that sensitivity analysis does not conform
to standard practice as described in ASTM, Anderson and
Woessner (1992), and other references. The commenter further
states that the sensitivity scenarios for recharge should be
recharacterized as separate, recalibrated models or simulations.
The model was conducted in accordance with ASTM and
industry standard methods. The groundwater model was
developed and used by or under the direction of a certified
hydrogeologist, who has over 30 years of experience, including
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development and use of groundwater flow models, and who has
been deemed an expert as such in California courts. The
estimated recharge scenarios were used to provide a range of
potential impacts. The Draft EIR impacts analysis includes a
worst-case scenario (Sensitivity Scenario 2) which is beyond
industry standards by changing the conceptual model including
three distinct scenarios. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling. Sensitivity analysis to the
model parameters was provided in Section 6.4 in Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis. See Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA28.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-142

The commenter states that the photograph of the fanglomerate
suggests a lower hydraulic conductivity than used in the model.
This comment is addressed in the Response O_NPCA-CBD et
al.-132.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-143

The comment states that the analysis fails to account for
inconsistent hydraulic conductivity ranges. The commenter
states that the EIR must explain why three distinct numerical
groundwater flow models were developed instead of basing the
model on a calibrated numerical representation of the
groundwater system. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47
and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0, the
Project Scenario is based on the existing groundwater system in
that it uses the estimated recharge for the Watershed and the
aquifer parameters acquired from the pumping tests. Hence, it is
based on specific data from the Project area. Then, the
groundwater model was also run for Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and
2 to model conservative worst-case scenarios, where recharge
over the 50-year Project period is less than anticipated. This
approach is far more conservative than doing simple sensitivity
analysis, which forces the model out of calibration (i.e.,
groundwater levels will not match observed groundwater levels
in many cases where the calibrated parameter values are deviated
from the calibrated values), so the changes in projected
groundwater levels may be due more to changes in the model
parameter values than the due to the change in stresses (e.g.,
introduction of pumping).
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-144

The commenter states \ the transparency and believes that the
computer modeling platform is not disclosed in the analysis. The
modeling software (MODFLOW-2000 and SEAWAT-2000
version 4) is publicly available and is described in Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 5.2, with additional detail in Section 4.1 of
Appendix A of the same report.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-145

The commenter asked why the MODFLOW2000 and PEST
modeling programs were not used for the sensitivity analysis.
Both programs were used as described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 5.2 for MODFLOW discussion, Section 8.1 for
PEST discussion, and Section 4.2.3 of Appendix A of the same
report.
The commenter questions the recharge estimate and evaporation
values used in the model. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. See also
Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-97.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-146

The commenter states that the outer limits of the cone of
depression would likely still be expanding after 100 years and
believes that the cone might extend to elevations approaching
Bonanza Spring. The commenter also questions changes to the
“subsurface underflow” (this comment is assumed to be referring
to groundwater flow) beneath the Mojave National Preserve. The
Mojave National Preserve will not be affected by the Project.
See Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources. Bonanza
Spring is located in the upper elevations and is not hydraulically
connected to the groundwater basin. Bonanza Spring is at an
elevation of 2100 feet National Geodetic Vertical Datum
(NGVD), substantially above the adjacent Fenner Valley floor at
about 1,350 NGVD (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, p. 4.9-19). This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.4
Springs.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-147

The commenter states that the impact analysis fails to consider
the reduced rainfall expected as a result of climate change.
Future weather patterns are uncertain and may indeed result in
reduced recharge. The purpose of the modeling of Sensitivity
Scenarios 1 and 2 was specifically to address the possibility of
recharge being less than modeled. In any case, the proposed
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Project would access water already in storage during the 50-year
Project period. Furthermore, the impacts of groundwater
extraction would remain less than significant with
implementation of Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and
HYDRO-3, as also reflected in the Updated GMMMP. See
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-93. This comment is addressed
in Responses A_NPS-52 and O_NPCA-CBD et al.-66, 92, 93
and 104.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-148

The commenter asks why the text for the table in the Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 8.5, p. 54 states that the model was run for 100
years when the table itself presents storage recovery results that
extend out as far as Year 440 for Sensitivity Scenario 2. As
described on pp. 53-54 of the analysis, the Year 440 was
projected based on the rate of recovery indicated in the model
from years 51 to 100. See also Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-149

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to assess potential
impacts on springs because of missing data and confusing
analyses. However, the comment does not identify what data
they believe is missing. There is no missing data. The Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Operations on Springs also provides a hypothetical assessment of
potential impacts to springs by assuming an hydraulic connection
of the springs in the mountains to the aquifer in the valley floor
that clearly is not possible and does not exist based on the data
and modeling. Additional discussion of springs is provided in
Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al.-150 through O_NPCA-CBD
et al.-152. See also Master Response 3.4 Springs and
Responses O_NCPA-CBD et al.-11, -101 and A_CDFG-1.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-150

The commenter states that Figures 1 through 15 are missing from
Vol. 4 Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Operations on Springs. Figures 1 through 14 (note Figure 15 was
included in the Draft EIR) were inadvertently left out of the
Draft EIR and are included in this Final EIR, revised Appendix
H3.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-151

The commenter asks which model was used to evaluate impacts
to springs. The GSSI (2011) model results were used as an
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indication of the potential magnitude of drawdown in the alluvial
aquifer adjacent to the Bonanza Springs in the Clipper
Mountains. This drawdown was used as a boundary condition in
a separate two-dimensional groundwater flow model of the
hypothetical regional groundwater table that is assumed to
connect the alluvial aquifer groundwater with groundwater at the
spring as described for Concept 2. The two-dimensional
groundwater flow model of the bedrock unit shows that 1) any
change in the groundwater levels in the alluvium would be a
fraction of any changes (drawdown) in groundwater levels
upgradient at the location of springs and only if the groundwater
levels in the alluvium remain depressed for extensive periods of
time, which is not likely, and 2) the fluctuations in precipitation
recharge and resultant fluctuations in groundwater levels in the
area of the springs are expected to dwarf any fluctuation due to
groundwater levels that might result from changes in
groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer. Additional discussion
regarding models is provided in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling. The evaluation of impacts to springs is
explained further in Master Response 3.4 Springs.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-152

The commenter states that the evaluation of the springs in the
Watershed should have included a geochemical analysis. As
explained in the Master Response 3.4 Springs, there is no
hydraulic connectivity between the springs and the aquifer where
Project operations will occur and therefore there is no potential
of any impacts to springs. Nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP
includes monitoring of three springs in the Watershed and the
monitoring will measure the conductivity, pH, and temperature
of the spring water.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-153

The commenter expresses a general concern regarding the
hydrogeological analysis based on previous comments, all of
which have been responded to in above responses.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-154

The commenter states that the water quality of the groundwater
in the Fenner Gap area is better than the water quality of the
CRA or SWP water to be stored. This comment is addressed in
the Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-13.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-155

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to assess impacts
to designated wilderness areas. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14
Recreation identifies all local wilderness areas. As stated in the
Draft EIR, the Project site is in the vicinity of several Class C
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wilderness areas managed by BLM. Figure 4.14-1 shows the
locations of the 6 wilderness areas and BLM Multiple-Use
Classes in the Project vicinity. The proposed Project has been
designed to completely avoid all BLM lands, including
Wilderness Areas (Figure 4.14-1). Construction of the proposed
Project would not disrupt recreational opportunities and uses (p.
4.14-9). The public would continue to have access to all BLM
lands in areas where public access is currently provided. See
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources and Response
A_29PalmsIndians-25.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately
assess impacts to sensitive dunes. Refer to Response I_Ellis-4
for a discussion on impacts to the sand dunes.
The comment states that the Draft EIR does not address impacts
to federal reserved water rights for the Mojave National
Preserve. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights. Water uses in
the Mojave National Preserve will not be affected by Project
operations. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not adequately
engage with federal stakeholders. SMWD has complied with
CEQA requirements for public agency coordination, including
federal agencies. See Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-156

The commenter states that the use of the ARZC ROW through
an easement with the railroad is not appropriate use of federal
lands and requires NEPA review. See Master Response 3.13
Right-of-Way and NEPA. The dangers of trestle fires are real
and providing fire suppression devices is a railroad purpose. In
addition, the use of water for a steam engine locomotive
contemplated for the ARZC ROW is a railroad purpose within
the railroad’s authority to authorize in its easement which is
private property and therefore is not subject to NEPA. See also
Response O_NCPA-CBD et al.-2.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-157

The commenter states that although the USGS website for
tracking active mining operations identified no active metals
mining operations as of 2003, there is the possibility that metals
mining operations may have been initiated since 2003. For the
Draft EIR, the USGS website was accessed in April 2011. For
this comment, the USGS website was re-accessed on April 8,
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2012; the website has not been updated since 2003. The Division
of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) website was
accessed on May 18, 2012 for this comment. The DOGGR
mapping does not extend to the Project area. No new information
is available. Additionally, USGS was sent a Draft EIR NOA but
did not submit a comment on the Draft EIR.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-158

The comment states that Mitigation Measure MIN-1 to avoid
impacts to salt production operations is inadequate and its
implementation is undefined. MIN-1 has been revised pursuant
to changes made to the Draft GMMMP (updated for the Final
EIR in Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). Mitigation
Measure MIN-1 imposes measures to mitigate impacts to salt
production operations that include monitoring, modifying Project
operations, injection wells, and/or compensating for Project
impacts, if any. Implementation of the mitigation would be the
responsibility of FVMWC, reviewed by the TRP and enforceable
by the County of San Bernardino. The details of the mitigation
implementation including the details of enforcement and
compensation to mining entities would depend on the observed
impacts. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.8
GMMMP. Project Design Feature 6.5 (identical to Mitigation
Measure MIN-1) requires the Project operator to maintain or
restore the beneficial use of the groundwater/brine water by the
salt mining operations. A change to brine chemistry or yields
from existing brine production wells or brine supply trenches
attributable to Project operations would be mitigated either
through changes in Project operations or through compensated
changes in the salt mining companies’ operations such as
increased pumping from Brine production wells and/or
deepening of the wells.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-159

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to substantiate noise
impact conclusions and the effectiveness of acoustical well
covers. The nearest sensitive receptors are residences located
approximately 3.3 miles north of the Project site near the corner
of Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway. The predominant
sources of noise include railroad noise, roadway traffic, and
agricultural operations equipment. Military operations including
explosions and low-flying aircraft also generate some noise in
the valley. Average noise levels in these types of environments
typically are in the range of 35-55 dBA.49 The Draft EIR
identifies potential operational noise sources and concludes that

49 Cunniff, P.F., Environmental Noise Pollution, 1977, p. 131.
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noise levels would attenuate to imperceptible noise levels at the
nearest sensitive receptors. Each wellhead will be equipped with
noise insulation to avoid excessive noises. Therefore, operational
noise impacts created from the well pumps are appropriately
assessed and considered less than significant. This comment is
further addressed in Responses Bongartz1-7, 14, and 15.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-160

The comment asserts that the analysis on recreational impacts is
inadequate in that it fails to estimate the number of visitors to
surrounding wilderness areas and to address recreational impacts
created by construction of the Project. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.14 Recreation, p. 4.14-9 specifically states that the proposed
Project has been designed to completely avoid all BLM lands,
including Wilderness Areas. Given the Project’s distance from
Wilderness Areas, it would have no significant impacts on
recreational areas. In addition, Project construction would not
disrupt recreational opportunities and uses ensuring that the
public continues to have access to BLM lands where public
access is currently provided (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14
Recreation) As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4
Biological Resources, the proposed Project is not anticipated to
substantially degrade existing biological resources.
Implementation of mitigation measures are expected to reduce
impacts to less than significant levels. In turn, as described in
Section 4.1 Aesthetic Resources, no significantly adverse
impacts to aesthetic resources are expected. In addition, the
Cadiz Dunes Wilderness is 100 feet west of the ARZC ROW at
its closest point for a small portion of the ROW; which is also
the closest wilderness area to the Project site. Within this
viewshed, the proposed Project would be located within the
ROW and adjacent to the existing railroad. The viewshed already
includes the existing railroad and the buried pipeline, and
hydrant facilities would not significantly degrade the existing
visual character of the area. As such, the proposed Project is not
anticipated to adversely impact views from the Cadiz Dunes
Wilderness. Moreover, impacts to views from wilderness areas
located at a farther distance away would be less significant and
would not deter the quality of visitation or deter visitors.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-161

The commenter states that the EIR must justify the significance
determinations in Appendix J (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Significant and
Unavoidable Impacts Identified in General Plan EIRs for
Counties and Cities within the Water Area of Use) for growth
inducement potential and provide which specific land use, air,
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and other environmental indicators were used. However,
Appendix J provides a summary of the conclusions of all EIRs in
jurisdictions for which the proposed Projects might serve. CEQA
does not require that the Draft EIR for the Project reanalyze the
significance determinations of other certified EIRs for five
counties and eight cities.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-162

The comment requests that alternatives including a “sustainable
removal rate” and consideration of rejected alternatives of
conservation and phased implementation must be evaluated. The
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, pp. 7-39
through 7-44 evaluates a Phased Implementation Alternative and
a Reduced Project Alternative. The Phased Implementation
Alternative would begin pumping at lower volumes to test the
reaction of the aquifer. However, the alternative would not avoid
or reduce any of the significant impacts associated with the
proposed Project. Construction impacts would be drawn out over
a longer period of time, increasing noise impacts and impacts on
biological resources due to the prolonged presence of workers in
the valley. Impacts of lowering groundwater levels are not
significant. Furthermore, reduced pumping is less effective in
reversing the groundwater flow direction and less effective at
reducing rates of evaporation. See Master Response 3.14
Alternatives.
The comment suggests that the Project objective of operating the
Project in a manner that minimizes environmental effects is not
possible. The Draft EIR evaluates potential environmental
impacts and identifies mitigation measures to minimize effects.
As noted in Table 7-3, the Project would be implemented in a
manner that minimizes environmental effects, meeting the
Project objectives.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-163

The comment states that a water conservation alternative would
effectively eliminate the need for the Project. The Draft EIR Vol.
1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, p. 7-6 evaluates and
rejects from further consideration an Increased Conservation
Alternative. The analysis summarizes demand control measures
throughout the urbanized areas of use. Demand control measures
are an integral part of each Project Participant’s Urban Water
Management Plans and they are included as key elements of
water supply and demand with or without the Project. The
Project would provide alternative water supplies to Participating
Entities to diversify water supply options that complement on-
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going conservation efforts rather than replace them. The analysis
concludes that conservation only would not reduce the need for
the Project. Further, this Alternative would not meet any of the
Project Objectives. CEQA only requires analysis of alternatives
which meet most of the basic Project Objectives and are
potentially feasible. See also Response I_Hatlestad-2.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-164

The comment states that the Phased Implementation Alternative
could be superior to the proposed Project. The Draft EIR
evaluates a Phased Implementation Alternative and a Reduced
Project Alternative in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis
of Alternatives, pp. 7-39 to 7-44. The Phased Implementation
Alternative would begin pumping at lower volumes to test the
reaction of the aquifer. However, the alternative would not avoid
or reduce any of the significant impacts associated with the
proposed Project. Construction impacts would be drawn out over
a longer period of time, increasing noise impacts and impacts on
biological resources due to the prolonged presence of workers in
the valley. Impacts of lowering groundwater levels are not
significant. Furthermore, reduced pumping is less effective in
reversing the groundwater flow direction and less effective at
reducing rates of evaporation. Given this, the EIR appropriately
concluded that the Phased Implementation was not the
environmentally superior alternative.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-165

The comment states that the Reduced Project Alternative is not
sustainable because the EIR’s recharge assumptions are
inaccurate. The Draft EIR identifies promoting sustainable
operations as a key Project objective. The proposed Project
would utilize groundwater extraction rates to reverse hydraulic
flow direction and reduce evaporation from the Dry Lakes.
Reducing groundwater flows to the saline sink of the valley and
ultimately reducing evaporation provides a new water supply
that is sustainable because it captures the annual recharge in the
valley that would otherwise evaporate. The Project would further
provide a reliable supply of water over 50-years of pumping with
no significant environmental impacts on the aquifer. Please also
see Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-166

The comment objects to the conclusion that groundwater
extractions are not irreversible impacts. The Project duration is
50 years. Once the pumping stops, the groundwater levels will
begin to recover. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
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and Water Quality, Table 4.9-11 summarizes the estimated
duration for this recovery. The capture of groundwater flow,
much like diverting from a river, is sustainable and the effects to
groundwater levels are not irreversible. Based on the Project
recharge estimate, groundwater levels would be fully restored
after about the same period as pumping, i.e. 67 years v. 50 years
(Draft EIR Table 4.9-10). Once restored, fresh groundwater
would continue to be lost to the saline sink and evaporation.
Under the two sensitivity scenarios, the full restoration of
groundwater levels would take longer (103 years under
Sensitivity Scenario 1 and 390 years under Sensitivity Scenario
2) (Draft EIR Table 4.9-10). However, during this period there
would be no significant environmental effects and eventually the
basin would be renewed to its current state through natural
processes. See also Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-167

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not adequately
assess impacts of reduced recharge due to climate change. Future
weather patterns are uncertain and may result in reduced
recharge, but may also result in increased recharge. This has
been modeled for under the two sensitivity scenarios that
consider recharge rates of 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY. In any
case, the proposed Project would access water already in storage
in the aquifer system during the 50-year Project period and
prevent it from evaporating at the Dry Lakes. There is enough
groundwater in storage to allow for pumping at a very low
recharge rate without significant environmental effects. The
impacts of groundwater extraction would remain less than
significant with implementation of the recommended Mitigation
Measures, as also reflected in the provisions of the Updated
GMMMP. See Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-93.
The comment asks whether there will be enough water in the
Colorado River system to support Phase 2. The Draft EIR
evaluates Phase 2 at a programmatic level. Phase 2 would be
contingent on the availability of Colorado River water or other
water sources and the need for storage capacity. Since the source
of the water for Phase 2 is speculative at this time, availability of
Colorado River water also is not assured and may be speculative
as suggested in the comment, but would be based on whether
existing Colorado River water users utilize their full allocation or
store some water for future use. For all of these reasons, projectlevel analysis of Phase 2 is not possible at this time, and a
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definitive response to this comment is not possible at this time.
Subsequent environmental analysis would be required to
implement Phase 2 regardless of the source of water to be stored.
See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.
The comment asks where the seepage from the hard rock
formations originates and whether that water flow would itself
be affected by climate change. The flow path of water starting as
precipitation throughout the Watershed, including on the hard
rock formations in the mountains, and migrating downward into
the aquifer system is described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-22 and 4.9-28 to
4.9-31. As discussed above, climate change could alter the
volume of precipitation, which would in turn alter the amount of
water entering and flowing through bedrock fractures.
The comment suggests that a more realistic recharge rate is
16,000 AFY. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and in Responses
OA_NPS-1 and O_NPCA-CBD et al.-Attachment-A 4 to 7.
The comment suggests modeling the effects of only 2,400 AFY
recharge. Groundwater modeling was conducted for a reasonable
range of recharge estimates consistent with current agricultural
operation in the Project area. Not every possible recharge
variation needs to be modeled. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
The comment notes that the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) recommends that water agencies find more
efficient use and management of existing water supplies. All
Project Participants are already following these
recommendations and are pursuing the Project because it is
consistent with the recommendations. The proposed Project
would provide a reliable water supply option that is not
dependent on traditional imported sources. The water supply
would be largely shielded from climate change impacts since the
groundwater to be captured prior to its evaporation is already in
storage. To the extent supplies from the CRA or SWP are
impacted by climate change or other reason that lessens the
supply, the Project will provide a supplemental source of local
water. See also Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-92 and
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-93.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-168

The comment summarizes the previous 167 comments.
Responses to these comments have been provided above.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-169

The comment requests that the environmental process be started
over. The environmental analysis is well supported by technical
studies and impact analysis. See responses to previous comments
of this letter for detailed responses.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-170

This comment expresses an opinion regarding the merits of the
Project and does not require a response pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will
be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-171

The comment states that a new lead agency should be established
and a new EIR prepared. See responses to previous comments of
this letter for detailed responses. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-1

This general comment is an overall introductory
expression of opinions, which are expanded upon in
subsequent more specific comments.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-2

This comment expresses general non-specific concerns
regarding potentials impacts to springs, salt production
operations, surrounding landowners, and several
federally-designated wilderness areas present in the area,
citing the Mojave National Preserve. Additional
information regarding these potential impacts is
provided in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts, 3.4 Springs, and 3.8 GMMMP.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-3

The comment states that a picture provided on p. 5 of the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C
Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area is
misleading since it shows water flowing in a streambed
within the Fenner Watershed. The figure is not meant to
imply that surface water flows routinely in the
Watershed. In fact the analysis in Section 4.9 of the
Draft EIR describes the area as extremely dry with no
flowing surface water except immediately following
storm events.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-4

The commenter states that previous recharge estimates
should be considered. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. The commenter asks if aquifer test results
conducted since 2009 are consistent with previous test
results in the area. Pumping tests conducted for the 1999
Geoscience Support Services, Inc. Report
(GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc., Cadiz
Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program,
Environmental Planning Technical Report, Groundwater
Resources, Volume 1 and 2, Report No. 1163,
November 1999, Table 14) are consistent with the 2011
Geoscience Support Services, Inc. Report prepared for
the Draft EIR (Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix C Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner
Gap Area, Table 1). The commenter asked why wells
previously installed at Cadiz were excluded from the
analysis. The commenter did not identify which wells
were excluded. The commenter is incorrect; all available
information from all wells was considered in the
analyses. The commenter asked if the conceptual model
for the Fenner Gap area changed significantly or has the
current investigation simply confirmed previous
information. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.6 Geology and Soils, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, and Draft EIR Vol. 4 Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, a
large amount of new additional information has been
generated including detailed site-specific geologic field
mapping, several aquifer pump tests, and updated
modeling. The conceptual model has been significantly
updated and is far more detailed than the previous
modeling efforts.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-5

The commenter asks about the purpose of the pump test
of Well TW-2 shown in a photograph in Section 2.4 of
Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Appendix C Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area. The pump test
provides information on the potential yield of the well.
The results of the pump tests are provided later in
Section 4.4 of that same report.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-6

The commenter states that the hydraulic conductivity of
fanglomerate is not sufficiently substantiated and bases
the comment on a photograph in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Sub-Appendix C Geohydrologic Assessment
of the Fenner Gap Area, p. 12. The boring logs of Wells
TW-1, TW-2, and TW-3 are presented in Appendices A,
B, and C of the referenced report and provide a far more
accurate description of the geologic materials. Hydraulic
conductivity of the fanglomerate will be primarily a
function of the secondary porosity from joint and
fracture systems developed as a result of the intense
historical seismic conditions in the region and cannot be
readily observed in a photograph of core with a small
diameter. However, the well logs and core photographs
do document the jointed fractured nature of the deposits.
A single falling head permeameter test was conducted in
the fanglomerate and indicated a low hydraulic
conductivity.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-7

The commenter states that the permeability of the
granitic rock is not sufficiently described or explained.
As explained in the referenced report in the Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C Geohydrologic
Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area, the purpose of the
pump tests were to evaluate aquifer parameters of the
units screened by the well installed for that purpose,
which were focused on the geologic units above the
alluvial and carbonate geologic units (p. 5). Although
not a focus of the pump testing, in the process of
conducting the pump tests, the results revealed that the
fractured upper portions of the underlying granitic units
also contribute recoverable water (p. 25).

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-8

The commenter requested additional details regarding
the pumping test data. The pumping test plots provided
in Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix C
Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area
indicate the distances of observation wells from
pumping wells since this an essential parameter in
calculating drawdown.
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The percolation testing of the recharge basins conducted
for the earlier 2001 EIR/EIS50 took on the order of two
weeks for recharge in spreading basins to affect
groundwater levels in monitoring wells. Therefore, it is
highly unlikely that Well MW-6 groundwater levels
were affected by percolation of discharge water, where
the aquifer test was conducted for only 3 days.
Additional data regarding the aquifer testing procedures
and results are included the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix
H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Sub-Appendix A Field Investigation Report by CH2M
Hill (Exploratory Drilling and Well Completion Report
for TW-1, TW-2, TW-2B, and TW-3 in the Fenner Gap
Area, March 2010). The Field Investigation Report is
included on the Santa Margarita Water District Website.
The driller (Layne Christensen Co. Drilling) obtained
permits for drilling of the test holes and wells. No other
permits were required.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-9

The commenter requests additional details regarding the
pumping test data. The Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix C Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner
Gap Area, Figure 24 clearly shows that the water levels
in TW-2 fully recovered after the pumping test. The
Field Investigation Report titled Exploratory Drilling
and Well Completion Report for TW-1, TW-2, TW-2B,
and TW-3 in the Fenner Gap Area, March 2010 test is
included as Sub-Appendix A to the CH2M Hill Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project and is
available on the Santa Margarita Water District website.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-10 The commenter notes that recharge can be difficult to
estimate and offers up a discharge analysis from Death
Valley that would not apply to this location. This
comment, as well as the results on the recent discharge
investigation conducted on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes,

50 Geoscience Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program Environmental

Planning Technical Report Groundwater Resources, Volume I – Report, Figures 94 through 98, November 1999.
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is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-11 The commenter incorrectly concludes that discharge
from springs in the mountains and evapotranspiration
would reduce the volume of recoverable groundwater.
This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-12 The commenter requests additional information about
the recharge model. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-13 The commenter states that the conditions at Bonanza
Springs were not included in the estimate of recharge.
This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4
Springs.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-14 This commenter suggests that a sensitivity analysis of
the INFIL3.0 model be performed. A sensitivity test was
not conducted for the INFIL3.0 model. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-15 The commenter provides storage volume estimates from
two other areas not relevant to this location, as explained
in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-16 This comment is addresses in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-17 The commenter requests discussion comparing the
current recharge estimate efforts with the previous
efforts conducted during the 2001 EIR/EIS. As described
in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, the current effort uses more data and the
most current modeling software (INFIL3.0), and is
verified by the recent discharge investigation conducted
at Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-18 The commenter asks why the carbonate rocks in the
Edwards aquifer in Texas were used for comparison
rather than the carbonate units in Death Valley. The
referenced 2010 CH2M Hill report, which is included in
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the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, p. 417 notes that geologic conditions determined for
carbonates in the study area have been confirmed by
extensive studies in Texas of similar carbonate units.
Extensive geohydrologic studies of the scope undertaken
for this study (or in Texas) have not been conducted for
Death Valley area and carbonate rock aquifers are not
common in California. The purpose of the reference to
the Edwards Aquifer in Texas was 1) the Edwards
Aquifer has been extensively studied and modeled, and
2) the Edwards Aquifer demonstrates the nature of high
conductivity that that develops in karstic carbonate
aquifers. Other references could have been used, but the
Edwards Aquifer references provide a very
comprehensive overview, discussion and history of the
hydrogeology and modeling of karstic aquifers.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-19 The commenter states that the Cadiz Groundwater
Model has problems with either the estimated recharge
value or the aquifer parameters (either in values or
spatial representation) that results in the need for
unrealistically high evapotranspiration rates to be
required to calibrate the model. This comment is
addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-20 The commenter states that the “sensitivity” analysis
(Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2) does not represent the
form of a sensitivity analysis that is standard practice for
modeling exercises such as this and as described in
ASTM, Anderson and Woessner (1992) and other
references. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-21 The commenter requests well hydrographs for the
development of the cones of depression. These are
provided in Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, as Figures 70 and 71. As
discussed in Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts, as shown in Figure 70 of the Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, in the Project wellfield area, water
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levels would recover quickly in the first 10 to 20 years
after pumping stops (i.e., 60 to 70 years since Projected
started). This is because the Project wellfield cone of
depression would be first to be refilled by the natural
recharge and up-gradient groundwater in storage. Away
from the Project wellfield, such as in the areas of the
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, water-level recovery
would be slower because these areas are located further
away and down-gradient from the Project wellfield and
therefore there is a lag time for water-level recovery
there. Full recovery for the Project Scenario is expected
to occur 67 years after pumping stops, which is 17 years
beyond the 100 year modeling period (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-71).
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-22 The commenter misinterprets Figure 64 through 69 as
meaning that the groundwater levels are slow to recover.
See Figures 70 and 71 of Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. Additional
discussion of the recovery of the water table in provided
in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-23 The commenter states that a simple calculation of the
changes in storage for Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2
using just the pumping rate of 50,000 AFY for 50 years
and the recharge rates of 16,000 and 5,000 AFY do not
result in the same changes in storage cited in the
Groundwater in Storage summary in the Executive
Summary of Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. Additional
discussion and detail is provided in Section 8.5 of the
same report, which notes that inflow also includes the
release of water from storage within the interbeds51 and
that outflow also includes uptake of water into storage
within the interbeds, and evapotranspiration close to the
Dry Lakes.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-24 The commenter asks for a discussion of any other
groundwater “conservation” or “exportation” projects in
which a project has been approved that had planned
storage losses of this magnitude for comparison. The
51 Interbeds represent a poorly permeable bed within a relatively permeable aquifer and consist of highly compressible

clay and silt deposits.
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operational parameters of other groundwater extraction
operations are not relevant to the proposed Project. The
Fenner Watershed represents a unique opportunity to
capture water that would otherwise flow through the
Fenner Gap to evaporate at the Dry Lakes.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-25 The commenter asks if the models used are
commercially available. This comment is addressed in
Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-26 The commenter again asks about the photograph of the
fanglomerate. This comment is addressed in Response
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-6 above.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-27 The commenter states that the evapotranspiration rates
should not change between the recharge scenarios and
that the ET rates used are unreasonably high. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-28 The comment refers to a comment in the Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H5, Section 1 of the 14-Nov-11 Technical
Memorandum. The purpose was to explain the recharge
mechanism in the semi-confined aquifers of the Cadiz
agricultural wellfield. Recharge to the Cadiz agricultural
wellfield comes from both vertical leakage through the
confining layers as well as lateral recharge. As such,
there is a time lag between the start of pumping and
stabilization of the water levels which is related to the
expanding cone of depression and the amount of vertical
leakage. Between the mid 1980’s and current conditions,
the annual Cadiz agricultural wellfield pumping varied.
As the result, water levels had not yet equilibrated as the
recharge (vertical leakage and lateral expansion of the
cones of depressions) was still developing.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-29 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-30 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-31 The commenter states that the cone of depression would
continue to expand after 100 years. This comment is
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addressed in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-32 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-33 The commenter states that if the precipitation pattern
changes to less snow and more rain, then the recharge
rate should also decline. This assertion is incorrect and
unsupported. Winter precipitation that falls as rain
instead of snow will still fall within a closed watershed.
As such, the runoff will still flow over the same bedrock
fractures and permeable alluvial cover that the melted
snow would have flown over once it had melted when
temperatures warmed up in the spring and summer.
However, during the winter, the relatively cooler
temperatures would also result in lower evaporation
rates, which in turn would result in greater infiltration of
surface water runoff into the aquifer system to depths
below the extinction depth (the depth below which
evaporation is negligible).
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-34 The commenter states that the cone of depression would
continue to expand after 100 years. This comment is
addressed in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-35 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-36 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4
Springs.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-37 The commenter states that Figures 1 through 15 are
missing from the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3
Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation Recovery and Storage Project Operations
on Springs. Figures 1 through 14 were inadvertently left
out of the Draft EIR and are included in this Final EIR,
as Appendix H3. (But note that Figure 15 was included
in the Draft EIR.)
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-38 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-39 The commenter states that the evaluation of the springs
should have included a geochemical analysis. As
explained in the Master Response 3.4 Springs, there is
no hydraulic connectivity and therefore no possibility of
any impacts. Nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP (Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) includes
monitoring of three springs in the Watershed that
includes measuring the conductivity, pH, and
temperature of the spring water.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-40 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-41 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-42 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4
Springs and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-43 This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-44 The comment is a summary of earlier comments and
opinions, all of which have been addressed in Responses
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentA-1 through 43.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-1

This general comment is an overall introductory
description of the commenter’s understanding of
groundwater in the Basin and Range geomorphic
province. This comment does not state a concern about
the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is
not required pursuant to CEQA.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-2

This general comment is an overall introductory
description of the commenters’ understanding of
groundwater pumping and changes in storage. This
comment does not state a concern about the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required
pursuant to CEQA.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-3

This general comment is an overall introductory
description of the commenters’ understanding of water
budgets, the need to evaluate recharge and discharge, the
need to extrapolate the estimates when large areas are
considered, and the preference to estimating both
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recharge and discharge to verify the estimates. The
commenters also notes the use of models to make these
estimates. This comment does not state a concern about
the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is
not required pursuant to CEQA.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-4

This general comment summarizes the commenters’
understanding of the Project. This comment does not
state a concern about the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-5

This comment summarizes previous recharge estimates
prepared by others and notes that the Project uses the
USGS INFIL3.0 soil moisture model to estimate
recharge. As discussed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, all of the
previous estimates of recharge relied on minimal sets of
data, assumptions to account for the lack of extensive
site-specific data, methods inappropriate for this
location, or methods inappropriately applied. The
commenters noted the need to compare recharge with
discharge estimates and reconcile any differences. As
discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, this comparison has been
made and the discharge measurements are consistent
with 32,000 AFY for the estimate of recharge.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-6

The commenter compares the estimates of hydraulic
conductivity of the carbonate unit in the Fenner Gap of
600 feet per day from the model and 1,150 feet per day
from the pump test with hydraulic conductivity values
for the carbonate rock province in eastern Nevada and
western Utah that range. The commenter notes that the
Fenner Gap hydraulic conductivity measurements are
relatively high but possible, falling within the
approximately upper 10 percent of the Nevada/Utah
estimates. This comment does not state a concern about
the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is
not required pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment
is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to
the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.
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O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-7

The commenter states that the average evaporation rate
of 19 inches per year for those model cells where
evaporation is occurring used by Geoscience in the
impact analysis Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis is too high,
noting evaporation rates of 0.1 to 0.7 inches per year for
open playa areas in Death Valley. The commenter
considers the 16,000 or 5,000 AFY recharge rates more
likely. This comment is addressed in Master Response
3.2 Groundwater Modeling.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-8

This comment summarizes the commenters’
understanding of changes in storage under the Project
and Sensitivity Scenarios over the 100 year time period.
The commenter repeats the previous assertion in
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-Attachment B-7 that
the 16,000 or 5,000 AFY recharge scenarios are more
likely; the reader is referred to the response to that
comment. The commenter notes that the impact to
storage will be present for long after the pumping stops.
The Draft EIR provides the estimated time for complete
recovery of groundwater in storage to pre-Project levels
for all three recharge scenarios Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.972.

O_NPCA-CBD et al.-AttachmentB-9

This comment is a summary that repeats the previous
assertion in Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.Attachment B-7 that the 16,000 or 5,000 AFY recharge
scenarios are more likely; the reader is referred to the
response to that comment.

Native American Land Conservancy
Please see all Responses A/T_29PalmsIndians; letters are identical.

National Chloride Company of America (2 submissions)
O_NatlChloride1-1

The commenter states that the Project would violate the mining claims of
the salt production company and their right to produce valuable minerals
from Bristol Dry Lake. The commenter noted that rights are guaranteed
under the United States Laws of 1872 and that they have been producing
mineral brines on Bristol Dry Lake for the past 61 years. The commenter
requests that the Project eliminate the damages and trouble to their
mining claims.
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As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.11.3 Mineral Resources,
pp. 4.11-7 to 4.11-10 and in Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts, the Project anticipates that there will be some
lowering of groundwater levels beneath the salt production operations on
the Dry Lakes which may affect the current salt production practices.
The Draft EIR provides an assessment of potential impacts to mineral
resources and salt production operations in Section 4.11. Page 4.11-9
acknowledges that although the Project would not limit access to mineral
resources, it would change current conditions by possibly eliminating the
initial production step of simple trench excavation to initially access
saline water and therefore could potentially make mining more
challenging and require that the initial trench filling be accomplished by
pumping saline water from wells, thus adding an additional operating
cost. In addition, the saline well pumps might have to be lowered or
deeper wells constructed, adding additional operating costs. The EIR and
the Updated GMMMP include mitigation specific to these potential
impacts of the Project (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, Sections 6.2 and 6.5). Mitigation Measure MIN-1 includes
compensation for salt production operations for additional expenses
incurred as a result of the lowered groundwater table as well as other
corrective measures. The Draft EIR concludes that with implementation
of recommended Mitigation Measures, as also reflected in the Updated
GMMMP, salt production would remain viable, and impacts to salt
production interests and activities would be mitigated.
O_NatlChloride2-1

This comment letter restates comments provided in the comment
O_NatlChloride1-1 and requests that the Project be directed elsewhere.
The Draft EIR evaluates an alternative wellfield location in Vol. 1,
Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, p. 7-34. The wellfield alternative
location would reduce impacts to salt production operations on the Dry
Lakes, but would not maximize conservation of water flowing through
the Fenner Gap. Furthermore, the alternative would have greater impacts
to biological resources, cultural resources, geology, and hydrology. See
Response O_NatlChloride1-1.

Needles Chamber of Commerce
O_NeedlesChamber-1 This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Northwest Pipe Company
O_NWPipe1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Office Supplies Plus
O_OfficeSupplies-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Orange County Coastkeeper
O_OCC1-1

The commenter states that desert flora and fauna will be impacted by the
removal of groundwater. The groundwater to be extracted for the Project
is currently at hundreds of feet below ground surface and is inaccessible
to biological resources at the surface. The vegetation and wildlife in the
region does not rely on groundwater in the alluvial groundwater basin in
any way for survival. Lowering of the depth to groundwater under the
wellfield would not affect the desert ecosystem in any way. Where
groundwater is nearer the surface (on lower portions of the Dry Lakes),
no vegetation occurs due to the salinity of the soils on the Dry Lake
surfaces. In these locations, groundwater is highly saline and supports no
wildlife. Although four-wing saltbush are found at the Dry Lakes edge,
the depth to groundwater at this location is over 65 feet. The roots of the
four-wing saltbrush do not descend deep enough to reach or depend upon
groundwater at this location. For further information, the commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4
Springs, 3.6 Vegetation, and 3.9 Biological Resources.
The commenter states that the removal of water would adversely impact
the soils where evaporation may be occurring. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_OCC1-2

The commenter states that lowering the water table would adversely
impact plants that use groundwater. This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.5 Dry Lakes
and Dust, 3.6 Vegetation, and 3.9 Biological Resources.

O_OCC1-3

The comment states that Orange County Coastkeeper disagrees that
mitigation measures which would relocate at-risk animals from their
favored habitat to other areas do not have a significant environmental
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impact. As shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, Table 4.4-2, the Project would permanently affect less than
250 acres of desert that supports marginal quality desert tortoise habitat.
Any relocation efforts of sensitive species would be conducted pursuant
to CDFG and USGWS approved protocols. No federal or State listed
species would be relocated. Mitigation Measure BIO-7 commits SMWD
to a habitat compensation plan to preserve habitat of equal or better
quality in perpetuity. The Draft EIR concludes that with mitigation,
impacts to wildlife would be less than significant. This comment is
addressed Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources.
O_OCC1-4

The commenter states that the salinity could be increased in third-party
wells, specifically agricultural well users. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-24 to 4.9-28,
the Cadiz Inc. agricultural operations are the closest to the wellfields and
only agricultural entity in the area where groundwater levels would be
expected to decrease. The monitoring measures and corrective actions
described in Mitigation Measures HYDRO-3 and MIN-1 and in the
Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Chapters 5 and 6) are specifically designed to provide Cadiz Inc. with
early warning if the saline-freshwater interface is likely to migrate
further then 6,000 feet within 10 years. See Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts; see also Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1,
Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2.

O_OCC1-5

The commenter states that water quality in the aquifer could be affected
by the Imported Water Storage Component of the Project if imported
water had a lower water quality or contained other contaminants. The
potential impacts of importing CRA or SWP water for storage in the
aquifer was discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77. The Draft EIR concludes that
although imported water would likely have higher TDS concentrations
and potentially low levels of other contaminants, the imported water
would comply with drinking water standards and would be substantially
diluted by the existing groundwater in storage. Since the Draft EIR
assesses the Imported Water Storage Component primarily at a program
level of analysis, subsequent water quality analysis would be required
prior to implementing the Component. See Response O_NPCA-CBD et
al-10 and Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

O_OCC1-6

The commenter states that insufficient consideration is given to the
effects of subsidence on lands not owned by Cadiz Inc. The action
criteria for land subsidence described in Mitigation Measure GEO-1 as
well as in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
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Updated GMMMP, Section 6.3) apply to any land subsidence caused by
Project operations. There are no limitations regarding who owns the
impacted property. As reflected in GEO-1 and the Updated GMMMP,
subsidence monitoring devices (extensometers) would be installed to
measure subsidence. Action triggers and implementation of corrective
measures for subsidence would ensure that significant subsidence is
avoided before it occurs. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils,
p. 4.6-19.
O_OCC1-7

The commenter states that impact scenarios evaluated relative to climate
change do not include a scenario where the natural recharge is zero. As
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-10 to 4.9-15, none of the climate change investigators
proposed that precipitation levels in the Mojave Desert would decrease to
zero. Consequently, a zero recharge scenario was not modeled. The
Project did, however, include two scenarios where recharge in the
Watershed is 16,000 or 5,000 AFY (pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47). As discussed
in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, pp. 4.7-7 to
4.7-8, the Bureau of Reclamation’s report, Reclamation Climate Change
and Water, included an evaluation of climate change in the Colorado
River Basin and found that temperatures will continue to rise, but
precipitation will not decline overall and might increase with more rain
runoff and less snow.

O_OCC1-8

The commenter states that the Project will eliminate surface and
groundwater flow to the Dry Lakes and that the elimination of this water
could result in the generation of additional dust, such as occurred at
Owens Lake. The Project would not affect surface water runoff, and the
surface water runoff would continue to temporarily pool on the surfaces
of the Dry Lakes following significant precipitation events regardless of
changes in groundwater levels. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, p. 4.3-15, the soils on the Dry Lake surfaces do
not rely on groundwater to maintain a crust, which protects the soils from
becoming windblown dust. The lowering of groundwater would have no
effect on the Dry Lake surface soils. This comment is further addressed
in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_OCC1-9

The commenter states that the reduction of groundwater reaching the Dry
Lakes could impact the salt production operations. The Draft EIR
acknowledges that lowering of the groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes
could affect current mining practices. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure MIN-1, as also reflected in the Updated GMMMP, would
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ensure that these impacts are mitigated. See Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
O_OCC1-10

The commenter states that the Other Supply Sources Alternative and the
No Project Alternative would avoid significant impacts of the Project
including each topic addressed in previous Responses O_OCC1-1
through O_OCC1-9. As required in the CEQA Guidelines section
15126.6, the Draft EIR includes an assessment of potential alternatives to
the Project that could avoid or substantially lessen significant impacts of
the Project. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis,
Section 7.3 identifies significant impacts of the Project. The two
Alternatives noted in the comment would eliminate the Proposed Project,
thereby avoiding all impacts. The Other Supply Sources Alternative
evaluated in Section 7.4.5 is rejected since it does not meet the Project
objectives of enhancing water supply opportunities for SMWD. Table 71 lists SMWD’s efforts to diversify its water supply options. The Project
encompasses only one of these options. Similarly, the No Project
Alternative would not meet any of the Project objectives. Please also
refer to Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

O_OCC1-11

The comment states that the Other Supply Sources Alternative evaluated
in the Draft EIR is rejected because its only benefit is a reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions. The two significant impacts of the proposed
Project as noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis,
Section 7.3 are NOx emissions associated with construction and
secondary effects of growth. Greenhouse gas emissions are not identified
as a significant impact of the Project. The comment further states that the
Other Water Supply Sources Alternative would meet the Project
objective to “Locate, design, and operate the Project is a manner that
minimizes effects and provides for long-term sustainable operations.”
The commenter is correct in noting that this alternative would eliminate
impacts of the proposed Project as they are evaluated in the Draft EIR,
similar to a No Project Alternative, and would therefore meet the Project
objective of minimizing environmental effects. However, no other
Project objective would be met.
The commenter also states that the EIR incorrectly concludes that pursuit
of other water supplies would occur with or without the proposed
Project. The Draft EIR notes in Section 7.4.5 that SMWD is already
actively pursuing other water sources as an integrated water supply
development approach. The Project is only one project under
consideration. Further, the Other Supply Sources Alternative does not
eliminate the need for the Project. SMWD will still pursue other water
supplies concurrently with the Project. As Southern California
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experiences restrictions on imported water supplies, alternative water
supplies and increased water use efficiency are important components in
maintaining water supply reliability. The Draft EIR discusses these ongoing efforts in Section 7.4.4 and 7.4.5. The Project is one component of
the water supply reliability efforts being pursued by SMWD to ensure
future water supplies area available to meet demands.
O_OCC1-12

The comment states that the No Project Alternative should be the
preferred alternative since it avoids environmental impacts. The Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, evaluates two No Project
Alternatives on pages 7-19 through 7-25. One of the No Project
Alternatives assumes an expansion of agriculture operations currently to
approved levels. These approved agricultural activities are reasonably
foreseeable pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(3)(C). This
Alternative would result in greater impacts than the proposed Project as
summarized in Table 7-4. Further, the Project would result in a low level
of development on the Cadiz Inc. properties compared to the potential for
expanded agriculture or other land uses. The second No Project
Alternative, without expanded agriculture, would not meet any of the
Project objectives. Conservation of water that would otherwise be lost to
evaporation is a key component of the Project. This resource would not
be available for beneficial uses under the No Project Alternative. The
commenter also states that the wildlife conservation Project objective
could be furthered by the No Project alternatives. Wildlife conservation
is compatible with the proposed Project, since the Project would alter the
landscape only minimally. Furthermore, as opposed to the No Project
alternative, Mitigation Measure BIO-7 would result in the conservation
of property in perpetuity to compensate for permanently impacted open
space. See Response O_OCC1-10 and Master Response 3.14
Alternatives.

O_OCC1-13

This comment states that the EIR is inadequate since it fails to identify
impacts of the Project. The comment lists impacts not addressed as harm
to desert ecosystems, lowering of the groundwater table, contamination
of drinking water supplies, economic harm to businesses and ground
subsidence. The commenter is referred to Responses O_OCC1-1
through O_OCC1-12 above. The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s
potential to affect desert ecosystem in Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources. The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s potential to affect
groundwater table in Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality.
The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s potential to affect drinking water
quality also in Section 4.9. The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s
potential to affect subsidence in Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils.
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Economic effects that may occur due to impacts to agricultural land uses
are described in Vol. 1, Section 4.2 Agriculture and Forestry Resources.
O_OCC1-14

The comment states that the EIR is insufficient because it does not
adequately evaluate Project alternatives. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7
Alternatives Analysis provides a substantial alternatives analysis that
clearly outlines a reasonable range of alternatives for Project facilities,
locations and Project operations. Alternatives considered but rejected
from further consideration are clearly described in Section 7.4. Each
Alternative is described and an explanation is provided for why the
Alternative is rejected from further consideration or was not identified as
the preferred alternative. The analysis adequately complies with the
analysis requirements of a reasonable range of alternatives required in
CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6. See also, Responses O_OCC1-1
through O_OCC1-13. See also Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

O_OCC1-15

The comment summarizes above comments about the environmental
impacts analyzed in the Draft EIR and states that the environmental
effects are greater than as described in the Draft EIR. See Responses
O_OCC1-1 through O_OCC1-14.

Pacific Institute
O_PacificInstitute-1

The commenter summarizes comments made below; please refer to
Responses O_PacificInstitute-2 through O_PacificInstitute-9.

O_PacificInstitute-2

The commenter questions the estimates of natural recharge and
evaporation. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

O_PacificInstitute-3

The commenter states that the Project is not sustainable because the
pumping rate of 50,000 AFY exceeds the estimated recharge rate of
32,000 AFY. This comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
The commenter states that groundwater storage could be permanently
lost due to soil compaction. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Section 8.6, the estimated maximum land subsidence under the three
scenarios ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 feet. Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-72 states that although subsidence
could result in some permanent loss of aquifer storage, the relatively
small amounts of potential land subsidence (tenths to single feet, if any)
relative to the overall aquifer thickness (on the order of hundreds to
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thousands of feet) would ensure that compaction of water bearing
formations would not significantly reduce storage capacity of the
groundwater basin.
The commenter expresses general concern regarding saline water
intrusion. The potential for the migration of the saline water/freshwater
interface are discussed in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-49 to 4.9-53, and in Draft EIR
Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis,
Section 8.4. The Draft concludes that some migration of saline water
toward the wellfield could occur. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
HYDRO-3, as also reflected in the Updated GMMMP, would include
monitoring measures and corrective actions to address the potential
impacts from the migration of the interface would ensure that this
migration of saline water would not significantly impact overlying land
uses and groundwater beneficial uses (see Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections 5 and 6).
O_PacificInstitute-4

The commenter states that if the actual recharge is only 5,000 AFY, then
there would be no cumulative net water savings. This comment refers to
the table summarizing net water savings in Section 3.3 of Draft EIR Vol.
4, Appendix H2 Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required. To
clarify, as discussed in the referenced section and table, under the worst
case scenario of only 5,000 AFY recharge there would still be a
reduction of evaporative losses (470,000 AF), but there would be a larger
depletion in storage of 1.87 MAF. The Draft EIR recognizes that a
cumulative reduction in stored water would occur if recharge is actually
only 5,000 AFY. However, the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality concludes that even under this scenario, no adverse
impacts would result from the extractions, and ultimately groundwater
levels would recover over time (390 years for the 5,000 AFY scenario as
noted in Table 4.9-10). With a recharge of 32,000 AFY, however, the
aquifer would be depleted no more than three to six percent over the 50year term of the Project.
The commenter states that most of the reported water savings under the
Project Scenario happens at the end of the Project when pumping stops.
As shown in Figures 4.9-11a and 4.9-11b, evaporation would be
substantially reduced only after groundwater levels beneath the Dry
Lakes are lowered, which would occur later in the Project, as the cone of
depression from the wellfield expands.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR should evaluate the
consequences of the recharge rate being much lower than estimated. As
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described on pages 4.9-46 to 4.9-47, Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2
specifically address two scenarios under which the recharge rate is much
lower than has been estimated from precipitation records. See Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
The commenter states that under Sensitivity Scenario 1 (16,000 AFY
recharge), that the Project would have no net water savings due to
overdrafting of storage. The comment provided no explanation or
support for that conclusion. In contrast, as shown in Table 4.9-11 and as
discussed in on pages 4.9-71 to 4.9-73, the model-predicted results
indicate a net water savings of 674,000 AF. This comment is further
addressed in Master Responses 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts. The commenter is also referred to the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2 Supplemental Assessment of Pumping
Required.
The commenter states that under Sensitivity Scenario 2 (5,000 AFY
recharge), that the Project would have no net water savings, resulting in
(1) unrecoverable depletion of storage, (2) saline water intrusion, and (3)
land subsidence. Net water savings and storage are discussed above.
Saline water intrusion and land subsidence are addressed in the
Response O_PacificInstitute-3.
O_PacificInstitute-5

The commenter states that the Draft EIR did not evaluate the impacts of
pumping at 75,000 AFY during the early years of the Project under
Sensitivity Scenario 2 where recharge is 5,000 AFY. The purpose of the
model runs with pumping at higher rate (i.e., 75,000 AFY) during the
early years is to evaluate the potential benefits of capturing more of the
groundwater that is in transit to the Dry Lakes.

O_PacificInstitute-6

The commenter states that the lack of any evidence of a hydraulic
connection to the springs is not the same as evidence for no connection.
Springs in the Watershed do not rely on groundwater from the alluvial
and carbonate aquifers and are not affected by changes in the water table.
The springs are fed by mountain precipitation and are located in the
fractured bedrock in the higher elevation mountains, rather than in the
alluvial and carbonate aquifers. The flow to a spring represents an
isolated flow path that is independent of flow patterns occurring at lower
elevations below the spring, and it is only water that does not achieve an
outlet at the spring that percolates down into the groundwater system and
ultimately to the alluvial aquifer below. The Project would pump
groundwater from the alluvial aquifer about 1,000 feet below the
elevation of the closest spring (Bonanza Spring), and therefore could not
impact the Watershed springs. This comment is addressed in Master
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Response 3.4 Springs and in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3
Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery
and Storage Project Operations on Springs, pp. 18-19.
O_PacificInstitute-7

The commenter addresses the hypothetical assumption that there is some
hydraulic connection between the springs and the alluvial aquifer and the
conceptual model created by CH2M Hill. The comment is concerned that
groundwater pumping would impact the springs. The conceptual model
results showed that even if the springs were hydraulically connected to
the alluvial aquifer (they are not), the impact to the springs would be
insignificant. Specifically, there would not more than a six – seven foot
decline in the water table beneath a spring similar to Bonanza Spring,
only after more than 500 years. After 50 years, the water table decline
would be approximately three feet and after 10 years the decline would
be a fraction of one foot.
Concept 2 assumes a connection of the regional water table in the
alluvium with the springs. Even though it is unlikely that this connection
exists, Concept 2 was provided as a way to demonstrate that even if there
was a regional groundwater table connecting the alluvial aquifer and the
spring, which we don’t believe is the case, then 1) any change in the
groundwater levels in the alluvium would be a fraction of any changes
(drawdown) in groundwater levels upgradient at the location of springs
and only if the groundwater levels in the alluvium remain depressed for
extensive periods of time, which are not likely, and 2) the fluctuations in
precipitation recharge and resultant fluctuations in groundwater levels in
the area of the springs are expected to dwarf any fluctuation due to
groundwater levels that might result from changes in groundwater levels
in the alluvial aquifer. This comment is further addressed in Master
Response 3.4 Springs, and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3 Assessment
of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage
Project Operation on Springs, pp. 18-19.

O_PacificInstitute-8

The comment states that the GMMMP would not be effective since
impacts may not be detectable until after the Project is completed and
may persist for years to come. In the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-64, Figures 4.9-11a and
4.9-11b illustrate how groundwater levels will lower during the
operational period of the Project and then recover over time. Figures 65,
67, 69, 72, 73, and 74 of the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis provide groundwater levels
and the saline-freshwater interface 50 years after the Project is
completed. Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and HYDRO-3, as also
reflected in the Updated GMMMP, would implement a network of
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monitoring wells that would provide groundwater level data. The future
effects of drawdown are predicted in the groundwater modeling.
Groundwater monitoring will ensure that the Project does not differ
significantly from model results. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP.
O_PacificInstitute-9

The commenter states that that the Draft EIR should include site-specific
analyses for the potential impacts of climate change on the basin.
Sensitivity Scenarios 1 and 2 in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47 specifically evaluate
two scenarios that presume lower recharge rates. Climate change may
reduce future recharge at an unknown rate. However, the groundwater to
be extracted and saved from evaporation in the groundwater basins is
already in storage. If recharge rates change significantly in the future due
to climate change, the groundwater basin will respond by lowering
groundwater levels from existing condition. Climate change is discussed
in detail on pages 4.9-10 through 4.9-15. See Response O_OCC1-7.

O_PacificInstitute-10

The comment restates recharge, evaporation, and sustainability concerns
articulated in the previous comments. Please refer to Responses
O_PacificInstitute-3 and O_PacificInstitute-4 for a discussion of
groundwater recharge and evaporation.
The comment also expresses opinion about the sustainability of the
proposed Project. The comment also identifies uncertainty regarding
CRA capacity. The proposed Project relies on the availability of
conveyance capacity in the CRA. Metropolitan will have approval
authority over construction of the CRA tie-in facilities and the CRA
operational modifications required to accommodate the new pump-in
facilities. See Response A_MWD-5.

River Archaeological Heritage Association of the
Lower Colorado River (4 submissions)
O_RiverAHA1-1

The comment requests an extension of an additional 60 days for the
comment review. CEQA Guidelines §15105 provides that public review
should not be less than 45 days nor should it normally be longer than 60
days. The original public comment period for review of the Draft EIR
was for a period of 70 days, from December 5, 2011, through February
13, 2012, and in response to requests for an extension, the comment
period was extended another 30 days through March 14, 2012, for a total
of 100 days. For further detail on the length of the public comment
period, the commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.
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O_RiverAHA1-2

The commenter states that the Draft EIR was not submitted to San
Bernardino County Planning Commission for review and expresses an
opinion regarding the necessity of that agency’s involvement and
oversight regarding the Project. The Draft EIR was sent to the San
Bernardino County Land Use Services Department and the San
Bernardino County Planning Commission, District 1 through 5 for their
review. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

O_RiverAHA1-3

The commenter questions the length of the comment period. The
commenter is referred to Response O_River AHA1-1, above.
Additionally, the commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process, concerning the request for extension of time.

O_RiverAHA1-4

The commenter questions the nature of the public review process,
including the location of hearings and the accessibility of the hearings,
including under the American Disability Act. The commenter is referred
to Response O_River AHA1-1, above. Additionally, the commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning
notice of the Draft EIR.

O_RiverAHA1-5

The commenter states that farmers may lose their jobs as a result of the
Project, and that this is in violation of the American Disability Act. The
comment is unclear as it is not explained or substantiated. Although the
Project would entail the conversion of a small portion of active
agricultural lands, operated by Cadiz Inc., to non-production uses, this
conversion is consistent with the agricultural land designation and would
not conflict with the San Bernardino County General Plan and
Development Code, as conversion of the small portion of active
agricultural lands to non-productive uses is for the purpose of a water
utility (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10 Land Use Planning, p. 4.10-20).
The commenter’s statement that purported job loss is in violation of the
American Disability Act is unrelated to the construction or operation of
the proposed Project under CEQA.
Construction and operation of the Project would not preclude continued
surface agricultural operations or prevent expansion of agricultural
operations west of the Project site on adjacent agricultural-zoned lands.
Moreover, the commenter is referred to page 4.10-7 of the Draft EIR.
There are no current full-time long-term employment opportunities
within the proposed Project area, except for the farm manager and shortterm seasonal employment opportunities associated with Cadiz Inc.
agricultural operations.
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O_RiverAHA1-6

The commenter states that the title of the Project does not reflect the
nature of the Project. The Project name adequately describes the intent of
both phases of the Project, to extract groundwater that would otherwise
become highly saline and evaporate, and if Phase 2 is implemented, to
store imported water in the aquifer. Please also see Master Response
3.15 Terminology. The comment was made in the context of a request
for extension of the comment period for review of the Draft EIR. An
extension was provided on February 13, 2012 which extended the review
period until March 14, 2012.

O_RiverAHA1-7

The commenter states that certain studies and information were withheld
but does not specify what studies and information the commenter
believes is missing. The Draft EIR provides multiple appendices with
technical information supporting the conclusions.

O_RiverAHA1-8

The commenter states that SMWD should not be the lead agency, that
the County has abrogated its duties, and that there is a conflict of interest
for SMWD to be assessing impacts of the Project. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_RiverAHA1-9

The commenter states that commenters on the 1999 EIR for the Cadiz
Groundwater Storage and Dry-Water Supply Program should have been
notified of the release of the Draft EIR. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning notice of the
Draft EIR.

O_RiverAHA1-10

The commenter summarizes previous comments in the letter. See
Responses O_RiverAHA1-1 through O_RiverAHA1-9. The
commenter is also referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process, concerning the request for extension of time.

O_RiverAHA2-1

The commenter requests documents and requests an extension of the
public comment period. See Response O_RiverAHA1-1. The
Appendices requested are confidential archaeological records that are
available to qualified professionals at the San Bernardino Archaeology
Information Center (SBAIC). Access to these documents is kept
confidential as standard practice to protect resources. Qualified
archaeologists have access to the records. The commenter was sent email
correspondence on May 1, 2012 with the address and contact information
of the SBAIC.

O_RiverAHA2-2

The commenter requests documents. See Response O_AHA2-1.

O_RiverAHA3-1

The commenter requests documents. See Response O_AHA2-1.
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O_RiverAHA3-2

The commenter requests documents. See Response O_AHA2-1.

O_RiverAHA4-1

The commenter provides a personal perspective on the relationship
between the River Archaeological Heritage Association’s service vicinity
and the springs in the area. The commenter notes that during
reconnaissance and monitoring activities, the River Archaeological
Heritage Association relies on certain wells and springs. See Master
Response 3.4 Springs.

O_RiverAHA4-2

The commenter expresses confusion as to what the Draft EIR is
analyzing. The Draft EIR provides background on the Project, discusses
the Project Participants, and provides a description of the Project in Vol.
1, Chapters 1 Introduction, 2 Project Background, and 3 Project
Description. An extensive analysis of potential environmental impacts,
along with mitigation measures, is laid out in Chapter 4 Environmental
Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. Chapter 5 discusses potential
cumulative impacts, Chapter 6 looks at potential growth inducement, and
Chapter 7 analyzes potential Project alternatives. Supporting
documentation including reports on facilities, air quality, biological
resources, cultural and paleontological resources, hydrology, geology,
and economic impacts is contained in Volume 2, Appendices C and D;
Volume 3, Appendices E, F, and G; and Volume 4, Appendices H and I.
In addition, the Draft EIR presents a draft groundwater management plan
(Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan or Draft
GMMMP) and the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 presents a Updated
(Updated GMMMP) for review. Operation of the Project is contingent
upon implementation of the GMMMP.
The commenter expresses opposition to the Project and supports the No
Project Alternative. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of
Alternatives, pp. 7-19 to 7-25 evaluates the No Project Alternative as
required by CEQA. The comment is opposed to each of the alternatives
to extract water from the Project area. The comment is noted. The
comment does not raise an issue regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR.

O_RiverAHA4-3

The commenter concurs with the findings of the Johnson and Wright
report, which it cited in the comment letter submitted by the National
Parks Conservation Association. The comments regarding this report are
addressed in the responses to comment letter O_NPCA-CBD et alAttachmentA-1 through A-44.

O_RiverAHA4-4

The commenter expresses general concerns that there are no protections
to the public from potential impacts of the Project. The commenter is
opposed to the volume of water proposed to be extracted, states that
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monitoring well data is insufficient, and asserts that mechanisms to
protect property owners and the environment are insufficient. Although
the commenter does not provide specific reasons for the concerns, the
comments are generally addressed in Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
O_RiverAHA4-5

The commenter states that groundwater flow in the basin is connected to
closed basins to the south and to groundwater basins to the east that
connect with the Colorado River. However, it is a closed basin, which
means that it does not hydraulically connect with other basins or the
Colorado River (see Response A_NPS-17 and Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality). The commenter also states that the
Project will affect water supplies in Needles. The groundwater basin
systems for the Project and for Needles are not connected. Needles is
approximately 50 miles away from the Project area and its water is
supplied by local groundwater and diversions from the Colorado River.
However, the Updated GMMMP includes monitoring features in Danby
and in Piute Valley to monitor whether the drawdown affects are
experienced outside the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds. See also
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_RiverAHA4-6

The commenter opposes SMWD as the lead agency. The commenter is
referred to Responses O_RiverAHA1-8 and O_NPCA-CBD et. al.-19
and 122 and Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_RiverAHA4-7

The commenter opposes SMWD as the lead agency. The commenter is
referred to Responses O_RiverAHA1-8 and O_MDLT-1 and Master
Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_RiverAHA4-8

The commenter states that the Draft EIR misleads the public by not
disclosing San Bernardino County authority. San Bernardino County
authority is discussed in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1, Updated
GMMMP. The San Bernardino County Groundwater Management
Ordinance is described in detail in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background, p. 2-3. The Draft EIR Project Description identifies
the need for San Bernardino County approval pursuant to the
Groundwater Management Ordinance exclusion provision. The
Ordinance is also discussed in the Updated GMMMP. See Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_RiverAHA4-9

The commenter objects that the San Bernardino County Planning
Commission has no authority over the Project. The Project would not
require approval by the San Bernardino County Planning Department.
The Draft EIR was circulated to the San Bernardino County Land Use
Services Department and the San Bernardino County Planning
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Commission, Districts 1 through 5. The commenter is referred to
Response O_RiverAHA1-2 and Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency.
O_RiverAHA4-10

The commenter states that the review period for the Draft EIR is
insufficient. The commenter is referred to Response O_AHA1-1 and
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the request for
an extension of time.

O_RiverAHA4-11

The commenter states that data has been withheld including groundwater
modeling data, groundwater monitoring data, and memoranda of
agreement with the BLM and the County. The Draft EIR includes
substantial documentation containing technical information supporting
the impact analysis and conclusions. The information provided in the
Draft EIR and appendices provide sufficient data to make impact
conclusions. No information needed to support the Draft EIR is withheld.
The commenter is also referred to Response O_NPCA-6.

O_RiverAHA4-12

The commenter refers to the Cultural Resources Report included in
Appendix G of the Draft EIR as omitting certain maps. The referenced
documents are confidential archaeological records that are available to
qualified professionals at the San Bernardino Archaeology Information
Center. Access to these documents is kept confidential as standard
practice to protect resources. Qualified archaeologists are permitted
access to the records. See Response O_RiverAHA2-1.

O_RiverAHA4-13

The commenter states that the Project could affect cultural resources
located on federal land. No Project facilities would be sited on federal
land. The Draft EIR includes a detailed assessment of cultural resources
identified within the ARZC alignment. The Draft EIR summarizes this
report and concludes that impacts to cultural resources can be avoided or
minimized. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, pp.
4.5-40 to 4.5-52.
The comment states that the ARZC right of way is not privately held
land but rather federal lands granted for use by railroads. See Master
Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

O_RiverAHA4-14

The commenter states that the Parker Cutoff Railroad District should be
considered a significant historic district. All recorded cultural resources
were evaluated for their eligibility to the California Register both
individually and as contributors to a potential as-yet-undefined ATSF
Parker Cutoff historic district, if applicable. Thirty-one of the identified
archaeological resources were recommended not eligible for listing in the
CRHR or not otherwise significant under CEQA based on their limited
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potential to yield information important to history and their lack of clear
association with historically significant people and events. Because of
their lack of clear association with the historic ATSF Parker Cutoff, these
31 sites were not considered contributing elements to a potential historic
district.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to address the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and its applicability to resources
located within the railroad ROW. The NHPA is identified on page 4.5-34
of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources. The NHPA
applies to actions conducted by federal agencies. No federal approvals
are required for the Project. Therefore, the NHPA is not directly
applicable to action of SMWD. Nonetheless, the Draft EIR evaluates the
potential for resources within the Project area to be eligible for listing
under the National Register of Historic Places. The Draft EIR evaluates
the potential eligibility of sites within the Project area beginning on page
4.5-40. Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-6 would ensure that
impacts would remain less than significant.
O_RiverAHA4-15

The commenter states that the impact area for the Project is located on
federal lands within the railroad ROW, not just on private lands and thus
federal review under NHPA is required. The NHPA is applicable to
actions conducted by federal agencies. No federal actions would be
necessary to implement the Project. Cultural resources within the railroad
ROW are identified in the Draft EIR and Mitigation Measures are
identified to protect the resources. See Master Response 3.13 Right-ofWay and NEPA.

O_RiverAHA4-16

The commenter states that the Project fails to identify a Treatment Plan.
The Draft EIR presents an assessment of the potential cultural resources
in the APE including historic and archaeological resources. The Draft
EIR identifies Mitigation Measures to ensure that impacts are minimized.
Mitigation Measure CUL-4 requires that a Treatment Plan be prepared if
impacts to potentially significant resources are unavoidable. However,
Mitigation Measure CUL-2 requires that the construction zone be
narrowed where feasible to avoid impacts.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not require that a
Treatment Plan is approved by a regulatory agency. There are no
requirements for the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to
approve the Project mitigation or treatment plans. Consultation with
SHPO is not required unless the project is subject to Section 106, NEPA,
or is located on federally or state-owned property. The Mitigation
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Measures would ensure that historic and pre-historic resources are
protected with the oversight of qualified archaeological professionals.
The commenter states that cultural resources were not adequately
analzed. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix G1 Cultural
Resources Report, p. 29 and the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural
Resources, p. 4.5-23, two of the resources that were previously recorded
within the proposed pipeline portion of the Project area (CA-SBR5606/H and -5819H) could not be located and are presumed to have been
destroyed within the Project area. Therefore, because the portions of
these two resources that are within the Project area are believed to have
been destroyed, a total of 41 resources are currently known to exist
within the proposed pipeline portion of the Project area.
O_RiverAHA4-17

The commenter expresses an opinion regarding the quality of Figure 3 of
the Cultural Resources report and states that the map does not indicate
who owns the surveyed areas. Figure 3 is included in the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Appendix G1 Phase 1 Cultural Resources Assessment. The survey
area depicted in Figure 3 is entirely within Cadiz Inc.-owned property.

O_RiverAHA4-18

The commenter states that some cultural sites were omitted from the
cultural resources assessment, specifically that the Salt Song Trail and
traditional salt collection sites were not identified. As described in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural Resources, p. 4.5-22, Native
American contacts were pursued to identify sacred lands near the Project
area. The Salt Song Trail was not identified as a cultural resource
through this contact program.
The Salt Songs are a series of songs telling a journey through the desert
areas of the southwest to the Pacific that provide a “spiritual trail” for the
dead. The Salt Songs are an integral part of the Southern Piute Culture.
The broad cultural context of the Salt Song traditions referenced in the
comment covers the eastern Mojave area generally, including the
wilderness areas and dry lakes of the region, although specific locations
in the vicinity of the Project area are identified in some versions of the
Songs.
The Project would install a low density development of well pads in the
wellfield area. Given the vastness of the landscape of the Fenner and
Cadiz Valleys, construction and operation of the wellfield would have a
minimal impact on the landscape. The water conveyance pipeline will be
located subsurface and will be within 100 feet of the existing railroad.
Once installed, the water conveyance pipeline will not be visible on the
surface. Operation of the Project will result in minimal changes to
existing conditions. The integrity of the surrounding desert, wilderness
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areas, and dry lakes and the cultural context of the Mojave region will
remain similar to existing conditions, and there would be no significant
impact to the Salt Song Trail.
O_RiverAHA4-19

The commenter expresses a lack of confidence in the cultural resources
analysis. The archaeologists who were involved in the pedestrian survey
and preparation of the Cultural Resources Report are trained qualified
archaeologists who have extensive experience throughout Southern
California, including the Mojave Desert. The leaders of the field survey
teams and the principal investigator for the Project all have Master’s
degrees in archaeology, are Registered Professional Archaeologists, and
meet or exceed the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications
Standards for Archaeology.
Regarding field survey methodology, archaeologists followed standard
survey procedures by walking in straight parallel transects not exceeding
15 meters in width, with each archaeologist scanning the ground within
his/her transect for cultural resources. The survey team generally
consisted of four archaeologists each day. Detailed field notes regarding
personnel, methodology, survey conditions, and documented resources,
were taken daily by the survey team leaders, but were summarized in the
Cultural Resources Report rather than included in full.
The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been surveyed for
cultural resources. See Response O_NPCA-CBD-83.

O_RiverAHA4-20
The commenter asserts that the Cultural Resources Report did not
address cumulative impacts to cultural resources. Cumulative impacts are
addressed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts, pp. 532 through 5-33. Please also see Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.
O_RiverAHA4-21

The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been surveyed for
cultural resources. See Response O_RiverAHA4-19.
The commenter’s assertion that the Applied Earthworks, Inc. 1999 study
was used as the primary basis for recommendations made with regard to
the wellfield area and that any cultural resources in this area were
“excluded from potential eligibility” is incorrect. Although the 1999
Applied Earthworks study was used to provide background information
and, along with the records search, to identify resources that had been
previously recorded in the wellfield area, the report acknowledges that
because the study is 13 years old (11 at the time of the ESA 2010
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survey), it no longer represents a current source of survey data. See
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-83.
O_RiverAHA4-22

The commenter objects to the characterization of cultural resources
within the wellfield area. Please see the Response O_RiverAHA4-21.
As indicated by the heading “Records Search Results,” the information
presented in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix G1 Phase 1 Cultural
Resources Assessment, p. 16 is only a summary of the results of the
records search that was performed for the proposed Project prior to field
survey and does not present the complete data collected in the field
survey. Resources CA-SBR-3243 and CA-SBR-3281H, like all resources
in the wellfield portion of the Project area, were not evaluated for
significance as a part of the Cultural Resources Report. Any information
regarding the descriptions and significance evaluation presented in the
section “Records Search Results” is a summary of previously
documented information on these cultural resources. See also Response
O_NPCA-CBD et al.-83.

O_RiverAHA4-23

The commenter objects to certain findings in the report. Site CA-SBR9852 is described on p. 22 of the Cultural Resources Report, and the
findings of Inoway et al. (1999e) are summarized. The findings are not
presented in detail because site CA-SBR-9852 is not located within the
Project area and would not be impacted by the proposed Project;
therefore, the level of detail requested in the comment is not required
under CEQA.

O_RiverAHA4-24

The commenter objects that insufficient information about location of
cultural resources is provided in the cultural report. Per California
Government Code section 6254.10, neither the Draft EIR nor the
Cultural Resources Report included as Appendix G to the Draft EIR
include the specific location of cultural resources. This includes
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) forms, which provide a
detailed recording of each cultural resource. However, the Cultural
Resources Report provides a description of each resource that was
documented during the 2010 cultural resources survey, including those
resources that were not recommended as significant. Confidential
appendices to the Cultural Resources report are on file at the San
Bernardino Archaeological Information Center at the San Bernardino
County Museum and may be accessed there by qualified individuals. See
also Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-83.

O_RiverAHA4-25

The commenter expresses a lack of confidence in the cultural analysis.
Please see Response O_RiverAHA4-19 regarding the qualifications of
ESA archaeologists. The cultural resources survey of the pipeline portion
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of the Project area was conducted by qualified professionals and using
professionally accepted survey methodology. No re-survey is required.
Please see Response O_RiverAHA4-23 regarding site CA-SBR-9852.
O_RiverAHA4-26

The commenter raises concerns about the formatting of the appendices to
the Cultural Resources Report and does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for
the record.

O_RiverAHA4-27

The commenter objects to the Native American consultation. Please see
Responses A_NAHC-1 and A_NAHC-2 regarding Native American
tribal organization contact. The Project Description provided in the
Native American contact letters was intended to provide the contacts
with a brief summary of the proposed Project in order to solicit any
information that the contacts would like to share regarding concerns
about traditional Native American cultural resources, not to provide
detailed Project information. A potential Tribal Cultural Property had not
been identified within the Project area at the time that the letters were
sent.

O_RiverAHA4-28

The commenter states that the Draft EIR mischaracterizes the proposed
Project. The Draft EIR describes the proposed Project in the 54-page
Project Description in Chapter 3. Please refer to Response I_Robinson02 regarding Draft EIR Project Objectives and Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

O_RiverAHA4-29

The commenter states that San Bernardino General Plan was successfully
sued by the California Attorney General regarding efforts to mitigate
climate change. The comment does not address the adequacy of the Draft
EIR.

O_RiverAHA4-30

The commenter summarizes concerns in previous comments. The
commenter is referred to Responses O_RiverAHA4-1 through
O_RiverAHA4-29.

Roscoe Moss Company
O_RoscoeMoss1-1

This commenter supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Salt Products Company
O_SaltProducts-1

The commenter states that groundwater levels may decrease beneath
Danby Dry Lake. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-1 to 4.9-5 and 4.9-28 to 4.9-31
and Figures 4.9-1 and 4.9-6, Danby Dry Lake is outside of the Watershed
to be pumped and will therefore not be impacted. A monitoring well
would be located at Danby as described in the Updated GMMMP (Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP).
The commenter states that the Salt Products Company is the only entity
that maintains the road between Cadiz and Hwy 62 off mile marker 102
and that the added impact of the construction traffic on that stretch of
road would impact them economically. The Project would utilize the
road and would maintain the road to serve the Project. This will provide
a benefit to all users of the road since maintenance would be provided by
the Project operators.

Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife
O_SPCW-1

The commenter questions regarding the verification of the data used in
the INFIL3.0 model. The data used for the INFIL3.0 model is described
in Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Sections 5 and 6 and Sub-Appendix A. See Master Response
3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
The commenter states that that recharge estimates are inaccurate and that
previous recharge estimates were not considered. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.

O_SPCW-2

The commenter questions potential impacts to springs and seeps utilized
by area residents and migratory wildlife on federal land. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs. No federal approvals are
required to implement the Project.

O_SPCW-3

The commenter questions the adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment
does not point to specific instances of inadequacy in the Draft EIR that
can be remedied. For this reason a response pursuant to CEQA is not
provided. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and
will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.
The commenter states that the design and analysis of the Project is
incomplete and difficult to assess. The commenter is referred to the Draft
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EIR discussion of facilities for operation and construction of the Project,
Chapter 3 Project Description, Sections 3.6 and 3.7, pp. 3-22 to 3-52.
O_SPCW-4

The commenter requests information about the volume of water used by
the railroad and asks what railroad uses would benefit. Table 3-1
summarizes the volume of water needed for railroad uses: 10 to 100 AF
per year. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, pp. 3-20 and 3-40, ARZC has reserved rights for and
identified the use of water from the Project for fire suppression and
vehicle maintenance. In addition, ARZC has reserved rights for use of
water from the Project for washing railcars, controlling vegetation,
serving its offices, and other improvements and future operations such as
a steam-powered excursion locomotive, potential new warehouses, bulk
transfer facilities, and other railroad-related facilities on the line. Each of
these uses would be subject to additional environmental review as they
are developed. ARZC would be granted use of Project access roads and
to the Project power facilities. See Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way
and NEPA.

O_SPCW-5

The commenter asks how the Project can export water given the County
Groundwater Management Ordinance. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2
Project Background, Section 2.3.1 describes the San Bernardino County
Groundwater Management Ordinance. The ordinance does not apply to
entities that have prepared a County-approved groundwater management
plan. As described in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description,
Section 3.4.3, the proposed Project includes a groundwater management
plan (the Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan,
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) that is consistent
with and would fulfill the Ordinance requirements. In May 2012, the
County, SMWD, FVMWC, and Cadiz Inc. entered into a memorandum
of understanding (MOU) that established a framework for finalizing the
Updated GMMMP. See Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.10
CEQA Lead Agency.

O_SPCW-6

The commenter states that the Project may about the generate dust. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_SPCW-7

The commenter expresses general concern that the extraction of up to
105,000 AF in some years would not allow for recovery of the basin in
any timeframe. For Phase 1, the maximum annual withdrawal amount is
limited to 75,000 AFY. The recovery timeframes for all three recharge
scenarios are discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-73, which list the model-predicted
timeframes for recovery.
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O_SPCW-8

The commenter expresses general concerns regarding lost revenue and
jobs but does not provide any basis for the concerns. The comment is
otherwise unclear. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10
Land Use and Planning and Chapter 3 Project Description the
construction of the Project would create jobs and revenue for
construction workers and the sale of the water would provide revenue for
the water companies. See the Economic Impact Report of the Proposed
Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Imported Water
Storage Project Final Report, Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix I.

O_SPCW-9

The commenter questions whether this is a “water conservation
measure.” As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-73, Table 4.9-9 summarizes the
volumes of water that would be conserved. See the Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required, Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H2
Supplemental assessment of Pumping Required. See Master Response
3.15 Terminology.

O_SPCW-10

The commenter states that facilities to be used if needed in Phase 2 such
as above ground reservoirs are not discussed. The commenter also states
that the water quality effect of importing water into the basin during
Phase 2 is not adequately evaluated. The potential need for above grade
reservoirs is described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-36, and the need for spreading basins, which would also
be built above ground, is discussed on p. 3-45. The Imported Water
Storage Component is described on pp. 3-14 to 3-15 and the facilities for
this Component are described in Section 3.6.2 from 3-41 to 3-46. The
potential for the Imported Water Storage Component to affect water
quality in the groundwater basins is discussed on Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-76.

O_SPCW-11

The commenter states that the EIR fails to meet the standards of CEQA.
This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to
CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will
be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker, LLP (6 submissions)
O_Tetra1-1

The commenter states that the Project would divert all groundwater from
the Dry Lakes for 50 years and adversely impact Tetra’s salt production
operations at the Dry Lakes. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-22, the recovery of
groundwater is only from the Fenner Gap area and groundwater flowing
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to the Dry Lakes from the areas west, south, and east of the Dry Lakes
will continue to flow to the Dry Lakes. The Project would not affect
surface water. The Draft EIR acknowledges in Section 4.11.3 Mineral
Resources, pp. 4.11-6 to 4.11-13 that lowering of groundwater would
affect salt production operation on the Dry Lakes if Project drawdown
results in water levels too deep to initiate the salt concentration process
by simple excavation requiring salt production operations to initially fill
the trenches with pumped saline water, thus incurring additional costs.
Accordingly, the Draft EIR discloses that, while the Project would not
result in loss of availability of the salt resources, it could make it more
difficult or costly to produce salt and require a change in production
operations and/or well facilities. Mitigation Measure MIN-1 would
require the modification of Project operations to avoid such a potential
impact or compensate the salt production operations for the additional
cost of pumping in order to ensure salt production operations continue to
be viable. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts
and 3.8 GMMMP.
O_Tetra1-2

The commenter expresses general concerns regarding the adequacy of
the evaluation of Project impacts and enforceable, effective mitigation
measures, with specific comments provided later in the comment letter.
The commenter is referred to Responses O_Tetra1-3 through
O_Tetra1-28 below.
The commenter provides a summary of comments raised below
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR, and impacts to hydrology,
mineral resources, air quality, biology and other resource areas. The
commenter is referred to Responses O_Tetra1-3 through O_Tetra1-28
below.

O_Tetra1-3

The commenter states that the groundwater to be extracted is not
currently wasted but is used to help produce agricultural, mining (salt
production), and commercial products, and is essential to the salt
production operations. See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_Tetra1-4

The commenter states that the natural recharge is overestimated. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation.
The commenter states that if the recharge is less than estimated, then the
evaluations would not be representative of what would actually occur. As
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-46 to 4.9-47 and Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Sections 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0,
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the aquifer model was also run for Sensitivity Scenarios 1 (16,000 AFY)
and 2 (5,000 AFY) to model conservative scenarios where the recharge
over the 50-year Project period is less than anticipated.
The commenter states that the extracted groundwater would not be
recovered. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-73, under the Project Scenario and
Sensitivity Scenario 1, the groundwater level would begin to recover
under all three recharge scenarios by natural recharge once the pumping
stops after 50 years. The water levels under the Project Scenario are
anticipated to return to pre-Project levels about 67 years after the
pumping portion of the Project is stopped.
O_Tetra1-5

The commenter asks if the import of water for the Imported Water
Storage Component of the Project would counterbalance the groundwater
drawdown under the Conservation and Recovery Component of the
Project. The purpose of the Imported Water Storage Component is not to
replace water that has previously been extracted, but rather to store water
temporarily and then extract it at a later date. The hydraulic control
achieved by Phase 1 would assist in maintaining recharged water within
the wellfield.

O_Tetra1-6

The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not define SMWD’s
authority to allow groundwater withdrawals from the Fenner basin or to
withdraw the amount of groundwater proposed. See Master Response
3.7 Water Rights. Further, the commenter states that monitoring is
controlled by the Project Proponents. However, San Bernardino County
would have full enforcement authority pursuant to the MOU and
Updated GMMMP. The comment states that the monitoring should be
controlled by land agencies such as NPS and BLM that could be
impacted. The Project would not impact federal lands including the
Mojave National Preserve or any of the BLM lands surrounding the
Cadiz Inc. properties. No federal approvals are needed to implement the
Project. Please see Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
Project monitoring and mitigation related to the GMMMP will be
conducted by the County of San Bernardino. See Master Response 3.8
GMMMP and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.

O_Tetra1-7

The commenter states that the Draft EIR improperly defers
environmental evaluation of groundwater pumping impacts and only
proposes monitoring once the Project is operational. The Project does not
defer the impacts of groundwater pumping. Please see Master Response
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, as well as Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality and Section 4.11 Mineral Resources
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for information on potential impacts. Potential impacts to groundwater
resources are discussed in detail in the Draft EIR and mitigation
(avoidance, compensation, and/or Project modifications) is proposed for
addressing any potential impacts as described in detail in the Updated
GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP). For
instance, if water level declines adversely affect salt production
operations, clearly defined corrective measures would either alter Project
operations to reverse or avoid the impact, or the FVMWC would
compensate for the effect including modifying or replacing wells, or
compensating for increased costs of operation. The monitoring program
will provide information to help identify any potential impacts and
ensure the implementation of clearly defined corrective measures.
The commenter states that the recharge rate is unknown. This comment
is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_Tetra1-8

The commenter expresses general concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft GMMMP to evaluate impacts, with specific comments that are
addressed below.
The commenter states that the monitoring required in the EIR and Draft
GMMMP is inadequate and incorrectly believes the monitoring will rely
on a single well far from their salt production operations. Monitoring
Features 2 and 9 described the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP (Sections 5.3 and 5.10, and Figures 5-1 and 5-2), identify the
cluster wells located between the wellfield and margins of the Dry Lakes
to monitor groundwater levels at the salt mining operations. The measure
is triggered where the Project causes a change in the groundwater or
brine water levels of greater than 50 percent of either (a) the water
column above the intake of any of salt mining operators’ wells or (b) the
average depth of brine water level within the brine supply trenches
operated by the salt mining operators or if a salt mining operator submits
a written complaint regarding decreased groundwater production yield or
increased pumping costs. This action criteria is an “early warning”
trigger because brine pumping and trench evaporation would continue at
these levels. Furthermore, the complaint trigger provides a fail safe for
the salt mining operators to trigger investigation and corrective actions.
For example, if the amount of drawdown of groundwater levels could
result in the water level dropping to below the pump intake of a
particular saline water well used to refill the salt production mitigation
measure MIN-1 would require that the FVMWC evaluate the
circumstances to determine whether the drop in water levels was
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attributable to the Project and not some other cause, such as
overpumping by the salt production company. If the cause is attributed to
the Project, then the FVMWC would be required to bear the cost of
either lowering the pump in the well, if additional well depth is available,
or installing a new deeper well at a new location, both at no cost to the
salt production company.
The commenter states that a water table drop of one foot would be
detrimental to the salt production operations. The Draft EIR
acknowledges that groundwater levels may decline beneath the salt
production operations. As described above, the FVMWC would be
required under the stipulations of the GMMMP to implement corrective
measures for detrimental impacts.
The commenter states that the monitoring and decision making will be
made by Project proponents. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP and
Response O_Tetra1-6.
The commenter states that the area might become another Owens or
Mono Lake. The concern regarding Owens Lake is addressed in Master
Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust. The concern regarding Mono Lake is
also not relevant since the proposed Project is not diverting surface water
from an established water body. The conditions at Mono Lake and
Owens Lake are fundamentally different than the conditions at Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes, which have been dry for thousands of years. In
addition, the chemical makeup of the Owens and Mono Lake exposed
lake beds is very different from the surface crust of the Dry Lakes. The
salts occurring in Owens Lake and Mono Lake are high in carbonate,
bicarbonate, and sulfate while those occurring in the Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes crusts are dominated by calcium, sodium, and chloride. The
chemistry of Owens Lake and Mono Lake creates fine particulates that
release dust. The chemistry at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes creates a
crust that does not release fugitive dust.
The commenter states that the monitoring criteria and authority of the
TRP be established before the Project is constructed. See Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_Tetra1-9

The commenter expresses concern that the 17 to 34 MAF of groundwater
in storage has been overestimated because the previous 2000-2001
EIR/EIS estimated 3.65 to 6.69 MAF. As summarized in the Draft EIR
(Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Sub-Appendix A, Section 3.0), the 3.65 to 6.69 MAF volume
cited in the 2000-2001 EIR/EIS actually refers only to the volume of
groundwater in the area of influence of the Project operations proposed
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at that time. The volume of groundwater in storage in the Fenner Valley
estimated in the 2000-2001 EIR/EIS was 12.8 to 23.4 MAF. Since the
2000-2001 EIR/EIS, considerable additional information has been
acquired through detailed and site-specific geologic mapping of the area,
installation of additional borings and wells, pump tests conducted on
wells specifically constructed to test aquifer properties, and updated and
recent software (created by USGS in 2008) to model the aquifer system.
Using the new information and methods, the Draft EIR updated the
estimated volume of groundwater in storage in the Fenner Valley plus
the Orange Blossom wash and the northern portion of the Bristol Valley
to 17 to 34 MAF.
O_Tetra1-10

The commenter questions whether 50,000 AF could be safely extracted.
This comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
The commenter questions the adequacy of the impact evaluation of and
mitigation measures for subsidence and saline water intrusion under the
wellfield. The land subsidence modeling results are presented in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils, p. 4.6-29 and in the
Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Section 4.1.2.7). The land subsidence monitoring measures are described
in Mitigation Measure GEO-1 and also reflected in the Updated
GMMMP, Sections 5.6 and 5.7. The land subsidence corrective measures
to be implemented that subsidence exceeds action criteria are presented
in GEO-1 and in the Updated GMMMP, Section 6.3. The saline
water/freshwater interface migration modeling results are presented in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-49 to 4.9-53. The saline-freshwater interface migration monitoring
measures are described in HYDRO-2 and the Updated GMMMP,
Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.9, and 5.10. The saline-freshwater interface
migration corrective measures to be implemented in the event that the
saline-freshwater interface migration response exceeds action criteria are
presented in HYDRO-2 and the Updated GMMMP, Sections 6.2 and
6.4. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_Tetra1-11

The commenter expresses concern that the recharge rate is
overestimated. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

O_Tetra1-12

The commenter states that different models were used for the 16,000 and
5,000 AFY recharge scenarios, specifically with different hydraulic
conductivities. As discussed in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Section 6.4), the
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same model was run for all three scenarios, but with changes in input
data, specifically hydraulic conductivities and evaportranspiration rates.
These changes are necessary in order to calibrate the model to actual data
collected from existing wells. Additional details about this calibration
process are provided in Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
O_Tetra1-13

The commenter states that the Draft EIR only evaluates impacts through
a 100-year period. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-63 to 4.9-72, impacts are modeled
to the full recovery of groundwater in storage for all three scenarios,
including the worst-case Sensitivity Scenario 2 for 390 years after the
cessation of pumping. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.

O_Tetra1-14

The commenter states that the depth to groundwater below the Dry Lakes
is variously described as 8 to 10 feet, less than 15 feet, and 18 feet below
ground surface in different sections. The commenters citation of 8 to 10
feet likely refers to the 8 to 12 feet cited at a typical depth to water in
trenches dug in the Dry Lake to access saline water (Draft EIR Vol. 3,
Appendix E2 Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at
Bristol and Cadiz Playas). The commenter’s citation of less than 15 feet
is in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p.
4.9-16, which is a condensed description that precedes the previous more
detailed 8 to 12 feet citation. The description of the depths to
groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes as 8 to 12 feet and less than 15 feet
are consistent with observed depths. The Dry Lake surface is not
absolutely flat. The lowest part of each Dry Lake occurs essentially
where the salt production operations are currently located and where the
depth to groundwater is shallowest. The outer edges of the Dry Lakes
can be significantly higher in elevation, with corresponding increases in
depth to groundwater.

O_Tetra1-15

The commenter states that the salt production operations would be
unable to produce their product if the water table drops even one foot and
that they would not be able to wait until “full recharge” to resume its
operations. While a drop in the water table could impact the open
trenches, operations could continue by filling the trenches using brine
wells. If the brine production wells were impacted, the wells would be
deepened or replaced at new locations pursuant to Mitigation Measure
MIN-1 and the Updated GMMMP. This comment is further addressed in
the Response O_Tetra-1.
The commenter questions some elements of Mitigation Measure
HYDRO-3. Specifically, the commenter states that an interim water
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supply well or a blended water supply would not contain the
concentration of minerals necessary to produce the salts. The mitigation
measure’s reference to a blended water supply is for owners of
freshwater wells whose wells may go saline. To compensate for salt
producers, groundwater would be recovered from depth at the
appropriate locations to ensure concentrations of salts are commensurate
with existing sources.
The commenter states at 400 feet below ground surface wells would
reach less permeable zones where brine could not be extracted. As shown
in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, Figures 64, 66, and 68, the amount of groundwater
drawdown under all three recharge scenarios are all less than 100 feet
and at the salt production operations, less than 40 feet. Therefore, there is
sufficient saline water saturated sediments within which to screen a
replacement well.
The commenter states that if the Project takes water that would otherwise
flow to the Dry Lakes, that might impact the mineral concentration of the
saline water. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-5 to 4.9-6, the Project would
pump water from the Fenner Gap area, not from the Dry Lakes. The
reduction of freshwater flowing to the Dry Lakes for a 50-year period
would result in a negligible change in saline concentrations and a
negligible resultant impact to salt production. The salt concentration
currently in the groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes is the result of tens
of thousands of years of subsurface flows.
O_Tetra1-16

The commenter states that the deepening of existing wells and the
construction of replacement wells would result in construction impacts
that have not been identified, evaluated, or mitigated. The Draft EIR Vol.
1 states in Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-48 that monitoring features
would be installed as part of the Project. Impacts of installing
replacement wells would be similar to construction efforts used for
monitoring wells. Mitigation measures included in the Draft EIR
anticipate that these features would be installed and require that surveys
and avoidance measures be implemented to minimize effects. The scale
of these features would be minimal and the Draft EIR finds that they
would not present significant impacts. Construction efforts to implement
mitigation would be subject to all the same EIR mitigation measures.
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3
Hydrology and Water Quality) specifically addresses the construction of
wells. The replacement wells would be located on private property or
within mining claims. If replacement wells or other mitigation features
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require discretionary approvals, additional environmental review would
be required to comply with CEQA. Any replacement wells would
comply with state and local well drilling requirements. If improvements
are needed that require additional approvals from the lead agency or
responsible agencies including the County of San Bernardino or
Metropolitan, subsequent environmental review under CEQA may be
required.
O_Tetra1-17

The commenter states regarding the adequacy of Mitigation Measure
HYDRO-2 relative to the salt production operations because many of the
elements of HYDRO-2 are focused on owners of freshwater wells. The
commenter is correct; HYDRO-2 addresses impacts to freshwater wells.
HYDRO-3 and MIN-1 address impacts to saline wells used by the salt
production operations.
Commenter asks where replacement water would come from.
Replacement water (freshwater) would be provided from the Project’s
groundwater supplies.
The commenter states that deeper wells could only be possible to 400
feet below ground surface before reaching less permeable zones. This
comment is addressed in Response O_Tetra-15.
The commenter states that there would be no recharge to the Dry Lakes.
This comment is addressed in Response O_Tetra-1.
The commenter states that the impacts from the construction of wells are
not discussed. This comment is addressed in Response O_Tetra-16.
The commenter states that the permitting of these wells is not discussed.
As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.2 Hydrology and Water
Quality, p. 4.9-45, the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance includes permitting requirements and
procedures, and processes for exclusions from the ordinance. See Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP and Response O_Tetra-16.
The commenter states that payment for the replacement wells is not
discussed. Pursuant to the GMMMP, replacement wells would be
constructed by FVMWC, compensation provided to mining operators for
the additional costs of pumping or FVMWC would enter into a
mitigation agreement with the affected mining operator.
The commenter states that the FVMWC contractual obligations to
deliver water would take precedence over stopping Project operations,
specifically the cessation of pumping to mitigate impacts the salt
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production operations saline wells. SMWD, through its adoption of the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan and conditions of Project
approval, as well as the San Bernardino County’s enforcement of
operational conditions would ensure that mitigation and monitoring
commitments are enforced. The Updated GMMMP includes a
groundwater drawdown “floor” and freshwater-saline interface limit
designed to require modification of Project operations to maintain the
“floor” and limit. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
O_Tetra1-18

The commenter questions the Mitigation Measure MIN-1 as stated in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.11.3 Mineral Resources, pp. 4.11-8 to 4.1111, that states that the mitigation would be implemented in the event of
groundwater level changes that are greater than 50 percent of the water
column above the intake of any of the salt production companies' wells
or within the brine supply trenches in comparison to preoperational static
levels. The commenter asks which groundwater simulation was used in
the baseline. To be effective, Mitigation Measure MIN-1 refers to future
measurements in static water levels measured at cluster wells correlated
to water levels within the salt mining operators’ wells and brine trenches.
The maximum drawdown after 50 years at the Bristol Dry Lake salt
production operations would not exceed 40 feet (Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figures 4.9-12, 4.9-13, 4.914). The stipulation in Mitigation Measure MIN-1 regarding 50 percent
of the water column is a conservative assessment to protect salt
production interests with shallow wells that may be screened in the upper
100 feet. Any wells with screens in the shallowest portion of the aquifer
could be affected, whereas wells screened at depths over 50 feet will not
be affected. Further, if salt mining wells are impacted by the Project
corrective action can be triggered under HYDRO-3upon receipt of a
written complaint from the salt company operators regarding decreased
yield or increased pumping costs from one or more of their wells or
decreased water levels within the brine supply trenches.

O_Tetra1-19

The commenter states that the drawdown of groundwater beneath the
Dry Lakes will increase the generation of dust, similar to Owens Lake.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

O_Tetra1-20

The commenter states that wilderness areas might be impacted by a
decrease in the water table. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4 Springs, 3.6
Vegetation, and 3.9 Biological Resources. See also Response
O_MDLT-2.
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O_Tetra1-21

The comment states that while SMWD may be exempt during
construction of Project facilities to produce, store and transmit water,
FVMWC would not be exempt and thus operational impacts to the
County’s local important species need to be analyzed. The State of
California Government Code establishes an exemption for “the location
or construction of facilities for the production, generation, storage,
treatment, or transmission of water….” from county or city building and
zoning ordinances. (Gov. Code §§ 53091(d), (e)) The implementation of
the Project by SMWD would be covered under this exemption for the
construction and operation of facilities that are used to produce, store and
transmit water. Because the Project is exempt from the County’s zoning
ordinances, no CUP for these facilities is required from San Bernardino
County. However, the impacts of constructing and operating the Project
facilities are fully covered in the Draft EIR. Further, SMWD intends to
form a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) with FVMWC. Government Code
section 6525 (part of the Joint Power Exercises Act) provides that mutual
water companies may "enter into a joint powers agreement with any
public agency for the purpose of jointly exercising any power common to
the contracting parties." Once a JPA is formed, Government Code
section 6508 provides that "the agency shall possess the common power
specified in the [joint powers] agreement and may exercise it in the
manner or according to the method provided in the agreement."
Government Code section 6509 provides "such power is subject to
restrictions upon the manner of exercising the power of one of the
contracting parties, which party shall be designated by the agreement." In
other words, the JPA must comply with the procedural restrictions that
apply to the JPA member who is designated in the Agreement. With a
JPA which "designates" SMWD pursuant to Government Code section
6509, the JPA will have the powers of SMWD, including its
immunities.52 See also Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_Tetra1-22

The commenter states that aquifer pumping could affect springs used by
bighorn sheep. The Draft EIR addresses potential impacts to bighorn
sheep in Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.4-43. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.
The commenter states that the creation of the freshwater spreading basins
in Phase 2 of the Project could attract ravens and other predators that
would prey on desert tortoises. Impacts to desert tortoise are discussed on
page 4.4-40 of the Draft EIR, including the potential for increased
predation due to ravens. Also note that the Project’s potential impacts to
desert tortoise will be less than significant with mitigation and are
described on pages 4.4-17 to 4.4-19 and 4.4.-40 to 4.4-42 of the Draft

52 Zack v. Marin Emergency Radio Authority (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 617.
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EIR. Mitigation Measure BIO-3 requires measures to minimize
attraction of ravens. This comment is further addressed in Response
A/T_29PalmsIndians-2and 31.
O_Tetra1-23

The commenter states that plants would be removed due to the lowering
of groundwater. Groundwater is too deep for existing vegetation to
access. The vegetation in the Watershed does not rely on groundwater for
survival. Although four-wing saltbush are found at the Dry Lake edges,
the depth to groundwater at this location is over 65 feet. The roots of
four-wing saltbush, which extend 13 to 25 feet bgs, do not descend deep
enough to reach or depend upon groundwater at this location. Refer to
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.6 Vegetation,
and 3.9 Biological Resources.

O_Tetra1-24

The commenter expresses the opinion that Mitigation Measure GEO-1 is
insufficient to mitigate for subsidence predicted under the existing salt
production operations. The commenter also states that the salt production
reclamation plan could be affected. As described in the Draft EIR
(Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, Section 8.6 Land Subsidence), the maximum land subsidence
under the three scenarios ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 feet spread out over a
very large area, approximately 12 miles. Mitigation Measure GEO-1 is
triggered when extensometers show an elevation decrease of 0.5 feet.
This action criteria precedes significance thresholds and is designed to
identify potential impacts before they take effect, and before they are
irreversible.

O_Tetra1-25

The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not account for the loss of
jobs at the salt mining operations. Impacts affecting salt production
operations resulting from a lowering of the water table by up to 40 feet
would be compensated through implementation of Mitigation Measure
MIN-1 and the GMMMP, and thus the Project would not result in
impacts to salt production operations that could lead to a loss of jobs.
Further, even if the proposed Project were to result in an economic
impact due to loss of jobs or other impacts related to salt production
operations, this would not result in a significant indirect physical impact
to the environment. (CEQA Guideline § 15131.)

O_Tetra1-26

The commenter states that the Draft EIR should discuss inconsistencies
with regional plans and specific policies. The Draft EIR includes a
regulatory section for each resource area that identifies applicable
planning documents. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.10 Land Use and
Planning, p. 4.10-11. Goals and policies are noted when they are relevant
to the proposed Project and when they have authority over the Project.
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The Draft EIR evaluates consistency with local and regional plans for
each resource area as applicable.
O_Tetra1-27

The commenter states that a reduced pumping alternative should be
included in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives
Analysis, evaluates a Reduced Project Alternative that would reduce the
duration of the Project to 25 years and the total volume of water
extracted over the term of the Project would be reduced by 25 percent.
While NOx emissions and secondary growth impacts would be reduced
to some extent, the Reduced Project Alternative would not avoid or
significantly reduce any of the significant unavoidable impacts
associated with the proposed Project (i.e., construction air emissions and
secondary effects of growth). In addition, the EIR analyzes a pumping
scenario of 30,000 AFY under the Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Route
Alternative. Similarly, this would not avoid or significantly reduce
significant and unavoidable impacts of the Project. Impacts of lowering
groundwater levels are not significant. Please also refer to Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.

O_Tetra1-28

The commenter expresses general concern with the Draft EIR as
articulated in issues raised above; please refer to Responses O_Tetra1-3
through O_Tetra1-27.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-1

The commenter summarizes issues raised later in the letter in
more detail. See Responses O_Tetra1-Attachment-2 through
O_Tetra-Attachment-22.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-2

The commenter states that hydrologic evaluation did not include
the entire Project-impact area, specifically the Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes relative to the potential impacts of saline intrusion,
land subsidence, and water depletion. The Draft EIR provides
substantial technical data supporting groundwater impact
conclusions. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-3

The commenter expresses ageneral concern that the Draft
GMMMP is based on unconfirmed relationships and unreliable
modeling. The Draft EIR includes substantial technical data
supporting the analysis in the Draft GMMMP and as updated.
See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. Modeling is discussed further in Master
Responses 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts.
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The commenter states that long-term lowering of the water table
in the aquifers could lead to irreversible land subsidence that
could alter the surface water runoff patterns. The Draft EIR
evaluates the potential for subsidence. Mitigation Measure
GEO-1 would ensure that subsidence is monitored and
corrective measures implemented prior to significant impacts.
This comment is further addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
The commenter states that the Draft GMMMP is inconsistent
with the San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater, Ordinance
(San Bernardino Co. Article 5 § 33.06552(b)(I)) and related
Guidelines. The Project will seek approval from the County of a
GMMMP, prepared in compliance with the San Bernardino
County Groundwater Management Ordinance and Guidelines.
See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. The Draft GMMMP has
been updated and is included in the Final EIR, Vol. 7 Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-4

The commenter states that the Project area is not adequately
investigated and listed the following items:
The commenter states that Tetra’s long-time geologic consultant
GSi/Water, Inc. was not contacted to identify relevant data
applicable to the Cadiz and Bristol Playas. Tetra was contacted
on numerous occasions requesting data for the analysis.
Meetings between Cadiz Inc. and Tetra representatives were held
on October 4, 2011, and on April 16, 2012.
The commenter states that information from Tetra Technologies,
such as a static water level depth of less than 25 feet was not
considered. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to 4.9-31, the depths to
water were observed to be about 8 to 12 feet below the ground
surface.
The commenter noted that a 1972 GSi report could have
provided refined information for a dozen or more cells of the
groundwater model for model Layer 1. It should be noted that
this report would pre-date the current investigations by 40 years
and would not necessarily provide useable data, even if it had
been made available as a result of the meetings with Tetra.
According to the commenter, the GSi report describes multiple
geophysical methods used to identify lithologic and brine
conditions over traverses that were approximately six cell
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models in length. The GSi report reportedly contains information
that could have been used to assign values of hydraulic
conductivity (K) to model Layer 1, and assign salinity values for
use in the special model applied to predict the migration of
salinity at the playas due to the Project. The assigned values
were based on the model calibrated to 1964 groundwater levels
provided by Schafer 53, which is the oldest data set
representative of the entire Project area. In addition, the model
used more recent groundwater level data collected between 1986
and 2009 from sources such as the Cadiz Inc. agricultural
operations and Southern California Edison. Then, as discussed in
Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling, the model was
calibrated by adjusting input parameters to ensure that the model
simulations are consistent with observed groundwater levels. As
noted above, various attempts were made to interact with Tetra,
but Tetra did not identify or provide this information at that time.
The commenter lists information that is relevant to groundwater
levels on the northern portion of Cadiz Dry Lake. The data
provided by the commenter shows depth to groundwater around
10 feet at the northern salt production operations on Cadiz Dry
Lake. This is consistent with the 8 to 12 feet estimated depths
identified in the Draft EIR.
The commenter states that a plate titled “Location of Various
Exploration Boreholes, Coreholes, Wells, and Production Pits at
Bristol Dry Lake, California” was not used. This plate was used
to identify the locations of the wells measured for depth to water
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and
Water Quality, p. 4.9-17. The water levels and other onsite
observations were used in evaluating water levels at the edge of
the Bristol Playa.
The commenter states that the thickness of clay at the northern
edge of Cadiz Playa should be approximately 150 feet within the
upper 220 feet of Model Layer No. 1 (Well Completion reports
e0144739 and e0144738, both reportedly dated January 2012),
not the assumption of only three feet cited in the Draft EIR
(Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Figures 20 and 24). Figure 24 does not
identify clay thickness. The well completion reports mentioned
above were not available at the time when modeling analysis was
conducted. Thicker clay layers at the northern edge of Cadiz Dry
53 Shafer, R.A., Report on Investigations on Conditions which Determine the Potentials for Development in the Desert

Valleys of Eastern San Bernardino County, CA, Southern California Edison Company, June 1964
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Lake could result in greater land subsidence. However, the land
subsidence for the area with 150 feet thick clay layers would be
approximately the same predicted land subsidence at the center
of Bristol Dry Lake (see Figures 77, 78 and 79 in Appendix H1)
where the clay layer was modeled at 150 feet and shown to have
a less than significant effect.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-5

The commenter states that certain parameters used in the
groundwater model may have relied on insufficient data, as
follows. To assist the reader, a brief glossary of relevant
hydrological terms is provided in Master Response 3.15
Terminology.


Effective Porosity and Storativity: Modelers estimated
storativity initially based on character of the aquifer
materials and adjusted it during calibration. No aquifer
specific values are presented and compared to the model
results. Estimated storativity values based on pumping tests
conducted in the Fenner Gap area were provided in Table 2
of Appendix A of Appendix A in Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis and Table 1 of
Appendix C in Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis. As discussed in Section 6.4
in Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis, the model is not sensitive to changes in
effective porosity or storativity.



Vertical Leakance between Model Layers: Leakance rates
between layers were based on model calibration. There are
no measured values. As discussed in Section 6.4 in Vol. 4
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, the model is not sensitive to changes in vertical
leakance.



Groundwater Elevations: Groundwater elevations used in the
model were calibrated against water levels measured in 1964
(Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, Page7). Elevations were
adjusted through steady state model calibration under the
three model recharge rates; then applied to the three transient
models. As stated in Appendix H1, p. 7, for the steady state,
the model was calibrated against the water levels measured
in 1964. That means the model parameters were adjusted so
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that the model-calculated water levels match the observed
water levels.


Dispersivity: Modelers assumed dispersivity values for each
of the models. There is no field dispersivity data available.
The groundwater model uses the high end of the typical
dispersivity values. This is considered to be conservative
because higher dispersivity values result in greater migration
of saline-freshwater interface. The GMMMP will monitor
and identify any conditions that deviate from the model
predictions.



Evapotranspiration: The evapotranspiration surface was
based on surface elevations taken from a topographic map,
and the maximum evapotranspiration extinction depth was
conservatively assumed to be 15 feet below ground surface.
Extinction depths of 10 to 15 feet are the typical values used
for ET package. An extinction depth of 15 feet was used by
Danskin et al.54 An extinction depth of 10 feet was used by
Leighton and Phillips.55 To account for maximum
evaporation potential, the model uses 15 feet to ensure that
the depth interval within which significant evaporation could
be occurring is accounted for in the model. The actual depth
could be less. The Cadiz groundwater model then uses the
Evapotranspiration Package56 to simulate the evaporation
from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The model calculates the
evaporation based on model-calculated groundwater levels.
The maximum evaporation rate is used when the water level
is at the land surface. No evaporation occurs when the water
level is below the specified extinction depth. In between
these two extremes, the evaporation rate is assumed to be
linear. The model-calculated evaporation from the Dry
Lakes depends on the specified maximum evapotranspiration
rate, extinction depth, and model-calculated water levels
over the entire area of each Dry Lake. The
Evapotranspiration Package used in the Cadiz model is for
the purpose of providing a “sink” boundary condition to
remove water from the model, consistent with the amount of

54 Danskin, W.R., McPherson, K.R. and Woolfenden, L.R., 2006. Hydrology, Description of Computer Models, and

Evaluation of Selected Water-Management Alternatives in the San Bernardino Area, California, USGS Open-file
Report 2005-1278.
55 Leighton D.A.and Phillips S.P., 2003. Simulation of Ground-Water Flow and Land Subsidence in the Antelope
Valley Ground-Water Basin, California. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 03-4016.
56 Harbaugh, A.W., Banta, E.R., Hill, M.C., and McDonald, M.G., 2000, MODFLOW-2000, the U.S. Geological
Survey Modular Ground-Water Model -- User Guide to Modularization Concepts and the Ground-Water Flow
Process: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 00-92, p. 121.
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natural recharge used for the model. Since the only discharge
is evaporation from Dry Lakes under predevelopment
conditions, the model-calculated evaporation should be
32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY for a natural
recharge of 32,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 5,000 AFY,
respectively. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and
3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-6

The commenter states that the highly-faulted conditions of the
Fenner Valley and Fenner Gap aquifer system might create
barriers to groundwater flow or high permeability conduits that
should be included in the model. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1 Section 4.6.1 Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-9 to 4.6-12, and
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling
and Impact Analysis, Sub-Appendix A Geologic Structural
Evaluation of the Fenner Gap Region Located Between the
Southern Marble Mountains and Ship Mountains, San
Bernardino County, California), the geology and structure of the
Fenner Gap area was evaluated by conducting geologic field
mapping and incorporating previous geologic and geophysical
studies. The results provided a detailed understanding of the
subsurface structural conditions, including the numerous faults in
this area. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 4 Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, SubAppendix C Geohydrologic Assessment of the Fenner Gap Area,
pump testing conducted in wells screened in the bedrock units
revealed significant volumes of water from solution cavities and
fractures. Since the faults are parallel to groundwater flow in the
Fenner Gap, the fractures appear to increase the volume of water
and do not appear to be functioning as groundwater barriers.
The commenter states that a water budget was not presented for
the calibrated (best fit to known site conditions) current
condition model showing water inputs to and outputs from the
model with comparisons to known values, and that this water
budget should include recharge, evapotranspiration, current
pumping rates, fluxes across model boundaries and across model
layers. These modeled values should be compared to known or
calculated values to evaluate the reasonableness of the model to
represent the aquifer system and use as a predictive tool.57 The
recharge and discharge terms during the model calibration period

57 Reilly, T.E., and Harbaugh, AW., 2004, "Guidelines for evaluating ground-water flow models:" U.S. Geological

Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2004-5038, pg. 30
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were provided in Section 5.6 in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix
H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis. The
natural recharge was based on the results from a watershed
model conducted by CH2M Hill using INFIL3.0. Pumping and
artificial recharge values were based on the measured data.
The commenter states that calculated groundwater velocities
were not presented throughout the model domain, especially in
the Cadiz Playa area where groundwater pumping test data are
available. The commenter states that model-generated
groundwater velocities should be compared against calculated
values using measured hydraulic gradients, porosity, and
hydraulic conductivities to further evaluate the accuracy of the
model. Although the groundwater seepage velocities were not
provided, seepage velocities are part of the simulation using the
calibrated ground water model to evaluate the migration of the
freshwater-saline interface. Seepage velocities can be calculated,
using the water levels, hydraulic conductivity, and effective
porosity data provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling Impact Analysis. In addition,
Appendix L of this Final EIR provides the results of the
evaporation data collection conducted at Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes that supports the estimated recharge of 32,000 AFY.
The commenter states that the accuracy of the calibrated (i.e.
"best fit" to known site conditions) model under long term
pumping conditions has not been verified and in order to verify
the degree of confidence in the model and model predictions, the
calibrated model should be used to simulate a different set of
aquifer stresses for which field measurements have been made.
Further, the commenter states long term aquifer pumping test
data (measured groundwater drawdown in multiple observation
wells and test well pumping rates) should be simulated to test the
model accuracy in reproducing a known aquifer response
(groundwater velocities, drawdown and impacts of boundaries)
to pumping. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Analysis, p. 7, model
calibration is performed to compare model-simulated levels to
field-measured values. For the steady state calibration, the model
was calibrated against water levels measured in 1964. The
transient model calibration covers the period from 1986 to 2009.
All the field water level measurements collected during the 24year transient model calibration period were used for the model
calibration.
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O_Tetra1-Attachment-7

The commenter states that the aquifer salinity levels, described
by total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations, throughout the
modeled area are based on extrapolations of available TDS data
which are limited and generally located near the town of Cadiz,
California and that the model results should be confirmed with
field measurements. TDS results collected near Cadiz
characterize freshwater quality. Variability may occur in the
wellfield, but TDS is expected to remain low. Near the Dry
Lakes salinity increases and reaches extremely high levels as
reported by the mining companies. As described in the Updated
GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Chapters 5 and 6), the Project includes monitoring measures to
analyze water samples from wells located in between the Dry
Lakes and the wellfield to monitor whether the saline-freshwater
interface migration is within model-predicted parameters and
within the proscribed migration limit.
The commenter states that Layer 1 of the model casts the Bristol
Dry Lake as a relatively homogenous area, when information
available from GSi indicates the Playa environment is highly
complex. For the Cadiz model, the Evapotranspiration Package
was used for Bristol Dry Lake to simulate the evaporation from
the Dry Lake. The purpose of this is to provide a “sink”
boundary condition so that the groundwater flow system is in
equilibrium (i.e., groundwater recharge equals groundwater
discharge). The model simulation results will be the same using
a simplified constant or variable parameter in the Bristol Dry
Lake.
The commenter states that the determination of the extent of
saline water impacts relied on TDS concentrations of 1,000
milligrams per liter (mg/L), the federal upper limit secondary
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), instead of 500 mg/L. The
1,000 mg/L concentration is used to identify a linear interface,
generally locating water quality along a wide area. Actual
concentrations at wells in these areas may vary. The 1,000 mg/L
TDS provides the upper limit of the drinking water standards and
is measured at cluster wells that are located to trigger the
mitigation before beneficial uses of groundwater are impacted.
Although TDS in excess of 1,000 mg/L is still potable, the
secondary standards provide limits for public drinking water
sources. The Draft EIR uses this interface to show that water
quality changes in this area and becomes extremely saline under
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the Dry Lakes themselves. The use of 500 mg/L would not
change the impact analysis.
The commenter states that a previous transport model of the
migration of the saline water/freshwater interface migration
provided different results. However, the previous effort referred
to was performed in 2001 and as discussed in Master Response
3.2 Groundwater Modeling, did not have the benefit of the
extensive site-specific data and current modeling software.
Therefore, the previous modeling effort would not be as accurate
as the current effort performed in support of the Draft EIR.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-8

The commenter expresses general concern that the 4 to 10
million AF of freshwater downgradient of the Fenner Gap may
not have been accurately estimated. This general comment is
addressed in the responses to those previous comments
(Responses O_Tetra 1-Attachment-2 through O_Tetra 1Attachment-7).

O_Tetra1-Attachment-9

The commenter states that the hydraulic conductivities used in
the reduced recharge scenarios should not have been reduced to
calibrate against observed water levels because hydraulic
conductivity is a fundamental property of the aquifer and does
not vary as a result of changes in recharge rates.58, 59, 60 The
hydraulic conductivity values need to be reduced in the reduced
recharge scenarios in order to maintain hydraulic gradient
established from the observed water levels. Natural recharge of
5,000 AFY would result in a much flatter hydraulic gradient as
compared to the observed hydraulic gradient using hydraulic
conductivity values for 32,000 AFY conditions. See Master
Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling.
The commenter states that proper modeling procedures would
have been to calibrate the groundwater computer model for the
best fit to known aquifer parameters such as groundwater
recharge, groundwater discharge, measured hydraulic
conductivities, and measured storage coefficients, and then test
the model reliability under different hydrologic conditions (e.g.,
higher and lower recharge and discharge values and under stress
(pumping) conditions). As explained in Section 6.1 in Vol. 4
Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact

58 ASTM Standard D5981, 1996 (2008), Standard Guide for Calibrating a Groundwater Flow Model Application.
59 ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, 2008, www.astm.org.
60 Reilly, T.E., and Harbaugh, AW., 2004, Guidelines for Evaluating Ground-Water Flow Models: U.S. Geological

Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2004-5038.
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Analysis, this was the approach used for the Cadiz groundwater
modeling impact analysis. The model was calibrated using the
natural recharge of 32,000 AFY estimated from the watershed
model by adjusting the aquifer parameters within a reasonable
range so that the difference between the model-calculated and
observed water levels is minimized. Then sensitivity runs were
made for natural recharge of 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY to
evaluate the impacts under different hydrologic conditions.
Natural recharge of 16,000 AFY is to account for a 50 percent
variability in the estimate. A natural recharge of 5,000 AFY is to
represent a worst case scenario.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-10

The commenter notes that the model-predicted responses are
different for the Project Scenario, Sensitivity Scenario 1, and
Sensitivity Scenario 2. As described in the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 1.8, the monitoring
measures, action criteria, and corrective measures in the
GMMMP are focused on protecting the critical resources in or
near the Watershed area and adjacent regions. Action criteria
would be triggered based on potential impacts to a critical
resource independent of actual future recharge.
The commenter requests that the model updates be an explicit
requirement. This explicit requirement is included in the
Monitoring and Reporting Requirements of the Updated
GMMMP.
The commenter states that the FVMWC is provided too much
flexibility in deciding when and if an impact is attributable to the
Project. As explained in Chapter 8 of the Updated GMMMP, two
levels of oversight are provided for this Project. The TRP
members and responsibilities are described in Section 8.1 of the
Updated GMMMP with joint oversight, management, and
enforcement by the County described in Section 8.2 of the
Updated GMMMP. See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-11

The commenter states that the monitoring of water levels in the
Danby Well would not provide adequate monitoring for waterlevel drawdown at Cadiz Dry Lake. As shown on Figures 5-1
and 5-2 in the Updated GMMMP, wells are located between the
wellfield and Cadiz Dry Lake and are included in the monitoring
program to monitor for potential impacts before the impacts
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would affect Cadiz Dry Lake. The Danby Well is included to
assess potential impacts south of Cadiz Dry Lake.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-12

The commenter states that the locations of the cluster wells to be
used to monitor the migration of the saline/freshwater interface
should be based on an iterative program of drilling wells. The
proposed locations of the cluster wells are based on the results of
the modeling and are used as “early warning” triggers to avoid
potential adverse impacts to beneficial use of the groundwater.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-13

The commenter questions the slow response of aquifers to
perturbations and the challenge of crafting early warning
monitoring and control measures. The monitoring program is
based on the current groundwater model that is based on
substantial and comprehensive technical data. This comment is
further addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation, 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts,
and 3.8 GMMMP.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-14

The commenter states that the Project will significantly impact
air quality through increased combustion emissions. Short-term
and long-term air quality impacts were analyzed in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality. Short-term impacts are described
as construction emissions which are temporary activities and
occur on a short-term basis. Long-term impacts are described as
operational emissions which include activities post construction
and that occur on a long-term basis.
Regional impacts were also identified in the Draft EIR.
MDAQMD has established regional significance thresholds. As
the Project is located in the MDAQMD, regional thresholds were
used for the analysis of ROG, NOx, CO, PM10, PM2.5, and CO2.
However, localized emissions were not calculated as MDAQMD
does not have established localized significance thresholds.
Furthermore, no residences occur within 1,000 feet of the
construction zones.
NOx emissions are emitted from combustion processes through
construction and motor vehicles. As described in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, Table 4.3-5 (a revised Table 4.35 is included in Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes of this Final
EIR), construction emissions of NOx from the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component would have unmitigated
totals of 507 pounds per day of NOx emissions and 433 pounds
per day of NOx emissions with mitigation. MDAQMD
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Thresholds of Significance limit NOx emissions to 137 pounds
per day, thus NOX emissions during construction would be
significant and unavoidable even with mitigation.
URBEMIS 2007 is an emissions estimation/evaluation model
developed by CARB based on SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality
Handbook guidelines and methodologies. The URBEMIS 2007
Model is used to estimate construction, area source, and
operational air pollutant emissions from land use projects. In
conjunction with URBEMIS, the analysis utilized EMFAC 2007
to determine emissions associated with worker and employee
trips during construction and operation (p. 4.3-10). In addition,
operational GHG emissions were calculated based on the power
demands needed for Project operations (see Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Appendix E1 URBEMIS 2007 Output Sheets).
The CalEEMod is a new tool developed in collaboration with air
districts to estimate emissions. It is currently being adopted by
air districts to replace the prior URMBEMIS and EMFAC
models, although MDAQMD has not yet formally adopted the
model. The decision to continue using the URBEMIS Model, as
supplemented, opposed to CalEEMod is within the discretion of
the lead agency. URBEMIS has similar emission factors and
equation methodologies used in CalEEMod so the emissions
calculated in URBEMIS are valid. However, when calculating
the GHG emission impacts for the purposes of a CEQA analysis,
the URBEMIS analysis was supplemented, as noted above, to
include the additional GHG emissions from the power demands
of the operations as well as with EMFAC 2007 to capture worker
and employee trip emissions. Because URBEMIS, as
supplemented, accurately calculates the Project's potential GHG
emissions and the use of CalEEMod is within the agencies
discretion, it was not necessary to replace the analysis with the
CalEEMod program.
Refer to Response O-CBD et al.-48 for a discussion of air
quality impacts to adjacent sensitive populations. See also
Response A_MWD-6.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-15

The commenter states that the Project could affect air quality in
the nearby National Parks. The Draft EIR provides an extensive
evaluation of construction and operational emissions. The
predominate source of air emissions in the region is from the
highways and railroads traversing the desert. The Project would
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contribute pollutants to the regional air basins, only reaching a
level of significant and unavoidable impact during construction,
but would be consistent with local Air Quality Plans prepared to
improve air quality. The consistency with regional plans is
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, p.
4.3-10. Refer to response to comment O-CBD et al.-48 for a
discussion of air quality impacts to adjacent sensitive
populations. In addition, particulate matter from dry lake dust
would not occur due to the chemistry of the soils on the Dry
Lakes. See Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-16

The commenter states that the Draft EIR should have identified
the Federal, 8-hour Ozone Attainment Plan (Western Mojave
Desert Non-attainment Area) adopted in 2008. As shown on
Figure 1 of the referenced Plan, the construction area where
Project emissions would occur is not within the Plan’s
geographic area. Only the western portions of the Bristol Dry
Lake are within the Western Mojave Desert Non-Attainment
area boundary and no construction will take place there.
Nonetheless, the Project is consistent with MDAQMD ozone
attainment policies as outlined in the 2004 Federal, 8-hour
Ozone Attainment Plan, which covers the Project area.
The commenter states that the Project should be subject to lowest
achievable emissions rates (LAER) as defined under the New
Source Review permitting requirements. Mobile emissions
associated with the construction and operation of the Project are
not subject to New Source Review requirements. Operational
emissions from the pumps are summarized in Table 4.3-6 of the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality. (Revised Table 4.3-6
is provided in the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text
Revisions). As shown in the Table, operational emissions are
substantially below the MDAQMD significance thresholds for
operational emissions. The proposed Project would be subject to
all MDAQMD Rules including stationary source permitting
requirements as noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, p. 4.3-13 and in Chapter 3 Project Description, Section
3.8.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-17

The commenter states that the Project would have a significant
impact on air quality due to its contribution to growth in the
Project Participant service areas. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
6 Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of
Growth acknowledges on page 6-63 that secondary effects of
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growth would contribute to air quality degradation, although the
Project would have limited growth inducement potential. The
Draft EIR finds that the secondary effects of growth have been
identified in General Plans within the Project’s area of use. Air
quality is mitigated through adoption of Air Quality
Management Plans, emissions controls enforced by permit, and
implementation of Rules. Nonetheless, the Draft EIR
acknowledges that secondary effects of growth are sometimes
significant and unavoidable.
The commenter requests that the contribution of air emissions
associated with growth that flow into the Mojave Desert Air
Basin be calculated. It is not possible to meaningfully calculate
air emissions associated with very small areas of growth in
relationship to large scale cumulative air quality and weather
patterns. The MDAQMD attributes part of the degraded air
quality to pollutants blown in from urbanized areas on the coast.
The 2004 Federal, 8-hour Ozone Attainment Plan anticipates
that air quality improvements achieved in the South Coast Air
Basin will assist with improving air quality in the Mojave Desert
Air Basin, although the MDAQMD recognizes that this
reduction of imported pollution will not be sufficient alone to
achieve ozone attainment. Nonetheless, even with the small scale
growth that could be supported by the proposed Project,
importation of pollutants from the South Coast Air Basin is
anticipated to decrease. Growth in the Participating Entities’
service areas will not result in degraded air quality from existing
conditions in the Mojave Desert due to the implementation of air
quality Rules and policies under the authority of the two Air
Quality Management Districts.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-18

The commenter states that the California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) search should have included additional
USGS quads. The CNDDB list referred to in the comment is
referenced from the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F Biological
Resources Report. The list of USGS quads accessed listed on p.
6 was created to support the field surveys conducted for the
Project. The CNDDB provides data for the nine-quad region that
includes the eight quads surrounding these listed quads. This
geographic area covers the entire Project area including each of
the quads listed in the comment. In addition to this expansive
geographic area covered from the CNDDB, Table 4.4-1 of the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, includes
data accessed from other sources including the USFWS 2010
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List of Federal Endangered or Threatened Species for San
Bernardino County and the California Native Plant Society
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants. The Draft EIR
adequately identifies the sensitive species potentially occurring
within the Project area. Furthermore, the comment suggests that
the lists of sensitive species should include the area overlying the
groundwater basin. As discussed in Master Responses 3.6
Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources, the lowering of
groundwater would not affect wildlife or vegetation on the
surface since groundwater is inaccessible to surface vegetation
and the vegetation does not depend upon groundwater for its
survival.
The commenter also suggests that impacts to the Cadiz Dunes
were not appropriately analyzed. The Project would not affect
the Cadiz Dunes. The Cadiz Dunes are identified in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, Figure 4.4-2.
Section 4.10 Land Use and Planning, identifies the Cadiz Dunes
as wilderness areas designated in the NECO Plan. As shown in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics, p. 4.1-3 the closest
the pipeline alignment will be to the edge of the Cadiz Dunes is
approximately 100 feet and so would not disturb dune areas. The
Cadiz Dunes Wilderness Areas would not be accessed or
otherwise affected in any way by construction or maintenance of
the pipeline. Further, vegetation within the Dunes does not rely
on groundwater to survive. Lowering the groundwater in this
area would not reduce water supplies available to vegetation in
the Project area.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-19

The commenter suggests that the cumulative impact analysis is
insufficient with regard to San Bernardino County but provides
no reasons for this suggestion. The comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. The
Draft EIR provides a cumulative impact analysis in Chapter 5.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-20

The commenter states that growth inducing impacts to South
Orange County should be analyzed. The commenter is referred
to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth Inducement Potential
and Secondary Effects of Growth, where potential growth
impacts to this area are summarized.

O_Tetra1-Attachment-21

The commenter states that the Project is not local to the area of
use. The objectives of the Project are to maximize water supplies
that are local to Southern California. San Bernardino County is
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part of Southern California and therefore distinct from imported
water locations further afield such as the Colorado River
Watershed and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, currently a
major source of water for Southern California and requiring the
energy-intensive import of water from Northern California and
over the Tehachapi Mountains. Transporting water through a 43mile pipeline and into the Colorado River Aqueduct, which
currently serves Southern California, is more energy efficient,
and more reliable given the unpredictable nature of water
deliveries from Northern California.
The commenter states that the cumulative water demands are not
adequately evaluated. The Draft EIR provides cumulative project
lists that include the solar projects planned or in construction.
Many of the projects listed are speculative. As noted in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts, p. 5-35, the only
planned projects that would access water from the same
groundwater basin are the James W. Wilson RV Park and
potential renewable projects in the Iron Mountain CREZ. These
projects would not draw substantial water from the groundwater
basin. The larger solar projects would draw water from other
groundwater basins not hydraulically connected to the Project
watersheds. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative
Impacts, concludes on p. 5-36 that the proposed Project would be
the largest groundwater extraction project in the region and
would neither limit access by other planned uses, nor be
adversely affected by additional extractions.
O_Tetra1-Attachment-22

O_Tetra2-1

The commenter states that the Project could support growth
within SMWD service area. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6
Growth Inducement Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth,
acknowledges on pp. 6-62 to 6-63 that the Project could support
a limited amount of growth that could result in significant
secondary effects. However, one of the proposed Project’s
objectives as outlined in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, Section 3.2 is to support water supply reliability for
existing demands. The two results—reliability and support of
limited growth—are not contradictory.

The commenter requests information used in the analysis. This is not a
comment regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and so no response is required. SMWD has responded to this
comment under the California Public Records Act.
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O_Tetra3-1

The commenter requests information used in the analysis. This is not a
comment regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and so no response is required. SMWD has responded to this
comment under the California Public Records Act.

O_Tetra4-1

The commenter requests information used in the analysis. This is not a
comment regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and so no response is required. SMWD has responded to this
comment under the California Public Records Act.

O_Tetra5-1

The commenter requests hard copies of the following documents that are
included in the Draft EIR Appendix H: CH2M Hill, Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation and Storage Project, July 2010 (Appendix H1); CH2M
Hill, Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan,
November 2011 (Appendix B1); GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc.,
Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project Phase 1 –
Conservation Scenarios, August, 2011 (Appendix H); GEOSCIENCE
Support Services, Inc., Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, September 2011 (Appendix H1); GEOSCIENCE Support
Services, Inc., Addendum to September 1, 2011 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, November 2011 (Appendix H5). The
request was granted on February 27, 2012, and hard copies of the above
documents were mailed to the commenter. The request was fulfilled on
February 27, 2012.

O_Tetra6-1

The commenter requests information used in the analysis. This is not a
comment regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and so no response is required. SMWD has responded to this
comment under the California Public Records Act.

Twentynine Palms Chamber of Commerce
O_29PalmsChamber-1

This commenter supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

The Wildlands Conservancy
O_Wildlands-1

The commenter questions the amounts of water to be pumped, whether
the Project is sustainable, and that despite the efforts to mitigate the
possible impacts, that irreversible damage could be done to the natural
desert environment and local human communities. Given the one way
nature of water use proposed by the Project, sufficient recharge of the
aquifer would be impossible if the impacts of overdrafting became
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apparent. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-72, and Table 4.9-10, the nature of
the water use is not one way. The water levels under the Project Scenario
are anticipated to return to pre-Project levels about 67 years after the
pumping portion of the Project is stopped, because recharge continues
during the Project life of 50 years and afterwards, indicating that the
Project is sustainable and no irreversible damage is anticipated. See
Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al, O_PacificInstitute-3,
O_PacificInstitute-4, and O_MDLT-3 and Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.15 Terminology.
The commenter also noted their support of the comments provided by the
Center for Biological Diversity (CBD). The comment is noted.

Willits & Newcomb, Inc.
O_WillitsNewcomb-1 This commenter supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Zepeda Labor Contracting, Inc.
O_Zepeda-1

This commenter supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

4.4 Individuals
Commenter

Date of Comment

Leigh Adams
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

02/14/2012

Kristie and James Bise

03/12/2012
03/06/2012 and
03/13/2012

Myron L. Black (2 submissions)
Rob and Kate Blair

undated

Helena Bongartz (3 submissions)
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

02/02/2012,
02/10/2012 (2)

Craig Brainard

02/10/2012

Chris Brown (2 submissions)
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

03/13/2012 (2)

John C. Brown

03/13/2012

Charles T. Collett
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

03/12/2012
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Commenter

Date of Comment

Debbie Cook
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

3/14/12

Linda DeLuca-Snively

02/21/2012

Kyle Detwiler

02/11/2012

Robert R. Dunn
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

01/30/2012

Bob Ellis

02/07/2012

Mary Ann and Darrell Finstad

03/13/2012
02/06/2012 and
02/13/2012

Valerie Finstad (2 submissions)
William J. and Susan L. Garvin
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

01/17/2012

Andrea and James Gutman

02/11/2012

Janis Hatlestad

02/29/2012

Norma J.F. Harrison

02/10/2012

Steve Iverson (3 submissions)

02/10/2012 (3)

Paula Jeane

03/14/2012

Paul Limon

undated

Christopher Lish

02/12/2012
undated,
02/26/2012 and
03/12/2012

Richard MacPherson (3 submissions)
Norman Meek

12/30/2011

Shell McIntosh

undated

Jean McLaughlin
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

03/11/2012

Ramon Alviso Mendoza
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

undated

Ted & Karen Meyers

03/14/2012

Chris and Bob Mills

02/11/2012
undated
02/06/2012
02/08/2012
02/19/2012 and
03/13/2012

Ruth Musser-Lopez (5 submissions)
(additional submissions in Section 2.6)

Sterling Perkes

02/11/2012

Drew Reese

02/11/2012

C. David Renquest

03/10/2012

Catherine Robinson

undated

Joe Ross

02/10/2012

David Sabol

01/09/2012

Dianna Sahhar

02/14/2012

Karen Scheuermann

02/12/2012

Sidney Silliman

02/13/2012
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Commenter

Date of Comment

Julian V. Simeon

02/10/2012

Calvin Sisco

03/08/2012
02/22/2012 and
02/23/2012

Fred Stearn (2 submissions)
Gary Thompson

02/01/2012

S. Tott

03/14/2012

Karen Tracy (2 submissions)
(additional submission in Section 2.62)

02/03/2012 and
02/21/2012

Victoria Williams

03/13/2012

Judy Wisboro

02/11/2012

Leigh Adams
I_Adams1-1

The commenter asks if the proposed Project is proposing to use federal
lands to transport water and asks why an EIS has not been prepared.
Please see Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA; see also
Response A-NPS-25.

I_Adams1-2

The commenter expresses general opposition to the Project and asks
what gives “Cadiz Ranch” the right to take water from the aquifer other
than for its own use. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

I_Adams1-3

The commenter expressed critical opinions of the Project proponent. This
comment expressing opinion does not address the content or adequacy of
the Draft EIR; no response is necessary. The comment is noted and will
be made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.

Kristie and James Bise
I_Bise-1

The commenters express concern over groundwater pumping impacts
and requests information regarding the studies completed in support of
the Draft EIR. In preparation of the Draft EIR, numerous studies were
conducted to determine the amount of water in storage in the aquifer, the
hydrology and geology of the aquifer, and the potential impacts of the
Project on the aquifer, wildlife, and entire desert ecosystem. These
studies and reports are discussed throughout Volume 1 of the Draft EIR
in text, tables, and figures and are attached as supporting documentation
in the Appendices A through J in Volumes 2-4. With respect to the
potential impacts the Project could have on local water supplies, the
Draft EIR found those impacts to be less than significant. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts, and the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
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Section 6.2. Also note that the modeled drawdown would not extend to
the New York Mountains.
The comment asks what studies have been done regarding the
environmental impact of the Project. The Draft EIR constitutes a good
faith effort, utilizing scientific reports included in the Appendix to the
Draft EIR to establish valid conclusions. Reports and studies included in
the analysis are found in Volume I of the Draft EIR, p. vi.
I_Bise-2

The commenter requests studies prepared for the environmental impact
analysis and states that there is a conflict of interest with a “Board”
member who has worked for the US EPA. Reports and studies included
in the analysis are found in Volume I of the Draft EIR, p. vi. The Cadiz
Inc. Board member is a former EPA employee. No conflict of interest
exists. This comments does not address the content or adequacy of the
Draft EIR and no response is required.

I_Bise-3

The commenters object to the Project and states that it is not a local
responsibility to export water. This comment expressing an opinion does
not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR and no response is
required. Regardless, see Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts, and the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, pp. 26 to 2-10 on the need for water supplies and reliability in Southern
California.

I_Bise-4

The commenters ask if the drilling will affect any of the many faults in
the area. The Draft EIR discusses active faults in the vicinity of the
proposed Project in Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, p. 4.6-33 through
4.6-34. The nearest mapped active fault is located approximately 45
miles west of the Project site, according to a review of the Alquist-Priolo
maps provided by CGS. The Draft EIR concludes that the Project site is
not located along the trace either of an active or potentially active fault.
Due to the fact that no active faults underlie the Project site, no impacts
to faults will occur as a result of facility installation or drilling.

I_Bise-5

The commenter requests a prompt reply from someone about the letter
and states they will notify all neighbors and the local newspaper and
anyone else that will listen. The commenters have been added to
notification lists for future CEQA actions, as discussed in Master
Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.
This comment expressing opinion regarding the merits of the Project
does not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. No response
is necessary.
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Myron L. Black (2 submissions)
I_Black1-1

The commenter states that he is a homeowner in the Landfair Valley area
and is against the Project. The Lanfair Valley is located north of the
Fenner Valley. As shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, Figures 64 through 69 the
extent of groundwater drawdown does not extend to beneath Lanfair
Valley.

I_Black2-1

The commenter states that he is a local landowner and is writing to
oppose the approval of the Project. The commenter states the
groundwater plan does not comply with state and local law and could
result in harm. The Draft EIR has been prepared pursuant to CEQA
requirements. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts, 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Black2-2

The commenter states the wrong agency was chosen to circulate and lead
passage of the Project. The commenter is referred to Master Responses
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Black2-3

The commenter states that the Project does not abide by the safe yield
concepts, does not adequately monitor the groundwater table, and that
the Draft EIR does not sufficiently analyze Phase 2. The Project, as
described in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR is designed to reverse the
groundwater flow below the wellfield to reduce evaporation on the Dry
Lakes and capture that water for use as a municipal water supply
throughout Southern California. To accomplish this, annual extraction
would exceed estimated natural recharge in the contributing watersheds.
The Project includes implementation of the GMMMP (the Updated
GMMMP to be approved by the County of San Bernardino). The Draft
EIR assesses impacts of the groundwater extraction and identifies
mitigation measures in the Updated GMMMP, including monitoring of
groundwater levels. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.15 Terminology for discussion of safe yield and Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.
Phase 2 of the Project, which would include importing water to the
Project area for storage, was analyzed at the programmatic level because
the details of the Project, as well as participating parties, are yet to be
determined. Once these details are known, project-level CEQA analysis
will be completed prior to approval and implementation. See Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.
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I_Black2-4

The commenter states the Project will extract over two MAF of
groundwater located in San Bernardino County and sell it to suburban
Los Angeles and Orange Counties, and that the residents of San
Bernardino County should be provided the opportunity to comment on
the Project. Many residents, including individuals, organizations, tribes,
and businesses from San Bernardino County, have commented on the
Project, as shown in the Final EIR. The commenter is also referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process. As part of the MOU
approved in May 2012 by the San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors, the Project also establishes a process for the County and
Cadiz Inc.’s consideration of approving a reserve of up to 20 percent of
the Project’s annual yield for the benefit of water providers in San
Bernardino County for future use under terms and conditions similar to
those of other Project Participants. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP
and Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix N.
This remainder of this comment objects to the Project but does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR, and therefore
no response is necessary.

Rob and Kate Blair
I_Blair-1

The commenters express concern that the groundwater drawdown may
affect their wells, reportedly located north of the Clipper Mountains. As
shown on Figures 64 through 69 in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, the extent of
groundwater drawdown does not extend north of the Clipper Mountains.
The commenters express concern that the groundwater drawdown might
affect springs. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4
Springs.
The commenter states that the drawdown of groundwater should be
monitored and unacceptable drawdown mitigated if it occurs. Monitoring
measures, action criteria, and corrective measures are described in the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. See also Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

Helena Bongartz (3 submissions)
I_Bongartz1-1

The commenter provides an opinion that observation of the area as
reported in the Draft EIR are incorrect. In preparation of the Draft EIR,
numerous studies were conducted to determine the amount of water in
storage in the aquifer, the hydrology and geology of the aquifer, and the
potential impacts of the Project on the aquifer, wildlife and other
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resources. These studies and reports are discussed throughout the Draft
EIR in text, tables, and figures and are attached as supporting
documentation in the Appendices. This comment provides a personal
perspective on desert resources and does not address the content or
adequacy of the Draft EIR.
The comment states that there is life on Bristol Dry Lake, that there is
traffic on the local highways, and that the Project will be visually
affronting. As noted in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix F4 Vegetation,
Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from Groundwater Pumping
near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, sparse vegetation exists along the edges of
the Dry Lakes. These plants do not depend on groundwater for their
survival. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.6
Vegetation and 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust. Due to the high salinity of the
brine resources at the Dry Lakes, no plant life lives on the Dry Lakes
other than patches that are watered by leaking water conveyance systems
installed by the mining entities and plants along the perimeter of the Dry
Lakes that do not use groundwater for survival. As discussed on page
4.1-16 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics, there are no
above-ground facilities visible from any scenic highways within the
Project area. Construction activities may be visible from Route 66,
however, the views would be from a long range (approximately three
miles). Moreover, permanent above-ground facilities would become part
of an expansive desert landscape within the Fenner Valley, which would
not significantly alter the character of the surrounding area. Well pads
would be typically less than 10,000 square feet spread out 1,500 feet or
more from each other. Figure 3-9a provided in this Final EIR in Chapter
5 shows a typical well pad. The low density development will be difficult
to see from the surrounding roadways and recreation areas and, based on
this, the EIR concludes that the Project will have a less than significant
aesthetic impact. See also Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-43.
I_Bongartz1-2

The commenter states there has not been a vigorous effort to inform
those concerned, nor has the request for an extension of the comment
period been addressed. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Bongartz1-3

The commenter expresses a non-specific concern regarding the data used
for the groundwater model. In addition to the information provided in the
Draft EIR, additional information is provided in Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling.

I_Bongartz1-4

The commenter objects to use of the word “conservation.” As stated in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, Section 3.2, Project
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Objectives, “The fundamental purpose of the Project is to save
substantial quantities of groundwater that are presently lost to
evaporation by natural processes.” Without implementation of the
Project, water currently stored in the closed aquifer system will continue
to migrate towards Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes, and evaporate. The
proposed Project intends to conserve the dissipating resource by
recovering the water and supplying it to water providers, thereby putting
the water to beneficial use and increasing water supply reliability in
drought-ridden southern California. See also Master Response 3.15
Terminology.
I_Bongartz1-5

The commenter provides several opinions concerning the visual impacts
of the proposed Project. As discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.1 Aesthetics, p. 4.1-16, there are no above ground facilities visible
from any scenic highways within the Project area. Construction activities
may be visible from Route 66, however, the views would be from a long
range (approximately three miles). Moreover, permanent above-ground
facilities would be relatively limited in terms of the scale of the
surrounding desert valleys (total Project footprint consists of less than
250 acres, or 1 percent of the Cadiz Inc.-owned property in the Project
wellfield area). These facilities would become part of an expansive
desert landscape within the Fenner Valley, and so would not significantly
alter the character of the surrounding area.
Additionally, the commenter is referred to Responses O_NPCA-CBD et
al.-43 and O_NPCA-CBD et al.-44.

I_Bongartz1-6

The commenter provides a statement concerning Air Quality impacts of
the Project. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry
Lakes and Dust.

I_Bongartz1-7

The commenter states there will be noise impacts on the residents on the
route of travel for construction vehicles and requests that construction
travel be limited to the highway, and even then, only during “business
hours.” The commenter is referred to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.12
Noise, pp. 4.12-4 through 4.12-5. See also pp. 4.12-8 to 4.12-17 where
all potential noise impacts were found to be less than significant with no
mitigation needed. It states that the nearest sensitive receptors are
residences located approximately 3.3 miles north of the Project site near
the corner of Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway. The predominant
sources of existing noise include railroad noise, roadway traffic, and
equipment noise from existing agricultural operations. Military
operations including explosions and low-flying aircraft also generate
noise in the valley. Average noise levels in these types of environments
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typically are in the range of 35-55 dBA.61 During construction, noise
levels are not expected to exceed current levels, as explained below.
The loudest portion of typical construction would be during excavation
of the pipeline trenches and when blasting or drilling through rock.
Excavation noise levels are 89 dBA at 50 feet and blasting can generate
noise levels of 115 dBA at 50 feet. Assuming an attenuation rate of 7.5
dBA per doubling of distance, a receptor at 3.3 miles would experience
noise levels of approximately 25 dBA Leq during excavation. If drilling
were to be used at this distance during construction, then the sensitive
receptor would be exposed to noise levels of approximately 34 dBA Leq.
If blasting is needed, then the sensitive receptor would be exposed to
noise levels of approximately 52 dBA. As such, construction activities
would be within the range of 25-52 dBA, which is the average existing
noise level for this area.
The noise levels associated with construction vehicle trips to and from
the Project site would be limited to the hours between 7:00 am and 7:00
pm, except Sundays and federal holidays. In addition, construction
vehicle trips may generate temporary noise; however, once construction
is complete the ambient noise levels would return to existing conditions.
I_Bongartz1-8

The commenter states the Project would disrupt wildlife movement by
unsettling existing water and plant life. Wildlife movement corridors are
discussed in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, p. 4.427. Impacts to Wildlife movement corridors are discussed on p. 4.4-52.
Refer to Master Response 3.4 Springs for a discussion of impacts to
springs and proposed mitigation measures to reduce any potential
impacts. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP for a discussion of the
monitoring and mitigation plan to identify potential impacts before they
occur. Also see Master Response 3.6 Vegetation.

I_Bongartz1-9

The commenter states that the wellfield area has not been surveyed for
cultural resources. See Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-83.

I_Bongartz1-10

The commenter states that the Project area landowners’ ability to fight
wildfires will be impaired if there is less water in private wells due to the
Project’s operations. Implementation of the Project would not change the
current conditions related to fire hazards within the Mojave National
Preserve. The Project would not reduce local access to groundwater
needed to suppress fires.

61 Cunniff, P.F., Environmental Noise Pollution, 1977, p. 131.
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I_Bongartz1-11

The commenter questions Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2, and states
that blending water with another source seems impractical as the
commenter believes that all water sources would be impacted equally. As
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-49 to 4.9-53, the model-predicted migration of the saline
water/freshwater interface is not expected to reach the wellfield and there
are no current wells in use in that area other than the saline water wells
purposely pumped for the extraction of minerals and commercial
production of salts. The mitigation measure would stop the pumping of
groundwater before the brine reached the Cadiz Inc. agricultural wells
and long before it reached any more distant wells. This comment is
further addressed in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP. With respect to water blending referenced in
the comment, water quality can improve when higher quality water is
blended with lower quality water. The Project would be subject to
Metropolitan-imposed pump-in water quality requirements that would
ensure the CRA water quality is not impacted.

I_Bongartz1-12

The commenter questions the drawdown of groundwater and the
monitoring of wells in the New York Mountains and Mojave National
Preserve. The commenter requests a definition of what constitutes a
“nearby” well. The monitoring network is described in the Updated
GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sections
5.3 through 5.5) and includes wells both within and adjacent to the
model-predicted area of groundwater drawdown, as well as wells outside
the drawdown area. As described in the Updated GMMMP, monitoring
would be implemented by the FVMWC, an entity comprised of the
Project’s participating public water systems, in consultation with the
Technical Review Panel (TRP). The County of San Bernardino, a
Responsible Party, would review monitoring reports and both ensure
vigilance and determine whether mitigation has been triggered and what
preventative actions or remedies should be implemented. Any wells
affected by the drawdown would be covered in the Updated GMMMP
whether they were “nearby” or miles from the wellfield. As described in
the GMMMP, the monitoring would be conducted by the FVMWC. The
benchmark of current water levels is shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, Figure 4.9-6. The mitigation
would apply to both existing and newly-installed wells in the area. This
comment is further addressed in Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. See
also Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.

I_Bongartz1-13

The commenter questions the potential impacts of groundwater
drawdown to the Dale Basin south of the Sheephole Pass. This area in
the vicinity of the southwestern-most edge of the Project study area,
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approximately 20 miles east of the city of Twentynine Palms, not located
within the Project watershed or the area that would be affected by
drawdown, and would therefore not be affected by the Project.
I_Bongartz1-14

The commenter states that it is quiet in the desert and additional noise
detracts from the rare quality of quiet. The commenter is referred to
Response I_Bongartz 1-7, above, which discusses existing noise levels,
potential Project noise as it relates to sensitive receptors, noise impacts
from Project implementation, and proposed mitigation measures. During
operations, noise would be generated by well pump motors and
maintenance vehicles, however, due to the remoteness of the wellfield,
pump noises would attenuate to imperceptible levels and vehicle traffic
would be infrequent and would not substantially alter existing conditions.
See the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.12.3 Noise, p. 4.12-10.

I_Bongartz1-15

The commenter states there would be considerable objectionable noise
from the traffic associated with the Project. The commenter is referred to
Response I_Bongartz 1-7. During operations, noise generated by
maintenance vehicles would be infrequent and would not substantially
alter existing conditions. See the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.12.3 Noise,
p. 4-12.10.

I_Bongartz1-16

The commenter requests general information regarding threshold levels
that would constitute an adverse impact. This comment is addressed in
the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Chapter 6 and
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Bongartz1-17

The commenter states that impacts on the desert ecosystem would persist
beyond the date when pumping was suspended. Project operations are
designed to avoid significant impacts to the desert ecosystem. The
modeled outcomes of pumping in excess of the recharge rate are
discussed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-2. This impact on the
desert ecosystem would persist beyond the date when pumping was
suspended. This comment is also addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Bongartz1-18

The commenter asks if the construction of an underground water pipeline
to the Colorado River Aqueduct under an existing railroad right-of-way
is consistent with the granting of the right-of-way across BLM property.
See Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

I_Bongartz1-19

The commenter asks if permits are required for any new wells and is the
Project viable without them. State and federal permits for construction
and operation of the Project would be required such as well completion
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reports required by the State of California and required to be filed with
the Department of Water Resources. The Project will seek an exclusion
from permitting requirements of the San Bernardino County
Groundwater Management Ordinance. If granted, the Project would be
constructed and managed through implementation of the Countyapproved GMMMP, including providing well-monitoring information to
the County (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section
9.2). See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. See the Final EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-53, as updated in the Final EIR Vol.
6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes, for a complete list of permits
required.
I_Bongartz1-20

The commenter asks what entity would oversee the extraction of
groundwater. SMWD through a Joint Powers Authority will oversee
management and oversight of the Project. FVMWC would be delegated
operational authority over the Project including compliance with the
GMMMP, which will be enforced by the County. As described in the
GMMMP, monitoring would be implemented by the FVMWC, an entity
comprised of the Project’s participating public water systems, in
consultation with the Technical Review Panel (TRP). The County of San
Bernardino, a Responsible Agency, would review monitoring reports and
both ensure vigilance and determine whether mitigation has been
triggered and what preventative actions or remedies should be
implemented. See Section 8 of the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Bongartz1-21

The commenter asks what is the federal need for water in the eastern
Mojave and how can adverse effects be mitigated. The Project would not
impede use of groundwater to any current federal land uses since
groundwater is amply available throughout the Fenner Watershed.
Impacts to groundwater are described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality. See also Master Response 3.7 Water
Rights.

I_Bongartz1-22

The commenter questions Cadiz Inc.’s water rights. See Master
Response 3.7 Water Rights.

I_Bongartz1-23

The commenter questions the estimates of recharge to the Watershed.
This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation. This comment is further addressed in Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4 Springs, and 3.9
Biological Resources.

I_Bongartz1-24

The commenter asks to be kept informed and states that an extension to
the comment period should be granted and that additional efforts aimed
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at reaching those affected by this Project should be implemented,
particularly, that meetings will be held in areas closer to them and
requests to keep me informed of future developments in this process. The
commenter has been added to notification lists for future CEQA actions
and a comment period extension was granted, which lengthened the
comment period by an additional 30 days to a total of 100 days. This
comment is further discussed in Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.
I_Bongartz2-1

The commenter questions whether the water evaporating from the Dry
Lakes is “lost” or if it serves some other vital and useful purpose.
Specifically, the commenter asks if vegetation in the surrounding desert
derived some benefit from the evaporation and cooling of the water and
if, in turn, being deprived of that water vapor would contribute to global
warming. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1 Section 4.9.1 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18, there is no vegetation of any
kind in the Dry Lake centers where the evaporation is occurring and thus
no vegetation that could benefit. The commenter also questions the role
of evaporation in maintaining the integrity of the desert floor. The
commenter is presumably referring to the salt crust in the Dry Lakes, a
comment further addressed in Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and
Dust. See also Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_Bongartz3-1

The commenter states the extension of time is good news and inquires if
there will be more meetings at locations to the east of the Project area in
an attempt to reach those segments of the public. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Craig Brainard
I_Brainard-1

The commenter requests hard copies of the Draft EIR, and any reports
related to soils, geology seismology, and riparian studies. On February
14, 2012, the Draft EIR Volume 1, Appendix H Hydrology Reports were
provided to the commenter. The package provided an explanation that
the Draft EIR does not include a seismic report, and that riparian habitat
does not exist in the proposed Project area so riparian studies were not
conducted.

Chris Brown (2 submissions)
I_BrownC1-1

The commenter expresses opinion regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. The comment does not point to specific instances of inadequacy in
the Draft EIR that can be remedied, but instead makes a blanket assertion
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concerning the document as a whole. The Draft EIR has been prepared in
compliance with CEQA. No further response is necessary.
I_BrownC1-2

The commenter states that the extraction of groundwater could affect the
water table in the higher elevations of the surrounding mountains and so
affect adjacent communities water rights. This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.4 Springs,
which explain that the groundwater drawdown cannot reach into the
higher elevations in the mountains. Nonetheless, the Updated GMMMP
(Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP) includes the
monitoring of three springs in the higher elevations to further verify that
the groundwater pumping will not affect groundwater in higher
elevations consistent with San Bernardino County requirements.

I_BrownC1-3

The commenter states that the Project groundwater pumping would
affect springs which some wildlife use for water supply. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.

I_BrownC1-4

The commenter states the property owners within the Study Area should
have been notified via U.S. mail concerning the nature of the Project.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.

I_BrownC1-5

The commenter states that the Project would affect springs and resources
in the higher elevations and that the springs at higher elevations wouldn’t
be monitored. There would be no impact to springs or other groundwater
resources at the higher elevations as there is no hydraulic connection
between them and the aquifer below. However, as stated above in
Response I_BrownC1-2, consistent with San Bernardino County
requirements, there will be monitoring of three springs in these areas.
This comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and 3.4 Springs. See also the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, as revised.
The commenter states that the local property owners do not have the
financial resources to construct deeper wells in the event that
groundwater drawdown affects third-party wells and constructing a
deeper well is the selected mitigation. Although the anticipated
drawdown area does not reach areas where private residential wells area
located, as described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP), all costs for providing deeper wells to
affected third-party well owners would be borne by the FVMWC. See
Response I_Collett1-1, below.
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I_BrownC2-1

The commenter states that he is a local landowner residing near the
proposed Project and is writing to oppose the approval of the Project.
This general comment in opposition to the Project does not require a
response pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for
the record. The comment is noted and will be provided to the decisionmakers through its inclusion in the Final EIR.

I_BrownC2-2

The commenter states the wrong agency was chosen to circulate Draft
EIR. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_BrownC2-3

The commenter states that the Project does not abide by safe yield
concepts, does not adequately monitor the groundwater table, and the
Draft EIR does not sufficiently analyze Phase 2. The Project, as
described in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, is designed to reverse the
groundwater flow below the wellfield to conserve and capture
groundwater that otherwise would have flowed to the Dry Lakes and
evaporated. To accomplish this, annual extraction would exceed
estimated natural recharge in order to create the necessary hydraulic
control. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
Please see Master Response 3.15 Terminology, for a discussion of safe
yield.
With regard to monitoring the groundwater table, the Updated GMMMP
provides for extensive monitoring of groundwater resources in the
Project area. As described in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP, monitoring would be implemented by the FVMWC, an entity
comprised of the Project’s participating public water systems, in
consultation with the Technical Review Panel (TRP). The County of San
Bernardino, a Responsible Party, would review monitoring reports and
both ensure vigilance and determine whether mitigation has been
triggered and what preventative actions or remedies should be
implemented. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
With regard to the comments regarding analysis of Phase 2, this
Component of the Project, the Imported Water Storage Component, is
addressed in every section of Chapter 4 Environmental Setting, Impacts,
and Mitigation Measures. Phase 2 was analyzed at the programmatic
level because it is still in the conceptual stage. Implementation of this
future portion of the Project would require subsequent CEQA analysis
prior to approval. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

I_BrownC2-4

The commenter states the Project will acquire over 2 MAF of San
Bernardino water and sell it to Los Angeles and Orange Counties, and
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the residents of San Bernardino County must be allowed a fair
opportunity to comment. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process. Current Project Participants are not only
located in Los Angeles and Orange County. The six participating water
providers that have entered into option agreements with Cadiz Inc. for
Project water supplies are located in Ventura, Los Angeles, Riverside
and Orange Counties. Furthermore, as part of the MOU of May 11, 2012
by and between the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors, the
County and Cadiz Inc. have agreed to consider in the future whether to
enter in an agreement to reserve up to 20 percent of annual yield for the
benefit of water providers in San Bernardino County for future use under
terms and conditions similar to those of other Project Participants. See
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

John C. Brown
I_BrownJ-1 through I_BrownJ-4

The comment letter is identical to comment letter
I_BrownC. See Response I_BrownC2-1 through
I_BrownC2-4.

Charles T. Collett
I_Collett1-1

The commenter states that groundwater drawdown will affect his well
located along the National Trails Highway (former Route 66)
approximately three miles west of Cadiz Road. As shown on Figures 64
through 69 in the Draft EIR (Vol. 4 Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis), the general area identified by the
commenter is expected to experience a decrease of water levels of about
30 feet under the Project scenario after 50 years of pumping. Any
impacts to the commenter’s well would be mitigated under the GMMMP
(Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 6.2). The
Updated GMMMP accounts for the monitoring and mitigation of thirdparty wells with no cost to well owners if impacts are caused by the
Project. Groundwater levels and water quality would be monitored
during pre-operational, operational, and post-operational years (see also
Updated GMMMP Table 5.1). Wells would be replaced or modified at
no cost to the well owners and well owners would be compensated for
additional, related pumping expenses. See also Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.

I_Collett1-2

The commenter objects to the Project and states that SMWD as the lead
agency is a conflict of interest. See Master Responses 3.7 Water Rights
and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
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I_Collett1-3

The commenter states that the Project would adversely affect wildlife,
specifically birds, reptiles, and mammals. The Project would not affect
the springs in the Watershed, including those used by plant and animal
wildlife and under current conditions, vegetation and wildlife have no
access to the groundwater due to the great depth at which the water table
begins. Furthermore, the Project’s potential impacts to desert tortoise
were found to be less than significant with mitigation and are described
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4, Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-17 to
4.4-19 and 4.4-40 to 4.4-42. Potential impacts to mammals, including
Nelson’s bighorn sheep, burrowing owl, and American badger were also
found to be less than significant with mitigation and are described in
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources, pp. 4.4-24 and 4.443. This comment is further addressed in Response O_MDLT-2, as well
as Master Responses 3.4 Springs, 3.6 Vegetation, and 3.9 Biological
Resources and Response O_NPCA-CDB et al -60, -67, 78.

I_Collett1-4

The commenter expresses a general concern that the Project would result
in land subsidence. Land subsidence is discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.6.3 Geology and Soils, pp. 4.6-27 through 4.6-32, pp. 4.6-35 to
4.6-38. The maximum potential for land subsidence in the area of the
commenter’s property is estimated to be on the order of less than one
inch for the Project Scenario. Nonetheless, the Draft EIR includes
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 on page 4.6-38 and related monitoring and
mitigation measures described in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol.
7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Section 6.3). See also Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Collett1-5

The commenter questions the legality of the political and public process
including the notification process and the role of San Bernardino County.
The role of the County as the enforcement authority for the GMMMP is
discussed in the Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, which
provides a discussion of the notification process. The commenter also
questions the Phase 2, program level analysis. The commenter is referred
to Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

I_Collett1-6

The commenter states there are a number of other entities that object to
the Project. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.
The commenter also suggests more transparency in the EIR. The Draft
EIR was analyzed, written, and distributed in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines. Two public comment meetings were held, one in the district
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of the Lead Agency, SMWD, and one near the Project area in Joshua
Tree, California. In addition, an informational workshop was held in
Joshua Tree where members of the public could ask questions of the
scientists who conducted the Project-related studies. This comment is
further addressed in Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Debbie Cook
I_Cook1-1

The commenter questions the financial relationships between parties
associated to the Draft EIR and proposed Project. The Project would be
financed privately and the costs recouped through long-term water
supply contracts. The commenter also expresses opinion unrelated to the
content of the Draft EIR. This comment does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Cook1-2

The commenter questions the use of the term “conservation” related to
the Project Description and Project purpose. The commenter is referred
to Master Response 3.15 Terminology.

I_Cook1-3

The commenter states that overdrafting of the aquifer is not sustainable.
The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.15 Terminology.

I_Cook1-4

The commenter expresses concern over the hydrologic connection
between the underground aquifer and springs. The commenter is referred
to Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.4
Springs.

I_Cook1-5

The commenter expresses concern regarding subsidence as a potential
impact of the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Cook1-6

The commenter questions the recharge rates and climate change. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation.

I_Cook1-7

The commenter expresses concern regarding potential impacts to dust
production. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry
Lakes and Dust.

I_Cook1-8

The commenter states that impacts to water resources may have growth
inducing impacts. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement
Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, analyzes the potential Project
impacts to growth inducement in Southern California, and concludes that
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the Project could support a small amount of growth. The commenter is
referred to Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-14.
I_Cook1-9

The commenter questions the fire suppressants required by the proposed
Project along the Railroad ROW. The commenter is referred to
Response A_NPS-25 and Master Response 3.13 Right-of Way and
NEPA.

I_Cook1-10

The commenter questions the evapotranspiration rates in relationship to
Death Valley. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and Response A_NPS-1, 6, and
54.

I_Cook1-11

The commenter expresses opinion regarding the proposed Project. The
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

Linda DeLuca-Snively
I_DeLuca-Snively-1

The commenter expresses opposition to the Project. The commenter
proposes that, instead, a desalination plant in Orange County be built to
produce potable water. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that
alternatives to a proposed project should “feasibly attain most of the
basic objectives of the project” while “avoid[ing] or substantially
lessing[ing] any of the significant effects of the project.” In addition, an
EIR “need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.” The
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives identifies an Other
Supply Sources Alternative that includes the prospect of desalination
(see Table 7-1). As stated in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-5, the fundamental purpose of the Project is to save
substantial quantities of groundwater that are presently wasted and lost to
evaporation. Further, Project objectives are explained in Chapter 7,
Analysis of Alternatives, Section 7.2, p. 7-2 to 7-3. Pumping of a
naturally recharging underground aquifer to capture water lost to
evaporation is a fundamentally different project than desalination of
ocean water. As such, the projects cannot be compared on a project level
in the alternatives analysis. Further, there is no indication that a
desalination project in Orange County would have fewer environmental
impacts than a groundwater recovery project in San Bernardino County.
See Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

Kyle Detwiler
Kyle Detwiler

The commenter asks about the timeline for the Project, going forward.
Following the completion of the Draft EIR public review period, the
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Final EIR is prepared and will be provided to all public agency
commenters at least 10 days prior to its certification by SMWD, the lead
agency. The Final EIR consists of all the comments received on the Draft
EIR and responses to those comment. SMWD will then consider whether
or not to certify the EIR as adequate. Once certification occurs, SMWD
will consider whether or not to approve the Project. Assuming SMWD
approves the Project, SMWD or the Joint Powers Authority formed for
the Project, as appropriate, would then apply for the necessary permits,
including approval of the GMMMP by the County. Project construction
could begin following issuance of the necessary permits listed in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-53 to 3-54, and as
revised in the Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes.

Robert R. Dunn
I_Dunn-1

This commenter in support of the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration as part of the Final EIR.

Bob Ellis
I_Ellis-1

The commenter states the Project will drain the aquifer. See Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Ellis-2

The commenter expresses general concern that Project impacts will be
discovered too late to make a recovery. As described in the Updated
GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
mitigation triggers set forth in the Mitigation Measures recommended in
the EIR and in the GMMMP would identify corrective measures and
action criteria to address impacts prior to their occurrence. See Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Ellis-3

The commenter makes a statement objecting to the agreements with
Project Participants. This comment does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Ellis-4

The commenter states that NEPA is required for the Project because the
pipeline goes through federal land. The Project would not require any
federal approvals requiring NEPA compliance. As stated in Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 2 Project Background, p. 2-4, the proposed Project
intends to utilize a portion of the ARZC railroad Right-of-Way (ROW)
for the pipeline. Cadiz Inc. has acquired a right-of-way agreement with
ARZC for this purpose. A recent opinion from the Solicitor of the U.S.
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Department of the Interior holds that as long as new activities derive
from or further a railroad purpose, even if those activities have both
railroad and commercial purposes, authorization is within the purview of
the railroad. Accordingly, no federal authorization is required. The
commenter is referred to Response A_NPS-25 and Master Response
3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
I_Ellis-5

The commenter asks where the power is coming from to support the
Project. The commenter is referred to Response A_NPS-9. As stated in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-39 to 3-40,
three power options are being examined for providing pumping capacity
at the wellfield. Since natural gas can be accessed from an existing
natural gas line which is located near the proposed wellfield and runs
across Cadiz Inc. property, this option is preferred since it would result in
fewer physical impacts to the environment. However, as stated on p. 340, power would be distributed to the well pads either underground or on
30-foot overhead power poles. Additionally, the commenter is referred to
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.13 Public Services and Utilities, p. 4.1317.

I_Ellis-6

The commenter asks how Metropolitan facilities would be used. The
proposed Project would construct a tie-in to the CRA as described in the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description p. 3-34 to 3-38. Details
of the facilities and operational modifications of the CRA would be
developed in close coordination with Metropolitan. The tie-in would
require Metropolitan approval.

I_Ellis-7

The commenter asks who regulates injection of Colorado River water
into the public aquifer. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, describes Phase 2 of the Project beginning on p. 3-14. As
noted in Section 3.8 of the Draft EIR, an approval from the RWQCB
would be required to recharge water into the groundwater basin. The
potential impact of importing CRA or SWP water for storage in the
aquifer is discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77. The Draft EIR concludes that
although imported water would likely have higher TDS concentrations
and potentially low levels of other contaminants, the imported water
would comply with drinking water standards and would be substantially
diluted by the vast quantity of existing groundwater in storage. Since the
Draft EIR assessed the Imported Water Storage Component primarily at
a program level of analysis, subsequent water quality analysis would be
required prior to implementing this Component. See the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54 for a list of required water
quality-related permits and approvals, including approvals from the
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Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). Also see Response
O_OCC1-5 and A_NPCA-CBD et al.-10.
I_Ellis-8

The commenter states that a Supplemental EIR will be required. This
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program
Level Analysis, which provides that future environmental analysis will
be required for Phase 2 of the Project.

Mary Ann and Darrell Finstad
I_FinstadMAD1-1

The comment is identical to the I_Bise comment letter. Please see
Responses I_Bise-1 through I_Bise-5.

Valerie Finstad (2 submissions)
I_FinstadV1-1

The commenter states that taking water from the desert to water
landscaped golf courses is wrong, and states it would be like Owens
Valley. The conditions at Owens Lake are fundamentally different than
the conditions at Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The proposed Project
would not divert surface water from an established water body; the
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes have been dry for thousands of years. In
addition, the chemistry of Owens Lake is such that fine particulates are
created and release dust. The chemistry at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes creates a surface crust that is maintained despite changes in
groundwater and brine levels. Therefore, the chemistry at the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes creates a crust that is resistant to wind erosion. See
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 4.3 Air Quality, pp. 4.3-15 to 4.3-16. In
addition, the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District submitted
a comment letter in which they find Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through
AQ-5 feasible. See Response A_MDAQMD2-1.This comment is further
addressed in Response O_Tetra1-8 and Master Response 3.5 Dry
Lakes and Dust.

I_FinstadV1-2

The commenter states that without a snow pack there is less water in the
Fenner Valley and compares that with an assertion of significant
snowpack feeding Owens Valley. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-9, precipitation falls in the mountains
surrounding the Watershed as both rain and snow on the order of 4 to 12
inches per year. Precipitation percolates into the ground and proceeds to
the groundwater aquifer deep below the surface The groundwater
currently in storage has been estimated to be 17 to 34 MAF. Also see
Response I_FinstadV1-1, above, and Master Response 3.1
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Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. See also Master Responses 3.5
Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.6 Vegetation.
I_FinstadV1-3

The commenter expresses the opinion that the Project would ruin a
whole ecosystem. See Response I_FinstadVI-2. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_FinstadV1-4

The commenter lists rainfall data for 2004 through 2011. The commenter
is referred to Responses I_FinstadV1-1 and -2, above, and Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_FinstadV1-5

The commenter states opposition to the Project. The comment expressing
opinion does not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. The
comment is noted.

I_FinstadV2-1

The commenter wishes to correct information included in Comment
Letter I_FinstadV1. The comment is noted.

William J. and Susan L. Garvin
I_Garvin1-1

The commenters provide support for the Project. The comment in
support of the Draft EIR does not require a response pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be
forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

Andrea and James Gutman
I_Gutman-1

The commenter comments on pumping effects. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and 3.6
Vegetation.

Norma J.F. Harrison
I_Harrison-1

The commenter requests information regarding regulations, and a
summary of potential environmental impacts (if such a document exists),
as well as “environmentalists reports of ‘upstream’/’downstream’
effects.” The Draft EIR analyzes potential environmental impacts
throughout Chapter 4 and provides summaries of applicable regulations.
See also the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP and Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. The commenter also
expresses opposition to the Project as a private rather than public
endeavor. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
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adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.

Janis Hatlestad
I_Hatlestad-1

The commenter objects to the Project, stating that too much is unknown.
The Draft EIR is supported by a substantial body of evidence.
Implementation of the GMMMP would ensure that impacts are not
greater than anticipated. See Master Responses 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling and 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Hatlestad-2

The commenter suggests that greater water conservation and other water
sources are better alternatives. The Draft EIR discusses a Water
Conservation Alternative and an Other Water Supply Sources Alternative
in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis. The Draft EIR concludes that
increased conservation and development of other water supplies will
occur with or without the Project. Demand control measures are an
integral part of each Project Participant’s Urban Water Management Plan
and are included as key elements of water supply policies with or without
the Project. However, since a key goal of the Project is to increase water
reliability for Project Participants, the need for the Project remains while
demand controls and other water sources are also pursued. See Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.

Steve Iverson (3 submissions)
I_Iverson1-1

The commenter objects to the Project and claims groundwater pumping
impacts on biological resources. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_Iverson2-1

The commenter objects to the Project and claims groundwater pumping
will impact biological resources. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_Iverson3-1

The commenter states he visited an area near the Project recently which
was once a lush oasis and is now drying up. The commenter expresses
concern about the Bonanza Spring area. The commenter also states that
he did not see bighorn sheep, hawks, owls, or other birds on a recent
visit. Neither the existing pumping nor the proposed pumping impact the
higher elevation springs due to the lack of hydraulic connectivity. See
Master Response 3.4 Springs. For more detail about the wildlife in the
area see Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources. The existing
pumping and proposed pumping do not affect the higher elevation
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springs. The observations do not reflect on the adequacy of the Draft
EIR.

Paula Jeane
I_Jeane-1

The commenter expresses general opposition to the Project. This
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA, but
the comment is noted for the administrative record.

Paul Limon
I_Limon-1

The commenter questions the groundwater recharge. See Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

Christopher Lish
I_Lish-1

The commenter objects to the Project and expresses an opinion regarding
the sustainability of the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.15
Terminology.

I_Lish-2

The commenter questions the potential effects of pumping on biological
resources. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4 Springs, and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_Lish-3

The commenter expresses an opinion regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR impact analysis, the adequacy of the monitoring program, and
potential impacts to springs. In preparation of the Draft EIR, numerous
studies were conducted to determine the amount of water in storage in
the aquifer, the hydrology and geology of the aquifer, and the potential
impacts of the Project on the aquifer, wildlife, and entire desert
ecosystem. These studies and reports are discussed throughout Volume 1
of the Draft EIR in text, tables, and figures and are attached as
supporting documentation in the Appendices A through J in Volumes 24. With regard to the monitoring program, the commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. With regard to springs, there is no
hydraulic connection between the aquifer and the mountain springs,
therefore changes in the water table will not affect springs. This
comment is further addressed in the commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.4 Springs.

I_Lish-4

The commenter urges rejection of the Project. The comment does not
state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
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Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA, but the
comment is noted for the administrative record.
I_Lish-5

The commenter requests not to be added to future mailings regarding the
Draft EIR. The commenter has been removed from SMWD’s public
notification list. The comment is noted.

Richard MacPherson (3 submissions)
I_MacPherson1-1

The commenter objects to the Project and states that the effects to the
upper Watershed are ignored. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and Master Response 3.4 Springs.
The commenter expresses general concern that the recovery rates are
overestimated. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts. The commenter states that there would
be no recharge to the aquifer. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation. As described in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-7 to 4.9-9, precipitation records indicate that the Watershed receives
rainfall every year. Pages 4.9-19 to 4.9-39 contain a thorough discussion
of aquifer hydrology, groundwater flow, and recharge. The recharge rate
has been estimated to be 32,500 AFY. As described on pages 4.9-28 to
4.9-31, the water table does have a gradient (slope), meaning that
groundwater is flowing in response to recharge.
The commenter states that the ability of Metropolitan to provide water
should be guaranteed. No Colorado River water would be diverted as
part of Phase 1. Phase 2 of the Project would enable entities with
Colorado River water rights to store water in years when water is
available and enable extraction of water in dry years when water is
scarce. The Imported Water Storage Component is evaluated primarily at
a program level in the Draft EIR. Future opportunities to recharge water
will depend on water availability and the need for additional storage
capacity. See Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level
Analysis.

I_MacPherson1-2

The commenter states that a number of stakeholders not notified of the
Project. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.

I_MacPherson1-3

The commenter expresses a general concern that additional wells and
springs should be included in the monitoring program described in the
Draft GMMMP (Draft EIR Vol. 2, Appendix B1 GMMMP). The springs
found at higher elevations in the mountains are not hydraulically
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connected to the aquifer, as discussed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.
As described in Section 1.8 of the Draft and Updated GMMMP, the
purpose of the GMMMP is to ensure protection of critical resources,
including wells and springs. The monitoring network was designed
specifically to provide early warning and detect potential adverse
impacts on critical resources in the Project area. See Master Response
3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter states that the monitoring should be conducted by a
neutral third party. As described in the Updated GMMMP, monitoring
would be implemented by the FVMWC, an entity comprised of the
Project’s participating public water systems, in consultation with the
Technical Review Panel (TRP). The County of San Bernardino, a
Responsible Party, would review monitoring reports and both ensure
vigilance and determine whether mitigation has been triggered and what
preventative actions or remedies should be implemented. The GMMMP
would be implemented by the FVMWC. See Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
I_MacPherson1-4

The commenter states that monitoring should include wells in various
areas outside of the Fenner Watershed and springs in the Turtle
Mountains (corrected to east side of Old Woman Mountains in follow-up
Comment Letter I_MacPherson2) and Granite Mountains. The springs
found at higher elevations in the mountains are not hydraulically
connected to the aquifer, as discussed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.
With regard to wells, as shown on Figures 64 through 69 in the Draft
EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact
Analysis, the areas identified by the commenter are outside of the area
expected to experience a decrease in water levels. Nonetheless, the
Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP
includes monitoring of wells outside the Fenner Watershed to verify
adjacent areas are not affected. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_MacPherson1-5

The commenter states mitigation discussed in previous comments must
be in the document and supported by bonded escrow accounts. The
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_MacPherson2-1

The commenter wishes to correct information included in Comment
Letter I_MacPherson1. The comment is noted.

I_MacPherson3-1

The commenter expresses the opinion that monitoring springs would
trigger federal NEPA review. No federal approval for monitoring these
springs as described in the Updated GMMMP is required because these
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are not “waters of the United States” and therefore NEPA is not
triggered, and an EIS would not need to be prepared. See Master
Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
I_MacPherson3-2

The comment letter is a follow-up from the same commenter and this
comment letter repeated some concerns that are addressed in the
responses to the first Comment Letter I_MacPherson1, therefore see
Responses I_MacPherson1-1 to 1-5, above.
The commenter also expresses a general concern about the costs of the
Project and who bears those costs. The comment does not state a specific
concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response
is not required pursuant to CEQA.
The commenter expresses concern regarding the recharge estimate. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation.
The commenter questions whether the springs have a hydraulic
connection to the aquifer. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.4 Springs.

I_MacPherson3-3

The commenter expresses an opinion regarding a lack of evidence
showing that the conservation process proposed for the Project would
work. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation. See also Response O_Tetra1-7, Master
Response 3.15 Terminology and Responses A_NPS-36, -72 and
A_NPCA-CBD et al.-7.

I_MacPherson3-4

The commenter states that each spring or well that is monitored should
have its own action criteria. As described in the Updated GMMMP
(Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP Section 1.8), the
purpose of the GMMMP is to ensure protection of critical resources,
including wells and springs. The action criteria are keyed to the modelpredicted responses at the relevant locations and therefore are specific to
each monitoring location. Impacts are assessed in Section 4.2, of the
Updated GMMMP, the monitoring network is addressed in Sections 5.2
to 5.10, and action criteria and corrective measures are addressed in
Chapter 6. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_MacPherson3-5

The commenter states that all neighbors and potentially affected parties
need to be notified and included in the development of future decisions.
The commenter is referred to Response I_MacPherson1-2, above. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.
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Norman Meek
I_Meek-1

The commenter states that the Draft EIR is too large to review and
provides irrelevant details. The Draft EIR has been prepared pursuant to
CEQA requirements. The Executive Summary of the Draft EIR is 43
pages, and provides a summary of the Project’s potential impacts and
mitigation measures. The technical information supporting the impact
analysis is provided in the Appendices which are found in Volumes 2 to
4. The Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
(GMMMP) is found in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP and addresses potential impacts, the monitoring network, and
action criteria and corrective measures. The public review period was
extended from 45 days to 100 days, and, along with a workshop and two
hearings, it provided an opportunity for the public to evaluate the
material. See also Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Meek-2

The commenter states that the desert aquifers cannot support extended
extraction. The desert aquifer examples the commenter provides are from
areas outside the Project’s watersheds. The groundwater currently in
storage has been estimated to be 17 to 34 MAF as indicated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-32.
Substantial technical information has been provided in the Draft EIR
supporting the availability of water to meet the Project’s extractions. See
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_Meek-3

The commenter expresses the opinion that the reason for recent
reductions in the Cadiz Inc. agricultural well pumping amounts is due to
groundwater drawdown at the agricultural wells. Data and graphs
demonstrating that groundwater levels have changed little in response to
agricultural pumping can be found in the various monitoring report
prepared for the agricultural operations including the 5-year monitoring
report (Cadiz Valley Agricultural Development, Five-Year Monitoring
Report, January 1998 – December 2002, dated January 27, 2003)
available to the public at San Bernardino County Planning Department.
In addition, groundwater use by the agricultural wells varies year-to-year
depending on crops in production and is not related to availability of
groundwater supplies.
It should also be noted that the annual volume of groundwater pumped
by the Cadiz Inc. agricultural operations in any year, whether 5,495 AF
in 2002 or 1,867 AF in 2010, is a fractional percent of the 17 to 34 MAF
of groundwater estimated to be in storage in the Fenner Valley, Bristol,
Cadiz, and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds as indicated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-32.
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Consequently, the agricultural pumping would not be expected to have a
significant effect on groundwater levels.
I_Meek-4

The commenter states that the aquifer groundwater dates back to the ice
ages and is not from modern recharge. Although the aquifer is ancient
(oldest parts from the Proterozoic Age) and some of the groundwater is
hundreds, maybe thousands of years old (because it moves very slowly
from its origination points in the mountains down into the valley), it is
also recharged annually. The groundwater gradient observed in the
Fenner Valley from the upper Watershed to the lower Watershed
provides empirical data that the groundwater basin is being recharged
and that the groundwater basin is not in a static state. The recharge rate is
addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. See the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils
and Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-39. Also
see the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Sub-Appendix B Geologic
Structural Evaluation of the Fenner Gap Region, p.3.

I_Meek-5

The commenter expresses concern regarding the recharge estimate. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation. The commenter expresses the opinion that hydrographs
of the agricultural well water levels would help support that the
groundwater supply is abundant and sustainable. This comment is
addressed in Response I_Meek-3.

I_Meek-6

The commenter states that there is not enough water to satisfy the needs
of the proposed plan, that imported water sources are unclear, and that
there are groundwater basins closer to the CRA that could be used
instead of the pursuing this project. The groundwater currently in storage
has been estimated to be 17 to 34 MAF as indicated in the Draft EIR Vol.
1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-32. The amount of
water in storage in the basin would not be exhausted, in fact, with
recharge of 32,000 AFY, the Project would only deplete the aquifer three
to six percent after 50 years. See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation regarding availability. Regarding imported
water availability for Phase 2, the Draft EIR acknowledges that storage
of imported water in Phase 2 groundwater recharge will be dependent on
the availability of water. Phase 2 of the Project would not proceed unless
available imported water supplies are identified and would be subject to
additional environmental review. Regarding groundwater basins closer to
the CRA, the hydrogeological characteristics of the Fenner, Bristol, and
Cadiz Watersheds and the Fenner Gap are fundamental to the proposed
Project. Developing other groundwater basins does not meet the
fundamental purpose of the Project nor does it meet the stated objectives
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of maximizing beneficial uses of the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz
Watersheds. Please see Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.
I_Meek-7

The commenter states that the reduction in evaporation from the Dry
Lakes would lower the local humidity and reduce the local and regional
rainfall. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-6 to 4.9-7, the seasonal weather patterns of
the eastern Mojave Desert region are primarily controlled by semipermanent high and low pressure systems located over North America
and the Pacific Ocean. Precipitation predominantly originates outside the
local area and region. Furthermore the Valley is extremely hot and
exhibits low humidity compared to other areas in the desert, and the
evaporation occurring at the Dry Lakes does not have a significant
cooling effect compared to other areas of the eastern Mojave. See
Master Responses 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.9 Biological
Resources.

I_Meek-8

The commenter states that the Colorado River is over-apportioned, that
Cadiz Inc. is promoting this Project for profit, and that expenses of the
Project will be borne by tax payers. No Colorado River water would be
diverted as part of Phase 1. Phase 2 of the Project would enable entities
with Colorado River water rights to store water in years when water is
available and enable extraction of water in dry years when water is
scarce. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the Imported Water Storage
Component is contingent on surplus water availability on the Colorado
River or the availability of other supplies. Phase 2 of the Project, which
would include importing water to the Project area for storage, was
analyzed at the programmatic level because the details of the Project, as
well as participating parties, are yet to be determined. Once these details
are known, project-level CEQA analysis will be completed prior to
approval and implementation (see Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis). The comments related to Cadiz Inc. and
financing the Project are not relevant to the analysis in the Draft EIR and
no response is necessary.

Shell McIntosh
I_McIntosh-1

The commenter objects to the Project and states that the Project will
affect his well, and that property owners were not notified or involved in
the process. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.11 CEQA Public Process, and the
Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.
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Jean McLaughlin
I_McLaughlin1-1

The commenter expresses an opinion that too many unanswerable
questions remain to go forward with the Project. The comment does not
state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA, but will be
noted for the record.

I_McLaughlin1-2

The commenter states that because of climate change there might be
more dry years with less recharge than estimated. The Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, discusses climate change in
the Draft EIR Volume I, on pp. 4.9-10 through 4.9-15. If there is a
decline in precipitation, the recharge rate should not be affected. There
are already large quantities of groundwater moving slowly downgradient
from the mountains to the valley; this water fell as precipitation
hundreds, even thousands of years ago. Therefore, even with less
precipitation, natural recharge into the Project area is still expected
throughout the life of the Project. To address various climate scenarios,
the Project was analyzed using two worst case scenarios—recharge at
16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY. Even with these conservation assumptions,
the impacts on groundwater resources remain less than significant. This
comment is addressed in Response O_OCC1-7.

I_McLaughlin1-3

The commenter states that the water imported from the Colorado River
would contain contaminants that would infiltrate to the aquifer. The
potential impact of importing CRA or SWP water for storage in the
aquifer is discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and
Water Quality, pp. 4.9-76 to 4.9-77. The Draft EIR concludes that
although imported water would likely have higher TDS concentrations
and potentially low levels of other contaminants, the imported water
would comply with drinking water standards and would be substantially
diluted by the vast quantity of existing groundwater in storage. See the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-54 for a list of
required water quality-related permits and approvals, including approvals
from the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). Also see
Responses O_OCC1-5 and A_NPCA-CBD et al.-10.

I_McLaughlin1-4

The commenter states an opinion that the taking of a major resource
underlying private and public properties for profit is wrong. The Project
operate in full compliance with California water law and is not
unprecedented. Groundwater is a major source of water throughout
California and extraction occurs from both private and public properties
in the State. The comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR.
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I_McLaughlin1-5

The commenter requests information regarding the monitoring of
springs. This comment is addressed in Updated GMMMP (Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP. Additional information is
provided in Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_McLaughlin1-6

The commenter states that groundwater drawdown may affect springs. In
addition to the information provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-19, and Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix H3 Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater
Conservation Recovery and Storage Project Operations on Springs,
additional information is provided in Master Response 3.4 Springs.

I_McLaughlin1-7

The commenter expresses an opinion that the biological resources
mitigation measures are unacceptable. The commenter is referred to
Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_McLaughlin1-8

The commenter states that the elimination of evaporation at the Dry
Lakes might affect the weather. This comment is addressed in the
Response I_Meek-7.
The commenter states that some birds rely on groundwater. As described
in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-28 to 4.9-31, the depth to groundwater in the freshwater area is on
the order of hundreds of feet. Once the groundwater reaches to shallower
depths at the centers of the Dry Lake, it has become too saline for
consumption. Neither plant nor animal wildlife relies on the groundwater
at the Project area or Dry Lakes. This comment is also addressed in
Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_McLaughlin1-9

The commenter states the Project will create a major alteration to natural
resources. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive Summary, provides an
extensive assessment of potential impact to the natural environment.
Those effects are summarized in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Executive
Summary, Table ES-1. This comment is addressed in Response
I_Collett1-3.

Ramon Alviso Mendoza
I_Mendoza1-1

This commenter in support of the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Ted & Karen Meyers
I_Meyers-1

The commenters express opposition to the proposed Project because of
concerns about the aquifer, and are referred to Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.9 Biological Resources.

Chris and Bob Mills
I_Mills-1

This commenter states that there is not surplus in the Colorado River. No
Colorado River water would be diverted as part of Phase 1. Phase 2 of
the Project would enable entities with Colorado River water rights to
store water in years when water is available and enable extraction of
water in dry years when water is scarce. The Draft EIR acknowledges
that implementation of Phase 2 is dependent on surplus water availability
on the Colorado River or the availability of other supplies. Phase 2 of the
Project, which would include importing water to the Project area for
storage, was analyzed at the programmatic level because the details of
the Project, as well as participating parties, are yet to be determined.
Once these details are known, project-level CEQA analysis will be
completed prior to approval and implementation (see Master Response
3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis).

I_Mills-2

The commenter states that the recharge estimates are too high. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation. See also the discussion of past and current recharge
estimates in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-32 to 4.9-39.

I_Mills-3

The commenter states that seasonal water on the Cadiz Dry Lake bed
limits the amount of dust and particulates in the air. The Project would
not change the current condition of occasional seasonal water on the
surface of the Dry Lakes as a result of precipitation or runoff. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

I_Mills-4

The commenter states that drawdown will impact nearby springs, local
people and wildlife. This comment is addressed in Master Responses
3.4 Springs and 3.9 Biological Resources. Also see the Final EIR Vol. 7,
Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP.

I_Mills-5

The commenter objects to the Project and supports greater conservation.
See Master Response 3.14 Alternatives. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
7 Alternatives Analysis, evaluates an Increased Conservation Alternative
beginning on p. 7-6. The analysis summarizes demand control measures
throughout the urbanized areas of use. Demand control measures are an
integral part of each Project Participant’s Urban Water Management
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Plans and they are included as key elements of water supply and demand
with or without the Project. The Project would provide alternative water
supplies to Project Participants to diversify water supply options that
compliment on-going conservation efforts rather than replace them. The
analysis concludes that conservation only would not reduce the need for
the Project.

Ruth Musser-Lopez (5 submissions)
I_Musser-Lopez1-1

The commenter requests a meeting in Needles, San Bernardino County,
CA. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process, concerning the request for additional community meetings.

I_Musser-Lopez2-1

The commenter requests information used in the analysis of the Draft
EIR. This is not a comment regarding the adequacy of the environmental
review for the Project and so no response is required. However, the
requested document (Memorandum of Opinion M-37025 Partial
Withdrawal of M-36946, November 2011, U. S. Department of the
Interior, Office of the Solicitor) is included as Appendix M1 to the Final
EIR Vol. 7.

I_Musser-Lopez2-2

The commenter requests an extension of time. An extension of time to
comment was provided to the public. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the request for
extension of time.

I_Musser-Lopez2-3

The commenter requests hard copies of Appendices A-F and H-J to the
Draft EIR, as well as a copy of transcripts from both Public Hearings and
any comments filed to date. On February 15, 2012, the commenter was
sent all appendices referenced above. The commenter was made aware
that copies of transcripts from both Public Hearings, copies of all
comment letters received, and responses to those comments are included
in the Final EIR, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15132.

I_Musser-Lopez3-1

The commenter states the comments made in the included letter should
be included as a request for answers from the County of San Bernardino
Board of Supervisors. Additionally, the commenter requests a 90- day
extension of the public comment period. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the request for
extension of time.

I_Musser-Lopez3-2

The commenter asks about Cadiz Inc.’s right to water in the aquifer. See
Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.
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I_Musser-Lopez3-3

The commenter asks for time to address the Project at the County Board
of Supervisors meeting on February 14, 2012. The comment does not
state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez3-4

The commenter states that the Project would be located in the First
District and that the “Cadiz Land Company” has contributed to the
campaign of a San Bernardino Board member for the First District. The
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez3-5

The commenter makes assertions concerning SMWD acting as lead
agency for the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Musser-Lopez3-6

The commenter states there have been complaints filed with SMWD
Board Members and Managers and the District Attorney’s Office of
Integrity. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez3-7

The commenter makes assertions concerning SMWD acting as lead
agency for the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.
Other parts of this comment do not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez3-8

The commenter asks if the meeting in Joshua Tree was a “ruse,” stating
the meeting gave the appearance that there would be a real hearing with
regard to the content of the Draft EIR and therefore was misleading. This
meeting was advertised and organized as a public comment meeting with
the intent to take verbal and written comments on the Draft EIR. It was
not advertised or organized as a CEQA hearing. See Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Musser-Lopez3-9

The commenter states that the aquifer pumping proposed by the Project
would “induce” water from the “high country” to the aquifer. This
comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation and 3.4 Springs.

I_Musser-Lopez3-10

The commenter provides a comment concerning the public notification
process. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.
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I_Musser-Lopez3-11

The commenter states there are Native American concerns not addressed
in the Draft EIR. Regarding Native American concerns, please see
Responses A/T_Chemehuevi-6, O_RiverAHA4-27, A_NAHC-1 and
A_NAHC-2. Regarding springs, the commenter is referred to Responses
O_RiverAHA4-18, I_SmithP-5, A_CDFG-1 and Master Response 3.4
Springs.

I_Musser-Lopez3-12

The commenter states that the Project will result in the loss of long-term
socio-economic benefits for the County. CEQA Guidelines Section
15131 states that “…economic or social effects of a project shall not be
treated as significant effects on the environment. An EIR may trace a
chain of cause and effect from anticipated economic or social changes
resulting from the project to physical change caused in turn by the
economic or social changes.” However, the Draft EIR makes clear that
the Project would not result in economic losses to San Bernardino
County, rather it is projected to result in increased property tax revenue
and job creation in the County. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP,
Response O_SPCW-8, and the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix I Economic
Impact of the Proposed Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,
Recovery and Imported Water Storage Project Final Report.
The comment states that groundwater quality will decrease with
recharge. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Musser-Lopez3-13

The commenter states that the groundwater drawdown would affect rare
and endangered species. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.9 Biological Resources. The Draft EIR
evaluates potential impacts to recreational facilities used by tourists in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14 Recreation.

I_Musser-Lopez3-14

The commenter states the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors
should uphold their duties as elected officials. This comment does not
state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.

I_Musser-Lopez3-15

The commenter states the County of San Bernardino has the
responsibility to act as the lead agency. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Musser-Lopez3-16

The commenter states there should be notice to surrounding property
owners. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process, concerning the notification process.

I_Musser-Lopez3-17

The commenter states the Project and schedule should be available on
the San Bernardino County website. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency. The Draft EIR is available
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on SMWD website from a link on the home page,
http://www.smwd.com/.
I_Musser-Lopez3-18

The commenter states that the San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors should deny the Project. This comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez4-1

The commenter asks why the Project CEQA documents were not made
available to members of the public owning property east of Kelbaker
Road. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.

I_Musser-Lopez4-2

The commenter objects to the Project as a “water grab” mining project.
The objectives of the Project are found in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3
Project Description, p. 3-5 to 3-6. This comment is further addressed in
Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Musser-Lopez4-3

The commenter states that springs, wildlife, and habitats would be
affected. This comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.4 Springs
and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Musser-Lopez4-4

The commenter asks about the use of Cadiz Inc.’s water to implement
the Project. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

I_Musser-Lopez4-5

The commenter makes general statements opposing the Project, and
states this is an ill-conceived project that should never have been let back
on the agenda. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding
the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required
pursuant to CEQA, but is noted for the record.

I_Musser-Lopez5-1

The commenter objects to the Draft GMMMP, states that the Project will
cause harm, and states that SMWD should not be the lead agency. The
comment also states that the Project would violate safe yield concepts.
See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.8
GMMMP, 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, and 3.15 Terminology.

I_Musser-Lopez5-2

The commenter objects to the Project and prefers the No Project
Alternative. The No Project Alternative was evaluated in Chapter 7. The
No Project Alternative would not meet any of the Project Objectives. See
Response O_OCC1-12, Master Response 3.8 GMMMP, and the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of Alternatives, Sections 7.3 and 7.4.5.

I_Musser-Lopez5-3

The commenter supports comments made in the “Johnson & Wright
letter” and includes the letter by reference. See Response O_NPCA-
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CBD-et al. Attachment A 1-44. The commenter further states that the
groundwater drawdown would affect the springs. This comment is
addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.
I_Musser-Lopez5-4

The commenter states that the volume of water in the aquifer is not
sustainable. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, 3.8 GMMMP, and 3.15
Terminology.

I_Musser-Lopez5-5

The commenter refers to studies performed in the Ward Valley for a
previously-proposed radioactive waste site and states that their studies
showed a connection of the Project aquifers with aquifers outside of the
Cadiz Valley. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-1 through 4.9-5, the Project area is
in a closed basin. Groundwater flows from the mountains down to the
valley and ultimately to the Dry Lakes where it becomes highly saline in
the form of brine and then evaporates. The concern for the Ward Valley
project was that if contamination from a radioactive site affected
groundwater, underground connectivity with the Colorado River could
convey contamination to a major water supply. The EIS prepared for the
Ward Valley project found no evidence of any underground connection
between Ward Valley and the Colorado River.62 See Response
O_RiverAHA4-5 and Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.

I_Musser-Lopez5-6

The commenter objects to the proposed Project alternatives provided for
in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR provides an assessment of Project
alternatives in compliance with CEQA. The commenter’s opinion is
noted. See Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

I_Musser-Lopez5-7

The commenter states that the water imported from the Colorado River
would contain contaminants that would infiltrate to the aquifer. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-53 to 4.9-57, the current Colorado River water quality
meets drinking water standards. In addition, the potential impact of
importing CRA or SWP water for storage in the aquifer is discussed in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-76 to 4.9-77. The Draft EIR concludes that although imported water
would likely have higher TDS concentrations and potentially low levels
of other contaminants, the imported water would comply with drinking
water standards and would be substantially diluted by the vast quantity of
existing groundwater in storage. See the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3

62 U.S. General Accounting Office, Radioactive Waste, Interior’s Continuing Review of the Proposed Transfer of the

Ward Valley Site, July 1997.
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Project Description, p. 3-54 for a list of required water quality-related
permits and approvals, including approvals from the Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB). Also see Responses O_NPCA-CBD
et al.-10 and O_OCC1-5.
I_Musser-Lopez5-8

The commenter states that she incorporates by reference all comments
from the 2001 EIR, specifically those from Marjorie Mikels. This
commenter does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Comments made on a previous project are not relevant to
the proposed Project. No responses are necessary. A copy of the 2001
Draft and Final EIR from the earlier Metropolitan Project will be
included in the administrative record for this Project.

I_Musser-Lopez5-9

The commenter states an objection to using local groundwater for
Southern California. This commenter does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez5-10

The commenter objects to the title assigned to the proposed Project.
Please refer to Master Response 3.15 Terminology. This comment does
not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez5-11

The commenter states SMWD should not be the lead agency and that
therefore, the document is invalid. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Musser-Lopez5-12

The commenter requests full public disclosure and involvement by San
Bernardino County. See Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
See also Responses I_Black2-4, I_Bongartz1-19, and I_Stearn1-4
regarding the County's involvement and MOU.

I_Musser-Lopez5-13

The commenter objects to omissions of the Project including the
GMMMP approval needed from San Bernardino County. The Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, Section 3.8, and as revised in the
Final EIR Vol. 6, Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes, lists County
approval of the GMMMP as one of the Project approvals. See Master
Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Musser-Lopez5-14

The commenter claims that the Draft EIR has not been shared with the
San Bernardino County Land Use Services Department and the San
Bernardino County Planning Commission, Districts 1 through 5.
Although the Project does not require approval by these entities, the
Draft EIR was circulated to both. The commenter is also referred to
Response A_SBCounty-2 above concerning the County’s review of the
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Project. The commenter is also referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency and Response O_RiverAHA1-2.
I_Musser-Lopez5-15

The commenter asserts that the opportunity for public review of this
Draft EIR is insufficient. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the request for extension of the
public comment period, notice and the availability of the Draft EIR.

I_Musser-Lopez5-16

The commenter states objections to the withholding or omission of
pertinent documents from public in the Draft EIR. See Master Response
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and 3.11 CEQA Public Process; see also
Responses I_Black2-4, I_Bongartz1-19, and I_Stearn1-4 regarding the
County's involvement and MOU.

I_Musser-Lopez5-17

The commenter states objections that there are no well data included in
the Draft EIR that would show flow patterns from the drainages south of
Cadiz Valley toward Blythe; and there is insufficient data to show that
the groundwater flowing through the Fenner Gap. This comment is
addressed in the Response I_Musser-Lopez5-5. See Master Response
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-19 to 4.9-24.

I_Musser-Lopez5-18

The commenter opines that the Project aquifer is not a sustainable source
of water and that the Colorado River does not have surplus water. The
Draft EIR acknowledges that implementation of Phase 2 is dependent on
water availability. See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation. Phase 2 of the Project, which would include importing
water to the Project area for storage, was analyzed at the programmatic
level because the details of the Project, as well as participating parties,
are yet to be determined. Once these details are known, project-level
CEQA analysis will be completed prior to approval and implementation
(see Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis).

I_Musser-Lopez5-19

The commenter alleges that the Draft EIR Project Participants are in
violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, which addresses
monopolization of trade or commerce. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement Potential, Section 6.2.8, p. 6-42, not all
Project Participants have been identified. There still exists 9,000 to
19,000 AFY of unsubscribed water, which would allow for other entities
to enter into an agreement with Cadiz Inc. to obtain Project water at a
future date (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-21).
Further, the assertion that three of the six Project Participants are in
competition with Cadiz Inc. does not address the adequacy of the Draft
EIR and so no response is required.
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I_Musser-Lopez5-20

The commenter states that the water that is evaporating from the Dry
Lakes is not the water that is being extracted. As explained in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-28 to
4.9-31, the water table does have a gradient (slope), meaning that
groundwater is flowing in response to recharge, ultimately migrating to
the Dry Lakes where it evaporates. By pumping water at the wellfield
upgradient from the Dry Lakes, the Project will alter the hydraulic
gradient and thus alter the flow of water so that some of it no longer
flows to the Dry Lakes. See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation.
The commenter states that the Project will contribute to global warming.
The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s GHG emissions in Section 4.7
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. See Responses A_MWD-6, A_MWD-46,
and A_NPCA-CBD et al.-92
The commenter requests further evidence of the volume of water
evaporating from the Dry Lakes. This comment is addressed in Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
The commenter states that the water evaporating from vegetation serves
to cool the Earth. As described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18, the Dry Lakes have
no vegetation. No vegetation would be affected by the Project. See
Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources and
Response I_Meek-7.

I_Musser-Lopez5-21

The commenter states that in 2007, then-California Attorney General
Jerry Brown successfully sued San Bernardino County to make reducing
global warming part of its growth plan. This comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Musser-Lopez5-22

The comment states that the people of San Bernardino County have not
had the chance to comment on the Project. See Master Responses 3.8
GMMMP, 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Sterling Perkes
I_Perkes-1

The commenter states preference for desalination and conservation
alternatives. The Draft EIR evaluates other water supplies including
desalination as listed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives
Analysis, p. 7-11, Table 7-1. Desalination will be pursued by
Participating Entities with or without the Project. The Draft EIR
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evaluates an Increased Conservation Alternative beginning on p. 7-6.
The commenter is referred to Response I_DeLuca-Snively-1,
concerning desalination alternatives, and Response I_Hatlestad-2
concerning conservation alternatives, and also Master Response 3.14
Alternatives.

Drew Reese
I_Reese-1

This commenter objects to the Project. The comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA, but it is noted for the record.

C. David Renquest
I_Renquest-1

The commenter supports the proposed Project. This comment in support
of the Draft EIR does not require a response pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be
forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

Catherine Robinson
I_Robinson-1

The commenter states they own undeveloped land in Cadiz, California
and only received notice of the Project from the Mojave Desert Heritage
and Cultural Association. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the notification
process.

I_Robinson-2

The commenter objects the Draft EIR’s characterization of the Project as
intending to conserve water currently lost to evaporation. As stated in
Project Description, Section 3.2 Project Objectives, “The fundamental
purpose of the Project is to save substantial quantities of groundwater
that are presently lost to evaporation by natural processes” (original
emphasis) (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description). Without
implementation of the Project, water currently stored in the closed
aquifer system will continue to migrate towards Cadiz and Bristol Dry
Lakes, mix with brine, and evaporate. The proposed Project intends to
conserve the dissipating resource by recovering the fresh water, thereby
increasing water supply reliability in drought-ridden Southern California.
The recovery effort would be implemented and limited to the 50-year life
of the Project. See Response I_MacPherson3-3 and Master Response
3.15 Terminology.

I_Robinson-3

The commenter is concerned for the two businesses that actively mine
calcium chloride from the Bristol Dry Lake and they use this water that
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would "otherwise be lost to evaporation" for their mining operations, and
that without it, they would be out of business. Thus this water is already
being used for productive purposes. The Draft EIR addresses impacts to
mineral resources in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.11 Mineral Resources.
See Responses O_Tetra1-1 to O_Tetra1-28 and O_Tetra-Attachment1 to O_Tetra1-Attachment-22 and Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
I_Robinson-4

The commenter states that the recharge rate is overstated in the Draft
EIR, and cites lesser recharge rates provided by other scientists and
studies. The commenter also expresses opinion regarding the
sustainability of the recharge rate. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_Robinson-5

The commenter states that she recently learned about the Ogallala
Aquifer, the world's largest aquifer. This comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

Joe Ross
I_Ross-1

The commenter asks to be maintained on the mailing list when the Final
EIR is distributed. The commenter’s request is noted, the commenter will
be notified of future actions concerning the Project, per the request.

I_Ross-2

This comment is a lead-in to more specific subsequent comments that are
addressed in the following responses.

I_Ross-3

The commenter references biological and cultural studies conducted by
the U.S. Marine Corps as part of their Marine Corps Air Ground Combat
Center Land Acquisition Project, and states that the Draft EIR failed to
cite them. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts
acknowledges the U.S. Marine Corps proposed Land Acquisition Project,
however the studies conducted for that project did not cover the area of
this Project. The studies conducted for the proposed Project cover the
specific Project area and therefore provide better information that is more
relevant to the Project than the broad evaluations referenced in the
comment letter.

I_Ross-4

The commenter states that the Draft EIR description of the aquifers
conflicts with the description in the State DWR Bulletin 118. As stated in
Bulletin 118, the degree of knowledge cited by the DWR back in 1975
(37 years ago) was described as “superficial for geology and limited for
hydrology and water quality”, and therefore are not as accurate as the
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recent and site-specific information presented in the Draft EIR. See
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.
I_Ross-5

The commenter states that the description of the volume of water stored
in the aquifer conflicts with an estimate provide in Koehler, J.H. 1983,
Ground water in the northeast part of Twentynine Palms Marine Corps
Base, Bagdad Area, California, USGS Water Resources Investigation
Report 83-4053. The Bagdad location cited by the Koehler is not within
the Watershed of the proposed Project and therefore is not applicable to
the estimates of volumes in storage for this Project. See Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_Ross-6

The commenter notes that the Draft EIR states that the total dissolved
solids (TDS) concentrations in the Fenner Gap and Fenner Gap area are
in the range of 300 to 400 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg) but that it is
common knowledge that the TDS concentrations in the Dry Lakes area
are as high as 298,000 mg/kg. The Draft EIR includes this data in Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, p. 4.9-9, and discusses the
Dry Lakes further at 4.9-15 to 4.9-18. Also see Master Responses 3.5
Dry Lakes and Dust and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. Fresh
groundwater in the aquifer system at the Project area ultimately flows to
the Dry Lakes. The evaporative process that has been occurring at the
Dry Lakes over hundreds, even thousands of years has left behind highly
saline brine. When groundwater reaches this area, it can no longer be
used for municipal or agricultural supply purposes.

I_Ross-7

The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately assess
paleontological resources, particularly in the Marble Mountains. The
Marble Mountains and associated fossil-bearing formations are not
located within the Project area, and there would be no impact to these
resources. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural
Resources, p. 4.5-30, the Final EIR/EIS for the Cadiz Groundwater
Storage and Dry-Year Supply Program (2001) was reviewed as part of
the paleontological analysis for the proposed Project.

I_Ross-8

The commenter states that the Draft EIR did not limit the analysis of the
impacts of Project construction to the 1,100 square mile Fenner
Watershed. The analysis in the Draft EIR includes areas extending into
the Bristol, Cadiz, and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds, and the
groundwater drawdown is anticipated to affect portions of those area, as
shown on Figures 64 through 69 in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1
Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis.

I_Ross-9

The commenter states that groundwater impacts related to the
Twentynine Palms U.S. Marine Base were not considered. As described
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in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp.
4.9-1 through 4.9-5, the Twentynine Palms U.S. Marine Corps Base is
located outside of the closed basin of the Project, over 50 miles to the
west. It is not possible for the two separate watersheds to affect one
another.
I_Ross-10

The commenter expresses dissatisfaction with the fact that specific
operations location were not identified for the Imported Water Storage
Component. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis. The specific participants for the
Phase 2 Component have not been identified as the Project is only at a
conceptual stage. However, a project-level EIR will be prepared, when
Phase 2 Project features are known and no longer conceptual.

I_Ross-11

The commenter requests that the Draft EIR provide a graphic that
“defines all boundaries and extent of use within the Metropolitan service
area and/or service areas of the participating water providers: SMWD,
Three Valleys, Suburban, Golden State, JCSD, and Cal Water”
(emphasis added). The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement
Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth, Figure 6-1 depicts the extent
of Metropolitan’s service area, and Figure ES-3 and ES-4 (Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Executive Summary) depict the boundaries of the aforementioned
Project Participants.

I_Ross-12

The commenter expresses the opinion that additional project-level
environmental review, documentation, and permitting should be
provided as details are further fleshed out. The comment is noted and is
consistent with the CEQA process described for Phase 2 in the Draft
EIR. Additional project-level environmental review, documentation, and
permitting of the Phase 2 portion of the Project will be provided when
Project features and participants are identified. See Master Response
3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis.

I_Ross-13

The commenter questions the reasoning behind inclusion of two
wellfield configuration scenarios, rather than one. As stated in the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-23, two wellfield
configurations were presented in the Draft EIR to ensure that all potential
Project elements are evaluated at a project-level, two scenarios were
analyzed and a larger wellfield than is likely was assessed in order to
provide the worst-case-scenario for the analysis. Both wellfield
configurations were modeled as summarized in Draft EIR Appendix H5.

I_Ross-14

The commenter states that an unrealistic pumping scenario is presented
in the Draft EIR. As stated in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-26, well pump operation at a rate of 24 hours per day,
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365 days per year is “assumed,” and depends on current conditions
during pumping operations, which are unknown at this point in time. The
pumping operations schedule is the most conservative analysis and
therefore provides a worst-case-scenario for this Project analysis.
I_Ross-15

The commenter states that the recharge estimate is optimistic. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation.
The commenter requests further explanation for how pumping 50,000
AFY when the recharge estimate is 32,000 AFY is sustainable. This
comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts. See also the
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description, p. 3-10 regarding the
need to pump more groundwater than is recharged in order to establish
hydraulic control of the groundwater flow and allow for the conservation
of groundwater that otherwise would have evaporated.

I_Ross-16

The commenter states that the groundwater drawdown could affect
groundwater flow beneath the Mojave National Preserve. As shown on
Figures 64 through 69 in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz
Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, the extent of groundwater
drawdown does not extend north of the Clipper Mountains, located just
south of the Preserve. See also Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts.

I_Ross-17

The commenter states that climate change may result in a long-term
decrease in precipitation and recharge. To account for this, the modeling
performed for the Draft EIR included two sensitivity scenarios, where
the assumed recharge was reduced to 16,000 AFY and 5,000 AFY as
discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater
Modeling and Impact Analysis, pp. 8 to 13. In the analysis, the time it
would take for aquifer storage to fully recover was estimated and the
modeling revealed that, even under severe drought conditions, the
storage would still recover to pre-Project levels after the pumping has
stopped. See Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and Responses A_NPS-52, O_NPCA-CBD et al.-66 and
93, and O_OCC1-7.

I_Ross-18

The commenter expresses a concern that the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
could be deprived of all moisture, which could lead to airborne dust and
poor air quality and that a worst case analysis should be conducted for
the Draft EIR. The Project would not change the current condition of
occasional seasonal water on the surface of the Dry Lakes because it
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occurs as a result of precipitation or runoff. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.
I_Ross-19

The commenter requests a cost analysis on air quality mitigation. The
commenter is referred to Response O_Tetra1-8 and Master Response
3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust for a discussion of air quality impacts and why
this Project cannot do to the area what water conveyance out of Owens
Lake did to the Owens Valley. Regarding costs, CEQA does not require
that costs of a project be disclosed or included in an assessment of
environmental impacts. However, Mitigation Measure AQ-5 and as also
reflected in the Updated GMMMP (Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1
Updated GMMMP, Sections 4.3 through 5.13), air quality potential
impacts and monitoring are discussed; four nephelometers will be
installed, one upwind and one downwind at each Dry Lake, to measure
the opacity of the air consistent with San Bernardino County
requirements.

I_Ross-20

The commenter states the Draft EIR should document any coordination
with the USACE because he believes that only the USACE can
determine whether any of the Project objectives affects waters of the US.
The USACE will be consulted to determine whether any of the Project
features are within their jurisdiction under the federal Clean Water Act.

I_Ross-21

The commenter requests that historical pumping rates for the agricultural
operations be included. These are provided in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section
4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-24 to 4.9-28.

I_Ross-22

The commenter requests the Draft document provide a map showing the
“hard” and “soft” sites used in the Draft EIR analysis. As discussed in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.12 Noise, p. 4.12-4, noise levels attenuate
at a rate between 6 dBA for hard sites and 7.5 dBA for soft sites for each
doubling of distance from the reference measurement. Hard sites are
those with a reflective surface between the source and the receiver such
as parking lots or smooth bodies of water. No excess ground attenuation
is assumed for hard sites. Soft sites have an absorptive ground surface
such as soft dirt, grass, or scattered bushes and trees. An excess ground
attenuation value of 1.5 dBA (per doubling distance) is normally
assumed for soft sites.
Since the proposed Project is located entirely within an expansive desert,
a noise attenuation of 7.5 dBA was considered for this Project. Please
refer to Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics, Figure 4.1-1 and
Figures 4.1-2 through 4.1-7 for an overview of the Project area and
photos of the site. As seen in the photos, the majority of the Project site
would be considered soft sites. See also Response I_Bongartz 1-7.
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I_Ross-23

The commenter questions whether full-build-out of designated renewable
energy development zones (CREZs) would remove habitats for the
remaining 144,000 acres. The commenter misconstrues the statement
made in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR is merely stating that the
remaining 144,000 acres, with full build-out of designated renewable
energy projects, would remove/disturb habitats, not that it would remove
all habitat in the 144,000 acres.

I_Ross-24

The commenter questions the conservation estimate provided on p. 6-50.
The data referenced are published in Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional
Urban Water Management Plan.

I_Ross-25

The commenter questions Metropolitan conservation assumptions. The
data referenced are published in Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional Urban
Water Management Plan.

I_Ross-26

The commenter questions future SWP deliveries. The data referenced are
published in Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management
Plan.

David Sabol
I_Sabol-1

The commenter requests a hard copy of the Draft EIR. On January 17,
2012, the commenter was sent requested document.

Dianna Sahhar
I_Sahaar-1

The commenter states that the Project will impact fragile habitat. See
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Sahaar-2

The commenter urges alternative conservation efforts in Orange County.
The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, beginning on
page 7-6 evaluates an Increased Conservation Alternative. The analysis
summarizes demand control measures throughout the urbanized areas of
use. Demand control measures are an integral part of each Project
Participant’s Urban Water Management Plans and they are included as
key elements of water supply and demand with or without the Project.
The Project would provide alternative water supplies to Project
Participants to diversify water supply options that compliment on-going
conservation efforts rather than replace them. The analysis concludes that
conservation only would not reduce the need for the Project. See Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.
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Karen Scheuermann
I_Schuermann-1

The commenter requests additional comments on the Draft EIR be
allowed. Please refer to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process,
concerning the request for extension of time.

Sidney Silliman
I_Silliman-1

The commenter requests to be added to the mailing list. The commenter
will be added to the mailing list and will be notified of future actions
concerning the Project, per the request.

Julian V. Simeon
I_Simeon-1

The commenter makes statements about a company that has not
affiliation with this Project. This comment does not state a specific
concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response
is not required pursuant to CEQA, but it is acknowledged for the record.

Calvin Sisco
I_Sisco-1

The commenter provides comments regarding water and electricity,
which it states are key components in the Mojave Desert. This comment
does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA, but it is
acknowledged for the record.

Fred Stearn (2 submissions)
I_Stearn1-1

The commenter states a hope that the San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors would become actively involved as a lead agency along with
SMWD. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency and 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Stearn1-2

The commenter objects to the Project and the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
This comment is a prologue for comments below. See responses
I_Stearn1-3 through I_Stearn1-14 below.

I_Stearn1-3

The commenter objects to SMWD as lead agency for this Project. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Stearn1-4

The commenter states that pumping at 50,000 to 75,000 AFY would
violate the safe yield requirement in the San Bernardino County Desert
Groundwater Ordinance. The San Bernardino County Groundwater
Management Ordinance provides exclusion for projects that have an
approved Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the County that
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establishes a County-approved groundwater management plan governing
Project operations. The County entered into an MOU on May 11, 2012
with SMWD, FVMWC and Cadiz, Inc. The MOU establishes the
framework for working together to finalize the GMMMP. The MOU is a
first step, and it does not obligate SMWD to proceed with the Project, or
to presume that the environmental documentation for the Project will be
certified, nor does it require the County to approve the GMMMP. No
obligation included in the MOU is binding on SMWD or the County
until such time as the District and County complete their respective
environmental reviews of the Project and approve the Project and the
GMMMP. The MOU provides a framework for managing the basin
consistent with both the California Supreme Court precedent and the
County’s Desert Groundwater Ordinance. The Project will comply with
the Groundwater Management Ordinance subject to an approved
GMMMP. See Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP, 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency, and 3.15 Terminology, and Response A_NPS-80.
I_Stearn1-5

The commenter questions if the Draft EIR is incomplete because the
Phase 2 Imported Water Storage Component is still in the conceptual
stage. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.12 Project vs.
Program Level Analysis.

I_Stearn1-6

The commenter requests that the previous EIR/EIS be included by
reference. The comment is noted. A copy of the 2001 Draft and Final
EIR from the earlier Metropolitan Project will be included in the
administrative record for this Project. However, the Project under
consideration in this EIR is not the same project evaluated by the
Metropolitan in 2001. The document, the Cadiz Groundwater Storage
and Dry-Year Supply Program Final Environmental Report and Final
Environmental Impact Statement, Volume I, Volume II, and
Environmental Planning Technical Report, Biological Resources by the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and Bureau of Land
Management is included as a reference in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter
11 References, p. 11-14.

I_Stearn1-7

The commenter requested that a third party provide an evaluation of the
estimate of evaporation off of the Dry Lakes. See Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_Stearn1-8

The commenter states that the Project violates safe yield. The Project
would capture water prior to reaching the saline sink beneath the Dry
Lakes. The Project, as described in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, is
designed to reverse the groundwater flow below the wellfield to reduce
evaporation on the Dry Lakes and capture that water that is currently
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being lost to evaporation and provide it for municipal use by Southern
California water providers. To accomplish this change of hydraulic
gradient, annual extraction would exceed estimated natural recharge, but
would be implemented under requirements of the GMMMP to assure
safety. See Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, and 3.15 Terminology.
I_Stearn1-9

The commenter is concerned about Native American cultural assets and
asks about notification to Native American interests. Regarding Native
American concerns, please see Responses O_RiverAHA4-27,
A_NAHC-1, and A_NAHC-2. See also the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5
for a discussion of Native American resources. As summarized on pages
4.5-15 through 4.5-21, eight prehistoric archaeological sites, one site
with both prehistoric and historic-era components, and five prehistoric
isolated artifacts have been previously recorded within 0.5 miles of the
Project area; however, no prehistoric or Native American resources were
identified within the Project area itself. A summary of communications
with Native American groups is included on page 4.5-22 of the Draft
EIR.

I_Stearn1-10

The commenter suggests alternative groundwater storage sites to which
groundwater could be conveyed from the Project, and suggests that
groundwater be conveyed to these sites via converted natural gas
pipelines because these alternative sites are currently overdrafted or
contaminated. The Draft EIR discusses a Water Conservation Alternative
and an Other Water Supply Sources Alternative in Vol. 1, Chapter 7
Analysis of Alternatives. A key objective of the Project is to increase
water reliability for Project Participants, and this objective would not be
met were water conveyed to other water providers. However, 9,000 to
19,000 AFY of groundwater is unsubscribed, which allows for other
entities to enter into agreements to obtain Project water. The Project
Participants are each water purveyors that would deliver water directly to
customers after receiving water from Metropolitan conveyance facilities.
The Project does not include any improvements to local distribution
systems, since it is assumed that these facilities are adequate to convey
water to the end users under the baseline condition.

I_Stearn1-11

The commenter asks if the Project is in compliance with California water
code. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

I_Stearn1-12

The commenter asks if the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR) has been contacted regarding the Project. The comment is noted,
the DWR is included on the NOP mailing list and the Draft EIR. The
DWR has been notified of the Draft EIR. There has been no comment
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provided by the DWR. Additionally, the commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process, concerning the
notification process.
I_Stearn1-13

The commenter asks if the Project is in compliance with the California
water code. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.

I_Stearn1-14

The commenter would like DWR Bulletin No. 91-14, titled Water Wells
and Springs in Bristol, Broadwell, Cadiz, Danby, and Lavic Valleys and
Vicinity, August, 1967, be included in identifying wells and springs in
the area. This reference was used in identifying wells and springs in the
Draft EIR and is listed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 11 References, p.
11-5.

I_Stearn2-1

The commenter is concerned about the use of farmland for the Project,
especially as it pertains to the San Bernardino County General Plan
regarding protected farmland, The current agricultural activities are
covered under a CUP as required by the County. Figure 4.2-1 of the
Draft EIR identifies agricultural zoning in the Project area. The proposed
Project would not significantly affect land uses within this agricultural
zoned area. Furthermore, the California Department of Conservation,
Division of Land Resource Protection oversees the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program (FMMP) which maps and monitors the
conversion of farmland to and from agricultural use through its Important
Farmland Inventory System. Farmland is divided into categories based
on their suitability for agriculture. These categories are described in
Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.2 Agricultural Resources, p. 4.2-5. As
described on p. 4.2-7 of the Draft EIR, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (SCS), now the Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) has not mapped soils in the Project area;
therefore no soils in the area are currently designated as agricultural
soils. Similarly, the California Resources Agency’s FMMP does not
cover the Project area. None of the lands in the vicinity of the Project are
designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance. Therefore, the Groundwater Conservation and
Recovery Component of the proposed Project would result in no impact
to Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance.
The commenter also states that under Policy CO 6.1, at Item 3, on p. V29 of the General Plan, it says, "Desert playas will not be used for
habitable structures nor have large quantities of water applied to them,
except for mining operations or to maintain existing wetland.” The
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proposed Project does not propose to develop habitable structures, nor
does the Project propose to water a desert playa.
I_Stearn2-2

The commenter is concerned that the Project would violate the
conservation component of the County General Plan’s goal of protecting
wetlands (p. V-47 of the General Plan). The County policy in favor of
protecting wetlands in Policy C/CO 5.1 states "Desert playas shall not be
used for habitable structures nor have large quantities of waters applied
to them, except for mining operations or to maintain existing wetlands."
As described in the Project Description in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 3 Project Description, the Project does not include the
construction of habitable structures and does not propose to apply water
to desert playas. In addition, the Dry Lakes are not considered wetlands.
For information about the Dry Lakes, see Master Response 3.5 Dry
Lakes and Dust and Response O_Tetra1-8.

I_Stearn2-3

The commenter asks if the Dry Lakes are wetlands defined in the County
General Plan and whether the Project will destroy the Dry Lakes. The
Bristol Dry Lake and Cadiz Dry Lakes are not wetlands by any
government definition. There is only surface water on the Dry Lakes
periodically. In addition, the Dry Lakes are so highly saline that no
animal or plant life currently lives in or on it, with the exception of the
four-wing saltbush at the edges of the Dry Lakes, which do not rely on
groundwater below the Dry Lakes. Sensitive habitats in the Project area
are introduced in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources,
p. 4.4-27. Potential impacts to wetlands are discussed on p. 4.4-51. See
Response I_Stearn2-2, above and Master Response 3.6 Vegetation.

I_Stearn2-4

The commenter asks whether the Federal Railway Administration or the
Surface Transportation Board has been notified of the Project. The two
federal organizations noted in the comment have no approval authority
over the ARZC ROW easement. See Master Response 3.13 Right-ofWay and NEPA.

I_Stearn2-5

The commenter questions whether SMWD has produced an Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP) in accordance with the Urban Water
Management Planning Act (Water Code § 10610 et seq.). SMWD has
produced an UWMP63 consistent with Water Code Sections 10610
through 10656 of the Urban Water Management Planning Act.64 The
2011 UWMP is referenced on pp. 1-4, 7-8, and 11-17 of the Draft EIR
Vol. 1. The UWMP can be accessed online at:

63 Santa Margarita Water District, 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, July 2011.
64 Santa Margarita Water District, 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, July 2011, p. 1.
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http://www.smwd.com/assets/downloads/reports/2010-Urban-WaterManagement-Plan.pdf.
I_Stearn2-6

The commenter asks what biological resources mitigations are proposed.
The Project identifies impacts to biological resources in the Draft EIR
Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological Resources. Mitigation Measures BIO-1
through BIO-18 are listed in the Executive Summary, Table ES-1, pp.
ES-14 to ES-19.

I_Stearn2-7

The commenter cites Stanislaus Natural Heritage Project v. County of
Stanislaus (1996), 48 Cal. App. 4th 182, in arguing that the County of
San Bernardino should be the lead agency. The case the commenter is
citing overturned approval of an EIR for a 25-year development project
because that EIR had not identified water supplies for development after
the first five years, the case did not concern lead agency issues. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Stearn2-8

The commenter requests that the Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle65 decision
be included by reference. The comment does not pertain to the adequacy
of the Draft EIR, but is noted for the record.

I_Stearn2-9

The commenter asks what public notices the County of San Bernardino
(County) has made for the Project. The County provided public notice
for a meeting of the Board of Supervisors on May 1, 2012 that
considered an MOU between the County, Cadiz Inc., FVMWC and
SMWD regarding the process for pursue approval of the GMMMP. The
MOU was approved by the Board at that meeting. Members of the public
attended and provided comments. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.8 GMMMP and 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Gary Thompson
I_Thompson-1

This commenter in support of the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

S. Tott
I_Tott-1

The commenter provides a number of statements concerning their
familiarity with the Project area. This comment provides a personal
perspective on the commenter’s understanding of projects in the
proposed Project area. This comment does not state a specific concern

65 Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle, 83 Cal.App.4th 74.
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regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA.
I_Tott-2

This commenter provides a personal perspective regarding the adequacy
of the Draft EIR, as well as a summary of following comments. This
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comments summarized are addressed in Response I_Tott3 to I_Tott-16, below.

I_Tott-3

The commenter states the lead agency should be the County of San
Bernardino, and therefore, a new Draft EIR should be prepared. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

I_Tott-4

The commenter states that groundwater may be appropriated if it will not
result in overdraft. The Project would capture water prior to reaching the
saline sink beneath the Dry Lakes. For a discussion on the safe yield, see
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Tott-5

The commenter states that the Project proposes to overdraft the
groundwater basin. The Project, as described in Chapter 3 of the Draft
EIR Vol. 1, is designed to reverse the groundwater flow below the
wellfield to reduce evaporation on the Dry Lakes and capture that water
before it reaches the saline sink beneath the Dry Lakes. To accomplish
this change of hydraulic gradient, annual extraction would exceed
estimated natural recharge. For a discussion on the safe yield, see
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.7 Water Rights, and 3.15
Terminology.

I_Tott-6

The commenter states that the Project underlies federal lands, that the
modeled cone of depression extends over an area that is largely BLM
lands, and that the federal government has jurisdiction over the Project.
No federal approval is required to extract groundwater from the Cadiz
Inc. properties. Drawdown of groundwater under federal lands does not
require any federal approval. See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.
The Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts of the drawdown in Section
4.9 and concludes that with implementation of the GMMMP, impacts to
overlying groundwater users (third party wells) would be less than
significant. See Response A_NPS-25.

I_Tott-7

The commenter states that the conversion of the natural gas line from
natural gas to water use would require an EIR/EIS in accordance with
CEQA and NEPA, with BLM as the lead agency and the State Lands
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Commission as a responsible agency. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program Level Analysis. The Draft
EIR acknowledges that federal approval would be necessary to
implement the natural gas pipeline component of the Project under Phase
2. The EIR analysis prepared for Phase 2, Imported Water Storage
Component is primarily a program-level analysis. When the details and
design have been determined, a project-level environmental document
will be prepared. When the details and design for the Imported Water
Storage Component are determined, a project-level environmental
document will be prepared to analyze the environmental impacts of
implementation of the existing unused natural gas pipelines that traverse
the Cadiz Inc. property converted for water conveyance to be used to
convey water to potential Project Participants for the Imported Water
Storage Component. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, pp. 3-41 through 3-42 describes how the existing pipelines
would be used.
I_Tott-8

The commenter states that Metropolitan approval is required to
implement the Project. The Draft EIR, Chapter 3, Project Description,
Section 3.8 acknowledges that Metropolitan must approve the Project’s
CRA tie-in facilities for use of conveyance facilities is required to
implement the Project.

I_Tott-9

The commenter states that the Project wellfield should be better defined
in the Draft EIR. As stated in Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-23, two wellfield configurations were presented in the
Draft EIR to ensure that all potential Project elements are evaluated at a
project-level.

I_Tott-10

The commenter states that Project components may trigger NEPA
review. The commenter is directed to I_Tott-6 and Master Response
3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

I_Tott-11

The commenter takes issue with the Project objective of creating
additional water storage capacity to enhance water supply reliability and
argues that there are better water storage alternatives, such as the Joshua
Basin Water District overdrawn groundwater basin. See Response
I_Stearn1-10. The commenter also argues that the lead agency should be
the County of San Bernardino. See Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency.

I_Tott-12

The commenter states that the Project does not improve reliability since
it is a finite source of groundwater that will be used up and not replaced
if Phase 2 is not approved. The Project would capture water that would
otherwise flow to the saline sink beneath the Dry Lakes. The Project
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provides for a 50-year supply to enhance supply reliability. Figure 4.911b describes how the groundwater basin would recover over time. Table
4.9-10 provides estimates of time needed for recovery. Phase 2 if
implemented would store surplus water and extraction it when needed.
The commenter questions whether the Project improves reliability as
claimed and argues that the aquifer offers a finite source of groundwater
that would be permanently exhausted if Phase 2 is not approved. The
groundwater currently in storage has been estimated to be 17 to 34 MAF.
If Phase 1 were approved and Phase 2 never went forward, the amount of
water in storage in the basin would not be exhausted. In fact, with a
recharge of 32,000 AFY, the aquifer would be depleted no more than
three to six percent after 50 years. The Project provides increased supply
reliability because, for a 50-year term, southern California Project
Participants would have access to new supplies not dependent upon the
Colorado River or State Water Project. Water from these supply sources
is particularly unreliable due to environmental, agricultural, and political
concerns. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality, Figure 4.9-11b describes how the groundwater basin would
recover over time. Table 4.9-10 provides estimates of time needed for
recovery. These recovery estimates are not dependent upon Phase 2
implementation. See Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and 3.12 Phase 1 v. Phase 2 Analysis, and 3.15
Terminology.
I_Tott-13

The commenter expresses support for the No Project Alternative. CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that alternatives to a proposed Project
should “feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project” while
“avoid[ing] or substantially lessen[ing] any of the significant effects of
the project”. As stated in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-5, the fundamental purpose of the Project is to save
substantial quantities of groundwater that are presently wasted and lost to
evaporation, which would not occur under the No Project Alternative.
Therefore none of the Project objectives would be met. See Response
O_OCC1-12 and the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Analysis of
Alternatives, Sections 7.3 and 7.4.5.

I_Tott-14

The commenter argues that the Project does not serve a beneficial use
because the water is being exported outside of San Bernardino County
(County). See Master Response 3.7 Water Rights. The commenter also
argues that the County should have an active role in the Project. The
County is a responsible agency and has also entered into an agreement
with SMWD, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC that grants the County
enforcement authority over the monitoring and mitigation program as
outlined in the Updated GMMMP. See also Master Responses 3.8
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GMMMP and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency. This comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.
I_Tott-15

The commenter states that Figure ES-2 (Draft EIR Vol. 1 Executive
Summary) should be made to scale. The purpose of the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Executive Summary, Figure ES-2 is to illustrate the overall flow paths of
water. Making the figure to scale would greatly expand the horizontal
scale and obscure the concepts. In the figure, the water in storage is
shown to flow toward the Dry Lakes and is labeled “Natural Recharge.”
In the comment, this has been confused with “annual recharge”. The
figure does not say annual recharge. The commenter correctly notes that
the total sum of groundwater in storage is the cumulative result of many
years of precipitation. In addition, as described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-7 to 4.9-9,
precipitation does contribute to the annual amount of recharge to the
aquifer each year as well.

I_Tott-16

The commenter expresses an opinion regarding SMWD’s role as lead
agency for the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

Karen Tracy (2 submissions)
I_Tracy1-1

The commenter states that the Project will drawdown water levels and
reduce the commenter’s access to potable water. The Project will not
reduce access to potable water to any other user in the combined
Watersheds. Implementation of Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and
HYDRO-3, as also reflected in the Updated GMMMP ensures that
access to water is maintained and that if the Project causes water levels
to decline in third-party any wells, all remediation costs required under
the GMMMP would be borne by the Project Proponents. See Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, Master Response 3.7
Water Rights and the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP,
Section 6.2 and Table 5.1.

I_Tracy1-2

The commenter requests an extension of the public comment period. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process,
concerning the request for extension of time. An extension of time was
granted.

I_Tracy1-3

The commenter states that reputable hydrologists and techniques be
consulted before the Project goes forward. The Draft EIR was compiled
according the CEQA Guidelines and is based on the professional
scientific analysis of Geoscience Support Services, Inc., and CH2M Hill,
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both of which are reputable firms in the industry. In preparation of the
Draft EIR, numerous studies were conducted to determine the amount of
water in storage in the aquifer, the hydrology and geology of the aquifer,
and the potential impacts of the Project on the aquifer, wildlife, and
entire desert ecosystem. These studies and reports are discussed
throughout Draft EIR Vol. 1, in text, tables, and figures, and are attached
as supporting documentation in the Draft EIR Vols. 2 to 4, Appendices A
through J. The Draft EIR contains a Hydrology Appendix H, which
includes scientifically prepared reports providing ample evidence
substantiating the proposed Project. Furthermore, the Draft EIR was
reviewed by SMWD, the County of San Bernardino, and the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee.
I_Tracy2-1

The commenter objects to the Project and states that the Mojave Desert is
a well-known and highly trafficked holiday destination. This comment
does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA. See Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.1 Aesthetics and Section 4.12 Noise.

I_Tracy2-2

The commenter questions who has authority over management of the
monitoring program. As described in the Updated GMMMP, the
monitoring would be implemented by the FVMWC. FVMWC is an
entity comprised of the Project’s participating public water systems, in
consultation with the Technical Review Panel (TRP). The County of San
Bernardino, a Responsible Party, would review monitoring reports and
both ensure vigilance and determine whether mitigation has been
triggered and what preventative actions or remedies should be
implemented. This comment is further addressed in Responses
O_NPCA-CBD et al.102 and O_Tetra1-7 and Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.

I_Tracy2-3

The commenter questions the descriptions of the salt chemistry at the
Dry Lakes. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.5 Dry
Lakes and Dust and an analysis of the chemistry of the surface soils on
the Dry Lakes is provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 3, Appendix E2 Fugitive
Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas
as well as in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-15 to 4.9-18.

I_Tracy2-4

The commenter questions whether the aquifer system really is a closed
basin and expresses concern over delicate ecological niches. As
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-1 through 4.9-5, the Project area is in a closed basin. The
comment expressing opinion does not address the content or adequacy of
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the Draft EIR; no response is necessary. However, see Responses
A_NPS-17 and O_RiverAHA4-5.
I_Tracy2-5

The commenter states the National Park Service must become part of this
process because of the potential impact to natural resources on adjacent
federal lands. The Project would not affect lands managed by the
National Park Service. The proposed Project is located over 20 miles
from National Parks. See Responses A_NPS-8 and A_NPS-17 and
Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

I_Tracy2-6

The commenter objects to the Project. This comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

Victoria Williams
I_Williams-1

The commenter states that groundwater pumping impacts may have
effects on the commenter’s third party well. The Project will not reduce
access to potable water to any other user in the combined Watersheds.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures HYDRO-2 and HYDRO-3, as
also reflected in the Updated GMMMP ensures that access to water is
maintained and that if water levels decline in any wells, that
compensation is provided to return unimpeded access to water which is a
right of all overlying land owners. See Response I-BrownC1-5 and
Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.4 Springs.

Judy Wisboro
I_Wisboro-1

The commenter references safety concerns regarding nuclear power
plants, and expresses her views regarding oil drilling, and fracking. This
comment does not address this Project or the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
The Project does not include the development of uses that may result in
safety hazards to local land uses. See Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.8
Hazards and Hazardous Materials. See Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process. A response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

4.5 Form Letter
Approximately 7,000 submissions were received.
I_FormLetter-1

The commenters express opinions regarding the sustainability of the
proposed Project. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.15 Terminology, which
discusses the meaning of “Sustainability” as related to the proposed
Project.
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I_FormLetter-2

The commenters state that overdrafting the Project aquifer will harm
springs and delicate desert wildlife and habitats that rely on the water to
survive. Under current conditions, vegetation and wildlife have no access
to the groundwater due to the great depth at which the water table begins.
There is no hydraulic connection between the aquifer and the springs, so
there will be no impact on springs. This comment is addressed in
Responses A_CDFG-1, NPS-2, and O_OCC1-1 and Master Responses
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.4 Springs, 3.6 Vegetation, and 3.9
Biological Resources.

I_FormLetter-3

The commenters state the Draft EIR fails to explain the risks of the
proposed Project. This comment is addressed in Response I_Bise-1. The
commenter also asserts that the proposed water monitoring program will
only detect damage from the groundwater extraction long after it has
occurred, particularly to springs. The Draft EIR provides substantial
evidence supporting the impact conclusions. The Updated GMMMP
action triggers are set to identify potential issues before they occur. The
commenter is referred to Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-19 and
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

4.6 Public Hearing Transcripts
Commenters are listed in order of their first speaking turn.

4.6.1

Rancho Santa Margarita, California, Tuesday,
January 24, 2012

Commenter

Affiliation

Tony Beall

Individual

Curt Stanley

Individual

Tom Hume

Individual

John Whitman

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Jim Leach

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Michael LaBroad

Northwest Pipe Company
(additional submissions in Section 2.3)

Marvin Floyd

Ameron International Corporation
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Sherri Butterfield

Individual

Chris Ervin

Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Beth Apodaca

Individual

Wendy Bucknum

South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce

Jim Thor

Individual
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Commenter

Affiliation

Mike Phillips

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Larry Robinson

Individual

Bob Ereth
Paul Lanhardt

Layne Christiansen Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Ron James

Individual

Floyd Wicks

Individual

Dave Stefanides

Orange County Association of Realtors

Donna Varner

Individual

Leigh Adams
(additional submissions in Sections 2.4 and 2.6)

Individual

Emily Green
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

Individual

Joe Kelly

Orange County Coastkeeper
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Linda Feather

Los Angeles Salad Company
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Ruth Musser-Lopez
(additional submissions in Sections 2.4 and 2.6)

Individual

Charles T. Collett
(additional submission in Section 2.4)

Individual

Russell Woodruff

Individual

Tony Beall
Individual
I_Beall-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Curt Stanley
Individual
I_Stanley-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Tom Hume
Individual
I_Hume-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

John Whitman
South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce
O_SOCChamber1-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

O_SOCChamber1-2

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Jim Leach
South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce
O_SOCChamber2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

O_SOCChamber2-2

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Michael LaBroad
Northwest Pipe Company
O_NWPipe2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Marvin Floyd
Ameron International Corporation
O_Ameron2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Sherri Butterfield
Individual
I_Butterfield-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Chris Ervin
Mojave Desert Heritage and Cultural Association
O_MDHCA2-1

The commenter provides the same comment as submitted in their
January 24, 2012 comment letter. The commenter is referred to
Response O_MDHCA1-1.

O_MDHCA2-2

The commenter provides the same comment as submitted in their
January 24, 2012 comment letter. The commenter is referred to
Response O_MDHCA1-2.

O_MDHCA2-3

The commenter provides the same comment as submitted in their
January 24, 2012 comment letter. The commenter is referred to
Response O_MDHCA1-3.

O_MDHCA2-4

The commenter provides the same comment as submitted in their
January 24, 2012 comment letter. The commenter is referred to
Response O_MDHCA1-4.

O_MDHCA2-5

The commenter provides the same comment as submitted in their
January 24, 2012 comment letter. The commenter is referred to
Response O_MDHCA1-5.

Beth Apodaca
Individual
I_Apodaca-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Wendy Bucknum
South Orange County Regional Chamber of Commerce
O_SOCChamber3-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Jim Thor
Individual
I_Thor-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Mike Phillips
Individual
I_Phillips-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

I_Phillips-2

The commenter states that the only impact is to air quality during
construction, which is necessary to create a benefit for our residents here
in Southern California. Impacts to air quality are described in Draft EIR
Vol. 1 Section 4.3 Air Quality. No response is necessary.

I_Phillips-3

The commenter states another benefit is that the Project will bring jobs to
the San Bernardino area, which is an economic benefit. This comment
supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response pursuant to CEQA.
However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be
forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and
consideration.

Charlie Hoherd
Roscoe Moss Company
O_RoscoeMoss2-1

The commenter states the Project represents a chance for more job
creation and growth. This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not
require a response pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is
acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decisionmaking bodies for their review and consideration.
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O_RoscoeMoss2-2

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Larry Robinson
Individual
I_Robinson-1

The commenter states that he is a property owner in Cadiz, California
and that there are concerns with a planned drawdown to 50,000 AFY,
and there is a serious question as to the viability of this natural resource
as a reliable resource long term. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Robinson-2

The commenter states there are two commercial enterprises that retrieve
calcium chloride in the area with the Dry Lakes and these enterprises are
able to retrieve this calcium chloride naturally which would be lost once
the Project is complete, forcing these enterprises to fail. The commenter
states this Project could trigger lawsuits by these commercial enterprises.
The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Robinson-3

The commenter states that the area is a completely closed system, it is
unique, and needs responsible stewardship. The Draft EIR provides a
detailed description of the region in each section of Chapter 4. Table ES1 identifies potential impacts and mitigation measures developed to
minimize potential environmental effects. See also Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.

Bob Ereth
Layne Christiansen Company
O_Layne2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Paul Lanhardt
Layne Christiansen Company
O_Layne3-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
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Ron James
Individual
I_James-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Floyd Wicks
Individual
I_Wicks-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Dave Stefanides
Orange County Association of Realtors
O_OCRealtors-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Donna Varner
Individual
I_Varner-1

The commenter states it is important to continue to determine the
project's viability, both from a conservation perspective and fiscally. The
Draft EIR describes the Project in Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description.
Section 3.4.1 describes groundwater flow and the proposed conservation
of groundwater that would otherwise evaporate. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and
3.15 Terminology.

Leigh Adams
Individual
I_Adams2-1

The commenter suggests that water should be conserved and that storm
water detention is a better conservation practice. The Draft EIR evaluates
other water supply alternatives in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives
Analysis, Section 7.4.5. Other storm water detention opportunities in
Orange County would not eliminate the need for the Project to provide
water supply options and would not meet most of the basic Project
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objectives. This comment is also addressed in Master Response 3.14
Alternatives.

I_Adams2-Attachment
I_Adams2-Attachment-1

The comment suggests that the Project would be unsustainable.
This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts.

I_Adams2-Attachment-2

The comment states that the Project mines water and is not
economically viable without the mining component. The Project
would recover groundwater that would otherwise become saline
and evaporate. This comment is addressed in Master Responses
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Adams2-Attachment-3

The comment suggests that groundwater recharge is lower than
estimated in the Draft EIR and that the Project is therefore
unsustainable. This comment is addressed in Master Responses
3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_Adams2-Attachment-4

The comment suggests that the Project is an unsustainable
mining project. The Project would recover groundwater that
would otherwise become saline and evaporate. This comment is
addressed in all Master Responses 3.1 through 3.15.

I_Adams2-Attachment-5

The comment states that the water supply is unsustainable. The
Project would recover groundwater that would otherwise become
saline and evaporate. This comment is addressed in Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.15
Terminology.

I_Adams2-Attachment-6

The comment suggests that conservation through demand
management is more effective. The Draft EIR evaluates other
water conservation efforts in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives
Analysis, Section 7.4.4. Implementation of water conservation
programs is on-going and would not eliminate the need for the
Project to provide water supply options. See also Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.

I_Adams2-Attachment-7

The comment suggests that other water users would be adversely
affected. This comment is addressed in Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
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I_Adams2-Attachment-8

The comment states concerns that the Project could adversely
affect water quality. The Draft EIR evaluates potential water
quality impacts from the Conservation and Recovery Component
as well as the Imported Water Storage Component. As noted on
page 4.9-55 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality), pumped water would not adversely affect water quality
in the CRA due in part to the dilution effect provided in the CRA
as well as Metropolitan’s pump-in water quality requirements.
The Draft EIR also evaluates potential water quality impacts
from recharging Colorado River water into the ground on page
4.9-76. The Draft EIR concludes that the Imported Water
Storage Component may adversely affect groundwater quality
depending on CRA water quality, but that more likely the
dilution of the groundwater in storage would minimize the effect.
Without knowing the participants of the potential Imported
Water Storage Component or the availability or amount of CRA
water that could be imported, it is too early in the process to
analyze effects at the project-level. Any potential effects would
be evaluated in detail in subsequent environmental documents.

I_Adams2-Attachment-9

The comment states that springs and seeps could be affected by
the Project for years to come. This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation,
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, and 3.4 Springs.

I_Adams2-Attachment-10

The comment states that the Project would divert surface water
that is relied upon by the desert ecosystem. The comment
expresses a fundamental misunderstanding of the Project. No
surface water would be diverted. This comment is addressed in
Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation,
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, and 3.4 Springs.

I_Adams2-Attachment-11

The comment suggests that groundwater is as renewable as fossil
fuels and that climate change may affect the hydrology. The
Project would extract water that would otherwise evaporate. This
comment is addressed in Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater
Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts. Climate change is discussed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9.1 Hydrology and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-10 to 4.9-15.

I_Adams2-Attachment-12

The comment states that the Project could impact springs. This
comment is addressed in Master Response 3.4 Springs.

I_Adams2-Attachment-13

The commenter expresses opinion regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR, and in particular highlights a range of alternatives to
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the proposed Project. Response O_OCC1-14 addresses the
alternative analysis in the Draft EIR. See also Master Response
3.14 Alternatives.

Emily Green
Individual
I_Green1-1

The commenter states that she is a vocal opponent of this Project. The
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Green1-2

The commenter provides her credentials on water and water reclamation.
The commenter states that the Project proponents have not demonstrated
a commitment to conservation locally that warrants seeking new water
from beneath the Mojave Desert. The Draft EIR evaluates other water
supply alternatives in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, Section
7.4.5 and Conservation in Section 7.4.4. As discussed in these sections,
other urban runoff detention opportunities in Orange County would not
eliminate the need for the Project to provide water supply options and
would not meet the Project objectives. See also Master Response 3.14
Alternatives.

I_Green1-3

The commenter states that the Project needs federal oversight. The Draft
EIR provides CEQA compliance. NEPA compliance is not required since
no federal approvals are required to implement the Project. The
commenter is referred to Response A_NPS-25.

I_Green1-4

The commenter states USGS should review the results of the model
prepared for the Project. The commenter states that there is no
independent oversight for the GMMMP and the TRP. This comment is
addressed in the Response O_NPCA-CBD et al.-102. See Master
Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Green1-5

The commenter states the EIR does not satisfactorily address water
quality problems including Chromium 6 (hexavalent chromium) levels
noted in the Mojave. Project groundwater meets all of the existing State
and federal MCLs established for drinking water, and as such the Draft
EIR concludes that water quality impacts are less than significant. See
Response A_MWD-4 for a discussion of water quality and Chromium 6.

I_Green1-6

The commenter states the Project offers a private consortium as
caretakers of public land, while shutting out the respected and vigilant
existing public caretakers, and it proposes sinking deep wells whose
effects could be wide ranging and impossible to monitor. See Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.
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I_Green1-7

The commenter states the Project could become a liability just as Owens
Lake has been for DWP, and she stated that although there are some
arguments over the salt chemistry, she was not impressed by the Draft
EIR. The commenter further discusses dust storms and a “billion-dollar
liability.” The chemistry of soils and water at the Bristol and Cadiz
Playas are very different than those found at Owens Lake. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust for a
discussion on the playa.

I_Green1-8

The commenter states that capturing the water currently wasted, and
conservation of water already imported to the region could not only
create twice the water of the Project, but many times the jobs for
engineers, home builders, landscape companies, and home improvement
stores. The Draft EIR evaluates other water supply alternatives in Vol. 1,
Chapter 7 Alternative Analysis, Section 7.4.5 and conservation in
Section 7.4.4. As discussed in these sections, other urban runoff
detention opportunities in Orange County would not eliminate the need
for the Project to provide water supply options and would not meet the
Project objectives. See also Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

Joe Kelly
Orange County Coastkeeper
O_OCC2-1

The commenter urges the consideration of sustainable local water
recycling projects to secure resource for the future. The Draft EIR
evaluates other water supply alternatives in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternative
Analysis, Section 7.4.5 and conservation in Section 7.4.4. As discussed
in these sections, other recycled water projects would not eliminate the
need for the Project to provide water supply options and would not meet
the Project objectives. The commenter is also referred to Master
Response 3.14 Alternatives.

Linda Feather
Los Angeles Salad Company
O_LASalad2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Ruth Musser-Lopez
Individual
I_Musser-Lopez6-1

The commenter states the Project is a “water heist.” The Project is
described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description. The
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Project would recover groundwater that would otherwise join with saline
groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes and evaporate. Table 4.9-10 (Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality) identifies the
estimated duration of recovery of the groundwater basin. Once the basin
recovers, fresh water stored in the aquifer would continue to flow toward
the saline sinks below the Dry Lakes and evaporate. The commenter is
also referred to Master Response 3.7 Water Rights.
I_Musser-Lopez6-2

The commenter states that the EIR is flawed and reflects a total
misunderstanding of the desert. The comment does not state a specific
concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR
describes the desert ecosystems in detail in Vol. 1, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources. The Draft EIR describes in detail the Project’s potential
effects to the desert ecosystem. See Master Response 3.6 Vegetation
and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Musser-Lopez6-3

The commenter states the Project is a water heist. The commenter is
referred to Response I_Musser-Lopez6-1 above.

I_Musser-Lopez6-4

The commenter states evaporation is not waste. The Project would
extract groundwater that would otherwise join with saline groundwater
beneath the Dry Lakes and evaporate. The Project Description describes
this as conserving water that would otherwise be wasted to evaporation.
See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.15
Terminology for the definition of the word conservation as it relates to
evaporation.

I_Musser-Lopez6-5

The commenter objects that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
was not prepared and states the Project will have an effect on the springs.
An EIS is prepared only for projects requiring federal agency approval.
According to Code of Federal Regulations Section 1508.18, an EIS is
prepared if an agency proposes to implement a specific policy, to adopt a
plan for a group of related actions, or to implement a specific statutory
program or executive directive. The proposed Project would not require
federal approval requiring NEPA compliance. See Response A_NPS-25
and Master Responses 3.4 Springs and 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

I_Musser-Lopez6-6

The commenter states there needs to be a public hearing in Needles. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Musser-Lopez6-7

The commenter states the water drains into an underground river. There
is no evidence provided that an underground river exists in the area. The
hydrogeology of the region is described in Vol. 1, Section 4.9.1
Hydrology and Water Quality beginning on page 4.9-19.
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I_Musser-Lopez6-8

The commenter states she does not understand how SMWD could be the
lead agency for the proposed Project. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

Charlie Collett
Individual
I_Collett2-1

The commenter states there has never been any notice of the Project. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Collett2-2

The commenter asks what will be charged for the water and raises
concerns regarding impacts to neighboring wells. The cost of water to
Project Participants has not been included in the Draft EIR since it is not
relevant to the environmental impacts of the Project. Long-term
agreements with Project Participants would identify a cost per acre-foot
delivered. The commenter is referred to Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3
as updated in Chapter 5, which addresses impacts to third party wells.

I_Collett2-3

The commenter questions whether water from the Colorado River could
maintain water levels. The recharged water proposed for Phase 2 is not
intended to recover the groundwater levels. Rather, the purpose of Phase
2 is to use the storage space created by Phase 1 to store imported water
during wet years for use during dry years. Phase 2 is not being approved
presently and would only be implement after further project-level
environmental review. If Phase 2 is not approved and implemented,
groundwater levels would, nevertheless, recover through natural recharge
of the basin once pumping stops as shown in the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, Table 4.9-10.

I_Collett2-4

The commenter questions if water quality of the Colorado River would
adversely affect the groundwater basin, particularly high aluminum
content. The CRA water, SWP water, and the groundwater in the Fenner
Gap area currently meet drinking water standards before treatment.
Importation of water to the aquifer is only contemplated in Phase 2 of the
Project. The Draft EIR acknowledges in Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project
Description, p. 3-54 that the RWQCB would require further analysis of
potential impacts to water quality, including an anti-degradation analysis;
this would be conducted as part of project-level environmental review
prior to the implementation of Phase 2 (see Master Response 3.12
Project vs. Program Level Analysis).

I_Collett2-5

The commenter states that the Project is a short-term fix to a long-term
problem resulting from overdevelopment. The commenter also provides
a number of other opinions regarding overpopulation and Rancho Santa
Margarita. The Project Objectives are described on page 3-6 of the Draft
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EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 3 Project Description. The Project provides water
supply options for Project Participants and may support limited growth
as described in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 6 Growth-Inducement
Potential and Secondary Effects of Growth.
I_Collett2-6

The commenter states that habitat is pristine and he believes Senator
Feinstein is currently trying to have that whole area included in the
National Trails Highway National Monument. The commenter is referred
to the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14 Recreation and Chapter 5
Cumulative Impacts for a discussion of the California Desert Protection
Act of 2011.

I_Collett2-7

The commenter states the Project will drain the aquifer in about 20 years.
No evidence is given for this assertion. The comment does not state a
specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a
response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

Russell Woodruff
Individual
I_Woodruff-1

4.6.2

The commenter states that he is very concerned about the drawdown that
is going to occur if the proposed Project goes through. The commenter is
referred to Response I_Collett2-2 above. See Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

Joshua Tree, California, Wednesday,
February 1, 2012

Commenter

Affiliation

Ruth Musser-Lopez
(additional submissions in Sections 2.4 and 2.6)

Individual

Ramon Alviso Mendoza
(additional submission in Section 2.4)

Individual

Bruce Akana

Individual

Robert R. Dunn
(additional submission in Section 2.4)

Individual

Rob Fleck

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms
(additional submission in Section 2.3)

Dennis Shearer

Ameron International Corporation
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Tom Beeghly

National Chloride Company
(additional submissions in Section 2.3)

Leigh Adams
(additional submissions in Sections 2.4 and 2.6)

Individual

Tom O’Key

Individual
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Commenter

Affiliation

Andrew Stone

Individual

Phillip Smith

Individual

Seth Shteir

National Parks Conservation Association
(additional submission in Section 2.3 (CBD et. al))

Helena Bongartz
(additional submissions in Section 2.4)

Individual

Bob Minella

Layne Christiansen Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Doug Watson
Chris Brown
(additional submissions in Section 2.4)

Individual

Dave Fick

Individual

Bill Garvin
(additional submission in Section 2.4)

Individual

Charlie Hoherd

Roscoe Moss Company
(additional submissions in Sections 2.3 and 2.6)

Brendan Hughes

Individual

Sequoia Smith

Individual

Pat Flanangan

Individual

Almut Fleck

Individual

Jean McLaughlin
(additional submission in Section 2.4)

Individual

Emily Green
(additional submission in Section 2.6)

Individual

Conner Everts

Individual

Tom Askew

Individual

Stacy Doolittle

Individual

Debbie Cook
Individual
(additional submissions in Section 2.4)
Karen Tracy
(additional submissions in Section 2.4)

Individual

Kathy Phelan

Individual

Ron Bowers

Individual

Claudia Saw

Individual

Ruth Musser-Lopez
Individual
I_Musser-Lopez7-1

The commenter states the public comment meeting is in violation of the
Brown Act because SMWD is not authorized to hold meetings in San
Bernardino County. The public comment meeting was not a public
hearing but an informative meeting conducted by the environmental
consultant and SMWD staff to inform the public of the Project and to
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take comments. The meeting was not required but is encouraged by
CEQA and was not subject to the Brown Act. Therefore, the public
meeting did not violate the Brown Act. Rather, the meeting was held to
provide greater public participation in the CEQA process. The same is
true for the public comment meeting held in Santa Margarita. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.
I_Musser-Lopez7-2

The commenter states that people in the desert need the evaporation for
survival. Reducing evaporation above the Dry Lake playas would not
change the desert climate. See Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9
Biological Resources.

I_Musser-Lopez7-3

The commenter states that the claim that water does not recycle back into
the Cadiz Valley is untrue. It is unclear what in particular the commenter
is referring to. The basin is a closed drainage basin because all
groundwater flows to the interior of the basin and terminates at the Dry
Lakes where it approaches the surface and evaporates. The Draft EIR
describes the desert climate and average precipitation of the desert in
Vol. 4, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality. For a discussion on the
effect of evaporation on the local humidity and precipitation, see Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Musser-Lopez7-4

The commenter states that SMWD has no right to come to Joshua Tree in
San Bernardino County and hold a hearing. The Joshua Tree meeting
was not a public hearing but an informal meeting by the environmental
consultant and SMWD staff to inform the public of the Project and to
take comments. The meeting was not required by CEQA and was not
subject to the Brown Act. The commenter is referred to Master
Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Musser-Lopez7-5

The commenter states that San Bernardino County Supervisor Mitzelfelt
should have been at the meeting and that the Project should be heard by
the County. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency. For a discussion on San Bernardino County’s role in the
Project, see Master Response 3.8 GMMMP. The commenter states the
meeting violates the Brown Act. The public meetings did not violate the
Brown Act. Rather, the meeting was held to provide greater public
participation in the CEQA process. The commenter is referred to
Responses I_Musser-Lopez3-6 and 7-1.

I_Musser-Lopez7-6

The commenter provides an opinion on artesian wells and suggests that
water pressure in the aquifer brings water to the surface in springs. No
artesian wells have been identified in the Project area. See Master
Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.4 Springs.
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I_Musser-Lopez7-7

The commenter states the Project proponent could inject water into the
canal and get credit for that water, take the credits, and sell them to
deliver additional Colorado River water to Las Vegas. The Project
includes extracting groundwater from the Fenner Valley and conveying
the water to the CRA and ultimately to Project Participants located in
Southern California. The Project provides a new water supply to the
Southern California region.

I_Musser-Lopez7-8

The commenter makes comments about the prehistory in the area and
asks how SMWD became the Lead Agency. Cultural resources are
addressed in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 4.5 Cultural Resources, and
information about the area tribes is found in 4.5.1 pp. 1–9. The
commenter is also referred to Response A/T_29PalmsIndians-34 and
Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

Ramon Alviso Mendoza
Individual
I_Mendoza2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

I_Mendoza2-2

The commenter states that he works for a company that makes water out
of the atmosphere. The comment does not address the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and
will be forwarded to the decision making bodies for their review and
consideration.

I_Mendoza2-3

The commenter asks about the piping for the Project and the design
layout because it is in an earthquake area. The commenter is referred to
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.6 Geology and Soils, pages 4.6-33
through 4.6-34, which discuss potential impacts from a seismic event and
pages 4.6-35 through 4.6-38 which discuss the Project’s pipeline and
potential impacts from an unstable geologic unit.

I_Mendoza2-4

The commenter requests an extension of the comment period. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Bruce Akana
Individual
I_Akana-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
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record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.
I_Akana-2

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Robert R. Dunn
Individual
I_Dunn2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Rob Fleck
Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in Twentynine Palms
O_FairfieldInn2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Dennis Shearer
Ameron International Corporation
O_Ameron3-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Tom Beeghly
National Chloride Company
O_NatlChloride3-1

The commenter states that the Project would take surface water and
groundwater from Bristol Dry Lake and affect current mining operations.
The commenter states an objection to any proposal that would take water
away from the National Chloride Company. The Project would not
change existing conditions related to surface water at the Dry Lakes. The
Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts to mineral resources in Section
4.11 and includes measures to reduce potential effects to a less than
significant level. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP. Additional information related to mining at
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the Dry Lakes can be found in Responses O_Tetra1-1 and
O_NatlChloride1-1.

Leigh Adams
Individual
I_Adams3-1

The commenter voices opposition to the proposed Project. The comment
does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA. However,
the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the
decision making bodies for their review and consideration.

I_Adams3-2

The commenter asks if the meeting is illegal. The Joshua Tree meeting
was not a public hearing but an informal meeting by the environmental
consultant and SMWD staff to inform the public of the Project and to
answer questions. The meeting was not required by CEQA and was not
subject to the Brown Act. See Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.

I_Adams3-3

The commenter asks how Joshua Tree was chosen as the meeting place.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.

Tom O’Key
Individual
I_O’Key-1

The commenter voices opposition to the proposed Project. The comment
does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_O’Key-2

The commenter asks if the Draft EIR has been reviewed with counter
scientific scrutiny. In addition to undergoing a public review process
pursuant to CEQA, the technical and scientific reports for the Project
have been peer reviewed by the Groundwater Stewardship Committee.
See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP, Sub-Appendix A
Groundwater Stewardship Committee April 2012 Summary of Findings
and Recommendations. See Master Response 3.2 Groundwater
Modeling.

I_O’Key-3

The commenter expresses opposition to the Project. The comment does
not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.
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I_O’Key-4

The commenter expresses concern for groundwater drawdown, access to
fire suppression, groundwater levels at property owners at the higher
elevations. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

Andrew Stone
Individual
I_Stone-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Phillip Smith
Individual
I_SmithP-1

This commenter states that the Project will drain the aquifer. See Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

I_SmithP-2

The commenter states the meeting was far from Needles and that the
Project would affect the City of Needles. The comment refers to previous
promises of jobs in the area such as the Ward Valley Project and the
previous Metropolitan Water District project. The Project would not
affect the City of Needles located 50 miles to the east of the proposed
wellfield. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts,
3.11 CEQA Public Process, and 3.15 Terminology.

I_SmithP-3

The commenter asks what Native American tribes were consulted
regarding the Project. Consultation with Native American tribes is
summarized on page 4.5-22 of the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.5 Cultural
Resources. The commenter is referred to Response A_NAHC-2.

I_SmithP-4

The commenter states that the Salt Song Trail relates to the area where
the Chemehuevi lived. The commenter is referred to Responses
A/T_Chemehuevi-6 and O_RiverAHA4-18.

I_SmithP-5

The commenter states that springs that used to be in the desert are no
longer there due to drawdown and that cattlemen moved to the area, built
the windmill, and took the water table down. The Draft EIR describes the
estimated drawdown of the groundwater beneath the wellfield and
surrounding area in Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality.
Under Mitigation Measures included in the EIR and the Updated
GMMMP, FVMWC would monitor the effects of the drawdown.
Potential impacts to third party wells are identified and mitigation is
proposed to avoid or minimize these effects. The springs in the
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surrounding areas would not be affected by the Project. See Master
Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts and 3.4 Springs.

Seth Shteir
National Parks Conservation Association
O_NPCA-1

The commenter states that the Project is unsustainable, characterized by
unknowns and that the hydrologic models are flawed. See Master
Responses 3.2 Groundwater Models, 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts, and 3.15 Terminology.

O_NPCA-2

The comment states that evaporation rates are incorrect and provides an
evaporation estimate from Death Valley. See Master Responses 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.

O_NPCA-3

The commenter states that the impact of the Project is unknown. Impacts
to groundwater resources and surface resources have been extensively
analyzed and reviewed. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts and the Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Chapter 4.

O_NPCA-4

The commenter states that there are unanswered questions regarding the
hydrologic model and job creation claims. Estimates of job creation are
not relevant to the environmental impact analysis. See Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, 3.2
Groundwater Modeling, and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts for a
discussion of the hydrologic model.

O_NPCA-5

The commenter requests a 90-day extension to the public review period.
A 30-day extension to the public review period was granted bringing the
total comment period time to 100-days. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

O_NPCA-6

The commenter states they requested the parameters of the hydrologic
models multiple times. Details of the modeling efforts are provided in the
Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H1 Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and
Impact Analysis. In response to the commenter’s request for
MODFLOW data, SMWD responded with a letter, dated February 13,
2012,66 that informed the commenter that the Draft EIR includes all of
the input and output data necessary for the analysis of impacts to the
groundwater within Appendix H1 and that the output was produced
utilizing software that can be downloaded from the USGS website at no

66 Letter from Dan Ferons of SMWD to Seth Shteir, Field Representative for the National Parks Conservation

Association, dated February 13, 2012, responding to public records request made via email from Seth Shteir to John
Schatz of SMWD, dated February 3, 2012.
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charge. SMWD also offered to set up a meeting with technical experts
from Geoscience and CH2M Hill to discuss the data in the reports and
answer any technical questions their hydrologist might have. To date, the
commenter has not accepted to the offer to meet with SMWD’s technical
experts. The commenter is also referred to Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling and Response A_NPS-5.
O_NPCA-7

The commenter requests a 90-day extension to the public review period.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.

O_NPCA-8

The commenter states that the amount of water coming out of Bishop
Creek and Big Pine Creek on an annual basis is 50,000 AF. This
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

O_NPCA-9

The commenter states that climate change will alter the recharge in the
valley. Climate change is discussed in the Draft EIR, Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality. See Response A_NPS-52 and Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.

O_NPCA-10

The commenter states that recreational tourism is important. The Draft
EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.14 Recreation identifies local recreation
opportunities and concludes that the Project would have a less than
significant impact on local recreational uses.

O_NPCA-11

The commenter asks for the groundwater modeling files. The commenter
is referred to Master Response 3.2 Groundwater Modeling and
Response O_NPCA-6, above.

Helena Bongartz
Individual
I_Bongartz4-1

The commenter states that potential impacts to Dale Valley and other
areas have not been considered. The Draft EIR provides an analysis of
impacts for resources that could be affected by the Project. The potential
extent of groundwater drawdown over 50 years is shown in Figures 4.912, 4.9-13, and 4.9-14 (Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and
Water Quality). Dale Valley is in another watershed and under the
jurisdiction of the Twentynine Palms Water District. Areas such as Dale
Valley which are outside the drawdown area would not be affected by
the Project. See also Master Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts.
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Bob Minella
Layne Christiansen Company
O_Layne4-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Doug Watson
Layne Christiansen Company
O_Layne5-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Chris Brown
Individual
I_BrownC3-1

The commenter questions impacts to local groundwater wells and water
rights. The Mitigation Measures included in the EIR, as well as in the
Updated GMMMP, address potential impacts to third party wells, water
quality, subsidence, and air quality to fully mitigate any impacts on the
basin to a less than significant level. See Master Responses 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts, 3.7 Water Rights, and 3.8 GMMMP.

Dave Fick
Individual
I_Fick-1

The commenter asks for an extension of time for the public review
period. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.

I_Fick-2

The commenter asks to differentiate whether the wet and dry years are
for the Colorado River or Orange County. The wet year refers to SWP
water imports. The analysis provided in the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix
H2 Supplemental Assessment of Pumping Required references the
California wet and dry years reported by the Department of Water
Resources. The reports dictate deliveries of the SWP each year. In wet
years, more water is available for delivery in the SWP.

I_Fick-3

The comment states that Joshua Trees rely on moisture in the atmosphere
and that a large Joshua Tree Woodland called Cima Dome Forest is
located down wind of the Dry Lakes. The Cima Dome Joshua Tree
Woodland is located in the Mojave National Preserve north of I-40. The
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prevailing wind in the Bristol Dry Lake and Cadiz Dry Lake valley is
from the northwest. The Cima Dome Forest is located outside of the
Fenner Watershed and upwind of the Project site. No Joshua Trees are
located in the vicinity downwind from the Dry Lakes.

Bill Garvin
Individual
I_Garvin2-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Charlie Hoherd
Roscoe Moss Company
O_RoscoeMoss3-1

This comment supporting the Draft EIR does not require a response
pursuant to CEQA. However, the comment is acknowledged for the
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their
review and consideration.

Brendan Hughes
Individual
I_Hughes-1

The commenter asks for an extension of time for the public review
period. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.

I_Hughes-2

The commenter claims that 17 to 34 MAF equates to two to three years
of full flow of the Colorado River. The comment also says that extraction
will cause subsidence. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping
Impacts and 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Hughes-3

The commenter states property owners should have been contacted in the
Project area and that it is a failure of duty under CEQA. The commenter
is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Hughes-4

The commenter states that significant spring resources could be affected
and that EIR should be an Environmental Impact Statement. See Master
Response 3.4 Springs. An EIS is prepared only for projects requiring
federal agency approval. The proposed Project would not require federal
approval needing NEPA compliance. See Response A_NPS-25 and
Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
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Sequoia Smith
Individual
I_SmithS-1

The commenter asks about Orange County rainwater collection as an
option. The Draft EIR evaluates conservation and other water supplies as
Project alternatives in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis. See
Master Response 3.14 Alternatives. The commenter is also referred to
Response I_Adams2-1.
The comment also states that sustainability includes a multi-generational
perspective and that the proposed Project promotes excessive
consumption. The Project’s primary goal is to capture water before it
becomes saline and evaporates. See Master Response 3.15 Terminology
that discusses conservation objectives.

Pat Flanagan
Individual
I_Flanagan-1

The commenter states that it is mathematical sleight of hand to say that
surface water evaporation can be reduced. The commenter states that the
local ecosystem relies on water for survival. The Project would not divert
any surface water or alter drainage patterns. The commenter is referred to
the Master Responses 3.6 Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_Flanagan-2

The commenter states that the Project claims to be sustainable since it
would cease pumping after 50 years. In the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9
Hydrology and Water Quality, Table 4.9-10 identifies the duration
needed for the groundwater basin to recover after pumping stops. Table
4.9-11 provides an assessment of the amount of water recovered by the
Project that would otherwise evaporate under disparate recharge
scenarios. See Master Response 3.15 Terminology that discusses
conservation objectives.

I_Flanagan-3

The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not address subsidence,
water quality impacts, low recharge rates, or climate change. The Draft
EIR assesses potential impacts to subsidence in Vol. 1, Section 4.6
Geology and Soils. Mitigation measures are provided to monitor
subsidence and reduce pumping if subsidence occurs that could damage
structures. The Draft EIR evaluates water quality and recharge rates in
Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality. The Draft EIR
discusses impacts of climate change on the Project and local resources in
Section 4.9. See Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation and 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
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I_Flanagan-4

The commenter states that the Draft EIR discounts any risk to local
springs and states that the absence of evidence is not the same thing as
evidence of absence. The Project would not affect springs. The
commenter is referred to Response A_NPS-2 and Master Response 3.4
Springs.

Almut Fleck
Individual
I_Fleck-1

The commenter states that many people are not in favor of the Project.
This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to
CEQA.

I_Fleck-2

The commenter requests an extension of time to review the Draft EIR.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public
Process.

I_Fleck-3

The commenter states that industry takes resources for profit that belong
to the public and expresses concern for desert communities. See Master
Response 3.7 Water Rights. Regarding oversight of the Project by San
Bernardino County see Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.

I_Fleck-4

The commenter states there is no guarantee that the wet and dry days will
continue in specific patterns, particularly if the climate changes. The
commenter also expresses concern about the region becoming a dust
bowl. The Draft EIR discusses the potential effects of climate change in
the region. See response to comment A_NPS_52. The commenter is also
referred to Master Response 3.5 Dry Lakes and Dust.

Jean McLaughlin
Individual
I_McLaughlin2-1

The commenter states that the Project will draw down water that will
affect springs, wildlife, the ecosystem, and wilderness areas. See Master
Responses 3.5 Springs, 3.6 Vegetation, and 3.9 Biological Resources.

I_McLaughlin2-2

The commenter states that there needs to be more time for comment. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_McLaughlin2-3

The commenter states that the Project would lower groundwater levels in
local wells. See Master Responses 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts
and 3.8 GMMMP.
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I_McLaughlin2-4

The commenter states the Colorado River is polluted and states that
importation of CRA water as part of the Imported Water Storage
Component will pollute the groundwater. The Draft EIR evaluates
potential water quality impacts of importing Colorado River water and
concludes that although water quality could be affected during Phase 2 of
the Project, due to the size of the groundwater basin, Colorado River
water would be largely diluted. However, subsequent environmental
analysis would be needed prior to implementing Phase 2 of the Project.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.12 Project vs. Program
Level Analysis.

Emily Green
Individual
I_Green2-1

The commenter states that the Project is dangerous and a sham. This
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Green2-2

The commenter states that the monitoring program managed by the
Project proponent is unacceptable. The monitoring program will not be
managed by the Project proponent. It will be managed and enforced by
the County of San Bernardino. The commenter is referred to Response
A_NPS-7 above. See Master Response 3.8 GMMMP regarding
enforcement authority of the monitoring plan.

I_Green2-3

The commenter states that using the railroad ROW does not address
impacts to the very sensitive federal land surrounding it. The commenter
is referred to Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

I_Green2-4

The commenter states the USGS should review and comment on the
Project and Project monitoring. The commenter is referred to Response
A_NPS-5. All agencies, organizations, and individuals are free to review
and comment on the Project through the CEQA process.

Conner Everts
Individual
I_Everts-1

The commenter states there needs to be more time for comment. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Everts-2

The commenter provides a comment regarding SMWD as the lead
agency. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA
Lead Agency.
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I_Everts-3

The commenter states the Project is definitely a federal project requiring
an Environmental Impact Statement. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.

I_Everts-4

The commenter states there is a lack of public outreach and community
involvement. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.11
CEQA Public Process.

I_Everts-5

The commenter states that the per capita water usage in Orange County
needs to be reduced. The Draft EIR Vol. 1, Chapter 7 Alternatives
Analysis identifies conservation efforts in Orange County targeted to
achieve a 20 percent per capita reduction by 2020. The Draft EIR
concludes that conservation will occur in any case. The proposed Project
provides water supply options for Project Participants. For information
about conservation efforts by participating agencies, the commenter is
also referred to Master Response 3.14 Alternatives.

Tom Askew
Individual
I_Askew-1

The commenter states a dislike for the Project on behalf of the people of
the City of Essex. This comment does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA.

I_Askew-2

The commenter states he works for the Native American Land
Conservancy and states that the animals will all end up dead. The Project
would not significantly impact wildlife. See Master Response 3.9
Biological Resources.

Stacy Doolittle
Individual
I_Doolittle-1

The commenter requests an extension of public comment time. The
commenter states there is a lack of public outreach. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Doolittle-2

The commenter states that job creation is overstated and that the desert
relies on the groundwater for survival. The Project would not result in
significant impacts to the ecosystem. See Master Responses 3.6
Vegetation and 3.9 Biological Resources. See also Draft EIR Vol. 4,
Appendix I Economic Impact Report.
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Debbie Cook
Individual
I_Cook2-1

The commenter states that the Project is outrageous, audacious, and
irrational. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.

I_Cook2-2

The commenter asks where the elected officials are and makes a
statement about SMWD being the Lead Agency. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and 3.11 CEQA
Public Process.

I_Cook2-3

The commenter states that no other water district in Orange County
supports the Project and that Cadiz Inc. is going to make money selling
water. This comment does not state a specific concern regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant
to CEQA.

I_Cook2-4

The commenter states that the Project could only make sense if water is
first recharged and then extracted. The Draft EIR describes the recovery
of the groundwater basin in Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality. Figure 4.9-11 illustrates the groundwater basin recovery over
time based on estimated natural recharge. Impacts of the Project have
been evaluated in Section 4.9. See Master Response 3.3 Groundwater
Pumping Impacts. In order to save substantial amounts of freshwater that
would otherwise be lost, pumping must exceed the natural recharge rate.
If water were first recharged, mounding around the spreading basins
would steepen the natural gradient from the Fenner Gap towards the Dry
Lakes and increase the volume of groundwater flowing towards the brine
sink and evaporating.

Karen Tracy
Individual
I_Tracy3-1

The commenter would like the USGS to review the Project. The USGS
was welcome to submit comments during the public review period but
did not do so. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.2
Groundwater Modeling. The commenter also requests an extension of the
public comment period. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Tracy3-2

The commenter states the Project is definitely a federal project requiring
an Environmental Impact Statement. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.13 Right-of-Way and NEPA.
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Kathy Faylan (Phelan?)
Individual
I_Faylan-1

The commenter states opposition to the Project. The commenter requests
an extension of public comment time. The commenter states there is a
lack of public outreach. The commenter is referred to Master Response
3.11 CEQA Public Process.

I_Faylan-2

The commenter states that what California needs is the desert. The
comment does not state a specific concern regarding the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not required pursuant to CEQA.

Ron Bowers
Individual
I_Bowers-1

The commenter questions whether the jobs are worth the environmental
cost. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts of the Project and finds a
temporary significant and unavoidable impact to air quality from
construction and significant unavoidable secondary effects of growth in
the service areas of the Project Participants. Impacts to the local
ecosystem and local land uses would be less than significant. See Master
Responses 3.9 Biological Resources.

Claudia Saw
Individual
I_Saw-1

The commenter states the Wildlife Conservancy should be contacted and
brought to the table. The comment does not state a specific concern
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, a response is not
required pursuant to CEQA. However, the Wildlife Conservancy was
free to review and comment on the EIR.

4.7 Comment Letters Received after Deadline
TABLE 4-7
COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED AFTER DEADLINE
Commenter

Date of Comment

Signatory and Title

Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce

04/12/2012

Joe Schumacher
Chairman of the Board

Larry Witt, Individual

04/26/2012

–

NPCA-CBD et al.

05/04/2012

Adam Lazar

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker

05/07/2012

Robert S. Bower
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Commenter

Date of Comment

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

05/14/2012

Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America LaborersLocal Union 783 (4 submissions)
Diane Allison, Individual

05/23/2012 (2),
05/25/2012 and
06/22/12

Signatory and Title
Joseph Vanderhorst
Sr. Deputy General Counsel
Christina Caro
Attorney for Local 783

05/24/2012

–

MC and Lorenzo Hagerty, Individuals

02/24/2012

–

Anthony Nicolau, Individual

05/24/2012

–

Jean Marie Naples, Individual

05/24/2012

Danielle Bower, Individual

05/25/2012

–

J. Capozzelli, Individual

05/25/2012

–

David A. Brunetti, Individual

05/26/2012

–

Phyllis Jacoby, Individual

undated

–

Steve Jacoby, Individual

undated

–

Heather Hahn, Individual

5/29/2012

–

Benjamin and Jennifer Valentine, Individuals

05/29/2012

Center for Biological Diversity

5/31/2012

Adam Lazar, Staff Attorney

Pam Nelson, Individual

6/01/2012

–

undated

–

Anuj Shaw, Individual

06/20/2012

--

The Wildlands Conservancy

06/24/2012

Claudia Sall

Greta Loeffelbein, Individual

CEQA Guidelines section15105 requires that a Draft EIR provide a public review period not less
than 45 days. The Draft EIR was published on December 5, 2011 with the review period set to
close on February 13, 2012, a period of 70 days. In response to requests for an extension of the
comment period, in February, SMWD granted an additional 30 days in February. The Draft EIR
public review period ended March 14, 2012, providing a total of 100 days for public review. The
following are responses to comments received after the close of the 100 days public comment
period on the Draft EIR. CEQA does not require that an agency respond to late comments. (Pub
Res C §21091(d)(1); Gilroy Citizens for Responsible Planning v City of Gilroy (2006) 140 CA4th
911, 924 n10.) Given that there is no legal duty to respond to any late comments, the claimed
inadequacy of any responses to late comments cannot be a basis for challenging the legal
adequacy of an EIR. (Gray v County of Madera (2008) 167 CA4th 1099, 1111.)

Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce
O_RCCC-1

By letter dated April 12, 2012, this comment was received supporting the
Draft EIR and pursuant to CEQA does not require a response. However,
the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the
decision-making bodies for their review and consideration.
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Larry Witt
I_Witt-1

By email dated April 26, 2012, the commenter requests information on
the date of the public hearing for the Final EIR. The commenter has been
added to notification lists for future CEQA actions and will be sent
notification of the Final EIR. The commenter is also referred to Final
EIR Vol. 5, Chapter 1 Introduction, Section 1.2 CEQA Environmental
Review Process.

National Parks Conservation Association and Center for Biological
Diversity, et al.
O_NPCA-CBD et al.2-1

By letter dated May 4, 2012, the commenter requests the
attached documents on Colorado River Aqueduct water quality
be submitted in support of prior comments addressed in
Response O_NPCA-CBD et al. The comment is noted.
It should be noted that water quality issues for Phase 2, including
the water quality report for the upper Colorado region would
have no bearing on water quality in Metropolitan's CRA.
Therefore, attachments beyond the scope of the Metropolitan
CRA and which pertain to Phase 2 are not relevant, until such
time as Phase 2 undergoes Project level review.

Tetra Technologies, Inc. via Rutan & Tucker, LLP
O_Tetra7-1

By letter dated May 7, 2012, the commenter requests to be notified when
SMWD Board of Directors is scheduled to consider any item related to
the proposed Project. The commenter has been added to notification lists
for future CEQA actions and will be sent notification of the Final EIR.

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
A_MWD2-1

By letter dated May 14, 2012, the commenter restates comments
addressed regarding Metropolitan’s role in the proposed Project and
Project objectives related to a CRA tie-in. Specifically, it reiterates its
opinion that a stabilization reservoir must separate the conveyance
pipeline with valves and gates. This issue is addressed in Response
A_MWD-4. See also Responses A_MWD 1 through 159. The comment
is noted.
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Lozeau Drury LLP on behalf of Laborers International Union of
North America Laborers Local Union 783
O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA3-1

By email dated May 23, 2012, the commenter requests to be
forwarded the Final EIR once it is published. The commenter has
been added to notification lists for future CEQA actions and will
be sent notification of the Final EIR.

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA4-1

By email dated May 23, 2012, the commenter requests that a
prior comment letter dated December 12, 2011 requesting
notification of action under CEQA be attached to the comment.
The commenter letter dated December 12, 2011 is included as
Response O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA1-1.

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA5-1

By email dated May 25, 2012, the commenter requests access to
certain documents under the Public Records Act pursuant to
Government Code section 6250 et seq. The commenter requests
information used in the analysis. This is not a comment
regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and therefore no response is required. SMWD has
responded to this comment under the California Public Records
Act.

O_LozeauDrury/LIUNA6-1

By email dated June 22, 2012, the commenter requests access to
certain documents under the Public Records Act pursuant to
Government Code section 6250 et seq. The commenter requests
information used in the analysis. This is not a comment
regarding the adequacy of the environmental review for the
Project and so no response is required. SMWD has responded to
this comment under the California Public Records Act.

Diane Allison
Individual
I_Allison-1

By letter dated May 25, 2012, the commenter requests rejection of the
proposed Project. This comment does not address the content or
adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The
comment is noted and will be made available to the decision-makers as
part of the Final EIR.
The commenter urges alternative conservation efforts in Orange County.
The commenter is referred to Response I_Sahaar-2.
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MC and Lorenzo Hagerty
Individuals
I_Hagerty-1

By letter dated May 24, 2012, the commenter states concern regarding
the Project. This comment does not address the content or adequacy of
the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The comment is noted
and will be made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final
EIR.

The commenter generally states that SMWD is not the proper lead
agency, as well as the Draft EIR presents an inadequate analysis of
impacts to water quality, air quality, wildlife, and the recharge rate. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency
and also respectively to Response I_Adams2-Attachment-8 for a
discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts; Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of potential impacts
to wildlife; and finally to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge
and Evaporation for a discussion of the recharge rate.

Anthony Nicolau
Individual
I_Nicolau-1

By letter dated May 24, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project and expresses concerns regarding the Project. This
comment does not address the specific content or adequacy of the Draft
EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The comment is noted and will
be made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.
The commenter states in general that the Draft EIR presents an
inadequate analysis of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife.
The commenter is referred respectively to Response I_Adams2Attachment-8 for a discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts;
and Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of
potential impacts to wildlife. The commenter also states general concern
regarding the appropriateness of the lead agency, terminology regarding
water conservation, and recharge rates. The commenter is referred to
Master Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, 3.15 Terminology, and 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, respectively.

Jean Marie Naples
Individual
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I_Naples-1

By letter dated May 24, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project and expresses critical opinions regarding the Project.
This comment does not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR;
no response is necessary. The comment is noted and will be made
available to the decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR presents an inadequate analysis
of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife. The commenter is
referred respectively to Response I_Adams2-Attachment-8 for a
discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts; and Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of potential impacts
to wildlife. The commenter also questions the appropriateness of the lead
agency, terminology regarding water conservation, recharge rates, and
water rights. The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.10
CEQA Lead Agency, 3.15 Terminology, 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporationand Evaporation, and 3.7 Water Rights, respectively.

Danielle Bower
Individual
I_Bower-1

By letter dated May 25, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project. This comment does not specifically address the content
or adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The
comment is noted and will be made available to the decision-makers as
part of the Final EIR.
The commenter generally states that the Draft EIR presents an
inadequate analysis of impacts on water, local communities, air quality,
and wildlife. The commenter is referred respectively to Master
Response 3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts for a discussion of
potential impacts to surrounding landowners and water resources; the
Draft EIR the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air Quality, for a discussion
of potential air quality impacts; and Master Response 3.9 Biological
Resources for a discussion of potential impacts to wildlife. The
commenter also questions the appropriateness of the lead agency and
recharge rates. The commenter is also referred to Master Responses
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency and 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation.

J. Capozzelli
Individual
I_Capozzelli-1

By letter dated May 25, 2012, the commenter states general concern
regarding the Project including the desert wildlife’s reliance on water,
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but does not specifically address the contents of the Draft EIR, therefore
a response is not necessary. However, the commenter is referred to
Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources. The commenter also
questions the adequacy of the lead agency for the proposed Project. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
The commenter expresses concern regarding pumping of water and its
location near the Mojave National Preserve. The Project is located
approximately 20 miles south of the Mojave National Preserve and 25
miles north of Joshua Tree National Park. With respect to Project
pumping, the commenter is referred to Master Response 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts.
The commenter also states concern over the execution of a memorandum
of understanding (MOU) between San Bernardino County, SMWD, and
Cadiz Inc. in May 2012 that establishes a process to seek an exclusion
from the Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance (San Bernardino
County Code of Ordinances § 33.06551). The County is a responsible
agency under CEQA, which has its own decision making processes in
reviewing the Project. The MOU provides a framework for proceeding
with the GMMMP for the Project. Please refer to Master Responses 3.8
GMMMP and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.
The commenter also states the recharge rate. The commenter is referred
to Master Response 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation.

David A. Brunetti
Individual
I_Brunetti-1

By letter dated May 26, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project. This comment does not specifically address the content
or adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The
comment is noted and will be made available to the decision-makers as
part of the Final EIR.
The commenter further states that the Draft EIR presents an inadequate
analysis of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife. The
commenter is referred respectively to Response I_Adams2Attachment-8 for a discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts;
and Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of
potential impacts to wildlife. The commenter also questions the
appropriateness of the lead agency, terminology regarding water
conservation, recharge rates, and water rights law. The commenter is
referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, 3.15
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Terminology, 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, and 3.7
Water Rights, respectively.
The commenter also states concern over the execution of an MOU
between the County, SMWD and Cadiz Inc. in May 2012. See Response
I_Capozzelli-1. Please refer to Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP and
3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

Phyllis Jacoby
Individual
I_Jacoby-1

By undated letter, the commenter urges rejection of the proposed Project
and expresses critical opinions regarding the Project. This comment does
not specifically address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR;
therefore, no response is necessary. The comment is noted and will be
made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.
The commenter generally states that the Draft EIR presents an
inadequate analysis of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife.
The commenter is referred respectively to Response I_Adams2Attachment-8 for a discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts;
and Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of
potential impacts to wildlife. The commenter also questions the
appropriateness of the lead agency, terminology regarding water
conservation, and recharge rates. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, 3.15 Terminology, and 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, respectively.

Steve Jacoby
Individual
I_Jacoby2-1

By undated letter, the commenter urges rejection of the proposed Project
and expresses critical opinions regarding the Project. This comment does
not specifically address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR;
therefore, no response is necessary. The comment is noted and will be
made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.
The commenter also states that the Draft EIR presents an inadequate
analysis of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife. The
commenter is referred respectively to Response I_Adams2Attachment-8 for a discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Section 4.3 Air Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts;
and Master Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of
potential impacts to wildlife. The commenter also questions the
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appropriateness of the lead agency, terminology regarding water
conservation, and recharge rates. The commenter is referred to Master
Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency, 3.15 Terminology, and 3.1
Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation, respectively.

Heather Hahn
Individual
I_Hahn-1

By letter dated May 29, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project and expresses critical opinions regarding the Project.
This comment does not specifically address the content or adequacy of
the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The comment is noted
and will be made available to the decision-makers as part of the Final
EIR.
The commenter states the review process was inadequate. See Master
Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process.

Benjamin and Jennifer Valentine
Individuals
I_Valentine-1

The commenter urges analysis of impacts and rejection of the proposed
Project. This comment does not specifically address the content or
adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The
comment is noted and will be made available to the decision-makers as
part of the Final EIR.

Center for Biological Diversity
O_CBD2-1

By letter dated May 31, 2012, the commenter raises concerns
regarding the scope of the County’s authority under the
GMMMP and its interpretation of the definitions contained in
the County’s Groundwater Ordinance.
The commenter also states that provisions in the May 2012
MOU regarding reservation of water under options available to
the County are not analyzed in the EIR. First, the Draft EIR,
Chapter 6 analyzes use of Project water in portions of the County
that lie within the Metropolitan service area. See Table 6-34.
Second, the MOU terms provide a conditional offer to the
County for 25,000 AF of Project water, and up to 20% of total
Project annual yield. However, further action is required by the
County. For example, there is no time or specified method of
delivery for when this would occur. Similarly, with respect to the
manner of delivery, the MOU provides flexibility as to which
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agency, either IEUA or any public water supplier in the County
may deliver Project water to County users. Therefore, until that
determination is made, an additional agency cannot be identified
as a “responsible agency”. Moreover, additional environmental
review of such an act is contemplated in the MOU itself. See
MOU, page 6.
The commenter requests the MOU be included in the
administrative record, and analyze definitions and terms of the
MOU in the EIR, and then SMWD should re-circulate the EIR.
The MOU will be available to the decision-makers as it will be
an appendix to the Final EIR (Appendix N). With regard to
definitions, the commenter is referred to Master Response 3.15
Terminology. With respect to re-circulation, it is not required.
See Master Response 3.11 CEQA Public Process. The
Commenter is also referred to Master Response 3.7 Water
Rights. The May 11, 2012 MOU is a first step, and provides a
framework for managing the basin consistent with the County’s
Ordinance. In compliance with the County’s Groundwater
Ordinance, the Draft GMMMP was updated since the
publication of the Draft EIR to clarify matters such as the
County’s enforcement authority over the management plan, the
details of monitoring and corrective measures beyond those
required by CEQA to protect critical resources, and to establish a
management “floor” for the drawdown of groundwater levels
and a limit for brine migration. The Updated GMMMP is
included in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP. The revisions strengthen the management plan, but do
not alter the analysis or findings in the EIR or present any new
information that would require recirculation. The Updated
GMMMP was prepared to satisfy the exclusion provisions of the
County Ordinance and is subject to the County’s discretionary
review and approval as a responsible agency under CEQA. See
also Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter states that the MOU redefines the term
‘overdraft” and suggests its definition will limit monitoring and
enforcement against drawdown. This is not the case. The
mitigation measures in the EIR, as well as the provisions of the
Updated GMMMP provide for extensive monitoring and
enforcement, The Updated GMMMP contains a set of “early
warning” monitoring features (See Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix
B1 Updated GMMMP, Chapter 5), specific objective action
criteria (i.e. the pre-impact “triggers” and corrective measures,
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Chapter 6), as well as strong enforcement provisions, including
the organization of a Technical Review Panel (TRP) that will
monitor and advise on technical aspects of the Project (Chapters
6 and 8). As proposed in the Updated GMMMP’s adaptive
management provisions, new monitoring measures may be
proposed to refine the Management Plan as a result of
information obtained from monitoring (See Updated GMMMP,
Chapter 8). The Updated GMMMP is also designed to include a
multi-level review of the monitoring, triggering events, and
corrective actions. Under the decision-making process, FVMWC
will notify all parties (County, SMWD, and TRP) within 10
business days of any triggering event and, within 60 days will
provide an initial assessment and recommendation to be
reviewed by the TRP. The TRP will then prepare its own
assessment and recommendation for review by the County. The
County’s decision will be final and immediately effective,
subject to a dispute resolution process. With respect to reporting,
the Updated GMMMP would require the FVMWC to prepare
annual and 5-year reports, summarizing all of the acquired data,
evaluating the data to verify the aquifer response is as predicted,
and providing recommendations.
The commenter asserts that the MOU definitions of safe yield,
temporary surplus, overdraft and aquifer health should be
analyzed in the EIR and GMMMP. The concepts are included in
the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9.3 Hydrology and Water
Quality, pp. 4.9-71 to 4.9-72, and Table 4.9-10. A temporary
surplus exists in the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub-basin. The
Project’s withdrawal of groundwater is intended to temporarily
exceed the natural recharge for the intentional and strategic
purpose of lowering the groundwater table in sub-basin. This
will temporarily reverse the present hydraulic gradient such that
a portion of the groundwater that would otherwise flow into the
Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes, where it would be lost to
hypersalinity and evaporation, can be extracted for beneficial
use. As explained in the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology
and Water Quality, pp. 4.9-61 to 4.9-63 and Volume 4,
Appendix H1, this temporary lowering of the groundwater table
and reversal of the present groundwater gradient is not
anticipated to cause any adverse impact to the groundwater
supply available to neighboring landowners, any other
groundwater users, or the environment, nor cause any other
“undesirable result.” The water impacts are modeled and water
levels will return to pre-pumping conditions approximately 67
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years after pumping ceases. This is due in part because recharge
continues during the 50 year Project life and afterwards,
indicating that the Project is sustainable and no irreversible
damage is anticipated. Therefore, the extraction of the
“temporary surplus” is lawful and encouraged by California’s
policy to foster maximum beneficial use of water and prevention
of waste. See Responses O_NPCA-CBD et al,
O_PacificInstitute-3, O_PacificInstitute-4, and O_MDLT-3
and Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, 3.7 __ Water Rights and 3.15 Terminology.
Further, the MOU provides a framework for managing the basin
consistent with both the California Supreme Court precedent and
the County’s Desert Groundwater Ordinance. The Project will
comply with the Groundwater Management Ordinance subject to
an approved GMMMP. See Master Responses 3.8 GMMMP,
3.3 Groundwater Pumping Impacts, and Response
A/T_29PalmsIndians-21.
The commenter contends that the Project should be limited to
recharge rates. The Draft EIR evaluates water quality and
recharge rates in Vol. 1, Section 4.9 Hydrology and Water
Quality. However, reduced pumping is less effective in reversing
the groundwater flow direction and less effective at reducing
rates of evaporation both of which are design concepts necessary
to conserve water that is presently being wasted. See Master
Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Evaporation and 3.3
Groundwater Pumping Impacts. Further, the Draft EIR Vol. 1,
Chapter 7 Alternatives Analysis, analyzes a pumping scenario of
30,000 AFY under the Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Route
Alternative, which is similar to the estimated recharge for the
Project. This alternative, however, would not deliver water to an
area accessible by the Project Participants as it is a portion of an
unused natural gas pipeline that extends through the Cadiz Inc.
property north through Barstow and to Wheeler Ridge near
Bakersfield.
The commenter states that the groundwater floor and progressive
rate of decline set forth in the MOU are not identified in the
Draft GMMMP. The commenter is correct. This is because the
groundwater floor and progressive rates of decline outlined in
the MOU are measures not required, as detailed in Master
Responses 3.1 and 3.3 concerning groundwater recharge and
groundwater pumping impacts, to mitigate any impact of the
Project to the environment under CEQA. The groundwater floor
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and rate of decline are set forth in the Updated GMMMP. In
compliance with the provisions of the MOU and the County
Ordinance, the Draft GMMMP was updated since the
publication of the Draft EIR to clarify matters such as the
County’s enforcement authority over the management plan, the
details of monitoring and corrective measures beyond those
required by CEQA to protect critical resources, and to establish a
management “floor” for the drawdown of groundwater levels
and a limit for brine migration. The Updated GMMMP is
included in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated
GMMMP. The revisions strengthen the management plan, but do
not alter the analysis or findings in the EIR or present any new
information that would require recirculation. The Updated
GMMMP was prepared to satisfy the exclusion provisions of the
County Ordinance and is subject to the County’s discretionary
review and approval as a responsible agency under CEQA. See
Master Response 3.8 GMMMP.
The commenter requests the EIR and GMMMP explain and
analyze the provision in the MOU regarding arbitration. The
legal remedy that parties may or may not avail themselves in the
future when implementing the GMMMP do not require
environmental analysis under CEQA as they will not result in
any impacts to the environment. See Master Response 3.8
GMMMP.
The commenter questions the role of the County in the EIR,
GMMMP. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3.10
Lead Agency and 3.8 GMMMP.

Pam Nelson
Individual
I_Nelson-1

By letter dated June 1, 2012, the commenter urges rejection of the
proposed Project. This comment does not specifically address the content
or adequacy of the Draft EIR; therefore, no response is necessary. The
comment is noted and will be made available to the decision-makers as
part of the Final EIR.
The commenter also generally states that the Draft EIR presents an
inadequate analysis of impacts to wildlife, questions recharge, and
questions the appropriateness of the lead agency. The commenter is
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referred to Master Responses 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, 3.9 Biological Resources, and 3.10 CEQA Lead Agency.

Greta Loeffelbein
Individual
I_Loeffelbein-1

By undated letter, the commenter urges rejection of the proposed Project
and expresses critical opinions regarding the Project. This comment does
not address the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR; no response is
necessary. The comment is noted and will be made available to the
decision-makers as part of the Final EIR.
The commenter states that the Draft EIR presents an inadequate analysis
of impacts to water quality, air quality, and wildlife. The commenter is
referred respectively to Response I_Adams2-Attachment-8 for a
discussion of water quality; the Draft EIR Vol. 1, Section 4.3 Air
Quality, for a discussion of potential air quality impacts; and Master
Response 3.9 Biological Resources for a discussion of potential impacts
to wildlife. The commenter also questions the appropriateness of the lead
agency, terminology regarding water conservation, and recharge rates.
The commenter is referred to Master Responses 3.10 CEQA Lead
Agency, 3.15 Terminology, and 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and
Evaporation, respectively.

Shah
Individual
I_Shah-1

By email dated June 24, 2012, the commenter requests to be notified
when the Final EIR is published. The commenter is included in the Final
EIR Distribution List and will receive notice of CEQA actions.

The Wildlands Conservancy
O_Wildlands2

By email dated June 24, 2012, the commenter requests information used
in the analysis. This is not a comment regarding the adequacy of the
environmental review for the Project and so no response is required
pursuant to CEQA.
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CHAPTER 5

Draft EIR Text Revisions
5.1 Introduction
This section includes changes or additions to the Draft EIR based on comment letters received
during the public review comment period of December 5, 2011 through March 14, 2012, as well
as other edits to provide additional clarification, including more stringent mitigation measures.
Revisions made in response to a comment are introduced with the relevant comment number as
well as the page number of the Draft EIR where the change is incorporated. Revisions made for
clarification purposes are introduced only with the page number of the Draft EIR where the
change is incorporated. Changes are provided in revision marks (underline for new text and
strikeout for deleted text). Changes to the Draft EIR are indicated below under the respective EIR
section heading.
The revisions are minor changes that do not constitute significant additional information that alter
the outcome of the environmental analysis or require recirculation of the document (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5).

5.2 Text Revisions
Executive Summary
Section ES.2, p. ES-4, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The Project would serve the railroad’s water demands along the ROW, including fire
suppression, as well as providing ARZC access to the road along the pipeline that would
be constructed as part of the Project. The access roads in the ROW that can be used for
railroad maintenance purposes and emergencies, will allow access to power at meters
located along the railroad tracks, will allow for passenger terminals and water service
associated with steam locomotives (that ARZC is contemplating running one in the
future), and will provide the right to connect and deliver water to any future water
production facilities within the ROW. The Project would may also serve additional
railroad purposes that have been identified by ARZC which will be subject to additional
environmental review.

Chapter 1

Introduction

Section 1.2.3, p. 1-6, paragraph 2 is revised as follows:
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In Southern California, Golden State serves customers in cities throughout San
Bernardino, Riverside, Los Angeles, Orange and Ventura counties.
Section 1.3, page 1-9 first full paragraph is revised as follows:
As the first public agency with a discretionary decision regarding the proposed Project
and because the Project would be owned in part and operated by SMWD, SMWD is
acting as Lead Agency. SMWD was the first Project Participant to enter into an Option
Agreement for the largest portion of water supply and carry-over storage from the Project
and is sharing CEQA costs with Cadiz. The Option Agreement contemplates SMWD
carrying-out the Project by, among other things, approving the design and construction of
the wells, pipelines, and conveyance facilities for the Project, and negotiating for the
acquisition of real property interests owned by Cadiz. SMWD has prepared this Draft
EIR in accordance with its responsibility as Lead Agency to evaluate the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed Project. SMWD has the discretion to certify the
EIR and to approve or reject the Project. SMWD will approve the Project through the
Purchase and Sale Agreement contemplated in the Option Agreement, as well as by
approving the Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (see Section
2.3.1). SMWD also anticipates that the Project will requires subsequent approvals,
including a Joint Powers Agency Agreement, a water purchase agreement, and long-term
leasing, operation, and management agreements concerning Project facilities.

Chapter 2

Project Background

Section 2.3.1, p. 2-3, (San Bernardino County Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance) third
paragraph is revised as follows:
The ordinance Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance does not apply to entities
that have prepared a County-Approved Groundwater Management, Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan (GMMMP) and that have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the County that “requires the parties to share groundwater monitoring
information and data and to coordinate their efforts to monitor groundwater resources in
the County;” and “ensures that the measures identified in the AB 3030 Plan or Countyapproved groundwater management, monitoring and mitigation plan are fully
implemented and enforced.”
Section 2.4, p. 2-6, (Overview of Southern California Water Supply) paragraph 3 is revised as
follows:
The 2010 2009 California Department of Water Resources (DWR) California Water Plan
Update, Integrated Water Management found that reliability of supplies of water
historically used by water providers in Southern California will continue to vary in the
future.
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-6, (State Water Project) paragraph 4 is revised as follows:
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The SWP began in 1960 with California voter approval for a statewide distribution
system to meet growing water needs south of the San Francisco Bay/ Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta (also known as the Bay Delta).
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-8, (State Water Project) paragraph 1 is revised as follows:
Between 1990 and 1992 and in 1994, DWR had greater difficulty meeting demand
because several these years were very dry.
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-8, (State Water Project) paragraph 1 is revised as follows:
In recent years, the SWP has been able to deliver full amounts only in wet years;
Between 2000 and 2011, the SWP has been able to deliver 100 percent of the contractors’
allocations only in 2006, a wet year;
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-8, (State Water Project) paragraph 1 is revised as follows:
DWR’s most recent reliability estimates indicate the system will have 60 percent
reliability for delivering Table A requests, depending on hydrologic and environmental
factors1. DWR currently estimates 60 percent reliability in the future.
DWR estimates the system will have, on average, 60 percent reliability for delivering
Table A requests, depending on hydrologic and environmental factors1. DWR estimates
60 percent reliability, on average, in the future.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-8, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) second paragraph is revised as follows:
SWP deliveries to Metropolitan began in 1972.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-8 through 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the
Colorado River Aqueduct) the last sentence is revised as follows:
The CRA, owned and operated by Metropolitan, has a capacity of 1,800 cubic feet per
second, or 1.25 million AFY. California’s allotment of Colorado River water is 4.4
million AFY, plus available surplus water and any water apportioned to but unused in the
states of Arizona and Nevada, made available by the Secretary of the Interior.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) first paragraph is revised as follows:
Since 2003, Metropolitan has developed agreements with other Colorado River water
rights holders to convey water through the CRA.

1 California Department of Water Resources, The 2009 State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report, August 2010,

Table 7.1.
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Since 1988, Metropolitan has entered into agreements with other Colorado River water
rights holders to conserve water to permit the Secretary of the Interior to make such water
available to Metropolitan for diversion through the CRA.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) first paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan approved the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA) in 2003 that
provided for additional transfers from agricultural agencies that use Colorado River
Water such as the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) and the Coachella Valley Water
District (CVWD) to San Diego.
Metropolitan executed the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA) in 2003, a key
component of California’s Colorado River Water Use Plan, providing for the transfer of
water from the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) to the San Diego County Water
Authority (SDCWA) and providing a reliable mechanism for additional agricultural to
urban water transfers benefiting Metropolitan. Execution of the QSA restored the
opportunity for Metropolitan’s access to special surplus water to be provided under the
2001 Interim Surplus Guidelines. The QSA set aside several existing disputes between
California’s Colorado River water agencies, allowing for the cooperative development of
additional Colorado River water supply programs.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) footnote 19 is revised as follows:
Twelve of the QSA agreements are currently the subject of an appeal pending in the
Third District Court of Appeal for which oral argument will occur on November 21,
2011.
On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation District v. All Persons
Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation District et al., and County of Imperial v.
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the cases
were remanded to the trial court for further proceedings consistent with the Court of
Appeal’s opinion.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) footnote 19 is revised as follows:
The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented while the appeal is being
decided.
Section 2.4.2, p. 2-9, (Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and the Colorado River
Aqueduct) Table 2-1 is revised as follows:
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TABLE 2-1
SOURCES OF WATER SUPPLY FOR THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA (ACRE-FEET)

Calendar Year
1980

Local Supplies
1,452,000

Colorado River
Aqueduct

L.A. Aqueduct
515,000

791,000

State Water
Project

Total

560,000

817,147

3,317,000
3,344,147

1985

1,535,000

496,000

1,018,000
1,269,526

728,000

3,776,000

1990

1,470,000

106,000

1,183,000

1,458,000

4,217,000

4,028,526

1,214,971

1995

1,590,000

464,000

933,000

4,248,971

451,000

994,373
2000

1,768,000

255,000

1,217,000

3,449,373
1,473,000

1,300,014
2005

1,590,000

369,000

685,000

1

1,832,000

243,000

1,150,000

4,714,000
4,796,014

1,525,000

4,168,000

1,500,000

4,725,000

875,252
2010

3,438,000

4,359,252

1,099,061
NOTE: Metropolitan created 100,864 acre-feet of Extraordinary Conservation ICS, storing water it otherwise would have diverted in
Lake Mead.
SOURCE: Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010, p. A. 2-3, Table A.
2-1.

Chapter 3

Project Description

Section 3.1.1, p. 3-2, (Introduction) last paragraph is revised is revised as follows:
From the CRA, water would be distributed to Project Participants via the existing
distribution infrastructure available to Metropolitan and local water providers through
exchange arrangements with Metropolitan. Water would be distributed to Project
Participants via the CRA.
Section 3.5.1, p. 3-19, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) first paragraph is revised as follows:
Its 24 separate water systems serve 63 communities from Chico in Southern Northern
California to the Palos Verdes Peninsula in Southern California.
Section 3.5.1, p. 3-21, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) Table 3-1, footnote “b” is revised as follows:
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b. ARZC has reserved rights to conserved water from Project for identified railroad
purposes that may require additional environmental review. However, the total
quantity of groundwater pumped, by Cadiz Inc. for all uses for all purposes will not
exceed 50,000 AFY on average over the 50-year Project period.
Section 3.6.1, p. 3-30, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) Figure 3-9a on the following page is added as follows:
Section 3.6.1, p. 3-34, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) first paragraph is revised as follows:
The water conveyance pipeline would terminate at the CRA, a 242-mile water
conveyance facility that delivers water from the Colorado River at Parker Dam to water
suppliers in Southern California at Lake Havasu to Lake Mathews.
Section 3.6.1, p. 3-34, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) first paragraph is revised as follows:
Copper Mountain Basin
Section 3.6.1, p. 3-40, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) sixth paragraph is revised as follows:
ARZC has reserved rights for the use of water from the Project for other designated
railroad purposes, including for fire suppression at the numerous trestles, washing
railcars, controlling vegetation, serving its offices and other improvements and future
operations. The 43-mile stretch of railroad crosses 70 trestles just in the Project area
alone. Therefore, fire suppression is a vital component of maintaining the railroad. Future
operations ARZC may contemplate include such uses as steam-powered excursion
locomotive, new warehouses (if any), bulk transfer facilities or other railroad related
facilities on the line. Because the specific future uses are unknown at this time, they are
not analyzed in the EIR and when defined, will be subject to separate review and
approval.
Section 3.6.1, p. 3-40, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) last paragraph is revised as follows:
Figures 3-6a3-4 and 3-6b3-5 identify the location of these wells.
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Note: This is a photo of the existing Cadiz agricultural well that utilizes diesel fuel.
The new proposed wellpad would not include the diesel storage tank shown in this picture.

SOURCE: ESA, 2012.

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

Figure 3-9a
Example of Typical Wellpad

5. Draft EIR Text Revisions

Section 3.7.1, p. 3-47, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) fifth paragraph is revised as follows:
It is assumed that no import or export of soil would be required for construction of the
pipeline. The majority of the excavated soil for the conveyance facility will be restored
and compacted. The size of the Project area, including the ROW, is large enough to
accommodate the spreading/grading of any excess excavated soils. Pipe segments would
be delivered to the Cadiz Inc. agricultural operation (Cadiz Ranch) via the BNSF railroad
where it intersects with the ARZC on Cadiz Property.
Section 3.7.1, p. 3-48, (Project Participants, Groundwater Conservation and Recovery
Component) last paragraph is revised as follows:
Staging areas would be required for the temporary storage of equipment and materials
during construction of the Project. The staging areas will occur on disturbed and
undisturbed land. Preparation of these undisturbed staging areas would consist of
flattening vegetation in place or blading the site in a manner that would allow native
vegetation to recover from rootstock.
Section 3.8, p. 3-53 and 3-54 is revised as follows:

3.8 Agreements, Permits, and Approvals
Implementation of the proposed Project may require the following agreements, permits,
and approvals:2
Santa Margarita
Water District

Project Approval/CEQA
Purchase and Sale
Agreement
Groundwater
Management,
Monitoring and
Mitigation Plan
Joint Powers Authority
Agreement

A Project Participant and CEQA
Responsible Lead Agency
pursuant to California Public
Resources Code section 21069,
SMWD would evaluate
potential environmental
impacts of the proposed Project
within its boundaries and has
discretion to approve or reject
its participation in the proposed
Project

Water purchase, leasing,
facility operations and
management agreements

2 The entire list is provided for clarity of approvals though much is unchanged from the Draft EIR.
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Three Valleys Municipal
Water District

Project Participation
Approval/CEQA

A Project Participant and CEQA
Responsible Agency pursuant
to California Public Resources
Code section 21069, Three
Valleys would evaluate
potential environmental
impacts within its boundaries
and has discretion to approve
or reject its participation in the
proposed Project

Jurupa Community
Services District

Project Participation
Approval/CEQA

A Project Participant and CEQA
Responsible Agency pursuant
to California Public Resources
Code section 21069, JCSD
would evaluate potential
environmental impacts within
its boundaries and has
discretion to approve or reject
its participation in the proposed
Project

Arizona California
Railroad

Agreement of right of way
easement

Needed to utilize railroad right of
way

Project Participation
Approval

A Project Participant. Has
discretion to approve or reject
its participation in the proposed
Project

California Public Utilities
Commission

CPUC Approval

Regulatory authority over
California Water Service
Company (Cal Water), Golden
State and Suburban, the CPUC
has approval authority over Cal
Water’s, Golden State's and
Suburban Water's agreements if
rates are affected

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Endangered Species Act
Section 7

Needed due to presence of if
desert tortoise is affected

US Army Corps of
Engineers

Clean Water Act Section
404

Needed for if Piute Wash
observation well affects waters
of the U.S.

Commitment to remove
unexploded ordnance

Needed if unexploded ordnance
removal is necessary

California Fish and Game
Code Section 2081

Needed due to presence of if
desert tortoise is affected

California Fish and Game
Code Section 1602

Needed for effects to streambeds

Encroachment Permit

Needed for lane closures if
necessary on SR62 and SR66

California Department of
Fish and Game

California Department of
Transportation
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Regional Water Quality
Control Board

Clean Water Act
Section 401

A CEQA Responsible Agency
pursuant to California Public
Resources Code section 21069
Needed for effects to waters of
the US if necessary

Metropolitan Water
District of
Southern California

WDRs for waters of the
state

Needed to cross washes as waters
of the state;

Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan

Needed for construction activities

Waste Discharge
Requirements

Needed for land discharges
including spreading basins,
well completion discharges,
and blow-off discharges

Anti-Degradation Analysis
for storage recharge

Needed per Basin Plan to protect
groundwater

Approval to modify CRA
for the proposed intertie
and diversion structures

A CEQA Responsible Agency
pursuant to California Public
Resources Code Section 21069,
Metropolitan would evaluate
potential environmental
impacts within its boundaries
and on its Facilities Needed for
use of CRA

Agreement to convey
water through the CRA
Agreement to exchange
water from the
distribution system to a
Metropolitan member
agency for receipt by a
Project Participant.
Approval of aspects of
the Project/CEQA
Mojave Desert Air Quality
Management District

Natural gas engine
emissions permits

Needed for well pumps and
Intermediate Pump Station

San Bernardino County

Groundwater
Management,
Monitoring and
Mitigation Plan pursuant
to May2012 County
MOU

Needed to comply with County
MOU

Chapter 4 Environmental Setting, Impacts, and
Mitigation Measures
4.1 Aesthetics
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.1-4, second paragraph is revised as follows:
In general, public views of the proposed Project would be limited as access to the Cadiz
Inc. Property to the north and Metropolitan lands and the CRA to the south are private
watershed district property and are not accessible to the general public.
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.1-12, visual simulation Figure 4.1-8 on the following page is added.
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Section 4.1.3, p. 4.1-21, Mitigation Measure AES-1 is revised as follows:
AES-1: Construction lighting shall be shielded or recessed so that light is directed
downward and/or away from adjoining properties and public rights-of-way, and towards
the construction site, with the goal of minimizing light trespass and glare on adjacent
properties and containing light within the construction site to the maximum extent
feasible.
Section 4.1.3, p. 4.1-21, Mitigation Measure AES-2 is revised as follows:
AES-2: Outdoor lighting shall be minimized and installed for safety and security
purposes only. Outdoor lighting of Project facilities and access roads shall be shielded or
recessed so that light is directed downward and/or away from adjoining properties and
public rights-of-way and towards the Project site, with the goal of minimizing light
trespass and glare on adjacent properties and containing light within the Project site to the
maximum extent feasible.

4.3 Air Quality
Section 4.3.2, p. 4.3-6, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Because the Project area is sparsely populated, there are very few sensitive receptors in
proximity to the Project. The nearest sensitive receptors to the proposed Project wellfield
facilities are three or four residences located approximately 3.3 miles north of the Project
site near the corner of Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway. The small community of
Amboy (population less than 20) is located approximately 10 miles to the west of the
wellfield facilities on Highway 66. No other sensitive receptor is located in near the
Project, including the pipeline area for over 10 miles.
Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-9, the following text is added to the beginning of the last paragraph beneath
the bullets:
As discussed above, there are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the Project. The
nearest sensitive receptor to any of the of the Project facilities are the three or four
residences located approximately 3.3 miles north of the Project site near the corner of
Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway.
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Existing Conditions

Visual Simulation

SOURCE: ESA, 2012.

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

Figure 4.1-8
Visual Simulation: Showing Wellpads
as Seen from National Trails Highway

6. Draft EIR Text Revisions

Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-11, fifth paragraph is revised as follows:
Construction emissions for the Project are based on both current emission factor data and
the magnitude of development for the Project. The total amount of construction, the
duration of construction and the intensity of construction activity could have a substantial
effect upon the amount of construction emissions, concentrations and the resulting
impacts occurring at any one time. As such, the emission forecasts provided reflect a
specific set of conservative assumptions based on the expected construction scenario
wherein the majority of construction is occurring over an 18-montha two-year period.
Section 4.3.4, p.4.3-12, Table 4.3-5 is added:
TABLE 4.3-5
CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS FROM
GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY COMPONENT
(lbs per day)a
Project Component

ROG

NOx

CO

PM10

PM2.5

Wellfield Construction (including
mobilization, site clearing and grading,
drilling, site access, and demobilization)

18

155

89

11

7

Conveyance Pipeline / CRA Tie-in
(including mobilization, site clearing and
grading, excavation, backfilling, site
access, and demobilization)

20

145

273

12

8

20

277

53

13

12

14

115

57

105

26

Locomotive Deliveries

b

Storage Reservoir/ Pump Station
(including mobilization, site clearing and
grading, excavation, backfilling, site
access, and demobilization)
Construction Employee and Delivery Trips

14

147

112

226

26

Unmitigated Total

52

447

474

248

40

Mitigated Total

52

396

474

78

19

MDAQMD Thresholds of Significance

137

137

548

82

82

Significant after Mitigation (Yes or No)?

No

Yes

No

No

No

a Project construction emissions estimates were made using URBEMIS2007, version 9.2. 4 and AP-42. See Appendix E1 and E3
for more information.
b The delivery of construction equipment to the Project site by locomotives is not anticipated to occur on the same day when
construction activities would commence for the Project. Thus, the emissions for locomotive deliveries were not included in the
total daily emissions for a maximum (worst-case) construction day.
Values in bold are in excess of the applicable MDAQMD significance threshold. NA = Not Available
PM10 fugitive dust mitigation 44 percent for 25 mph speed limit and 55 percent for watering twice daily.

Fleet Mix from URBEMIS Worksheets (Appendix E1)
Pipeline
1 Air Compressors (106 hp) operating at a 0.48 load factor for 8 hours per day
1 Bore/Drill Rigs (291 hp) operating at a 0.75 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Cranes (399 hp) operating at a 0.43 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Graders (174 hp) operating at a 0.61 load factor for 12 hours per day
2 Dumpers/Tenders (16 hp) operating at a 0.38 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Other Equipment (190 hp) operating at a 0.62 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Rubber Tired Dozers (357 hp) operating at a 0.59 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Water Trucks (189 hp) operating at a 0.5 load factor for 12 hours per day
8 Tractors/Loaders/Backhoes (108 hp) operating at a 0.55 load factor for 12 hours per day
CRA-Tie In
1 Air Compressors (106 hp) operating at a 0.48 load factor for 8 hours per day
2 Cement and Mortar Mixers (10 hp) operating at a 0.56 load factor for 8 hours per day
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1 Bore/Drill Rigs (291 hp) operating at a 0.75 load factor for 12 hours per day
1 Cranes (399 hp) operating at a 0.43 load factor for 7 hours per day
4 Dumpers/Tenders (16 hp) operating at a 0.38 load factor for 8 hours per day
3 Graders (174 hp) operating at a 0.61 load factor for 8 hours per day
3 Rubber Tired Loaders (164 hp) operating at a 0.54 load factor for 8 hours per day
3 Rubber Tired Dozers (357 hp) operating at a 0.59 load factor for 8 hours per day
2 Water Trucks (189 hp) operating at a 0.5 load factor for 8 hours per day
3 Tractors/Loaders/Backhoes (108 hp) operating at a 0.55 load factor for 7 hours per day
Wellfield
2 Air Compressors (106 hp) operating at a 0.48 load factor for 8 hours per day
3 Tractors/Loaders/Backhoes (108 hp) operating at a 0.55 load factor for 8 hours per day
1 Water Trucks (189 hp) operating at a 0.5 load factor for 8 hours per day
1 Rubber Tired Dozers (357 hp) operating at a 0.59 load factor for 8 hours per day
2 Dumpers/Tenders (16 hp) operating at a 0.38 load factor for 8 hours per day
2 Off Highway Trucks (479 hp) operating at a 0.57 load factor for 8 hours per day
4 Bore/Drill Rigs (291 hp) operating at a 0.75 load factor for 24 hours per day
2 Cement and Mortar Mixers (10 hp) operating at a 0.56 load factor for 8 hours per day
2 Cranes (399 hp) operating at a 0.43 load factor for 6 hours per day
SOURCE: ESA, 2011.

Section 4.3.4, p.4.3-14, Table 4.3-6 is revised as follows:
TABLE 4.3-6
PROJECT OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
(lbs per day)
Project Component

VOC

NOx

CO

PM10

PM2.5

1.76

6.31

9.22

4.52

4.51

50,000 AFY
Pump Station

1.8487.57

6.6374.31

9.68142.99

4.750.12

0.12

Mobile Source Emissions

Wellfield at 50,000 AFY

1

11

10

38

3

Total Emissions
MDAQMD Thresholds of
Significance

90.33

91.62

162.21

42.64

7.63

137

137

548

82

82

Significant (Yes or No)?

No

No

No

No

No

1.76

6.31

9.22

4.52

4.51

3.04122.57

10.91100.68

15.94215.96

7.820.17

0.17

Wellfield and Pump Station
(50,000 AFY)

3.60

12.94

18.91

9.28

Wellfield and Pump Station
(75,000 AFY)

4.79

17.22

25.16

12.34

1

11

10

38

3

75,000 AFY
Pump Station
Wellfield at 75,000 AFY

Mobile Source Emissions
Total Emissions

125.33

117.99

235.18

42.69

7.68

MDAQMD Thresholds of
Significance

137

137

548

82

82

Significant (Yes or No)?

No

No

No

No

No

See Appendix E for the modeling outputs.
SOURCE: ESA, 2011.
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Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-14, the text is added as the last paragraph on the page under the heading
Operation – Agricultural Dust as follows:
Rule 403 subsection (b) requires that a person shall take every reasonable precaution to
minimize fugitive dust emissions from wrecking, excavation, grading, clearing of land
and solid waste disposal operations. Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1
through AQ-4 ensures compliance with Rule 403 and reduces impacts associated with
agricultural particulate matter to less than significant.
Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-17, Mitigation Measure AQ-3 is revised as follows:
AQ-3: The following measures shall be implemented during construction of the proposed
Project:


All equipment shall be maintained as recommended by manufacturer’s manuals.



Idling engines shall be shut down when not in use for over 30 15 minutes.



Electric equipment shall be used where available from existing power lines whenever
possible in lieu of diesel or gasoline powered equipment.

Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-17, Mitigation Measure AQ-5 is revised as follows:
AQ-5: The Project Design Feature in Chapter 6.8 of the GMMMP attached in its Updated
form (Updated GMMMP) to the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP shall
be implemented to verify air quality. Chapter 6.8 of the Updated GMMMP is provided in
full below. If changes in air quality occur that exceed baseline conditions over a five-year
moving average, the following corrective measures shall be implemented:


Modification of Project operations to re-establish baseline level air quality levels.
Modifications to Project operations would include one or more of the following:
–

Reduction in pumping from Project wells;

–

Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;

–

Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact.
6.8 Air Quality
The EIR concludes that groundwater is not connected to the erosion potential of the
Dry Lake surface soils and therefore the lowering groundwater levels beneath the
Dry Lakes is not expected to increase dust generation from the Dry Lakes or
otherwise affect regional air quality. Consistent with the recommendations of the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee and as a conservative monitoring protocol to
be conditioned by the County under its Ordinance, Cadiz will prepare a monitoring
plan in consultation with the TRP to address possible sources of fugitive dust
emissions (depth to groundwater, surface vegetation, surface soil chemistry) and
local air quality over time (nephelometers and weather stations) to verify that the
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Project does not increase dust generation (i.e., particulate matter) from the Dry
Lakes. The monitoring plan, at a minimum, shall set forth specific performance
criteria and identify monitoring methods, the location of weather stations and
nephelometers, measures to protect quality assurance and quality control, and
reporting parameters. The monitoring plan shall be reviewed and approved by the
County Representatives before the Project commences construction.
6.8.1 Monitoring
As described in Section 5.3, above, a network of observation wells will be
established between the Project wellfield and Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes (see
Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2). Groundwater levels will be monitored in many wells on a
continuous basis throughout the term of the Project, which can help identify
specific depths to groundwater and hydrological connections to surface soils and
vegetation.
Furthermore, Cadiz will install weather stations and four nephelometers—upwind
and downwind of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes—to establish baseline data of
visibility in the valley, along with providing air quality data throughout the
duration of Project operations. In addition, FVMWC will conduct annual visual
observations at four points on each of the Dry Lakes to record surface soil
conditions. The visual observations will note soil texture and record susceptibility
to wind erosion. Photographs of the soil will be taken. This data will record
conditions over time at the same locations on each of these Dry Lake surfaces.
These nephelometers will provide data on a daily basis that records opacity of the
air, measuring the effect of dust on visibility. Data will be collected in the early
years of the Project, establishing a baseline before groundwater levels beneath the
Dry Lake are affected and will continue during Project operations. Since wind
velocity and dust storms are highly variable, the data will record trends over time.
Data from the nephelometers will be analyzed by FVMWC, with the results of the
analysis and associated data summaries submitted annually to the TRP. This data
will inform the TRP on the environmental setting, augmenting the weather station
data, and provide information for the long term management of the facilities in the
valley. The TRP will provide recommendations over time regarding modifications
to the verification data collection activities if needed.
6.8.2 Action Criteria
The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criteria are triggered.
The action criteria are (1) changes in annual average or peak concentrations of
airborne particulate matter as measured by nephelometers that exceed average
annual or peak baseline conditions by 5 percent or more, or (2) changes in surface
soil conditions on the Dry Lakes that show a degradation of soil structure and
increased susceptibility to wind erosion compared to baseline conditions
established through monitoring prior to Project pumping. If such changes are
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measured, the decision‐making process will be initiated.
6.8.3 Decision-Making Process
If the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will be include:


Assessment of whether the change in air quality or soil conditions are
attributable to Project operations;



If air quality changes are determined to be attributable to Project
operations or if degradation of soil structure and increased susceptibility of
wind erosion are determined to be attributable to Project operations, one or
more of the corrective measures shall be implemented.
6.8.4 Corrective Measures

Action(s) necessary to re‐establish baseline airborne particulate levels and soil
structure shall include one or more of the following:


Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to restore
baseline air quality conditions to correct for Project impacts.

Section 4.3.4, p. 4.3-18, the text is added after the last sentence of the Significance Conclusion as
follows:
Although the NOx short-term construction emissions are significant and unavoidable
because the projects exceeds the MDAQMD threshold for NOx, localized impacts to
sensitive receptors will not occur, due the Project’s distance of 3.3 miles from the three or
four residences located near the corner of Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway.

4.4 Biological Resources
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.4-1, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The Project is located in an unincorporated area of southeastern San Bernardino County
in the southeastern portion of California. San Bernardino County is divided into three
distinct regions: the western valley region, the mountain region, and the desert region.
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.4-2, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Land uses in the Project vicinity consist of open space and undeveloped natural areas,
with scattered, isolated development including salt mining operations on the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes, agricultural operations on Cadiz Property, scattered structures near the
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communities of Amboy and Cadiz, and utility and transportation corridors, including
railroad lines, crossing large expanses of the desert.
Section 4.4.1, p. 4.4-5, first sentence is revised as follows:
The following invasive species were identified in the area and are indicative of
moderately-to-heavily degraded habitats: velvet rosettes (Psathyrotes ramosissima),
Saharan mustard (Brassica tournefortii), tansy (Descurainia pinnata), flixweed
(Descurainia sophia), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), Russian thistle (Salsola tragus),
red-stemmed filaree (Erodium cicutarium), little trumpet (Eriogonum trichopes),
Jimsonweed (Datura wrightii), and puncture vine (Tribulus terrestris).
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.4-7, third paragraph is revised as follows:
Since The Cadiz Valley is a closed basin draining entirely to dry lake beds that do not
have hydraulic connection with navigable waters of the U.S. As such, it is assumed that
these washes, which drain to the Dry Lakes, are not themselves waters of the U.S. In
2009 the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) determined that washes draining to Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes do not meet the definition of waters of the US and are not under the
USACE’s jurisdiction requiring a Section 404 Clean Water Act permit on another project
in the Cadiz Valley area proposed by the BNSF Railway Company. It is likely that the
Corps will make the same determination for this project and that a 404 permit will not be
required for Project facilities constructed in the Cadiz Valley. Further consultation with
USACE will be conducted to confirm this. However, the USACE is solely responsible for
determining jurisdictional status of ephemeral washes.
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.4-7, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
tThis Danby-1 observation well would be used to demonstrate that impacts on
groundwater levels do not extend beyond the Cadiz Watershed on the east.
Section 4.1.1, p. 4.4-7, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Similar to Danby-1 observation well, one new observation well, Piute-1, would also be
developed be installed in the Piute Wash Watershed, north of the Fenner Watershed,
which end is tributary to the Colorado River. This new well would be installed on
property owned by Cadiz and would also be used as a “background” observation well to
monitor undisturbed groundwater levels in an adjacent watershed, to provide information
on groundwater level variations due to climatic variations only. In addition, this would
serve to demonstrate that the Project would not impact groundwater that is tributary to the
Colorado River. Installation of monitoring facilities in the Piute Wash Watershed could
this well would likely require a nationwide permit from the Army Corps of
EngineersUSACE which could trigger a Section 7 consultation with the USFWS or other
compliance with the Endangered Species Act.
Section 4.4.1. p. 4.4-12, Table 4.4-1, fourth column first row is revised as follows:
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High – Suitable habitat is present throughout the study area and tortoise sign has been
observed and recorded as occurring throughout the Project area during the 2010 surveys.
Specifically, tortoise sign was found in the northern reach of the pipeline ROW from the
Old Woman Mountains north to the Project wellfield, and in the northeastern corner of
the wellfield. Survey data indicates that the tortoise occurs in low densities in the Project
area. The Phase 1 project area is not located within designated critical habitat (except for
the proposed Piute Wash Watershed monitoring well) or within a DWMA. Lands outside
the DWMAs are characterized as Category 3 Habitat, which is the lowest priority
management area for viable populations of the desert tortoise.
Section 4.4.1. p. 4.4-17, second full paragraph is revised as follows:
During CMBC’s 2010 Desert Tortoise Survey, CMBC found no evidence of live tortoise
in the southern half of the pipeline alignment (south of the Old Woman Mountains) or in
most of the proposed wellfield. CMB found desert tortoise scat, carcasses, and an inactive
burrow along the northern portion of the water conveyance pipeline within the ARZC
ROW. The burrow found was not considered to be active. All eEvidence of living
tortoises was found between on the northern end of the pipeline alignment within the
ARZC ROW, between the Project wellfield and the Old Woman Mountains, with
carcasses found to the south.3 Tortoises are not considered common anywhere along the
ARZC ROW, apparently only occurring in low densities along northern reaches and
possibly may be absent or occurring occur in very low densities south of Old Woman
Mountains and are not considered common anywhere along the ARZC ROW, apparently
occurring in low densities along northern reaches. CMBC concluded that tortoises most
likely do not reside along the ARZC ROW, but may occasionally enter into the ARZC
ROW portion of the Project.
Section 4.4.1. p. 4.4-17, third full paragraph is revised as follows:
In the proposed wellfield area, of the 13 sections surveyed evidence of living tortoises
was restricted to two sections, Sections 17 and 18, with carcasses estimated to be older
than four years found in Sections 8 and 35.
Section 4.4.1, p. 4.4-20, Figure 4.4-3a is revised as shown on the following page.
Section 4.4.1. p. 4.4-19, first paragraph is revised as follows:
The desert tortoise critical habitat finalized in 1994 (See discussion of 1994 critical
habitat below under 4.4.2 Regulatory Framework and Figure 4.4-3) extends from the
north through the upper Fenner Valley and Southward into the Ward Valley. With respect
to the Project facilities, the critical habitat ends just north of and adjacent to the proposed
wellfield and extends southward but ends (0.4 miles at the nearest location) before
3

Circle Mountain Biological Consultants, Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for Burrowing
Owl, and General Biological Resource Assessment for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and
Storage Project, San Bernardino County, California, Unpublished report prepared by Ed LaRue for ESA Southern
California Water Group, Los Angeles, November 2010.
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reaching the ARZC ROW where the pipeline would be located. The Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component of the Project would be located adjacent to but
outside of designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise (Figure 4.4-3). The Phase 1
project area is not located within designated critical habitat (except for the proposed Piute
Wash Watershed monitoring well) or within a Desert Wildlife Management Area
(DWMA). Lands outside the DWMAs are characterized as Category 3 Habitat, which is
the lowest priority management area for viable populations of the desert tortoise.
However, t The observation well within the Piute Wash Watershed would be located
within designated critical habitat, and the Imported Water Storage Component, as
currently proposed, would include some facilities, such as the recharge basin, within
designated critical habitat.
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Section 4.4.2, p. 4.4-28, third full paragraph, is revised as follows:
The Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) protects threatened and endangered plants
and animals and their critical habitat. Candidate species are those proposed for listing;
these species are usually treated by resource agencies as if they were actually listed
during the environmental review process. FESA is triggered if an activity would result in
“take” of a listed species. Procedures for addressing potential take of impacts to a
federally listed species by an activity follow two principal pathways, both of which
require consultation with the USFWS.
Section 4.4.2, p. 4.4-29, before first full paragraph, the following text is added before the heading
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:
Initial contact has been made with the USFWS to set-up discussions regarding FESA
compliance requirements for this project4. Following completion of the CEQA
environmental review process and if and when the project is approved, the environmental
regulatory agencies including USFWS will be engaged regarding subsequent regulatory
requirements and approvals.
Section 4.4.2, p. 4.4-30, first paragraph is revised as follows:
…Based on review of this guidance and due to the isolated nature of the washes and
playas in the Cadiz Valley within a closed basin, these waters are likely not considered
waters of the United States and therefore not subject to CWA regulations. This
assumption is supported by a previous USACE determination in 2009 for a BNSF
Railway Company project in the same general Project area. For that project USACE
determined that the washes draining to Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes do not meet the
definition of waters of the U.S. and are not under the USACE jurisdiction requiring a
Section 404 Clean Water Act permit. However, the Piute observation well would be
located within the Piute Wash Watershed, which is a tributary to the Colorado River, and
development of this monitoring facility might affect waters under USACE jurisdiction
depending on the final design of the facilities and necessary access.
Section 4.4.2, p. 4.4-31, the following text is added to the third full paragraph as follows:
Initial contact has been made with CDFG to set-up discussions regarding CESA
compliance requirements for this project5. Following completion of the CEQA
environmental review process and if and when the project is approved, the environmental

4

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ray Bransfield, Senior Biologist, Ventura United States Fish and Wildlife Office,
pers. Comm.. May 21, 2012 by David Bernhardt, Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber and Schreck. Mr. Bransfield was
contacted to discuss the Cadiz Project, the low density of desert tortoises in portions of the Project area, and the
mitigation measures developed to avoid impacts on desert tortoise.
5 California Department of Fish and Game, Michael Flores, Senior Biologist, Bermuda Dunes Office. Pers. Comm.,
June 20, 2012 by Tom McGill, RBF. Mr. Flores was contacted to discuss the Cadiz Project, the low density of
desert tortoises in portions of the Project area, and the mitigation measures developed to avoid impacts on desert
tortoise.
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regulatory agencies including CDFG will be engaged regarding subsequent regulatory
requirements and approvals.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-37, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
Habitat mapping was based on aerial photographs and field reconnaissance. Field surveys
for plants, birds and mammals, which included protocol level surveys for burrowing owl
and desert tortoise, were conducted along the proposed pipeline alignment from
September 20 – September 28, 2010. Field surveys, which included protocol
reconnaissance-level surveys for burrowing owl and desert tortoise, within the wellfield
areas and conceptual spreading basin areas were conducted from September 29 through
October 17, 2010. A rare plant survey was conducted along the pipeline alignment study
area in April 2011.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-41, second paragraph is revised as follows:
Desert Tortoise – Wellfield

Within the proposed wellfield area, evidence of living tortoises (tracks of adult tortoise
and scat of adult tortoise) was restricted to Sections 17 and 18, with carcasses estimated
to be older than 4 years found in Sections 8 and 35 (Figure 4.4-2). No living tortoises
were found within the wellfield study area, but the survey transects conducted in this 12square mile area were not sufficiently dense to verify complete absence. Rather, the
surveys in the wellfield area were designed to give an indication of tortoise density. The
survey report concludes that tortoises are present in the surrounding areas at low densities
and are more likely to be encountered in the eastern portion of the wellfield area
(particularly Section 17 and 18, and perhaps Section 8).
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-41, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
Desert Tortoise - Summary of Construction Impacts

Although no living tortoises or active burrows were found within the ARZC ROW or
wellfield area and the field evidence suggests that tortoise only occur in low densities in
portions of the Project area and maybe absent in other portions, individual tortoises may
still be impacted if they entered the Project area during construction activities. To prevent
harm to the desert tortoise and avoid any take during Project construction, Mitigation
Measures BIO-1 through BIO-7 would be implemented both to prevent tortoises from
entering Project construction areas and to temporarily halt construction in the event that a
tortoise is observed in proximity to Project construction activities (where tortoise could
be adversely affected by construction) until the qualified biologist onsite and monitoring
Project construction determines that the tortoise has moved out of the area of potential
adverse impact.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-42, second paragraph is revised as follows:
None of the temporarily or permanently affected areas are within special conservation
areas or designated critical habitat for desert tortoise or areas with high habitat value or
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high-densities of individuals, except for the observation well within the Piute Wash
Watershed, which would be within desert tortoise designated critical habitat. However,
compensating at a 1:1 ratio for permanently affected habitat and at a 0.5:1 for temporarily
impacted habitat as identified in Mitigation Measure BIO-7 would ensure that impacts to
desert tortoise through habitat reduction resulting from Project construction activities
would be less than significant. Cadiz Inc. owns approximately 8,000 acres property
outside of the boundaries of the proposed Project facilities but within the Colorado Desert
Recovery Unit of the Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan. This property includes land within
desert tortoise critical habitat that may be suitable as compensation. Mitigation Measures
BIO-1 through BIO-7 would reduce potential impacts to desert tortoise to less than
significant levels since direct impacts would be avoided or substantially minimized.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-45, Mitigation Measure BIO-1 is revised as follows:
BIO-1: Pre-construction Surveys. Immediately prior to construction activities, preconstruction surveys that comply with USFWS protocol shall be conducted to document
any and all locations of burrows and desert tortoise sightings within all proposed
disturbance areas that provide potential habitat for the species. If any active burrows are
located in facility construction areas, to completely avoid impact on the burrows,
construction will be delayed only to be resumed after a qualified biologist6 has
determined that the tortoise has left the area and the burrow is inactive. Following preconstruction surveys, Mitigation Measure BIO-2 shall be implemented to install
exclusion fencing around construction areas. Construction areas fenced but inactive for
more than 48-hours will be resurveyed to confirm the absence of tortoise prior to
resumption of construction activity. The survey protocol shall be established in
coordination with USFWS.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-45, Mitigation Measure BIO-2 is revised as follows:
BIO-2: Exclusion Fencing and Monitoring. A chain-link or tortoise fence (one-inch by
two-inch welded wire mesh attached to the chain-link fence, with approximately two feet
above-ground and one foot buried below ground) shall be installed to exclude small
wildlife species from entering the active work areas in areas of documented occurrences
of special-status ground dwelling wildlife as determined during pre-construction surveys
by a qualified biologist or as directed by USFWS. When crossing drainages, these
temporary fences must be designed and maintained to allow storm water runoff to flow
past the construction site. Fencing / barriers will be erected to completely surround all
stationary construction sites (including staging areas) and will be monitored by an
Authorized Biologist or Biological Monitor at all times. Along the pipeline construction
6

The Qualified Biologist is “approved by the Fish and Wildlife Service or other agency as
designated by the Fish and Wildlife Service to conduct activities that may result in a take of the
desert tortoise including locating tortoises and their sign, recording and reporting tortoise and
sign observations in accordance with approved protocol, and ensuring that the effects of the
project on the desert tortoise and its habitat are minimized in accordance with a biological
opinion or permit. From USFWS, Desert Tortoise Monitor and Biologist Responsibilities and Qualifications,
March 2004.
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corridor, temporary fencing may be used as needed and if any tortoises are observed in
the surrounding area. Temporary tortoise-proof fencing may be used along the pipeline
right-of-way if trenches or pits must be left open. If temporary fencing is used for this
purpose it must be installed at the end of each working day. If pits and trenches are left
open overnight, then ramps will be placed within them to allow animals, including
tortoise to escape in the unlikely event of entrapment. Alternatively, trenches will be
filled or covered when construction is not active.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-45, Mitigation Measure BIO-3 is revised as follows:
BIO-3: Desert Tortoise Avoidance and Protection Plan. A Desert Tortoise Avoidance
and Protection Plan shall be developed and adopted in consultation with the USFWS and
CDFG prior to construction. Elements of the plan shall include, but are not limited to the
following:


Designated Project personnel will implement the avoidance and protection plan. A
Field Contact Representative will be designated to oversee compliance with all
tortoise avoidance and protective measures during Project construction, operation and
maintenance. The Field Contact Representative will have the authority to halt work if
there is non-compliance with any of the plan measures and will do so as needed.



Facility site preparation activities (specifically vegetation grubbing and clearing) and
all construction activity in the northeastern area of the wellfield in Sections 17 and 18
will be prohibited during the species’ annual periods of high activity (April through
May and September through October).



A step-by-step protocol to be implemented whenever a desert tortoise is observed by
construction or operational personnel. See also Mitigation Measure BIO-4
Temporary Construction Halt. USFWS and CDFG personnel contacts will be
identified for Technical Assistance on take avoidance if needed during construction.



A pre-determined and pre-approved off-site relocation area if there is a need to
relocate individual species during the course of Project construction.



Flagging and delineation requirements for located burrows and areas with tortoise
activity.



An education program for all construction employees. Program will be conducted
onsite prior to the onset of construction and will be provided repeatedly as needed to
ensure that all Project contractors (firms) as well as all individuals complete the
training. Participation will be recorded and verified. Tortoise protection will be
emphasized during all scheduled safety meetings.



Enforcement of speed limits and checking under vehicles for tortoise prior to leaving
Project areas.



Biological monitoring requirements for all ground disturbance activities. All
construction sites and activities will be monitored by Authorized Biological
Monitors. An Authorized Biologist (approved by USFWS and CDFG) will plan and
oversee all construction monitoring activities in the field. The authorized biologist
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will identify, train, and oversee biological monitors for day-to-day monitoring and
reporting activities.


To prevent increased use of the Project areas by common ravens and coyotes,
implementation of measures such as trash management, removal of unnatural sources
of standing water, and other means. Drilling mud pits and water discharges will be
controlled to minimize the duration of standing water at any one drilling site. A clean
workplace will be maintained in all areas. No trash is to be thrown on the ground or
left in open containers, equipment, or truck beds. Refuse receptacles with lids will be
provided for all construction personnel and are to be maintained and emptied on a
regular basis and at least weekly. Trash collection will be conducted in all
construction areas as needed to keep all areas clean on a daily basis. Portable toilets
will be provided and used by all construction personnel.



At the end of construction all equipment removal will monitored by Authorized
Biologists or Biological Monitors.

Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-46, Mitigation Measure BIO-4 is revised as follows:
BIO-4: Temporary Construction Halt. If a desert tortoise is observed within 300 feet of
in the construction activities or is determined by the Authorized Biologist to be in harm’s
wayzone, then construction activities shall be halted in the vicinity as directed by the
Authorized Biologist. A pre-approved qualified biologist, authorized by USFWS and/or
CDFG to handle desert tortoise, shall be contacted immediately. Work shall only
continue once the aAuthorized bBiologist determines there is no risk to the desert
tortoise.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-46, Mitigation Measure BIO-5 is revised as follows:
BIO-5: Pipeline Siting to Minimize Vegetation Disruption. The pipeline shall be
installed within previously disturbed areas of the easement to the extent feasible. During
construction, previously undisturbed areas within the pipeline alignment that are not
needed for construction shall be staked and flagged to prevent construction equipment
access or disturbance in these areas. The cordoned off areas shall be flagged and
monitored by a qualified biologist during construction activities.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-46, Mitigation Measure BIO-6 is revised as follows:
BIO-6: Site Restoration Plan. A special-status species and sensitive habitat restoration
plan shall be prepared and approved by the USFWS and CDFG prior to construction for
unavoidable temporary impacts on special-status plants and sensitive habitats. The plan
would include, at a minimum, the following measures:


A salvage and replacement program for the top 12 inches of surface material and
topsoil. The program shall identify soil preparation requirements, including grain
size specifications that shall need to be engineered or amended on site to match
to the greatest extent feasible the existing surface soil conditions.
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A salvage and replanting program for perennial special-status species.



An invasive plant species maintenance, monitoring, and removal program.



Success criteria that establishes yearly thresholds for growth and reestablishment
of habitat.



A five-year maintenance and monitoring plan to ensure successful
implementation of the restoration plan.

Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-46, Mitigation Measure BIO-7 is revised as follows:
BIO-7: Habitat Compensation. A habitat compensation plan would be prepared and
implemented that includes at a minimum the following measure:


Purchase of compensatory mitigation lands or credits at a USFWS and CDFG
approved conservation bank at a minimum 1:1 ratio for permanent habitat loss and
0.5:1 for temporary habitat loss for preservation in perpetuity.

Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-47, Mitigation Measure BIO-8 is revised as follows:
BIO-8: Prior to construction, surveys for Mojave fringe-toed lizard shall be conducted by
a qualified biologist within the sand dunes and sand fields habitats within the ARZC
ROW. If Mojave fringe-toed lizards are identified in the construction zone, the area shall
be fenced during construction as described in BIO-2 to prevent lizards from entering the
construction site. Once fenced, a qualified biologist shall trap the area for lizards and
release captured lizards into adjacent suitable habitat as determined by the qualified
biologist.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-47, Mitigation Measure BIO-10 is revised as follows:
BIO-10: A burrowing owl survey shall be conducted pursuant to the Burrowing Owl
Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines of the California Burrowing Owl Consortium
(1993) or per the Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation prepared by CDFG (1995).
At a minimum, this survey shall include the following:


A pre-construction survey conducted by a qualified biologist within 30 days of
the start of construction. This survey shall include two early morning surveys and
two evening surveys to ensure that all owl pairs have been located.



If pre-construction surveys are undertaken during the breeding season (February
1st through July 31st) active nest burrows should be located within 250 feet of
construction zones and an appropriate buffer around them (as determined by the
Project biologist) shall remain excluded from construction activities until the
breeding season is over.



During the non-breeding season (August 15th through January 31st), resident
owls may be relocated to alternative habitat. Owls shall be encouraged to relocate
from the construction disturbance area to off-site habitat areas and undisturbed
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areas of the Project site through the use of one-way doors on burrows. If ground
squirrel burrows, stand pipes, and other structures that have been documented
during pre-construction surveys as supporting either a nesting burrowing owl pair
or resident owl are removed to accommodate the proposed Project, these
structures and burrows shall be relocated or replaced on or adjacent to the Project
site. Relocated and replacement structures and burrows shall be sited within
suitable foraging habitat within one-half mile of the Project area as determined
by the qualified biologist. Suitable development-free buffers shall be maintained
between replacement nest burrows and the nearest building, pathway, parking lot,
or landscaping. The relocation of resident owls shall be in conformance with all
necessary State and federal permits.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-53, Mitigation Measure BIO-16 is revised as follows:
BIO-16: Prior to commencement of ground disturbance activities for any component of
the proposed Project, a qualified biologist/arborist shall provide an inventory of the
number and size of protected species within the proposed Project’s impact areas. The
qualified biologist/arborist shall mark any smoke tree (Dalea spinosa), mesquites
(Prosopis spp.), all species of the family Agavaceae (i.e., yucca, century plant, and
nolina), creosote rings (10 feet or greater in diameter), and Joshua trees within the
construction zone. Removal of these plants shall be avoided if possible
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-53, Mitigation Measure BIO-17 is revised as follows:
BIO-17: If avoidance of the species listed in BIO-16 is not possible, these species shall
be moved or replanted pursuant to the methods required in the Desert Native Plant
Protection Ordinance.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-54, second paragraph is revised as follows:
With the adoption of the Northern & Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management
Plan (NECO),48 all most lands that are outside Desert Wildlife Management Areas
(DWMA), including the proposed Project area, are characterized as Category 3 Habitat,
which is the lowest priority management area for viable populations of the desert tortoise.
The observation well located within the Piute Wash Watershed is located in an area
designated as critical habitat for the desert tortoise.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-54, third paragraph is revised as follows:
The site is not within desert tortoise critical habitat, which was designated in 19947 nor is
it within a DWMA as recommended in the Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population)
Recovery Plan8 and formally adopted in December 2002 as a result of NECO9. The
7 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants: Determination of Critical Habitat
for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise, Federal Register 55(26):5820-5866, Washington, D.C., 1994.
8 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan, 1994, page 73 plus
appendices.
9 Bureau of Land Management, Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Northern & Eastern
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southwestern boundary of the Chemehuevi DWMA coincides with the southwestern
extent of Ward Valley, which approaches the ARZC ROW from the northeast. No
portions of the Project area are in either Chemehuevi critical habitat or the associated
DWMA.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-54, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
The proposed Project would not conflict with applicable conservation or other policies
outlined therein. Furthermore, the Project would not conflict with other conservationbased policies contained in adopted conservation plans for within San Bernardino County
or the proposed Project area as described above. Therefore no conflict would occur and
impacts are considered to be less than significant.
Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-58, second full paragraph is revised as follows:
The Imported Water Storage Component would expand the wellfield and construct
recharge basins within the Fenner Gap. Figure 3-14 shows the conceptual location of
these facilities. The BLM has designated several regional wildlife movement corridors
connecting occupied bighorn sheep habitat in the Project vicinity. The expanded wellfield
and recharge basins would be located within the bighorn sheep movement corridor
connecting the neighboring mountain ranges (Figure 4.4-4). However, the Project would
only construct not linear barriers an additional 10 to 15 wells for the wellfield expansion.
The well pads would be constructed, remain cleared, and be fenced in an approximate
0.25 to 0.5 acre area. The spreading basins area would cover up to 400 acres. Each
individual basin would range from 10 to 15 acres in size, surrounded by fencing.
Individual basins would be about 400 feet wide and would range from 1,700 to 2,100 feet
long. The spreading basins will also require fencing. The additional well pads and
spreading basins would cover approximately 408.25 acres, which is a nominal amount of
acreage within the Fenner Valley which has a surface area of 454,000 acres. Once
constructed, the facilities would be infrequently visited and would not create a
disturbance to wildlife movement. Therefore, due to the minimal amount of construction,
operational fencing, and minimal site visits, impacts would be considered less than
significant and no mitigation is required.

4.5 Cultural Resources
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-1, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Archaeological resources are places where human activity has measurably altered the
earth or left deposits of physical remains. Archaeological resources may be either
prehistoric-era (before European contact) or historic-era (after European contact). The
majority of such places in California are associated with either Native American or EuroColorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan, an amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan

1980 and Sikes Act Plan with the CDFG, 2002.
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American occupation of the area. Some of the most frequently encountered prehistoric or
historic Native American archaeological sites in the State are village settlements with
residential areas and sometimes cemeteries; temporary seasonal camps where food and
raw materials were collected; smaller, briefly occupied sites where tools were
manufactured or repaired; and special-use areas like caves, rock shelters, and rock art
sites.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-3, first paragraph is revised as follows:
The primary plant community in the Mojave Desert is the creosote scrub community,
which is dominated by creosote bush and white bursage. Other plant communities include
the cactus scrub community, which includes barrel cactus, calico cactus, and ocotillo, and
the saltbrush series, which includes saltbrush, mesquite, arrowweed, and goldenbrush.
Common animals include bighorn sheep, desert cottontail, jackrabbit, kangaroo rat,
packrat, chuckwalla iguana, desert tortoise, and desert quail.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-3, second paragraph is revised as follows:
In addition to being important food sources, bighorn sheep and desert tortoise were
considered very important animals to the Chemehuevi, Cahuilla, and Mojave peoples,
and featured prominently in their cultural traditions, songs, and rituals.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-4, second paragraph is revised as follows:
In terms of material culture, the Lake Mojave Complex is typified by stone tools such as
Lake Mojave and Silver Lake projectile points, bifaces, steep-edged unifaces, crescents,
and some ground stone implements. A characteristic of Lake Mojave artifact assemblages
is the frequent use of fine-grained volcanic lithic material in the production of flaked
stone tools, while cryptocrystalline material was preferred for use in the production of
other types of implements (Giambastiani and Bullard, 2007).
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-8, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The harsh desert environment typical of the Project area could support only the smallest
groups comprised of nuclear families joined by kinship ties. These small hunter-gatherer
groups moved in response to local food and water availability, typically seasonally or
more frequently. The lack of resources of the area created a very diverse hunting
economy where small game were important protein sources. Pronghorn sheep antelope,
mountain sheep, deer, rabbits, squirrels, desert chipmunks, and wood rats were important
mammals in the local diet along with reptiles, such as desert tortoises, snakes, and lizards,
and birds, eggs and insects.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-8, last paragraph is revised as follows:
The Chemehuevi were divided into two moieties (kinship group) represented by two
songs, the Mountain Sheep Song and the Deer Song, which were each associated with
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different hunting areas. They generally lived in bands of two or three families, each band
having a leader. The Chemehuevi, along with the Serrano, were occupying the oasis of
Mara (Twentynine Palms) when permanent settlement of the area by Europeans and
Americans began. Livestock depleted natural resources and Euro-American settlers began
to claim large pieces of land. In 1890, 160 acres near Twentynine Palms were set aside
for a reservation for the Chemehuevi. In 1910, 640 acres adjacent to the existing Cabazon
reservation in Coachella was given jointly to the Cahuilla and the Chemehuevi, and those
who remained on the Twentynine Palms reservation were encouraged to move there.
Some went, some stayed, and others chose to settle elsewhere in California.
Section 4.5.2, p. 4.5-13, fifth paragraph is revised as follows:
The CRA was constructed in the 1930s by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California in order to transport water from the Colorado River to the Los Angeles
metropolitan area Southern California coastal plain.
Section 4.5.2, p. 4.5-23, the following is added as the last paragraph at the end of the Field
Survey subsection, directly before the Identified Cultural Resources subsection:
Since the preparation of the Draft EIR, additional field surveys were conducted to
identify additional resources. A cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed
well pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b,
and proposed staging areas, was conducted between May 15 and June 2, 2012, which is
summarized in the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural Resources Survey Report –
June 2012.
Section 4.5.2, p. 4.5-29, first paragraph is revised as follows:

Wellfield Portion of the Project Area
Less than 10 percent of the wellfield portion of the Project area has been previously
surveyed. Sixteen cultural resources were identified during the records search as being
located within or immediately adjacent to the wellfield portion of the Project area (CASBR-3243, -3281H, -6693H, -6694H, -9848, -9853H, -9855H, -11582H, -11583H, 11584H, -11586H, P-36-20149, P-36-60315, P-36-60319, P-36-60922, and P-36-64132).
Of these 16 resources, one (CA-SBR-6693H), the historic Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe
Railroad, is known to have been evaluated and recommended eligible for listing in the
NRHP by Applied Earthworks, Inc. (1999) and another (CA-SBR-9855H), possibly
containing a grave, is believed to be eligible, although sufficient study to determine this
was never conducted. No archaeological survey of the wellfield portion of the Project
area was conducted as part of this study effort since the precise location of wells pads and
access roads were not finalized. Therefore, the condition of the previously identified
eligible resource (-6693H) and the potentially eligible resource (-9855H) have not been
confirmed, nor has it been determined the number and types of any other cultural
resources that might be present in the wellfield portion of the Project area.
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A cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well pads, connector pipeline,
and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas,
was conducted between May 15 and June 2, 2012, which is summarized in the Final EIR
Vol. 7, Appendix O Cultural Resources Survey Report – June 2012. Survey methods
were similar to those used during survey of the water conveyance pipeline in 2010, with
surveyors using transects of no greater than 15 meters. A 100-foot buffer around
proposed well pads, access roads, and connector pipelines was surveyed. Staging areas
and CRA tie-in Option areas were surveyed in their entirety, with no buffer. A total of 53
resources were identified as a result of the survey, including 45 new archaeological sites,
five isolates, and three previously recorded archaeological sites. No built environment
resources were identified during the survey. Ten of the new archaeological sites are
prehistoric, 34 are historic-era, and one contains both prehistoric and historic-era
components.
Section 4.5.4, p. 4.5-41, third paragraph is revised as follows:
Potential impacts to significant historical resources can include both surface disturbance
by vegetation removal and by the movement of large construction vehicles and
equipment and subsurface disturbance through excavation or grading. Damage or
destruction of significant historical resources would be a significant impact. Prior to
installation of the wellfield, site specific surveys would be conducted where design
changes have modified the proposed Project footprint within all impact areas as required
by Mitigation Measure CUL-5. Mitigation Measure CUL-2 would require modification
of the well pad and pipeline locations to avoid identified cultural resources where
feasible. Since the exact location of the well pads is flexible within several hundred feet,
it is anticipated that these two mitigation measures would effectively avoid impacts to
cultural resources in the wellfield area. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1
through CUL-6 would result in a less than significant impact for all Project-related
construction and operational activities.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-41 the following text is added below the third full paragraph:
The 29 Palms Band of Mission Indians and other commenters have indicated that bighorn
sheep and desert tortoise were considered very important animals to the Chemehuevi,
Cahuilla, and Mojave peoples, and featured prominently in their cultural traditions,
songs, and rituals. The 29 Palms Band of Mission Indians also indicated that these two
species should be considered cultural resources. However, as discussed in Section 4.4 of
the EIR, Biological Resources, impacts from the proposed Project to bighorn sheep and
desert tortoise would be less than significant with mitigation.
Section 4.5.4, p. 4.5-42, Mitigation Measure CUL-2, is revised as follows:
CUL-2: The construction zone shall be narrowed or otherwise altered to avoid all
significant historical resources, or resources treated as significant, where feasible.
Significant or unevaluated cultural historical resources within 50 feet of the construction
zone within 100 feet of the construction zone shall be designated Environmentally
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Sensitive Areas and shall be marked with exclusion markers to ensure avoidance. In the
case of significant historical resources dating to the historic era, the boundaries of the
Environmentally Sensitive Areas shall be established around the recorded site
boundaries, with the exception of In case of resources CA-SBR-3282H and CA-SBR3233H, where a 50-foot buffer shall be established outside of recorded site boundaries as
an added protective measure to protect historic cemeteries. For significant historical
resources dating to the prehistoric era, the boundaries of the ESA shall be established
around the recorded site boundaries, plus an additional 50-foot buffer as an added
protective measure to protect any subsurface component. Protective fencing shall not
identify the protected areas as cultural resource areas in order to discourage unauthorized
disturbance or collection of artifacts.
Section 4.5.4, p. 4.5-42, Mitigation Measure CUL-5 is revised as follows:
CUL-5: Prior to construction, a qualified archaeologist shall be retained to carry out a
Phase 1 cultural resources survey in those portions of the Project area where design
changes have modified the proposed Project footprint (including but not limited to: the
wellfield, CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b, and any access roads, staging areas, borrow
areas, and any other proposed areas of potential ground disturbance and areas where
monitoring and mitigation wells have been installed), and not previously surveyed within
the past 5 years. The Phase 1 survey shall identify and evaluate the significance of any
potentially eligible resources that may be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposed
Project, and shall take Native American comments concerning viewshed impacts into
consideration. The Phase 1 Survey effort shall be documented in a Phase 1 Cultural
Resources Survey report. Resources determined eligible for listing shall be subject to
Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-4 and CUL-6. All significant cultural
resources identified in the wellfield area during surveys shall be avoided.
Section 4.5.4, p. 4.5-42, Mitigation Measure CUL-6 is revised as follows:
CUL-6: Prior to construction, an archaeological monitor shall be retained to monitor all
ground-disturbing activities, including brush clearance and grubbing, within the
following areas: the proposed wellfield area; staging areas; CRA tie-in areas; and within
100 feet of all significant historical resources. The monitor shall work under the
supervision of the qualified archaeologist. If ground-disturbing activities are occurring
simultaneously in areas located more than 500 feet apart, additional monitors shall be
retained. If so requested by the Native American community, a Native American monitor
shall also monitor all ground-disturbing activities. The qualified archaeologist, in
consultation with the lead agency, shall have the discretion to modify the monitoring
requirements based on in-field observations of subsurface conditions. The duration and
timing of monitoring shall be determined by the qualified archaeologist in consultation
with the lead agency and based on the grading plans. In the event that cultural resources
are unearthed during ground-disturbing activities, the archaeological monitor and/or
Native American monitor shall be empowered to halt or redirect ground-disturbing
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activities away from the vicinity of the find so that the find can be evaluated and
appropriate treatment determined.
Section 4.5.4, p. 4.5-43, Mitigation Measure CUL-7 is revised as follows:
No archaeological survey of the wellfield portion of the Project area was conducted as
part of this study effort since the exact locations for well pads and access roads has not
been determined precisely. Prior to installation of the wellfield, site-specific surveys
would be conducted within all impact areas as required by Mitigation Measure CUL-5.
Mitigation Measure CUL-2 would require modification of the well pad and pipeline
locations to avoid identified cultural resources where feasible. Since the exact locations
of the well pads are flexible within several hundred feet, it is anticipated that these two
mitigation measures would effectively avoid impacts to cultural resources in the wellfield
area. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-6 would result in a
less than significant impact for all Project-related construction and operational activities.
CUL-7: If archaeological resources are encountered, all activity in the vicinity of the find
shall cease until it can be evaluated by a qualified archaeologist. If the qualified
archaeologist determines that the resources may be significant, he or she will develop an
appropriate treatment plan for the resources. Appropriate Native American
representatives shall be consulted in determining appropriate treatment for unearthed
cultural resources if the resources are prehistoric or Native American in nature.
In considering any suggested mitigation proposed by the archaeologist in order to
mitigate impacts to archaeological resources, avoidance will be determined necessary and
feasible in light of factors such as the nature of the find, Project design, costs, and other
considerations. If avoidance is infeasible, other appropriate measures (e.g., data recovery)
will be instituted. Work may proceed on other parts of the Project site while mitigation
for cultural resources is being carried out.
Section 4.5.1, p. 4.5-47, footnotes 27 and 29 are revised as follows:
Kroeber, A. L., Handbook of the Indians of California, 1925, page 3 802.

4.6 Geology and Soils
Section 4.6.3, p. 4.6-35, second paragraph under Geologically Unstable Area is revised as
follows:
The proposed Project would involve the installation of a production wellfield, water
conveyance pipeline, natural gas or electrical supply line, and various appurtenances.
Section 4.6.3, p. 4.6-37, first full paragraph is revised as follows:
The maximum railroad subsidence tolerance levels are 2 inches or less over a 62-foot rail
chord length, which equates to a ratio of 0.002688 (2 inches divided by 62 feet). The
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maximum model-predicted subsidence ratio would occur under the worst-case Sensitivity
Scenario 2 with subsidence up to 1.7 feet under the center edge of Bristol Dry Lake, the
location closest to the rail line and pipelines. Measured across the entire area of
subsidence, this would equate to 1.7 feet of subsidence across the distance of about 12
miles from Bristol Dry Lake to the center of the wellfield which equates to a ratio of
0.00002683, two orders of magnitude below the maximum tolerance level for railroad
lines. Furthermore, the rail lines are not located in the center of Bristol Dry Lake, where
the maximum potential subsidence would be expected. Therefore, the maximum modelpredicted subsidence would not exceed railroad tolerance levels and is considered a less
than significant impact.
Section 4.6.3, p. 4.6-38, Mitigation Measure GEO-1 is revised as follows:
GEO-1: The project design features in Chapter 6.3 of the GMMMP attached to the Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP shall be implemented to address the
potential impact for land subsidence. Chapter 6.3 of the Updated GMMMP is provided in
full below. If land subsidence is observed at rates that are greater than projected by the
groundwater flow simulation model for an equivalent elapsed time, or if a change in the
ground surface elevation of more than 0.5 feet within the Project area occurs, or if
subsidence of more than one inch vertically over 62 feet horizontally within the vicinity
of railroad tracks occurs, the following shall occur:


Implement the corrective measures that involve modification of Project operations to
actively arrest subsidence through one or more of the following:
–

Reduction in pumping from Project wells;

–

Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;

–

Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact; or

–

Repair of any structures damaged as a result of subsidence attributable to Project
operations.
6.3 Land Subsidence
Twenty land survey benchmarks will be established and surveyed by a licensed
land surveyor on an annual basis to identify and quantify potential subsidence
within the Project area (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2). Three extensometers will be
constructed in areas of projected subsidence (see Figure 5-2). The extensometers,
which would be monitored continuously from installation through the postoperational period, would verify if the land surface changes (also potentially
identified from land surveys and InSAR satellite data obtained and analyzed every
5 years through the post-operational period) are due to (1) subsidence due to
groundwater withdrawal; or (2) other mechanisms (e.g. regional tectonic
movement).
6.3.1 Action Criteria
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The decision‐making process will be initiated if either of the action criteria is
triggered. The action criteria are: 1) a trend in subsidence that would result in a
decline in the ground surface elevation of more than 0.3 feet within 10 years when
compared to baseline Project conditions; or 2) a trend in subsidence which, if
continued, would be of a magnitude within 10 years that impacts existing
infrastructure within the Project area. The magnitude for the railroad tracks is more
than one inch vertically over 62 feet linearly along the existing railroad tracks.
6.3.2 Decision‐Making Process
If either of the action criteria is triggered, the decision-making process will
include:


Assessment as to whether the subsidence is attributable to Project
operations;



If the subsidence is determined to be attributable to Project operations,
then an assessment will be made to determine whether the subsidence
constitutes a potential adverse impact to the aquifer or surface uses.
Potential adverse impacts include potential damage to surface structures as
a result of differential settlement or fissuring, general subsidence sufficient
to alter natural drainage patterns or cause damage to structures, or a
non‐recoverable loss of aquifer storage capacity that affects the beneficial
uses of the storage capacity of the aquifer system;



If no such significant adverse impacts to critical resources are identified,
potential actions may include:
o

No action;

o

Proposed refinements to the action criteria;

o

Additional verification monitoring, including a field reconnaissance to
assess and detect any differential settlement; or

o

Proposed revisions to the benchmark survey and/or InSAR monitoring
frequency.

o

If the subsidence is determined to be attributable to Project operations
and the subsidence is determined to constitute a potential adverse
impact to the aquifer or surface uses then one or more of the
corrective measures set forth in Section 6.3.3 shall be implemented.

6.3.3 Corrective Measures
Corrective measures that shall be implemented to repair damaged structures and/or
arrest the subsidence shall include one or more of the following:


Repairing any structures damaged as a result of subsidence attributable to
Project operations;
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Entering into a mitigation agreement with any impacted party(s).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project operations
shall be modified to arrest the subsidence. For the purposes of these action criteria,
“ineffective” shall be defined as a corrective measure that when put into place did
not meet the objective set forth in the corrective action, i.e. to repair damaged
structures and arrest the subsidence. “Infeasible” is a corrective measure which
cannot be implemented due to cost, technical challenges, or legal restraints.
Modifications to Project operations shall include one or more of the following:


Reduction in pumping from Project well(s);



Revision or reconfiguration of pumping locations within the Project
wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
adverse impact.

4.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Section 4.7.3, p. 4.7-16, last paragraph is revised as follows:
MDAQMD has jurisdiction over the desert portion of San Bernardino County and the
far eastern end of Riverside County, and thus it has jurisdiction over the Project area.
The MDAQMD has published suggested not established thresholds of significance for
GHG emissions of 100,000 MT CO2e.
Section 4.7.3, p. 4.7-21, first paragraph is revised as follows:
In regards to operations, there are two options for supplying power to the wellfield pumps
– either by natural gas or electrical power. First, if the wellfield and intermediate pump
station are powered with natural gas, direct operational GHG emissions would be
approximately 27,731 MTCO2e/year from natural gas combustion. The wellfield may be
equipped with solar bolt-ons to reduce natural gas consumption. Additionally, emissions
from employee on-road vehicle trips would be 13 MTCO2e/year. Therefore, total annual
GHG emissions would be 28,153 MTCO2e/year for the wellfield operation Project,10
including amortized construction emissions and operational mobile source emissions. In
addition to these GHG emissions, Metropolitan has indicated that conveyance of Project
water would increase energy demand of the CRA by 3,886 kWh/MG. The CRA is
powered by electricity. Using emissions factors for electricity generation, this would add
an additional 19,628 MTCO2e/year attributable to the Project. However, actual emissions
would depend on the actual operational changes implemented including the change in
hours per year that the 220 cfs pumps operate. The emissions would be validated by an
accredited third-party verification body and reported to the Climate Registry as required
10 URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4, February 2008; Appendix E1.
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in Mitigation Measure GHG-1. Direct emissions from the Project would exceed the
10,000 MTCO2e/year benchmark. Table 4.7-4 summarizes estimated operational GHG
emissions.
Section 4.7.3, p. 4.7-22, Table 4.7-4 is revised as follows:
TABLE 4.7-4
ANNUAL GHG EMISSIONS
GHG Emissions
(Metric tons CO2e/year)

Activity
Construction

12,280

Offroad emissions

12,390

Onroad emissions

1,058

Total emissions

13,448

Amortized over 30 years

409448

Operations
Vehicle Trips

13

Wellfield Power (either natural gas or
electricity)
Natural Gas

27,731a

Electricity

15,388a
19,628

Metropolitan CRA Conveyance
Total (with natural gas)

28,15347,820

Total (with electricity)

15,81035,477

b

a Electricity and natural gas emissions are based on the extraction value of 50,000 AFY. Both energy
sources are shown in the Table, but the Project would only use one or the other. Natural gas
consumption rates were obtained by using a 40% conversion efficiency for natural gas generators
(thermal energy to electrical energy) and a 30% conversion efficiency for natural gas engines
(thermal energy to mechanical energy). The natural gas engines that are used for the Project would
be reciprocating (or internal combustion) natural gas engines, which typically offers energy
efficiencies ranging from 25 to 45 percent (California Energy Commission, California Distributed
Energy Resource Guide, http://www.energy.ca.gov/distgen/equipment/reciprocating_engines/reciprocating_engines.html, accessed November 2011). Data shown are for 50,000 AFY. Emissions
for the 75,000 AFY extraction value would be 37,330 MT/year and 21,610 MT/year for natural gas
and electricity use, respectively.
b GHG emissions resulting from electricity use by Metropolitan CRA for conveyance of the Project’s
water associated with the 50,000 AFY extraction value. Emissions for the 75,000 AFY extraction
value would be 29,442 MT CO2e/year. Actual GHG emissions would depend on operational changes
implemented at the CRA pump stations.
NOTE: See Appendix E for detailed calculations.
SOURCE: ESA, 2011.

Section 4.7.3, p. 4.7-22, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Criterion C Analysis: Energy Efficiency. With regard to Item C, the Project would
provide the ability to increase water supplies to urban uses in Southern California. As
discussed in Section 4.13, the Project would require less energy per gallon delivered than
used by the SWP. The CEC estimates that delivery of water via the SWP West Branch to
northern Los Angeles County requires approximately 7,672 kWh/MG. The proposed
Project would require the additional consumption of approximately 6,998 3,112
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kWh/MG, the consumption of approximately 3,112 kWh/MG, which is less than half the
energy required to convey the same amount of water through the SWP which is less than
half the energy required to convey the same amount of water through the SWP. The
Project would approximately 664 kWh/MG less than the SWP energy requirements
(7,672 kWh/MG). 11 Overall, the net energy use for water delivery to Project Participants
would be less than a comparable delivery from the SWP since energy usage for the SWP
is greater than for the proposed Project. The Project would result in slightly smaller
energy demand than from other potential water supply sources available to the Project
Participants.As a result, the Project provides a more energy efficient alternative to the
SWP. Furthermore, the Project would utilize excess capacity in the CRA when available.
The CRA pump stations currently operate with multiple single-speed pumps (each pump
having a 220 cfs rating). The water pumped into the CRA by the Project would be
accommodated with the existing pump capacity, without increasing energy requirements
at the lift stations. As such, the proposed Project provides an efficient alternative to other
imported water sources and would emit fewer GHG emissions.

4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Section 4.8.3, p. 4.8-11, the following text is added beneath the first paragraph of the
Methodology heading:
Although the proposed Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component may
require blasting along the railroad right-of-way, it is anticipated that blasting activities
will not create hazardous conditions due to the remoteness of the ROW and its disturbed
dry sandy state. Trench blasting for the installation of pipelines differs from common
bench blasting because the width of the blasting round is considerably smaller than its
length. Therefore, hazardous impacts associated with blasting activities are negligible and
are routine in pipe installation activities in remote areas, and therefore not discussed in
this section. Worker safety protocols required by law would be implemented by the
contractor.
Section 4.8.3, p. 4.8-12, the following text is added before the Mitigation Measure heading:
There are two natural gas pipelines that cross through the wellfield in a northwest to
southeast manner, one natural gas pipeline that cross the wellfield in a southwest to
northeast manner, and a natural gas pipeline that runs parallel to the ARCZ rail line
(approximately 1,000 feet to the south). During construction, workers will comply with
all applicable rules and regulations concerning crossing or conducting work in the
vicinity of the natural gas pipelines.
Section 4.8.3, p. 4.8-14, Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 is revised as follows:
HAZ-3: No construction or other Project activities shall occur at the Cadiz Sonic Lake
Target Prior to installation of the Project elements within 250 feet of the Cadiz Sonic
11 California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy Relationship, November 2005, Figure 2-2 and

page 23.
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Lake Target No. 5 and No. 9 areas, until the USACE shall be requested to clears the
proposed locations for the potential presence of unexploded ordnance from historical
military uses. In the event that the USACE encounters unexploded ordnance, the USACE
is obligated to remove the unexploded ordnance under their ongoing investigations.
Section 4.8.3, p. 4.8-15, last paragraph is revised as follows:
The Project would be located within a sparsely-vegetated desert area. The CAL FIRE fire
hazard severity zone map identifies the Project area as within its lowest fire hazard
severity zone, the lowest possible risk category. Proposed Project impact areas associated
with the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component are not located adjacent to
urbanized areas or residences. The nearest residences are located in Chambless,
approximately 5 miles from the Project site. The nearest residences are the three or four
residences located approximately 3.3 miles north of the Project site near the corner of
Cadiz Road and National Trails Highway. Additionally, as part of the right-of -way use
agreement, the Project would install fire hydrants along the conveyance pipeline at
strategic locations along the railroad tracks (e.g., at bridge trestles). Impacts associated
with implementation of the proposed Project are considered less than significant and no
mitigation is required.

4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-10, last paragraph is revised as follows:
However, these trends have many variations and need to be considered more at a regional
level, as discussed below.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-12, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Capture of snowmelt runoff traditionally has occurred during the late spring and early
summer seasons.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-16, second paragraph is revised as follows, with footnote 64 deleted in its
entirety:
Standing water has been observed on Bristol Dry Lake at least one each year since
1991.infrequently and without regularity.
Footnote64: Cadiz Inc., Communications with ESA, December 9, 2010.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-36, first paragraph the following sentence has been deleted:
This updated assessment included collection of additional field data, development of a
watershed soil-moisture budget model based on the USGS INFIL3.0 model, and
development of a three-dimensional groundwater flow model, based on the USGS
MODFLOW-2000 computer code, of the Fenner Gap area.12 This updated assessment
12

CH2M Hill, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, July 2010, pages 1-2, 1-3.
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included collection of additional field data, development of a watershed soil-moisture
budget model based on the USGS INFIL3.0 model, and development of a threedimensional groundwater flow model, based on the USGS MODFLOW-2000 computer
code, of the Fenner Gap area.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-38, first full paragraph is revised as follows:
By intercepting this groundwater flow through the Ggap, a reduction of evaporation from
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes is expected, but there would be no reduction in groundwater
storage.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-40, the last sentence of the third paragraph is revised as follows:
As a result of the Salinity Management Policy, TDS levels in Colorado River water
sampled just below Parker Dam have been reduced to below 600 mg/L since 1985. With
implementation of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program, TDS levels in
Colorado River water sampled just below Parker Dam have varied from 620 to 680 mg/L
since 2005.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-40, footnote 183 is revised as follows:
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin, Progress Report
No. 22 23, 2005 2011, Appendix A, p. 69 76.” The citation can be found at
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/salinity/pdfs/PR23final.pdf.
Section 4.9.1, p. 4.9-44, third paragraph is rephrased as follows:
Presently, California is receiving waters unused by other states. The 2003 Quantification
Settlement Agreements created California’s “soft landing” by reducing California’s
Colorado River water usage from 5.2 million AFY to 4.4 million AFY in a normal year
over 15 years through the conservation and transfer of water from agricultural to urban
uses in San Diego County Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s, and Coachella Valley
Water District’s jurisdictions, through quantifying the agencies’ priority water rights to
the River and allocating water in times of shortage. This effort was called the “Interim
Surplus Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus Guidelines adopted rules for deciding when
there was surplus water in the Colorado River, and how such a surplus could be used, as
California wound down its excess use.
Presently, California is not receiving waters unused by other states. While the 2003
Quantification Settlement Agreement contemplated a California “soft landing” by
reducing California’s Colorado River water usage from 5.2 million AFY to 4.4 million
AFY in a normal year over 15 years through the conservation and transfer of water from
agricultural to urban uses in San Diego County Water Authority’s, Metropolitan’s, and
Coachella Valley Water District’s jurisdictions, the California agencies reduced their use
to 4.4 million AFY, less the payback of certain amounts of water used in 2001 and 2002,
and inadvertent overruns beginning in 2003. Agreements relating to the Quantification
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Settlement Agreement quantified Imperial Irrigation District’s, Coachella Valley Water
District’s and Metropolitan’s priority water rights to River water and allocate water in
times of shortage. In addition, execution of these agreements restored the agencies’
ability to utilize special surplus water, when available in accordance with the 2001
“Interim Surplus Guidelines.” The Interim Surplus Guidelines adopted a methodology for
deciding when there was surplus water available from Lake Mead, and for what purposes
surplus water could be used.
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-48, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Construction of Project facilities may not require coverage under the Construction
General NPDES Permit for Discharges of Stormwater since the pipeline alignment and
wellfield may not affect waters of the U.S. and since the Piute Wash observation well
would affect less than one acre. As a result, preparation of a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) may not be required. However, since construction activities
and Project maintenance activities may result in surface runoff quality impacts,
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-1 has been developed to ensure that construction and
maintenance -related Best Management Practices (BMPs) are implemented to prevent
soil erosion and to control hazardous materials used during construction and maintenance
from adversely affecting surface water runoff. With implementation of Mitigation
Measure HYDRO-1, impacts to surface water quality from construction activities would
be less than significant.
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-57, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-1 is revised as follows:
HYDRO-1: A construction and maintenance Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
shall be prepared and included in construction specifications and Operations and
Maintenance Manual (OMM) for the Project. At a minimum, the plan shall include the
following required Best Management Practices or equivalent measures:


Install temporary sediment fences or straw waddles at stream crossings or washes
to prevent erosion and sedimentation during construction, including at each ARZC
railroad trestle along the pipeline alignment.



Establish designated fueling areas equipped with secondary containment,



Require drip-pans under all idle equipment on the construction sites,



Ensure that spill prevention kits are present at all construction sites.

Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-57, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 is revised as follows:
HYDRO-2: Project Design Feature 6.4 found in Chapter 6.4 of the GMMMP attached to
the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP shall be implemented to address
the potential impacts for the migration of the saline/freshwater water interface to
adversely affect groundwater quality. Chapter 6.4 of the Updated GMMMP is provided in
full below. If monitored increases in TDS result in impairment to beneficial uses of
groundwater by overlying land owners, one or more of the following corrective measures
shall be implemented:
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 Deepen or otherwise improve the efficiency of the impacted well(s); or
 Blend impacted well water with another local source; or
 Construct replacement well(s); or
 Pay the impacted well owner for any increased material pumping costs incurred by the
well owner; or
 Modify Project operations until adverse effects are no longer present at the affected
well(s). Modification to Project operations would include one or more of the
following:
–

Reduction in pumping from Project wells; or

–

Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or

–

Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted adverse effect on existing wells; or

 Installation of an injection or extraction well(s) in conjunction with appropriate
injection of lower-TDS water or extraction of higher-TDS water to manage the
migration of high-TDS water from the Dry Lakes.
6.4 Induced Flow of Lower-Quality Water from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
Saline water migration is allowed up to and not to exceed 6,000 feet from the
baseline location of the saline-freshwater interface. To prevent migration of saline
groundwater beyond 6,000 feet, FVMWC will implement mitigation measures that
may include injection or extraction wells or other physical means to maintain the
saline-freshwater interface. If these physical measures prove ineffective, reductions
in Project pumping will be required (see Sections 6.4.3, below).
6.4.1 Monitoring
To monitor the influence of the Project’s operation on the migration of the salinefreshwater interface located between the Project wellfield and the Bristol and Cadiz
Dry Lakes, a network of “cluster type” observation wells will be established
between the Project wellfield and the saline‐freshwater interface. Groundwater
TDS concentrations in the well clusters will be monitored on a quarterly basis
during the pre‐operational period of the Project, semi‐annually throughout the
operational period, and annually during the post‐operational period of the Project.
Of the monitoring well network, SCE Well no. 5 and SCE Well no. 11, along with
other newly installed well clusters located between the interface and the Project
wellfield will be located such that that they are appropriate to serve as “sentinel”
wells to determine whether there is a progressive migration of the saline‐freshwater
interface. The locations of SCE Well no. 5, SCE Well no. 11, and the other sentinel
well clusters are shown in Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2.
6.4.2 Action Criteria
The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criterion is triggered.
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The action criterion is a migration of the interface, as measured by an increase in
TDS concentration in excess of 600 mg/L in any cluster or observation well
located within a distance of 6,000 feet from pre‐Project locations of the interface.
6.4.3 Decision‐Making Process
If the action criterion is triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


Assessment of whether the increased TDS concentration or migration of
the saline-freshwater interface is attributable to Project pumping;



Assessment of trends and updated projections of whether and when the
saline-freshwater interface is expected to migrate 6,000 feet from its
baseline location;



If the increased TDS concentration within the monitoring wells is
determined to be attributable to the Project and the saline-freshwater
interface is expected to migrate more than 6,000 feet from its baseline
location within 10 years, then one or more of the corrective measures set
forth in Section 6.4.3 shall be implemented.
6.4.4 Corrective Measures

Corrective measures that will be implemented to eliminate the further migration of
saline groundwater towards the Project wellfield may include the following:


Installing one or more extraction well(s) or injection well(s) at the
northeastern edge of Bristol Playa and/or north of Cadiz Playa where the
salt mining source wells are located to maintain the saline-freshwater
interface within its 6,000-foot limit subject to the same mitigation
measures imposed on the Project well-field as set forth in the SMWD
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project
operations shall be modified to eliminate the further migration of saline
groundwater towards the Project wellfield. Modifications to Project operations
will include one or more of the following:


Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact.

Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-58, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3 is revised as follows:
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HYDRO-3: Project design features in Chapter 6.2 of the GMMMP attached to the Final
EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMP shall be implemented to address potential
impacts to Third Party wells. Chapter 6.2 of the Updated GMMMP is provided in full
below. If a written complaint by a well owner is received regarding decreased
groundwater production yield, degraded water quality, or increased pumping costs
submitted by neighboring landowners or the salt mining operators on the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes, the following corrective measures shall be implemented:
1) Arrange for an interim water supply to the affected party as necessary.
2) Implement additional corrective measures that include one or more of the following
actions:


Deepen or otherwise improve the efficiency of the impacted well(s); or



Blend impacted well water with another local source; or



Construct replacement well(s); or



Pay the impacted well owner for any increased material pumping costs incurred
by the well owner; or



Modify Project operations until adverse effects are no longer present at the
affected well(s). Modification to Project operations would include one or more of
the following:
– Reduction in pumping from Project wells; or
– Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or
– Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted adverse affect on existing wells.
6.2 Third-Party Wells
It is the intent of the Project to operate without adverse material impacts to wells
owned by neighboring landowners in the vicinity of the Project area, and those
operated in conjunction with salt mining operations on the Bristol or Cadiz Dry
Lakes. To avoid such potential impacts, the groundwater monitoring network will
include monitoring wells located in and around the wellfield, near neighboring
landholdings, and on and adjacent to the Dry Lakes (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2).
Groundwater levels will be monitored on a continuous to semi-annual basis (see
Table 5-1) during the preoperational and operational periods, then annually during
the post-operational period. Water quality will be monitored on a quarterly to
annual basis during the preoperational period, annually during the operational
period of the Project, and triennially during the post-operational period (see Table
5-1). Further, FVMWC shall monitor static (non-pumping) water levels within any
third-party wells that are representative of the local groundwater impacts and
located within the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub-Basin or elsewhere in the Fenner
Watershed. Such monitoring of third-party wells will be performed on a semiannual basis during the pre-operational and operational periods, then annually
during the post-operational period as established in the Closure Plan.
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6.2.1 Action Criteria
The decision‐making process will be initiated if any of the action criteria are
triggered. The action criteria are: 1) a decline of static water levels of more than
twenty feet from pre‐Project static water levels or to a degree in which the
reduction in static water levels results in an inability to meet existing the
production of any third‐party well drawing water from the northern Bristol/Cadiz
Sub‐Basin or elsewhere in the Fenner Watershed; and 2) the receipt of a written
complaint from one or more well owner(s) regarding decreased groundwater
production yield, degraded water quality, or increased pumping costs submitted by
neighboring landowners or the salt mining operators on the Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes. Any written complaint by a well owner in accordance with this action
criterion shall be directed to FVMWC.
6.2.2 Decision‐Making Process
If any of the action criteria are triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


If a written complaint with a documented change in water level as
provided for in Section 6.2.1 is received from a third-party well owner
located within the area of influence (see Figure 5-1), FVMWC will
immediately implement Corrective Measure 6.2.3.1, below;



Assessment of whether water level changes, decreased yields, increased
pumping costs, and/or degraded water quality in the third-party wells are
attributable to Project operations or other causes;



If such water level changes, decreased yields, increased pumping costs
and/or degraded water quality are determined to not be attributable to
Project operations, then FVMWC would discontinue any interim
arrangement to provide water as set forth in Section 6.2.3.1;



If such water level changes, decreased yields, increased pumping costs
and/or degraded water quality are determined to be attributable to Project
operations, then one or more of the corrective measures set forth in Section
6.2.3 shall be implemented.
6.2.3 Corrective Measures
6.2.3.1 Interim Water Supply. If a written complaint as provided for in
Section 6.2.1 is received from a third-party well owner located
within the area described above (see Figure 5-1), FVMWC will
arrange for an immediate interim supply of water to the third-party
well owner until the decision-making process is complete in an
amount necessary to fully offset any reduced yield to the thirdparty well owner, as compared to the yield from the impacted well
prior to Project operations or, if the impacted well was installed
after Project operations commenced, then as compared to the yield
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of the well immediately after installation.
6.2.3.2 Further Corrective Measures. If any of the Action Criteria set
forth in 6.2.1 are triggered and the impacts are determined to be
attributable to Project operations, one or more of the following
further corrective measures shall be implemented to correct the
impairment to the beneficial use of the groundwater:


Continued provision of substitute water supplies;



Deepening or otherwise improving the efficiency of the impacted
well(s);



Blending of impacted well water with another local source;



Constructing replacement well(s) on disturbed land subject to the
same mitigation measures imposed on the Project wellfield as set
forth in the SMWD’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program;



Paying the impacted third-party well owner for any increased
material pumping costs incurred by the well owner; or



Entering into a mitigation agreement with the impacted third‐party
well owner.

Section 4.9-3, p. 4.9-59, second paragraph is revised as follows:
As shown on Figure 4.9-2 Figure 4.9-4 proportion of precipitation recharging the
mountain bedrock….
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-67 through 69, Figures 4.9-12a, 4.9-13a, and 4.9-14a have been added on
the following pages in Response A_NPS-84.
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-75, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-4 is revised in Response A_MWD-4 as
follows:
HYDRO-4: All Cconstruction and operation pPlans shall be prepared that use identify
standard best management practices (BMPs) to control drainage around the Project
infrastructure including but not limited to wellpads, pump stations, an energy generation
facility, air relief valves, forebay and equalization storage facilities, spreading basins, and
railcar wash areas. The BMPs shall include placing facility and well pads and aboveground appurtenant facilities outside of visible drainages; and grading well pads to
disperse runoff from the site in a manner that minimizes scour potential of storm water.
Additional BMPs include the use of physical barriers to prevent or manage seepage,
detain runoff and prevent erosion during construction and operation and may include the
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use of and siltation straw wattles, hay bales, setbacks and buffers, and other similar
methods that reduce the energy in surface water flow.
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-77, first paragraph is rephrased as follows:
The CRA water would have higher TDS concentrations than the CRA water
groundwater, whereas the sodium and chloride (salt) concentrations of the CRA water
would be slightly lower than the current concentrations in the groundwater in the
alluvium in the Fenner Gap area.
Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-73, second line is revised as follows:
For example, pumping rates in excess of natural recharge (in excess of 50,000 AFY)
during the first 25 years would increase the quantity of groundwater conserved.
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Figure 4.9-13a
Model-Predicted Regional Drawdown - Sensitivity Scenario No.1 After 50 Years
(Assumes 16,000 AFY Recharge)
Well Configuration B
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Figure 4.9-14a
Model-Predicted Regional Drawdown - Sensitivity Scenario No.2 after 50 Years
Sensitivity (Assumes 5,000 AFY Recharge)
Well Configuration B

5. Draft EIR Text Revisions

4.11 Mineral Resources
Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-10, Mitigation Measure MIN-1 is revised as follows:
MIN-1: The Project Design Features in Chapter 6.5 of the Updated GMMMP attached to
the Final EIR Vol. 7, Appendix B1 Updated GMMMPPDF 6.5 shall be implemented to
address the potential impact for groundwater level drawdown on existing salt production
operations. Chapter 6.5 of the UpdatedGMMMP is provided in full below. If changes in
groundwater levels occur that are larger than projected by the groundwater model
simulations or if changes occur in groundwater or brine water levels that are greater than
50 percent of the water column above the intake of any of salt mining companies’ wells
in comparison to pre-operational static levels in wells at the margins of the dry lakes, one
or more of the following actions shall be implemented:


Reduction in pumping from Project wells; or



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact; or



Installation of injection wells to mitigate the impact, or



Compensation to mining operators for the additional costs of pumping.
6.5 Brine Resources Underlying Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
To monitor potential Project impacts on the salt mining operations on the Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes, a network of “cluster type” monitoring wells will be
established between the Project wellfield and the margins of the Dry Lakes (see
Figures 5-1 and 5-2). Groundwater levels will be monitored on a continuous basis
throughout the operational and post-operational term of the Project.
6.5.1 Action Criteria
The decision-making process will be initiated if either of the action criteria is
triggered. The action criteria are:


A declining trend in groundwater or brine water levels of greater than 50
percent of either (a) the water column above the intake of any of the salt
mining operators’ wells, or (b) the average depth of brine water level
within the brine supply trenches operated by the salt mining operators.
Changes in such groundwater or brine water levels, shall be determined by
monitoring changes in the static water levels within the network of
clustered monitoring wells identified above, as changes in the static water
levels within these monitoring wells are correlated with the groundwater or
brine water levels within the salt mining operator’s wells and brine supply
trenches; or



The receipt of a written complaint from a salt mining operator regarding
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decreased groundwater production yield or increased pumping costs from
one or more of its wells, or decreased water levels within its brine supply
trenches. Any written complaint by a salt mining operator in accordance
with this action criteria shall be directed to FVMWC.
6.5.2 Decision‐Making Process
If either of the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will
include:


Assessment of whether the change in groundwater/brine level in excess of
the action criteria is attributable to Project operations;



If the change in groundwater/brine water level in excess of the action
criteria is determined to be attributable to Project operations, then an
assessment will be made to determine whether the groundwater/brine level
change constitutes a potential adverse impact to one or more of the salt
mining operations on the Dry Lakes. Adverse impacts include changes to
brine chemistry or yields from existing brine production wells or brine
supply trenches attributable to Project operations. If no such impacts are
identified, potential actions may include:
o

Continued or additional verification monitoring;

o

Proposed refinements to the action criteria;

o

Proposed revision to the monitoring frequency at the observation well
clusters at the margins of the Dry Lakes;

o

If the decline in groundwater/brine water level(s) approaching the
action criteria is determined to be attributable to Project operations,
and the changes constitute a potential adverse impact to one or more
of the salt mining operations on the Dry Lakes, then one or more of
the corrective measures set forth in Section 6.5.3 shall be
implemented.

6.5.3 Corrective Measures
Action(s) necessary to mitigate changes to brine chemistry or yields from existing
brine production wells or brine supply trenches attributable to Project operations,
and thereby maintain or restore the beneficial use of the groundwater/brine water
by the salt mining operations, shall include one or more of the following:


Compensating the mining operator(s) for the additional costs of pumping;



Installing one or more brine extraction well(s) and/or injection well(s)
where the salt mining source wells are located subject to the same
mitigation measures imposed on the Project well field as set forth in the
SMWD Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (see Figure 5 1);
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or


Entering into a mitigation agreement with the salt mining operator(s).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project operations
shall be modified until adverse impacts to the salt mining operations are
eliminated. For the purposes of these action criteria, “ineffective” shall be defined
as a corrective measure that when put into place did not meet the objective set forth
in the corrective action, i.e., to maintain or restore the beneficial use of the
groundwater/brine water by the salt mining operations. “Infeasible” is a corrective
measure which cannot be implemented due to cost, technical challenges, or
environmental and permitting issues as defined under CEQA. Modifications to
Project operations shall include one or more of the following:


Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact.

4.12 Noise
Section 4.12.3, p. 4.12-10, second paragraph is revised as follows:
Approximately 240 workers would be employed at any given time at the Project site. Onsite workers would reside within the existing housing areas on Cadiz Inc. Property. Noise
would also increase during construction near the worker housing areas. The nearest
residences to the worker housing areas (trailer park) are approximately one mile to the
north. At this distance, worker housing area noise would attenuate to less than significant
levels.

4.13 Public Services and Utilities
Section 4.13.1, pp. 4.13-1 and 4.13-2, due to copying error, some copies of the Draft EIR did not
contain the first two pages of this chapter. Instead the first two pages had Figures 4-13.1 and 413.2. The originally intended text is included below:

4.13 Public Services and Utilities
The purpose of this Section is to identify existing public services and utilities within the
Project area, analyze potential impacts to public services and utilities associated with the
development of the proposed Project, and identify mitigation measures that would avoid
or reduce the significance of any identified impacts. Thresholds of significance for the
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impact analyses are from Appendix G of the 2011 CEQA Guidelines. Impacts to Parks
and Recreation are analyzed in Section 4.14 Recreation.

4.13.1 Environmental Setting
Public Services
Fire Protection
Fire protection and paramedic services are provided to the proposed Project area by the
San Bernardino County Fire Department (SBCFD). The SBCFD works with other
agencies such as the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the National
Park Service Fire Crews, the City of Twentynine Palms Fire Department, the U.S. Marine
Corps Fire Department, the Morongo Valley Fire Department, and the Morongo Basin
Ambulance Service.13
The SBCFD is headquartered at 157 West Fifth Street in San Bernardino, approximately
105 miles southwest of the Project site. The nearest fire station to the proposed Project
area is the Wonder Valley Fire Station No. 45 in Twentynine Palms, which is
approximately 33 miles west of the Cadiz Property. Fire Station No. 31, which is located
in Needles, would provide additional support, depending on the severity of the
emergency. This station is located approximately 56 miles east of the Cadiz Inc.
Property.14 These stations would provide first responder paramedic and ambulance
services to the Project area.
The average response time to the Cadiz Inc. Property from the Wonder Valley Fire
Station is approximately 35 minutes to an hour. The average response time to the Cadiz
Inc. Property from Fire Station No. 31 is approximately 45 minutes.
To address the remoteness of the site from fire protection services, Cadiz Inc. maintains
fire suppression equipment, trained personnel, and an emergency evacuation plan for its
agricultural operations.15 Fire extinguishers are present in the office, dormitory, kitchen,
equipment storage and maintenance buildings, and all company vehicles. All fire
extinguishers are checked on a six or twelve month schedule by licensed professionals.
The dormitory has a sprinkler system. The office trailer park and worker housing
facilities have sets of fire hoses in water supply boxes. Selected personnel are trained by
professional fire personnel in fire suppression techniques.

Police Protection
Police protection services are provided in the Project area by the San Bernardino County
Sheriff-Coroner’s Department (SBCSD). The SBCSD is headquartered at 655 East 3rd
13 San Bernardino County Fire Department website, http://www.sbcfire.org/fire rescue/southd1.asp, accessed October

2010.
14 Star Javier, District Coordinator, San Bernardino County Fire Department, Phone conversation with ESA, October

20, 2010.
15 Cadiz Inc., Communication with ESA, October 19, 2011.
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Street in San Bernardino, approximately 105 miles southwest of the Project site. The
nearest police station to the Project site is SBCSD’s Morongo Basin Station, located at
6527 White Feather Road, approximately 78 miles west of the Cadiz Inc. Property. This
station has 82 assigned staff, including 60 sworn personnel and 22 civilian employees.
There are a minimum of two to four patrol officers per shift assigned to the 3,000 square
miles of the unincorporated Morongo Basin jurisdiction. The proposed Project area is
patrolled on a random basis, depending on the need for service. The estimated response
time of a Sheriff’s unit to the Cadiz Inc. Property for emergency calls is approximately 1
hour. Annually, an average of approximately 10 calls are made for police and law
enforcement services in the Project vicinity.16
The proposed Project area is served by the Barstow office of the California Highway
Patrol (CHP). The CHP does not regularly patrol the Project area. However, they provide
assistance on an on-call basis for accidents, emergencies, and related incidences. The
normal response time is approximately 1 to 1.5 hours.
A Sheriff’s Department Citizen on Patrol volunteer group is also active in the Cadiz area.
This unit consists of unarmed volunteers who patrol the proposed Project area in marked
Citizen Patrol cars and report suspicious activities. This group does not take any law
enforcement action, and there is no set schedule for this volunteer unit. The volunteers
patrol when they have free time.17
In addition, the BLM Needles field office manages a force of approximately 200 Law
Enforcement Rangers and 70 Special Agents who enforce a wide range of laws and
regulations in the prevention, detection, and investigation of crimes affecting public lands
resources. The Rangers provide a regular and recurring presence over the resource area
and are responsible for conducting high visibility patrols; conducting public contacts;
enforcing federal laws and regulations; assisting local county and city police departments,
other federal and state land management agencies; and generally providing for the safety
of public land users.

Public Schools
The proposed Project area is under the jurisdiction of the Needles Unified School District
(NUSD), which provides elementary and secondary education. The nearest school to the
Project site is the Parker Dam Elementary School at 1207 West 16th Street, approximately
46 miles east of the Cadiz Inc. Property. This school serves grades kindergarten through
8th grade. Currently, there are 88 students attending Parker Dam Elementary School.
Needles High School, which serves grades 9 through 12, is located approximately 68
miles east of the Cadiz Inc. Property. This high school has approximately 275 regular

16 Lieutenant Rich Boswell, San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department, Phone conversation with ESA, October 20,

2010.
17 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California and Bureau of Land Management, Cadiz Groundwater Storage

and Dry-Year Supply Program Final Environmental Report and Final Environmental Impact Statement, Volume I,
September 2001, page 5-219.
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students. Bus transportation is available to Needles High School from Amboy,
approximately 13 miles west of the Cadiz Inc. Property.
Section 4.13.3, p. 4.13-17, first paragraph the text is revised as follows:
The Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component would install new groundwater
wells requiring approximately 50.7 million kilowatt hours (kWh) per year. The wells would
be powered by natural gas motors or by electricity from the grid. The Project would
connect to the existing high-pressure gas lines traversing the site or from local existing
power lines. If a forebay and pump station is required, an additional 22 million kWh/year
would be required, powered by electricity from the grid.
The Project would convey water to the CRA for distribution to the Southern California
public water supply. According to studies published by the CEC and Metropolitan, the
CRA utilizes approximately 6,138 kWh/million gallon (MG) at full capacity.18 The
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component would require 3,112 kWh/MG to
convey water to the CRA. Once Project water enters the CRA, the existing CRA pump
stations would convey the water to Project Participants. The water pumped into the CRA
by the Project would be accommodated with the existing pump capacity. Capacity has
been available in the CRA every year since 2003. The actual change in energy usage of
the CRA would depend on operational changes implemented to accommodate Project
water. In any case, the CRA would not exceed historical energy usage when it operated at
full capacity; new pumps would not be installed in the CRA to increase the system’s
rated capacity. The Project would not increase the CRA’s overall maximum capacity
energy usage. However, Metropolitan has indicated that pumped-in water would increase
energy requirements of the CRA per gallon pumped. Metropolitan suggests that since the
Project would enter the CRA after Copper Basin, it would only utilize the remaining
pump stations in the system, resulting in approximately 63 percent of the total energy
demand otherwise used for each gallon of Colorado River water. Sixty three percent of
6,138 kWh/MG is 3,886 kWh/MG. Assuming this worse-case scenario that the CRA
would increase actual energy demands to accommodate Project water, the total energy
demand for the Project including conveyance from the wellfield to the CRA and through
the CRA to Project Participants would be 6,998 kWh/MG.

Some of the Project participants would use the water to replace supplies that otherwise
would be conveyed by the SWP from northern California. The net energy use for water
delivery to these Project participants would decrease slightly since energy usage for the
SWP is greater than that of the proposed Project. The CEC estimates that delivery of
water via the SWP West Branch to northern Los Angeles County requires approximately
7,672 kWh/MG. The proposed Project would require the additional consumption of
approximately 6,998 3,112 kWh/MG, which is less than half the energy required to
18 California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy Relationship, November 2005, Figure 2-2 and pg 23;

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 2006 Revised Power Integrated Resource Plan for
Metropolitans’s Colorado Rive Aqueduct Power Operations, October 2006, table 4.
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convey the same amount of water through the SWP. The Project would approximately
664 kWh/MG less than the SWP energy requirements. Overall, the net energy use for
water delivery to Project participants would be slightly less than comparable supplies
from the SWP since energy usage for the SWP is greater than for the proposed Project.
Therefore, the Project would not result in wasteful use of electricity or substantially
increase energy use compared to existing energy demands for importing water to
Southern California. As a result, the impact would be less than significant.
Section 4.13.3, p. 4.13-17, footnote 20 is revised as follows:
California Energy Commission, California’s Water – Energy Relationship, November
2005, Figure 2-2 and page 23; Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 2006
Revised Power Integrated Resource Plan for Metropolitans’s Colorado River Aqueduct
Power Operations, October 2006, Table 4.
Section 4.13.3, p. 4.13-20, Mitigation Measure UTIL-4: Imported Water Storage Component
has been revised as follows:
UTIL-4: Imported Water Storage Component. Spreading basins shall be designed to
avoid or minimize encroachment into major surface drainages. The Project participants
shall conduct a drainage study to evaluate the potential impact of the spreading basins to
surface drainages and to develop design parameters to minimize storm flow detention,
velocity, and scouring downstream from the new basins. These recommendations shall be
included in final designs to ensure that downstream improvements, including railroad
lines and the agricultural operations, are not adversely affected.
Section 4.13.3, p. 4.13-22, second paragraph under Impacts Analysis is revised as follows:
The Imported Water Storage Component would add 10-15 wells in order to return up to
105,000 150,000 AFY of previously stored water through the pipeline to the CRA and/or
SWP.

4.15 Transportation and Traffic
Section 4.15.1, p. 4.15-1, fifth paragraph, is revised as follows:
National Trails Highway (former US 66) originates at an interchange with I-15 in the
City of Victorville, and continues north and east to its terminus at Lenwood Road in the
community of Lenwood, just southwest of the City of Barstow.19 National Trails
Highway is a County Road that runs east and west through the Project area and is located
approximately 4 miles north of the Project site.
Section 4.15.2, p. 4.15-6, fourth full paragraph is revised as follows:

19 County of San Bernardino, San Bernardino County 2007 General Plan Program Final Program Environmental

Impact Report, February 2007, pp.s IV-145, IV-169, IV-142.
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The San Bernardino County Department of Public Works is responsible for maintaining
approximately 2,830 miles of both paved and unpaved roadways primarily located in
unincorporated areas of the County. These facilities range in classification from major
arterial highways to local streets. San Bernardino County maintains only 4.44 miles of
The Cadiz-Rice road from the AT&SF tracks to National Trails Highway. that follows
the ARCZ railroad is a County road.
Section 4.15.2, p. 4.15-7, first paragraph, is revised as follows:
The CMP in San Bernardino County was created in June 1990 as a provision of
Proposition 111. Under this proposition, urbanized areas with populations of more than
50,000 would be required to undertake a congestion management program that was
adopted by a designated Congestion Management Agency (CMA). As stated earlier,
SANBAG was designated as the CMPA by the County Board of Supervisors. The closest
applicable city with the population 50,000 is the City of Indio. City of Victorville,20
which is approximately 132 miles away from the Project site.
Section 4.15.3, p. 4.15-8, third full paragraph is revised as follows:
The Project would increase traffic on local roadways during construction, though the
local roadways currently have very little traffic as the greater Project area is sparsely
populated. Construction of the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component of
the Project is expected to last up to approximately18 months2 years. The primary impacts
from the movement of construction trucks would include short-term and intermittent
impacts on roadway capacities due to slower moving vehicles. Traffic-generating
construction activities would consist of the arrival and departure of constructions
workers, trucks hauling equipment and materials to the construction site, the hauling of
excavated soils, and importing of new fill. Trucks leaving roadways onto construction
sites would slow any traffic and could result in hazards to fast moving traffic on the
sparsely used roads. If lane closures or flagmen are required to manage traffic during
delivery of construction equipment, an encroachment permit from Caltrans and the
County would be necessary.
Section 4.15.3, p. 4.15-11, last paragraph is revised as follows:
The Project would not construct or modify existing paved roadways or alter the existing
regional circulation system….

Chapter 5

Cumulative Impacts

Section 5.1.2, p. 5-3, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Recreation: The proposed Project does not include recreational facilities or require the
construction of new or expansion of existing recreational facilities. The proposed Project
20 City of Victorville, US Census Bureau: State and County Quick Facts, City of Victorville,

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/0682590.html, accessed 04/05/12.
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does not include the development of residential land uses, nor will it introduce a substantial
number of employees into the Project area. The proposed project does not include the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities that would have an adverse effect on the
environment. However, since the facilities would be located in close proximity and visible
from wilderness areas, effects to these recreational areas are determined to be less than
significant. Although construction may be visible from distant vista points in the
surrounding Wilderness Areas, it would not substantially affect scenic vistas. Construction
of the Project wellfield would make up less than 1 percent of the Cadiz Property in the
wellfield area. Implementation of the proposed Project, along with other existing, recently
approved, proposed, and reasonably foreseeable development in the Project vicinity, would
contribute to the cumulative effect on regional recreational facilities and services, but none
of the projects identified in Table 5-1 would have a significant impact on recreational areas.
The proposed Project has been designed to completely avoid adjacent BLM lands,
including designated Wilderness Areas. Construction of the proposed Project would not
conflict with recreational uses in the Project vicinity because access to BLM lands would
be unimpeded throughout construction and operation. Because the proposed Project would
not result in recreation impacts, this resource area is not discussed further in this cumulative
effects analysis.
Section 5.1.2, p. 5-5, second full paragraph is revised as follows:
This cumulative effects analysis generally covers the area bounded by the Old US 66 and
I-40 corridor to the north; SRI-95 to the eastwest; SR-62 to the south; and the Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat Center, SR-247, and SR-62 through Yucca Valley to the
westeast (see Figure 5-1 on p. 5-10).
Section 5.1.2, p. 5-7, Table 5-1, text is added as follows after Noise Resource Area and before
Public Services and Utilities Resources Area:
Environmental
Resource Area /
Project Impact
Recreation

Geographic Scope

Resource Area Overview

Regional. The adjacent
BLM lands, including
designated Wilderness
Areas.

The Project is located near several BLM
wilderness areas, including the Trilobite
Wilderness located approximately 4 miles
north of the Project site; the Old Woman
Mountains Wilderness approximately 180 feet
to the east of a portion of the ARZC ROW;
the Cadiz Dunes Wilderness 5 miles south of
the Project and approximately 250 feet west
of the central portion of the ARZC ROW; and
the Turtle Mountains Wilderness located
approximately 3 miles east of the intersection
of the ARZC ROW and the CRA.

Section 5.3.1, p. 5-28, second full paragraph is revised as follows:
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In contrast, much of the Project infrastructure would be installed underground (43 miles
of water conveyance pipelines, possibly power distribution facilities and interconnected
wellfield pipelines), on private and water district property (Cadiz Inc. Property, ARZC
ROW, Metropolitan lands), and in remote areas not generally accessible by the public.
The overall permanent physical Project footprint is less than 250 acres.
Section 5.3.9, p. 5-36, first paragraph, last sentence, is revised as follows:
Therefore, the direct and cumulative impacts to groundwater and surface water resources
would be less than significant and would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 5.3.14, p. 5-40, the following text is added before the 5.3.14 Transportation and Traffic
Heading as follows:

5.3.14 Recreation
The geographic scope for cumulative recreational impacts includes the projects shown on
Figure 5-1. The proposed Project has been designed to completely avoid all BLM lands,
including Wilderness Areas. Construction of the proposed Project would not disrupt
recreational opportunities and uses, nor would it interfere with the recreational experience
of established recreational facilities. Additionally, the public would continue to have access
to BLM lands in areas where public access is currently provided, during Project
construction and operation. As discussed under Impact 4.14, construction may be visible
from distant vista points in the surrounding Wilderness Areas, but it would not substantially
affect scenic vistas. Implementation of the proposed Project, along with other existing,
recently approved, proposed, and reasonably foreseeable development in the Project
vicinity, would contribute to the cumulative effect on regional recreational facilities and
services. However, none of the projects identified in Table 5-1 would have a significant
impact on recreational experiences in an established recreational facility. Several projects
identified in Table 5-1, would enhance recreational opportunities in the region. Moreover,
as discussed in Section 5.2.2, the proposed California Desert Protection Act of 2011, would
preserve 1.6 million acres in the region. Therefore, the proposed Project’s contribution to
the recreational experience of established recreational facilities would be less than
cumulatively considerable.

Chapter 6

Growth-Inducement Potential and Secondary
Effect of Growth

Section 6.1.2, p. 6-3, last paragraph is revised as follows:
The facilities proposed for Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component of the
Project include construction of a wellfield and manifold (piping) system to carry pumped
groundwater to a new 43-mile conveyance pipeline that would be constructed along the
ARZC ROW, and tie into the CRA, which would distribute water to Project Participants.
Section 6.1.3, p. 6-8, footnote 10 is revised as follows:
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Codified at California Business and Professionsal Code §65867.5 and Government Code
§§66455.3 and 66473.7.
Section 6.1.3, p. 6-9, footnote 13 is revised as follows:
Codified by amendments to California Public Resources Code §§75076 and 75077 and
the addition of §§75100 et seq. and 775120 et seq.
Section 6.2.1, p. 6-10, second paragraph, last sentence, is revised as follows:
Metropolitan imports water from the Colorado River via its CRA and receives water from
the California Department of Water Resources which imports it from the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta via the SWP.
Section 6.2.1, p. 6-10, second paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan’s water supplies and supply reliability are described in more detail in below
but, in summary, Metropolitan is taking several steps to address reliability issues
associated with both of its imported supply sources.
Section 6.2.1, p. 6-10, third paragraph is revised as follows:
On the Colorado River system, a multi-year drought coupled with the need for
Metropolitan to permanently reduce its level of imports, along with litigation over the
negotiated multi-party Quantification Settlement settlement and related agreements
intended to reduce California’s reliance on the Colorado River, raise concerns about the
reliability of the Colorado River water over the long term.21 On the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta system, current endangered species issues, litigation, drought, and
infrastructure limitations have combined to effectively reduce the long-term reliability of
the SWP.22 Climate change is expected to affect water supply in the Delta further in the
future. The State’s SWP 2009 Reliability Report indicated during in a multi-year wet
period the overall reliability of the SWP system would range from 74 to 94 71 to 93
percent (of maximum Table A amounts), while during a multi-year dry period, average
annual deliveries would be only 32 to 34 36 to 38 percent (maximum Table A amounts).
Section 6.2.1, p. 6-10, last paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan works with local agencies to implement projects to recover and use treat
contaminated groundwater to meet potable use standards prior to use.
Section 6.2.2, p. 6-16, third paragraph is revised as follows:

21 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010,

pages 3-2 through 3-9.
22 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Regional Urban Water Management Plan, November 2010,

pages 3-10 through 3-15.
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(see further discussion of Metropolitan supplies and reliability issues in Section 6.2.7,
below).
Section 6.2.5, p. 6-31, Table 6-14, footnote “a” is revised as follows:
Suburban purchases water from Metropolitan via the Upper San Gabriel Valley
Municipal Water District and Central Basin Municipal Water District.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-42, third paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan’s service area covers portions of six counties in the Southern California
region: Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-53, footnote 73 is revised as follows:
For example, the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) and Imperial Irrigation
District (IID) currently have an agreement under which IID water is transferred to
SDCWA. The transferred water is made available by land fallowing; additional future
increases in transferred water will be made possible by additional fallowing and
implementation of new irrigation efficiency measures. The transfer is implemented via
Metropolitan infrastructure, whereby Metropolitan receives the IID water and exchanges
it for an equal amount of conveys the same amount of CRA water to SDCWA.
([RUWMP p. 1-22])
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-53, third paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan projects that 16 percent of its total water supply in 2035 will come from the
Colorado River.
Of California’s 4.4 MAF normal year apportionment from the Colorado River, up to 3.85
MAF, less transfers and use of up to 14,500 acre-feet by holders of Indian and
miscellaneous present perfected rights, or 86 percent, is delivered to the Imperial Valley
Irrigation District and, to a much lesser extent, the Palo Verde Irrigation District near
Blythe, the Yuma Project, and the Coachella Valley Irrigation Water District. A portion
of Tthe water rights held by the first three of these entities listed hese irrigation districts
are called “present perfected” rights – they predate the 1922 Colorado River Compact
1928 Boulder Canyon Project Act and thus entitle the entities them to receive their water
allocation in all years – dry or wet – over other lower priority users, order of their priority
date over other lower priority users, including Metropolitan.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
California has historically in the past drawn more than its basic apportionment of
Colorado River water; its annual use has varied between 4.532 and 5.37 MAF over the
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last ten years23 with water supplies above California’s entitlement normal year
apportionment of 4.4 million acre-feet typically coming from unused portions of
Arizona’s and Nevada’s apportionment and surplus water on the River in wet years.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-54, footnote 77 is revised as follows:
Aquifonia, The Colorado River, http://aquafornia.com/where-does-californias-watercome-from/the-colorado-river, accessed October 12, 2011.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado River
Accounting, http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html, accessed April, 2012.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
However, in recent years, increased use by upstream water users (within their allocated
rights) has reduced the amount of surplus Colorado River water formerly available to
Metropolitan, a 10-year drought in the Colorado River watershed has decreased storage
levels in Lake Mead and Lake Powell below 50 percent before their recovery in 2011,
record dry conditions in Southern California hadve reduced groundwater basins levels
and local reservoirs storage before recovery in 2011, and consecutive dry years in
northern California reduced Lake Oroville (at the starting point of the a SWP reservoir) in
2008 and 2009 to its lowest and third lowest operating level since the reservoir was filled.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-54, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Thus, while California’s apportionment of water has priority over a portion of Arizona
and Nevada’s apportionment, there are increasing concerns about diminished supplies
and the reliability of Colorado River water over the long term.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-54, fourth paragraph is revised as follows:
Metropolitan may receive this additional water from unused apportionments, water
supplies unused by agricultural districts, supplies unused by the states of Arizona and
Nevada classified as Priority 6, and as Intentionally Created Surplus or-- supplies stored
from previous years’ extraordinary conservation and efficiency improvements to the
operations of the Colorado River system, which are classified as Priority 3(a).
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
The QSA and related agreements are is a set of agreements among IID, CVWD, San
Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), Metropolitan and others intended to reduce
California’s reliance on the Colorado River. Essentially, the QSAIID-SDCWA transfer
agreement calls for Imperial Valley farmers to fallow land and make voluntary efficiency
23 San Diego County Water Authority, News Release: QSA remains most reliable path for California’s Colorado

River Supplies, http://www.sdcwa.org/qsa-remains-most-reliable-path-californias-colorado-river-supplies, accessed
October 2011.
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and conservation improvements and for IID to make conservation improvements and
transfer the conserved water to San Diego.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
As part of the agreement, the State has agreed to bear responsibility for funding
mitigation in excess of the $133 million to be funded by IID, CVWD, and SDCWA,
collectively the restoration of the Salton Sea. Specifically, the QSA and related
agreements committed the parties to implementing eight long-term transfer and supply
agreements that will shift up to 36 MAF from agricultural to urban use over the life of the
agreement and authorize allocate the use of conserved water from the All American
Canal and Coachella Canal Lining Projects.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-55, second paragraph is revised as follows:
An appeal was filed and a temporary stay immediately granted, which was later made
permanent pending outcome of the appeal.
On December 7, 2011, the judgments in Imperial Irrigation District v. All Persons
Interested, POWER v. Imperial Irrigation District et al., and County of Imperial v.
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California et al. were reversed, and the cases
were remanded to the trial court for further proceedings consistent with the Court of
Appeal’s opinion.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-55, second paragraph is revised in as follows:
The stay allows the QSA water transfers to continue while the QSA parties appeal its
invalidation.
The QSA and related agreements continue to be implemented.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-57, third paragraph is revised as follows:
The operational constraint is that Tthis water needs to be is blended with SWP supplies to
meet the target salinity of 500 mg/L of TDS.
Section 6.2.8, p. 6-58, first paragraph is revised as follows:
The guiding principle of the WSDM Plan is to encourage storage of water during periods
of surplus and for Metropolitan to work with its member agencies to minimize impacts of
water shortages during periods of shortage.

Chapter 7

Analysis of Alternatives

Section 7.4.4, p. 7-7, first paragraph is revised as follows:
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Additionally, Metropolitan in collaboration with Metropolitan Municipal Water District of
Orange County (MWDOC) and other Metropolitan member agencies is in the process of
developing a Long Term Conservation Plan, which seeks an aggressive water use efficiency
target in order to achieve a 20 percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020 for the entire
Metropolitan service area.
Section 7.6.2, p. 7-26, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Ability to Meet Project Objectives

The West of Danby Pipeline would meet each of the Project objectives, except for
supporting operational needs of ARZC. It would provide a similar new pipeline from the
wellfield to the CRA, only following a slightly different route.
Section 7.6.2, p. 7-35, first paragraph is revised as follows:
Ability to Meet Project Objectives

The Northern Wellfield Location Alternative would meet most all of the Project
objectives, but would not maximize the water conservation potential provided by the
other wellfield alternatives.
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Appendices
1. Introduction
This overview describes updates to the Draft EIR appendices and introduces new appendices to
the Final EIR.

2. Draft EIR Revised Appendices
Appendix B:
Groundwater Management
B1. Updated Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
SMWD, San Bernardino County, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC entered into an MOU in May 2012
to establish the framework for working together to finalize the GMMMP. The Updated GMMMP
reflects negotiations between the aforementioned parties since the Draft EIR was published in
December 2011. For that reason, the Updated GMMMP is included in the Final EIR. Changes in
language to the Draft GMMMP published with the Draft EIR are minimal and constitute more
stringent measures for managing, monitoring, and mitigating potential impacts.

Appendix E:
Air Quality Reports
E2. Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz
Playas
Minor grammatical errors in the document have been corrected. No substantive changes have
been made.

E3. Emissions Worksheets
Emissions worksheets were updated based on public comments received and district-initiated
changes, found in Final EIR Chapter 5 Draft EIR Text Changes.
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Appendix F:
Biological Resources Reports
F3. Rare Plant Survey Report
The Rare Plant Survey Report was included in the Draft EIR with an inadvertent “draft” title page
and small grammatical errors. The report has been updated and is included in the Final EIR in its
final form.

F4. Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from Groundwater
Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas
Minor grammatical errors in the document have been corrected. No substantive changes have
been made.

Appendix H:
Hydrology Reports
H3. Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery
and Storage Operations on Springs, Figures 1-14
Figures 1to14 were unintentionally omitted from the Draft EIR Vol. 4, Appendix H3. They are
included in the Final EIR. For better understanding of the figures in relation to the text, the entire
Appendix H3 has been included in the Final EIR as an updated appendix. No text changes were
made to Appendix H3.

3. FEIR New Appendices
Appendix K:
Draft EIR Notification Materials
K1. Draft EIR NOA and Meeting Notification Newspaper Advertisements
This appendix contains the Draft EIR Notice of Availability, as well as newspaper advertisements
published to notify the public of the availability of the Draft EIR.

K2. Notice of Extension of Review Period of the Draft EIR Newspaper
Advertisements
This appendix contains the Draft EIR Notice Extension of Public Review Period, as well as
newspaper advertisements published to notify the public of the availability of the Draft EIR.
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Appendix L:
Dry Lake Evaporation
L1. Estimated Evaporation From Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
This report verifies information published in the Draft EIR regarding estimated evaporation off
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and is used to substantiate Draft EIR analysis and responses to
public comment.

L2. Quantifying Evaporative Discharge from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
This report verifies information published in the Draft EIR regarding estimated evaporation off
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and is used to substantiate Draft EIR analysis and responses to
public comment.

Appendix M:
Railroad Right of Way
M1. Memorandum of Opinion M-37025: Partial Withdrawal of M-36964 – Proposed
Installation of MCI Fiber Optic Communications Line Within Southern
Pacific Transportation Co.’s Railroad Right-of-Way
In response to public comment, this document is included in the Final EIR.

M2. Interim Guidance Relating to the Scope of a Railroad’s Authority to
Approve Uses within Railroad Rights-of-Way Granted under the Act of
March 3, 1875
In response to public comment, this document is included in the Final EIR.

M3. ARZC Lease Amendment
In response to public comment, this document is included in the Final EIR.

Appendix N:
Memorandum of Understanding by and among the Santa Margarita Water
District, Cadiz Inc., Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company, and the County of
San Bernardino
SMWD, San Bernardino County, Cadiz Inc., and FVMWC entered into an MOU in May 2012 to
establish the framework for working together to finalize the GMMMP. The executed MOU is
included here in response to public comment.
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Appendix O:
Cultural Resources Survey Report – June 2012
Since the preparation of the Draft EIR, additional field surveys were conducted to identify
additional cultural resources. A cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well
pads, connector pipeline, and access roads, as well as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b and proposed
staging areas, was conducted between May 15 and June 2, 2012. The results of the report are
summarized in the appendix.
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Groundwater Management, Monitoring,
and
Mitigation Plan
For
The Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,
Recovery and Storage Project1

July 2012

This Management Plan shall not become final or effective until approved by the Santa Margarita Water
District and the County of San Bernardino Board of Supervisors after a noticed public meeting by the
respective agencies.
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Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
For the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The fundamental purpose of the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery,
and Storage Project (Project) is to conserve and recover substantial quantities of
groundwater that in the absence of the Project would otherwise evaporate. The Project
is a 50‐year groundwater recovery, conservation and conjunctive use storage project
located within the collective Fenner, Orange Blossom Wash, Bristol and Cadiz
Watersheds in the Eastern Mojave Desert. It will provide reliable water supply to the
Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) and other participating water agencies. Phase I
of the Project provides for the initial extraction of groundwater in amounts not to
exceed an annual average of up to 50,000 acre‐feet per year (afy)2 from a wellfield in the
area within and south/southwest of the Fenner Gap. Phase II of the Project, if proposed
and implemented, would use available aquifer capacity to operate a one million acre‐
feet groundwater storage bank to facilitate the storage and recovery of imported water
over the Project’s 50‐year term. Phase II is not proposed at this time and will be subject
to subsequent environmental and regulatory review. The full term of the Project’s
operation, including Phase I and Phase II, shall be limited to 50 years.
This Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan (Management Plan)
will govern the operation and management of the Project by Fenner Valley Mutual
Water Company (FVMWC) through a joint powers agreement initally between FVMWC
and SMWD. The Management Plan is prepared to comply with the County of San
Bernardinoʹs (County) Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance (Ordinance) as an
excluded Project under the exclusion provisions set forth in Article 5, Section 33.06552
of the County Code. As part of its compliance with the exclusion provisions of the
Ordinance, SMWD, FVMWC, Cadiz Inc. (Cadiz), and the County approved a May 2012
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).
The Management Plan requires monitoring of aquifer health and safe yield,
groundwater levels and rates of decline, groundwater quality, subsidence, surface
vegetation, air quality, third‐party wells and springs, and corrective measures to
address potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources3 and Undesirable
Actual total pumping would vary depending on Project participant supply needs. The maximum
extraction rate in any given year would be limited to 75,000 afy with the long‐term average of up to
50,000 afy as measured over a rolling 10‐year period.
3 SMWD has prepared an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that evaluates the potential for the Project
to result in significant impacts to the environment pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21000 et
2
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Results4 attributable to the Project. The Management Plan sets forth the plan of action
to optimally manage groundwater resources and monitor and mitigate physical effects
of the Project, and it ensures that Project operations will be conducted without
significant adverse impacts to critical resources and Undesirable Results attributable to
the Project.
During operations, the initial extraction of an annual average of up to 50,000 afy is
designed to capture annual native recharge plus groundwater in storage that is
migrating toward the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. Additional extractions above
annual native recharge are planned for the purpose of strategically lowering
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Project wellfield to realize two essential Project
benefits that are not available under existing conditions. First, the lowering of
groundwater levels will cause existing groundwater gradients to reverse so that the
Project will retrieve substantial quantities of potable groundwater located to the south
and east of the wellfield that would otherwise flow into the saline groundwater
underlying the Dry Lakes and evaporate. Lowered groundwater levels at the end of
pumping will further slow the loss of groundwater to evaporation at the Dry Lakes
until these lowered groundwater levels recover as a result of natural recharge and
restore the hydraulic gradient such that losses to evaporation return to pre‐Project
levels. Second, the managed lowering of groundwater levels will also establish
dewatered space within the aquifer to facilitate the storage and recovery of imported
water during the potential Phase II of the Project.
The Management Plan is designed to avoid significant adverse impacts and Undesirable
Results to the critical resources within the region, including the following:


Groundwater aquifers tapped by the Project;



Local springs within the Fenner Watershed;



Brine resources of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes;

seq. While certain of the mitigation measures recommended in the EIR mirror the corrective measures
contained in the Management Plan, the use of the phrase “significant adverse impacts to critical
resources” is specific to the Management Plan and is not a reference to a determination by SMWD of a
significant impact to the environment pursuant to CEQA
4 “Undesirable Results” means any of the following: (i) the progressive decline in groundwater levels and
freshwater storage below the “floor” established in this Management Plan; (ii) the progressive decline in
groundwater levels and freshwater storage at a rate greater than the established rate in this Management
Plan where the decline signifies a threat of other physical impacts enumerated including (a) land
subsidence, (b) the progressive migration of hyper‐saline water from beneath the Cadiz or Bristol Dry
Lakes toward the Project well sites; (c) increases in air quality particulate matter; (vi) loss of surface
vegetation; or (d) decreases in spring flows.
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Air quality in the Mojave Desert region; and



Adjacent areas, including the Colorado River and its tributary sources
of water.

By definition, the Project intends to implement a managed drawdown in water levels to
achieve specific conservation objectives. This Management Plan is designed to prevent
significant adverse impacts to critical resources and Undesirable Results traditionally
associated with groundwater pumping by collecting data and determining if observed
changes in groundwater levels, groundwater quality, and land subsidence are
consistent with changes projected in groundwater modeling as described in this
Management Plan and references cited herein. If there are deviations from the
groundwater modeling projections, those deviations will prompt further investigation
and assessment under this Management Plan, and if necessary, implementation of
corrective measures so as to avoid potential adverse impacts to critical resources and
Undesirable Results. The Project approval is limited to a defined period of operations
(50 years).5
The Management Plan incorporates a comprehensive network of monitoring features
and data collection facilities, which include:


Local springs;



Observation wells at various locations, several of which will be
clustered wells with depth‐discrete screened intervals;



Project production wells;



Land survey benchmarks;



Downhole flowmeter surveys;



Gamma‐ray and dual induction electric logs;



Nephelometers for dust monitoring; and

The option agreements for the Project participants contemplate that the Project participants may elect to
extend the term of the Project beyond the 50‐year term. If such an election were made, new purchase
agreements would be required and full environmental review would be developed prior to consideration
and potential approval of an extended term, which would include the development of a new
management plan. The new plan would be subject to discretionary review by the County under its
Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance and pursuant to any surviving provisions of the MOU.
5
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Weather stations.

The Management Plan establishes a process for scientific review of the observations and
data obtained from monitoring features and facilities, and sets forth action criteria, and
if appropriate, corrective measures to be taken if an action criterion is or may be
triggered. The Management Plan has taken a conservative approach in its action
criteria and potential corrective measures in the following areas:


Local springs;



Third‐party wells;



Land subsidence;



Induced flow of lower‐quality water from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes;



Brine resources underlying Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes;



Air quality; and



Adjacent groundwater basins, including the Colorado River and its
tributary sources of water.

This Management Plan includes measures that are also required by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as mitigation for potential Project impacts, as well
as additional Project design features to monitor and verify Project operations and
predicted effects and confirm protection of critical resources. These additional Project
design features are not required under CEQA but, for the avoidance of doubt and to
satisfy the County’s Ordinance, they have been included to provide a comprehensive
monitoring program for the groundwater basin and all critical resources within the
watershed.
The Project will be carried out as a public‐private partnership between SMWD and
Cadiz. While the lands and water rights to be used for the Project are owned by Cadiz,
SMWD will be responsible for management and control of Project operations and will
act as the approving authority for the design and construction of the Project. The
Project will be operated by FVMWC (all the memberships of which will be owned by
SMWD and the other Project participants) under the management and supervision of
SMWD through a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) formed initially between FVMWC and
SMWD. Through the JPA, FVMWC and SMWD will lease to own all Project facilities
and control and operate the Project during its entire duration. As a mutual water
company, FVMWC will be controlled by the Project participants, with SMWD being the
4
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lead participant, during both the Project development and operations periods. While
SMWD and FVMWC will carry out the Project through the JPA, this Management Plan
sets forth how the County will participate in the Project to ensure that groundwater
resources within the County’s jurisdiction are appropriately managed.
As set forth in the MOU, compliance with this Management Plan shall be overseen and
enforced by the County. SMWD is the Project’s Lead Agency with responsibility for
mitigation of Project impacts pursuant to the Project’s EIR and Public Resources Code
section 21081.6. SMWD shall enforce, as a condition of Project approval, the
implementation of all adopted mitigation measures, including those measures which
correspond to provisions of the Management Plan. In recognition of the County’s
regulatory role in enforcing the Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance, SMWD
shall share with the County enforcement responsibilities with regard to those impact
areas and mitigations in the EIR’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
(MMRP) that fall within the County’s jurisdiction pursuant to the MOU and Ordinance.
SMWD will, pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15097(a), delegate the reporting and
monitoring responsibilities for those mitigation measures to the County. SMWD shall
be responsible for reviewing and considering the County’s on‐going determination of
compliance with those mitigation measures, which are also provisions of this
Management Plan, in assessing compliance with the MMRP and with conditions of
Project approval. A Technical Review Panel (TRP) will be created to assist in evaluating
monitoring protocols and methods of data collection and processing, water quality, the
rate of decline in the groundwater elevations, monitoring the level of the water table in
the Cadiz well‐field in relation to an established safe floor, and the Project’s potential to
cause Undesirable Results, as defined in the MOU.
The TRP may make
recommendations to the County or the County may request recommendations from the
TRP that require additional monitoring, mitigation, and modification to Project
operations as set forth in Chapter 8.
The Management Plan requires that all technical data be made available to the public in
the form of annual reports reviewed and maintained by the County, and it also calls for
periodic water resources model refinements and incremental five‐year projections of the
physical impacts of Project operations to be set forth in periodic reports, together with
any recommendations for Project improvements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1

The Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

This Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (Management Plan) is
an integral part of the oversight of the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project (Project). The Project is a water conservation supply and
potential conjunctive use storage project undertaken by SMWD, in collaboration with
Cadiz, that would make optimal use of the groundwater resources within the collective
Fenner, Orange Blossom Wash, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds in the Eastern Mojave
Desert, without displacing other beneficial uses (see Figure 1‐1). The Project will
develop a new water supply from the surplus waters of the Watersheds and enable the
use of groundwater storage for future banking with participating water agencies as
described herein.
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The first phase of the Project, which is referred to herein as the “Conservation
Component,” would extract and convey groundwater at an initial average rate of up to
50,000 acre‐feet per year (afy) from a wellfield in the area within and south/southwest of
Fenner Gap via pipeline to the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA). The 50,000 afy of
extraction will make use of the long‐term average annual natural recharge from the
Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds.
Groundwater extraction will
strategically lower groundwater levels within the immediate vicinity of the Project
wellfield to intercept natural recharge and retrieve groundwater already held in storage
beneath and downgradient of the wellfield before it can evaporate from the Dry Lakes,
as discussed below.
The potential second phase of the Project, the Imported Water Storage Project, would
involve managing the groundwater basin conjunctively by importing water during
times of surplus, storing it in the basin, and recovering the stored water to meet
drought, emergency, or other demands. The dewatered storage created by extracting
more than the annual natural recharge in Phase I would create storage space facilitating
a conjunctive use project to store surplus imported surface water when available to be
recovered when needed. Imported water for storage would be conveyed to the Fenner
Gap area by pipeline from the CRA and, potentially, an interconnection of the
California Aqueduct to the Project through a converted natural gas pipeline. The water
would be recharged into the groundwater basin via spreading basins constructed
within or just north of the Fenner Gap.
Under the Imported Water Storage Component of the Project, up to 1 million acre‐feet
of dewatered capacity would be managed and made available for groundwater
banking.
A conceptual model of the Project is shown in Figure 1‐2.

8
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Proposed monitoring in this Management Plan only addresses Phase I of the Cadiz
Valley Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project. The potential
storage and recovery of up to one million acre‐feet of imported water was previously
analyzed in 2000‐2002 by the United States Bureau of Land Management in connection
with its grant of a right‐of‐way for a project then proposed by the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California. This Management Plan will be updated and revised
prior to any implementation of Phase II in order to integrate additional monitoring and
mitigation requirements that may result from additional CEQA analysis and review
associated with the proposed conjunctive use operations taking into account variables
such as the identity of Phase II Project participants, the source of supply, volumes, and
timing of deliveries.
1.2

Overview of the Management Plan

This Management Plan governs water extraction for the Project and is designed to
ensure that Project operations and future irrigation under the Cadiz agricultural
development will be conducted without significant adverse impacts to critical
resources. While Cadiz may continue production of groundwater to irrigate agriculture
within the Project area, such agricultural irrigation will be commensurately phased out
as Project production increases in order to ensure that the initial average annual
extraction rate of 50,000 afy is not exceeded. Under no circumstance shall combined
9
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Project production and the Cadiz agricultural operations exceed the average rate of
50,000 afy.
This Management Plan is designed to prevent significant adverse impacts to critical
resources and Undesirable Results by collecting data and determining if observed
changes in groundwater levels, groundwater quality, and land subsidence are
consistent with changes projected in groundwater modeling, as described in this
Management Plan and references cited herein. Critical resources identified in this
Management Plan are as follows:


The basin aquifers tapped by the Project;



Springs within the Fenner Watershed, including springs of the Mojave
National Preserve and BLM‐managed lands;



Brine resources of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes;



Air quality in the Mojave Desert region;



Project area vegetation; and



Adjacent groundwater basins, including the Colorado River and its
tributary sources of water.6

This Management Plan establishes a comprehensive network of monitoring and data
collection facilities combined with procedures for comprehensive scientific review of all
actions and decisions. The Management Plan includes action criteria prior to the
occurrence of adverse impacts on critical resources resulting from Project operations.
Implementation of specific corrective actions are meant to ensure that the adverse
effects to critical resources are avoided or reduced to below specific objective standards
designed to safeguard the critical resources. For example, third‐party well owners can
participate in a monitoring program that will trigger corrective action (e.g., provision of
replacement water) if static groundwater levels in their wells drop due to Project
operations. Third‐party well owners not participating in the monitoring program can
trigger corrective action by providing a written complaint to FVMWC. See Chapter 6
for full details of the action criteria and corrective measures. For several critical

As explained in Chapter 2 of this Management Plan, technical analysis to date concludes that there is no
hydrogeologic connection between groundwater that would be extracted by the Project, and
groundwater supplies to the northeast within watersheds that are tributary to the Colorado River.
Nonetheless, this Management Plan proposes the monitoring of groundwater levels in the adjacent Piute
Watershed, which is tributary to the Colorado River.
6
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resources, including local springs, air quality, and the groundwater resources of
neighboring basins, the Management Plan provides for monitoring of such critical
resources even though technical research and available scientific data demonstrate that
the Project is not anticipated to impact these critical resources. The monitoring is being
undertaken to comport with the County’s Ordinance and the recommendations of the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee, a multi‐disciplinary panel of earth science and
water professionals assembled by Cadiz and SMWD to provide advice and comment on
the Project (see Appendix A Groundwater Stewardship Committee, Current Summary
of Findings and Recommendations, Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,
Recovery, and Storage Project).
This Management Plan mandates specific action criteria (triggering levels) for impacts
to critical resources and specified responses if an action criterion is reached. It
establishes a defined process for scientific and objective review of groundwater
management and a decision‐making process to protect critical resources. Refinements
to this Management Plan may occur during the life of the Project as more data and
understanding becomes available. Such refinements will be developed in consultation
with the TRP and subject to County and SMWD review and approval. Management
Plan reports will be of public record. This Management Plan is intended to comply
with the Countyʹs Guidelines for Preparation of a Groundwater Monitoring Plan and its
Desert Groundwater Ordinance, which provides, in part, that installation of
groundwater extraction wells may be excluded from the Ordinance’s permitting
provisions if the Project is subject to an enforceable agreement with the County and will
be managed consistent with a County‐approved groundwater management plan (San
Bernardino County Code §33.06552).
The Project will be comprised of three time periods: a pre‐operational period, an
operational period of 50 years, and a post‐operational/closure period that will span a
minimum of 10 years, subject to review and a potential extension by the TRP, FVMWC,
SMWD, and the County. The pre‐operational phase will commence upon start of
construction and will last a minimum of 12 months. Cadiz will complete and deliver all
needed permits for monitoring facilities prior to the pre‐operational phase. Cadiz will
construct all facilities that are agreed to in this Management Plan and for which permits
have been received.
This Management Plan and the MOU are not subject to extension by the parties. At the
end of the Project’s operational life, however, Cadiz, FVMWC, and SMWD may seek a
new authorization from the County for the extraction and conveyance of groundwater
from the aquifer. Any new authorization will be subject to County review and approval
and further environmental review, as well as new agreement(s) and a new groundwater
11
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management plan. The quantity of recoverable groundwater that might be available at
that time would have to be re‐evaluated based on operational and other data on the
rates of recharge, safe yield of the aquifer, and appropriate groundwater levels.
1.3

The Project Area

The Project area is located in the eastern Mojave Desert of San Bernardino County,
California approximately 200 miles east of Los Angeles, 60 miles southwest of Needles,
and 40 miles northeast of Twentynine Palms. The Project wellfield is located within and
south/southwest of the Fenner Gap which is centered between the Marble and Ship
Mountains east of Cadiz.
The Project area can be divided into four areas for discussion purposes. The first and
largest is the area encompassed by the totality of Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Watersheds
as shown in Figure 1‐3 and referred to herein as the “larger watershed area.” Orange
Blossom Wash is within the Bristol Watershed. The second area is the region beyond
the larger watershed area which includes adjacent areas that are tributary to the
Colorado River, such as the Piute Watershed. This second area is referred to herein as
“adjacent regions.” All precipitation within the larger watershed area that infiltrates to
the groundwater table or runs off as surface flow, ultimately discharges to Bristol or
Cadiz Dry Lakes. Groundwater flow from the Fenner Watershed converges and flows
through Fenner Gap ultimately making its way to Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.
Similarly, groundwater flow in the Orange Blossom Wash area moves downgradient to
Bristol Dry Lake. The third area is the freshwater zone located between the Fenner Gap
and Bristol Dry Lake, as mapped by Shafer (1964), and is referred to herein as the
northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub Basin (Figure 1‐3). The fourth area is the area of the
proposed wellfield, which is in the vicinity of the Fenner Gap and referred to herein as
the wellfield area (Figure 1‐3).
The total area of the Bristol (which includes Orange Blossom Wash), Cadiz, and Fenner
Watersheds is approximately 2,320 square miles.
The Bristol Watershed is
approximately 640 square miles, the Cadiz Watershed is 590 square miles, and the
Fenner Watershed is approximately 1,090 square miles.
These Watersheds are considered to be a single closed drainage system because all
surface and groundwater drains to central lowland areas of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes. The Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Watersheds are separated from the surrounding
watersheds within the adjacent regions by topographic divides (generally mountain
ranges).

12
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A map of key current and future Project facilities is shown in Figure 1‐4.

1.4

The Parties

The Project and the Management Plan are the joint efforts of SMWD, Cadiz, FVMWC,
and the County in accordance with the County’s Guidelines for Preparation of a
Groundwater Monitoring Plan.
1.4.1

Santa Margarita Water District

SMWD was initially formed in 1964 by landowners seeking a reliable water supply, and
it has grown into the second largest retail water agency in Orange County. It supplies
clean, affordable, reliable water and wastewater services to over 155,000 residents and
businesses in Mission Viejo, Rancho Santa Margarita, and the unincorporated areas of
Coto de Caza, Las Flores, Ladera Ranch, and Talega. When implemented, the Project
will diversify SMWD’s water portfolio and help drought‐proof the District to ensure its
water demands are met regardless of variability in State Water Project supplies. As part
of a public‐private partnership with Cadiz Inc., SMWD will be the public agency
carrying out the Project and will also be the public agency with the greatest
responsibility for supervising the Project. Specifically, SMWD will carry out and
supervise the Project through its participation in a Joint Powers Authority with
FVMWC and through its role as a shareholder in FVMWC. SMWD will be responsible
14
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for management and control of Project operations and will act as the approving
authority for the design and construction of the Project. SMWD (through the JPA),
FVMWC, and SMWD will lease‐to‐own all Project facilities and control and operate the
Project during its entire duration. Accordingly, SMWD is the agency most responsible
for carrying out the Project.
As the Lead Agency for the Project’s California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA, Cal.
Pub. Res. Code §§ 21000 et seq.) review process, SMWD is responsible for evaluating the
Project’s alternatives, environmental impacts, and potential mitigation measures. A
draft of the Management Plan was included as an appendix to the EIR for the Project,
and its provisions were evaluated in the EIR. Prior to approval of the Management
Plan, SMWD as the lead agency and the County as a responsible agency will be
required to determine whether the Project, including the Management Plan, were
adequately evaluated in the EIR and to make any required findings under CEQA.
SMWD shall enforce the implementation of all adopted mitigation measures, including
those measures which correspond to provisions of the Management Plan, as conditions
of Project approval. SMWD will, pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15097(a),
delegate to the County the reporting and monitoring responsibilities for those
mitigation measures and conditions of approval that are subject to County jurisdiction
under its Ordinance and the MOU. SMWD shall review and consider the County’s on‐
going determination of compliance with those mitigation measures which are also
provisions of the Management Plan in assessing compliance with the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program and with the conditions of Project approval.
1.4.2

Cadiz Inc.

Founded in 1983, Cadiz Inc. (Cadiz) is a renewable resources company based in Los
Angeles.
Using integrated satellite imagery and geological, geophysical, and
geochemical survey methods, the company has identified and acquired 34,000 acres of
land in Cadiz Valley situated over a large, naturally recharging basin. Cadizʹs goal is
for this basin to provide a high‐quality, reliable water supply to Southern Californians,
as well as much‐needed underground storage for surplus water, all without causing
material adverse impacts to the local environment.
1.4.3

County of San Bernardino

The proposed Project lies within the unincorporated desert area of eastern San
Bernardino County, where groundwater production is regulated under the County’s
Desert Groundwater Management Ordinance (Ordinance) (San Bernardino Code §§
33.06551 et seq.). A project may qualify for exclusion from the Ordinance’s permitting
15
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procedures where the operator has developed a groundwater management, monitoring
and mitigation plan approved by the County that is consistent with guidelines
developed by the County7 and the County and the operator have executed a
memorandum of understanding that complies with the provisions of the Ordinance
(San Bernardino Code §33.06552(b)(1)). This Management Plan and the MOU amongst
FVMWC, SMWD, the County, and Cadiz together are designed to serve as the Project’s
compliance with the County Groundwater Management Ordinance and ensure the
Project is operated to avoid significant adverse impacts to critical resources and
Undesirable Results. Because approval of the Management Plan is necessary to qualify
the Project for exclusion from the Ordinance and is a discretionary action, Santa
Bernardino Countyʹs decision is subject to CEQA and the County is acting as a
responsible agency.
1.4.4

Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company

FVMWC is a California mutual water company formed for the purpose of delivering
water from the Project to its members at cost under the supervision of SMWD.
Outstanding membership shares are available for issuance to Project participants,
including SMWD. Cadiz will not own shares in FVMWC. FVMWC intends to contract
with public agencies, including SMWD, for the purpose of forming a JPA (see California
Government Code, § 6525). In the formation of this JPA, SMWD will be the designated
agency in the joint powers agreement pursuant to Government Code section 6509. The
Project will be operated by FVMWC (all memberships of which will be owned by
SMWD and other Project participants) under the management and supervision of
SMWD through a joint powers agreement between FVMWC and SMWD. FVMWC will
lease all Project facilities and control and operate the Project during its entire duration.
As a mutual water company, FVMWC will be controlled by the Project participants,
with SMWD being the lead participant, during both the Project development and
operations periods. Pursuant to this Management Plan, FVMWC shall assess technical
data and responsive actions, propose refinements to the Management Plan, and
corrective measures regarding compliance with the provisions of the Management Plan,
and prepare and submit various annual and periodic technical reports, all in
consultation with SMWD and the TRP and subject to the oversight of the County, as
specified further in Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9.

This Groundwater Management Plan has been prepared to satisfy the County’s Guidelines for
Preparation of a Groundwater Monitoring Plan, which were last revised in June 2000. The Groundwater
Monitoring Plan includes methods and procedures to measure groundwater production, groundwater
levels, water quality and potential land subsidence (see County Guidelines for Preparation of a
Groundwater Monitoring Plan, § 1.1).

7
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1.4.5

Other Anticipated Project Participants

In addition to the three Project parties listed above, other water service providers and
additional users are expected to participate in the Project. These participants include:


Three Valleys Municipal Water District, which serves 133 square miles
in Los Angeles County, California and includes Azusa, City of
Industry, Covina, Claremont, Diamond Bar, Glendora, Hacienda
Heights, La Puente, La Verne, Pomona, Rowland Heights, San Dimas,
Walnut, and West Covina.



Golden State Water Company, which provides service to three water
service regions across 10 California counties. Region I consists of 7
customer service areas in northern and central California and Ventura
County; Region II consists of 4 customer service areas located in Los
Angeles and Orange County; and Region III consists of 10 customer
service areas in eastern Los Angeles County and in Orange, San
Bernardino, and Imperial Counties.



Suburban Water Systems, which serves an area covering
approximately 42 square miles, including all or portions of Glendora,
Covina, West Covina, La Puente, Hacienda Heights, City of Industry,
Whittier, La Mirada, La Habra, Buena Park, and unincorporated
portions of Californiaʹs Los Angeles and Orange Counties.



Jurupa Community Services District (JCSD), which provides potable
water, sewer, and street lighting services to over 101,000 people
located throughout 48 square miles in the Jurupa area of Riverside
County. JCSD serves unincorporated areas of Riverside County as
well as the communities of Jurupa Valley and Eastvale.



California Water Service Company (Cal Water) distributes and sells
water to 1.7 million Californians through 435,000 connections. Its 24
separate water systems serve 63 communities from Chico in Northern
California to the Palos Verdes Peninsula in Southern California.



The Arizona and California Railroad Company (ARCZ) owns and
operates a railway line in a right‐of‐way that runs between the Cadiz
property and the Colorado River. Its parent company is RailAmerica.
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1.5

Project Description

The Project will include two phases:
1.5.1

Phase I

Phase I will provide for initial extraction and delivery to the CRA of up to an annual
average of 50,000 afy for delivery to Project participants in compliance with this
Management Plan to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources and Undesirable
Results. Extraction in any given year may range from 25,000 to 75,000 afy to
accommodate carryover, but shall not exceed more than an average of 50,000 afy
measured over a 10‐year period, inclusive of agricultural production by Cadiz. Project
participants can carry over their annual allocations by storing their water in the basin
for later extraction and delivery during drought or emergency conditions within the 50‐
year operation period.
The Project involves construction and operation of the facilities shown on Figures 1‐3
and 1‐4 and as described below:


A wellfield of up to approximately 34 extraction wells and
appurtenant facilities;



An approximately 43‐mile long conveyance pipeline and appurtenant
facilities from the CRA to the wellfield, including power, generally
parallel to the conveyance;



Instrumentation and control systems to monitor all Project operations;
and



Observation wells, cluster wells, land survey benchmarks,
extensometers, weather stations, and other appurtenant facilities
necessary for this Management Plan.

The conveyance and power distribution facilities, observation wells, land survey
benchmarks, and other monitoring features, along with all Project facilities, will be
located on land owned by Cadiz or on easements obtained from other landowners.
1.5.2

Phase II

Phase II, subject to approval of appropriate environmental documentation, would
provide conjunctive‐use storage, up to a total of one million acre‐feet of storage at any
given time, in compliance with an updated version of the Management Plan. The
18
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County’s and SMWD’s approval of the MOU and this Management Plan does not
include approval of Phase II. There are no agencies currently committed to participate
in Phase II. Phase II requires potential future approvals by agencies not yet identified
under terms not yet negotiated. Because of this, Phase II is still in the conceptual stage
and is analyzed in the Environmental Impact Report programmatically. Subsequent
CEQA review and updates to this Management Plan will be required prior to
implementation of Phase II.
1.6

Project Objectives

The Project objectives are as follows:

1.7



Maximize beneficial use of groundwater in the Bristol, Cadiz, and
Fenner Valleys by conserving and using water that would otherwise be
lost to brine and evaporation;



Improve water supply reliability for SMWD and other Southern
California water providers by developing a source of water that is not
significantly affected by drought;



Reduce dependence on imported water by utilizing a source of water
that is not dependent upon surface water resources from the Colorado
River or the Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta;



Enhance dry‐year water supply reliability within SMWD and other
Southern California water provider Project participants;



Enhance water supply opportunities and delivery flexibility for SMWD
and other participating water providers through the provision of
carry‐over storage and, for Phase II, imported water storage;



Support operational water needs of the ARZC in the Project area;



Create additional water storage capacity in Southern California to
enhance water supply reliability;



Locate and design the Project in a manner that minimizes significant
environmental effects and provides for sustainable operations.

Existing Groundwater Management

Cadiz owns 34,000 acres of largely contiguous land in the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys of
eastern San Bernardino County, where it has farmed successfully for more than 15
19
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years, as shown in Figure 1‐3. Approximately 1,600 acres of this land has been
cultivated for citrus and stone fruit orchards, vineyards, and specialty row crops.
In 1993, San Bernardino County certified a Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR),
and granted various land use approvals for expansion of agricultural operations up to
9,600 acres on this property. As a component of this approval, the County identified
specific groundwater monitoring activities to be undertaken by Cadiz. To comply with
these monitoring requirements, the Cadiz Valley Agricultural Development Ground
Water Monitoring Plan (GWMP) was developed in cooperation with San Bernardino
County to monitor all potential environmental impacts that could result from the
agricultural irrigation. The GWMP governs water use, storage, and extraction for the
agricultural operations and ensures that Project operations and future irrigation under
the Cadiz Valley agricultural development will be conducted without adverse impacts
to critical resources. While Cadiz may continue production of groundwater to irrigate
agriculture within the Project area, such agricultural irrigation will be commensurately
phased out as production by the Project increases to ensure that the initial average
extraction rate of 50,000 afy is not exceeded. In addition, FVMWC shall ensure proper
closure of any agricultural wells that will be taken out of production or use with the
new Project. Regardless of any phasing, the average annual extraction over the 50 years
of Project operations will be no greater than 50,000 afy from all Cadiz and Project
pumping.
1.8

Purpose and Scope of Management Plan

The Management Plan is prepared to comply with the County Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance and the MOU by and between SMWD, FVMWC, Cadiz, and
the County. The Management Plan requires monitoring of aquifer health and safe
yield, groundwater levels, groundwater quality, subsidence, surface vegetation, air
quality, third‐party wells, and springs and to address, through corrective measures,
potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources and Undesirable Results
attributable to the Project. The Management Plan sets forth the plan of action to
optimally manage groundwater resources, monitor and mitigate physical effects of the
Project, and ensures that Project operations will be conducted without significant
adverse impacts to critical resources.
This Management Plan includes the following:
1)

Description of the Project location and objectives;

2)

Description of physical characteristics of the groundwater basin;
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3)

Identification of the critical resources and assessment of potential impacts
in and surrounding the Project area due to Project groundwater
extraction;

4)

Description of the modeling tools that will be used to refine the
monitoring network and that will be used in the future to refine impact
assessments and action criteria;

5)

Description of the monitoring network and identification of the locations
of the features of the monitoring network;

6)

Description of the monitoring, testing, and reporting procedures that will
be used to collect and analyze data;

7)

Description of the action criteria established to avoid potential significant
adverse impacts to critical resources;

8)

Description of the decision‐making process to be used once the action
criteria are met or when the County considers refinements to this
Management Plan;

9)

Description of corrective measures that may be implemented to minimize
potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources;

10)

Description of objectives and requirements for a Closure Plan; and

11)

Description of the TRP and its responsibilities and procedures.

CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUNDWATER BASINS AND
PRESENT USES
2.1

Geologic Setting

As shown above in Figure 1‐3, the study area includes the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz
Watersheds. These watersheds are located in the Eastern Mojave Desert, which is a part
of the Basin and Range Province of the western United States. The Basin and Range
Province is characterized by a series of northwest/southeast trending mountains and
valleys formed largely by faulting. One of the prominent features of the area is the
Bristol Trough, a major structural depression caused by faulting. The Bristol Trough
encompasses the Bristol and Cadiz Watersheds that together form a relatively low‐land
area that extends from just south of Ludlow, California on the northwest to a
21
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topographic and surface drainage divide between the Coxcomb and Iron mountains on
the southwest. The Bristol and Cadiz Valleys are bounded on the southwest by the
Bullion, Sheep Hole, Calumet, and Coxcomb mountains and on the northeast by the
Bristol, Marble, Ship, Old Woman, and Iron mountains. The Cadiz and Bristol Dry
Lakes are separated by a low topographic and surface drainage divide. The Fenner
Watershed is located north of the Bristol Trough. This watershed encompasses
approximately 1,100 square miles (mi2). It is bounded by the Granite, Providence, and
New York mountains on the west and north and the Piute, Ship, and Marble mountains
on the east and south. Fenner Gap occurs between the Marble and Ship mountains,
where the surface drainage exits Fenner Watershed and enters the Bristol and Cadiz
Watersheds. The Clipper Mountains rise from the southern portion of the watershed,
just northwest of Fenner Gap (CH2M Hill, July 2010).
The Orange Blossom Wash Watershed is a subarea of the Bristol Watershed, that is
located in the western portion of the Project area between the Marble and Bristol
mountains. The Orange Blossom Wash Watershed is bounded on the west by the
Granite Mountains and drains to the southeast into the Bristol Dry Lake. The Bristol
and Cadiz Watersheds are located in the southern portion of the Project area. The
proposed Project wellfield is located in the northern Bristol and Cadiz valleys, within
and south/southwest of the Fenner Gap (CH2M HILL, July 2010).
The total area of the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Watersheds is approximately 2,330
square miles and consists of the Fenner Watershed (1,090 square miles), Bristol
Watershed (including the Orange Blossom Wash) (640 square miles), and Cadiz
Watershed (590 square miles). The surface water drainage and groundwater flow from
all four of the watersheds in this Project area drain into the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes,
where it joins the brine water underlying the Dry Lakes and evaporates (CH2M HILL,
July 2010).
The alluvial sediments of the Fenner Valley are underlain by carbonate, granitic, and
metamorphic rocks, forming a rock‐bounded basin overlain with sands and gravels
hundreds of feet thick. Groundwater ranges from approximately 270 to 400 feet bgs in
the northeastern portion of the Project area to 140 feet bgs in the southwest, becoming
shallower with increasing proximity to the Dry Lakes. Groundwater in storage has
been estimated at between 17 and 34 million acre‐feet. Of this amount, 4 to 10 million
acre‐feet is estimated to exist in the fresh water zone south of the Fenner Gap (CH2M
HILL, July 2010).
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2.2

Surface Water Resources

Native springs and localized wet areas associated with these springs are present in the
mountain ranges in the Project vicinity, as shown in Figure 2‐15 of CH2M Hill’s July
2010 Report. The closest native springs to the Project site are located to the north, in the
Granite, Clipper, and Old Woman Mountains. The nearest spring is Bonanza Spring
(Spring 007N015E22DS01S), which is located in the Clipper Mountains, approximately
11 miles north of the center of Fenner Gap. These springs are located in hard rock
(volcanic, granitic and metamorphic rocks) formations substantially higher in elevation
than the carbonate and alluvial aquifers of the groundwater basin, such that they are
not in hydraulic communication with the proposed wellfield and spreading basin areas.
Therefore, pumping in the carbonate aquifer and alluvial aquifer in the Project wellfield
should not affect groundwater levels in the hard rock formations that supply water to
the vicinity springs. Nonetheless, this Management Plan provides for monitoring of the
springs to confirm that Project operations have no impact on the spring flow from these
springs consistent with recommendations of the Groundwater Stewardship Committee.
The Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lake playas are the lowest points in the Project area and are
separated by a low topographic and surface drainage divide. Since the four Watersheds
are part of a closed drainage system, the only natural outlet for surface water and
groundwater is through evaporation at the Dry Lake surfaces.
2.3

Natural Recharge

The natural recharge in the Project area watersheds has been the subject of several
studies since 1970 (see Appendix D to Geoscience, September 1, 2011)/ The most recent
study, based on data obtained from field investigations in the Fenner Gap, use of
INFIL3.0 watershed soil‐moisture budget model released in 2008, and three‐
dimensional groundwater flow model simulations for the Fenner Gap, estimated the
long‐term average annual natural recharge of 32,000 afy (CH2M Hill, July 2010).
The primary sources of replenishment to the groundwater system within the larger
watershed area include direct infiltration of precipitation (both rainfall and snowfall) in
fractured bedrock exposed in mountainous terrain and infiltration of ephemeral stream
flow in sand‐bottomed washes, particularly in the higher elevations of the watershed.
The source of much of the groundwater recharge within the larger watershed area
occurs in the higher elevations, including Bristol Mountains, Granite Mountains,
Providence Mountains, Marble Mountains, New York Mountains, Piute Mountains, Old
Woman Mountains, Ship Mountains, Clipper Mountains, Wood Mountains, and
Hackberry Mountains (CH2M Hill, July 2010).
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Most of the precipitation in the Eastern Mojave Desert accumulates during the winter
months from November through March. Early summer and late fall are typically
periods of little rainfall. The amount of precipitation in the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner
Watersheds vary with differences in altitude. Average annual precipitation ranges from
approximately 3 inches on the Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes (elevations of 545 to 595 ft
amsl) to over 12 inches in the Providence and New York mountains (elevations over
7,000 ft amsl). However, most of the larger watershed area receives, on the average, 4 to
6 inches of rain annually (Geoscience, September 2011). A conceptualized model of
groundwater recharge in the area is shown in Figure 2‐1.

2.4

Hydrogeology

Based on available geologic and geophysical data, the principal geologic deposits in the
Project area that can store and transmit groundwater (i.e., aquifers) can be divided into
three units: an upper alluvial aquifer, a lower alluvial aquifer, and a bedrock aquifer
consisting of Tertiary fanglomerate, Paleozoic carbonates, and fractured and faulted
granitic rock. In general, these three units are in hydraulic continuity with each other
and the separation is primarily due to stratigraphic differences (Geoscience, September
2011).
The alluvial aquifer system consists mainly of Quaternary alluvial sediments which
consist of stream‐deposited sand and gravel with lesser amounts of silt. The thickness
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of the alluvial aquifer varies between 200 and 800 feet. To the west of Fenner Gap, the
upper aquifer is separated from the lower aquifer system by discontinuous layers of silt
and clay. The average thickness of the upper aquifer in Fenner Gap is approximately
500 feet. The upper aquifer is very permeable in places and can yield 3,000 gallons per
minute (gpm) or more to wells with less than 20 feet of drawdown (Geoscience,
September 2011).
The lower alluvial aquifer consists of older sediments, including interbedded sand,
gravel, silt, and clay. The maximum thickness of the lower aquifer is unknown but may
reach over 6,000 feet in the vicinity of Bristol Dry Lake. Where these materials extend
below the water table, they yield water freely to wells but are generally less permeable
than the upper aquifer sediments. The Cadiz agricultural wells are screened primarily
in the lower alluvial aquifer and typically yield 1,000 to 2,000 gpm (Geoscience,
September 2011).
Based on findings from recent drilling in the Fenner Gap area, Tertiary fanglomerate,
fractured and faulted granitic rock, and Paleozoic carbonates located beneath the lower
alluvial aquifer contain groundwater and are considered a third aquifer unit.
Groundwater movement and storage within the carbonate bedrock aquifer primarily
occurs within secondary porosity features (i.e., fracture zones associated with faulting
and cracks and cavities developed within the rocks over time) (Geoscience, September
2011).
2.5

Groundwater Storage

The volume of groundwater in storage was estimated to be about 17 million to 34
million acre‐feet in the alluvium of the Fenner Valley, Orange Blossom Wash, and
northern Bristol/Cadiz area, where the conservation and storage Project will be sited.
Four to ten million acre‐feet of groundwater lie to the west and southwest of the
proposed wellfield location (Geoscience Tech Memo September 20, 2011). Estimates of
groundwater in storage in various zones within the general Project area are listed in
Table 2‐1, which also includes estimates of the following variables: volume of aquifer,
determined as the volume between the groundwater table and the base of the alluvium
(saturated thickness), percent of aquifer saturated thickness that is expected to be an
aquifer (to exclude clay and silt intervals that do not yield water readily), and estimated
specific yield. Low and high ranges are provided for each of these variables based on
previous estimates (CH2M Hill, July 2010).
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Table 2‐1

This storage estimate does not include water contained within the carbonate and
fractured portion of the bedrock beneath the alluvial units. Recent drilling has revealed
that these units also store groundwater. As such, the estimated volume of groundwater
in storage is a conservative underestimate; the actual volume of groundwater in storage
is larger by some unknown amount (Geoscience, September 2011). Figure 2‐2 shows the
storage zones used in the calculations of groundwater in storage.
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2.6

Groundwater Quality

With the exception of the areas underlying and immediately adjacent to the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes, the quality of the groundwater in the northern Bristol, Cadiz, and
Fenner Gap area is relatively good, with total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations
typically in the range of 300 to 400 milligrams per liter (mg/L). Table 2‐2 summarizes
water quality data collected from an existing well on the Cadiz agricultural operations
property, south/southwest of the Fenner Gap. The State of California guideline for
drinking water is a maximum TDS of 1,000 mg/L. However, all groundwater having a
TDS below 3,000 mg/L is considered by the State to be a potential domestic or municipal
source of water supply.
TABLE 2‐2: GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY AT CADIZ ALLUVIAL AQUIFER
CA MCL
TDS
Arsenic

CA SMCL

CADIZ GROUNDWATER

500‐1000 mg/L

260 mg/L

10 μg/L

Chloride

3.1 μg/L
250‐500 mg/L

34 mg/L

Total
Chromium

50 μg/L

16 μg/L

Fluoride

2.0 mg/L

1.6 mg/L

Manganese
Nitrate as NO3
Sulfate

50 μg/L
45 mg/L

Not Detected (< 20 μg/L)
12 mg/L

250‐500 mg/L

11 mg/L

CA MCL: California primary maximum contaminant levels for drinking water
(chemicals affecting health and safety)
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CA SMCL: California secondary maximum contaminant level for drinking water
(chemicals affecting taste and odor)
mg/L = milligrams per liter
μg/L = micrograms per liter
Not Detected = not detected at or above the reportable detection limit
Source: 22 CCR §§ 64431, 64449
Table 2‐3 shows water quality data obtained from recent hydrogeologic investigations
in the Fenner Gap area. Overall, groundwater quality in the alluvial and carbonate
aquifers is of very high quality, with low total dissolved solids. Chromium, and in
particular hexavalent chromium, is a constituent of potential concern given the recently
adopted California Public Health Goal for hexavalent chromium of 0.02 ug/l.
Groundwater containing hexavalent chromium and/or chromium (III) could require
treatment depending on the water quality standard developed by the State.
Groundwater in the deeper section of the bedrock shows elevated concentrations of iron
and manganese; however, the relative contribution of groundwater from these deeper
bedrock units is expected to be small, such that the quality of groundwater in
production is expected to be representative of the water quality of the alluvial and
carbonate aquifers.
Table 2‐3
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At the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, surface water and shallow groundwater
evaporation has concentrated dissolved salts resulting in TDS concentrations as high as
298,000 mg/L (Shafer, R. A., Report on Investigations of Conditions which Determine the
Potentials for Development in the Desert Valleys of Eastern San Bernardino County, California
(1964); Engineering Department Southern California Edison Company, Unpublished
Report at 172, pp 12 plates; cited in Metropolitan and Cadiz Inc., Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) for the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and
Dry‐Year Supply Program (Cadiz Project), pages 5‐72, 5‐80, and 5‐81 (September 2001)).
The location of the interface between the low‐TDS “fresh” groundwater (i.e., TDS
concentrations less than 1,000 mg/L) and high‐TDS “saline” groundwater underlying
the Dry Lakes has been mapped on the basis of data from observation wells in the area,
and is shown in Figure 2‐3.
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2.7

Present Groundwater Production and Uses

Land use in the area consists primarily of desert conservation open space and
agriculture, with limited chloride mining of the brine from the Dry Lakes and other
mining, military uses, recreation, railroad, and electrical, gas, and oil utility corridors.
Cadiz used, on average, 5,000 to 6,000 afy of groundwater between 1994 and 2007 for its
agricultural operations. This annual usage was reduced beginning in 2007 in
connection with the removal of approximately 500 acres of vineyard that had reached
the end of its commercial life. Based on the current crop mix (lemons on 370 acres and
grapes on 160 acres and seasonal row crops), the agricultural operations are using
approximately 1800‐1900 acre‐feet of water per year. Another 1,070 acres are fallow and
currently not irrigated.
There are also two existing salt mining operations at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.
These operations involve evaporation of the hyper‐saline groundwater from the Dry
Lakes to obtain remaining salts (calcium chloride and sodium chloride). One operation
uses approximately 500 afy of the hyper‐saline groundwater based upon recorded
water extractions pursuant to California Water Code Section 4999 et seq., while it is
estimated that the other operation, being approximately one‐half of the size, uses
approximately 250 afy for a total of 750 afy of hyper‐saline groundwater.
CHAPTER 3
GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION
The Project is designed to operate consistent with California’s constitutional
requirement that all waters of the state not be wasted, but rather put to fullest beneficial
use. By lowering water levels in the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐Basin, the Project will
intercept natural recharge flowing through the Fenner Gap and from Orange Blossom
Wash and, during Project pumping, reverse existing groundwater gradients and
retrieve water stored in alluvial aquifers to the immediate southwest and southeast of
the Fenner Gap back to the Project wellfield (Geoscience, September, 20 2011). Existing
groundwater gradients cause water within these alluvial aquifers to flow towards the
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, where it blends with brine beneath the Dry Lakes and
ultimately evaporates. Thus, the Project’s goal of lowering the water table will facilitate
the recovery and conservation of this water before it is lost to the Dry Lakes where it
evaporates.
This premise was studied and reported on in a technical memorandum issued by
Project consultant Geoscience Support Services Inc. (Geoscience), titled Supplemental
Assessment of Pumping Required for the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Conservation,
Storage and Recovery Project, dated September 20, 2011. Geoscience used a variable
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density groundwater flow and transport model that it developed for the Project (see
discussion of groundwater flow models in Chapter 4) to evaluate the savings of fresh
groundwater as a result of the Project, water that would otherwise evaporate from the
Dry Lakes absent the Project.
Table 3‐1: Summary of Net Savings from Proposed Project Production (Average 50,000
afy/50 Years)

Cumulative
Depletion of
Storage
[acre‐feet]

Fresh
Groundwater
Storage
Impacted by
Saline
Migrations
[acre‐feet]

Cumulative Net
Water Saving8
from Project
[acre‐feet]

Natural
Recharge

Time

Cumulative
Reduction of
Evaporative
Losses
[acre‐feet]

32,000 acre‐ft/yr

At the End
of 100
Years

2,210,000

220,000

173,000

1,871,000

At the End
of 50 years

1,360,000

1,090,000

177,000

93,0000

At the End
of 100
Years

1,544,000

870,000

215,000

459,000

At the End
of 50 Years

745,000

1,684,000

175,000

‐1,114,000

At the End
of 100
Years

470,000

1,870,000

183,000

1,583,000

At the End
of 50 Years

221,000

2,155,000

126,000

‐2,060,000

16,000 acre‐ft/yr

5,000 acre‐ft/yr

By lowering groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifers, the Project will also create
space in the Sub‐Basin to store imported water as part of the potential future water
banking project use that may occur for the second phase of the Project. In sum, the
Net water savings is derived from subtracting depletion of storage and amount of freshwater storage
impaired by migration of saline water from the reduction of evaporative losses. The 100‐year time frame
assumes no Project pumping during years 51 through 100.
8
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Project will capture natural recharge, optimize conservation by retrieving groundwater
presently in storage before it can evaporate, allow for the carryover of native water in
storage, and set the stage of a new water bank storage opportunity that does not
presently exist. As explained below in Chapters 5 and 6, this Management Plan
provides for comprehensive monitoring of potential significant adverse impacts to
critical resources, together with a series of action criteria and potential corrective
measures, to ensure that the Project does not cause significant adverse environmental
impacts to critical resources or Undesirable Results.
CHAPTER 4
ASSESSMENTS OF POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACTS TO
CRITICAL RESOURCES IN OR ADJACENT TO THE PROJECT AREA
As discussed above, the objectives of this Management Plan are to ensure compliance
with the County Groundwater Management Ordinance and MOU and avoid material
adverse impacts to critical resources or Undesirable Results. This Management Plan
addresses the following critical resources:


The basin aquifers tapped by the Project;



Brine resources of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes;



Springs within the Fenner Watershed including springs of the Mojave
National Preserve and BLM‐managed lands;



Air quality in the Mojave Desert region;



Project area vegetation; and



Adjacent groundwater basins, including the Colorado River and its
tributary sources of water.

This chapter takes a conservative approach in its technical analysis of the potential
adverse impacts to these critical resources as a result of the Project operations.
4.1

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources Related to Basin
Aquifers

For the purposes of this Management Plan, the basin aquifers include aquifers of the
Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Watersheds as described in Section 2.4. However, emphasis
is placed on the aquifers in the vicinity of the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐Basin and
Fenner Valley Watershed along with any aquifers that extend toward the Bristol and
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Cadiz Dry Lakes where analysis has shown that Project operations may have an effect.
Potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources within this area include:


Decline of groundwater levels and storage that impairs identified
critical resources or manifests other Undesirable Results;



Impacts to wells owned by neighboring landowners (including wells
operated in the larger Fenner Watershed area) due to Project
operations;



Land subsidence and loss of groundwater storage capacity due to
groundwater withdrawal; and



Induced flow of lower quality water from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.

Water resources models were developed and applied to assess these potential impacts.
The specific models and their application are described below in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
4.1.1

Water Resources Modeling

Water resources models developed during the pre‐operational phase of the Project have
been, and are planned to be, used to simulate the impacts of planned Project operations.
These models include the INFIL3.0 soil‐moisture budget model, MODFLOW‐
2000/MT3D groundwater flow and solute transport model, and SEAWAT‐2000 model
(note that selection of models may change subject to concurrence with the TRP, SMWD,
and the County based on either updates to these models or availability of comparable
models). The results of simulations using these models have been used to assess
potential impacts during Project operations. Results of these simulations are used to
identify monitoring features and conditions to be monitored and locations and
frequency of monitoring during Project operations in order to verify these model
projections. During Project operations, the results of monitoring will be used to
evaluate whether any action criteria are triggered and to verify simulations. Evaluation
of monitoring results could result in refinements to action criteria as well as identifying
areas where collection of additional data may be needed to improve the monitoring
network and accuracy of simulations. Any refinements to models that monitoring data
indicate may be needed will be made in accordance with the decision‐making process
described in Chapters 6 and 8. The specific attributes of, and simulation results from,
each of the models is discussed next.
4.1.1.1 INFIL3.0
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INFIL3.0 is a grid‐based, distributed–parameter, deterministic water‐balance watershed
model, released for public use by the USGS in 2008, which is used to estimate the areal
and temporal net infiltration of precipitation below the root zone (USGS, 2008). This
model was used to estimate potential recoverable water for the Project. The model is
based on earlier versions of INFIL code that were developed by the USGS in
cooperation with the Department of Energy to estimate net infiltration and
groundwater recharge at the Yucca Mountain high‐level nuclear‐waste repository site in
Nevada. Net infiltration is the downward movement of water that escapes below the
root zone, is no longer affected by evapotranspiration, and is capable of percolating to
and recharging groundwater. Net infiltration may originate as three sources: rainfall,
snow melt, and surface water runon (runoff and streamflow). Application of INFIL3.0
to the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds produced long‐term average
annual natural recharge estimates of approximately 32,000 afy.
This model will be updated and refined during Project operations based on data
obtained from the monitoring features.
4.1.1.2 MODFLOW‐2000/MT3D ‐ Groundwater Flow and Transport
Model
Geoscience Support Services, Inc. (Geoscience) developed a numerical groundwater
flow and solute transport simulation of a large portion of the larger watershed area,
utilizing MODFLOW2000 and MT3D. This model provides the basis for developing the
variable density model described in the next section. This model, along with other
identified models in Section 4.1.1, will be updated and refined during Project operations
based on monitoring data, and the monitoring network and action criteria refined
during the Project. MODFLOW‐2000 is a modular finite‐difference flow model
developed by the USGS to solve the groundwater flow equation.
The numerical groundwater flow and solute transport model was developed based on a
conceptual model developed during the pre‐operations stage incorporating the area of
interest, aquifer systems, and boundary conditions. This conceptual model of
hydrogeology and groundwater flow conditions in the larger watershed area will be
further refined based upon a thorough analysis of the available hydrogeologic data for
the modeled area, as additional information is collected from installation of the
monitoring wells and extraction wells, and as monitoring data are compiled during the
operations stage.
The groundwater flow model will integrate quantities and
distribution of recharge and discharge estimated from updates to INFIL3.0 and Project
extractions. INFIL3.0 was released for public use by USGS in 2008.
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4.1.1.3 Variable Density Groundwater Flow And Transport Model,
Including Subsidence
A variable density flow and transport simulation utilizing SEAWAT‐2000 Version 4 was
also developed by Geoscience. SEAWAT‐2000 Version 4 was developed by the USGS in
2008. This model simulates the transport of solute mass through a numerical solution of
a mass balance equation involving fluid density, and was specifically designed to
estimate the likely effects of Project operations on the projected saline/freshwater
interface (northerly of the margins of the Dry Lakes). The single solute species, total
dissolved solids (TDS) is transported conservatively (i.e., there is no absorption or any
other losses of TDS) in the model. Sources and boundary conditions of solutes are
specified as sources of salts, such as the Dry Lakes.
The model domain extends over the same area as the flow and solute transport model
domain. The height and horizontal and vertical grid spacing was selected based on
available data and the intended use of the model. These models include hydraulic
conductivity, specific storage, effective porosity, and dispersion coefficients for each
model element. Specified flux and chloride mass fraction was provided by the regional
groundwater flow and solute transport model described previously.
In addition, in order to simulate subsidence potential, the variable density flow and
transport model was augmented by incorporating the Subsidence and Aquifer‐System
Compaction (SUB) Package (Hoffmann, et. al, 2003). The SUB Package is used in
conjunction with SEAWAT‐2000 to simulate the elastic (recoverable) compaction and
expansion and inelastic (permanent) compaction of compressible fine‐grained beds
(interbeds) within the aquifers. The deformation of interbeds is caused by changes in
effective stress as a result of groundwater level changes. If the stress is less than the
preconsolidation stress of the sediments, the deformation is elastic (i.e., recoverable). If
the stress is greater than the preconsolidation stress, the deformation is inelastic (i.e.,
permanent).
If necessary, this model will be updated and refined during Project operations based on
data obtained from the monitoring features.
4.1.2

Application of Water Resources Models

Building on prior technical investigations of area groundwater resources, geologic
mapping, and recent exploratory drilling and testing, Geoscience developed a three‐
dimensional variable density groundwater flow and solute transport model of a portion
of the total watershed area tributary to the Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Valleys to
simulate the operation of the proposed wellfield and its effects on groundwater levels,
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groundwater in storage, the freshwater/saltwater interface near the Dry Lakes, and
potential land subsidence. The results of Geoscience’s investigation and modeling are
set forth in its report titled Cadiz Groundwater Modeling and Impact Analysis, dated
September 1, 2011.
Geoscience’s groundwater model consists of a six‐layer variable density flow and solute
transport model constructed to simulate the groundwater conditions that underlie
Fenner Valley, Fenner Gap, and a portion of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. Recent
geologic mapping, interpretive geologic cross‐sections, and lithologic logs from
exploratory borings and water wells, along with geologic and hydrologic data available
in the literature, are used to develop the six model layers. The model layers consist of
the following:


Layer 1 ‐ Upper Alluvium



Layer 2 ‐ Alluvium beneath the Upper Alluvium to a depth of
approximately 1,200 ft



Layer 3 ‐ Alluvium beneath a depth of 1,200 ft



Layer 4 ‐ Fanglomerate, carbonate, lower Paleozoic sequence, and
weathered granitic rocks



Layer 5 ‐ Carbonate, lower Paleozoic sequence, and weathered granitic
rocks



Layer 6 ‐ A Detachment Fault Zone (approximately 200 ft thick) in the
Fenner Gap area and weathered granitic rocks.

(Geoscience, September 1, 2011).
Geoscience simulated two wellfield configurations as shown in Figures 4‐1 and 4‐2. The
first simulation (Configuration A) modeled a wellfield configuration of two large‐
capacity wells in the carbonate units encountered in the Fenner Gap area, which results
in a more tightly clustered wellfield in the Fenner Gap area. The second simulation
(Configuration B) assumed a more dispersed wellfield with pumping more evenly
distributed among the wells.
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The groundwater model developed by Geoscience assumed horizontal groundwater
flow through each model layer, with vertical leakage providing hydraulic connection
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between the layers. The model accounted for both natural and artificial recharge, as
well as discharge via evaporation at the Dry Lakes and agricultural pumping.
Geoscience applied the industry standard “history matching” technique to both steady
state and transient calibration. For each calibration run, the relative error was 0.15
percent for the steady‐state model and 1.7 percent for the transient model, both well
below the recommended relative error of 10 percent.
Geoscience simulated three recharge scenarios, including 5,000 afy, 16,000 afy, and
32,000 afy to assess effects on groundwater levels, the movement of the
freshwater/saltwater interface near the Dry Lakes, and land subsidence. The 32,000 afy
recharge scenario is based on USGS INFIL3.0 modeling of the soil‐moisture water
budget for the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash Watershed areas. Geoscience
simulated this large range in long‐term average annual recharge by reducing the
projected recharge by 50 percent (16,000 afy) and then to an amount that is generally
equivalent to Cadiz historical agricultural pumping (5,000 afy) in order to increase the
conservatism of the analysis (identify potential worst‐case impacts).
After the model was calibrated, Geoscience simulated 100‐year predictive runs for each
of the three ranges of recharge scenarios, including 32,000 afy, 16,000 afy, and 5,000 afy.
The Project Scenario assumed 32,000 afy of natural recharge and a Project wellfield
clustered around Fenner Gap (Configuration A). The 32,000 afy recharge scenario was
based on USGS INFIL3.0 modeling of the soil‐moisture water budget for the Fenner and
Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds. The two Sensitivity Scenarios, which assumed less
natural recharge and a Project wellfield spread out from the Fenner Gap (Configuration
B), allowed Geoscience to evaluate the potential range of worst‐case impacts on
groundwater levels, migration of the saline‐freshwater interface, and subsidence.
Configuration A was utilized for the Project Scenario to account for higher
transmissivity values allowing for use of fewer high capacity wells installed in the
carbonate aquifer with less drawdown than comparable wells in the alluvial aquifer.
Configuration B was used under the two Sensitivity Scenarios due to lower
transmissivity values and the corresponding need for a greater number of wells spread
out over the wellfield to limit drawdown. The model scenarios and assumptions used
in each are summarized in Table 4‐1.
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TABLE 4‐1: GEOSCIENCE GROUNDWATER MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
Model Assumptions

Wellfield
Configuration

Groundwater
Pumping
Years 1 to 50
(afy)

Groundwater
Pumping Years
50 to 100 (afy)

32,000

Configuration A

50,000

0

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

16,000

Configuration B

50,000

0

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

5,000

Configuration B

50,000

0

Model Scenario

Natural
Recharge
(afy)

Project Scenario

4.1.2.2 Project Impact Findings from Groundwater Flow Model
Based on the results of its groundwater model, Geoscience made the determinations
about the impact of the Project discussed in this section below. As the Project is
implemented, data will be obtained from drilling and testing of Project production and
monitoring wells, and monitoring data will be obtained as a part of the monitoring plan
described in Chapter 5. As data are obtained, these water resources models will be
periodically updated, at minimum annually during development of the Project, to
continuously assess effects on critical resources and, if necessary, to revise the
monitoring program, action triggers, and mitigation responses as described in
Chapter 6.
4.1.2.3 Groundwater Elevations
Table 4‐2 below shows the change in groundwater elevations at the end of Year 50
under each model‐calculated scenario. The lowest groundwater levels (i.e., greatest
impact) would occur at the center of the Project wellfield. The pumping would create a
cone of depression and groundwater would flow toward the proposed wellfield from
Fenner, Bristol, and Cadiz Valleys. At the end of 100 years, groundwater levels in the
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wellfield approach pre‐Project levels for the Project scenario (full recovery in Year 117
or 67 years after cessation of pumping) (Geoscience, September 1, 2011). For the two
scenarios simulating lower recharge values, the water table would return to pre‐
pumping levels with most of the recovery occurring near the wellfield within the first
10 years and full recovery to pre‐Project levels to occur approximately 100 to almost 400
years after pumping stops. The groundwater flow model simulations show that
groundwater levels are drawn down to effect capture of water that would otherwise
evaporate to the Dry Lakes, and then groundwater levels recover upon cessation of
pumping after Year 50. During the 50‐year span of the Project, the groundwater flow
model simulations show that the Project’s operation will cause a decline of
groundwater levels.
TABLE 4‐2: GROUNDWATER DRAWDOWN IMPACTS

End of 50 Years
(End of Project Pumping)
Model
Scenario

End of 100 Years
(End of Model Simulation or 50
Years After Pumping Stops)

Drawdown
at Wellfield
(feet)

Drawdown at
Bristol Dry Lake
(feet)

Drawdown
at Wellfield
(feet)

Drawdown at
Bristol Dry Lake
(feet)

70 – 80

10 – 30

0 – 10

10 – 20

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

120 – 130

10 – 60

10 – 20

30 – 40

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

260 – 270

0 – 80

50 – 60

10 – 70

Project Scenario

Figures 4‐3 through 4‐8 show groundwater‐level drawdown for those various recharge
scenarios simulated, both at the end of 50 years of pumping and then for the 50 years
following the cessation of Project pumping (for a total of simulated period of 100 years).
Groundwater‐level drawdown decreases northward into Fenner Valley, such that
drawdown effects near Danby decrease to about 15 feet, and at Interstate 40 (and
certainly at Goffs) are negligible.
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4.1.2.4 Depth to Groundwater
Table 4‐3 shows the predicted depth to groundwater during the 50‐year and 100‐year
model simulation period at selected locations including the center of the Project
wellfield, the existing Cadiz Inc. wells, the edge of the Bristol Dry Lake, the center of
Bristol Dry Lake, and the edge of Cadiz Dry Lake (Geoscience, September 1, 2011).
Groundwater levels decline during the limited term of the Project (50 years) to satisfy
the Project’s intended goal of capturing groundwater that is flowing to the Dry Lakes.
Pursuant to the MOU, the parties agreed to work in good faith to (i) identify the
groundwater levels that will serve as monitoring targets and a “floor” for the maximum
groundwater drawdown level in the Project wellfield, and (ii) establish a Projected rate
of decline in the groundwater table. The floor and rate of decline are to be designed to
help assess trends and operate the Project in a manner that avoids Undesirable Results
or other potential significant adverse impacts to critical resources enumerated in the
MOU (including saline water migration).
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TABLE 4‐3: GROUNDWATER MODEL DEPTH IMPACTS
Depth to Groundwater (feet)
Location

Time
Project
Scenario

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

435

486

627

End of 100 Years

351

371

412

End of 50 Years

197

241

315

End of 100 Years

154

181

219

End of 50 Years

68

95

118

End of 100 Years

42

74

108

End of 50 Years

50

63

54

End of 100 Years

33

62

79

End of 50 Years

21

59

72

10

17

68

Existing

Center of
Wellfield

Existing
Cadiz Inc.
Wells

Edge of
Bristol Dry
Lake

Center of
Bristol Dry
Lake

Edge of
Cadiz Dry
Lake

End of 50 Years
354

156

33

18

7
End of 100 Years
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4.1.2.5 Saline‐Freshwater Interface
Geoscience used the SEAWAT‐2000 variable density groundwater flow and solute
transport model to predict the movement of the saline‐freshwater interface as a result of
Project pumping. The location of the current saline‐freshwater interface is defined by
the location of the 1,000 mg/L total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration contour, which
is based on groundwater quality data from historical data from wells in the area.
Results of the modeling indicate that the saline‐freshwater interface in the Bristol Dry
Lake area would move up to 10,400 feet northeast during Years 1 to 50 under the Project
Scenario, up to 9,700 feet under Sensitivity Scenario 1, and up to 6,300 feet under
Sensitivity Scenario 2. During years 50 to 100, after Project pumping has ceased and
without any physical measures to impede migration, the saline‐freshwater interface
would continue to move northeast, reaching a total distance of 11,500 feet, 11,100 feet,
and 9,200 feet under the Project Scenario, Sensitivity Scenario 1, and Sensitivity Scenario
2, respectively. Table 4‐4 summarizes the maximum migration distance of the saline‐
freshwater boundary (Geoscience, September 1, 2011). As a precautionary measure to
limit the migration of hyper‐saline groundwater and protect the health of the aquifer
under the County Ordinance, the saline‐freshwater boundary shall be monitored and its
migration limited to 6,000 ft northeast of the Dry Lakes through physical measures (e.g.,
injection or extraction wells) or pumping restrictions if physical measures prove
ineffective.
TABLE 4‐4: SALINE/FRESHWATER BOUNDARY MIGRATION

Model Scenario

Maximum Migration of
Saline‐Freshwater Boundary
at Year 50

Maximum Migration of
Saline‐Freshwater Boundary
at Year 100

Project Scenario

10,400 ft Northeast

11,500 ft Northeast

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

9,700 ft Northeast

11,100 ft Northeast

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

6,300 ft Northeast

9,200 ft Northeast
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4.1.2.6 Groundwater in Storage
Based on its groundwater model, Geoscience determined that the cumulative annual
change in groundwater storage would reach a maximum of ‐1,090,000 acre‐feet (a
negative sign represents a decline in groundwater storage) in Year 50 under the Project
Scenario conditions. This change in storage reflects ongoing evaporation from the Dry
Lakes of approximately 244,000 acre‐feet and about 33,000 acre‐feet of water
contributed from interbed storage (“squeezing” of water out of fine‐grained units,
which results in the compaction as discussed below), thus resulting in an additional net
loss of about 211,000 acre‐feet of groundwater storage during the initial 50 years, in
addition to pumping beyond the natural recharge rate. This decline in storage is
approximately 3 percent to 6 percent of the total groundwater in storage in the entire
watershed area, which is estimated to be 17 to 34 million acre‐feet. Upon cessation of
pumping after Year 50, groundwater in storage would begin to recover and the
cumulative annual change in groundwater storage would be approximately ‐220,000
acre‐feet in Year 100 under the Project Scenario. Evaporative losses to the Dry Lakes
accelerate through time as groundwater levels recover between Years 50 and 100.
Based on the rate of recovery projected for Years 51 to 100, the groundwater in storage
would fully recover in Year 117 (67 years after Project pumping stopped). The
contribution of water from interbed storage increases and the losses due to evaporation
from the Dry Lakes decreases in the sensitivity scenarios, thereby resulting in
conservation benefits. Table 4‐5 summarizes the cumulative annual changes in
groundwater storage as calculated from Geoscience’s model simulations of the three
scenarios (Geoscience, September 1, 2011).
The Project’s operation establishes
drawdown in groundwater levels for the purposes of capturing water that would
otherwise discharge to the Dry Lakes and evaporate.
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TABLE 4‐5: REDUCTION IN ALLUVIAL GROUNDWATER IN STORAGE

Model
Scenario

Cumulative Annual Changes
in Groundwater Storage at
Year 50

Cumulative Annual Changes
in Groundwater Storage at
Year 100

Time to
Full
Recovery
after
Pumping
Ceases in
Year 50

Volume
(acre‐feet)

% of Total
Groundwater
Storage

Volume
(acre‐feet)

% of Total
Groundwater
Storage

Project
Scenario

‐1,090,000

3% ‐ 6%

‐220,000

1%

67
(year 117)

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

‐1,680,000

5% ‐ 10%

‐870,000

3% ‐ 5%

103
(year 153)

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

‐2,160,000

6% ‐ 13%

‐1,870,000

6% ‐ 11%

390
(year 440)

4.1.2.7 Potential Land Subsidence
Because the Project involves a lowering of groundwater levels as discussed above in
Chapter 3, potential land subsidence is a concern that must be evaluated and
monitored. In general, the potential for land subsidence corresponds to the magnitude
of groundwater level decline and the thickness of the fine‐grained layers in the aquifer.
Based on the results of the Geoscience groundwater model, any predicted subsidence
would occur gradually and be dispersed laterally over a large area from the Fenner Gap
to the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. Table 4‐6 summarizes the model‐predicted land
subsidence over time at selected locations including the center of the wellfield, existing
Cadiz wells, the edge of Bristol Dry Lake, the center of Bristol Dry Lake, and the edge of
Cadiz Dry Lake (Geoscience, September 1, 2011). This degree of potential land
subsidence is not expected to significantly impact the alluvial aquifer’s storage capacity
because consolidation of the aquifer will occur in clay and silt intervals, which do not
contribute to the useable storage capacity. Potential subsidence in the range projected is
also unlikely to harm any surface structures (for example, subsidence is not expected to
exceed thresholds established for railroad tracks by the Federal Railroad
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Administration Track Safety Standards Compliance Manual, April 1, 2007). This
Management Plan provides in Chapter 6 monitoring and action criteria triggers and
corrective actions that may be taken in response to the triggering of those action criteria
in order to prevent significant adverse impacts to critical resources or the occurrence of
Undesirable Results (including progressive subsidence).
TABLE 4‐6: MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LAND SUBSIDENCE
Maximum Potential Land Subsidence (feet)
Location

Center of
Wellfield

Existing Cadiz
Wells

Edge of Bristol
Dry Lake

Center of
Bristol Dry
Lake

Edge of Cadiz
Dry Lake

Time
Project Scenario

Sensitivity
Scenario 1

Sensitivity
Scenario 2

End of 50 Years

0.2

0.4

0.7

End of 100 Years

0.2

0.4

0.7

End of 50 Years

0.6

1.0

1.5

End of 100 Years

0.6

1.0

1.5

End of 50 Years

0.5

1.0

1.4

End of 100 Years

0.5

1.0

1.7

End of 50 Years

0.9

1.7

1.2

End of 100 Years

0.9

2.1

2.7

End of 50 Years

0.1

0.4

0.5

End of 100 Years

0.1

0.4

0.6
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4.2

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources: Springs Within
the Fenner Watershed

As discussed in the EIR, a potential adverse environmental impact that, depending on
physical conditions, can result from the lowering of regional groundwater levels is the
cessation or reduction of flow from area springs. Native springs are present in the
vicinity of the Project within the Fenner Watershed, as shown in Figure 4‐9 (CH2M Hill,
August 2011). These springs support habitat of the desert environment, and some are
located within the Mojave National Preserve and BLM‐managed lands. However, for
the reasons discussed below, the EIR concluded that the lowering of groundwater levels
with the proposed Project would not impact the flow from Fenner Watershed springs.
The springs closest to the proposed Project extraction wellfield are located in the
adjacent mountains and include: Bonanza Spring, Hummingbird Spring, and
Chuckwalla Spring in the Clipper Mountains to the north; Willow Spring, Honeymoon
Spring, Barrel Spring, and Fenner Spring in the Old Woman and Piute Mountains on
the east; and Van Winkle Spring, Dripping Spring, Unnamed‐17BS1, Unnamed‐17GS1,
Granite Cove Spring, Cove Spring, and BLM‐1 and BLM‐2 springs at the Southern End
of the Providence Mountains. (Id.) The Bonanza Spring in the Clipper Mountains,
which is the closest spring to the proposed extraction wellfield, is over 11 miles from the
center of the Fenner Gap. (Id.) All Fenner Watershed springs, including Bonanza
Spring, are located in crystalline hard rock formations substantially higher in elevation
than the alluvial aquifer. (Id.)
CH2M HILL was retained to evaluate the potential that the lowering of groundwater
levels, as proposed by the Project, could impact the flow from Fenner Watershed
springs. The results of CH2M HILL’s analysis are set forth in a report titled
“Assessment of Effects of the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage
Project Operations on Springs,” dated August 3, 2011. CH2M HILL reviewed the
groundwater flow modeling results reported by Geoscience (Geoscience, September 1,
2011), and developed two conceptual models of the Bonanza Spring, which was chosen
as an appropriate indicator spring of all springs in the Fenner Watershed because it is
the closest spring to the Project’s proposed wellfield, and thus would be the most likely
to experience any effect from the Project.
In the first conceptual model (Concept‐1), the model assumes that there is no physical
connection of the springs to a regional groundwater table. This model is based on the
absence of data of a physical connection of the springs to a regional groundwater table,
the elevation differences between the groundwater in the alluvial aquifer and elevation
of the springs, and the distance between the saturated alluvial aquifer and springs.
Under this conceptual model, the spring is fed by upstream fracture flows that are not
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hydraulically connected to the regional water table, and thus flow rates at the spring are
independent of groundwater levels in the alluvium, and no impacts would occur to the
spring as a result of Project operations.
Although there has been no data developed to date that demonstrates a direct hydraulic
connection between the springs and a regional groundwater table, the second
conceptual model (Concept‐2) hypothetically assumed that such a connection exists to
address any outstanding uncertainty. A simple numerical groundwater flow model
was developed for this conceptual model to evaluate potential impacts under Concept‐
2, where hydraulic continuity is assumed and the regional water table forms the source
of water to the springs. The model was a simple representation of a generic mountain
system with similar characteristics to the Clipper Mountains, and was intended to
evaluate the general response of a water table in fractured bedrock of mountains under
various assumptions that are specific to the Bonanza Spring hydrogeologic conditions.
The results of the Concept‐2 model suggest that a ten‐foot decline in groundwater levels
in the alluvium adjacent to the bedrock of Bonanza Spring (an assumption derived from
simulations by Geoscience discussed above) could result in about one foot of
drawdown at the springs after 50 years and six to seven feet of drawdown at the
springs after hundreds of years and assuming that the decline in the adjacent alluvial
aquifer was maintained at ten feet of drawdown indefinitely. For example, CH2M
HILL explains that after about 50 years, the drawdown would be about 10 percent of
the potential maximum drawdown in the alluvial aquifer. Similarly, after about 100
years, the drawdown would be about 25 percent of the potential maximum drawdown
in the alluvial aquifer. In addition, it is possible that, depending on how muted the
water table response is to annual changes in precipitation, natural fluctuations of
groundwater levels at the spring due to climate variability could be of a similar order of
magnitude to potential Project‐induced drawdown at the springs.
CH2M HILL further determined, under CEQA, that potential impacts to other springs
in the southern part of Fenner Watershed are expected to be less than significant and
even more remote than hypothetical potential impacts on the Bonanza Spring because
those springs are at higher elevations and greater distances from the adjacent alluvial
aquifer compared to Bonanza Spring. Consequently, CH2M HILL determined that any
Project effect on other springs in the Fenner Watershed, assuming hydraulic continuity,
should be less than significant.
In sum, because of the distance, change in elevation, and lack of hydraulic connection
between the fractured crystalline bedrock and groundwater feeding the Fenner
Watershed springs and the alluvial groundwater developed by the Project, there is no
anticipated impact of the Project on Fenner Watershed springs. Hypothetically
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assuming that a hydraulic connection exists (as CH2M HILL modeled in Concept‐2),
impacts would be less than significant.
Nonetheless, consistent with the
recommendations of the Groundwater Stewardship Committee and as discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6, this Management Plan provides for visual, monitoring of spring flows
from Bonanza Spring, Whiskey Spring, and Vontrigger Spring. As a further
precautionary management measure consistent with the County Ordinance, Project
induced reductions to spring flows will be mitigated.
4.3

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources: Brine Resources at
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes

The brine groundwater at the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes support two existing salt
mining operations.
These operations involve evaporation of the hyper‐saline
groundwater from the Dry Lakes to obtain remaining salts. Potential significant
adverse impacts to brine resources on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes include lowering of
the groundwater or brine water levels within wells and brine supply trenches used by
the salt mining operations, as well as Project impacts to the chemistry of the hyper‐
saline groundwater evaporated by the salt mining operators (e.g., reduced calcium
chloride or sodium chloride within the brine).
4.4

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources: Air Quality

The Project is in the Mojave Desert Air Basin (MDAB). The MDAB is an assemblage of
mountain ranges interspersed with long broad valleys that often contain Dry Lakes.
Many of the lower mountains which dot the vast terrain rise from 1,000 to 4,000 feet
above the valley floor. Prevailing winds in the MDAB are out of the west and
southwest. These prevailing winds are due to the proximity of the MDAB to coastal
and central regions and the blocking nature of the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the
north; air masses pushed onshore in Southern California by differential heating are
channeled through the MDAB. The MDAB is separated from the Southern California
coastal and Central California valley regions by mountains where the highest elevation
reaches approximately 10,000 feet, and whose passes form the main channels for these
air masses.
The Mojave Desert is bordered on the southwest by the San Bernardino Mountains,
which are separated from the San Gabriel Mountains by the Cajon Pass (4,200 feet). A
lesser channel, the Morongo Valley, lies between the San Bernardino Mountains and the
Little San Bernardino Mountains.
One potential significant adverse impact to critical resources related to air quality that,
depending on physical conditions, can result from dewatering of aquifers in the vicinity
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of Dry Lakes is the potential to materially increase fugitive dust from the playa surface,
thereby increasing the severity of area dust storms. Examples of this problem have
been documented in the Mojave Desert at the Owens and Franklin Playas. To evaluate
the potential for increased fugitive dust resulting from the Project, the consulting firm
HydroBio was retained to evaluate whether the Project’s intended groundwater
production would have an adverse effect on the generation of dust from the surface
playas of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The results of HydroBio’s investigation are
set forth in a report titled Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at
Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino County, California, dated August 30, 2011.
Based on sampling, HydroBio’s investigation characterized the soil chemistry and
structure on the Bristol and Cadiz Playas and their immediate margins to evaluate the
relationship between groundwater and surface soils (HydroBio, Fugitive Dust and
Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino,
California, August 30, 2011). HydroBio’s study found that the soil and water chemistry
of both Cadiz and Bristol Playas have very low quantities of the sodium salts of
carbonate, bicarbonate, and sulfate that are known to cause severe fugitive dust storms
from Owens and Franklin Playas. (Id.) The study explains that Bristol Playa does
produce fugitive dust from erosion by sand grains driven by high wind across the playa
surface. In this process, the quantity of sand available on the playa margin is
responsible for the magnitude of the dust release. The available sand appears to have
diminished over time and this is hypothesized to be due to the action of a mix of weedy
species that have grown increasingly dominant over the past 50 years. As a result, the
severity of Bristol Playa fugitive dust is believed to be diminishing with time. (Id.)
Importantly, the HydroBio study concluded that changes in groundwater level, which
may result from the Project’s groundwater production, will likely have no impact upon
the amount of dust production from the playas or the severity of area dust storms. (Id.)
With respect to the Cadiz Playa, the study concluded that the Cadiz Playa appears to be
the sink for the sand blown from the region of the Bristol Playa directly upwind to the
northwest. (Id.) This sand tends to be stabilized by the growth of Russian thistle
(tumbleweed). While the Cadiz Playa has the same soil and water chemistry as the
Bristol Playa, the copious sand dunes around the shore, particularly in the north to
northeast regions result in large amounts of available sand to erode the playa surface,
thereby adding dust to area dust storms. (Id.) However, the HydroBio study concluded
that the potential lowering of groundwater levels within the Cadiz Dry Lake will not
affect the amount of dust or severity of dust storms emanating from the Playa. (Id.)
The HydroBio study explains that the reason that the potential lowering of water levels
in the Bristol and Cadiz Playas will not affect fugitive dust concentrations and
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occurrence is that the chemistry of the soil comprising the central portions of the Playas
is not of the type that causes an increase in fugitive dust as a result of lowered
groundwater levels. Specifically, the study explains that the chemistry of the Bristol
and Cadiz Playas is low in carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate ions that are implicated in
other playas that produce major dust storms (such as Owens and Franklin Playas).
Instead, the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes playa contains chemistry that has been noted
to induce surface stability (Ca, Na and Cl). For these reasons, the EIR and HydroBio
study concluded that the Project is not anticipated to have any material effect on the
concentration of dust emanating from the Bristol and Cadiz Playas nor the severity of
area dust storms. Nonetheless, consistent with the County’s anticipated conditions
under its Ordinance, the recommendations of the Groundwater Stewardship
Committee, and as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, this Management Plan provides for
the installation and monitoring of four nephelometers to confirm these technical
conclusions and institute corrective actions if necessary.
4.5

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources: Project Area
Vegetation

Another potential significant adverse impact to critical resources that, depending on
physical conditions, can result from lowering of groundwater levels is the lowering of
groundwater tables that are accessed by area vegetation, thereby causing the stress or
death of that vegetation. Vegetation in environments like that found in the Project area
provides important stabilization of soils against the action of wind erosion. The
consulting firm HydroBio was retained to evaluate whether the Project’s intended
groundwater production would have an adverse effect on the occurrence and health of
area vegetation. The results of HydroBio’s investigation are set forth in a report titled,
Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from Groundwater Pumping
Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino, California, dated September 1, 2011.
The HydroBio study concludes that there is no connection of vegetation to groundwater
in the Project area, and hence, no vegetation will be affected by changes in water table
elevation (HydroBio, September 1, 2011).
HydroBio began its investigation by locating the most likely vegetation in the area
potentially affected by the planned groundwater pumping. This “most likely” cover
was identified by its higher activity (denser growth, larger plants) than all other
locations around the Bristol Playa. Observations of the Cadiz Playa indicated that this
region could be eliminated from concern because the vegetation around the playa is
generally no more verdant than the surrounding area, hence obviously receiving no
promotion from groundwater. HydroBio observed that the lowermost edge of the
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higher shrub zone was the region with higher vegetation activity that appeared to have
the highest potential for connection of vegetation to groundwater. (Id.)
The HydroBio study explains that there are three shrub species that grow around the
Bristol Playa: creosote bush [Larrea tridentata], cattle saltbush [Atriplex polycarpa] and
four‐wing saltbush [Atriplex canescens]. Of these, the only species that may act as a
phreatophyte (a plant species that uses groundwater), is the four‐wing saltbush, and
this species is specifically a facultative phreatophyte, meaning it can benefit from but
does not require shallow groundwater. (Id.) To determine whether any of the four‐wing
salt brush in the area are presently accessing groundwater, HydroBio reconstructed a
curve for depth to water (DTW) versus elevation based on hydrographic data collected
in the region of the Cadiz Ranch. A DTW point was added on the Bristol Playa that was
reconstructed using photogrammetry. The study found that together, these points
describe a highly linear relationship of DTW versus elevation above sea level (r2 =
99.9%). (Id.) Based on the robust and accurate relationship of the DTW curve, HydroBio
estimated the DTW at the lowermost edge of the higher vegetation cover – the location
most likely to have a vegetation/groundwater connection was 65 feet. Root excavations
of four‐wing saltbush have been measured to reach a maximum of 25 feet on only rare
occasions when soils and hydrology permit, while typical root depths for the species
average about 13 feet. Thus, based on measured and estimated DTW, the HydroBio
study concluded that the shallowest water table position is 40 feet below the record
rooting depth for the four‐wing salt brush – the only species that could be potentially
affected by groundwater decline. HydroBio therefore concluded that there is no
connection of vegetation to groundwater in the Project area. (Id.) HydroBio further
hypothesized that the promotional effect of periodic surface flows from the upstream
catchments is the reason for the apparent promotion of this vegetation. (Id.)
4.6

Potential Significant Adverse Impacts to Critical Resources: the Colorado
River and its Tributary Sources of Water

It is assumed that the groundwater that would be extracted by the Project at the Fenner
Gap is not tributary to the Colorado River because the aquifer systems within the
Fenner, Bristol and Cadiz Watersheds are believed to be a closed basin, isolated from
aquifer systems to the east that are tributary to the Colorado River by bedrock and
groundwater divides. It is important to ensure that the Project groundwater is not
tributary to the Colorado River for several reasons. First, the Colorado River is fully
appropriated and rights to divert water therefrom are governed by a complex set of
federal and state laws. Material extractions of tributary groundwater could reduce
flows in the Colorado River, thus frustrating the administration of the Colorado River
and affected environmental resources.
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It is also important to confirm that the Project groundwater is not tributary to the
Colorado River for purposes of satisfying the provisions of the Colorado River Interim
Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and the Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell
and Lake Mead (Guidelines) administered by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation), for purposes of establishing Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) credits
under the Guidelines for potential Project participants that have contracts with
Reclamation for diversions from the Colorado River. Under the Conservation
Component of the Project, groundwater that is non‐tributary to the Colorado River
would be introduced into the Colorado River Aqueduct as “new,” non‐tributary water.
For potential participants who have contracts with Reclamation for Colorado River
water, the receipt of Project water creates the opportunity to establish ICS Credits based
on the use of non‐tributary water supplies in lieu of Colorado River diversions pursuant
to Reclamation contracts. This opportunity could allow a participant to further
augment its water supplies and improve overall water supply reliability. To qualify for
ICS credits under the Guidelines, the surplus water used in lieu of Colorado River
diversions must be non‐tributary to the Colorado River.
While the assumption that the Project groundwater is non‐tributary to the Colorado
River is supported by substantial physical evidence (e.g., bedrock and groundwater
divides), two monitoring wells (one existing and another to be installed) on property
owned by Cadiz within the adjacent Piute Watershed that is tributary to the Colorado
River will be monitored.
CHAPTER 5
MONITORING NETWORK
To ensure continued protection of the watershed and other resources, a comprehensive
monitoring network has been developed to assess and continually evaluate the
technical aspects of the Project, and any potential impacts to critical resources during
the life of the Project, as designated in Chapter 4. The development of the monitoring
network was based on the groundwater flow model that has been developed to better
understand the hydrogeologic impacts of the Project’s proposed groundwater
production. The groundwater flow model will be continuously refined as additional
monitoring data are obtained (see discussion of groundwater flow model in Chapter 4).
This Management Plan will be implemented with a set of monitoring features and
parameters as discussed in this Chapter 5. The term “feature” refers to any fixed object,
either natural or man‐made, from which data will be collected. Man‐made features
include wells from which water level measurements and water quality samples could
be retrieved, weather stations, bench marks, etc. A detailed list of monitoring features
is given in this Chapter 5. As new data become available during Project operations,
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these monitoring features, monitored parameters, and monitoring frequency may be
refined to protect critical resources in and adjacent to the Project area. Refinements to
monitoring features will be made in accordance with the decision‐making process
described in Chapters 6 and 8.
A total of twelve different types of monitoring features have been identified for
assessing potential impacts to critical resources during the term of the Project, as
identified in Chapter 4. A summary of these twelve types of monitoring features, as
well as monitoring frequencies and parameters to be monitored, is provided in Tables
5‐1 and 5‐2. Locations are shown in Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2.
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Installation of certain monitoring features, where construction of facilities is required,
will be subject to site‐specific approval and permitting by applicable regulatory
agencies. Cadiz will complete and deliver all needed permits for monitoring facilities
as soon as practicable prior to the 12‐month pre‐operational phase. Cadiz will construct
all facilities that are agreed to in this Management Plan and for which permits have
been received. Construction of these facilities will be completed within one year of
receipt of permits. If the implementation of monitoring features currently contained in
this Management Plan is not approved, Cadiz will evaluate and implement alternate
monitoring sites subject to approval by SMWD and the County and the applicable
regulatory agencies.
The following text describes in detail the various proposed monitoring features.
5.2

Springs (Feature 1)

An inventory of 28 known springs within the Fenner Watershed was completed by the
USGS (USGS, 1984). Locations of these springs are shown on Figure 5‐3. As discussed
in detail in Chapter 4, the potential significant adverse impacts to these critical spring
resources has been evaluated. It is not anticipated that the Project will have any impact
on the springs. Nonetheless, this Management Plan provides for quarterly monitoring
of the Bonanza Spring as an “indicator spring” because it is the spring that is in closest
proximity to the Project wellfield (approximately 11 miles from the center of Fenner
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Gap), and, of all springs within the Fenner Watershed, this one would be the first one to
be affected by the Project, if it were somehow possible to be in hydraulic connection
with the alluvial aquifers, which appears unlikely. The Whiskey and Vontrigger
Springs, which are located beyond the Project’s projected effects on groundwater levels
in the alluvial aquifers of the Fenner Watershed, will also be monitored quarterly to
compare variations in spring flow from those springs to variations in spring flow from
the Bonanza Spring to assist in determining whether any material reduction of flow at
the Bonanza Spring is attributable to the Project operation, or instead, is attributable to
regional climate conditions.
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The springs will be monitored on a quarterly basis by visual observations and flow
measurements. Visual observations will include starting and ending points of observed
ponded or flowing water, estimated depth of ponded water and flow rate of flowing
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water, conductivity, pH and temperature of water, any colorations of water, and
general type and extent of adjacent vegetation.
5.3

Observation Wells (Features 2)

A total of 14 existing observation wells and 2 new observation wells will be used to
monitor groundwater levels during the Project (see Tables 5‐1 and 5‐2). Locations of
these wells are shown on Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2. Five of these wells were installed in the
1960’s by Southern California Edison as part of a regional investigation (wells whose
designation begins with “SCE”). Four of the observation wells (Labor Camp,
Dormitory, 6/15‐29, 6/15‐1) are owned and monitored by Cadiz as part of their
agricultural operation. Existing well CI‐3 was installed in Fenner Gap during the pilot
spreading basin test for the Project. Existing wells at Essex, Fenner, Goffs, and Archer
Siding #1 are related to railroad operations or municipal supply. All of these existing
wells will be utilized as observation wells, provided that appropriate permission and
approval is obtained.
One new well, Piute‐1, will be installed in the Piute Watershed, north of the Fenner
Watershed, and is tributary to the Colorado River. This well will be installed on
property owned by Cadiz and will be used as a “background” monitoring well to
monitor undisturbed groundwater levels in an adjacent watershed, to provide
information on groundwater level variations due to climatic changes only. In addition,
this will serve to demonstrate that the Project will not impact groundwater that is
tributary to the Colorado River.
Another new well, Danby‐1, will be installed in the Danby Watershed to the east.
Similar to Piute‐1, this Danby‐1 observation well will be used to demonstrate that
impacts on groundwater levels do not extend beyond the Cadiz Watershed on the west.
This well will also provide information on regional groundwater level conditions and is
expected to provide additional background monitoring and information concerning
groundwater level changes that may be due to climatic variations as well.
In addition to the observation wells, five additional well clusters will be located
between Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes on the freshwater side of the saline‐freshwater
interface to monitor the potential migration of saline water in an area in which historical
data on subsurface conditions is limited and a greater degree of certainty on geologic
conditions and saline water migration is necessary. These new well clusters are set forth
in Features 3 and 9 and are depicted in Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2 as Proposed Induced Flow
and Brine Migration Cluster Wells. Additional monitoring well clusters to monitor for
potential saline water migration may be necessary in areas along the saline‐freshwater
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interface where there is an ability to assess whether saline water migration may exceed
the action criteria presented in Section 6.
Groundwater levels will be measured in accordance with the monitoring procedure
presented in Appendix B9. All water samples would be collected according to the
protocol described in Appendix C. Field parameters such as groundwater temperature,
pH, electrical conductivity, and total dissolved solids (TDS) will be collected at each
well during well purging and prior to sampling. Samples from each well will be
analyzed for the general mineral and physical parameters specified in Appendix D. In
addition, all samples collected during the pre‐operational phase will also be analyzed
for bromide, boron, iodide barium, arsenic, hexavalent chromium, total chromium,
nitrate, and perchlorate. The sample analytical protocol is presented in Appendix D.
Groundwater monitoring frequency will be revisited as determined appropriate by the
decision‐making process should any of the action criteria be exceeded, as discussed in
Chapter 6.
5.4

Proposed Observation Well Clusters (Feature 3)

Three well clusters will be established in the immediate vicinity of the Project wellfield
(see Figure 5‐2). These cluster wells will provide a basis to compare groundwater level
and water quality changes in both the shallow and deep portions of the alluvial and
bedrock aquifer systems. Two well clusters, using existing monitoring well MW‐7,
MW‐7a, and TW‐1, and TW‐2 and TW‐2MW will be established for monitoring in the
immediate vicinity of the Project. The screened intervals are in the upper alluvial,
carbonate aquifer, and bedrock. TW‐1 and MW‐7 will monitor depths in the carbonate
aquifer. The other three Proposed Induced Flow and Brine Migration Cluster Wells will
be installed in the area between Bristol Dry Lake and the Project wellfield to monitor
groundwater elevations and water quality. All new Project monitoring wells shall be
designed, installed, and completed in manner consistent with all applicable state and
local regulations and industry standards. Monitoring will occur as presented in Tables
5.1 and 5.2.
5.5

Project Production Wells (Feature 4)

Data from the wellfield (new Project wells and existing Cadiz agricultural wells) will be
collected to provide information on the groundwater levels and discharge rates. Each
well will be equipped with a flow meter to monitor well discharge and a sounding tube

9

These procedures are being reviewed for consistency and will be made available on October 26, 2012.
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for obtaining groundwater level measurements. Production data from the Project wells
will also be collected using totaled readings of flow at the CRA.
5.5.1

Existing Cadiz Agricultural Wells

The Cadiz agricultural operation owns and operates seven agricultural wells used for
irrigation, which are located west and southwest of Fenner Gap (see Figure 1‐3). Five of
the seven Cadiz irrigation wells could be incorporated into the Project wellfield (Wells
21S, 27N, 27S, 28, and 33). The remaining two wells (21N and 22) could used as standby
pumping or monitoring wells.
5.5.2

New Production Wells

The Project wellfield would consist of between approximately 17 and 29 additional
production wells (depending on Configuration) to be located as shown on Figure 5‐2.
Each new well would be completed to a depth of about 1,000 feet (see Figure 5‐4). This
well design may be modified based on observations in the field and expectations of
drawdown that may be encountered during Project operations. The total capacity of the
wellfield would allow for a pumping range of 25,000 afy to 75,000 afy. All new Project
production wells shall be designed, installed, and completed in manner consistent with
all applicable state and local regulations, and industry standards, and shall be equipped
with flow meters.10

10

County Guidelines for Preparation of a Groundwater Monitoring Plan, § 2.0.
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5.6

Land Surface Monitoring (Feature 5)

A network of approximately 20 land survey benchmarks will be installed at the
approximate locations shown on Figure 5‐2 to monitor changes in land surface elevation
should they occur. Horizontal and vertical accuracy will be established in accordance
with a second order Class I survey standard (1:50,000). Each benchmark will be
established and surveyed by a California licensed land surveyor. All locations will be
dependent upon permitting from the appropriate agencies. Benchmark surveys will be
conducted on an annual basis during the term of the Project (see Table 5‐1).
Pre‐operational baseline Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) will be used
to evaluate potential impacts in conjunction with the benchmarks. Cadiz will obtain
surveyed baseline land surface elevations which then will be compared to each other
along with any InSAR data collected by FVMWC during the course of the Project. The
InSAR data would be used to monitor relative changes of land surface elevation that
could be related to aquifer system deformation in the Project area. This pre‐operational
InSAR data (collected at two separate times during the year prior to the operational
phase of the Project) will complement the land survey data to establish changes in land
surface elevations. During the operational phase, annual benchmark surveys will be
conducted and InSAR images will be obtained and evaluated every 5 years to evaluate
potential impacts. During the post‐operational phase, InSAR data and benchmark
survey will be obtained every 5 years (Table 5‐1).
5.7

Extensometers (Feature 6)

To evaluate potential impacts during the operational phase, FVMWC will construct
three extensometers in the area of the highest probability of subsidence (see Figure 5‐2).
One extensometer will be located north of existing Cadiz agricultural supply well 21S.
Another extensometer will be located at the eastern margin of Bristol Dry Lake near the
location of a planned monitoring well cluster described in Section 5.9 below. Another
extensometer will be located near well PW‐1 within the wellfield. The extensometers
will be constructed to continuously measure non‐recoverable compaction of fine‐
grained materials interbedded within the alluvial aquifer systems.
5.8

Flowmeter Surveys (Feature 7)

Downhole static and dynamic flowmeter surveys will be generated in five selected new
extraction wells. This is expected to occur during the initial period of operation and
also after 10 years to assess whether flow conditions have changed as a result of Project
operations. The flowmeter surveys will provide data regarding vertical variation in
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groundwater flow to the well screens. Depth‐specific water quality samples will also be
collected to assess vertical variation of groundwater quality in the Project wellfield area.
Data will be used to help refine geohydrologic parameters regarding layer boundaries
used in the groundwater models.
5.9

Proposed Observation Well Clusters At Bristol Dry Lake (Feature 8)

A total of three new observation well clusters will be installed and monitored in the
vicinity of Bristol Dry Lake during the initial phases of the Project (see Table 5‐1 and
Figure 5‐2). Two well clusters will be located along the eastern margin of Bristol Dry
Lake to monitor the effects of Project operations on the movement of the saline‐
freshwater interface (see Figure 5‐2). One additional well cluster will be installed on the
Bristol Dry Lake playa to monitor brine levels and chemistry at different depths beneath
the Dry Lake surface. This well cluster will be positioned in relation to the well clusters
at the margin of the Dry Lake so as to provide optimum data for the variable density
transport model.
A typical observation well cluster completion is illustrated on Figure 5‐5. Screened
intervals for each of the wells within each cluster will be determined from the logging
of cuttings and geophysical logging of the deep borehole which will be drilled first.
Each deep well will be completed with PVC or other suitable well casings and screens
to allow for dual induction geophysical logging. Shallow wells will be completed with
PVC or other suitable well casings and screens.
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During the pre‐operational phase, static groundwater levels will be monitored on a
continuous basis from each well cluster using downhole pressure transducers. Project
monitoring will begin immediately following well installation and development.
5.10 Proposed Observation Well Clusters At Cadiz Dry Lake (Feature 9)
At least two well clusters will be located along the northern margin of Cadiz Dry Lake
to monitor the migration of the saline‐freshwater interface between the wellfield and
Cadiz Dry Lake (see Figure 5‐1). The third well cluster will monitor brine levels and
depth distribution of water quality on the Cadiz Dry Lake, similar in nature to Bristol
Dry Lake. This well cluster will be positioned in relation to the well clusters at the
margin of the Dry Lake so as to provide optimum data for the variable density
transport model. During the pre‐operational phase, static groundwater levels will be
monitored on a continuous basis from the well clusters using downhole transducers.
Project monitoring will begin immediately following well installation and development
and continue through the post‐operational period (Gamma‐Ray/Dual Induction
Downhole Geophysical Logs (Feature 10)).
Gamma‐Ray and Dual Induction electric logs will be run for the deepest observation
wells of each well cluster to be installed at the Dry Lakes (four total). These Downhole
geophysical techniques allow for the measurement of groundwater electrical
conductivity with depth and could be conducted in observation wells constructed of
PVC casings and screens.
Gamma‐Ray/Dual Induction geophysical logs will be run as a one‐time measurement to
be conducted during observation well cluster installation during the pre‐operational
phase of the Project.
5.11 Weather Stations (Feature 11)
Data from four existing weather stations will be collected over the course of the Project
(see Figures 5‐1). Existing weather stations include the Mitchell Caverns weather
station (located in the Providence Mountains), the Project weather station (located in
Fenner Gap adjacent to the spreading basins), the Cadiz CIMIS station (operated by/for
CDWR at the Cadiz Field Office), and the Amboy weather station (located near Bristol
Dry Lake in the town of Amboy).
The Mitchell Caverns weather station would provide precipitation, temperature, and
other climatic data for the mountain regions of the Fenner Watershed. The Fenner Gap
weather station would provide climatic data in the immediate vicinity of the Project
area. The Amboy and Cadiz Field Office weather stations would provide climatic data
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representative of the lowest area of the regional watershed. Data obtained from the
weather stations will be incorporated into the water resource models described in
Chapter 4, along with complementing data analysis of Feature 12.
5.12 Air Quality Monitoring (Feature 12)
5.12.1 Monitoring at Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
The relationship between groundwater and the surface of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
has been evaluated in a technical study conducted by HydroBio.11 The technical study
concludes that unlike some other playas in the arid southwest such as Owens and
Franklin Playas, the soil and water chemistry of both Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes has
very low quantities of the sodium salts of carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate that are
known to generate excessive fugitive dust in high wind storms. Rather, the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes are characterized by sodium and calcium chlorides that maintain a
rigid structure when desiccated, reducing the amount of loose dust on the ground
surface that can be lofted by the wind. This surface crust is not aided or maintained by
direct contact or indirect contact with the groundwater through capillary action.
Under current conditions, dust storms are not uncommon in the valley as sand particles
saltate across the desert floor, dislodging other sand particles and lofting dust into the
air.12 Under current conditions, depth to groundwater in some areas beneath the Dry
Lakes is over 60 feet below ground surface, and the surface soils in these areas exhibit
the same crusty surface as areas with shallow groundwater. This crusty surface soil
provides some resistance to wind erosion and limits dust emissions. It is not reliant on
groundwater for maintenance of its crust integrity. Therefore, drawdown of the
groundwater beneath the Dry Lakes is not expected to have an effect on surface soils or
dust emissions in the valley.
To monitor the condition of the Dry Lakes consistent with recommendations of the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee and to provide additional data on the
environment of the area, four nephelometers will be installed, including one downwind
and one upwind of Bristol Dry Lake and one downwind and one upwind of Cadiz Dry
Lake. These nephelometers will be placed on privately‐owned property and outside the
wind shadow of the agricultural properties.

HydroBio, Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San
Bernardino, California, August 30, 2011, pg. i
12 HydroBio, Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San
Bernardino, California, August 30, 2011, pg. 6
11
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In addition, FVMWC will conduct annual visual observations at four points on each of
the Dry Lakes to record surface soil conditions. The visual observations will note soil
texture and record susceptibility to wind erosion. Photographs of the soil will be taken.
This data will record conditions over time on the two Dry Lake surfaces at the same
locations each time.
These nephelometers will provide data on a daily basis that records opacity of the air,
measuring the effect of dust on visibility. Data will be collected in the pre‐operational
phase of the Project and in the early years of the Project, establishing a baseline before
groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lakes are affected. Since wind velocity and dust
storms are highly variable, the data will record trends over time. Data will also be
collected during the operational and post‐operational phase of the Project and
compared to baseline data to evaluate whether Project operations result in a significant
adverse impact to critical air quality resources.
CHAPTER 6
MONITORING AND MITIGATION OF SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACTS TO
CRITICAL RESOURCES (ACTION CRITERIA, DECISION‐MAKING PROCESS
AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES)
This Management Plan identifies specific quantitative criteria or trends (action criteria)
that will “trigger” review and corrective actions where necessary to protect critical
resources or otherwise avoid Undesirable Results. When action criterion are triggered,
a review of the triggering event will be conducted to determine whether the event is
attributable to or exacerbated by Project operations, and if so, which specific corrective
measures should be implemented to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources or
Undesirable Results. It is the intent of this Management Plan to identify deviations
from baseline conditions, along with deviations from groundwater model projections,
at monitoring features as early as possible in order to identify and prevent the
occurrence of adverse impacts to critical resources or Undesirable Results as a result of
Project operations.
Triggering events may, in some circumstances, necessitate
immediate corrective actions and subsequent review to ensure that the triggering event
resulted from Project operations.
6.1

Decision‐Making Process

A decision‐making process has been developed which outlines the process to be
followed in the event an action criterion is triggered, or when refinements to the
Management Plan are considered. Potential corrective measures to be implemented, if
appropriate, are identified. Critical resources and Undesirable Results, action criteria,
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the decision‐making process, and potential corrective measures are discussed in
Chapter 6 and summarized in Table 6‐1.
The initial action criteria and corrective measures presented in this Management Plan
are considered conservative. FVMWC may propose refinements to the action criteria
and monitoring network after additional data has been accumulated which indicates
that the monitoring is unnecessary. However, any such refinement would occur in
accordance with the terms of this Management Plan. If FVMWC proposes a refinement
to action criteria or monitoring features, it will submit a written proposal describing the
refinement along with supporting data and materials to the TRP. The TRP will then
issue a recommendation concerning the proposed refinement to the County, which will
determine whether the refinement is warranted, based on all available technical data, all
Project conditions of approval, the analysis set forth in the Project EIR, and adopted
CEQA findings. Before any refinement to an action criteria or monitoring feature which
is also a mitigation measure adopted by SMWD as part of its approval of the Project
may occur, SMWD must first determine that substantial evidence supports a finding
that the refined action criteria or monitoring feature will continue to mitigate the impact
identified in the Project EIR. The County and SMWD will make a decision regarding
the proposed refinement in accordance with the decision‐making process presented
here, and further described in Chapter 8.
Action criteria are intended to be used as predictors of potential adverse impacts to
critical resources, and these criteria as applied are meant to help avoid material adverse
impacts to critical resources and Undesirable Results.
The decision‐making process followed in this Management Plan, if an action criterion is
triggered or when the County considers refinements to the Management Plan, is
described in detail as follows.
Initial Notification – 10 Business Days
If an action criterion (as defined in this Chapter 6) is triggered, FVMWC will, within ten
(10) business days of the trigger, inform SMWD, the County Representative (Chief
Executive Officer), and the members of TRP that an action criterion has been triggered
and commence the decision‐making process described herein. If the action criterion
threatens an immediate or irreparable injury to a critical resource or other immediate
Undesirable Result, FVMWC will promptly implement appropriate corrective action(s)
or the County may promptly issue an administrative enforcement order as set forth in
Section 8.2, below.
Initial Assessment and Recommendation – 60 Calendar Days
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Within sixty (60) calendar days of issuing notice that an action criterion is triggered,
FVMWC will undertake a three‐step assessment process. First, FVMWC will assess
whether the triggering of any action criterion is attributable to Project operations.
Second, for any triggering of an action criterion attributable to Project operations,
FVMWC will assess whether the triggering of the action criterion constitutes a potential
adverse impact. Third, for any triggering of an action criterion that is attributable to the
Project and constitutes a potential adverse impact, FVMWC will assess, recommend,
and implement corrective measure(s) (including refinements in monitoring or to this
Management Plan) necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or
Undesirable Result.
FVMWC shall provide its written assessment and recommendation, along with
supporting data, to SMWD, the County Representative, and the members of TRP within
the sixty (60) day assessment period.
TRP Review and Recommendation – 90 Calendar Days
Upon receiving FVMWC’s written assessment and recommendation, the TRP will have
ninety (90) calendar days to determine whether it concurs with the assessment and
recommendation (including but not limited to modifications to the monitoring network,
corrective actions, etc.). During the TRP review period, the TRP may request additional
data and analysis from FVMWC and will have access to all monitoring data. Within the
ninety (90)‐day TRP review period, the TRP will issue a written report of its review of
FVMWC’s assessment and recommendation, including whether it concurs with the
assessment and recommendation, to the County Representative, FVMWC, and SMWD,
and if it does not concur, the basis of its disagreement and any alternative
recommended actions. The TRP’s written report shall state whether or not the report
reflects a consensus of the TRP members. If the TRP members cannot reach a
consensus, the members’ differing opinions and recommendations shall be set forth in
the written report.
County Review and Determination
The County Representative will consider the findings and actions taken or
recommended by FVMWC and the TRP, but will exercise his or her own independent
judgment concerning whether the triggering of the action criterion is attributable to
Project operations, whether the triggering of the action criterion involves a potential
adverse impact or Undesirable Result, and to determine the appropriate corrective
measure(s) necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable
Result. The County will issue its determination in writing to FVMWC, SMWD, and to
each member of the TRP. FVMWC shall promptly comply with the determination and
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instructions set forth in the County’s written correspondence concerning the matter.
With the exception of corrective actions necessary to address an immediate or
irreparable threat of harm, the oversight, management, and enforcement actions
concerning assessment, application, and refinement of action criteria and corrective
measures shall be made by the County subject to the dispute resolution provisions of
the MOU set forth in Chapter 8.
As lead agency for the Project, SMWD shall enforce the implementation of all adopted
mitigation measures, including those measures which correspond to provisions of the
Management Plan, as conditions of Project approval. SMWD will, pursuant to CEQA
Guideline section 15097(a), delegate the reporting and monitoring responsibilities for
those mitigation measures to the County. SMWD shall review and consider the
County’s ongoing determination of compliance with those mitigation measures which
are also provisions of the Management Plan in assessing compliance with the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program and with the conditions of Project approval.
Because compliance with the Management Plan is a condition of SMWD’s approval of
the Project, SMWD in its discretion, will also consider the findings and actions taken or
recommended by FVMWC and the TRP, and will exercise its own independent
judgment concerning whether the triggering of the action criterion is attributable to
Project operations, whether the triggering of the action criterion involves a potential
adverse impact or Undesirable Result, and to determine the appropriate corrective
measure(s) necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable
Result. If SMWD determines that appropriate corrective measure(s) are necessary to
avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable Result, but the County
does not, SMWD will independently impose those corrective measures it determines
necessary to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources or Undesirable Results,
provided that independent enforcement by SMWD shall be subject to the same
procedural requirements and remedies applicable as if the County were enforcing the
Management Plan, including the dispute resolution procedure in Section 8.3.
Communications by and to FVMWC, the TRP, SMWD and the County, as provided in
this chapter, shall be made by and to, respectively, a point of contact for the FVMWC
designated by the FVMWC Board of Directors (FVMWC Representative), a member of
the TRP designated by the TRP as its point of contact (TRP Chair), the SMWD General
Manager and a point of contact for the County designated by the County (County
Representative).
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6.2

Third‐Party Wells

It is the intent of the Project to operate without adverse material impacts to wells owned
by neighboring landowners in the vicinity of the Project area, and those operated in
conjunction with salt mining operations on the Bristol or Cadiz Dry Lakes. To avoid
such potential impacts, the groundwater monitoring network will include monitoring
wells located in and around the wellfield, near neighboring landholdings, and on and
adjacent to the Dry Lakes (see Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2). Groundwater levels will be
monitored on a continuous to semi‐annual basis (see Table 5‐1) during the pre‐
operational and operational periods, then annually during the post‐operational period.
Water quality will be monitored on a quarterly to annual basis during the pre‐
operational period, annually during the operational period of the Project, and
triennially during the post‐operational period (see Table 5‐1). Further, FVMWC shall
monitor static (non‐pumping) water levels within any third‐party wells that are
representative of the local groundwater impacts and located within the northern
Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐Basin or elsewhere in the Fenner Watershed. Such monitoring of
third‐party wells will be performed on a semi‐annual basis during the pre‐operational
and operational periods, then annually during the post‐operational period as
established in the Closure Plan.
6.2.1

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if any of the action criteria are triggered.
The action criteria are: 1) a decline of static water levels of more than twenty feet from
pre‐Project static water levels or to a degree in which the reduction in static water levels
results in an inability to meet existing the production of any third‐party well drawing
water from the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐Basin or elsewhere in the Fenner Watershed;
and 2) the receipt of a written complaint from one or more well owner(s) regarding
decreased groundwater production yield, degraded water quality, or increased
pumping costs submitted by neighboring landowners or the salt mining operators on
the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. Any written complaint by a well owner in accordance
with this action criterion shall be directed to FVMWC.
6.2.2

Decision‐Making Process

If any of the action criteria are triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


If a written complaint with a documented change in water level as
provided for in Section 6.2.1 is received from a third‐party well owner
located within the area of influence (see Figure 5‐1), FVMWC will
immediately implement Corrective Measure 6.2.3.1, below;
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Assessment of whether water level changes, decreased yields,
increased pumping costs, and/or degraded water quality in the third‐
party wells are attributable to Project operations or other causes;



If such water level changes, decreased yields, increased pumping costs
and/or degraded water quality are determined to not be attributable to
Project operations, then FVMWC would discontinue any interim
arrangement to provide water as set forth in Section 6.2.3.1;



If such water level changes, decreased yields, increased pumping costs
and/or degraded water quality are determined to be attributable to
Project operations, then one or more of the corrective measures set
forth in Section 6.2.3 shall be implemented.

6.2.3

Corrective Measures

6.2.3.1 Interim Water Supply. If a written complaint as provided for in
Section 6.2.1 is received from a third‐party well owner located
within the area described above (see Figure 5‐1), FVMWC will
arrange for an immediate interim supply of water to the third‐party
well owner until the decision‐making process is complete in an
amount necessary to fully offset any reduced yield to the third‐
party well owner, as compared to the yield from the impacted well
prior to Project operations or, if the impacted well was installed
after Project operations commenced, then as compared to the yield
of the well immediately after installation.
6.2.3.2 Further Corrective Measures. If any of the Action Criteria set forth in
6.2.1 are triggered and the impacts are determined to be
attributable to Project operations, one or more of the following
further corrective measures shall be implemented to correct the
impairment to the beneficial use of the groundwater:


Continued provision of substitute water supplies;



Deepening or otherwise improving the efficiency of the impacted
well(s);



Blending of impacted well water with another local source;



Constructing replacement well(s) on disturbed land subject to the
same mitigation measures imposed on the Project wellfield as set
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forth in the SMWD’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program;

6.3



Paying the impacted third‐party well owner for any increased
material pumping costs incurred by the well owner; or



Entering into a mitigation agreement with the impacted third‐party
well owner.

Land Subsidence

Twenty land survey benchmarks will be established and surveyed by a licensed land
surveyor on an annual basis to identify and quantify potential subsidence within the
Project area (see Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2). Three extensometers will be constructed in areas
of projected subsidence (see Figure 5‐2). The extensometers, which would be monitored
continuously from installation through the post‐operational period, would verify if the
land surface changes (also potentially identified from land surveys and InSAR satellite
data obtained and analyzed every 5 years through the post‐operational period) are due
to (1) subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal; or (2) other mechanisms (e.g.
regional tectonic movement).
6.3.1

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if either of the action criteria is triggered.
The action criteria are: 1) a trend in subsidence that would result in a decline in the
ground surface elevation of more than 0.3 feet within 10 years when compared to
baseline Project conditions; or 2) a trend in subsidence which, if continued, would be of
a magnitude within 10 years that impacts existing infrastructure within the Project area.
The magnitude for the railroad tracks is more than one inch vertically over 62 feet
linearly along the existing railroad tracks.
6.3.2

Decision‐Making Process

If either of the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


Assessment as to whether the subsidence is attributable to Project
operations;



If the subsidence is determined to be attributable to Project operations,
then an assessment will be made to determine whether the subsidence
constitutes a potential adverse impact to the aquifer or surface uses.
Potential adverse impacts include potential damage to surface
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structures as a result of differential settlement or fissuring, general
subsidence sufficient to alter natural drainage patterns or cause
damage to structures, or a non‐recoverable loss of aquifer storage
capacity that affects the beneficial uses of the storage capacity of the
aquifer system;


If no such significant adverse impacts to critical resources are
identified, potential actions may include:
o No action;
o Proposed refinements to the action criteria;
o Additional
verification
monitoring,
including
a
field
reconnaissance to assess and detect any differential settlement; or
o Proposed revisions to the benchmark survey and/or InSAR
monitoring frequency.
o If the subsidence is determined to be attributable to Project
operations and the subsidence is determined to constitute a
potential adverse impact to the aquifer or surface uses then one or
more of the corrective measures set forth in Section 6.3.3 shall be
implemented.

6.3.3

Corrective Measures

Corrective measures that shall be implemented to repair damaged structures and/or
arrest the subsidence shall include one or more of the following:


Repairing any structures damaged as a result of subsidence
attributable to Project operations;



Entering into a mitigation agreement with any impacted party(s).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project
operations shall be modified to arrest the subsidence. For the purposes of these
action criteria, “ineffective” shall be defined as a corrective measure that when
put into place did not meet the objective set forth in the corrective action, i.e.. to
repair damaged structures and arrest the subsidence. “Infeasible” is a corrective
measure which cannot be implemented due to cost, technical challenges, or legal
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restraints. Modifications to Project operations shall include one or more of the
following:

6.4



Reduction in pumping from Project well(s);



Revision or reconfiguration of pumping locations within the Project
wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct
the adverse impact.

Induced Flow of Lower‐Quality Water from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes

Saline water migration is allowed up to and not to exceed 6,000 feet from the baseline
location of the saline‐freshwater interface. To prevent migration of saline groundwater
beyond 6,000 feet, FVMWC will implement mitigation measures that may include
injection or extraction wells or other physical means to maintain the saline‐freshwater
interface. If these physical measures prove ineffective, reductions in Project pumping
will be required (see Sections 6.4.3, below).
6.4.1

Monitoring

To monitor the influence of the Project’s operation on the migration of the saline‐
freshwater interface located between the Project wellfield and the Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes, a network of “cluster type” observation wells will be established between the
Project wellfield and the saline‐freshwater interface. Groundwater TDS concentrations
in the well clusters will be monitored on a quarterly basis during the pre‐operational
period of the Project, semi‐annually throughout the operational period, and annually
during the post‐operational period of the Project. Of the monitoring well network, SCE
Well no. 5 and SCE Well no. 11, along with other newly installed well clusters located
between the interface and the Project wellfield will be located such that that they are
appropriate to serve as “sentinel” wells to determine whether there is a progressive
migration of the saline‐freshwater interface. The locations of SCE Well no. 5, SCE Well
no. 11, and the other sentinel well clusters are shown in Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2.
6.4.2

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criterion is triggered. The
action criterion is a migration of the interface, as measured by an increase in TDS
concentration in excess of 600 mg/L in any cluster or observation well located within a
distance of 6,000 feet from pre‐Project locations of the interface.
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6.4.3

Decision‐Making Process

If the action criterion is triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


Assessment of whether the increased TDS concentration or migration
of the saline‐freshwater interface is attributable to Project pumping;



Assessment of trends and updated projections of whether and when
the saline‐freshwater interface is expected to migrate 6,000 feet from its
baseline location;



If the increased TDS concentration within the monitoring wells is
determined to be attributable to the Project and the saline‐freshwater
interface is expected to migrate more than 6,000 feet from its baseline
location within 10 years, then one or more of the corrective measures
set forth in Section 6.4.3 shall be implemented.

6.4.4

Corrective Measures

Corrective measures that will be implemented to eliminate the further migration of
saline groundwater towards the Project wellfield may include the following:


Installing one or more extraction well(s) or injection well(s) at the
northeastern edge of Bristol Playa and/or north of Cadiz Playa where
the salt mining source wells are located to maintain the saline‐
freshwater interface within its 6,000‐foot limit subject to the same
mitigation measures imposed on the Project well‐field as set forth in
the SMWD Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (see Figures
5‐1 and 5‐2).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project
operations shall be modified to eliminate the further migration of saline
groundwater towards the Project wellfield. Modifications to Project operations
will include one or more of the following:


Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct
the predicted impact.
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6.5

Brine Resources Underlying Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes

To monitor potential Project impacts on the salt mining operations on the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes, a network of “cluster type” monitoring wells will be established
between the Project wellfield and the margins of the Dry Lakes (see Figures 5‐1 and 5‐
2). Groundwater levels will be monitored on a continuous basis throughout the
operational and post‐operational term of the Project.
6.5.1

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if either of the action criteria is triggered.
The action criteria are:


A declining trend in groundwater or brine water levels of greater than
50 percent of either (a) the water column above the intake of any of the
salt mining operators’ wells, or (b) the average depth of brine water
level within the brine supply trenches operated by the salt mining
operators. Changes in such groundwater or brine water levels, shall be
determined by monitoring changes in the static water levels within the
network of clustered monitoring wells identified above, as changes in
the static water levels within these monitoring wells are correlated
with the groundwater or brine water levels within the salt mining
operator’s wells and brine supply trenches; or



The receipt of a written complaint from a salt mining operator
regarding decreased groundwater production yield or increased
pumping costs from one or more of its wells, or decreased water levels
within its brine supply trenches. Any written complaint by a salt
mining operator in accordance with this action criteria shall be
directed to FVMWC.

6.5.2

Decision‐Making Process

If either of the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


Assessment of whether the change in groundwater/brine level in
excess of the action criteria is attributable to Project operations;



If the change in groundwater/brine water level in excess of the action
criteria is determined to be attributable to Project operations, then an
assessment will be made to determine whether the groundwater/brine
level change constitutes a potential adverse impact to one or more of
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the salt mining operations on the Dry Lakes. Adverse impacts include
changes to brine chemistry or yields from existing brine production
wells or brine supply trenches attributable to Project operations. If no
such impacts are identified, potential actions may include:
o Continued or additional verification monitoring;
o Proposed refinements to the action criteria;
o Proposed revision to the monitoring frequency at the observation
well clusters at the margins of the Dry Lakes;
o If the decline in groundwater/brine water level(s) approaching the
action criteria is determined to be attributable to Project operations,
and the changes constitute a potential adverse impact to one or
more of the salt mining operations on the Dry Lakes, then one or
more of the corrective measures set forth in Section 6.5.3 shall be
implemented.
6.5.3

Corrective Measures

Action(s) necessary to mitigate changes to brine chemistry or yields from existing brine
production wells or brine supply trenches attributable to Project operations, and
thereby maintain or restore the beneficial use of the groundwater/brine water by the salt
mining operations, shall include one or more of the following:


Compensating the mining operator(s) for the additional costs of
pumping;



Installing one or more brine extraction well(s) and/or injection well(s)
where the salt mining source wells are located subject to the same
mitigation measures imposed on the Project well‐field as set forth in
the SMWD Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (see Figure
5‐1); or



Entering into a mitigation agreement with the salt mining operator(s).

If the forgoing corrective measures are ineffective or infeasible, Project operations shall
be modified until adverse impacts to the salt mining operations are eliminated. For the
purposes of these action criteria, “ineffective” shall be defined as a corrective measure
that when put into place did not meet the objective set forth in the corrective action, i.e.,
to maintain or restore the beneficial use of the groundwater/brine water by the salt
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mining operations. “Infeasible” is a corrective measure which cannot be implemented
due to cost, technical challenges, or environmental and permitting issues as defined
under CEQA. Modifications to Project operations shall include one or more of the
following:

6.6



Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield; or



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct
the predicted impact.

Adjacent Basins, Including The Colorado River and its Tributary Sources of
Water

Adjacent basins will be monitored to provide verification that the Project does not
impact groundwater levels in these adjacent basins. Because the Bristol, Cadiz, and
Fenner Watersheds are assumed to be closed watersheds, it is expected that the
observation wells will demonstrate no Project impact. Baseline groundwater conditions
observed in these adjacent basins will also provide information on climatic change
effects on groundwater levels on a regional basis.
The Piute Watershed is tributary to the Colorado River. Groundwater flow from this
watershed ultimately discharges to the Colorado River, so it is a part of the water
resource of the Colorado River. As discussed above, it would be an adverse impact if
this groundwater flow was impacted by Project operations. The Piute‐1 observation
well will provide data on groundwater levels in this basin. In addition, the Piute‐1 well
is located approximately equi‐distant from the next southerly well from the proposed
Goffs observation well, so this well can be compared to these observation wells to assess
groundwater level differences between them, if any.
The Danby basin is located immediately to the east. A new observation well, Danby‐1,
will provide information on groundwater conditions in this adjacent basin.
6.6.1

Monitoring

Because the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Watersheds are assumed to be closed watersheds
that are isolated from aquifer systems in neighboring basins by bedrock and
groundwater divides, no action criteria are necessary to protect these critical resources.
However, to accommodate requests of stakeholders in the Danby area, and to
demonstrate the lack of any hydrogeologic connectivity between the alluvial
groundwater developed by the Project and the Piute Basin, the monitoring wells in
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these adjacent basins, along with all the other Project observation wells, will be
monitored to verify these factual conclusions.
6.7

Springs

As discussed at Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 above, because of the distance, change in
elevation, and lack of hydraulic connection between the fractured bedrock groundwater
feeding the Fenner Watershed springs and the alluvial groundwater developed by the
Project, the Project is not anticipated to affect the spring flows within any of the Fenner
Watershed springs.
6.7.1

Monitoring

The Project is not anticipated to have an effect on the spring flows in any of the Fenner
Watershed springs.
However, consistent with the recommendations of the
Groundwater Stewardship Committee and as a conservative monitoring protocol
conditioned under the County’s Groundwater Management Ordinance, baseline and
periodic visual observation and flow estimates shall be performed at the Bonanza
Spring in the Clipper Mountains, the Whiskey Springs in the Providence Mountains
(near Colton Hills), and Vontrigger Spring in the Vontrigger Hills east of the Hackberry
Mountains no less often than quarterly during the pre‐operational and operational
period of the Project and annually during the post‐operational period. The Bonanza
Spring will be monitored as an “indicator spring” because it is the spring that is in
closest proximity to the Project wellfield (approximately 11 miles from the center of
Fenner Gap). The Whiskey and Vontrigger Springs will be monitored to compare
variations in spring flow from those springs to variations in spring flow from the
Bonanza Spring to determine whether reductions of flow at the Bonanza Spring are
attributable to the Project operations, or instead, are attributable to annual precipitation.
Monitoring of groundwater levels in monitoring wells located between Bonanza Spring
and the wellfield will also be conducted to provide data which could be used to
correlate changes in groundwater levels attributed to the Project to changes in flow in
the Bonanza Spring.
6.7.2

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criterion is triggered. The
action criterion is a reduction in the average annual or seasonal flows at Bonanza Spring
that exceed the baseline annual (or seasonal) flow fluctuations established as correlated
to precipitation and established during the first 10 years of monitoring. If such a
reduction of flow is measured, the decision‐making process will be initiated.
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6.7.3

Decision‐Making Process

If the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will include:


Assessment of whether the reduction in flow is attributable to Project
operations and not the result of changes in annual precipitation or climatic
conditions;



If the reduction in flow is determined to be attributable to Project
operations, one or more of the corrective measures shall be implemented.
6.7.4

Corrective Measures

Action(s) necessary to re‐establish baseline flows shall include one or more of the
following in addition to a reevaluation of the relationship between the aquifer and the
springs within the watershed:

6.8



Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct the
predicted impact.

Air Quality

The EIR concludes that groundwater is not connected to the erosion potential of the Dry
Lake surface soils and therefore the lowering groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lakes
is not expected to increase dust generation from the Dry Lakes or otherwise affect
regional air quality. Consistent with the recommendations of the Groundwater
Stewardship Committee and as a conservative monitoring protocol to be conditioned by
the County under its Ordinance, Cadiz will prepare a monitoring plan in consultation
with the TRP to address possible sources of fugitive dust emissions (depth to
groundwater, surface vegetation, surface soil chemistry) and local air quality over time
(nephelometers and weather stations) to verify that the Project does not increase dust
generation (i.e., particulate matter) from the Dry Lakes. The monitoring plan, at a
minimum, shall set forth specific performance criteria and identify monitoring methods,
the location of weather stations and nephelometers, measures to protect quality
assurance and quality control, and reporting parameters. The monitoring plan shall be
reviewed and approved by the County Representatives before the Project commences
construction.
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6.8.1

Monitoring

As described in Section 5.3, above, a network of observation wells will be established
between the Project wellfield and Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes (see Figures 5‐1 and 5‐2).
Groundwater levels will be monitored in many wells on a continuous basis throughout
the term of the Project, which can help identify specific depths to groundwater and
hydrological connections to surface soils and vegetation.
Furthermore, Cadiz will install weather stations and four nephelometers—upwind and
downwind of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes—to establish baseline data of visibility in
the valley, along with providing air quality data throughout the duration of Project
operations. In addition, FVMWC will conduct annual visual observations at four points
on each of the Dry Lakes to record surface soil conditions. The visual observations will
note soil texture and record susceptibility to wind erosion. Photographs of the soil will
be taken. This data will record conditions over time at the same locations on each of
these Dry Lake surfaces.
These nephelometers will provide data on a daily basis that records opacity of the air,
measuring the effect of dust on visibility. Data will be collected in the early years of the
Project, establishing a baseline before groundwater levels beneath the Dry Lake are
affected and will continue during Project operations. Since wind velocity and dust
storms are highly variable, the data will record trends over time. Data from the
nephelometers will be analyzed by FVMWC, with the results of the analysis and
associated data summaries submitted annually to the TRP. This data will inform the
TRP on the environmental setting, augmenting the weather station data, and provide
information for the long term management of the facilities in the valley. The TRP will
provide recommendations over time regarding modifications to the verification data
collection activities if needed.
6.8.2

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criteria are triggered. The
action criteria are (1) changes in annual average or peak concentrations of airborne
particulate matter as measured by nephelometers that exceed average annual or peak
baseline conditions by 5 percent or more, or (2) changes in surface soil conditions on the
Dry Lakes that show a degradation of soil structure and increased susceptibility to wind
erosion compared to baseline conditions established through monitoring prior to
Project pumping. If such changes are measured, the decision‐making process will be
initiated.
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6.8.3

Decision‐Making Process

If the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will be include:


Assessment of whether the change in air quality or soil conditions are
attributable to Project operations;



If air quality changes are determined to be attributable to Project
operations or if degradation of soil structure and increased
susceptibility of wind erosion are determined to be attributable to
Project operations, one or more of the corrective measures shall be
implemented.

6.8.4

Corrective Measures

Action(s) necessary to re‐establish baseline airborne particulate levels and soil structure
shall include one or more of the following:

6.9



Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to restore
baseline air quality conditions to correct for Project impacts.

Management of Groundwater Floor

Pursuant to the MOU, the parties agreed to (i) identify the groundwater levels that will
serve as monitoring targets and a “floor” for the maximum groundwater drawdown
level in the Project wellfield, and (ii) establish a projected rate of decline in the
groundwater table. The floor and rate of decline are designed to, among other things,
set a designated maximum drawdown elevation in the Project wellfield and help assess
trends and operate the Project in a manner that avoids Undesirable Results or other
physical impacts enumerated in the MOU (including saline water migration).
6.9.1

Groundwater Management Level

The Project may drawdown the aquifer in the center of the Project wellfield area to a
maximum drawdown level (the “floor”) of elevation 530 feet (80 feet below baseline
elevations). The floor will be calculated as an average groundwater elevation over a 2‐
mile radius from the center of the Project wellfield area. Once the floor is reached, and
absent approval of a new floor by the County, pumping must be reduced to a quantity
at or below the amount that will maintain water levels at or above the 80‐foot floor. The
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floor is a management level, meaning annual, short‐term incursions below the floor (3
consecutive years or less) are acceptable under the following conditions:
(a)

No management criteria or corrective actions under this Management
Plant have been triggered as necessary to avoid the threat of Undesirable
Results; and

(b)

Average groundwater levels must remain at or above the floor as
measured on a 10‐year average.
6.9.2

Monitoring

As described above, monitoring wells will be placed within a two‐mile radius of the
center of the Project wellfields to monitor declines in groundwater levels and to develop
data to evaluate actual rates of recharge. Monitoring wells, if they do not exist, will also
be added between the Project wellfields and the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes to monitor
groundwater flow directions and saline groundwater migration outside this two‐mile
radius area. Groundwater levels and migration will be monitored on a continuous basis
throughout the term of the Project.
6.9.3

Adaptive Management

Any time after 15 years of operation, FVMWC or SMWD may apply to the County to
lower the floor below 530 feet (by 80 feet) to 510 feet (by 100 feet), on the following
conditions:
(a)

(b)

FVMWC or SMWD shall first consult with and obtain a recommendation
from the TRP on whether the following requirements can be satisfied:
(i)

Sufficient operational data exists to support a decision concerning
the floor or whether additional operational data is needed;

(ii)

The Project will achieve additional conservation benefits at the
proposed floor; and

(iii)

The lowering of the floor will not trigger either the management
criteria or the corrective actions under this Management Plan (other
than the floor itself) in order to avoid the threat of Undesirable
Results.

The County must approve a lowering in the floor if it can make the
following findings:
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(c)

(i)

Sufficient operational data exists to support a decision to lower the
floor and avoid Undesirable Results;

(ii)

The urban water management plans for each of the municipal
water agencies and purveyors receiving water from the Project
have disclosed the 50‐year limit on the Cadiz water supply;

(iii)

Additional conservation benefits will be realized at the proposed
floor;

(iv)

Lowering the floor would not result in the triggering of either the
action criteria or the corrective actions under this Management Plan
as necessary to avoid the occurrence of Undesirable Results; and

(v)

There is no other threat of adverse environmental consequences
that may arise due to changed or unforeseen circumstances.

The new 510‐foot (100‐foot) floor would operate as a new management
level, meaning annual, short‐term incursions below the floor would be
acceptable under the conditions set forth in Sections 6.9.1(a)‐(b), above.
6.9.4

Action Criteria

The decision‐making process will be initiated if the action criteria are triggered. The
action criteria are trends in groundwater levels that demonstrate that the designated
floor elevation will be exceeded within 10 years. If such changes are measured, the
decision‐making process will be initiated.
6.9.5

Decision‐Making Process

If the action criteria is triggered, the decision‐making process will be include:


Assessment of trends and updated projections of whether and when
the Project is anticipated to reach the designated floor;



If it is determined that the groundwater levels may drop below the
designated floor within 10 years, one or more of the corrective
measures shall be implemented.

6.9.6

Corrective Measures

Action(s) necessary to manage or avoid incurring below the designated floor shall
include one or more of the following.
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Reduction in pumping from Project wells;



Revision of pumping locations within the Project wellfield;



Stoppage of groundwater extraction for a duration necessary to correct
the predicted impact.

CHAPTER 7
CLOSURE PLAN AND POST‐OPERATIONAL REPORTING
A Closure Plan will be developed as part of this Management Plan to ensure that no
residual effects of Project operations after 50 years will result in adverse impacts to the
groundwater system and environment (as defined in Chapter 4) in or adjacent to the
Project wellfield area and outlying areas that monitoring has determined have been
influenced by Project operations.
7.1

Closure Plan Approval

A draft Closure Plan will be prepared by FVMWC and submitted to SMWD, the TRP,
and the County no later than December 31 of the 25th year of Project operations.
FVMWC will consult with the TRP to provide input and guidance throughout the
development and refinement of the draft Closure Plan. The TRP shall submit a formal
written recommendation to the County within one year of its receipt of the draft
Closure Plan from FVMWC. A final Closure Plan will be approved by the County, as it
determines appropriate in its discretion after consideration of the draft Closure Plan
and any recommendations of the TRP.
Once prepared, the Closure Plan will be reevaluated every 5 years in consultation with
the TRP. Such reevaluation may include refinements to the Closure Plan. Any
modification to the Closure Plan must be reviewed and approved by the County.
7.2

Closure Criteria

Subject to additional or alternative terms and conditions that may be developed as part
of the Phase II Imported Water Storage Component, the Closure Plan shall, at a
minimum, include the following conditions:


Monitor groundwater levels and groundwater quality for a minimum
period of 10 years to confirm no significant environmental effects or
Undesirable Results may occur and to protect critical resources and
groundwater quality;
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All Project wells that are abandoned shall be destroyed in manner
consistent with all applicable state and local regulations and industry
standards;



Injection wells or other mitigation to address saline water migration
shall continue unless and until stable groundwater flow gradients
from the wellfield toward the Dry Lake playas are restored such that
the saline‐freshwater boundary can be maintained naturally at 6,000’
(or less);



The Project as proposed and approved is a 50‐year project. Any
proposal to pump water after Year 50 will require new discretionary
approvals and subsequent environmental review.
Post‐closure
groundwater pumping by the Project, if approved, would be expected
to be limited to average rates at or less than the rate of recharge and as
necessary to avoid Undesirable Results;



The provisions and mitigation obligations under this Management
Plan will remain in effect and run concurrently with the term of the
Closure Plan; and



To ensure that the Closure Plan can be fully implemented, FVMWC
will establish and maintain an escrow account or other equivalent
financial assurances mechanism for post‐closure operations.

Under this Management Plan, FVMWC will collect data and review and analyze
groundwater levels, water quality information, air quality, and other monitoring data,
as well as prepare the annual reports for review by TRP and approval by the County.
One purpose of the annual reports is to identify any actions that may be taken to ensure
that any decline in groundwater levels would recover to levels necessary to protect
critical resources and avoid Undesirable Results during or after the post‐operational
phases of the Project.
CHAPTER 8
PROJECT OVERSIGHT, MANAGEMENT, AND ENFORCEMENT
8.1

Technical Review Panel

An integral part of this Management Plan involves regular and ongoing review of data
collected during the term of the Project. The understanding and analysis of the data
will require technical expertise. For this reason, a Technical Review Panel (TRP) will be
organized for the purpose of data review and analysis, report preparation, and advising
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the parties on technical aspects of the Project as set forth in Chapter 8. TRP Operating
Procedures will be developed by the parties before the TRP is constituted to aid the TRP
in fulfilling its roles under this Management Plan.
8.1.1

Members

The TRP shall consist of one technical representative appointed by the SMWD and one
technical representative appointed by the County.
Each of these individual
appointments shall be in the discretion of the SMWD and the County, respectively. A
third technical representative shall be jointly selected by the technical representatives
from SMWD and the County, subject to review and approval by the County and
SMWD.
All three members of the TRP shall possess professional technical
qualifications appropriate to the tasks of the TRP (e.g., state certifications in
engineering, hydrology, or geology) and must have a minimum of 10 years professional
experience working in the groundwater field. In the event the County and SMWD
representatives cannot agree on the designation of the third representative, they may
petition the San Bernardino Superior Court for the appointment of the third technical
representative.
8.1.2 Responsibilities
The TRP is responsible for critical review and analysis of protocols for monitoring
(including quality assurance and quality control) and methods of data collection and
processing; data analysis, the rate of decline in the groundwater elevations;
groundwater levels and quality; and the Project’s potential to cause Undesirable
Results. The TRP may make recommendations to SMWD and/or the County or SMWD
and/or the County may request recommendations from the TRP on additional
monitoring, mitigation, and modification to Project operations as set forth in Chapter 8.
As discussed above in Chapter 6, the TRP shall be responsible for data review and
analysis along with advising SMWD and the County with respect to FVMWC’s
assessment of any triggering of an action criterion concerning a potential impact to a
critical resource, corrective measures adopted, and any proposed refinements to the
Management Plan. The TRP shall review data, technical analyses compiled by
FVMWC, as well as FVMWC’s assessment of technical data and responsive actions,
proposed refinements to the Management Plan, and corrective measures regarding
compliance with the provisions of the Management Plan. Determinations and
recommendations from the TRP are to be provided to SMWD and the County for final
oversight decisions. Whenever there are differing views among the TRP, those views
will be provided, and the views of all members of the TRP shall be considered.
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The TRP shall coordinate with FVMWC to review and monitor Project data and
conditions in the northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐Basin, as well as in the larger watershed
area and adjacent region, including all information set forth for monitoring and
reporting pursuant to Chapter 9 below, and shall issue recommendations to the County.
The TRP may also undertake or cause to be made studies which may assist in
determining the following: (i) status and trends in the progressive decline in
groundwater levels and freshwater storage below the “floor” established in this
Management Plan; (ii) the progressive decline in groundwater levels and freshwater
storage at a rate greater than the established rate in this Management Plan; (iii) land
subsidence; (iv) the progressive migration of hyper‐saline water from beneath the Cadiz
or Bristol Dry Lakes toward the Project wellsites; (v) increases in air quality particulate
matter; (vi) loss of surface vegetation; or (vii) decreases in spring flows. FVMWC shall
have the preliminary responsibility for collecting, collating, and verifying the data
required under the monitoring program, and shall present the results thereof in annual
monitoring reports provided to the TRP. FVMWC shall also make all raw data
available to the TRP via an electronic network (e.g., a web page or FTP site within 90
days of its collection) or other appropriate means to enable regular updates on Project
operation and management activities and to allow the TRP to verify the data and any
results therefrom.
The TRP shall also review and comment to the County on annual reports developed by
FVMWC as provided for in Chapter 9 belowl.
TRP’s costs will be borne by FVMWC, including those of the technical representatives,
provided that annual costs do not exceed $50,000 per year, escalated by 2 percent per
year. Special reports recommended or prepared by the TRP may necessitate additional
funding if so ordered by the County or SMWD or accepted by FVMWC.
8.1.3

TRP Convening, Determinations, and Reporting

As discussed above in Chapter 6, the TRP shall convene as necessary to review and
advise the County with respect to any monitoring data or other assessments provided
by FVMWC concerning the triggering of action criterion and any associated impacts to
a critical resource, corrective measures adopted, and any proposed refinements to the
Management Plan. The TRP shall also convene at least once every year to discuss and
take action with respect to its other responsibilities set forth in Chapter 8. Convening of
the TRP may occur by face‐to‐face meetings, telephone conferencing, or video
conferencing.
The TRP shall designate one of its members as the Chair and this position shall shift
among the members annually such that each member shall be the Chair every third
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year. The Chair shall take minutes of all convening meetings of the TRP, which shall be
submitted to the County Representative and the SMWD Representative within 10 days
of the TRP convening. The minutes shall also be submitted to the General Manager of
SMWD within ten days of the TRP convening in order to facilitate SMWD’s monitoring
of compliance with those mitigation measures which correspond to provisions of the
Management Plan.
Determinations and recommendations of the TRP shall require the affirmative
agreement of at least two of the TRP Members, and the Chair shall notify the County
Representative and SMWD’s Representative in writing within 10 days of any
determination by the TRP. In the event a determination or recommendation does not
reach a consensus, the views and opinions of the dissenting member shall also be
submitted.
8.2

Oversight and Enforcement by The County

The MOU and this Management Plan provide for the County to exercise
oversight and enforcement of the Management Plan subject to the dispute resolution
process referenced in Section 8.3, below. The County exercises its management
authority over County groundwater resources through its Desert Groundwater
Management Ordinance (Ordinance). Through the MOU and Management Plan, the
County is responsible for ensuring that the Project is operated to avoid Overdraft13 and
Undesirable Results as set forth in the MOU. The County must separately fulfill its
duties as a Responsible Agency under CEQA to ensure compliance with those measures
in the MMRP that are within the County’s jurisdiction.
The County Representative (Chief Executive Officer) will consider written reports
submitted by the TRP and will review actions taken or recommended by FVMWC and
the TRP. The County, in its sole determination, will issue any final determination of
whether FVMWC’s assessment of the triggering of action criteria and recommended
responsive actions are appropriate based on all available technical data and are
otherwise consistent with the EIR and its MMRP, the MOU, and the County Ordinance.
If the County determines that FVMWC’s assessment or recommended responsive
actions are not appropriate, the County may order FVMWC to take alternative
corrective actions as set forth in Chapter 6, above. If it is concluded by the County that
corrective action or alternative corrective action is necessary, the County will provide
notice of its determination and any administrative order in writing to FVMWC, SMWD,
“Overdraft” means the condition of a groundwater supply in which the average annual amount of
water withdrawn by pumping exceeds (i) the average annual amount of water replenishing the aquifer in
any ten‐year period, and (ii) groundwater that may be available as Temporary Surplus. MOU p. 3 ¶ 2(g).

13
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and to each member of the TRP. FVMWC shall, within a time period reasonable to the
applicable circumstances, comply with the determination and instructions set forth in
SMWD’s or the County’s written administrative order.
The County in its
administrative order may specify the time period that it deems reasonable for FVMWC
to implement any corrective actions under the given circumstances. With the exception
of enforcement actions concerning the threat of immediate or irreparable injury,
including actions necessary to avoid Overdraft or Undesirable Results, the County’s
written determinations and administrative orders will be subject to the dispute
resolution provisions of the MOU as referenced in Section 8.3. Likewise, certain
administrative actions by the County shall be subject to direct judicial review, as set
forth in the MOU.
Because compliance with the Management Plan is a condition of SMWD’s approval of
the Project, SMWD in its discretion, will also consider the findings and actions taken or
recommended by FVMWC and the TRP, and will exercise its own independent
judgment concerning whether the triggering of the action criterion is attributable to
Project operations, whether the triggering of the action criterion involves a potential
adverse impact or Undesirable Result, and to determine the appropriate corrective
measure(s) necessary to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable
Result. If SMWD determines that appropriate corrective measure(s) are necessary to
avoid or mitigate the potential adverse impact or Undesirable Result, but the County
does not, SMWD will independently impose those corrective measures it determines
necessary to avoid adverse impacts to critical resources or Undesirable Results,
provided that independent enforcement by SMWD shall be subject to the same
procedural requirements and remedies applicable as if the County were enforcing the
Management Plan, including the dispute resolution procedure in Section 8.3.
Nothing in this process is intended to alter or supersede SMWD’s responsibility, as the
lead agency for the Project, to enforce, as a condition of Project approval, the
implementation of all adopted mitigation measures, including those measures which
correspond to provisions of the Management Plan.
8.3

Dispute Resolution

The County, SMWD, FVMWC, and Cadiz will exercise good faith and reasonable
efforts to implement the Management Plan and to make any required determinations
and resolve any issues, claims, or disputes that arise under the oversight and
enforcement of the Management Plan, including without limitations matters concerning
implementation and funding, the triggering of action criterion pertaining to critical
resources, corrective measures, proposed refinements to action criteria or corrective
measures, development and approval of the Closure Plan provided for in Chapter 7,
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edits to and completion of the reports provided for in Chapter 9, and any necessary
actions to enforce the provisions of this Management Plan. As set forth in the MOU, in
the event a dispute arises between the County, SMWD, FVMWC, and/or Cadiz relating
to an action taken by FVMWC or a decision or determination concerning the County’s
and SMWD’s management and enforcement responsibility under this Management
Plan, the parties shall first attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute through informal
means. In the event that such efforts are unsuccessful, any party may invoke the
dispute resolution provisions set forth in Paragraph 8 of the MOU except where dispute
resolution is excused due to the threat of immediate or irreparable injury (see MOU and
Section 8.2, above).
CHAPTER 9
MONITORING AND REPORTING
9.1

Project Data Monitoring

Monitoring is essential to making informed decisions regarding Project operations.
FVMWC will be responsible for preparation of the annual reports beginning one year
after agreements for delivery of Project water are entered into or commencement of
Project construction, whichever occurs first and Five Year Reports shall be prepared 5
years from commencement of Project construction.
9.2

Project Reports
9.2.1

Annual Reports

Each year during the operational and post‐operational periods of the Project, an annual
report shall be prepared by FVMWC that shall include a summary and analysis of all
Project data obtained through the monitoring described in Chapters 5 and 6, above.
The report shall also include any requested or suggested changes in the monitoring
proposed to occur in successive years. In addition to the components required under
Section 2.5.1 of the County Guidelines for Preparation of a Groundwater Management
Plan (June 2000), annual monitoring reports will contain the following components:


Summary of precipitation from climate stations;



Baseline groundwater level and water quality conditions (as
referenced in the EIR). Presentation of baseline conditions will include
groundwater level elevation contours, water quality contours, and a
figure showing the results of the initial land survey;
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Tables summarizing annual groundwater production for each Project
extraction well and cumulative extraction from the Project;



Tables summarizing depth to static water level and groundwater
elevation measurements for all observation wells;



Report on Bonanza, Whiskey and Vontrigger Springs, including visual
observations such as starting and ending points of observed ponded or
flowing water, estimated depth of ponded water and flow rate of
flowing water, conductivity, pH and temperature of water, any
colorations of water, and general type and extent of vegetation;



Hydrographs for all production and observation wells;



Groundwater elevation contours;



Tables summarizing water quality analyses for the observation wells;



Results of land subsidence monitoring surveys and any changes
relative to baseline;



Summary tables of any data collected from wells owned by
neighboring landowners in proximity to the Project area (provided
that permission was granted for such data collection);



Summary of Project developments, such as changes in storage or
extraction operations or construction of new production wells;



Discussion of Project storage and extraction operations, and trends in
groundwater levels and groundwater quality as compared to the
baseline conditions;



Updated groundwater flow, transport and variable density model
results;



Tables summarizing changes in frequency and severity of dust
mobilization recorded on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and analysis
correlating dust emissions with wind speed and direction,
groundwater levels underlying the Dry Lakebeds and soil surface
chemistry;



Tables and figures (wind roses) summarizing wind data from regional
meteorological towers addressing wind speed and direction, and
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stability frequency distributions. This data shall be collected during
the operation phase of the Project, and may be extended if required by
the County to address the post‐operational (closure) period;


9.2.2

Summary of FVMWC and TRP assessments, proposed refinements to
the Management Plan, and corrective measures.
Five‐Year Reports

As discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 above, it is anticipated that as the Project proceeds,
new data and analysis as well as any new Project operational considerations will be
used to refine the calibration of the Project’s various water resources models. It is also
appropriate to periodically report on observed trends in observed data from the
monitoring features and predictions of future trends. Thus, a “Five‐Year Report” shall
be prepared 5 years from commencement of construction, and on every five‐year
anniversary thereafter. In addition to the report components required under Section
2.5.2 of the County’s Guidelines for Preparation of a Groundwater Monitoring Report,
the Five‐Year Report shall report on the following matters in addition to the contents of
previous annual reports:


Changes to the number or locations of monitoring features;



Changes in monitoring frequency;



Changes in monitoring technology;



Refinements in the action criteria for critical resources;



Refinements in the models;



Modifications of this Management Plan;



Summary of total Project storage and extraction operations;



Documentation of any trends in groundwater levels evident from the
monitoring data;



Hydrogeologic analysis and interpretation of all Project storage and
extraction operations during the previous five‐year period;



Hydrogeologic analysis and interpretation of all water level elevation,
water quality, and land survey data collected during the previous five‐
year period;
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Results of refined model output from the INFIL3.0 (or updated) model,
saturated groundwater flow and solute transport models, the variable
density groundwater flow model and the solute transport model;



Detailed evaluation of impacts (if any) of Project operations on surface
or groundwater resources;



Proposed refinements to the Management Plan to address any
identified gaps or inadequacies in the monitoring regimes or
operational data;



Summary of projections and trends associated with groundwater
elevations and description of any Project operations designed to
prevent declines in static groundwater levels in excess of the
designated floor and projected rates of decline both during the
operation and post‐operational phases of the Project;



Documentation of any trends in water quality measurements or
migration in the saline boundary evident from the monitoring data;



Aquifer specific contours of the most recent static groundwater level
elevations and groundwater level elevation changes over the previous
5 years;



Documentation of any complaints or possible impacts to wells owned
by neighboring landowners recorded for the period;



Tables summarizing changes in frequency and magnitude (to the
extent that can be determined from the data) of dust mobilization
recorded on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, and analysis correlating wind‐
mobilized particulate matter with wind speed and direction, groundwater
levels underlying the Dry Lakebeds, and soil moisture on the lakebed
surfaces;



Summary and trends of regional wind and air quality data with
conclusions for potential for Project‐mobilized lakebed dust to be
transported throughout the Mojave Desert region; and



Once the draft Closure Plan is developed on or before Year 25 of
operations, recommended revisions to the Closure Plan.
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All Five‐Year Reports will include electronic data files and model input and output
files. The annual reports will be available to agencies, organizations, interest groups,
and the general public upon written notification to the County. All Five‐Year Reports
shall be distributed to the lead and responsible agencies and made available to the
public electronically.
9.2.3

Report Preparation Process

The draft reports and supporting data as provided for in this chapter shall be prepared
by FVMWC and submitted to the TRP, General Manager of SMWD, and the County
Representative on or before April 1 of each year for Annual Reports, and on or before
December 31 for Five‐Year Reports. Annual reports prepared for any continuing
agricultural operations by Cadiz shall also be provided. The TRP shall then review the
report and determine whether any recommended edits or additions are appropriate,
which it shall provide to the County Representative, FVMWC, and the General
Manager of SMWD within 45 days of receipt from FVMWC.
Within 60 days of receipt of the TRP’s recommendation, the County Representative
shall then consider the report and any recommended edits or additions by the TRP, and
determine whether the report is complete or requires revisions or additions. If
complete, the County shall accept and file the report as complete and provide written
notice of its determination to FVMWC, SMWD, and the TRP. If questions arise and
revisions are required, however, FVMWC shall submit a revised report to the TRP, the
General Manager of SMWD, and the County Representative within 45 days of notice of
the County Representative’s request for revisions or clarifications. If, upon receipt of
the revised report, questions or disputes over the content of the report remain, any
party may either meet and confer on a mutual resolution of the final report or invoke
the Dispute Resolution provisions in Section 8.3 of this Management Plan.
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Table 5.1

Critical
Resource
Area

Springs

Feature
No.

Pre‐Operational Monitoring Frequency
Monitoring Features

Springs,
Monitoring

Aquifer
System

2

Observation
Wells
(16 total)

Existing

3

106

‐

Water
Quality

Other
Monitoring

‐

Quarterly,
Visual
Observations
and Flow at 3
Springs

Water
Quality

Other
Monitoring

‐

‐

Quarterly,
Visual
Observations
and Flow at
3 Springs

Annually

Water Level

Water
Level

Water
Quality

Other
Monitoring

‐

‐

Annual,
Visual
Observations
and Flow 3
Springs

‐

Annually

Triannually

‐

Existing

12

Monthly

4 Quarterly,
8 Annually

‐

Monthly for
First 3
Months of
Cycle, then
Semi‐
Annually

Existing

2

Continuous

Annually

‐

‐

Annually

‐

Annually

Triannually

‐

‐

Monthly for
First 3
Months of
Cycle, then
Semi‐
Annually

Annually

‐

Annually

Triannually

‐

‐

Continuous
(Until No
Longer
Deemed
Necessary)

Annually

‐

New

Project Area
Well Clusters ‐
Saturated Zone
Only
(1 x 3 well
cluster + 2 x 2
well cluster = 2
existing and
3x2 new well

3

Post‐Operational Monitoring Frequency

Extraction

No.
Water
Level

1

Operational Monitoring Frequency

Existing

2

5 wells

Monthly

Continuous

Quarterly

Quarterly

‐

Continuous

Semi‐
Annually
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cluster for 5
total Clusters)

5

Aquifer
System

Bristol and
Cadiz Dry
Lakes

107

‐

Continuous

Quarterly

‐

Continuous

Semi‐
Annually

5

Depth to
Water
Upon
Completion

Sample after
completion

‐

Continuous

Composit
e
Quarterly

Summarize
Data
Monthly

Annually

‐

‐

New

29

Depth to
Water
Upon
Completion

Sample after
completion

‐

Continuous

Composit
e
Quarterly

Summarize
Data
Monthly

Annually

‐

‐

New
Benchmark

20

‐

‐

Annually,
reduce if
warranted

‐

‐

Annually,
reduce if
warranted

‐

‐

Annually,
reduce if
warranted

InSAR (New)

2/yr
(If
Warranted)

‐

‐

Once

‐

‐

Every 5
years

‐

‐

Twice at 5‐
year interval

Existing
Production
Wells
(34 total)

Land Surface
Elevation
Surveys
(20 total)

‐Annually

6 wells

New

4

Continuous
(Until No
Long
Deemed
Necessary)

6

Extensometer
(3 total)

New

3

‐

‐

Establish
baseline

‐

‐

Records
Daily

‐

‐

Summarize
data annually

7

Flowmeter
Surveys
(5 total)

New

5

‐

One Time

One Time

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

8

Bristol Dry
Lake Well
Clusters
(2 per Cluster x
3 total Clusters)

‐

Continuous
(until no
longer
deemed
necessary)

Annually as
necessary

‐

New

3 clusters
6 wells

Continuous

Quarterly

‐

Continuous

Semi‐
Annually
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Other
(Regional)

Air Quality

‐

Continuous
(until no
longer
deemed
necessary)

Annually as
necessary

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

Records
Daily

‐

‐

‐

Records
Hourly

‐

‐

Records
Hourly

‐

‐

‐

Hourly

‐

‐

Hourly

‐

‐

‐

9

Cadiz Dry Lake
Well Clusters
(2 per Cluster x
3 total Clusters)

New

3 clusters
6 wells

Continuous

Quarterly

‐

Continuous

Semi‐
Annually

10

Gamma / EM
Logs
(up to 6 total)

New

6

‐

‐

One Time

‐

Existing

3

‐

‐

Records
Daily

11

Weather
Stations
(4 total)

Cadiz Field
Office

1

‐

‐

New

4

‐

‐

12

Nephelometers

NOTES:
a ‐ See Table 5‐2 for details of monitoring features.
b ‐ Monitoring frequencies pertain to the initial monitoring period of each program operational phase. Monitoring frequency may be increased or decreased based on the initial monitoring results.
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Critical
Resource
Area

Springs in
the Mojave
National
Preserve
and BLM
Wilderness
Area

Aquifer
System

109

Feature No.

Table 5.2

1

2

State
Well
Number

Feature
Type

When
Monitored

Name

Springs,
Monitoring

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Bonanza
Spring

NA

Springs,
Monitoring

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Whiskey
Spring

NA

Springs,
Monitoring

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Vontrigger
Spring

NA

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Dormitory

5N/14E‐
5F1

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

6/15‐1

6N/15E‐
01H

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

6/15‐29

6N/15E‐
29P1

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

SCE‐11

4N/14E‐
13J1

Location
Coordinates

34° 41ʹ 08ʺ
N
115° 24ʹ 20ʺ
W
34° 59ʹ 52ʺ
N
115° 26ʹ 59ʺ
W
35° 03ʹ 20ʺ
N
115° 08ʹ 52ʺ
W
34° 32ʹ 38ʺ
N
115° 31ʹ 57ʺ
W
34° 38ʹ 23ʺ
N
115° 21ʹ 22ʺ
W
34° 34ʹ 20ʺ
N
115° 26ʹ 04ʺ
W
34° 25ʹ 51 N
115° 27ʹ 25ʺ
W

Monitoring
Protocol
Water
Level

Water
Quality

Other Monitoring

‐

‐

See Section 5.1 and 6.1

‐

‐

See Section 5.1 and 6.1

‐

‐

See Section 5.1 and 6.1

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.3
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.5
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Aquifer
System
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2

CI‐3

5N/14E‐
24D2

34° 30ʹ 40ʺ
N
115° 28ʹ 01ʺ
W

Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.6

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

Archer
Siding #1

4N/15E‐
24E1

34° 25ʹ 11ʺ
N115° 21ʹ
57ʺ W

Manual,See
Appendix
B

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Essex

8N/17E‐
31

‐

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Fenner

8N/17E‐2

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Goffs

10N/18E‐
26

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Labor
Camp

5N14E‐
16H1

See
Appendices
B, C & D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

SCE‐5

5N/14E‐
32N1

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

SCE‐10

5N/14E‐
34Q1

Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.2
and 6.6
Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Manual,
See
Appendix
B

See
Appendices
C&D

Observation
Well

34° 43ʹ 49ʺ
N
115° 14ʹ 53ʺ
W
34° 48ʹ 59ʺ
N
115° 10ʹ 40ʺ
W
34° 54ʹ 57ʺ
N
115° 03ʹ 44ʺ
W
34° 31ʹ 22ʺ
N
115° 30ʹ 46ʺ
W
34° 28ʹ 17ʺ
N
115° 32ʹ 37ʺ
W
34° 28ʹ 22ʺ
N
115° 29ʹ 59ʺ
W

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐
OperationalOperationalPost‐
Operational

SCE‐17

5N/14E‐
29B1

34° 29ʹ 54ʺ
N115° 31ʹ
58ʺ W

Manual,See
Appendix
B

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Observation
Well

Pre‐
OperationalOperationalPost‐
Operational

Observation
Well
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Aquifer
System

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

SCE‐18

5N/13E‐
11R1

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Danby‐1

5N/13E‐
11R1

Observation
Well

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Piute‐1

TBD

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

MW‐7a
MW‐7
TW‐1

TBD

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TW‐2MW
TW‐2

TBD

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

New
Cluster
Well

TBD

TBD

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

New
Cluster
Well

TBD

TBD

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

New
Cluster
Well

TBD

TBD

28

5N/14E‐
28Q1

34° 31ʹ 05ʺ
N
115° 29ʹ 59ʺ
W

2

3

4

111

34° 26ʹ 37ʺ
N
115° 34ʹ 59ʺ
W
34° 26ʹ 37ʺ
N
115° 34ʹ 59ʺ
W
34° 57ʹ 22ʺ
N
114° 48ʹ 16
W
34° 31ʹ 39ʺ
N
115° 26ʹ 55ʺ
W
34° 31ʹ 13ʺ
N
115° 26ʹ 57ʺ
W

Observation
Well

Project Area
Well Cluster‐
Groundwater
(3 well Cluster)
Project Area
Well Cluster‐
Groundwater
(2 well Cluster)
Project Area
Well Cluster‐
Groundwater
(2 well Cluster)
Project Area
Well Cluster‐
Groundwater
(2 well Cluster)
Project Area
Well Cluster‐
Groundwater
(2 well Cluster)

Operational

Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Manual,
See
Appendix
B
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.3
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.3
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.3
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.3
and 6.4
Transducer,
See
Sections 5.3
and 6.4
‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

Monitor
Alluvium/Carbonates/Bedrock

See
Appendices
C&D

Monitor Alluvium//Bedrock

See
Appendices
C&D

Monitor Alluvium//Bedrock

See
Appendices
C&D

Monitor Alluvium/Bedrock

See
Appendices
C&D

Monitor Alluvium/Bedrock

‐

See Sections 5.4
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27N

5N/14E‐
27B1

Operational

27S

5N/14E‐
27Q1

Operational

21S

5N/14E‐
21P1

Operational

33

5N/14E‐
33K1

New
Production
Wells
(29 total)

Operational

TBD
(see Figure
5‐2)

Benchmark
Stations
(20 total)

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

InSAR
(2 per year)

6

7

Operational

‐

‐

See Sections 5.4

34° 28ʹ 14ʺ
N
115° 29ʹ 59ʺ
W
34° 30ʹ 08ʺ
N
115° 31ʹ 12ʺ
W
34° 28ʹ 32ʺ
N
115° 31ʹ 07ʺ
W

‐

‐

See Sections 5.4

‐

‐

See Sections 5.4

‐

‐

See Sections 5.4

TBD

TBD

‐

‐

See Sections 5.4

TBD

NA

TBD

‐

‐

See Sections
5.5 and 6.3

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

NA

NA

NA

‐

‐

See Sections
5.5 and 6.3

Extensometer
(3 total)

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

NA

TBD

‐

‐

See Sections
5.5 and 6.3

Flowmeter
Surveys
(5 total)

Pre‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

‐

‐

See Section
5.7

4

Project
Area
Aquifer

34° 29ʹ 54ʺ
N115° 29ʹ
59ʺ W

5
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Bristol Dry
Lake Well
Clusterb

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

Bristol Dry
Lake Well
Clusterb

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

Bristol Dry
Lake Well
Clusterc

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

Cadiz Dry
Lake Well
Clusterd

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

Cadiz Dry
Lake Well
Clusterd

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

Cadiz Dry
Lake Well
Clustere

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

10

Gamma/EM
Logs
(up to 6 total)

Pre‐Operational

TBD

TBD

TBD

11

Weather
Station

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

NA

34° 31ʹ 52ʺ
N
115° 41ʹ 42ʺ
W

8

Bristol and
Cadiz Dry
Lakes

9

Other
(Basin‐
wide)

113

Amboy

Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5
Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5
Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5
Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5
Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5
Transducer,
See
Sections
5.8, 5.9, 6.4
and 6.5

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

See
Appendices
C&D

‐

‐

‐

See Section
5.10

‐

‐

See Section
5.11
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Air
Quality

12

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Mitchell
Caverns

NA

Weather
Station

Pre‐Operational
Operational

Fenner
Gap

NA

Weather
Station

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

Cadiz
Field
Office
(CIMIS
Station)

NA

34° 30ʹ 49ʺ
N
115° 30ʹ 39ʺ
W

Nephelometers

Pre‐Operational
Operational
Post‐Operational

TBD

NA

TBD

NOTES:
a ‐ Location coordinates to be verified in the field during initial Pre‐Operational activity.
b ‐ Two new well clusters to be installed at eastern margin of Bristol Dry Lake (see Figure 5‐1).
c ‐ One new well cluster to be installed on Bristol Dry Lake (see Figure 5‐1).
d ‐ Two new well clusters to be installed north of Cadiz Dry Lake (see Figure 5‐1).
e‐ One new well cluster to be installed on Cadiz Dry Lake (see Figure 5‐1).
Also see Table 5‐1 for details of proposed monitoring features and frequencies.
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34° 56ʹ 06ʺ
N
115° 30ʹ 58ʺ
W
34° 30ʹ 57ʺ
N
115° 27ʹ 45ʺ
W

Weather
Station

‐

‐

See Section
5.11

‐

‐

See Section
5.11

‐

‐

See Section
5.11

See Section 5.12
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Table 6.1
Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project
Summary of Action Criteria, Impacts and Corrective Measures
Potential
Impact
Third‐Party Wells

Method of Measurement
Groundwater observation
wells; voluntary third‐party
well monitoring

Triggers
(Action Criteria)

ʺClose Watchʺ
Measures

A decline of static water
levels of more than twenty
(20) feet from pre‐Project
static water levels or to a
degree in which the reduction
in static water levels results in
an inability to meet existing
production of any third‐party
well drawing water from the
northern Bristol/Cadiz Sub‐
Basin or elsewhere in the
Fenner Watershed

Investigation to determine if
caused by Project operations,
and significance of impact
Provision of substitute water
to impacted party

Corrective
Measures
Continued provision of
substitute water supplies
Deepen or otherwise improve
the efficiency of the impacted
well(s)
Blend impacted well water
with another local source
Construct replacement well(s)
Compensation

Receipt of a written complaint
by from one or more well
owner(s) regarding
documented decreased
groundwater production
yield, degraded water quality,
or increased pumping costs
submitted by neighboring
landowners or the salt mining
operators on the Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes
Land subsidence

115

Benchmark stations; InSAR;
extensometers

Land surface elevation
changes of greater than 0.3 ft
within ten years when

Enter into a mitigation
agreement

Determine if elevation
changes were directly
attributable to Project

Repair damaged structures
Enter into a mitigation
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Induced flow of lower‐
quality water from Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes

Groundwater observation
wells and cluster wells at Dry
Lakes; cluster wells and
sentinel wells between Dry
Lakes and well‐field

compared to baseline
conditions

operations

agreement

A declining trend which if
continued would be of a
magnitude within ten years
which impacts existing
infrastructure in the Project
area. The magnitude for
railroad tracks is more one
inch vertically over 62 feet
linearly along the existing
railroad tracks

Conduct ground surveys to
look for evidence of
differential compaction

Modification of Project
wellfield operations to arrest
subsidence

TDS concentration changes in
excess of 600 mg/L at cluster
wells located within a
distance of 6,000 feet from
pre‐Project locations of the
interface

Determine if concentration
changes are directly
attributable to Project
operations

Compensation

Determine saline‐freshwater
interface is expected to
migrate more than 6,000 feet
within ten years

Installation of injection and/or
extraction well(s) to maintain
saline‐freshwater interface
within its 6,000‐foot limit
Modification of Project
operations to maintain
beneficial use

Install additional observation
wells to further assess saline
water migration
Brine resources underlying
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes

Groundwater observation
wells and cluster wells at Dry
Lakes

Changes in brine water levels
of greater than 50 percent
above water column of the
brine company’s pump intake
in comparison to pre‐
operational static levels in
cluster wells at the margins of
the Dry Lakes
Receipt of a written complaint
from salt mining company
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Determine if brine water level
changes are directly
attributable to Project
operations

Compensation
Installation of injection and/or
extraction well(s)
Enter into a mitigation
agreement
Modification of Project
operations to maintain
beneficial use

BASIN PLAN FOR THE CADIZ VALLEY GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION, RECOVERY & STORAGE PROJECT

Adjacent groundwater
basins

Groundwater
observation wells

No action criteria necessary;
verification monitoring only

None

None

Springs

Visual observation and
manual flow measurements
annually of bonanza,
whiskey, and Vontrigger
springs and groundwater
levels measurements in
observation wells

Reduction in average annual
or seasonal flow at Bonanza
Spring as correlated to
precipitation

Determine if reduction in
flow is attributable to Project
operations

Modification of Project
operations to re‐establish
baseline flow

Air quality

Groundwater observation
wells (cluster wells at Dry
Lakes), open‐air
nephelometers

Changes in air quality that
exceed baseline conditions by
5 percent

Determine if change is air
quality or soil structure is
attributable to Project
operations

Modification of Project
operations to re‐establish
baseline air quality levels

None.

Modification of Project
operations to avoid
drawdown below
management “floor.”

Management of groundwater
drawdown
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Soil testing

Changes in soil conditions
showing degradation of soil
structure

Well monitoring within 2‐
mile radius of center of
Project wellfield

Lowering of groundwater
level in Project wellfield area
below management “floor.”

APPENDIX A
Groundwater Stewardship Committee Final Report
April 2012

GROUNDWATER STEWARDSHIP COMMITTEE
April 2012 Summary of Findings and Recommendations
Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project

The Groundwater Stewardship Committee (GSC) is a multi-disciplinary panel of earth science
and water professionals assembled to provide advice and comment on the proposed Cadiz
Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project (Project). The GSC specifically reviewed:
1) Project operating strategies to maximize the beneficial use of groundwater without
causing harm to the resource, natural and built environment and community, and
2) proposed monitoring and mitigation strategies to be incorporated into a groundwater
management plan for the Project.
Maximizing beneficial use of groundwater is defined as reducing the loss of groundwater to
evaporation from the dry lakes by pumping and delivery of this water to meet Southern
California water demands. The roster of the GSC members is attached.

Project background.
The Project site is located at the base of the Fenner Valley Watershed and Orange Blossom Wash
upgradient of the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The combined area of these watersheds is in
excess of 1,300 square miles. Cadiz, a private company, owns land, under which the bulk of the
groundwater flows, and on which the Project facilities will be located. The GSC understands
that the Company has access to the ARZC Railroad right of way that provides private pipeline
access to the Colorado River Aqueduct. The GSC understands that Cadiz actively farms
approximately 1,500 acres under prior land use approvals and could expand the operation to as
many as 9,600 acres.
As proposed, the Project would be implemented in two phases. The first phase emphasizes
control of hydraulic gradients by groundwater pumping that would provide for:
1) active capture of natural recharge, within the watershed, and
2) recovery of groundwater, presently in storage, that would otherwise continue to flow
under natural gradients toward the dry lakes and be lost to evaporation.
The Project would withdraw an average of 50,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) over a 50-year
period, with individual annual extractions varying in any year between 25,000 to 75,000 acre feet
to suit the needs of the people of Southern California. The GSC understands that future water
conservation would benefit from the dewatered storage in the aquifer (effectively a “subsurface
reservoir”) and hydraulic control that will allow deep and secure storage of large quantities of
imported water. Imported water can be stored as the volume of dewatered storage increases and
elimination of hydraulic gradients away from the well field toward the dry lakes. The GSC did
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not evaluate the technical proposals for future conservation. However, the GSC supports the
general concept and is willing to review or comment upon any such proposals.

GSC findings and recommendations.
The GSC was presented with historical and new technical investigations of geology,
hydrogeology, climatic data, groundwater recharge, groundwater conditions, water quality, air
quality, and plant and vegetation surveys. These reports document no observed plant or wildlife
that relies upon groundwater (except springs in the mountains, which are not dependent upon the
alluvial aquifer from which the Project wells will extract groundwater). The GSC reviewed
technical reports prepared by Cadiz consultants to evaluate potential impacts for the first phase
of the Project in four specific areas including: (1) subsidence; (2) springs; (3) air quality; and (4)
water quality degradation.
The current estimate of natural recharge estimate is approximately 32,500 acre-feet per year.
This is based upon modeling of the catchment area recharge and supported by both numerical
modeling of groundwater flow and recent direct measurements of evaporation from Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lakes. However, as other estimates of recharge had been developed by other previous
investigators, to assess the potential magnitude of impacts, the modeling and impact analysis
employed three different recharge scenarios; 5,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY and 32,000 AFY. The
Project is designed to extract an average of 50,000 AFY regardless of actual natural recharge, so
this range of natural recharge was assessed to examine the impacts of the Project extraction,
allowing for conservative natural recharge estimates and assessment of potential impacts.
The anticipated withdrawal of groundwater in the proposed well field will intercept natural
recharge and retrieve groundwater in storage that is currently escaping to the dry lakes. The
range of potential evaporation from the dry lakes has been estimated to be between 12,000 AFY
on the low end and as high as 143,000 AFY on the high end. However, actual evaporation is
expected to balance actual recharge, so that long-term average annual recharge is equal to the
long-term average annual evaporation off the dry lakes. Although there is some variability in the
projected evaporation rates from the dry lakes, assuming the highest evaporation over a 100-year
period, as much as 2.2 million acre-feet could be saved from evaporation, and used for public
benefit if the Project is implemented as proposed. To achieve this objective, there will be
potential drawdown in well-field groundwater levels that may range from 70 feet to 270 feet
depending upon the actual quantity of natural recharge, variations in aquifer hydraulic properties,
and well-field design. Based on the information available, the committee finds that the average
annual extraction of 50,000 AFY for 50 years is feasible and that total average annual extraction
of 50,000 AFY can be applied to the cumulative agricultural and Project demands. The GSC
understands that if the Project is carried out as proposed, to produce an annual average of 50,000
AFY for delivery to Project participants, the agricultural use of groundwater is expected to cease.
The GSC reviewed and discussed the methods of investigation and evaluation and concludes that
these analyses are reasonable and consistent with standard professional practice and adequately
assess the four identified areas of potential impacts from the proposed Project, as described
below.
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Subsidence. Significant subsidence is not expected in any of the scenarios. The Fenner Gap area
is underlain by sediments that are not rich in clays and silts, which are normally associated with
subsidence. There is increasing silt and clay content in the alluvial aquifer sediments nearer the
dry lakes, which is where subsidence, if any, is projected to be 2.7 feet under the lowest natural
recharge scenario which creates the highest groundwater drawdown. Permanent compaction due
to subsidence would not significantly impact the alluvial aquifer’s storage capacity as
consolidation of the aquifer will occur in clay and silt intervals, which do not contribute
significantly to the useable storage capacity. However, we recommend that the Project managers
consult with the railroad and pipeline companies and include extensive monitoring for early
warning in the interest of safety. Monitoring through the use of extensometers, designated bench
marks, In-SAR (interferometric synthetic aperture radar), and the ability to manage pumping
patterns in concert with the monitoring in the event significant subsidence is observed would
mitigate problems.
The springs. The springs in the watershed area rely on rainfall recharge of shallow fractured
bedrock, and there is no evidence that the springs are dependent on the deep alluvial groundwater
system from which the Project proposes to pump groundwater or that they will be affected in any
way by the pumping. All of the springs are more than 11 miles away and are located in fractured
crystalline (granitic and metamorphic) rocks at substantially higher elevations than the alluvial
aquifer from which the Project wells will pump groundwater. Therefore, pumping in the alluvial
aquifer in the Project well field should not affect groundwater levels in these crystalline rocks, so
it will not adversely impact springs. Nevertheless, the GSC supports ongoing observation of the
springs and the flow conditions as proposed, including the closest spring (Bonanza Spring), and
several more distant springs (such as Whiskey and Vontrigger) for comparison and to account for
climatic changes.
Air quality. The GSC reviewed the technical reports provided on the Bristol and Cadiz Dry
Lakes that conclude that these dry lakes do not pose a substantial risk of elevated dust levels
arising from the underlying sediments being dewatered. High concentration of chloride salts in
the surface soils act to bind the surface soils so as to minimize soil becoming airborne as dust.
The GSC also reviewed the technical report on the dry lakes that revealed that plant life in the
area of the dry lakes is precipitation and runoff fed and does not rely upon groundwater. The
evidence presented in these reports seems conclusive. However, verification monitoring is
strongly recommended to confirm these conclusions. Monitoring can be relaxed if these findings
are further proven during Project operations.
Water quality. The migration of saline (> 1,000 mg/l) groundwater towards the well field is
predicted by modeling to be less than 12,000 feet. The modeling demonstrates that the
movement is not increased under the higher drawdown levels that are associated with the lower
recharge rates, as these scenarios have low aquifer transmissivity. There are no known or
projected beneficial users of fresh (<1,000 mg/l) groundwater in the affected area. However,
monitoring and mitigation elements of the groundwater management plan are proposed to
monitor this condition. If necessary and appropriate, the migration could potentially be
stabilized through either extraction of saline groundwater (which possibly could be used by the
salt mines), injection of fresh water to create a barrier to mitigate further migration, or alteration
of pumping patterns. These approaches are reasonable.
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Concluding summary
The GSC finds that the average annual extraction of 50,000 AFY for 50 years is feasible. The
GSC concludes that the monitoring, proposed action criteria, and mitigation elements are
reasonable and, if adopted, should provide assurance against harm resulting from the
conservation, recovery, and beneficial use of groundwater as proposed in the Project. The GSC
recommends that proposed monitoring elements be adopted and incorporated into a groundwater
management plan for the Project.
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Jack Sharp, Professor of Geology, University of Texas (Chair)
Terry Foreman, CH2M Hill
Dennis Williams, Geoscience
Bill Blomquist, Indiana University
Andrew Stone, American Ground Water Trust
Greg Thomas, Natural Heritage Institute
Bob Wilkinson, The Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, University
of CA at Santa Barbara
Steve McCaffrey, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law
Rod Banyard, Australia Water Policy Branch, Department of Environment and Water
Resources
Tim Parker, Parker Groundwater
Toby Moore, Golden State Water Company
Charles Groat, Director of the Center for International Energy and Environmental Policy,
University of Texas

Dr. John M. Sharp, Professor Geology, University of Texas
EDUCATION:
Ph.D., 1974, M.S., 1974, University of Illinois. Ph.D. dissertation: An Investigation of Energy
Transport in Thick Sequences of Compacting Sediments.
32 semester hours, Midwestern University. Business Administration (attended nights while in
the U.S. Air Force). Emphasis on economics and management science.
B. Geological Engineering with Distinction, 1967, University of Minnesota (emphasis on rock
mechanics, porous media flow, and site development). B.Geol.E. thesis: Eastern Minnesota
Copper Prospects, 43p.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
The University of Texas, Austin, Texas: 1982-present, currently David P. Carlton Professor of
Geology
C.S.I.R.O. Centre for Groundwater Studies, Adelaide, Australia, 1994, visiting scientist
U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia, 2010 , visiting scientist
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri: 1974 -1982, associate professor
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois: 1971-1974, Teaching Assistant and Research Fellow
U.S. Air Force: 1967-1971 – Captain (civil engineering)
SELECTED SERVICES TO PROFESSION:
Geological Society of America: President and Councilor; Executive Committee; Finance
Committee; GSA representative to the Council of Scientific Society Presidents; Editor,
Environmental and Engineering Geoscience; GSA Representative to U.S. Committee,
International Assoc. of Hydrogeologists; Associate Editor, Geological Society of America
Bulletin; Chairman, Hydrogeology Division
American Institute of Hydrology: Chairman, Board of Registration; Executive Committee; Vice
President for Academic Affairs; Registration Board; Editorial Board: Hydrological Science and
Technology
National Research Council: Advisory Committee on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
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International Association of Hydrogeologists: Scientific Advisory Committee, 2012 International
Conference on Groundwater in Fractured Rocks, Prague, Czech Republic; North American
Scientific Advisory Committee,2012 39th Congress, Niagara Falls, Canada; Executive
Committee & Finance Committee (US National Committee); Treasurer; Chairman (US National
Committee); co-editor, Selected Papers Volume 9, Groundwater in Fractured Rocks; Vice
Chairman, Commission on Education and Training; Vice President; Associate editor, Journal of
Hydrogeology
Council of Scientific Society Presidents:; 2010 Treasurer; 2009-2011 Board of Directors
Other miscellaneous services to profession:
Editor board, Aqua mundi
Biological Advisory Team for the Barton Springs/Edwards AquiferConservation District
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Aquifer Sciences Advisory Panel
Luminant Energy (formerly Texas Utilities Co.) Environmental Steering Committee
Terry Foreman, Vice-President, CH2M Hill, Thousand Oaks, CA
Terry Foreman’s roles at CH2M HILL include Senior Hydrogeologist, Vice President and the
Thousand Oaks Area Office Manager. Mr. Foreman's technical expertise is in the management
and development of groundwater resources, including water supply development, conjunctive
use of surface waters, groundwater, and recycled water, remediation of contaminated
groundwater, and regulatory support. Mr. Foreman has over 30 years of consulting experience
in water resources projects, mostly in the Southwestern United States. Mr. Foreman has served
as project manager for the Las Posas Basin ASR project, the largest ASR project in California,
the West Basin Water Recycling Program Injection Barrier Project, which involves injection of
highly treated wastewater into the 9-mile long West Coast Basin Seawater Intrusion Barrier, the
Dominguez Gap Seawater Intrusion Barrier Extension project. Mr. Foreman has authored over
30 technical papers and presentations. Mr. Foreman received his Bachelors and Masters
degrees in Geology from the University of Missouri – Columbia. He is a Registered Geologist
and Certified Hydrogeologist in California. He is on the Board of Directors of the American
Ground Water Trust, where he has held offices of Secretary, Vice Chairman, and Chairman
(2002). He is the President of the Central Coast Branch of the Groundwater Resources
Association of California.
Dennis Williams, Geoscience
Dr. Dennis E. Williams, founder and president of the Southern California based firm
GEOSCIENCE Support Services, Inc. has over 35 years of experience in ground water
hydrology. During that time he has directed geohydrologic investigations domestically and
worldwide which includes the design and supervision of construction of over 800 deep largescale municipal and irrigation water supply wells. Dr. Williams also pioneered the use of slant
wells for desalination feedwater supply. He has been a consultant to the United Nations and
several foreign governments and is currently a part-time research professor at the University of
Southern California’s Civil and Environmental Engineering Department where he has taught
graduate level courses in geohydrology and ground water modeling since 1980. Dr. Williams is
currently directing research on ground water and wells at USC's geohydrologic laboratory which
houses the largest sand-tank model in the world. Dr. Williams is author of over 30 publications
on ground water and wells and was the principal author of the Handbook of Ground Water
Development (John Wiley & Sons, 1990); the Handbook was awarded Honorable Mention in the
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Engineering Category of the Fifteenth Annual Awards for Excellence in Professional and
Scholarly Publishing by the Association of American Publishers. Dr. Williams was also chief
reviewer for the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Manual of Water Well Design,
Construction, Testing and Maintenance and primary author for two chapters, Water Well
Construction, and Developing and Testing, and of Appendix Example of Water Well System
Design (currently in press). Dr. Williams is a contributor for three entries in the Encyclopedia of
Water: “Radial Wells”, “Well Tests”, and “Well Screens” published by John Wiley and Sons. Dr.
Williams is a technical consultant to the American Water Works Association (AWWA) Standards
Committee for Wells (ANSI/AWWA A100-04).
William Blomquist, Dean, School of Liberal Arts, Indiana University
William Blomquist is Dean of the School of Liberal Arts, Professor of Political Science, and
Adjunct Professor of Public and Environmental Affairs, at Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis (IUPUI). He is also an affiliated faculty member of the Workshop in Political Theory
and Policy Analysis, and the Center for Earth and Environmental Science. The focus of his
teaching is American government and public policy.
He received his B.S. in Economics (1978) and M.A. in Political Science (1979) from Ohio
University, and his Ph.D. in Political Science (1987) from Indiana University. He joined the
IUPUI faculty in 1987.
His research interests concern governmental organization and public policies, with a
specialization in the field of water institutions and water management. He is the author or coauthor of several publications related to these topics, including the books Dividing the Waters
(1992), Common Waters, Diverging Streams (2004), and Integrated River Basin Management
through Decentralization (2006), and articles in Society and Natural Resources, Political
Research Quarterly, Water Resources Research, and Natural Resources Journal, among
others.
His research has been supported by the United States Geological Survey, the United States
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, the National Water Research Institute,
the National Science Foundation, the United States Environmental Protection Agency, and The
World Bank. He serves on the Board of Directors of the American Ground Water Trust, the
Research Advisory Board of the National Water Research Institute, and a study committee of
the National Research Council on sustainable underground water storage.
He has provided formal and informal consultation to the United States Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Sandia National Laboratories, the
International Center for Self-Governance, and local agencies involved in the management of
water supplies in Southern California. He led an inter-agency planning process involving 33
agencies in Orange County, California, and has facilitated workshops for the Santa Ana
Watershed Project Authority, the University of California-Davis, and the University of CaliforniaIrvine.
Andrew Stone, Executive Director, American Ground Water Trust
Andrew Stone is a hydrogeology graduate from London University with additional academic
qualifications in geology, geography and education. He has over thirty five years of ground
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water experience in Africa and the U.S. as a university professor, ground water consultant and
ground water advocate & educator. He has first-hand experience of ground water exploration,
well design and source protection in a wide variety of geologic environments. As the director of
the AGWT’s education programs he has convened and coordinated over one hundred
conference programs related to geothermal technology, well design, ground water
management, aquifer storage recovery, conjunctive use, water banking, and asset
management. From 1990 to 2003 he taught an annual course on Groundwater Protection
Policy at Antioch New England University. In recognition of his work in promoting ground water
resource education in the US, he received the 1998 National Ground Water Association “Oliver
Award” for outstanding contributions to the ground water industry.
The American Ground Water Trust (AGWT) is a non-profit education organization with programs
that include teacher training, and conferences and workshops that focus on resources,
technology and environmental issues. The AGWT promotes sustainable use and resource
protection. AGWT programs provide science-based information to professionals, the public and
decision-makers.
Gregory Thomas, Founder and President, Natural Heritage Institute
Gregory A. Thomas, J.D., is the founder and president of the Natural Heritage Institute. Greg
has practiced natural resources law since 1974, primarily for non-profit conservation
organizations. In the 1970's, he played a central role in the enactment of much of the
foundational federal laws in the energy and environmental field. He was a senior staff attorney
with the Natural Resources Defense Council's international program, and became the managing
attorney of its San Francisco office. He was a Fulbright Professor and advisor to the national
environmental ministry of China, and he taught law at UCLA and UC Berkeley. Greg’s practice
has encompassed many areas of natural resource management, including water resources,
energy, air quality, biodiversity, environmental planning, and international conservation. He has
35 years experience in litigation, administrative trials, legislative advocacy, policy analysis,
institutional design, and consensus building processes. At NHI, he develops and manages
large-scale projects in California, throughout the United States and internationally.

Dr. Robert C. Wilkinson, The Bren School of Environmental Science and Management,
University of CA at Santa Barbara
Dr. Robert C. Wilkinson is Director of the Water Policy Program at the Bren School of
Environmental Science and Management at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and he
is a Lecturer in the Environmental Studies Program at UCSB. Dr. Wilkinson's teaching,
research, and consulting focus on water policy, energy, climate change, and environmental
policy issues. Dr. Wilkinson is also a Senior Fellow with the Rocky Mountain Institute. Dr.
Wilkinson advises businesses, government agencies, and non-governmental organizations on
water policy, climate research, and environmental policy issues. Additionally, Dr. Wilkinson
advises various federal agencies including the, US DOE National Renewable Energy Laboratory
and the US EPA on water and climate research, and he served as coordinator for the climate
impacts assessment of the California Region for the US Global Change Research Program and
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. He has worked extensively in
Western Europe, every country of Central Europe from Albania through the Baltic States, and
throughout the former Soviet Union including Siberia and Central Asia.
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Stephen McCaffrey, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law
Stephen C. McCaffrey is a Distinguished Professor and Scholar at the University of the Pacific,
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento. Professor McCaffrey served as a member of the
International law Commission of the United Nations (ILC) from 1982-1991 and chaired the
Commission’s 1987 Session. He was the ILC’s special rapporteur on the Law of the NonNavigational Uses of International Watercourses from 1985 until 1991, when the Commission
provisionally adopted a full set of draft articles on the topic. The ILC’s draft articles formed the
basis for the 1997 United Nations Convention on the same subject. Professor McCaffrey
served as Counselor on International Law in the Office of Legal Advisor, U.S. Department of
State, from 1984-1985. He was counsel to Slovakia in the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project case
decided by the International Court of Justice in 1997 and currently serves as counsel to
Nicaragua in the Navigational and Related Rights case (Costa Rica v. Nicaragua). He also
advised India in the Bagihar HEP case, before the Neutral Expert appointed under the 1960
Indus Waters Treaty. He has served as Legal Adviser to both the Nile River Basin Negotiating
Committee and the Palestinian Authority/PLO and was a member of the U.S. National Research
Council’s Committee on the Scientific Bases of Colorado River Basin Water Management.
Professor McCaffrey’s publications include The Law of International Watercourses (Oxford
University Press, 2d ed. 2007), Understanding International Law (Lexis Publishing, 2006) and
International Environmental Law & Policy, with Edith Brown Weiss, Daniel Magraw and A. Dan
Tarlock (Aspen, 2d ed., 2007).
Rod Banyard, Australia Water Policy Branch, Department of Environment and Water
Resources
Rod is a civil engineer who has worked in the Western Australian public sector as an engineer,
administrator, legal advisor and policy developer for forty years. Rod has recently worked in the
Commonwealth public sector, responsible for the development of legislation to implement the
National Plan for Water Security. He has extensive experience in the areas of water
engineering, groundwater development, water resource management, policy development,
legislative drafting and administration that allows him to develop practical solutions to water
resource management problems.
Tim Parker, Parker Groundwater
Tim Parker is a nationally recognized groundwater expert and currently is with Parker
Groundwater in Sacramento, California, a firm he founded in 2009. He has worked in private
and public sector, was formerly with Schlumberger, Law, Dames & Moore, and has worked for
California Department of Water Resources, California Geological Survey, and Department of
Toxic Substances Control. Mr. Parker’s groundwater experience spans more than 25 years and
includes water policy analysis, groundwater resources development, groundwater recharge,
groundwater management, modeling, monitoring, contaminant hydrogeology, and geologic
carbon sequestration. He is a California Professional Geologist, Certified Engineering
Geologist, and Certified Hydrogeologist. Tim serves the Groundwater Resources Association of
California as a Director and Legislative Committee Chair, the California Groundwater Coalition
as Director, and American Ground Water Trust as Chair. He is a member of the Public Advisory
Committee for the development of the 2013 California Water Plan, and the Oversight Work
Group for Pilot Projects for the Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network, under the
Subcommittee on Ground Water, Advisory Committee on Water Information, U.S. Department
of the Interior. Mr. Parker recently served as a Director on the National Ground Water
Association-Association - Scientists and Engineers Division. Mr. Parker coauthored the books
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California Groundwater Management published by GRA in 2005, and Potential Groundwater
Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon Sequestration published by the Water
Research Foundation in 2009.
Toby Moore, PhD, PG, CHG, Golden State Water Company

Dr. Moore is the Water Resources Manager and Chief Hydrogeologist for Golden State
Water Company, a California based investor-owned water utility and subsidiary of
American States Water Company. GSWC operates 38 water systems and has a
diverse portfolio of water rights managed by Dr. Moore’s department. This includes
groundwater extractions in 17 groundwater basins throughout California. Toby has a
multidisciplinary background in geology, geochemistry, hydrogeology, and biology. He
received his Bachelor’s degree in Biology and his Doctorate in Geology, both from
UCLA. He also holds registrations in the State of California as a Professional Geologist
and Certified Hydrogeologist. With over 18 years of professional experience in Water
Resources and environmental consulting, Toby has been focusing his expertise on
water resource development, water quality and contaminant fate and transport. Toby
also currently serves as a Director on the California Groundwater Coalition, a Director
on the Pomona Valley Protective Association, Technical Advisory Member of the
Southern Branch of the California Groundwater Resources Association and a committee
member of the Joint Management Committee of the Alamitos Barrier Project.
Charles G. Groat, PhD, Director of the Center for International Energy and

Environmental Policy, University of Texas
Chip Groat is Director of the Center for International Energy and Environmental Policy,
Associate Director of the Energy Institute, and Director and Graduate Advisor of the
Energy and Earth Resources Graduate Program. He holds the John A. and Katherine
G. Jackson Chair in Energy and Mineral Resources in the Department of Geological
Sciences, Jackson School of Geosciences, and is Professor, LBJ School of Public
Affairs at The University of Texas at Austin. He assumed these positions in June 2005
after serving 6 ½ years as Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, having been
appointed by President Clinton and retained by President Bush. He served as interim
dean of the Jackson School of Geosciences at UT from July 2008 to August 2009.
Prior to his position with the U.S. Geological Survey, he was Associate Vice President
for Research and Sponsored Projects at The University of Texas at El Paso following a
term as Director of the Center for Environmental Resource Management and Professor
of Geological Sciences there. His previous experience includes Associate Director and
Acting Director of the Bureau of Economic Geology and Associate Professor of
Geological Sciences at The University of Texas at Austin; Chairman of the Department
of Geological Sciences at The University of Texas at El Paso; State Geologist and
Director of the Louisiana Geological Survey; Assistant to the Secretary of the Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources administering the Coastal Zone Management and
Coastal Protection programs; Professor of Geology and Geophysics and Director of the
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Center for Coastal, Energy and Environmental Resources at Louisiana State University;
and Executive Director of the American Geological Institute.
He has been a member of the National Research Council Board on Earth Sciences and
Resources and the Outer Continental Shelf Policy Board. He is a past President of the
Association of American State Geologists and of the Energy Minerals Division and
Division of Environmental Geosciences of the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists.
His degrees in geology are from the University of Rochester (A.B.), University of
Massachusetts (M.S.), and The University of Texas at Austin (Ph.D.)
His current interests focus on advancing the role of science and engineering in shaping
policy and informing decisions, and on ways to increase the integration of the science
disciplines as a means of improving the understanding of complex resource and
environmental systems.
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Appendix B
Groundwater Water Level Monitoring Protocol

Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project
Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan

APPENDIX B
Groundwater Water Level Monitoring Protocol
All groundwater level measurements will be made using an electric water level sounder calibrated to the
nearest 0.01 foot. The sounder will be cleaned before monitoring and between use in each well using a
Liqui‐Nox soap (or equivalent) solution wash and potable and distilled water rinses. Measurements will
be made to the nearest 0.01 foot relative to an established reference mark at the top of each well
casing. Water level depths will be compared, in the field, to previous results and re‐measured if
significantly different. Water level measurements will be recorded using a permanent ink pen on
established forms and subsequently entered into an electronic database. Depth to groundwater
measurements will be converted to groundwater elevations (above mean sea level) by subtracting the
depth to water from the reference point elevation.
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Appendix C
Groundwater Sampling Protocol

Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Recovery and Storage Project
Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan

APPENDIX C
Groundwater Sampling Protocol
Groundwater samples will be collected using either permanent or temporary pumps. These may include
centrifugal or other types of pumps. Samples will be collected using one of the following methods:


Standard Purge Method – Prior to collecting groundwater samples from monitoring wells,
approximately three to four well casing volumes of groundwater will be removed from each well
using a pump set at least 10 feet above the bottom of the well. Samples will be collected after three
to four casing volumes of groundwater have been removed and field parameters have stabilized, as
further described below.



Low‐Flow (Minimal Drawdown) Method – Prior to collecting groundwater samples from monitoring
wells, the pump will be set at approximately the mid‐point of the screened interval if the water
surface is above the screen or at the mid‐point of the water column if the water surface is below the
screen.

Samples will then be collected using EPA’s Low‐Flow (Minimal Drawdown) Groundwater

Sampling Procedures (EPA/540/S‐95/504).

All purging and sampling information will be recorded on standard sampling forms.

During pumping for the standard purge method, temperature, pH, electrical conductivity and turbidity
will be measured periodically using field calibrated instrumentation. Groundwater samples will be
collected when parameters have stabilized to within 10 percent in three consecutive readings. If the
field parameters do not stabilize before three casing volumes have been removed, additional
groundwater will be purged until the parameters stabilize. Total water volume removed will be
approximated using the time required to fill a graduated 5‐gallon bucket or inline flowmeter. In the
event the well goes dry before three casings volumes have been removed or before parameters have
stabilized, the well will be allowed to recover to at least 80 percent of the static water level before the
sample is collected.

Field parameter data will be collected using instruments calibrated to standard solutions at the
beginning of each sampling day and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Calibration results will be recorded in the field daily report. Deviations in calibration will be noted. Field
parameter data will be checked and validated by a Certified Hydrologist.
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Groundwater samples will be collected following pumping using either the sampling pump discharge line
or a disposable bailer constructed of polyethylene or Teflon. Samples will be discharged from the pump
or decanted from the bailer into properly labeled, laboratory‐prepared sample containers. Each sample
label will include the well number, project number, date and time sampled, analytical test, preservative
(if any) and sampler’s initials. Samples will be sealed in sealable plastic bags and placed in a field cooler
with ice immediately after collection.

For QA/QC purposes, duplicate samples will be collected in the field from two wells during each
sampling event. These samples will be submitted to the laboratory “blind” with a fictitious well
designation so the repeatability of the analytical results can be objectively evaluated. Duplicate samples
will be collected from the same bailer whenever possible to maximize the representativeness of the
analytical results. The label given the duplicate sample will be noted on standard sampling forms and/or
in the field daily notes to enable later identification and comparison.

If non‐dedicated pumps are used in multiple wells, one equipment blank per day of sampling will be
collected to ensure the effectiveness of pump cleaning between wells. The blank sample will consist of
distilled water decanted from a cleaned bailer into a laboratory prepared sample container. The blank
sample will be collected between sampling of wells.

All groundwater samples will be submitted to a California Department of Public Health certified
laboratory under chain‐of‐custody protocol within 24 hours of collection.

The laboratory will be

certified under the State Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP).
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APPENDIX D
Water Quality Analytical Protocol
Prior to the initiation of pre‐project groundwater sampling, a state of California‐certified laboratory will
be selected to conduct analytical testing. The laboratory will be certified by the California Department
of Health Services under the State Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP). The
laboratory will provide a copy of its QA/QC manual to the Projects’s technical experts for review. The
laboratory will be contracted contingent on acceptance of the QA/QC manual by the Project’s technical
experts and, if necessary, a laboratory audit will be conducted.
In general, the selected laboratory will adhere to those recommendations promulgated in Title 21, Code
of Federal Regulations, CFR Part 58 Good Laboratory Practices; criteria described in Methods for
Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1979; EPA‐600/4‐79‐202); and requirements outlined in
Standard Methodsfor Examination of Water and Wastewaster (APHA, 1999; 20th Edition). Groundwater
samples collected for chemical analysis during the Project will be tested in accordance with the standard
analytical procedures established by EPA. The laboratory will be required to submit analytical results
that are supported by sufficient backup data and QA/QC results to enable the Project’s technical experts
to conclusively determine the validity of the data.
Analytical tests to be conducted during quarterly groundwater sampling events are summarized in Table
D‐1. The table summarizes each individual analyte to be tested, the appropriate EPA method number,
and the proposed detection limit to be achieved. The appropriate sample containers, holding times, and
preservation methods are summarized in Table D‐2.
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TABLE D-1

Proposed Quarterly Analytical Suite
Method

Target Anayte

Units

Reporting
Limit

California Public
Drinking Water
(Title 22 CCR)
Water Quality
a
Standards

Color units

3

15

General Physical Parameters
SM 2120B

Color

SM 2150B

Odor—Threshold

TON

1

3

EPA 180.1

Turbidity

NTU

0.05

5

pH units

NA

NA

General Minerals
SM 4500-H+B

pH

SM 2320B

Bicarbonate

mg/L

2

NA

SM 2320B

Carbonate

mg/L

2

NA

SM 2320B

Alkalinity

mg/L

2

NA

SM 2320B

Hydroxide

mg/L

2

NA

SM 2340B

Hardness

mg/L

1

NA

SM 2540C

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

mg/L

10

500 / 1000 / 1500

SM 5540C

Foaming Agents (MBAS)

mg/L

0.05

0.5

SM 2510B

Specific Conductance

μS/cm

0.05

900 / 1,600 / 2,200

EPA 300.0

Chloride

mg/L

1

250 / 500 / 600

b

EPA 300.0

Sulfate

mg/L

0.5

250 / 500 / 600

b

EPA 300.0

Nitrate (as NO3)

mg/L

0.1

45

EPA 200.7

Calcium

mg/L

1

NA

EPA 200.8

Chromium

mg/L

0.001

0.05

EPA 218.6

Chromium - 6

ug/L

0.06

0.02

EPA 200.8

Copper

mg/L

0.001

1.0 (1.3)

EPA 200.7

Iron

mg/L

0.02

0.3

EPA 200.7

Magnesium

mg/L

0.1

NA

EPA 200.8

Manganese

mg/L

0.002

0.05

EPA 200.7

Potassium

mg/L

1

NA

c

d

e

EPA 200.7

Sodium

mg/L

1

NA

EPA 200.8

Zinc

mg/L

0.02

5.0

EPA 200.8

Arsenic

mg/L

0.001

0.010

EPA 300.0

Bromide

mg/L

1

10

EPA 314.0

Perchlorate

ug/L

4

6

Other Inorganics

Notes:
NA – not applicable (no standard)
TON – threshold odor number
NTU – nephelometric turbidity units
mg/L – milligram per liter
ug/L – microgram per liter

μS/cm – microsiemens per centimeter

a. Updated August 2011
b. Recommended, upper range and short term.
c. Public health goal
d. Secondary MCL
e. Regulatory Action Level
f. based on the MCL for bromate
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TABLE D-2

Sample Containers, Preservation, and Holding Times
Container and
Minimum
Quantity
Water
1-liter P or G

Preservation

Holding Time

Analyte
Metals

Method
EPA 200.7
EP A 200.8

Hexavalent
Chromium

EPA 218.6

250-ml P

28 days
Chill to 4C (±2C)
Laboratory or field filtration within
24 hours.
After filtration adjust the pH to 9–
9.5 by adding (NH4)2SO4/NH4OH
buffer solution

Anions and/or
perchlorate

EPA 300.0
EPA 314.0

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

TDS

SM 2540C

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

Perchlorate,
bromide,
chloride, sulfate,
28 days
Nitrate, 48 hours
7 days

Alkalinity and
hardness

SM 2320B
SM 2340B

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

14 days

Turbidity

EPA 180.1

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

48 hrs

Specific
Conductance

SM 2510B

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

28 days

pH

SM 4500H+B

500-ml P or G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

15 minutes

Odor

SM 2150B

One 1-liter G

Chill to 4C (±2C)

As Soon As
Possible

Color

SM 2120B

250 ml P

Chill to 4C (±2C)

MBAS

SM 5540C

250 ml P

Chill to 4C (±2C)

As Soon As
Possible
48 hours

Notes:
G
HNO3
NaOH
NH4
(NH4)2SO4
P

=
=
=
=
=
=

Add HNO3 to pH<2; chill to 4C
(±2C)

glass
nitric acid
sodium hydroxide
ammonium
ammonium sulfate
polyethylene
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Fugitive Dust and Effects from Changing Water Table at
Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino County, California
May 4, 2012

Executive Summary
This investigation characterizes soil chemistry and structure on the Bristol Playa and the
immediate margins to evaluate the relationship between groundwater and surface soils.
Cadiz Playa is interpreted in relation to Bristol Playa because it their similarity. The study
assesses whether the playa surfaces could become a significant source of dust like
certain other playas in the Mojave Desert, such as the Owens and Franklin Playas. The
study concludes that the soil and water chemistry of both Cadiz and Bristol Playas have
very low quantities of the sodium salts of carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate that are
known to cause severe fugitive dust storms from Owens and Franklin Playas.
Bristol Playa does produce fugitive dust from erosion by sand grains driven by high wind
across the playa surface. In this process, the quantity of sand available on the playa
margin is responsible for the magnitude of the dust release. The available sand appears to
have diminished over time and this is hypothesized to be due to the action of a mix of
weedy species that have grown increasingly dominant over the past 50 years. Hence, the
severity of Bristol Playa fugitive dust is hypothesized to be diminishing with time.
Changes in groundwater level will likely have no impact upon this relationship.
Cadiz Playa appears to be the sink for the sand blown from the region of the Bristol Playa
directly upwind to the northwest. This sand tends to be stabilized by the growth of
Russian thistle (tumbleweed). Cadiz has the same chemistry but due to the copious sand
dunes around the shore, particularly in the north to northeast regions, large amounts of
sand are available to erode the playa surface. Dust storms from Cadiz Playa will likely not
diminish in the future regardless of the depth to water beneath the playa.
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1. Introduction and Purpose
Desiccation of arid land saline water bodies has led to severe air quality problems and
threats to human health and welfare at sites like the Aral Sea (Micklin, 1988) in Central
Asia and the Owens Lake in eastern California (Saint-Amand et al. 1986). The purpose of
this investigation is to evaluate whether changes in water table levels below Bristol and
Cadiz Playas could result in an increase in the generation of dust above existing
conditions.
The analyses presented here were performed after field investigations on November 9,
2010, and on August 23, 2011. During both trips observations of both playa surfaces
were made, vegetation and sand deposits were identified, soil samples were obtained and
observations were made of features that indicated the nature of windborne fugitive dust
releases from the Playas and the surrounding area. An air tour over Bristol and Cadiz
Playas and surrounding region was made prior to the investigation on the ground for
observations of the physiography, indications of hydrology and wind erosion effects and
to obtain photographs for documentation and interpretation. An additional field trip was
accomplished on August 23, 2011 for the purpose of gathering samples from the Cadiz
Playa for confirmation that the playa chemistry is equivalent to Bristol Playa.
The Cadiz Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project) proposes
the adaptive management of groundwater in the Cadiz Valley as part of a groundwater
project for southern California public water supply (CH2M Hill). The major focus of this
investigation was to evaluate mechanisms for dust release and the role played by
hydrology within the Bristol Playa region that lies adjacent and downgradient of Fenner
Gap, the location contemplated for Project production wells (CH2MHill, 2010). This
research agenda included evaluating the hydrology of the playa and its relationship to air
quality. A minor focus was the evaluation of these same aspects for the Cadiz Playa that
is located southeast of Bristol playa, and separated from it by a low alluvial divide that
rises 52 feet above the lowest part of Bristol Playa and 104 feet above the Cadiz Playa
(Bassett et al. 1959). Although the literature focuses on Bristol Playa the same processes
are occurring on the Cadiz Playa. This analysis also focuses primarily on Bristol Playa
because of its proximity to the Fenner Gap. Cadiz Playa is then compared to what we
learn from Bristol Playa.
2. Physical Setting
The Bristol Playa lies in Cadiz Valley, California (Figure 1). The biome here is Mojave
Desert, characterized by low scrubby vegetation cover and intense aridity. Vegetation on
and around the Playa is dominated by three native shrub species, creosote bush and two
saltbush species, four wing saltbush and cattle saltbush. The saltbushes occupy salinized
zones next to the Playa and intergrade with creosote bush that tends to occupy non saltaffected soils farther away from the Playa margin. Appendix A defines terms used in this
report. Note that Lake and Playa are used here interchangeably (“Lake” on some figures),
however, both Bristol and Cadiz are more properly termed playas because there is no
geologic record that they were ever inundated (Rosen, 1991;Handford, 1982).
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The long-term annual average precipitation at Mitchell Caverns, located at an altitude of
4,350 feet in the Providence Mountains approximately 40 miles north of Bristol Playa, is
10.47 inches measured from 1948 to 2004). Amboy, located along the north shore of
Bristol Playa, is represented by two stations, Amboy – Saltus Number 1, with an
elevation of 624 feet and a long-term annual average precipitation of 3.28 inches (from
1967 through 1988) and Amboy – Saltus Number 2, with an elevation of 595 feet and
long-term annual average precipitation of 2.71 inches (1972 through 1992). Over
millennia, Bristol and Cadiz Playas have acquired economically viable deposits of
evaporite minerals that are currently being mined (Gale, 1915; Handford, 1982).
Rainfall in the surrounding area increases proportionately to elevation (Figure 2; derived
by annualizing the data presented by CH2MHill [2010]). Consequentially, large
rainstorms may generate runoff that flows down the alluvial fans to deliver water to the
Playa and surrounding area. Distributaries of these drainages are evident on the Playa
with sparse vegetation of saltbush growing out for a kilometer or more onto the Bristol
Playa away from the ecotonal boundary of shrubs around the lake margin.
Figure 1. Location Map showing the two important playas in the Cadiz Valley and locations
of three weather stations used in selection of satellite data for analysis of blowing dust
and salt on the playa surface.
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Figure 2. Annualized curve of
precipitation with elevation
based upon data in CH2MHill
(2010) Table 4-2.

The hydrology of Bristol and Cadiz Playas is directly related to the watershed catchment
and rainfall. Figure 3 provides a map of average annual rainfall within the watershed that
feeds both playas. The majority of the catchment, especially the highest elevations, is
located above the Fenner Wash to the north. The fans and drainages from Fenner Wash
provide occasional short-term surface flows that deliver water to each of the Playas.

Figure 3. A map of annual
average precipitation
calculated from digital
elevation model data and
the relationship shown in
Figure 2.
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The northwest to southeast trending valley floor is roughly aligned with the direction of
the highest winds as determined from the USGS Balch weather station located
approximately 40 to 50 miles northwest of the Bristol Playa (Figure 1). Figure 4 was
generated for winds of nine meters per second (about 20 miles per hour) because winds
of this magnitude are expected to produce copious fugitive dust from dust sources. It
shows that winds from the southeast through southwest are only a small fraction of the
winds from the west. Note, however, that the USGS Balch station is located in a windgap
that is generally aligned west-to-east that induces a forcing influence on the direction of
westerly winds. Likewise, the northwest-southeast topographic trend of the Cadiz Valley
likely influences a forcing function upon the direction of winds of sufficient velocity to
move particles. This is aptly illustrated by visible traces of cinder movement from the
basalt flow northwest of the Bristol Playa (Figure 5).
Figure 4. Wind
directions in
hours totaled
for the 10-year
record for the
USGS Balch
weather
stations. Each
directional pie
slice is 45
degrees; e.g.,
west is from
247.5°° to
292.5°°.

Figure 5.
Indication of
prevailing
direction of
high winds
shown by
wind-drift
cinders from
Amboy
Cinder Cone
and
surrounding
features.
(Image
courtesy of
Google
Earth)
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That significant and potentially disruptive sand movement has occurred historically in the
region adjacent to the Bristol Playa is illustrated by the athel trees that were planted for
dune control along the Atchison-Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad grade that passes from
east to west (Figure 1). Athel trees were planted where problems with sand were
encountered by the railroads through the Mojave Desert (Trainweb, undated). The
overview from the air and while driving along two miles of the railroad track to access
the Bristol Playa indicated that drifting sand is not a concern in recent decades since no
recent deposits of sand were noted in this area. Hence, the athel trees appear to be
superfluous today, indicating that conditions may have changed since they were planted.
3. Mojave Desert Playas Known to Release Significant Dust
Owens Lake is a well understood source of windborne fugitive dust—formerly (prior to
dust control) identified as the largest single source of dust in the United States (Great
Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District [GBUAPCD, undated]). The air quality
problems at Owens Lake are known to result from salt chemistry interaction with the
clay-to-sand lakebed substrate, thus implicating salts as the driving factor for the fugitive
dust problem.
Owens Lake has been the terminus for the Owens River during the past several thousand
years with evaporation concentrating the salts received from regional runoff (Gale 1915,
Jayco and Bacon 2008). The dominant cation is sodium and the dominant anions, listed in
order of solubility are carbonate-bicarbonate, sulfate and chloride, with about 10% of
other elements (Saint-Amand et al. 1987).
Owens Lake salt chemistry and efflorescence have been identified as the causal factor for
extreme levels of windborne dust through a temperature-controlled process that occurs
during the winter (Saint-Amand et al. 1986, 1987). Below a temperature of 65°F,
thenardite, an anhydrous form of Na2SO4 hydrates to form mirabilite.
The addition of ten molecules of water causes mirabilite to occupy about 4.1 times the
volume of thenardite, fracturing soil crusts and separating particles. During warm sunny
winter days when temperatures often exceed 65°F, the mirabilite loses the water from its
crystal structure to form amorphous thenadardite that is light, fluffy and prone to wind
erosion (Saint-Amand 1987). At 50°F, the same process converts the decahydrate
carbonate salts thermonatrite that occupy 4.8 times the volume to natron when it
dehydrates. This disrupts the surface crust in the same manner. Appendix A provides the
chemical equilibria for these reactions and identifies the ions that make up these salts.
The loss of water molecules from natron due to evaporation on clear warm winter days at
>50°F creates fluffy, easily-lofted surface salts as amorphous trona. Together with the
affects of amorphous thenardite, the damaged crust enables a wind of only 15 mph (and
possibly less) to ablate carbonate- and sulfate-rich dust from the lakebed surface (SaintAmand 1987). This temperature controlled hydration/desiccation of Owens Lake salts is
the key aspect for creating the single largest source of respirable dust in the United States
(GBUAPCD, 2008). High winds in combination with temperature-induced salt
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metamorphosis have released an estimated 80,000 metric tons of particles in single
storms from the untreated lakebed (Gill and Gillette, 1991). The air quality problems at
Owens Lake have prompted large-scale, highly expensive efforts to control the dust
releases (GBUAPCD, undated).
Owens Lake represents an interesting case in air quality that is very different from other
playas in the Mojave Desert owing to the fact that desiccation was caused by diversion of
its surface water supply rather than climate influence, and so represents only a one
hundred year period of desiccation. This compares to the likely continuous desiccation of
the Bristol Playa, hypothesized to have been dry since its inception thousands of years
ago (Handford, 1982; Rosen, 1991).
Studies of playas in the Mojave Desert indicate a strong relationship between saline
hydrology, capillary transport and salt chemistry. Reynolds et al. (2007) found that playa
surfaces are dynamic with depth to water, rainfall and rates of evaporation—these factors
influence dust release along with salt chemistry. Dry playas with deep groundwater give
rise to little or no dust if undisturbed.
Franklin, Soda, and West Playas have surface sediments that give rise to significant dust.
Reynolds et al. (2007) focused mainly upon Franklin Playa that has halite, trona,
thenardite, and burkeite surface evaporites deposited from groundwater capillarity and
evaporation. These salts are the same species as found on the Owens Lake Playa and are
formed from carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate that give rise to windborne dust. In these
systems the release of windborne dust was primarily related to the formation of fluffy
efflorescence, likely the same effect of temperature controlled salt crystal metamorphosis
found by Saint-Amand et al. (1986) at Owens Lake. Salts occur in very high
concentrations in the Owens Lakebed surface up to 70% by weight, dominated by
carbonate, bicarbonate, and sulfate ions (GBUAPCD, 2010).
Halite (sodium chloride, table salt) is not implicated in the literature as fostering surface
release of windborne dust and appears to be protective of the surface since it forms
hardened crystals. Groeneveld et al. (2010) found that ultra-thin crusts of halite seal playa
surfaces to render them resistant to desiccation. Where this occurs, the underlying playa
substrate tends to remain moist. In an active capillary environment dominated by salt
species, this condition may be transitory. Breit et al. (2009) found that salts accumulated
through capillary rise in the near surface (0 to 20 centimeters) on the Franklin Playa were
depleted in chloride and enriched in carbonate in relation to deeper positions. Hence,
even if chloride is present with sodium carbonate and sulfate, these other salt species may
dominate the process for creation of loose fluffy surfaces to induce windborne dust.
Because of calcium chloride’s lack of hydration (though this salt has hygroscopic
properties that may pull water from air close to water vapor saturation), this salt has the
same properties for tacking and sealing loose surfaces as sodium chloride. These
properties were confirmed in the laboratory using diluted solutions of saturated calcium
chloride (obtained from the Tetra Chemicals mine on the Bristol Playa) on loose clay and
silt surfaces as discussed below.
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4. Field Data from Bristol Playa and Cadiz Playas.
The Bristol Playa was investigated on the ground on November 9, 2010, and the Cadiz
Playa was visited on August 23, 2011 as described in Appendix B. Aerial overflight was
also conducted in the morning before exploration on the ground. Two samples from
Bristol Playa were collected and analyzed for dominant salt ion content in preparation for
this report. Samples were also collected from the Cadiz Playa to confirm that the salt
chemistry is the same as on the Bristol Playa. These samples and a confirmation letter for
their chemistry is attached.
Conclusions derived from the field inspections are as follows:
(1) The release of dust from both Bristol and Cadiz Playas and margins is the result
of the physical process of windblown saltation of sand particles that debride the
surface.
(2) Sand grains are rare on the bare Playas, but may be blown across in high winds.
There are aeolian deposits of medium sand that are trapped in near shore features
of both Bristol and Cadiz Playas. Small patches of the Bristol Playa showed
obvious signs of recent wind erosion activity from saltating sand grains (Point 8,
Appendix B).
(3) The majority of the wind erosion is taking place within the shrub-occupied
coppice mounds around the outer margin of the Bristol Playa. Erosion of these
features provides the sand to debride the surface. The margins of the Bristol Playa
appear to be deflating, overall.
(4) The Bristol lakeshore can be divided into saltation and accumulation zones. The
source zones provide the eroded particles that are carried in high winds. Much of
this material is deposited into an accumulation zone within the gentle alluvial
divide between Bristol Playa and Cadiz Playa to the southeast.
(5) Judging by the easily lofted particles, the accumulation zone southeast of the
Bristol Playa can be a significant source of blowing dust. Weak crusting
following rain may offer temporary protection of the surface: however, high
winds with saltating sand grains can destroy this crust and render the surface
highly emissive.
(6) No evidence was found for dust releases as affected by groundwater capillarity
such as at Owens and Franklin Playas. Such patches are indicators of sodium
sulfate- and carbonate-dominated groundwater chemistry. This chemistry is
lacking on both the Cadiz and Bristol Playas, as discussed below.
(7) While the Bristol shore appears to have been deflated, much of this sand appears
to be trapped within dune fields at the north to northeast margin of the Cadiz
Playa. This sand is a reservoir that may impact the Cadiz Playa by releasing sand.
Observations of Satellite imagery in Section 7 support the conclusions in 4, through 7,
above. Figure 6 shows a rough interpretation of “source” and “accumulation” areas noted
during the field work and during interpretation of Satellite data in Section 7.
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5. The Bristol Playa and its Chemistry
Both Bristol and Cadiz Playas have histories of solute mining activities. At present, two
companies are collecting and marketing both solid sodium chloride and liquid calcium
chloride that drains in a natural mix with small amounts of other minor ionic constituents.
The calcium chloride is concentrated from native brine that drains from a series of
trenches that generally flow by gravity. Evaporative concentration causes sodium
chloride to precipitate, leaving a nearly pure solution of calcium chloride (bulk density of
around 1.35). Gale (1951) reported the chemical constituents in brine that was collected
from a 50 foot deep test hole in the Bristol Playa (Table 1) showing that chloride was the
dominant anion and calcium and sodium were the dominant cations with extremely low
concentrations of bicarbonate and sulfate.
Table 1. Ionic constituents in Bristol
Playa brine reported by Gale (1951).
The ionic species sum to 100
percent.

Rosen (1991) reported similar results to Table 1 stating that chemical analyses of shallow
groundwater from beneath Bristol Playa show sodium, calcium, and chloride dominate
the ions in solution while these ions plus small amounts of magnesium and potassium
increase toward the Playa center.
In conclusion, the Bristol does not share the chemistry that has been implicated in the
release of dust from other playas in the Mojave Desert. Instead, the presence of sodium
and calcium chloride likely induces surface crusting that is resistant to abrasion and will
aid in reducing windborne dust.
The two surface soil samples (top ¾ inch) from the Bristol Playa were analyzed by IAS
Laboratories in Phoenix, Arizona (Table 2). These results show that the samples are high
in sodium and chloride with sulfate in small quantities that increased from the Playa
edge.
Table 2. Test results in weight percent from two near surface soil samples taken from
Bristol Playa. The other soil constituents (making 100%) were silica minerals.
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There was a significant difference in the sodium chloride between Sample Points 4 and 5.
At Sample Point 5, weak patterns of drainage pans were present that may indicate that the
sodium chloride has been removed by runon and runoff processes. Although sodium
sulfate has been implicated in dust releases for other playas, this ion is in restricted
supply within the two samples, especially from Point 4, relative to chloride. At Point 5,
however, the sulfate is in relatively high concentration relative to chloride but it must be
remembered that where sodium sulfate is implicated in dusty conditions, it is in very high
concentrations (>10%, of the weight of the sample). This is the case for the Owens Lake
system where salts of sodium carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate may exceed 50%
(GUBAPCD, 2010). In both samples from Points 4 and 5, much of the sulfate is likely
loosely bound with calcium to create gypsum or anhydrite (36 to 57% of the sample
fraction if in ionic balance with Ca).
The samples from Bristol Playa lack the ionic chemistry that has been found to be
conducive to fugitive dust released from playas in the Mojave Desert—heavy dominance
by sulfate, carbonate and bicarbonate ions. The presence of ions that demonstrably create
resistant crusts, sodium chloride, supports that the dust that is released from the Bristol
Playa and its margins is not directly influenced by groundwater hydrology.
The chemistry of the Cadiz Playa was confirmed to be similar to Bristol Playa (Table 3).
Table 3. Test results in weight percent from two near surface soil samples taken from
Cadiz Playa. The other soil constituents (making 100%) were silica minerals.

6. The Bristol Playa and its Hydrology and Sedimentology
Handford (1982) described the sedimentology and genesis of the evaporite of Bristol
Playa. The system contains a bull’s eye pattern of halite in the center of Playa surrounded
by interbedded sediments, gypsum, anhydrite and halite. Sediments have been deposited
by sheetflow and suspension settling from ponded floodwater. Both Rosen (1991) and
Handford (1982) noted that Bristol Playa probably was generated in an environment that
remained dry during the majority of its many thousand year genesis.
The intermittent supply of sediment that is delivered to the Bristol Playa with storm
runoff is an important factor for air quality, because the particles provide the transfer of
erosive energy when propelled by the wind. The balance of the sediments on the Playa is
a central control for windborne dust through a process in which the particles are (1) being
deposited by runon from the adjacent alluival fans, (2) being reworked by wind, or (3)
being exported from the Bristol Playa to the southeast toward the margin of Cadiz Playa.
These processes are described in the next few sections.
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7. Satellite Data: Salt Efflorescence and Dust Release
Images for observation of either the effect of recent rain or dust release from Bristol
Playa were selected from the Landsat TM and Aster archives maintained by the USGS.
This analysis was prompted because no records of dust release are known to have been
kept for the Cadiz-Bristol Playa area, nor of the surface condition of the Playa itself. The
concept was to (1) be able to observe dust storms in progress to determine the dust source
areas, and (2) determine whether surface salt efflorescence is present that has been
implicated on strongly groundwater-coupled playas such as Owens (Saint-Amand et al.,
1987) and Franklin Playas (Reynolds et al., 2007). Such salt efflorescence can be
expected to follow rainy weather during the cooler season when the process of capillary
supply is steady under a somewhat reduced evaporative driving force in cooler weather
with higher relative humidity.
The period of this investigation was 2000 to present because the weather data to evaluate
regional wind movement and rain were available, particularly from the USGS Balch
station that was brought online in 2000. Nineteen satellite images were evaluated with
eight chosen to evaluate possible dust storms during the satellite overpass hour when the
measured wind at the USGS Balch Station were 12 miles per hour or greater. Thirteen
images were selected for overpasses that fell within about two weeks of rainy periods that
deposited at least one inch of rain as an average of the surrounding stations. This was the
entire suite of cloud-free images corresponding to these conditions during the period of
USGS Balch Station operation, except for one image from 1997 that occurred after a
large rainstorm in Barstow. One of the selected images served a dual purpose for both
dust and rain effects. Wind and rain were averaged from records for the three weather
stations whose locations are shown on Figure 1 to provide a regional perspective. The
results from the evaluation of satellite data are presented in Appendix C.
Of the eight images analyzed for blowing dust, three contained visible traces of actual
dust releases, an incidence of 38%. One hypothesis for why high magnitude wind did not
cause higher incidence of blowing dust is that the winds near Bristol Playa were low but
were indicated at the Balch Station as high. However, sustained high winds in the Mojave
Desert are driven by frontal passage that affects the entire region as indicated by the
averages of winds and rain from the three weather stations. Thus, even if high winds are
present, special circumstances may be required to develop severe dust storms, likely
including the breakdown of the weak crusting in re-deposited material that was evident
during field work (Appendix B).
In two of the three dust images contained in Appendix C, the high levels of dust release
were from the zone found to have deposited accumulations of fine textured soils. These
deposits are shown on Figure 6 that was mapped from observations in the field and on
satellite data. The boundaries on Figure 6 are only approximate. The saltation zone that
extends into the Bristol Playa likely generates much less fugitive dust than the larger area
mapped to the north, because the source of supply for saltating sand grains is from the
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opposite (northwestern) margin of the lake or from sand that was carried onto the Playa
by wadis during storms that generated significant runon.
The Cadiz Playa showed extreme levels of dust blowing on one image, 11-25-2002
(Potential Dust Scene 2, Appendix C), with the dust occurring on the north half of the
playa in the region where dunes were located upwind. This contrasts with the southern
half of the playa which remained clear, underscoring the importance of sand erosion of
the lakebed surface.
Figure 6. An interpretation of areas of saltation source and deposition. Boundaries are
approximate. The dune field north of Cadiz Playa is also an accumulation zone but mostly
with sand in dunes. The reddish color is from the growth of Russian thistle that tends to
stabilize the sand within the dune field.

8. Sand Balance for the Bristol Playa
A number of observations lead to two hypotheses discussed below concerning the sand
balance in the Cadiz Valley around Bristol Playa. These observations are:
• Coppice mound shapes around the northern Playa margin trend toward tall,
narrow and oriented with their axes northwest to southeast, parallel to the
dominant high magnitude wind direction. This is an indicator that the coppice
mound shapes are ventifacts, eroded around there bases by saltating sand.
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•

•
•

•

•

Coppice mounds may not be undergoing replacement. Significant numbers of
coppice mounds appear to be capped by dead shrubs and hence will not remain
since coppice mounding requires the interaction of sand movement and new shrub
growth. During field work, several young saltbush were observed; however, these
were not accumulating their own sand reserves and stood on tap roots raised
nearly a foot above the exposed Playa surface—thus suggesting that the surface
on which they germinated, likely sand, was now gone. Although shrubs die of old
age, about 20 to 40 years for a saltbush, the continued presence of shrubs is
dependent upon recruitment. In this playa margin habitat, recruitment and
replacement of the older shrubs, in turn, depends upon collection of sand to form
a coppice mound.
Much of the Playa surface and its margins appear to be deflating. Erosional
evidence (Point 8, Appendix B) was found to support this interpretation.
Handford (1982) described sediments derived from runon as being reworked by
the wind to form barcan dunes around the Bristol Playa margins. These dunes are
not present today.
In addition to dunes around the margin of the Bristol Playa, Handford (1982) also
included a photograph of a barcan dune on the Bristol Playa. No such dunes exist
today on the playa.
The Achison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad planted athel trees along their
railroad grade and siding adjacent to Bristol Playa. Such planting protects the
tracks from dune formation and blowing sand (Trainweb, undated). In another
locale prone to significant drifting sand, the Union Pacific railroad grade that
passes the Kelso Dunes was also planted with athel trees. Today, there is no
evidence of sand movement in the form of accumulation around these athel trees.

The sand balance has apparently changed in the Cadiz Valley, especially around the
Bristol Playa. This may derive from growth of weedy species that became naturalized
during the past century. Two hypotheses are discussed as follows:
Hypothesis 1: Reduction in sand supply.
The Mojave Desert receives pulses of rain that are likely tied to the El Nino
Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The wet pulses lasting a year to multiple years
within this cycle, enable runoff to potentially supply the new wave of sediments,
including sand grains that play a dominant role in saltation and fugitive dust
release. The precipitation analysis by CH2M Hill noted a trend of relatively dry
conditions prior to the mid-1970s followed by relatively wet conditions since the
mid-1970s (CH2MHill, 2010). The wet periods also foster the growth of
introduced weeds, all germinating in the fall or early winter and growing through
the winter including Mediterranean grass, Sahara mustard, filaree, red chess, and
cheatgrass (Brooks, 2009). The weeds may form relatively intense ground cover,
well above original cover of native species: this can hold sediments in place
rather than allowing surface creep or entrainment. Thus, the supply of sand is now
restricted due to the weedy species in the overlying catchment.
Hypothesis 2: Net export of sand due to lack of “backwash”.
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To a certain extent, saltating sand was a resource that sloshed back and forth with
winds, predominantly from the northwest but also from southeast through south
that can push the sand back to the northwest. Now, however, another weedy
species, Russian thistle (also known as tumbleweed) has colonized the dunes in
the region surrounding Cadiz Playa. Thus, any sand that is moved toward the
Cadiz Playa with the prevailing direction of the high winds (to the southeast), is
trapped by the Russian thistle. Russian thistle provides active wind trapping
capability both when it is alive and also after it has died and tumbled, generally
filling dune interspaces (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. Photo 51
from the aerial
overflight taken of
a dune field near
the NW corner of
the Cadiz Playa
1500’ above
ground. The
orange color is
Russian thistle
that grew during
2010. The dark
color is patches of
older weathered
dead Russian
thistle crowns that
grew in situ or
were tumbled in
with the wind.

Figure 8. Photo 57
of the aerial
overflight taken of
the region to the
northeast of Cadiz
Playa. The orange
coloration is the
Russian thistle
crop from 2010.
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9. The Cadiz Playa Hydrology, Sedimentology, Sand and Dust
Formed in the same environment as Bristol Playa, Cadiz Playa has analogous hydrology
and sedimentology, however, the surrounding catchments are much smaller and at lower
elevation. Inflow of surface water is therefore potentially much less than on Bristol Playa.
Surface flows delivered down Fenner wash apparently do not make it to the Cadiz Playa
but are stopped within the sand dunes, ponding and promoting heavy Russian thistle
growth and leaving visible traces on the satellite imagery in Appendix C.
The Cadiz Playa was visited on the ground on August 23, 2011 to collect soil samples to
confirm that the chemistry is equivalent to Bristol (dominated by Ca, Na, and Cl). The
results from these samples are pending at the time of this report but are not expected to
show that the Cadiz chemistry is dissimilar from Bristol. As can be clearly seen in Figure
8 the vegetation around the margin is not coupled with groundwater because the margin
shows vegetation cover that is about the same as the regions upslope and away from the
playa margin. By contrast, groundwater coupled vegetation is more verdant and lush
compared to the surrounding desert vegetation—a condition not observed around the
entire shore of the Cadiz Playa.
The Cadiz Playa region has become a sink for sand that has moved with prevailing high
winds from the Bristol Playa region. For that reason, there is plenty of sand available to
debride the surface during high winds. The majority of this sand is located in the north
through northeast portions of the playa and theses zones apparently give rise to
significant dust that erodes the surface of the playa (as seen in the 11-25-2002 (Potential
Dust Scene 2, Appendix C).
10. Conclusions
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The chemistry of the Bristol Playa is low in the carbonate, bicarbonate and sulfate
ions that are implicated in other playas that produce major dust storms (such as
Owens and Franklin Playas).
Instead, this playa contains chemistry that has been noted to induce surface
stability (Ca, Na and Cl). Cadiz Playa appears to have the same chemistry.
Wind erosion from the Bristol Playa and immediate margins is driven by the
supply of sand-sized particles that can saltate and debride the surface.
Wetting by rainfall heals disturbances of the crust if erosion by sand grains has
occurred.
The cause of windborne dust from Bristol Playa is mechanical abrasion from
saltating sand grains. This appears to be the case for Cadiz Playa as well.
The Bristol Playa system has likely experienced a decrease in blowing dust during
recent decades due to decreasing sand available for saltation and mechanical
abrasion. The mechanism for this is hypothesized to be due to weedy species in
the rainfall catchment above (decreasing sediment supply) and net export of sand
to the region of the Cadiz Playa where it is stabilized by Russian thistle and
cannot be blown back toward Bristol Playa.
Cadiz Playa experiences the same processes.
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Appendix A. Salt Chemistry, Salt Species, and Glossary of Terms.

Temperature controlled reactions resulting in windborne dust-prone surfaces:
Na2SO4·10H2O
⇋
Na2SO4 + 10 H2O
Mirabilite
← 65°F → Thenardite
Na2CO3·10H2O
⇋
Na2CO3·H2O + 9H2O
Natron
← 50°F → Thermonatrite
Na2CO3·10H2O + Na+ + H+ + CO3= ⇋
Na3H(CO3)2 ·2H2O + 8 H2O
Natron
← 50°F →
Trona
Other salt species discussed in this report:
Halite:
NaCl
Burkeite: (a complex salt of sulfate and carbonate): Na6(SO4)2(CO3)
Gypsum:
CaSO4 · 2 H2O
Anhydrite: CaSO4

Ecologic and Geomorphic Terms used in this report:
Aeolian: wind blown; moved by the wind.
Barcan dunes: a crescent shaped wind blown deposit of sand that moves with the
prevailing wind. The steep face of a barcan dune is on the lee side.
Biome: region defined by similar climate and geography. Example: Mojave Desert
Coppice mound: dune-like mound of aeolian soil collected around single or multiple
shrubs generally requiring decades to establish.
Debrided: a process whereby the surface is removed by wearing, used in this report to
describe the wearing away of the surface by action of saltating windblown sand
grains.
Deflation: process whereby a soil surface is lowered through windborne loss of material.
Desert pavement: collection of larger particles that were too large and heavy to be moved
by the wind, hence forming an armor to protect the surface from further blowing.
Fluffy surface: dry, easily wind-lofted salts supplied by capillarity and exemplary of
playa environments on the Owens Lakebed and Franklin Playas.
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Ecotone: transition from one type of environment to another e.g., the unvegetated Bristol
Playa and the vegetated margins. Ecotones can occur abruptly or gradually.
Efflorescence: process involving upward capillarity of soil water that strands loose
deposits salt crystals at the soil surface.
Phreatophyte: species that obtain a portion of their water supply from groundwater.
Creosote bush and cattle saltbush ares not phreatophytes. Four-wing saltbush is a
facultative phreatophyte, meaning it can benefit from but generally does not
require shallow groundwater.
Playa: a fine texture-dominated flat pan often called a dry lake.
Puffy surface: (general term given specific meaning in this work); the gently heaved
surface common on the Bristol Playa.
Saltation: (from Latin for jump) process whereby the wind imparts energy to a sand grain
that then flies in an arc to strike the soil, impart energy to additional sand particles
and erode and release fugitive dust. During a wind storm the process of saltation
causes a cascading effect tending to increase as more particles are saltated.
Sand: any particle between 0.63mm and 2mm in size. Sand is the principle agent for wind
erosion and comes in three recognized fractions: Coarse sand: 0.63 to 2mm,
Medium sand: 0.2 to 0.63mm, and Fine sand: 0.063 to 0.2 mm.
Sorting: a process that is Aeolian or alluvial that selects for certain grain sizes. For
example, dune sand is often of about the same grain size and is therefore, highly
sorted.
Ventifact: an object such as a wood, rock or coppice mound that has been carved by the
action of wind and entrained sand.
Wadi: dry wash that receives discharge from large rain events (often called flash floods).
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Appendix B. Field Trip Photographs and Notes
An initial field trip was conducted on 11-9-2010 by vehicle with stops in areas of interest.
A shovel was used to turn the soil to examine conditions in the top 20 cm. Notes were
taken at each location. Two samples were taken at two locations, Points 4 and 5 (Figure
B-1).
A second field trip was conducted to Cadiz Playa on 8-23-2011. Photos are included from
that visit as Figures.
Figure B-1. Points of interest visited during the ground portion of the field trip.

From the field visit and comparison of the 10 points described below, it was apparent
that:
(1) Shrub-occupied coppice mounds around the Bristol Playa are the source of sand that
debrides the surface by saltation. The shrubby zone around the lake is generally the
source area for saltating particles.
(2) The bare lakebed is not emissive unless debrided by windblown saltating sand grains.
This mechanism is not directly related to the water table.
(3) Accumulation areas southeast of the Bristol Playa in the alluvial gap between it and
Cadiz Playa can be a major source of dust. Weak surface crusting induced by rains
can cause this zone to be protected for a while, suggesting that it takes a period of
high winds to break down the crusting so that the surface becomes blowable. Once
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this crust is removed, any high wind will likely create a large dust release, a
condition that will last until reset by additional rainfall.
The field visit was conducted after a 20-day period of relatively warm and dry weather
following rain events that totaled over an inch measured at the USGS Balch Station, 40 to
50 miles northwest of the Bristol Playa (Figure 1). Weather measured at USGS Balch is
provided in Table B-1. Figure B-2 is a Landsat 5 scene from 10-30-2010.
Figure B-2. Image of the Bristol Playa and surrounding area 10 days before the field visit.

Table B-1. Weather measured at USGS Balch prior to field visit.
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Point 1. Downwind (SE) of the
Bristol Playa. This is an area of
strong Aeolian deposition
where features suggestive of
historic coppice mounds in
the foreground have been
buried. The material is very
loose and high in silt content
and was covered by larger,
sorted, sand and gravel
particles showing an incipient
desert pavement. Shovels of
dry soil thrown into the air
generated significant dust.
The surface horizons are
lightly armored to about 2 cm
deep by easily frangible
crusting likely resulting from
the one inch of rain that fell
almost 3 weeks before.
Remnants of weedy annual
vegetation are visible.

Point 2. Coppice
mounds formed at
the base of a
saltbush. Patches
of coarse sand and
some gravel have
been sorted by
high winds. Small
dunes partially
armored by this
desert pavement
are visible toward
the left of the
photo.
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Point 3. At the
ecotone between the
unvegetated playa
and the shrub
vegetation higher
upgradient. Note the
coppiced shrub
mounds in the
background. The soil
was puffy, pushed up
by crystal pressure
from below. The
coppice mounds
appeared to be
undergoing active
erosion as indicated
by aspect (very tall)
indicating erosion
around their bases.
No loose sand was
visible.

Point 4. Puffy
lakebed sediments
on the playa beyond
the shrub ecotone.
The surface here
resembled Points 3
and 5 with granular
material below a
2cm thick crust that
was moist with very
slight salt
efflorescence at the
surface. A soil
sample from this
location was very
high in Na (9.25%),
and Cl (8.1%) with
relatively low SO4
(0.96%)—other
constituents are
silica minerals. No
loose sand was
visible.
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Point 5. Puffy
soils further out
onto the barren
Playa. The soil
sample taken from
the surface here
was highest in Na
(2.95% and Cl
(1.91%) but also
contained
comparable levels
of SO4 (1.15%).
Some medium fine
sand was visible.

Point 6. This site
was located after
backtracking from
Points 3, 4, and 5
to view more of
the shrub
vegetation in the
ecotone region.
This location is
notable because
of the apparent
deflation to a
buried clayey
horizon that has
characteristics of
the surfaces at
Points 3, 4 and 5.
Coarse sand
grains winnowed
by high winds are
visible on the
surface. Note the
dead shrub in the
left foreground.
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Point 7. Obvious
deflation around a
coppice mound.
This location is in
a wadi drained
from the adjacent
Playa margin
about 500 m away.
The coppiced
saltbush in the
foreground has
been debrided
around the base
indicating a
maximum
saltation height of
about 30 cm.

Point 8. Located
about 50 m to the
southwest of
Point 7 and on the
edge of the wadi.
Obvious surface
erosion features
are present. This
same pattern can
be seen around
the shovel shown
at Point 7. The
substrate is
mostly silt and
clay, so any
erosion such as
can be seen here
generates fugitive
dust.

2 cm
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Point 9.
Volcanic hills
located on the
downwind
margin of the
Bristol Playa.
The light
colored
deposits are
highly sorted
medium sand
deposited by
wind action.
The inset
shows these
features at a
distance.

Point 10.
Accumulation
area located
northwest of and
similar to the
depositional
area at Point 1.
Beneath a weak
crust extending
about 1 cm deep,
the soil was
loose, silty and
easily lofted.
Note the loss of
numerous
coppice mounds
in the foreground
through
background.
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Point 11. Cadiz
Playa from a
location
between the
saltworks visible
on the Appendix
C Potential Dust
Scenes 2.
Landsat TM5
Image
11/25/2002. This
surface is
analogous to
Bristol Playa at
Points 4, 5 and
7.

Point 12. Cadiz
Playa to the
south of the
southernmost
salt works. The
surface of this
site is
analogous to
Point 11 and the
mentioned
Bristol Playa
Points. This site
was where Cadiz
Playa sample 2
was obtained.
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Appendix C. Observation of Satellite images
Nineteen Landsat TM satellite images were chosen for evaluation of the surface
conditions on the Playa and Playa margins chosen for the period 2000 to present. This
period was chosen because it coincides with wind and rainfall data available from the
USGS Balch station. Two factors were of interest in this investigation (1) images of
blowing dust and (2) images of the lakebed to determine whether efflorescence was
occurring. To evaluate blowing dust, images were selected from days that had 12 mph
average windspeed in the hour of the satellite overpass measured at the USGS Balch
Station. To evaluate efflorescence and ponding effects, images were chosen following
precipitation periods of one inch or more within two weeks. Eighteen images represent
the entire suite of Landsat TM and Aster satellite images that occurred during the wind
and rainfall conditions desired within the 10-year window.
Evidence for blowing dust was considered to be a plume that occluded or softened the
ground features that it overlay. Evidence of efflorescence was taken to be a general
whitening of the surface. Table D-1 lists the images chosen to evaluate the presence of
either blowing or efflorescence.
Potential days for examination of blowing dust and wetting effects were selected using
data acquired from the USGS Balch, CIMIS Barstow, and CIMIS Blythe NE weather
stations located within 40, 70, and 75 miles, respectively of the Bristol Dry Lake (Figure
1). To account for spatial variability of rain, data were combined and averaged between
the stations. Average daily wind speeds were identified for the hour of the overpass and
matched with corresponding LandSat TM5 overpass dates of the Cadiz Basin area. We
estimated minimum threshold wind speed values based on previous work on emissive dry
lakes and documented dust blowing dates on the Cadiz and Bristol Dry Lakes. A
threshold average daily wind speed value of 12 mph was set and matched with LandSat
overpass dates. All selected satellite scenes were downloaded and analyzed in false color
for the occurrence of dust emission. Due to the 16-day temporal resolution of the imagery
and the hourly variability in dust storms, few scenes captured active dust emissions.
The potentially efflorescent scenes were selected in a similar manner by combining
precipitation data from surrounding weather stations. Precipitation data from the same
USGS Balch and CIMIS stations were used to identify wet periods prior to a LandSat
TM5 overpass. Both large single-day, and small multiple-day storms were selected and
matched with a following LandSat TM5 overpass date. Due to the generally low rainfall
of the region, threshold values were informal, and scenes were selected if at least an inch
of rain fell within the region during the two weeks leading up to a LandSat TM5
overpass. One exception to this scheme was from 11-12-2003, selected because 0.63 inch
of rain fell during that day. An image was also include from 10-10-1997 (prior to
operation of Balch) because a large amount of rainfall had occurred regionally in
immediate past (9.09 inches in Barstow and 0.68 inches in Blythe on 9-25-97)
Of the eight scenes chosen for analysis of blowing dust, three 3 were positive and of
these, one (11-25-2002) showed very small amounts of dust released from the Bristol
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Playa despite evidence of significant wind movement (25.6 mph measured at USGS
Balch during the overpass, and severe dust that was released from the Cadiz Playa sand,
stored in the dunes, moving across the playa. The role of sand in creating dust from the
playa is confirmed with this image because the southern half of the playa, lacking upwind
sand deposits is clear of dust.
Table D-1. Images evaluated for blowing dust or rain effects on the playa. Images coded
for evaluating windborne dust are coded buff, rain as blue and for the co-occurrence of
both, as red. average wind during the hour of the overpasses measured at USGS Balch
and 2-week antecedent rain and are listed for each image. The October 30, 2010 scene was
used to evaluate both potential dust and efflorescence.

The two scenes that show significant dust release from Bristol Playa are from 4-12-2007
and 10-27-2009. In both scenes, the highest magnitude of dust released was from an area
of accumulation (observed during the field trip as Points 1 and 10—Appendix B). The
image from 4-12-2007 is clearer than the 10-27-2009 image because it is free of high
clouds and it shows a much more severe dust storm in progress (and the 10-27-2009
image is generally supportive of the same areas viewed on 4-12-2007). The dust being
released from the accumulation areas can be seen to emanate directly from the ground
source, while the plumes that are visible over the Playa, itself, are raised above the Playa,
indicating that this is not the source of the visible plume. Examination of the small water
droplet cloud sitting over the Bristol Playa in this scene can be used to gage the height of
the dust plume, itself creating a shadow. The length of the shadow of the dust plumes
approaches, but is less than the height of the cloud, thus, the dust plumes are lifted
significantly above the Playa below but not as high as the cloud.
From the examination of dust releases and the wind speeds measured at the USGS Balch
Station, the threshold velocity for dust entrainment appears to be around 20 mph. This is
an imperfect comparison because of the few days recording blowing dust and the 50-mile
distance of the USGS Balch Station. Still, most strong continuous winds in the Mojave
Desert tend to be the product of regional-scale phenomena driven by frontal passage.
The images chosen to examine whether or not salt efflorescence occurs show that this
mechanism for creation of fugitive dust is extremely limited. Only one of the images, 402-2009, showed the surface becoming light in a pattern suggestive of salt efflorescence.
Efflorescence is important because in the systems that are prone to dustiness, pervasive
whitish salt efflorescence is a common feature, particularly following rainy weather when
upward capillarity can carry the salts back to the surface where they are stranded as the
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water molecules evaporate. Hence, if the 4-02-2009 image is indicative, this incidence is
only 1 in 12, or 8% (including the 10-10-1997 image). Counting this image as
efflorescent, however, is not correct in comparison to Owens Lake where salt
efflorescence during the winter can generate a snow white salt crust on multiple squaremile areas of the lakebed.
From examination of the satellite imagery, it can be concluded that:
(1) Significant dust releases occur from areas of accumulation identified during
the field visit. The accumulation is from particles debrided off of the Playa and its
margins by saltating sand grains. Areas of accumulation exist in a zone to the southeast of
where the dust is initially generated. Dunes are zones of accumulation on the north
through northeast margin of the Cadiz Playa.
(2) High winds (of 20 mph or greater) alone may be insufficient to cause the
release of dust. This may be the result of weak surface crusting that has occurred due to
recent rains, a condition that can be broken down under high winds and the energies
imparted by saltating sand grains.
(3) both Bristol and Cadiz Playas are non-emissive unless sand is provided for
saltation that debrides the surface where it tracks across with the wind.
(5) Significant rainfall appears to create only small amounts of surface ponding on
the Bristol Playa. This suggests that the Playa absorbs rainfall and runon rather than
causing long-term ponding.
(6) Cadiz Playa is much drier than Bristol Playa and has little evidence of runon
from the surrounding catchments. Flooding from Fenner Wash is trapped in the dunes
and does not reach the Cadiz Playa.
(y) Little to no rain-capillarity-evaporation-driven salt efflorescence appears to be
part of the dust release cycle from either playa. Hence, the dust from these playas is
solely a factor of the energy imparted upon the surface by wind velocity through the
action of saltating sandgrains. The majority of the dust released is, therefore, silica
minerals rather than salts.
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Potential Dust Scenes 1. Aster Image: 4/12/2007. Average windspeed during the hour of the overpass was 23.5 mph (at USGS Balch).
Arrow shows dust plumes. Note the color difference for clouds of dust particles (buff colored) and those of water droplets (white or
grayish).
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Potential Dust Scenes 2. Landsat TM5 Image: 11/25/2002. Average wind speed during the hour of the overpass was 25.65 mph (at USGS
Balch). Arrows show dust plumes and their apparent direction of travel. The wind is apparently from north as can be seen in the dust
leaving the Cadiz playa. The north half of Cadiz playa may be impacted by the huge reservoir of sand on the north and northeast margin.
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Potential Dust scenes 3. Landsat TM5 image: 10/27/2009. Average wind speed during the hour of the overpass was 19.2 mph (at USGS
Balch). A high level cloud crosses the middle of this scene from SW to NE. The arrow indicates dust released from the accumulation
area (Figure 6) The long tendrils of dust cloud are indicative of stripes of saltating particles.
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Potential Efflorescence Scenes 1. Landsat TM5 Image: 10/10/1997. 9 inches of rain in previous 2 weeks at Barstow and 0.68 inches at
Blythe (see Figure 1). Arrow shows surface ponding. Significant thin water droplet clouds are present in this image
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Potential Efflorescence Scenes 2. Landsat TM5 Image: 3/11/2001. 1.4 inches of rain in previous week (average of all three stations shown on

Figure 1). Restricted areas of turquoise on the Playa are ponded surface water (arrows). Clouds (thin) and shadows are present in this image.
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Potential Efflorescence Scenes 3. Landsat TM5 Image: 3/27/2001. Ponding is gone in this scene taken 16 days after Scene 2.
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Potential Efflorescence Scenes 4. Landsat TM5: 8/26/2004. 1.4 inches of rain in the previous week (average of all three stations shown on
Figure 1). Turquoise indicates surface ponding.
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Potential Efflorescence Scenes 5. Landsat TM5: 4/2/2009. Possible Efflorescence. Little rain was recorded at surrounding Met stations
(Figure 1). The bright red adjacent to the Cadiz Playa is a vigorous cover of Russian thistle.
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Appendix E3
Emissions Worksheets –
UPDATED

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM LOCOMOTIVE DELIVERY OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
FUEL CONSUMPTION RATE (TON‐MILES/GAL):

400

LINE‐HAUL EMISSION FACTORS (g/bhp‐hr)
PM10
HC
NOx
Uncontrolled
0.32
0.48
13
Tier 0
0.32
0.48
8.6
Tier 0+
0.2
0.3
7.2
Tier 1
0.32
0.47
6.7
Tier 1+
0.2
0.29
6.7
Tier 2
0.18
0.26
4.95
Tier 2+ & Tier 3
0.08
0.13
4.95
Tier 4
0.015
0.04
1

CO
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

CONVERSION FACTOR (bhp‐hr/gal)
Large Line‐Haul and Passenger:

20.8

HC to VOC CONVERSTION FACTOR:

1.053

TRANSPORTATION LOAD (tons):

2000

TRANSPORTATION DISTANCE (mi):

180

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS (lbs)
Uncontrolled
Tier 0
Tier 0+
Tier 1
Tier 1+
Tier 2
Tier 2+ & Tier 3
Tier 4

PM10
13.21
13.21
8.26
13.21
8.26
7.43
3.30
0.62

VOC
20.86
20.86
13.04
20.43
12.60
11.30
5.65
1.74

NOx
536.61
354.99
297.20
276.56
276.56
204.32
204.32
41.28

CO
52.84
52.84
52.84
52.84
52.84
52.84
52.84
52.84

PM2.5a
12.15
12.15
7.60
12.15
7.60
6.84
3.04
0.57

Source: USEPA, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA-420-F-09-025,
Emission Factors for Locomotives, April 2009.
a

PM2.5 emissions for hauling trains were calculated as 92% of PM10 emissions, based on
ARB's CEIDARS database for PM2.5 fractions.

DELIVERY TRUCK EMISSIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION
EMISSION FACTORS
Scenario Year: 2012
All model years in the range 1968 to 2012
Delivery Trucksa
(pounds/mile)
CO
NOx
ROG
SOx
PM10
PM2.5

0.015457411
0.017324228
0.002237757
2.66688E‐05
0.000649749
0.000549539

TRAVEL DISTANCE (MILES):

320

NUMBER OF TRUCKS DAILY:

10

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
pounds/day
CO
49.46371424
NOx
55.43753031
ROG
7.160821076
SOx
0.08534023
PM10
2.079198319
PM2.5
1.758525941

a

Based on EMFAC 2007 (v2.3) Burden Model Emission Factors compiled by SCAQMD for

on‐road delivery trucks (>8,500 pounds) in 2012.

SITE ACCESS - FUGITIVE DUST
Conservation and Recovery Component

Unpaved Road Fugitive Dust from Trucks During Construction
Emission Factors
VMT 1

(pounds/VMT)

Emissions Without Dust Control

2

(miles/day)

PM10

PM2.5

160

1.4

0.1

(pounds/day)
PM10
PM2.5
221.4

22.1

Emissions With Dust Control
(pounds/day)
55.8

5.6

1 Total VMT from constructon worker trips
2 Based on AP-42 Emission Factor: E (lbs/VMT) =k (s/12)^a (W/3)^b
Where:
E = emission rate in pounds per vehicle mile traveled
k = particle size multiplier (assumed 1.5 lb/VMT for PM10 and 0.15 lb/VMT for PM2.5 per AP-42, Table 13.2.2-2)
a = 0.9
b = 0.45
s = silt content (assumed 8.5% for a construction site per AP-42, Table 13.2.2-1)
W = averge weight (tons) of vehicles (assumed 100% shuttle buses that weight 5 tons)
3 Dust control mesures include limiting maximum speed on unpaved roads to 25 miles per hour and watering of
of unpaved roads at least twice daily.
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PIPELINE TRENCHING FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS
Worst-Case Daily Grading

a

10,000 Square Feet
10 daysb

Trenching Duration Fugitive Dust Stockpiling Parameters
Silt Contentc
6.9

Precipitation Days
0

Mean Wind Speed Percentd
100

TSP Fraction
0.5

Areae (acres)
0.02

Mean Wind Speed
mph
10

Moisture Contentc
7.9

Dirt Handled
cy
3704

Dirt Handledg
lb/day
926,000

Hours of Operation
8

Overburden Coefficienth
1

Silt Content
6.9

Fugitive Dust Material Handling
Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplierf
0.35
Bulldozing Fugitive Dust Parameters
Number of Dozers Daily
1

i

PM10 Scaling Factor
0.75

j

Incremental Increase in Fugitive Dust Emissions from Construction Operations
Equations:
k

Storage Piles : PM10 Emissions (lb/day) = 1.7 x (silt content/1.5) x ((365-precipitation days)/235) x wind speed percent/15 x TSP fraction x Area) x (1 - control efficiency)
Material Handlingl PM10 Emissions (lb/day) = (0.0032 x aerodynamic particle size multiplier x (wind speed (mph)/5)1.3/(moisture content/2)1.4 x dirt handled (lb/day)/2,000 (lb/ton)
(1 - control efficiency)
m
1.5
1.4
Bulldzing PM10 Emissions (lb/day) = (overburden coefficient x silt content )/moisture content x PM10 scaling factor x hours of operation x (1-control efficiency)
Description
Storage Piles
Material Handling
Bulldozing
Total

Control Efficiency
%
61
61
61

n

PM10
lb/day
0.32
0.07
2.35
2.74

Notes:
a) Area to be trenched (100-foot segments).
b) Trenching duration per 100-foot segment.
c) USEPA, AP-42, July 1998, Table 11.9-3 Typical Values for Correction Factors Applicable to the Predictive Emission Factor Equations
d) Mean wind speed percent - percent of time mean wind speed exceeds 12 mph.
e Assumed storage piles are 0.02 acres in size
f) USEPA, AP-42, Jan 1995, Section 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles, p 13.2.4-3 Aerodynamic particle size multiplier for < 10 μm
g) Assuming 3704 cubic yards of dirt handled [(3704 cyd x 2,500 lb/cyd)/10 days = 926,000 lb/day)
h) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Section 11.9 Western Surface Coal Mining, Table 11.9-1, Equation for Overburden Bulldozing.
i) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Table 11.9-3 Typical Values for Correction Factors Applicable to the Predictive Emission Factor Equations
j) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Section 11.9 Wester Surface Coal Mining, Table 11.9-1 Scaling Factors.
k) USEPA, Fugitive Dust Background Document and Technical Information Document for Best Available Control Measures, Sept 1992, EPA-450/2-92-004, Equation 2-12
l) USEPA, AP-42, Jan 1995, Section 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles, Equation 1
m) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Table 11.9-1, Equation for Overburden Bulldozing.
n) Includes watering at least three times a day (61% control efficiency)
o) ARB's CEIDARS database PM2.5 fractions - construction dust category for fugitive emissions.

PM2.5 io
lb/day
0.07
0.01
0.49
0.56

WELLFIELD FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS
Worst-Case Daily Grading

a

125,000 Square Feet

Fugitive Dust Grading Parameters
b

Vehicle Speed (mph)
7.1

Vehicle Miles Traveled c
2.15

Fugitive Dust Material Handling
Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplierd
0.35

Mean Wind Speed
mph
10

Moisture Contente
7.9

Dirt Handledf
cy/day
6130

Hours of Operation
8

Overburden Coefficienth
1

Silt Content
6.9

Dirt Handledg
lb/day
15,325,000

Bulldozing Fugitive Dust Parameters
Number of Dozers Daily
1

i

PM10 Scaling Factor
0.75

j

Incremental Increase in Fugitive Dust Emissions from Construction Operations
Equations:
k
2.0
Grading : PM10 Emissions (lb/day) = 0.60 x 0.051 x mean vehicle speed x VMTx (1 - control efficiency)
Material HandlinglPM10 Emissions (lb/day) = (0.0032 x aerodynamic particle size multiplier x (wind speed (mph)/5)1.3/(moisture content/2)1.4 x dirt handled (lb/day)/2,000 (lb/ton)
(1 - control efficiency)
m
1.5
1.4
Bulldzing PM10 Emissions (lb/day) = (overburden coefficient x silt content )/moisture content x PM10 scaling factor x hours of operation x (1-control efficiency)

Description
Earthmoving
Material Handling
Bulldozing
Total

Control Efficiency
%
61
61
61

n

PM10
lb/day
1.29
1.20
2.35
4.84

Notes:
a) Grading of well pads - one acre/day.
b)The AP-42 default value is 7.1 mph.
c) Assumed 13 foot wide blade with 2 foot overlap (11 foot wide). Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) = (125,000 sq ft/11 foot x mile/5,280 ft) = 2.15220385674931 mile
d) USEPA, AP-42, Jan 1995, Section 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles, p 13.2.4-3 Aerodynamic particle size multiplier for < 10 μm
e) USEPA, AP-42, July 1998, Table 11.9-3 Typical Values for Correction Factors Applicable to the Predictive Emission Factor Equations
f) Amount of dirt to be handled daily assuming 125,000 sf area graded at a depth of 1 feet.
g) Assuming 6130 cubic yards of dirt handled (6130 cyd x 2,500 lb/cyd) = 15,325,000 lb/day)
h) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Section 11.9 Western Surface Coal Mining, Table 11.9-1, Equation for Overburden Bulldozing.
i) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Table 11.9-3 Typical Values for Correction Factors Applicable to the Predictive Emission Factor Equations
j) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Section 11.9 Wester Surface Coal Mining, Table 11.9-1 Scaling Factors.
k) USEPA, AP-42, July 1998, Table 11.9-1, Equation for Site Grading ≤ 10 μm
l) USEPA, AP-42, Jan 1995, Section 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles, Equation 1
m) USEPA, AP-42, October 1998, Table 11.9-1, Equation for Overburden Bulldozing.
n) Includes watering at least three times a day (61% control efficiency)
o) ARB's CEIDARS database PM2.5 fractions - construction dust category for fugitive emissions.

PM2.5 o
lb/day
0.27
0.25
0.49
1.02

DELIVERY TRUCK EMISSIONS DURING PROJECT OPERATIONS
commute to Cadiz
EMISSION FACTORS
Scenario Year: 2013
All model years in the range 1969 to 2013
Delivery Trucksa
(pounds/mile)
CO
NOx
ROG
SOx
PM10
PM2.5

0.014077785
0.015773115
0.002062954
2.68223E‐05
0.000599558
0.000501736

TRAVEL DISTANCE (MILES):

320

NUMBER OF TRUCKS DAILY:

2

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
pounds/day
CO
9.009782266
NOx
10.09479331
ROG
1.320290312
SOx
0.017166299
PM10
0.383717261
PM2.5
0.32111076

a

Based on EMFAC 2007 (v2.3) Burden Model Emission Factors compiled by SCAQMD for

on‐road delivery trucks (>8,500 pounds) in 2013, which is when project operations would
commence.

OPERATIONAL - FUGITIVE DUST
Unpaved Road Fugitive Dust from Trucks During Project Operations
Emission Factors
VMT 1

(pounds/VMT)

Emissions Without Dust Control

2

(miles/day)

PM10

PM2.5

60

1.1

0.1

(pounds/day)
PM10
PM2.5
66.0

6.6

Emissions With Dust Control
(pounds/day)
37.0

1.7

1 Total VMT from constructon worker trips for conveyance pipeline.
2 Based on AP-42 Emission Factor: E (lbs/VMT) =k (s/12)^a (W/3)^b
Where:
E = emission rate in pounds per vehicle mile traveled
k = particle size multiplier (assumed 1.5 lb/VMT for PM10 and 0.15 lb/VMT for PM2.5 per AP-42, Table 13.2.2-2)
a = 0.9
b = 0.45
s = silt content (assumed 8.5% for a construction site per AP-42, Table 13.2.2-1)
W = averge weight (tons) of vehicles (assumed 3 tons)
3 Dust control mesures include limiting maximum speed on unpaved roads to 25 miles per hour
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JOB NO.

Calc#

SHEET NO.

JOB NAME Cadiz Water Project

DATE

SUBJECT Heat rate and emission data screen test for gas recip engines

425035
1 of 1
8-May-12
Rev. 2

COMPUTED BY RE Menze
CHECKED BY

PURPOSE:
REFERENCES:

List the various heat rate, output power, and annual emission totals for different RE's and CTG's
1. CAT - MWM Spec sheet from CAT - MWM email of 30-April-2012
2. GE-Western Energy - Tech Data Sheets
3. GE-Jenbacher email of 01-May-2012 with emission data plus spec data sheet of 23-July-2010 for the J624
4. Table 4.3-6 from the project EIR, page 4.3.14

ASSUMPTIONS:

1. Ambient air temperature is
95
°F
2. Site elevation is
790
ft ASL
3. Fuel consumption at LHV
4. Data given for single units only, except for daily emissions shown for all units
5. Annual hours of operation for each RE is 8760 , though unrealistic due to maintenance requirements.
6. UHC Emissions are generally considered to include VOC's, and other Unburned Hydrocarbon compounds
7. Output power shown at 100% load
8. Post combustion treatment reductions are:
Nox = 85%
CO = 90%
VOC = 70%
9. The project output capacity will be: 2 x 4MW = 8 MW plus 2 x 2 MW units = Total capacity of - 12 MW

INPUT DATA:

Engine - Make & Model #
( kW )
Electrical output
( bhp )
Mechanical output
( rpm )
Engine speed
No. of cylinders / engine
Number of cylinders all engines

Caterpillar - MWM
TCG 2020
TCG 2032
2,000
4,000
2,790
5,507
1,500
900
20
16
72

GE - Jenbacher
J612
J624
1,951
4,002
2,760
5,521
1,500
1,500
12
24
72

TCG 2020

TGC 2032

J612

J624

( MM Btu/hr )

15.801

31.366

15.71

31.245

( kW )

2,000

4,000

1,951

4,002

Heat Rate

(Btu/kW-hr)

7,901

7,842

8,052

7,807

Efficiency

(%)

43.20

43.52

42.39

43.72

Nox

( gm / bhp )

1.20

1.20

1.10

0.60

CO

( gm / bhp )

1.90

2.30

2.50

2.50

VOC

( gm / bhp )

?

?

0.60

0.40

CALCULATIONS:
Fuel Use
Power Output

Emission rates

Before SCR

Nox Emissions

( lb / hr )

7.37

14.56

6.69

7.30

Mass flow rate

CO Emissions

( lb / hr )

11.68

27.90

15.20

30.40

VOC Emissions

( lb / hr )

?

?

3.65

4.86

Nox

( gm / bhp )

0.18

0.18

0.17

0.09

CO

( gm / bhp )

0.19

0.23

0.24

0.25

VOC

( gm / bhp )

?

?

0.18

0.12

After SCR

After SCR

Nox Emissions

( lb / hr )

1.11

2.18

1.00

1.09

Mass flow rate

CO Emissions

( lb / hr )

1.17

2.79

1.46

3.04

VOC Emissions

( lb / hr )

?

?

1.09

Daily Nox - 4 units

( lb / day )

53.10

104.80

Daily CO - 4 units

( lb / day )

56.05

133.91

Daily VOC - 4 units

( lb / day )

?

?

Daily flow

MDAQMD Thresholds of
Significance
lb/day
Pollutant
NOX
137
CO
548
VOC
137

GEJenbacher

CAT - MWM

1.46

Project Daily
Total

Project Daily
Total

48.15

52.53

100.68

157.90

70.03

145.93

215.96

189.96

52.53

70.05

122.57

PROJECT OPERATIONAL PM EMISSIONS - NATURAL GAS-FIRED RECIPRICATING ENGINES
Project:

Cadiz

Unit
(MMBTU/hr)a
(MMBTU/day)

Caterpillar - MWM
TCG 2020
TCG 2032
15.801
31.366
379.224
752.784

Emission
Factorc
lb/MMBTU
0.0000771
0.0000771

Emissions per Emissions per
day
year
lbs/day
tons/year
0.173771064 0.031713219
0.173771064 0.031713219

Emission
Factorc
lb/MMBTU
0.0000771
0.0000771

Emissions per Emissions per
day
year
lbs/day
tons/year
0.115955316 0.021161845
0.115955316 0.021161845

GE - Jenbacher
J612
J624
15.71
31.245
377.04
749.88

AT 75,000 AFYb

Pollutant
PM10
PM2.5

AT 50,000 AFYd

Pollutant
PM10
PM2.5

a

CH2MHILL, Heat rate and emission data screen test for gas receip engines, May 3, 2012.
For 75,000 AFY, two J612 engines and two J624 engines would be used for a total output capacity of
12 MW.
c
AP-42, Chapter 3.2 Natural Gas-Fired Recipricating Engines, August 2000.
d
For 50,000 AFY, two J612 engines and one J624 engine would be used for a toal output capacity of
8 MW.
b

EMISSIONS OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM CONSTRUCTION
Project Name:
Analysis Year:
Analysis Scenario:
EMISSION FACTORSa

Diesel Fuel :
Gasoline:

Cadiz
2012
Proposed Project
Carbon
Dioxide
Emission
Factors
(kg/gal):

Methane
Emission
Factors
(kg/gal):

Nitrous Oxide
Emission
Factors
(kg/gal):

10.21
8.78

0.00058
0.0005

0.00026
0.00022

Offroad and Onroad Diesel Construction Equipment Emissions
Carbon Dioxide (metric
tons)b:
Gallons of Diesel Fuel
Consumed:

10577.23
1036897.44

Onroad Gasoline Emissions (Worker Trips)
Carbon Dioxide (metric
tons)c:
Gallons of Gasoline
Consumed:

1702.31
194058.97

Methane and Nitrous Oxide Emissions

Methane (metric tons):
Nitrous Oxide (metric
tons):

Diesel Fuel
Consumption
Emissions

Gasoline
Consumption
Emissions

0.59663

0.09626

0.26746

0.04235

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Carbon Dioxide
Methane
Nitrous Oxide
Total Emissions:

a

Emissions
(metric tons)
12,279.54
0.693
0.310
12,280.54

CO2
Equivalency
Factors
1
21
310

2012 Climate Registry Default Emisison Factors, Table 13.1 and Table 13.7.
From URBEMIS outputs.
c
From calculations based on EMFAC2007 emission factors.
b

CO2
Equivalent
Emissions
(metric tons)
12,279.54
14.55
96.04
12,390.13

DELIVERY TRUCK GHG EMISSIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION
EMISSION FACTORS
Scenario Year: 2012
All model years in the range 1968 to 2012
Delivery Trucksa
(pounds/mile)
CO2
CH4

2.766284144
0.000106675

TRAVEL DISTANCE (MILES):

320

NUMBER OF TRUCKS DAILY:

10

TOTAL PROJECT CONSTRUCTION DAYS:

264

ANNUAL CO2 and CH4 POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

CO2
CH4

pounds/day
8852.109261
0.341360918

metric
tons/year
1051.63058
0.040553677

CO2e
factors
1
21

CO2e emissions
(metric tons/year)
1051.63058
0.851627218

CO2e
factors
310

CO2e emissions
(metric tons/year)
5.640569343

ANNUAL N2O POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

Diesel
Fuel b:

N2O

CH4
Factors
(kg/gal):

N2O
Factors
(kg/gal):

0.00058

0.00026

pounds/day
0.153159806

metric
tons/year
0.018195385

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Total Emissions (metric tons/year):
a

1058.12

Based on EMFAC 2007 (v2.3) Burden Model Emission Factors compiled by SCAQMD for

on‐road delivery trucks (>8,500 pounds).
2012 Climate Registry Default Emisson Factors, Table 13.7

b

DELIVERY TRUCK GHG EMISSIONS DURING PROJECT OPERATIONS
EMISSION FACTORS
Scenario Year: 2013
All model years in the range 1968 to 2012
Delivery Trucksa
(pounds/mile)

2.781634585
CH4 9.70338E-05

CO2

TRAVEL DISTANCE (MILES):

320

NUMBER OF TRUCKS DAILY:

2

TOTAL PROJECT OPERATION DAYS:

365

ANNUAL CO2 and CH4 POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

CO2
CH4

pounds/day

metric
tons/year

1780.246134
0.062101609

292.4054276
0.010200189

CO2e
factors

CO2e emissions
(metric tons/year)

1
21

292.4054276
0.214203976

CO2e
factors

CO2e emissions
(metric tons/year)

310

1.418733871

ANNUAL N2O POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

Diesel
Fuel b:

N2O

CH4
Factors
(kg/gal):

N2O
Factors
(kg/gal):

0.00058

0.00026

pounds/day

metric
tons/year

0.027863384

0.004576561

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Total Emissions (metric tons/year):
a

294.04

Based on EMFAC 2007 (v2.3) Burden Model Emission Factors compiled by SCAQMD for

on-road delivery trucks (>8,500 pounds) in 2013, which is the year project operations would
commence.
b

2012 Climate Registry Default Emisson Factors, Table 13.7

PROJECT OPERATIONAL GHG EMISSIONS - METROPOLITAN CRA CONVEYANCE
Project:

Cadiz

Conversion Factors:

Acre-Foot
1

Gallons (Water) Million Gallons
325,851
0.325851

Metropolitan CRA Conveyance Rate (kWh/MG):

3886

Project Extraction Values (Acre-Feet Per Year):

50000
75000

Project Energy Demand (kWh/Year):
AFY
(kWh/Year)
50000
63312849.30
75000
94969273.95

(MWh/Year)
63312.8493
94969.27395

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (50,000 AFY)
Emission
Factorsa
Emissions
Emissions
(lbs/MWh) (metric tons/year)
681.01
19,557.42
Carbon Dioxide
Methane
0.028
0.804
Nitrous Oxide
0.006
0.172
Total Emissions:
19,558.40

CO2
Equivalency
Factors
1
21
310

CO2
Equivalent
Emissions
(tons per year)
19,557.42
16.89
53.42
19,627.72

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (75,000 AFY)
Emission
Factorsa
Emissions
Emissions
(lbs/MWh) (metric tons/year)
681.01
29,336.13
Carbon Dioxide
Methane
0.028
1.206
Nitrous Oxide
0.006
0.258
Total Emissions:
29,337.60

a

CO2
Equivalency
Factors
1
21
310

CO2
Equivalent
Emissions
(tons per year)
29,336.13
25.33
80.12
29,441.59

Emission factors from The Climate Registry, Table 14.1 US Emission Factors by eGRID Subregion:
http://www.theclimateregistry.org/downloads/2009/05/2011-Emission-Factors.pdf
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Summary
Environmental Science Associates (ESA) botanists conducted a rare plant survey for the Cadiz
Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project) in April of 2011. The 2011
rare plant surveys were concentrated within the proposed pipeline route and …… This area is
referred to as the “study area” throughout this report. <See comment gca3>
Vegetation, particularly the herbaceous layers, has been disturbed to varying degrees throughout
the study area, particularly within the southeastern region of the study site in areas adjacent to the
access road running along the Danby Dry Lake and south toward the Colorado River Aqueduct.
Throughout the study site, shrub diversity is relatively low owing to both the low diversity of
habitats encountered within the site and the high level of previous disturbance. The desert habitat
communities encountered consisted of creosote bush scrub, desert wash scrub, and desert
pavement regions, each of which varied with level of disturbance. The diversity of herbaceous
vegetation along the access road was similarly low and appears to have been impacted
considerably by dirt movement associated with road grading, off-highway vehicle impacts. In
addition, the preceding four years have been drought years for the state of California, resulting in
an overall lower yield of annuals. However, precipitation for the 2009-2010 water-year was
above average in the Project region and precipitation for Southern California overall for 2011 wet
season was above average; therefore, floristic survey results in the spring of 2011 were
anticipated to be by and large representative of the flora of the study area.
A total of 21 special-status plant species were determined to have potential to occur within the
rare plant study area. None of those plant species are federal- or state-listed as threatened or
endangered and therefore have no designated status or protection under federal or state
endangered species legislation. However, 8 of those species are recognized as “rare or
endangered, or potentially at risk of becoming so” by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS).
Consideration of impacts to those species during CEQA review is warranted.
No special-status plant species were found within the rare plant study area. Based on the results
of this 2011 survey, a 2010 survey, and the levels of past disturbance throughout the study area,
special-status plant species are absent from the study site. Therefore, it is our professional opinion
that construction related activities for Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project and usage of associated access roads will have no impacts on special-status plants.
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Introduction
Objective
This Rare Plant Survey Report was conducted in order to determine the presence and/or absence
of special-status plant species within the proposed pipeline route of the Project, so that impacts to
special-status plants can be analysis in the proposed project’s Draft Environmental Impact Report

Project Location and Description
Project Location
The study area is located within the Fenner Watershed in the eastern Mojave Desert of San
Bernardino County, California, approximately 200 miles east of Los Angeles, 60 miles southwest
of Needles, and 40 miles northeast of Twentynine Palms. The Fenner Valley is a large northeast
to southwest trending valley that intersects Cadiz Valley at the Fenner Gap located between the
Marble and Ship mountains (Metropolitan Water District 2001).

Project Description
The Project is a water supply and conjunctive use storage project that would actively manage the
groundwater basin within the Fenner Watershed in the eastern Mojave Desert for the purposes of
developing a new reliable water supply and storage facility for the Santa Margarita Water District
(SMWD) and other participating water agencies. The Project would be operated by Cadiz, which
owns 34,000 acres in the Cadiz and Fenner valleys of the eastern Mojave Desert in San
Bernardino County, California.
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Setting
Climate
The eastern Mojave Desert is characterized as an arid desert climate with low annual
precipitation, low humidity, and relatively high temperatures. Winters are mild and summers are
hot, with a relatively large range in daily temperatures. Temperature and precipitation vary
greatly with altitude, with higher temperatures and lower precipitation at low altitudes and lower
temperatures and higher precipitation at higher altitudes. Average annual precipitation varies
from about 4 inches in Bristol Valley to more than 12 inches in the New York Mountains.1

Topography and Soils
Elevations along the pipeline right-of-way range from approximately 830 feet at the north end down
to 640 feet east of Danby Lake back up to 950 feet where the pipeline terminates at the CRA.2
The groundwater recharge and storage study conducted in 2010 included acquiring input for the
soil types and properties within the watershed.3 Areas of low topographic relief consist of the
Carrizo-Rositas-Gunsight soil series and are typically described as light colored, red, desert
alluvial, sandy soils. Areas along the mountain slopes adjacent to the proposed water conveyance
facilities consist of the Gunsight-Rillito-Chuckwalla soil series and are typically described as
alluvium, colluvium, and residuum from granite, gneiss, quartzite and limestone formations.4 The
majority of the Project footprint consists of the Carrizo-Rositas-Gunsight soil units.
The Carrizo soils include floodplains, alluvial fans, and associated formations formed in mixed
alluvium, with slopes ranging from 0 to 15 percent. Typical profiles range from extremely
gravelly sand to very gravelly course sand, with low shrink-swell capacity, rapid to very rapid
drainage, and negligible to low runoff potential.
The Rositas soils consist of sand sheets to dunes formed of eolian material, with slopes ranging
up to 30 percent in dune areas. Typical profiles include sand depths of about 60 inches, with less
than 15 percent course to very course sand. These soils have rapid permeability, low shrink-swell
capacity, and negligible to low runoff potential.
The Gunsight and Rillito soils consist of mixed alluvium with mostly moderate slopes but
isolated areas up to 60 percent, gravelly sandy loam to extremely gravelly sandy loam, somewhat
excessively drained, with low shrink-swell capacity, and runoff potential from very low to high.

1
2

3
4

CH2MHill, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, July 2010, page 2-3; see also
www.prism.oregonstate.edu
Circle Mountain Biological Consultants, Inc. (CMBC), Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise, Habitat Evaluation for
Burrowing Owl, and General Biological Resource Assessment for the Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and
Storage Project. November 2010, page 15.
CH2M Hill, July 2010, Cadiz Groundwater Conservation and Storage Project, Pages 2-7 and 4-6, Table 4-3
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) and Cadiz, September 2001. Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) for the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year
Supply Program. Pages 5-34 and 5-35
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Other associations that could be intersected in proportionally small amounts include Tecopa Rock
Outcrop-Lithic Torriorthents (Tecopa formation comprises very shallow soils of recently
weathered material, on low hills and low mountain slopes with 15 to 75 percent slope, as well as
rock outcrops and torriorthents), along the northwestern edge of the wellfield development area
and the southern tip of the Old Woman Mountains along the pipeline; and the Rillito-Gunsight
association (mixed alluvium with mostly moderate slopes but isolated areas up to 60%, gravelly
sandy loam to extremely gravelly sandy loam, somewhat excessively drained, and runoff
potential from very low to high) along the pipeline to the southeast of the wellfield area, and
where the pipeline approaches the Old Woman Mountains.

Plant Communities
Plant communities observed within the study site were compared to the Holland Code of
Terrestrial Natural Communities of California (1986). The study site was generally dominated by
Mojave Creosote Bush Scrub. This habitat varied slightly between areas within the study site but
was consistently dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) with few other species,
occasionally forming a monoculture of creosote bush. Various small washes run through the
study site usually in a north-south direction, but the vegetation compositions of most of those
washes differed only slightly from the surrounding habitat and were observed as generally
containing the same principal species composition as the surrounding (creosote bush) scrub. A
small amount of those washes displayed slightly higher plant diversity than the surrounding scrub
and fit the description for Mojave Wash Scrub. Additionally, various portions of the study site
that have been subjected to prior human disturbances (e.g., off highway vehicle (OHV)
disturbance or grading) contained mainly non-native, weedy annuals or bare ground and most
closely could be described as disturbed habitat, which were typically observed directly along the
railroad and access roads but that occasionally accounted for up to or beyond 100 feet on either
side from center.
Vegetation, particularly the herbaceous layers, has been disturbed to varying degrees throughout
the study area, particularly along the region south and east of Browns Wash, along the Kilbeck
Hills, where the site runs along the north side of Danby Dry Lake and in the southeastern most
area of the site closest to the Colorado River Aqueduct. The rate of recovery in desert habitats
that have been impacted by human activities depends on the intensity and duration of the impacts,
as well as climatic factors. Lovige and Bainbridge (1999) state that, “Recovery to predisturbance
plant cover and biomass may take 50–300 years, while complete ecosystem recovery may require
over 3000 years.” Their further review of impacts to, and recovery rates for, desert vegetation
cites several studies showing that a) shrub cover is greater in areas that have never been grazed
than in grazed areas, b) plots protected from grazing for ten years showed no difference from
heavily grazed areas, suggesting generally slow rates of recovery and c) exclusion of grazing for
14–19 years was not sufficient time for recovery of native perennial grasses in southeastern
Arizona. In addition, Lovige and Bainbridge suggest that degradation of arid lands does not
necessarily stop following cessation of human activities and that drought, combined with erosion
and sand encroachment precipitated by disturbance, can continue to degrade areas already
impacted for many years (Lovige and Bainbridge, 1999). While vegetation within the study site
exhibits shrub species composition that is generally consistent with Mojave creosote bush scrub,
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the diversity of herbaceous vegetation appears to have been impacted to a considerable degree by
human activities within the study site.

Mojave Creosote Bush Scrub (Holland Code 34100)
Mojave creosote bush scrub is an open community dominated by the perennial creosote bush and
often by white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), typically with abundant bare ground space between
shrubs. Soils are generally well drained, have a low water holding capacity, and occur on bajadas,
slopes, fans, and relatively flat valley floors. Throughout most of the study site, creosote bush
was the predominant species and in some areas was the only shrub species visible for up to or
more than 100 feet from the centerline of the site. Much of this habitat also included smaller
shrub associates such as white bursage, littleleaf rattany (Krameria erecta), and rabbitbrush
(Hymenoclea salsola). Less frequently, the smaller shrubs also included Mormon tea (Ephedra
nevadensis), and where the study site occurred within a mile of Danby Dry Lake, the shrub
associates often included four-winged saltbush (Atriplex canescens) and tamarisk (Tamarix
rammossissima), especially close to where small washes intersected the study site. Within the
study area, this community supports a generally low diversity and numbers of native annual
herbaceous species. Most of the creosote scrub within the study site lacked a consistent
herbaceous layer; however, where it occurred, the herbaceous layer most commonly contained
such annuals as pebble pincushion (Cheanactus carphoclinia), spiny-herb (Chorizanthe rigida),
chia (Salvia columbariae), and occasionally desert trumpet (Eriogonum inflatum).

Mojave Wash Scrub (Holland Code 34250)
Mojave wash scrub occurs in desert washes generally and normally contains many of the
perennial plant species found in the surrounding scrub habitat with the addition of species that are
specific to desert wash parameters; sandy bottoms of wide canyons, incised arroyos of upper
bajadas, and sandy or rocky braided washes of lower bajadas below approximately 5,000 feet in
elevation. Within the study site, Mojave wash scrub contained many of the same dominant shrubs
as found in creosote bush scrub with the additions of smoke tree (Psorothamnus spinosa) and
catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) and to a much lesser extent with palo verde (Cercidium
floridum). Mojave wash scrub was also observed to contain annuals and biennials not observed in
the surrounding upland scrub, such as desert milkweed (Asclepias erosa), ajamete (Asclepias
subulata), and Mojave lupine (Lupinus sparsiflorus).

Disturbed Habitat (Holland Code 13000)
Disturbed habitat is any land on which the native vegetation has been significantly altered by
agriculture, construction, or other land-clearing activities, and the species composition. Within
the survey site, disturbed habitat occurred generally along both sides of the railroad tracks and
access roads and within all other previously disturbed areas, including the areas immediately
surrounding the Colorado River Aqueduct. The amount of disturbed habitat varied from several
feet to more than 50 feet from the centerline of the survey area. Vegetation typically consisted of
weedy, introduced annuals such as wild mustard (Brassica sp.), redstem filaree and
Mediterranean schismus.
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Figure 3: Mojave Creosote Bush Scrub

A relatively average and undisturbed portion of Mojave creosote bush scrub.

Figure 4: Disturbed Mojave Creosote Bush Scrub

Example of disturbed Mojave creosote bush scrub located at the southern end of the survey site adjacent to
the Colorado River Aqueduct. This area consists of spaced shrubs and sparse herbaceous layer.
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Figure 5: Mojave Wash Scrub

An example of a Mojave wash scrub dominated with creosote bush scrub species..

Figure 6: Mojave Wash Scrub with additional species

Mojave scrub wash dominated with smoke tree (Dalea spinosa), white bursage, and mormon tea, with
Mojave creosote scrub in the background
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Special-status Plant Species
A total of 21 special-status5 plant species have the potential to occur in the project area based on
the proximity of the project to previously recorded occurrences in the region, on-site vegetation
and habitat quality, topography, elevation, soils, surrounding land uses, habitat preferences, and
geographic ranges of special-status plant species known to occur in the region.
One of these plant species, Trelease’s beavertail pricklypear (Opuntia basilaris var. treleasei), is
federally and state listed as endangered. The remaining have no designated status or protection
under federal or state endangered species legislation but are recognized as rare or endangered, or
potentially at risk of becoming so, by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS). CNPS List 1B
species are rare throughout their range, with the majority of them endemic to California. Most of
the plants of List 1B have declined significantly over the last century. List 2 species are
considered to be rare and endangered in California but are more common elsewhere. List 3
species are those for which CNPS lacks the necessary information to assign them to one of the
other lists or to reject them. List 4 species are of limited distribution or infrequent throughout a
broader area in California and their overall vulnerability or susceptibility to threat is considered
relatively low at this time. While these plants are not considered "rare" from a statewide
perspective, they are uncommon enough that their status should be monitored regularly. In
addition, CNPS added a ‘threat rank’ to their listings. This is an extension added onto the CNPS
List and designates the level of endangerment by a 1 to 3 ranking, with 1 being the most
endangered and 3 being the least endangered. The threat ranks are defined as follows:




0.1-Seriously threatened in California (high degree/immediacy of threat)
0.2-Fairly threatened in California (moderate degree/immediacy of threat)
0.3-Not very threatened in California (low degree/immediacy of threats or no current
threats known).

Impacts to CNPS List 1 and 2 species are generally considered significant under CEQA. Impacts
to List 3 species are not generally considered as this is primarily an advisory list. Impacts to List
4 species are generally not presumed significant, due to the wider distribution of these species,
but may be considered significant should conditions warrant it (e.g. a species’ habitat is being
converted at a rapid pace due to local development pressure).

Methods
The survey area consisted of 100 feet on both sides of the Arizona and California Railroad
Company’s (ARZC) railroad tracks.
In preparation for the field surveys the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (CDFG,
2011) and the CNPS online database (CNPS, 2011) were queried to develop a list of specialstatus and rare plant species that have been previously recorded in the Project region. Data were
5 Special-status plants are those listed as rare, threatened, or endangered by the State or federal government or by

organizations with recognized expertise, such as the California Native Plant Society.
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queried for San Bernardino County and for the following USGS 7.5 minute topographic
quadrangles that contained the Project survey area: Cadiz Lake NW, Cadiz Lake NE, Chubbuck,
Milligan, Danby Lake, and Africa Mountains. Field surveys were then focused on the resulting 21
plant species identified through the database search results (Appendix A). Of those species, 8 had
a moderate potential to occur within the survey area; the remaining 11 species were considered as
having low potential to occur based mainly on lack of suitable habitat parameters, such as
substrate or elevation specificity.
Field surveys were conducted within the study area on April 19, 20, and 21, 2011, by a four
person botanical survey team that included Darren Burton and Jon West of Environmental
Science Associates, and Jeremiah George, Ph.D. and Youssef Attalla, Ph.D., of Environmental
Intelligence, LLC. The survey dates were chosen to encompass the maximum chance of
observing the blooming periods of the annual species (note: perennial species, such as cactuses,
can be located and positively identified outside of their respective blooming periods). Due to the
low growing nature and scarcity of the herbaceous vegetation and generally widely spaced
character and flat topography of creosote bush scrub, visual coverage of the study area was very
comprehensive and effectively complete.
The length of the study site was first assessed by driving access roads that occurred along the
length of the Project to identify habitats with a moderate potential to support target species based
on habitat conditions and suitability. Selected segments that were observed to contain moderate
habitat suitability, which was generally based on shrub diversity and presence of annuals, were
surveyed on foot. Disturbed areas with low plant growth were methodically scanned from a
vehicle driven at very slow speeds and randomly assessed by foot where plant growth and some
marginal habitat was present. Plant communities were characterized according to Holland (1986)
along the entire length of the survey site and all plant species observed were identified to the
appropriate level needed to determine rarity.

Survey Results
No special-status plant species were observed within the study area. The rare plant survey was
timed during the typical blooming period of the target species to allow for certainty of taxonomic
identification Most of the plant species encountered were in bloom and easily identifiable by their
flowers or infructescences; some species were past or near the end of their blooming periods.
Nonetheless, all species were positively identified by either vegetative parts, fruit, or identifiable
reproductive structures (i.e., flower parts).
Table 2 (in Appendix A) lists all plant species observed within the study area. A few herbaceous
annuals were widespread throughout the study area, including red-stem filaree (Erodium
cicutarium), and desert pincushion (Chaenactis stevioides). Various other annuals were scattered
sparsely throughout the site and found in concentrated areas, such as bright green buckwheat
(Eriogonum viridescens), desert calico (Loeseliastrum matthewsii), and chia (Salvia
columbariae). The greatest species diversity was concentrated in the western portion of the study
area, with the eastern portion dominated by <name of plant community here> almost exclusively
by just a few species such as <or just say creosote if it’s creosote scrub>______. In general, the
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annual plant cover of the survey site was considered moderate to low and species diversity was
typically low throughout.
Most plants were recognizable to species or subspecies level; those that were not immediately
recognized or comparable to published photograph from a field guide were identified using the
Desert Jepson Manual (Baldwin et al, 2002). Those species that resembled special-status taxa
were able to be excluded due to known distributions or one or more recognizable distinguishing
morphological characteristics that distinguished it from a target species. For example, Opuntia
basilaris var. basilaris was observed at the eastern end of the site and was determined not be O.
b. var. brachyclada, a taxon listed by the CNPS as rare, threatened or endangered in California
and elsewhere, based on range and morphological differences in spine architecture. Also, two
Cryptantha species of limited distribution have been documented as occurring in eastern San
Bernardino County and within Mojave creosote bush scrub; however, the two Cryptantha species
that were observed (in bloom) were identified as commonly occurring species and not specialstatus due to leaf and nutlet morphology. Eschscholzia minutiflora was found on in limited spots
within the survey site. However, the special-status subspecies, E. m. ssp. twisselmanii, is not
known to occur anywhere near the survey vicinity; it is currently only found in very limited
regions of Kern County.
In our professional opinion, these three species do not occur at the Project site and no additional
or late season floristic surveys are warranted.

Assessment of Potential Impacts on Special-status Plants and
Natural Communities
No special-status plant species were found within the study area during the survey. Given the
results of this 2011 survey and the history of past habitat degradation throughout the study area,
the potential for special-status species to occur is low. Therefore, it is the professional opinion of
ESA that Project-related construction and usage of associated access roads associated with the
proposed Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project will have no impacts
on special-status plants and mitigation to special-status plant species will not be required.

Recommendations
No special-status plants were found within the study area. It is our professional opinion that the
surveys conducted in April 2011 were adequate to allow determination of a low likelihood of
special-status plants being impacted by the proposed Project. No further surveys are
recommended and no mitigation for impacts to special-status plants will be required under
CEQA.
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APPENDIX A: TABLE 1
Listed/Protected Plant Species with Potential to Occur within the Rare Plant Study Area
Scientific Name

Common Name

Androstephium breviflorum

Small-flowered androstephium

List 2.2

Moderate. Creosote bush scrub and desert dunes between 840 and 4,960 feet; found
west of Iron Mountains in 1995; suitable habitat throughout Project area.

Arctomecon merriamii

White bear poppy

List 2.2

Low. Rocky soils in creosote bush scrub between 1,520 and 4,910 feet; not found in
1995 or 1999; site is outside range and elevations are too low.

Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii

Harwood's milk-vetch

List 2.2

Moderate. Sandy or gravelly desert dunes, desert scrub below 930 feet; 300+ plants
between Danby Lake and Cadiz Road in 2010; suitable habitats and elevations along
ARZC ROW and western wellfields.

Astragalus lentiginosus var. borreganus

Borrego milk-vetch

List 4.3

Moderate. Sandy soils in creosote bush scrub between 90 and 840 feet; observed in
1995 east of Iron Mountain pumping plant and Cadiz Lake in sand field areas; suitable
habitats and elevations in western wellfields and sandy areas along ARZC ROW
particularly near Danby Lake.

Castela emoryi

Crucifixion thorn

List 2.3

Low. Deciduous shrub along gravelly washes, slopes, and plains in creosote bush
scrub between 280 and 1,890 feet; not found in 1995 or 1999; as a large shrub
occurring in washes, this plant would have been found if present within the ARZC
ROW.

Colubrina californica

Las animas colubrina

List 2.3

Low. Evergreen shrub in creosote bush scrub between 30 and 3,100 feet; not found in
1995 or 1999; as a large shrub occurring in washes, this plant would have been found
if present within the ARZC ROW.

Coryphantha alversonii

Alverson’s foxtail cactus

List 4.3

Moderate. Rocky to cobbly soils in creosote bush scrub between 230 and 4,730 feet;
found west of Iron Mountain in 1995; suitable habitats in Section 17 and where Ship
and Old Woman Mountains approach ARZC ROW.

Cryptantha costata

Ribbed cryptantha

List 4.3

Moderate. Sandy soils in creosote bush scrub between 180 and 1,550 feet; found in
1995 at Cadiz Lake and in areas of stabilized dunes, but not along Cadiz Road;
suitable habitats east of Danby Lake.

Cryptantha holoptera

Winged cryptantha

List 4.3

Moderate. Sandy to rocky soils in creosote bush scrub between 310 and 3,720 feet;
not found in 1995 or 1999; suitable habitats throughout.

Cynanchum utahense

Utah vine milkweed

List 4.2

Moderate. Dry sandy, gravelly soil in creosote bush scrub between 465 and 4,400
feet; not found in 1995 or 1999; suitable habitats throughout.
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Echinocereus engelmannii var. howeii

Howe’s hedgehog cactus

List 1B.1

Low. In creosote bush scrub between 1,333 and 2,400 feet; not found in 1995 or
1999; elevations too low to be suitable.

Linanthus maculatus

Little San Bernardino Mountains
linanthus

List 1B.2

Low. Sandy soils in creosote bush scrub between 604 to 6,030; not observed in 1995
or 1999; found in the vicinity of Joshua Tree, the Project area is well outside the
known range of the species.

Matelea parvifolia

Spear-leaf matelea

List 2.3

Low. Dry rocky soils in creosote bush scrub between 1,360 and 3,390 feet; not found
in 1995 or 1999; elevations too low to be suitable

Monardella robisonii

Robison’s monardella

List 1B.3

Low. Pinyon-juniper woodland between 1,890 and 4,650; not found in 1995 or 1999;
site is outside range and elevations are too low; suitable habitat not present within
survey area.

Nemacaulis denudate var. gracilis

Slender cottonheads

List 2.2

Opuntia basilaris var. brachyclada

Short-joint beavertail cactus

List 1B.2

Low. Creosote bush scrub between 1,320 and 5,580 feet; not found in 1995 or 1999;
site is outside range and elevations are too low.

Penstemon albomarginatus

White-margined beardtongue

List 1B.1

Low. Sandy soils, stabilized dunes, roadside washes in creosote bush scrub between
1,980 and 3,300 feet; elevations too low to be suitable.

Penstemon stephensii

Stephen’s beardtongue

List 1B.3

Low. Carbonate or rocky soils in creosote bush scrub between 3,500 and 5,720 feet;
not found in 1995 or 1999; elevations too low to be suitable.

Physalis lobata

Lobed ground-cherry

List 2.3

Low. Decomposed granite in creosote bush scrub between 1,550 and 2,480 feet; not
found in 1995 or 1999; elevations too low to be suitable; suitable substrates not
observed within survey area.

Salvia greatae

Orocopia sage

List 1B.3

Low. Broad alluvial bajadas and fans beside washes in creosote bush scrub between
120 and 2,500 feet; found in Marble Mountains in 1978; potentially suitable habitats in
Section 17 and where Ship and Old Woman Mountains approach ARZC ROW.

Sphaeralcea rusbyi var. eremicola

Rusby's desert-mallow

List 1B.2

Low. Creosote bush scrub between 3,020 and 4,650; not observed in 1995 or 1999;
elevations too low to be suitable.
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APPENDIX A: TABLE 2
Plant Species Observed within the Rare Plant Study Area
Scientific Name

Common Name

Nonflowering Plants
Ephedraceae

Joint-fir Family

Ephedra nevadensis

Nevada joint-fir

Flowering Plants
Eudicots
Amaranthaceae

Amaranth Family

Atriplex canescens

four-winged saltbush

Atriplex hymenelytra

desert holly

Atriplex polycarpa

allscale

Salsola tragus*

Russian thistle

Suaeda moquinii

Torrey's sea-blight

Tidestromia oblongifolia

honeysweet

Asclepiadaceae

Milkweed Family

Asclepias erosa

desert milkweed

Asclepias subulata

ajamete

Sarcostemma hirtellum

hairy milkweed

Asteraceae

Sunflower Family

Ambrosia dumosa

burrobush

Baileya multiradiata

woolly marigold

Bebbia juncea

sweetbush

Calycoseris wrightii

white tackstem

Chaenactis stevioides

desert pincushion

Chrysothamnus paniculatus

wash rabbitbrush

Dicoria canescens

dicoria

Encelia farinosa

brittlebush

Encelia fructescens

rayless encelia

Eriophyllum wallacei

Wallace's woolly daisy

Ericameria cooperi

Cooper's goldenbush

Geraea canescens

desert sunflower

Hymenoclea salsola

cheesebush

Malacothrix glabrata

desert dandelion

Monoptilon bellioides

gray desert star
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Common Name

Palafoxia arida

desert Spanish-needles

Pectis papposa

chinch weed

Perityle emoryi

Emory's rock daisy

Porophyllum gracile

odora

Psathyrotes ramosissima

velvet rosettes

Stephanomeria exigua

milk aster

Stephanomeria pauciflora

desert milk aster

Bignoniaceae

Bigonia Family

Chilopsis linearis

desert willow

Boraginaceae

Borage Family

Amsinckia tessellata

fiddleneck

Cryptantha barbigera

fuzzy forget-me-not

Cryptantha nevadensis

Nevada forget-me-not

Pectocarya heterocarpa

combseed

Pholisma arenarium

dune food

Tiquilia plicata

plicate coldenia

Brassicaceae

Mustard Family

Brassica tournefortii*

Saharan mustard

Descurainia pinnata*

tansy

Descurainia sophia*

flixweed

Guillenia lasiophylla

California mustard

Lepidium flavum

peppergrass

Lepidium lasiocarpum

sand peppergrass

Sisymbrium irio*

London rocket

Cactaceae

Cactus Family

Opuntia basilaris

beavertail cactus

Opuntia echinocarpa

silver cholla

Capparaceae

Caper Family

Isomerus arborea

bladderpod

Cuscutaceae

Dodder Family

Cuscuta sp.

dodder

Euphorbiaceae

Spurge Family

Euphorbia setiloba

Yuma sandmat

Stillingia spinulosa

toothleaf

Fabaceae

Pea/Bean Family

Acacia greggii

catclaw acacia

Cercidium floridum

palo verde

Dalea mollissima

soft prairie clover

Lupinus sparsiflorus

Mojave lupine

Psorothamnus emoryi

indigo bush
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Common Name

Psorothamnus spinosus

smoke tree

Senna armata

desert senna

Geraneaceae

Geranium Family

Erodium cicutarium*

red-stemmed filaree

Hydrophyllaceae

Water-leaf Family

Nama demissum

purple mat

Phacelia crenulata

notchleaf hacelia

Krameriaceae

Krameria Family

Krameria erecta

littleleaf rhatany

Lamiaceae

Mint Family

Hyptis emoryi

desert lavender

Salvia columbariae

chia

Loasaceae

Stick-leaf Family

Mentzelia albicaulis

little blazing star

Petalonyx thurberi

sandpaper plant

Malvaceae

Mallow Family

Eremalche rotundifolia

desert fivespot

Nyctaginaceae

Four o'clock Family

Mirabilis bigelovii

desert wishbone plant

Onagraceae

Evening-primrose Family

Camissonia boothii

red primrose

Camissonia brevipes

yellow cups

Camissonia claviformis

brown-eyed primrose

Oenothera deltoides

devil's lantern

Orobanchaceae

Broom-rape Family

Orobanche cooperi

desert broomrape

Papaveraceae

Poppy Family

Eschscholzia minutiflora

pygmy poppy

Plantaginaceae

Plantain Family

Plantago ovata

plantain

Polemoniaceae

Phlox Family

Gilia sp.

gilia

Langloisia setosissima

lilac sunbonnets

Loeseliastrum matthewsii

desert calico

Loeseliastrum schottii

Schott's calico

Polygonaceae

Buckwheat Family

Chorizanthe brevicornu

brittle spineflower

Chorizanthe rigida

rigid spineflower

Eriogonum inflatum

desert trumpet

Eriogonum thomasii

Thomas's buckwheat
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Common Name

Eriogonum viridescens

bright green buckwheat

Resedaceae

Mignonette Family

Oligomeris linifolia

narrowleaf oligomeris

Solanaceae

Nightshade Family

Datura wrightii

jimsonweed

Tamaricaceae

Salt-cedar Family

Tamarix ramosissima*

tamarisk

Viscaceae

Mistletoe Family

Phorodendron californicum

mesquite mistletoe

Zygophyllaceae

Caltrop Family

Fagonia laevis

California fagonbush

Larrea tridentata

creosote bush

Tribulus terrestris*

puncture vine

Monocots
Agavaceae

Agave Family

Agave deserti

desert agave

Hesperocallis undulata

desert lily

Melanthiaceae

Starfruit Family

Zigadenus curvibracteatus

desert camas

Poaceae

Grass Family

Pleuraphis rigida

Big galleta

Schismus barbatus*

Mediterranean schismus

Vulpia octoflora

sixweeks fescue

*=species not native to California
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Vegetation, Groundwater Levels and Potential Impacts from Groundwater
Pumping Near Bristol and Cadiz Playas, San Bernardino, California
May 4, 2012

Executive Summary
Vegetation provides stabilization of soils against the action of wind erosion, particularly in
desert environments such as the Cadiz Valley region. Groundwater pumping for export
has been proposed. Such pumping has the potential to induce localized declines in water
tables that would affect any vegetation that is partially reliant upon groundwater.
This analysis was conducted by locating the most likely vegetation in the area potentially
affected by the planned groundwater pumping. This “most likely” cover was identified by
its higher activity (denser growth, larger plants) than all other locations around the Bristol
Playa. Observations of the Cadiz Playa indicated that this region could be eliminated from
concern because the vegetation around the playa is generally no more verdant than the
surrounding area, hence obviously receiving no promotion from groundwater.
A curve for depth to water (DTW) versus elevation was reconstructed from hydrographic
data collected in the region of the Cadiz Ranch. A DTW point was added on the Bristol
Playa that was reconstructed using photogrammetry. Together, these points describe a
highly linear relationship of DTW versus elevation above sea level (r2 = 99.9%). With this
robust and accurate relationship, predicted DTW at the lowermost edge of the higher
vegetation cover was 65 feet, about 40 feet deeper than the highest recorded rooting
depths for four wing saltbush. The promotional effect of periodic surface flows from the
upstream catchments is hypothesized for the apparent promotion of this vegetation.
In summary, there is no connection of vegetation with groundwater in the region of Cadiz
and Bristol Playas, hence, no vegetation will be affected by changes in water table
elevation.
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1. Introduction
Phreatophyte is a term for plants that use groundwater. Especially in an arid climate such
as exists in the region of Cadiz , phreatophytic vegetation will tend to be much greener
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than other vegetation that receives only rain. There are three shrub species that grow
around the Bristol Playa: creosote bush [Larrea tridentata], cattle saltbush [Atriplex
polycarpa] and four wing saltbush [Atriplex canescens]. Creosote bush and cattle
saltbush are not phreatophytes. Four-wing saltbush is a facultative phreatophyte, meaning
it can benefit from but does not require shallow groundwater (DOE, 1998). It would be
this species that would have connection with the groundwater, if such a connection exists.
Vegetation Sensitivity to declines in water table elevations due to groundwater pumping
is well known (Munoz-Reinoso, 2001; Cooper et al., 2006; Patten et al., 2008). The
region adjacent to the Bristol Playa was evaluated to determine whether the vegetation is
phreatophytic and could, therefore be impacted by export pumping from the Cadiz
Groundwater Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project). This zone had both
elevated vegetation cover and nearby DTW measurements.
The area identified for this analysis includes the Bristol Playa extending up the Orange
Blossom and Fenner Gap washes (Figure 1). The Orange Blossom and Fenner Gap are a
source of water supply that drains by gravity, either surface or subsurface down gradient
toward the Bristol Playa. This report identifies the vegetation and DTW patterns
associated with these features, and investigates the potential interactions between
groundwater and vegetation.
The magnitude of the groundwater supply for phreatophytes determines their sensitivity
in the event of a decrease in supply due to water table decline. Thus, in order to
understand the functional connection of vegetation with the water table, the region with
the highest native vegetation cover around Cadiz and Bristol Playas was selected for
comparison to depth to water (DTW) at the lowest elevation boundary for the high
vegetation cover. This location corresponds with edge of the promoted vegetation along
the margin of the playa.
Water tables were reconstructed using hydrograph data from the wells indicated on
Figure 2. Elevation contours were reconstructed using digital elevation model (DEM)
data (USGS 2010). The hydrographs were contained in GSSI (2009).
The analysis began after observations of both Cadiz and Bristol playas on air photos and
from aircraft. The Cadiz Playa lacks any indication of verdant cover except for Russian
thistle in the dunes around the north through northeast portions of the Playa where it may
receive discharge from distributaries of the Fenner Wash or draining into the dunes that
this plant has colonized.
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Figure 1. The
location of key
landmarks and
the general
extent of the
study area. The
region north of
the Bristol Playa
margin is the
logical place to
look for
phreatophyte
vegetation and
groundwater
interaction
because the
most verdant
native
vegetation is
located there—
this appears as
the pinkish
region of the
Orange Blossom
Wash in this
false color
portrayal.

Figure 2:
Location map
with Bristol
Playa margin
indicated and
location of test
wells relative to
the land surface
contours.
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2. Vegetation Analysis
Water is the most limiting factor for vegetation growth in arid environments and so any
vegetation that receives water in excess of the small amount of precipitation in this arid
climate should contrast by having a higher greenness level than the surrounding low
vegetation activity in the adjacent desert. The native vegetation with the highest
vegetation vigor was identified using remote sensing. A Landsat TM image was
processed to reflectance and converted to normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
that displays the greenness of the vegetation. The area of the highest natural vegetation
cover in the study region was identified in contrast to the vegetation of the surrounding
desert (Figure 3). This area corresponds to the lower Orange Blossom wash and a region
along the northern margin of the Bristol Playa. No such areas were found around the
remainder of Bristol Playa and were also not seen from the region around Cadiz Playa.

Figure 3. NDVI vegetation density acquired from LandSat 5 TM imagery. There is little
evidence suggesting DTW influences vegetation density surrounding the Cadiz
Agricultural Operations corner of the Bristol playa. The highest cover of vegetation
corresponds to the verdant agriculture at the Cadiz Ranch. The dashed line shows the
position of the edge of the higher vegetation vigor to be compared to DTW reconstruction.

Figure 4 shows an aerial view of the zone of higher vegetation vigor. Ground visits
indicated that the vegetation cover there consists of all three species mentioned above.
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Figure 4. An aerial oblique perspective from the Bristol Playa shoreline looking north. The zone of high vegetation visible in this image
is delineated in Figure 3. If this vegetation is phreatophytic then groundwater must be within reach of plant roots
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3. Depth to Water Analysis
DTW was reconstructed along an elevation gradient between the Cadiz Agricultural
Operations and the Bristol Playa (contours shown on Figure 3). Depth to groundwater
data were obtained from the Eleventh Annual Groundwater Monitoring Roport January –
December 2008 produced by Cadiz Valley Agricultural Development (GSSI, 2009).
DTW, reference elevation, and groundwater elevation are available in tabular format in
the report. In the absence of precise well location data, the location map included in GSSI
(2009) was used, along with aerial and satellite imagery and a digital elevation model, to
locate wells precisely as possible (generally within about 200 feet) that are described in
the report. Uncertainty on exact location had no bearing on the interpretation since the
elevation and depth to water of each well could be calculated directly from the GSSI
(2009) data.
All available DTW data were plotted on Figure 5. DTW points were available for areas in
proximity to the Cadiz Agricultural operations (Pink points in Figure 5) but were not
available for elevations approaching or on the Playa. DTW was estimated on the playa
using oblique aerial photography of known locations as reference points on the ground
(Blue point in Figure 5, calculations in next section). To interpolate between these points,
a linear regression was applied to the measured and estimated DTW points. The
relationship is extremely strong (r2 = 99.9%), and allows interpolation of DTW at the
position of the lower elevational boundary elevation of the higher vigor shrub area shown
in Figure 3, likely within a couple feet of actual.
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900

1000
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Figure 5. DTW data acquired from GSSI (2009) are displayed in pink, and DTW estimated
from oblique aerial imagery is displayed in blue. The strong linear relationship supports
interpolation between measured points.
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4. Estimated Depth to Groundwater—Bristol Playa
To interpolate DTW values between the Cadiz Agricultural Operations and the Bristol
Playa, a data point on the Bristol Playa was required (far more robust than extrapolation).
In the absence of available DTW records on or immediately surrounding the Bristol
Playa, we chose to estimate DTW using oblique aerial imagery that was obtained on
August 23, 2011. The occurrence of groundwater was visible at several points on the
Bristol Playa where pits are excavated for saltworks operations.
Many pits exist near the saltworks facility on Bristol Playa and these were not chosen for
analysis because watertables may have been influenced by local operations. A pit
excavated in the lakebed away from the operations was chosen that intersected the
groundwater surface (Figures 6 and 7). No evidence of pumping infrastructure, or
influence of local operations was apparent in the area which suggests the water level in
the pit represented the actual water table surface.

Figure 5.
Google Earth
image of a
pit on Bristol
playa.
Imagery is
used to
establish
scale and a
baseline for
estimation.

Figure 6.
Oblique air
photo
captured on
August 23,
2011 to
estimate
angle of pit
wall and
confirm
water table.
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An oblique aerial image coupled with Google Earth imagery was used to estimate the
angle of the pit wall and to confirm the water table. A scene from Google Earth (nadir or
near nadir) was used to measure the horizontal run of the pit face slope. Analysis of the
aerial oblique imagery suggested the slope of the pit face was about 60˚. Correcting for
the run of the pit face slope with a tangent function yielded a depth of 35 feet at a known
elevation. This point was added to the measured well data (Figure 5). With the strong
linear relationship obtained, DTW was confidently interpolated at the lower boundary of
the higher vegetated area (dotted line in Figure 3): 65 feet.
5. Conclusions
DTW at the lowermost ecotone of the higher shrub zone was 65 feet—because it is on the
down gradient boundary, this is the potential minimum estimated DTW beneath the
region identified with higher vegetation activity that appeared to have the highest
potential for groundwater connection. Excavations of four wing saltbush showed a
maximum depth of 25 feet only on rare occasions when soils and hydrology permit but
average about 13 feet (Foxx 1984). Based on measured and estimated DTW, the
shallowest watertable position is 40 feet below the record rooting depth for the only
species that could be potentially affected by groundwater decline. The higher vegetation
in the wash is likely the result of periodic resupply by surface flows from Orange
Blossom Wash and other similar wadis.
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Executive Summary
Cadiz is proposing to implement the Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage
Project (Project) in the Fenner-Bristol-Cadiz watershed, which will include installation of
extraction wells to lower groundwater levels and thereby facilitate the capture of
groundwater that would otherwise flow to Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, where it would
evaporate. Cadiz plans to extract an average of 50,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) from an
extraction wellfield in the vicinity of Fenner Gap (Figure 1). There are no springs within 11
miles of the Project. However, many springs exist in the Fenner Watershed that support
habitat of the desert environment and it is Cadiz’s intent to operate the Project in a manner
that avoids impacts to any of these distant springs. This technical memorandum presents an
assessment of the potential impact of the proposed operation of the extraction wellfield on
springs in the Fenner Watershed.
There is no information demonstrating a physical connection of those identified springs in
the local mountains to groundwater in the alluvial aquifer where Cadiz’s pumping will take
place. In addition, the alluvium west of Clipper Mountains is likely to be unsaturated as it
thins over bedrock highs, which further limits hydraulic continuity between the alluvial
aquifer and springs located in the mountains on the west side of the valley. There is no
observed hydraulic continuity between groundwater in fractured granitic bedrock where
the springs exist and the regional groundwater table of the alluvial aquifer. Consequently,
because there is little or no hydraulic connection the Project will not likely have any impact
on springs.
In order to address more completely assess concerns about potential impacts on springs, this
memorandum also presents and analysis as to whether there could be a potential impact of
the Project on the identified springs by assuming the existence of hydraulic continuity
between the groundwater feeding springs and groundwater in the alluvial aquifer. The
results of this assessment demonstrates that for many reasons, including distance between
drawdown in the alluvial aquifer and springs, change in elevation, the required low
transmissivity of fractured bedrock, and hydraulic connectivity, that any impact would be
very minor and likely within the natural climatic variability.
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ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS OF THE CADIZ GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION RECOVERY AND STORAGE PROJECT OPERATIONS ON SPRINGS

Springs in the Fenner Watershed
Many springs have been identified in the Fenner Watershed and documented in United
States Geological Survey (USGS) reports dating as far back as 1908 and 1929 (Mendenhall,
1909 and Thompson, 1929, respectively). Figure 2 shows the location of wells and springs
largely documented in 1984 by the USGS based on a literature review and a field survey of
groundwater resources of the Lanfair and Fenner Valleys (Freiwald, 1984).
Those springs closest to the proposed Cadiz extraction wellfield are located in the adjacent
mountains and include: Bonanza Spring, Hummingbird Spring, and Chuckwalla Spring in
the Clipper Mountains to the north; Willow Spring, Honeymoon Spring, Barrel Spring and
Fenner Spring in the Old Woman and Piute Mountains on the east; and Van Winkle Spring,
Dripping Spring, Unnamed-17BS1, Unnamed-17GS1, Granite Cove Spring, Cove Spring,
BLM-1 and BLM-2 springs at the Southern End of the Providence Mountains. The Bonanza
Spring in the Clipper Mountains, which is the closest spring to the proposed extraction
wellfield, is over 11 miles from the center of the Fenner Gap. Mendenhall (1909) briefly
describes the following springs in the USGS Water Supply Paper 224 on “Some Desert
Water Places in Southeastern California and Southwestern Nevada:” Cove Springs and
Bonanza Springs, as well as several other springs in the northern reaches of the watershed.
Thompson (1929) describes the following springs: Van Winkle Spring, Cove Springs,
Cottonwood Springs, Dripping Springs, Arrow Weed Spring (possibly the same as
Cottonwood Spring) in the southern part of the Providence Mountains; Bonanza Spring
(also called Danby Spring) and an unnamed spring in the Clipper Mountains; Fenner Spring
(which originates as a tunnel dug 200 feet into the mountain side) and Barrel Spring in the
Piute Mountains; and Honeymoon Spring (derived from a dug tunnel into granite) in the
Old Woman Mountains.
Thompson (1929) did not physically locate those springs in the Southern Providence
Mountains, but locations were based on the “best available information that could be
obtained.” The Bonanza Spring (or Danby Spring) is reported by Thompson (1929) to
consists of a tunnel 360 feet long, dug in clay, “cement,” and gravel and was reported to
yield about 10 gallons per minute, approximately 16 acre-feet per year (AFY). The spring
supplied water to Danby via pipeline for locomotive use. Thompson (1929) reported that
the water from the Fenner Spring comes from a tunnel 200 feet long that served the railroad
via pipeline at Fenner. The Honeymoon Spring also originates as a tunnel dug into the
granite mountain, which was used to supply the Golden Fleece Mine.
Freiwald (1984) completed a study for the Bureau of Land Management to develop
hydrogeologic information on the Lanfair and Fenner Valleys for water-resources planning
and development. This study included a review of literature and a field canvass of wells,
springs, and mine shafts. The field canvass included locating wells and springs,
measurement of groundwater levels and collection of samples of groundwater for
chemistry, and measurements of spring flow. Figure 2 is based largely on Freiwald’s field
canvass of wells and springs, which have been incorporated into the USGS online data base
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ca/nwis/inventory and
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/gwconstruction). Figure 3 shows the altitude of each of
these springs and observed discharges, where there was flow observed during Freiwald’s
survey, as many of these springs were reported as dry. The largest flows were observed at
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the Bonanza Spring (3.5 gallons per minute [gpm], 5.6 AFY) and Van Winkle Springs (0.5
gpm, 0.8 AFY) during Freiwald’s survey.

Physical Setting
The Fenner Watershed encompasses approximately 1,100 square miles (mi2). It is bounded
by the Granite, Providence and New York Mountains on the west and north and the Piute,
Old Woman, Ship and Marble Mountains on the east and south. Fenner Gap occurs
between the Marble and Ship Mountains, where the surface drainage exits Fenner
Watershed and enters the Bristol and Cadiz watersheds. The Clipper Mountains rise from
the southern portion of the watershed, just north of Fenner Gap.

Topography
Figure 4 shows a topographic map of the larger area of study based on the National
Elevation Dataset (USGS, 2006a). The New York Mountains rise to elevations of
approximately 7,532 feet above the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1988 (NGVD). The
Granite and Providence Mountains range from 6,786 feet to 7,178 feet above NGVD,
respectively. The Piute Mountains range up to 4,165 feet above NGVD. The Clipper
Mountains rise to an elevation of over 4,600 feet above NVGD. Finally, the Marble and Ship
Mountains range up to 3,842 and 3,239 feet above NGVD, respectively. Generally, the
Fenner Valley slopes southward toward the Fenner Gap, at an elevation of about 900 feet
above NGVD, which is the surface water outlet from the valley.

Precipitation
Davisson and Rose (2000) describe environmental factors that complicate the distribution of
precipitation through southeastern California and western Nevada, which include, the rain
shadow effect of the Sierra Nevada, San Gabriel, and San Bernardino Mountains, and storms
moving up from the Gulf of California that create more precipitation in the eastern Mojave
Desert than in the western Mojave Desert. The rain shadow effect of the Sierra Nevada has
its greatest impact on precipitation just east of the Sierra Nevada and decreases eastward
into Nevada. In general, Davisson and Rose (2000) show that precipitation versus elevation
is higher east of the 116o W longitude than west of it. The Fenner Watershed lies to the east
of this demarcation, so this watershed is expected to have higher precipitation with
increases in elevation as compared to watersheds in the western Mojave Desert.
Figure 5 shows precipitation and temperature stations in the study area. Those stations
with relatively long and complete records in the immediate area of study include Mitchell
Caverns and Amboy stations. Stations with short and less complete records in the area and
vicinity include San Bernardino County stations of Goffs, Essex, and Kelso. The long-term
annual average precipitation at Mitchell Caverns, located at an altitude of 4,350 feet, is 10.47
inches. Amboy is represented by two stations, Amboy – Saltus #1, with an elevation of 624
feet and a long-term annual average precipitation of 3.28 inches (from 1967 to 1988) and
Amboy – Saltus #2, with an elevation of 595 feet and long-term annual average precipitation
of 2.71 inches (1972-1992)
Figure 6 shows isohyets of average annual precipitation for the larger area of study based on
the Parameter-Elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) map for the
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period 1971 through 2000. PRISM was developed by Dr. Christopher Daly of Oregon State
University starting in 1991. PRISM uses point estimates of climate data and a digital
elevation model (DEM) to generate estimates of climate elements, such as average annual,
monthly and event-based precipitation among other elements
(www.prism.oregonstate.edu). This isohyet map shows average annual precipitation that
varies from about four inches in Bristol Valley to over 12 inches in the New York Mountains.
Figure 7 shows the cumulative departure from mean precipitation for Mitchell Caverns and
Amboy stations. The trend of relatively dry conditions prior to the mid-1970’s (overall
declining trend in the cumulative departure curve) and relatively wet conditions (overall
rising trend in the cumulative departure curve) since the mid-1970’s is typical of much of
Southern California.

Regional Geology
The Fenner Watershed is located within the Basin and Range province of North America.
Figure 8 is a simplified geologic map of the larger area of study showing the distribution of
“bedrock” and “alluvial/dune/lacustrine” deposits. Bedrock includes igneous,
metamorphic and consolidated sedimentary rocks (including carbonates) and
alluvial/dune/lacustrine deposits are unconsolidated sediments deposited by streams,
wind, or in playa lakes for the purposes of this map. In general, bedrock forms the
perimeter of the major watersheds. Large bedrock masses occur within watersheds such as
Clipper Mountains, which are located in the Fenner Watershed.
The Bristol and Cadiz watersheds form a broad depression that is referred to as the Bristol
Trough (Thompson, 1929; Bassett et al., 1964; Jachens et al., 1992). This depression is
thought to be six to ten million years old (Rosen, 1989), having formed as a result of regional
movement along faults.
The crystalline basement rocks exposed in the mountain ranges of the project area consist
primarily of Precambrian granitic and metamorphic rocks, which are locally overlain by a
sequence of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. The Paleozoic rocks consist of sandstones, shales,
slates, limestones and dolomites. These Paleozoic sediments and the underlying basement
rocks have been faulted and folded by numerous periods of regional tectonism. The
crystalline basement rocks are generally much less permeable than alluvium and typically
yield only small quantities of water to wells (Freiwald, 1984 and results of investigations for
this Project). Some of the Paleozoic sedimentary sections, particularly those limestone and
dolomites sections that are fractured or contain solution cavities, can and do yield large
quantities of water to wells (as found as a part of this Project). Mitchell Caverns, located on
the eastern side of the Providence Mountains, occur in karstic limestone of this section.
These carbonate units are expected to be significant aquifers where dissolution features are
present in the subsurface.
The basement complex and the overlying Paleozoic section were locally metamorphosed
and intruded by granitic plutons during Mesozoic time. In the Old Woman Mountains, the
Precambrian and Paleozoic section was also intensely deformed by ductile thrusting which
accompanied the Mesozoic plutonism (Karlstrom et. al., 1993). Throughout the project area,
mostly fractured crystalline basement rocks form the boundaries of the groundwater aquifer
system.
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In the Fenner Valley, the Paleozoic section is unconformably overlain by clastic sediments
and interbedded volcanic rocks of mid- to late-Tertiary age. The Tertiary volcanic rocks
consist of lava flows of basaltic to andesitic composition, and pyroclastic tuffs of rhyolitic to
dacitic composition. The USGS (2006b) reports that a shallow trap-door caldera roughly 10
km in diameter is centered in the eastern Woods Mountains, based on gravity and
aeromagnetic anomalies, that was formed from a major eruption 15.8 million years ago,
with resurgent eruptions filling the caldera with rhyolitic flows and tuffs. Dikes of similar
composition are exposed in the Marble and Ship Mountains. The Tertiary sediments consist
of conglomerate, fanglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, water-laid tuff, and lake sediments,
which form a composite section more than 7,000 feet thick (Dibblee 1980a and 1980b). The
Tertiary sediments and interlayered volcanic rocks are gently dipping, due to extensional
normal faulting of late-Tertiary age.
The Quaternary and late-Tertiary alluvial fill in the basins is largely derived from the
Precambrian basement rocks, Paleozoic sediments and Tertiary volcanic rocks. The USGS
(2006b) mapped alluvial deposits exceeding 300 m in thickness in the northern Fenner
Valley. Geophysical evidence indicates that this alluvial fill locally exceeds 3,500 feet in
thickness beneath a portion of the southern Fenner Valley (Maas 1994) and is even thicker
under Bristol Valley. These alluvial sediments form one of the principal aquifers in the
study area.
The playa sediments underlying Bristol, Cadiz and Danby dry lakes consist of brinesaturated clay, silt, fine-grained sand and evaporite deposits. The clastic sediments were
deposited when stream flow and sheet flow from the surrounding alluvial fans spread onto
the playas during major storm events (Gale 1951). The evaporite deposits formed from
evaporation of both surface water and groundwater, which seeps into the playa sediments
from the adjacent alluvial fans (Rosen 1989).
Bristol, Cadiz and Danby dry lakes have static groundwater levels at or near the playa
surfaces (Moyle 1967; Rosen 1989). Sodium chloride and/or calcium chloride are currently
being recovered from trenches and brine wells on all three of these playas. Thompson
(1929), Gale (1951), Bassett et. al., (1959), Handford (1982) and Rosen (1989) concur that the
principal recharge to the playas occurs as diffuse seepage of groundwater onto the playas
from the adjacent alluvial fans.
Cadiz and Bristol dry lakes are locally bordered by active dunes formed by fine to mediumgrained windblown sand. These Holocene deposits overlie older playa deposits of
differentiated Quaternary age (Moyle 1967).
Amboy Crater, located near the western margin of Bristol Dry Lake, is a basaltic cinder cone
and lave field believed to be as young as 6,000 years (Parker 1963; Hazlett 1992).

Structural Geology
The larger area of study is located at the eastern margin of the “eastern California shear
zone” a broad seismically active region dominated by northwest trending right-lateral
strike-slip faulting (Dokka and Travis 1990). Roughly a dozen fault zones showing evidence
of Quaternary movement (during the last 1.6 million years) have been identified in and
adjacent to Bristol, Cadiz and Fenner valleys (Howard & Miller 1992).
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Cadiz Valley is underlain by two major northwest trending faults, inferred on the basis of
gravity and magnetic data (Simpson et. al., 1984). These fault zones have strike lengths of at
least 25 miles, and may merge to the north and northwest with extensions of the BristolGranite Mountains and South Bristol Mountains fault zones (Howard & Miller 1992;
Metropolitan 2001).
Right-lateral slip along the Cadiz Valley fault zone of as much as 16 miles has been
postulated on the basis of correlation of a distinctive Precambrian gneiss unit across the
zone (Howard & Miller 1992). Slickenside surfaces, produced by fault movement, and
steeply dipping sediments recovered from cored frill holes beneath Cadiz Dry Lake, suggest
that the fault zone displaces sediments of Pleistocene age (Bassett et. al., 1959).
Bristol Dry Lake is bordered by probable extensions of the Cadiz Valley and South Bristol
Mountains fault zones to the east, and by probable extensions of the Broadwell Lake and
Dry Lake fault zones to the west (Howard & Miller 1992). Geophysical data indicate this
structural depression may exceed 6,000 feet in depth (Simpson et. al., 1984; Maas 1994).
Drill cores recovered from depths of over 1,000 feet beneath Bristol Dry Lake suggest that
subsidence of this basin began by Pliocene time and continues to the present (Rosen 1989),
and therefore may be tectonically active.
Fenner Gap appears to be a structural half-graben, formed by a system of northeast
trending, northwest dipping normal faults, some of which are exposed in outcrops of the
bedrock that flank the gap. The presence of these northeast trending faults beneath the
alluvial deposits that underlay the gap can be inferred from surface geology mapping,
gravity surveys, a seismic reflection survey conducted across the gap by NORCAL
Geophysical Consultants, Inc. (1997), and recent test wells drilled as a part of the this
current study.
Kinney (2011) conducted an extensive geologic investigation of the Fenner Gap. The
structure of the Gap is dominated by Jurassic intrusions and Miocene extension. Jurassic
intrusives caused major folding of Paleozoic sediments, with uplifting resulting in
substantial erosion of these older rocks. Miocene extension resulted in a series of northsouth striking upper plate listric normal faults through the Gap, which are believed to be
associated with a deeper detachment fault. Those upper plate rocks along these normal
faults and the detachment fault are highly fractured and are expected to be very
transmissive.

Hydrogeology
The primary sources of replenishment to the groundwater system in the project area include
direct infiltration of precipitation (both rainfall and snowfall) in fractured bedrock exposed
in mountainous terrain and infiltration of ephemeral stream flow in sand-bottomed washes,
particularly in the higher elevations of the watershed. The source of much of the
groundwater recharge within the regional watershed occurs in the higher elevations
(Metropolitan 2001; USGS 2000, Davisson and Rose, 2000).
Precipitation infiltrates and moves downward to the water table. In some cases, the
infiltrating water may be diverted to the land surface or groundwater may intersect land
surface creating a spring prior to seeping downward through the unsaturated soil and rock,
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where it ultimately reaches the regional groundwater system and continues to flow
downgradient through principal aquifer systems.
Groundwater occurrence in fractured bedrock of the watershed-perimeter mountains has
been known since before the turn of the twentieth century (Mendenhall, 1909). The USGS
documented the occurrence of wells and springs (see discussion above) throughout
Southeastern California and Southwestern Nevada for the benefit of travelers and
prospectors (Mendenhall, 1909). The USGS documented at least ten wells and springs in the
mountains and hills around the Fenner Watershed and a number of wells drilled into the
alluvium by the Santa Fe Railroad. Another USGS study by Thompson (1929) provided
additional information on more wells and springs in the study area in order to survey, mark
and provide protection of watering places. Additional wells and springs were identified in
the area of study and described by Thompson (1929). A more recent USGS survey of wells
and springs in the area of study was conducted by Freiwald (1984). These studies provide
evidence of the fractured nature of the surrounding bedrock and the continuous infiltration
of precipitation and movement of water through these perimeter rocks.
Although some precipitation is tapped by vegetation near the range fronts, the remainder
joins the regional groundwater table and moves slowly downgradient through Fenner
Valley and Orange Blossom Wash into the Bristol and Cadiz depressions, where it
eventually discharges to Bristol and Cadiz dry lakes. Evaporation of groundwater and
surface water from the dry lakes over the past several million years has resulted in thick
deposits of salt (primarily calcium chloride and sodium chloride) and brine-saturated
sediments (Rosen 1989).
Bristol, Cadiz, and Danby dry lakes have static groundwater levels at or near the playa
surfaces (Moyle 1967; Rosen 1989). Sodium chloride and/or calcium chloride are currently
being recovered from trenches and brine wells on all three of these playas. Thompson
(1929), Gale (1951), Bassett et. al., (1959), Handford (1982), and Rosen (1989) concur that the
principal source of groundwater recharge to the playas occurs as diffuse seepage of
groundwater into the playa sediments from the adjacent alluvial fans.
The mountain ranges that define the boundaries of the regional watersheds are comprised
predominantly of granitic and metamorphic basement rock, as described above. This less
permeable basement complex forms the margins and bottoms of the aquifer systems
(Freiwald 1984). More permeable carbonate bedrock of Paleozoic age occurs locally within
the boundaries of these watersheds (see above discussion for general distribution).

Hydrogeologic Units
Based on available geologic, hydrologic, and geophysical data, the principal formations in
the study area that can readily store and transmit groundwater (“aquifers”) have been
divided into three general units: an upper (younger) alluvial aquifer; a lower (older)
alluvial aquifer; and a carbonate rock unit aquifer (principally carbonate units are aquifers,
but the unit contains interbedded quartzite and shale). In addition, fractured bedrock units,
especially along fault zones, are capable of readily transmitting water (as determined as a
part of this Project).
The younger alluvial aquifer consists of Quaternary and late-Tertiary alluvial sediments,
including stream-deposited sand and gravel with lesser amounts of silt (Moyle 1967; GSSI
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1999). The thickness of the upper alluvial sediments ranges to approximately 1,000 feet
(GSSI, 1999, and field investigations as a part of recent investigations for the Cadiz Project).
The lower alluvial aquifer consists of older sediments, including interbedded sand, gravel,
silt, and clay of mid- to late-Tertiary age. Where these materials extend below the water
table, they yield water freely to wells but generally may be less permeable than the upper
aquifer sediments (Moyle 1967; GSSI 1999, and field investigations as a part of recent
investigations for the Cadiz Project). Production well PW-1, located in Fenner Gap, draws
water primarily from the upper and lower aquifers and yields 3,000 gallons per minute with
less than 20 feet of drawdown (GSSI 1999). The Cadiz Inc. agricultural wells draw water
from the alluvial aquifers and typically yield 1,000 to more than 2,000 gallons per minute.
Based on findings from recent drilling in Fenner Gap, carbonate bedrock of Paleozoic age,
located beneath the alluvial aquifers, contains groundwater and is considered a significant
aquifer (GSSI 1999 and field investigations as a part of recent investigations for the Cadiz
Project). Groundwater movement and storage in this carbonate bedrock aquifer primarily
occurs in secondary porosity features (i.e. joints, faults, and dissolution cavities that have
developed over time). The full extent, potential yield, and storage capacity of this carbonate
aquifer have not been quantified at this time.
As noted above, granite and metamorphic basement rock form the subsurface margins of
the aquifer system. This basement rock is generally less permeable and typically yields
smaller quantities of water to wells (Freiwald, 1984) but is more permeable where fractured,
especially along fault zones (as determined as a part of this Project).

Groundwater Movement
In general, groundwater within the watersheds flows in the same direction as the slope of
the land surface. In the Fenner Valley, groundwater generally flows southward and
discharges through Fenner Gap toward Bristol and Cadiz dry lakes.
Figure 9 presents a generalized contour map of groundwater elevations and horizontal flow
directions in the alluvial aquifer in the area of study. The contours in this figure are based
on water levels from the alluvial aquifers and calibration of a three-dimensional
groundwater flow model to those water levels (as a part of this Project). There is no
available information that indicates that the alluvial aquifer west of Clipper Mountains is
saturated and it is reasonably expected to be unsaturated as the alluvium is projected to thin
over bedrock highs.

Projected Impacts to Springs Due to Proposed Cadiz Project
Operations
The Cadiz Groundwater Conservation Recovery and Storage Project includes extraction of
an average of 50,000 acre-feet per year of groundwater over 50 years from a proposed
wellfield in the Fenner Gap area. GSSI (2011) developed a three-dimensional groundwater
flow and solute transport model of the Fenner, Bristol and Cadiz watershed areas to
simulate the operation of the proposed wellfield and its effects on groundwater levels and
the freshwater/saltwater interface near the dry lakes. GSSI simulated three recharge
scenarios, including 5,000 AFY, 16,000 AFY, and 32,000 AFY to assess effects on
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groundwater levels and the freshwater/saltwater interface near the dry lakes. The 32,000
AFY recharge scenario is based on INFIL3.0 modeling of the soil-moisture water budget for
the Fenner and Orange Blossom Wash watershed areas. GSSI (2011) simulated this large
range in long-term average annual recharge by reducing the projected recharge by 50
percent (16,000 AFY) and then to an amount that is generally equivalent to Cadiz historical
agricultural pumping (5,000 AFY) in order increase the conservatism of the analysis
(identify potential worst-case impacts).
GSSI (2011) simulated two wellfield configurations as shown in Figures 4 and 5 of
Attachment A. These wellfield configurations allow for, 1) installation of two large-capacity
wells in the karstic carbonate units encountered in the Fenner Gap area, which results in a
more tightly clustered wellfield in the Fenner Gap area and, 2) a more dispersed wellfield
with pumping more evenly distributed among the wells.
Figures 10 through 15 of Attachment A show groundwater-level drawdown for those
various recharge scenarios simulated, both at the end of 50 years of pumping and then for
50 years since cessation of pumping (for a total of simulated period of 100 years). The
following observations are made from these simulations:


Drawdown in regional groundwater levels does not extend to the uppermost reaches
of the watershed – in general, the drawdown is negligible at Interstate 40 under all
scenarios.



The extent of drawdown is greater for the higher recharge scenarios, which is
expected as the average hydraulic conductivity of hydrogeologic units needs to be
higher in order to transmit higher rates of recharge through the groundwater flow
system. A higher hydraulic conductivity results in a “spreading out” of the cone of
depression from the wellfield. For decreases in recharge, the average hydraulic
conductivity of hydrogeologic units needs to be lower in order to transmit lower
rates of recharge and maintain the observed regional hydraulic gradients. A lower
hydraulic conductivity results in a more “focused” cone of depression centered
around the wellfield, with greater drawdown locally and less drawdown further
from the center of pumping compared to the higher hydraulic conductivity case.

GSSI extended the groundwater flow simulations for 450 years beyond the operation of the
wellfield (for a total simulation period of 500 years) in order to assess the equilibration of
the groundwater system after pumping ceases. Figures 10 and 11 show hydrographs for
two locations in the alluvial aquifer in Fenner Valley: at Interstate 40 (I-40) and
approximately at Danby. In general, the drawdown effects from pumping in the higher
recharge scenarios reach their maximum drawdown earlier and tend to recover quicker than
in the lower recharge scenarios. Figure 10 shows that groundwater levels at I-40 never drop
more than 8 feet for the recharge scenario of 32,000 AFY per year and even less for lower
recharge-rate scenarios. These effects are even more attenuated with distance upgradient
toward the mountain ridges and at transitions in geologic media, such as from alluvium to
lower permeability bedrock units (as further shown below). Figure 11 shows similar
responses as Figure 10, except drawdown is greater and recovery begins sooner after
cessation of pumping compared to alluvial groundwater levels up gradient. Based on these
simulations, the potential for impacts of the Cadiz Project pumping on any springs north of
Interstate 40 are extremely remote.
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The potential for impacts on springs south of Interstate 40 is also very remote because either,
1) there is no observed and likely direct physical hydraulic connection of these spring to the
regional groundwater levels in the alluvium and/or, 2) even if there were a hydraulic
connection, any changes in gradients between groundwater in the alluvial aquifer and
springs due to the Project is unlikely to create fluctuations in groundwater levels at the
springs that exceed natural fluctuations due to natural climatic variations as described
below.
The closest spring to proposed extraction wellfield in Fenner Gap is the Bonanza Spring in
Clipper Mountains. This spring is located at an altitude of 2100 feet above NGVD.
Groundwater modeling by GSSI (2011) shows that groundwater-level declines in the
alluvial aquifer, although not significant, would be greatest near this spring of all the
identified springs south of Interstate 40. Accordingly, to address any remaining doubts, we
also analyzed whether the Project would have an impact even assuming for purposes of this
analysis that there is hydraulic continuity. If any impacts were to occur as a result of the
project, then the Bonanza Spring would be impacted first given it is the closest. Therefore,
the remainder of this assessment is focused on the Bonanza Spring and whether any impact
would be material under an assumed hydraulic continuity scenario.

Conceptual Models
There are two conceptual models of the Bonanza Spring, which are expected to apply to all
the springs in the Fenner Watershed. Each is summarized below. In both cases, the source
of water to the springs is precipitation in the mountains that infiltrates into the ground and
travels to the springs. There is no information that suggests that these springs are a result of
any other source of water, such as deeply circulating groundwater, confined groundwater,
or other similar mechanisms attributable to spring formation.

Concept 1: Disconnected from A Deep Regional Water Table
Concept 1 is based on observations of available data on groundwater levels in wells,
geology, and observations of characteristics of identified springs. Figure 12 is a surficial
geologic map of the Clipper Mountains and surrounding area based on the Preliminary
Surficial Geologic Map Database of the Amboy 30x60 Minute Quadrangle, California
(Bedford et. al., 2006). Many of those springs that have been observed in the lower Fenner
Watershed area and reported by the Freiwald (1984) are shown on this map. Attachment B
includes the Bedford et. al., (2006) Amboy 30x60 Minute Quadrangle map, which provides
the explanation of geologic symbols used in Figure 12. The Bonanza Spring is located in
granitic rocks, near the contact with partially consolidated sediments. Cross sections E-E’
(northwest to southeast) and F-F’ (southwest to northeast) are taken through the Clipper
Mountains and shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The water table in the alluvial
aquifer adjacent to Clipper Mountains is shown as a solid line, based on groundwater level
measurements and steady-state groundwater flow model calibrations. Concept-1, as shown
in Figures 13a and 14a assumes that the water table is connected through the Clipper
Mountains, with little influence (i.e., limited mounding) from recharge that occurs over
these mountains and that groundwater flow through fractures in the rock feed these
springs, and that this fracture flow occurs entirely above the regional water table. In other
words, the fractures are poorly connected with one another, and the flow to the springs
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represents an isolated flow path that is independent of subsurface flow at elevations lower
than the spring.

Concept 2: Connected to A Regional Water Table
Although there is no available information that demonstrates hydraulic continuity of
groundwater at the springs with the regional groundwater table, Concept-2 assumes that
fractures in the bedrock are sufficiently interconnected to form an “equivalent porous
medium.” In this case, there would be a relatively uniformly sloping water table below the
Clipper Mountains, from the peak to the contact with the alluvial aquifer as shown in
Figures 13b and 14b and Plate 1. Subsurface flow would be driven by the hydraulic gradient
based on the water table, and the equivalent “bulk” hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock
fractures. In this concept, the low elevation area of Bonanza Spring (and other springs in the
area) intersects the water table, and the flow to the springs is driven by the water table.
Accordingly, under Concept-2, if one assumes hydraulic continuity between the springs and
the regional groundwater table through fractured porous medium, a decline in the water
table could affect flow to the springs if the regional water table was lowered at the elevation
of these springs. Concept 2 considers whether a potential impact is material even where it is
assumed that there is hydraulic continuity.

Evaluation of Potential Impacts and Timing
This section evaluates potential impacts to springs as a result of the Project. Potential
impacts are summarized for each of the two conceptual models.

Potential Impacts, Concept 1
Under this concept, the spring is fed by upstream fracture flows that are not hydraulically
connected to the water table. Accordingly, the flow rates at the spring are independent of
groundwater levels in the alluvium, and no impacts would occur to the spring as a result of
project operations. In this concept, the springs get their water supply first and any
remaining water continues to the underlying regional groundwater system (note that water
supplied to the spring may re-infiltrate downstream and continue to percolate to the
regional groundwater system as well).

Potential Impacts, Concept 2
A simple numerical model was developed to evaluate potential impacts under Concept-2,
where hydraulic continuity is assumed, in which the regional water table forms the source
of water to the springs. The model is a simple representation of a generic mountain system
with similar characteristics to the Clipper Mountains, intended to evaluate the general
response of a water table in fractured bedrock of mountains under various assumptions that
are specific to the Bonanza Spring hydrogeologic conditions.

Model Setup
The groundwater flow model consists of one layer, two rows, and 100 columns. It is
designed to simulate groundwater flow through continuous fractured bedrock from a
mountain ridge to alluvium at the base of a mountain, as may be the case for Clipper
Mountains. Column width was set to 250 feet for all columns, for a total of 25,000 feet from
the simulated mountain ridge to the alluvium at the base. This is roughly the distance from
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the ridge of the Clipper Mountains southeast to the extent of the alluvium simulated in the
groundwater model. Rows were specified to be 5,000 feet wide each.
Recharge was applied to the first 40 cells (a distance of 10,000 feet), which approximately
represents the area between the mountain ridge and the surficial contact between bedrock
outcrops and (unsaturated) alluvium in the area of Bonanza Spring in the Clipper
Mountains. Recharge was applied at a rate of 0.00033 feet per day, or a total of 280 acre-feet
per year (AFY), which would be the equivalent of 1,400 AFY across the length of the Clipper
Mountains. This recharge rate is about half of the total recharge estimated from the
INFIL3.0 model of 2,800 AFY in the Clipper Mountains, with the assumption that half of this
recharge would flow northwest and half would flow southeast. The “sides” of the model, as
well as the upgradient boundary, were specified as no-flow, which effectively represent
flow lines. The downgradient boundary condition was a constant head set at 1,100 feet
elevation, which is approximately the water table elevation in the alluvium in the Fenner
Watershed (see Figure 12).
The model layer was simulated as unconfined, allowing for a water table surface to be
simulated. The bottom elevation was set at 500 feet at the upgradient end of the model and 900 feet at the downgradient end of the model, with a uniform linear slope between the two
ends. Bottom elevations were specified such that the saturated thickness is about 2,000 feet.
Simulated hydraulic conductivity values were adjusted until a reasonable representation of
a potential water table was achieved; that is, produced the same hydraulic gradient as
between the Bonanza Spring and water table in the adjacent alluvium. The hydraulic
conductivity value used was 0.025 ft/day, which yielded a water table elevation at the
upgradient end of the model of about 2,375 feet. This gradient is consistent with one that
would result in the Bonanza Spring being in contact with the water table, at an elevation of
2,100 feet.
For transient simulations described below, a specific yield value was assumed to be two
percent.

Model Results
Water Table Response to Drawdown In The Alluvial Aquifer
The model was used to simulate response of a bedrock water table to a 10-foot head decline
in the downgradient alluvium (as simulated by GSSI (2011)1). This was accomplished by
using a transient model with a constant head value in the alluvium set at 1,090 feet, and
comparing change in groundwater levels to the simulated groundwater levels equilibrated
to a constant head value in the alluvial aquifer of 1,100 feet. This simulation assumed that
recharge to the water table is steady and does not change year to year.
Simulated water table elevations in the bedrock at select times are presented in Figure 15. It
can be seen that there is little change in the water table elevation relative to the overall slope
of the water table from the mountain ridge to the alluvial aquifer. However, a plot of
1 GSSI presented groundwater modeling results in a draft technical memorandum dated June 16, 2011. The groundwater flow
model simulations continue to be refined; however, the results of these refinements are not expected to differ materially from
the initial results presented in the draft memorandum. Should the final groundwater flow model results differ from those used in
this assessment of impacts to springs, then this memorandum will be updated to reflect those updated results.
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simulated drawdown (Figure 16) suggests that bedrock groundwater levels could decline by
about 5 to 10 feet in response to a 10-foot decline in alluvium groundwater levels. The
timing of the response, however, is relatively slow. At the location of the spring (about
10,000 to 15,000 feet from the ridge), the model suggests there would be a fraction of a foot
of water level decline after 10 years (note that this is 10 years after the groundwater in the
alluvial aquifer declined to 10 feet), about three feet of decline after 50 years, and sometime
after 500 years it would reach a new equilibrium state about six to seven feet lower than the
current equilibrium state. As shown in Figure 11, groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer
are expected to recover over this long period, so impacts upgradient toward the spring will
be significantly less than shown in Figure 16, which assumes that a 10-foot decline is
maintained indefinitely.
A second model run was performed assuming an indefinite 30-foot decline in groundwater
levels in the alluvial aquifer in response to pumping. The intent of this run was to evaluate
how the magnitude of drawdown in the alluvial aquifer may affect the magnitude of watertable decline in the bedrock. Model simulation results suggest that the magnitude of watertable decline is about three times that of the 10-foot drawdown scenario, and the spatial
distribution and timing of the decline is about the same. Accordingly, these simulation
results can be scaled to any other amount of potential drawdown in the alluvial aquifer.
Figure 15: Change in water table elevation in response to a ten foot decline in water levels in adjacent alluvium
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Figure 16: Drawdown in response to a ten foot decline in water levels in the alluvium
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Response to Transient Recharge
A separate simulation was performed to evaluate changes in groundwater levels in the
bedrock in response to transient recharge. In this case, a 50-year simulation was run in
which recharge varied in proportion to the total estimated recharge based on the INFIL3.0
model for the Fenner Watershed. The minimum annual recharge rate was about one
percent of the long-term average, and the maximum was nearly 400 percent of the long-term
average (so from one percent to 400 percent of 250 AFY, varying annually based on INFIL3.0
percentages relatively to the long-term average in this watershed).
A plot of simulated drawdown (Figure 17) suggests that groundwater levels near the spring
could fluctuate by as much as about 15 to 40 feet in response to climatic variations alone. It
should be noted, however, that this is an “end-member” simulation, assuming the annual
changes in recharge are applied to the water table in that same year. In reality, the
percolating water would take some time to reach the water table, and the effect of year-toyear changes in percolation would likely be much more muted at the water table.
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Figure 17: Drawdown in response to transient recharge
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Sensitivity to Extent of Recharge
The above simulations assumed that recharge occurs at a uniform rate between the
mountain ridge and a point 10,000 feet from the ridge. The effect of this assumption was
evaluated by running the same simulations but changing the extent of recharge to the first
5,000 feet from the ridge. In this case, the recharge rate was doubled, but applied to half the
area, so the resultant volume of recharge remains the same.
Results of the simulation of a 10-foot decline in alluvium water levels are presented in
Figure 18. These results suggest that the recharge location has little effect on drawdown
magnitude and timing in response to a decline in water levels in the alluvium.
Results of the transient simulation are presented in Figure 19. If recharge only occurred in
the first 5,000 feet, model results suggest that groundwater level fluctuations at the
upgradient end of the model would be nearly double the fluctuations if recharge occurred in
the first 10,000 feet. However, near the spring, water table fluctuations would actually be
less, on the order of 10 to 25 feet, so the impacts would vary depending on the location of
the spring along the slope and actual recharge along the slope.
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Figure 18: Drawdown in response to a ten foot decline in water levels in the alluvium, sensitivity case (recharge first 5,000
ft)
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Figure 19: Drawdown in response to transient recharge, sensitivity case (recharge first 5,000 ft)
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Sensitivity to Time-Varying Drawdown and Recovery in the Alluvial Aquifer
A separate model simulation was made to assess the effect of drawdown and recovery of
groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer on the water-table decline in the bedrock. As
shown in Figures 10 and 11, groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer equilibrate to
changing conditions: first declining in response to pumping, then recovering followed by
cessation of pumping. Figure 20 shows the response of groundwater levels in the bedrock
as a result of declining then recovering groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer for the
5,000 AFY recharge case, where the groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer drawdown to
15 feet at the maximum and then recover after cessation of pumping. This simulation result
demonstrates that the decline in the water table in the bedrock is arrested and never reaches
the full extent of decline that would develop under a steady state condition, where
groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer are not assumed to recover. So, this simulation
suggests that any potential impacts on the spring will be less than presented in the above
simulation as a result of the recovery of groundwater levels in the alluvial aquifer.
Figure 20: Groundwater level responses in the bedrock due to drawdown and recovery in the alluvial aquifer (using the 5K
AFY recharge scenario)
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Summary and Discussion
There is no information demonstrating a physical connection of the springs to a regional
groundwater table. If the springs are not connected to the regional water table, as
illustrated in Concept-1, then no impacts to the springs are expected in response to the
proposed project pumping operations.
Although there is no information that demonstrates a direct hydraulic connection between
the springs and a regional groundwater table, Concept 2 assumes such as connection exists.
Groundwater model results suggest that a bulk hydraulic conductivity of about 0.025 feet
per day over a saturated thickness of 2,000 feet would be required to support a “mound” of
groundwater below the Clipper Mountains such that the Bonanza Spring would be in
contact with the regional water table (Concept-2).
Model results suggest that a ten foot decline in groundwater levels could result in about six
to seven feet of drawdown at the springs after hundreds of years and assuming that the
decline in the adjacent alluvial aquifer was maintained at ten feet of drawdown. For
example, in the above simulations, after about 100 years, the drawdown would only be
about 25 percent of the potential maximum drawdown in the alluvial aquifer. In addition, it
is possible that, depending on how muted the water table response is to annual changes in
precipitation, natural fluctuations of groundwater levels at the spring due to climate
variability could be of a similar order of magnitude to potential project-induced drawdown
at the springs. Such an impact is not considered to be material.
Under Concept 2, potential impacts to other springs in the southern part of Fenner
Watershed are expected to be de minimus and even more remote than those potential
impacts on the Bonanza Spring. Figures 21 through 23 show cross sections extending from
the alluvial aquifer to Fenner, Barrel, and Honeymoon Springs, respectively. Plate 1 shows
1:1 (vertical to horizontal scales) cross sections for Barrel and Honeymoon Springs. These
springs are at higher elevations and greater distances from the adjacent alluvial aquifer
compared to Bonanza Spring. Groundwater-level drawdown in the alluvial aquifer is
expected to be less in those areas adjacent to these springs compared to Bonanza Springs.
Therefore, the impact to these springs is expected to be insignificant based on the
assessment of the Bonanza Spring.

Potential Mitigation
The above analysis suggests that if there is no hydraulic connection between the springs and
the regional groundwater table, there will be no impact on springs from the Project. If there
is a hydraulic connection, the Project is not likely to have an impact, and if it does any
impact would not be significant. It is anticipated that any effect on the water table would be
small and it would take a long time for the spring to be affected such that recovery of
groundwater levels may not have any effect whatsoever on the water table at the springs,
and the effect may be subsumed with natural climatic background fluctuations in water
table elevations in the bedrock. However, should the flow to the spring be affected, a
mitigation measure could be to replace the flow to the spring by drilling a free-flowing well
in the bedrock, which appears to be the origin of some springs in the area as described by
the USGS’ earlier studies in the area. Based on the estimated bedrock water table gradient
of about 0.07 (ft/ft), a horizontal well would only need to be drilled laterally into the
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bedrock a distance of about 150 feet to reach a point where the water table is 10 feet higher
than it is at the spring. A well of about this “depth” should yield flow to the spring that
would be similar to current pre-project flows. It would not be difficult to initiate such a
measure, although it would be decades, if not centuries, before this would ever be required
under the most conservative analysis.
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Figure 5

Climate Stations
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Figure 6

PRISM Isohyets for the 1971-2000 period
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Figure 7
Cumulative Departure from Mean Precipitation
for Selected Precipitation Stations
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NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
To:

California Office of Planning and Research;
Responsible and Trustee Agencies; County Clerks;
and Other Interested Parties

Subject:

Notice of Availability of a Draft Environmental Impact Report

Project:

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

State Clearinghouse No: 2011031002
Lead Agency:

Santa Margarita Water District

Review Period: December 5, 2011 through February 13, 2012
This Notice of Availability (NOA) has been prepared to notify agencies and interested parties
that the Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) as the Lead Agency pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) has prepared a Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft
EIR) that provides the public and trustee agencies with information about the potential effects on
the local and regional environment associated with the proposed Cadiz Valley Water
Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project). The proposed Project is designed to
actively manage the groundwater basin underlying a portion of the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys
located in the eastern Mojave Desert portion of San Bernardino County, California. The Project
would be developed in two phases, the first being the Conservation and Recovery Component
and the second phase being the Imported Water Storage Component. The purpose of the
Project is to maximize beneficial uses of the groundwater in the Fenner Valley for SMWD and
other entities participating in the Project. SMWD, along with other Project Participants, is
proposing to implement the Project in partnership with Cadiz Inc. (Cadiz), a Delaware
corporation that owns approximately 34,000 contiguous acres of land in the Cadiz and Fenner
Valleys, and the Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), a non-profit California mutual
water company formed to deliver water to its shareholders which are comprised of the Project
Participants.
Public Review and Comments: SMWD is soliciting comments from the public about the
analysis and determinations made in the Draft EIR prepared for the proposed Project. The Draft
EIR will be used by SMWD and other Responsible Agencies when considering approval of the
Project. In accordance with time limits mandated by CEQA (Public Resources Code § 21091),
SMWD has established a 70-day review period that begins December 5, 2011 and ends
February 13, 2012. Please send your written comments, including a return address and contact
name, via mail to this address:
26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688  Mailing - P.O. Box 7005, Mission Viejo, CA 92690-7005
Web: www.SMWD.com
Customer Service (949) 459-6420  Administration (949) 459-6600  Operations (949) 459-6430

c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
Or by email to: cadizproject@esassoc.com
Document Availability: Copies of the Draft EIR and appendixes are available as follows:


Santa Margarita Water District Website: www.smwd.com



Santa Margarita Water District Office: 26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA 92688



Twentynine Palms Library: 6078 Adobe Road, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277



Rancho Santa Margarita Public Library: 30902 La Promesa Drive, Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA 92688



Joshua Tree Library: 6465 Park Blvd, Joshua Tree, CA 92252



San Bernardino County Library: 104 W. 4th Street, San Bernardino, CA 92415

Community Workshop: A Community Workshop will be held to provide an opportunity to review the
Draft EIR in San Bernardino County. The meeting will include stations for the public to ask questions
and review portions of the Draft EIR. The Community Workshop will be held as follows:
Community Workshop
Wednesday, January 11
6:00 p.m.
Joshua Tree Community Center
6171 Sunburst Street
Joshua Tree, CA

Public Meetings: Public meetings will be held to receive public comments regarding the scope,
content, and analysis provided in the Draft EIR. One meeting will be held in San Bernardino
County and a second meeting will be held within SMWD’s service area. The meetings will
include a brief presentation providing an overview of the proposed Project and conclusions of
the Draft EIR. After the presentation, oral comments will be accepted. Written comment forms
will be supplied for those who wish to submit comments in writing at the public meeting; written
comments may also be submitted anytime during the 70-day Draft EIR review period. The public
meetings will be held as follows:

Public Comment Meeting #1
Tuesday, January 24
6:00 p.m.
SMWD Board Room
26111 Antonio Parkway
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Public Comment Meeting #2
Wednesday, February 1
6:00 p.m.
Joshua Tree Community Center
6171 Sunburst Street
Joshua Tree, CA

Project Location and Setting: The proposed Project is designed to actively manage the
groundwater basin underlying a portion of the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys located in the eastern
Mojave Desert portion of San Bernardino County, California. The facilities to be constructed as
part of the Project are not located on a site listed on a hazardous material site list pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5. The Project area is located at the confluence of the Fenner
Valley and Orange Blossom Wash Watersheds, which span nearly 1,300 square miles.
Underlying the Bristol, Cadiz, and Fenner Valleys is a vast groundwater basin that holds an
estimated 17 to 34 million acre-feet (MAF) of fresh groundwater.
Project Description: The purpose of the Project is to develop a new, reliable water supply and
storage facility for SMWD and other participating water providers. The proposed Project
includes two distinct but related components:


Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component;



Imported Water Storage Component.

The Groundwater Conservation and recovery Component is analyzed at the project-level in
accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15161, whereas the Imported Water Storage
Component of the proposed Project is analyzed primarily at a programmatic-level in this Draft
EIR in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15168.
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component
As part of the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component, an annual average of
50,000 acre-feet (AF) of groundwater would be pumped from the basin for 50 years for delivery
to Project Participants. The level of groundwater pumping proposed under the Groundwater
Conservation and Recovery Component is designed specifically to extract and conserve
groundwater that would otherwise migrate to the Dry Lakes where it would enter the brine zone
and evaporate. The recovered groundwater would be conveyed to SMWD and other Project
Participants through the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) delivery system owned and operated

by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan). Facilities associated
with the Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component include the following:








Wellfield with approximately 34 wells.
Interconnecting access road with underground utilities and manifold system.
Power distribution system.
43-mile water conveyance pipeline.
Tie-in to the CRA.
Equalization storage reservoir and pump station near CRA (if necessary).
Arizona and California Railroad (ARZC) rail operations’ support, supply, and access.

The wellfield, manifold (piping) system, and a new 43-mile conveyance pipeline would be
constructed to convey water from the Fenner Valley to the CRA, which would distribute water to
Project Participants. The pipeline would be installed along the ARZC right-of-way (ROW).
Withdrawal of water for this Project component would be limited to a maximum of 75,000 acrefeet per year (AFY) of water, and a 50-year average maximum of 50,000 AFY.
Imported Water Storage Component
The Imported Water Storage Component would allow Project Participants to send surplus
surface water supplies, when available, to the Project area to be recharged via spreading basins
and held in storage until needed in future years. When needed, the stored surface water would
provided to the appropriate Project Participant. The Imported Water Storage Component
proposes to store up to 1 million acre feet (MAF) at a time. The Imported Water Storage
Component would utilize the facilities described above for the Groundwater Conservation and
Recovery Component but also expand these facilities as needed and add certain additional
facilities necessary to support the import of surface water, groundwater recharge and recovery,
and delivery back to participants. The Imported Water Storage Component would include the
following new and expanded facilities:








CRA Diversion structure and pump station.
Extension of the water conveyance pipeline.
Potential State Water Project intertie using existing idle pipeline(s) in Project region.
Spreading basins.
Expanded wellfield.
Expanded interconnecting access roads with underground utilities.
Expanded power distribution system.

The Imported Water Storage Component would utilize the 43-mile pipeline constructed for the
Groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component to convey water from the CRA to
spreading basins in Fenner Valley and stored water back to the Project Participants. This
component also may make use of one or more of the unused natural gas or oil pipelines that
exist in the Project area to intertie the Project system to the State Water Project, or other
potential sources of surface water supply, for import and storage at the Project area and/or to
connect to other potential water provider Project Participants who want to store water at the

Cadiz Property. An existing natural gas pipeline could be converted to transport water and
provide maximum capacity of 30,000 AFY. Thus, the Imported Water Storage Component of the
Project would provide an intertie with the Colorado River water system and may also intertie
with the State Water Project system. The participants for the Imported Water Storage
Component have not yet been identified. Withdrawal of groundwater for this Project component
would be limited to a maximum of 75,000 to 105,000 AFY of water, which reflects the maximum
capacity of the 43-mile pipeline in addition to the natural gas pipeline.
DISCUSSION OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The Draft EIR addresses all topics listed in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Where
necessary, the EIR identifies mitigation measures to minimize potentially significant impacts of
the proposed Project. The proposed Project would result in two significant and unavoidable
impacts: construction air emissions would exceed thresholds of significance for NOx directly and
cumulatively, and growth in the water agency service areas results in secondary effects of
growth. No other significant impacts have been identified. The Draft EIR evaluates the following
environmental resource issues in addition to CEQA-mandated topics such as cumulative
impacts, growth inducement, and Project alternatives:










Aesthetics
Agriculture and Forestry Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality








Land Use and Planning
Mineral Resources
Noise
Public Services and Utilities
Recreation
Transportation and Traffic

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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Memorandum
Date:

February 14,2012

To:

All Reviewing Agencies

From:

Scott Morgan, Director

Re:

SCH # 2011031002
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

Pursuant to the attached letter, the Lead Agency has extended the review period for the
above referenced project to March 14, 2012 to accommodate the review process. All
other project information remains the same.

cc:

Tom Barnes
Santa Margarita Water District
626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017

1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044
(916) 445-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 ·Wvfw.opr.ca.gov
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Santa Manganita Waten Distr:zict
NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF REVIEW PERIOD FOR
THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
To:

California Office of Planning and Research;
Responsible and Trustee Agencies; County Clerks;
and Other Interested Parties

Subject:

Notice of Extension of Review Period for the Draft Environmental Impact
Report .

Project:

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project

State
Clearinghouse: #2011031002
Lead Agency:

Santa Margarita Water District

Extension of
F{eview Period: December 5, 2011 through March 14, 2012
The Santa Margarita Water District (SMWO) published a Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) on the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Project) on
December 5, 2011. Presently the comment period closes on February 13, 2012, or the 70th
day. Although the initial comment period exceeded the minimal time requirements set forth
under the California Environmental Quality Act, SMWD has received several requests to further
extend the comment period. In response to these requests and in recognition of the importance
of providing ample review of the Project, SMWD is extending the comment period an additional
30 days, bringing the total public review period to 100 days. The comment period on the DEIR
will now close on March 14,2012. Please send your written comments, including a return
address and contact name, on or before this date to the following address:
c/o Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone: 213-599-4300
FAX: 213-599-4301
Or by email to:cadizproject@esassoc.com

(OVER)
261 J I Antonio Parkway. Rancho Santa Margari[a, CA 92688 • Mailing - P.O. Box 7005. Mission VIeJO. CA 92690-7005
W eb: .':\'}\..')y5_MW_Q,,~Qm
Cusromer Service (949) 459-6420 • Administra[ion (949) 459-6600 • Operations (949) 459-6430

Notice of Completion & Environmental Document Transmittal
Mail to: State Clearinghouse, P. O. Box 3044, Sacramento, CA 95812-3044 (916) 445-0613
For Hand Delive1ylStreet Address: 1400 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814

SCH #

2011031002

Project Title: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Lead Agency: Santa Margarita Water District

Contact Person: _T_om_Ba_r"'ne....s_ _ _._ _ _ _ _ __

Mailing Address: 626 Wilshire Blvd, Suile 1100
City: Los Angeles

Phone: 213-599-4300
Zip: ,e:C:..;,A_ __

Project Location: County:_S_a_n_B_em.,-a_rd_in_o_ _ _.:....-_ __
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The proposed Project is designed to actively manage the groundwater basin underlying a portion of the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys located in the

eastern Mojave Desert portion of San Bernardino County, California. The Project woutd be developed in two phases, the first being the
Conservation and Recovery Component and t.hc second phase bei!1g the Imported Water Storage Component. The purpose of the Project is to
maxjmize beneficial uses of the groundwater in the Fenner Valley for SMWD and other water providers participating in the Project.
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KEI'<ALEX
DIRECTOR

EDMUND G. BROWN .JR.
GOVERNOJ(

March 15,2012

Tom Barnes
Santa Margarita Water District
626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Subject: Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
SCH#: 2011031002
Dear Tom Barnes:
The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIR to selected state agencies for review. On
the enclosed Document Details Report please note that the Clearinghouse has listed the state agencies that
reviewed your document. The review period closed on March 14,2012, and the comments from the
responding agency (ies) is (are) enclosed. If this comment package is not in order, please notify the State
Clearinghouse immediately. Please refer to the project's ten-digit State Clearinghouse number in future
correspondence so that we may respond promptly.
Please note that Section 21104(c) of the California Public Resources Code states that:
"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive comments regarding those
activities involved in a project which are within an area of expertise of the agency or which are
required to be carried out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be supported by
specific documentation."
These comments are forwarded for use in preparing your final environmental document. Should you need
more information or clarification of the enclosed comments, we recommend that you contact the
commenting agency directly.
This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for
draft environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. Please contact the
State Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the environmental review
process.

Si~~
Scott Morgan
Director, State Clearinghouse

Enclosures
cc: Resources Agency

1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044
(916) 4-45-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 www.opr.ca.gov
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2011031002
Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project
Santa Margarita Water District
EIR

Draft EIR

Note: 70 Day Review; Extended to end on 3/14/12.
The proposed Project is designed to actively manage the groundwater basin underlying a portion of the
Cadiz and Fenner Valleys located in the eastern Mojave Desert portion of San Bernardino County, CA.
The Project would be developed in two phases, the first being the Conservation and Recovery
Component and the second phase being the Imported Water Storage Component. The purpose of the
Project is to maximize beneficial uses of the groundwater in the Fenner Valley for SMWD and other
water providers participating in the Project.
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Balance; Public Services; Recreation/Parks; Schools/Universities; Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading;
Solid Waste; Toxic/Hazardous; Traffic/Circulation; Vegetation; Water Quality; Water Supply;
Wetland/Riparian; Growth Inducing; Landuse; Cumulative Effects; Other Issues; Aesthetic/Visual;
Coastal Zone; Economics/Jobs; Wildlife
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Resources Agency; Colorado River Board; Department of Fish and Game, Region 6; Cal Fire; Office of
Historic Preservation; Departmentof Parks and Recreation; Department of Water Resources; Caltrans,
District 8; CA Department of Public Health; State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water
Quality; Regional Water Quality Control Board, Region 7; Department of Toxic Substances Control;
Native American Heritage Commission; Public Utilities Commission; State Lands Commission; Other
Agency(ies)

Note: Blanks in data fields result from insufficient information provided by lead agency.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
915 CAPITOL MALL, ROOM 364
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 653-6251
Fax (916) 657·5390
Web Site WYill' .nfl.hc.<;dhQQlL
ds_nahc@pacbell.net

December 7,2011
Mr. Tom Barnes

Santa Margarita Water District
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Re: SCH#2011 031 002; CEQA Notice of Completion; draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) for the "CADIZ VALLEY WATER CONSERVATION, RECOVERY, AND
STORAGE Project;" located at the source, in eastern San Bernardino County, and at the
points of Distribution in Riverside, Orange, Los Angeles and Ventura counties, California
Dear Mr. Barnes:
The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) is the State of California
'Trustee Agency' for the protection and preservation of Native American cultural resources
pursuant to California Public Resources Code §21 070 and affirmed by the Third Appellate Court
in the case of EPIC v. Johnson (1985: 170 Cal App. 3rd 604). The court held that the NAHC has
jurisdiction and special expertise, as a state agency, over affected Native American resources,
impacted by proposed projects including archaeological, places of religious significance to
Native Americans and burial sites. The NAHC wishes to comment on the proposed project.
This letter includes state and federal statutes relating to Native American
historic properties of religious and cultural significance to American Indian tribes and interested
Native American individuals as 'consulting parties' under both state and federal law. State law
also addresses the freedom of Native American Religious Expression in Public Resources Code
§5097.9.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA - CA Public Resources Code
21000-21177, amendments effective 3/18/2010) requires that any project that causes a
substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource, that includes
archaeological resources, is a 'significant effect' requiring the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) per the CEQA Guidelines defines a significant impact on the environment
as 'a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of physical conditions within
an area affected by the proposed project, including ... objects of historic or aesthetic
significance." In order to comply with this provision, the lead agency is required to assess
whether the project will have an adverse impact on these resources within the 'area of potential
effect (APE), and if so, to mitigate that effect.
The NAHC Sacred Lands File (SLF) search resulted as follows: Native American
cultural resources were not identified within some of the project areas identified (e.g. 'areas
of potential effect' or APEs [e.g. southern Orange County, San Gabriel Valley-Los Angeles
County and southeastern Ventura County]). Also, the absence of archaeological resources
does not preclude their existence .. California Public Resources Code §§5097.94 (a) and
5097.96 authorize the NAHC to establish a Sacred Land Inventory to record Native American
sacred sites and burial sites. These records are exempt from the provisions of the California
Public Records Act pursuant to. California Government Code §6254 (r). The purpose of this

code is to protect such sites from vandalism, theft and destruction. The NAHC "Sacred Sites,'
as defined by the Native American Heritage Commission and the California Legislature in
California Public Resources Code §§5097.94(a) and 5097.96. Items in the NAHC Sacred
Lands Inventory are confidential and exempt from the Public Records Act pursuant to California
Government Code §6254 (r).
Early consultation with Native American tribes in your area is the best way to avoid
unanticipated discoveries of cultural resources or burial sites once a project is underway.
Culturally affiliated tribes and individuals may have knowledge of the religious and cultural
significance of the historic properties in the project area (e.g. APE). We strongly urge that you
make contact with the list of Native American Contacts (representing both source and
distribution areas of the porposed project) on the list of Native American contacts, to see if your
proposed project might impact Native American cultural resources and to obtain their
recommendations concerning the proposed project. Special reference is made to the Tribal
Consultation requirements of the California 2006 Senate Bill 1059: enabling legislation to the
federal Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), mandates consultation with Native American
tribes (both federally recognized and non federally recognized) where electrically transmission
lines are proposed. This is codified in the California Public Resources Code, Chapter 4.3 and
§25330 to Division 15.
Furthermore, pursuant to CA Public Resources Code § 5097.95, the NAHC requests
that the Native American consulting parties be provided pertinent project information.
Consultation with Native American communities is also a matter of environmental justice as
defined by California Government Code §65040.12(e). Pursuant to CA Public Resources Code
§5097.95, the NAHC requests that pertinent project information be provided consulting tribal
parties. The NAHC recommends avoidance as defined by CEQA Guidelines §15370(a) to
pursuing a project that would damage or destroy Native American cultural resources and
Section 2183.2 that requires documentation, data recovery of cultural resources.
Consultation with tribes and interested Native American consulting parties, on the NAHC
list, should be conducted in compliance with the requirements of federal NEPA and Section 106
and 4(f) of federal NHPA (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq), 36 CFR Part 800.3 (f) (2) & .5, the President's
Council on Environmental Quality (CSQ, 42 U.S.C 4371 et seq. and NAGPRA (25 U.S.C. 30013013) as appropriate. The 1992 Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties were revised so that they could be applied to all historic resource types
included in the National Register of Historic Places and including cultural landscapes. Also,
federal Executive Orders Nos. 11593 (preservation of cultural environment), 13175
(coordination & consultation) and 13007 (Sacred Sites) are helpful, supportive guides for
Section 106 consultation. The aforementioned Secretary of the Interior'S Standards include
recommendations for all 'lead agencies' to consider the historic context of proposed projects
and to "research" the cultural landscape that might include the 'area of potential effect.'
Confidentiality of "historic properties of religious and cultural significance" should also be
considered as protected by California Government Code §6254( r) and may also be protected
under Section 304 of he NHPA or at the Secretary of the Interior discretion if not eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The Secretary may also be advised by the
federal Indian Religious Freedom Act (cf. 42 U.S.C., 1996) in issuing a decision on whether or
not to disclose items of religious and/or cultural significance identified in or near the APEs and
possibility threatened by proposed project activity.
Furthermore, Public Resources Code Section 5097.98, California Government Code
§27491 and Health & Safety Code Section 7050.5 provide for provisions for accidentally

discovered archeological resources during construction and mandate the processes to be
followed in the event of an accidental discovery of any human remains in a project location other
than a 'dedicated cemetery'.
To be effective, consultation on specific projects must be the result of an ongoing
relationship between Native American tribes and lead agencies.!. project proponents and their
contractors, in the opinion of the NAHC. Regarding tribal consultation, a relationship built
around regular meetings and informal involvement with local tribes will lead to more qualitative
consultation tribal input on specific projects.
If you have any questions about this response to your request, please do not hesitate to
ontact e at (916) 53-6251.
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Department of Toxic Substances 'Control
Matthew Rodriquez

Secretary for
.
Environmental Protection

Deborah O. Raphael, Director
5796 Corporate Avenue

Edmund G. Brown Jr.

Govemor

Cypress, California 90630

January 3, 2012
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Mr. Tom Barnes, ESA
626 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1100
Los Angeles, California 90017
cadizp roj ect@esassoc.com
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~TATE CLE2RING.~.=:j

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR
THE CADIZ VALLEY WATER CONSERVATION, RECOVERY, AND STOARGE
PROJECT, (SCH#2011 031 002), SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
Dear Mr. Barnes:
The Department of Toxic Substances Control (OTSC) has received your submitted
draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the above-mentioned project. The
following project description is stated in your document: "The proposed Project is
designed to actively manage the groundwater basin underlying a p'ortion of the Cadiz
and Fenner Valleys located in the eastern Mojave Desert portion of San Bernardino
Co uilty; C~afibrni(i' the P roJecfh
c6mp6nents'Tliafwou[a-b~~Im~pTemente-iJDy-the'"
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC). The first component - is the
groundwater Conservation and Recovery Component. The second component - is the
Imported Water Storage Component. To implement the Project, extraction wells
(wellfield) would be built on the Cadiz Property and a 43-mile underground water
conyeyance pipeline would be constructed within an active railroad right~of~way
(ROW). The Project site [s transverse by numerous transportation, water, and utility
corridors. The BNSF rail crosses the northern portion of the Project area, south of the
Ship Mountains, The ARZC railroad line branches from BNSF rail line within the Project
site and then travels southeastward. The Project area is located entirely within the
Cadiz and Fenner Valleys of eastern San Bernardino County. The land surrounding the
Project site is owned and managed by Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the State
of California, Metropolitan, additional public land owners, and numerous private
landowners. Current and historical uses in the Proje.ct area include agriculture,
aviation, former military use, historical mining activities, and existing natural gas
pipelines".

as two

Based on the review of the submitted document DTSC has the following comments: .
1)

DTSC provided comments on the project Notice of Preparation (NOP) on March
21, 2011; sbme of those comments have been addressed in the submitted draft

Mr. Tom Barnes
January 3, 2013
Page 2
EIR. Please ensure that all those comments will be addressed in the final

Environmental Impact Report,
2)

DTSC can provide cleanup oversight through an Environmental Oversight
Agreement (EOA) for government agencies that are not responsible parties, or a
Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA) for private parties. For additional
information on the EOA or VCA, please see
www.dtsc.ca.gov/SiteCleanup/Brownfields. or contact Ms. Maryam Tasnif-Abbasi,
DTSC's Voluntary Cleanup Coordinator, at (714) 484-5489.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Rafiq Ahmed, Project
Manager, at rahmed@dtsc,ca.gov, or by phone at (714) 484-5491.
Sincerely,

~-

Greg Holmes
Unit Chief
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program
Governor's Office of Planning and Research
cc:
--------------------- - State Glearin§house--:=-=-:-~--- ---:---~:=-:- -:~_~-::--~~----------------P.O. Box 3044
Sacramento, California 95812-3044
state,clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov.
CEQA Tracking Center
Department of Toxic Substances Control
Office of Environmental Planning and Analysis
P.'O, Box 806
.
Sacramento, California 95812
Attn: Nancy Ritter
nritter@dtsc,ca,goy

CEQA # 3430

--- --------------- ------- ---------- ------ --------

Notice of Extension of the Draft EIR
Review Period Legal Notices
1. The Orange County Register
2. Press Enterprise
3. Hi-Desert Star
4. Desert Trail
5. Needles Desert Star
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Dry Lake Evaporation

Appendix L1
Estimated Evaporation from
Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Estimated Evaporation From Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
PREPARED FOR:

Cadiz

PREPARED BY:

Terry Foreman/CH2M HILL

DATE:

May 8, 2012

This memorandum summarizes findings from evaporation monitoring of Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes between May
and November of 2011 and provides estimates of annual evaporation rates. This evaluation was undertaken for
the purpose of determining whether the observed evaporative rates from the Dry Lakes are consistent with that
reported in the literature and estimates of groundwater recharge at rates in excess of 30,000 acre‐feet per year as
reported by CH2M HILL (2010). The evaluation resulted in an estimation of evaporation rates from Bristol and
Cadiz Dry Lake at approximately 7,860 and 23,730 acre‐feet per year, respectively, for a total combined rate of
31,590 acre‐feet per year, when the measured data are extrapolated to an area over which evaporation is
expected to occur and extrapolated for a full year based on expected monthly variations, as observed from pan
evaporation and measured evaporation rates from Franklin Dry Lake located to the north. This technical
memorandum summarizes data collected by the Desert Research Institute, a summary of measured evaporation
from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes and estimates of annual evaporation. These estimated annual evaporation rates,
1) are consistent with rates reported for other dry lakes and, 2) are conservative because they do not account for
the impact of groundwater production for the existing agriculture by Cadiz and by salt‐mining operations.

Data Collection

Cadiz retained the Desert Research Institute (DRI) to measure evaporation from the Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes in
order to assess the magnitude of groundwater discharge from the watershed for comparison to estimates of
groundwater recharge.
DRI installed Eddy Covariance (EC)
instrumentation on Bristol Dry Lake and
began collecting data on May 4, 2011.
The EC instrumentation is shown in Figure
1. Eddy covariance (EC) instrumentation
consists of one 3‐meter tall EC tower
(Figure 1) that includes all necessary
instrumentation to continuously measure
latent heat flux (LE) (i.e., heat transferred
to the air in water vapor from evaporation
(E)) that is used to calculate E. The EC
towers are positioned downwind of the
dominant wind direction. The instruments
installed on the EC towers consist of a
three‐dimensional sonic anemometer
Figure 1. EC Instrumentation and Meteorological Towers
(CSAT3, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan,
Installed on Bristol Dry Lake
Utah, USA) to measure the three wind
direction components, and an open‐path
infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) to measure H2O molar density (LI‐7500, LI‐COR Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). All
sensors on the EC towers are mounted 2.5 meters above ground surface. Weather (e.g., air temperature, relative
humidity, and precipitation) and soil instruments (e.g., soil moisture and soil heat flux) at the EC sites are
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mounted on an adjacent 3‐meter tower (Figure 1). Data from all instruments were recorded with a data logger
(CR5000, Campbell Scientific) at a frequency of 10 Hz (10 times per second) and stored on compact flash cards.
Data were also transmitted back to the Desert Research Institute (DRI) via a cell phone modem. Data were
transmitted every hour from the data logger to a data server located at DRI. DRI personnel checked the data on a
daily basis for errors (DRI, 2012).
Average E parameters for each half‐hour period, including sensible (H) and latent (LE) heat flux were measured
using the EC method (DRI, 2012). Further details on calculation of E, uncertainty, and E footprint are provided by
DRI (2012). In general, they estimate a high degree of methodological certainty and indicate that E is likely
underestimated on Bristol Dry Lake by four percent and overestimated on Cadiz Dry Lake by eleven percent.
DRI installed another set of EC instrumentation on Cadiz Dry Lake and began data collection on July 20, 2011. The
same instrumentation and process were used for both Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes. The location of the EC
instrumentation is show in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Location of EC Instrumentation Installed on Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes.

Monitoring Results

DRI collected data from May 4, 2011 through November 15, 2011 on Bristol Dry Lake and from July 20, 2011
through November 15, 2011 on Cadiz Dry Lake. The EC footprint (the area sampled by the EC tower) is shown in
Figures 3 and 4 for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, respectively. The Bristol Dry Lake footprint is 33,038.85 acres. The
Cadiz Dry Lake EC footprint area is 43,537.41 acres.
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Figure 3. Bristol Dry Lake EC Footprint. The yellow dots represent
the 30‐min flux values measured by the EC tower (red dot). The light
blue line is the EC footprint area.

Figure 3. Bristol Dry Lake EC Footprint. The yellow dots represent
the 30‐min flux values measured by the EC tower (red dot). The
light blue line is the EC footprint area.

Figure 4. Cadiz Dry Lake EC Footprint. The yellow dots represent the
30‐min flux values measured by the EC tower (red dot). The light
blue line is the EC footprint area.
3
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Data collected between May 4 and November 15, 2011 on Bristol Dry Lake indicate that 49.75 millimeters (mm) of
evaporation occurred from within its EC footprint. Data collected between July 20 and November 15, 2011 on
Cadiz Dry Lake indicate that 57.06 mm of evaporation occurred from within its EC footprint. Precipitation
occurred at the Bristol Dry Lake EC site on July 30, September 10, September 13, November 4, and November 12.
Precipitation occurred at Cadiz Dry Lake EC site on July 30, September 5, September 10, September 13, November
4, and November 6. Evaporation values measured on days where precipitation occurred were significantly higher
than on days without precipitation. Higher rates of E also were observed for several days after precipitation
occurred. Table 1 shows the net monthly E, which accounts for precipitation, in that the monthly E values have
been adjusted for precipitation (net monthly total E is total measured monthly E – total precipitation for the
month).
TABLE 1

Net Monthly E for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
Month

Bristol Dry Lake E (mm)

Cadiz Dry Lake E (mm)

Gross

Net

Gross

May (4‐31)

5.94

5.94

NA

June

6.41

6.41

NA

7.32

6.82

6.57

0.98

8.67

8.67

14.97

14.97

September

13.76

‐3.51

21.61

18.32

October

5.37

5.37

8.65

8.65

November (1‐15)

2.28

1.78

5.26

2.98

July

1

August

1
2

2

Net

Cadiz Dry Lake EC tower data collection began on July 20
Data were not collected from August 9 through 15 due to data logger failure on Cadiz Dry Lake

Using the EC footprint areas given in Figures 3 and 4, and evaporation rates given in Table 1, the cumulative
volume of net evaporation measured during the data collection period is 11,392 acre‐feet. This net evaporation
accounts for precipitation that occurred during the period but it does not account for about a week of missing
data due to data logger failure at Cadiz Dry Lake from August 8 through 15, 2011, so the net volume of
evaporation is somewhat higher than 11,392 acre‐feet.

Potential Annual Evaporation From Dry Lakes

The potential annual evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes is extrapolated by, 1) extending the area over
which evaporation likely occurs and, 2) estimating evaporation rates from the dry lakes for those periods not
measured by DRI in order to cover an entire year. In addition, pumping of brine and brackish water, and use of
trenches by salt mining companies lowers the water surface beneath the surface of the dry lakes, which likely
reduces water available for evaporation that would otherwise be measured by the EC towers, if these operations
did not exist.
The EC towers on the two dry lakes were located to avoid salt mining operations, including the open pits used to
evaporate brine to recover salt minerals. The EC footprint is not expected to cover the entire area over which
evaporation is or has occurred from the dry lakes. For example, the EC tower on Bristol Dry Lake is located in the
far northeastern corner of the dry lake, where the depth to groundwater is expected to be high compared to the
southern and western extents of the dry lake. The EC footprint on Cadiz Dry Lake was limited to areas not
disturbed by salt mining operations (as shown by the two lobes of the southeastern footprint). Therefore, there is
expected to be significant evaporation from the dry lakes that is not measured by the two EC towers.
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The footprint of each dry lake was extended to areas that
are expected to or have contributed to evaporation from
the dry lakes. The footprint was simply extrapolated by
extending the footprint area over areas of the dry lakes
that are similar in elevation to the surface from which
evaporation was measured by the EC tower. These
extended areas are shown in Figures 5 and 6, for Bristol
and Cadiz Dry Lakes, respectively. The extended area for
Bristol Dry Lake is 42,164 acres (versus 33,038.85 acres for
the EC footprint area) and 55,180 acres for Cadiz Dry Lake
(compared to 43,537.41 acres for the EC footprint area).
These extended areas also extend into areas of salt mining
operations in order to account for areas that would
contribute to evaporation under undisturbed conditions.
Estimates of evaporation rates for the periods not
measured by DRI are made in a two‐step process. First,
Figure 5. Estimated Extended Area Over Which
data sets for those months with incomplete data for the
Evaporation Is Expected To Occur From Bristol
month are extended by using the average daily rate of the
Dry Lake
measured values in a given month to those days for which
measurements were not made by DRI (or where the data
logger failed in August at Cadiz Dry Lake). Then, these measured and limited filled data sets were used to
extrapolate evaporation rates to other months using an average of pan evaporation rates for Amboy (GSSI, 1999)
and evaporation rates reported for Franklin Dry Lake to the north (Czarnecki, 1997). Given that solar radiation
drives evaporation rates, this is a reasonable approach to estimating evaporation rates for other months, which
have reduced daylight hours and possible cloud cover. The pan evaporation rates and actual dry lake evaporation
measurements account for this variability.
Figure 7 shows the monthly percentages of total annual
evaporation measured at Franklin Dry Lake, pan
evaporation for Amboy, and average percent of annual
evaporation for each month as average between these
pan evaporation and lakebed evaporation rates.

Figure 7. Monthly Percentage of Annual Evaporation
Rates.

Figure 6. Estimated Extended Area Over Which
Evaporation Is Expected to Occur From Cadiz Dry
Lake

Table 2 shows the estimated evaporation rates for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes for an entire year using the average
evaporation rate curve from Figure 7.
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TABLE 2

Estimated1 Monthly Evaporation for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
Month

Bristol Dry Lake E (mm)

Cadiz Dry Lake E (mm)

January

2.90

6.42

February

3.70

8.04

March

4.90

10.63

April

5.90

12.80

May

6.58

15.95

June

6.41

19.98

July

6.82

11.43

August

8.67

18.82

September

‐3.51

18.32

October

5.37

8.65

November

4.03

8.53

December

2.73

5.93

Totals
1

54.5 (0.18 feet)

145.49 (0.48 feet)

Actual measured values provided for those months in which measurements are available

Using these estimates annual evaporation rates and the extended areas over which evaporation is expected to
occur, the annual evaporation from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes is 7,546 and 26,339 acre‐feet, respectively. The
total annual evaporation combined from both dry lakes is 33,885 acre‐feet per year. If these values are adjusted
for the underestimate of four percent for Bristol and eleven percent overestimate value for Cadiz as described
above, then the combined total annual evaporation rate is adjusted to 31,590 acre‐feet per year.
The evaporative flux estimates for Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes of 0.18 and 0.48 feet per year, respectively, are
within the range of evaporative fluxes of 0.1 to 0.7 feet/year from dry lakes in the Death Valley regional flow
system as reported by Laczniak et. al., (2001). It is important to point out that these estimates of evaporation
rates do not account for consumptive pumping that occurs by Cadiz and the salt mining operations. Therefore,
these estimates are likely conservative estimates of the long‐term evaporation rates from the two dry lakes.
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Introduction
This final report contains evaporation data collected at the Bristol Dry Lake study site
for the time period of May 4 to November 15, 2011 and from the Cadiz Dry Lake study
site for the time period of July 20 to November 15, 2011. The eddy covariance method
was used to estimate evaporation from the two dry lake beds. The eddy covariance
method uses several calculations to estimate the amount of evaporation and these
calculations are discussed in the following sections of this report.
Methods
Eddy covariance instrumentation
Eddy covariance (EC) instrumentation installed at each of the study sites consisted of
one 3 meter tall EC (Fig. 1) tower that included all necessary instrumentation to
continuously measure latent heat flux (LE) (i.e., heat transferred to the air in water vapor
from evaporation (E)) that was used to calculate E from Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes
(Fig. 2). The EC towers were positioned downwind of the dominant wind direction. The
instruments installed on the EC towers consisted of a three-dimensional sonic
anemometer (CSAT3, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, Utah, USA) to measure the three
wind direction components, and an open-path infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) to measure
H2O molar density (LI-7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). All sensors on the
EC towers were mounted 2.5 meters above ground surface. Weather (e.g., air
temperature, relative humidity, and precipitation) and soil instruments (e.g., soil moisture
and soil heat flux) at the EC sites were mounted on an adjacent 3 meter tower (Fig. 1).
Data from all instruments were recorded with a data logger (CR5000, Campbell
Scientific) at a frequency of 10 Hz (10 times per second) and stored on compact flash
cards. Data were also transmitted back to the Desert Research Institute (DRI) via cell
phone modems. Data were transmitted every hour from the data logger at each of the
study sites to a data server located at DRI. DRI personnel checked the data on a daily
basis for errors.

Figure 1. Eddy covariance (EC) and meteorological towers and instrumentation
located on Bristol Dry Lake located near Cadiz, California.

Figure 2. Topographical map showing the location of the Bristol Dry Lake and Cadiz
Dry Lake study sites. The red diamond indicates the location (Latitude: 34.470822° N,
Longitude: -115.649635° W) of the Bristol Dry Lake eddy covariance instrumentation
and the red circle indicates the location (Latitude: 34.326431° N, Longitude: 115.420760° W) of the Cadiz Dry Lake eddy covariance instrumentation that is being
used to measure evaporation from the dry lakebeds.
Calculation of evaporation
Average E parameters for each half-hour period, including sensible (H) and latent
(LE) heat fluxes were measured using the EC method (as described in Wohlfahrt et al.
2008, and Arnone et al. 2008). These procedures include the following: continuous
measurement of the three wind direction components using the 3D sonic anemometer; the
molar density of water; and post-process calculation of the vertical wind vector, scalar
water vapor density, and co-variance of these two measurements. Quality control of
half-hour E rate data followed a five-step procedure (Arnone et al. 2008) that includes
comparison of LE, H, and soil heat (G, determined using heat flux plates buried in soil)
fluxes to overall net ecosystem energy balance measured with a net radiometer mounted
on the tower (Hammerle et al. 2007).
Gap filling and uncertainty analysis
Data gaps from the sites resulting from filtering or missing data were filled using a
site-specific regression equation of E on daytime PFD (photon flux density [PFD] of
photosynthetically active radiation [PAR]).

Systematic uncertainty of E estimates (Wohlfahrt et al. 2008) derive primarily from
the collective effects of inherent instrument measurement errors on the large density
corrections (Webb et al. 1980, WPL) that need to be applied to half-hourly EC E values
when measuring E with open-path sensors under conditions of large sensible heat
exchange. In these situations, the effects of concurrent air temperature and humidity
fluctuations on H2O densities (ρv) must be taken into account. The uncertainty introduced
by applying the WPL correction under the range of inherent measurement errors for each
instrument (sensor) was estimated by defining a likely relative uncertainty for each
independent parameter (instrument measurement) and by applying this in turn to
calculate E (see Wohlfahrt et al. 2008). Assuming that the various component
uncertainties are independent, the combined uncertainty due to the WPL correction was
calculated by taking the square root of the sum of the squared individual uncertainties.
Based on manufacturers’ specifications, and on past experience with long-term sensor
stability, the water vapor density (ρv), and static air pressure (P) were assigned
uncertainties of 10% (Wohlfahrt et al. 2008) while air temperature (Tair) was assigned an
uncertainty of 2%. Uncertainty in the sensible heat flux may arise from the fact that the
sensible heat flux was measured based on speed of sound measurements, which has been
shown by Loescher et al. (2005) to deviate from sensible heat flux derived from
measurements of air temperature with a fast-response platinum resistance thermometer by
up to 10% for this specific sonic anemometer model. On the other hand, Ham & Heilman
(2003), again for the same anemometer model used in this study, found extremely good
correspondence between sonic- and thermocouple-derived sensible heat flux
measurements. Additional uncertainty of the sensible heat flux arises from the choice of
coordinate system (Lee et al. 2004) and from the necessary (small) frequency response
corrections (Massman 2001). Based on the evidence presented above and some
preliminary sensitivity tests with different coordinate systems (data not shown), a 5%
uncertainty for the sensible heat flux (FH) was assumed. Similar to the sensible heat flux,
a 5% uncertainty for latent heat flux (FH2O) was assumed, intended to reflect uncertainties
due to choice of the coordinate system and frequency response corrections, which are
based on a site-specific cospectral reference model (cf. Massman & Clement 2004;
Wohlfahrt et al. 2005) and have been validated against experimentally derived frequency
response correction factors following Aubinet et al. (2000) and Aubinet et al. (2001) as
described in Wohlfahrt et al. (2005) and Wohlfahrt et al. (2008). Based on this
information our choice of 5% uncertainty is justified and not nearly as large as the upper
range of potential errors in frequency response correction factors (30%) reported by
Massman & Clement (2004).
Calculation of EC footprint
To calculate the area sampled by the EC tower (i.e., the EC footprint), we used the
footprint model of Hsieh et al. (2000) to estimate the upwind distance and compass
direction that represents 90% of the surface E for each half-hour period (X90%). Each
calculated point, or footprint distance and direction, was plotted in ArcGIS and a polygon
circumscribed on the outside of the collective set of points that fall within Bristol or
Cadiz Dry Lake that contribute to E fluxes from these areas.

Energy balance closure
The validity of the EC E data are being evaluated by calculating the degree to
which EC measurements are able to close the ecosystem energy balance using the method
described in Hammerle et al. (2007). Briefly, this method involves comparing the sum of
turbulent heat fluxes—final latent (LE) and sensible heat (H) fluxes—calculated using
EC data for each half-hour sampling period, to the available energy, or the difference
between net radiation (Rn) and soil heat flux (G), calculated for each half-hour sampling
period. Energy balance closure for both EC sites is being calculated as the slope of the
best-fit regression line of LE+H on Rn-G using all valid half-hourly values expressed as a
percentage.
Results
Bristol Dry Lake
Evaporation
Data collected between May 4 and November 15, 2011 indicate that 49.75 ± 1.55 mm
(see Table 1 for systematic uncertainty) of evaporation have occurred from Bristol Dry
Lake from within the EC footprint (Table 2 - 8). Daily evaporation rates during October
and November showed a slight decline from previous months mostly due to shorter day
lengths and decreasing temperatures as fall and winter approach.
Precipitation occurred at the site on July 30, September 10, September 13, November
4, and November 12. Evaporation values measured on days where precipitation occurred
were significantly higher than on days without precipitation. Higher rates of E also were
observed for several days after precipitation occurred. In this current report we did not
subtract precipitation from the final E value (final E for the month or for the study
period); therefore, E rates may be overestimated by the amount of precipitation that fell
during the observation period, assuming that all of the precipitation that fell was
eventually evaporated.
Energy balance closure calculated for the time period between May 4 and November
15, 2011 was 96% (Fig. 4; slope value). This high closure value indicates a high degree
of methodological certainty in EC E estimates from the Bristol Dry Lake study site.
However, the 96% energy balance closure also indicates that the EC method is
underestimating E at this site by 4%.

Table 1.Total systematic uncertainty of E (mm)
calculated as the square root of the sum of the
squared individual sources of uncertainty using density
corrected data (Webb et. al. , 1980) for Bristol Dry
Lake May 4 - November 15, 2011.
Bristol Dry Lake
Source of uncertainty
(mm)
Tair
ρv
P
FH

(2%)
(10%)
(10%)
(5%)

0.01
1.82
0.00
0.53

FH2O

(5%)

0.04

Total systematic uncertainty

± 1.55

Table 2. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of May, 2011. Evaporation sums are from
points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
5/4/2011
5/5/2011
5/6/2011
5/7/2011
5/8/2011
5/9/2011
5/10/2011
5/11/2011
5/12/2011
5/13/2011
5/14/2011
5/15/2011
5/16/2011
5/17/2011
5/18/2011
5/19/2011
5/20/2011
5/21/2011
5/22/2011
5/23/2011
5/24/2011
5/25/2011
5/26/2011
5/27/2011
5/28/2011
5/29/2011
5/30/2011
5/31/2011
Monthly total (mm/month)

Daily sum (mm/day)
0.19
0.18
0.23
0.25
0.29
0.19
0.15
0.16
0.22
0.24
0.18
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.46
0.17
0.19
0.22
0.23
0.21
0.15
0.25
0.28
0.21
0.28
0.15
0.17
0.21
5.94

Table 3. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of June, 2011. Evaporation sums are from
points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
6/1/2011
6/2/2011
6/3/2011
6/4/2011
6/5/2011
6/6/2011
6/7/2011
6/8/2011
6/9/2011
6/10/2011
6/11/2011
6/12/2011
6/13/2011
6/14/2011
6/15/2011
6/16/2011
6/17/2011
6/18/2011
6/19/2011
6/20/2011
6/21/2011
6/22/2011
6/23/2011
6/24/2011
6/25/2011
6/26/2011
6/27/2011
6/28/2011
6/29/2011
6/30/2011
Monthly total (mm/month)

Daily sum (mm/day)
0.21
0.16
0.18
0.24
0.21
0.14
0.18
0.22
0.18
0.22
0.19
0.33
0.14
0.21
0.48
0.27
0.14
0.23
0.20
0.18
0.19
0.25
0.19
0.21
0.18
0.23
0.22
0.17
0.25
0.22
6.41

Table 4. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of July, 2011. Evaporation sums are from
points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
7/1/2011
0.22
7/2/2011
0.23
7/3/2011
0.19
7/4/2011
0.33
7/5/2011
0.20
7/6/2011
0.11
7/7/2011
0.43
7/8/2011
0.22
7/9/2011
0.38
7/10/2011
0.50
7/11/2011
0.27
7/12/2011
0.25
7/13/2011
0.25
7/14/2011
0.18
7/15/2011
0.26
7/16/2011
0.16
7/17/2011
0.18
7/18/2011
0.18
7/19/2011
0.21
7/20/2011
0.21
7/21/2011
0.24
7/22/2011
0.14
7/23/2011
0.27
7/24/2011
0.21
7/25/2011
0.23
7/26/2011
0.15
7/27/2011
0.18
7/28/2011
0.23
7/29/2011
0.25
0.83†
7/30/2011
7/31/2011
0.45
Monthly total (mm/month)
7.32
†
Measureable precipitation - 7/30/2011: 0.5 mm (0.02 inches).

Table 5. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of August, 2011. Evaporation sums are
from points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
8/1/2011
8/2/2011
8/3/2011
8/4/2011
8/5/2011
8/6/2011
8/7/2011
8/8/2011
8/9/2011
8/10/2011
8/11/2011
8/12/2011
8/13/2011
8/14/2011
8/15/2011
8/16/2011
8/17/2011
8/18/2011
8/19/2011
8/20/2011
8/21/2011
8/22/2011
8/23/2011
8/24/2011
8/25/2011
8/26/2011
8/27/2011
8/28/2011
8/29/2011
8/30/2011
8/31/2011
Monthly total (mm/month)

Daily sum (mm/day)
0.32
0.31
0.24
0.26
0.25
0.37
0.28
0.20
0.22
0.38
0.24
0.29
0.25
0.26
0.32
0.24
0.19
0.32
0.23
0.27
0.26
0.29
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.24
0.48
0.31
0.28
0.26
0.38
8.67

Table 6. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of September, 2011. Evaporation sums are
from points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
9/1/2011
0.49
9/2/2011
0.55
9/3/2011
0.44
9/4/2011
0.49
9/5/2011
0.67
9/6/2011
0.38
9/7/2011
0.46
9/8/2011
0.55
9/9/2011
1.04
1.09†
9/10/2011
9/11/2011
0.75
9/12/2011
0.63
1.34†
9/13/2011
9/14/2011
0.52
9/15/2011
0.52
9/16/2011
0.51
9/17/2011
0.54
9/18/2011
0.60
9/19/2011
0.48
9/20/2011
0.53
9/21/2011
0.51
9/22/2011
0.50
9/23/2011
0.50
9/24/2011
0.58
9/25/2011
0.44
9/26/2011
0.27
9/27/2011
0.23
9/28/2011
0.20
9/29/2011
0.18
9/30/2011
0.22
Monthly total (mm/month)
13.76
†
Measureable precipitation - 9/10/2011: 11.43 mm (0.45 inches);
9/13/2011: 5.84 mm (0.23 inches).

Table 7. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of October, 2011. Evaporation sums are
from points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
10/1/2000
10/2/2000
10/3/2000
10/4/2000
10/5/2000
10/6/2000
10/7/2000
10/8/2000
10/9/2000
10/10/2000
10/11/2000
10/12/2000
10/13/2000
10/14/2000
10/15/2000
10/16/2000
10/17/2000
10/18/2000
10/19/2000
10/20/2000
10/21/2000
10/22/2000
10/23/2000
10/24/2000
10/25/2000
10/26/2000
10/27/2000
10/28/2000
10/29/2000
10/30/2000
10/31/2000
Monthly total (mm/month)

Daily sum (mm/day)
0.24
0.19
0.31
0.26
0.59
0.19
0.23
0.18
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.25
0.19
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.07
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.06
0.11
0.21
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.12
0.10
5.37

Table 8. Daily sums of evaporation from Bristol Dry Lake near Cadiz,
California during the month of November, 2011. Evaporation sums are
from points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure 3).
Date
11/1/2011
11/2/2011
11/3/2011
11/4/2011
11/5/2011
11/6/2011
11/7/2011
11/8/2011
11/9/2011
11/10/2011
11/11/2011
11/12/2011
11/13/2011
11/14/2011
11/15/2011
Monthly total (mm/month)
†

Daily sum (mm/day)
0.19
0.08
0.09
0.26†
0.44
0.24
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.09
0.37†
0.33
0.04
0.16
2.28

Measureable precipitation - 11/04/2011: 0.25 mm (0.01 inches);
11/12/2011: 0.25 mm (0.01 inches).

Table 9. Cumulative percentage of all eddy covariance (EC) evaporation (E)
values within the EC footprint (see Figure 3) originating from Bristol Dry Lake
derived from increasing radial distances from the EC tower located near Cadiz,
California between May 4 and November 15, 2011.
Distance from EC tower (radius m) 30 minute EC values within footprint (%)
<100
6.08%
<200
26.86%
<300
39.93%
<400
47.77%
<500
52.51%
<600
56.24%
<700
59.08%
<800
61.42%
<900
62.89%
<1000
64.49%
<2000
77.72%
<3000
87.95%
<4000
93.92%
<5000
97.02%
<6000
98.71%
<7000
99.44%
<8,000
99.77%
<9,000
99.91%
<10,000
99.99%
>10,000
0.01%

Figure 3. Footprint for the EC tower located on Bristol Dry Lake located near Cadiz,
California. The red dot indicates the location (Latitude: 34.470822° N, Longitude:
-115.649635° W) of the EC tower on the dry lakebed. Yellow points represent individual
30-min flux values measured by the EC instrumentation between May 4 and November
15, 2011. The light blue line represents the footprint area.
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Figure 4. Energy balance closure for the Bristol Dry Lake study site located near Cadiz,
California between May 4 and November 15, 2011.

Cadiz Dry Lake
Evaporation
Data collected between July 20 and November 15, 2011 indicate that 57.06 ± 1.24
mm (see Table 10 for systematic uncertainty) of evaporation have occurred from Cadiz
Dry Lake from within the EC footprint (see Figure 5, Table 11 – 15). Daily evaporation
rates during October and November showed a slight decline from previous months
mostly due to shorter day lengths and decreasing temperatures as fall and winter
approach.
Precipitation occurred at the site on July 30, September 5, September 10,
September 13. November 4, and November 12. Evaporation values measured on days
where precipitation occurred were significantly higher than on days without precipitation.
Higher rates of E also were observed for several days after precipitation occurred. In this
current report we did not subtract precipitation from the final E value (final E for the
month or for the study period), therefore E rates may be overestimated by the amount of
precipitation that fell during the observation period, assuming that all of the precipitation
that fell was eventually evaporated.

Table 10.Total systematic uncertainty of E (mm)
calculated as the square root of the sum of the
squared individual sources of uncertainty using density
corrected data (Webb et. al. , 1980) for Cadiz Dry Lake
July 20 - November 15, 2011.
Cadiz Dry Lake
Source of uncertainty
(mm)
Tair
ρv
P
FH

(2%)
(10%)
(10%)
(5%)

0.00
0.05
0.00
0.15

FH2O

(5%)

1.35

Total systematic uncertainty

± 1.24

Table 11. Daily sums of evaporation from Cadiz Dry Lake near
Cadiz, California during the month of July 2011. Evaporation sums
are from points originating from within the EC footprint (see Figure
5).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
7/20/2011
0.55
7/21/2011
0.54
7/22/2011
0.52
7/23/2011
0.51
7/24/2011
0.52
7/25/2011
0.70
7/26/2011
0.62
7/27/2011
0.47
7/28/2011
0.56
7/29/2011
0.50
1.99†
7/30/2011
7/31/2011
1.06
Monthly total (mm/month)
6.57
†
Measureable precipitation - 7/31/2011: 5.59 mm (0.22 inches).

Table 12. Daily sums of evaporation from Cadiz Dry Lake near
Cadiz, California during the month of August 2011. Evaporation
sums are from points originating from within the EC footprint (see
Figure 5).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
8/1/2011
0.98
8/2/2011
0.74
8/3/2011
0.80
8/4/2011
0.56
8/5/2011
0.58
8/6/2011
0.58
8/7/2011
0.59
8/8/2011
0.66
8/9/2011
No data*
8/10/2011
No data*
8/11/2011
No data*
8/12/2011
No data*
8/13/2011
No data*
8/14/2011
No data*
8/15/2011
No data*
8/16/2011
0.52
8/17/2011
0.57
8/18/2011
0.65
8/19/2011
0.54
8/20/2011
0.57
8/21/2011
0.57
8/22/2011
0.79
8/23/2011
0.84
8/24/2011
0.83
8/25/2011
0.43
8/26/2011
0.18
8/27/2011
0.51
8/28/2011
0.67
8/29/2011
0.48
8/30/2011
0.59
8/31/2011
0.73
Monthly total (mm/month)
14.97
*Data logger failure

Table 13. Daily sums of evaporation from Cadiz Dry Lake near
Cadiz, California during the month of September 2011. Evaporation
sums are from points originating from within the EC footprint (see
Figure 5).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
9/1/2011
0.84
9/2/2011
1.36
9/3/2011
0.86
9/4/2011
0.59
1.60†
9/5/2011
9/6/2011
1.44
9/7/2011
1.25
9/8/2011
0.78
9/9/2011
0.98
1.04†
9/10/2011
9/11/2011
2.06
9/12/2011
1.10
†
1.14
9/13/2011
9/14/2011
2.20
9/15/2011
0.72
9/16/2011
0.57
9/17/2011
0.55
9/18/2011
0.38
9/19/2011
0.53
9/20/2011
0.61
9/21/2011
0.73
9/22/2011
0.57
9/23/2011
0.66
9/24/2011
0.66
9/25/2011
0.72
9/26/2011
0.21
9/27/2011
0.38
9/28/2011
0.31
9/29/2011
0.28
9/30/2011
0.28
Monthly total (mm/month)
21.61
†

Measureable precipitation - 9/5/2011: 2.54 mm (0.10 inches);
9/10/11: 0.254 (0.01 inches); 9/13/2011: 0.5 mm (0.02 inches).

Table 14. Daily sums of evaporation from Cadiz Dry Lake near
Cadiz, California during the month of October 2011. Evaporation
sums are from points originating from within the EC footprint (see
Figure 5).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
10/1/2011
0.57
10/2/2011
0.17
10/3/2011
0.06
10/4/2011
0.18
10/5/2011
0.16
10/6/2011
1.50
10/7/2011
0.63
10/8/2011
0.35
10/9/2011
0.16
10/10/2011
0.20
10/11/2011
0.15
10/12/2011
0.29
10/13/2011
0.36
10/14/2011
0.23
10/15/2011
0.24
10/16/2011
0.22
10/17/2011
0.25
10/18/2011
0.30
10/19/2011
0.23
10/20/2011
0.20
10/21/2011
0.26
10/22/2011
0.31
10/23/2011
0.18
10/24/2011
0.16
10/25/2011
0.02
10/26/2011
0.07
10/27/2011
0.25
10/28/2011
0.21
10/29/2011
0.17
10/30/2011
0.18
10/31/2011
0.37
Monthly total (mm/month)
8.65

Table 15. Daily sums of evaporation from Cadiz Dry Lake near
Cadiz, California during the month of November 2011. Evaporation
sums are from points originating from within the EC footprint (see
Figure 5).
Date
Daily sum (mm/day)
11/1/2011
0.36
11/2/2011
0.52
11/3/2011
0.13
0.28†
11/4/2011
11/5/2011
0.77
0.20†
11/6/2011
11/7/2011
0.53
11/8/2011
0.29
11/9/2011
0.57
11/10/2011
0.43
11/11/2011
0.23
11/12/2011
0.32
11/13/2011
0.59
11/14/2011
0.29
11/15/2011
0.25
Monthly total (mm/month)
5.26
†

Measureable precipitation - 11/4/2011: 1.52 mm (0.06 inches);
11/6/11: 0.76 (0.03 inches)

Table 16. Cumulative percentage of all eddy covariance (EC) evaporation (E)
values within the EC footprint (Figure 5) originating from Cadiz Dry Lake
derived from increasing radial distances from the EC tower located near Cadiz,
California between July 20 and November 15, 2011.
Distance from EC tower (radius m) 30 minute EC values within footprint (%)
<100
13.46%
<200
38.89%
<300
49.18%
<400
54.88%
<500
58.87%
<600
61.73%
<700
64.55%
<800
66.29%
<900
67.93%
<1,000
69.49%
<2,000
81.23%
<3,000
87.53%
<4,000
91.79%
<5,000
94.96%
<6,000
96.64%
<7,000
97.82%
<8,000
98.63%
<9,000
99.13%
<10,000
99.36%
>10,000
0.62%

Figure 5. Footprint for the EC tower located on Cadiz Dry Lake located near Cadiz,
California. The red dot indicates the location (Latitude: 34.326431° N, Longitude:
-115.420760° W) of the EC tower on the dry lakebed. Yellow points represent
individual 30-min flux values measured by the EC instrumentation between July 20
and November 15, 2011. The light blue line represents the footprint area.
Energy balance closure calculated for the time period between July 20 and November
15, 2011 was 111% (Fig. 6; slope value). This high closure value indicates a high degree
of methodological certainty in EC E estimates from the Cadiz Dry Lake study site;
however, energy balance closures over 100% indicate that the final E value (57.06 ± 1.24
mm) is being overestimated by approximately the amount of the overestimation, in this
case 11% or 6.28 mm.
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Figure 6. Energy balance closure for the Cadiz Dry Lake study site located near Cadiz,
California between July 20 and November 15, 2011.
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Railroad Right of Way

Appendix M1
Memorandum of Opinion M-37025:
Partial Withdrawal of M-36964 –
Proposed Installation of MCI Fiber Optic
Communications Line within
Southern Pacific Transportation Co.’s
Railroad Right-of-Way

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR
Washington, D.C. 20240
r,

NOV - 4 201\
REPLY REFER TO

M-37025
Memorandum
To:

Secretary
Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management
Assistant Secretary for Water and Science
Director, Bureau of Land Management

From:

Solicitor

Subject:

Partial Withdrawal ofM-36964--Proposed Installation ofMCI Fiber Optic
Communications Line Within Southern Pacific Transportation Co. 's Railroad
Right-of Way

This memorandum addresses the scope of a railroacfs authority to authorize activities
within a right-of-way ('ROW) granted pursuant to the General Railroad Right-of-Way Act of
March 3,1875,18 Stat. 482 ('1875 Act). This issue was most recently addressed in Solicitor's
Opinion M-36964--Proposed Installation ofMCI Fiber Optic Communications Line Within
Southern Pacific Transportation Co. 's Railroad Right-of Way, 96 I.D. 439 (1989) ('Opinion M36964)-which opined upon what approvals, if any, a telecommunications company must obtain
from the Bureau of Land Management ('ELM) in order to install a fiber optic communications
line and associated facilities within existing railroad ROWs granted pursuant to: (i) the Act of
July 27,1866,14 Stat. 292; (ii) the Act of March 3,1871,16 Stat. 573; and (iii) the 1875 Act.
While addressing that specific question, Opinion M-36964 also opined more generally about a
railroacfs authority to authorize activities within those ROWs.
Our review of Opinion M-36964 responds to (1) criticisms of the 1875 Act portion of
Opinion M-36964 by a federal District Court in Home on the Range v. AT&T Corporation, 386
F. Supp. 2d 999 (D. Ind. 2005), and (2) concerns raised in connection with a proposal by Cadiz,
Inc., to construct the Cadiz Water Conservation & Storage Project ('Cadiz Project), which
includes the construction of a 42-mile water conveyance pipeline in the Mojave Desert within the
Arizona & California Railroad Company's CARZC) 1875 Act ROW. I The Acting Assistant
Secretary, Water and Science, relied on Opinion M-36964 in 2009 to conclude that the ARZC
'!nay allow others to use ..[its 1875 Act] ROW for any purpose without the involvement of the

1 See also Congo Research Service, "Property Rights Related to Railroad Rights of Way Granted to Arizona &
California Railroad Company," at 3-4 (Jun. 17,2009) (questioning Opinion M-36964's conclusions regarding the
scope ofa railroad's authority within an 1875 Act ROW).
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BLM and that no federal authorization or analysis would be required for the construction of the
[Cadiz Project's] pipeline" within ARZC's ROW across BLM-administered lands?
For the reasons set forth below, this memorandum withdraws the guidance provided by
Opinion M-36964 as it relates to a railroad's rights within an 1875 Act ROW based on our
findings that:
•

Opinion M-36964's conclusions with respect to the activities that a railroad may
undertake, or authorize others to undertake, within an 1875 Act ROW are not consistent
with the Act, the relevant legislative history, prior interpretations of the Act, or the
established rule that railroad ROW grants are liberally construed in favor of the purposes
for which they were enacted, but otherwise are subject to the general rule that any
ambiguities in grants of lands from the public domain are to be resolved in favor of the
Federal government; and

•

Within an 1875 Act ROW, a railroad's authority to undertake or authorize activities is
limited to those activities that derive from or further a railroad purpose, which allows a
railroad to undertake, or authorize others to undertake, activities that have both railroad
and commercial purposes, but does not permit a railroad to authorize activities that bear
no relationship to the construction or operation of a railroad. 3

I. BACKGROUND
A.

The 1875 Act

A railroad ROW is a unique property right; it is "a very substantial thing," that has ''the
attributes of the fee, perpetuity and exclusive use and possession." Western Union Telegraph
Co. v. Pennsylvania R.R., 195 U.S. 540, 570 (1904) (internal citations omitted).4 Railroad ROW
grants were created by Congress beginning in the 1850s to encourage railroad construction and,
by extension, the settlement ofthe west. Great Northern Ry. Co. v. United States, 315 U.S~ 262,
273 (1942). The nature of individual ROW grants, however, is not uniform and depends upon
the specific statute authorizing a particular grant. Initially, Congressional policy was to provide
lavish grants of lands from the public domain; however, by 1872 this policy "incurred great
public disfavor" causing Congress to provide more limited grants to facilitate railroad
construction. Id at 273-74. The 1875 Act provides in pertinent part:
Sec. 1. That the right of way through the public lands of the United States is
hereby granted to any railroad company duly organized under the laws of any
2 The Acting Assistant Secretary's conclusion was contained in a letter, dated January 13,2009, which responded to
a letter from Senator Feinstein of Califomia inquiring about what federal approvals or environmental analyses would
be necessary to allow the construction, operation and maintenance of the Cadiz Project. On June 30, 2009, Senator
Feinstein requested that the Department review Opinion M-36964.
3 Neither this memorandum nor Opinion M-36964 addresses the questions of: (i) what interest the United States
retains in railroad ROWs granted pursuant to the 1875 Act, or (ii) what happens to such ROWs after they are no
longer in active use. The focus of this memorandum is on a railroad's rights within an active 1875 ROW.
4 The Court in Western Union Telegraph looked at the interrelationship between a railroad ROW act and an act
giving certain eminent domain authorities to telegraph companies, not the scope of the 1875 Act.
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State or Territory ... or by the Congress of the United States, which shall have
filed with the Secretary ofthe Interior a copy of its articles of incorporation, and
due proofs of its organization under the same, to the extent of one hundred feet on
each side of the central line of said road; also the right to take, from the public
lands adjacent to the line of said road, material, earth, stone, and timber necessary
for the construction of said railroad; also ground adjacent to such right of way for
station-buildings, depots, machine shops, side tracks, turn-outs, and waterstations, not to exceed in amount twenty acres for each station, to the extent of
one station for each ten miles of its road.
Sec. 2. That any railroad company whose right of way, or whose track or road-bed
upon such right of way, passes through any canyon, pass, or defile, shall not
prevent any other railroad company from the use and occupancy of the said
canyon, pass, or defile, for the purposes of its road, in common with the road first
located, or the crossing of other railroads at grade....
Sec. 4. That any railroad-company desiring to secure the benefits of this act, shall,
within twelve months after the location of any section of twenty miles of its road,
if the same be upon surveyed lands, and, if upon unsurveyed lands, within twelve
months after the survey thereof by the United States, file with the register of the
land office for the district where such land is located a profile of its road; and
upon approval thereof by the Secretary of the Interior the same shall be noted
upon the plats in said office; and thereafter all such lands over which such right of
way shall pass shall be disposed of subject to such right of way ...
18 Stat. at 482-83.

B.

Canon Of Construction Applicable To Railroad ROW Grants.

The established rule governing the interpretation of grants of federal lands holds that
"public grants are construed strictly against the grantees" and that any doubts "are resolved for
the Government, and not against." Leo Sheep Co. v. United States, 440 U.S. 668, 682 (1979).
However, the Supreme Court has cautioned that this canon does not "apply ... in its full vigor to
grants under the railroad acts." ld. Due to the unique nature of those grants, the Supreme Court
has articulated a modified version of this familiar canon which states:
When an act, operating as a general law, and manifesting clearly the intention of
Congress to secure public advantages, or to subserve the public interests and
welfare by means of benefits more or less valuable, offers to individuals or to
corporations as an inducement to undertake and accomplish great and expensive
enterprises or works of a quasi public character in or through an immense and
undeveloped public domain, such legislation stands upon a somewhat differ~nt
footing from merely a private grant, and should receive at the hands of the court a
more liberal construction in favor ofthe purposes for which it was enacted

ld at 683 (emphasis added). Nevertheless, while railroad ROW grants are to be liberally
construed to carry out their purpose, they are still "subject to the general rule of construction that
3
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any ambiguity in a grant is to be resolved favorably to a sovereign grantor - 'nothing passes but
what is conveyed in clear and explicit language. ,,, Great Northern, 315 U.S. at 272 (internal
citations omitted); see also United States v. Union Pacific, 353 U.S. 112, 116 (1957) ("land
grants are construed favorably to the Government, [such] that nothing passes except what is
conveyed in clear language, and that if there are doubts they are resolved for the Government,
notagainst it.").

c.

Prior Interpretations Of The 1875 Act

Consistent with the approach to statutory interpretation outlined above, the Supreme
Court concluded that the 1875 Act "clearly grants only an easement, and not a fee [interest]."
Great Northern, 315 U.S. at 271. 5 The Court observed that the purpose of the 1875 Act was to
"permit the construction of railroads through the public lands and thus enhance their value and
hasten their settlement," but expressly noted that "[t]he achievement of that purpose does not
compel a construction of the right of way grant as conveying a fee title to the land ... [as] a
railroad may be operated though its right of way be but an easement." Id. at 272. The Court
based its conclusion that the 1875 Act granted only an easement on two considerations.

First, the Great Northern Court looked to the text of the 1875 Act itself. It observed that
"Section 1 [of the Act] indicates that the right is one of passage since it grants 'the,' not a, 'right
of way' through the public lands." Id. at 271. Similarly, the Court observed that Section 2 also
supported the conclusion that the right conveyed by the 1875 Act was "one of use and occupancy
only, rather than the land itself' based on its declaration "that any railroad whose right of way
passes through a canyon, pass or defile 'shall not prevent any other railroad company from the·
use and occupancy of the said canyon, pass, or defile, for the purposes of its road, in common
with the road fIrst located.'" Id. (emphasis in original). Finally, the Court found "especially
persuasive," the statement in Section 4 that "all such lands over which such right of way shall
pass shall be disposed of subject to such right of way." Id. (emphasis in original). The Court
concluded that "[a]pter words to indicate the intent to convey an easement would be difficult to
fmd," because the "reserved right to dispose ofthe lands subject to the right of way is wholly
inconsistent with the grant of a fee." Id. 6 The text of Section 4 is noteworthy because the
railroad ROW statutes that preceded the 1875 Act contained no such provision. Id at 278.
Second, the Court considered the legislative and policy changes that occurred
contemporaneously with the passage of the 1875 Act. Id. at 272-77. The Court explained that
prior to 1871 Congressional policy was geared towards "subsidizing railroad construction by
lavish grants from the public domain." Id. at 273. As a result, courts interpreting those pre-1871
S See also Himonas v. Denver & R.G. w.R. Co., 179 F.2d 171 (lOth Cir. 1949) (same). The dispute in Great
Northern was whether the railroad or the United States retained the rights to the mineral estate underlying an 1875

Act ROW. The Supreme Court held that those rights were retained by the United States, based in part on its
conclusion that an 1875 Act ROW was merely an easement. Prior to Great Northern, the Supreme Court bad
indicated that the 1875 Act conveyed a limited fee. Rio Grande W. Ry. Co. v. Stringham, 239 U.S. 44,47 (1915).
However, Great Northern explicitly overruled this interpretation, concluding that the Stringham decision was
"inconsistent with the language of the [1875] Act, its legislative history, its early administrative interpretation and
the construction placed on it by Congress in subsequent legislation." Great Northern, 315 U.S. at 279.
6 This interpretation is also consistent with the Act's legislative history. Great Northern, 315 U.S. at 272 n3 (citing
Congo Globe, 42d Cong., 2d Sess., 2137 (l872» (the 1875 Act "grants no land to any railroad company").
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railroad ROW statutes have concluded that they granted "limited fee" interests in the lands
described by the ROWs. By the 1870s, however, "[t]his policy incurred great public disfavor,"
and in 1872 the House adopted a resolution, dated March 11, 1872, which stated:
Resolved, That in the judgment of this House the policy of granting subsidies in
public lands to railroads and other corporations ought to be discontinued, and that
every consideration of public policy and equal justice to the whole people requires
that the public lands should be held for the purpose of securing homesteads to
actual settlers, and for educational purposes, as may be provided by law.
Id at 273-74 (citing Congo Globe, 42d Cong., 2d Sess., 1585 (1872)). Based on this change,

after 1871 "outright grants of public lands to private railroad companies seem to have been
discontinued." Id. at 274. In its place, post-1871, Congress encouraged the "development[] of
the Western vastnesses" through the 1875 Act by "grant[ing] rights to lay track across the public
domain," Id at 274-75, but that the "right[s] granted ... [were] of use and occupancy only." Id
at 270 (observing that Section 2 of the 1875 Act confirms this conclusion) and 275 ("It is
improbable that Congress intended by [the 1875 Act] to grant more than a right ofpassage.,,).7
The Great Northern Court also observed that its conclusion about the nature of the 1875
ROW grants was confirmed by the Department's first interpretation of the Act, contained in the
general ROW circular of January 13, 1888, 12 L.D. 423. Id. at 276. That circular concluded that
"[t]he act of March 3, 1875, is not in the nature of a grant of lands; it does not convey an estate in
fee, either in the 'right of way' or the grounds selected for depot purposes. It is a right ofuse
only, the title still remaining in the United States." 12 L.D. at 428 (emphasis added). This
interpretation was confirmed in regulations adopted by the Department on May 21, 1909. 37
L.D. 787, 788 ("A railroad company to which a right of way is granted [under the 1875 Act]
does not secure a full and complete title to the land on which the right of way is located. It
obtains onl~ the right to use the land for the purposes for which it is granted and for no other
purpose."). Lower courts have recently affirmed the more limited nature of the 1875 Act ROW
grants. See Home on the Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1017 (observing that Section 4 of the 1875
Act is wholly inconsistent with the grant of a fee interest); Hash v. United States, 403 F.3d 1308
(Fed. Cir. 2005) (same).9 And while the Supreme Court has questioned the need for Great
7 Wyoming v. Andrus, 602 F.2d 1379, 1382 (lOth Cir. 1979) ("The 1875 Act is ... significant in that it reduced the
quality ofthe grant to the railroads.").
8 The Great Northern court did note that there had been a shift in the regulatory interpretation ofthe 1875 Act
towards "describe[ing] the right as a 'base or qualified fee'." 315 U.S. at 276. The Court, however, dismissed that
subsequent interpretation and did not ''regard [it] ... as binding on the Department ... since it was impelled by what
... [the court] regard[ed] as inaccurate statements in [Rio Grande W. Ry. Co. v. Stringham, 239 U.S. 44, 47
(1915)].").
9 Unlike the ROWs at issue in Opinion M-36964 and Home on the Range, the ROW at issue in Hash was found by
the court to have been abandoned. See Hash, 403 F.3d at 1318; El/amae Phil/ips Co. v. United States, 564 F.3d
1367, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2009). As a result, one ofthe questions addressed by the court in Hash was what interest was
retained by the United States in the 1875 Act ROW at issue there. While that specific question is outside the scope
ofthis opinion, see note 3, the Federal Circuit has narrowed the reach ofthe holding in Hash to the specific facts of
that case. See El/amae Phillips, 564 F.3d at 1373-74. As noted below, other courts confronted with the same
question as the Federal Circuit in Hash and El/amae Phillips have concluded that the United States retains a
reversionary interest in an 1875 Act ROW. See, e.g., Idaho v. Oregon Short Line R.R. Co., 617 F. Supp. 207, 212
(D. Idaho 1985); Marshal/v. Chicago & Northwestern Transp. Co., 31 F.3d 1028, 1032 (lOth Cir. 1994).
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Northern's "easement" versus "limited fee" distinction, it has only done so in the context of
resolving the question of which party held title to the mineral estate under a ROW granted
pursuant to the Act of July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. 489. See Union Pacific, 353 U.S. at 119. After the
Union Pacific decision, Great Northern's distinction between pre-1871 and 1875 Act ROWs
remains relevant to determining what rights a railroad received under the 1875 Act relative to the
government grantor. 10
Based on the preceding, we conclude that the rights conveyed by the 1875 Act are
narrower than the pre-1871 acts, contrary to Opinion M-36964's conclusion that a railroad
received "an interest tantamount to fee ownership" in the 1875 Act ROWs. The implication of
this conclusion and analysis of the rights that accompany an 1875 Act ROW are discussed in
Section II below.

II.

~AUL1(SIS

A.

The Conclusions In Opinion M-36964 With Respect To The 1875 Act Are
Inconsistent With The Act, Its Legislative History, Prior Intemretations,
And The Applicable Canons of Statutory Construction

Opinion M-36964 addressed the specific question of whether MCI Telecommunications
Corporation ("MCI") had to obtain a ROW grant or permit from the BLM in order to install a
fiber optic communications line and associated equipment shelters within existing railroad
ROWs granted to the Southern Pacific Transportation Co. ("Southern Pacific"), or its
predecessors, under various railroad ROW acts. I I Although Opinion M-36964 addresses the
specific question presented by MCI and Southern Pacific, per its terms "it is intended to provide
general guidance in similar situations." 96 LD. at 439.
Opinion M-36964 concluded that railroad ROWs granted pursuant to the two pre-1871
railroad acts at issue "conveyed a 'limited fee' interest in the [ROW],,,12 and as such that those
pre-1871 ROWs were "privately owned, except for reserved minerals, [and] not subject to the
administrative jurisdiction ofth[e] Department." 96 LD. at 444-45,450. 13 With respect to the
1875 Act grants, Opinion M-36964 concluded that those grants carried with them ''the right to
10 Similarly, while the significance ofthe shift in Congressional policy identified in Great Northern has been
questioned in the academic literature, see, e.g., Darwin P. Roberts, The Legal History ofFederally Granted Railroad
Rights-of-Way and the Myth ofCongress's "1871 Shift", 82 U. COLO. L. REv. 85 (2011), the Great Nqrthern court's
analysis has not been rejected or questioned by subsequent courts.
11 While MCl's line was primarily a commercial trunk line, a portion of its capacity was dedicated to the railroad.
12 The limitations on the "limited fee" created by the pre-1871 grants are (i) that the mineral rights underlying them
were reserved to the United States, and (ii) that they were subject to an "implied condition of reverter in the event
that the company ceased to use or retain the land" for railroad purposes. 96 I.D. at 444.
13 Given the multitude of railroad ROW acts, especially pre-187!, it should be noted that the key factor in
determining what rights a railroad has within a particular ROW is not determined by the date the ROW grant was
issued, but rather by the terms and interpretation of the act establishing the grant. For purposes ofthis analysis, we
do not disagree with the conclusions articulated by Opinion M-36964 with respect to the pre-I 871 grants at issue
there, but note that courts have found certain other pre-I 871 grants to convey lesser interests. See, e.g., Energy
Transp. Sys., Inc., v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., 606 F.2d 934, 936-38 (lOth Cir. 1979) ("ETSIf') (concluding that
Section 2 ofthe Pacific Railroad Act of 1862 and 1864 conveyed a ROW only, while Section 3 conveyed a fee
interest); Energy Transp. Sys., Inc., v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., 619 F.2d 696 (8th Cir. 1980) ("ETSI If') (same).
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exclusive use and occupancy of the land," such that the rights conveyed by those grants were
"unlike an ordinary common-law easement ... [and were] tantamount to fee ownership."
According to Opinion M-36964, the interest conveyed under the 1875 Act includes the right to
authorize others to use the surface, subsurface, and airspace when not inconsistent with railroad
operations, analogous to the authority available to the holders of the pre-1871 ROWs at issue.
Id at 447, 450, 451 (internal citation omitted). In reaching those conclusions, Opinion M-36964
overruled a July 5, 1985, memorandum and a February 24, 1986, letter by the Associate
Solicitor, Energy and Resources, addressing a proposal by U.S. Telecom, Inc., to install a burled
communications cable within railroad ROWs granted under the Act of July 1, 1862, and the 1875
Act. 96 I.D. at 440-41. The Associate Solicitor's 1985 memorandum had opined that such
ROWs were surface easements; that the subsoil was unappropriated public land; and that the
railroad could not authorize third parties to install burled systems in the subsoil, especially where
such systems were not railroad-related. 96 LD. at 440-41.
Opinion M-36964's conclusion with respect to the scope of an 1875 Act ROW grant has
been the subject of some debate since its issuance, and was specifically criticized by the Home
on the Range court. In that case, the court found that Opinion M-36964 "did not cite any law for
th[e] proposition" that 1875 Act grants were tantamount to fee ownership and faulted the
Opinion for "effectively ignor[ing] the Supreme Court's decision in Great Northern, which took
pains to distinguish between the 'limited fee' granted by the pre-1871 statutes and the easements
granted by later statutes." See Home on the Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1022. To support its
conclusions regarding the 1875 Act, Opinion M-36964 cited only two cases - Great Northern,
315 U.S. 262 and Idaho v. Oregon Short Line R.R. Co., 617 F. Supp. 207 (D. Idaho 1985).
Opinion M-36964's interpretation of those cases is incorrect.
Opinion M-36964 asserts that the Supreme Court in Great Northern confirmed ''the
significant rights ofthe 1875 Act grantees, Le., use and occupancy ... [and] did not limit the
grantees' rights to those of a common-law easement." 96 LD. at 447 (emphasis in original).
While we agree with the observation that an 1875 Act ROW is not akin to a common law
easement, that observation does not, as M-Opinion 36964 concludes, mean that the rights in a
ROW conveyed by the 1875 Act are the same as those conveyed by the pre-1871 railroad ROW
acts. Without any analysis, Opinion M-36964 relies on Great Northern's acknowledgment that a
railroad ROW is a unique property right to support the proposition that the 1875 Act grants an
interest tantamount to a fee. 96 LD. at 447. This leap is directly at odds with one of the express
holdings of the case, namely that the 1875 Act conveys an easement and not a fee interest.
Opinion M-36964's reliance on Oregon Short Line is also misplaced. As the Home on
the Range court explained, the Oregon Short Line case did not deal with the question ofthe
scope of an 1875 ROW; rather, it addressed "only the use of the ... [ROW] itself." Home on the
Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d. at 1019. The court in Oregon Short Line was asked to determine
whether the United States retained a reversionary interest in an 1875 Act ROW pursuant to 43
U.S.C. § 912. In concluding that the United States retained such an interest, the court also
affirmed that the 1875 Act did not "convey to the railroads a fee interest," but rather a ROW
"suitable for railroad purposes," Oregon Short Line, 617 F. Supp at 212. This holding is at odds
with Opinion M-36964's characterization of the case as supporting its conclusion that the 1875
Act conveyed an interest ''tantamount to a fee." 96 LD. at 447.
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Opinion M-36964 also relies on the following statement by Justice Frankfurter in his
dissent in Union Pacific to support its analysis of the 1875 Act:

[Northern Pacific Ry. v. Townsend, 190 U.S. 267 (1903)] ... also serves to refute
the suggestion that the railroad in its use ofthe right ofway is confined to what in
1957 is narrowly conceived to be "a railroadpurpose" ... The Court [in
Townsend] recognized that the land could revert to the grantor only in the event
that it was used in a manner inconsistent with the operation of the railroad ...

Had Congress desired to make a more restrictive grant ofthe right ofway, there
would have been no difficulty in making the contingencyfor the land's reversion
its use for any purpose other than one appropriately specified.
96 LD. at 446 (emphasis in 9riginal) (quoting Union Pacific, 353 U.S. at 131-32). While Justice
Frankfurter's statement in isolation suggests that railroad ROW grants are broad, it was made in
the dissent in reference to a pre-1871 ROW grant, as Opinion M-36964 acknowledges. 96 LD. at
446. Moreover, in the same dissent, Justice Frankfurter observed that the 1875 Act "was
significantly different from the Act of 1862 and its companions" in terms of what they granted a
railroad. Union Pacific, 353 U.S. at 127-130; see also Home on the Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d. at
1022. Thus, Justice Frankfurter's dissent does not provide even implicit support for Opinion M36964's conclusion with respect to the 1875 Act.
Finally, in addition to being unsupported by the case law, Opinion M-36964's
construction ofthe 1875 Act is also inconsistent with the canons of construction holding that
while railroad ROW grants are to be liberally construed with the respect to the purpose for which
they were enacted, they are nevertheless still subject to the general rule that any ambiguities in
grants of federal lands are to be resolved in favor of the United States. Opinion M-36964
reasoned that because 1875 Act grants carried with them ''the right to exclusive use and
occupancy of the land" that was "unlike an ordinary common-law easement," they therefore
conveyed a property right "tantamount to fee ownership." 96 LD. at 447,450 (internal citation
omitted). Opinion M-36964's interpretation of the scope of a railroad's "exclusive use and
occupancy" of the surface and non-mineral subsurface of an 1875 Act ROW is inappropriate for
two reasons. First, it impermissibly extends the scope of such ROW grants beyond the purposes
for which the 1875 Act was enacted, namely the "construction of ... [a] railroad." 18 Stat. at
482. Second, Opinion M-36964's conclusion that a railroad's "exclusive use and occupancy" of
an 1875 Act ROW allows it to undertake or authorize any activity that is not inconsistent with
railroad purposes ignores judicial precedent which establishes that the railroad's "exclusive use
and occupancy" is more limited - i.e., it extends only to activities that derive from or further a
railroad purpose. By interpreting the 1875 Act as granting such broad rights, Opinion M-36964
construed it in a manner that is not favorable to the government in direct contradiction to the rule
that grants of federal lands are to be construed strictly against the grantees. Moreover, Opinion
M-36964's construction is inconsistent with the Act's text and legislative history. See Section
I(C) above.
Based on the foregoing, we conclude that Opinion M-36964's interpretation of the 1875
Act is inconsistent with the Act itself, the applicable legislative history, Supreme Court
precedents, and the applicable canons of statutory construction. As explained above, the purpose
of the 1875 Act was to provide a ROW for "railroad purposes." Construing the 1875 Act, as we
8
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must, in a manner most favorable to both the purposes for which it was enacted and to the
Government, leads to the conclusion that a railroad's exclusive use and occupancy of such
ROWs includes all those activities that either derive from or further a railroadpurpose (see
Section I above), but does not include, as Opinion M-36964 opines, rights that are "tantamount
to a fee." See Home on the Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1024. Therefore, we withdraw that
portion of Opinion M-36964 that relates to the scope of the 1875 Act. The implications of this
conclusion are addressed in the next section.

B.

A Railroad's Authority To Authorize Other Activities Within An 1875 Act
ROW Is Limited To Those Activities That Derive From or Further A
Railroad Purpose

While the Home on the Range court confirmed that the scope of an 1875 Act ROW grant
is limited to those activities that are "derived from or further a railroad purpose," 386 F. Supp. 2d
at 1024, it did not attempt to define "railroad purpose." Section 1 of the Act sets forth a list of
the rights accompanying the grant, including the "right to take, from the public lands adjacent to
the line of said road, material, earth, stone, and timber necessary for the construction of said
railroad; also ground adjacent to such right of way for station-buildings, depots, machine shops,
side tracks, turn-outs, and water-stations." 18 Stat. at 482. While the general canon of statutory
construction for grants of federal land would conclude that activities not expressly identified in
that list would be prohibited, under the more liberal canon applied to railroad ROW grants courts
have concluded that railroads were given as part of their authorization to construct, the right to
conduct whatever activities would be necessary to construct and operate said railroad.
Therefore, courts confronted with such questions examine the activity in question to determine
whether it "derive[s] from or further[s] a railroad purpose,,14 to determine whether it is within the
scope of the ROW grant. Home on the Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1024. Some courts and
commentators refer to this inquiry as the "incidental use doctrine." See, e.g., Mellon v. S. Pac.
Transp. Co., 750 F. Supp. 226,230 (D. Tex. 1990).
This inquiry starts with the basic premise that a railroad has the exclusive right to utilize
the entirety of its ROW for the purposes of operating a railroad, which means ''the free and
perfect use ofthe surface of the land ... and ... as much above and below its surface as may be
needed [to] ... further[] the business of the railroad." 65 AM JUR 2D RAILROADS § 75;15 Mellon,
750 F. Supp. at 230 ("[A] railroad may make many uses of its right-of-way including the
building of side tracks, building, telegraph lines, and other structures necessary for its business.")

14 This is in contrast to ROWs granted under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
("FLPMA")t 43 U.S.C. §§ 1761, et seq., where the scope of the grant is explicitly defined in the ROW grant itself.
IS Railroad operations include ''the right to tunnel the land, to cut embankments, to grade and make roadbeds, and to
operate and maintain a railroad with one or more lines of track with proper stations t depotst tumouts t and other
appurtenances of a railroad," unless a particular activity is specifically prohibited under the terms ofthe grant. 65
AMJUR2DRAlLROADS § 75; see also IO-78A POWELL ON REAL PROPERTY § 78A.l4; see also Section 1 of the 1875
Act, 18 Stat. 482. They also include the right to take material, earth, stone, and timber from the public lands
adjacent to the roadbed that are necessary for the construction of the railroad. See, e.g., 18 Stat. at 482. And, while
generally such ROWs included exclusivity of use, there are limitations on that exclusivity in the 1875 Act context.
See Section 2 ofthe 1875 Act, 18 Stat. at 482 (stating that a railroad with a ROW through a canyont passt or defile t
"shall not prevent any other railroad company from the use and occupancy ofthe said canyon, pass, or defile.").
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(internal citations omitted);16 Union Pac. Ry. v. Chicago, R.l & P. Ry., 163 U.S. 564, 581
(1896); ETSIv. Union Pacific R.R., 435 F. Supp. 313,317 (D. Wyo. 1977), aff'd, 606 F.2d 934
(10th Cir. 1979) (a railroad may use its ROW for "all uses incidental to railroad purposes").
Determining whether an activity "derives from or furthers a railroad purpose" requires a fact
specific case-by-case inquiry. Courts conducting such inquires have allowed railroads to:
1. Run telephone lines (and previously telegraph lines) to "provide for communications
between stations." 10-78A POWELL ON REAL PROPERTY § 78A.14; Home on the
Range, 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1021 (observing in dicta that an 1875 Act ROW included
the right to install ''telegraph or other communication technology for the purpose of
facilitating the operation of the railroad itself."); 17 see, e.g., St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& S. Ry. Co. v. Cape Girardeau Bell Tel. Co., 114 S.W. 586,587 (Mo. Ct. App.
1908) (same);18 Grand Trunk R.R. Co. v. Richardson, 91 U.S. 454, 468 (1876)
(observing that it does not matter if the activity in ~uestion "may also be for the
convenience of others" in addition to the railroad); 9
2. Construct structures, such as commercial warehouses, where convenient, to facilitate
$e delivery of freight that may ultimately be shipped on the railroad. See, e.g., Miss.
Inv. Inc. v. New Orleans & N.E.R. Co., 188 F.2d 245,247 (5th Cir. 1951) (concluding
that a warehouse for receiving freight constructed within a railroad ROW easement
was "consistent with the purposes for which the easements were acquired [Le.,
railroad purposes].,,);20

16 The court in Mel/on addressed a challenge to another segment of the same Mel fiber optic line at issue in Opinion
M-36964. While the court in Mellon did not specifically characterize the nature of the railroad ROW grant at issue
there, it held that the railroad had the authority to authorize the installation ofthe fiber optic line within its ROW
because the line was incidental to railroad operations as it was used, in part, to provide communication capacity to
the railroad. See generally Mellon, 750 F. Supp. at 230; see also Long Beach v. Pac. Elec, Ry. Co., 283 P.2d 1036,
1038 (Cal. 1955) ("railroads may use their rights of way for certain commercial activities," so long as ''they
contribute to the railroad's business.") (internal citations omitted).
17 It should be noted that in Home on the Range, the court specifically observed that AT&T offered no evidence to
suggest that its fiber optic line in any way furthered the purpose of the railroad itself. 386 F. Supp. 2d at 1021.
18 The court in Cape Girardeau, construing a railroad's rights within a state railroad ROW that had been deemed to
grant an easement, stated that "telegraph and telephone are conveniences so essential, if not indispensable to the
purposes of a railroad, that a railroad company may establish and construct one or both along the line of its right of
way, to be used in the prosecution of its business in operating the road, and such use, essential as it is, is not an
additional servitude upon the fee," Cape Girardeau, 114 S.W. at 587, and that ''the mere commercial use of the
telephone under the circumstances mentioned, is entirely consistent and in no manner interferes with the railroad ...
easement." Id. at 590.
19Compare The Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. ofBaltimore Cityv. Pearce, 18 A. 910,912 (Md. 1889) ("a line of telegraph on
a railroad right of way is an additional burden, unless constructed for the use of the railroad company in the
operation of its road and dispatch of its business.") (internal citations omitted; emphasis in original), and w: Union
Tel. Co. v. Nashville, C. & St. L., Ry. Co., 237 S.W. 64, 89 (Tenn. 1921) (observing that a railroad company
operating within a ROW easement was not "entitled to operate a commercial telegraph along its right of way
entirely disconnected from its own business.").
20 Grand Trunk, 91 U.S. at 468; Or. Short Line R. Co. v. Ada County, 18 F. Supp. 842 (D. Idaho 1937) (same); see
also Solicitor's Opinion M-36016, Lease ofRailroad's Station Grounds at Parker, Arizona (1949) (recognizing that
warehouses for receiving freight constitute a use incidental to railroad purposes); Railroad Right of Way - Lease for
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3. String power lines. Long Beach v. Pac. Elec., Ry. Co., 283 P.2d 1036 (Cal. 1955)
(power lines necessary for operation of electric railroad);21 and
4. Construct combined bulk and retail oil facilities. Mitchell v. RI. Cent. R.R. Co., 51
N.E.2d 271 (Ill. 1943) (affirming construction of a facility within a railroad ROW
easement for the receipt and shipment of bulk oil via the railroad, where such facility
also sold oil to retail customers).
These precedents establish that railroads have the right to undertake a range of activities
within their ROWs, including commercial activities, so long as the activity is derived from or
furthers a railroad purpose consistent with the discussion above. A railroad's right to undertake
activities within an 1875 Act ROW includes the right to authorize other parties to undertake
those same activities. See, e.g., Grand Trunk, 91 U.S. at 468 ("[I]fthe [railroad] ... might have
put up the buildings, why might it not license others to do the same thing for the same object
...?"). For example, in Grand Trunk the freight warehouse that was determined to be related to a
railroad purpose was constructed by a third party under a license from the railroad. See also
Miss. Inv. Inc., 188 F.2d at 247 (a third party warehouse authorized by the railroad was "not so
foreign to railroad purposes as to constitute [an] ... additional servitude not permissible under the
right ... acquired for railroad purposes.,,).22 Consistent with these cases, Opinion M-36964
affirmed that a railroad can authorize a third party to undertake any activity within a railroad
ROW that the railroad itself would be able to undertake. 96 LD. at 446;23 see also Section II(C)
below.
Based on the preceding, we conclude that Opinion M-36964's assertion that a railroad
has the broad authority to approve any activity within an 1875 Act ROW so long as it is not
'inconsistent with railroad operations, 96 I.D. at 450-51, is incorrect because it does not require a
demonstration that such activities derive from or further a railroad purpose. Therefore, Opinion
M-36964's conclusion about the types of activities that may be authorized by a railroad in an
1875 Act railroad ROW is hereby withdrawn consistent with the analysis above. As a result, any
activity undertaken or authorized by a railroad on public lands within an 1875 Act ROW that
does not derive from or further a railroad purpose would require authorization from the
Department.24

Warehouse Purposes, 29 L.D. 569 (1900) (same); Garry v. Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Ry. Co., 378 P.2d 609
(NM 1889).
21 Compare with Tompkins v. Atl. Coast Line. R. Co., 79 S.E.2d 41,47 (Ga. Ct. App. 1953) ("The grant of an
easement for railroad purposes does not include an easement for an electric-power transmission line, unconnected
with the operation ofthe railroad.") (internal citations omitted); Muncie Elec. Light Co. v. Joliff, 109 N.E. 433 (Ind.
Ct. App. 1915) (same).
22 See also Hartford Ins. Co. v. Chicago, M & S.P. Ry., 175 U.S. 91, 99 (1899); Chicago, R.I. & P. Ry., 163 U.S. at
581; Mitchell, 51 N.E.2d at 275.
.
23 Opinion M-36964's conclusion with respect to the authorization of third party activities by a railroad is not
affected by this with~wal of the 1875 Act portion ofthat Opinion.
24 See, e.g., infra notes 19 and 21; see also ETSI II, 619 F.2d at 700 (concluding that the State ofNebraska's interest
in the subsurface ofthe servient estate underlying a railroad ROW was sufficient to ''permit the state to convey to
ETSI a pipeline easement" underneath the railroad ROW). We would note that in circumstances where the authority
to undertake or authorize a specific activity lies with the servient estate owner, and not the railroad, such an activity
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C.

Implications Of This Memorandum For The Activities Specifically
Referenced In Opinion M-36964

Based on this withdrawal of Opinion M-36964's conclusion with respect to the 1875 Act,
we analyze the implications of the withdrawal on the activities specifically addressed in Opinion
M-36964. As noted above, Opinion M-36964 considered the specific question of what
approvals, if any, MCl had to obtain from the BLM in order to install a fiber optic
communications line and associated facilities along Southern Pacific's railroad ROWs across
BLM-administered lands, including ROWs granted pursuant to: (i) the Act of July 27, 1866, 14
Stat. 292; (ii) the Act of March 3, 1871, 16 Stat. 573; and (iii) the 1875 Act. As explained above,
this Opinion does not alter the conclusions of Opinion M-36964 with r~spect to the 1866 or 1871
act ROWs.
.
With respect to the fiber optic line installed along Southern Pacific's 1875 ROW, we fmd
that the outcome reached by Opinion M-36964 was correct, namely that the installation of the
line was within the scope of the railroad's authority to authorize, but that the basis given for that
conclusion, as set forth above, was incorrect. MCl demonstrated that its fiber optic line, in
addition to providing commercial communication services, also furthered railroad operations.
Prior to the issuance of Opinion M-36964, MCl provided a letter to the Department from
Southern Pacific which stated that Southern Pacific "will use the fiber optic capacity it receives
from MCl to improve the efficiency of its own communications systems, and thereby improve
the safety of its operations.,,2s Such evidence demonstrates that MCl's line furthered, at least in
part, a railroad purpose, as required by the incidental use doctrine, and therefore, Southern
Pacific had the authority to approve the installation ofMCl's line in its ROW across BLMadministered lands without approval from the Department.

III.

CONCLUSION

"Based on the foregoing analysis, we withdraw that portion of Opinion M-36964
containing conclusions with respect to the scope of a railroad's authority within an 1875 ROW. 26
This withdrawal is based on our findings that:
•

Opinion M-36964's conclusions with respect to the activities that a railroad may
undertake, or authorize others to undertake, within an 1875 Act ROW are not consistent
with the Act, the relevant legislative history, prior interpretations of the Act, or the

cannot interfere with the railroad's use of the ROW for railroad purposes. See, e.g., ETSI 1,606 F. 2d at 938; ETSI
II, 619 F.2d at 696 n. 4,697.
2S Letter from Southern Pacific Transportation Company, Roger W. Pearson, to Steven P. Quarles, Crowell &
Moring, counsel for MCI, dated Mar. 28, 1988; Memorandum from S. Quarles, Crowell & Moring, on Behalfof
MCI, to the Solicitor of the Department ofthe Interior, "MCl's Buried Fiber Optic Line Use ofthe Southern Pacific
Right-of-Way Requires No FLPMA Permit from Interior" (undated) (on file with author) (arguing, in part, that
Mel's fiber optic line is allowed without BLM approval under the incidental use doctrine); see also 96 I.D. at 439
(observing that the MCI line "furthers railroad purposes").
26 The subsurface/surface distinction in the Associate Solicitor's 1985 memorandum, which had been overruled by
the 1875 Act portion of Opinion M-36964, has not been reinstated by this memorandum, because that distinction is
not relevant to determining what can, or cannot, be undertaken within an 1875 Act ROW. As stated above, the key
question is whether or not the activity in question has a railroad purpose or is derived from or furthers such a
purpose.
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established rules that railroad ROW grants are liberally construed in favor of the purposes
for which they were enacted, but otherwise are subject to the general rule that grants of
lands from the public domain are construed strictly against the grantee and that any
doubts as to the scope of the grant are resolved for, and not against, the Government; and
•

A railroad's authority to undertake or authorize activities within an 1875 Act ROW is
limited to those activities that derive from or further a railroad purpose.

The BLM should exercise its discretion under Title V of FLPMA to determine the extent
to which development actions within 1875 Act ROWs have been taken in reliance on Opinion
M-36964. The BLM should, in light of this Opinion, evaluate those prior actions on a case-bycase basis. Such evaluations should consider the relationship ofthose prior actions to railroad
purposes, as outlined above, in order to determine what actions, if any, need to be taken with
respect to such ROW activities. BLM may ~rioritize these evaluations through its ongoing
inventory of resources on the public lands. 2

This Opinion was prepared with the substantial assistance of Dylan Fuge and Michael Hickey in the Solicitor's
Office.

27
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2800/2880 (350) P
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Instruction Memorandum No. 2012-038
Expires: 09/30/2013
To:

All Field Office Officials

From:

Assistant Director, Minerals and Realty Management

Subject:
Interim Guidance Relating to the Scope of a Railroad’s Authority to Approve Uses within
Railroad Rights-of-Way Granted under the Act of March 3, 1875
Purpose: The purpose of this Instruction Memorandum (IM) is to provide interim guidance in light of the
release of Solicitor’s Opinion M-37025 on November 4, 2011, which withdraws those portions of Solicitor’s
Opinion M-36964 relating to the scope of a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize uses within
railroad rights of way (ROW) under the Act of March 3, 1875 (1875 Act). Additional guidance that will
address proposed and existing uses on public lands within 1875 Act ROWs will be developed and issued
shortly.
Policy/Action: Based on a review of Opinion M-36964, Proposed Installation of MCI Fiber Optic
Communications Line within Southern Pacific Transportation Co.'s Railroad Right-of-Way of January 5,
1989 (the 1989 Opinion), the Solicitor recently issued a new Opinion, M-37025, that withdraws that part of
the 1989 Opinion addressing a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activities within railroad
ROWs granted pursuant to the 1875 Act.[1] A copy of Opinion M-37025 is attached.
Opinion M-37025 concludes that the findings in the 1989 Opinion regarding the 1875 Act are erroneous
because a railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize activities within an 1875 Act ROW is limited to
those activities that derive from or further a railroad purpose. Determining whether a particular activity
derives from or furthers a railroad purpose requires a case-by-case evaluation. The guidance below
broadly describes how such evaluations for uses proposed within 1875 Act railroad ROWs should be
conducted.
Uses Proposed Within 1875 Act Railroad ROWs
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) retains authority over proposed uses within 1875 Act ROWs across
BLM-managed public lands which do not derive from or further a railroad purpose. Therefore, proponents
of uses within an 1875 Act ROW that are not derived from or in furtherance of a railroad purpose will need
authorization from the BLM.[2] Most, if not all, of such authorizations would fall under Title V of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act or Section 28 of the Mineral Leasing Act.
Thus, in those situations where a use is proposed within an 1875 Act ROW located on public lands, the
BLM must first evaluate whether a railroad purpose will be served by the proposed use. To assist in that
evaluation, the BLM will, among other things, solicit the input of the railroad holding the subject 1875 Act
ROW. The BLM will additionally consider the following: 1) courts have interpreted “railroad purpose” to
include activities incidental to train operations that also have a separate commercial purpose as being
within the railroad’s authority to undertake or authorize;[3] and 2) a railroad has the exclusive right to
utilize the entirety of its ROW for the purposes of operating a railroad. Therefore, any activity undertaken
or authorized by a railroad cannot otherwise interfere with railroad operations.


If the BLM concludes that a railroad purpose would be served by the proposed use, then no further
action would be required by the agency.
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If, however, the BLM concludes that the proposed activity does not derive from or further a railroad
purpose, the proponent of the proposed use would have to submit an application to the BLM that
would be processed in accordance with applicable laws, regulations and agency policies. Applications
processed for uses within 1875 Act ROWs will be subject to the same fees and requirements that
would be normally required for such use of public lands under applicable laws, regulations and
policies, including but not limited to, cost recovery fees (processing and monitoring), rental fees and
bonding requirements. As noted above, approval of any such use by the BLM within an 1875 Act
ROW across BLM-managed public lands will require coordination with the railroad ROW holder to
ensure such uses do not interfere with railroad operations.

State Offices should contact the Washington Office, Branch of Rights-of-Way (WO-350), for assistance with
evaluating whether activities proposed within an 1875 Act ROW located on BLM-managed public lands
derive from or further a railroad purpose, and therefore do not require authorization from the BLM.
Subsequent Guidance
Additional guidance will be issued addressing the evaluation of both proposed and existing uses within
1875 Act ROWs located on BLM-managed public lands.
To assist in developing this guidance, all State and Field Offices should conduct an in-office assessment of
the BLM records by ensuring ROWs authorized under the 1875 Act are accurately recorded in LR2000 to
facilitate WO-350 retrieval of records and identify the following, if known:
1)
The types of existing facilities (water pipeline, fiber optic lines, power lines, etc.), names of
the facility owners, and related BLM serial numbers (both for facility and railroad), within 1875 Act
ROWs located on public lands;
2)
Any proposed facilities and proponent names, within 1875 Act ROWs located on public lands;
and
3)
Any other relevant information that could inform the future policy.
For the identification of proposed facilities and proponent names, State and Field offices should rely on
recent inquiries or other publicly available information, such as phone calls received, public meeting
notices, or newspaper articles.
The results of the in-office assessments should be compiled by each State Office and a single response for
each state transmitted to Lucas Lucero, Branch Chief, Rights-of-Way, in the Washington Office of the BLM
no later than 90 days after the issuance of this IM.
Timeframe: This information and interim guidance is effective immediately.
Budget Impact: There is expected to be a minor budget impact, depending on the number of proposals
that need to be evaluated for railroad use and the amount of work involved with information gathering
related to existing uses of 1875 Act ROWs.
Background: On January 5, 1989, the Solicitor issued Opinion M-36964 which, among other things,
concluded that railroads possessed “what is tantamount to a fee interest in [their] 1875 Act rights of way”
allowing them to undertake or authorize any activities within these ROWs regardless of purpose. As a
result of further review of the 1875 Act and applicable judicial decisions, the Solicitor issued Opinion M37025 on November 4, 2011 withdrawing that part of Opinion M-36964 concerning ROW issued under the
1875 Act. As Opinion M-37025 explains, railroad companies have the authority to undertake or authorize
activities within an 1875 Act ROW if those activities derive from or further a railroad purpose, while the
BLM is responsible for authorizing activities that do not serve any railroad purpose.
Manual/Handbook Sections Affected: This IM transmits interim policy that amends and will be
incorporated into the BLM Right-of-Way Manual Series 2800/2880 during the next revision.
Coordination: This IM was developed in consultation with WO-100 and coordinated with the Solicitor’s
Office and affected State Offices.
Contacts: If you have questions or need additional information, please contact me at 202-208-4201, or
your staff may contact Kim Berns, Division Chief, Lands, Realty and Cadastral Survey (WO-350) at 202912-7350; Lucas Lucero, Branch Chief, Rights-of-Way at 202-912-7324; or Beth Ransel, Linear ROW &
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Master Agreements Lead at 202-912-7213.
Signed by:
Timothy Spisak
Acting, Assistant Director
Minerals and Realty Management

Authenticated by:
Robert M. Williams
Division of IRM Governance,WO-560

2 Attachments
1 - Solicitor’s Opinion M-37025 (13 pp)
2 - Q&As Pertaining to M-37025 (3 pp)
[1] Opinion M-37025 does not modify the findings of the 1989 Opinion relating to railroad ROWs issued
under other railroad ROW statutes.
[2] Uses proposed within an 1875 Act ROW cannot interfere with a railroad’s use of its ROW.
[3] An example might include a telephone line that is located within an 1875 Act ROW that provides both
station communication and general commercial use.

http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/info/regulations/Instruction_Memos_and_Bulletins/national_i... 5/8/2012

Appendix M3
ARZC Lease

AMENDMENT TO LONGITUDINAL LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS AMENDMENT TO THE LONGITUDINAL LEASE AGREEMENT (this
"Amendment") is made and entered into as December ,2011, by and between Arizona &
California Railroad Company, a Delaware corporation ("ARZC"), with its principal office
located at 5300 Broken Sound Boulevard, Boca Raton, Florida, 33487, and Cadiz Real Estate,
L.L.c. , a Delaware limited liability company ("Cadiz RE"), with its principal offices located at
550 S. Hope, Suite 2850, Los Angeles, California 90071 (collectively "Parties").
RECITALS
A.
ARZC and Cadiz RE entered into the Longitudinal Lease Agreement
("Agreement") dated September 17, 2008, concerning the lease to Cadiz RE of portions of the
railroad line operated by ARZC along the center line of an approximately two hundred foot
(200') wide right of way between points near Cadiz and Freda, San Bernardino County,
California (Mile Posts 144.0 and 189.0, respectively) described more fully in the Agreement and
Exhibit "A" thereto.
B.
Section 17 of the Agreement provides that: "Cadiz RE agrees to reasonably
cooperate with ARZC to provide ARZC with available water from the Facilities to the extent
necessary for ARZC's railroad operations over the Property, through a connection to the
Facilities that does not materially affect the use of the Facilities, and which is established in a
location mutually agreed upon by ARZC and Cadiz RE."
C.
In a letter transmitted on September 22, 2011, from RailArnerica, the parent
company of ARZC, to Cadiz, Inc., (hereinafter "RailAmerica Letter") it was recognized that:
"[tJhe Longitudinal Lease Agreement between the ARZC and Cadiz provides for such reasonable
uses of facilities and improvements constructed within the leasehold premises in connection with
the ARZC operations." Accordingly, ARZC requested that the following anticipated uses by
ARZC be incorporated into the design of the Facilities as that term is defined in the Agreement.
"1. Fire hydrants should be placed at locations along the pipeline as
appropriate in order to suppress fires that could damage the railroad trestles
and facilities.
2. An access road should be built on or within the leased area that will provide
access in case of a derailment of one of our trains or for other railroad
purposes such as maintenance of way inspections, etc.
3. Access to 10,000 gallons of water on a daily basis for the future needs of
the railroad, such as a railcar wash site, vegetation control, offices, or other
improvements that are contemplated, but not finalized or planned at this time.
4. Access to power at any meters that are located along the railroad, and
emergency access to power at any location, whether it be provided by solar,
gas, or otherwise provided.

5. Future operations of a contemplated excursion train along the ARZC rails
may require accommodations for passenger terminals and water service for
the likely steam powered locomotives.
6. The right to connect and deliver water at any future water production
facilities within ARZC right of way to the pipeline and facilities. Any future
delivery of water would be subject to permitting and required monitoring of
these operations."
(Copies of the RailAmerica Letter and September 22, 2011, transmittal e-mail are
attached hereto as Exhibit "A. ")
D.
On November 4, 2011, the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior issued a
Memorandum Opinion (M- 37025) ("Memorandum Opinion") to the Secretary of the Interior
regarding the Partial Withdrawal ofM-36964. (A copy of the Memorandum Opinion is attached
hereto as Exhibit "B. ") The Memorandum Opinion opines that within an 1875 Right-of-Way, a
railroad's authority to undertake or authorize activities is limited to those activities that derive
from or further, in part, a railroad purpose, which allows a railroad to undertake, or authorize
others to undertake, activities that have both railroad and commercial purposes.
E.
To the extent required by law, ARZC ' s anticipated uses of the Facilities will be
subject to environmental review in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and applicable law.
F.
The second Recital in the Agreement describes, among other things, the location
of the Facilities and provides:
WHEREAS, Cadiz RE desires to lease from ARZC, and ARZC agrees to lease to
Cadiz RE, portions of the Property (collectively "Premises") described as: (a) an
area of the Property approximately fifteen feet (15') wide and approximately
fifteen feet (15 ' ) deep, located more than fifty feet (50 ' ) northeasterly from the
centerline of the existing railroad track to install, construct, operate, maintain,
repair, renew and remove one (1) underground water conveyance pipeline
approximately seven feet (7') in diameter; (b) as many as four (4) areas of the
Property of sufficient size to install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew
and remove underground manifold pipelines approximately twenty-four inches
(24") to thirty-six inches (36") in diameter, that will cross beneath the existing
railroad track; (c) an area of the Property located more than seventy-five feet (75 ' )
southwesterly from the center line of the existing railroad track of sufficient size
to install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove electrical power
poles designed to support an overhead electrical power line or, alternatively, to
install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove an underground
electrical power line; and (d) areas ofthe Property of sufficient size to install,
construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove appurtenances related to
(a), (b) and (c), which together are defined as the "Facilities". The specific
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locations of the Premises within the Property shall be determined pursuant to this
Agreement
To more accurately reflect the location of the Facilities, this Recital is deleted in its
entirety and replaced as follows :
WHEREAS , Cadiz RE desires to lease from ARZC, and ARZC agrees to lease to
Cadiz RE, portions of the Property (collectively "Premises") described as: (a) an
area of the Property approximately fifteen feet (15 ' ) wide and approximately
fifteen feet (15') deep, located more than fifty feet (50 ' ) southwesterly from the
centerline of the existing railroad track to install, construct, operate, maintain,
repair, renew and remove one (1) underground water conveyance pipeline
approximately seven feet (7') in diameter; (b) as many as four (4) areas of the
Property of sufficient size to install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew
and remove underground manifold pipelines approximately twenty-four inches
(24") to thirty-six inches (36") in diameter, that will cross beneath the existing
railroad track; (c) an area of the Property located more than seventy-five feet (75')
northeasterly from the center line of the existing railroad track of sufficient size to
install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove electrical power
poles designed to support an overhead electrical power line or, alternatively, to
install, construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove an underground
electrical power line; and (d) areas of the Property of sufficient size to install,
construct, operate, maintain, repair, renew and remove appurtenances related to
(a), (b) and (c), which together are defined as the "Facilities". These Facilities are
necessary works and adjuncts to ARZC 's operations as defined in California
Public Utility Code section 7551. The specific locations of the Premises within
the Property shall be determined pursuant to this Agreement, but shall remain
subject to ARZC's review, comment, and approval of design drawings and
specifications.
G.
Consistent with Sections 17 and 32 of the Agreement, the RailAmerica Letter, and
the Memorandum Opinion, the Parties desire to amend the Agreement upon and subject to the
terms and conditions set forth in this Amendment.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration for the foregoing Recitals, which are incorporated
herein by reference, and the mutual promises, covenants and representations hereinafter
contained, and subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth, it is further agreed as follows:
1.
Section 17 the Agreement is hereby amended by deleting Section 17 in its entirely
and replacing it with the following Section 17:
17.
Usage of Facilities by ARZC for Railroad PUllloses. Cadiz RE agrees to
reasonably cooperate with ARZC to provide ARZC with available water and power from and
access to the Facilities to the extent necessary for ARZC ' s railroad operations over the Property,
through a connection and/or access to the Facilities that does not materially affect the use of the
Facilities, and which is established in a location mutually agreed upon by ARZC and Cadiz RE.
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In furtherance of this Section, the following anticipated design improvements shall be
incorporated into the Facilities' design:
(a).

Facilities Design Improvements.
i. Fire hydrants will be placed at locations along the Facilities as appropriate in
order to suppress fires that could damage the railroad and associated works.
ii. An access road will be built on or within the Premises that will provide access
in case of a derailment of a train or for other railroad purposes, including but not
limited to, maintenance and right of way inspections.
iii . Access to 10,000 gallons of water on a daily basis for the future needs of the
ARZC railroad line, such as a railcar wash site, vegetation control, offices, or
other improvements that are contemplated, but not finalized or planned at this
time.
iv. Access to power at any meters that are located along the ARZC railroad line,
and emergency access to power at any location, whether it be provided by solar,
gas, or otherwise provided.
v. Future operations of a contemplated excursion train along the ARZC railroad
line may require accommodations for passenger terminals and water service for
the likely steam powered locomotives.
vi. The right to connect and deliver water at any future water production facilities
within ARZC's right of way. Any future delivery of water would be subject to
permitting and required monitoring of these operations.

2.
Excursion Train. The parties will exercise reasonable efforts to evaluate the legal,
engineering and economic feasibility of permitting third-party operation of a steam powered
excursion train with passenger terminals that would be located on the Cadiz property, subject to
ARZC' s operating, liability, and insurance requirements.
3.
Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in any number of counterparts,
each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which, taken together, shall constitute one
and the same instrument.
[END - SIGNATURES OF NEXT PAGE]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have placed their signatures as of the date set forth
above.
"ARZC"
ARIZONA & CALIFORNIA RAILROAD
COMPANY, a Delaware corporation
BY:---4~~~~~~~_ __
Michael Bagley
Its: Assistant Vice-Presi ent
Dated:
, /J., bi?-£> /1

I,

"CADIZRE"
CADIZ REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability compan

()

{

By:

~~~~~~~----------------

Timothy J. Shaheen
Its: . Chief Er cutl·ve Officer
l'l 'Ul - II
Date.

t
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Appendix N
Memorandum of Understanding
by and among the
Santa Margarita Water District,
Cadiz Inc.,
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company,
and the County of San Bernardino

Appendix O
Cultural Resources Survey Report –
June 2012

626 Wilshire Boulevard

www.esassoc.com

Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90017-2934
213.599.4300 phone
213.599.4301 fax

memorandum
date

June 25, 2012

to

Santa Margarita Water District

from

ESA Cultural Resources, Candace Ehringer and Tom Barnes

subject

Cultural Resources Survey Summary - June 2012

ESA conducted a cultural resources survey of the footprint of the proposed well pads, connector pipeline, and
access roads, as well as CRA tie-in Options 2a and 2b, and proposed staging areas, between May 15 and June 2.
The attached Figures 1 and 2 identify the survey footprint. The survey was conducted in transects of no greater
than 15-20 meters. Visibility was generally good, ranging from 75 to 95 percent. Soil types varied somewhat, but
consisted primarily of light grey sandy silt. The survey area included 200 feet on either side of the proposed
25-foot wide wellfield access roads and 10,000 square foot wellpad locations.
A total of 51 cultural resources were recorded or updated as a result of the surveys, including three previously
recorded resources (Table 1). Forty-eight1 new cultural resources were documented during the surveys, including
32 historic-period archaeological sites, nine prehistoric archaeological sites, two multi-component sites, and five
isolated artifacts.
ESA is currently preparing a report that analyzes the sites and summarizes the findings. The report will be
submitted to the San Bernardino County Museum in 2012. The report will identify which of the sites identified in
the wellfield area are potentially eligible for inclusion in the federal register of historic places, and will
recommend future actions to document the sites if any. The locations of potentially eligible sites and required
buffers to ensure no impact will be provided to the project design team. The project design team will revise the
pipeline route and well pad locations in the wellfield as necessary to ensure that all eligible sites are avoided to
ensure less than significant impacts to cultural resources. Construction activities along the pipeline and staging
areas may encounter eligible sites. In these areas, activities would be subject to Mitigation Measure CUL-4 to
ensure that any impacts to potentially eligible sites are mitigated to less than significant levels.

1 Site CAD-KRM-008-H may be divided into multiple sites pending further research.

TABLE 1: RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES
Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

Field
Designationª

9855H

-

2.28 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
can scatter

9848

-

Prehistoric site w/ small lithic
scatter

0.0009 acres

Resource remains as
previously recorded

11586H

-

Historic road

N/A

Resource remains as
previously recorded

-

CAD-CRE-001-I

Historic isolate – military
helmet

N/A

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-002-M

Multi-component site with
low-density lithic scatter and
scattered historic debris

2.02 acres

Historic component
associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-003-H

Large, low-density historic
refuse scatter w/cans, glass
bottles, and munitions

24.82 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-004-P

Large prehistoric site with
lithic scatter and ground
stone

3.58 acres

-

-

CAD-CRE-005-H

0.34 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
low-density can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-006-H

0.04 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
low-density can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-007-H

1.39 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
low-density can and glass
bottle scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-008-H

Small, low-density historic
debris scatter w/glass bottle
fragments

2 acres

Association unknown

-

CAD-CRE-009-H

Historic site w/ cans, glass
medicine bottles, and
thermometer

0.05 acres

Association unknown

Description

Approx. Size
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Comments
Associated w/ military
training exercises

TABLE 1: RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES
Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

Field
Designationª

-

CAD-CRE-010-H

0.35 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
low-density can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-011-H

Small, discrete deposit of
cans and glass bottles

0.05 acres

Association unknown

-

CAD-CRE-012-H

Historic site w/ features
related to welding and can
scatter

0.5 acres

Associated with CRA

-

CAD-CRE-013-H

Small, discrete deposit of
cans and glass bottles/jars

0.02 acres

Association unknown

-

CAD-CRE-014-H

Historic site w/ discrete
deposit and sparse can
scatter

0.07 acres

Association unknown

-

CAD-CRE-015-H

Small, discrete deposit of
glass soda bottles

0.004 acres

Association unknown

-

CAD-CRE-016-H

Historic site w/ discrete refuse 0.08 acres
deposit and sparse can
scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-017-H

3.21 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-CRE-018-I

Prehistoric isolate – 2
ceramic fragments

N/A

-

-

CAD-BSM-001-P

Prehistoric lithic reduction
locus

0.00009 acres

-

-

CAD-BSM-002-M

Multi-component site w/
features related to military
training and can scatter, and
two prehistoric artifacts

14.15 acres

Historic component
associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-BSM-007-H

Historic site w/ features
related to military training

12.71 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-BSM-008-H

Historic site w/low-density can 3.44 acres
scatter

Description

Approx. Size

3

Comments

Associated w/ military
training exercises?

TABLE 1: RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES
Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

Field
Designationª

-

CAD-BSM-009-H

Historic site w/low-density can 0.05 acres
scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises?

-

CAD-BSM-010-P

Prehistoric site w/ low-density 0.02 acres
lithic scatter

-

-

CAD-MTB-001-H

0.01 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
low-density can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-002-H

Historic site w/low-density can 1.22 acres
scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-003-H

Historic site w/low-density can 0.07 acres
scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-004-P

Prehistoric site w/moderateto-high-density lithic scatter

0.41 acres

-

-

CAD-MTB-005-H

Historic site w/ can scatter

0.06 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-006-H

0.81 acres
Historic site w/ features
related to military training and
can scatter

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-007-H

Historic site w/ discrete
deposit and low-density can
scatter

0.38 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises?

-

CAD-MTB-008-H

Historic site w/ can scatter

0.13 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises?

-

CAD-MTB-009-H

Circular rock ring (hearth)

0.0004 acres

Possibly modern

-

CAD-MTB-010-H

Historic site w/ can scatter

0.08 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises?

-

CAD-MTB-011-H

Historic site w/ cans and
glass jar fragments

0.08 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-MTB-013-H

Large low-density historic
debris scatter

10.74 acres

Associated w/ ATSF RRParker Cutoff?

-

CAD-MTB-014-H

Small, low-density historic
can scatter

0.01 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

Description

Approx. Size
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Comments

TABLE 1: RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES
Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

Field
Designationª

Description

Approx. Size

Comments

-

CAD-MTB-015-P

Prehistoric site w/ lithics and
ground stone

TBD

-

-

CAD-KRM-001-H

Historic road segment

3,954 linear
feet

Associated w/ CA-SBR11586H?

-

CAD-KRM-002-H

Historic site w/ low-density
debris scatter

0.05 acres

Associated w/ military
training exercises

-

CAD-KRM-003-P

Prehistoric site w/moderateto-low-density lithic scatter

2.35 acres

-

-

CAD-KRM-004-P

Prehistoric site w/moderateto-low-density lithic scatter

0.61 acres

-

-

CAD-KRM-005-I

Prehistoric isolate – biface
fragment

N/A

-

-

CAD-KRM-006-P

Prehistoric site w/low-density
lithic scatter

0.02 acres

-

-

CAD-KRM-007-I

Prehistoric isolate – chert
flake

N/A

-

-

CAD-KRM-008-H

TBD
Historic site w/glass
insulators, wooden pole
remnants, and metal brackets

-

CAD-KRM-009-I

Prehistoric isolate – chert
flake

N/A

-

-

CAD-KRM-010-P

Prehistoric site w/ small, lowdensity lithic scatter

0.009 acres

-
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Site may be divided into
multiple sites pending
further research
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BETTY H. OLSON, PH.D

CHARLEY WILSON

SAUNDRA F. JACOBS

BILL LAWSON

ROGER FAUBEL

DANIEL R. FERONS
GENERAL MANAGER

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF FINAL EIR AND NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CONSIDERATION OF CERTIFICATION OF THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT AND APPROVAL OF THE CADIZ VALLEY WATER CONSERVATION,
RECOVERY, AND STORAGE PROJECT
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday, July 25, 2012 at 6:30 p.m. the Governing Board of
Santa Margarita Water District will conduct a public hearing at the following location:
Norman P. Murray Community and Senior Center
Sycamore Room
24932 Veterans Way
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
The public hearing is for the Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD) Board of Directors to
consider certification of the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) pursuant to California
Code of Regulations Title 14, Chapter 3, (California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines)
Section 15090 prepared for the Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage
Project (Project). SMWD as lead agency has prepared the Final EIR for the Project that would
develop a new, reliable water supply and storage facility for SMWD and other participating water
providers. The Project would be operated by Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC),
comprised of shareholders that are public water systems, and overseen by a joint powers
authority initially formed between SMWD and FVMWC. The Board of Directors will also be
considering approval of a Purchase and Sale Agreement with Cadiz, Inc. The Agreement
establishes SMWD’s right to purchase water and sets forth the terms of SMWD’s participation in
FVMWC, identifies responsibilities for Project development and operation, and provides for the
formation of a Joint Powers Authority with FVMWC. The Board will also be considering approval
of a Groundwater Management, Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (GMMMP) to manage
groundwater resources, monitor and mitigate physical effects of the Project and ensure the
Project operations will be conducted without significant adverse impacts to critical resources.
Project Location:
The Project is located at the confluence of the Fenner, Orange Blossom
Wash, Cadiz, and Bristol Watersheds (see Draft EIR Chapter 1, Figure 1-1) approximately 220
miles east of Los Angeles, 75 miles southwest of Needles, and 65 miles northeast of
Twentynine Palms (see Draft EIR Figure 3-1). Groundwater pumped in the Fenner Gap would
be conveyed from the Project area via a new conveyance pipeline along the Arizona and
California Railroad (ARZC) Right of Way and tie into the CRA, which would distribute water to
Project Participants.

26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688  Mailing - P.O. Box 7005, Mission Viejo, CA 92690-7005
Web: www.SMWD.com
Customer Service (949) 459-6420  Administration (949) 459-6600  Operations (949) 459-6430

To facilitate public comments from areas nearer to the Cadiz Valley, an additional location in
Joshua Tree, California will be provided with telecommunicating capabilities. The Public Hearing
will be shown via video conference from the following location:
Copper Mountain College
Bell Center Community Room
6162 Rotary Way
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
Any person wishing to comment will be given an opportunity at the public hearing at either
location. All interested persons are encouraged to attend the public hearing and to present
written and/or oral comments. Letters must be received on or before the date of the hearing, or
can be submitted at the hearing. Any person unable to attend the public hearing may submit
written comments to SMWD at 26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688.
For additional information, please contact Michele Miller at (949) 459-6548 or at
cadizproject@smwd.com. If you challenge any action related to this proposal in court, you may
be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing
described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered at, or prior to, the public hearing.
Document Availability and Further Information: A CEQA Final Environmental Impact Report
(SCH#2011031002), dated July 13, 2012, was prepared for the Project pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15080, et seq. The EIR identifies potentially significant, but mitigable
impacts to: Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources, Cultural Resources, Geology,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Hazards; Hydrology and Water Quality, Mineral Resources, Public
Services, Utilities/Services, and Traffic. The EIR also identifies significant and unavoidable
impacts to: Air Quality (short-term construction NOx emissions) and secondary impacts of
growth.
The staff report, environmental documents and directions to both meeting sites will be posted on
the Santa Margarita Water District website at www.smwd.com/cadiz-ceqa-docs. The
environmental documents are immediately available on the Santa Margarita website and at the
Santa Margarita Water District, 26111 Antonio Parkway, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688.

